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NAVAIR Ol-F14AAD-1 

DEPARTMENT OF THE NAVY 
CHIEF OF NAVAL OPERATIONS 

2000 NAVY PENTAGON 
WASHINGTON, D.C. 20350-2000 

I February 1997 

LETTER OF PROMULGATION 

1. The Naval Air Training and Operating Procedures Standardization (NATOPS) Program is a 
positive approach toward improving combat readiness and achieving a substantial reduction in the 
aircraft mishap rate. Standardization, based on professional knowledge and experience, provides the 
basis for development of an efficient and sound operational procedure. The standardization program 
is not planned to stifle individual initiative, but rather to aid the commanding officer in increasing 
the unit’s combat potential without reducing command prestige or responsibility. 

2. This manual standardizes ground and flight procedures but does not include tactical doctrine. 
Compliance with the stipulated manual requirements and procedures is mandatory except as 
authorized herein. In order to remain effective, NATOPS must be dynamic and stimulate rather than 
suppress individual thinking. Since aviation is a continuing, progressive profession, it is both 
desirable and necessary that new ideas and new techniques be expeditiously evaluated and incorpo- 
rated if proven to be sound. To this end, commanding officers of aviation units are authorized to 
modify procedures contained herein, in accordance with the waiver provisions established by 
OPNAVINST 3710.7, for the purpose of assessing new ideas prior to initiating recommendations 
for permanent changes. This manual is prepared and kept current by the users in order to achieve 
maximum readiness and safety in the most efftcient and economical manner. Should conflict exist 
between the training and operating procedures found in this manual and those found in other 
publications, this manual will govern. 

3. Checklists and other pertinent extracts from this publication necessary to normal operations and 
training should be made and carried for use in naval aircraft. 

DENNIS V. McGINN 
Rear Admiral, U.S. Navy 
Director, Air Warfare 

3 (Reverse Blank) ORIGINAL 





NAVAIR 01.F14AAD-1 

I INTERIM CHANGE SUMMARY I] 

The following Interim Changes have been canceled orpreviously incorporated in this manual: 

INTERIM 
CHANGE 

1 through 8 Previously incorporated 

REMARKS/PURPOSE 

INTERIM 
CHANGE 

NUMBER(S) 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

Xkfollowing Interim Changes have been incorporated in this Change/Revision: 

REMARKSIPURPOSE 

Dual Compressor Stall Warnings 

Dual Compressor Stall/Engine Flameout Warnings 

APX-100 AUDIO/TJGHT/OUT Switch 

Conference Review Advance Change Items 

Flap and Slat Asymmetry Procedure 

Modifies Information and Procedures for Spoiler Malfunctions 

Changes F-14 Currency Requirements 

Modifies Information and Procedures for On-Deck Emergency Egress 

Interim Changes Outstanding - To be maintained by the custodian of this manual: 

INTERIM 
CHANGE 
NUMBER 

ORIGINATOWDATE PAGES 
(or DATE/TIME GROUP) AFFECTED REMARKS/PURPOSE 

ORIGINAL 
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CNO 041749Z SEP01 Page 1 of 6 NA 01-F14AAA-1 IC 148

NA 01-F14AAP-1 IC 46
NA 01-F14AAD-1 IC 26
NA 01-F14AAA-1B IC 104
NA 01-F14AAP-1B IC 30
NA 01-F14AAD-1B IC 15

RAAUZYUW RUENAAA0187 2471749-UUUU--RUENCGU.
ZNR UUUUU
R 041749Z SEP 01 ZYB
FM CNO WASHINGTON DC//N789J3//
TO ALL TOMCAT AIRCRAFT ACTIVITIES
INFO RUCTPOH/NAVOPMEDINST PENSACOLA FL//06//
RHMFIUU/NAVOPMEDINST PENSACOLA FL//06//
BT
UNCLAS SECTION 01 OF 03
MSGID/GENADMIN/N789J//
SUBJ/INTERIM CHANGES TO F-14ABD AIRCRAFT NATOPS FLIGHT PUBLICATIONS/

SAFETY OF FLIGHT//
REF/A/DOC/NAVAIR 01-F14AAA-1/YMD:19970201//
REF/B/DOC/NAVAIR 01-F14AAP-1/YMD:19970201//
REF/C/DOC/NAVAIR 01-F14AAD-1/YMD:19970201//
REF/D/DOC/NAVAIR 01-F14AAA-1B/YMD:19970201//
REF/E/DOC/NAVAIR 01-F14AAP-1B/YMD:19970201//
REF/F/DOC/NAVAIR 01-F14AAD-1B/YMD:19970201//
REF/G/LTR/VF-101/YMD:20010719//
NARR/REF A IS NAVAIR 01-F14AAA-1 (F-14A NATOPS FLIGHT MANUAL (NFM))
DTD 15MAY95 W/CHG-1 01FEB97. REF B IS NAVAIR 01-F14AAP-1 (F-14B
NATOPS FLIGHT MANUAL (NFM)) DTD 15MAY95 W/CHG-1 01FEB97. REF C IS
NAVAIR 01-F14AAD-1 ((F-14D NATOPS FLIGHT MANUAL (NFM)). REF D IS
NAVAIR 01-F14AAA-1B (F-14A NATOPS POCKET CHECKLIST (PCL)) DTD
15MAY95 W/CHG-1 01FEB97. REF E IS NAVAIR 01-F14AAP-1B ((F-14B
NATOPS POCKET CHECKLIST (PCL)) DTD 15MAY95 W/CHG-1 01FEB97. REF F
IS NAVAIR 01-F14AAD-1B ((F-14D NATOPS POCKET CHECKLIST (PCL)).
REF G IS VF-101 LTR 3711 SER 20/1479; SUBJ: F-14 NATOPS REVIEW
CONFERENCE REPORT.//
RMKS/1. THIS IS INTERIM CHANGE (IC) NUMBER 148 TO REF A (F-14A NFM),
IC NUMBER 46 TO REF B (F-14B NFM), IC NUMBER 26 TO REF C (F-14D
NFM), IC NUMBER 104 TO REF D (F-14A PCL), IC NUMBER 30 TO REF E
(F-14B PCL), AND IC NUMBER 15 TO REF F (F-14D PCL).
2. SUMMARY. THIS IC MSG DIRECTS ENTRY OF THE ADVANCE CHANGE ITEMS
FROM THE 19-22JUN01 F-14A/B/D NATOPS REVIEW CONFERENCE WHICH MODIFY
EMERGENCY PROCEDURES FOR DOUBLE GENERATOR FAILURE, UNCOMMANDED ROLL
AND/OR YAW, AND SPOILER MALFUNCTION/SPOILER STUCK UP IN REFS A
THROUGH F.
3. CHANGE REFS A, B, AND C, WITH ALL PREVIOUS IC'S INCORPORATED, AS
FOLLOWS:
A. LIST OF ACRONYMS AND ABBREVIATIONS.

(1) DELETE: NA
(2) ADD (INSERT) ABBREVIATION FOR INBOARD ON PAGE 46 OF REF A,

AND ON PAGE 44 OF REFS B AND C, RESPECTIVELY, AS FOLLOWS:
INBD. INBOARD.

(3) ADD (INSERT) ABBREVIATION FOR OUTBOARD ON PAGE 47 OF REF A,
AND ON PAGE 46 OF REFS B AND C, RESPECTIVELY, AS FOLLOWS:

OUTBD. OUTBOARD.
B. DOUBLE GENERATOR FAILURE:

(1) DELETE:
REF A (F-14A NFM), DFCS SUPPLEMENT, PAGE 14-4X,
PARAGRAPH 14.7.2 (DOUBLE GENERATOR FAILURE),

REF B (F-14B NFM), DFCS SUPPLEMENT, PAGE 14-4X,
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PARAGRAPH 14.7.2 /(DOUBLE GENERATOR FAILURE), AND/OR
REF C (F-14D NFM), DFCS SUPPLEMENT, PAGE 14-4X,
PARAGRAPH 14.7.2 (DOUBLE GENERATOR FAILURE):

(2) ADD (REPLACE WITH) IN EACH NFM:
14.7.2 DOUBLE GENERATOR FAILURE.

1. BOTH GENERATOR SWITCHES -- CYCLE.
WHEN OPERATING ON EMERGENCY GENERATOR, THE FOLLOWING
IMPORTANT SYSTEMS ARE INOPERATIVE:

A. EMERGENCY FLIGHT HYDRAULICS.
B. OUTBOARD SPOILER MODULE AND

EMERGENCY FLAPS ACTIVATION.
C. OBOGS CONCENTRATOR HEATER (F-14D ONLY)

(OBOGS MAY STILL FUNCTION AT A
REDUCED, BUT ADEQUATE LEVEL).

2. IF TEMPORARY LOSS OF COMBINED SYSTEM PRESSURE CAUSES
EMERGENCY GENERATOR TO SHIFT TO 1-KVA MODE:
EMERG GENERATOR SWITCH -- CYCLE.

CAUTION
A SHIFT TO 1-KVA MODE WILL CAUSE LOSS OF ALL DFCS
FUNCTIONS AND SPOILERS WITHOUT ILLUMINATION OF
CAUTION LIGHTS. IF THE 5-KVA MODE IS REGAINED, A
MASTER RESET WILL BE REQUIRED TO REGAIN SAS,
SPOILER, AUTHORITY STOP, AND ARI FUNCTIONS.

NOTE
DFCS SYNCHRONIZATION CAN TAKE UP TO 2 SECONDS
FOLLOWING A POWER INTERRUPT. IF THE MASTER RESET
PUSHBUTTON IS DEPRESSED DURING THE SYNCHRONIZATION
TIME, AN ADDITIONAL DEPRESSION OF THE MASTER RESET
PUSHBUTTON WILL BE REQUIRED TO RESTORE SPOILER
FUNCTIONALITY.

3. LAND AS SOON AS PRACTICABLE.
C. UNCOMMANDED ROLL AND/OR YAW:

(1) DELETE:
REF A (F-14A NFM), CHAPTER 14, PAGE 14-31, PARAGRAPH 14.12.1
(UNCOMMANDED ROLL AND/OR YAW),

REF B (F-14B NFM), CHAPTER 14, PAGES 14-33 AND 14-34,
PARAGRAPH 14.12.1 (UNCOMMANDED ROLL AND/OR YAW), AND/OR

REF C (F-14D NFM), CHAPTER 14, PAGE 14-37, PARAGRAPH 14.12.1
(UNCOMMANDED ROLL AND/OR YAW):

(2) ADD (REPLACE WITH) IN EACH NFM:
14.12.1 UNCOMMANDED ROLL AND/OR YAW.

NOTE
IF UNCOMMANDED ROLL AND/OR YAW OCCURS DURING
HIGH-AOA MANEUVERING (ABOVE 15 UNITS), ASSUME
DEPARTURE FROM CONTROLLED FLIGHT AND APPLY
APPROPRIATE DEPARTURE AND/OR SPIN RECOVERY
PROCEDURES.

NOTE
FAILURES THAT MAY CAUSE UNCOMMANDED ROLL AND/OR
YAW INCLUDE, BUT ARE NOT LIMITED TO:
A. ENGINE FAILURE.
B. STUCK UP SPOILER.
C. ASYMMETRIC FLAPS AND/OR SLATS.
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D. UNCOMMANDED DIFFERENTIAL STABILIZER AND/OR
RUDDER AUTOMATIC FLIGHT CONTROL SYSTEM INPUTS
CAUSED BY ABNORMAL POWER TRANSIENTS.

E. HARDOVER RUDDER.
1. IF FLAP TRANSITION:

FLAP HANDLE -- PREVIOUS POSITION.
2. RUDDER AND STICK -- OPPOSITE ROLL/YAW.

NOTE
FOR SPOILER MALFUNCTION, USE LATERAL STICK AS
PRIMARY LATERAL CONTROL AND RUDDER ONLY AS NEEDED
TO MAINTAIN BALANCED FLIGHT.

3. AOA -- BELOW 12 UNITS.
4. DOWNWING ENGINE -- MAX THRUST (IF REQUIRED).
5. MASTER RESET PUSHBUTTON -- DEPRESS.

NOTE
DFCS SYNCHRONIZATION CAN TAKE UP TO 2 SECONDS
FOLLOWING A POWER INTERRUPT. IF THE MASTER
RESET PUSHBUTTON IS DEPRESSED DURING THE
SYNCHRONIZATION TIME, AN ADDITIONAL DEPRESSION OF
THE MASTER RESET PUSHBUTTON WILL BE REQUIRED TO
RESTORE SPOILER FUNCTIONALITY.

6. ROLL SAS -- ON.
7. ROLL TRIM -- OPPOSITE STICK (IF REQUIRED).
8. OUT OF CONTROL BELOW 10,000 FEET AGL -- EJECT.
9. CONTROL REGAINED -- CLIMB AND INVESTIGATE FOR THE

FOLLOWING:
A. FLAP AND SLAT ASYMMETRY.
B. SAS MALFUNCTION.

NOTE
SAS FAILURE MAY CAUSE UNCOMMANDED ROLL AND/OR
YAW, EVEN WITHOUT ILLUMINATION OF THE ASSOCIATED

LIGHTS.
C. SPOILER MALFUNCTION.
D. HARDOVER RUDDER.
E. STRUCTURAL DAMAGE.

10. SLOW-FLY AIRCRAFT TO DETERMINE CONTROLLABILITY AT
10,000 FEET AGL MINIMUM.

D. SPOILERS CAUTION LIGHT/SPOILER MALFUNCTION/SPOILER STUCK UP:
(1) DELETE:

REF A (F-14A NFM), DFCS SUPPLEMENT, PAGE 14-15X
AND 14-16X, PARAGRAPH 14.12.11.3 (SPOILERS CAUTION LIGHT/
SPOILER MALFUNCTION/SPOILER STUCK UP),

REF B (F-14B NFM), DFCS SUPPLEMENT, PAGES 14-15X AND 14-16X,
PARAGRAPH 14.12.9.3 (SPOILERS CAUTION LIGHT/SPOILER
MALFUNCTION/SPOILER STUCK UP), AND/OR

REF C (F-14D NFM), DFCS SUPPLEMENT, PAGES 14-17X AND 14-18X,
PARAGRAPH 14.12.7.3 (SPOILERS CAUTION LIGHT/SPOILER
MALFUNCTION/SPOILER STUCK UP):

(2) ADD (REPLACE WITH) AS PARAGRAPH 14.12.11.3 IN F-14A NFM,
AS PARAGRAPH 14.12.9.3 IN F-14B NFM, AND/OR
AS PARAGRAPH 14.12.7.3 IN F-14D NFM):
14.12.11.3 SPOILERS CAUTION LIGHT/SPOILER MALFUNCTION/
SPOILER STUCK UP.
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CAUTION
IF THE CURRENT CONFIGURATION IS ACCEPTABLE FOR
LANDING, CAREFUL CONSIDERATION SHOULD BE
GIVEN BEFORE DEPRESSING MASTER RESET WHEN A
SPOILER ACTUATOR MECHANICAL MALFUNCTION IS
SUSPECTED. A DEPLOYED SPOILER THAT RESULTED FROM
DFCS COMPUTERS DROPPING OFF LINE IS NOT
CONSIDERED A MECHANICAL FAILURE.

NOTE
USE LATERAL STICK AS PRIMARY CONTROL AND RUDDER
ONLY AS NEEDED TO MAINTAIN BALANCED FLIGHT.

NOTE
SUBSEQUENT DEPRESSION OF THE MASTER RESET
PUSHBUTTON MAY CLEAR FAILURE UNTIL SPOILER IS
COMMANDED TO MOVE AGAIN.

1. MASTER RESET PUSHBUTTON -- DEPRESS.
NOTE

DFCS SYNCHRONIZATION CAN TAKE UP TO 2 SECONDS
FOLLOWING A POWER INTERRUPT. IF THE MASTER
RESET PUSHBUTTON IS DEPRESSED DURING THE
SYNCHRONIZATION TIME, AN ADDITIONAL DEPRESSION OF
THE MASTER RESET PUSHBUTTON WILL BE REQUIRED TO
RESTORE SPOILER FUNCTIONALITY.

IF FAILURE REMAINS/REOCCURS:
2. AVOID ABRUPT LATERAL CONTROL MOVEMENTS AND HIGH ROLL

RATES.
CAUTION

WITH WINGS FORWARD OF 62 DEGREES, EXCESSIVE
HORIZONTAL TAIL DIFFERENTIAL MAY CAUSE SEVERE
STRUCTURAL DAMAGE.

IF SPOILER(S) FAIL DOWN:
3. PERFORM CONTROLLABILITY CHECK PROCEDURE, PARAGRAPH

14.11.7.
IF SPOILER(S) REMAIN UP OR FLOATING, OR IF CONTROL
UNSATISFACTORY WITH FLAPS DOWN:

NOTE
ANY SINGLE, FULLY-DEFLECTED, FAILED-UP SPOILER IS
CONTROLLABLE EVEN WITH FLAPS DOWN IF THE
REMAINING SPOILERS ARE OPERATING. WITH MULTIPLE
FAILURES, AIRCRAFT CONFIGURATION IS THE CRITICAL
FACTOR. WITH FLAPS DOWN, ROLL CONTROL USING
LATERAL STICK ALONE MAY BE IMPOSSIBLE. HOWEVER,
WITH FLAPS UP, ADEQUATE ROLL CONTROL TO REGAIN
WINGS LEVEL FLIGHT IS AVAILABLE WITH USE OF
LATERAL STICK ALONE. CHOICE OF FLAP POSITION FOR
LANDING AND CV RECOVERY/DIVERT DECISION SHOULD BE
MADE FOLLOWING A CONTROLLABILITY CHECK.

4. PERFORM CONTROLLABILITY CHECK PROCEDURE, PARAGRAPH
14.11.7, USING MANEUVERING FLAP/SLAT (PREFERRED) OR
NO-FLAP CONFIGURATION ONLY.

NOTE
IF CONTROLLABILITY IS UNSUITABLE FOR LANDING
APPROACH DUE TO COMPLETE LOSS OF SPOILERS,
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CONSIDERATION MAY BE GIVEN TO ATTEMPTING A POWER
ON RESET IN AN ATTEMPT TO REGAIN AT LEAST ONE
SPOILER SET. SEE DFCS FOR PROCEDURES (F-14A
PARAGRAPH 14.12.11.4, F-14B PARAGRAPH 14.12.9.4,

AND F-14D PARAGRAPH 14.12.7.4).
IF CONTROLLABILITY SATISFACTORY:

5. PERFORM MANEUVER FLAP/SLAT OR NO-FLAP STRAIGHT-IN
APPROACH AT OR ABOVE MINIMUM CONTROL AIRSPEED.

IF CONTROLLABILITY STILL UNSATISFACTORY:
WARNING

WITH BOTH INBD AND OUTBD SPOILER CONTROL CB'S
PULLED, ALL OPPOSING SPOILER CONTROL WILL BE
LOST.

CAUTION
MARGINAL CONTROL OR LOSS OF CONTROL MAY BE
EXPERIENCED DUE TO REMOVAL OF A SPOILER SET
WITH MULTIPLE FAILURES PRESENT.

NOTE
IT MULTIPLE FAILED-UP SPOILER PANELS RESULT IN
UNSATISFACTORY HANDLING QUALITIES REGARDLESS OF
FLAP POSITION, AN ATTEMPT MAY BE MADE TO FAIL
THE PANELS DOWN BY REMOVING POWER VIA THE
CORRESPONDING SPOILER CONTROL CB'S. THIS MAY
TAKE AS LONG AS 60 SECONDS, AND RESULT IN A
MARGINAL CONTROL SITUATION OR A LOSS OF CONTROL
SITUATION BECAUSE POWER TO THE OTHER SPOILERS HAS
BEEN REMOVED. THEREFORE, IT SHOULD BE CONSIDERED
ONLY AS A LAST RESORT.

5. SPOILER CONTR CB FOR AFFECTED PAIR -- PULL
(7G9 FOR INBD, 8C5 FOR OUTBD IN F-14A/B),
(8G9 FOR INBD, 9C5 FOR OUTBD IN F-14D).

IF UNCONTROLLABLE ROLL, OR NO IMPROVEMENT IN
CONTROLLABILITY:

6. SPOILER CONTR CB (AFFECTED SPOILER) -- RESET.
7. MASTER RESET PUSHBUTTON -- DEPRESS.

FUNCTIONALITY LOST FROM CYCLING SPOILER CONTROL CB
WILL NOT BE REGAINED UNTIL THE MASTER RESET PUSHBUTTON
IS DEPRESSED.

8. IF UNSUITABLE FOR LANDING,PERFORM CONTROLLED EJECTION.
IF CONTROLLABILITY IMPROVES:

9. PERFORM STRAIGHT-IN APPROACH IN BEST CONFIGURATION
WITH CB(S) OUT.

NOTE
OUTBOARD SPOILER POSITION INDICATORS WILL
INDICATE DOWN WITH CB 8C5 (F-14A/B) OR
9C5 (F-14D) PULLED.

NOTE
WITH CB'S 7G9 AND 8C5 (F-14A/B) OR 8G9 AND 9C5
(F-14D) PULLED, GROUND ROLL BRAKING IS NOT
AVAILABLE. RESET ON LANDING ROLLOUT IF DESIRED.

4. CHANGE REFS D, E, AND F, WITH ALL PREVIOUS IC'S INCORPORATED, AS
FOLLOWS:
A. DOUBLE GENERATOR FAILURE:
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(1) DELETE:
REF D (F-14A PCL), PAGE 24, DOUBLE GENERATOR FAILURE
PROCEDURE,

REF E (F-14B PCL), PAGE 26, DOUBLE GENERATOR FAILURE
PROCEDURE, AND/OR

REF F (F-14D PCL), PAGE 38, DOUBLE GENERATOR FAILURE
PROCEDURE:

(2) ADD (REPLACE WITH) IN EACH PCL AS CONTAINED IN
PARAGRAPH 3.B(2) ABOVE, EXCEPT OMIT PROCEDURE PARAGRAPH
NUMBER.

B. UNCOMMANDED ROLL AND/OR YAW:
(1) DELETE:

REF D (F-14A PCL), PAGE 47, UNCOMMANDED ROLL AND/OR YAW
PROCEDURE,

REF E (F-14B PCL), PAGE 57, UNCOMMANDED ROLL AND/OR YAW
PROCEDURE, AND/OR

REF F (F-14D PCL), PAGE 71, UNCOMMANDED ROLL AND/OR YAW
PROCEDURE:

(2) ADD (REPLACE WITH) IN EACH PCL AS CONTAINED IN
PARAGRAPH 3.C(2) ABOVE, EXCEPT:
(A) OMIT PROCEDURE PARAGRAPH NUMBER, AND
(B) OMIT NOTES THAT PRECEDE STEP 1.

C. SPOILERS CAUTION LIGHT/SPOILER MALFUNCTION/SPOILER STUCK UP:
(1) DELETE:

REF D (F-14A PCL), PAGES 48 AND 49, SPOILERS CAUTION LIGHT/
SPOILER MALFUNCTION/SPOILER STUCK UP,

REF E (F-14B PCL), PAGES 58, 58A, AND 59, SPOILERS CAUTION
LIGHT/SPOILER MALFUNCTION/SPOILER STUCK UP), AND/OR

REF F (F-14D PCL), PAGES 72, 72A, AND 73, SPOILERS CAUTION
LIGHT/SPOILER MALFUNCTION/SPOILER STUCK UP:

(2) ADD (REPLACE WITH) IN EACH PCL AS IN PARAGRAPH 3.D(2) ABOVE,
EXCEPT:
(A) OMIT PROCEDURE PARAGRAPH NUMBER,
(B) REPLACE PARAGRAPH 14.11.7 (CONTROLLABILITY CHECK)

REFERENCES IN STEPS 3 AND 4 WITH "PAGE 46" IN F-14A PCL,
"PAGE 56" IN F-14B PCL, AND "PAGE 70" IN F-14D PCL, AND

(C) REPLACE PARAGRAPH 14.12.7 (DFCS POR) REFERENCE IN STEP 4
NOTE WITH "PAGES 46A THROUGH 46C" IN F-14A PCL,
"PAGES 56A THROUGH 56C" IN F-14B PCL AND "PAGES 70A
THROUGH 70C" IN F-14D PCL.

5. CONTACT VF-101 F-14A/B/D NATOPS PROGRAM MANAGER, LT GREG KNEPPER,
AT DSN 433-5147 OR COMM (757)433-5147, FAX DSN 433-4368 OR (757)433-
4368, OR E-MAIL KNEPPERGD@VF101.NAVY.MIL IF REF G OR REPLACEMENT
PAGES ARE REQUIRED. NAVAIR 4.1.1.1 POC IS LCDR SCOTT PORTER, AT DSN
757-7017 OR COMM (301)757-7017, OR EMAIL PORTERSD@NAVAIR.NAVY.MIL.
6. THIS MESSAGE AND ALL OTHER NATOPS INTERIM CHANGES WILL BE POSTED
ON THE NATEC WEBSITE, WWW.NATEC.NAVY.MIL, WITHIN 15 DAYS OF THE
RELEASE OF THIS MESSAGE. IF UNABLE TO VIEW THIS MESSAGE AT THE
NATEC WEBSITE, PLEASE INFORM THE CNO NATOPS OFFICE AT DSN 288-5797
OR COMM (202)433-5797.//
BT
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RAAUZYUW RUENAAA0915 0951755-UUUU--RUEASUU.
ZNR UUUUU
R 051758Z APR 01 ZYB ZYW
FM CNO WASHINGTON DC//N789J//
TO ALL TOMCAT AIRCRAFT ACTIVITIES
INFO NAVOPMEDINST PENSACOLA FL
BT
UNCLAS //N04790//
MSGID/GENADMIN/N789//
SUBJ/INTERIM CHANGES TO F-14 AIRCRAFT NATOPS FLIGHT PUBLICATIONS
/SAFETY OF FLIGHT//
REF/A/DOC/NAVAIR/YMD:19970201//
REF/B/DOC/NAVAIR/YMD:19970201//
REF/C/DOC/NAVAIR/YMD:19970201//
REF/D/DOC/NAVAIR/YMD:19970201//
REF/E/DOC/NAVAIR/YMD:19970201//
REF/F/DOC/NAVAIR/YMD:19970201//
NARR/REF A IS NAVAIR 01-F14AAA-1 (F-14A NATOPS FLIGHT MANUAL (NFM))
DTD 15MAY95 W/CHG-1 01FEB97. REF B IS NAVAIR 01-F14AAA-1B (F-14A
NATOPS POCKET CHECKLIST (PCL)) DTD 15MAY95 W/CHG-1 01FEB97. REF C IS
NAVAIR 01-F14AAP-1 ((F-14B NATOPS FLIGHT MANUAL (NFM)) DTD 15MAY95
W/CHG-1 01FEB97. REF D IS NAVAIR 01-F14AAP-1B ((F-14B NATOPS POCKET
CHECKLIST (PCL)) DTD 15MAY95 W/CHG-1 01FEB97. REF E IS NAVAIR 01-
F14AAD-1 ((F-14D NATOPS FLIGHT MANUAL (NFM)). REF F IS NAVAIR 01-
F14AAD-1B ((F-14D NATOPS POCKET CHECKLIST (PCL)).//
RMKS/RMKS/1. THIS IS INTERIM CHANGE (IC) NUMBER 147 TO REF A (F-14A
NFM),
IC NUMBER 103 TO REF B (F-14A PCL), IC NUMBER 45 TO REF C (F-14B
NFM), IC NUMBER 29 TO REF D (F-14B PCL), IC NUMBER 25 TO REF E
(F-14D NFM), AND IC NUMBER 14 TO REF F (F-14D PCL).
2. SUMMARY. ADDS RUDDER HARDOVER PROCEDURE, REVISES CONTROLLABILITY
CHECK PROCEDURE, AND MODIFIES UNCOMMANDED ROLL AND/OR YAW PROCEDURE
IN REFS A THROUGH F.
3. CHANGE REF A (F-14A NFM), REF B (F-14B NFM), AND REF C (F-14D
NFM) AS FOLLOWS:
A. CHAPTER 14, F-14A PAGES 14-29 AND 14-30/F-14B PAGES 14-32 AND

14-33/F-14D PAGES 14-35 AND 14-36, PARAGRAPH 14.11.7
CONTROLLABILITY CHECK:
(1) DELETE EXISTING PARAGRAPH.
(2) ADD (INSERT) REPLACEMENT PARAGRAPH:

14.11.7 CONTROLLABILITY CHECK. THERE ARE SEVERAL MALFUNCTIONS THAT
MAY SIGNIFICANTLY AFFECT THE HANDLING CHARACTERISTICS IN THE CRUISE
AND LANDING CONFIGURATIONS. THESE MALFUNCTIONS INCLUDE, BUT ARE NOT
LIMITED TO:

A. SPOILER MALFUNCTION*
B. FLAP/SLAT ASYMMETRY*
C. STRUCTURAL DAMAGE
D. UNCOMMANDED SAS INPUTS*
E. RUDDER MALFUNCTION (HARDOVER)*
F. WING SWEEP ASYMMETRY*
G. JAMMED FLIGHT CONTROLS
H. (DFCS ONLY) ARI FAILURE*

* THESE MALFUNCTIONS, WHICH HAVE UNIQUE NATOPS PROCEDURES SPECIFIC
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TO A PARTICULAR FAILURE MODE, SHOULD BE PERFORMED BEFORE BEGINNING
A CONTROLLABILITY CHECK.

NATOPS PROCEDURES CANNOT ACCOUNT FOR EVERY POTENTIAL MALFUNCTION.
IT IS ABSOLUTELY IMPERATIVE THAT THE AIRCREW THOROUGHLY AND SAFELY
EVALUATE THE DEGRADED HANDLING CHARACTERISTICS OF THE DAMAGED OR
MALFUNCTIONING AIRCRAFT PRIOR TO CONTINUED FLIGHT AND LANDING.
THIS CHECK DOES NOT TAKE PRIORITY OVER EXISTING EMERGENCY
PROCEDURES.

UPON ENCOUNTERING A PROBLEM THAT ALTERS THE HANDLING QUALITIES OF
THE AIRCRAFT, THE AIRCREW SHOULD REALIZE THAT THE AIRCRAFT MAY NO
LONGER BE A STABLE AIRFRAME, ESPECIALLY IN THE LANDING
CONFIGURATION. IN ADDITION, THE FLIGHT CHARACTERISTICS MAY RAPIDLY
DEGRADE OR EVEN BECOME UNCONTROLLABLE WHEN NORMAL CONFIGURATION
CHANGES ARE INTRODUCED OR DURING AIRSPEED CHANGES. INCREASED
AWARENESS OF FLIGHT PARAMETERS SHOULD PREVAIL FOLLOWING A
MALFUNCTION UNTIL THE AIRCRAFT IS SAFELY ON DECK.

EVEN THOUGH THE AIRCRAFT MAY POSSESS SIGNIFICANTLY DIFFERENT OR
EVEN HAZARDOUS FLYING QUALITIES, THE PILOT AND RIO HAVE NUMEROUS
CUES AVAILABLE TO THEM TO WARN OF POTENTIAL PROBLEMS. SOME OF THESE
CUES INCLUDE:

A. TURN NEEDLE AND BALL POSITION
B. AOA
C. BUFFET
D. YAW STRING POSITION
E. FLIGHT CONTROL POSITIONS
F. TRIM SETTINGS
G. ROLL-OFF
H. RATE OF DESCENT

ALL CUES SHOULD BE VERY CLOSELY MONITORED SINCE THEY TELL THE
PILOT WHAT THE AIRCRAFT IS DOING OR IS ABOUT TO DO.

STALL/DEPARTURE RECOVERY PROCEDURES AND EJECTION SHOULD BE
DISCUSSED PRIOR TO ANY CONTROLLABILITY CHECK. IN THE EVENT OF A
STALL/DEPARTURE, NATOPS PROCEDURES SHOULD BE APPLIED IMMEDIATELY.
IF DURING FLAP/SLAT TRANSITION, FOLLOW UNCOMMANDED ROLL/YAW
PROCEDURES. A RAPID INCREASE IN AIRSPEED CAN BE ATTAINED THROUGH
JUDICIOUS USE OF FORWARD STICK AND MILITARY POWER.

AFTER A THOROUGH CONTROLLABILITY CHECK (TO INCLUDE APPROACH AND
WAVEOFF/BOLTER PERFORMANCE AND FLIGHT CHARACTERISTICS), THE AIRCREW
MUST MAKE THE DECISION AS TO WHETHER THE AIRCRAFT CAN BE SAFELY
LANDED ABOARD THE CARRIER OR SHOULD BE DIVERTED.

WARNING
IF AIRCRAFT STALLS OR DEPARTS IN DIRTY CONFIGURATION,
IMMEDIATELY UNLOAD AND PLACE THROTTLES AT MILITARY. DO NOT
RAISE FLAPS UNTIL RECOVERED. (IF DURING FLAP/SLAT TRANSITION,
FOLLOW UNCOMMANDED ROLL/YAW PROCEDURES.)

WARNING
A CONTROLLABILITY CHECK REQUIRES THE TOTAL ATTENTION AND
AWARENESS OF THE AIRCREW. THE AIRCREW MUST BE PREPARED TO
ENCOUNTER UNUSUAL HANDLING CHARACTERISTICS, SINCE THE
AERODYNAMIC PROPERTIES OF THE AIRCRAFT MAY BE SIGNIFICANTLY
CHANGED. STALL SPEED AS WELL AS FLIGHT AND GROUND HANDLING
CHARACTERISTICS MAY BE DRASTICALLY DIFFERENT FROM NORMAL.

NOTE
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IF FLIGHT CONTROL MALFUNCTION IS DUE TO UNCOMMANDED STAB AUG
TRANSIENTS, SPOILER MALFUNCTION, FLAP/SLAT ASYMMETRY, RUDDER
MALFUNCTION (HARDOVER), AND/OR WINGSWEEP MALFUNCTIONS; PERFORM
APPLICABLE EMERGENCY PROCEDURE(S) AS NECESSARY BEFORE BEGINNING
A CONTROLLABILITY CHECK.

1. CLIMB TO 10,000 FEET AGL MINIMUM.
2. OBTAIN VISUAL CHECK IF POSSIBLE.
3. DECELERATE GRADUALLY TO 200 KNOTS IF FEASIBLE.
4. DIRTY AIRCRAFT, ONE CONFIGURATION CHANGE AT A TIME, WHILE FLYING

STRAIGHT AND LEVEL.
NOTE

LANDING GEAR SHOULD BE LOWERED BEFORE FLAPS. DO NOT LOWER
ARRESTING HOOK UNTIL LANDING GEAR IS CONFIRMED DOWN AND LOCKED.

5. IF FLAPS ARE LOWERED, DO SO INCREMENTALLY AND BE ALERT FOR A
FLAP/SLAT ASYMMETRY.

6. IF MANEUVER FLAPS ARE USED FOR LANDING APPROACH: WING SWEEP
DRIVE NO. 1 AND WG SWP DR NO. 2 / MANUV FLAP CB'S -- PULL (LE1
AND LE2 FOR F-14A/B; LD1 AND LE1 FOR F-14D).

NOTE
FAILURE TO PULL WING SWEEP DRIVE CIRCUIT BREAKERS (LE1 AND LE2
FOR F-14A/B; LD1 AND LE1 FOR F-14D) COULD RESULT IN INADVERTENT
MANEUVER DEVICE RETRACTION OR WING SWEEP DURING APPROACH.

NOTE
WINGSWEEP WARNING, WINGSWEEP ADVISORY, AND FLAP CAUTION LIGHTS
WILL ILLUMINATE WITH BOTH WING SWEEP DRIVE CIRCUIT BREAKERS
PULLED (LE1 AND LE2 FOR F-14A/B; LD1 AND LE1 FOR F-14D).

7. USE DIFFERENTIAL THRUST, IF REQUIRED, TO ACHIEVE ACCEPTABLE
FLIGHT CHARACTERISTICS.

8. SLOW-FLY AIRCRAFT TO DETERMINE APPROACH HANDLING
CHARACTERISTICS, INCLUDING TURNS.

9. FLY SIMULATED APPROACH TO EVALUATE LINEUP CORRECTIONS, POWER
CHANGES, AND WAVEOFF/BOLTER PERFORMANCE AND FLIGHT
CHARACTERISTICS.

10. FOR LANDING, USE MINIMUM SAFE CONTROL SPEED, BUT NO SLOWER THAN
OPTIMUM AOA.

11. IF PERFORMANCE AND FLIGHT CHARACTERISTICS DICTATE THAT A CV
LANDING IS NOT POSSIBLE -- DIVERT.

12. IF DIVERTING WITH A FLIGHT CONTROL MALFUNCTION -- MAKE AN
ARRESTED LANDING, IF POSSIBLE.

NOTE
IF NORMAL LANDING ROLLOUT IS ATTEMPTED, FLAP HANDLE SHOULD BE
CHECKED DOWN ON DECK WITH SPOILER BRAKE SELECTED TO ENABLE FULL
GROUND ROLL BRAKING AUTHORITY.

13. IF DIRECTIONAL CONTROLLABILITY IS IN QUESTION:
A. SHOREBASED ARRESTED LANDING SHOULD BE FLOWN TO TOUCHDOWN AT

OR JUST PRIOR TO ARRESTING GEAR.
B. USE A LANDING SIGNAL OFFICER IF POSSIBLE.
C. IF ARRESTING GEAR NOT ENGAGED AND PERFORMANCE AND FLIGHT

CHARACTERISTICS PERMIT, EXECUTE WAVEOFF/TOUCH-AND-GO, IF
POSSIBLE.

D. EXPECT DIRECTIONAL EXCURSIONS DURING WAVEOFF/BOLTER, ARRESTED
LANDING, OR LANDING ROLLOUT.

E. NOSEWHEEL STEERING SHOULD NOT BE ENGAGED IF RUDDER PEDAL
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AUTHORITY IS RESTRICTED.
F. USE RUDDER, LATERAL STICK, AND/OR DIFFERENTIAL BRAKING TO

OPPOSE ANY DIRECTIONAL EXCURSIONS DURING NORMAL LANDING
ROLLOUT.

G. BRIEF RUNWAY DEPARTURE PRIOR TO LANDING AND IDENTIFY ANY
OBSTRUCTIONS IN CLOSE PROXIMITY TO RUNWAY.

B. CHAPTER 14, PARAGRAPH 14.12.1 UNCOMMANDED ROLL AND/OR YAW, F-14A
NFM PAGE 14-31/F-14B NFM PAGE 14-33/F-14D NFM PAGE 14-37, F-14B
FAILURE D AND F-14A/D FAILURE E:
(1) DELETE "FROM YAW SAS (19 DEG)", SO PARAGRAPH READS:

"D. RUDDER HARDOVER." (FOR F-14B), OR "E. RUDDER HARDOVER."
(FOR F-14A/D).

(2) ADD: NA
C. CHAPTER 14, F-14A NFM PAGE 14-33/F-14B NFM PAGE 14-35/F-14D NFM

PAGE 14-38, AFTER RUDDER AUTH LIGHT PARAGRAPH:
(1) DELETE: NA
(2) ADD (INSERT) RUDDER HARDOVER PROCEDURE AS PARA 14.12.8A

IN F-14A NFM, AS PARA 14.12.7A IN F-14B NFM, AND AS PARA
14.12.5A IN F-14D NFM:

14.12.8A/7A/5A (NUMBER AS APPROPRIATE) RUDDER HARDOVER. A RUDDER
HARDOVER WILL RESULT IN A SINGLE FULLY DEFLECTED (OVER 30 DEGREES,
PEGGED ON COCKPIT INDICATOR) INBOARD OR OUTBOARD RUDDER WITH
POSSIBLE RESTRICTED OPPOSING "GOOD" RUDDER AUTHORITY AND A FLIGHT
HYDRAULIC FAILURE. RUDDER TRIM AND RUDDER PEDAL AUTHORITY MAY ALSO
BE RESTRICTED. THIS PROCEDURE ONLY APPLIES TO A TRUE RUDDER
HARDOVER FAILURE, NOT A YAW SAS HARDOVER FAILURE WHICH WILL BE
MANIFESTED BY BOTH RUDDERS BEING DEFLECTED UP TO 9.5 DEGREES WITH
MECHANICAL RUDDER AUTHORITY STILL AVAILABLE. A YAW SAS HARDOVER
SHOULD BE EASILY CONTROLLED WITH RUDDER TRIM AND THE AVAILABLE
MECHANICAL RUDDER. IN CRUISE CONFIGURATION ABOVE 15 UNITS ANGLE OF
ATTACK, A DEPARTURE FROM CONTROLLED FLIGHT MAY OCCUR WITH A RUDDER
HARDOVER. UPRIGHT DEPARTURE/SPIN RECOVERY PROCEDURES MAY NOT FULLY
RECOVER THE AIRPLANE, AND IT MAY BE NECESSARY TO PERFORM UNCOMMANDED
ROLL/YAW PROCEDURES.

WARNING
WITH ZERO FLIGHT HYDRAULIC PRESSURE, ENSURE HYDRAULIC TRANSFER
PUMP IS SECURED AS SOON AS POSSIBLE. IN THE EVENT OF HYDRAULIC
MALFUNCTION, REFER TO APPROPRIATE HYDRAULIC EMERGENCY PROCEDURE
AND EXECUTE APPROPRIATE STEPS IN PARALLEL AS REQUIRED.

AFTER COMPLETION OF UNCOMMANDED ROLL/YAW PROCEDURES:
1. CONFIRM RUDDER HARDOVER VIA COCKPIT INDICATOR AND/OR RIO/WINGMAN

VISUAL INSPECTION.
NOTE

RESTRICTION OF AUTHORITY, IF ANY, OF OPPOSING "GOOD" RUDDER MAY
BE DETERMINED BY REFERENCE TO THE COCKPIT INDICATOR.

2. IF CARRIER BASED, DIVERT TO AN AIRFIELD WITH SHORT FIELD
ARRESTING GEAR.

3. PERFORM CONTROLLABILITY CHECK PROCEDURE.
NOTE

EXPECT ROLL AND YAW OSCILLATIONS DURING THROTTLE AND CONTROL
MOVEMENTS. UNDESIRABLE AIRSPEED INCREASE MAY OCCUR DUE TO
DIFFERENTIAL THRUST. AIRSPEED CONTROL MAY ALSO BE INFLUENCED
BY FLAP POSITION AND PILOT WORKLOAD. SPECIFICALLY, EVALUATE
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THE EFFECTS OF ANY REQUIRED DIFFERENTIAL THRUST ON LINEUP
CORRECTIONS, WAVEOFF/BOLTER PERFORMANCE, AND FLIGHT
CHARACTERISTICS.

NOTE
SIMULATION HAS INDICATED THAT FULL FLAP SETTING COMBINED WITH
SEVERELY RESTRICTED OPPOSING RUDDER RESULTS IN MORE PRONOUNCED
ROLL AND YAW OSCILLATIONS.

4. DURING CRUISE, USE DIFFERENTIAL THRUST, RUDDER, LATERAL STICK,
AND RUDDER TRIM TO RELIEVE PILOT WORKLOAD AND CONTROL FORCES.
USE LATERAL TRIM AS NECESSARY.

WARNING
IF JETTISON IS REQUIRED, CONSIDERATION SHOULD BE GIVEN TO
KEEPING THE WING STATIONS SYMMETRIC AND AVOIDING AFT C.G.
CONDITIONS.

NOTE
IT IS UNKNOWN WHAT THE FUEL CONSUMPTION WILL BE IN THIS
CONFIGURATION. THEREFORE, FUEL QUANTITY MUST BE CLOSELY
MONITORED. RECOMMEND USING GEAR UP, FLAPS DOWN, SINGLE ENGINE
BINGO CHARTS. FUEL IMBALANCE MAY OCCUR DURING PROLONGED FLIGHT
WITH HIGHER DEMANDS ON ONE ENGINE. USE FEED SWITCH TO MINIMIZE
FUEL SPLIT.

5. IF NO SUITABLE DIVERT AVAILABLE AND AIRCRAFT SUFFICIENTLY
CONTROLLABLE FOR CV APPROACH, ATTEMPT CV ARRESTED LANDING.

NOTE
RECOMMEND PRACTICE APPROACH TO CV, FUEL PERMITTING.

6. IF NO SUITABLE DIVERT AVAILABLE AND CONTROLLED CV APPROACH IS IN
QUESTION, PERFORM A CONTROLLED EJECTION.

PRIOR TO LANDING:
WARNING

CONTROLLABILITY OF A RUDDER HARDOVER AIRBORNE IS NO INDICATION
OF THE ABILITY TO MAINTAIN DIRECTIONAL CONTROL ON DECK. UPON
TOUCHDOWN,EXPECT THE AIRCRAFT TO EXPERIENCE UNCONTROLLABLE
DIRECTIONAL EXCURSIONS POTENTIALLY DEPARTING THE LANDING
AREA/RUNWAY.

NOTE
ENSURE FAMILIARITY WITH LANDING CONSIDERATIONS OF
CONTROLLABILITY CHECK PROCEDURES.

NOTE
SIMULATION INDICATED THAT BANK ANGLE CONTROL WAS ENHANCED BY
LEADING LATERAL STICK INPUTS WITH DIFFERENTIAL THRUST.

7. LATERAL TRIM - NEUTRALIZE
NOTE

THE USE OF LATERAL TRIM TO REDUCE STICK FORCES DURING ACTUAL
APPROACH AND LANDING SHOULD BE AVOIDED AS THIS REDUCES THE
SPOILER DEFLECTION AVAILABLE FOR ROLL CONTROL.

8.(F-14B/D ONLY) ASYM THRUST LIMITER SW -- OFF (IF REQUIRED)
WARNING

ASYMMETRIC THRUST LIMITER SHOULD ONLY BE DISABLED IF REQUIRED
TO ASSIST/MAINTAIN CONTROL. (F-14B/D ONLY)

9./8. PERFORM ARRESTED LANDING.
WARNING

USE ONLY OPPOSING THROTTLE FOR WAVEOFF/BOLTER.
CAUTION
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IF RUDDER PEDAL AUTHORITY IS RESTRICTED, NOSEWHEEL STEERING
SHOULD NOT BE ENGAGED UPON LANDING ROLLOUT.

(3) RENUMBER RUNAWAY STABILIZER TRIM PROCEDURE, PARA 14.12.7.2
IN F-14B NFM AS NEW PARA 14.12.7B, AND PARA 14.12.5.2 IN
F-14D NFM AS NEW PARA 14.12.5B. (NO RENUMBERING OF RUNAWAY

STABILIZER TRIM PROCEDURE IN F-14A NFM IS NECESSARY).
(4) NOTE THAT PARAGRAPHS NUMBERED AS, FOR EXAMPLE, 14.12.7A AND

14.12.7B ARE NOT SUBORDINATE TO 14.12.7, BUT FALL BETWEEN
14.12.7 AND 14.12.8 AT THE SAME LEVEL. THIS IS DONE TO AVOID
RENUMBERING PARAGRAPHS 14.12.8 AND SUBSEQUENT AT THIS TIME.
RENUMBERING OF THE SUBSEQUENT PARAGRAPHS WILL OCCUR DURING
PRODUCTION OF THE NEXT REVISION OR CHANGE TO EACH
PUBLICATION.

4. CHANGE REFS D (F-14A PCL), REF E (F-14B PCL), AND REF F (F-14D
PCL) AS FOLLOWS:
A. F-14A PAGE 46 / F-14B PAGE-56 / F-14D PAGE 70, CONTROLLABILITY

CHECK PROCEDURE:
(1) DELETE EXISTING PROCEDURE.
(2) ADD (INSERT) REPLACEMENT PROCEDURE:

CONTROLLABILITY CHECK.
IT IS ABSOLUTELY IMPERATIVE THAT THE AIRCREW THOROUGHLY AND SAFELY

EVALUATE THE DEGRADED HANDLING CHARACTERISTICS OF DAMAGED OR
MALFUNCTIONING AIRCRAFT PRIOR TO CONTINUED FLIGHT AND LANDING. THIS
CHECK DOES NOT TAKE PRIORITY OVER EXISTING EMERGENCY PROCEDURES.

WARNING
IF AIRCRAFT STALLS OR DEPARTS IN DIRTY CONFIGURATION,
IMMEDIATELY UNLOAD AND PLACE THROTTLES AT MILITARY. DO NOT
RAISE FLAPS UNTIL RECOVERED. (IF DURING FLAP/SLAT TRANSITION,
FOLLOW UNCOMMANDED ROLL/YAW PROCEDURES.)

WARNING
A CONTROLLABILITY CHECK REQUIRES THE TOTAL ATTENTION AND
AWARENESS OF THE AIRCREW. THE AIRCREW MUST BE PREPARED TO
ENCOUNTER UNUSUAL HANDLING CHARACTERISTICS SINCE THE
AERODYNAMIC PROPERTIES OF THE AIRCRAFT MAY BE SIGNIFICANTLY
CHANGED. STALL SPEED AS WELL AS FLIGHT AND GROUND HANDLING
CHARACTERISTICS MAY BE DRASTICALLY DIFFERENT FROM NORMAL.

NOTE
IF FLIGHT CONTROL MALFUNCTION IS DUE TO UNCOMMANDED STAB AUG
TRANSIENTS, SPOILER MALFUNCTION, FLAP/SLAT ASYMMETRY, RUDDER
MALFUNCTION (HARDOVER), AND/OR WINGSWEEP MALFUNCTIONS; PERFORM
APPLICABLE EMERGENCY PROCEDURE(S) AS NECESSARY BEFORE BEGINNING
A CONTROLLABILITY CHECK.

1. CLIMB TO 10,000 FEET AGL MINIMUM.
2. OBTAIN VISUAL CHECK IF POSSIBLE.
3. DECELERATE GRADUALLY TO 200 KNOTS IF FEASIBLE.
4. DIRTY AIRCRAFT, ONE CONFIGURATION CHANGE AT A TIME, WHILE FLYING

STRAIGHT AND LEVEL.
NOTE

LANDING GEAR SHOULD BE LOWERED BEFORE FLAPS. DO NOT LOWER
ARRESTING HOOK UNTIL LANDING GEAR IS CONFIRMED DOWN AND LOCKED.

5. IF FLAPS ARE LOWERED, DO SO INCREMENTALLY AND BE ALERT FOR A
FLAP/SLAP ASYMMETRY.

6. IF MANEUVER FLAPS ARE USED FOR LANDING APPROACH: WING SWEEP
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DRIVE NO. 1 AND WG SWP DR NO. 2 / MANUV FLAP CB'S -- PULL (LE1
AND LE2 FOR F-14A/B; LD1 AND LE1 FOR F-14D).

NOTE
FAILURE TO PULL WING SWEEP DRIVE CIRCUIT BREAKERS (LE1 AND LE2
FOR F-14A/B; LD1 AND LE1 FOR F-14D) COULD RESULT IN INADVERTENT
MANEUVER DEVICE RETRACTION OR WING SWEEP DURING APPROACH.

NOTE
WINGSWEEP WARNING, WINGSWEEP ADVISORY, AND FLAP CAUTION LIGHTS
WILL ILLUMINATE WITH BOTH WING SWEEP DRIVE CIRCUIT BREAKERS
PULLED (LE1 AND LE2 FOR F-14A/B; LD1 AND LE1 FOR F-14D).

7. USE DIFFERENTIAL THRUST, IF REQUIRED, TO ACHIEVE ACCEPTABLE
FLIGHT CHARACTERISTICS.

8. SLOW-FLY AIRCRAFT TO DETERMINE APPROACH HANDLING CHARACTERISTICS,
INCLUDING TURNS.

9. FLY SIMULATED APPROACH TO EVALUATE LINEUP CORRECTIONS, POWER
CHANGES, AND WAVEOFF/BOLTER PERFORMANCE, AND FLIGHT
CHARACTERISTICS.

10. FOR LANDING, USE MINIMUM SAFE CONTROL SPEED, BUT NO SLOWER THAN
OPTIMUM AOA.

11. IF PERFORMANCE AND FLIGHT CHARACTERISTICS DICTATE THAT A CV
LANDING IS NOT POSSIBLE -- DIVERT.

12. IF DIVERTING WITH A FLIGHT CONTROL MALFUNCTION -- MAKE ARRESTED
LANDING, IF POSSIBLE.

NOTE
IF NORMAL LANDING ROLLOUT IS ATTEMPTED, FLAP HANDLE SHOULD BE
CHECKED DOWN ON DECK WITH SPOILER BRAKE SELECTED TO ENABLE
FULL GROUND ROLL BRAKING AUTHORITY.

13. IF DIRECTIONAL CONTROLLABILITY IS IN QUESTION:
A. A SHOREBASED ARRESTED LANDING SHOULD BE FLOWN TO TOUCHDOWN AT

OR JUST PRIOR TO THE ARRESTING GEAR.
B. USE LSO IF POSSIBLE.
C. IF ARRESTING GEAR NOT ENGAGED AND PERFORMANCE AND FLIGHT

CHARACTERISTICS PERMIT, EXECUTE WAVEOFF/TOUCH-AND-GO, IF
POSSIBLE.

D. EXPECT DIRECTIONAL EXCURSIONS DURING WAVEOFF/BOLTER, ARRESTED
LANDING, OR LANDING ROLLOUT.

E. NOSEWHEEL STEERING SHOULD NOT BE ENGAGED IF RUDDER PEDAL
AUTHORITY IS RESTRICTED.

F. USE RUDDER, LATERAL STICK, AND/OR DIFFERENTIAL BRAKING TO
OPPOSE ANY DIRECTIONAL EXCURSIONS DURING NORMAL LANDING
ROLLOUT.

G. BRIEF RUNWAY DEPARTURE PRIOR TO LANDING AND IDENTIFY ANY
OBSTRUCTIONS IN CLOSE PROXIMITY TO THE RUNWAY.

B. F-14A PAGE 56 /F-14B PAGE 66 /F-14D PAGE 80, AFTER RUDDER AUTH
LIGHT PROCEDURE:
(1) DELETE: NA
(2) ADD (INSERT) NEW PROCEDURE:

RUDDER HARDOVER.
A RUDDER HARDOVER WILL RESULT IN A SINGLE FULLY DEFLECTED

(OVER 30 DEGREES, PEGGED ON COCKPIT INDICATOR) INBOARD OR OUTBOARD
RUDDER WITH POSSIBLE RESTRICTED OPPOSING "GOOD" RUDDER AUTHORITY AND
A FLIGHT HYDRAULIC FAILURE. RUDDER TRIM AND RUDDER PEDAL AUTHORITY
MAY ALSO BE RESTRICTED.
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WARNING
WITH ZERO FLIGHT HYDRAULIC PRESSURE, ENSURE HYDRAULIC TRANSFER
PUMP SWITCH IS SECURED AS SOON AS POSSIBLE. IN THE EVENT OF
HYDRAULIC MALFUNCTION, REFER TO APPROPRIATE HYDRAULIC EMERGENCY
PROCEDURE AND EXECUTE APPROPRIATE STEPS IN PARALLEL AS
REQUIRED.

AFTER COMPLETION OF UNCOMMANDED ROLL/YAW PROCEDURES:
1. CONFIRM RUDDER HARDOVER VIA COCKPIT INDICATOR AND/OR RIO/WINGMAN

VISUAL INSPECTION.
NOTE

RESTRICTION OF AUTHORITY, IF ANY, OF OPPOSING "GOOD" RUDDER MAY
BE DETERMINED BY REFERENCE TO THE COCKPIT INDICATOR.

2. IF CARRIER BASED, DIVERT TO AN AIRFIELD WITH SHORT FIELD ARRESTING
GEAR.

3. PERFORM CONTROLLABILITY CHECK PROCEDURE.
NOTE

EXPECT ROLL AND YAW OSCILLATIONS DURING THROTTLE AND CONTROL
MOVEMENTS. UNDESIRABLE AIRSPEED INCREASE MAY OCCUR DUE TO
DIFFERENTIAL THRUST. AIRSPEED CONTROL MAY ALSO BE INFLUENCED
BY FLAP POSITION AND PILOT WORKLOAD. SPECIFICALLY, EVALUATE
THE EFFECTS OF ANY REQUIRED DIFFERENTIAL THRUST ON LINEUP
CORRECTIONS, WAVEOFF/BOLTER PERFORMANCE, AND FLIGHT
CHARACTERISTICS.

NOTE
SIMULATION HAS INDICATED THAT FULL FLAP SETTING COMBINED WITH
SEVERELY RESTRICTED OPPOSING RUDDER RESULTS IN MORE PRONOUNCED
ROLL AND YAW OSCILLATIONS.

4. DURING CRUISE, USE DIFFERENTIAL THRUST, RUDDER, LATERAL STICK,
AND RUDDER TRIM TO RELIEVE PILOT WORKLOAD AND CONTROL FORCES. USE
LATERAL TRIM AS NECESSARY.

WARNING
IF JETTISON IS REQUIRED, CONSIDERATION SHOULD BE GIVEN TO
KEEPING THE WING STATIONS SYMMETRIC AND AVOIDING AFT C.G.
CONDITIONS.

NOTE
IT IS UNKNOWN WHAT THE FUEL CONSUMPTION WILL BE IN THIS
CONFIGURATION. THEREFORE, FUEL QUANTITY MUST BE CLOSELY
MONITORED. RECOMMEND USING GEAR UP, FLAPS DOWN, SINGLE ENGINE
BINGO CHARTS. FUEL IMBALANCE MAY OCCUR DURING PROLONGED FLIGHT
WITH HIGHER DEMANDS ON ONE ENGINE. USE FEED SWITCH TO MINIMIZE
FUEL SPLIT.

5. IF NO SUITABLE DIVERT AVAILABLE AND AIRCRAFT SUFFICIENTLY
CONTROLLABLE FOR A CV APPROACH, ATTEMPT CV ARRESTED LANDING.

NOTE
RECOMMEND PRACTICE APPROACH TO CV, FUEL PERMITTING.

6. IF NO SUITABLE DIVERT AVAILABLE AND CONTROLLED CV APPROACH IN
QUESTION, PERFORM A CONTROLLED EJECTION.

PRIOR TO LANDING:
WARNING

CONTROLLABILITY OF A RUDDER HARDOVER AIRBORNE IS NO INDICATION
OF THE ABILITY TO MAINTAIN DIRECTIONAL CONTROL ON DECK. UPON
TOUCHDOWN, EXPECT THE AIRCRAFT TO EXPERIENCE UNCONTROLLABLE
DIRECTIONAL EXCURSIONS POTENTIALLY DEPARTING THE LANDING AREA/
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RUNWAY.
NOTE

ENSURE FAMILIARITY WITH LANDING CONSIDERATIONS OF
CONTROLLABILITY CHECK PROCEDURES.

NOTE
SIMULATION INDICATED THAT BANK ANGLE CONTROL WAS ENHANCED BY
LEADING LATERAL STICK INPUTS WITH DIFFERENTIAL THRUST.

7. LATERAL TRIM -- NEUTRALIZE
NOTE

THE USE OF LATERAL TRIM TO REDUCE STICK FORCES DURING ACTUAL
APPROACH AND LANDING SHOULD BE AVOIDED AS THIS REDUCES THE
SPOILER DEFLECTION AVAILABLE FOR ROLL CONTROL.

8. (F-14B/D ONLY) ASYM THRUST LIMITER SW -- OFF (IF REQUIRED)
WARNING

(F-14B/D ONLY) ASYMMETRIC THRUST LIMITER SHOULD ONLY BE
DISABLED IF REQUIRED TO ASSIST/MAINTAIN CONTROL.

9./8. PERFORM ARRESTED LANDING.
WARNING

USE ONLY OPPOSING THROTTLE FOR WAVEOFF/BOLTER.
CAUTION

IF RUDDER PEDAL AUTHORITY IS RESTRICTED, NOSEWHEEL STEERING
SHOULD NOT BE ENGAGED UPON LANDING ROLLOUT.

5. VF-101 POC IS F-14A/B/D NATOPS PROGRAM MANAGER, LT GREG KNEPPER,
AT DSN 433-4322 OR COMM (757)433-4322, FAX DSN 433-4368 OR (757)433-
4368, OR E-MAIL KNEPPERGD@VF101.NAVY.MIL. NAVAIR 4.1.1.1 POC IS
LCDR JOE MCKEE, AT DSN 757-7011 OR COMM (301)757-7011, OR EMAIL
MCKEEJR@NAVAIR.NAVY.MIL.//
BT
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CNO 091944Z JUN00 Page 1 of 2 NA 01-F14AAP-1 IC 44

NA 01-F14AAP-1F IC 10
NA 01-F14AAD-1 IC 24
NA 01-F14AAD-1F IC 3

PAAUZYUW RUENAAA4544 1612054-UUUU--RUENNSN.
ZNR UUUUU
P R 091944Z JUN 00 ZYB
FM CNO WASHINGTON DC//N889//
TO ALL TOMCAT AIRCRAFT ACTIVITIES
INFO RUDJABF/NAVWARCOL NEWPORT RI//213//
RUCTPOH/NAVOPMEDINST PENSACOLA FL//06//
BT
UNCLAS //N03711//
MSGID/GENADMIN/N889//
SUBJ/INTERIM CHANGES (IC'S) TO F-14B AND F-14D AIRCRAFT NATOPS FLIGHT
/PUBLICATIONS//
REF/A/DOC/NAVAIR/01FEB97//
REF/B/DOC/NAVAIR/01FEB97//
REF/C/DOC/NAVAIR/01FEB97//
REF/D/DOC/NAVAIR/01FEB97//
REF/E/MSG/CNO/311705ZMAY00//
NARR/REF A IS NAVAIR 01-F14AAP-1 (F-14B NATOPS FLIGHT MANUAL (NFM))
DTD 15MAY95 W/CHG-1 01FEB97. REF B IS NAVAIR 01-F14AAP-1F (F-14B
NATOPS FUNCTIONAL CHECKFLIGHT CHECKLIST (FCFCL)). REF C IS NAVAIR
01-F14AAD-1 (F-14D NATOPS FLIGHT MANUAL (NFM)). REF D IS NAVAIR
01-F14AAD-1F (F-14D NATOPS FUNCTIONAL CHECKFLIGHT CHECKLIST
(FCFCL)). REF E ISSUED DFCS IC'S AS F-14B NFM IC 42, F-14B FCFCL
IC 9, F-14D NFM IC 22, AND F-14D FCFCL IC 2.//
RMKS/1. THIS IS IC NUMBER 44 TO REF A (F-14B NFM), IC NUMBER 10 TO
REF B (F-14B FCFCL), IC NUMBER 24 TO REF C (F-14D NFM), AND IC
NUMBER 3 TO REF D (F-14D FCFCL).
2. SUMMARY. EXPANDS FUNCTIONAL CHECKFLIGHT ENGINE RUNUP CHECK
PROCEDURES IN REFS A THROUGH D (F-14B AND F-14D NFM'S AND FCFCL'S).
THESE CHANGES HAVE ALREADY BEEN INCORPORATED INTO PMCF CARDS FOR DFCS
AIRCRAFT AS PART OF REF E. THEREFORE, CHANGES CONTAINED IN THIS MSG
NEED BE MADE ONLY TO F-14B AND F-14D AIRCRAFT PUBS WITH AFCS, AND
SHALL NOT BE INCORPORATED INTO F-14B AND F-14D NATOPS PUBS WITH DFCS.
IF NATOPS PUBS HAVE REF E INCORPORATED, RETAIN THIS IC MSG, BUT HOLD
ENTRY OF IC'S IN THIS MSG IN ABEYANCE AND MAKE ENTRY ON EACH PUB
INTERIM CHANGE SUMMARY PAGE AS "ALREADY INCORPORATED BY CNO 311705Z
MAY00".
3. CHANGE REF A (F-14B NFM), CHAPTER 10, PAGES 10-11 AND 10-12,
PARAGRAPH 10.3.5 ENGINE RUNUP, STEP 48 AS FOLLOWS:
A. DELETE STEP 48.
B. ADD (INSERT) REPLACEMENT STEP:

AB 48. ENGINE RUNUP -- CHECK.
WARNING

ENGINE CHECKS SHALL NOT BE PERFORMED IN TENSION
AND SHALL BE PERFORMED WITH THE SHUTTLE FORWARD
OF THE LAUNCH BAR.

CAUTION
SHIPBOARD USE OF MRT AND MINIMUM AB IS RESTRICTED
TO A MAXIMUM OF 30 SECONDS TO PREVENT DAMAGE TO
THE JBD. JBD COOL DOWN REQUIRES BOTH THROTTLES
AT IDLE FOR 30 SECONDS, AND MAY BE NECESSARY
DURING THESE CHECKS.

CAUTION
ABOARD SHIP, EXCESSIVE ASYMMETRIC THRUST MAY
DAMAGE THE HOLDBACK BAR.
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NA 01-F14AAP-1F IC 10
NA 01-F14AAD-1 IC 24
NA 01-F14AAD-1F IC 3

A. VERIFY HOOK STOWED AND RATS LIGHT OUT.
B. BOTH ENGINE MODES -- SEC.
C. BOTH THROTTLES -- MIL.

NOTE ACCELERATION TIME (LESS THAN 10 SECONDS).
NOTE

ASHORE, CHECKS MUST BE PERFORMED WITH THE
OPPOSING ENGINE AT IDLE FOR THE BRAKES TO HOLD.

D. BOTH ENGINE MODES -- PRIMARY.
RECORD ENGINE PARAMETERS (READ IN FOUR COLUMNS).

ENGINE LEFT RIGHT
PARAMETER ENGINE ENGINE LIMITS

--------------- ------ ------ -----------------
NOZ POSITION . . . . . . 3 TO 10 - NOMINAL
(PERCENT) (CLOSED)
(AT MIL)

OIL (PSI) . . . . . . 25 TO 65
RPM (PERCENT) . . . . . . 95 TO 104 NOMINAL

(107.7 MAXIMUM)
EGT (DEGREES C) . . . . . . 935
FF (PPH) . . . . . . 9,000 TO 12,000

E. HOOK -- DOWN.
VERIFY RATS LIGHT AND 3 TO 6 PERCENT RPM DECAY.

F. RIGHT THROTTLE -- MIN AB.
VERIFY RPM INCREASES 3 TO 6 PERCENT.

G. RIGHT THROTTLE -- MIL.
H. LEFT THROTTLE -- MIN AB.

VERIFY RPM INCREASES 3 TO 6 PERCENT.
I. LEFT THROTTLE -- MIL.
J. THROTTLE MODE SWITCH -- MAN.
K. BOTH THROTTLES -- IDLE.
L. THROTTLE MODE SWITCH -- BOOST.
M. HOOK -- UP.

VERIFY STOWED AND RATS LIGHT OUT.
N. PERFORM AICS PROGRAMMER RESET.
O. BOTH THROTTLES -- MIL.
P. FLIGHT CONTROL WIPEOUT -- PERFORM.

4. CHANGE REF B (F-14B FCFCL), PAGES 1-10 AND 1-11, ENGINE RUNUP,
STEP 48 AS IN PARAGRAPHS 3.A AND 3.B ABOVE.
5. CHANGE REF C (F-14D NFM), CHAPTER 10, PAGES 10-11 AND 10-12,
PARAGRAPH 10.3.5 ENGINE RUNUP, STEP 51, AS FOLLOWS:
A. DELETE STEP 51.
B. ADD (INSERT) STEP 51 TO READ THE SAME AS IN STEP 48 IN

PARAGRAPH 3.B ABOVE.
6. CHANGE REF D (F-14D FCFCL), PAGES 1-11 AND 1-12, ENGINE RUNUP,
STEP 51, AS FOLLOWS:
A. DELETE STEP 51.
B. ADD (INSERT) STEP 51 TO READ THE SAME AS IN STEP 48 IN

PARAGRAPH 3.B ABOVE.
7. REFS A THROUGH E ARE AVAILABLE FOR REFERENCE ON THE NATEC WEB
SITE, WWW.NATEC.NAVY.MIL. IF REQUIRED, THE NSATS DFCS PACKAGES ARE
AVAILABLE FROM THE VF-101 F-14A/B/D AIRCRAFT NATOPS PROGRAM MANAGER,
LT DOUG THIEN, AT DSN 433-4322 OR COMM (757) 433-4322, FAX DSN 433-
5667 OR (757) 433-5667, OR E-MAIL F14MODELMANAGER@AOL.COM.//
BT



_______________________________________________________________________
CNO 311944Z MAY00 Page 1 of 5 NA 01-F14AAA-1 IC 146

NA 01-F14AAA-1B IC 102
NA 01-F14AAP-1 IC 43
NA 01-F14AAP-1B IC 28
NA 01-F14AAD-1 IC 23
NA 01-F14AAD-1B IC 13

PAAUZYUW RUENAAA4384 1522109-UUUU--RUENNSN.
ZNR UUUUU
P R 311944Z MAY 00 ZYB
FM CNO WASHINGTON DC//N889//
TO ALL TOMCAT AIRCRAFT ACTIVITIES//
INFO RUDJABF/NAVWARCOL NEWPORT RI//213//
RUCTPOH/NAVOPMEDINST PENSACOLA FL//06//
BT
UNCLAS //N03711// SECTION 01 OF 02
MSGID/GENADMIN/N889//
SUBJ/INTERIM CHANGES (IC'S) TO F-14 AIRCRAFT NATOPS FLIGHT
PUBLICATIONS//
REF/A/DOC/NAVAIR/01FEB97//
REF/B/DOC/NAVAIR/01FEB97//
REF/C/DOC/NAVAIR/01FEB97//
REF/D/DOC/NAVAIR/01FEB97//
REF/E/DOC/NAVAIR/01FEB97//
REF/F/DOC/NAVAIR/01FEB97//
REF/G/DOC/VF-101/16MAR99//
REF/H/MSG/CNO/122040ZSEP97//
NARR/REF A IS NAVAIR 01-F14AAA-1 (F-14A NATOPS FLIGHT MANUAL (NFM))
DTD 15MAY95 W/CHG-1 01FEB97. REF B IS NAVAIR 01-F14AAA-1B (F-14A
NATOPS POCKET CHECKLIST (PCL)) DTD 15MAY95 W/CHG-1 01FEB97. REF C IS
NAVAIR 01-F14AAP-1 (F-14B NATOPS FLIGHT MANUAL (NFM)) DTD 15MAY95
W/CHG-1 01FEB97. REF D IS NAVAIR 01-F14AAP-1B (F-14B NATOPS POCKET
CHECKLIST (PCL)) DTD 15MAY95 W/CHG-1 01FEB97. REF E IS NAVAIR
01-F14AAD-1 (F-14D NATOPS FLIGHT MANUAL (NFM)). REF F IS NAVAIR
01-F14AAD-1B (F-14D NATOPS POCKET CHECKLIST (PCL)). REF G IS VF-101
LTR 3711 SER 0326; SUBJ: F-14 NATOPS CONFERENCE REPORT. REF H
ISSUED IC 32 TO REF C (F-14B NFM) AND IC 23 TO REF D (F-14B PCL).//
RMKS/1. THIS IS IC NUMBER 146 TO REF A (F-14A NFM), IC NUMBER 102 TO
REF B (F-14A PCL), IC NUMBER 43 TO REF C (F-14B NFM), IC NUMBER 28 TO
REF D (F-14B PCL), IC NUMBER 23 TO REF E (F-14D NFM), AND IC NUMBER
13 TO REF F (F-14D PCL).
2. SUMMARY. ISSUES REF G ADVANCE CHANGE ITEMS FROM THE F-14A/B/D
AIRCRAFT NATOPS REVIEW CONFERENCE HELD IN NOV98 INTO REFS A
THROUGH F. ALL CHANGES CONTAINED IN THIS MSG AFFECT ONLY AIRCRAFT
WITH AFCS INSTALLED, AND DO NOT APPLY TO AIRCRAFT WITH DFCS.
THESE CHANGES SHOULD NOT BE INCORPORATED IF AIRCRAFT FLOWN DO NOT
HAVE DFCS INCORPORATED SINCE THE DFCS CHANGES WILL DELETE ANALOG
FLIGHT CONTROL SYSTEM (AFCS) INFORMATION IN SUBJECT PUBS. IF UNIT'S
AIRCRAFT HAVE DFCS INCORPORATED, RETAIN THIS IC MSG, BUT HOLD ENTRY
OF THESE IC'S IN ABEYANCE, AND MAKE ENTRY ON EACH PUB INTERIM CHANGE
SUMMARY PAGE AS "AFCS - NOT APPLICABLE TO DFCS AIRCRAFT".
3. CHANGE REF A (F-14A NFM), CHAPTER 14, AS FOLLOWS:
A. PAGE 14-32, PARAGRAPH 14.12.5.2 BOTH PITCH OR BOTH ROLL STAB

LIGHTS:
(1) BETWEEN PARAGRAPH TITLE AND CAUTION WHICH PRECEDES STEP 1:

(A) DELETE: NA
(B) ADD (INSERT):

WARNING
CONDITIONS PERMITTING, TROUBLESHOOTING SHOULD NOT BE
CONDUCTED BELOW 5,000 FEET AGL.
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NA 01-F14AAA-1B IC 102
NA 01-F14AAP-1 IC 43
NA 01-F14AAP-1B IC 28
NA 01-F14AAD-1 IC 23
NA 01-F14AAD-1B IC 13

(2) AFTER STEP 5 (PITCH CMPTR AC CB (LB1) OR ROLL CMPTR AC CB
(LA1)) -- CYCLE):
(A) DELETE: NA
(B) ADD (INSERT):

WARNING
CYCLING BOTH PITCH AND ROLL AC COMPUTER CB'S
SIMULTANEOUSLY MAY RENDER BOTH THE INBOARD AND OUTBOARD
SPOILERS INOPERATIVE.

B. PAGE 14-35, PARAGRAPH 14.12.11.1 SPOILER MALFUNCTION/SPOILER
STUCK UP:
(1) BETWEEN PARAGRAPH TITLE AND STEP 1:

(A) DELETE FIRST NOTE:
NOTE

SPOILERS CAUTION LIGHT WILL NOT ILLUMINATE WITH SPOILER
FLR ORIDE SWITCHES IN THE ORIDE POSITION.

(B) ADD (REPLACEMENT) FIRST NOTE:
NOTE

SPOILERS CAUTION LIGHT WILL ILLUMINATE ONLY IF ANY SET
OF SPOILERS HAVE FAILED DOWN TO THE MINUS 4-1/2 DEGREES
POSITION.

(2) STEP 3:
(A) DELETE STEP 3:

3. COUNTER ROLL WITH AT LEAST 1 INCH OF LATERAL STICK.
(B) ADD (REPLACE WITH):

3. IF UNCOMMANDED ROLL IS ENCOUNTERED:
COUNTER ROLL WITH AT LEAST 1 INCH OF LATERAL STICK.

(C) RETAIN NOTE WHICH FOLLOWS STEP 3.
C. PAGE 14-38, PARAGRAPH 14.12.16.1 AUTOPILOT LIGHT:

(1) DELETE AUTOPILOT LIGHT PROCEDURE.
(2) ADD (REPLACE) WITH:

14.12.16.1 AUTOPILOT LIGHT
WARNING

CONDITIONS PERMITTING, TROUBLESHOOTING SHOULD NOT BE
CONDUCTED BELOW 5,000 FEET AGL.

1. MASTER RESET -- DEPRESS.
IF LIGHT REMAINS ILLUMINATED:

2. PITCH AND ROLL CMPTR AC CIRCUIT BREAKERS -- CYCLE (LB1,
LA1).

WARNING
CYCLING BOTH PITCH AND ROLL AC COMPUTER CB'S
SIMULTANEOUSLY MAY RENDER BOTH THE INBOARD AND
OUTBOARD SPOILERS INOPERATIVE.

4. CHANGE REF B (F-14A PCL), AS FOLLOWS:
A. PAGE 48, SPOILER MALFUNCTION/SPOILER STUCK UP:

(1) BETWEEN PROCEDURE TITLE AND STEP 1:
(A) DELETE FIRST NOTE:

NOTE
SPOILERS CAUTION LIGHT WILL NOT ILLUMINATE WITH SPOILER
FLR ORIDE SWITCHES IN THE ORIDE POSITION.

(B) ADD (INSERT) REPLACEMENT FIRST NOTE:
NOTE

SPOILERS CAUTION LIGHT WILL ILLUMINATE ONLY IF ANY SET
OF SPOILERS HAVE FAILED DOWN TO THE MINUS 4-1/2 DEGREES
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POSITION.
(2) STEP 3:

(A) DELETE STEP 3:
3. COUNTER ROLL WITH AT LEAST 1 INCH OF LATERAL STICK.

(B) ADD (REPLACE WITH):
3. IF UNCOMMANDED ROLL IS ENCOUNTERED:

COUNTER ROLL WITH AT LEAST 1 INCH OF LATERAL STICK.
(C) RETAIN NOTE WHICH FOLLOWS STEP 3.

B. PAGE 54, PITCH OR ROLL STAB AUG -- BOTH PITCH OR BOTH ROLL STAB
LIGHTS:
(1) BETWEEN PROCEDURE TITLE AND CAUTION WHICH PRECEDES STEP 1:

(A) DELETE: NA
(B) ADD (INSERT):

WARNING
CONDITIONS PERMITTING, TROUBLESHOOTING SHOULD NOT BE
CONDUCTED BELOW 5,000 FEET AGL.

(2) AFTER STEP 5:
(A) DELETE: NA
(B) ADD (INSERT) WARNING:

WARNING
CYCLING BOTH PITCH AND ROLL AC COMPUTER CIRCUIT BREAKERS
SIMULTANEOUSLY MAY RENDER BOTH THE INBOARD AND OUTBOARD
SPOILERS INOPERATIVE.

C. CHANGE PAGE 70, FOLLOWING CADC LIGHT NOTE AND GLOVE VANE LIGHT
PROCEDURES:
(1) DELETE: NA
(2) ADD (INSERT) AUTOPILOT LIGHT PROCEDURE AS PROVIDED IN

PARAGRAPH 3.C(2) ABOVE, EXCEPT OMIT PARAGRAPH NUMBER.
5. CHANGE REF C (F-14B NFM), CHAPTER 14, AS FOLLOWS:
A. PAGE 14-34, PARAGRAPH 14.12.5.2 BOTH PITCH OR BOTH ROLL STAB

LIGHTS:
(1) BETWEEN PARAGRAPH TITLE AND CAUTION WHICH PRECEDES STEP 1:

(A) DELETE: NA
(B) ADD (INSERT) WARNING WITH TEXT AS PROVIDED IN PARAGRAPH

3.A(1)(B) ABOVE.
(2) BETWEEN STEPS 5 AND 6:

(A) DELETE: NA
(B) ADD (INSERT) WARNING WITH TEXT AS IN PARAGRAPH 3.A(2)(B)

ABOVE.
B. PAGE 14-37, PARAGRAPH 14.12.9.1 SPOILER MALFUNCTION/SPOILER STUCK

UP (CURRENT TEXT WAS INCORPORATED BY IC 32 (REF H PARAGRAPH 5.F(1)
AND 5.F(2) ABOVE)):
(1) BETWEEN PARAGRAPH TITLE AND STEP 1, REPLACE FIRST NOTE AS IN

PARAGRAPHS 3.B(1)(A) AND 3.B(1)(B) ABOVE.
(2) IN STEP 3, REPLACE STEP 3 AS IN PARAGRAPHS 3.B(2)(A) THROUGH

3.B(2)(C) ABOVE.
C. PAGE 14-40, PARAGRAPH 14.12.14.1 AUTOPILOT LIGHT:

(1) DELETE AUTOPILOT LIGHT PROCEDURE.
(2) ADD (INSERT) REPLACEMENT PROCEDURE AS IN PARAGRAPH 3.C(2)

ABOVE.
6. CHANGE REF D (F-14B PCL), AS FOLLOWS:
A. PAGES 58 AND 59, SPOILER MALFUNCTION/SPOILER STUCK UP (CURRENT

TEXT WAS INCORPORATED BY IC 23 (REF H PARAGRAPHS 6.B(1) AND 6.B(2)
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NA 01-F14AAA-1B IC 102
NA 01-F14AAP-1 IC 43
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ABOVE:
(1) BETWEEN PROCEDURE TITLE AND STEP 1, REPLACE FIRST NOTE AS IN

PARAGRAPHS 4.A(1)(A) AND 4.A(1)(B) ABOVE.
(2) IN STEP 3, REPLACE STEP 3 AS IN PARAGRAPHS 4.A(2)(A) THROUGH

4.A(2)(C) ABOVE.
B. PAGES 64 AND 65, PITCH OR ROLL STAB AUG -- BOTH PITCH OR BOTH ROLL

STAB LIGHTS:
(1) BETWEEN PROCEDURE TITLE AND CAUTION WHICH PRECEDES STEP 1:

(A) DELETE: NA
(B) ADD (INSERT) WARNING WITH TEXT AS PROVIDED IN PARAGRAPH

4.B(1)(B) ABOVE.
(2) BETWEEN STEPS 5 AND 6:

(A) DELETE: NA
(B) ADD (INSERT) WARNING WITH TEXT AS IN PARAGRAPH 4.B(2)(B)

ABOVE.
C. PAGE 80, AFTER CADC LIGHT PROCEDURE:

(1) DELETE: NA
(2) ADD (INSERT) AUTOPILOT LIGHT PROCEDURE AS PROVIDED IN

PARAGRAPH 3.C(2) ABOVE, EXCEPT OMIT PARAGRAPH NUMBER.
7. CHANGE REF E (F-14D NFM), CHAPTER 14, AS FOLLOWS:
A. PAGE 14-38, PARAGRAPH 14.12.3.2 BOTH PITCH OR BOTH ROLL

STAB LIGHTS:
(1) BETWEEN PARAGRAPH TITLE AND CAUTION WHICH PRECEDES STEP 1:

(A) DELETE: NA
(B) ADD (INSERT) WARNING WITH TEXT AS PROVIDED IN PARAGRAPH

3.A(1)(B) ABOVE.
(2) BETWEEN STEPS 5 AND 6:

(A) DELETE: NA
(B) ADD (INSERT) WARNING WITH TEXT AS IN PARAGRAPH 3.A(2)(B)

ABOVE.
B. PAGE 14-40, PARAGRAPH 14.12.7.1 SPOILER MALFUNCTION/SPOILER

STUCK UP:
(1) BETWEEN PARAGRAPH TITLE AND STEP 1, REPLACE FIRST NOTE AS IN

PARAGRAPHS 3.B(1)(A) AND 3.B(1)(B) ABOVE.
(2) IN STEP 3, REPLACE STEP 3 AS IN PARAGRAPHS 3.B(2)(A) THROUGH

3.B(2)(C) ABOVE.
C. PAGE 14-44, PARAGRAPH 14.12.13 AUTOPILOT LIGHT

(1) DELETE AUTOPILOT LIGHT PROCEDURE.
(2) ADD (INSERT) REPLACEMENT PROCEDURE AS IN PARAGRAPH 3.C(2)

ABOVE.
8. CHANGE REF F (F-14D PCL), AS FOLLOWS:
A. PAGE 72, SPOILER MALFUNCTION/SPOILER STUCK UP:

(1) BETWEEN PROCEDURE TITLE AND STEP 1, REPLACE FIRST NOTE AS IN
PARAGRAPHS 4.A(1)(A) AND 4.A(1)(B) ABOVE.

(2) IN STEP 3, REPLACE STEP 3 AS IN PARAGRAPHS 4.A(2)(A) THROUGH
4.A(2)(C) ABOVE.

B. PAGES 78 AND 79, PITCH OR ROLL STAB AUG -- BOTH PITCH OR BOTH ROLL
STAB LIGHTS:
(1) BETWEEN PROCEDURE TITLE AND CAUTION WHICH PRECEDES STEP 1:

(A) DELETE: NA
(B) ADD (INSERT) WARNING WITH TEXT AS PROVIDED IN PARAGRAPH

4.B(1)(B) ABOVE.
(2) BETWEEN STEPS 5 AND 6:
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(A) DELETE: NA
(B) ADD (INSERT) WARNING WITH TEXT AS IN PARAGRAPH 4.B(2)(B)

ABOVE.
C. PAGE 93, AUTOPILOT LIGHT PROCEDURE:

(1) DELETE: NA
(2) ADD (INSERT) AUTOPILOT LIGHT PROCEDURE AS PROVIDED IN

PARAGRAPH 3.C(2) ABOVE, EXCEPT OMIT PARAGRAPH NUMBER.
9. REF G DISTRIBUTED TO CONCERNED NATOPS ADVISORY GROUP MEMBERS,
F-14 SQUADRONS, AND REVIEW CONFERENCE ATTENDEES. NATOPS PROGRAM
MANAGER IS ALSO PREPARING REPLACEMENT PAGES FOR DISTRIBUTION TO
FLEET UNITS. IF REF C OR REPLACEMENT PAGES REQUIRED, CONTACT VF-101
F-14A/B/D NATOPS PROGRAM MANAGER, LT DOUG THIEN, AT DSN 433-4322 OR
COMM (757)433-4322, FAX DSN 433-5667 OR (757)433-5667, OR E-MAIL
F14MODELMANAGER@AOL.COM.//
BT
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CNO 311705Z MAY00 Page 1 of 2 NA 01-F14AAA-1 IC 145

NA 01-F14AAA-1B IC 100
NA 01-F14AAA-1F IC 8
NA 01-F14AAP-1 IC 42
NA 01-F14AAP-1B IC 27
NA 01-F14AAP-1F IC 9
NA 01-F14AAD-1 IC 22
NA 01-F14AAD-1B IC 12
NA 01-F14AAD-1F IC 2

PAAUZYUW RUENAAA4373 1521826-UUUU--RUENNSN.
ZNR UUUUU
P R 311705Z MAY 00 ZYB
FM CNO WASHINGTON DC//N889//
TO ALL TOMCAT AIRCRAFT ACTIVITIES
INFO RUDJABF/NAVWARCOL NEWPORT RI//213//
RUCTPOH/NAVOPMEDINST PENSACOLA FL//06//
BT
UNCLAS //N03711//
MSGID/GENADMIN/N889//
SUBJ/INTERIM CHANGES (IC'S) TO F-14 AIRCRAFT NATOPS FLIGHT
PUBLICATIONS//
REF/A/DOC/NAVAIR/01FEB97//
REF/B/DOC/NAVAIR/01FEB97//
REF/C/DOC/NAVAIR/01FEB97//
REF/D/DOC/NAVAIR/01FEB97//
REF/E/DOC/NAVAIR/01FEB97//
REF/F/DOC/NAVAIR/01FEB97//
REF/G/DOC/NAVAIR/01FEB97//
REF/H/DOC/NAVAIR/01FEB97//
REF/I/DOC/NAVAIR/01FEB97//
REF/J/DOC/NSATS/UNDATED//
REF/K/DOC/NSATS/UNDATED//
REF/L/DOC/NSATS/UNDATED//
NARR/REF A IS NAVAIR 01-F14AAA-1 (F-14A NATOPS FLIGHT MANUAL (NFM))
DTD 15MAY95 W/CHG-1 01FEB97. REF B IS NAVAIR 01-F14AAA-1B (F-14A
NATOPS POCKET CHECKLIST (PCL)) DTD 15MAY95 W/CHG-1 01FEB97. REF C IS
NAVAIR 01-F14AAA-1F (F-14A NATOPS FUNCTIONAL CHECKFLIGHT CHECKLIST
(FCFCL)). REF D IS NAVAIR 01-F14AAP-1 (F-14B NATOPS FLIGHT MANUAL
(NFM)) DTD 15MAY95 W/CHG-1 01FEB97. REF E IS NAVAIR 01-F14AAP-1B
(F-14B NATOPS POCKET CHECKLIST (PCL)) DTD 15MAY95 W/CHG-1 01FEB97.
REF F IS NAVAIR 01-F14AAB-1F (F-14B NATOPS FUNCTIONAL CHECKFLIGHT
CHECKLIST (FCFCL)). REF G IS NAVAIR 01-F14AAD-1 (F-14D NATOPS
FLIGHT MANUAL (NFM)). REF H IS NAVAIR 01-F14AAD-1B (F-14D NATOPS
POCKET CHECKLIST (PCL)). REF I IS NAVAIR 01-F14AAD-1F (F-14D NATOPS
FUNCTIONAL CHECKFLIGHT CHECKLIST (FCFCL)). REF J IS NSATS DFCS
CHANGE 1 TO F-14A NATOPS PUBS. REF K IS NSATS DFCS CHANGE 1 TO F-14B
NATOPS PUBS. REF L IS NSATS DFCS CHANGE 1 TO F-14D NATOPS PUBS.//
RMKS/1. THIS IS IC NUMBER 145 TO REF A (F-14A NFM), IC NUMBER 100 TO
REF B (F-14A PCL), IC NUMBER 8 TO REF C (F-14A FCFCL), IC NUMBER 42
TO REF D (F-14B NFM), IC NUMBER 27 TO REF E (F-14B PCL), IC NUMBER 9
TO REF F (F-14B FCFCL), IC NUMBER 22 TO REF G (F-14D NFM), IC NUMBER
12 TO REF H (F-14D PCL), AND IC NUMBER 2 TO REF I (F-14D FCFCL).
2. SUMMARY. ISSUES NSATS DIGITAL FLIGHT CONTROL SYSTEM (DFCS)
CHANGES FOR INCORPORATION INTO F-14A, F-14B AND F-14D NATOPS PUBS.
THESE CHANGES SHOULD NOT BE INCORPORATED IF AIRCRAFT FLOWN DO NOT
HAVE DFCS INCORPORATED SINCE THE DFCS CHANGES WILL DELETE ANALOG
FLIGHT CONTROL SYSTEM (AFCS) INFORMATION IN SUBJECT PUBS. IF UNIT'S
AIRCRAFT DO NOT HAVE DFCS INCORPORATED, RETAIN THIS IC MSG, BUT HOLD
ENTRY OF THESE IC'S IN ABEYANCE UNTIL UNIT AIRCRAFT HAVE DFCS
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INCORPORATED AND MAKE ENTRY ON EACH PUB INTERIM CHANGE SUMMARY PAGE
AS "DFCS - ENTRY HELD IN ABEYANCE UNTIL INCORPORATION OF DFCS INTO
UNIT'S AIRCRAFT".
3. CHANGE REF A (F-14A NFM) BY ENTERING REF J NSATS DFCS F-14A
CHANGE 1 NFM CHANGES AS IC 145 IF UNIT AIRCRAFT INCORPORATE DFCS.
4. CHANGE REF B (F-14A PCL) BY ENTERING REF J NSATS F-14A DFCS
CHANGE 1 PCL CHANGES AS IC 100 IF UNIT AIRCRAFT INCORPORATE DFCS.
5. REF C (F-14A FCFCL) IS SUPERSEDED BY REF J NSATS DFCS F-14A
CHANGE 1 FCFCL AS IC 8 IF UNIT AIRCRAFT INCORPORATE DFCS. REF J
NSATS AIRCREW ACCEPTANCE AND FLEET AIRCREW ACCEPTANCE FCFCLS ARE
ALSO APPROVED FOR USE DURING DFCS ACCEPTANCE CHECKS AS APPROPRIATE.
6. CHANGE REF D (F-14B NFM) BY ENTERING REF K NSATS DFCS F-14B
CHANGE 1 NFM CHANGES AS IC 42 IF UNIT AIRCRAFT INCORPORATE DFCS.
7. CHANGE REF E (F-14B PCL) BY ENTERING REF K NSATS F-14B DFCS
CHANGE 1 PCL CHANGES AS IC 27 IF UNIT AIRCRAFT INCORPORATE DFCS.
8. REF F (F-14B FCFCL) IS SUPERSEDED BY REF K NSATS DFCS F-14B
CHANGE 1 FCFCL AS IC 9 IF UNIT AIRCRAFT INCORPORATE DFCS. REF K
NSATS AIRCREW ACCEPTANCE AND FLEET AIRCREW ACCEPTANCE FCFCLS ARE
ALSO APPROVED FOR USE DURING DFCS ACCEPTANCE CHECKS AS APPROPRIATE.
9. CHANGE REF G (F-14D NFM) BY ENTERING REF L NSATS DFCS F-14D
CHANGE 1 NFM CHANGES AS IC 22 IF UNIT AIRCRAFT INCORPORATE DFCS.
10. CHANGE REF H (F-14D PCL) BY ENTERING REF L NSATS F-14D DFCS
CHANGE 1 PCL CHANGES AS IC 12 IF UNIT AIRCRAFT INCORPORATE DFCS.
11. REF I (F-14D FCFCL) IS SUPERSEDED BY REF L NSATS DFCS F-14D
CHANGE 1 FCFCL AS IC 2 IF UNIT AIRCRAFT INCORPORATE DFCS. REF L
NSATS AIRCREW ACCEPTANCE AND FLEET AIRCREW ACCEPTANCE FCFCLS ARE
ALSO APPROVED FOR USE DURING DFCS ACCEPTANCE CHECKS AS APPROPRIATE.
12. REFS J, K AND L DISTRIBUTED TO CONCERNED NATOPS ADVISORY GROUP
MEMBERS AND UNITS BY SEPCOR. NATOPS PROGRAM MANAGER HAS ALSO
PREPARED AND IS DISTRIBUTING REPLACEMENT PAGES TO FLEET UNITS. IF
REFS J, K, AND/OR L REQUIRED, CONTACT VF-101 F-14A/B/D NATOPS PROGRAM
MANAGER, LT DOUG THIEN, AT DSN 433-4322 OR COMM (757)433-4322, FAX
DSN 433-5667 OR (757)433-5667, OR E-MAIL F14MODELMANAGER@AOL.COM.//
BT
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PAAUZYUW RUENAAA3385 0902359-UUUU--RUENNSN.
ZNR UUUUU
P R 300001Z MAR 00 ZYB
FM CNO WASHINGTON DC//N889//
TO ALL TOMCAT AIRCRAFT ACTIVITIES
INFO RUCTPOH/NAVOPMEDINST PENSACOLA FL//06//
RUDJABF/NAVWARCOL NEWPORT RI//213//
BT
UNCLAS //N03711// SECTION 01 OF 02
MSGID/GENADMIN/N889//
SUBJ/INTERIM CHANGES TO F-14 AIRCRAFT NATOPS PUBLICATIONS//
REF/A/DOC/NAVAIR/01FEB97//
REF/B/DOC/NAVAIR/01FEB97//
REF/C/DOC/NAVAIR/01FEB97//
NARR/REF A IS NAVAIR 01-F14AAA-1 (F-14A NATOPS FLIGHT MANUAL (NFM))
DTD 15MAY95 CHG-1 01FEB97. REF B IS NAVAIR 01-F14AAP-1 (F-14B NATOPS
FLIGHT MANUAL (NFM)) DTD 15MAY97 CHG-1 01FEB97. REF C IS NAVAIR
01-F14AAD-1 (F-14D NATOPS FLIGHT MANUAL (NFM)) DTD 01FEB97.//
RMKS/1. THIS IS INTERIM CHANGE NUMBER 143 TO REF A (F-14A NFM),
INTERIM CHANGE NUMBER 41 TO REF B (F-14B NFM), AND INTERIM CHANGE
NUMBER 21 TO REF C (F-14D NFM).
2. SUMMARY. PROVIDES ADDITIONAL DISCUSSION OF CATAPULT TAKEOFF
PROCEDURES, FLIGHT CHARACTERISTICS AND RIO RESPONSIBILITIES DURING
NIGHT/IFR CATAPULT LAUNCHES.
3. CHANGE REF A (F-14A NFM), CHAPTER 8, PAGE 8-3, PARA 8.4.2
CATAPULT LAUNCH, AS FOLLOWS:
A. IN FIRST PARAGRAPH, AFTER FOURTH SENTENCE, "WHEN A TURNUP

SIGNAL IS RECEIVED....AND THE RIO IS READY.":
(1) DELETE: NA
(2) ADD:

THE RIO MAY SELECT THE AVIA DISPLAY PRIOR TO LAUNCH TO
PROVIDE ADDITIONAL INFORMATION DURING INITIAL FLYAWAY.
HOWEVER, THE VSI AND AOA INFORMATION DISPLAYED ON THE AVIA
IS PARTICULARLY SUSCEPTIBLE TO LAG AND INACCURACIES, AND
SHOULD BE USED ONLY AS A SECONDARY SOURCE OF INFORMATION.
THE RIO'S PRIMARY SCAN SHOULD BE AIRSPEED, ALTITUDE AND
ATTITUDE FROM THE CONVENTIONAL INSTRUMENTS.

B. AFTER FIRST PARAGRAPH:
(1) DELETE CAUTION.
(2) ADD:

WARNING
FAILURE TO ALLOW THE CONTROL STICK TO MOVE AFT DURING
THE CATAPULT STROKE WILL RESULT IN DEGRADED PITCH RATE
AND EXCESSIVE SINK OFF THE BOW.

CAUTION
CATAPULT LAUNCH WITH A PARTIALLY FILLED EXTERNAL TANK
IS NOT AUTHORIZED.

C. SECOND PARAGRAPH:
(1) DELETE SECOND PARAGRAPH, INCLUDING THE THREE SIGNALS

SUBPARAGRAPHS.
(2) ADD:

THE F-14 MUST BE FLOWN OFF THE CATAPULT BY THE PILOT. AT
SHUTTLE RELEASE, THE ENERGY STORED IN THE NOSE STRUT IS
RELEASED, ROTATING THE AIRCRAFT TO THE INITIAL FLYAWAY
ATTITIDE OF APPROXIMATELY 12-15 DEGREES NOSE-UP ON THE VDI
AND HUD. THE AIRCREW SHOULD PLAN AND TRIM FOR THE STANDARD
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EXCESS ENDSPEED OF 15 KNOTS UNLESS NOTIFIED OTHERWISE. LOWER
EXCESS ENDSPEED THAN ANTICIPATED AND/OR A LOWER PITCH TRIM
SETTING THAN RECOMMENDED WILL REQUIRE THE PILOT TO USE AFT
STICK AT THE END OF THE CATAPULT STROKE TO ESTABLISH AND
MAINTAIN THE DESIRED CLIMBOUT PITCH ATTITUDE OF 10 DEGREES.
HIGHER ENDSPEED THAN EXPECTED AND/OR A HIGHER PITCH TRIM
SETTING THAN RECOMMENDED WILL REQUIRE THE PILOT TO STOP THE
ROTATION AT 10 DEGREES WITH SLIGHT FORWARD STICK. WHILE
ROTATING TO THE FLYAWAY ATTITUDE, THE FLIGHTCREW WILL FEEL
THE AIRCRAFT SETTLE APPROXIMATELY 5 FEET BEFORE COMMENCING A
CLIMB. FOR CATAPULT LAUNCHES WITH EXCESS ENDSPEED LESS THAN
15 KNOTS, THE AOA WILL RISE ABRUPTLY TO 17 UNITS AND THEN
GRADUALLY DECREASE AS AIRSPEED INCREASES DURING THE
FLYAWAY.

AIRCREW COORDINATION IS PARTICULARLY CRITICAL IN THIS
REGIME, SINCE THE AIRCREW MUST ENSURE THAT INITIAL FLYAWAY
PARAMETERS ARE MAINTAINED WHILE REMAINING ALERT FOR ANY
ABNORMAL LAUNCH CHARACTERISTICS AND ENGINE MALFUNCTIONS.
HIGH ENDSPEED AND/OR SINGLE-ENGINE FLYAWAY WITH TRIM SETTINGS
ABOVE 2 DEGREES MAY REQUIRE SIGNIFICANT FORWARD STICK
PRESSURE. IN ALL CONFIGURATIONS, THE USE OF AFTERBURNER AND/
OR LEVEL RAPID ACCELERATION WILL REQUIRE REDUCED NOSE TRIM
SETTINGS. THE RIO SHALL SCAN AIRSPEED, ALTITUDE AND ATTITUDE
TO CONFIRM A POSITIVE RATE OF CLIMB. THE AVIA DISPLAY MAY BE
USED TO PROVIDE ADDITIONAL INFORMATION (AOA AND POSITIVE RATE
OF CLIMB) DURING THE INITIAL FLYAWAY, THOUGH, THE VSI AND AOA
INFORMATION DISPLAYED ON THE AVIA IS PARTICULARLY SUSCEPTIBLE
TO LAG AND INACCURACIES, AND SHOULD BE USED ONLY AS A
SECONDARY SOURCE OF INFORMATION.

WHEN AN AIRCRAFT IS LAUNCHED IN AFTERBURNER, THE FOLLOWING
DAY SIGNALS AND RESPONSES ARE USED:
1. CATAPULT OFFICER GIVES TWO-FINGER TURNUP SIGNAL;

PILOT ADVANCES POWER TO MIL.
2. WHEN AIRCRAFT IS AT MIL POWER, CATAPULT OFFICER

RESPONDS WITH FIVE FINGERS (OPEN HAND HELD TOWARD
PILOT); PILOT SELECTS MAX POWER.

3. PILOT CHECKS INSTRUMENTS, POSITIONS HIMSELF, THEN
SALUTES THE CATAPULT OFFICER.

4. WHEN AIRCRAFT IS AT MAX POWER AND PILOT HAS SALUTED,
CATAPULT OFFICER TOUCHES AND THEN RAISES HAND FROM
FLIGHT DECK TO SIGNAL FOR CATAPULT TO BE FIRED.

ADDITIONAL CONSIDERATIONS EXIST FOR NIGHT/IFR CATAPULT
LAUNCHES. AIRCRAFT ACCELERATION AND THE LACK OF EXTERNAL
VISUAL CUES WILL CAUSE THE AIRCREW TO SENSE THAT THE NOSE IS
HIGHER THAN ACTUAL AND CAN RESULT IN SPATIAL DISORIENTATION.
UNDER THESE CONDITIONS, A VIGILANT INSTRUMENT SCAN IS
REQUIRED TO ENSURE THAT THE PROPER ATTITUDE IS MAINTAINED
THROUGHOUT THE LAUNCH AND SUBSEQUENT CLIMBOUT. THE AIRCREW
SHOULD ALSO BE ALERT FOR POWER TRANSIENTS, WHICH CAN
TEMPORARILY DISABLE THE PILOT'S PRIMARY ATTITUDE DISPLAY
(VDI) DURING AND AFTER THE CATAPULT STROKE, AND REQUIRE
TRANSITION TO THE STANDBY GYRO FOR ATTITUDE INFORMATION.

4. CHANGE REF B (F-14B NFM), CHAPTER 8, PAGE 8-3, PARA 8.4.2,
CATAPULT LAUNCH:
A. CAUTION AFTER FIRST PARAGRAPH:

(1) DELETE TEXT "BECAUSE OF SURGE LOAD CONSIDERATIONS" AT END OF
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CAUTION.
(2) ADD: NA

B. THIRD (LAST) PARAGRAPH:
(1) DELETE THIRD PARAGRAPH.
(2) ADD:

THE F-14 MUST BE FLOWN OFF THE CATAPULT BY THE PILOT. AT
SHUTTLE RELEASE, THE ENERGY STORED IN THE NOSE STRUT IS
RELEASED, ROTATING THE AIRCRAFT TO THE INITIAL FLYAWAY
ATTITIDE OF APPROXIMATELY 12-15 DEGREES NOSE-UP ON THE VDI
AND HUD. THE AIRCREW SHOULD PLAN FOR THE STANDARD EXCESS
ENDSPEED OF 15 KNOTS, UNLESS NOTIFIED OTHERWISE. LOWER
EXCESS ENDSPEED THAN ANTICIPATED OR A LOWER PITCH TRIM
SETTING THAN RECOMMENDED WILL REQUIRE THE PILOT TO USE
BACKSTICK AT THE END OF THE CATAPULT STROKE TO CAPTURE AND
MAINTAIN THE DESIRED CLIMBOUT PITCH ATTITUDE OF 10 DEGREES.
HIGHER ENDSPEED THAN EXPECTED OR A HIGHER PITCH TRIM SETTING
THAN RECOMMENDED WILL REQUIRE THE PILOT TO STOP THE ROTATION
AT 10 DEGREES WITH SLIGHT FORWARD STICK. WHILE ROTATING TO
THE FLYAWAY ATTITUDE, THE FLIGHTCREW WILL FEEL THE AIRCRAFT
SETTLE APPROXIMATELY 5 FEET BEFORE COMMENCING A CLIMB. FOR
CATAPULT LAUNCHES WITH EXCESS ENDSPEED LESS THAN 15 KNOTS,
THE AOA WILL RISE ABRUPTLY TO 17 UNITS AND THEN GRADUALLY
DECREASE AS AIRSPEED INCREASES DURING THE FLYAWAY.
AIRCREW COORDINATION IS PARTICULARLY CRITICAL IN THIS
REGIME, SINCE THE AIRCREW MUST ENSURE THAT INITIAL FLYAWAY
PARAMETERS ARE MAINTAINED WHILE REMAINING ALERT FOR ANY
ABNORMAL LAUNCH CHARACTERISTICS AND ENGINE MALFUNCTIONS.
HIGH ENDSPEED AND/OR SINGLE-ENGINE FLYAWAY WITH TRIM
SETTINGS ABOVE 2 DEGREES MAY REQUIRE SIGNIFICANT FORWARD
STICK PRESSURE. IN ALL CONFIGURATIONS, THE USE OF
AFTERBURNER AND/OR LEVEL RAPID ACCELERATION WILL REQUIRE
REDUCED NOSE TRIM SETTINGS. THE RIO SHALL SCAN AIRSPEED,
ALTITUDE AND ATTITUDE TO CONFIRM A POSITIVE RATE OF CLIMB.
THE AVIA DISPLAY MAY BE USED TO PROVIDE ADDITIONAL
INFORMATION (AOA AND POSITIVE RATE OF CLIMB) DURING THE
INITIAL FLYAWAY, THOUGH, THE VSI AND AOA INFORMATION
DISPLAYED ON THE AVIA IS PARTICULARLY SUSCEPTIBLE TO LAG AND
INACCURACIES, AND SHOULD BE USED ONLY AS A SECONDARY SOURCE
OF INFORMATION. THE RIO'S PRIMARY SCAN SHOULD BE AIRSPEED,
ALTITUDE AND ATTITUDE FROM THE CONVENTIONAL INSTRUMENTS.

ADDITIONAL CONSIDERATIONS EXIST FOR NIGHT/IFR CATAPULT
LAUNCHES. AIRCRAFT ACCELERATION AND THE LACK OF EXTERNAL
VISUAL CUES WILL CAUSE THE AIRCREW TO SENSE THAT THE NOSE IS
HIGHER THAN ACTUAL AND CAN RESULT IN SPATIAL DISORIENTATION.
UNDER THESE CONDITIONS A VIGILANT INSTRUMENT SCAN IS REQUIRED
TO ENSURE THAT THE PROPER ATTITUDE IS MAINTAINED THROUGHOUT
THE LAUNCH AND SUBSEQUENT CLIMBOUT. THE AIRCREW SHOULD ALSO
BE ALERT FOR POWER TRANSIENTS, WHICH CAN TEMPORARILY DISABLE
THE PILOT'S PRIMARY ATTITUDE DISPLAY (VDI) DURING AND AFTER
THE CATAPULT STROKE, AND REQUIRE TRANSITION TO THE STANDBY
GYRO FOR ATTITUDE INFORMATION.

5. CHANGE REF C (F-14D NFM), CHAPTER 8, PAGE 8-4, PARA 8.4.2,
CATAPULT LAUNCH:
A. DELETE THIRD (LAST) PARAGRAPH.
B. ADD:

THE F-14 MUST BE FLOWN OFF THE CATAPULT BY THE PILOT. AT
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SHUTTLE RELEASE, THE ENERGY STORED IN THE NOSE STRUT IS RELEASED,
ROTATING THE AIRCRAFT TO THE INITIAL FLYAWAY ATTITIDE OF
APPROXIMATELY 12-15 DEGREES NOSE-UP ON THE VDI AND HUD. THE
AIRCREW SHOULD PLAN FOR THE STANDARD EXCESS ENDSPEED OF 15 KNOTS,
UNLESS NOTIFIED OTHERWISE. LOWER EXCESS ENDSPEED THAN
ANTICIPATED OR A LOWER PITCH TRIM SETTING THAN RECOMMENDED WILL
REQUIRE THE PILOT TO USE BACKSTICK AT THE END OF THE CATAPULT
STROKE TO CAPTURE AND MAINTAIN THE DESIRED CLIMBOUT PITCH
ATTITUDE OF 10 DEGREES. HIGHER ENDSPEED THAN EXPECTED OR A
HIGHER PITCH TRIM SETTING THAN RECOMMENDED WILL REQUIRE THE PILOT
TO STOP THE ROTATION AT 10 DEGREES WITH SLIGHT FORWARD STICK.
WHILE ROTATING TO THE FLYAWAY ATTITUDE, THE FLIGHTCREW WILL FEEL
THE AIRCRAFT SETTLE APPROXIMATELY 5 FEET BEFORE COMMENCING A
CLIMB. FOR CATAPULT LAUNCHES WITH EXCESS ENDSPEED LESS THAN 15
KNOTS, THE AOA WILL RISE ABRUPTLY TO 17 UNITS AND THEN GRADUALLY
DECREASE AS AIRSPEED INCREASES DURING THE FLYAWAY.

AIRCREW COORDINATION IS PARTICULARLY CRITICAL IN THIS REGIME,
SINCE THE AIRCREW MUST ENSURE THAT INITIAL FLYAWAY PARAMETERS ARE
MAINTAINED WHILE REMAINING ALERT FOR ANY ABNORMAL LAUNCH
CHARACTERISTICS AND ENGINE MALFUNCTIONS. HIGH ENDSPEED AND/OR
SINGLE-ENGINE FLYAWAY WITH TRIM SETTINGS ABOVE 2 DEGREES MAY
REQUIRE SIGNIFICANT FORWARD STICK PRESSURE. IN ALL
CONFIGURATIONS, THE USE OF AFTERBURNER AND/OR LEVEL RAPID
ACCELERATION WILL REQUIRE REDUCED NOSE TRIM SETTINGS. THE RIO
SHALL SCAN A REPEAT OF THE PILOT'S HEADS UP DISPLAY AND
ASSOCIATED STANDBY FLIGHT INSTRUMENTS TO ENSURE THE CORRECT
FLYAWAY CONDITIONS ARE MET (AIRSPEED, ALTITUDE AND ATTITUDE).

ADDITIONAL CONSIDERATIONS EXIST FOR NIGHT/IFR CATAPULT
LAUNCHES. AIRCRAFT ACCELERATION AND THE LACK OF EXTERNAL VISUAL
CUES WILL CAUSE THE AIRCREW TO SENSE THAT THE NOSE IS HIGHER THAN
ACTUAL AND CAN RESULT IN SPATIAL DISORIENTATION. UNDER THESE
CONDITIONS, A VIGILANT INSTRUMENT SCAN IS REQUIRED TO ENSURE THAT
THE PROPER ATTITUDE IS MAINTAINED THROUGHOUT THE LAUNCH AND
SUBSEQUENT CLIMBOUT. //

BT
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PTAUZYUW RUENAAA7311 3221825-UUUU--RULSTGP.
ZNR UUUUU
P R 181806Z NOV 98 ZYB PSN 667712M29
FM CNO WASHINGTON DC//N889//
TO ALL TOMCAT AIRCRAFT ACTIVITIES//
INFO RUCTPOH/NAVOPMEDINST PENSACOLA FL//06//
RULSTGP/COMNAVWARDEVCOM DIV WASHINGTON DC//NATOPS//
BT
UNCLAS //N03711//
MSGID/GENADMIN/N889//
SUBJ/INTERIM CHANGE TO F-14D AIRCRAFT NATOPS FLIGHT MANUAL//
REF/A/DOC/NAVAIR/01FEB97//
REF/B/MSG/CNO WASH DC/231304ZOCT98//
NARR/REF A IS NAVAIR 01-F14AAD-1 (F-14D NATOPS FLIGHT MANUAL (NFM)),
AND REF B IS INTERIM CHANGE NUMBER 19 (EJECTION SEAT AIRCREW WEIGHTS)
TO REF A.//
RMKS/1. THIS IS INTERIM CHANGE NUMBER 20 TO REF C (F-14D NFM).
2. SUMMARY. CORRECTS ERROR IN IC 19 (REF B) TO F-14D NFM (REF A).
REF B INCORRECTLY REPLACED THE FIRST THREE SENTENCES OF FIRST
PARAGRAPH OF PARA 2.38.1. THIS MESSAGE RESTORES ORIGINAL WORDING OF
THE FIRST PARAGRAPH AND CHANGES THE SECOND PARAGRAPH.
3. CHANGE REF A (F-14D NFM), CHAPTER 2, PAGE 2-243, PARAGRAPH 2.38.1
EJECTION SEAT, AS FOLLOWS:
A. FIRST PARAGRAPH OF PARAGRAPH 2.38.1. IF IC 19 NOT YET

INCORPORATED INTO FIRST PARAGRAPH, PROCEED TO PARAGRAPH 3.B BELOW.
IF IC 19 ALREADY INCORPORATED INTO FIRST PARAGRAPH, PROCEED AS
FOLLOWS:
(1) DELETE FIRST THREE SENTENCES, AS FOLLOWS:

AFTER EJECTION HAS BEEN INITIATED, TWO PITOT HEADS MOUNTED
NEXT TO THE PARACHUTE CONTAINER ARE DEPLOYED. AIRSPEED AND
ALTITUDE ARE PROVIDED TO THE BATTERY-OPERATED ELECTRONIC
SEQUENCER MOUNTED UNDER THE PARACHUTE CONTAINER. THE
SEQUENCER USES THE INFORMATION TO DETERMINE THE RELEASE TIME
FOR THE DROGUE BRIDLES, THE DEPLOYMENT TIME FOR THE
PARACHUTE, AND RELEASE TIME FOR THE HARNESS LOCKS.

(2) ADD (INSERT):
THE NACES SEAT (FIGURE 2-126) IS PROVIDED WITH A ROCKET-

DEPLOYED 6.5 METER (20-FOOT), AEROCONICAL, STEERABLE
PARACHUTE THAT IS PACKED WITH A RIBBON EXTRACTION DROGUE IN A
CONTAINER BEHIND THE SEAT OCCUPANT'S HEAD. THE SEAT BUCKET
HOLDS THE SURVIVAL KIT AND ALSO HAS THE SEAT FIRING HANDLE
AND OTHER OPERATING CONTROLS. THE PARACHUTE RISERS ATTACH TO
THE CREWMWMBER'S TORSO HARNESS BY MEANS OF SEAWATER-ACTIVATED
RELEASE SWITCHES.

B. SECOND PARAGRAPH:
(1) DELETE THIRD SENTENCE:

THE SEQUENCER, WHICH ALSO RECEIVES STATIC PRESSURE, USES THE
INFORMATION TO DETERMINE THE PROPER SEQUENCING OF DEPLOYMENT
OF THE SEAT DROGUE AND PARACHUTE AND RELEASE OF THE HARNESS
LOCKS.

(2) ADD (INSERT) REPLACEMENT THIRD SENTENCE:
THE SEQUENCER USES THE INFORMATION TO DETERMINE THE RELEASE
TIME FOR THE DROGUE BRIDLES, THE DEPLOYMENT TIME FOR THE
PARACHUTE, AND RELEASE TIME FOR THE HARNESS LOCKS.//

BT
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PTAUZYUW RUENAAA6845 2961414-UUUU--RULSTGP.
ZNR UUUUU
P R 231304Z OCT 98 ZYB PSN 532084M22
FM CNO WASHINGTON DC//N889//
TO ALL TOMCAT AIRCRAFT ACTIVITIES
INFO RUCTPOH/NAVOPMEDINST PENSACOLA FL//06//
RULSTGP/COMNAVWARDEVCOM DIV WASHINGTON DC//NATOPS//
BT
UNCLAS //N03711//
MSGID/GENADMIN/N889//
SUBJ/INTERIM CHANGES TO F-14 AIRCRAFT NATOPS FLIGHT MANUALS//
REF/A/DOC/NAVAIR/01FEB97//
REF/B/DOC/NAVAIR/01FEB97//
REF/C/DOC/NAVAIR/01FEB97//
NARR/REF A IS NAVAIR 01-F14AAA-1 (F-14A NATOPS FLIGHT MANUAL (NFM))
DTD 15MAY95 WITH CHG-1 01FEB97, REF B IS NAVAIR 01-F14AAP-1 (F-14B
NATOPS FLIGHT MANUAL (NFM)) DTD 15MAY95 WITH CHG-1 01FEB97, AND REF C
IS NAVAIR 01-F14AAD-1 (F-14D NATOPS FLIGHT MANUAL (NFM)).//
RMKS/1. THIS IS INTERIM CHANGE NUMBER 142 TO REF A (F-14A NFM),
INTERIM CHANGE NUMBER 40 TO REF B (F-14B NFM), AND INTERIM CHANGE
NUMBER 19 TO REF C (F-14D NFM).
2. SUMMARY. ADDS WARNINGS ABOUT EJECTION SEAT INJURY RISKS TO
PAGE 02 RUENAAA6845 UNCLAS
EACH NFM.
3. CHANGE REF A (F-14A NFM), AS FOLLOWS:
A. CHAPTER 2, PAGE 2-159, PARAGRAPH 2.35 EJECTION SYSTEM, WARNING

AFTER SECOND PARAGRAPH:
(1) DELETE: NA
(2) ADD (INSERT) NEW FIRST BULLET INTO WARNING:

WARNING
REGARDLESS OF THE GRU-7A EJECTION SEAT LIMITATIONS,
ANY PERSON WHOSE NUDE BODY WEIGHT IS BELOW 136 POUNDS
OR ABOVE 213 POUNDS IS SUBJECT TO INCREASED RISK OF
INJURY FROM EJECTION.

B. CHAPTER 16, PAGES 16-1 AND 16-3, PARAGRAPH 16.1.1 EJECTION
ENVELOPE, SECOND PARAGRAPH AND ITEMS:
(1) DELETE SECOND PARAGRAPH AND ITEMS 1 THROUGH 3.
(2) ADD (INSERT) WARNING WITH TEXT:

THE ESCAPE SYSTEM WILL FUNCTION UP TO 0.9 IMN OR 600 KIAS,
WHICHEVER IS GREATER. HOWEVER, HUMAN LIMITATIONS ARE MORE
RESTRICTIVE, AS INDICATED BELOW:

WARNING
REGARDLESS OF THE GRU-7A EJECTION SEAT LIMITATIONS,
ANY PERSON WHOSE NUDE BODY WEIGHT IS BELOW 136 POUNDS
OR ABOVE 213 POUNDS IS SUBJECT TO INCREASED RISK OF
INJURY FROM EJECTION.

1. ZERO TO 250 KIAS - SAFE EJECTION (INJURY IMPROBABLE)
2. 250-600 KIAS - HAZARDOUS EJECTION (APPRECIABLE FORCES ARE

EXERTED UPON THE BODY, MAKING INJURY PROBABLE)
3. ABOVE 600 KIAS - EXTREMELY HAZARDOUS EJECTION (EXCESSIVE

FORCES ARE EXERTED UPON THE BODY, MAKING SERIOUS INJURY OR
DEATH HIGHLY PROBABLE)

C. CHAPTER 16, PAGE 16-2, FIGURE 16-1 EJECTION SEAT LIMITATIONS:
(1) DELETE: NA
(2) AT TOP OF PAGE BETWEEN FIGURE TITLE "COMMAND DUAL EJECTION"

AND NOTE, ADD:
GRU-7A EJECTION SEAT(S)
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(3) BELOW "EJECTION SEAT - HUMAN FACTORS LIMITATIONS" GRAPH, ADD:
(BULLET) THIS INFORMATION WAS EXTRAPOLATED USING THE GRU-7A

QUALIFICATION WEIGHTS.
(BULLET) THE GRU-7A WAS QUALIFIED FOR USE BY MALE AVIATORS

WITH NUDE WEIGHTS FROM 136 LB TO 213 LB.
(BULLET) THE HUMAN FACTOR LIMITATIONS ARE FOR HIGH SPEED

AERODYNAMIC LOADS ONLY.
D. CHAPTER 16, PAGE 16-3, PARAGRAPH 16.1.1.1 EJECTION AT GROUND

LEVEL/ON DECK:
(1) DELETE FIRST THREE PARAGRAPHS.
(2) ADD (INSERT):

16.1.1.1 EJECTION AT GROUND LEVEL/ON DECK. THE GRU-7A
EJECTION SEAT IS DESIGNED FOR ZERO-ZERO EJECTION CAPABILITY
FOR A MAXIMUM NUDE CREWMEMBER WEIGHT OF 213 POUNDS. AIRCREW
ABOVE 213 POUNDS NUDE WEIGHT HAVE AN INCREASED RISK OF INJURY
DUE TO AN INADEQUATE PARACHUTE RECOVERY ALTITUDE. AT THE
MAXIMUM NUDE WEIGHT OF 213 POUNDS, THE MARGIN OF SAFETY IS
VERY NARROW BELOW 50 KTAS. TAILWIND AND AIRCRAFT
DECELERATION ALSO CONTRIBUTE TO INCREASED INJURY RISK.

FOR AIRCREW BELOW 136 POUNDS, THE ZERO-ZERO EJECTION
PARACHUTE RECOVERY ALTITUDE IS INCREASED. HOWEVER, LIGHT-
WEIGHT AIRCREW OCCUPANTS BELOW 136 POUNDS NUDE WEIGHT ARE
SUBJECTED TO HIGHER LOADS AS AIRSPEED INCREASES, ESPECIALLY
AT AIRSPEEDS GREATER THAN 450 KIAS. THE EJECTION SEAT
BECOMES LESS STABLE AND DECELERATION FORCES DURING DROGUE
CHUTE DEPLOYMENT BECOME MORE SEVERE. ANALYSIS HAS SHOWN THAT
LOWERING THE SEAT PRIOR TO EJECTING INCREASES SEAT STABILITY
DURING A HIGH SPEED EJECTION.

(3) RETAIN OLD LAST PARAGRAPH.
4. CHANGE REF B (F-14B NFM), AS FOLLOWS:
A. CHAPTER 2, PAGE 2-152, PARAGRAPH 2.35 EJECTION SYSTEM, WARNING

AT TOP OF PAGE:
(1) DELETE: NA
(2) ADD (INSERT) NEW FIRST BULLET INTO WARNING:

WARNING
REGARDLESS OF THE GRU-7A EJECTION SEAT LIMITATIONS,
ANY PERSON WHOSE NUDE BODY WEIGHT IS BELOW 136 POUNDS
OR ABOVE 213 POUNDS IS SUBJECT TO INCREASED RISK OF
INJURY FROM EJECTION.

B. CHAPTER 16, PAGE 16-1, PARAGRAPH 16.1.1 EJECTION ENVELOPE, SECOND
PARAGRAPH AND ITEMS:
(1) DELETE SECOND PARAGRAPH AND ITEMS 1 THROUGH 3.
(2) ADD (INSERT) WARNING WITH TEXT:

THE ESCAPE SYSTEM WILL FUNCTION UP TO 0.9 IMN OR 600 KIAS,
WHICHEVER IS GREATER. HOWEVER, HUMAN LIMITATIONS ARE MORE
RESTRICTIVE, AS INDICATED BELOW:
1. ZERO TO 250 KIAS - SAFE EJECTION (INJURY IMPROBABLE
2. 250-600 KIAS - HAZARDOUS EJECTION (APPRECIABLE FORCES ARE

EXERTED UPON THE BODY, MAKING INJURY PROBABLE)
3. ABOVE 600 KIAS - EXTREMELY HAZARDOUS EJECTION (EXCESSIVE

FORCES ARE EXERTED UPON THE BODY, MAKING SERIOUS INJURY OR
DEATH HIGHLY PROBABLE)

C. CHAPTER 16, PAGE 16-2, FIGURE 16-1 EJECTION SEAT LIMITATIONS:
(1) DELETE: NA
(2) AT TOP OF PAGE BETWEEN FIGURE TITLE "COMMAND DUAL EJECTION"

AND NOTE, ADD:
GRU-7A EJECTION SEAT(S)
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(3) BELOW "EJECTION SEAT - HUMAN FACTORS LIMITATIONS" GRAPH, ADD:
(BULLET) THIS INFORMATION WAS EXTRAPOLATED USING THE GRU-7A

QUALIFICATION WEIGHTS.
(BULLET) THE GRU-7A WAS QUALIFIED FOR USE BY MALE AVIATORS

WITH NUDE WEIGHTS FROM 136 LB TO 213 LB.
(BULLET) THE HUMAN FACTOR LIMITATIONS ARE FOR HIGH SPEED

AERODYNAMIC LOADS ONLY.
D. CHAPTER 16, PAGE 16-3, PARAGRAPH 16.1.1.1 EJECTION AT GROUND

LEVEL/ON DECK:
(1) DELETE FIRST THREE PARAGRAPHS.
(2) ADD (INSERT):

16.1.1.1 EJECTION AT GROUND LEVEL/ON DECK. THE GRU-7A
EJECTION SEAT IS DESIGNED FOR ZERO-ZERO EJECTION CAPABILITY
FOR A MAXIMUM NUDE CREWMEMBER WEIGHT OF 213 POUNDS. AIRCREW
ABOVE 213 POUNDS NUDE WEIGHT HAVE AN INCREASED RISK OF INJURY
DUE TO AN INADEQUATE PARACHUTE RECOVERY ALTITUDE. AT THE
MAXIMUM NUDE WEIGHT OF 213 POUNDS, THE MARGIN OF SAFETY IS
VERY NARROW BELOW 50 KTAS. TAILWIND AND AIRCRAFT
DECELERATION ALSO CONTRIBUTE TO INCREASED INJURY RISK.

FOR AIRCREW BELOW 136 POUNDS, THE ZERO-ZERO EJECTION
PARACHUTE RECOVERY ALTITUDE IS INCREASED. HOWEVER, LIGHT-
WEIGHT AIRCREW OCCUPANTS BELOW 136 POUNDS NUDE WEIGHT ARE
SUBJECTED TO HIGHER LOADS AS AIRSPEED INCREASES, ESPECIALLY
AT AIRSPEEDS GREATER THAN 450 KIAS. THE EJECTION SEAT
BECOMES LESS STABLE AND DECELERATION FORCES DURING DROGUE
CHUTE DEPLOYMENT BECOME MORE SEVERE. ANALYSIS HAS SHOWN THAT
LOWERING THE SEAT PRIOR TO EJECTING INCREASES SEAT STABILITY
DURING A HIGH SPEED EJECTION.

(3) RETAIN OLD LAST PARAGRAPH.
5. CHANGE REF C (F-14D NFM), AS FOLLOWS:
A. CHAPTER 2, PAGE 2-243, PARAGRAPH 2.38 EJECTION SYSTEM, WARNING

AFTER SECOND PARAGRAPH:
(1) DELETE: NA
(2) ADD (INSERT) NEW FIRST BULLET INTO WARNING:

WARNING
REGARDLESS OF THE SJU-17 EJECTION SEAT LIMITATIONS,
ANY PERSON WHOSE NUDE BODY WEIGHT IS BELOW 136 POUNDS
OR ABOVE 213 POUNDS IS SUBJECT TO INCREASED RISK OF
INJURY FROM EJECTION.

B. CHAPTER 2, PAGE 2-243, PARAGRAPH 2.38.1 EJECTION SEAT, FIRST
PARAGRAPH:
(1) DELETE FIRST THREE SENTENCES.
(2) ADD (INSERT):

AFTER EJECTION HAS BEEN INITIATED, TWO PITOT HEADS MOUNTED
NEXT TO THE PARACHUTE CONTAINER ARE DEPLOYED. AIRSPEED AND
ALTITUDE ARE PROVIDED TO THE BATTERY-OPERATED ELECTRONIC
SEQUENCER MOUNTED UNDER THE PARACHUTE CONTAINER. THE
SEQUENCER USES THE INFORMATION TO DETERMINE THE RELEASE TIME
FOR THE DROGUE BRIDLES, THE DEPLOYMENT TIME FOR THE
PARACHUTE, AND RELEASE TIME FOR THE HARNESS LOCKS.

C. CHAPTER 2, PAGE 2-243, PARAGRAPH 2.38.1.1 SEAT FIRING HANDLE:
(1) DELETE PARAGRAPH.
(2) ADD:

2.38.1.1 SEAT FIRING HANDLE. EJECTION IS INITIATED BY
PULLING UP ON THE SEAT FIRING HANDLE ON THE FRONT OF THE SEAT
BUCKET BETWEEN THE CREWMEMBERS THIGHS. A PULL FORCE OF 25 TO
40 POUNDS IS REQUIRED TO REMOVE THE FIRING HANDLE FROM ITS
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HOUSING. A CONTINUED PULL FORCE OF 30 TO 60 POUNDS IS
REQUIRED TO INITIATE EJECTION. THIS ACTION OPERATES LINKAGE
THAT WITHDRAWS THE SEARS FROM THE TWO SEAT INITIATOR
CARTRIDGES, COMMENCING THE EJECTION SEQUENCE.

D. CHAPTER 2, PAGE 2-248, PARAGRAPH 2.38.1.9 SURVIVAL KIT, THIRD
PARAGRAPH:
(1) DELETE FIRST SENTENCE.
(2) ADD (INSERT):

A URT-33C RADIO LOCATOR BEACON IS IN A CUTOUT IN THE LEFT
THIGH SUPPORT AND IS CONNECTED TO THE COCKPIT FLOOR BY A
STATIC OPERATING CABLE SO THAT IT CAN BE AUTOMATICALLY
ACTUATED DURING EJECTION.

E. CHAPTER 2, PAGE 2-250, PARAGRAPH 2.38.4.1 ELECTRONIC SEQUENCING:
(1) DELETE SUBPARAGRAPHS 1 THROUGH 3.
(2) ADD (INSERT):

1. MODE 1 -- THIS IS THE LOW-ALTITUDE, LOW-AIRSPEED MODE.
THE BRIDLES ARE RELEASED 0.32 SECONDS AFTER SEAT FIRST
MOTION. THE PARACHUTE DEPLOYMENT ROCKET FIRES TO DEPLOY
THE PARACHUTE AND THE HARNESS RELEASE SYSTEM OPERATES TO
FREE THE OCCUPANT FROM THE SEAT.

2. MODES 2, 3, AND 4 -- THESE MODES ARE FOR LOW TO MEDIUM
ALTITUDES. THE SEAT IS DECELERATED BY THE DROGUE AND
AFTER A TIME DELAY DETERMINED BY THE ELECTRONIC SEQUENCER
THE PARACHUTE DEPLOYMENT ROCKET FIRES TO DEPLOY THE
PARACHUTE BEFORE THE DROGUE BRIDLES ARE RELEASED. THE
HARNESS RELEASE SYSTEM OPERATES TO FREE THE OCCUPANT FROM
THE SEAT.

3. MODE 5 -- THIS MODE IS SELECTED AT HIGH ALTITUDE. THE
SEAT (WITH DROGUE BRIDLES CONNECTED) DESCENDS TO 18,000
FEET, WHERE THE BRIDLES ARE RELEASED. THE PARACHUTE
DEPLOYMENT ROCKET FIRES TO DEPLOY THE PARACHUTE AND THE
HARNESS RELEASE SYSTEM OPERATES TO FREE THE OCCUPANT FROM
THE SEAT.

F. CHAPTER 16, PAGES 16-1 AND 16-5, PARAGRAPH 16.1.1 EJECTION
ENVELOPE:
(1) DELETE SECOND PARAGRAPH AND ITEMS 1 THROUGH 3.
(2) ADD (INSERT):

WARNING
DURING EJECTION SEAT DEVELOPMENT AND TESTING, THE
SJU-17(V)3/A AND SJU-17(V)4/A WERE QUALIFIED FOR USE
BY MALE AVIATORS WITH NUDE WEIGHTS FROM 136 POUNDS TO
213 POUNDS. OPERATION OF THE SEAT BY PERSONNEL NOT
WITHIN THESE PARAMETERS SUBJECTS THE OCCUPANT TO
INCREASED RISK OF INJURY.

1. GENERAL INJURY RISKS:
A. EJECTION SEAT STABILITY IS DIRECTLY RELATED TO OCCUPANT

RESTRAINT. ALL OCCUPANTS SHOULD BE PROPERLY RESTRAINED
IN THE SEAT BY THEIR TORSO HARNESS FOR OPTIMUM
PERFORMANCE AND MINIMUM INJURY RISK.

B. INERTIA REEL PERFORMANCE MAY BE DEGRADED FOR OCCUPANTS
OUTSIDE OF THE QUALIFIED WEIGHT RANGE. LIGHTER
OCCUPANTS MAY BE INJURED DURING THE HAULBACK, AND BOTH
LIGHT AND HEAVY OCCUPANTS MAY EXPERIENCE POOR EJECTION
POSITIONS, RESULTING IN AN INCREASED RISK OF INJURY
DURING EJECTION.

2. INJURY RISKS FOR AVIATORS WITH NUDE WEIGHTS LESS THAN 136
POUNDS:
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A. THE CATAPULT WAS DESIGNED FOR THE EJECTION SEAT
QUALIFIED WEIGHT RANGE. LIGHTER WEIGHT OCCUPANTS ARE
SUBJECT TO A HIGHER RISK OF INJURY FROM THE CATAPULT
DUE TO GREATER ACCELERATION.

B. LIGHTER WEIGHT OCCUPANTS ARE AT A GREATER RISK OF
INJURY DURING EJECTIONS ABOVE 300 KIAS DUE TO
INSTABILITY DURING DROGUE DEPLOYMENT.

C. LIGHTER WEIGHT OCCUPANTS ARE AT A GREATER RISK OF
INJURY DURING EJECTIONS NEAR THE UPPER END OF MODE 1
(APPROACHING 300 KIAS) DUE TO HIGH PARACHUTE OPENING
SHOCK.

3. INJURY RISKS FOR AVIATORS WITH NUDE WEIGHTS GREATER THAN
213 POUNDS:
A. LARGER OCCUPANTS MAY NOT ATTAIN SUFFICIENT ALTITUDE FOR

PARACHUTE FULL INFLATION IN ZERO-ZERO CASES OR AT
EXTREMELY LOW ALTITUDES AND VELOCITIES.

B. LARGER OCCUPANTS MAY NOT ATTAIN SUFFICIENT ALTITUDE TO
CLEAR THE AIRCRAFT TAIL STRUCTURE.

THE ESCAPE SYSTEM WILL FUNCTION UP TO 0.9 IMN OR 600 KIAS,
WHICHEVER IS GREATER. HOWEVER, HUMAN LIMITATIONS ARE MORE
RESTRICTIVE AS INDICATED BELOW:
1. ZERO TO 250 KIAS -- SAFE EJECTION (INJURY IMPROBABLE)
2. 250 TO 600 KIAS -- HAZARDOUS EJECTION (APPRECIABLE FORCES

ARE EXERTED UPON THE BODY, MAKING INJURY PROBABLE)
3. ABOVE 600 KIAS -- EXTREMELY HAZARDOUS EJECTION (EXCESSIVE

FORCES ARE EXERTED UPON THE BODY, MAKING SERIOUS INJURY OR
DEATH HIGHLY PROBABLE).

(3) RETAIN OLD LAST PARAGRAPH. //
BT
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From: Commander, Naval Air Systems Command 
To: Distribution 

Subj: INTERIM CHANGE TO F-14A/B/D NATOPS PUBLICATIONS 

P.& (a) 01-F-14AAA-I. F-14A NATOPS Flight Manual dtd 15 May 95 with Change 1.01 Feb 97. 
(b) 01-F-14AAP-1. F-14B NATOPS Flight Manual dtd 15 May 95, with Change 1.01 Feb 97. 
c-3 01-F-14AAD-1. F-14D NATOPS Flight Manual dtd 01 Feb 97. 

Encl: (1) F-14A Interim NATOPS Change Number 141 
(2) F-14B Interim NATOPS Change Number 39. 
(3) F-14D Interim NATOPS Change Number 18. 

1. The following F-14 Aircrall Interim NATOPS Changes are hereby issued: 

a. F-14A Interim NATOPS Change Number 141 to reference (a). 

b. F-14B Interim NATOPS Change Number 39 IO reference (b). 

c. F-14D Interim NATOPS Change Number 18 to reference (c). 

2. Make the following moditications to the F-14A, F-14B. and F-14D NATOPS Manuals: 

a. Cross through NATOPS Manual page 4-14 with a pen and write “superseded” 

b. Insert change pages 4-14a and 4-14b into the NATOPS Manual from the following enclosures: 
(1) F-14A: enclosure (1) 
(2) F-14B: enclosure (2) 
(3) F-14D: enclosure (3) 

c. At the bottom of page J-15, cross through “figure 2 of 2” with a pen, and write “figure 3 of 3” in its 
place. 

d. Enter the following on page 5, in the front of the appropriate NATOPS Manual,: 

Interim Chance Oricinator/Date Pages Affected Remar!&Pwwse 
@gn& 

F-14A 141 CNASUl7 Jol98 4-14akl Rolling Maneuvering Limits 
F-14B 39 CNASCIl7 Jul98 4-14a/b Rolling Maneuvering Limits 
F-14D 18 CNASCI17 Jul98 4-14&l Rolling Maneuvering Limits 

w 
HARRY LEHMAN 
By direction 
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NAVAIR Ol-F14AAD-1 

F-14D ROLL SAS ON 
MANEUVERING ENVELOPE 

WITHOUT EXTERNAL FUEL TANKS I 

DATE: SEPTEMBER 1994 
OATA BASIS: ESTIMATED FLIGHTTEST 

0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 1.2 1.4 1.6 1.8 2.0 2.2 

TRUE MACH NUMBER 

ROLLING MANEUVERS RESTRICTED TO: 

REGION 1 - 360’ MAXIMUM BANK ANGLE CHANGE AT IG. 
160. MAXIMUM BANK ANGLE CHANGE AT OTHER THAN IG. 
4.OG: ALL CONFIGURATIONS WITH WING-MOUNTED AIM-54. 
5.20: ALL OTHER CONFIGURATIONS (See next sheet for 

external tanks). 

REGION 2 - 360’ MAXIMUM BANK ANGLE CHANGE AT 1G. 
160’ MAXIMUM BANK ANGLE CHANGE AT OTHER THAN 1G 

(4G MAXIMUM). 

REGION 3 - NO ABRUPT STICK INPUTS. 
360’ MAXIMUM BANK ANGLE CHANGE AT 1G ONLY. 

NOTE: DO NOT EXCEED MAXIMUM ALLOWABLE AIRSPEED FOR STORE 
CONFIGURATION. NATOPS UMITS OF FIGURE 4-4 APPLY. 

Figure 4-9. Maneuvering Limits - Rolling (Sheet 1 of 3) I 

4-14a INTERIM CHANGE 19 



NAVAIR Ol-F14AAD-1 

F-14D ROLL SAS ON 
MANEUVERING ENVELOPE 

WITH EXTERNAL FUEL TANKS 

DATE: MAY lss6 
DATA BASIS: ESTlMATEO FUGHTTEST 

0.2 0.1 0.6 0.6 1.0 1.2 1.4 1.6 1.6 2.0 2.2 

TRUE MACH NUMBER 

ROLLING MANEUVERS RESTRICTED TO: 

REGION 1 - 360’ MAXIMUM BANK ANGLE CHANGE AT IG. 
180’ MAXIMUM BANK ANGLE CHANGE AT OTHER THAN IG. 
4.OG LIMIT: FULL LATERAL STICK ROLLS. 

REGION 2 - 360’ MAXIMUM BANK ANGLE CHANGE AT IG. 
NO ABRUPT STICK INPUTS. 
ROLLING MANEUVERS LIMITED TO COORDINATED TURNS 

USING MAXIMUM OF 0.5 INCH’ LATERAL STICK INPUTS. 
l.OG DURING ROLLS. 

NOTE: DO NOT EXCEED MAXIMUM ALLOWABLE AIRSPEED FOR STORE 
CONFIGURATION. NATOPS LIMITS OF FIGURE U APPLY. 

Figure 4-9. Maneuvering Limits - Roiling (Sheet 2 of 3) 

INTERIM CHANGE 18 
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PTAUZYUW RUENAAA3280 0781546-UUUU--RULSTGP.
ZNR UUUUU
P R 191427Z MAR 98 ZYB PSN 203824M19
FM CNO WASHINGTON DC//N889//
TO ALL TOMCAT AIRCRAFT ACTIVITIES//
INFO RUCTPOH/NAVOPMEDINST PENSACOLA FL//06//
RULSTGP/NAVTACSUPPACT WASHINGTON DC//60//
BT
UNCLAS //N03711//
MSGID/GENADMIN/N889//
SUBJ/INTERIM CHANGES TO F-14 AIRCRAFT NATOPS PUBLICATIONS//
REF/A/DOC/NAVAIR/01FEB97//
AMPN/NAVAIR 01-F14AAA-1 (F-14A NATOPS FLIGHT MANUAL (NFM)) DTD
15MAY95 CHG-1 01FEB97//
REF/B/DOC/NAVAIR/01FEB97//
AMPN/NAVAIR 01-F14AAA-1F (F-14A NATOPS FUNCTIONAL CHECKFLIGHT
CHECKLIST (FCFCL))//
REF/C/DOC/NAVAIR/01FEB97//
AMPN/NAVAIR 01-F14AAP-1 (F-14B NATOPS FLIGHT MANUAL (NFM)) DTD
15MAY97 CHG-1 01FEB97//
REF/D/DOC/NAVAIR/01FEB97//
AMPN/NAVAIR 01-F14AAP-1F (F-14B NATOPS FUNCTIONAL CHECKFLIGHT
CHECKLIST (FCFCL))//
REF/E/DOC/NAVAIR/15MAY95//
AMPN/NAVAIR 01-F14AAD-1 (F-14D NATOPS FLIGHT MANUAL (NFM)) DTD
01FEB92 CHG-3 15MAY95//
REF/F/DOC/NAVAIR/01FEB97//
AMPN/NAVAIR 01-F14AAD-1 (F-14D NATOPS FLIGHT MANUAL (NFM))//
REF/G/DOC/NAVAIR/15MAY95//
AMPN/NAVAIR 01-F14AAD-1F (F-14D NATOPS FUNCTIONAL CHECKFLIGHT
CHECKLIST (FCFCL)) DTD 01FEB92 CHG-3 15MAY95//
REF/H/DOC/NAVAIR/01FEB97//
AMPN/NAVAIR 01-F14AAD-1F (F-14D NATOPS FUNCTIONAL CHECKFLIGHT
CHECKLIST (FCFCL))//
RMKS/1. THIS IS INTERIM CHANGE NUMBER 139 TO REF A (F-14A NFM),
INTERIM CHANGE NUMBER 7 TO REF B (F-14 FCFCL), INTERIM CHANGE
NUMBER 37 TO REF C (F-14B NFM), INTERIM CHANGE NUMBER 8 TO REF D
(F-14B FCFCL), INTERIM CHANGE NUMBER 17 TO REFS D AND G (F-14D
NFM'S), AND INTERIM CHANGE NUMBER 1 TO REFS G AND H (F-14D FCFCL'S).
REFS F AND H ARE CURRENTLY AT PRINTER AND, WHEN DISTRIBUTED, WILL
SUPERSEDE REFS E AND G, RESPECTIVELY.
2. SUMMARY. MODIFIES FUNCTIONAL CHECKFLIGHT PROCEDURES IN REFS A
THROUGH I. ALPHABETICAL SUFFIXES ARE USED BELOW WITH STEP NUMBERS
WHEN INSERTING ADDITIONAL STEPS TO AVOID RENUMBERING SUBSEQUENT STEPS
(E.G., STEP 11A INDICATES AN INSERTED STEP WHICH FOLLOWS CURRENT STEP
11 AND WILL BE NUMBERED AS STEP 12 IN NEXT UPDATE OF THE PUBLICATION,
WHILE STEP 11.A INDICATES SUBSTEP A OF STEP 11.)
3. CHANGE REF A (F-14A NFM), CHAPTER 10, AS FOLLOWS:

A. PAGE 10-1, PARAGRAPH 10.2:
(1) DELETE EXISTING PARAGRAPH.
(2) ADD:

10.2 CHECKFLIGHT PROCEDURES. A FLIGHT PROFILE HAS
BEEN ESTABLISHED FOR EACH CHECKFLIGHT CONDITION AND IS
IDENTIFIED BY THE LETTER CORRESPONDING TO THE PURPOSE FOR
WHICH THE CHECKFLIGHT IS BEING FLOWN (A, B, C, AS SHOWN IN
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FIGURE 10-1). THE APPLICABLE LETTER IDENTIFYING THE
PROFILE PRECEDES EACH ITEM IN THE FUNCTIONAL CHECKFLIGHT
CHECKLIST (NAVAIR 01-F14AAA-1F). POSTMAINTENANCE
CHECKFLIGHT PROCEDURES ARE SPECIFIC AND ARE TO BE
PERFORMED IN CONJUNCTION WITH NORMAL NATOPS OPERATING
PROCEDURES (PART III). CHECKFLIGHT PERSONNEL SHALL
FAMILIARIZE THEMSELVES WITH THE PROFILE REQUIREMENTS
BEFORE EACH FLIGHT. A DAILY INSPECTION IS REQUIRED BEFORE
EACH CHECKFLIGHT. AN AIRCRAFT IS CONSIDERED HIGH GROSS
WEIGHT FOR PROFILE PURPOSES IF OVER 56,000 POUNDS TOTAL
WEIGHT. AIRCREW SHALL BE COGNIZANT OF THE AIRCRAFT'S
CONFIGURATION AND THE CUMULATIVE NEGATIVE EFFECTS OF
WEAPONS RAILS AND EXTERNAL STORES ON AIRCRAFT STABILITY.

NOTE
SHIPBOARD CONSTRAINTS CAN PRECLUDE COMPLETION OF SOME
ITEMS ON THE APPLICABLE FLIGHT PROFILE CHECKLIST.

10.2.1 GENERAL CONDUCT. THOROUGH, PROFESSIONAL
CHECKFLIGHTS ARE A VITAL PART OF THE SQUADRON MAINTENANCE
EFFORT. CHECK CREWS PERFORM A VALUABLE SERVICE TO THE
MAINTENANCE DEPARTMENT BY CARRYING OUT THIS FUNCTION. THE
QUALITY OF SERVICE PROVIDED BY CHECK CREWS REFLECTS
DIRECTLY IN THE QUALITY OF MAINTENANCE AND SUBSEQUENTLY
ENHANCES FLIGHT OPERATIONS. THE COMMANDING OFFICER SHALL
ENSURE THAT THOROUGHNESS, PROFESSIONALISM, AND SAFETY ARE
OBSERVED THROUGHOUT THE CHECKFLIGHT EVOLUTION AND THAT
CHECK CREWS STRICTLY ADHERE TO THE PROFILE CHECKLIST.
SAFETY IS A PRIMARY CONSIDERATION DURING ALL CHECKFLIGHTS.

B. PAGE 10-19, PARA 10.3.12, STEP 70 (NEGATIVE ALPHA MCB/FOD
CHECK):
(1) DELETE STEP 70.
(2) ADD:

70. DELETED
C. PAGE 10-21, PARA 10.3.12, AFTER STEP 72.M:

(1) DELETE: NA
(2) ADD:

ABC 72A. NEGATIVE ALPHA/MCB/FOD CHECK (20,000 FEET, 300
KIAS).

WARNING
IT IS IMPERATIVE THAT THE PROCEDURES IN
THIS CHECK BE FOLLOWED EXACTLY AND
NEGATIVE-G MANEUVERING AT HIGH GROSS
WEIGHT (OVER 56,000 POUNDS) SHOULD BE
AVOIDED BECAUSE OF THE HIGH PROBABILITY
OF ENGINE STALLS AND/OR AIRCRAFT
DEPARTURES.

NOTE
THIS CHECK VERIFIES THE PROPER OPERATION
OF EACH MCB WITH APPROXIMATELY 4 DEGREES
NEGATIVE ALPHA AS SENSED BY THE AICS
SENSOR PROBES, AND IS RELATIVELY
INDEPENDENT ON THE AMOUNT OF NEGATIVE G
APPLIED.

A. THROTTLES -- MIL
B. RAISE NOSE TO 10 DEGREES ABOVE HORIZON,

ROLL INVERTED (ENSURE WINGS LEVEL).
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C. SMOOTHLY APPLY FORWARD STICK PRESSURE (NOT
TO EXCEED -1.0 G). MCB TEST LIGHTS SHOULD
ILLUMINATE (COORDINATE WITH RIO).

D. CHECK FOR NORMAL ENGINE OPERATION AND FOD OR
LOOSE GEAR.

E. RELEASE FORWARD STICK AND PERFORM
COORDINATED ROLL TO UPRIGHT WINGS LEVEL
ATTITUDE. CHECK MCB TEST LIGHTS OUT AT
+1.0 G.

D. PAGE 10-24, PARA 10.4.4, STEP 19 (MCB TEST LIGHTS):
(1) DELETE STEP 19.
(2) ADD:

AB 19. REFUEL PROBE CHECK:
A. MCB TEST LIGHTS -- ILLUMINATED WITH PROBE

EXTENDED/OFF WHEN RETRACTED (COORDINATE
WITH PILOT).

E. PAGE 10-24, PARA 10.4.5 FIFTEEN THOUSAND-FOOT CHECKS:
(1) DELETE STEPS 23 THROUGH 25.
(2) ADD:

AB 23. ECS CHECK
A. SET WCS SWITCH TO STBY BEFORE PILOT ECS

CHECK.
ABC 24. HIGH AOA MACH LEVER/AUTO MAN DEVICES/MCB CHECKS

A. ALPHA COMP CB (7C8) -- IN.
B. CONFIRM ROLL SAS OFF AND THROTTLES IDLE.
C. OBSERVE MANEUVER DEVICES EXTENDED AT 10.5

UNITS AOA.
D. MCB TEST LIGHTS ILLUMINATED AFTER 16 UNITS

AOA (COORDINATE WITH PILOT).
E. CONFIRM RPM INCREASE AT 18+/-1 UNITS AOA

(GREATER THAN 80 PERCENT).
F. OBSERVE MANEUVER DEVICES RETRACT AT 8 UNITS

AOA.
G. ALPHA COMP CB -- OUT.

AB 25. AICS/MCB CHECK
A. AICS CB'S (7E1 AND 7E2) -- PULL.
B. MCB TEST LIGHTS -- ILLUMINATED.
C. AICS CB'S -- RESET.
D. MCB TEST LIGHTS -- OFF.

ABC 25A. STRUCTURAL INTEGRITY CHECK
A. ANTI-G VALVE OPERATION

F. PAGE 10-24, PARA 10.4.6, AFTER STEP 27 (WCS SWITCH -- STBY):
(1) DELETE: NA
(2) ADD:

AB 27A. AT 0.85 IMN WITH THROTTLES LESS THAN MIL, MCB
TEST LIGHTS -- CHECK OFF (COORDINATE WITH
PILOT).

G. PAGE 10-25, PARA 10.4.7, AFTER STEP 28 (ENGINE INSTRUMENTS)
TABLE:
(1) DELETE: NA
(2) ADD:

AB 28A. MACH LEVER AND MCB CHECK
A. MCB TEST LIGHTS -- ILLUMINATED AT IDLE

(COORDINATE WITH PILOT).
H. PAGE 10-25, PARA 10.4.7: STEP 32 (MCB TEST LIGHTS):
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(1) DELETE STEP 32.
(2) ADD:

32. DELETED
I. RENAME PAGE 10-25, PARA 10.4.8 DESCENT AS:

10.4.8 DESCENT/20,000-FOOT CHECKS
J. PAGE 10-27, PARA 10.4.8, STEP 34 (MCB CHECK):

(1) DELETE ALL.
(2) ADD:

ABC 34. MCB CHECK
A. GUN ARMED POWER CB (8C3) -- PULL (RIO).
B. CONFIRM WEAPONS SELECT -- GUN.
C. CONFIRM MASTER ARM SWITCH -- ON.
D. CONFIRM THROTTLES -- STABILIZED ZONE 2

(APPROXIMATELY 2.4 NOZZLE POSITION).
E. CONFIRM TRIGGER -- SQUEEZE.
F. VERIFY NOZZLE POSITION INCREASE.
G. MCB TEST LIGHTS -- ILLUMINATED. (COORDINATE

WITH PILOT)
H. VERIFY NOZZLES RETURN TO THE ORIGINAL

POSITION.
I. CONFIRM MASTER ARM SWITCH -- OFF.
J. CONFIRM GUN -- DESELECTED
K. GUN ARMED POWER CB (8C3) -- RESET.

ABC 34A. NEGATIVE ALPHA/MCB/FOD CHECK (20,000 FEET,
300 KIAS)

WARNING
IT IS IMPERATIVE THAT THE PROCEDURES IN
THIS CHECK BE FOLLOWED EXACTLY AND
NEGATIVE-G MANEUVERING AT HIGH GROSS
WEIGHT (OVER 56,000 POUNDS) SHOULD BE
AVOIDED BECAUSE OF THE HIGH PROBABILITY
OF ENGINE STALLS AND/OR AIRCRAFT
DEPARTURES.

NOTE
THIS CHECK VERIFIES THE PROPER OPERATION
OF EACH MCB WITH APPROXIMATELY 4 DEGREES
NEGATIVE ALPHA AS SENSED BY THE AICS
SENSOR PROBES, AND IS RELATIVELY
INDEPENDENT ON THE AMOUNT OF NEGATIVE G
APPLIED.

A. CONFIRM THROTTLES -- MIL.
B. AFTER PILOT RAISES NOSE TO 10 DEGREES ABOVE

HORIZON AND ROLLS INVERTED WINGS LEVEL (NOT
TO EXCEED -1.0 G), CONFIRM MCB TEST LIGHTS
ILLUMINATED.

C. CHECK FOR FOD OR LOOSE GEAR.
D. AS AIRCRAFT ROLLS UPRIGHT TO WINGS LEVEL

ATTITUDE, CHECK MCB TEST LIGHTS OUT AT
+1.0 G.

4. CHANGE REF B (F-14A FCFCL) AS FOLLOWS:
A. PART 1, PILOT CHECKLIST:

(1) PAGE 1-19, STEP 70 (NEGATIVE ALPHA MCB/FOD CHECK):
(A) DELETE STEP 70.
(B) ADD:

70. DELETED
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(2) PAGE 1-21 AFTER STEP 72.M:
(A) DELETE: NA
(B) ADD STEP 72A (NEGATIVE ALPHA/MCB/FOD CHECK) AS IN

PARAGRAPH 3.C(2) ABOVE.
B. PART 2, RIO CHECKLIST:

(1) CHANGE PAGE 2-4, STEP 19 (MCB TEST LIGHTS) AS IN PARAGRAPHS
3.D(1) AND 3.D(2) ABOVE.

(2) CHANGE PAGE 2-5, STEPS 23 THROUGH 25A, AS IN PARAGRAPHS
3.E(1) AND 3.E(2) ABOVE.

(3) PAGE 2-5, AFTER STEP 27 (WCS SWITCH -- STBY):
(A) DELETE: NA
(B) ADD STEP 27A (AT 0.85 IMN WITH THROTTLES....) AS IN

PARAGRAPH 3.F(2) ABOVE.
(4) PAGE 2-5, AFTER STEP 28 (ENGINE INSTRUMENTS) TABLE:

(A) DELETE: NA
(B) ADD STEP 28A (MACH LEVER AND MCB CHECK) AS IN

PARAGRAPH 3.G(2) ABOVE.
(5) PAGE 2-6, STEP 32 (MCB TEST LIGHTS):

(A) DELETE STEP 32.
(B) ADD:

32. DELETED
(6) PAGE 2-6, DESCENT HEADING (AFTER STEP 32):

(A) DELETE: DESCENT
(B) ADD: DESCENT/20,000-FOOT CHECKS

(7) CHANGE PAGE 2-8, STEP 34 (MCB CHECK), AS IN PARAS 3.J(1)
AND 3.J(2) ABOVE.

5. CHANGE REF C (F-14B NFM), CHAPTER 10, AS FOLLOWS:
A. CHANGE PAGE 10-1, PARA 10.2 AS IN PARAS 3.A(1) AND 3.A(2)

ABOVE, EXCEPT REPLACE REFERENCE TO 01-F14AAA-1F WITH
01-F14AAP-1F.

B. PAGE 10-20, PARA 10.3.8, STEP 73 (NEGATIVE ALPHA/FOD CHECK):
(1) DELETE STEP 73.
(2) ADD:

73. DELETED
C. PAGE 10-21, PARA 10.3.12, AFTER SUBSTEP 74.F(3):

(1) DELETE: NA
(2) ADD:

ABC 74A. NEGATIVE ALPHA/FOD CHECK (20,000 FEET, 300
KIAS)

WARNING
IT IS IMPERATIVE THAT THE PROCEDURES IN
THIS CHECK BE FOLLOWED EXACTLY AND
NEGATIVE-G MANEUVERING AT HIGH GROSS
WEIGHT (OVER 56,000 POUNDS) SHOULD BE
AVOIDED BECAUSE OF THE HIGH PROBABILITY
OF AIRCRAFT DEPARTURES.

A. THROTTLES -- MIL.
B. RAISE NOSE TO 10 DEGREES ABOVE HORIZON,

ROLL INVERTED (ENSURE WINGS LEVEL).
C. SMOOTHLY APPLY FORWARD STICK PRESSURE (NOT

TO EXCEED -1.0 G).
D. CHECK FOR NORMAL ENGINE OPERATION AND FOD OR

LOOSE GEAR.
E. RELEASE FORWARD STICK AND PERFORM

COORDINATED ROLL TO UPRIGHT WINGS LEVEL
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ATTITUDE.
D. RENAME PAGE 10-25, PARA 10.4.8 DESCENT AS:

10.4.8 DESCENT/20,000-FOOT CHECKS
E. PAGE 10-27, AFTER SUBSTEP 26.F:

(1) DELETE: NA
(2) ADD:

ABC 26A. NEGATIVE ALPHA/FOD CHECK (20,000 FEET, 300
KIAS)

WARNING
IT IS IMPERATIVE THAT THE PROCEDURES IN
THIS CHECK BE FOLLOWED EXACTLY AND
NEGATIVE-G MANEUVERING AT HIGH GROSS
WEIGHT (OVER 56,000 POUNDS) SHOULD BE
AVOIDED BECAUSE OF THE HIGH PROBABILITY
OF AIRCRAFT DEPARTURES.

A. CONFIRM THROTTLES -- MIL.
B. AFTER PILOT RAISES NOSE TO 10 DEGREES ABOVE

HORIZON AND ROLLS INVERTED WINGS LEVEL (NOT
TO EXCEED -1.0 G), CHECK FOR FOD OR LOOSE
GEAR.

6. CHANGE REF D (F-14B FCFCL) AS FOLLOWS:
A. PART 1, PILOT CHECKLIST:

(1) PAGE 1-21, STEP 73 (NEGATIVE ALPHA/FOD CHECK):
(A) DELETE STEP 73.
(B) ADD:

73. DELETED
(2) PAGE 1-23 AFTER SUBSTEP 74.F(3):

(A) DELETE: NA
(B) ADD STEP 74A, (NEGATIVE ALPHA/FOD CHECK) AS IN

PARAGRAPH 5.C(2) ABOVE.
B. PART 2, RIO CHECKLIST:

(1) PAGE 2-6, DESCENT HEADING (AFTER STEP 25.C):
(A) DELETE: DESCENT
(B) ADD: DESCENT/20,000-FOOT CHECKS

(2) PAGE 2-7, AFTER SUBSTEP 26.F:
(A) DELETE: NA
(B) ADD STEP 26A (NEGATIVE ALPHA/FOD CHECK) AS IN

PARAGRAPH 5.E(2) ABOVE.
7. CHANGE REF E (F-14D NFM DTD 15MAY95), CHAPTER 10, AS FOLLOWS:

A. CHANGE PAGE III-10-1, PARA 10.2 AS IN PARAS 3.A(1) AND 3.A(2)
ABOVE, EXCEPT REPLACE REFERENCE TO 01-F14AAA-1F WITH
01-F14AAD-1F.

B. PAGE III-10-11, STEP 68 (NEGATIVE ALPHA/FOD CHECK):
(1) DELETE STEP 68.
(2) ADD:

68. DELETED
C. PAGE III-10-14, AFTER SUBSTEP 77.G(2):

(1) DELETE: NA
(2) ADD:

ABC 77A. NEGATIVE ALPHA/FOD CHECK (20,000 FEET, 300
KIAS)

WARNING
IT IS IMPERATIVE THAT THE PROCEDURES IN
THIS CHECK BE FOLLOWED EXACTLY AND
NEGATIVE-G MANEUVERING AT HIGH GROSS
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WEIGHT (OVER 56,000 POUNDS) SHOULD BE
AVOIDED BECAUSE OF THE HIGH PROBABILITY
OF AIRCRAFT DEPARTURES.

A. THROTTLES -- MIL.
B. RAISE NOSE TO 10 DEGREES ABOVE HORIZON,

ROLL INVERTED (ENSURE WINGS LEVEL).
C. SMOOTHLY APPLY FORWARD STICK PRESSURE (NOT

TO EXCEED -1.0 G).
D. CHECK FOR NORMAL ENGINE OPERATION AND FOD OR

LOOSE GEAR.
E. RELEASE FORWARD STICK AND PERFORM

COORDINATED ROLL TO UPRIGHT WINGS LEVEL
ATTITUDE.

D. RENAME PAGE III-10-16, PARA 10.4.9 DESCENT AS:
10.4.9 DESCENT/20,000-FOOT CHECKS

E. PAGE III-10-17, AFTER SUBSTEP 23.E:
(1) DELETE: NA
(2) ADD:

ABC 23A. NEGATIVE ALPHA/FOD CHECK (20,000 FEET, 300
KIAS)

WARNING
IT IS IMPERATIVE THAT THE PROCEDURES IN
THIS CHECK BE FOLLOWED EXACTLY AND
NEGATIVE-G MANEUVERING AT HIGH GROSS
WEIGHT (OVER 56,000 POUNDS) SHOULD BE
AVOIDED BECAUSE OF THE HIGH PROBABILITY
OF AIRCRAFT DEPARTURES.

A. CONFIRM THROTTLES -- MIL.
B. AS PILOT RAISES NOSE TO 10 DEGREES ABOVE

HORIZON AND ROLLS INVERTED TO WINGS LEVEL
(NOT TO EXCEED -1.0 G), CHECK FOR FOD AND
LOOSE GEAR.

8. WHEN RECEIVED, CHANGE REF F (F-14D NFM DTD 01FEB97), CHAPTER 10,
AS FOLLOWS:
A. CHANGE PAGE III-10-1, PARA 10.2 AS IN PARAS 3.A(1) AND 3.A(2)

ABOVE, EXCEPT CHANGE REFERENCE TO 01-F14AAA-1F TO 01-F14AAD-1F.
B. PAGE III-10-21, STEP 76 (NEGATIVE ALPHA/FOD CHECK):

(1) DELETE STEP 76.
(2) ADD:

76. DELETED
C. PAGE III-10-22, AFTER SUBSTEP 77.G(2):

(1) DELETE: NA
(2) ADD STEP 77A (NEGATIVE ALPHA/FOD CHECK) AS IN PARA 7.C(2)

ABOVE.
D. RENAME PAGE III-10-25, PARA 10.4.9 DESCENT AS:

10.4.9 DESCENT/20,000-FOOT CHECKS
E. PAGE III-10-26, AFTER SUBSTEP 23.E:

(1) DELETE: NA
(2) ADD STEP 23A (NEGATIVE ALPHA/FOD CHECK) AS IN PARA 7.E(2)

ABOVE.
9. CHANGE REF G (F-14D FCFCL DTD 15MAY95) AS FOLLOWS:

A. PART 1, PILOT CHECKLIST:
(1) PAGE 1-19, STEP 68 (NEGATIVE ALPHA/FOD CHECK):

(A) DELETE STEP 68.
(B) ADD:
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68. DELETED
(2) PAGE 1-24, AFTER SUBSTEP 77.G(2):

(A) DELETE: NA
(B) ADD STEP 77A (NEGATIVE ALPHA/FOD CHECK) AS IN PARA

7.C(2) ABOVE.
B. PART 2, RIO CHECKLIST:

(1) PAGE 2-5, AFTER STEP 22 (ENGINE INSTRUMENTS) TABLE:
(A) DELETE: DESCENT
(B) ADD: DESCENT/20,000-FOOT CHECKS

(2) PAGE 2-6, AFTER SUBSTEP 23.E:
(A) DELETE: NA
(B) ADD STEP 23A (NEGATIVE ALPHA/FOD CHECK) AS IN

PARAGRAPH 7.E(2) ABOVE.
10. WHEN RECEIVED, CHANGE REF H (F-14D FCFCL DTD 01FEB97) AS FOLLOWS:

A. PART 1, PILOT CHECKLIST:
(1) PAGES 1-22 AND 1-23, STEP 76 (NEGATIVE ALPHA/FOD CHECK):

(A) DELETE STEP 76.
(B) ADD:

76. DELETED
(2) PAGE 1-23, AFTER SUBSTEP 77.G(2):

(A) DELETE: NA
(B) ADD STEP 77A (NEGATIVE ALPHA/FOD CHECK) AS IN PARA

7.C(2) ABOVE.
B. PART 2, RIO CHECKLIST:

(1) PAGE 2-5, AFTER STEP 22 (ENGINE INSTRUMENTS) TABLE:
(A) DELETE: DESCENT
(B) ADD: DESCENT/20,000-FOOT CHECKS

(2) PAGE 2-6, AFTER SUBSTEP 23.E:
(A) DELETE: NA
(B) ADD STEP 23A (NEGATIVE ALPHA/FOD CHECK) AS IN

PARAGRAPH 7.E(2) ABOVE. //
BT
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LIST OF ABBREVIATIONS AND ACRONYMS 

A 

A/A. Air-to-air 

AAC. Aviation armament change. 

AAI. Au-to-air interrogator. 

AAW. Antiair warfare. 

AB. Afterburner. 

ac. Alternating current. 

ACC. Aircrew system change. 

ACL. Automatic carrier landing. 

ACLS. Automatic carrier landing system. 

ACM. Air combat maneuver. 

ACQ. Acquisition (TCS). 

ACS. Automatic channel select. 

AID. Analog-to-digital. 

ADAC. Airborne data acquisition computer. 

ADF. Automatic direction finder. 

ADI. Attitude director indicator. 

ADL. Armament datum line. 

AEC. Automatic exposure control. 

AFB. Airframe bulletin. 

AFC. Airframe change. 

AFCS. Automatic flight control system. 

AFTC. Augmenter fan temperature control. 

AIG. Air-to-ground. 

AGI. Armament gas ingestion. 

AGL. Above ground level. 

AGR. Air-to-ground ranging. 

AC. Air inlet control; air intercept control. 

AICS. Air inlet control system. 

AIM-54 Phoenix missile. 

AM. Amplitude modulation. 

A/N. Alphanumeric. 

AOA. Angle of attack. 

AOB. Angle of bank. 

APC. Approach power compensator. 

APCS. Approach power compensator system. 

ARDP. Advance radar data processor. 

ARI. Aileron rudder interconnect. 

ARSP. Advance radar signal processor. 

ASC. Advanced signal converter 

ASE. Allowable steering error. 

ASH. Automatic stored heading. 

ASPJ. Airborne self-protection jammer. 

ASR. Air surveillance radar. 

ATDC. Airborne tactical data control. 

ATDS. Airborne tactical data system. 

ATLS. Asymmetric thrust limiting system. 

AVB. Avionic bulletin. 

AVC. Avionic change. 

AVIA. TID AOA, W, ILS, and ACLS. 

AVTR. Airborne videotape recorder. 

AWCS. Airborne weapons control system. 
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AWL. All-weather landing. 

AYC. Accessories change. 

B 

BARO. Barometric. 

BATR. Bullet at target range. 

BCD. Bii code decimal. 

BDA. Bomb damage assessment. 

BDHI. Bearing distance heading indicator. 

BER. BIT evaluation report. 

BFCM. Backup flight control module. 

BIDI. Bidirectional hydraulic pump. 

Bingo. Return me1 state. 

BIST. Built-m self test. 

BIT. Built-m test. 

BLS. Basic landing display. 

BMT. BIT moving target. 

1 BOL. BOFORS launcher. 

Bolter. Hook down, unintentional touch and go. 

BOS. Backup oxygen system. 

BPS. Beam power supply. 

BRU. Bomb rack unit. 

BSF. Band suppression filter. 

BTOF. Bullet time of flight. 

c 

CA. Cartridge actuated device. 

CADC. Central air data computer. 

CAINS. Car&r aircraft inertial navigation system. 

CAP. Combat air patrol; computer address panel. 

CARQUAL. Carrier qualifications. 

CAS. Calibrated airspeed. 

CAT. Catapult. 

CATCC. Carrier air t&tie control center. 

CAW. Caution, advisory, warning. 

cb. Circuit breaker. 

CC. Cubic centimeter. 

CCA. Carrier controlled approach. 

CCIP. Continuously computed impact point. 

CCRS. Command course. 

CDI. Course deviation indicator. 

CDIR. Camouflage detection infrared. 

cg. Center of gravity. 

CGTL. Command ground track line. 

Charlle time. Expected time over ramp. 

CICU. Computer integrated converter unit. 

CIPDU. Control indicator power distriiution tit. 

CIU. Converter interface unit. 

CM. Continuous monitor. 

CMB. Code matrix box. 

CMM. Continuous monitor mode. 

CMPTR. Computer. 

CNI. Communication-navigation-identification. 

COT. Crew operation trainer. 

CP. Central processor. 

CPS. Controller processor signal unit; cycles per 
second. 

CRT. Cathode ray tube. 

CSD. Constant speed drive. 
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CSS. Control stick steering. 

CTVS. Cockpit television sensor. 

cv. Aircraft carrier. 

CVA. Aircraft carrier approach. 

CVS. course vectoring symbols. 

CWI. Continuous-wave ihminator. 

D 

D/A. Digital-to-analog. 

dB. Decibel. 

dc. Direct current. 

DD. Digital display. 

DDP. Digital data processor. 

DDPG. Digital data processor group. 

DDS. Data display system; digital data system. 

DECM. Defensive electronic countermeasures. 

DEW. Destination. 

1 DEU. Data entry unit. 

DF. Diction finder. 

DFM. Dogfight mode. 

DG. Directional gyro. 

D/L. Data link. 

DLC. Direct lift control. 

DLS. Data-Iii transceiver. 

DMA. Degraded mode assessment. 

DME. Distance measuring equipment. 

DPGS. Data processing ground statiofi. 

DRO. Destructive readout. 

DROT. Degraded range on target. 

DSPT. Dyoamic steeriug point. 

DSS. Data storage set. 

DSU. Data storage unit. 

E 

EAC. Expected approach clearance time. 

EAS. Equivalent airspeed. 

ECA. Expanded chaff adaptor. 

ECM. Electronic countermeasures. 

ECS. Environmental control system. 

ECU. Electronic control unit. 

EED. Electroexplosive devices. 

EGT. Exhaust gas temperature. 

EIF. Exposure interval factor. 

EIG. Engine instrument group. 

EMCON. Electronic radiation control. 

EMSP. Engine monitoring system processor. 

ETA. Estimated time of arrival. 

F 

FCF. Functional checkflight. 

FMA. Familiarization. 

FCLP. Field carrier landing practice. 

FD. Fault direction. 

FEMS. Fatigue engine monitoring system. 

FF. Fuel flow. 

F/F. Fighter to fighter. 

FFIDL. Fighter-to-fighter data link. 

FHF. Failure history file. 

FL Fault isolation. 
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FL. Flight level. 

FLC. Film motion compensation. 

FLOLS. Fresnel lens optical landing system. 

FLRP. Fighter link reference point. 

I 
FMC. Fighter mode command, fihn motion compensa- 

tion; forward motion correction. 

FMI. Flight maintenance indicator. 

FMLP. Field mirror landing practice. 

FOD. Foreign object damage. 

FOV. Field of view. 

1 fpm. feet per minute. 

FRL. Fuselage reference line. 

FRS. Fleet replacement squadron. 

FTCM. Flight test continuous monitoring. 

FTJU. Fuel tank jettison unit. 

FWD. Foiward. 

G 

G. Guard channel. 

g. Gravity. 

G/A. Ground to air. 

GACH. Gimble angle crosshair. 

GCA. Ground-controlled approach. 

GCI. Ground-controlled intercept. 

GCU. Generator control unit; gun control unit. 

GHz. Gigahertz. 

GSS. Gun scoring system. 

GT. Ground track. 

H 

HDG. Heading. 

HEFOE. Hydraulic electric fuel oil engine. 

HERO. Hazards of electromagnetic radiation to 
ordnance. 

hot start. A start that exceeds normal starting 
temperatures. 

HSD. Horizontal situation display. 

HSI. Horizontal situation indicator. 

HUD. Heads-up display. 

hung start. A start that results in a stagnated rpm and 
temperature. 

I 

IAS. Indicated airspeed. 

IBIT. Initiated BIT. I 

ICAO. International Civil Aviation Organization. 

ICS. Intercommunications. 

IDG. Integrated-drive generator. 

IFB. Interference blanker. 

IFF. Identification, friend or foe. 

IFOV. Instantaneous field of view. 

IFR. Instrument flight rules. 

IFT. In-flight training. 

IFX. IFF transponder. 

IGV. Inlet guide vane. 

ILCOS. Instantaneous lead computed optical sight. 

ILS. Instrument landmg system. 

IMC. Instrument meteorological conditions. 

IMN. Indicated Mach number. 

IMU. Inertial measurement unit. 

InHg. Inih of Mercury. 

INS. Inertial navigation system. 
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IP. Initial point. 

IPF. Interference protection featore. 

IR. Infrared. 

1 IRCM. Infrared countermeasures. 

IRLS. I&ad line scannet 

IRNR. Jnfiared not ready. 

IRRS. Idared reconnaissance set 

IRST. Infrared search and track 

IRW. Infrared wide. 

ITER. Improved triple ejector rack 

ITS. Integrated trim system. 

IU. Interface unit. 

J 

JAT. Jam angle track 

JTIDS. Joint tactical information distribution system. 

K 

KCAS. Knots calibrated aimpeed. 

KCP. Keyer control panel. 

KEAS. Knots estimated airspeed. 

kHr. Kilohertz. 

KIAS. Knots indicated airsped 

KTS. Knots. 

L 

LAOT. Low-PRF an&ma on tar@. 

LAR. Launch acceptability region. 

LARI. Lateral automatic rudder interconnect. 

LEA. Limits of basic airma% 

LCD. Liquid crystal display. 
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LCOS. Lead computing optical sight. 

LE. Leading edge. 

LOROP. Long-range oblique photography. 

LOS. Lie of sight. 

LOX. Liquid oxygen. 

LPA. Life preserver assembly. 

LS. Line scanner. 

LSO. Landing signal officer (Paddles). 

LTE. Launch to eject. 

M 

M. Mach. 

MAC. Mean aerodynamic chord. 

MAD. Magnetic azimuth detector. 

MAO VAR. Magnetic variation. 

MAN. Manual. 

MAS. Missile auxiliary subsystem. 

MATS. Missile auxiliary test set. 

MAX. Maximum. 

MCB. Midcompression bypass. 

MCF. Motion compensation &&or. 

MCM. Monitor control message. 

MCS. Mission computer system. 

MCT. Memory confidence test. 

meatball. Glideslope image of mirror lan&mg system. 

MEC. Main engine contxol. 

MER. Multiple ejector rack 

MFD. Multifunction display. 

MHz. Megahertz. 
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P 

Paddles. Landing signal ofEcer. 

PA. Power approach. 

PAL. Pilot automatic lock-on. 

PAN. Panoramic. 

PAP. Precision approach point. 

PAR. Precision approach radar. 

PC. Pulse compression. 

PCD. Precision course direction. 

PD. Pulse Doppler. 

PDCP. Pilot display control panel. 

PDS. Pulse Doppler search. 

PDSTT. Pulse Doppler single-target track. 

PFPM. Potential flightpath marker. 

PGU. Improved round for the M-61 gun (new bullet). 

PH. Phoenix missile. 

PIO. Pilot-induced oscillation. 

PLM. Pilot lock-on mode. 

PP. Peak power. 

PPC. Powerplant charge. 

pph. Pounds per hour. 

PPI. Plan position indicator. 

PPLI. Precise participant location and identification. 

PRI. Primary. 

PS. Pulse search. 

Ps. Static pressure. 

psi. Pounds per square inch. 

PSTT. Pulse single-target track. 

PSU. Power switching unit. 

PT. Engine power trim. 

Pt. Total pressure. 

PTO. Pilot takeover. 

PTP. Point to point. 

Pn. Turbine exhaust pressure. 

a 

Q. Dynamic pressure. 

R 

RACH. Radar angle crosshair. 

RARI. Rudder automatic rudder interconnect. 

RDO. Recovery duty otlicer. 

RDR. Radar. 

RDSCU. Radar sensor control unit. 

RECON. Reconnaissance. 

RF. Radio frequency. 

RFCI. Radio frequency/control indicators. 

RFI. Radio frequency indicator. I 

RHA. Recording head assembly. 

RIO. Radar intercept officer. 

RNAV. Relative navigation. 

ROE. Rules of engagement. 

ROM. Read-only memory. 

ROT. Range on target. 

rpm. High-pressure compressor rotor speed (Nz). 

RRC. Rounds remaining counter. 

RTGS. Real time gunsight. 

RlT-I. Round trip timing interrogation. 
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RWR. Radar warning receiver. 

RWS. Range while search. 

S 

SA. Semiautomatic acquisition mode. 

SAHRS. Standard attitude heading reference system. 

SAM. Surf&e-to-air missile. 

SAR. Search and rescue. 

SAS. Stability augmentation system. 

SAT. Simultaneous alignment and test. 

SC. Sensor control. 

SCADC. Standard ceutral air data computer. 

SCP. Sensor control panel. 

SDIS. Sensor display indicator set. 

SEAM. Sidewinder expanded acquisition mode. 

SEAWARS. Seawater-activated release system. 

1 SEC. Single-engine secondary. 

SHDG. Stored beading ground align. 

SIF. Selective identification feature. 

SINS. Ship’s inertial navigation system. 

SMAL. Single-mode alignment. 

SMDC. Shielded mild detonator cord. 

SMP. Store management processor. 

I SMS. Stores management system. 

SP. Sparrow missile. 

SPAM. Special aid to maintenance. 

SPS. Solenoid power supply. 

STAB AUG. Stability augmentation. 

STBY. Standby. 

STN. Source track number. 

STT. Single-target track. 

SSI. Standard serial interface. 

SW. Sidewiuder missile. 

T 

tacan. Tactical air navigation. 

TAC DRO. Tactical destmctive readout. 

TADIL. Tactical digital information link. 

TARPS. Tactical air reconnaissance pod system. 

TAS. True ahpeed. 

TBT. Turbine blade temperature. 

TCA. Turbine compressor assembly. 

TCR. Tie code readout. 

TCS. Television camera set. 

TDRS. Tactical data recording system. 

TDMA. Time-division multiple access. 

TDS. Tactical data system. 

TED. Trailing edge down. 

TER. Triple ejector rack. 

TEU. Trailing edge up. 

TID. Tactical information display. 

TIMS. Terminal input messages. 

TIT. Turbine inlet tempemtum. 

TLN. Takeoff, landing, navigation. 

TMA. Target under missile attack 

TOF. Tie of fall. 

TOM. Terminal output messages. 

T/R. Transformer-rectifier. 

I 
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1s. Static temperature. 

la. Free air temperature. 

TSEC. Transmission security. 

Tn. Compressor inlet temperature. 

T14. Compressor discharge temperatom. 

TV. Television. 

TVS. Television search. 

NT. Television track 

TWS. Track while scan. 

U 

UHF. Ultrahigh frequency. 

UHT. Unit horizontal tail. 

lJTM. Universal test message. 

V 

Vc. Closing veIocity rate. 

vC. Computed MAG VAR. 

VDI. Vertical display indicator. 

VDIG. Vertical display indicator group. 

VEC. Vector. 

VERT. Vertical. 

VFR. Visual flight rules. 

VgIH. Velocityibeight. 

V/H. Velocity altitude factor (vg/H). 

VID. Visual identification. 

VLA. Vertical lever arm. 

vM, Manual MAG VAR. 

Vmcg. Minimum control groundspeed. 

VMCU. Voltage monitor control unit. 

VR. Rotation speed. 

VSL. Vertical scan lock-on. 

VSV. Variable stator vane. 

VSWR. Voltage standard wave ratio. 

VTR. Videotape recorder. 

W. Vertical velocity. 

Vi. Critical engine failure speed. 

W 

WCS. Weapon control system. 

WDIR. Wind direction. 

WFOV. Wide field of view. 

WOD. Wind over the deck; word of the day. 

WOW. Weight on wheels or weight off wheels. 

WPM. Weapons program memory. 

WRA. Weapons replaceable assembly. 

WSPD. Windspeed. 

WST. Weapons system trainer. 

Y 

YY. Geographic reference point for NAV GRID. 
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SCOPE 

This NATOPS flight manual is issued by the author- 
ity of the Chief of Naval Operations and under the di- 
rection of Commander, Naval Air Systems Command 
in conjunction with the naval air training and operating 
procedures standardization (NATOPS) program. This 
manual, together with the supplemental manuals listed 
below, contains information on all aircraft systems, per- 
formance data, and operating procedures requited for 
safe and effective operations. However, it is not a sub- 
stitute for sound judgment. Compound emergencies, 
available facilities, adverse weather or terrain, or con- 
siderations affecting the lives and property of others 
may require modification of the procednres contained 
herein. Read this manual t?om cover to cover. It is your 
responsibility to have a complete knowledge of its con- 
tents. 

APPLICABLE PUBLlCATlONS 

The following applicable publications complement 
this manual: 

NAVAIR 01-F14AAP-1.1 (Performance Charts) 

NAVAIR OI-F14AAD-IA (Supplemental) 

NAVAIR Ol-F14AAD-1B (Pocket Checklist) 

NAVAIR 01-F14AAD-IF (Functional Checktlight 
Checklist) 

HOW TO GET COPIES 

One-Time Orders 

If this publication is needed on a one-time basis 
(without future updates), order it from stock by sending 

I 

an electronic DD 1348 requisition in accordance with 
NAVSUP Publication 2002 found on NAVSUP Publi- 
cation 600 (Naval Logistics Library) CD-ROM disc. 

Automatic Distribution (With Updates) 

This publication and changes to it are automatically 
sent to activities that are established on the Automatic 
Distribution Requirements List (ADRL) maintained by 
Naval Air Technical Services Facility (NAVAIR- 

PREFACE. 

TECHSERVFAC), Philadelphia, PA. If there is a con- 
tinuing need for this publication, each activity’s Central 
Technical Publication Librarian must send a revised 
ADRL report on floppy disk to NAVAIRTECH- 
SERVFAC. If an activity does not have a library, then 
send a letter to the Commanding Officer, 
NAVAIRTECHSERVFAC, ATTNz Code 251, 700 
Robbins Avenue, Philadelphia, PA 19111, requesting 
assignment of a distriiution account number (if neces- 
sary) and automatic mailing of Wtre issues of the pub- 
lications needed 

Note 
The ADRL floppy disk can be used only to 
place an activity on the mailing list for auto- 
matic distribution offumre issues of the pub- 
lications. It cannot be used to make one-time 
orders ofpublicationrfrom current stock To 
get publications from stock, see One-Time 
Orders above. 

Once established on automatic distribution for this or 
any other NAVAIR technical publication, an activity 
must submit an ADRLreportonfloppydiskat least once 
every 12 months to update or contii their automatic 
distribution requirements. 

Note 
Activities not submitting an ADRL report on 
floppy disk for more than 12 months may be 
dropped from distriiution of all NAVAIR 
technical publications. 

UPDATING THE MANUAL 

To ensure that the manual contains the latest proce- 
dures and information, NATOPS review conferences 
are held in accordance with the current OPNAVINST 
3710.7 series. 

CHANGE RECOMMENDATIONS 

Recommended changes to this manual or other NA- 
TOPS publications may be submitted by anyone in ac- 
cordance with the current OPNAVINST 3710.7 series. 

Routine change recommendations are submitted di- 
rectly to the model manager on OPNAV 3710/6 shown 
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on the next page. The address of the model manager of 
this aircraft is: 

Commandmg Officer 
Fighter Squadron 101 
DET MIRAMAR 
NAS Miramar, Hangar 3 
San Diego, CA 92145 

Attn: F-14D Model Manager 

Change recommendations of an URGENT nature 
(safety of flight, etc.,) should be submitted directly to 
the NATOPS advisory group member in the chain of 
command by priority message. 

YOUR RESPONSIBILITY 

NATOPS flight manuals are kept current through an 
active manual change program. Any corrections, addi- 
tions, or constructive suggestions for improvement of its 
content should be submitted by routine or urgent change 
recommendation, as appropriate. 

NATOPS FLIGHT MANUAL INTERIM 
CHANGES 

Flight manual interim changes are changes or correc- 
tions to the NATOPS flight manuals. They are issued 
by CNO or NAVAIRSYSCOM either as primed pages 
or as a naval message. The Interim Change Summary 
page is provided as a record of all interim changes. Each 
manual custodian should check the Interim Change 
Summary page to see that all interim changes have been 
incorporated. 

CHANGE SYMBOLS 

Revised material is indicated by a black vertical line 
in either margin of the page like the one printed next to 
this paragraph. The change symbol shows where there 
has been a change. The change might be material added 
or information restated. A change symbol in the margin 
by the chapter number and title indicates a new or com- 
pletely revised chapter. 

WARNINGS, CAUTIONS, AND NOTES 

The following definitions apply to “WARNINGS,” 
“CAUTIONS,” and “Notes” found throughout this 
manual. 

An operating procedure, practice, or condi- 
tion, etc., that may result in injury or death if 
not carefully observed or followed. 

An operating procedure, practice, or condi- 
tion, etc., that may result in damage to equip- 
ment if not carefully observed or followed. 

Note 
An operating procedure, practice, or condi- 
tion, etc., that is essential to emphasize. 

WORDING 

The concept of word usage and intended meaning 
that has been adhered to in preparing this manual is as 
follows: 

“Shall” has been used only when application of a 
procedure is mandatory. 

“Should” has been used only when application of a 
procedure is recommended. 

“‘May” and “need not” have been used only when 
application of a procedure is optional. 

“Will” has been used only to indicate fittmity, never 
to indicate any degree of requirement for application 
of a procedure. 
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PART I 

The Aircraft 

Chapter 1 -Aircraft and Engine 

Chapter 2 -Systems 

Chapter 3 - Servicing and Handling 

Chapter 4 -Operating Limitations 
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CHAPTER 1 

Aircraft and Engine 

1.1 AIRCRAFT 

The F-14D aircraft is a supersonic, two-place, twin- 
engine, swing-wing, air-superiority tighter designed 
and manufactured by Grumman Aerospace Corpora- 
tion. In addition to its primaty tighter role, carrying 
missiles (Sparrow and/or Sidewinder) and an internal 
ZO-mm gun, the aircraft is designed for fleet air defense 
(Phoenix missiles) and ground attack (conventional ord- 
nance) missions. Armament and peculiar auxiliaries 
used only during secondary missions are installed in 
low-drag, external configurations. Mission versatility 
and tactical flexibility are enhanced through inde- 
pendent operational capability or integration under ex- 
isting tactical data systems. 

The forward fuselage, containing the flightcrew and 
electronic equipment, projects forward from midfuse- 
lage and wing glove. Outboard pivots in the highly 
swept wing glove support the movable wing panels, 
which incotporate integral fuel cells and full-span leading- 
edge slats and trailing-edge flaps for supplemental lift 
control. In flight, the wings may be varied in sweep, 
area, camber, and aspect ratio by selection of any 
leading-edge sweep angle between 20” and 68”. Wing 
sweep can be automatically or manually controlled to 
optimize performance and thereby enhance aircraft ver- 
satility. Separate variable-geometry air inlets, offset 
from the fuselage in the glove, direct primary airflow to 
two Fl lo-GE-400 dual-axial compressor, turbofan en- 
gines equipped with afterburners for thrust augmenta- 
tion. The displaced engine nacelles extend rearward to 
the tail section, supporting the twin vertical tails, hori- 
zontal tails, and ventral fins. The middle and aft fuse- 
lage, which contains the main fuel cells, tapers off in 
depth to the rear where it accommodates the speedbrake 
surfaces and arresting hook. All control surfaces are 
positioned by irreversible hydraulic actuators to provide 
desired control effectiveness throughout the flight enve- 
lope. Stability augmentation features in the flight control 
system enhance flight characteristics and thereby pro- 
vide a more stable and maneuverable weapons delivery 
platform. The tricycle-type, forward-retracting landing 
gear is designed for nosegear catapult launch and carrier 
landings. Missiles and external stores are carried from 
eight hardpoint stations on the center fuselage between 

the nacelles and under the nacelles and wing glove; no 
stores are carried on the movable portion of the wing. 
The fuel system incorporates both in-flight and single- 
point ground refueling capabilities. Aircraft general di- 
mensions are shown in Figure l-l. FO-1 shows the 
general placement of components within the aircraft. A 
summary of aircraft limitations and characteristics are 
shown in Figure 1-2. Refer to Chapter 4 for detailed 
information. 

1.1.1 Aircraft Weight. The basic weight of the air- 
craft is approximately 43,735 pounds, which includes 
trapped fuel, oil gun, and pylons. Consult the applicable 
Handbook of Weight and Balance (NAVAIR Ol-lB-40) 
for the exact weight of any series aircraft. 

1.1.2 Cockpit. The aircraft accommodates a two- 
main crew that consists of a pilot and RIO in a tandem 
seating arrangement. To maximize external field of 
view, stations within the tandem cockpit are prominently 
located atop the forward fuselage and enclosed by a 
single clamshell canopy. Integral boarding provisions to 
the cockpit and aircraft top deck are on the left side of 
the fuselage. Each crew station incorporates a rocket 
ejection seat that is vertically adjustable for crew accom- 
modation A single environmental control system pro- 
vides conditioned air to the cockpit and electronic bays 
for pressurization and air-conditioning. Oxygen for 
breathing is supplied to the crew under pressure from an 
on-board oxygen generating system with stored gaseous 
oxygen as backup. The cockpit arrangement provides 
minimum duplication of control capability, which, of 
necessity, requires two crewmen for flight. 

1.1.2.1 Pilot Cockpit. The forward station of the 
cockpit is arranged and equipped for the pilot (FO-3). In 
addition to three elec,tronic displays for viewing tactical, 
flight, navigational, and ECM data, the pilot instrument 
panel also contains armament controls, flight and engine 
instmments. Engine controls, fuel management, auxil- 
iary devices, autopilot, and communication control pan- 
els are on the left console. Display, power, lighting, and 
environmental controls are on the right console. 

1.1.2.2 RIO Cockpit. The aft station of the cockpit 
is equipped for the RIO (FO-4). This instrument panel 
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Figure 1-I. Aircraft Dimensions 

contains controls and three electronic displays for the 
radar, tactical, and navigational flight instruments. Ar- 
mament controls, sensor controls, and communication 
panels are on the let? console. The right console contains 
a navigational display, data entry unit, ECM controls, 
data-link controls and lighting, and the IFF panel. 

1.1.3 Electronic Nomenclature. Figure 1-3 is an 
alphabetical listing ofthe tactical, communication, navi- 
gation, flight control, and instruments in the aircraft. 

1.1.4 Technical Directives. As technical changes 
are made to the aircraft, those that affect aircraft opera- 
tion or pilot and RIO need-to-know operation will be 
incorporated in the appropriate sections and listed in the 
Summary of Applicable Technical Directives in the 
front of this manual. In some instances, technical direc- 
tives may be incorporated on the aircrag while it is still 
on the production line before delivery. Check the Tech- 
nical Directives Section of the Aircraft Log Book for 
applicable modifications. The following are types of 
technical directives used in this manual: 

ACC 
ACC 
AFC 

Aviation Armament Change 
Aircrew System Change 
Airhame Change 

AVB Avionics Bulletin 
AVC Avionics Change 
AYC Accessories Change. 

1.1.5 Block Numbers. The following production 
block numbers correspond to aircrag serial numbers 
@No). Selected blocks 85 and 110 are updated to F-14D/ 
block 170 configuration. 

BlockNo. 

160 

165 163693 - 163904 

170 164340 - 164351and 
164599 - 164604 

85 

110 

Serial No. (BuNo) 

163412 - 163416 

159610,159613.159600, 
159629,159628.159619, 
159592,159595,159603, 
159635,159633,159018, 
159630,159608,159631 

161159,161158,161166. 
161163,161154. 
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Length 
Height (Tail) 

62 
16 

8.5” Cross bleed 2 min continuous then 10 min off 
0” I Start Cari 5 min continuous then 10 min off 

Wingspan @ 20’ wingsweep 
Wingspan @ 68’ wingsweep 
Wingspan in oversweep 
Wing Area 

FF = 950 - 1400 PPH HYD PRESS = 3000 psi 

EGT = 780 - 935°C NO2 POS INFLIGHT 

AOB < 45” 
Roll SAS on 
Min 200’ AGL for flaps/slats up on takeoff 
Min 800’ AGL for dirty-up 
Min 180 MS for retraction of flaps 
12 units AOA for all transitions 

15kt.S m/n speed for antiskid operation 
165 MS mex wheel braking (51 .O k A/C) 
190kts max tire speed 

20 MS max 90” crosswind component 
6Okts max canopy open 

HOT START: 890°C (will normally peak 
@ 30 - 40% RPM) 

HUNG START Hung RPM below63% with rising EG 
No lightoff within 20 set of 
throttle to IDLE 

RPM = 96% 
EGT = 950 f 10°C 

(initiates engine overtemp alarm) 
= 10,500 pph 

AOA = 18i05UNlTS 

FUEL = 2,000 i 200# (all tapes and windows) 
LIGHTS: Land R FUEL LOW 

20% Mln RPM with throttle at idle 
30% Max RPM with pneumatic starter 
30% RPM must fall below for generator 

auto-reset 
50% Engine crank switch automatically shuts off 
60% Generator comes on line 
50% Generator light illuminates (if RPM falling) 
60% Ensure engine crank off (ovsplvalve) 

62 - 78% Normal idle 
75 - 90% Auto throttle range 
95 - 104% MIL & above 

107.7% Overspeed (chevrons flash) 
110.0% Engine secures (fuel shutoff) 

M/n auxiliary canopy (3000 psi) 
M/n normal canopy (3000 psi) 
CHS accumulator 
FHS accumulator 
M/n emergency gear preflight 
M/o emergency gear extension 
Wheel brake accumulator (2 gages) 
Arresting hook dashpot 

800 psi 
1200 psi 
1800 psi 
1800 psi 
3000 psi 
1800 psi 
1900 f 50 psi 

800~10 psi 

Figure 1-2. Characteristics and Limitations (Sheet 1 of 2) 
NZl97 
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Aft-Left Tank Group Capacity 5900 - 6200 Ibs 
Fwd-Right Tank Group Capacity 6300 - 6600 Ibs 
Max split between cockpit totals 300 Ibs 
Fuel dump rate 1500 Ibs/min 
Fuel dump auto shutoff with 4000 Ibs remaining 
Ground refuel rate @ 50 psi 450 gal/min 
In-flight refuel rate @ 57 psi 475 gallmin 

Normal Hyd. system operating press 
BIDI activates when one system is 
BIDI output w/3000 psi on good side 
BIDI shuts off when failed system is 

Emer. Fit. Hyd. on if both systems 
Outb’d Spoiler Module 
electrically inhibited @ 
Outb’d Spoiler Module 
depressurized @ 

3000 f 100 psi 
c2100 psi 
2400 - 2600 psi 
400 psi for 
IOsec 
<2100 psi 

62” W/S 

65” W/S 

450 
300 
250 
400 
400/0.9 TMN 
400 
300 
300/0.6 TMN 
350/l .5 TMN 

>0.7 TMN 
>0.5 TMN 
2.4 TMN 

Windmill airstart airspeed required 
Spooldown airstart airspeed required 
Rudder authority limits inputs to <IO” 
Rudder authority limits inputs to ~9.5” 
Lateral stick inputs limited to l/4 
Speedbrake blowback 
Hook blowback in transit 
Max speed w/ airsource off-o’wing fair 
Max ramdoor airspeed - heat from 
friction 
Coordinate stick and rudder input 
No cross controls above 
Reduce speed light (airframe limit) 

<350 Ejection Safe 
350 - 450 Ejection Hazardous 
>450/0.9 TMN Ejection Extremely Hazardous 

650 
700 
650 
1.75 TMN 
1.52 TMN 

Max below 12,000 ft 
Max 12 - 25,000 ft 
Max 25 - 34,000 ft 
Max above 34,000 ft 
Max with roll SAS off 

170-200 Approach configuration 
200 - 300/0.8 TMN Cruise configuration 
400/0.6 TMN Max IFR probe speed 

CRUISE: Pitch SAS off None 
YawSASoff l.OTMN 
Roll SAS off 1 .O TMN (wing 

mounted AIM-54) 
1.52 TMN (EX tank, 
fuselage AIM-54, 
A/G stores) 
1.6 TMN (all other 
configurations) 

APPROACH: Pitch SAS off . None 
Yaw SAS off None 
Roll SAS off not permitted during 

T/O & Land flap 
transitions 

1. Intentional Spins 
2. During AB operations; sustained 0 to -0.5 g flight: 

flight from -0.5 g to -2.4 g’s for more than 
IO seconds. 

3. At MIL power or less; zero or negative g flight for 
more than 20 seconds. 

4. AIM-9 launch with flaps/slats extended. 
5. Fuel dump while in A/B or with S/Bs extended. 
6. Dual eng AB takeoff, waveoffs, bolters or cal 

launches 
7. Single eng MAX AB takeoff, waveoff, or cat 

launches 
3. ACLS mode l/IA approaches 
9. Rolling maneuvers with bank angle changes in 

excess of 360 

Sear Down Symmetric Limit 
Sear Down Rolling 
[coordinated turns only 225 - 280 KTS) 0 - 2.0 
Flaps/Slats Down 0 - 2.0 
Rolling Limit w/ maneuvering flaps/slats 
sxtended (50,000 lb aircraft) 5.2 
56,000 lb aircraft symmetric limit 4.6 
38,000 lb aircraft symmetric limit 5.5 
53,000 lb aircraft symmetric limit 6.0 
50,000 lb aircraft symmetric limit 6.5 

Figure 1-2. Characteristics and Limitations (Sheet 2 of 2) 
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STANDARD CENTRAL AIR DATA COMPUTER 
(AIRCRAFT INCORPORATING AFC 793) ................................ CPU-175/A 
CENTRAL AIR DATA COMPUTER .................................... CP-11666/A 
CHAFF DISPENSING SET. ........................................... AN/ALE-39 
JOINT TACTICAL INFORMATION DISTRIBUTION SYSTEM. ............... ANIARQ-107 
DIGITAL DATA LINK ............................................. ANIASW-27BlC 
ELECTRONIC COUNTERMEASURES SET ............................. AN/AL@165 
FUSE FUNCTION CONTROL SET ..................................... ANlAWW-4 
GUN CONTROL UNIT .......................................... C-11414/AYQ-15 
IFF INTERROGATOR SET. .......................................... ANIAPX-76C 
IFF TRANSPONDER SET ......................................... AN/APX-100(V) 
lRSTS......................................................~AN/AAS-429XN- 1 
MISSILE LAUNCHEWBOL CHAFF DISPENSER ......................... LAU-138AIA 
INTERFERENCE BLANKER ......................................... MX-10666/A 
MISSILE POWER SUPPLY ............................................ PP-8043/A 
PANORAMICCAMERA ................................................. KA-99A 
RADAR WARNING SET. ........................................... 
SERIAL FRAME CAMERA. 

ANIALR-67(V) 
.............................................. KS-876 

STORES MANAGEMENT SET ........................................ ANIAYQ-15 
MISSION COMPUTERS. .................................. ANIAYK-14 9XN-60 PMM 
TARPS POD .......................................................... LA-610 
TELEVISION CAMERA SET ........................................... AN/AX%1 
RADAR SYSTEM ............................................. ANIAPG-71 (XN-1) 

COMMUNICATION 

CRYPTOGRAPHIC SYSTEM ......................................... TSECIKY-58 
INTERCOMMUNICATIONS SYSTEM .................................. LS460BIAIC 
VHF/UHF COMMUNICATIONS SET ................................... AN/ARC-l82 

NAVIGATION 

AUTOMATIC DIRECTION FINDER ................................... OA-8697/ARD 
STANDARD ATTITUDE HEADING REFERENCE SYSTEM ................ 
INERTIAL NAVIGATION SYSTEM. 

AN/USN-2(V) 
.................................... AN/ASN-139 

RADAR ALTIMETER. ............................. ............... 
RADAR BEACON AND AUGMENTOR SET 

AN/APN-194(V) 
............ 

RECEIVER DECODER GROUP 
ANIAPN-154(V) and R-16231APN 

....................................... AN/ARA-63 
TACTICAL NAVIGATION SET ..................................... 
MAGNETIC AZIMUTH DETECTOR SET. 

AN/ARN-118(V) 
................................. DSU-4AlA 

FLIGHT CONTROL AND INSTRUMENTS 

AIR INLET CONTROL PROGRAMMER. ................................. C-8684B/A 
APPROACH POWER COMPENSATOR SET ............................ ANIASN-146 
AUTOMATIC FLIGHT CONTROL SET .................................. ANIASW-47 
BEARING DISTANCE HEADING INDICATOR ............................. ID-663DIU 
VERTICAL VELOCITY INDICATOR. ..................................... AAU-18/A 
STANDBY AIRSPEED INDICATOR ...................................... AVU-30/A 
STANDBY COCKPIT ALTIMETER. ...................................... AAU-39/A 
STANDBY COMPASS ................................................. AQU-5/A 

Figure 1-3. Electronic Nomenclature 
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CHAPTER 2 

Systems 

2.1 AIR INLET CONTROL SYSTEM 

The purpose of the AICS is to decelerate supersonic air 
and to provide even, subsonic airflow to the engine 
throughout the aimrat? Sight envelope. The AICS consists 
of two variable-geometry intakes, one on each side of the 
fuselage at the inters&ion ofthe wing glove and fuselage. 
Intake inlet geometry is varied by three automatically con- 
trolled hinged ramps on the upper side of the intakes. The 
ramps am positioned to decelerate supersonic air by creat- 
ing a compression field outside the inlet and to regulate the 
amount and quality of air going to the engine. The tectan- 
gular intakes are spaced away from the fuselage to mini- 
mize boundary layer ingestion and are highly raked to 
optimize operation at high angle of attack 

Inlet ramps are positioned by electrohydraulic actua- 
tors that respond to fixed schedules in the AICS pro- 
grammers. Separate programmers, probes, sensors, 
actuators, and hydraulic power systems provide com- 
pletely independent operation of the letI and right air 
inlet control systems. Figure 2-1 shows the basic ele- 
ments of AICS mechanization. 

Electrical power for the AICS programmers is pro- 
vided by the ac and dc essential No. 2 buses. The ramp 
stow function is powered by the dc essential No. 1 bus. 
Hydraulic power is supplied individually to the left 
AICS from the combined hydraulic system and to the 
right AICS from the flight hydraulic system. The leg 
AICS programmer also functions as a wing-sweep 
backup computer. 

2.1.1 Normal AICS Operations. No pilot control 
is required during the normal (AUTO) mode of opera- 
tion. Electronic monitoring in the AICS detects failures 
that would degrade system operation and performance 
(refer to AICS BIT). AICS caution lights (L and R IN- 
LET, L and R RAMPS) and INLET RAMPS switches 
are shown in Figure 2-2. 

Sectional side views ofrepresentative variable ge- 
ometry inlet configurations scheduled by AICS pro- 
grammers and descriptive nomenclature are shown in 
Figure 2-3. 

2.1.1.1 Ground and Low-Speed Operation. During 
ground static and low-speed (Mach dO.35) operation, 
the inlet ramps are mechanically restrained in the stowed 
(retracted)position. The predominant airflow is concen- 
trated about the lower lip of the inlet duct and is supply 
mented by reverse airtlow through the fixed bleed door, 
around the forward lip of the third ramp. As flight speed 
is increased to 0.35 Mach, hydraulic power is ported to 
the ramp actuators but the ramps are not scheduled out 
of the stowed position until Mach 0.5 (see Figure 2-4). 
The fixed bleed doorbleeds low-energy, boundary layer 
air from the movable ramps. 

2.1.1.2 Subsonic and Transonic Speeds. At 
airspeeds greater than 0.5 Mach, the ramps program 
primarily as a function of Mach for optimum AICS 
performance. At transonic speeds, a normal shock wave. 
attaches to the second movable ramp. ‘Ihe third ramp 
deflects above 0.9 Mach to maintain proper bleed slot 
height (Ah) for transonic and low-supersonic flight. 

At supersonic speeds, four shock waves compress 
and decelerate the inlet air. The bleed slot removes 
boundary layer air and stabilizes the shock waves. This 
design results in substantially higher performance above 
Mach 2 than simpler inlet designs. 

2.1.2 AICS Test. Two types of AICS tests are pro- 
vided to check the general condition of the AICS and to 
pinpoint system components causing detected failures: 
AICS built-in test and on-board check. 

2.1.2.1 AICS Built-h Test. BIT in the AICS com- 
puter programmer is automatically and continually in- 
itiated within the programmer to check AICS 
components when the programmer is energized. 

The operational status of the AICS depends on BIT- 
detected failures in AICS components. Failures of static 
or total pressure sensors; ramp No. 1,2, or 3 positioning; 
programmer continuous end-to-end BIT; or hydraulic 
pressure to any of the ramp actuators would seriously 
degrade AICS performance. Detected failures of these 
items cause the AICS to automatically transfer to a sig- 
nificantly degraded fail-safe mode of operation, indi- 
cated by illumination of an INLET caution light. 
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Figure 2-I. Air Inlet Control System 
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NOMENCLATURE FUNCTION 

0 INLET RAMPS switches AUTO - Inlet ramp position Is determined by the AICS programmer. 

STOW - Electrically commands the respective inlet ramp actuator to the 
stow position; opens the appropriate hydraulic shutoff valve. 

l DO NOT take off with the INLET RAMPS 
switches in STOW. Hydraulic power Is on and 
may drive the ramps out of the stow locks 
during certain servocylinder failure modes 
causing an engine stall. 

l If wing sweep advisory light illuminates, 
cycling L AICS circuit breaker (LFl) may 
cause unintentional wing sweep unless WING 
SWEEP DRIVE NO. 1 (LDl) and WG SWP DR 
NO. YMANUV FLAP (LB) circuit breakers are 
pulled. 

0 RAMPS caution light Indicates ramps not positioned In either stow or trail locks during critical flight 
condltlons (see figure 2-5). 

Figure 2-2. AICS Control and Indicators (Sheet 1 of 2) 
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NOMENCLATURE FUNCTION 

0 INLET caution light Indicates AICS programmer/system failure: Reduce airspeed to Mach 1.2 and 
check AICS acronym for failure indication. 

AICS FAILURE 

Less than Mach 0.5: Ramps should be restrained by actuator stow locks. 

Greater than Mach 0.5: Ramp movement Is restrained by trapped hydraulic 
pressure and mechanical locks, depending on Mach when INLET light 
illuminates. 

Greater than Mach 0.9: Ramp movement is mlnlmized by actuator spool valves 
and the aerodynamic load profile In this Mach range and a RAMP light should 
Illuminate. 

Detected failures of angle of attack, engine fan 
speed, or out-of-calibration detection of the difference 
between Pl and P2 (AP), Ps or Pt sensors will cause the 
AICS to revert to the slightly degraded fail-operational 
mode of operation. Nominal values of angle of attack, 
total temperature, or engine fan speed are substituted for 
the failed values in the AICS programmer, without illu- 
mination of an INLET caution light. 

In both fail modes of operation, detected failures are 
continuously registered by the in-flight performance 
monitoring system and displayed with air inlet control 
acronyms on the multifunction display and the tactical 
information display (Figures 2-5 and 2-6). 

2.1.2.2 AICS On-Board Check. OBC, initiated by 
the pilot during poststart or ground maintenance 
checks, performs a dynamic check of the left and right 
AICS. In addition to the regular AICS BIT program, 
sensor calibration checks are made. The status of the 
programmer electronics and the ramp actuators are 
checked throughout an altitude and airspeed schedule 
as psuedopneumatic inputs to the programmer are var- 
ied to simulate a flight sequence of maximum airspeed 
condition and back to static sea level conditions 
within 65 seconds. This cycles the ramp actuators 
through their full range, illuminates the ramp lights, 
exercises the complete AICS for preflight failure de- 
tection, and ensures the ramps are in their stow locks. 
OBC is the only way to ensure stow lock integrity 
since it verities the ramps are in the stowed position 
and then removes ramp hydraulic power. Detected 
AICS failures are indicated by AIC acronyms or AIC 
acronym(s) with associated INLET caution light(s) 
displayed after completion of OBC. 

Figure 2-2. AICS Control and Indicators (Sheet 2 of 2) 

Note 
l With INLET RAMP switches in STOW, 

AICS OBC will fail test and INLET lights 
will illuminate. 

l If the engine enters secondary mode dnr- 
ing OBC, the ramps will stow and fail 
OBC. To reinitiate OBC, select primary 
mode and reset the AICS. 

l AnS4acmnymindicatestheAICSpmgram- 
mers may be operating on the REV 4 (TF- 
30/F14A) schedule. As a result, below 
25,000 feet at airspeeds greater than 1.1 
Mach, unloading the aircraft to less than Ig 
will reduce inlet stability and may result in 
inlet buzz and possibly an engine stall. Cy- 
cling AICS circuit breakers at a constant 
subsonic Mach number should eliminate 
the S4 acronym and reset the programmer 
to the REV 5 (F-l 10) schedules. 

2.1.3 AICS Failure Modes of Operation. AICS 
mode of operation following a BIT-detected failure may 
be either fail-operational mode (Figure 2-5) or fail-safe 
mode (Figure 2-6). 

2.1.3.1 Fail-Operatlonal. Failures in the AICS are 
detected by the AICS programmer, which automatically 
initiates appropriate corrective action. Mode entry is 
indicated by the display of a fail-operational AIC acre- 
nym. The fail-operational mode results in no significant 
degradation in AICS operation, and the mission can be 
continued without any flight restrictions or corrective 
action by the pilot. 
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Figure 2-3. Variable-Geometry Inlet Configuration 
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HYDRAULIC POWER 
FLIGHT CONDITION RAMP ACTUATORS 

M<0.35 OFF 

M20.35 to ~0.5 ON 

M>0.5 to <2.2 ON 

M>2.2 ON 

ACTIVATOR POSITION 
RAMP NO. 1 1 RAMPNO. ) RAMPNO. 

Mechanically restrained by stow locks in stowed position; 
electrical stow commands output from AICS programmer. 

Electrical stow commands output from AICS programmer. 

Variable position scheduled by AICS programmer as a 
function of math number, corrected engine fan speed, and 
angle-of-attack. Ramps no. 1 and no. 2 begin positioning at 
Mach 0.5; ramp no. 3 beglns at Mach 0.9. 

Variable posltlon scheduled by AICS programmer as a 
function of Mach number. 

Figure 2-4. AICS Normal Operating Mode 

FAILURE 
MAINTENANCE DETECTED 

IEADOUT ACRONYM FAILURE CAUSE 

AIC Sl P,, Pt, or Limits exceeded. 
(Possible only durlng programmer out of 

OBC) calibration 

NONE Englne fan speed 
rpm from AFTC. 

Loss of englne fan 
speed slgnal. 

; 

AIC 54 
(During OBC) 

Alpha delta pressure Llmlts exceeded. 
sensor out of Augmenter fan 
calibration or engine temperature 
fan speed. controller (AFTC) 

may be In secondary 
mode. 

AIC A4 Open wire Open wire 

-r 

f 

I 
( 

I 
I 

, 

I 

I 

RESULT RESULT 
qamps may not program during OBC. 
beset AICS Land R circuit breakers 
:LFi, LGl) prior to attempting another 
3BC. 

qamps may not program during OBC. 
beset AICS Land R circuit breakers 
:LFi, LGl) prior to attempting another 
3BC. 

Substitutes 7,399 rpm. Ramps do not 
lrogram durlng OBC. 

Mask continuous monitor (CM) so that 
subsequent AIC acronyms are 
displayed. 

IN FLIGHT: Substitutes +2’ 
Bngle-of-attack or 7,390 rpm. 

l Substitutes +2O angle-of-attack 
value until reset. 

l Substitutes 7,300 rpm. 

None 

AIC symbol has Lor R appended (AICL, AICR) to 
identify on tilch side failure was detected. 

Figure 2-5. Fail-Operational Mode -No INLET Light 
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1 

/ 

I 

I 

I 

I 
I 

I 
( 
f 

F 
( 

FAILURE RESULT 
MAINTENANCE DETECTED 

READOUT ACRONYM FAILED CAUSE MACH co.5 MACH 20.5 
4lC P AICSprogrammer Failed end-to-end 

P) 
Hydraulic shutoff Ramp movement is 

BIT valve remains 
4lC si 

restrained by 
closed. Ramp actuator 

Static pressure (P,) Minimum or actuators remain mechanical locks if 
4lC s2 maximum limits mechanically failure occurred 

Total pressure (Pd exceeded restrained within with ramps within 
stow locks, locks. Otherwise 
provided they ramp(s) move 
failed within stow slowly with aero- 
locks. dynamic loads. 

4lC Al Ramp No. 1 Sustained command 
UC A2 Ramp No. 2 and feedback error 

UC s3 Ramp No. 3 
4IC Al, Hydraulic pressure Sustained error due 
UC A2, 

Ramp(s) may move 
loss of ramp No. 1, to loss of hydraulic if failure occurred 

&?A3 
No. 2, or No. 3 pressure with ramp(s) out of 

mechanical locks. 
‘INLET caution light 
tventually illuminates 

RAMP light will 
illuminate. 

Kt.5 Mach) 
r]ONE Loss of hydraulic 
No INLET caution light pressure 
:0.5 Mach) 

Note 

AlC symbol has L or R appended (AICL, AICR) to identify on which 
side failure was detected. 

-. _ I - . - ^ Ftgure Z-b. P~aU-Sate Mode - INLET Light Illuminated 

Note 

Transferring to SEC mode will revert the 
AICS programmers to the REV 4 (TF- 
3OIF14A) schedule because of the loss of the 
AFTC Nl speed signal and will display an S4 
acronym. Below 25,000 feet and at airspeeds 
greater than 1.1 Mach, unloading the aircraft 
to less than lg will reduce inlet stability and 
may result in inlet buzz and possible engine 
stall. To restore full REV 5 (FllO/F14B/D) 
schedule and eliminate S4 acronym following 
an airborne engine mode reset to PRI, recycle 
AICS circuit breakers at constant subsonic 
Mach number. 

I and No. 2 ramp within trail locks and No. 3 ramp in 
stow locks are restrainedby trapped hydraulic pressure). 
Engine operations may be successful below 1.2 Mach 
in this configuration; however, corrective procedures 
shall be performed. 

Note 
Fail-safe operations result in a slight deg- 
radation of cruise and excess thrust per- 
formance because of the off-optimum 
configuration. 

2.1.3.2 Fail-Safe Mode. The fail-safe mode results 
in significantly degraded AICS operation. Mode entry 
is indicated by the display of a fail-safe AIC acronym 
and illumination ofthe appropriate INLET caution light. 
Under these conditions, the AICS programmer provides 
.a shutoff signal to close the ramps’ hydraulic shutoff 
valve. If the hydraulic shutoff valve closes below Mach 
0.9, the ramps are normally in a safe configuration (No. 

Ifthe hydraulic shutoffvalve closes above Mach 0.9, 
the ramps are normally in an unsafe configuration and 
the appropriate RAMPS caution light will accompany 
the INLET caution light (Figure 2-7). Above Mach 0.9, 
the No. 3 ramp normally begins programming below the 
actuator stow lock. When the fail-safe mode is entered 
above Mach 0.9, the unpowered No. 3 ramp will even- 
tually move and may cause compressor stalls at higher 
power settings. The aircrafi shall be decelerated below 
1.2 Mach, and the appropriate INLET RAMPS switch 
shall be selected to STOW. 
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Figure 2-7. Ramp Monitor Logic 

Do not select STOW at speeds greater than 
1.2 Mach. Compressor stalls may occur be- 
cause of ramp mispositioning. 

2.1.3.3 Stow Mode of Operation. The STOW po- 
sition of the INLET RAMPS switch commands the ap- 
propriate hydraulic shutoff valve to open and provides 
a direct electrical signal to the ramp actuators, porting 
hydraulic pressure directly to the retract side of the ac- 
tuator. When the ramps are retracted to the stow position, 
the RAMPS light will extinguish and the stow locks 
should remain engaged even if hydraulic power is sub- 
sequently lost. Once in STOW, AICS programmer- 
detected electronic failures may be reset below 
Mach 0.5. 

2.1.3.4 Hydraulic Shutoff and Dump inhibit. The 
AICS hydraulic systems include a hydraulic shutoff 
valve to control hydraulic system pressure. The hydrau- 
lic shutoff valve is normally controlled by the AICS 
programmer, which removes the hydraulic-on signal be- 
low 0.35M or in the event of a programmer failure. The 
STOW position of the INLET RAMPS switch bypasses 

the AICS programmer to energize the hydraulic shutoff 
valve, providing pressure for ramp motion. To ensure 
hydraulic pressure is shut off, the respective AICS pro- 
grammer must be deenergized by pulling the circuit 
breaker (LFl, left or LGl, right) and the INLET 
RAMPS switch placed in the AUTO position. When- 
ever the hydraulic shutoff valve closes (i.e., fail-safe 
mode entry), hydraulic spool valves in the ramp actua- 
tors sense the absence ofpressure and block the actuator 
pressure and return ports, causing a hydraulic lock 
(dump inhibit). This feature reduces ramp movement 
when an AICS failure occurs and the ramps are not being 
restrained by mechanical actuator locks. Although 
dump inhibit prevents the ramp from rapidly extending 
and causing an engine stall, the ramps will still slowly 
move. Under normal circumstances, the pilot will have 
sufficient time to select STOW and prevent an engine 
stall. F-14A flight test results show that with dump in- 
hibit, the time interval between illumination of a 
RAMPS caution light and engine stall following an 
AICS failure was 15 to 40 seconds on the ground at 
military power, and approximately 50 seconds at 10,000 
feet at military power. 

2.1.3.5 Ramp Actuator Mechanical Locks/ 
Positioning. In addition to the actuator stow locks, the 
first and second ramp actuators have another set of 
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latches (trail locks) that prevent further ramp actuator 
extension aAer a failure within these trail locks. The 
actuator stow and trail locks restrain actuator movement 
in tension only. Hydraulic pressure (500 psi) is required 
to disengage the lock finger latches. 

Safe positioning of the ramp actuators is monitored 
by the ramp monitor logic shown in Figure 2-5. A 
RAMPS light should always be accompanied by an IN- 
LET light with the landing gear handle UP. With the 
landing gear handle DOWN, a RAMPS light can be 
illuminated without an INLET light. The emergency 
procedure in any case is the same. RAMPS lights will 
extinguish when a safe configuration is attained. 

Note 
Following an AICS programmer/ramps fail- 
ure, the safest configuration results when the 
ramps are in the stow position. The program- 
mers are disabled by pulling the affected 
AICS circuit breaker and returning the IN- 
LET RAMPS switch to AUTO. 

In the event of an engine or hydraulic failure, the 
following conditions exist with respect to AICS reset: 

1. If hydraulic pressure is zero, there is no need to 
safe the ramps (by stowing ramps, pulling AICS 
circuit breakers, and returning to AUTO) since 
selecting STOW will have no effect without hy- 
draulic pressure. 

2. If airspeed is less than .35 Mach, there is no need 
to safe the ramps since hydraulic pressure has al- 
ready been removed and ramps should be in the 
stow locks. If the ramps are not in the stow locks, 
the RAMPS light will illuminate when the landing 
gear handle is lowered. If the RAMP light does 
illuminate, then the ramps should be stowed and 
the AICS programmer reset. 

3. If hydraulic pressure is greater than zero and air- 
speed is greater than .35 Mach, then the ramps 
should be stowed and the programmer reset after 
engine failure or a low-hydraulic-pressure situ- 
ation. This will ensure that ifthe ramp is out ofthe 
stow lock (as is normal above .5 Mach), it will be 
returned to the stow lock and kept there for landing 
regardless of subsequent hydraulic or electrical 
malfunctions. 

2.1.3.6 AICS Failure In-Flight Operation. Most 
AICS failures occurring in flight do not require rapid 
pilot response because of system design features for 
fail-safe operation. In flight, the No. 1 and 2 ramps tend 
to blow back to the stow position or are restrained within 
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the trail locks because of aerodynamic loads. The hy- 
draulic restriction of all ramps during loss of hydraulic 
power and after fail-safe mode entry, should prevent 
rapid ramp movement. Internal failure of an actuator, 
especially the No. 3 ramp actuator, may allow rapid 
ramp extension and cause engine stall. Additionally, 
failure to stow the ramps in a reasonable amount of time 
after INLET light illumination or inability to stow fol- 
lowing a hydraulic system failure may result in com- 
pressor stalls at high power settings. Engine start 
attempts may not be successful unless the ramps are 
stowed (RAMPS caution light extinguished). 

2.1.4 AICS Anti-Ice. AICS anti-ice is activated only 
by selecting ORIDE/ON with the AICS ANTI-ICE 
switch and airspeed between 0.35 to 0.9 Mach (hydrau- 
lic power is available at 0.3 Mach). Above and below 
these airspeeds the AICS anti-ice is disabled. When the 
ENG/PROBE anti-ice switch is in AUTO, the AICS 
anti-ice is off. When AICS anti-ice is activated, the 
AICS programmer repositions the No. 1 and No. 2 
ramps to positions below the No. 3 ramp (Figure 2-8) so 
that ice will not form above the No. 3 ramp. 

2.2 ENGINE 

The aircraft is powered by two Fl IO-GE-400 turbo- 
fan engines (Figure 2-9) with variable exhaust nozzles 
and AB augmentation. They are dual-rotor engines con- 
sisting of a three-stage fan driven by a two-stage, low- 
pressure turbine and a mechanically independent, 
aerodynamically balanced, nine-stage, high-pressure 
compressor driven by a single-stage, air-cooled high- 
pressure turbine. Engine operation is automatically 
regulated and maintained electrically by the augmenter 
fan temperature control unit and by throttle inputs to the 
main engine control. 

Each engine is slung in a nacelle with the thrust axis 
laterally offset approximately 4-112 feet from the 
aircraft centerline. The installed static engine thrust at 
military power is 13,800 pounds and at maximum AB 
power thrust is 23,600 pounds. Installed engine thrust 
at maximum AB at 0.9M at sea level is 30,200 pounds. 
Acceleration time from idle to military power is approxi- 
mately 4 seconds. 

During operation, air entering the engine is directed 
into the fan, which initially pressurizes the air and di- 
rects its flow into the engine core compressor and fan 
bypass duct. Direction of airflow into the fan is opti- 
mized by variable-geometry inlet guide vanes (IGV) and 
into the compressor by variable geometry stator vanes. 
The high-pressure compressor further compresses the 
air through the nine-stage compressor before discharg- 
ing it into the annular combustion chamber to mix with 
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Figure 2-8. AICS Anti-Ice System 

Figure 2-9. Fl lo-GE-400 Engine 
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fuel from the fuel nozzles. This fuel-air mixture is in- 
itially ignited by the main spark igniter in the combus- 
tion chamber. As a result of this combustion, expanding 
gases drive the high- and low-pressure turbines. Power 
to drive the two accessory gearboxes is obtained from 
the high-pressure rotor. 

From the turbine section, the exhaust gases pass into 
the section and are mixed with air from the fan bypass 
duct. During AB operation, fuel is sprayed into this 
mixed airflow and ignited for additional thrust. 

During night and/or IFR conditions, the in- 
creased acceleration during AB use will re- 
sult in inner ear disturbances that may 
cause flightcrew confusion/disorientation. 
The large amount of light generated by the 
AB exhaust reflecting around the aircraft 
will compound this condition. These factors 
may result in severe aircrew disorientation/ 
vertigo. 

2.2.1 Engine Control. The engine is controlled by 
three units: the hydromechanical main engine control, 
the electronic augmenter fan temperature control, and 
the AB fuel control. There are two modes of operation, 
primary (electronic) and secondaty (mechanical), with 
provisions for automatic and manual switchover to sec- 
ondary. Manual selection is controlled through the ENG 
MODE SELECT panel (Figure 2-10). Automatic or 
manual selection of the secondary mode illuminates an 
ENG SEC caution light. When one engine reverts to 
secondary mode, the other engine continues in primary 
mode. Cycling the ENG MODE SELECT switch may 
reset the AFTC if the faults are temporary. If the change 
back to primary mode is successful, the ENG SEC light 
will go out. Automatic or manual selection of secondary 
mode is possible throughout the flight envelope. Selec- 
tion of secondary mode will cause a loss of fan speed 
signal to the AICS. 

SEC mode transfers with throttles in AB 
above 450 KCAS could result in pop stalls 
and damage to the IGV linkage. 

Note 

SEC mode transfer while in AB may result 
in pop stalls. Nonemergency manual selec- 
tion of SEC mode on the ground should be 
performed in basic engine. Nonemergency 
manual selection of SEC mode airborne 
should be performed in basic engine with 
power set above SS-percent rpm. 

Transferring to SEC mode will revert the AICS pro- 
grammers to the REV 4 (TF-30/F 14A) schedule because 
ofthe loss ofthe AFTC N1 speed signal and will display 
an OBC AICS - LEFT (RIGHT) and ANGLE OF AT- 
TACK acronym. Below 25,000 feet and at airspeeds 
greater than 1.1 TMN, unloading the aircraft to less than 
1 g will reduce inlet stability and may result in inlet buzz 
and possible engine stall. To restore the full REV 5 
(F1 lO/F14B/D) schedule and eliminate the OBC acro- 
nym following an airborne engine mode reset to PRI, 
cycle AICS circuit breakers at constant subsonic Mach 
number. 

2.2.1.1 Main Engine Control. The MEC is a hy- 
dromechanical control that provides fuel shutoff, variable 
stator vane scheduling, and main fuel metering in both 
primary and secondary modes. The MEC controls fuel 
flow until 59-percent t-pm and provides high-pressure 
compressor rotor overspeed protection automatically by 
securing fuel flow to the engine when an overspeed 
condition of 110 percent is reached. 

Note 
To regain engine operation following an 
automatic engine ovetspeed shutdown, the 
throttle must be cycled to OFF then IDLE. 

An overspeed condition in excess of 110 
percent will result in momentary loss of 
‘pm indication until N2 rpm falls below 
110 A.5 percent. EGT and FF indicators 
will continue to function normally. 

2.2.1.2 Augmenter Fan Temperature Control. 
The AFTC is a modular solid-state electronic device that 
performs control schedule computations, integration 
and logic functions, limit control, failure detection, and 
provides engine core speed (N2) signal for instrument 
display and engine fan speed (Nt) signal to the AICS. It 
also controls the distribution of electrical power to the 
entire engine electrical and monitoring systems. Figure 
2-l 1 shows the various interface signals used by the 
AFTC. Normally the CADC supplies Mach number 
value to the AFTC. If this signal is erroneous, the AFTC 
assumes a default Mach number value in order to con- 
tinue operation. 
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NOMENCLATURE FUNCTION 

0 
ASYM LIMITER switch ON- Reduces AB thrust asymmetry in the event of AB blowout or tf 

(guarded) one engine fails to light when commanded to AB. Limits operating 
engine to minimum AB until other engine attains minimum AB. 

OFF - Either engine may operate at any AB power setting independently 
of the other engine. 

0 2 L/R ENG MODE SELECT PRI - Primary mode, AFTC controls main and AB fuel flow, fan inlet 
swftch guide vanes, nozzle area, and ignition. 

SEC - Secondary mode, main fuel flow Is scheduled hydromechanlcally 
by the MEC. AB is inhibited. 

0 
L/R ENG SEC caution 
IigM 

liiumlnates when the engine is in secondary mode. AB operation is inhibited 
for engine with light illuminated. AICS on affected engine side reverts to REV 
4 (TF-30/F-14A) schedule. 

Figure 2-10. ENG MODE SELECT Panel and ENG SEC Lights 
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,f?&:R ENG MODE SELECT @ 

Figure 2-11. AFTC Functiional Relationships 

The loss of Mach number signal Tom the 
CADC results in the loss of both airflow lim- 
iting and idle lockup functions of the AFTC. 
This may result in pop stalls at supersonic 
speeds (on a cold day) at high power and inlet 
b~resultinginpopstallsatidlepower. Ifthis 
occurs, decel in military power until subsonic. 

2.2.1.3 Afterburner Fuel Control. The AFC is con- 
trolled by the AFTC for afterburner operation. The 
AFTC computes AB fuel flow ratios and provides them 
to the AFC. The AFC converts ratio commands to me- 
tered fbel flows into local core and fan AB fuel mani- 
folds. When staging up the AB, local fuel flow is 
initiated first, followed by core and fan flow last. When 
staging down, the reverse sequence occurs. Thrust 
changes are smooth when staging up or down. 

2.2.1.4 Primary Mode. In the primary mode, the 
AFTC controls the MEC, AFC, and AB nozzle hydrau- 
lic pump to provide optimum engine operation with 
unrestricted throttle movement throughout the flight ena 
velope. The AFTC computations are used to control 
basic engine and AB fuel flow, IGV, and AB nozzle 

positioning; VSV positioning is controlled by the MEC. 
The AFTC incorporates independent conbol schedules 
that are prioritized so that the optimum amount of fuel 
flow is provided to the main combustor. At any given 
time, only one of these schedules is actually in control 
of fuel flow. The remaining schedules are always active 
and are calculating the change in fuel flow required (if 
any) to attain the desired value of their assigned parame- 
ter. The selection of the schedule in control is accom- 
plished by a series of minimum and maximum selectors. 
These selectors control scheduling of the following: 

1. Acceleration/deceleration 

2. Minimum/maximum compressor discharge 
pressure 

3. Minimum/maximum rpm 

4. Fan speed limiting 

5. Maximum turbine blade temperahxe limiting 

6. Idle lockup speed. 

Other AFTC functions include engine start control, 
asymmetric thrust limiting, reduced arrestment thrust, 
automatic relight, and fault detection. Fault detection 
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automatically switches the engine control to the secon- 
dary mode in the event of core overspeed, fan speed 
signal loss, AB nozzle demand full open when not at idle 
or maximum AB, AFTC power deviations, fuel flow 
demand tit11 increase or full decrease, fan speed greater 
than 800 rpm below schedule and not accelerating, or 
throttle signal error. 

2.2.1.4.1 AS Operation (Primary Mode). For AB 
operational characteristics, refer to Figure 2-12. Un- 
restricted throttle operation into and out of AB is per- 
mitted throughout the flight envelope. During AB 
operation, rpm, EGT, fuel flow, and nozzle position 
vary with altitude and airspeed. The nozzle position 
will also increase as the throttle is transitioned from 
minimum AB to maximum AB. If an AB blowout 
occurs, the autorelight feature attempts to reinitiate 
AB without throttle movement. The engine has re- 
duced AB region of operation at high altitudes and 
low airspeeds. The automatic AFT control feature, 
rich stability cutback, reduces or limits the maximum 
AB fuel flow in this region to prevent AB instabilities 
(Figure 2-12). Indication of rich stability cutback is a 
nozzle position of approximately 30 to 50 percent at 
maximum AB rather than the normal 60 to 70 percent. 
Also, because of airflow and temperature charac- 
teristics, AB light-off characteristics are slower at 
high altitudes and low airspeeds. 

2.2.1.5 Secondary Mode. Basic engine operation 
in SEC mode is extremely reliable. In the secondary 
mode, the electronic functions performed by the AFTC 
are eliminated. The MEC provides complete control of 
the engine with the exception of fan speed limiting, 
which is powered by the higher of 2%Vdc aircraft elec- 
trical power or engine alternator electrical power. When 
SEC mode is manually selected or an automatic default 
to SEC mode occurs, the exhaust nozzle is commanded 
full closed, the nozzle position indicator goes to the 
not-powered position (subzero indication), the IGVs are 
fixed full open, high-energy ignition is continuously 
energized, AB is inhibited, and idle lockup protection is 
lost. 

In SEC mode, engine stall margin is decreased at low 
‘pm because of IGV positioning. The FEMS engine 
stall detection circuit is inoperative, but overtempera- 
ture warning is still available. A low-level vibra- 
tion/rumble may be sensed in ground idle operation in 
secondary mode. This vibration/rumble has no adverse 
affect on the engine and disappears when the throttle is 
advanced slightly up to 5-percent rpm increase. Maxi- 
mum thrust available at military power in SEC mode is 
depicted in Chapter 14, Figure 14-4. 

SEC mode transfers with throttles in AB 
above 450 KCAS could result in pop stalls 
and damage to the IGV linkage. 

Note 

a SEC mode transfer from AB may result in 
pop stalls. Nonemergency manual selec- 
tion of SEC mode on the ground should 
be performed in basic engine. Nonemer- 
gency manual selection of SEC mode air- 
borne should be performed in basic engine 
with power set above 85-percent rpm. 

a If the fan speed limiter circuit has failed, 
engine rollback may occur with selection 
of SEC mode. In the event of engine roll- 
back, PRI mode must be reselected above 
59-percent rpm or flameout will occur and 
airstart will not he possible. 

2.2.1.6 Engine Alternator. Each engine’selectrical 
system is powered by an alternator mounted on the en- 
gine afi gearbox. The alternator consists of four wind- 
ings. Two windings are redundant in providing power to 
the AFTC and its components. A third winding provides 
power for both main high-energy ignition and AB igni- 
tion. The fourth winding provides power to the engine 
monitoring system processor (for FEMS), and a signal 
for the rpm gauge. The last winding is also an alternate 
source of power for the fan speed limiting circuit. The 
fan speed limiting circuit may be powered by either the 
essential No. 2 dc bus or the engine-driven alternator 
winding, depending on which source has the highest 
stable output. 

Ifengineahematorpoweroutputdropsbelowapreset 
value, engine control will automatically transfer to SEC 
mode, illuminating the respective engine SEC light. If 
the engine reverts to SEC mode as a result of a sheared 
alternator shaft, engine high-energy ignition will not be 
available and the engine SEC light will not illuminate.. 
Cockpit indications will be loss ofenginerpmand nozzle 
position indicating below zero. In failure modes, redun- 
dant aircraft electrical power will be available for fan 
overspeed protection. 

The engine is completely operable should the aircraft 
experience a complete electrical failure. The engine 
operates in either PRI or SEC mode, which can be 
selected automatically or manually. In case of a com- 
plete electrical failure all engine lights and indicators 
are inoperative. 
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Figure 2-12. Rich Stability Cutback - F1 IO-GE400 Engine 
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2.2.1.7 Turbine Blade Temperature (Pyrome- 
ter). The pyrometer is a fuel-cooled, photodiode, opti- 
cal unit that measures infrared radiation from the metal 
surface of the high-pressure turbine blades. This tem- 
perature signal is transmitted to the AFTC and is used 
to regulate engine fuel flow, which maintains turbine 
blade temperature within limits. Cockpit indications of 
turbine blade temperature appear on the MFD. 

2.2.1.8 Flame Sensor. The flame sensor is anuitm- 
violet radiation sensing unit in the AB duct. During AB 
operation, ultraviolet rays detected through a quartz 
window activate a gas tilled sensor that electrically 
transmits a flame-present signal to the AFTC. Without 
this signal, only minimum AB fuel flow is available. AB 
will be inhibited ifthe flame sensor fails on. A L/R AUG 
acronym is displayed in the ENGINE FAULTS block of 
the MFD engine page. 

2.2.4.9 Asymmetric Thrust Limiting. The asym- 
metric thrust limiting circuit is designed to hold both 
engines to minimum AB until both ABs are lit off. The 
AFTC releases the hold on the AB when both engine 
AB pumps are on and both engines flame sensors are on. 
Selecting the ASYM LIMITER switch to OFF (guard 
cover up) overrides the comparison of left and right AB 
status and allows each AB to operate independently. 

A malfunctioning or deselected ATLS can 
greatly increase the magnitude of asymmet- 
ric thrust because of engine stall or failure. 

2.2.1.10 Reduced Arrestment Thrust Sys- 
tem. The RATS is a feature of the AFTC provided to 
reduce thrust for carrier landings to a level consistent with 
carrier (CV) wind-over-deck operations. When activated, 
the AFTC automatically reduces the military power core 
speed (Nz) by approximately 4.5 percent. This results in 
an approximate 20- to 25-pement decrease in thrust. 

RATS employs two enabling circuits: an engine circuit 
incorp~mted within each engine’s AFTC, and an aircraft 
circuit. The engine circuit is enabled by the aircraft circuit 
via switch closure. Since the engine circuit is a function of 
the AFTC, it is not available in SEC mode and can be 
overridden in PRI mode with selection ofAB. The aircraft 
circuit is enabled when weight is placed on either or both 
main landing gears with the hook handle down or the hook 
out of the stowed position. The RATS light, located on the 
pilot advisory panel, illuminates when the aircraft circuit 
is activated but it is not an indication that the engines are 
operating at reduced thrust. 

Note 

The RATS light will be illuminated anytime 
the aircraft circuit is enabled, even if the en- 
gines are operating in SEC mode or the en- 
gine circuit has been overridden by selection 
of AB. 

2.2.2 Variable Exhaust Nozzle. Engine exhaust 
gases at higher thrust settings are discharged through 
the nozzle throat at sonic velocity and are accelerated to 
supersonic velocity by the controlled expansion of the 
gases. Varying nozzle throat area controls fan stall mar- 
gin, which optimizes performance. 

The variable exhaust nozzle is a three-flap, convergent- 
divergent-type nozzle. Nozzle variation is accomplished 
by axial movement of four hydraulic actuators mechani- 
cally synchronized for geometric stability. These hy- 
draulic actuators use oil from a separate compartment in 
the engine oil storage tank and are operated by a hydrau- 
lic pump that responds to AFTC signals. A failed open 
nozzle may be caused by an oil leak, but if the leak is in 
thenozzJesystem,onlyaportionofthemain enginelube 
oil will be lost. During basic engine operation, the nozzle 
area is modulated to a near-closed position, and, in AB, 
the nozzle area is infinitely variable to a full-open posi- 
tion. The nozzle will go full open airborne with the 
throttle at IDLE at low altitude and airspeeds (Figure 
2-13). A gauge for each engine on the pilot instrument 
panel next to the engine instruments indicates nozzle 
position in percentage from 0 to 100. Normal indication 
for maximum AB is approximately 70 percent. 

Note 

When AFTC is operating in secondary 
mode, the nozzle is commanded closed and 
the exhaust nozzle indicator is inoperative. 

With the landing gear handle down, engine at 
IDLE, and weight off wheels, the nozzle is restricted 
to a near closed position (maximum 26 percent) to 
prevent exhaust nozzle flap contact with the deck/hook 
during landing. Five seconds afterweight on wheels, the 
nozzle resets to full open to reduce idle power during 
landing roliout and while taxiing. On deck in PRI mode 
with throttle above IDLE detent, nozzle position varies 
linearly with throttle position. 

2.3 FATIGUE ENGINE MONITORING SYSTEM 

2.3.1 FEMS Functional Description. The FEMS 
is a solid-state electronic system that provides data ac- 
quisition, processing, and storage. FEMS information 
is displayed on the MFDs (Figure 2-14). The system 
accumulates airframe stress and fatigue data and 
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Figure 2-13. Variable Area Exhaust Nozzle 
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Figure 2-14. FEMS Multifunction Display Configuration 

relevant engine performance data, both in flight and on 
deck, from the engine monitoring system processors. 
Engine faults detected are isolated to the appropriate 
WRA or combinations of WRAs and recorded for later 
transfer to the DPGS for diagnostic analysis, trouble- 
shooting, and appropriate maintenance. ‘Ihe DPGS also 
computes and stores engine parts life tracking and fail- 
ure-trending data. This tracking of engine data extends 
the life and safety of fleet aircraft by permitting mainte- 
nance routines at periodic intervals. FEMS also provides 
a signal to the stall warning system that initiates a lo- 
second warning tone (identical to overtemperature tone) 
and illuminates the L or R STALL warning legend on 
the MFD/HUD indicating an engine stall. FEMS will 
record aircraft overstress when it determines that normal 
acceleration has exceeded: 

1. 7.5g with landing gear UP and Mach greater 
than .24 

2. 4.5g with landing gear DOWN (as in hard 
landing) 

3. 4.5g when Mach is .24 or less. 

The FEM.9 consists ofthe following components (see 
Figure 2-15). 

2.3.1.1 Engine Monitoring System Processor. 
The EMSP is engine mounted and engine powered and 
converts control system electrical signals from the 
AFTC into digital format for transmission to the ADAC. 
It also receives and digitizes other noncontrol system- 
related data such as anti-icing system status, lube oil 
level, and lube temperature data for transmission to the 
ADAC. In addition, the EMSP calculates and stores 
engine cycle count data, making this data readily avail- 
able for each serial numbered engine even when the 
engine is not installed in an aircraft. 

EMSP is only operational with the engines inprimary 
mode. 

2.3.1.2 Airborne Data Acquisition Computer. 
The ADAC is the central processor of FEMS and exe- 
cutes airframe and engine fatigue algorithms. The 
ADAC acquires aircraft data by direct analog and digital 
inputs. Additional aircraft data received by the ADAC 
from the CIU to be stored as a result of structural, engine, 
or other mission events are transferred to the DSS for 
postflight analysis. In addition, ADAC stores fault code 
messages, in nonvolatile memory, for display on the 
FMI. ADAC is powered by the 28-Vdc right main bus. 
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Figure 2-15. Fatigue Engine Monitoring System Diagram 
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2.3.1.3 Date Storage Set. The DSS, located in the 
RIO cockpit, and a removable DSU provide automatic 
preflight en&y of JTIDS mission data and in-flight re- 
cording of engine data for analysis. Refer to JTIDS 
Chapter 19. In flight, the MCS transfers engine-related 
data via the 1553 bus to the DSU for postflight analysis. 
This data is collected for engine diagnostic purposes and 
compiled for long-term maintenance records. A fault 
code on the FM1 will alert the maintenance crew when 
the DSU has reached 80 percent of its capacity for 
engine data recording. If the DSS is inoperative or is 
not loaded with a DSU, engine part-life tracking data is 
maintained only by the EMSP. 

2.3.1.4 Flight Maintenance Indicator. The FM1 
(Fignre 2-16) displays to the maintenance crew ADAC 
data for engine/airframe status. It is mounted in an easily 
accessible location on the forward bulkhead in the nose 
wheelwell. After each flight, the FM1 FAIL, CAUTION, 
and/or FLUIDS fault trip indicators will be either black, 
signifying the absence of a FEMS-detected failure, or 
white, indicating FEMS detected a failure. The indica- 
tors should normally be reset by maintenance personnel 
prior to flight. With electrical power applied to the air- 
craft, pressing the STATUS SWITCH button displays 
either a fault code (if a fault is present) or NONE in the 
STATUS window. All fault codes may be scrolled line 
by line by pressing the STATUS SWITCH button once 
for each line. When no more fault codes are displayed, 
the display will read END*. When END* is displayed, 
pressing and holding the CLEAR button changes the 
display from END* to CLR for approximately 5 seconds 
followed by NONE, erasing all fault codes. 

Note 
The FMl is designed to be a maintenance tool 
only and should not be used as a go/no-go 
device by aircrew on preflight. Likewise, air- 
crew should not take it upon themselves to 
reset the device. Do not press both CLEAR 
and STATUS SWITCH at the same time. 
Failure to comply will result in the FEMS 
onboard clock being altered. 

The following is a composite listing of the data auto- 
matically recorded in memory for maintenance and dis- 
played in numeric code on the FMI: 

1. Fan/core overspeed 

2. Decay in core speed or signal out of range 

3. Compressor stall 

4. Turbine blade temperature limit exceeded or sig- 
nal out of range 

Figure 2-16. Flight Maintenance Indicator 

5. Exhaust nozzle off schedule or signal out of range 

6. Fan inlet guide vanes off schedule or signal out of 
range 

7. AB fuel valve operation (dry power) 

8. AB fuel schedule fault or signal out of range 

9. AB signal on but not selected 

IO. No AB light-off signal 

11. AB blowout 

12. Secondary mode operation 

13. Pilot-initiated EMS data 

14. Anti-icing fault 

15. Low oil quantity or signal out of range 

16. Oil overtemperature 

17. AFTC power out of limits 
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18. Tbrottle/AFTC signal fault 

19. Mach signal to AFTC fault 

20. Aircrafi 28-volt supply to AFTC fault 

2 1. EMSP fault 

22. ADAUEMSP interface fault 

23. ADAC BIT fault and system failure 

24. ADAC battery low 

25. Data storage set memory full and requires service 

26. Aircratl overstress 

27. System DSS 

28. ADAC A-6 failure 

29. RATS failure. 

2.3.2 FEMS Operation. FEMS data acquisition for 
monitoring engine performance is automatic. However, 
the pilot may encounter unusual engine behavior of a 
nature. that does not automatically initiate data record- 
ing. This data is valuable for diagnosis of the cause of 
mmsual behavior and should be recorded by the pilot by 
depressing the ENG RCD button on the fuel manage- 
ment panel. Pressing the ENG RCD button momentarily 
causes 21 seconds of engine data to be recorded: 6 sec- 
onds before and 15 seconds after switch initiation. It is 
important to remember that if a transient problem is to 
be recorded by FEMS, the ENG RCD button must be 
activated quickly so the actual event is not missed. Man- 
ual recording will not interfere with data automatically 
saved by the FEMS. 

2.3.3 FEMS and OBC. FEMS is checked during 
OBC preflight and in flight (Class III). It is designated 
by a FEM acronym. This acronym is displayed at the 
comoletion of OBC if FEMS fails its BIT durine OBC. 
Engine-life tracking data is still available throughYEMSP 
if FEMS is lost. 

2.4 ENGINE FUEL SYSTEM 

The engine fuel system, which is identical for each 
engine, provides motive flow fuel to effect fuel transfer 
and metered fuel for combustion as a function of pilot 
throttle commands and numerous engine parameters 
(Figure 2-17). 

NAVAIR 01.Fl4AAD-1 

2.4.1 Motive Flow Fuel Pump. The motive flow 
fuel pump is a gear-driven centrifugal pump on each 
engine accessory gearbox that returns high-pressure 
fuel to the fuselage and wing tanks to effect normal fuel 
transfer. Motive flow is used to power the boost pump 
in the respective sump tank. This fuel continues through 
control valves to ejector pumps in the fuselage and wing 
fuel tanks. There is no cockpit control for the motive 
flow fuel pumps. Failure of one pump illuminates the R 
or L FUEL PRESS caution light and reduces tbe rate of 
fuel transfer but does not inhibit the transfer of fuel from 
any tank. Motive flow pump failures cause the engine 
to draw fuel through suction feed. Higher altitudes and 
decreased ambient pressure result in reduced fuel flow, 
which may cause engine flameout because of fuel star- 
vation. With a single motive flow fuel pump failure, AB 
selection above 15,000 feet MSL may cause engine 
flameout. With failure of both motive flow fuel pumps, 
high power settings in basic engine may cause flameout 
above 25,000 feet MSL. Ifa dual motive flow fuel pump 
failure occurs, wing fuel will not be available. 

2.4.2 Engine Fuel Boost Pump. The engine (total 
flow) fuel boost pump is an engine-driven centrifugal 
pump on the aft accessory gearbox that provides boosted 
pressure and flow from the fuel supply system to meet 
main and AB fuel requirements. The pump receives fuel 
at aircraft boost pressure and boosts fuel pressure to 
levels adequate to operate the engine at all power set- 
tings (maximum 40-psi pressure rise). During non-AB 
operation, some fuel is circulated between AB fuel con- 
trol and the engine fuel boost pump so that fuel pressure 
is readily available to the spray bars for AB light-off. 

2.4.3 Main Fuel Pump. The main fuel pump is a 
two-stage pump that receives fuel flow from the engine 
fuel boost pump. It provides additional fuel pressuriza- 
tion and transmits mechanical-gear-driven power to the 
MEC from the gearbox. 

2.4.4 Main Engine Control. The MEC is a fuel- 
operated, bydromechanical fuel flow regulator that op- 
erates in tandem with the main fuel pump and is capable 
of operating in two modes. In the primary mode, it 
meters main fuel flow as commanded by the AFK and 
provides VSV scheduling. The secondary mode hy- 
dromechanically meters main fuel flow to govern Nz 
speed based on pilot throttle commands and provides 
basic engine control except for AFTC fan speed limiting. 

VSVs aerodynamically match high- and low-pressme 
compressor stages by changing the angle at which airflow 
enters the compressor rotor blades. The MIX contains the 
scheduling mechanism and provides meI pressure to vary 
VSV positioning. A flexible mechanical cable provides 
feedback from the compressor stator to the MEC. 
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Figure 2-17. Engine Fuel System 
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2.4.5 Afterburner Fuel Pump. The AB fuel pump 
is a centrifugal gear-driven pump that receives fuel from 
the engine boost pump, increases pressure, and delivers 
tie1 to the AB tieI control. During non-AB operation, 
Abel is circulated between the AB fuel control and the 
engine boost pump; the AB fuel pump impeller runs dry 
with the bearings lubricated by the engine oil system. 
Failureofan AB fuelpump will result inan AB blowout. 

2.4.6 Afterburner Fuel Control. The AB fuel con- 
trol is a fuel-operated, electrohydromechanical unit that 
regulates tie1 flow in response to AFTC scheduling and 
compressor discharge pressure. Fuel pressure from the 
AB fuel control provides on-off signals to the AB fuel 
Pump. 

The AB fuel control splits fuel flow into three me- 
tered streams (local, core, and fan) on a sequential basis 
into the AI3 manifolds for distribution through spraybars 
in the AB duct. Throttle commands initiate local fuel 
flow and AB ignition (minimum AB). Once local fuel 
flow and flame are established, core fuel flow com- 
mences. As maximum core fuel flow is established, fan 
fuel flow commences and increases until maximum AB 
is achieved. The transitions between local, core, and fan 
fuel flow are smooth and unnoticed (Figure 2-18). Dur- 
ing non-AB operation, fuel flow is circulated through 
the AB manifolds to prevent thrust lags and surges when 
AB is initiated. 

1 WARNING 1 

a Zero or negative-g flight longer than 10 
seconds in AB or 20 seconds in MIL or 
less will deplete the fuel sump tanks (cells 
3 and 4), resulting in flameout of both 
engines. 

a To prevent engine instability and/or flame- 
out, avoid holding zem or negative g when 
doingalow-altitude,maximum-thrust ac- 
celeration. 

a With fuel in feed group below 1,000 
pounds, AB operation could result in AB 
blowout. 

Note 
Fuel dump operations with either engine in 
AB are prohibited. The fuel dump mast can 
be torched. 

2.5 THROTTLES 

Two throttle levers for regulating engine thrust are on 
the left console of the forward cockpit. Unrestricted 
engine operation under independent control is afforded; 
however, normal symmetric thrust control is provided 
by collective movement of the throttle levers. Numerous 
engine control and subsidiary functions are performed 
by movement of the throttle levers within the full range 
of travel as shown in Figure 2-19. The forward and aft 
throw of each throttle lever in the quadrant is restricted 
by hard detents at the OFF, IDLE, MIL, and MAX (AB) 
positions. At the OFF and IDLE detents, the throttles are 
spring loaded to the inboard position. At the MIL detent, 
the throttles can be shifted outboard to the AB sector or 
inboard to the basic engine sector ofoperation by merely 
overcoming a lateral breakout force. Lateral shifting of 
the throttles at the MIL detent does not affect engine 
control. Thus, placement ofthe throttleoutboardat MIL 
provides a natural catapult detent to prevent uninten- 
tional retarding of the throttles during the launch. This, 
however, does not inhibit the selection of afterburner. 
The friction control lever on the outboard side of the 
quadrant permits adjustment of throttle friction to suit 
individual requirements. With the friction lever in the 
full aft position, no throttle friction is applied at the 
quadrant; increased throttle friction is obtained by for- 
ward movement of the lever. 

A locking pin device prevents the left throttle from 
moving into the cutoff position when the right throttle 
is either traversing or at rest on the face ofthe right-hand 
idle stop block. 

2.5.1 Throttle Control Modes. Manual, boost, and 
automatic are the three modes of throttle control over 
engine operation selectable by the THROTTLE MODE 
switch located outboard of the quadrant on the pilot 
console. The toggle switch must be IiRed out of a detent 
to select MAN from BOOST or BOOST from MAN. 
The switch is solenoid held in AUTO upon successful 
engagement of the automatic mode. A functional sche- 
matic of throttle control modes, including system major 
components, is shown in Figure 2-20. Except for the 
autothrottle computer and mode control switch, the 
throttle control system for each engine is completely 
redundant. Independent engine operation is possible in 
the manual or boost mode of throttle control; however, 
full system operation is necessary inthe automatic mode 
since operation under single-engine control is impracti- 
cable because of asymmetric thrust considerations. 

2.5.1.1 Manual Throttle Mode. The manual throt- 
tle is a degraded mode ofoperation and was designed as 
a backup system. Because of hysteresis and friction in 
the manual system, engine ‘pm may vary from the boost 
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Figure 2-18. Afterburner Fuel Sequencing 
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Figure 2-19. Throttle Interlocks 

mode at a given throttle position. If an engine fails to 
secure when the throttle is moved to the OFF position, 
the throttles have probably reverted to the manual mode 
and are slightly out ofrig. Cycling the throttle switch to 
MAN and back to BOOST may allow engine shutdown. 
If shutdown is unsuccessful, then the engine may be 
secured with the FUEL SHUTOFF handle. 

l Engine shutdown at high power settings 
using the FUEL SHUTOFF handle may 
result in damage to the aircraft fue1 system. 

. Engine startup in manual mode may cause 
tailpipe fires as fuel flow may not be 
secured. 

In the manual mode of operation, movement of each 
throttle is mechanically transmitted to the respective 
engine by a push-pull cable and a rack and sector mecha- 
nism mounted to the main engine control power lever 
shaft. An electric clutch in the throttle servoactuator, 
which is also mounted to the power lever shaft, is dis- 
engaged in the manual mode to reduce operating forces. 

With the throttle friction lever in OFF, approximately 
8 pounds of force per throttle must be applied at the grip 
to operate the throttles in the IDLE to MAX range. 

2.5.1.2 Boost Throttle Mode. The boost mode of 
throttle is used for normal operations. A force of 2 to 3 
pounds at the grip is required to move each throttle 
throughout its range with the throttle friction lever OFF. 
Essentially, the boost mode provides electric throttle 
operation, with the push-pull cables serving as a backup 
control path. Throttle movement is detected by the throt- 
tle position sensor. The signal is resolved in the amplifier 
to provide positional followup commands to the actua- 
tor. Movement of the actuator rotates the engine power 
lever shaft, which drives the push-pull cable. 

If a boost system malfunctions, applying approxi- 
mately 17 pounds at the throttle grip automatically re- 
verts the throttle control to the manual mode by 
disengaging the actuator electric clutch. The throttle 
control reverts to manual mode in 0.25 second. In the 
event of a boost system malfunction, the throttle MODE 
switch will remain in the BOOST detent. By manually 
placing the throttle MODE switch in MAN and then 
back to BOOST, transient failures in the boost mode can 
be reset. Additionally, ifan actuator seizes, a mechanical 
clutch in the actuator will slip when a force of approxi- 
mately 50 pounds is applied at the throttle grip. Thii 
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permits the pilot to override an actuator seizure. There 
is no visible warning ofthese anomalies only the notice- 
able increase in the forces required to manipulate the 
affected throttle. 

2.6.1.3 Approach Power Compensator (Auto- 
matic Throttle Mode). The automatic mode of throttle 
control is a closed-loop system that automatically regu- 
lates basic engine thrust to maintain the aircraft at an 
optimum approach angle of attack for landing. All com- 
ponents of the throttle control system except the throttle 
position sensor are used in the automatic mode of con- 
trol. The AOA signal Born the AOA probe on the left 
side of the forward fuselage is the controlling parameter 
within the autothrottle computer. Additional parameters 
are integrated within the computer to improve response. 
The air temperature switch on the pilot left console ef- 
fects a computer gain change to compensate for pilot 
prefermd reaction rate. In order to engage the autothmt- 
tle, throttles must be between 7% to 90-percent rpm with 
weight off wheels, gear handle down, and throttle tliction 
off. With all conditions met, the throttle MODE switch 
will be held by an electrical solenoid when placed in 
AUTO. The throttle control mode automatically reverts 
to the boost mode upon interruption of any interlock in 
the system or by manually overriding the throttles with 
a force of approximately 11 pounds per throttle in either 
direction. The throttle MODE switch automatically re- 
turns to BOOST and the AUTO THROT caution light 
illuminates for 10 seconds. See Figure 2-21 for 
autothrottle controls. 

The pilot can revert from automatic to boost mode by 
selecting the CAGE/BRST (UP) position on the 
CAGE/SEAM switch located on the inboard throttle 
grip. This provides a smooth throttle override for an 
automatic-to-boost mode approach, while maintaining 
a grip on both throttles. 

2.5.1.3.1 Autothrottle Test. An automatic check 
of the autothrottle control system while on deck is ac- 
complished during OBC. Signals to the servoactuators 
are inhibited during the OBC autothrottle test so that the 
engines remain at idle thrust. A malfunction is indicated 
by an APC acronym at the conclusion of OBC. 

Rotating the MASTER TEST switch to FLT GR DN 
and depressing it bypasses the autothmttle weight-on- 
wheels interlock and an end-to-end check of the 
autothrottles may be performed on deck. The throttles 
should be placed at about 80-percent ‘pm and the 
THROTTLE MODE switch placed in AUTO. The 
throttles must be positioned above idle before selecting 
AUTO to ensure a valid test. Once AUTO is engaged, 
the control stick should be programmed fore and aft to 
check for the appropriate power response. 

NAVA1W Of-FluAD- 

High-power settings may result during aft 
stick deflection. 

If the THROTTLE MODE switch does not remain 
engaged or the APC does not respond properly to indi- 
cated AOA and longitudinal stick movements, a mal- 
function exists in the autotbmttle system. 

Depressing and holding the autopilot emergency dis- 
engage paddle switch with weight on wheels causes the 
throttle control system to be placed in the manual mode. 
If the automatic mode was selected before depressing 
the paddle switch, the THRO’lTLE MODE switch will 
automatically move to BOOST. The THROTTLE 
MODE switch must be moved from BOOST to MAN 
while holding the paddle switch depressed ifthe manual 
mode is desired at?er the paddle switch is released. 

Bleed air is extracted from the high-pressure com- 
pressor to perform engine-associated services and to 
supply high pressure and temperature air for operation 
ofauxiliaryequipment. Fifth-stagebleedairsupplieshot 
air for the engine anti-icing system and is used to draw 
cooling air through the aircrafi hydraulic heat exchang- 
ers to cool flight and combined fluids and to ventilate 
the nacelle when weight is on wheels (Figure 2-22). 
Ninth-stage bleed air supplies hot air to the environ- 
mental control system, provides air for crossbleed en- 
gine starts, and draws air through the integrated drive 
generator heat exchanger (ventral tin) when weight is 
on wheels. 

26.1 Engine Anti-ice. The fan IGV and nosedome 
are susceptible to icing under a wider range of condi- 
tions, particularly at static or low speed with high engine 
rpm, than that which cause ice to form on external sur- 
faces of the airframe. Ice formation at the fan face can 
restrict engine maximum airflow, which results in a 
thrust loss, decreased stall margin, and dislodgement of 
ice, which can damage the compressor. The engine anti- 
icing system is designed to prevent the formation of ice 
rather than deice the IGV and nose dome. Hot bleed air 
(5th stage) is passed through the hollow IGV to the nose 
dome and is discharged into the engine along the vanes 
and at the rotor hub. Cockpit control of the engine anti- 
icing system is effected through the ANTI-ICE switch 
(Figure 2-23). 
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NOMENCLANRE FUNCTION 

0 , MROlTLEMODEswltch AUTO- Ulglne th~st Is automatically regulated to maintain optimum 
angle of attack for landing by the throttle control Computer. 

BOOST - Normal operating mode. Reduces effort required to move 
throttles manually with friction control aft. 

MAN - Movement of each throttle is mechanically transmitted to the 
respective engine cross-shaft by a push-pull cable. 

0 2 THROTTLE TEMP switch Used with the AUTO throttle mode to effect throttle computer gain changes to 
compensate for pllot preferred reaction rate. 

HOT - Increases normal throttle computer gain. 

NORM - Normal throttle computer gain. 

COLD - Decreases nMmal throttle computer gain. 

0 S AUTO TliROT caution llghf Auto throltle mode Is disengaged. During preflight check, remains illuminated 
for 10 seconds, then goes off and throttle mode switch automatically returns to 
BOOST. 

Note 

If the auto throttle Is disengaged by deselecting the 
throttle MODE switch, the AUTO MROT light will 
not Illuminate. 

@ 
CAGE/SEAM When lnTU4 master mode with the THROlTLE MODE switch In AUTO, selecting 
switch the CAGE/SRST posltlon on the CAGE/SEAM switch reverts the throtfles to ths 

BOOST mode. 

0 B Autopilot emergency Reverts throttle system from AUTO or BOOST mode to MAN mode only while 
disengage paddle depressed and with weight on wheels. 

Figure 2-21. Autothrottle Controls and Indicators (Sheet 2 of 2) 

Note 
Because of its adverse effects on engine per- 
formance, the engine anti-icing system 
should be. used only when icing conditions 
exist or are anticipated. 

dc No. 2 bus through the ENGD’ROBEIANTI-ICE cir- 
cuit breaker (RG2). 

2.6.2 Environmental Control System Leak De- 
tection. Thermal detection circuits are routed in prox- 
imity to ECS ducts and components to provide cockpit . _ _ . 

During engine start, the engine anti-ice valve remains 
opentobleedthecompressortopreventenginestaKThe 
valve closes when the engine approaches idle rpm. In 
flight, the valve is normally closed unless the ANTI-ICE 
switch is in ORIDWON, or AUTO/OFF, when the ice 
detector probe in the left inlet is activated. Ice accumu- 
lation on the ice detector illuminates the INLET ICE 
caution light. Tbe engine anti-icing control valve on the 
engine is powered closed (fails open) tirn the essential 

indications of high-temperature au leaks. No& air 
temperatures range from 520 to 1,180 “F inside the bleed 
air portion of the ECS, and from 400” to 500 “F inside 
the hot air portion (400 “F manifold). 

The entire bleed air portion of the ECS, from engine 
bleed air shutoff valves to the primary heat exchanger, 
is monitored by two detection systems. Fii detection 
circuits monitor the bleed air system from each engine 
to its respective tirewall. When a fire detection circuit 
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Figure 2-22. Engine Bleed Air/Compartment Ventilation 

in an engine compartment senses temperatures above 
threshold, the appropriate L or R FIRE warning light 
illuminates (refer io fire detection system). The remain- 
der of the bleed air system, from engine firewalls to the 
primary heat exchanger, is monitored by bleed air leak- 
sensing elements. When the bleed air leak-detection cir- 
cuit detects temperatures in excess of 575 “F, the 
BLEED DUCT caution light illuminates. 

The hot airportion ofthe ECS is monitored by hot air 
leak-sensing elements. The hot air system extends from 
the primary heat exchanger through the 400” manifold 
to the cockpit floor. When the hot air detection circuit 
detects temperatures in excess of 255 OF, the BLEED 
DUCT caution light illuminates. 

2.7 ENGINE COMPARTMENT VENTILATION 

Each engine compartment is completely isolated 
f?om the primary air inlet, and the efficiency and cooling 
of the variable-area exhaust nozzle are not dependent 
upon nacelle airflow. Therefore, within the bounds of 
the forward firewall (landing gear bulkhead) and the 
nozzle shroud, the cooling system for each engine com- 
partment is a separate entity. Cooling requirements for 
the turbofan engine are minimized by the annular fan 
bypass duct. Figure 2-22 shows cooling airflow patterns 
through the engine compartment during ground and 
flight operations. Two air-cooled heat exchangers are 

also shown; however, only the hydraulic heat exchanger 
cooling airflow is associated with engine nacelle cool- 
ing. Fire access doors are on the outboard side of the 
nacelles at the forward end to permit insertion of fire 
suppressing agents by ground personnel in event of an 
engine compartment tire. 

2.7.1 Engine In-Flight Ventilation. In-flight cool- 
ing of the engine compartment is accomplished by na- 
celle ram-air scoops, circulating boundary-layer air 
through the length of the compartment and expelling the 
air overboard through louvered exits, just fonvard ofthe 
engine nozzle shroud. 

2.7.2 Engine Ground Ventilation. With weight on 
wheels, cooling airflow through the engine compartment 
is induced by the hydraulic heat exchanger ejector in the 
forward end of the compartment. Air enters through the 
nacelle mm-air scoop on the left side, passes through the 
hydraulic heat exchanger, and is discharged into the engine 
compartment. The air flows through the full length of the 
nacelle to discharge overboard through a louvered port 
atop the nacelle on the outboard side ofthe vertical tail. 

2.8 ENGINE IGNITION SYSTEM 

There are three electrical ignition circuits, each util- 
izing a dedicated igniter, for each engine: main high 
energy, afterburner, and backup. 
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I I EXT ENVIRONMENT I I 

NOMENCLATURE 

a ANTI-ICE switch 

0 2 INLET ICE caution light 

0 
BLEED DUCTcaution light 

, 

, 

I 

i 

FUNCTION 

DRIDE/ON - Overrides ice detector system to turn on INLET ICE caution 
light, and acttvaie external probe heaters and engine anti-ice. 
Commands the anti-ice mode to the AICS programmers. 

AUTO/OFF - When icing is sensed, Ice detector activates engine anti-ice 
system and turns on INLET IcE cactlon light. External probe 
heaters activated with weight off wheels. Disables antl-ice 
mode to AICS programmers. 

OFF/OFF - Engine anti-ice system and probe heaters shut off. INLET ICE 
caution light disabled. Disables anti-ice mode to AICS 
programmers. 

Illuminates when ice accumulates on ice detector with ANTI-ICE switch in 
AUTO/OFF or if ORIDE/ON is selected. Does not illuminate with switch in 
OFF/OFF. 

Illuminates when bleed air leak sensing elements detect temperatures greater 
than 575°F between the left and right firewalls, past the primary heat exchanger 
and up to the right diverter area. An additional sensor, detecting temperatures 
of 255O or greater, senses from the right diverter area, along the 400” manifold 
and into the bootstrap turbine compartment. 

Figure 2-23. Anti-Ice Control 
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2.8.1 Main High-Energy Ignition. The main high- 
energy ignition provides ignition in the combustion 
chamber for ground and air starts. It is powered by one 
of the four windings in the engine-driven ac alternator. 
The AFTC provides logic to control main high-energy 
ignition automatically. Ignition is available when N2 
rpm is 10 percent or greater and is automatically pro- 
vided from lo- to 59-percent rpm when the throttle is 
above cutoff. Ignition is secured 0.5 second afterN2 ‘pm 
rises above 59 percent. At ‘pm above 59 percent, igni- 
tion is provided if Nz deceleration exceeds a 5 percent 
‘pm per second rate. Ignition continues for 20 seconds 
after N2 deceleration falls below the 5 percent ‘pm per 
second rate. Main high-energy ignition is provided con- 
tinuously when the engine is in the secondary (SEC) 
mode. 

2.8.2 Afterburner Ignition. The AB ignition pro- 
vides ignition for AB light-offs, and relights in the event 
of an AB blowout. It is powered by the same winding in 
the engine-driven alternator that powers the main energy 
ignition. The AFTC provides logic to control AB igni- 
tion automatically and prevents simultaneous powering 
of the main high-energy and AB ignitions. In the event 
of an AB blowout, relight is normally provided within 
1.5 seconds. AB ignition is not powered ifthe engine is 
in SEC mode. 

2.8.3 Backup Ignition. The backup ignition pro- 
vides ignition in the combustion chamber for ground and 
air starts when the BACK UP IGNITION switch on the 
THROTTLE CONTROL panel is set to ON. It is pow- 
ered by the essential No. 1 ac bus and provides less 
power than main high-energy ignition. After use, the 
BACK UP IGNITION switch should be set to OFF. To 
allow ground checkout of backup ignition, main high- 
energy ignition is disabled when the BACK UP IGNI- 
TION switch is ON and weight is on wheels. 

pii-1 

The BACK UP IGNITION switch shall be 
selected to OFF prior to applying external 
electrical power to prevent ignition of fuel 
puddled in the engine. 

2.9 ENGINE STARTING SYSTEM 

Each engine is provided with an airturbine starter that 
may be pressurized from an external ground starting cart 
or by crossbleeding high-pressure bleed air from the 
other engine. Figure 2-24 shows the components asso- 
ciated with the engine start system. 

2.9.1 External Airstart. Ahigh-pressure(75psi)air 
source and 115 volt, 400 Hz ac power are required for 
engine start on the deck. 

The air hose is connected to the aircraA fitting in the 
left sponson area, behind the main gear strut. Ground 
start air is ducted into a central bleed air (9th stage) 
manifold, which interconnects the air turbine starters on 
both engines. The air supply to each air turbine starter 
is pressure regulated (52.5 psi) and controlled by a 
shutoff and regulating valve at the turbine. Each pneu- 
matic starter is composed of a turbine, gear train, sprag 
clutch with a speed-sensing device, and an overspeed 
disengagement mechanism with a shear section. Shutoff 
valves in the bleed air manifold selectively isolate the 
other starter, subsidiary bleed lines, and the environ- 
mental control system air supply for effecting a start. 
Maximum engine motoring speed with the pneumatic 
starter is approximately 30-percent ‘pm. 

2.9.2 Engine Crank. Placing the ENG CRANK 
switch in either L or R opens the corresponding starter 
pressure shutoff valve to allow pressurized air to drive 
the turbine. The ENG CRANK switch, energizes the 
appropnate shutoff valves to condition the bleed mani- 
fold for starting. 

2.9.2.1 Engine Crank Switch. The ENG CRANK 
switch is held in L or R by a holding coil. At approxi- 
mately 50-percent ‘pm, a centrifugal cutoff switch 
closes the turbine shutoff valve and returns the ENG 
CRANK to the center or off position. A START VALVE 
caution light illuminates if the starter valve remains in 
the open position after the ENG CRANK switch auto- 
matically returns to the center (on) position. 

l If the starter valve does not close during 
engine acceleration to idle rpm, continued 
airflow through the air turbine starter 
could result in catastrophic failure of the 
starter turbine. 

a If the START VALVE caution light illu- 
minates after the ENG CRANK switch is 
OFF, select AIR SOURCE to OFF to pre- 
clude starter overspeed. 

a If the ENG CRANK switch does not auto- 
matically return to the OFF position by 50 
percent, ensure that the ENG CRANK 
switch is off by 60-percent ‘pm to avoid 
starter turbine failure as a result of an in- 
operative automatic starter cutout. 
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Figure 2-24. Engine Start System 
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This action, in turn, resets the bleed air manifold 
valves to permit 9th-stage bleed air to flow to the envi- 
ronmental cooling system and ejectors in the engine 
compartment. 

Starter cranking limits: 

1. Crossbleed - 2 minutes continuous then 10 
minutes OFF. 

2. Start cart - 5 minutes continuous then 10 
minutes OFF. 

2.9.3 Crossbleed Start. Engine cranking procedures 
during a crossbleed start are the same as with a ground 
start cart. Engine crossbleed start on the ground can be 
accomplished with the throttle on the operating engine 
at or above idle rpm. When high-residual EGT (remains 
from a hot start) and/or throttles are advanced from OFF 
to IDLE prior to 20-percent mm, higher than normal 
EGT readings may occur. 

When initiating crossbleed starts with ambient tem- 
perature less than 40 “F (4 “C), the starter torque load is 
increased. Above 80 “F (27 “C), engine bleed air pro- 
vides less energy potential to the starter turbine. Either 
extreme can affect engine starting acceleration rates, 
resulting in hotter-than-normal starts. When crossbleed 
starting with an operating engine at idle, the operator 
should be aware of either condition and increase the 
operating engine rpm in S-percent increments until nor- 
mal starting acceleration rate is achieved. Low percent- 
age rpm-to-EGT ratio can increase turbine distress 
without necessarily exceeding the EGT limit. 

When performing an idle crossbleed start, advance 
the throttles from OFF to IDLE at 20-percent ‘pm or 
greater while monitoring EGT. If EGT rises rapidly, 
advance the operating engine rpm to slightly above idle. 
The exhaust nozzles start to close when rpm is slightly 
above idle. 

Note 
To prevent possible engine overtempera- 
ture during crossbleed and backup igni- 
tion start attempts, select AIR SOURCE 
for the operating engine and return to 
BOTH after ‘pm stabilizes at idle or 
above. 

If attempting a ground restart after a hot 
stat, windmill the engine until EGT is 
below 250 ‘C prior to advancing the throt- 
tle from OFF to IDLE to avoid a sub- 
sequent hot start. 

a When attempting a crossbleed or normal 
ground start, do not attempt to reengage 
the ENG CRANK switch if the engine is 
spooling down and ‘pm is greater than 46 
percent. At rpm’s of 30- to 46-percent 
rpm, the ENG CRANK switch may not 
stay engaged because of normal vari- 
ations in starter cutout speed. 

a The ENG CRANK switch should auto- 
matically disengage between 49- to ap- 
proximately 51-percent rpm during a 
crossbleed or normal ground start. 

2.9.4 Airstarts. AFTC logic provides main high- 
energy ignition automatically during automatic and 
manual spooldown, crossbleed, and windmill airstarts. 
Selecting the BACKUP IGNITION switch to ONpro- 
vides continuous backup ignition to both engines, and 
backs up main high-energy ignition during manual 
spooldown, crossbleed, and windmill airstarts. 

2.10 ENGINE OIL SYSTEM 

Each engine has a self-contained, dry sump non- 
pressure regulated oil system that provides filtered oil for 
lubricating and cooling engine main shall bearing, oil 
seals, gearboxes, accessories, and provides a hydraulic 
medium to operate the engine exhaust nozzles (FO-5). 

A storage tank feeds oil to an oil pump that supplies 
oil under pressure to the forward sump in the engine 
front hub, the mid sump in the fan hub, the aft sump in 
the turbine hub, and the inlet and accessory gearboxes. 
Oil is recovered through scavenging from the sumps and 
accessory gearboxes, pumped past a chip detector, and 
cooled in a fueVoil heat exchanger before returning to 
the storage tank. 

A separate compartment in the storage tank provides 
oil to the exhaust nozzle hydraulic system. Oil returning 
from the nozzle to the tank provides auxiliary oil supply 
to the No. 3 bearing when normal supply is interrupted 
or during engine spooldown. 

The oil system permits engine operation under all 
flight conditions. During zero- or negative-g flight, oil 
pressure may decrease to zero but will return to normal 
when positive-g flight is resumed. Normal oil consump- 
tion is 0.03 gallon per operating hour with the maximum 
being 0.1 gallon per operating hour. Capacity of the oil 
storage tank is 3.7 gallons, with 2.9 gallons usable. A 
sight gauge on the side of the storage tank indicates 
down to a 2-quart-low oil level. The protrusion of a 
bypass indicator underneath the oil scavenge pump in- 
dicates a clogged filter element. 
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Note 

l Engine oil level must be checked within 
30 minutes ofengine shutdown, otherwise 
nm engine at SO-percent rpm or greater for 
10 minutes to ensure proper servicing. 

l A failed-open nozzle may indicate an oil 
leak; however, if the leak is in the nozzle 
hydraulic circuit, only that portion of the 
main engine lube oil will be lost. 

2.10.1 Oil Cooling. Filtered and scavenged oil is 
cooled by a fuel/oil heat exchanger. This oil is then used 
in a heat exchanger to cool the exhaust nozzle oil. A 
cold-oil bypass valve opens when the heat exchanger 
pressure differential is 44 psi, because of reduced oil 
temperature or exchanger blockage, allowing oil flow to 
bypass the heat exchanger (for example, during cold 
engine starts). 

2.10.2 Oil Pressure Indicators. An oil pressure 
transmitter in each engine’s oil supply line provides a 
continuous signal to the oil pressure indicator. Another, 
independent oil pressure switch in each oil supply line 
activates the OIL PRESS light when either engine’s oil 
pressure decreases to 11 psi. The oil pressure switches 
and lights receive electrical power from the essentialNo. 
2 ac bus. The OIL PRESS light and oil pressure indicator 
are independent of each other. 

Note 

l During cold starts, oil pressure may ex- 
ceed 6.5 psi. The 65 psi oil pressure limit 
should not be exceeded for more than 1 
minute. 

l Maneuvers that result in zero or negative 
g’s on the engine (such as rapid rolls, 
pushovers, or bugout maneuvers) may 
cause oil pressure fluctuations and mo- 
mentary illumination of the low oil- 
pressure light. 

2.10.3 OIL HOT Caution Lights. The L or R OIL 
HOT caution light may be illuminated by either high 
engine oil temperature or by high forward-engine gear- 
box scavenge oil temperature. The caution lights illumi- 
nate when respective engine oil temperature exceeds 
300 “F during a temperature increase and go out at 
280 “F minimum during a temperature decrease. The 
caution lights also illuminate when respective fonvard 
engine gearbox scavenge temperature exceeds 375 “F 
during a temperature increase, and go out at 345 “F 
minimum during a temperature decrease. 
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2.11 ENGINE INSTRUMENTS 

Instruments for monitoring engine operation are on 
the pilot left knee panel (Figure 2-25). Engine operating 
parameters are displayed on the engine instrument group 
which is a single WRA with LCD readouts. The display 
provides white readout segments and scales on a dark 
background and is red backlighted for night operations. 
Left and right engine compressor speed(rpm), EGT, and 
FF are displayed on the EIG. Adjacent to the EIG are 
circular instruments for both engine’s oil pressure and 
nozzle position. Takeoff checks at military (MIL) thrust 
should display evenly matched tapes on corresponding 
vertical scale instruments and all pointers on the circular 
instruments should be at the 9-o’clock position. Data 
on engine operating limits are provided in Chapter 4. 

2.11.1 Engine RPM Indicator. The RPM indica- 
tors (Figure 2-25) have a range of 0 to 110 percent. The 
tape display steps in 5-percent increments and the upper 
segment flashes to indicate ‘pm increasing at more than 
0.4 percent per second from 0- 10 60-percent ‘pm. The 
tape steps in l-percent increments when greater than 
60-percent ‘pm. Nominal indications are 62 to 78 per- 
cent at idle and 95 to 104 percent at military and above. 
At 107.7 percent and above, the affected engine(s) 
exceeded portions of the chevrons will flash at a rate of 
2 to 3 flashes per second. At 20-percent rpm a horizontal 
segment will illuminate giving an indication of proper 
motoring speed to start the engine. There is an rpm 
reading for each engine. 

Note 

An overspeed condition in excess of 110 per- 
cent will result in momentary loss of rpm 
indication until Nz rpm falls below 110 M.5 
percent. EGT and FF indicators will continue 
to function normally. 

2.11.2 Exhaust Gas Temperature Indicator. The 
EGT indicators (Figure 2-25) provide a nonlinear verti- 
cal scale with a range of 0 to 1,100 “C. The compressed 
lower portion has a range of 0 to 600 “C. The expanded 
upper portion of the scale has a range of 600 to 1,100 
“C. The display moves in 50” increments in the com- 
pressed portion and 10” increments in the expanded 
portion of the display. Tbe normal indications are 350 to 
650 “C at idle and 780 to 935 OC at MIL and above. 
Above 940 “C, the affected engine(s) exceeded portions 
ofthe chevrons flash. With a reading of 940 “C, the stall 
warning light and the aural warning tone will be acti- 
vated signifying an engine overtemperature condition. 
The tone is present for a maximum of 10 secondsunless 
the fault clears sooner. There is an EGT reading for each 
engine. 
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Figure 2-25. Engine Instruments (Fl IO-GE-400) 
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2.11.3 Fuel Flow indicator. TheFFindicatorshave 
a nonlinear vertical scale, with a range of 0 to 17,000 
pph. The expanded lower portion ofthe scale has a range 
of 0 to 5,000 pph. The compressed upper portion of the 
scale ranges from 5,000 to 17,000 pph. The display 
moves in 100 pph increments in the expanded portion 
and in 500 pph increments in the compressed portion of 
the display. Normal indications on deck are 350 pph 
starting, 950 to 1,400 pph at idle, and approximately 
10,100 pph at military and above. The fuel flow reading 
for each engine indicates only basic engine consumption 
and does not indicate AB fuel flow. 

2.11.4 Engine instrument Group BIT. A degraded 
mode of EIG operation is indicated if the BIT segment 
onthetopleftsideoftheEGTindicatorilluminates. This 
means that either the primary or backup microproces- 
sors, or the primary or backup power supply channels 
(internal to the EIG), have failed. An automatic switch 
to the operative micropmcessorf takes place if a 
failure is detected. The instrument still monitors engine 
operation and accurately reflects rpm, EGT, and FF. If 
the input processing circuit fails, the affected scale read- 
ing goes to zero. 

2.11.5 Engine instrument Group Self-Test. EIG 
self-test is selected by the MASTER TEST switch in 
INST. When master test is selected, all display segments 
illuminate, scales drive to maximum readings, and 
warning chevrons (stripes) flash for 5 seconds. BIT seg 
ment on the top left side of EGT indicator illuminates. 
L and R STALL warning acronyms appear on the HUD 
and MFD and stall warning/overtemp tone is present in 
pilot earphones for 10 seconds. After 5 seconds, all EIG 
scales decrease to predetermined values of equal height 
that correspond to an EGT reading of 950 +lO “C. If 
BIT segment remains illuminated, EIG has failed self. 
test and BIT remains illuminated until self-test is rein- 
itiated. Total self-test time is 15 seconds. If master test 
is deactivated prior to this, EIG returns to normal mode 
after the 15-second test. If the MASTER TEST switch 
rernainsinINSTformorethanl5seconds,theEIGretains 
equal height readings until master test is deselected. 

2.11.6 Engine Oil Pressure indicator. The engine 
oil pressure indicators display oil pressure from 0 to 100 
psi. Normal oil pressure is 25 to 6.5 psi and increases in 
proportion to engine rpm within the pressure limit range. 
Stabilized idle oil pressure may be a minimum of 15 psi. 
The OIL PRESS caution light illuminates at 11 psi with 
decreasing oil pressure and extinguishes at 14 psi with 
increasing oil pressure. Maximum allowable oil pres- 
sure fluctuation is *5 psi. 
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2.11.7 Exhaust Nozzle Position indicator. The 
nozzle position indicators (Figure 2-25) have a range of 
0- to loo-percent open. Normal indications (Figure 2- 
13) are 100 percent at idle with WOW andvary in flight: 
3 to 10 percent at MIL thrust, 5 to 12 percent at MM 
AB, and 60 to 90 percent at MAX AB. 

Note 
When operating engine in SEC mode, the 
nozzle position indicator is inoperative and 
indicates below zero. No nozzle position in- 
dication is available in SEC mode. 

2.11.6 Engine Monitor Display Format A display 
of engine parameters (Figure 2-26) can be selected on 
the MFD by pressing the pushbutton adjacent to the 
ENG legend on the own-aircraft menu. The display 
presents Nl (fan speed), TBT (turbine blade tempera- 
ture), FF/M (fuel flow main engine) or FFfC (fuel flow 
total, main engine and AB), and NP (exhaust nozzle 
position). FF/h4 scale indicates main engine fuel flow 
and is similar to the fuel flow displayed on the EIG. NP 
is the same as the nozzle position indicators. Numerical 
readouts below theNI and TBT vertical scales digitize 
the indicated value. The TIME readout below the FF/M 
vertical scale indicates time in hours and minutes that 
fuel will last based on current consumption rates. Di- 
rectly below the TIME readout, engine faults are dis- 
played based on current engine operating conditions of 
both engines processed by FEMS. If more than three 
faults exist at the same time, the acronyms will continu- 
ously scroll upward. The ten possible acronyms and 
their definitions are: 

1. L MACH # or R MACH # - Mach number 
signal to designated engine has failed. 

2. L LO THR or R LO THR - Designated engine 
may be producing less than expected thrust. 

3. L A/ICE or R A/ICE - Designated engine 
anti-ice is on or anti-ice valve has failed opposite 
commanded position. 

4. L OIL LO or R OIL LO - Designated engine oil 
level is approximately two quarts low. Postflight, 
engine at idle. 

5. L AUG or R AUG - Designated AB control 
system has failed. AB is not available. 

Refer to Chapter 12, WARNING/CAUTION/ 
ADVISORY LIGHTS/DISPLAY LEGENDS for the 
appropriate pilot/RIO response. 
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Figure 2-26. MFD Engine Monitor Display 

2.11.9 MFD Engine Caution Legends. In addition 
to the engine caution lights on the pilot CAUTION/ 
ADVISORY panel, illumination of the READ MFD 
caution light indicates that one or more of the following 
caution legends on the upper left quadrant of the MFD 
is activated: 

1. L N2 OSP or R N2 OSP - Designated engine 
N2 overspeed condition. 

2. L Nl OSP or R NI OSP - Designated engine 
NI overspeed condition. 

3. L TBT OT or R TBT OT - Designated engine 
turbine blade overtemperature. 

4. L FLMOUT or R FLMOUT - Designated 
engine flameout. 

5. L IGV SD or R IGV SD - Designated engine 
inlet guide vane off schedule. 

6. L STALL or R STALL - Designated engine 
stall detected (also on HUD). 

7. L FIRE or R FIRE - Designated engine fire/ 
overheat condition in engine nacelle (also on 
HW. 

Refer to Chapter 12, WARNING/CAUTION/ 
ADVISORY LIGHTS/DISPLAY LEGENDS for the 
appropriate pilot/RIO response. 

2.11.10 Engine StalllOvertemperature Wam- 
ing. An engine stall detection circuit in FEMS monitors 
each engine. When a stall condition is detected, a L or 
R STALL warning legend is displayed on the HUD and 
MFD until the condition is cleared. In addition, an aural 
warning tone is activated through the pilot ICS for up to 
10 seconds. There is no pilot check ofthe FEMS engine 
stall detection system. 

Note 

In SEC mode, FEMS and, therefore, the en- 
gine stall detection circuit, is inoperative. 
However, overtemperature warning is still 
available and will activate both the STALL 
warning legends and aural warning tone. 

When an overtemperature condition occurs, the EGT 
display rises above 940 “C, the warning chevrons begin 
to flash, and a signal from the EGT indicator activates 
the STALL warning legend and the aural tone. The 
overtemperature warning system is checked by the pilot 
during prestart as part of the MASTER TEST check in 
INST test. 
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2.12 FIRE DETECTION SYSTEM 

The fire detection system provides a cockpit indica- 
tion of fue or overheating in either engine compartment. 
There is a separate system for each engine compartment, 
each consisting of a thermistor-type sensing loop moai- 
toed by a transistorized control unit. The system is 
powered by 28 volts from the essential dc No. 1 bus. 
Figure 2-27 is a functional schematic of the system. 

The sensing loop for each engine compartment con- 
sists of a 45foot continuous tubular element routed 
throughout the entire length of the engine compartment 
on both sides above the nacelle door hinge line. The tube 
sheath, which is clamped in grommets to the engine 
compartment structure, contains a ceramic-like ther- 
mistor material in which are embedded two electrical 
conductors; one of the conductors is grounded at both 
ends of the loop. Electrical resistance between two con- 
ductors varies inversely as a function of temperature and 
length, so that heating of less than the full length will 
require a higher temperature for the resistance to de- 
crease to the alarm point. The L or R FIRE warning 
lights in the cockpit illuminate when the respective ea- 

The tire alarm output relay to the light is a latching 
type that remains in the last energized position in& 
pendent of power interruptions until the fault clears. 

False alarms triggered by moisture. in the sensing 
element and co~ectors or by damage resulting in short 
circuits or grounds in the sensing element are unlikely 
because of the system design. Additionally, there is no 
loss or impairment of fire detector capability from a 
single break in the sensing element as long as there is no 
electrical short. With two breaks in the sensing element, 
the section between the breaks becomes inactive al- 
though the remaining segment ends remain active. 

Fire detection circuits in the engine compartments 
detect a leak in the high-temperature duct and illuminate 
the appropriate FIRE warning light and activate the L 
FIRE or R FIRE warning legend on the MFD and HUD. 
The warning legend is a repeat of a discrete from the tire 
detect system. 

2.12.1 Fire Detection Test. An integrity test ofthe 
tire detection system can be performed by selection of 
FIRE DETiEXT on the pilot MASTER TEST switch. 
The integrity test simultaieously checks the sensing ele 
ment loops of both engine compartments for continuity 

SHORT 

tire sensing loop is heated to approximatel; 600 “F or 
when any 6-inch section is heated to approximately 
1,000 “F. 

WUD AND MFD 
WARNING LEOENDS~ 

TEST THERnilSTOR 

Figure 2-27. Fire Detection System 
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and freedom from short circuits, and the fire alarm cir- 
cuits and FIRE warning lights for proper functioning. 
Presence of a short circuit or control unit maltiction 
causes the warning light to remain out. Fii detection 
test is not available on the emergency generator. 

2.13 FIRE EXTINGUISHING SYSTEM 

The fa extinguishing system is capable of discharg- 
ing an extinguishing agent into either engine nacelle and 
its accessory section. The system consists of two con- 
tainers of extinguishing agent, piping and nozzles to 
route and discharge the agent, cockpit switches to acti- 
vate. the system, and advisory lights that alert the flight- 
crew to a drop in system pressure beyond a predeter- 
mined level. 

The fue extinguishing agent is a clean, colorless, 
odorless, and electrically nonconductive gas. It is a 
low-toxicity vapor that chemically stops the combustion 
process. It will not damage equipment because it leaves 
no water, foam, powder, or other residue. 

The retention time of an adequate concentration of 
the extinguishing agent in the engine compartment will 
determine probability of reignition, and, therefore, the 
probability of aircraft survival. At high airspeeds, 
where airflow through the engine compartment is in- 
creased, agent retention time is reduced. 

The slower the airspeed at the time the extinguisher 
is fued, the higher the probability of fire extinction and 
the lower the probability of reignition. 

Circuit breaker protection is provided on the RIO 
essential No. 1 circuit breaker panel by the R FIRE EXT 
cf7ircuit breaker and the L FIRE EXT (7C5) circuit 

2.13.1 Fire Extinguisher Pushbuttons. The dis- 
charge pushbuttons for the tire extinguishing system are 
located behind the FUEL SHUT OFF handles. The 
FUEL SHUT OFF handle for the at&ted engine must 
be pulled to make the pushbutton for that engine 
accessible (see Figure 2-28). If the letI or right fm 
extinguishing pushbutton is activated, the contents of 
both extinguishing containers are discharged into the 
selected engine and its accessory section. Since it is a 
one-shot system, both system advisory lights, ENG 
FIRE EXT and AUX FIRE EXT, will illuminate and 
remain illuminated after container pressures drop below 
a preset level. 

2.13.2 Fire Extinguisher Advisory Lights. tie 
advkoty lights are provided to indicate low pressure in 
the fire extinguishing agent containers. The lights, ENG 

FJRE EXT and AUX FIRE EXT, illuminate when 
container pressure drops 90 psi below a nominal pres- 
sure of 600 psi at 70 OF (see Figure 2-28). 

2.13.3 Fire Extinguisher Test. The fue extinguish- 
ingsystemistestedbyraisingandmtatingtheMASTER 
TEST switch to FIRE DETiEXT and depressing the 
knob the FIRE warning lights will illuminate. The fm 
extinguishing system initiates a self-test indicated by 
either a GO or NO GO light. If the fm extinguisher test 
passes, the GO light illuminates; if the NO GO light 
illuminates or if both or neither GO and NO GO lights 
illuminate, the system has not tested properly and a 
failure exists somewhere in the system. 

2.14 AIRCRAFT FUEL SYSTEM 

The aircraft fuel system normally operates as a split 
feed system, with the let3 and aft tanks feeding to the left 
engine and the right and forward tanks feeding the right 
engine (refer to FO-6). Except for the external tanks, the 
system uses motive flow fuel to transfer fuel. The supply 
of high-pressure fnel fk3m engine-driven motive fuel 
pumps operates lkel ejector pumps to transfer fuel without 
the need of moving parts. The system is not dependent 
on eleztrical power for normal fuel transfer and feed. 
Total internal and external fuel quantity indication is 
provided, with a selective quantity readout for individual 
tanks. Fuel system management requirements are mini- 
mal under,normal operation for feed, tmnsfer, dumping, 
and refueling. Sutlicient cockpit control is provided to 
manage the system under failure conditions. The aircrafi 
fuel system is designed so that all usable fuel will nor- 
mally be depleted under two- or single-engine operat- 
ing conditions before an engine flameout occurs from 
tie1 starvation. However, with complete motive flow 
failure, engine fuel starvation can occur with usable fuel 
aboard. 

Note 
All fuel weights in this manual are based on 
the use of JF-5 fuel at 6.8 pounds per gallon, 
JP-4 tieI at 6.5 pounds per gallon, or m-8 
fuel at 6.7 pounds per gallon. 

2.14.1 Fuel Tankage. Figure 2-29 shows the gen- 
eral tkel tankage arrangement in the aircraft. The fuel 
supply is stored in eight separate. fuselage cells, two 
wing box cells, two integral wing cells, and (optional 
loading) two external foe1 tanks. 

2.14.1.1 Sump Tanks. The engine feed group, con- 
sisting of the left and right box-beam tanks and the left 
and right sump tanks, span the fuselage slightly forward 
ofthemid-ce.nterofgravity,Fuelineachbox-beamtank 
gravity flows to its respective sump tank. The sump 
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Figure 2-28. Fire Extinguishing Switches and Advisory Lights 

FUEL PERSPECTIVE FUEL DUMP MAST WJx AFT FUSELAGE 

Figure 2-29. Fuel Tanks 
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tanks (self-sealing) are directly connected to the box- 
beam tanks and contain the turbine-driven boost pumps. 
The feed tanks supply fuel to the engine. A negative-g 
check valve traps fuel in the feed tank during negative-g 
flight. 

. Zero- or negative-g flight longer than 10 
seconds in AB or 20 seconds in MIL or 
less will deplete the fuel sump tanks (cell 
Nos. 3 and 4). resulting in flameout of 
both engines. 

l AB operation in the zero to negative OSg 
regime may result in air ingestion into the 
fuel boost pumps, causing possible Al3 
blowout or engine flameout. 

. With fuel in feed group below 1,000 
pounds, AI3 operation could result in AB 
blowout. 

Note 
AB operation with less than 1,000 pounds in 
either feed group may illuminate the FUEL 
PRESS light because of uncovering of the 
boost pump inlet. 

2.14.1.2 Forward Tank. The forward fuselage fuel 
tank is in the center fuselage, between the inlet ducts and 
immediately ahead ofthe feed group. The forward tank 
is partitioned into two bladder cells (Nos. 1 and 2) that 
are interconnected by open ports at the top for vent and 
overflow purposes. Flapper valves at the base provide 
for forward-to-aft fuel gravity transfer. 

2.14.1.3 Aft Tank. The aft fuselage fuel tank group is 
partitioned into four bladder cells @Jos. 5, 6, 7, and 8) 
and a vent tank. The forward-most cell in the aft tank 
group (cell No. 5) lays laterally across the center fuse- 
lage. Extending aft are two coffin-shaped tanks that con- 
tain two cells (Nos. 6 and 8) on the right side and one 
cell (No. 7) plus an integral fuel vent tank on the left 
side. The coffin tanks straddle the center trough area, 
which contains the control rods. Sparrow missile 
launchers, and electrical and fluid power lines. All fuel 
cells in the aft tank group are interconnectedby one-way 
flapper valves at the base for aft-to-forward fuel gravity 
transfer. 

2.14.1.4 Wing Tanks. There ,are integral fuel cells 
in the movable wing panels between the front and aft 
wing spars. Because of the wing-sweep pivot location 

and the extensive span (20 feet) of the wing tanks, wing 
fuel loading provides a variable aft cg contribution to 
the aircraft longitudinal balance as a function of wing- 
sweep angle. Each wing panel consists of the integral 
fuel cell, which is designed to withstand loads because 
of fuel sloshing during catapulting and extreme rolling 
maneuvers with partial or full wing fuel. Fuel system 
plumbing (transfer and refuel, motive flow, and vent 
lines) to the wing tanks incorporate telescoping sealed 
joints at the pivot area to provide normal operation in- 
dependent of wing-sweep position. 

2.14.1.5 External Tanks. Fuel, air, electrical, and fuel 
precheck line connectors are under the engine nacelles 
for the external carriage of two fuel tanks. Check valves 
in the connectors provide an automatic seal with the tank 
removed. Although the location is designated as arma- 
ment station Nos. 2 and 7, no other store is designed to 
be suspended there so that the carriage of external fuel 
tanks does not limit the weapon-loading capability of 
the aircraft. Suspension of the drop tanks and their fuel 
content has an insignificant effect on the aircraft longi- 
tudinal center of gravity, and, even under the most adverse 
asymmetric fuel condition, the resultant movement can be 
compensated for by lateral trimming. 

See Chapter 4 for external tank limitations. 

2.14.2 Fuel Quantity System. The fuel-quantity 
measurement and indication system provides the flight- 
crew with a continuous indication of total internal and 
external fuel remaining, a selective readout for all fuel 
tanks, independent low-fuel detection, and automatic 
fuel system control features. 

piikE- 

To prevent fuel spills from an overlilledvent 
tank caused by a failed level-control system, 
set the WINCVEXT TRANS switch to OFF 
if the left tape reading reaches 6,200 pounds 
or the right tape reading reaches 6,600 pounds. 
If either fuel tape reading is exceeded, the 
aircraft shall be downed for maintenance 
inspection. 

Note 
Fuel in the vent tank is not gauged. 
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Thequantitymeasurement systemusesdual-element, 
capacitance-type fuel probes to provide the flightcrew 
with a continuous display of fuel quantity remaining. 
Fuel thermistor devices and caution light displays pro- 
vide a backup FUEL LOW level-indicating system, in- 
dependent of the capacitance-type gauging system. 
Additionally, the pilot is provided with a BINGO set 
capability on the fuel quantity indicator to preset the 
total quantity level for activation of a BINGO caution 
light. 

Note 

Fuel quantity system malfunctions that result 
in erroneous totalizer readings will invali- 
date the use of the BINGO caution light. 

2.14.2.1 Fuel Quantity Indicators. The pilot and 
RIO fuel quantity indicators are shown in Figure 2-30 
with a definitive breakdown of tape and counter read- 
ings. The white vertical tapes on the pilot indicator show 
fuselage fuel quantity. The let? tape indicates fuel quan- 
tity in the let? feed and aft fuselage; the right tape indi- 
cates fuel quantity in the right feed and forward fuselage. 
The “L” and “R” labeled counters display either feed 
group, wing tank, or external tank fuel quantity on the 
side selected using the QTY SEL rocker switch on the 
fuel management panel, The rocker switch is spring 
loaded to FEED. The pilot TOTAL quantity display and 
the RIO display indicate total internal and external fuel. 

Note 
The RIO fuel quantity indicator is a repeater 
of the pilot total fuel indicator. The differ- 
ence between the two should not exceed 300 
pounds. 

2.14.2.2 FUEL LOW Caution Lights. AL FUEL 
LOW or R FUEL LOW caution light illuminates with 
1,000 i200 pounds of fuel remaining in the respective 
feed group. The RIO is provided with a single FUEL 
LOW caution light that illuminates with one or both of 
the pilot FUEL LOW caution lights. 

Each FUEL LOW caution light is illuminated by two 
thermistors operating in series. One set of thermistors is 
in the right box-beam tank and cell No. 2. The other set 
of thermistors is in the left box-beam tank and cell No. 
5. The FUEL LOW light illuminates only if both ther- 
mistors operating in series are uncovered. 

If the thermistors in either cell No. 2 or 
No. 5 remain covered during a fuel trans- 
fer failure, it is possible topartially deplete 
the sump tank without illuminating the 
respective FUEL LOW caution light. 

When both FUEL LOW caution lights il- 
luminate, less than 1 minute of fuel is 
available if both engines are operating in 
zone five AB. 

If the BINGO CAUTION circuit breaker 
(8F6) is pulled, the L and R FUEL LOW 
caution lights will be disabled. 

2.14.2.3 Fuel Quantity Indication Test. Actuation 
of the master test switch in INST causes the fuselage 
tapes and total and feed/wing/external fuel quantity in- 
dicators to drive to 2,000 pounds and illuminates the 
FUEL LOW caution lights. The test can be performed 
on the ground or in flight. The test does not check the 
fuel probes or the thermistors. A test of the BINGO set 
device can be obtained concurrently with the INST test 
by setting the BINGO level at greater than2,OOOpounds. 
In this case, the BINGO caution light will illuminate 
when the totalizer reading decreases to a value less than 
the BMGO setting. 

2.14.3 Engine Feed. The feedgroupforeachengine 
is comprised of a box-beam tank and a sump tank. Each 
box-beam tank holds approximately 1,300 pounds of 
fuel and is fed from external tank transfer, wing transfer, 
and fuselage transfer from cell No. 2 or 5. When a 
box-beam tank is full, excess fuel is returned to the 
fuselage tanks through an overflow pipe. The sump 
tanks, which hold approximately 300 pounds of fuel 
each, are located directly beneath the box-beam tanks 
and have three sources of fuel (see Figure 2-31 for iden- 
tification of tank interconnects): 

1. Interconnect A or B provides gravity sump from 
the respective box-beam tank. 

2. Interconnect C or D connects the sump tank to its 
respective fuselage tank (cell No. 4 to cell No. 2/ 
cell No. 3 to cell No. 5). 

3. The sump tank interconnect line and valve E con- 
nect the two sump tanks. 
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Figure 2-30. Fuel Controls and Indicators (Sheet 1 of 3) 
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NOMENCLATURE 

0 QTY SEL switch 

0 FEED switch 

0 WlNG/EXl TRANS switch 

FUNCTION 

WING - Fuel quantity in each wing Is displayed on Land R counter of 
pilot’s fuel quantity Indicator. 

FEED - 

MT- 

FWD- 

NORM - 
(guarded 
position) 

AFT- 

DRIDE - 

AUTO - 

OFF - 

Rocker switch spring returns to FEED when not held in WING or 
EXT. FEED group fuel quantity displayed on L and R counter of 
pilot’s fuel quantity indicator. 

Fuel quantity in each external tank displayed on Land R 
counter of pilot’s fuel quantity Indicator. 

Both engines feed from right and forward tanks. Opens sump 
tank interconnect valve, box beam vent valves, fuselage motive 
flow Isolation valve, defuellng and transfer selector valve, and 
shuts off motive flow fuel to all afl tank ejector pumps. 

Right engine feeds from forward and right tanks. Left engine 
feeds from aft and left tanks. 

Both engines feed from aft and left tanks. Opens sump tank 
Interconnect valve, box beam vent valves, fuselage motive flow 
Isolation valve, defueling and transfer selector valves, and 
shuts off motive flow fuel to forward tank ejector pumps. 

Airborne - Allows transfer of wing fuel, fuselage tank 
pressurization, and pressurization and transfer of external tanks 
will landing gear down, and with electrical malfunction In 
transfer System. Weight on Wheels -Allows transfer of wing and 
external tank fuel. 

A&borne - Normal position. Wing fuel Is automatically 
transfened. Transfer of external fuel and fuselage pressurization 
Is automatic with landing gear retracted. Automatic shut off of 
Wing and edema\ tanks when empty.WelgM on Wheels 
-Automatic transfer of wing and external tank fuel cannot be 
accomplished; switch must be set to OAIDE for wing fuel 
transfer. 

Closes solenoid operated valve to shut off motive flow fuel to 
wing and also inhibits external tank transfer and fuselage 
pressurization. Spring return to AUTO when master test switch 
Is actuated in INST. and when either thermistor in cell 2 and 5 is 
uncovered, when DUMP Is selected, and when REFUEL 
PROBE switch is In ALL MTD. 

Illuminates whenever probe cavity forward door Is open during retraction or 
extension of probe. 

OFF - Dump valve closed. 

DUMP - Opens a solenoid operated pilot valve, which ports motlve flow 
fuel pressure to open the dump valve and allows gravity fuel 
dump overboard from cells 2 and 5. Wing and external tank 
transfer automatically Initlated. Dump electrically inhibited with 
weight on wheels or speed brakes not fully retracted. 

Figure 2-30. Fuel Controls and Indicators (Sheet 2 of 3) 
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NOMENCLATURE FUNCTION 

@ REFUEL PROBE switch ALL DCTD - Extends refueling probe. Shuts off wing and external tank fuel 
transfer to permit refueling of all tanks. Returns transfer switch 
from OFF to AUTO. 

FUS EXTD - Extends refueling probe. Normal transfer and feed. Used for 
practice piugins, fuselage-only refueling, or flight with 
damaged wing tank. 

RET- Retracts refueling probe. 

0 
Left and right FUEL SHUT 
OFF PULL handles 

Pulling respective handle manually shuts off fuel to that engine. Push forward 
resets englne fuel feed shutoff valve to open. 

0 9 L and R FUEL LOW caution Fuel thermistors uncovered in aft and left or forward and right feed group. 
lights (Also single light on iliuminates with approximately 1 ,ooO pounds remaining in individual feed 
RIO CAUTION panel.) group and the respective fuselage tanks empty. 

@ BINGO caution light iiiuminates when total fuel quantity indicator reads lower than BINGO counter 
value. 

0 10 Land R FUEL PRESS indicates insufficient discharge pressure (less than 9 psi) from respective 
caution lights turbine driver boost pump. 

Figure 2-30. Fuel Controls and Indicators (Sheet 3 of 3) 

The proportion of fuel supplied to each sump tank 
through the five interconnects (A through E) is a func- 
tion of the pressure differential existing at each of the 
interconnects. The interconnect with the highest pres- 
sure differential will provide the most fuel. Valve E is 
commanded open during low-fuel states and during fuel 
balancing when the FEED switch is selected FWD or 
AFT. 

In a normal sequence, three situations can be defined 

1. Situation 1 

a. Fuel in cell Nos. 2 and 5 

b. FEED switch in NORMAL 

c. Normal engine fuel flow (MIL thrust or less). 

Under these conditions, the sump tank interconnect 
valve is closed, and the left and right systems are 
isolated. The transfer capacity into the box-beam 
tank exceeds the engine demand, ensuring a full box- 
beam tank. The pressure head at interconnect A or B 
created by the higher vertical location of the fuel in 
the box-beam tank, is greater than that created at 
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interconnect C or D by the fuel in either cell No. 2 or 
5. Therefore, fuel to replenish the sump tanks will 
come from the box-beam tanks through interconnects 
A and B. 

2. Situation 2 

a. Fuel in cell Nos. 2 and 5 

b. FEED switch in NORM 

c. High-engine fuel demands (afterburner). 

Under these conditions the sump tank interconnect 
valve is closed and the left and right systems are 
isolated. Engine fuel demand can exceed the transfer 
rate into the box-beam tank. If this occurs, the fuel 
level in the box-beam tank will start to drop; however 
the box-beam tanks are not vented, resulting in a 
pressure drop above the declining fuel level. This 
reduced pressure lowers the total pressure at A and 
B, below the pressure at C and D. Therefore, the 
majorityofthe fuel to replenish thesump tankscomes 
directly from fuselage cell Nos. 2 and 5 through in- 
terconnects C and D, respectively. The reduction in 
box-beam tank fuel quantity should not normally 
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Figure 2-3 1. Engine Fuel Feed 
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result in a feed group quantity indication of less than 
1,200 pounds. If the feed groups drop and then hold 
in the 1,200-pound range during a high-speed dash, 
the system is working normally. 

3. Situation 3 

a. Fuel in either cell No. 2 or 5 has been depleted. 

b. FEED switch in NORM. 

c. Any normal engine demand. 

When the low-level thermistor in either cell No. 2 or 
5 is uncovered, both box-beam tanks are vented and 
the sump tank interconnect valve is opened. The two 
groups become a common system and will seek a 
common level to equalize the static pressure head. 
Fuel will flow through the open sump tank intercon- 
nect valve only as a function of differential pressure. 
With open vent valves, the fuel in both box-beam 
tanks has a positive vent pressure, forcing the fuel 
into the respective sump tank through interconnect A 
or B. 

Fuel in the sump tank is picked up by the turbine- 
driven boost pump through a flexible pendulum pickup, 
boosted to greater than 10 psi, and fed to the engine 
through the engine feed line. Normally the right boost 
pump only feeds the right engine and the left boost pump 
only feeds the left engine; however, the boost pump 
output lines are connected by a normally closed engine 
automatic crossfeed valve. If either boost pump output 
pressure falls below 9 psi, as indicated by the illumina- 
tion of the appropriate FUEL PRESS caution light, the 
engine automatic crossfeed valve is commanded open. 
The engine automalic crossfeed valve allows fuel from 
the operating boost pump to supply pressurized fuel to 
the engine on the failed side. The engine automatic 
crossfeed valve is also opened when either of the Iow- 
level thermistors in cell No. 2 or 5 is uncovered; how- 
ever if equal boost pump pressures exist, negligible flow 
will occur through the valve. 

2.14.3.1 L/R FUEL PRESS Caution Lights. IlIumi- 
nation of the L or R FUEL PRESS caution light results 
from a malfunction of the boost pump, failure of the 
motive flow pump, exhaustion of fuel, or fuel flow in- 
terruption. With illumination of the caution light, the 
engine automatic crossfeed valve is commanded open 
and the fuselage motive flow shutoff valve on the failed 
side is automatically closed. Because of the reduced 
pumping and transfer capacity while operating on a sin- 
gle boost pump, afterburner operation is restricted to 
altitudes below 15,000 feet. Fuel to both engines is sup- 
plied from the side with the operating boost pump; there- 

fore a fuel quantity imbalance will result. Use of the 
FEED switch to balance fuel quantity will override the 
low-fuel pressure signal to the fuselage motive flow 
shutoff valve, allowing normal fuel balancing proce- 
dures. Illumination ofboth FUEL PRESS caution lights 
indicates reduced (~9 psi) or loss of boosted fuel pres- 
sure to both engines. Fuel will continue to be supplied 
by suction feed; however, thrust settings should be mini- 
mized and AB used only in emergencies. Suction feed 
is drawn from an inlet at the bottom of the fuel cell that 
does not incorporate a flexible pendulum pickup. 

With a left or right FUEL PRESS light, flight 
at zero or negative g should be avoided or 
engine fuel starvation may result. 

With both FUEL PRESS caution lights illuminated, 
there is a potential that total loss of motive flow pressure 
has occurred because of both motive flow pumps not 
functioning. Total loss ofmotive flow pressure will pre- 
clude tmnsfcr of any remaining wing fuel or fuel dump 
and result in total segregation of the FWDMGHT and 
AFT/LEFT systems since motive flow provides the 
force to open the sump tank interconnect valve. Without 
motive flow pressure, all fuselage fuel transfer is by 
gravity, which makes the quantity of usable fuel a func- 
tionofaircraftattitude. Atcruiseattitude,appmximateIy 
400 pounds of usable fuel will be trapped in the afl 
fuselage. After illumination of both fuel pressure cau- 
tion lights, any of the following events indicate that 
some motive flow pressure is available: 

1. Wing fuel transfer 

2. With the FEED switch in FWD or AFT and no 
transfer of external fuel 

a. The feed group of the selected side remains 
full. 

b. Fuel migration from one side to the other. 

2.14.3.2 Engine Fuel Feed During Afterburner 
Operations. High Al3 fuel consumption places extreme 
demands on the engine feed system. In addition, the g 
forces experienced with AB use, especially during UR- 
loaded accelerations (bugouts) and low-g nose-high 
maneuvering, tend to reduce forward fuel transfer to cell 
No. 5 and the left engine sump tank (cell No.3). When 
these conditions are sustained, fuel in cell No. 5 is de- 
pleted by both high suction feed through the gravity 
transfer line (C, Figure 2-32), and by reducing gravity 
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Figure 2-32. Aft Fuselage Fuel Transfer 

fuel transfer from cell Nos. 6 and 7. Zero- or low-g (less 
than 0.5) flight tends to force the fuel remaining in cell 
No. 5 toward the aft wall of the tank or, at reduced fuel 
level, uncovers gravity transfer line (C) and allows air 
to be drawn into the sump tank. Continued zero- or 
low-g (less than 0.5) maneuvers will aggravate this con- 
dition and increase the probability of air ingestion. Ifair 
enters the boost pump and engine feed line, the fuel 
pressure light will illuminate. If the maneuver is con- 
tinued, the left AB will blow out and subsequent left-en- 
gine flameout can occur. Right-engine flameout can 
follow after left-engine flameout because engine feed 
crossfeed operation will reduce the effective output of 
the right boost pump. Aircraft deceleration can further 
interrupt fuel transfer from cell No. 2 to the right sump 
through the gravity transfer line (D, Figure 2-33). Once 
initiated, this sequence can occur rapidly and is inde- 
pendent of total fuel state. 

pi-G-1 

. During zero- or negative-g flight, the oil 
pressure light will normally illuminate 
and activate the master caution light. Sub- 
sequent illumination of a fuel pressure 
light may go unnoticed, allowing the pilot 

to continue the maneuver to the point of 
AB blowout and engine flameout. 

e In the presence of a fuel pressure light, 
fuel demand must be reduced and positive 
g restored to prevent possible engine 
flameout. 

2.14.3.3 Fuel Shutoff Handles. Individual engine 
fuel feed shutoff valves in the IeA and right feed lines at 
the point of nacelle penetration are connected by control 
cables to the FUEL SHUT OFF handles on the pilot 
instrument panel. During normal operation, the handles 
should remain pushed in so that fuel flow to the engine 
fuel feed system is unrestricted. If a fire is detected in 
the engine nacelle, the pilot should pull (approximately 
3 or 4 inches) the FUEL SHUT OFF handle on the 
affected side to stop the supply of fuel to the engine. 

Securing the engine at high power settings 
using the FUEL SHUTOFF handles may re- 
sult in damage to the aircraft fuel system. 
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Figure 2-33. Forward Fuselage Fuel Transfer 

Note 

Engine tlameout will occur approximately 4 
aaxmls after the FUEL SHUT OFF handle(s) 
ispulledwiththethrottle(s)atMIL.Withlow~~ 
power settings!, time to tlameout will increase 
(appmximately 30 seconds at IDLE). 

2.14.4 Fuel Transfer 

2.14.4.1 Motive Flow Transfer. With the exception 
of the external tanks, which utilize bleed air, all fuel 
transfer is accomplished by gravity and motive flow. In 
motive flow, a relatively small amount of pressurized 
fuel moves at high speed through ejector pumps, using 
the venturi effect to induce flow of the transfer fuel. The 
ejector pumps have no rotating parts or power require- 
ments other than motive flow. 

Like other elements of the fuel transfer system, mo- 
tive flow transfer is initially segregated to right and left. 
The motive flow pump driven by the right engine pro- 
vides motive flow and pressure to drive the right boost 
pump and to run the ejector transfer pumps in the for- 
ward fuselage and right wing. The motive flow pump 
driven by the left engine provides motive flow and pres- 
sure to drive the left boost pump and runs the ejector 
transfer pumps in the aft fuselage and left wing. 

The path ofthe motive flow fuel is essentially the same 
for either side. Fuel 6om the engine feed line is pressurized 
by theengiwdrivenmotive flow pumpandinitially muted 
through the boost pump turbine. The motive flow fuel is 
then routed through its respective transfer system. As the 
pressurized fuel passes through each ejector pump, it in- 
duces transfer fuel to flow along with the motive flow fuel. 
This combination of fuel eventually is transferred into the 
respective wing box-beam tank. 

There are four valves that control motive flow 
transfer: 

1. Motive flow isolation valve - Normally closed, 
but when the low-level thermistor in cell Nos. 2 or 
5 is uncovered or the FEED switch is out of 
NORM, the valve is commanded open, providing 
a path for motive flow fuel from a normally oper- 
ating side to cross over and power a malfunction- 
ing opposite side. 

2. Forward fuselage motive flow shutoff valve - 
Normally open except when the R FUEL PRESS 
caution light is illuminated or the FEED switch is 
in AFT. When the valve is closed, all motive flow 
transfer in the forward fuselage is shut off. If the 
valve is closed because of the R FUEL PRESS 
caution light, positioning the FEED switch to 
FWD will open the valve. 
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3. AFT fuselage motive flow shutoff valve - Nor- 
mally open except when the L FUEL PRESS cau- 
tion light is illuminated or the FEED switch is in 
FWD. When the valve is closed, all motive flow 
transfer in the aft fuselage is shut off. If the valve 
is closed because.of the L FUEL PRESS caution 
light, positioning the FEED switch to AFT will 
open the valve. 

4. Wing motive flow shutoff valve - The motive 
flow to each wing passes through separate paths in 
a single motive flow shutoff valve. The valve is 
normally open except when: 

a. The WING/EXT TRANS switch is in OFF or 
in AUTO with both left and right wing ther- 
mistors dry. 

b. Weight is on wheels. 

C. The REFUEL PROBE switch is in ALL EXTD. 

In any case, the wing motive flow shutoff valve can 
be commanded open by selecting ORIDE on the WING/ 
EXT TRANS switch. 

2.14.4.2 Fotward Fuselage Transfer. Fuel in cell 
No. 1 flows by gravity into cell No. 2 where two motive 
flow ejector pumps transfer it into the right wing box- 
beam tank at approximately 18,000 pounds pph. Fuel 
entering the box-beam tank beyond engine demands 
overflows through an overflow pipe back into cell 
No. 2. There is no fuel level control associated with 
fuselage motive flow transfer; therefore, the fuel will 
continue to circulate from cell No. 2 into the right box- 
beam tank and back through the overflow pipe. When 
the fuel in cell Nos. 1 and 2 is depleted, the motive flow 
ejector pumps are shut off by their own low-level floats, 
In the event of failure of the forward fuselage motive 
flow, the fuel can reach the right sump tank by gravity 
flow through interconnect D. 

2.14.4.3 Aft Fuselage Transfer. Fuel in the aft fu- 
selage is transferred forward by scavenge ejectorpumps 
in cell No. 8 and the vent tank, single ejector pumps in 
cell Nos. 6 and 7, and two ejector pumps in cell No. 5. 
All atl motive flow transfer is into the left box-beam 
tank, producing a rate of approximately 36,000 pph. 
This flow rate is approximately twice that ofthe forward 
fuselage transfer rate because there are more motive 
flow ejector pumps in the aft transfer system. More fuel 
tanks and thus more motive flow ejector pumps are 
required in the aft transfer system than the forward trans- 
fer system because of the aircratl structural contigum- 
tion. Like the forward fuselage, aft fuselage transfer 
does not have any high-level control associated with it. 
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Excess fuel in the box-beam tank passes through an 
overflow pipe back into cell No. 5. When cell No. 5 is 
full, the fuel cascades into cell Nos. 67, and 8. The at? 
fuselage fuel will continue to circulate until consumed by 
the engine. When their respective cell is empty, the mo- 
tive flow ejector pumps will be shutoff by their own 
low-level floats. The scavenge ejector pumps do not 
incorporate shutoff floats. In the event of loss of aft 
fuselage motive flow transfer, fuel may be gravity fed 
forward to cell No. 5 and eventually to the lefi sump tank 
through interconnect C. 

2.14.4.4 Wing Transfer. Wing fuel is transferred by 
two motive flow ejector pumps located in each wing. To 
prevent overfilling the fuselage, entry ofwing fuel into 
the box-beam tank is controlled by the refuelingAmnsfer 
shutoff valve. In the forward fuselage, excess fuel over- 
flows through an overflow pipe from therightbox-beam 
tank into cell No. 2, and then cascades into cell No. 1. 
A high-level pilot valve senses when cell No. 1 is full 
and sends a signal to close the right refuelingltransfer 
shutoff valve, preventing additional wing fuel from en- 
tering. When engine fuel consumption provides room in 
cell No. 1 for additional fuel, the high-level pilot will 
signal the refueling/transfer shutoff valve to open. The 
sequence is identical for the left box-beam tank and aft 
fuselage with the exception that the high-level pilot 
valve is located in cell No. 7 and controls the let? 
refueling/transfer shutoff valve (see Figure 2-34 for 
wing and external tank fuel transfer). 

Normally wing fuel can only transfer to the box-beam 
tank on its respective side, except when the thermistor in 
either cell No. 2 or 5 is uncovered or the FEED switch is 
selected FWD or AFT. For either condition, the motive 
flow isolation valve opens, making motive flow pressure 
available to either wing from either engine and the two 
defuektransfer selector valves open permitting fuel from 
either wing to transfer to either box-beam tank. Total loss 
of wing motive flow will preclude transfer of any 
remaining wing fuel. Failure of either high-level pilot 
valve or refueling/transfer shutoff valve to the closed 
position could cause a single-wing transfer failure. Se- 
lection of FWD or AFT on the FEED switch opens the 
defueVtransferselectorvalves allowingthetmppedwing 
fuel to transfer to the opposite box-beam fuel tank. 

Note 

Premature automatic wing motive flow valve 
shutoff may occur because of formation of 
air bubbles in the wingtip fuel thermistors. 
Pilot selection of ORIDE with the 
WING/EXT TRANS switch will reenable 
fuel transfer. 
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Figure 2-34. Wing and External Tank Fuel Transfer 
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Note 

l ORIDE transfer should not normally be 
used unless AUTO transfer fails to com- 
plete transfer ofwing or external tank fuel. 
ORIDE use when the wing tanks are dry 
may allow air to enter the box-beam tanks, 
reducing the efficiency of gravity transfer 
to the sump tanks. 

l When the thermistor in either cell No. 2 
or 5 is uncovered, the WING/EXT 
TRANS switch will be deenergized from 
OFF to AUTO. This automatic feature is 
to ensure all wing and external fuel has 
been transferred. AAer 5 seconds, the pilot 
may reset this switch to OFF. 

A weight-on-wheels inhibit function prevents open- 
ing of the wing motive flow shutoff valve. To transfer 
wing fuel during ground operations, the WINCYEXT 
TRANS switch must be set to ORIDE to bypass the 
weight-on-wheels function. 

Activation of fuselage fuel dump automatically initi- 
ates wing fuel transfer in sequence after external tank 
transfer by automatically moving the WINCYEXT 
TRANS switch to AUTO if in OFF. Positioning the 
REFUEL PROBE switch to ALL/EXTD also releases 
the solenoid holding the WING/EXT TRANS switch in 
OFF. 

2.14.4.5 External Tank Transfer. External tank 
transfer is also controlled by the WMG/EXT TRANS 
switch. When external tanks are installed, transfer from 
the wings and external tanks occurs concurrently. Trans- 
fer from the wings and external tanks cannot be accom- 
plished separately; however, the external tanks should 
complete transfer before the wing tanks. External tank 
fuel is transferred by bleed air pressure regulated to 
25 psi. Maximum transfer rate of each external tank 
is approximately 45,000 pph. External tank fuel transfer 
into the fuselage is controlled by the same valves that 
control wing transfer. Fuselage level is controlled by 
the refueling/transfer shutoff valves and, until both the 
defuel/transfer valves are commanded open, external 
tank fuel can only transfer into the box-beam tank 
located on the same side of the aircraft. 

External tank transfer can be checked on the deck by 
placing the WMG/EXT TRANS switch to ORIDE, or 
selecting FLT GR UP with the MASTER TEST switch 
and noting depletion of external tank fuel quantity. In 
addition, when FLT GR UP is selected, the GO/NO GO 
light on the MASTER TEST panel is illuminated by a 
pressure switch in the aircraft pressure line leading to 
the external tanks and indicates status of line pressure. 
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Since FLT GR UP serves to bypass the landing gear 
down interlock in the external tank transfer circuit, the 
WtNG/EXT TRANS switch may remain in the AUTO 
(normal) position for this check. 

Note 
l Verifying tank operation by observing 

fuel transfer is both time consuming with 
a full fuselage fuel load and aggravates 
fuel slosh loads in the external tanks dur- 
ing catapult launch. 

l Engine rpm above idle may be required to 
provide sufficient bleed air pressure for a 
satisfactory check. 

2.14.4.6 Vent Valve Failure. The vent valves in the 
right and left box-beam tank are always commanded 
open with the sump tank interconnect valve, making the 
right and left feed groups a common system. This func- 
tion occurs when the low-level thermistor in cell No. 2 
or 5 is uncovered. To equalize the static pressure head 
at the interconnect valve, the fuel in the sump tanks will 
seek a common level. At matched engine demands, each 
engine will feed from its own side and negligible flow 
will occur across the sump tank interconnect valve. If a 
vent valve fails to open, the additional vent pressure on 
top of the fuel on the vented side creates a pressure 
differential between the let? and right sump tanks and 
results in migration through the interconnect valve to the 
side with the inoperative vent valve. Therefore, sump 
tank replenishment of fuel to the side with the failed vent 
valve will come primarily from the opposite sump tank 
because the head pressure at the interconnect valve (E) 
may be higher than that at interconnects A, B, C, or D 
(Figure 2-3 1). A fuel quantity imbalance will occur with 
the side of the properly operating vent valve decreasing 
more rapidly than the malfunctioning side. The box- 
beam tank with the malfunctioning vent valve will even- 
tually vent through the overflow pipe when the 
respective fuselage tank (cell No. 2 or 5) is empty. If for 
any reason the fuel is not transferred out of the respective 
fuselage tank, the imbalance will continue until the 
vented sump tank fuel quantity is low enough to uncover 
the interconnect valve and line (256 pounds approxi- 
mately). This permits venting of the unvented side and 
permits use of the balance of the fuel in the sump tanks. 

Vent valve malfunctions can create disconcerting fuel 
imbalances. Although engine operation is not affected and 
all of the fuel in the aircraft is available, AB use should be 
avoided when low-feed group fuel quantities are indicated. 
If both engine/boost pumps are operating, there is no ad- 
vantage in using the cockpit fuel FEED switch to attempt 
to correct the imbalance. Positions other than NORM 
may simply aggravate the imbalance. 
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2.14.5 Fuel Quantity Balancing. Fuel quantity 
balancing is not normally required prior to completion 
of wing/external tank transfer or until one fuselage tape 
drops below 4,500 pounds. The procedure requires use 
of the FEED switch that opens the sump tank intercon- 
nect valve, joining the FWD/R and AFT/L systems. 
With a high quantity in the FWDiR group, the greater 
static head pressure, particularly in noseup attitudes, can 
cause overfilling of the AFT/L group. To prevent this, 
the FEED switch should be returned to NORM before 
the AFT/L tape reaches 6,200 pounds. 

When the FEED switch is moved to select the high- 
fuel quantity side, the following occurs: 

1 Sump tank interconnect valve opens and provides 
a fuel path between the right and left tanks. 

2. Both box-beam tank vent valves open and provide 
equal vent pressure on top of the fuel in each box- 
beam tank, regardless of the fuel level. 

3. Fuselage motive flow shut off valve on the non- 
selected (low-fuel quantity) side closes and termi- 
nates the last sourceoftransferofthat fuselage fuel 
into its respective box-beam tank. 

4. Motive flow isolation valve opens and provides path 
for nonselected side motive flow pressure to reach 
the opposite side. Thus motive flow transfer should 
maintain a 6111 box-beam tank on the selected side. 

5. Both defuel/transfcr selector valves open and per- 
mit either wing/external tank to transfer into either 
wing box-beam tank. 

The higher static pressure head created by the full 
box-beam tank on the selected side results in the nonse- 
lected side engine feeding primarily from the sump tank 
interconnect rather than interconnects A, B, C, or D. 
With both engines feeding from the fuel in primarily one 
side, the correction rate of the fuel quantity imbalance 
is essentially a function of engine demand. 

During AB operations, NORM shall be 
selected. FWD or AFT could deplete fuel 
in sump tanks. 

Aircraft attitude will have a significant in- 
fluence on the direction of fuel movement 
if FWD or AFT is selected. Nosedown 
attitude will transfer fuel forward, and 
noseup attitude will transfer fuel aft. 

2.14.6 Fuel Transfer/Feed During Single-Engine 
Operation. Loss of an engine before the low-level 
thermistor in either cell No. 2 or 5 is uncovered will 
terminate all motive flow transfer on the failed side. 
External tank fuel will continue to transfer if room is 
available in the failed side fuselage tanks. If no pilot 
action is taken, the operating engine will feed only from 
its own side. This will lead to a fuel imbalance that can 
normally be corrected through the use of the fuel FEED 
switch. Selecting the high side (inoperative engine side) 
results in the following: 

1. Selected side fuselage motive flow shutoff valve 
is opened. The valve was commanded closed when 
the FUEL PRESS caution light illuminated. 

2. Operating side fuselage motive flow shutoff valve 
is closed and stops operating side fuselage fuel 
transfer into the box-beam tank. 

3. Motive flow isolation valve opens. Operating side 
motive flow pressure now powers the inoperative 
side. Failed side fuselage fuel will begin transfer- 
ring into its respective box-beam tank. 

4. Sump tank interconnect valve opens and provides 
a path for the inoperative side fuel to reach the 
operating engine. 

5. Wing box-beam tank vent valves open and equal- 
ize the pressure above the fuel in each wing box- 
beam tank, permitting the higher static pressure 
created by the full wing box-beam tank on the 
inoperative side to induce flow through the open 
sump tank interconnect valve to the operating en- 
gine. 

6. Both defuel/tmnsfer selector valves open and al- 
low either wing or external tank fuel to transfer 
into either wing box-beam tank. 

If no crew action is taken with the FEED switch, the 
same fuel system functions are automatically provided 
when the thermistor in either cell No. 2 or 5 is uncov- 
ered. Additional actions that will occur when the cell 
No. 2 or 5 thermistor is uncovered are: 

1. Both right and let? fuselage motive flow shutoff 
valves open, overriding any previous commands 
to close. Manual override of each valve is still 
provided through the FEED switch. 

2. Engine crossfeed valve receives a redundant com- 
mand to open. An initial command was provided 
when the FUEL PRESS caution light illuminated. 
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3. WING/EXT TRANS switch will automatically go 
to AUTO if originally in OFF. If desired, OFF can 
be reselected after 5 seconds. 

2.14.6.1 Sump lank Interconnect Valve Failure. 
The major fuel system consideration while operating 
single engine is that the sump tank interconnect valve 
opens when commanded. This constitutes the only path 
through which inoperative side fuselage fuel can reach 
the operating engine. While tbe probability of an inop- 
erative sump tank interconnect valve is very low, the 
consequences ofa malfunctionunder single-engine con- 
ditions are severe, particularly at landing fuel weights. 
With a failed closed sump tank interconnect and full 
tltselage cells on the inoperative side, only the wing titel 
on the inoperative side and external fuel can be trans- 
ferred into the operating side fuselage. Attempts to 
transfer the fuel from the inoperative side with the FEED 
switch compound the problem when the motive flow 
isolation valve and inoperative side motive flow shutoff 
valve open. Operating side motive flow fuel, pumped 
through the open motive flow isolation valve to permit 
inoperative side wing and/or fuselage motive flow tmns- 
fer cannot be retrieved. Fuel migration is approximately 
100 pcunds per minute because of wing transfer, and 
approximately 200 pounds per minute for fuselage 
transfer. Coupled with a normal engine demand of ap- 
proximately 100 pounds per minute, a balancing attempt 
will result in usable fuel in the operative side being 
depleted at approximately 400 pounds per minute. 

Note 
Operating side fuel remaining can be pro- 
tected by pulling the FUEL SHUT OFF han- 
dle for the inoperative side and concurrently 
selecting the operative side on the FEED 
switch. This will eliminate a potential fuel 
path acmss the engine automatic cmssfeed 
valve, through the inoperative sump tank 
boost pump into the inoperative side. 

If the sump tank interconnect is failed closed, the 
following additional considerations apply: 

With the FEED switch selected to the operating side. 

1. Wing and external tank fuel from both sides will 
transfer into the operating side fuselage ifrhe in- 
operative sidehelage is jLII. 

2. IfDIMP is selected, wing motive flow is automat- 
ically activated; therefore, approximately 100 
pounds per minute of fuel available to the operat- 
ing engine will be lost. 

2.14.7 F~ei Dump. Figure 2-35 shows aircraft 
fuel system components associated with fuel dump 
operation. Fuel dump standpipes in the fonvard(cellNo. 
2) aud aft (cell No. 5) fuselage tanks are connected to 
the fuel dump manifold at the dump shutoff valve. The 
manifold extends aA to the fuselage boattail. Actuation 
of the fuel DUMP switch to DUMP supplies power (dc 
essential No. 2) to open the solenoid-operated pilot 
valve, which ports motive flow till pressure to open the 
dump shutoff valve with weight off the main landing 
gear and the speedbrakes retracted. 

The fuel DUMP switch circuit is deactivated on deck 
or with speedbrakes extended. Fuel dump with the 
speedbrakes extended is inhibited because of the result- 
ing flow field disturbance, which would result in fuel 
impingement on the fuselage boattail and exhaust mu- 
zles. The speedbrake switch is electricallybypasseddur- 
ing a combined hydraulic system failure, enabling the 
pilot to dump fuel when the speedbrakes am floating. 
The electrical bypass is accomplished whenever the 
combined pressure falls below 500 psi. 

The speedbmke/fuel dump interlock does not 
prevent speedbrakes fmm being deployed if 
fuel dump is activated. It only prevents the 
dumping of fuel if the speedbrakes are al- 
ready extended. 

. The FUEL FEEDKHJMF circuit breaker 
is on the pilot right-knee circuit breaker 
panel. 

. Dump operations with either engine in af- 
terburner should be avoided since the fuel 
dump mast discharge will be torched. 

. After terminating fuel dump, wait appmxi- 
mately 1 minute to allow residual fuel in 
the fuel dump line to drain before extend- 
ing speedbrakes or lighting afterburners. 

Fuel in the wings and external tanks is dumped by 
transferring to the fuselage. When the titselage fuel 
dump circuit is activated, wing and external tanktmnsfer 
to the box-beam tanks is automatically initiated. Fuel 
dump is by gravity flow with a nominal discharge rate 
of 1,500 pounds per minute. The dump rate is affected 
by aircraft pitch attitude and total fuselage titel quantity 
with discharge flow inhibited at nosedown conditions. 
‘Ihe standpipes in the fuel cells control the minimum 

Note 
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Figure 2-35. Fuel Vent and Dump 

fuel dump level in the tanks, which, under normal op- 
erations (feed group full), is approximately 4,000 
pounds. 

2.14.8 internal Tank Pressurization and Vent. 
The internal fuel vent system is shown in Figure 2-35. 
It is an open-vent-type system, pressurized by ram air 
and engine bleed air from the 25-psi external tank pres- 
sure system that is reduced to 1.75 psi by a fuselage 
pressure regulator and distributed to all tanks through 
the fuselage vent system. This air is automatically sup- 
plied when the landing gear handle is UP or the 
WING/EXT TRANS switch is in ORIDE. When the 
WING/EXT TRANS switch is in OFF, the low-pressure 
bleed air is cut off. 

In flight, the vent tank is maintained at a positive 
pressure up to 2.5 psi maximum. This pressure is fed by 
connecting lines to all internal tanks. These connecting 
lines are routed to provide venting to both the forward 
and afl end of each fuselage tank so it can function as 
both a climb and dive vent. Venting of the box-beam 
tanks is controlled by solenoid-operating valves, which 
when closed, provide suction transfer through the grav- 
ity flow paths in cell Nos. 2 and 5 to the sump tanks. 

2.14.9 Fueling and Defueling. Figure 2-36 shows 
the refueling system. The aircraft is equipped with a 
single-point refueling system, which enables pressure 
tilling of all aircraft fuel tanks from a single receptacle. 
The receptacle is at the recessed ground refuel and de- 
fuel station, behind a quick-access door on the lower 
right side of the forward fuselage. The maximum retit- 
cling rate is 450 gallons per minute at a pressure of 50 
psi. Since ground and air refueling connections use a 
common manifold, the refueling sequence is the same. 

Standpipes refuel the aft and forward fuselage tanks 
by overtlow from the left and right box-beam tanks. A 
high-level pilot valve at the high pointofthe forward tank 
shuts off the fuselage refueling valve in the right box- 
beam tank when the forward tank group is full. Fuel flows 
from the left box-beam tank to cell No. 5, after which it 
overtlows to the right side, then the left side. Ahigh-level 
pilot valve at the high point ofthe left box-beam tank and 
aft tank (cell No. 7) shuts offthe fuselage refueling valve 
in the let? box-beam tank when the aft tank group is 111. 
Individual wing and external tank tilling is accomplished 
by flow through a shutoff valve in each tank. 
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Figure 2-36. Refueling System 

mcnt panel. The direct-reading vent pressure indicator 
monitors pressure in the vent lines. The gauge consists 
of a pointer on a scale having two bands, one green and 
one red. 

Gravity refueling of the aircraft fuel system 
should be accomplished only under emer- 
gency situations. While performing such an 
operation, avoid introducing contaminants 
into the fnel tanks or damaging the Fuel qnan- 
tity probes and wiring. 

The green band indicates a safe pressure range (0 to 4 
psi), and the red band indicates an unsafe range (4 to 8 psi). 

2.14.9.1 Precheck System. Ground retireling con, 
trol is by two precheck selector valves and a vent pres, 
sum gauge adjacent to the refueling receptacle on the 
ground refuel and defuel panel. The precheck valves 
functionally test high-level pilot valve operation inci, 
dent to ground pressure refueling; the valves separately 
check the pilot valves in the fuselage tanks and the wing 
and external tanks. In addition to this precheck function, 
the precheck valves can be used for ground selective 
refueling of only the fuselage or all tanks. Since the 
precheck valves, which are manually set by the ground- 
crew, port pressurized servo fuel to the high-Level pilot 
valves and subsequently to the shutoff valves, no 
electrical power is necessary on the aircraft to perform 
ground refueling operations. Additionally, ground re- 
fueling control without engines running is completely 
independent of switch positioning on the fuel manage- 

During ground refoeling operations, the 
direct-reading vent pressure indicator 
shall be observed and refueling stopped if 
pressure indicates in the red band (above 
4 psi). 

2.14.10 In-Flight Refueling 

Note 
See paragraph 9.1 for in-flight refueling 
procedures. 

The in-flight refueling system permits partial or com- 
plete refueling of the aircraft fuel tanks while in flight. 
The retractable refueling probe has an MA-Z-type noz- 
zle, which is compatible with any drogue-type refueling 
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system. A split refueling system is provided with fuel 
routed into the left and right box-beam tanks for initial 
replenishment of sump tank fuel. Selectable fuel man- 
agement controls dictate the extent of further distribu- 
tion to the wing tanks, external tanks, and/or fuselage 
tanks. The maximum refueling rate is approximately 
475 gpm at a pressure of 57 psi. 

(,,,,,,,I 

To prevent fuel fumes from entering the 
cockpit through the ECS because of possible 
tire1 spills during in-flight refueling, select L 
ENG air source. 

Maximum airspeed for extension or retrac- 
tion in flight of the refueling probe is 400 
knots (0.8 Mach). 

Note 
l With the in-flight refueling probe ex- 

tended, the pilot and RIO altimeter and 
airspeed and Mach indicaton will show 
erroneous indications because of changes 
in airflow around the pitot static probes. 

l Flight operations with the in-flight refuel- 
ing probe door removed are not recom- 
mended because of the effects of water 
intrusion, exposure to elements, and struc- 
tural fatigue to electrical hydraulic hard- 
ware assemblies. If operational necessity 
dictates, the in-flight refueling probe door 
may be removed to prevent damage, loss, 
or engine FOD. 

a The RUDDER AUTH caution light may 
illuminate when the in-flight refueling 
probe. is extended. Press the MASTER 
RESET button to reset the light. 

2.14.10.1 in-flight Refueling Probe. The retract- 
able in-flight refueling probe is in a cavity on the right 
side of the forward fuselage section, immediately for- 
ward of the pilot vertical console panel. 

Extension of the refueling probe is provided through 
redundant circuits by the REFUEL PROBE switch. A 
hydraulic actuator within the probe cavity extends and 
retracts the probe. The probe actuator is powered by the 

combined hydraulic system. It can be extended and IB 
tracted by means of the hydraulic handpump in the event 
of combined system failure. 

Loss of combined pressure may indicate im- 
pending fluid loss. Without fluid in the com- 
bined system return line, the in-flight 
refueling probe will not extend with the 
handpump. Early extension of the refueling 
probe at the first indication of a combined 
system malfunction is recommended in a 
carrier environment. 

Note 
To extend or retract the refueling probe 
using the hydraulic handpump requires 
the refuel probe switch to be placed in 
EXT or RET (as appropriate), combined 
system fluid in the return line, and essen- 
tial dc No. 2 electrical power. With a total 
loss of combined hydraulic pressure in 
flight, fluid trapped in the return line/ 
handpump reservoir can be isolated exclu- 
sively for refueling probe extension if the 
landing gear handle is in the up position. 
Extension of the refueling probe requires 
;i;;;imately 25 cycles of the pump 

Probe retraction is not available if the 
FUEL P/MOTIVE FLOW ISOL V (P- 
PUMP) circuit breaker (RGl) is pulled. 

2.14.10.2 Refueling Probe Transition Light. The 
red probe transition light immediately above the RE- 
FUEL PROBE switch illuminates whenever the probe 
cavity forward door is not in the closed position. Since 
the closed-door position is indicative of both the probe 
retracted and extended position, the light serves as a 
probe transition indicator as well as a terminal status 
indicator. The probe external light illuminates automat- 
ically upon probe extension with the EXT LTS master 
switch ON. 

2.14.10.3 in-flight Refueling Controls. Regardless 
of fuel management panel switch positioning, at low-fuel 
states the initial resupply of tire1 is discharged into the let? 
and right box-beam tanks. The split reiireling system to the 
left and right engine feed group provides for a relatively 
balanced cg condition during refueling. Selective mtireling 
of the fuselage or all fuel tanks is provided on the REFUEL 
PROBE switch with the probe extended. In FUSiEXTD, 
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normal fuel transfer and feed is unaltered, This position 
is used for pm&e plug-ins, tiazelage*niy refueling, or 
return flight with a damaged wing tank. The 
ALL/EXTD position shuts off wing and external drop 
tank transfer to permit the refueling of all tanks. 

2.14.11 Hot Refueling. Hotrefuelingcanbeaccom- 
plished with the refueling probe extended or retracted. 
If the probe is extended, control of the tanks to be refu- 
eled is accomplished in the same manner as during in- 
flight refueling. If the probe is not extended, select 
WING/EXT TRANS switch to OFF to refuel all tanks. 
Select ORIDE to refuel the fuselage only. 

2.14.12 Automatic Fuel Electrical Controls 

2.14.12.1 Automatic Low-Level Wing Transfer 
Shutoff. Athermistor is locatedatthelowpoint ineach 
wing cell. When both are uncovered, a discrete electrical 
signal is generated, and through a control, the wing 
motive flow shutoff valve is energized and closes, ter- 
minating ail wing transfer. If either or both thermistors 
are again submerged, wing transfer resumes. 

Failure of this override system could result in a wing 
transfer failure. Selection of WING/EXT TRANS 
switch to ORIDE removes all power from the wing 
motive flow shutoff valve, permitting it to open. 

2.14.12.2 Automatic Fuel Low-Level Override. 
Under normal operating conditions, the forward and 
right fuselage tank complex is isolated from the aft and 
left tank. This is necessary for proper longitudinal cg 
control and battle damage conditions. However, as fuel 
depletion progresses to the point of sump tank only 
remaining, it becomes mandatory that the tanks be con- 
nected to maintain an equal balance. To accomplish this, 
two thermistors are located at the low points in ceil Nos. 
2 and 5, and when either is uncovered (approximately 
1,700 to 2,000 pounds per side) the following operations 
are electrically performed. 

1. Sump tank interconnect valve is opened. 

2. Motive flow isolation valve is opened. 

3. Box-beam vent valves are opened. 

4. Engine crossfeed valve is opened. 

5. WING/EXT TRANS switch is energized to move 
from OFF to AUTO. This signal is maintained for 
5 seconds. 

6. Defuel transfer selector valves are opened. 

1 WARNING 1 

Uncovering either thermistor in cell No. 2 or 
5 will only move the WING/EXT TRANS 
switch from OFF to AUTO but, under no 
circumstances, will it override a wing trans- 
fer failure. 

2.15 ELECTRICAL POWER SUPPLY SYSTEM 

In normal operation, ac power is supplied by the en- 
gine-driven generators. This ac power is converted by 
two transformer-rectifiers (T/R) into dc power (refer to 
FO-8). One generator is capable of assuming the full ac 
power load and one T/R is capable of assuming the full 
dc power load. Additionally, a hydraulically driven 
emergency generator provides an independent backup 
supply of both ac and dc power for electrical operation 
of essential buses. Ground operation of ail electrically 
powered equipment is provided through the supply of 
external ac power to the aircraft. Switching between 
power supply systems is automatically accomplished 
without pilot action; however, sufficient control is pro- 
vided for the flightcrew to selectively isolate power 
sources and distribution in emergency situations. See 
Figure 2-37 for a functional description of the control 
switches. Ail electrical circuits are protected by circuit 
breakers accessible in flight to the pilot and RIO. 

2.151 Normal Electrical Operation 

2.15.1.1 Main Generators. Twoengine-driven,oil- 
cooled, IDGs produce the normal 115-volt, 400 Hz, 
three-phase ac electrical power. The normal rated output 
of each generator is 75 kVA. Each main ac generator is 
controlled by a separate switch on the pilot MASTER 
GEN control panel. Indication of a main power supply 
malfunction is provided by a L GEN and R GEN caution 
light. The IDG oil system is used for cooling as well as 
lubricating the IDG. The oil is normally cooled by the 
IDG air/oil cooler and returned to the constant speed 
drive for recirculation. When AB is used, additional 
cooling is provided by the AB fuel/oil cooler before 
returning to the IDG. Should an excessive amount of 
heat be developed in an IDG, a thermal (390 “F) actuated 
device automatically decouples the input shaft from the 
remainder of the CSD, protecting both the CSD and 
generator. There are no provisions for recoupling the 
IDG unit in flight. 
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NOMENCLATURE FUNCTION 

a 
MASTER GEN switch NORM Connects the generator to the main buses through the line 
(lock lever) contactor. 

OFF/RESET - Disconnects generators from the buses. Reset the generator If 
tripped by an overvoltage, undervoltage, or fault condition. 

TEST - The generators are energized but are not connected to the 
buses. Provides a means to analyze a system malfunction 
indicated by a generator caution light when an attempt to reset a 
generator Is unsuccessful. 

0 
EMERG generator NORM - Safety guard down. Emergency generator Is automatlcally 
switch connected to the essential buses lf both dc power sources fail. 

OFF/RESET Safety guard must be lifted. Disconnects the emergency 
generator from the essential buses. Resets the generator W 
trlpped by an undervoltage or underfrequency condition. 

GEN caution lights are on the pllot’s caution/advisory light panel. Each light Is 
tied to its respective main ac contactor and is powered by the essential bus no. 
2. Illumination of the L GEN or R GEN caution light indicates that the 
corresponding generator is not supplying power due to a fault in the generator, 
generator control unit, or electrical distribution system. 

@ light 
TRANS/RECT advisory A TRANWRECT advisory light Is on the lower half of the pilot’s caution/advisory 

Indicator panel. Illumination of the TRANS/RECT advisory light Indicates either a 
single or dual transformer-rectifier failure has occurred. 
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Failure ofthe weight-on-wheels circuit to the 
in-flight mode while on the deck will cause 
the loss ofECS engine compartment air ejec- 
torpumps, causing a subsequent IDG discon- 
nect and illumination of the GEN light. 

2.15.1.1.1 Generator Control Units. Generator 
output voltage and frequency are individually moni- 
tored by GCUs, mat prevent application of internally 
generated power to the aircraft bus system until the 
generator output is within prescribed operating limits. 
With the main generator switch in NORM, the applica- 
ble generator is self-excited, so that during the engine 
start cycle, it automatically comes on the line at approxi- 
mately 60-percent rpm under normal load conditions. 
Likewise, during engine shutdown, the GCU automat- 
ically trips the generator off the line as the power output 
decreases below prescribed limits at approximately 55 
percent. 

During normal operations, the generator control 
switches remain in NORM continuously. However, sub- 
sequent to an engine shutdown, stall, or flameout in 
flight where the GCU has tripped the generator off the 
line, the reattainment of normal engine operation will 
not automatically reset the generator unless the engine 
speed decreases below about 30-percent NZ ‘pm, If a 
transient malfunction or condition causes the generator 
to trip, the generator must be manually reset by cycling 
the applicable generator control switch to OFF/RESET 
then back to NORM. 

When normal reset cannot be accomplished, TEST, 
on the generator control switch, allows the generator lo 
be excited but not connected to the aircraA buses. In test, 
a CSD, generator, or GCU failure causes the GEN light 
to remain illuminated. If the light goes out, the problem 
is in the distribution system. 

2.15.1.2 Transformer-Rectifiers. Two transformer- 
rectifiers convert internal or external ac power to 2%Vdc 
power. A single TRANS/RECT advisory light on the 
pilot advisory panel provides failure indication for one 
or bofh transformer-rectifiers. No flightcrew control is 
exercised over transformer-rectifier operation aside 
from controlling the ac power supply or circuit breakers 
for the power converters. The transformer-rectifiers 
have a rated output of 100 amperes each. Each unit is 
capable of assuming the complete dc electrical load of 
the aircraft. Forced air cooling is provided with engines 
running to dissipate the heat generated by the power 
converters. 

NAVAIR Ol-Fl4AAD1 

2.15.1.3 External Power. Ground power is applied 
through a receptacle just aft of the nosegear. The pilot 
has control over external power application only 
through hand signals to the plane captain. An external 
power monitor prevents application of external power 
that is not within tolerances and disconnects external 
power from the buses if undervoltage, overvoltage, un- 
derfrequency, overfrequency, or phase-reversal occurs. 
Power can be reapplied to the aircrafi by pressing the 
reset button adjacent to the receptacle, provided it is 
within prescribed limits. External electrical power is 
automatically inhibited from HUD, MFD, AICS, APX- 
76, CADC, and CIU without external air-conditioning 
connected to the aircraft. When the left generator comes 
on the line during start, it automatically disconnects 
external power. Although there is no direct cockpit in- 
dication of external power being applied after one gen- 
erator is operating, the HYD TRANSFER PUMP will 
not operate if the external power plug is still in the 
aircraft receptacle. 

2.15.2 Electrical Power Distribution. Electrical 
power is distributed through a series of buses. Under 
normal operation, the ac generator power distribution 
is split between the left and right main ac buses. Failure 
of either main ac generator trips a tie connector to con- 
nect both buses to the operative generator. Ifthe bus tie 
fails to trip when the generator goes bad, the respective 
transformer-rectifier will not be powered and the indi- 
cation of this double failure will be a L GEN or R GEN 
caution light and a TRANSRECT advisory light. The 
left and right main ac buses in turn supply ac power 
directly to the respective transformer-rectifiers, and the 
left main ac bus also supplies power to both essential ac 
buses under normal operation. 

External power is distributed through the aircraft 
electrical system in the same manner as main generator 
power. Like the main ac generators, dc power distribu- 
tion from the two transformer-rectifiers under normal 
operations is split between the let? and right main dc buses. 
Failure of either transformer-rectifier trips the respective 
tie contactor to connect both main dc buses to the operative 
transformer-rectifier. The TRANSmECT advisory light 
provides a direct indication of dc bus tie status. An 
intermption-free dc bus interconnects the left and right 
main dc buses to provide a continuous source of dc 
power with failure of either main ac generator and/or 
transformer-rectifier. The left main dc bus additionally 
supplies power to both essential dc buses under normal 
operations. Power to the AFCS bus is normally supplied 
from the interruption-free dc bus; however, with an out- 
put failure from both transformer-rectifiers, the AFCS 
bus load is automatically transferred to the essential No. 
2 bus. Loss ofmain dc powerautomaticallyactivates the 
emergency generator, which, in turn, trips power 
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transfer relays to change essential ac and dc bus loading 
f?om the left main ac and dc buses to the emergency 
generator, regardless of main generator output status. 

2.15.2.1 Circuit Breakers. Individual circuit pro- 
tection from an overload condition is provided by circuit 
breakers, which are all located in the cockpits for acces- 
sibilityin flight, The appropriate circuit breaker will pop 
out and isolate a circuit that draws too much current, thus 
preventing equipment damage and a possible tire. 

Popped circuit breakers should not be reset 
more than once nor held depressed unless the 
associated equipment is absolutely required 
by operational necessity. A popped circuit 
breaker indicates an equipment malfunction 
or an overload condition. Repeated resets or 
forced depressions of popped circuit break- 
ers can result in equipment damage and/or 
serious electrical tire. 

Cockpit circuit breaker panels are shown on FO-8 
and FO-9. Circuit breakers in the pilot cockpit comprise 
the majority of those required for essential aircraft sys- 
tems. The circuit breakers are arranged in rows and are 
oriented so that the white banded shaft ofpopped break- 
ers is readily visible for flightcrew surveillance. Panels, 
rows, and columns ofbreakers are identified to facilitate 
breaker location and designation. Placards adjacent to 
the breakers identify individual circuit breakers by af- 
fected components; amperage ratings are indicated on 
top of each circuit breaker. 

2.15.2.1.1 Circuit Breaker Location. The alpha- 
numeric system for locating circuit breakers in the air- 
craft is as follows. 

The panels in the RIO cockpit are labeled 1 through 
9 starting left-aft and proceeding clockwise (see Figure 
2-38). Thus, panels 1 to 5 are on the RIO’s left and 
panels 6 to 9 are on the RIO’s right. The pilot left and 
right knee panels are designated L and R, respectively. 

The first digit in the three-part locator is the alphanu- 
meric that identities the circuit breaker panel. The sec- 
ond part is a letter and designates the row in which the 
circuit breaker will be found. The top row is designated 
A, the next row lower is B, etc. The third part is a number 
and designates the column in which the circuit breaker 

will be found. The innermost column of each panel 1,2, 
$8, and 9 or aft most column on each panel 3,4,6,7 L 
and R is designated “1,” the next outboard/forward 
column is 2, etc. Figure 2-38 is an alphanumeric listing 
of circuit breakers. 

Note 
l Panel No. 1 row A, the column number- 

ing is different from rows B to J. 

l Panel No. 2 rows A to F, the column 
numbering is different from Rows G to I. 

2.15.3 Degraded Electrical Operation 

2.15.3.1 Emergency Generator. The emergency 
generator provides a limited but independent backup 
source of ac (5 kVA, 1 IYZOO volts) and dc (50 amperes, 
28 volts) power for flight-essential components. It is 
driven by combined hydraulic system pressure. 

With the normal combined hydraulic system opera- 
tion, the emergency generator powers the essential ac 
and dc No. 1 and No. 2 buses and the AFCS dc bus. 
Operation of the generator is automatically initiated 
with the loss of dc left main bus even if other dc buses 
remain energized. Approximately 1 secondelapses from 
the time of automatic initiation before the generatorde- 
livers rated power to flight-essential ac and de buses. 

Pilot control of the emergency generator is through 
the guarded EMERG switch on the MASTER GEN 
control panel. With theswitch inNORM, theemergency 
generator is automatically activated when all main ae or 
dc power is lost. The switch OFF/RESET provides the 
pilot with the capability of isolating emergency electri- 
cal power from the aircraft buses (as in the case of an 
electrical fire) or resetting the generator. 

2.15.3.1 .l Emergency Power Distribution. An 
emergency generator control unit monitors the emer- 
gency generator output. If it senses that the emergency 
generator cannot supply power within the proper fie- 
quency and voltage tolerances, it disconnects the essen- 
tial ac and dc essential No. 2 and the dc AFCS buses 
from the emergency generator. It is possible that this 
could happen if the combined hydraulic system is not 
operating normally. Ifcombined hydraulic pressure sub- 
sequently recovers, the emergency generator switch 
must be cycled through OFF/RESET and back to 
NORM to regain the essential No. 2 and AFCS buses. 
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3F8 
3F7 
4Fl 
4F2 
214 
3ca 
8D8 
as1 
RC2 
LFl 
215 
aE2 
7A8 
LGl 
218 
8El 
7A5 
RD2 
ac2 

9B8 
985 
RBI 
4F4 
2Hl 
2H3 
2H8 
2H9 
788 
9F5 
9D1 
7A3 
3F3 
4F5 
9c2 
8Cl 
9Aa 
lC2 
1c4 
1C8 
ac2 

28 VAC BUS FDR 
AC ESS BUS NO. 2 FDR PH A 
AC ESS BUS NO. 2 FDR PH B 
AC ESS BUS NO. 2 FDR PH C 
ACM LT/SEAT ADJ/STDY POS LT 
ADF AC 
ADF DC 
AFCS BUS FDR 
AFCS/NOSE WHEEL STEER 
AICS L 
AICS L HTR 
AICS L LKUP PWR/EMER GEN TST 
AICS L RAMP STOW 
AICS R 
AICS R HTR 
AICS R LKUP PWWANTI SKID 
AICS R RAMP STOW 
AIR SOURCE CONTROL 
AIR/ANTI ICE CONTR HOOK CONT/ 
WSHLD 
ALE-39 CHAFF/FLARE DISP 
ALE-39 SEQ 1 & 2 SQUIBS 
ALPHA COMP/PEDAL SHAKER 
ALPHA HTR 
ALR-87 CMPTR 
ALR-87 RCVR PH A 
ALR-87 RCVR PH B 
ALR-87 RCVR PH C 
ALT LOW WARN 
ALR-87 CONTR 
AMC BIT/R DC, TEST 
ANGLE OF ATTACK IND DC 
ANGLE OF ATTK IND AC 
ANL Al-TK/TOTAL TEMP HTR 
ANN PNL DIM CONTR 
ANN PNL PWR 
ANT LOCK EXCIT 
ANT SVO HYD PH A 
ANT SVO HYD PH B 
ANT SVO HYD PH C 
ANTI ICE CONTR HOOK CONTiWSHLD/ 
AIR 

8El ANTI SKID/R AICS LKUP PWR 
211 ANTICOLUSUPP POS/POB LT 
RG2 ANTI-ICE/ENG/PROBE 
8C3 ANIAWW 4 PH A 
ac2 ANIAWW 4 PH 0 
ac1 ANIAVvW 4 PH C 
9A2 APG-71 ANT 
2G3 APG-71 PUMP PH A 
2G8 APG-71 PUMP PH B 

2G7 APG-71 PUMP PH C 
9A3 APG-71 XMTR DC 
111 APG -71 XMTR AC 
8E8 APN-154 
4D8 APX-1OOAC 
7F7 APX-100 DC 
7C2 ARC- 182 NO. 1 
7Cl ARC-182 NO. 2 
aA ARMT GAS/L ENG AFT CONTIRAT IND 
9A4 ASC 
1D2 ASCPHA 
lD5 ASC PH 0 
lD8 ASC PH C 
IF1 ASPJ AUG PH A 
IF3 ASPJ AUG PH 6 
IF8 ASPJ AUG PH C 
IF2 ASPJ BASIC PH A 
IF4 ASPJ BASIC PH B 
lF5 ASPJ BASIC PH C 
9G5 ASPJ DC 
9G8 ASW-27 
lJ2 ASW-27 AC 
IA3 AUTO PITCH DRIVE TRIM 
1Jl AUTO THROT AC 
987 AUTO THROT DC 
8G3 AUX FLAP/FLAP CONTR 

385 BAR0 ALTM AC 
7D3 BAR0 ALT/lURN SLIP 
3D4 BDHI INST PWRIJTIDSIDPG 
8E7 BDHI/JTIDS DPG 
IS3 BEAM PS 
8F8 BINGO CAUTION 
8F2 BLEED AIR/L OIL HOT 
4B4 BLEED DUCT AC 
7A4 SOS CONTRIBIU OXY LOW 
9D5 BRAKE ACCUM SOV 
7A2 B/U OXY PRESS IND 

8Al 
ac5 
IA2 
LB2 
LC2 
LD2 
3E7 
4El 
4E2 
383 
9F4 
8D8 

CABIN PRESS 
CAN/LAD CAUTION/EJECT CMD IND 
CHAN 1 CADC PH A 
CHAN 1 CADC PH 0 
CHAN 1 CADC PH C 
GHAN 2 CADC 
CIU PH A 
CIU PH B 
CIU PH C 
COMB HYD PRESS IND 
COOLING INTLWGND PWR 
CURSOR CONT/SNSR 
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Figure 2-38. Circuit Breaker Alphanumeric Index (Sheet 1 of 5) 
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785 
aA 
7A7 
9Dl 
982 
918 
3A5 
3F4 
4F3 
4F8 
lG2 
lG4 
lG8 

I 
963 
REl 
9E7 

DC ESS NO. 1 FDR LCl FLT CONTR AUTH AC 
DC ESS NO. 2 FDR RF2 FLT CONTR AUTH DC 
DC L TEST/RUDDER TRIM 2Al FLT HYD BACKUP PH A 
DC R TEST/AMC BIT 2Cl FLT HYD BACKUP PH B 
DD ENABLEIRDP 2El FLT HYD BACKUP PH C 
DEKI 304 FLT HYD PRESS IND 
DEKI LTS 3A2 FORM LT/TAXl 
DPI PHA REl FUEL FEED/DUMP 
DPl PHB aF7 FUEL LOW CAUTION 
DPI PHC RDI FUEL MGT PNL 
DP2PHA 8Fl FUEL PRESS ADVSY 
DP2PHB RGl FUEL P/MOTIVE FLOW ISOL V 
DP2PHC 3c3 FUEL QlY IND AC 
DSS 7Dl FUEL Ql?’ IND DC 
DUMP/FUEL FEED 8E4 FUEL TRANS ORIDE 
DYHR UNIT 8F9 FUEL VENT VALVE 

8D4 ECS TEMP CONTR DC 
4A3 EIG WHT LTS 
9H3 ELECT COOLING 
702 EMER FLT HYD AUTO 
781 EMER FLT HYD MAN 
912 EMER GEN CONTR 
8E2 EMER GEN TEST/L AICS LKUP PWR 
7E3 EMER JETT #l 
7E2 EMER JElT #2 
RCI ENG ANTI-ICE VALVES 
7D5 ENG INST NO. 1 
7D4 ENG INST NO. 2 
aA ENG L AFT CONT/ARMT GAS/RATS IND 
3A3 ENG L BACKUP IGN 
301 ENG L OIL PRESS 
8A4 ENG R AFT CONT/EXAHUST NOZZLE 
3A4 ENG R BACKUP IGN 
382 ENG R OIL PRESS 
8Dl ENG OIL COOL 
aD3 ENG SEC 
8FlO ENG STALL TONE 
RF1 ENG START 
RG2 ENG/PROBE/ANTI-ICE 
8A4 EXHAUST NOZZLE/R ENG AFT CONT 
8GlO EXT LT CONTR 

9D2 FEMS 
7c7 FIRE L DET LT 
7c5 FIRE L EXT 
7C8 FIRE R DET LT 
7c4 FIRE R EXT 
8G3 FLAP CONTR/AUX FLAP 
3D8 FLAP INDITAIURUDDER 
RA2 FLAP/SLAT CONTR SHUT-OFF 
988 FLARE DISP/ALE-39 CHAFF 

8F5 GEN L CAUTION 
8F4 GEN R CAUTION 
9F4 GND PWR/COOLING INTLK 
8G1 GND ROLL BRAKING/SPOILER POS IND 
9D8 GND TEST 
8Al GUN CONTRL PWR AC 
5D2 GUN PWR NO. 1 
5C2 GUN PWR NO. 2 

1Hl HUD CAMERA PH A 
lH5 HUD CAMERA PH B 
lH7 HUD CAMERA PH C 
3Cl HUD PH AIMFD 1 
4c5 HUD PH B/MFD 1 
4ca HUD PH C/MFD 1 
IA1 HV PWR SUP PH A 
lA3 HV PWR SUP PH B 
lA5 HV PWR SUP PH C 
783 HYD PRESS IND 
8Gll HYD PUMP SPOILER CONTR 
8E.5 HYD VALVE CONTR 

LE3 ICE DET 
7F3 ICS NFO 
7F2 ICS PILOT 
lJ7 IFF &‘A AC 
9F8 IFF A/A DC 
ac7 ILS ARA-83 DC 
3E5 ILS ARA-83 PH A 
4E3 ILS ARA-83 PH B 
4E4 ILS ARA-83 PH C 
8G9 INBD SPOILER CONTR 
117 INS BAT PWR 
3c7 INS PH A N2/97 
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4Cl INS PH B 
4C2 INS PH C 
3E4 INS SYNC 
3Al INST LTS 
3F5 INSTR BUS FDR 
112 INTEG TRIM AC 
9F3 INTEG TRIM DC 
915 INTRF BLANKER 
911 INTRPT FREE DC BUS FDR NO. 1 
9ca INTRPT FREE DC BUS FDR NO. 2 
9D4 IRST DC 
2G2 IRST PH A 
2G5 IRST PH B 
268 IRST PH C 

lJ4 JTIDS BAlT HEATER 
lJ3 JTIDS DPG PH A 
lJ5 JTIDS DPG PH B 
lJ8 JTIDS DPG PH C 
aE7 JTIDS DPGlBDHl 
3D5 JTIDS RT PH A 
403 JTIDS RT PH B 
4D4 JTIDS RT PH C 
3D4 JTlDSlDPGlBDHl INST PWR 
7c3 KY-58IZ-AHP 

LFI 
215 
8E2 
7A8 
7A7 
8A5 
3A3 
381 
7c7 
7c5 
8FS 
lA8 
8F2 
387 
481 
482 
4E5 
acs 
2H10 
984 

L AICS 
L AICS HTR 
L AICS LKUP PWR/EMER GEN TST 
L AICS RAMP STOW 
L DC TEST/RUDDER TRIM 
L ENG AFT CONT/ARMT GAS/RATS IND 
L ENG BACKUP IGN 
L ENG OIL PRESS 
L FIRE DET LT 
L FIRE EXT 
L GEN CAUTION 
L MAIN XFMR RECT 
L OIL HOT/BLEED AIR 
L PH A TEST/P-ROLL TRIM 
L PH B TEST/P-ROLL TRIM 
L PH C TEST/P-ROLL TRIM 
L PITOT STATIC HTR 
LAD CAUTION/EJECT CMD IND/CAN 
LIQUID COOLING CONTR AC 
LlOui~ COOLING C~NTR DC 

LE2 MACH TRIM AC 
RE2 MACH TRIM DC 

lA8 
2F4 
LEI 
5A2 
9H4 
9G4 
3Cl 
4c5 
4C8 
IGI 
lG3 
lG5 
1Gl 
lG3 
lG5 
8G5 
8G4 
7F5 
7F4 
9D3 
RG1 
582 
8D3 
8D2 
8Dl 
887 
883 
882 
8Bl 
3c5 
4c3 
4c4 
ID1 
lD3 
ID7 

MAIN L XFMR RECT 
MAIN R XFMR RECT 
MANUV FLAPIWG SWP DR NO. 2 
MASTER ARM 
MASTER TEST 
MFA 
MFD l/HUD PH A 
MFD l/HUD PH B 
MFD l/HUD PH C 
MFD 2/MFD 3 PH A 
MFD 2/MFD 3 PH B 
MFD 2/MFD 3 PH C 
MFD 3 PH AIMFD 2 
MFD 3 PH B/MFD 2 
MFD 3 PHC/MFD 2 
MLG HANDLE RLY NO. 1 
MLG HANDLE RLY NO. 2 
MLG SAFETY RLY NO. 1 
MLG SAFETY RLY NO. 2 
MONITOR BUS CONTR 
MOTIVE FLOW ISOL V/FUEL P 
MPRU DC PWR 
MPRU PH AISMP 
MPRU PH B/SMP 
MPRU PH C/SMP 
MS.1 PWR HUD TEST 
MSL PWR SUP PH A 
MSL PWR SUP PH B 
MSL PWR SUP PH C 
MSN CMPTR NO. 2 PH A 
MSN CMPTR NO. 2 PH B 
MSN CMPTR NO. 2 PH C 
MSN CMPTR NO. 1 PH A 
MSN CMPTR NO. 1 PH B 
MSN CMPTR NO. 1 PH C 

aA NLG STRUT LCH BAR ADVSY 
RC2 NOSE WHEEL STEEWAFCS 
212 NFO CONSOLE LT 

3c4 OBOGS CONC 
7Al OBOGS CONTR 
8F2 OIL L HOT/BLEED AIR 
8D2 OIL R HOT 
9c5 OUTBD SPOILER CONTR 
283 OUTBD SPOILER PUMP 
2H5 OXY CONC HTR 
3c4 OXY CITY IND 
8F8 OXY/BINGO CAUTION 
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387 P-ROLL TRIM/L PH A TEST 2G4 
481 P-ROLL TRIM/L PH B TEST 9El 
482 P-ROLL TRIM/L PH C TEST 281 
4A6 PANEL FLOOD LTS 2Dl 
RBl PEDAL SHAKER/ALPHA COMP 2Fl 
387 PH A L TEST/P-ROLL TRIM lE2 
481 PH B L TEST/P-ROLLTRIM 9E2 
‘482 PH C L TEST/P-ROLL TRIM 9E4 
2H2 PH A R TEST 9E3 
2H4 PH B R TEST IA6 
2H8 PH C R TEST 4A6 
4A5 PILOT CONSOLE LTS 5Kl 
4A3 PILOT LCD INST LTS 5Jl 
083 PITCH CMPTR DC 511 
LB1 PITCH CMPTR AC 5Hl 
4E5 PITOT STATIC HTR L 5G1 
4E6 PITOT STATIC HTR R 5F1 
6F3 PLT ANN PNL AUX PWR/TR ADVSY 5El 
211 POSLT/ANTICOLL/SUPP POS 5Dl 
4A4 PROBE LT IA1 
RG2 PROBE/ANTI-ICE/ENG 882 

LGl R AICS 
216 A AICS HTR 
6El R AICS LKUP PWR/ANTI SKID 
7A5 R AICS RAMP STOW 
0A5 RAT INDIL ENG AFT CONTIARMT GAS 
9Dl R DC TEST/AMC BIT 
0A4 R ENG AFT CONT/EXHAUST NOZZLE 
3A4 R ENG BACKUP IGN 
382 R ENG OIL PRESS 
7C6 R FIRE DET LT 
7c4 R FIRE EXT 
0F4 R GEN CAUTION 

6 2E4 R MAIN XFMR RECT 
6D2 R OIL HOT 
2H2 R PH A TEST 
2H4 R PH B TEST 
2H8 R PH C TEST 
4E6 R PITOT STATIC HTR 
483 RADAR ALTM 
1c3 RADAR DD PH A 
lC5 RADAR DD PH B 
lC7 RADAR DD PH C 
9Bl RDP 
lE4 RDP PH A 
lE5 RDP PH B 
lE6 RDP PH C 
982 RDPIDD ENABLE 

9A7 
182 
185 
lB6 
3D7 
4Dl 
4D2 
7A7 
3D6 

913 
II3 
II5 
II6 
214 
RA2 
7E5 
6D3 
6D2 
6Dl 
8D8 
lB1 
184 
187 
RB2 
0Gl 
503 
2110 
513 
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RECON ECS CONT AC 
RECON ECS CONT DC 
RECON HTR PWR PH A 
RECON HTR PWR PH B 
RECON HTR PWR PH C 
RECON POD 
RECON POD CONTR 
RECON POD DC PWR NO. 1 
RECON POD DC PWR NO. 2 
RECT/L MAIN XFMR 
RED FLOOD LTS 
REL PWR/STA 1 TYPE I DCDR 
REL PWR/STA 1 TYPE II DCDR 
REL PWR/STA 3 DCDR 
REL PWWSTA 4 DCDR 
REL PWWSTA 5 DCDR 
REL PWRISTA 6 DCDR 
REL PWRISTA 0 TYPE I DCDR 
REL PWR/STA 6 TYPE II DCDR 
ROLL CMPTR AC 
ROLL CMPTR DC 
RSP 
RSP PH A 
RSP PH B 
RSP PH C 
RUDDER TRIM PH A 
RUDDER TRIM PH B 
RUDDER TRIM PH C 
RUDDER TRIM/L DC TEST 
RUDDER/FLAP lND/TAlL 

SAHRS DC 
SAHRS A 
SAHRS B 
SAHRS C 
SEATADJ/STDY POS LT 
SLAT CONTR SHUT-OFF/FLAP 
SMP ESS 
SMP/MPRU PH A 
SMP/MPRU PH B 
SMP/MPRU PH C 
SNSRtCURSOR CONT 
SOL PWR SUP PH A 
SOL PWR SUP PH B 
SOL PWR SUP PH C 
SPD BK P-ROLL TRIM ENABLE 
SPOILER POS IND/GND ROLL BRAKING 
STA 1 AIM-9 COOL 
STA 1 BOL PWR 
STA 1 IFOL 

N2197 
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5Hl 
se1 
6A3 
583 
5J2 

6A6 
6A5 

6A4 
5Fl 
512 
686 
685 
684 
5H3 
5El 
5H2 
6C6 

6C5 
6C4 
5G3 
5Dl 
5G2 
6D6 
6D5 
6D4 
5Cl 
5F2 
6E6 
6E5 
6E4 
SC3 

I 219 
5F3 
5El 
5Al 
6F3 
5A3 
5E2 
6F6 
6F5 
6F4 
6F8 

STA 1 TYPE I DCDRIREL PWR 
STA 1 TYPE II DCDR/REL PWR 
STA IA AIM-9 PWR AC 
STA IA AIM-9 PWR DC 
STA 1 B NO. It2 DC 
STAIBPWRPHA 
STAIBPWRPHB 
STAIBPWRPHC 
STA 3 DCDWREL PWR 
STA 3 NO. II2 DC 
STA 3 PWR PH A 
STA 3 PWR PH B 

STA 3 PWR PH C 
STA 3/S IFOL 
STA 4 DCDRIREL PWR 

STA 4 NO. 1 I2 DC 
STA 4 PWR PH A 

BTA 4 PWR PH B 
STA 4 PWR PH C 
STA 4/5 IFOL 
STA 5 DCDR/REL PWR 
STA 5 NO. 112 DC 
STA 5 PWR PH A 
STA 5 PWR PH B 
STA 5 PWR PH C 
STA 6 DCDR/REL PWR 
STA 6 NO. 112 DC 
STA 6 PWR PH A 
STA 6 PWR PH B 

STA 6 PWR PH C 
STA a AIM-9 COOL 
STA a BOL PWR 
STA a IFOL 
ETA a TYPE i DCDR~REL PWR 
sTA a TYPE ii DCDIUREL PER 
STA aA AIM-9 PWR AC 
STA aA AIM-9 PWR DC 
STA aB NO. II2 DC 
STA aB PWR PH A 
STA aB PWR PH B 
STA aB PWR PH C 
STARTER VALVE LT 

3A7 STBY ATTD IND PH A 
4Al STBY ATTD IND PH B 
4A2 STBY ATTD IND PH C 
211 SUPP POS/POS LT/ANTICOLL 
216 STORM FLOOD LTS 

3D6 TAIURUDDER/FLAP IND 
3A2 TAXI/FORM LT 
lH2 TCS PH A 
lH3 TCS PH B 
lH6 TCS PH C 
9c3 TCS SEL 
485 TEMP CONT AC 
4F5 TOTAL TEMP HTR/ANL ATTK 
8F3 TR ADVSY/PLT ANN PNL AUX PWR 
7D3 TURN SLIP/BAR0 ALT 

7F6 UHF CONTR/VHF 
3A6 UTILITY LTS 

7F6 VHF/UHF CONTR 

LEI 
7D6 
216 
3F2 
7D2 
LDl 
ac3 
ac2 

aB6 YAW SAS A 
LD3 YAW SAS A PWR SUP 
885 YAW SAS B 
LC3 YAW SAS B PWR SUP 
884 YAW SAS M 
LB3 YAW SAS M PWR SUP 

3F6 26 VAC BUS FDR 

WG SWP DR NO. 2/MANUV FLAP 
WHEELS POS IND 
WHITE FLOOD LT 
WING POS IND AC 
WING POS IND DC 
WING SWEEP DRIVE NO. 1 
WSHLD DEFOG CONTR 
WSHLDAIR/ANTI ICE CONTR/HOOK 
CONT 

N2/97 
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Theexactpressureat which theemergencygenerator 
is unable to power all three buses is dependent on the 
load placed on the generator and can vary from 2,000 to 
1,100 psi indicated. If the emergency generator is re- 
quired and there is a hydraulic emergency that could 
lowercombinedsystemoperatingpressure,theessential 
ac and dc No. 2 and AFCS buses can be powered with 
lowerhydmulicpressurebyreducingtheelectricalload, 
such as turning off the HUD and not jettisoning ord- 
nance. 

Note 
When the emergency generator is operating 
with one main hydraulic system inoperative, 
large hydraulic flow requirements for flight 
controls may cause loss of the essential ac 
and dc No. 2 and AFCS buses. To regain 
these buses the emergency generator switch 
must be cycled through OFF/RESET to 
NORM after the hydraulic pressure recovers. 
Engine instruments are powered by essential 
ac bus No. 1. Engine instruments will be 
availableorrestoredat lower enginerpm. The 
airspeed at which engine instrumentation is 
restored (either automatically or by pilot cy- 
cling the emergency generator switch) could 
be higher than minimum airspeed. 

2.15.3.1.2 Emergency Generator Test. An opera- 
tional check of the emergency generator can be accom- 
plished anytime the combined system is pressurized and 
at least one main generator is on the line by selecting 
EMERG GEN on the master test switch and depressing 
the switch. This provides 28 Vdc to activate the emer- 
gency motor-generator and checks the tie contactors by 
connecting electrical power to the essential ac and dc 
buses. The GO light on the MASTER TEST panel indi- 
cates a satisfactory check. A malfunction in the emer- 
gency generator operation is indicated by the NO GO 
light. 

2.16 HYDRAULIC POWER SUPPLY SYSTEMS 

The aircraft employs two main, independent, engine- 
powered hydraulic systems, supplemented by two 
electrohydraulicpowermodules,abidirectionaltransfer 
unit, and a cockpit handpump. The systems are pressur- 
ized to 3,000 psi and use MIL-H-83282 hydraulic fluid 
circulated through stainless steel and titanium lines. Hy- 
draulic fluid is cooled by heat exchangers that use ejec- 
tor air on deck. Hydraulic power system controls and 
indicators are shown in Figure 2-39. The components 
serviced by each hydraulic power system are shown on 
FO- 10. 

2.16.1 Flight and Combined Systems 

2.16.1.1 Engine-Driven Pumps. The flight and the 
combined systems are each pressurized by engine- 
driven pumps. The flight hydraulic system pump is 
driven by the right engine and the combined hydraulic 
system pump by the left engine. Each of the main sys- 
tems is normally pressurized to 3,000 ilO0 psi at any 
time the respective engine is operating. 

2.16.1.2 Hydraulic Pressure Light. A HYD PRESS 
caution light illuminates when the discharge pressure 
from either engine-driven hydraulic pump falls below 
2,100 psi; thereafter, the light goes out when pressure in 
both systems via the engine-driven pumps exceeds 
2,400 psi. If the HYD PRESS caution light has been 
illuminated by low pressure in one main system, 
pressure failure in the other system will not cause the 
MASTER CAUTION light to illuminate again. The 
COMB and FLT gauges on the hydraulic pressure indi- 
cator reflect system pressure provided by either the 
engine-driven pumps or the hydraulic transfer pump. 
With both systems normally pressurized to 3,000 psi, the 
gauge needles form a horizontal line. 

Note 
High-rate lateral movements may illuminate 
the HYD PRESS light when engines are at 
idle power. 

2.16.1.3 Hydraulic Transfer Pump (Bidirectional 
Pump). To assure the continuance of main system hy- 
draulic pressure with an engine or engine-driven pump 
inoperative, a second source of pressure is provided by 
the hydraulic transfer pump. This unit consists of two 
hydraulic pumps, one in each of the main hydraulic 
systems, interconnectedby a common mechanical shaft. 
Thus, a pressure deficiency in one system is automat- 
ically augmented using pressure in the other system as 
the motive power. The result is bidirectional transfer of 
energy without an interchange of system fluid. The ef- 
ficiency of the pump is such that a 3,000 psi system on 
one side will pressurize the other system to approxi- 
mately 2,400 to 2,600 psi. 

To prevent damage to the hydraulic transfer pump 
with the loss of system fluid on one side and to conserve 
hydraulic power in the remaining good system, the 
pump is automatically secured when pressure less than 
500 psi is detected on either side of the pump for 10 
seconds. In addition, the pilot can manually shut offthe 
hydraulic transfer pump by lifting the guarded HYD 
TRANSFER PUMP switch, located aft on the right 
outboard console. 
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Figure 2-39. Hydraulic System Controls and Indicators (Sheet 1 of 2) 
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NOMENCLATURE FUNCTION 

0 
HYD PRESS indicator COMB and FLT - Indicates pump discharge pressure on each engine, 

normally 3,OGO psi, or hydraulic transfer pressure 
approximately 2,400 psi. 

SPOIL - When the outboard spoiler hydraulic module is pressurized 
(1,950 to 2,050 psi) the ON flag appears. Pressure below 
1,900 to 1,950 psi: the OFF flag appears. 

EMER FLT - When pressure from the backup flight control hydraulic 
module reaches 500 * 50 psi the ON flag appears. 
Pressure below 350 + 50 psi: the OFF flag appears. 

0 HYD ISOL switch FLT - Combined system hydraulic pressure is shutoff to landing 
gear, nosewheel steering, antiskid, and v&eel brakes. 

T.O./LDG - Hydraulic pressure is avallable to all combined system 
components. 

0 3 BRAKE PRESSURE gage AUX - Green segment lndlcates hydraulic pressure (2, f 50 & 50 to 
3,000 psi) In the auxiliary brake accumulator; auxiliary 
braking may be applied by rudder toe pedals 
(approximately 13 to 14 applications available). Red 
segment lndlcates 1,900 to 2,150 psi (approximately 5 
applications available). 

PARK - Green segment indicates hydraulic pressure (2,150 of: 50 to 
3,000 psi) In the parking brake accumulator. The 
parking/emergency brake handle must be pulled to apply 
emergency braklng (approximately 3 applications 
available). Red segment Indicates 1,900 to 2,150 psi. 

@ 
HYD PRESS caution light lllumlnates when hydraulic pressure from either englne-driven pump is below 

2,100 psi. It will go out with pressure In both systems at 2,400 psi or above, If 
pressure Is provided by engine-driven pumps. 

@ ;HY;rRANSFER PUMP SHUTOFF - Guard must be lifted. Shuts off hydraulic transfer pump. me 
pump should be secured when hydraulic pressure drops 
below 500 psi and does not rise agaln within 5 seconds. 

NORMAL - 
(Guarded) 

Safety guard down. Pressure loss below 2,100 psi In one 
hydraulic system activates hydlaullc transfer pump to 
supply pressure from the other system. 

@ EMERG FLT HYD switch HIGH - Guard must be lifted. Activates the power module (high 
speed mode) bypassing flight and combined 2,100-psi 
switches. 

LOW - Guard must be lifted. Activates the backup power module 
(low-speed mode) bypassing flight and combined 
2,100-psi switches. 

AUTO (LOW) - Safety guard down. The backup flight control system is 
automatically activated (low-speed mode) when pressure 
in both the flight and combined systems is less than 2,100 
psi. 

Figure 2-39. Hydraulic System Controls and Indicators (Sheet 2 of 2) 
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If pressure in either system remains below 
500 psi for 5 seconds, immediately lift the 
guard and select SHUTOFF with the HYD 
TRANSFER PUMP switch. Failure of the 
hydraulic transfer pump to automatically 
shut off after 10 seconds below 500 psi may 
cause the driving system to cavitate and over- 
heat. 

Witb ground electrical power connected to the air- 
craft, the hydraulic transfer pump is deactivated and can 
onlybe energizedbyaswitchonthegroundcheckpanel. 
Normally, with both engines running, the hydraulic 
transfer pump is off. However with less than 2,100 psi 
hydraulic pump discharge pressure from either system, 
the pump will automatically come on and supply hy- 
draulic power to the faulty system. The pilot has no 
direct control over the direction of pump flow, the sys- 
tem automatically shitls in the direction that supplemen- 
tal power is requited. Because of the location of the 
flight and combined system pressure switches, the pres- 
surization contribution ofthe hydraulic transfer pump is 
reflected on the hydraulic pressure indicator but the 
HYD PRESS caution light will remain illuminated. Op- 
eration on the hydraulic transfer pump may produce 
slight pressure fluctuations. If the failed system dis- 
charge pressure is restored to normal operating pressure 
(>2,400 psi) by the engine-driven pump, this HYD 
PRESS light will go out and the hydraulic transfer pump 
will shut off. 

2.18.1.4 Cockpit Handpump. A manually operated 
pump handle is provided as a supplementary source of 
power for ground operations with engines shut down 
and as a backup for the loss ofcombined system pressure 
to operate the in-flight refueling probe or charge the 
brake accumulator. It is an extendible handle in the pilot 
cockpit between the left console and ejection seat. For- 
ward and aft stroking of the handpump operates a 
doubleacting wobble pump. The pump, which draws 
fluid from the combined system return line, recharges 
wheelbrake accumulator pressure when the landing gear 
handle is down. It also serves as a backup means of 
extending or retracting the in-flight refueling probe by 
placing the REFUEL PROBE switch in the desired po- 
sition (EXT or RET). 

The handpump is the only means of pressurizing the 
radome fold actuator, an operation that must be manu- 
ally selected and the radome unlocked on deck from the 
nose wheelwell. The operation rate using the handpump 
power source is a function of the number of components 
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selected. The recommended rate of operationis approxi- 
mately 12 cycles per minute (a cycle is a complete for- 
ward and at? movement of the pump handle). 

2.16.2 Hydraulic Power Distribution. The distri- 
bution of hydraulic power in the flight and combined 
systems is shown on FO-10. Except for the left empen- 
nage control surfaces, the flight system services only 
those components on the right side of the aircraft and 
does not penetrate into the wings. The combined system 
distribution is more. extensive throughout the aircraft, 
yet its services are predominantly concentrated to the 
left side and extend to the inboard sections of the mov- 
able wing panels and to the landing gear. Although the 
flight and combined systems are completely inde- 
pendent of each other, in certain components both pres- 
sure soumes are used without an interchange of fluid. 
Both systems operate in parallel to supply power for 
operation of the primary flight control surfaces (except 
spoilers) and stability augmentation actuators; if one 
system fails, the other can continue to supply pressure 
for operation (with reduced power capability of such 
components). If either or both main hydraulic systems 
should fail, backup soumes provide the capability for 
safe return flight and landing. 

Major components in the combined and flight hy 
draulic power supply systems are shown on FO-10. 
Each system has a piston-type reservoir and filter mod- 
ule in the sponson at? of the main landing gear strut on 
the respective side (combined-lett, flight-right). Protru- 
sion of mechanical pins on each filter module indicates 
a clogged filter. 

2.16.2.1 Hydraulic Priority Valves. The combined 
and flight hydraulic systems each incorporate two pri- 
ority valves (1,800 psi and 2,400 psi) shown on FO-10. 
Hydraulic fluid will not pass through the one-way pri- 
ority valves unless the input pressure exceeds the crack- 
ing threshold of the valve. Basically, the 2,400 psi 
priority valves give priority of the individual engine 
driven pump discharge pressure to the primary flight 
controls (horizontal tails, rudders, inboard spoilers) and 
stability augmentation actuators. Conversely, the 1,808 
psi priority valves give priority to the remabring systems 
on the other side (inlet ramps, wing sweep, em.) with 
pressure supplied by the hydraulic transfer pump. Under 
such circumstances, the pilot should be. aware of the 
hydraulic energy available and demands of the various 
system components. Large and abrupt control com- 
mands can rapidly consume total energy with the en- 
gine(s) at IDLE speed. For example, during a 
single-engine landingrollout, ifexcessive horizontal tail 
movements are commanded, the nosewheel stewing and 
wheelbrake operation could be temporarily lost. 
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2.16.2.2 Normal Hydraulic Isolation. The combined 
system incorporates isolation circuits to limit distribu- 
tion of flight essential components. With the LDG 
GEAR handle UP, normal isolation may be selected by 
the pilot to prevent loss of hydraulic fluid in the event 
of material failure or combat damage to the isolated 
systems. Normal isolation electrically shuts off hydrau- 
lic pressure to wheelbrakes, antiskid, landing gear, and 
nosewheel steering. It is activated by placement of the 
HYD ISOL switch to FLT on the landing gear panel. 
Placement of the gear handle to DN mechanically cams 
the HYD ISOL switch to T.O./LDG or the pilot can 
manuallyselect itbeforeloweringthelandinggear. Such 
action returns all combined-system components to nor- 
mal operation. 

2.16.3 Outboard Spoiler System. The outboard 
spoilers are powered by a separate closed-loop system, 
independent of the main hydraulic systems (see Figure 
2-40). An electrohydraulic power module supplies hy- 
draulic pressure for outboard spoiler deflection and pro- 
vides a backup power source for the main flaps and slats. 
Outboard spoiler operation is electrically inhibited at 
wing-sweep angles greater than 62” and the power mod- 
ule isdeactivatedat wing-sweep angles greater than 65”. 

A thermal cutout circuit secures the system in the 
event ofoverheating. Normal operation is automatically 
restored when fluid temperature falls below the pre- 
scribed limit. The thermal cutout circuit is disabled with 
the gear handle down and weight off wheels to prevent 
overtemperature shutdowns during takeoff or landing. 
To avoid overheating because of prolonged ground op- 
erations, the outboard power module is deactivated with 
the flap handle up when on internal electrical power with 
weight on wheels. 

Electrical power for the outboard spoiler system mo- 
tor is supplied from the right main ac bus. The module 
can be activated using external ac electrical power. With 
the module pressurized, the ON flag appears in the 
SPOIL window at the bottom of the hydraulic pressure 
indicator; otherwise, an OFF indication is displayed in 
the window. 

Reservoir servicing level is shown by an indicator rod 
protruding from the integral power package. A fluid 
temperature gauge that registers current and retained 
peak system temperatures is on the power module. Pro- 
trusion of a red-tipped pin on the integrated filter pack- 
age is an indication of a clogged filter. 

2.16.3.1 Flap and Slat Backup Operation. AI- 
though normal operation of the main flap and slat seg- 
ments is powered by a combined system motor on the 

flap and slat gearbox, an auxiliary motor powered by the 
outboard spoiler system is geared to the same shaft to 
provide for emergency operation (retraction and exten- 
sion) of the main flaps and slats at a reduced rate. Failure 
of combined system pressure activates the auxiliary mo- 
tor to drive the flap and slat gearbox when selected by 
the normal flap handle or maneuvering flap 
thumbwheel. 

2.16.4 Backup Flight Control System. The backup 
flight control system consists of a two-speed electrohy- 
draulic power module known as the backup flight con- 
trol module. The BFCM provides fluid energy to operate 
the horizontal tails and rudders at a reduced rate (see 
Figure 2-41). Emergency power provides sufficient 
pitch, roll, and yaw control for return flight and landing 
with both main hydraulic power systems inoperative. 

Return flow from the combined side ofthe rudder and 
stabilizer actuators is first used to ensure the BFCM 
reservoir is filled. When tilled, a reservoir bypass valve 
opens, which allows return flow to the combined sys- 
tem. A priority valve connects the BFCM return to the 
aircraft’s combined system return. When the combined 
system pressure falls below 300 psi, the priority valve 
closes, isolating the BFCM return from the combined 
system return. When the combined pressure exceeds 
500 psi, the priority valve opens allowing the backup 
system return to flow into the combined system return. 
A check valve isolates backup system pressure from the 
combined system when the BFCM is energized. 

2.16.4.1 Backup Flight Control Operation. The 
BFCM may be operated in two modes: emergency and 
ground test. In the emergency mode, the BFCM is con- 
trolled by the EMERG FLT HYD switch, on the MAS- 
TER TEST panel. The switch has three positions: 
(AUTO) LOW, LOW, and HIGH mode. Electric power 
to the motor is supplied by the right main ac electrical 
bus through the FLT HYD BACKUP PH A (2Al), PH 
B (2Cl). and PH C (2El) circuit breakers located on 
right main ac circuit breaker panel (No. 2) in the rear 
cockpit. Loss ofboth engine-driven electrical generators 
eliminates in-flight use of the BFCM. 

Never use the three-phase circuit breakers 
(PH A, PH B, and PH C) to start or shut off 
the BFCM as damage to the motor may re- 
sult. These circuits must be engaged prior to 
any system test. 
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Automatic control of the BFCM is provided by the 
closing of both flight and combined hydraulic system 
pressure switches. Since the switches are set at 2,100 
psi, both flight and combined hydraulic system pres- 
sures must drop below 2,100 psi before the BFCM is 
turned on in the automatic low mode. Once in this auto- 
matic mode of operation, the BFCM cannot be turned 
offunless eitherorboth flight and combined systems are 
pressurized above 2,400 psi. The EMERG FLT HYD 
switch is used to select the low or high mode. Either of 
these positions overrides the circuitry of the automatic 
low mode and the BFCM will remain on even if either 
or both system pressures become pressurized above 
2,400 psi. When the BFCM pump reaches 500 psi, the 
ON flag appears in the selected window at the bottom 
of the hydraulic pressure indicator. 

When operated in conjunction with zero com- 
bined system pressure, some BFCM hydraulic 
fluid will be forced out by thermal expansion. 
The BFCM will remain fully serviced and will 
operate normally as long as the elevated tem- 
peratures are maintained. Once operating, the 
BFCM should not be turned off in flight with- 
out combined system pressure available to re- 
service it. Doing so would result in fluid 
contraction and an underserviced condition 
that could prevent subsequent pump operation. 

If either the flight or the combined hydraulic 
system pressure drops below 2,100 psi with- 
out illuminating the HYD PRESS caution 
light, the automatic low mode of the backup 
flight control system may be inoperative. 

2.16.4.2 Ground Operations. Ground checks of 
the BFCM are performed by the pilot using the EMER 
FLT BYD switch. Before performing ground checks, 
the combined and brake system accumulators must be 
charged. The BFCM has a small volume capacity, 1,000 
cc (61 cubic inches) when full, but will decrease in 
volume to 500 cc (30.5 cubic inches) when the aircratt 
is not in use. Below 500 cc (30.5 cubic inches), cavita- 
tion of the pump and overheating of the motor may 
occur. If the accumulators are not charged prior to start- 
ing the BFCM, depletion ofthe reservoir hydraulic fluid 
will occur. If this occurs too frequently, system damage 
and failure may result. Both hydraulic system pressures 

should indicate zero in order to fully test independent 
operation of the BFCM. 

A 180 “F thermal cutoff switch is by- 
passed when the BFCM is selected on 
with the EMERG FLT BYD switch. Pro- 
longed ground operation in the emergency 
mode will result in BFCM burnout. 

Since flight control demands can exceed 
BFCM capability, all surface demands 
must be performed slowly and cautiously 
in order not to exceed the output rate of the 
system. Excessive system demands will 
cause the pump to cavitate and the motor to 
overheat. Checks should be made slowly 
enough to ensure continuous on indication 
in the hydraulic pressure indicator. 

2.16.4.2.1 Ground Test Mode. The ground test 
mode of operation is controlled by the AUX BYD 
CONT switch on the ground test panel in the rearcock- 
pit. In this mode, the BFCM operates in the high mode 
only. Ground test from the rear cockpit is electrically 
inhibited when the aircraft is on internal electrical 
power. For ground inspection purposes, protrusion of a 
red-tipped button on either the inlet or outlet filter cases 
is a positive indication of a dirty filter. Both such indi- 
cations may be observed through an access door on the 
underside of the aft fuselage. 

f7jYjlJ 

The ground test mode incorporates a sole- 
noid valve that allows the BFCM to pressur- 
ize the entire combined hydraulic system. If 
the combined and brake accumulators are not 
fully charged (brake pressure indicator at top 
of green), or if the combined system is not 
fully serviced, the reservoir will be depleted 
and the motor will cavitate and overheat. 
This could result in motor failure prior to 
activation of the thermal cutoff switch. 

In the low-speed mode, the system can operate indefi- 
nitely and should be used for maximum range and en- 
durance. Emergency power (high mode) provides a 
maximum unloaded horizontal tail deflection rate ap- 
proximately one fourth of that available from a full pow- 
ered hydraulic system (IO’ per second vice 36O per 
second). The maximum deflection rate available will 
decrease as airloads increase. 
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Prolonged use (approximately 8 minutes cu- 
mulative time) of the BFCM in the high 
mode may result in a failure of the BFCM. 

2.17 PNEUMATIC POWER SUPPLY SYSTEMS 

The pneumatic power supply systems consist of three 
independent, stored pneumatic pressure sources for nor- 
mal and auxiliary operation of the canopy and for emer- 
gency extension of the landing gear. The high-pressure 
bottles for normal canopy operation and emergency 
landing gear extension are ground-charged through a 
common filter connection in the nose wheelwell to 3,000 
psi at 70 “F ambient temperature. Individual bottle pres- 
sure is registered on separate gauges on the right side of 
the nose wheelwell. An auxiliary canopy-open Nz bot- 
tle, filter valve, and gauge is on the turtleback behind the 
cockpit to allow opening the canopy from the cockpit or 
ground. Charges may be compressed air; however, pres- 
surizeddrynitrogenispreferredbecauseofitslowmois- 
ture content and inert properties. 

2.17.1 Normal Canopy Control. The bottle that 
suppliesapressurizedcharge fornormaloperation ofthe 
canopy is on the right side of the forward fuselage, 
inboard of the air refuel probe cavity. Expenditure of 
bottle pressure for normal operation of the canopy is 
controlled by three (pilot, RIO, and ground) canopy 
control handles. A fully charged bottle provides ap- 
proximately 10 complete cycles (open and close) of the 
canopy before reaching the minimum operating pres- 
sure of 225 psi. 

2.17.2 Auxiliary Canopy Open Control. The aux- 
iliaty canopy air bottle supplies a pneumatic charge to 
translate the canopy aft so that the counter-poise action 
of the canopy actuator facilitates opening. It is on the 
turtleback behind the canopy hinge line. 

Activation of the auxiliary mode can be effected from 
either of the three (pilot, RIO, or ground) canopy control 
handles. After activation of the auxiliary open mode, the 
control system will not return to the normal mode of 
operation (canopy will lower but will not translate for- 
ward) until the auxiliary selector valve on the aft canopy 
deck is manually reset (lever in vertical position). Serv- 
icing of the auxiliary canopy air bottle is through the 
small access panel immediately behind the canopy on 
the turtleback. The reservoir is normally serviced to 
3,000 psi at 70 ‘F ambient temperature. A fully charged 
bottle provides more than 20 operations in the auxiliary 
open mode. Minimum preflight pressure is 800 psi. 

2.17.3 Emergency Gear Extension. Tbebottlethat 
supplies the pneumatic force for a single emergency 
extension of the landing gear is on the right side of the 
nose wheelwell. Expenditure of bottle pressure is con- 
trolled by a twist-pull operation of the landing gear 
handle. Minimum bottle pressure for accomplishing 
emergency extension of the gear to the down-and- 
locked condition is 1,800 psi. Normal preflight bottle 
pressure is 3,000 psi at 70 “F. 

Note 

Emergency extension of the landing gear 
shall be logged in the Maintenance Action 
Form (OPNAV Form 3760-2). 

Once the landing gear is extended by 
emergency means, it cannot be retracted 
while airborne and must be reset by main- 
tenance personnel. 

Use of emergency gear extension results 
in loss of nosewheel steering. 

2.18. MISSION COMPUTER SYSTEM 

The MCS consists of two AN/AYK-14 digital com- 
puter (MC1 and MC2) and the dual redundant MIL- 
STD-1553B buses. The MCS is operated at 16 MHz 
clock speed to perform 1 million instructions per second 
using up to I megabyte of memory. The 1553B bus 
system in the F-14D uses time division multiplexing 
(TDM) with information coded into 20-bit words. 

Communication protocol is established by a com- 
mand response system in which all bus transmissions 
occur under command of a bus controller or, in case of 
failure of primary bus controller, a backup bus control- 
ler. Each bus is capable of addressing up to 31 remote 
terminals; however, address 3 1 is not used in the aircraft. 
Figure 2-42 depicts the physical connection of the 
WRAs in the MCS data bus system. Remote terminals 
incapable of communicating directly with the MCS on 
the 1553 data buses are routed through the converter 
interface unit for required analog-to-digital and digital- 
to-analog conversion. 

2.18.1 Aircrew Interface. The principle aircrew in- 
terface with the MCS is accomplished through thepush- 
buttons on each MFD. The RIO has an additional 
interface through the DEU communicating directly with 
the MCS as a remote terminal. The RIO can also inter- 
face indirectly with the MCS through the radar system 
digital display. 
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Figure. 2-42. Mission Computer System Architecture 
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2.18.2 Operational States. The MCS has three op- 
erational states: startup, full up, andbackup. These states 
are mutually exclusive and are determined automat- 
ically based on aircraft operation and MCI/MC2 condi- 
tion. 

The SYS RESET button on the NAV MODE panel 
forces both mission computers to transition to the startup 
state and execute cold start logic. It can be used to assure 
the aircrew that the MCS is functioning properly and/or 
to reinitialize the MCS by restarting the OFP. When 
SYS RESET is pressed, the following events occur: 

1. The MCS immediately stops executing the OFP. 

2. The mission computers go off line and run soft- 
ware BIT. 

3. The OFP is automatically restarted. 

4. The aircraft goes into the TLN master mode. 

5. Displays revert to defaults. 

Recycling power (by cycling circuit breakers) to 
the MCS has the same effect as pressing the SYS 
RESET except that both hardware and software BIT 
is performed. 

Note 

Cycling subsystem circuit breakers initiates 
a cold start for that subsystem. A system reset 
may be required to resynchronize the MCS 
and the restarted subsystem. 

Refer to NAVAIR 01-Fl4AAD-IA for a complete de- 
scription of the MCS architecture, operational states, 
and backup operation. 

2.18.3 Aircraft Master Modes. There are three 
aircraft master modes of operation: takeoff-landing- 
navigation (TLN), air-to-air (A/A), and air-to-ground 
(A/G). The controls, displays, and avionics equipment 
are tailored as a function of the master mode selected by 
the pilot. The TLN master mode is entered automatically 
when power is applied to the aircraft, when the landing 
gear is down, or when the TLN master mode pushbutton 
is selected on the PDCP. The A/A master mode is en- 
tered by pressing the A/A master mode pushbutton on 
the PDCP, selecting an air-to-air weapon with the 
weapon select switch on the pilot control stick, or by 
commanding a radar dogfight mode. The A/G master 
mode is entered by pressing the A/G master mode push- 
button on the PDCP. 

2.19 STANDARD CENTRAL AIR DATA 
COMPUTER 

Note 

The acronyms SCADC and CADC are used 
interchangeably throughout this manual. 

The SCADC CPU-175/A is installed in F-14D air- 
craft incorporating AFC 793. The SCADC is function- 
ally interchangeable with the CADC 1166B/A with one 
difference, the SCADC software incorporates fhe static- 
error source-correction curve required for the true val- 
ues of Mach number, airspeed, and altitude. Aircraft 
prior lo AFC 793 (CADC 1166B/A) aircrew should 
refer to NAVAIR 01-F14AAP-1.1 for BUD displayed 
altitude and Mach number correction curves. 

Note 

The standby airspeed indicator is not cor- 
rected for position error. 

The CADC is a single-processor digital computer 
with a separate, independent, analog, backup wing- 
sweep channel. It is capable of making yes and no deci- 
sions, solving mathematical problems, and converting 
outputs to either digital or analog form as required by 
each aircraft system. The CADC gathers, stores, and 
processes pitot pressure, static pressure, total tempera- 
ture and AOA data from the aircraft airstream sensors. 
(see Figure 2-43). It performs wing-sweep and flapand 
slat schedule computations, limit control and electrical 
interlocks, failure detection, and systems test logic. Ma- 
jor systems that depend on all or part of these CADC 
functions are shown in Figure 2-44. 

The following legends appear on the MFD when ac- 
tivated by the CADC: 

1. RDC SPD (warning legend) - (REDUCE 
SPEED) - Indicates flaps down above 225 
knots; maximum safe Mach exceeded (2.4 Mach/ 
total temperature above 388 “F). 

2. W/S (caution legend) - (WING SWEEP) - 
Indicates dual wing-sweep channel failure or 
wing-sweep detent disengaged. 

2.19.1 Central Air Data Computer Tests 

2.19.1.1 Built-In Test. BIT capabilities provide con- 
tinuous monitoring of the CADC and its inputs and 
outputs. The failure indicator matrix (Figure 2-45) 
tabulates the functions that are monitored andassociated 
fail indications. 
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Figure 2-45. CADC Processor Indicators 
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2.19.1.2 On-Board Checkout. TheCADCperforms 
a self-test during OBC only with weight on wheels. 
When OBC is initiated, normal air data inputs are locked 
out and in their place constants from the computer mem- 
ory are received. Self-test detected failures may be 
manually reset by pressing the MASTER RESET push- 
button. 

Pressing the MASTER RESET pushbutton for 1 sec- 
ond resets transient failures in the CADC. Activating the 
master reset circuit recycles the failure detection process 
in the CADC. This recycling process puts off the caution 
and advisory light(s) and may take as long as 10 seconds 
to check out the status of the system. If a failure exists, 
the light(s) will illuminate again. If a transient failure 
existed, the light(s) will remain off. 

The following caution and advisory lights are acti- 
vated by the CADC: 

1. CADC 

2. FLAP 

3. WING SWEEP (advisory) - If the WING 
SWEEP advisory light does not recycle when 
MASTER RESET pushbutton is depressed, the 
light is activated by the wing flap controller. 

Three independent CADC fail signals drive the 
AFCS failure detection circuits. If these signals exist, 
the AFCS will illuminate the following lights: 

1. CADC fail signal pitch computer - No Light 

2. CADC fail signal to yaw computer - RUDDER 
AUTH and HZ TAIL AUTH 

3. CADC fail signal to roll computer - MACH 
TRIM. 

Pressing MASTER RESET pushbutton will also up- 
date the wing-sweep and flap commands to their respec- 
tive feedback signals. As a result, there may be 
movement in the wings and maneuver flaps when MAS- 
TER RESET pushbutton is depressed. 

2.20 WING-SWEEP SYSTEM 

The variable geometry of the wing-sweep system 
provides the pilot with considerable latitude for control- 
lingwingliftanddragcharacterlstics to optimizeaircraft 
performance over a broad flight spectrum. 

Under normal operating conditions, the wings are 
automatically positioned to the optimum sweep angle 

for maximum maneuvering performance. The pilot can 
selectively position the wings at sweep angles aft of 
optimum. 

A mechanical backup control system is provided for 
emergency and oversweep operations. Details of the 
wing-sweep system are shown in FO-11. 

The outboard location of the wing pivot reduces the 
change in longitudinal stability as a function of wing- 
sweep angle. Two independently powered, hy- 
dromechanical screwjack actuators, mechanically 
interconnected for synchronization, position the wings 
in response to pilot or CADC commands. In flight, the 
wings can be positioned between 20” and 6S0 wing 
leading-edge sweep angle. On the deck, the range is 
extended atI 75O (oversweep position) to reduce the span 
for spotting. Such authority results in a variation of wing 
span from approximately 64 to 33 feet. 

Cavities above the engine nacelles and the midfuse- 
lage accommodate the inboard portions of the wing 
panels as they sweep aft. Sealing of the underside is 
by a wiper seal and airbag. The bag is pressurized by 
engine bleed air. Airbag pressure is released during 
oversweep to avoid overloading of the flap mecha- 
nism. An overwing fairing encloses the wing cavity 
and provides a con-toured seal along the upper surface 
of the wing for the normal range of in-flight sweep 
angles. The left and right overwing fairing actuators 
are pressurized by the combined and flight hydraulic 
systems, respectively. 

2.20.1 Wing-Sweep Performance. Maximum 
wing-sweep rate (approximately 15’ per second) is ade- 
quate for most transient flight conditions; however, 
wing-sweep rate can be significantly reduced or stalled 
by negative-g or large positive-g excursions. Sufftcient 
capability has been provided in the system, consistent 
with the sustained performance capabilities of the air- 
craft. With a failure of either the combined or flight 
hydraulic systems, the wings will move at a reduced 
rate. 

Note 
a The overwing fairings and flaps are sus- 

ceptible to a high frequency (60 cycles per 
second), low-amplitude oscillation that 
can be felt in cockpit. This overwing fair- 
ing and flap buzz is normal and is influ- 
enced by rigging of the fairings and air in 
the hydraulic systems. 

l Overwing fairing and flap buzz is usually 
encountered between 0.9 and 1.4 Mach. 
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wing-sweep position in AUTO, AFT, FWD, and BOMB 
modes is by the four-way wing-sweep switch on the 
inboard side of the right throttle grip (Figure 2-46). As 
an emergency mode of conno& changes in wing-sweep 
position can be selected manually with the emergency 
WING S-WEEP handle on the inboard side ofthe throttle 
quadrant. The handle is connected directly to the wing- 
sweep hydraulic valves. The command source for posi- 
tioning the wings depends upon the mode selected by 
the pilot or, in certain cases, is automatically selected. 
Electrical and mechanical wing-sweep command paths 
are shown on FO-11. Wing-sweep modes are shown in 
Figure 2-47. 

Anytime hydraulic pressure is on, the wings 
cm be moved inadvertently. When positioning 
the wings during ground operation other than 
pilotpoststartorpostlandingchecklistproce- 
dures, use the emergency WING SWEEP 
handle to minimize the possibility of moving 
the wings inadvertently. 

Note 
:j When positioning the wings, do not com- 

mand opposite diition until wings have 
stopped in original commanded position 
(all sweep modes) to increase motor life. 

e Theoptimumwingposition(triangularin- 
dex) and the AUTOMAN flags may be 
unreliable when the CADC caution light 
is illuminated. 

220.211 AUTO Mode. Selection of the AUTO mode 
is made by placing the four-way wing-sweep switch in 
the upper detented position, AUTO, permitting the 
CADC Wing-sweep program to position the wings auto- 
matically. The program positions the wings primarily as 
a fonction of Mach number but includes pressure alti- 
tude biasing. Wing position is scheduled to the optimum 
sweep angle for developing maximum maneuvering 
performsnce.Iuadditiontoprovidmganautomaticwing 
positioning fimction, the programmer also defmes the 
forward sweep limit that cannot be penetrated using any 
of the &her eleetrieat (manual or bomb) modes. The 
forward sweep limiter prevents electrical misposition- 
ing of the wings from a wing stmctore standpoint. 

Pilot selection of the AUTO mode or automatic tmns- 
f?r Tom the manual mode causes the AUTO flag to 
Oppe.% in the wingsweep indicator. Once in the AUTO 

mode, the four-way wing-sweep switch can be in the 
center position without changing the command mode. 

2.20.2.2 Manual Mode. The manual wing-sweep 
modeiscommandedbyselectingAFTorFWDt?omthe 
neutral position of the wing-sweep switch, driving the 
wings in the commanded direction to any wing-sweep 
position aft of the automatic program. The switch is 
spring loaded to return to the center position. Manual 
command mode exists unless the wing-sweep program 
isintercepted,atwhichpointtransfertotheAUTOmode 
is automatic. Indication of the existing mode is provided 
by the AUTO and MAN flags in the wing-sweep indi- 
cator. 

2.20.2.3 Bomb Mode. Bomb mode is selected by 
moving the wing-sweep switch to the down (BOMB) 
position. With the switch in BOMB, the following 
occurs: 

1. Wing SWEEP indicator shows h4AN flag. 

2. If wing sweep is less than 5S0, wings will drive to 
550. 

3. If wing sweep is greater than 5S0, wings will not 
move. 

4. If maneuver flaps are extended, they will retract 
and wings will sweep to 5S”. 

As the aircraft accelerates and the AUTO wing- 
sweep schedule is intercepted, the wings will follow the 
AUTO schedule even though the switch remains in 
BOMB mode. Upon decelerating, the wings will sweep 
forward to 55’ and stop. 

2.20.2.4 Emergency Mode. During normal mode 
operation of the wing-sweep system, the wing-sweep 
control drive servo drives the hydraulic valve command 
input through a spider &tent mechanism. The emer- 
gency handle under a tmnsparent guard is moved in 
parallel with the servo output. The emergency mode 
provides an emergency method of controlling wing 
sweep. It bypasses the normal command path of the 
fly-by-wire system (CAM: and control drive servo 
loop). 

To select emergency mode, the handle must be ex- 
tended vertically. The guard should be moved out of the 
way before the handle is operated. Vertical extension of 
the emergency handle provides for better accessibility 
and leverage. The detent is not disengaged by raising the 
handle vertically. An initial fore or aft force of up to 30 
pounds breakout and 13 pounds maximum is necessary 
for operation. 
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NOMENCLATURE 

0 
Wing sweep switch 

0 Emergency WING 
SWEEP handle 

@ Wing SWEEP indicator 

@ 
W/S caution legend on 
MFD 

FUNCTION 

AUTO - Wing sweep angles are determined by CADC according to wing 
sweep program. Detented switch position. 

BOMB - Wings are positioned at 55’ or further aft if commanded by the 
CADC program. Detented switch position. 

AFT/FWD - The pilot can select AFT or FWD wing positions within limits 
imposed by the wing sweep program. Switch is spring-loaded to 
the center position. When the forward limit is intercepted, the 
mode is transferred to AUTO. 

Provides a mechanical means of wing sweep control that overrides the 
CADC program commands. Wing sweep SngleS between ZOO and 66O are 
mrestricted except for flap interlocks. Oversweep 75’ is provided with 
weight-on-wheels, horizontal stabilizer authority restricter in reduced range, 
and air bag pressure dumped. 

lisplays (from right to left) actual wing sweep position, commanded position 
and wing sweep program position, which is the maximum forward angle at 
Iresent airspeed and attitudes. Indicator windows show the operating mode. 

ndicates failure of both wing sweep channels and/or disengagement of 
spider detent. Wing sweep positioning requires using the emergency wing 
sweep handle. 

Figure 2-46. Wing-Sweep Controls and Indicators (Sheet 1 of 2) 
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NOMENCLATURE FUNCTION 

0 
CADC caution light indicates hardware failure and/or that certain computations of the air data 

computer are unreliable. Illumination of WING SWEEP advisory light and/or 
W/S caution legend on MFD determines pilot action. 

@ ;;G SWEEP advisory Indicates failure of a single channel in the system. Illumination of both 
WING SWEEP advisory and CADC caution light indicates failure of one 
channel in CADC. 

Figure 2-46. Wing-Sweep Controls and Indicators (Sheet 2 of 2) 

The spider detent is reengaged if the handle is repo- 
sitioned to the detent (servo) position. 

The emergency WING SWEEP handle incoipomtes 
locks at approximately 4O increments between 20” and 
68”. These locks are provided to eliminate random wing 
movement in the emergency mode should electrical 
system transients be experienced. When the locks are 
engaged, wing movement is inhibited provided that 
wings match handle position. The wing-sweep locks 
eliminate the need for the installation of wing-sweep 
servo cutout switches. Locks are engaged by raising the 
handle 1 inch from the stowed position. In order to 
bypass the locks and select a wing position, the handle 
is raised an additional 1 inch (2 inches from stowed) and 
moved to the desired position. The handle is spring 
loaded to retnrn to the lock position when released. The 
handle can be raised horn 20” to 68” and oversweep, but 
can only be returned to the stowed position at 20” and 
oversweep. This feature is intended to prevent inadver- 
tent engagement of the AUTO MODE, commanding the 
wings to spread causing possible damage to the aircraft 
or injury to personnel in a confined area. The handle is 
spring loaded toward the stowed position, but requires 
depressing the release button on the inboard side of the 
lever in order to return the handle to the stowed position. 

a Except for wing flap (main and auxiliary) 
and oversweep interlocks in the control 
box, the emergency mode does not pre- 
vent pilot mispositioning the wings from 
a structural standpoint. 

a If operating in the emergency wing-sweep 
mode, positively confirm all flaps are re- 
tracted prior to attempting AFT wing 
sweep. 

ORIGINAL : 

In certain failure modes, the flap indicator 
may not accurately reflect the position of all 
flaps. 

Since the wing-sweep program acts as a forward 
liter only for the normal modes of operation, the pilot 
must follow the following schedule in the emergency 
mode: 

1. 0.4 Mach - 20’ 

2. 0.7Mach - 25’ 

3. 0.8Mach - 50” 

4. 0.9 Mach - 60” 

4. 1 .O Mach - 68’. 

When operating in the emergency mode, pulling the 
WlNGSWEEPDRIVENO.l(LDl)andWGSWPDR 
NO. 2MANUV FLAP (LEl) circuit breakers on the 
pilot letI knee panel assures that the electrical command 
path cannot interfere with the emergency mode. 

2.20.2.5 Oversweep Mode (75’). The wing over- 
sweep mode allows sweeping the wings aft of 68’ to 75” 
during on-deck operation only, thereby reducing the 
overall width of the aircraft for deck spotting. At 75”, 
the wing trailing edge is over the horizontal tail surface. 

With the wings at 68O, oversweep can be initiated by 
raising the emergency WING SWEEP handle to its full 
extension and holding. Raising the handle releases air 
pressure from the wing-seal airbags and activates the 
horizontal tail authority system, restricting the surface 
deflections to 18O trailing edge up and 12“ trailing edge 
down. During motion of the horizontal stabilizer restric- 
tom., the HZ TAIL AUTH caution light is illuminated. 
When the horizontal tail authority restriction is accom- 
plished (approximately 15 seconds), the HZ TAIL 
AU’IH caution light will go off and the OVER flag on 
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68 

SWEEP 
INOPERATIVE 

ANGLE WHEN AIRBORNE 
DEGAEES 

Figure 2-47. Wing-Sweep Modes 
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the wing-sweep indicator will be visible. This advises 
the pilot that the oversweep interlocks are tree, allowing 
movement of the emergency WING SWEEP handle to 
7Y and stow. The EMER and OVER on the wing-sweep 
indicator will be visible. 

Failure of the oversweep interlocks while 
trying to achieve oversweep may result in 
damage to the wingtip and horizontal tail 
trailing edges, and the maneuver flap 
actuator. 

If unusual resistance is encountered while 
attempting to put the wings into over- 
sweep, continued aft pressure on the 
WING SWEEP handle may cause failure 
of the wing-sweep actuator. 

Avoid stick movements with the wings in 
oversweep and the HZ TAIL AUTH light 
illuminated and/or the OVER flag not dis- 
played in the wing-sweep indicator. 

The reverse process takes place when sweeping for- 
ward from oversweep. However, there is no need to 
hold the emergency handle in the raised position at 68”. 
Motion out ofoversweep is completed (wing-seal airbag 
pressure established and horizontal tail authority restric- 
tion removed) when both the OVER flag and the HZ 
TAIL AUTH caution lights are off. Six seconds later the 
WING SWEEP advisory light will illuminate. Upon 
engagement of the spider detent by further unsweeping 
the emergency handle, MASTER RESET pushbutton is 
pressed to clear the WING SWEEP advisory light, thus 
activating the electrical command circuits of the wing- 
sweep system. 

When coming out of oversweep and a 68O 
wing position is desired, the wings should be 
moved fotward to approximately 60° and 
then back to 68”. 

2.20.3 Wing-Sweep Interlocks. Automatic limiting 
of wing-sweep authority is provided under normal in- 
flight control modes to prevent mispositioning of the 
wings at conditions that could result in the penetration 
of Structural boundaries. Wing-sweep interlocks within 
the CADC are shown in Figure 248. Wing sweep is also 

electrically inhibited at normal accelerations less than 
-0.5g. 

2.20.3.1 Flap and Slat Wing-Sweep Control 
Box. Electromechanical (auxiliary flaps, oversweep 
enable) and mechanical (main flap) interlocks in the 
control box limit aft wing-sweep commands at 21’15’, 
50”, and 68”. Interloclm in the control box are shown in 
Figure 2-48. These interlocks, which serve as a backup 
to the electronic interlocks in the CADC, are imposed 
on both the normal and the emergency inputs to the 
control box and assure. noninterference between mov- 
able surfaces and the fuselage. 

2.20.4 Wing-Sweep System Test. 

2.20.4.1 Continuous Monitor. The command and 
execution of the wing-sweep system is continually 
monitored by a failure detection system. The failure 
detection system in the CADC governs the change from 
wing-sweep channel 1 to channel 2 or the disabling of 
wing-sweep charnel 1 or 2 by switching the respective 
control drive servo off. A single channel failure in the 
wing-sweep electrical command path is indicated by 
illumination of the WING SWEEP advisory light fol- 
lowed by normal operation on the remaining channel. 
Failure of the remaining channel is indicated by a W/S 
caution legend on the MFD and requires that wing- 
sweep control be exercised through the emergency 
WING SWEEP handle. Transient failures in the CADC 
can be reset by pressing the MASTER RESET pushbut- 
ton, which recycles the failure detection system. 

2.20.4.2 Preflight Check. A preflight check of the 
wing-sweep system to assure proper operation of the 
electrical command circuits without moving the wings 
should be accomplished after starting engines while the 
wings are in oversweep (759. 

1. Set wing-sweep mode switch to AUTO. 

Note 

The CADC caution light will illuminate and 
test will not run if AUTO is not selected on 
the wing-sweep switch. 

2. Press MASTER RESET pushbutton. 

3. Set MASTER TEST switch to WG SWP. 

4. Monitor test by observing: 

a. Wing-sweep limit pointer drives to 44O. 

b. Illumination of the WING SWEEP advisory 
light and FLAP caution light. 
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Figure 2-48. Wing-Sweep Interlocks 
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Note 

The WING SWEEP advisory light will illu- 
minate 3 seconds after test starts, then go off 
and illuminate again at 8 seconds into test. 

c. RDC SPD warning legend on MFD. 

d. At end of test (approximately 25 seconds) the 
limit pointer will drive to 20’ and the above 
lights will go off. 

5. Set MASTER TEST switch to OFF. 

Note 

Ignore illumination of RUDDER AUTH 
caution or MACH TRIM advisory lights and 
motion of the control stick ifthey occur during 
the test. 

2.21 FLAPS AND SLATS 

The flaps and slats form the high-lift system, which 
prwides the aircraft with augmented lift during the two 
modes of operation: takeoff or landing, and maneuvering 
ilight, The flaps am. of the single-slotted type, sectioned 
into three panels on each wing. The two outboard sections 
am the main Saps utilixed during both modes of operation. 
The inbeard section (auxilii flap) is commanded only 
during takeoff or landing. The slats consist oftwo sections 
per wing mechanically linked to tbe main flaps. Flaps 
down greater than lo0 enables the wheels warning light 
interlock, and greater than 25’ enables direct li8 control 
and power approach spoiler gearing. 

2.21.1 Flap and Slat Controls 

Pilot controls for flap and slat takeoff, landing, and 
maneuvering modes are illustrated in Figure 2-49. 

2.21.1.1 FLAP Handle. The FLAP handle, located 
outboard of the throttles, is used to manually command 
flaps and slats to the takeoff and landing position. Flap 
handle commands are transmittedby control cable to the 
flap and slat and wing-sweep control box where they are 
integrated with CADC electromechanical inputs to 
command proper flap and slat position. 

2.21 .I .I .l Emergency Flaps. EMER UP enables 
the pilot to override any electromechanical commands 
that may exist because of malfunction of the CADC. Te 
position the flaps, move the FLAP handle to the end of 
the normal travel range; then, move the handle outboard 
and continue moving to extreme EMER UP. While mov- 
ing the handle, forces may be higher than normal. 
EMER DN has no function. 

A slip clutch assembly is installed between 
the combined system forward flap hydraulic 
motor and the center gearbox assembly. 
While this will relieve some stall torque on 
the hydraulic motor, extremely fast reversals 
of flap direction while flaps are in motion 
may result in eventual faihue. of the flap and 
slat flexible driveshaft. 

2.21.1.2 Maneuver Flap and Slat Thumb- 
wheel. The maneuver flap and slat thumbwheel is lo- 
cated on the left side ofthe stick grip and is spring loaded 
to the center position. With LDG GEAR and FLAP 
handles up, automatic CADC flap and slat positioning 
can be overridden with pilot thumbwheel inputs to par- 
tially or frilly extend or retract the maneuvering flaps 
and slats; however, the next time angle of attack crosses 
an extension or retraction threshold, the automatic com- 
mandwill again take precedence, unless manually over- 
ridden again. Manual thumbwheel command is a 
proportional command. 

2.21.1.3 Main Flaps. The main flaps on each wing 
consist of two sections simultaneously driven by four 
mechanical actuators geared to a common flap drive- 
shaft. Each wing incorporates a flap asymmetry sensor 
and flap overtravel switches for both the extension and 
retraction-cycles. 

Cove doors, spoilers, eyebrow doors, and gusses op- 
erate with the flaps to form a slot to optimixe airflow 
over the deflected flap. The cove doors are secondary 
surfaces along the underside of the wing forward of the 
flap (Figure 2-50.) As the flaps pass 25’ deflection, a 
negative command received from the AFCS depresses 
the spoilers to 41/2O to meet with the cove doors. Be 
cause the spoilers do not span the entire wing as do the 
flaps, gusses inboard and outboard of the spoilers per- 
form the flaps-down function of the spoilers. With the 
flaps retmcted, the eyebrow doora, which are the for- 
ward upper surface of the Saps, are spring loaded in the 
up position to close the gap between the trailing edge of 
the spoiler or guss and the leading edge of the flaps. 
Mechanical linkage retracts the eyebrow door when the 
flaps are lowered to provide a smooth contour over the 
upper surface of the deflected flap. 

2.21 .1.4 Auxlllary Flaps. The auxiliary flaps are in- 
board of the main flaps and are powered by the com- 
bined hydraulic system. The actuator is design& to 
mechanically lock the auxiliary flaps when in the up 
position. In the event of high dynamic pressure condi- 
tions, a bypass valve within each control valve opens 
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NOMENCLATURE 

3 
FLAP handle 

1 
,MFO WARNINO LEGEND, ..- ._._...-..._.- _ ..-. 1 
i RDC SPD 8 
,.......... . . . . . . . . . J 

\ 

FUNCTION 

UP - Normal retraction of main and auxiliary flaps. 

DN- Normal efienslon of main and auxiliary flaps. 

EMER UP - Emergency retraction of main flaps to full up overrldlng any 
electromechanical command faults. 

EMER DN -No function. 

Figure 2-49. Flap and Slat Controls and Indicators (Sheet 1 of 2) 
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FUNCTION 

- Power off; maneuver slats extended. 

- Slats extended (17 ). Slats position is an electrical 
pickoff of right slat position only 

- Slats retracted (0”). 

cl z? - Flaps full up (0”). 
i 

Flap position is pickoff from 
hydraulic motor for main flaps only 

0 
$7 - Maneuver flaps down (10”). 

III 
0” ,/ - Flaps full down (35”). 

3 
RDC SPD legend on Main flap comparator failures with flaps not retracted and airspeed 
MFD and HUD >225 KIAS (see figure 2-43). 

Maximum safe Mach exceeded (2.4 M). 

Total temperature exceeds 355°F 

3 
FLAP caution light Disagreement between main and/or AUX flap position (10 second 

light) or asymmetry lockout (3 second light). 

CADC failure. WG SWP DR NO. 2/MANUV FLAP (LEl) circuit breaker 
pulled. 

3 
Maneuver flap and slat Forward - Commands maneuver flaps and slats to retract. 
thumbwheel 

Neutral - Automatic CADC program. 

An - Commands maneuver flaps and slats to extend. 

ORIGINAL 

Figure 2-49. Flap and Slat Controls and Indicators (Sheet 2 of 2) 
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Figure Z-50. Wing Control Surfaces 
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causing the auxiliary flap to be blown back, thus avoid- 
ing possible structural damage. During loss of electrical 
power, the control valve is spring loaded to retract, re- 
tracting the auxiliary flaps within 1 minute. The auxil- 
iary flaps use cove doors, eyebrow doors, and gusses 
identical in purpose and operation with those associated 
with the main flaps. 

2.21.1.5 Slats. The slats on each wing are divided 
into two sections, both of which are driven simuhane- 
ously by a single-slat driveshat?. The slats are supported 
and guided by seven curved tracks. 

2.21.2 Flap and Slat Operation 

Note 
l There is no automatic flap/slat retraction. 

e With flaps extended by the FLAP handle 
and an airspeed of 225 knots or greater, 
the RDC SPD legend appears on the MFD 
and HUD. 

2.21.2.1 Normal Operation. The main flap and slat 
portion of the high-lit? system is positioned with a dual 
redundant hydromechanical servoloop in response to 
the FLAP handle command. The auxiliary flap is a two- 
position control surface powered by the combined hy- 
draulic system. With the FLAP handle exceeding 5’ 
deflection, the auxiliary flaps fully extend. Conversely, 
they retract for a FLAP handle position equal to or less 
than 5“. ‘Ihe torque of the flap and slat drive hydraulic 
motor is transmitted by flexible driveshafts to each 
wing. 

2.21.2.2 Degraded Operation. In the event of a 
combined hydraulic system failure, outboard spoiler 
module fluid is automatically directed to a backup hy- 
draulic motor to lower main flaps and slats only. In the 
event of main flap asymmetty greater than 3”. slat asym- 
metry greater than 4O, or flap surface overtravel, the flap 
and slat system is disabled. Flaps and slats will remain 
in the position they were in when failure or malfunction 
occurred. The auxiliary flaps are automatically com- 
manded to retract. There is no asymmetry protection for 
the auxiliary flaps. 

2.21.2.3 Flap Wing Interlocks. The main flap and 
auxiliary flap commands are interlocked electrically and 
mechanically with the wing sweep to prevent flap fuse- 
lage interference. An electrical interlock in the CADC 
and a mechanical command in the wing-sweep control 
box prevent wing sweep aft of 22” with auxiliary flaps 

extended. In a similar manner, upon extension of the 
main flaps, the wings are electrically and mechanically 
limited to wing-sweep angles less than 50’. The FLAP 
handle is mechanically prevented from moving to the 
down position if wing position is aft of SO”. If flaps are 
lowered with wings between 21” and 50°, main flaps 
will extend but auxiliary flaps will remain retracted. 

If flaps are extended with wings between 
21° and SOD, auxiliary flap extension is 
inhibited and a large nosedown pitch trim 
change will occur. 

Pulling the FLAP/SLAT CONTR SHUT- 
OFF circuit breaker (RA2) will eliminate 
flap overtravel protection and could elimi- 
nate mechanical or electrical main and 
auxiliary flap interlocks and may allow 
the wings to be swept with the flaps par- 
tially or fully down in the wing-sweep 
emergency mode. 

2.21.2.4 Maneuver Flap and Slat Mode. The 
main flaps can be extended to 10’ with the slats extended 
to 7” within the altitude and Mach envelope shown in 
Figure 2-51. 

Maneuver flaps and slats are automatically extended 
and retracted by the CADC as a function of angle of 
attack and Mach number (Figure 2-52). The schedule 
commands full maneuver flaps and slats as soon as the 
slatted wing maneuvering efficiency exceeds that of the 
clean wing. 

Note 
CADC maneuver flap commands are auto- 
matically reset when the flap handle is placed 
down greater than 2’, wing-sweep BOMB 
mode is selected, or maneuver flaps are com- 
manded to less than lo by the CADC because 
of dynamic pressure. 

The angle-of-attack input to the CADC from the alpha 
computerisinhibitedandwillretractthe~euv~devices 
if they are extended when the LDG GEAR hgndle is low- 
ered.Thisistoensurethatthemaneuverdevicesarere- 
tracted before lowering the FLAP handle. Maneuver 
devices extended condition is indicated by a SLATS 
barberpole and an intermediate (10”) flap position. 
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MACH NUMBER -TRUE 

Figure 2-51. Maneuver Flap Envelope 

@F600.2370 

Figwe 2-52. Maneuver Slat/Flap Automatic Schedule for CAJX! 
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To avoid fuel impingement on the fuselage boattail 
and nozzles, tieI dump operations are prevented with 
the speedbrakes extended. 

Ifmaneuver devices are not retracted prior to 
lowering the FLAP handle, a rapid reversal 
of the flaps will occur with possible damage 
to the flap system. 

2.22 SPEEDBRAKES 

The speedbrskes consist of three individual surfaces, 
one upper and two lower panels on the aft fuselage 
between the engine nacelles (Figure 2-53). The speed- 
brakes may be infinitely modulatedon the extension and 
retraction cycle. Operating time for full deflection is 
approximately 2 seconds. Hydraulic power is supplied 
by the combined hydraulic system (nonisolation circuit), 
and electrical power is through the essential No. 2 dc 
bus with circuit overload protection on the pilot right 
circuit breaker panel (SPD BK P-ROLL TRIM EN- 
ABLE) (RBZ). 

2.22.1 Speedbrake Operation. Pilotcontrolofthe 
speedbrakes is effected by use of the three-position 
speedbrake switch on the inboard side of the right throt- 
tle grip (Figure 2-54). Automatic retraction of the speed- 
brakes occurs with placement of either or both thmttles 
at MIL or loss of electrical power. 

Note 
l Loss of combined hydraulic pressure with 

the speedbrakes retracted or extended will 
cause the speedbrakes to move to a float- 
ing position. 

. The speedbrake/fuel dump interlock is 
electrically bypassed during a combined 
hydraulic system failure, enabling the pi- 
lot to dump Abel when the speedbmkes are 
floating or modulating. The electrical by- 
pass is enabled whenever the combined 
pressure falls below 500 psi. 

l Do not extend the speedbrakes in flight 
within 1 minute (nominal) after terminat- 
ing fuel dump operations to allow residual 
fuel in the dump mast to drain. 

l A throttle must be held in MIL (or greater) 
for approximately 3 seconds in order for 
the automatic function to completely re- 
tract the speedbrake. Anything less will 
cause partial retraction. 

Figure 2-53. Speedbrakes 
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NOMENCLATURE 

0 
Speed brake switch 

3 
2 SPEED BRAKE indicator 

FUNCTION 

EXT- Momentary position used for partial or full extension. When 
released, switch returns to center (hold) positlon. 

RET- Normal position of switch. Retracts and maintains speed 
brakes closed. 

- Partial extension (hold) 

- Full extension (6OO). 

•l 
IN - Full retracted position. 

- Speed brakes power is off. 

Note 

Automatic retraction of speed brakes occurs 
when either or both throttles are at MIL. 

Figure 2-54. Speedbrake Control and Indicator 
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The speedbrakes will start to blowback (close) at 
approximately 400 knots and will cominue toward the 
closed position as aimpeed increases to prevent Struc- 
tural damage. A reduction in airspeed will not automat- 
ically cause the speedbrakes to extend to the originally 
commanded position. 

2.23 FLIGHT CQblTRfX SYSTEMS 

Flight wntrol is achieved through an irreversible, 
hydraulic power system operated by a control sti& and 
rudder pedals. Aircraft pitch is controlled by symmetri- 
cal deflection of the horizontal stabiliiem. Roll wntrol 
is effected by differential stabilizer deflections and aug- 
mented by spoilers at wing-sweep positions less than 
62”. Directional control is provided by dual rudders. 
During power approach maneuvers, the aircraft flight- 
path can be controlled through symmetric spoiler dis- 
placement by the pilot selecting direct lift control. 
Control surface indicators are shown in Figure 2-55. 

The horizontal stabilizer and rudders are powered by 
tbe tlight and combined hydmulic systems and wntrolled 
by pushrods and bellcranks. A third independent flight 
control hydraulic power source is provided by the 
backup module. Spoiler control is effected by en elec- 
tmhydraulic. fly-by-wire system and powered by the 
combined hydraulic system (inboard spoilem) and out- 
board spoiler module (outboard spoilers). 

The AFCS includes a stability augmentation system 
an autopilot and auxilii wntrol fimctions for spoiler 
wntrol, rudder authority control, lateral stick suthority 
wnttol, and Mach trim wmpensation. 

2.23.1 LongitudlmaI 0mQroI. Longitudinalcontrol 
(Figure 2-56) is provided by symmetric deflection of 
independently actuated horizontal stabilizers. Control 
stick motion is trsnsmittedto the stabiliirpower actua- 
tors bypushrods andbellcmnkstodurdttmdemactuators 
independently powered by the fligbt and combined hy- 
dmulii systems. The power actuators control the stabi- 
lizers symmetrically for longitudinal control and 
differentiallyfor~~~~.~is~lishedby 
mech8nically summingpitchandrollwmmandsatthe 
pitch-roll mixer assembly. hJonlm= stick-to-stabilizer 
gearing provides appropriate stick sensitivity for re- 
sponsive and smooth control. Longitudinal system 
authotity is showy in Figure 2-57. 

2.23.1.1 Longltudlna! FoeP. ArtitTcial feel devices 
in the control system provide the pilot with force cues 
and feedback. A spring-loaded cam rind roller assembly 
produces breakout force when the stick is di.splwc~I 
from neutral trim and provides incressmS stick forces 
proportional to control stickdisplacement. Control stick 

forces, proportional to normal acceleration (8 forces) 
and pitch accelemtion, am produced by fore and aft 
bobweights. Airmutt overstmsse-s from abrupt stick in- 
putsareminimi&byaneddycurmntdamperthatre 
sists large, rapid control deflections. 

2.23.9.2 kr~@~dlru,al Mm. Longitudinal trim is 
provided by varying the neutral position of the cam and 
roller feel assembly with an electromechanical 
screwjack actuator. The manual pitch trim button on the 
stick is a fiveqosition switch, spring loaded to the center 
(off) position (Figme 2-B). The fore and aft switch 
positions produce wtmsponding nosedown and noseup 
trim, respectively. The manual trim switch is deactivated 
when the autopilot is engaged. 

2.23.d.3 Mach Trh. Mach trim wntml is provided 
by the ARCS and is contimumsly engaged to provide 
automatic Mach trim compensation during tmnsonic 
and supersonic flight. A failure of Mach trim wmpen- 
sation is indicated by the MACH TRIM advisory light. 
Transient faihues can be reset by depressing the MAS- 
TSR RESET pushbutton. 

~emsyllaal~dcbFCSautombtic~and~htrim 
~3~tuator ic instelled in parallel witb the Sight wntrol 
system. Trim ectuatiotr moduces B wrresponding stick 
an8 wntrol surfece movement. 

2.232 $~QQ@R&& Krh ystem. The ITS is inwr- 
pored to redw longituditml trim changes because of 
the exten$i5n end retix&on of Saps end spe&mkes. 
Disagreement of comnnmd position removes power 
from the mot03 and ilhuninates ti BITEG TRIM advi- 
sory light. Transient failures can be reset by pressing the 
EvllhS~RWES~T:Tgushbutton.ITSschedulesareshown 
in Figure 2-59. 

Wtm the AIM-54 weapon rail pallet(s) is 
installed, the speedbrake compensation 
,w&dde h the i~tegmted trim cumputa 
chmgee. If kes than four ADA-54 missiles 
areumiedontheweq3onmils,thelTsmay 
overcompensate for the speedbrake trim 
chauge. IQ the worst case (low altitude, be- 
tween 0.7 end 0.8 Mach, pitch SAS otf, and 
weapon wits without AIM-54 missilee), the 
llscP!ncauseeQ incmmental ag QosedowQ 
trim change when the speedbrake is ex- 
tended.LMertbesewnditionswiththepitch 
sAseQ@ge&me$dmmQticluulgeisre 
duced to epproximately 1~ 
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a SPOILER positIon 
indicators 

A right inboard or outboard 
spoiler positlon lndlcator 
showlng one position hlgh- 
er than the, corresponding 
spoilers ac$ual position In- 
dlcates a posslblllty of 
ground roll braking In flight 
and loss of spoiler asym 
metry protectlon due to a 
failed zero degree swkh. 

0 RUDDER positlon 
Indicator 

-Spollers down (flush with wing surface). 

-Either spoiler of the approprlate palr 
Is extended more than OO. 

-Both spoilers of the appropriate pair at 
a dropped position (O-4 1/2O below 
wing surface) 

idlvldual ruddar polnters marked R (right) and L (left) display the 
ailing-edge position of the rudders in degrees (0 to 30). 
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NOMENCLATURE 

0 HORIZONTAL tail 
stabilizers position 

@ 
,WTWT;tKr SPOILER 

0 HZ TAIL AUTH 
caution light 

c9 
RUDDER AUTH 
caution light 

0 EILERS caution 

@ 
INTEG TRIM advisory 
light 

@ 
MACH TRIM advisory 
light 

0 10 RUDDER TRIM switch 

FUNCTION 

Indicated by two pointers marked R (tight) and L (left) on a scale 35” 
up and 15” down. Scale is graduated in 2” increments. The inner 
pointer indicates lefl wing down or right wing down (diierential 
stabilizer position). 

BOTH -Antiskid activated. Spoiler brakes bperate with weight on 
wheels and throttle at IDLE. 

OFF -Antiskid and spoiler brakes Inoperative with weight on 
wheels. 

SPOILER BK - Spoiler brakes operate with weight on wheels and 
both throttles at IDLE. Antiskid is deactivated. 

Failure of lateral tail authority actuator to follow schedule or CADC 
failure. 

Disagreement between command and position, failure of rudder 
authority actuators to follow schedule, or CADC failure. 

Note 

The RUDDER AUTH caution light may illuminate when the 
in-flight refueling probe is extended. Press the MASTER 
RESET button to rese the light. 

Spoiler system failure, causing a set of spoilers to be locked down. 

Note 

SPOILERS caution light will not illuminate with SPOILER 
FLR ORIDE switches in ORIDE position. 

Discrepancy between input command signal and actuator position 
or an electrical power loss within the computer. 

Failure of Mach trim actuator to follow schedule. 

Note 

Transient failures involving HZ TAIL AUTH, RUDDER AUTH, 
or SPOILERS caution lights and INTEG TRIM and MACH 
TRIM advisory lights can be reset by pressing the MASTER 
RESET pushbutton. 

Controls the electromechanical actuator that varies the neutral 
position of the mechanical linkage for rudder trim. 

ORIGINAL 

Figure 2-55. Control Surface Indicators (Sheet 2 of 2) 
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izi%qiF 

Maneuver 
Flap 
Integrated 
Trim System 
(ITS) and DLC 
Thumbwheel 

Parallel 
Automatic L Carrier 
Landing 
(ACL only) 

Series 

Figure 2-56. Longitudinal Control System 

OL 
MOTION 

4 Inches 
forward 5.5 
inches aft 

4 Inches 
forward 5.5 
inches aft 

f450 DLC 
Thumbwheel 
Mode 

f45” 
Maneuver 
Flap Mode 

STABILIZE 
AUTHORITV 

10’ TED 
33’ TEU 

f3O 

IO’ TED 36” per 36” per 
33” TEU second second 

8.4’ TED 
Maxlmum 

36” per 36” per 
second second 

ISURFACE 1 PARALLEL TRIM 
RATE 1 AUTHORITY ( AVERAGE RATE 

38’ per 
second 

9’ TED 
18O TEU 

1 o per second 

22: 1 - ( - 
9’ TED 9’ TED 0.1 o per second 0.1 o per second 

18’ TEU 18’ TEU 

- - - - 

3O per second 3O per second - - 

Figure 2-57. Longitudinal System Authority 
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NOMENCLATURE 

0 Bomb release button 

0 Pitch and roll trim button 

0 Weapon Selector switch 

@ 
Maneuver flap, slat, and 
DLC command 

ORIGINAL 

FUNCTION 

Pilot control for release of stores. In aircraft with the weapons rail defense 
electronic countermeasures (DECM) chaff adapter, the bomb release button 
Is used to dispense chaff. 

Spring-loaded to (center) off position. Up and down positions control pitch 
trim and left and rlght positions control roll trim. Manual trim Is Inoperative 
during autopilot operation. 

LR- Selects Phoenix missiles. 

MR - Selects Sparrow missiles. 

SR - Selects Sldewlnder missiles. 

GN - Selects gun. 

Sprlng-loaded to a neutral posltlon. 
With DLC engaged: Forward rotation extends spoilers (aircraft down); afl 
rotatlon retracts spoilers (aircraft up). 
With gear and flaps up: Forward rotation retracts maneuvering flaps/slats; aft 
rotation extends maneuverlng flaps/slats. 

Figure 2-58. Control Stick and Trim (Sheet 1 of 2) 
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NOMENCLATURE FUNCTION 

0 
DLC engage, disengage, Momentary depression of the switch with flaps greater than 25 degrees 
and chaff switch down, throttle less than MIL, and no failures In spoiler system engages DLC. 

With flaps up, switch will dispense chaff or flares. DLC is disengaged by 
momentarily pressing the switch, raising the flaps, or advancing either throttk 
to MIL. 

c3 
Autopilot reference and With weight on wheels, nosewheel steering can be engaged by depressing 
nosewheel steering switch momentarily. Weight off wheels and autopilot engaged; switch 
pushbutton engages compatible autopilot modes. 

0 
Autopilot emergency Disengages all autopilot modes and DLC. Releases all autopilot switches. 
disengage paddle Disengages the pitch and roll servos and causes the pitch and roll SAS 

switches to move to OFF. The yaw SAS channels In either case are not 
affected. Depressing the paddle switch reverts throttle system from AUTO or 
BOOST mode to MAN mode only while depressed and with weight on 
wheels. 

63 
Camera and forward Pilot control of CTVS, gun camera, andfor forward firing weapons. First deten 
weapon firing trigger of trigger starts gun camera and cockpit television sensor (CTVS). 

Figure 2-58. Control Stick sad Trim (Sheet 2 of 2) 

2.23.2.1 Preflight. The ITS is automatically eoer- 
gized with hydraulic and electrical power applied. It can 
be checked by operating flaps or speedbrakes and ob- 
serving a change in indicated stabilizer position. 

2.23.3 Lateral Control. Lateral control (Figure 2-60) 
is effected by differential displacement of the horizontal 
stabilizers and augmented by wing spoilers at wing- 
sweeppositionaoflessthan62°.A*l/2-inchstickdead- 
band is provided to preclude spoiler actuation with small 
lateral stick commands. The spoilers are commanded to 
the flush-down (O”) position at wing-sweep angles of 
greater than 62”, and roll control is provided entirely by 
differential stabilizer. At wing-sweep angles of 65’ and 
greater, the hydraulic power to the spoiler actuators is 
cut ofE, locking the spoilers in the 0” position. Lateral 
stick commands are transmitted by pushrods and bell- 
cranks to the independent stabilizer power actuators and 
electrically to the spoiler actuators. Lateral system 
authority is tabulated in Figure 2-61. 

2.23.3.1 Lateral Feel. An artificial feel system pro- 
vides the pilot with force cues and feedback. The lateral 
feel mechanism is a spring roller-cam assembly with a 
neutral stick position detent and a constant stick deflec- 
tion force gradient. 

2.23.3.2 Lateral Trim. Lateral trim is by differential 
deflection of the horizontal stabilizers. The wing spoil- 
ers are not actuated for lateral trim control. Trim is pro- 
vided by adjusting the neutral position of the spring 
roller-cam-feel assembly with an electromechanical 

screwjack. Left or right deflection of the roll trim button 
on the stick grip produces corresponding stick move- 
ment and letI or right wing-down trim, respectively. The 
normal stick grip trim switch is inoperative when the 
autopilot is engaged. 

Note 
With lateral trim set at other than O”, maxi- 
mum spoiler deflection is reduced in the di- 
rection of applied trim. 

2.23.3.3 Lateral Control Stops. To limit the tor- 
sional fuselage loads, variable lateral control authority 
stops are installed. The lateral stick stops vary according 
to dynamic pressure airloads from full stick authority at 
low Q, to one-half-stick throw limits at high-Q condi- 
tions. Failure ofthe lateral stick stops is indicated by the 
HZ TAIL AUTH caution light. Transient failures can be 
reset with the MASTER RESET pushbutton. Failure of 
the stops in the one-half-stick position limits low-Q roll- 
ing performance. However, ample roll control is avail- 
able for all landing conditions and configurations. 
Failure in the open condition with SAS on requires the 
pilot to manually limit stick deflection at higher speeds 
to avoid exceeding fuselage torsional load limits, as 
lateral stops do not limit SAS authority. 

2.23.4 Spoiler Control. Four spoiler control sur- 
faces (Figure 2-62) on the upper surface of each wing 
augment roll control power and implement aerodynamic 
ground-roll braking. The inboard spoilers provide DLC. 
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Figure 2-59. Integrated Trim Schedules 

DUAL POSITION TRANiDUCER 
I 

(4 FEEL’CAM LONOlT”DlNAL 
. AFCSCONTROL AUOHENTATION INPUT ANDROLLER CONTROL INPUT 

. WlNOSPolLER INPUT IREFERENCE, 

MAXIMUM LATERIA 
CONTROL OUTPUT 
WITH SAS ENOAOEO 
,*,a MAXIMUM WITk 

STASlLlZER SASOFFI 

ACTUATOR 

Figure 2-60. Lateral Control System 
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CONTROL 
SURFACE 

Wferential 
jlabilizer 

Iboard and 
)utboard 
ipollers 

Lateral 
tops 

COCKPLT CONTROL SURFACE PARALLEL TRIM 
ACTUATION MQDE MOTION AUTHORITY RATE AUTHORITY RATE 

Control Stick Manual 3.5 Inches f7’ 36" per f3 3/%* per 
left second second 
3.5 inches 
right 

Control Stick 

AFCS (ACL) 

DLC/Maneuver 
Flap 

Ground Roll 
Braking 
Armed, 
Welgnt- on- 
Wheels 

Series 

! 
Manual for 
Cl 162" 

Manual , 

Series 

None zw 33O per 
second 

- 

3.5 Inches f6V 
lefl 

250" per None 
second 

None 

3.5inches 3.5inches 
right right 

None 15” maximum 260” per None 15” maximum 260” per None 
second. second. 

None None 

DLCI fnbd only 125" per None None 
Maneuver 17.50 neutral second 
Flap -4.5" down (mlnimum) 
cxminand +55’up 
Thumb- 
wheel 
f45” 

None 55” up 260” per None 
second 

None 

Control Stick 
Restricted 

Manual 1.75 inches &3-l/2’ Diff. 36’ per - - 
lefl Stabllizer second 
1.75 Inct-faS *WY Spoi\er 2BW per 
right second 

* Programmed by CADC (Horizontal Tail Authorlty) as a function of dynamic pressure. 
** Maxtmum SAS off deflection tirnlts with tuk taterat stops engaged. 

Figure 2-61. Lateral System Authority 
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P .E - P- ----- \ - N .i \ I lYDRA”LlC SERVO .CT”ATOR L: ?PER PNRI g w \ L I 
Figure 2-62. Spoiler Control System 

The inboard and outboard spoilers are powered and con- 
trolled by separate hydraulic and electrical command 
systems and are protected by separate failure-detection 
circuits. The pitch computer and outboard spoiler mod- 
ule control the outboard spoilers, and the roll computer 
and the combined hydraulic system control the inboard 
spoilers (refer to FO-12). Hydraulic actuation of the ser- 
voactuators is controlled by electric servovalves at the 
actuator and commanded by control stick displacement. 
The aircraft has two spoiler gearing curves called cruise 
and power approach. Cruise spoiler gearing is the scbed- 
ule that spoilers follow in the clean configuration and is 
shown in Figure 2-63. Power approach is the schedule 
that spoilers follow with the flaps down greater than 25” 
and is shown in Figure 2-63 @LC engaged). With DLC 
engaged in the power approach mode, inboard spoilers 
are positioned from normal -4.5” to +17.5O position. 
Lateral stick inputs result in the spoilers extending on 
one side in the direction of stick displacement and de- 
pressing toward the landing flaps down drooped (-4.5”) 
position on the other side. This is the primary reason for 
better roll response in the landing configuration with 
DLC engaged. 

stick. This movement of the neutral position has an 
effect on the amount of spoiler deflection available. 
That is, as lateral trim is applied away from the zero 
trim position, maximum spoiler deflection is reduced 
in the same direction (right trim, less right wing 
spoiler deflection). 

Full lateral trim in the same direction as lateral stick 
displacement will still provide approximately 25’ of 
spoiler deflection to counteract an asymmetric flap and 
slat condition (see Figure 2-63). This is sufficient to 
control full-flap asymmetry with symmetrically down 
slats. 

Full slat asymmetry (17’) can result in an 
out-of-control situation at 15 units AOA or 
greater, even with 55” of spoilers available. 

2.23.4.2 Ground-Roll Braking. Aerodynamic 
ground-roll braking is provided by symmetric deflection 
ofall spoilers to +55”. Ground-roll braking is controlled 
by the ANTI SKID SPOILER BK switch on the pilot 

2.23.4.1 Lateral Trim. As mentioned earlier, lateral 
trim is provided by adjusting the neutral position ofthe 
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Figure 2-63. Spoiler Gearing Schedule 
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left vertical console. The three-position switch allows 
optional selection of BOTH (spoiler brake and antiskid 
wheelbraking), SPOILER BK (spoiler brake only), or 
OFF where neither spoilers nor antiskid are armed. With 
SPOILER BK or BOTH selected, two conditions are 
required to actuate the spoilers: 

1. Weight on wheels 

2. Both throttles a idle. 

Failure lo satisfy any one ofthe above conditions will 
cause the spoilers to return to the down position. 

During initial spoiler brake operation, it is 
normal for the indicators in the SPOILER 
window to momentarily flip-flop. 

2.23.4.3 Spoiler Fsailure. Simultaneous deflection 
ofcorrespondingspoilerpairsgreaterthan lg”,orastick 
displacement of 1 inch to oppose a symmetric spoiler 
greater than 1 So, will signal a spoiler failure, remove all 
electrical commands to the affected spoiler set, hydrau- 
lically power the failed spoiler pairs to the -4-1/2O posi- 
tion; and illuminate the SPOILER caution light. 
Transient spoiler failures can be reset by pressing the 
MASTER RESET pushbutton. With either SPOTLER 
BK or BOTH selected and weight on wheels, the sym- 
metric spoiler failure logic is disarmed to permit sym- 
metrical 5.5” spoiler deflection for ground-roll braking. 
With DLC engaged, inboard symmetric spoiler failure 
logic is disarmed. 

Failure of the AFCS roll computer fails the inboard 
spoiler pairs. An AFCS pitch computer failure renders 
tbe outboard spoiler pairs inoperative. 

A spoiler failure override (SPOILER FLR ORIDE) 
panel on the pilot right inboard console allows the pilot 
to manually override the automatic shutdown function. 
If a stuckup spoiler failure occurs, selecting the appro- 
priate INBD or OUTBD spoiler switch to ORIDE 
(Figure 2-64) and then depressing MASTER RESET 
allows the remaining spoilers in that set to operate. 

Varying ac voltage during an electrical short condition 
may yield one or more of the following chamcteristics: 

1. LOSS of one or both channels of computer operation. 

2. Differential tail and rudder hardovers for up to 3 
seconds. 

3. Inoperative spoilers and SAS outputs even when 
voltage is reset to nominal 115 volts. 

4. Inability to reset computers through master reset 
and reengage pitch and roll SAS switches. 

On deck, when the flap handle is cycled to 
UP, the outboard spoiler module is shut 
down. This may cause the outboard spoilers 
to indicate a droop or down position. If this 
occurs, position the flap handle to DN and 
move the control stick laterally. This will 
result in a proper spoiler indication. 

X23.4.4 Spo!ler TIM. The spoiler test provides a 
continuity and logic test for the spoiler 18” and stick 
switches. The test is conducted with the flaps down and 
spoilers up. Select STICK SW on the MASTER TEST 
switch (SPOILERS caution light illuminates, spoilers 
droop). Move the stick left and right of center 1 inch. 
Observe GO light illuminate on the MASTER TEST 
panel after moving the stick in each direction. Return 
the MASTER TEST switch to off and depress the MAS- 
TER RESET pushbutton to reset the spoilers. 

2.23.5 %\v CspnBroB. Yawcontrol(Figure2-65)iseE 
fected by twin rudders, one on each vertical tail. The 
rudder pedals adjust through a lo-inch range in l-inch 
increments with the adjust control on the lower center 
pedestal, forward of the control stick. 

Yaw commands are transmitted mechanically from 
the rudder pedals to tbe rudder power actuators by 
pushrods and bellcranks. Tandem power actuators are 
powered independently by the flight and combined hy- 
draulic systems. Yaw system authority is tabulated in 
Figure 2-66. 

2.23.5.‘I War&& %zi. Artificial feel is provided 
with a spring roller-cam mechanism similar to the lon- 
gitudinal and lateral feel systems. 

Rudder force with pedal deflection is nonlinear with 
a relatively steep gradient about the neutral detent and 
gradually decreasing with increased pedal travel. 

2.23.5.2 Z&&B T&c. Rudder trim is effected by 
varying the neutral position of the feel assembly with an 
electromechanical screwjack actuator. Rudder trim con- 
trol is actuated by a three-position switch on the left 
console outboard of the throttle quadrant. L&I (L) and 
right @) lateral switch movement commands left and 
right rudder trim, respectively. The switch is spring 
loaded to the center off position. Trini actuation pro- 
duces an associated movement of the rudder pedals, 
rudders, and rudder indicator. 
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NOMENCLATURE 

@ ;;;poiler override 

FUNCTION 

ORIDE - Overrides inboard spoiler symmetry protection logic. If an 
inboard spoiler fails more than lSO up, allows remaining inboard 
spoilers to operate after MASTER RESET is depressed. 

NORM - Safety guard down. Allows inboard spoiler symmetry protection. 
(guarded - If an inboard spoiler falls up, all inboard spoilers are 
position) commanded to the droop position and the SPOILERS light 

illuminates. 

0 
OUTED spoiler override ORIDE - Overrides outboard spoiler symmetry protection logic. If an 
switch outboard spoiler fails more than 18” up, allows remaining 

outboard spoilers to operate afler MASTER RESET Is depressed. 

NORM - Safety guard down. Allows outboard spoiler symmetry 
(guarded protection. If an outboard spoiler fails up, all outboard spoilers 
position) are commanded to the droop position and the SPOILERS light 

illuminates. 

Figure 2-64. Spoiler Failure Override Panel 
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PARALLEL FEEL CAM 
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ACCNATOR 
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Figure 2-65. Yaw Control System 

OL RUDDER SURFACE PARALLEL TRIM 
MOTION 1 AUTHORllY 1 RATE 1 AUTHORITY 1 AVERAGE RATE 

I 
3 Inches left, f300 1OW per 70 1.13O per second 
3 Inches right maximum second 

1 Inches left 1 
~ inches, right 

f9.50 106” per 70 
minimum second 

None **19o 60° per - - 
second 

*Stops programmed by CADC (rudder authority) as a function of dynamic pressure. 
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2.23.5.3 Rudder Authority Stops. Rudder author- 
ity control stops limit rudder throws in the high-Q flight 
environment. Rudder deflection limits are scheduled by 
the CADC, commencing at about 250 knots. Above 
approximately 400 knots, the stops are fully engaged, 
restricting manual rudder deflection to 9.5”. Disagree- 
ment between command and position removes power 
from the motor and illuminates the RUDDER AUTH 
caution light. 

A CADC failure may drive the rudder 
authority stops to 9.S’. This condition 
should be determined prior to making a sin- 
gle-engine or crosswind landing. With the 
9.5” stops in, rudder control may be insuf- 
ficient to maintain directional control with 
single-engine afterburner operation or dur- 
ing crosswind conditions. Nosewheel 
steering authority is greatly reduced with 
the 9.5” stops engaged. 

2.23.5.4 Rudder Pedal Shaker. The rudder pedal 
shaker operates only during OBCNAW BIT and is dis- 
abled during flight. 

2.23.6 Direct Lift Control. During landing ap- 
proaches, the inboard spoiles and horizontal stabilizers 
can be controlled simultaneously to provide vertical 
glidepathcorrectionwithout changingenginepowerset- 
ting or angle of attack. 

Before DLC can be engaged, the following condi- 
tions are required: 

1. Flaps down greater than 25’. 

2. Throttles less than MIL power. 

3. Inboard spoilers operational. 

4. Pitch and roll AFCS computers operational. 

5. Operable combined hydraulic pump. 

2.23.6.4 DLC Operation. DLC is engaged with the 
control stick DLC switch and commanded by the 
thumbwheel. The thumbwheel is spring loaded to a neu- 
tral position. Forward rotation of the wheel extends 
spoilers and aft rotation retracts them proportionally to 
the degree of thumbwheel rotation. DLC is provided by 
the pitch and roll computers. 

NAVAIR 0%F14AAD-I 

Upon engagement of DLC, the roll computer extends 
the inboard spoilers from the landing flaps down 
drooped(4-1/2”)positionto+17.5”abovetheflush(O”) 
position. The pitch computer displaces the trailing edges 
of the horizontal stabilizers 2.75” down from their trim 
position. If the thumbwheel control is rotated fully for- 
ward, the spoilers extend to their 55O position and the 
stabilizer trailing edges remain at 2.75”. This increases 
the rate of descent. If the thumbwheel control is rotated 
fully aft, the spoilers retract to their -4.5” position and 
the stabilizer trailing edges return to the trim position. 
This decreases the rate of descent. 

2.24 AUTOMATIC FLIGHT CONTROL SYSTEM 

The AFCS (FO-12) augments the aircraft’s natural 
damping characteristics and provides automatic com- 
mands for control of attitude, altitude, heading, and ap- 
proach modes selected by the pilot. All AFCS functions 
are integrated into the primary flight control system. A 
BIT capability is provided to exercise in-flight monitoring 
and to conduct an automatic operational readiness test 
for preflight checks. AFCS rates and authorities are 
tabulated in Figure 2-67. 

2.24.1 Stability Augmentation System. Stability 
augmentation is provided for all three aircraft axes 
(pitch, roll, and yaw). Control surface commands are 
generated by the roll, pitch, and yaw computers in re- 
sponse to inputs from AFCS sensors. 

Computer outputs are fed through the flight control 
system dual-series actuators that drive the control sys- 
tem mechanical linkages in series (no stick motion) to 
produce surface motion. Stability augmentation is con- 
trolled by the three STAB AUG switches on the upper 
half of the AFCS control panel (Figure 2-68). SAS is 
engaged by placing these switches to ON during normal 
poststart procedures. The PITCH and ROLL STAB 
AUG switches are solenoid held and the YAW STAB 
AUG switch is a manually operated toggle switch. 
PITCH and YAW SAS switches should normally re- 
main in ON throughout the flight. Roll SAS reduces 
departure resistance and shall be placed OFF prior to 
conducting maneuvering flight above 15 units AOA. 
Pitch and roll SAS axes consist of two redundant chan- 
nels that provide fail-safe operation. 

Yaw SAS consists of three electronic channels to 
provide fail-safe operational capability. 

2.24.2 Voltage Monitor Control Unit. TheVhJCU 
detects abnormal voltage transients in the aircraft 
electrical supply system and reduces the voltage to a low 
enough level to allow the AFCS to detect it and 
disengage the SAS. If the VMCU detects a low-voltage 
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Figure 2-67. AFCS Rates and Authorities 

condition of 97 volts or less in the ac, phase A supply, 
the unit will activate a relay to drop the voltage to zero 
and maintain that level for a minimum of 1.25 seconds 
plus the duration of the detected low-voltage condition. 
Activation of the VMCU because of a low-voltage con- 
dition results in the simultaneous illumination of the 
following lights for the duration of the transient: 

1. PITCH STAR 1 and 2 

2. ROLL STAR 1 and 2 

3. YAW STAR OP and OUT 

4. SPOILERS 

5. HZTAILAUTH 

6. RUDDER AU-l-I-I 

7. AUTO PILOT 

8. MACH TRIM. 

2.24.2.1 VMCU Operation. While the VMCU is ac- 
tivated, all spoilers will be commanded to 4.5”, all SAS 
and AFCS ti~ctions will be turned off, and the PITCH and 
ROLL STAR AUG switches drop to OFF. When normal 
supply voltage is sensed, the VMCU is deactivated and 
normal power is restored to the phase A bus, all lights will 
go out, except the RUDDER AUTH light at low speeds 
and the HZ TAIL AUTH light at high speeds, and SAS 
will be available for the yaw axis since the YAW STAR 
AUG switch remains ON. SAS operation of the tenraining 
axis will be available when the PITCH and ROLL STAR 

AUG switches are set to ON and the illuminated light(s) 
will reset with the MASTER RESET pushbutton. 

2.24.2.2 VMCU Check. The VMCU is checked 
prior to flight during the poststart procedure. The volt- 
age drop obtained when the emergency generator is 
turned off is sufftcient to activate the VMCU and illu- 
minate the affected caution and advisory lights. 

2.24.3 Autopilot. The autopilot is controlled by four 
switches on the lower half of the AFCS control panel 
(Figure 2-68) and the autopilot reference and nosewheel 
steering pushbutton on the stick grip. With all three SAS 
axes engaged, autopilot operation is commanded by 
placing the ENGAGE/OFF switch to ENGAGE. No 
warmup period is requited. The autopilot may be en- 
gaged with the aircraft in any attitude. If, however, air- 
craft attitude exceeds ti0” in pitch and i60” in roll, the 
autopilot will automatically return the aircrafi to these 
limits. Normally, IMU is the prime reference and atti- 
tude heading reference system (SAHRS) a backup. 

2.24.3.1 AFCS Series Actuator. The AFCS se- 
ries actuator is a dual-channel setvoactoator that is con- 
trolled and commanded by the AFCS computers to 
provide a low-authority input that can be mechanically 
overridden by the pilot. Each servo of the dual actuator 
is monitored to provide failure detection and automatic 
shutdown of a malfunctioning actuator channel. PITCH 
STAR and ROLL STAB caution lights notify the pilot 
of a malfunction. The remaining functional channel will 
continue to provide half authority for the pitch and roll 
axes. Autopilot modes may be engageable but will have 
reduced authority. 
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Figure 2-68. AFCS Controls and hiicato~ (Sheet 1 of 3) 
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NOMENCLATURE FUNCTION 

0 
PITCH STAB AUG Engages dual-channel pitch stability augmentation. Solenoid held in ON. 

engage switch Spring-loaded to OFF 

0 
ROLL STAB AUG Engages dual-channel roll stability augmentatlon. Solenoid held in ON. 
engage switch Sprlng-loaded to OFF 

@ YA$TAB AUG engage Engages three-channel yaw stability augmentation. 

@ 
AUTOPILOT ENGAGE - Engages autopilot. PITCH, ROLL, and YAW SAS must be 
ENGAGE-OFF switch engaged. No wanup required. Engages attitude hold. 

Requires weight off wheels. 

OFF - Dlsengages autopilot. 

0 
HDG-OFF-GT switch HDG - Autopllot will lock on constant aircraft heading when aircraft is 

less than f5 degrees roll. 

OFF - 

GT- 

Disengages heading hold and ground track. 

Selects autopilot ground tracking computed at time of 
engagement using inertial navigation system (INS) data. 
Engaged by nosewheel steering pushbutton 

@ ALT-OFF switch ALT - Autopilot will maintain barometric altitude. Engaged by 
nosewheel steering pushbutton. 

OFF - Disengages altitude mode. 

0 VEC/PCD-OFF-ACL VEC/PCD - Autopilot roll axis commands steer aircraft using data link 
SignSIS for VSCtOrlng. If the preclslon course direction (PCD) 
discrete is present both roll and pitch axis commands are 
used. Engaged by nosewheel steering pushbutton, 

OFF - Disengages VEC/PCD and ACL modes. 

ACL - Autopilot will accept data link signals for carrier landing, using 
spollers for roll and parallel servo for pitch. Only pitch 
commands are transmitted to stick movement. Engaged by 
nosewheel steerlng pushbutton. 

@ ACLS/AP caution light Autopilot and automatic carrier landlng system (ACLS) mode disengaged. 
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Figure 2-68. AFCS Controls and Indicators (Sheet 2 of 3) 
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NOMENCLATURE 

@ 
A/P CPLR advisory 
legend on MFD 

0 10 zMFi advisory legend 

0 
PITCH STAB 1 and 
PITCH STAB 2 caution 

0 ROLL STAB 1 and ROLL 
STAB 2 caution Iiqhts 

0 
YAW STAB OP and YAW 
STAB OUT caution lights 

@ 
AUTO PILOT caution 
light 

0 Autopilot reference and 
nosewheel steering 

63 Autopilot emergency 
disengage paddle 

FUNCTION 
lndlcates the aircraft can be coupled to the ACL system for a mode I or mods 
IA approach. A/P CPLR legend remains In conjunction with the CMD CTRL 
legend after coupling Is accomplished. 

AutopIlot mode is selected but Is not engaged. (Except attitude and heading 
hold.) 

One light, illuminated channel inoperative. Single channel 53% loss of 
authority. Both lights Illuminated, indicates PITCH STAB failure. 

One light lllumlnated channel Inoperative. Single channel, 50% loss of 
authority. Both lights Illuminated, Indicates ROLL SAS failure. 

I OP- One channel Inoperatlve. 

NAVAIR 0%Fl4AAD-1 

OUT- Two channels inoperative. Yaw stabilization inoperative. 

Indicates failure of one or more of pllot relief modes 

Engages the ALT, GT, ACL or VEC/PCD autopilot mode selected. Autopilot 
must be engaged and compatible autopilot modes selected. Requires weigh 
off wheels. 

t 

Disengages all aulopllot modes and releases all autopilot switches. 
Disengages the pitch and roll servos and causes the pitch and roll SAS 
switches to move to OFF. The yaw channels in either case are not affected. 

Figure 2-68. AFCS Controls and Indicators (Sheet 3 of 3) 

the three yaw channels is inoperative. Full authority is 
The YAW STAB OP caution light indicates one of 

retained. 

Taxiing with one engine shut down and the 
HYD TRANSFER PUMP off may ill&- 
nate the pitch, roll, and/or yaw caution lights. 

2.24.3.2 AFCS Pitch Parallel Actuator. The AFCS 
pitch parallel actuator is a single-channel electrohy- 
draulic servoactuator that provides automatic longitudi- 
nal control during mode I and mode IA ACLS 
approaches. Pitch commands received by the data link 
are supplied to the parallel actuator via the AFCS pitch 
computer. As a safety feature, the parallel actuator sys- 
tem contains a mechanical force link that is designed to 

excessive torte (greater than YU pounds) 1s encounterea 
disconnect the actuator from the control system when 

at the actuator control rod, thus uncoupling the autopilot 
from the ACL system. Upon ACL engagement, the par- 

._ ~.^_ 

allel actuator centers itself automatically as a function 

_.. 

of stick position, pitch rate., and pitch attitude. Coupling 
with the aircraft out of trim or in a climb or descent will 
result in improper centering of the parallel actuator and 
decreased actuator authority in one direction. This will 
greatly increase the probability of uncoupling during the 
approach since the actuator may command the control 
system against the physical stop in the direction of re- 
duced authority and disconnect the force link. Similarly, 
it is possible for the force link to disconnect during pilot 
OBC iflongitudinal trim is not properly set prior to OBC 
commencement. Once the force link is disconnected, 
farther mode I or mode IA approaches will be impossi- 
ble until the force link is reset by maintenance. 
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. It is absolutely imperative that the aircraft 
be trimmed hands-off in level, on-speed, 
wings-level flight with landing checks 
complete prior to coupling in order to 
achieve proper centering of the pitch par- 
allel actuator. Engagement of ACL in any 
other flight condition will seriously de- 
grade mode VIA flight characteristics and 
may result in a force link disconnect. The 
recommended method for coupling is to 
engage ACL after 1.5 to 30 seconds of 
flight in the landing configuration with 
AFCS attitude and altitude hold engaged 
to utilize the AFCS automatic pitch trim 
system. 

. OBC commencement with less than 3” 
noseup trim with flaps down or less than 
zero degrees with flaps up may result in a 
force link disconnect when the stick hits 
the forward stick stop during the pitchpar- 
allel actuator checks. 

2.24.3.3 Automatic Pitch Trim. Automatic pitch 
trim is used in all autopilot pitch modes to trim the 
aircraft in order to minimize. pitch transients when dis- 
engaging autopilot functions. The pitch servo position 
is monitored to drive the aircratl pitch ttim motor at 
one-tenth manual trim rate. The pilot manual trim button 
on the control stick is inoperative during all autopilot 
operations. 

2.24.3.4 AFCS Emergency Disengage. Operation 
of the autopilot emergency disengage paddle on the con- 
trol stick (Figure 2-68), disengages the autopilot and 
DLC. All autopilot switches will retum to OFF. The 
pitch and roll SAS servos are disengaged while the pad- 
dle is held depressed. Depressingthepaddle with weight 
on wheels reverts throttle system from the AUTO or 
BOOST mode to the MAN mode only while depressed 
Depressing the paddle disengages the pitch and roll SAS 
servos and causes the pitch and roll SAS switches to 
move to OFF. The yaw SAS switch is not affected by 
operation of the autopilot emergency disengage paddle 
and will remain ON. 

Note 
The AUTO PILOT light may or may not illu- 
minate when the autopilot is disengaged with 
the autopilot emergency disengage paddle. 

2.24.4 Pilot Relief and Guidance Modes 

2.24.4.1 Control Stick Steering. With the autopi- 
lot engaged, the aircraft may be maneuvered using con- 
trol stick steering. In control stick steering mode, the 
AFCS automatically synchronizes to the new attitude. 

2.24.4.2 Attitude Hold. Attitude. hold is selected by 
setting the AUTOPILOT ENGAGE switch to ENGAGE. 
To change attitude, use control stick steering. Reengage- 
ment is achieved by releasing pressure on the stick. The 
autopilot will hold pitch attitudes up to *30” and bank 
angles up to %60”. Inertial measurement unit failure will 
cause mode disagreement and the engage switch will 
return off. The mode may be reengaged using the 
SAHRS as a reference. 

2.24.4.3 Heading Hold. Heading (HDG) hold is 
engaged by setting the HDG-OFF-GT switch to HDG. 
AAer maneuvering the aircrafi to the desired reference 
headiig, release the control stick at a bank angle of less 
than i5O. The autopilot will then hold the aircraft on the 
desired heading. Heading reference is obtained t?om the 
SAHRS via the converter interface unit. 

2.24.4.4 Ground Track. To engage ground track, set 
the HDG-OFF-GT switch to GT. When the A/P REF 
advisory legend (on upper left side of the MFD) appears, 
press the nosewheel steering pushbutton on the control 
stick grip. When the A/P REF legend goes off, the mode 
is engaged. 

Disengagement will occur if more than l-1/2 pounds 
lateral stick force is applied and will be indicated by the 
A/p REF legend. The ground-track mode may be reen- 
gaged by releasing the stick force and pressing the nose- 
wheel steering pushbutton. 

Ground-track steering computations are performed 
by the mission computer, based on inputs from the CID, 
IMU, and SAHRS. The computer output, in the form of 
ground-track error signals, is processed in the CID, 
which generates steering commands to the autopilot roll 
axis. Bank angles are limited to i30”. Failure of INS or 
SAHRS will cause loss of ground-track steering. 

2.24.4.5 Altitude Hold. Altitude hold mode is 
engaged by setting the ALT-OFF switch to ALT. When 
the A/P REF advisory legend appear, press the nose- 
wheel steering pushbutton when at the &sired altitude. 
This will engage the altitude hold mode and the A/P REF 
legend will go off. Applying 10 pounds longitudinal 
stick force will cause the A/P REF legend to appear. The 
mode may be reengaged by depressing the nosewheel 
steering pushbutton on the stick grip, when at the desired 
altitude, and observing that the A/P REF legend goes 
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off. Altitude hold should not be engaged during any 
maneuvers requiring large, rapid, pitch trim changes 
because of limited servo authority and slow automatic 
trim rate. Disengagement of altitude hold is accom- 
plished by applying 10 pounds or more longitudinal 
stick force or by placing the ALT-OFF switch to OFF. 

Note 
Do not actuate in-flight refueling probe with 
altitude hold engaged because of large tran- 
sients in pitot-static systems sensed by the 
CADC. 

2.24.4.6 Data-Link Vector - Precision Course 
Direction. This mode is engaged by placing the 
VEWCD-OFF-ACL switch to VECiPCD, and pressing 
the nosewheel steering pushbutton. Mode engagement is 
evidenced by the A/P REF advisory legend going off. 
Disengagement of the mode is accomplished by appli- 
cation of stick forces of 7-l/2 pounds lateral or 10 
pounds longitudinal, or disengagement by placing the 
VEC/PCD-OFF-ACL switch to OFF. Ifthe switch is left 
in VECK’CD, the A/P REF legend will appear and the 
mode may be reengaged by depressing the autopilot 
reference and nosewheel steering pushbutton. 

Determination of whether data-link or precision 
course direction signals are present is made in the AFCS 
pitch and roll computers in response to inputs from the 
data link converter and ClU. If the data-link vector dis- 
crete is present, the autopilot roll axis will respond to 
data-link heading commands and bank angle authority 
will be limited to *30”. 

When the PCD discrete is present, the autopilot roll 
and pitch axes will respond to data-link commands. 

2.24.4.7 Automatic Carrier Landing. To engage 
the ACL mode, place the VEC/PCD-OFF-ACL switch 
to ACL and press the nosewheel steering pushbutton. 
Mode engagement is evidenced by the A/P REF legend 
going out. Disengagement of the ACL mode causes 
complete autopilot disengagement. All autopilot 
switches return to OFF and the AFCS reverts to SAS 
modes only. The AUTO PILOT caution light and the 
ACLS/AP caution light on the windshield frame are 
illuminated. They may be extinguished by pressing the 
MASTER RESET pushbutton. 

(,,,,,,I 

If the autopilot/ACLS uncouples after ap- 
proach commencement, do not attempt to re- 
couple with the CMD CTRL advisory legend 
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Todosccouldcauseabmptattitu&chauges 
and a possible force-Iink disconnect. The pi- 
lot should verbally instruct the appmach con- 
troller, “Downgrade to mode II.” Upon 
downgrading, the CMD CTRL legend 
should go out. The ACL RDY and A/P 
CPLR legends must appear prior to any at- 
tempt at recoupling. 

Note 
Application ofmore than 2 to 3 pounds of stick 
force while attempting to couple will cause 
the AUTO PILOT caution light to illuminate 
and coupling cannot be accomplished. It is 
imperative that any stick force be avoided 
while depressing the autopilot reference and 
nosewheel steering pushbutton to preclude 
illumination of the AUTO PILOT caution 
light. 

The pilot can disengage from the ACL mode (and 
autopilot) by application of 7-l/2 pounds of lateral or 10 
pounds of longitudinal force, by disengaging the 
AUTOPILOT ENGAGE switch, or by pressing the 
autopilot emergency disengage paddle. 

Pilot takeovers may be required during mode I or IA 
ACLS approaches. The recommended method for a 
PTO is to manually disengage the autopilot ENGAGE 
switch on the AFCS control panel and then disengage 
the APC by use of the cage button. This may be difficult 
to accomplish, especially during the final portions ofthe 
approach. If this method is not feasible, then 10 pounds 
of afl stick pressure and simultaneous disengagement of 
APC will accomplish the PTO. Ifthe all stick method is 
used at or inside the in-close position, the pilot must 
avoid overrotation. The waveoff technique described in 
Chapter 8 applies. 

pi&G-,,,,,,, 

A PTO initiated by APC disengagement with 
large power additions prior to uncoupling 
from ACLS will result in large nosedown 
commands. A force-link disconnect may oc- 
cur if the control stick hits the forward stop. 

Note 
Routine downgrading from an ACL mode I 
or IA approach by depressing the autopilot 
emergency disengage paddle is not recom- 
mended since DLC, roll SAS, and pitch SAS 
will also be disengaged. 
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The ACLS mode (and autopilot) will be disengaged 
automatically by loss of data-link A/P CPLR legend, no 
message for more than 2 seoonds, or a waveoff discrete 
t?om the boat. 

ACL commands control the aircraft through the 
autopilot by spoiler commands in roll and by parallel 
servo in pitch. Pitch commands move the control stick 
See AFCS Pitch Parallel Actuator, paragraph 2.24.3.2, 
for pitch actuator operation. 

Note 

If the pitch parallel actuator force Iii is me 
chanically disconnected, the A/P REF advi- 
sory legend indicating ACL engagement 
may go out when coupling is attempted, but 
the aircratl will not respond to SPN-42 com- 
mands and the autopilot will uncouple Born 
the ACL system when the first pitch com- 
mands are received. 

2.24.5 AFCS Test. Anindependenttestprogrsmand 
associated hardware is in each AFCS axis computer. 

2.24.5.4 AFCS OBC. Preflight indication of AFCS 
performance can be obtained during poststart OBC. All 
SAS switches should be engaged. After selecting OBC 
on the MASTER TEST switch, the autopilot switch 
should be placed to ENGAGE. A complete test se- 
quence encompassing all functions specially associated 
with the selected axis (axes) will commence upon test 
initiation and will cycle to OFF after completion. The 
PITCH STAB 1 and 2, ROLL STAB 1 and 2, YAW 
STAB OP, and YAW STAB OUT caution lights illumi- 
nate and serve as an AFCS BIT running indication. All 
other AFCS caution lights will illuminate momentarily 
during BIT testing. 

If the pitch parallel actuator is functioning properly, 
large longitudinal control stick deflections should be 
observed during OBC. An OBC with the flaps down 
requires a longitudinal trim of 3O or more nose up; an 
OBC with the flaps up requires not less than 0” nose. up. 
A disconnected pitch parallel actuator force lii during 
OBC is indicated by illumination of the AUTO PILOT 
caution light, a PC acronym, and the absence of large 
control stick deflections. It is possible for the force link 
to be partially disconneoted, that is, disconnected me- 
chanically while electrical continuity is maintained. If 
this has OCCW&, the AUTO PILOT caution light or PC 
acronym may be absent ather OBC but no large stick 
deflection will be observed. The implications of this 
condition are the same as for a total disconneot. 

2.2452 AFCS In-Flight BIT. AFCS in-flight BIT 
provides automatic failure-initiated testing for the 
AFCS pitch and roll axes only. In-flight BIT is not pro- 
vided for the yaw axis. If yaw axis faihnes occur, the 
appropriate caution light will illuminate and Sight enve- 
lope restrictions must be observed as applicable. In- 
Sight testing in the pitch and roll axes is automatically 
initiated when an AFCS computer failure is de&&d. 
When this failure is deteoM the affected axes will dis- 
engage, both SAS caution lights for the affected areas 
will illuminate, and BIT will automatically run for 9 to 
14 seconds, depending upon the axis affected. Upon 
completion of BIT, the failed channel light remains illu- 
minated and the other channel light goes out. WRA 
failure indications can be observed in flight by the RIO 
on the TID. 

2.25 LANDING GEAR SYSTEMS 

The aircmfi has fblly retractable, tricycle landing gear 
operated by combined hydraulic pressure in the normal 
mode of operation and a stored source of pressurized 
nitrogen for emergency extension. The landing gear re- 
tract forward so that airloads and gravity assist on emer- 
gency extension. Air-oil shock struts with oil metering 
pins reduce landing loads transmitted to the airtkame, 
and the shuts are fully extended with the gear in the 
wells. AU landing gear doors remain open with the gear 
extended. 

2.25.1 Landlng Gear Handle. The landing gear 
handle mechanically positions the landing gear valve for 
normal operation. Pulling the handle meohanically se- 
lects emergency extension of the gear using the pneu- 
matic backnp source. Both modes of gear operation can 
be. accomplished without electrical power except for the 
gear position indication, which requires dc essential No. 
2 bus power. Gear downlock actuators inwrpomte in- 
ternal mechanical fmger locks that maintain the down- 
lock inserted position in the absence of hydraulic 
pressure. The landing gear handle wntains other inter- 
locks that are discussed under their respective systems 
such as weapons firing, jettison systems, APC, maneu- 
vering flaps, and ground power system test panel. 

Design lit landing sink speed forthe ahcrag is 25.3 
feet per second (nominal landing sink speed is about 11 
feet per second). Normal and emergency wntmls and 
displays associated with operation of the landing gear 
are shown in Figure 2-69. 

2.252 Main Landing Gear. Each main landing gear 
shock stmt consists of an upper outer cylinder and a 
lower internal piston, which has a maximum stroke of 
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NOMENCLATURE FUNCTION 

0 LDG GEAR handle 

0 DOWN LOCK ORIDE 
lever 

0 HYD ISOL switch 

@ 
Landing gear transition 
light 

Normal - Up and down overcenter action provides normal retraction 
and extension by the combined hydraulic system. 

Emergency - Down-push-turn clockwise pull actlon provldes emergency 
extension of all gear by a compressed nitrogen charge. 

Down - Weight-on-wheels Indication, prevents gear handle being 
retracted without pilot override (ralslng lever). 

UP- Weight-off-wheels Indication, does not Inhibit pilot raising 
gear handle. Automatic operation by electrical solenoid. 

FLT - Comblned system hydraulic pressure Is shut off to the landing 
gear, nosewheel steering and wheel brakes. 

TO./LDG - Switch Is automatically placed In this positlon with gear 
handle down. Combined hydraulic pressure Is available to all 
components. 

On whenever gear and door posltlons (lncludlng maln landing gear 
sldebrace actuators) do not correspond to handle posltlon. Out when gear 
and doors are locked In posltlon selected by handle. 

Figure 2-69. Landing Gear Controls and Indicators (Sheet 1 of 2) 
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NOMENCLATURE I FUNCTION 

0 LDG GR indicator - Landing gear down and locked (except main landing 
gear sidebrace actuator). 

E!l U - Landing gear retracted and doors closed. 

lal 
- Unsafe gear or power off indication. 

@ 
WnEELS warning light Llght flashes with flaps greater than 10’ deflection and either or both throttles 

less than approximately 85% rpm, and all landing gear not down and locked. 
Approach lights and indexer will illuminate when the LDG GEAR har idle is 
placed in the down position, but this is not an indication of gear down and 
locked. 

Figure 2-69. Landing Gear Controls and Indicators (Sheet 2 of 2) 

25 inches. A hard step (31,000 pounds required for fnr- 
ther compression) in the strut air curve provides a con- 
sistent 4-inch stroke remaining in the ground static 
condition. A side-brace link is mechanically extended 
tkoom the inboard side of the strut outer cylinder to en- 
gage in a nacelle fitting and thus provides additional side 
load support for ground operations. 

The path of the wheel assembly is controlled by the 
drag brace as it folds (jackknifes upwards) during gear 
retraction and unfolds during extension. The fully ex- 
tended shock strut and jackknifed drag brace retracts 
forward and rotates the wheel assembly 90’ to lie flat in 
the wheelwell. Inboard and outboard and aft main gear 
doors are individually actuated closed in sequence to 
provide fairing for the retracted gear. An uplock hook 
on the shock strut engages a roller in the wheelwell to 
hold the gear in the retracted position. The main landing 
gear actuator on the inboard side of the shock strut re- 
tracts and extends the gear assembly. 

The gear downlock actuator, mounted at the drag brace 
knee pin, extends to prevent unlocking (jackknifing) of 
the drag brace. Hydraulic pressure must be supplied to 
the downlock actuator in order to retract it against the 
spring action ofthe integral locking mechanism. A paint 
stripe across the drag brace knee pin provides an external 
visual indication of the drag brace locked condition. A 

ground lock device clamps onto the downlock actuator 
rod for safetying the main gear. 

Maximum strut extension and wheel alignment are 
controlled by torque arms that incorporate cam-operated 
microswitches to detect a weight-on-wheels condition 
(greater than 5 inches of strut compression). The single 
split-type wheel assembly incorporates thermal fuse 
blow plugs and a pressure relief device to prevent over- 
inflation of the tire. 

a Illumination of indexer lights does not in- 
dicate that the main landing gear are clear 
of the runway. Raising the gear before a 
positive rate of climb is established will 
result in blown main tires. 

a Illumination of indexer and approach 
lights is not an indication of gear down 
and locked. 

2.25.3 Nose Landing Gear. The dual-wheel nose 
landing gear has a shock strut consisting of an outer 
cylinder and a lower internal piston that has a maximum 
stroke of 18 inches. During normal ground operations, 
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the strut is fully extended. Pilot control is provided to kneel 
the strut (4 inches stroke remaining) for catapult opera- 
tions. During retraction, the fully extended nose strut is 
rotated forward by the retract actuator into the well and 
enclosed by two fonvard and two aft doom. The fonuard 
doors am opemted by a separate actuator that also engages 
the gear uplock, whereas the two aft doors are mechani- 
cally linked to the shock strut. An uplock hook actuator 
engages a roller on the lower piston to hold the gear and 
doors in the retracted position. During extension, the tele- 
scopingdragbracecompressesso~atadownlockactuator 
mechanically locks the inner and outer barrel to form a 
rigid member for transmission of loads to the airhame. 

Note 
There is no foolproof visual check of the 
nose landing gear locked-down status. 
Neither the downlock mechanism, which 
is concealed in the fuselage nor insertion 
of the ground lock pin will provide a posi- 
tive indication of gear-locked status. In 
flight, the pilot must normally rely on his 
indicator. Visual determination of nose 
landing gear unlocked status is assistedby 
a red band painted on the nose landing 
gear drag brace. If red is visible, the 
nosegear is not locked, 

An additional sequencing switch in series 
with the existing down-and-locked switch 
provides the pilot with a positive indica- 
tionof nosegearposition. Ifthenose land- 
ing gear is unsafe in the down position 
because of premature deployment of the 
nose landing gear locking pin, the 
nosegear indicator will indicate unsafe 
and the transition light will illuminate. 

Maximum strut extension and wheel steering angle 
are controlled by torque arms interconnecting the 
steering collar and the lower piston. The split-type 
wheel assembly incorporates a tire pressure relief de- 
vice to prevent overinflation ofthe tire. Additional hard- 
ware on the nose landing gear include the launch bar, 
holdback fitting, approach lights, nosewheel steering 
actuator, and taxi light. The wheel axles incorporate 
recessed holes for attachment of a universal tow bar with 
maximum steering angle of *120°. 

Restrict nosewheel deflection to i90” to pre- 
vent stmctural damage to the nosegear steer- 
ing unit. 

2.25.4 Landing Gear Normal Operation. The 
landing gear handle is mechanically connected to the 
landing gear valve that directs combined hydraulic fluid 
into the gear-up and gear-down lines and provides a path 
for return flow. In the down position, the handle me- 
chanically sets the hydraulic isolation switch to provide 
hydraulic pressure for gear operation. The handle is 
electromechanically locked in the down position with 
weight on wheels to prevent inadvertent gear retraction. 
Pilot override of the solenoid-operated handle lock can 
be effectedbylifbigthe downlocklevernexttothe gear 
handle. Vertical movement of the gear handle causes a 
corresponding up and down selection of the landing gear 
with the combined hydraulic system pressurized. Three 
flip-flop indicators provide a position display for each 
of the landing gear, and a gear transition light on the 
control panel illuminates anytime the gear position and 
handle do not correspond. In addition, a WHEELS 
warning light alerts the pilot if the landing gear is not 
down with flaps deflected greater than 1 O” and either or 
both throttles set for less than approximately 85-percent 
Ipm. 

. Unless attempting fast-cycle trou- 
bleshooting for gear that indicates unsafe 
nosegear down, transition light ilhnni- 
nated, wait for gear to completely transi- 
tion (15 seconds with normal hydraulic 
pressure) before recycling the landing 
gear handle. When fast cycling the gear 
handle, the pilot must immediately return 
the gear handle to the down position to 
avoid damaging the main landing gear 
doors and inducing a possible combined 
hydraulic or brake system failure. 

l Maximum landing gear tire speed is 190 
knots. 

2.25.4.1 Landing Gear Handle Up. Placement ofthe 
landing gear handle to UP actuates the landing gear 
valve that ports hydraulic pressure. to the downlock ac- 
tuators, gear retract actuators, and, in sequence, to the 
door anduplock actuators. The gear shock strut and door 
uplocks are hydraulically operated into a mechanical 
overcenter position. An UP indication is displayed on 
the gear position indicators when the gear are in the 
uplock and all doors closed. 

2.25.4.2 Landing Gear Handle Down. Placement 
of the LDG GEAR handle to DN actuates the gear con- 
trol module to port hydraulic pressure to the door uplocks, 
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door actuators, and the strut uplc&s. The landing gear 
are hydmulically extended and assisted by gravity and 
airloads. A gear-down symbol (wheel) is displayed on 
the gear position indicators when the gear downlocks 
are in the locked position. The gear transition light will 
go out when the main gear side-brace lii are engaged. 

Note 

With the main gear downlock inserted but the 
side-brace link not engaged, landing sink 
speed is restricted to 8 feet per second. Mini- 
mize yaw and sideslips on touchdown and 
rollout. 

2.25.5 Emergency Gear Extension. Although 
emergency gear extension can be initiated with the land- 
ing gear control handle in any position, it is preferable 
that the LDG GEAR handle be placed in DN before 
actuating the emergency extension system. 

The landing gear handle must be held in the 
folly extended emergency position for a mini- 
mum of 1 second to ensure complete actuation 
of the air release valve. Approximately 55 
pounds pull force is required to fully actuate 
the emergency nitrogen bottle. The pulling 
motion should be rapid and continuous to 
ensure the air release valve goes completely 
overcenter to the locked position. The landing 
gear handle will be loose (fore and at?) in its 
housing as an indication of complete exten- 
sion of the handle. An incomplete handle mo- 
tion could cause partial porting of gaseous 
fluid initiating the emergency dump sequence. 
Interruption of handle motion without com- 
pleting the overcentering action of the valve 
could cause the extending gears to contact 
and damage the strut doors. 

The emergency landing gear nitrogen bottle is located 
in the nose wheelwell. Normal preflight bottle pressure 
is 3,000 psi at 70 OF. Minimum bottle pressure. for ac- 
complishing emergency extension to the down-and- 
locked position is 1,800 psi. 

Pneumatic pressure is directed by separate lines to 
power open the gear door actuators in sequence, release 
the gear uplock actuators, pressurize the nosegear ac- 
tuator to extend the gear (main gear Gee fall), and pres- 
surize the downlock actuators, A normal geardown 
indication is achieved upon emergency gear extension. 
Following emergency gear extension, nosewheel steer- 

ing is disabled. Once the landing gear is extended by 
emergency means, it camrot be retracted while airborne 
and must be reset by maintenance personnel. 

Emergency extension of the landing gear 
shall be logged in the Maintenance Action 
Form (OPNAV Form 3760-2). 

To facilitate in-flight refneling probe ex- 
tension when the landing gear has been 
blown down, raise the landing gear handle 
to give priority to the refueling probe 
system. 

2.26 WHEELBRAKE SYSTEM 

The wheelbrake system provides power boost hy- 
draulic control of the multiple disk-type main wheel- 
brakes using pressurized fluid in the landing gear down 
line from the combined hydraulic system. Individual or 
collective wheelbmke control can be modulated by de- 
pression ofthe rudder toe pedals or collective; umnodu- 
lated brake control is available with the parking brake. 
An antiskid system is provided to operate. electrohy- 
draulically in conjunction with the nomml wheelbraking 
mode. Wheclbrake controls are shown in Figure 2-70. 

Brake pedal and parking brake control motions am me- 
chanicallytransmmedto thepowerbmkemoduletogether 
with the antiskid valve. Separate hydraulic lines transmit 
normal and emergency fluid pressure Corn the power 
brake module to the left and right wheelbmke assemblies. 
At each brake assembly, the normal and emergency lines 
input to the brake shuttle valve, which applies brakes as a 
function of normal or emeraenc~ line fluid messme. Two 

liming wear fo; preflight mspedion. For ne& brakes, 
these pins extend approximately onehalf inch above the 
piston housing. When the pin is flush with the piston hous- 
ing with the parking brake applied, the brake assembly is 
worn to the point of replacement. 

Four thermal relief plugs are mounted in each main 
wheel assembly to relieve tire pressure and thus avert a 
blowout because of hot brakes if the local wheel tem- 
peratum exceeds 428 OF. 

The capacities of the wheelbrake assemblies are suf- 
ficient to restrain the a&rat? in a static condition on a 
dry surface with MIL power set on both engines. The 
minimum hydroplaning speed forthemain tires on a wet 
runway is approximately 90 knots. 
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NOMENCLATURE 

0 Parking brake handle 

3 
BRAKES warning light 

0 
Brake Pedals 

@ 
Hand pump 

0 
BRAKE PRESSURE gage 

@ 
ANTI SKID SPOILER BK 
switch 

FUNCTION 

Forward - Parking brake released. Modulated braking action available 
with brake pedal depression. 

4ft - Parking brake set. No modulation of control, locks both 
main wheel brakes. 

Indicates parking brake handle is pulled, antiskid has failed, or operation is 
in auxiliary brake mode when brake pedals are depressed. 

Press top of rudder pedals to command normal or auxiliary braking. 

Recharges auxiliary and parking brake accumulators with gear handle down. 
With REFUEL PROBE switch in FUS or ALL EXTD, provides emergency 
extension or retraction of refueling probe regardless of gear handle position. 
With the gear handle down priority is given to brake accumulator pressure. 

Provides pilot indication of brake accumulator pressure remaining which is 
indicative of auxiliary and emergency brake cycles remaining. 

BOTH - Antiskid activated. Spoiler brakes operative with weight on 
wheels and both throttles in IDLE. 

OFF - Antiskid deactivated, spoiler brakes inoperative. 

SPOILER BK - Spoiler brakes operate with weight on wheels and both 
throttles IDLE. Antiskid is deactivated. 

Figure 2-70. Wheelbrake Controls and Indicators 
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2.26.1 Brake Charactariatica. Became~nbrakerakes 
contain solid disk-shaped carbon rotors and stators, they 
cannot shingle. The thermal characteristics prevent 
them from fusing together during or following heavy 
braking. 

Carbon brakes may produce a sudden increase in 
brake torque as brake pedal force is smoothly increased. 
This can produce grabbing at low brake pedal force 
inputs. This grabbing is caused by excessive air in the 
combined hydraulic system. Open-loop bleeding of the 
combined hydraulic system by maintenance personnel 
will reduce the amount of air in the system and should 
eliminate any associated grabbing. If grabby brakes are 
experienced, smooth modulation to higher braking 
forces is easily accomplished after the initial grabbing. 
The sudden increase in torque is most noticeable at mod- 
erate to slow taxi speeds. As groundspeed increases, the 
kinetic energy of the aircraft increases and the effect of 
the sudden torque increase is significantly reduced. Nor- 
mal braking technique should be used during normal 
rollout. 

The pilot must apply maximum pressure on the brake 
pedals to hold the aircraft static at MIL. If carbon brakes 
have been heated up by a full-stop landing, and for about 
45 minutes thereafter, they will probably not hold the 
aircraft static with military power set on both engines 
even with the parking brake set. In this ease, 7.5 to 100 
pounds of pedal force will hold the aircraft static with 
afterburner set on one engine and idle power set on the 
olher. In all cases, holding the aircraf? static at high 
power settings depends on adequate runway and tire 
conditions. Degraded conditions such as wet runways 
or worn tires may result in tire skid at high power 
settings. 

When the antiskid system becomes inopera- 
tive at 15 knots during a maximum-effort 
stop, carbon brakes can lock the wheels and 
pedal pressure should be relaxed as the air- 
craft decelerates through 15 knots during a 
maximum-effort antiskid stop. 

2.26.2 Normal Braking. In the normal mode of op- 
eration, wheelbrake application is modulated by brake 
pedal depression using pressurized fluid f+om the com- 
bined hydraulic system through the brake module and 
through the normal brake line to the brake assembly. In 
the normal mode of operation, the brake pressure gauge 
indication should continue to indicate a full charge on 
the brake accumulators since this fluid energy is main- 

tained by the combined hydraulic system. Normal 
combined-system operations can result in pressure ex- 
cursions that will be trapped in the brake system. This 
can cause the brake pressure indicators to read beyond 
the full range of the gauges. This will not affect system 
performance. 

After heavy or repeated braking or if hot 
brakes are suspected, allow a 5- to 
lo-minute cooling period with the gear 
extended before retracting the gear. 

If heavy braking is used during landing or 
taxiing followed by application of the 
parking brake, normal brake operation 
may not be available following release of 
the parking brake if the brakes are still hot. 
Check for normal brake operation after 
releasing the parking brake and prior to 
commencing taxiing. 

2.26.3 Antiskid. The antiskid system operates eleo- 
trohydraulically in conjunction with the normal mode of 
wheelbrake operation to deliver maximum wheelbmk- 
ing upon pilot command without causing a skid. Essen- 
tialNo. 2 bus dc power for antiskid operation is supplied 
through the ANTI SKID/R AICS LKUP PWR circuit 
breaker (8El) and controlled by the ANTI SKID 
SPOILER BK switch (Figure 2-70). When energized, 
approximately 200 milliseconds are required for an- 
tiskid system warmup. Individual wheel rotational ve- 
locity is sensed by skid detectors mounted in the wheel 
hubs and transmitted to the skid control box. The control 
box detects changes in wheel deceleration and reduces 
fluid pressure in the normal brake lines to both wheels, 
simultaneously, to prevent a skid. 

With the antiskid system srmed in flight, the touch- 
down circuit in the control box prevents braking until 
weight is on both main gear and the wheels have spun 
up, regardless of brake pedal application. The antiskid 
system is inoperative at groundspeeds of less than 15 
knots. During maximum-effort antiskid braking, expect 
a rough, surging deceleration. When the ANTI SKID 
SPOILER BK switch is in BOTH during low-speed taxi 
(less than 10 knot.9 for more than a few seconds), sub- 
sequent acceleration of the aircraft through approxi- 
mately 15 knots will cause a temporary loss of brakes 
lasting from 2 to 10 seconds. Should this happen, use of 
the brakes can be regained instantly by turning antiskid 
OFF. To preclude this possibility, antiskid must be OFF 
during taxi. 
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(WARNING1 
a Failure. of the weight-on-wheels switch 

results in continuous release signal with 
antiskid selected. Normal braking is avail- 
able with antiskid off. 

a If the antiskid system fails, allowing an- 
tiskid to operate below 15 knots, place the 
ANTI SKID SPOILER BK switch in 
OFF; otherwise the aimmA cannot be 
stopped using normal braking. 

Failure to release brakes prior to deselecting 
ANTI SKID may result in blown tires. 

The antiskid system is inoperative when the wheel- 
brakes are in the auxiliaty or parking modes of operation 
since the emergency brake lines bypass the brake valve. 
If an electrical failure occurs in the antiskid system or if 
hydraulic pressure is withheld from either brake for 

greater than 1.2 seconds by the control box, the system 
automatically becomes inoperative and iIluminates the 
BRAKESwaminglightwiththe ANTISKIDSPOILER 
BK switch in BOTH. 

2.26.3.1 Antiskid Ground Test. During ground 
operation, a self-test of the antiskid system can be 
initiated on the face of the control box with the system 
energized, parking brake handle released, and the air- 
craft in a ground static condition. Before taxiing 
(chocks in place), but atter releasing the parking brake 
and while the pilot presses the toe pedal brakes, the 
plane captain should press the antiskid test pushbutton 
on the control box in the nose wheelwell. Approxi- 
mately 10 seconds is required for self-test, which 
checks the operational status of the control box, brake 
valve, and wheel sensors. Any discrepancies detected 
will be displayed by the BIT flags on the face of the 
control box (Figure 2-71). 

AvalidBITtestmquiresthatthreecriteriabemetzthe 
BIT flags on the face of the control box must check good, 
thepilotmustfeelbothb~~releaseduringB~tesfend 
the BRAKES warning light must not remain illuminated. 
A Sash of the BRAKES light coinciding with brake pedal 
thumps during the antiskid BlT check is acceptable. 

Figure 2-71. Antiskid BTI Box 
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Before initiating antiskid self-test by press- 
ing the antiskid pushbutton on the control 
box, ensure that the aircratt chocks arc in 
place. Initiation of antiskid self-test will re- 
lease aircraft brakes. 

2.26.4 Auxiliary Brake. Two different auxilimy brake 
systems are presently incotpomted in the aimaft. Enby 
into the auxiliary brake mode is the same for both systems. 
Transfer of normal brake operation to the auxiliary mode 
is automatic without the tequirement for pilot action upon 
the loss of combined hydmulic systempteasute. Both aux- 
iliary braking systems have two brake accumulators that 
provide pressure for auxiliary and parking brake modes of 
operation when combined hydraulic system is not avail- 
able. Accumulators deliver 3,000 psi when fully charged 
by the combmed hydraulic system or hydraulic handpump 
(with the gear handle down only). When the combiied 
hydraulic system pressure decreases below 1,425 psi, the 
shuttle valve in the power brake module shifts the brake 
system to the auxiliary brake mode. 

Approximately 13 to 14 full dual-brake applications 
are available in the auxiliary mode. Dual pneumatic 
BRAKE PRESSURE gauges on the front cockpit center 
pedestal show auxilii and parking brake accumulator 
pressures. Full capability operations of the brake accu- 
mulators in the auxiliary modes of operation is predi- 
cated on the system serviced with a nitrogen precharge 
of 1,900 %50 psi. The green band of the dial indicates 
pneumatic pressure between 3,000 psi at the top of the 
band to 2,150 psi; the red band indicates pneumatic 
pressures between 2,150 and 1,900 psi at the bottom of 
the band. Approximately five auxiliary brake applica- 
tions are available in the red band. Once the auxiliary 
braking system is depleted, braking must be accom- 
plished by the emergency/parking brake. Three applica- 
tions of the parking brake are available. 

With either auxiliary brake system, additional braking 
can be achieved only by pulling the parking brake haudle 
atI. If the shuttle valve in the power brake modules does 
not return to the normal position with combmcd hydraulic 
pressure greater than 2,000 psi, the BRAKES warning 
light will illuminate when a brake pedal is depressed. In 
this instance the wheelbrake accumulators can be re- 
charged only by the hydraulic handpump with the landing 
gear handle down. Pilot manual isolation or system auto- 
matic isolation of the combined hydraulic system cuts off 
the supply of combined hydraulic pressure to the power 
brake module so that depression of the bmke pedals will 
cause depletion of the bmkes’ accumulator charge. 

p&G-WARNING) 
a Even though braking action is available 

at accumulator pressures less than 3,000 
psi, braking force is proportional to pres- 
sure remaining. Red band pressure 
(1,900 psi) is sufficient to hold the 
brakes locked with the aircraft stationary 
in all deck conditions; however, rolling 
motion greatly increases pressure re- 
quirements. Accumulator pressure of up 
to 2,100 psi may be required to stop a 
moving aircraft in a 4O deck roll. In deck 
rolls greater than 6“, 3,000 psi may not 
be sufficient to stop a moving aircraft. 

l Complete loss of hydraulic fluid through 
the wheelbrake hydraulic lines will render 
parking brake ineffective. 

2.26.5 BRAKES Warning Light. Tbe BRAKES 
warning light will illuminate whenever auxiliary brake 
pressure is applied to the brakes via the brake pedals, 
indicating the combined hydraulic system pressure is 
not available to the brakes and cautioning the pilot to 
monitor brake application with the auxiliary brake pres- 
sure indicator. A postlight is installed above the BRAKE 
PRESSURE gauge to illuminate the dial. 

Note 
The postlight requires electrical power. 
Brakeridem on carrier night respot must use 
a flashlight to check the cockpit brake pres- 
sure gauge. 

2.26.6 Parking Brake. The parking brake mode 
provides a means for collective locking of the wheel- 
brakes to maintain a ground static position during nor- 
mal operations or during emergency conditions. Aft 
movement of the parking brake handle provides for un- 
modulated porting of accumulator fluid pressure 
through emergency lines to the shuttle valve at the 
wheelbrake assembly. In the parking brake mode, the 
rudder pedals have no effect on wheelbrake operation. 
Pushing the parking brake handle forward releases 
wheelbrake pressure and the power brake module re- 
verts to the normal and auxiliary braking mode. When 
auxiliary mode braking action is no longer available by 
depression of the rudder pedals, sufftcient accumulator 
fluid pressure remains for a minimum of three parking 
brake applications. 
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Note 
The AUX brake and parking brake pressure 
indicator should be pumped into the green 
band prior to breaking down and moving the 
aircmf? without combmed hydraulic power. 
The indicator should be maintained in the 
green band until the airmutt is secured. Full 
3,000 psi pressure is quited if conditions 
are severe (greater than 4O roll, wet brakes, 
etc.). 

In the absence of a pressurixed combined hydraulic 
system, the wheelbrake accumulators can only be re- 
charged by the pilot hydraulic handpump with the land- 
mg gear handle in the down position. 

Complete loss of hydraulic fluid through the 
wheelbrake hydraulic lines will render park- 
ing brake ineffective. 

2.26.7 Wheel Antlrotatlon. Dmingtheinitialphase 
of the landing gear r&action cycle, pressurized fluid 
from the gear-up lines is directed to the power brake 
module to displace the normal metering valves to stop 
main wheel rotation before the wheels enter the wells. 
This feature is not provided for the nosewheels. 

Ebunination of indexer lights is not a positive 
indication that the main landing gear is clear 
oftherunway. Raisingthegearbeforeaposi- 
tive rate of climb is established will result in 
blown main tires. 

2.27 NOSEWHEEL STEERING SYSTEM 

The electrohydraulic nosewheel steering system pro- 
vides for on-deck aircmft directional control, nosewheel 
shimmy damping, and nosewheel cantering. The power 
unit is located on the lower portion of the nose landing 
gear shut outer cylinder, which, through a ring gear, 
controls the dimctional alignment and damping of the 
lower piston assembly. 

Combined hydraulic system pressure is the motive 
power used for steering and centering. Electrical power 
is supplied t?om the essential dc bus with circuit proteo- 

tion by the NOSE WHEEL STEEWAFCS circuit 
breaker (RC2) on the pilot right knee panel. Hydraulic 
pressure is derived from the gear-down line such that 
steering control is disabled subsequent to emergency 
extension of the landing gear (Figure 2-72). 

Note 
If nosewheel steering is inoperative, the 
emergency gear extension air release valve 
may be tripped, which will prevent gear 
retraction. 

2.27.1 Nosewheel Steering Control. Nosewheel 
steering control during ground operations is onorgixed by 
momentarily pressing the autopilot reference and nose- 
wheel steering pushbutton on the lower forward side of 
pilot stick grip (see Figure 2-72). The system carmot be 
engaged without weight on wheels. The system will ro 
main engaged until weight is offwheels, electrical power 
is interrupted, or the pushbutton switch is pressed again 
Engagement of nosewheel steering is indicated by illu- 
mination ofthe NWS ENGA caution light. An automatic 
nosewheel steering system disengage feature is pro- 
vided. If this feature has been activated by cycling the 
hookondeckwiththethmttlesatidle,thenthenosewheel 
steering will be disengaged and the NWS ENGA light 
extinguished when the launch bar is lowered. The nose 
wheel steering automatic disengage feature is deacti- 
vated if the nosewheel steering button is depressed. 

With the system engaged, nosewheel steering is con- 
tmlled by rudder pedal position. Centering is unaffected 
by directional trim displacement. Maximmn steering 
authority is 70” either side of neutral, and the nosewheel 
can swivel a maximum of 120° about the centered posi- 
tion. With greater weight on the nosewheel (wings for- 
ward, high gross weight, etc.) the steering torque can 
only tum the nosewheel +5” with the aircrag static. 
However, only a slight forward movement will provide 
the pilot with lull-power steering authority. In a full 
pedal-deflection mm using nosewheel steering, the air- 
cratt pivots about a point between the main gear such 
that the inboad main wheel rolls backward. Under this 
condition, application of either main wheelbrake will 
only serve to increase the radius of turn. Because of the 
outboard location of the engines, the application of 
thrust in tight turns should be made on the outboard 
engine to etliciently complement the turning movement 
of the nosegear. Nosewheel centering is enabled by the 
same latching relay that enables nosewheel steering 
automatic disengagement with launch bar lowering. 
Therefore, if the nosewheel steering is automatically 
disengaged when the launch bar is lowered, the nose- 
wheels will be hydraulically centered, 
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NOMENCLATURE FUNCTION 

0 
NWS ENGA caution light lllumlnatlon when nosewheel steering engaged and will respond as a 

function of rudder pedal displacement. Nosewheel steering automatically 
centers with hook down. Nosewheel centering requires throttles at IDLE and 
weight-on-wheels with hook down. 

0 
Autopilot reference and Press to engage and disengage nosewheel steering. Requires 
nosewheel steering weight-on-wheels. 
pushbutton 

0 Rudder pedals 

Figure 2-72. Nosewheel Steering Controls 
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2.27.2 Nosewheel Centering. The nosewheel is 
automatically centered during gear retraction before the 
nosewheel enters the wheelwell. During gear retraction 
with weight off wheels, hydraulic pressure t?om the 
combined system bypasses the steering unit shutoff 
valve to center the nosewheel independent of rudder 
pedal movement. Ifthe nosewheel is cocked beyond 15” 
either side ofcenter after takeoff, the nosewheel is auto- 
matically prevented Born retracting and the LAUNCH 
BAR advisory light illuminates. 

During carrier arrestmem, the nosewheel is centered 
with weight on wheels and hook down when both throt- 
tles are retarded to IDLE to prevent castoring during 
rollback. After arrestment and rollback, the nosewheel 
will remain centered until nosewheel steering is engaged. 

[WPIRUING) 

Nosewheel centering can contribute to 
launch bar misalignment in the catapult shut- 
tle, which could result in premature launch 
bar separation during launch. The nosewheel 
centering latching relay must be deactivated 
by depressing the nosewheel steering button 
after the hook check and prior to entering the 
catapult. As this will also deactivate the 
nosewheel steering automatic disengage- 
ment function, the nosewheel steering must 
be manually disengaged when entering the 
catapult. 

2.27.3 Shimmy Damping. Shimmy damping is pm- 
vided in the steering actuator. Increased shimmy damp- 
ing action is obtained with NWS disengaged. 

m 

If excessive nosewheel shimmy is encoun- 
tered, disengage nosewheel steering. 

2.28 NOSEGEAR CATAPULT SYSTEM 

Catapult connection components on the nose land- 
ing gear shock strut piston provide nosegear catapult 
capability. A launch bar attached to the forward face 
of the nosegear steering collar guides the aircraft onto 
the catapult track and serves as the tow link that en- 
gages the catapult shuttle. A holdback fitting secures 
the holdback restraint prior to launch. The two-piston 
nose strut uses the stored energy catapult principle to 
impart a positive pitch rotation movement to the air- 
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craft at shuttle release, thus providing for a hands-off 
launchflyawaytechnique. 

2.28.1 Nose Strut Kneel. Prior to catapult hookup, 
the nose strut is compressed 14 inches. Control of the 
nose strut kneel function is provided by the NOSE 
STRUT switch on the landing gear control panel (see 
Figure 2-73.) The three-position (EXTD, OFF, and 
KNEEL) toggle switch is spring loaded to return to the 
detented center to OFF. The position of the strut remains 
in the last commanded position independent of electrical 
or hydraulic power interruptions. In both cases, the 
transfer control valve source of electrical power is the 
essentialNo. 2 bus and combmedhydraulic system fluid 
is used as the transfer medium. With external electrical 
power on the aircraft, the combined hydraulic system 
must be pressurized (>500 psi) before the control switch 
can command a position change of the transfer control 
valve. The control switch need only be held momentar- 
ily to effect a change in transfer control valve position. 

Selection ofKNEEL releases hydraulic fluid from the 
shock strut transfer cylinder to the combined hydraulic 
system return line, causing the weight of the aircraft to 
compress the shock strut 14 inches. Stroking ofthe nose 
strut causes the aircraft to rotate about the main wheels. 
The aircraft may be taxied or towed in the strut-kneeled 
position except for the nuisance trip of the launch bar at 
greater than 10” steering angle; this is the position used 
for taxiing onto the catapult and enhances accessibility 
to the forward fuselage compartments during ground 
maintenance. Since the nose strut is bottomed during the 
catapult launch stroke, the energy stored in the last 4 
inches of strut-piston stroke is released upon shuttle 
release at the end of the catapult stroke to impart a 
noseup pitching moment to rotate the aircraft to the 
fly-away attitude without any control required by the 
pilot. All the stoned energy is expended before the nose- 
wheels leave the deck edge. 

Note 
Under certain launch conditions (high wind 
over deck and light aircraft gross weights) 
the nose strut will not be fully compressed 
during the catapult stroke. Subsequent nose 
rotation following shuttle release will be at a 
less than normal rate. Aircraft launch bulle- 
tins for the aircraft are written to ensure that 
catapult launch pressures are sufficient to 
provide safe launch pitch rates and flyaway 
capability. 

Full extension of the nose strut after launch and weight 
off wheels provides a redundant and automatic transfer 
of the control valve to the extend position. With weight 
off wheels, the NOSE STRUT switch is inoperative. 
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NOMENCLATURE 

0 
NOSE STRUT switch 

0 LAUNCH BAR advisory 
light 

@ LAUNCH BAR switch 

ORIGINAL 

FUNCTION 
EXTD - Hydraulic pressure causes strut to extend. Combined hydraulic 

system must be pressurized before switch is activated on external 
power. Launch bar is lifted into the up-lock position by torque arms 
as strut extends 14 inches. 

OFF - Spring-loaded return position. 

KNEEL Nose strut transfer control valve releases pressure In the shock 
strut, which strokes 14 inches. Combined hydraulic system must be 
pressurized before switch is active on external power. Launch bar 
uplock can be released manually to allow bar to lower to deck, or 
by turning nosewheel 3~10’. 

illuminates under the following conditions: 

Weight On Wheels 
l Aircraft kneeled, throttles less than MIL (goes out when throttles are 

advanced to MIL to provide lights out criterion for catapult launch). 
l Launch bar not up and locked (normal operation) 

Weight Off Wheels (mhiblts nosegear retraction) 
l Launch bar not up and locked 
l Nosewheel not within &IV of center 
l Nose strut not fully extended 

ABORT -Enables pilot to disengage the launch bar from the catapult while 
remaining at MIL power and in the kneel position. 

NORM Allows launch bar to be lowered. 

Figure 2-73. Launch Bar Controls 
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2.28.2 Launch Bar. Thelaunchbarisattachedtothe 
nosegear and serves as the tow link for catapulting the 
aircrafi (see Figure Z-74). With the nose strut extended, 
the launch bar is held in the retracted position. The 
launch bar can be lowered by kneeling the aircraft and 
turning the nosewheel greater than ilOo from the cen- 
tered position. The launch bar can also be lowered by 
the deck crew with no pilot action after the aircraft has 
been kneeled. A proximity sensing switch on the uplock 
detects the latch out of the locked position and ilhuni- 
nates the LAUNCH BAR advisory light (see Figure 
2-73). Ears on the head of the launch bar engage under 
the lip of the catapult lead-in track and the head serves 
as a guide to steer the nosewheel on the catapult track 
and engage the shuttle. For an abort, the launch bar 
cannot be raised until the shuttle is disengaged. 

2.28.2.1 LAUNCH BAR Light. ‘Ihe LAUNCH BAR 
advisory light is interlocked to go off whenboth throttles 
are at MIL even though the launch bar position and 
mechanism remain unchanged, this action is effected to 
establish a “lights out” criterion for launch. The light 
circuit is disabled with nosegear up and locked. A pilot- 
controlled LAUNCH BAR switch is installed that en- 
ables the pilot to disengage the launch bar from the 
catapult while remaining at MB. power and in the kneel 
position. This switch is on the pilot left vertical console. 

To avoid damage to the launch bar retract 
mechanism, do not set the LAUNCH BAR 
switch to ABORT with the nosewheel de- 
flected off center. 

After the catapult launch stroke, extension of the strut 
mechanically cams the launch bar up to the retracted- 
and-locked position. If the launch bar is not engaged in 
the uplock with weight off wheels, the LAUNCH BAR 
advisory light will illuminate and nosegear retraction 
will be electrically inhibited. 

2.28.3 Holdback Fitting. The holdback fitting is 
provided on the nose strut for insertion of the holdback 
bar. A groundcrewman must manually attach the bar 
before the aimrat? is taxied into the catapult lead track. 
The holdback bar is reusable and provides for repeated 
releases at a tow force of 76,000 pounds. Force greater 
than this on launch causes the holdback bar to release 
the aircraft holdback fitting. 

Single-engine, high-power tumup operations can use 
the holdback fitting to attach aircraft restraining hard- 
ware to deck-secured fittings. Prior to the application of 
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single-engine high power, the nose strut should be 
kneeled and slack taken out of the holdback mechanism, 
otherwise dynamic loads may exceed mechanism de- 
sign strength conditions. 

2.29 ARRESTING HOOK SYSTEM 

The arresting hook installation consists of a stinger 
tailhook and associated control mechanism mountad to 
the underside of the center fuselage. The hook shank is 
free to pivot up and down at its attachment point. A 
pneumatic dashpot preloads the hook down to minimize 
hook bounce on contact with the deck. The hook shank 
isfieetopivot leftorright withina+26”swayanglewith 
positive centering action provided by a pneumatic 
damper housed inside the tailhook shank. The trail angle 
of the arresting hook provides for hookpoint-deck 
contact even with the nose landing gear strut fully 
compressed. 

2.29.1 Arresting Hook Operation. Normal opera- 
tion of the arresting hook requires combined and flight 
hydraulic system pressure, dashpot charged, and dc es- 
sential No. 2 electrical power. Because of a redundant 
means ofpilot control (electrical and mechanical), emer- 
gency extension of the arresting hook can be accom- 
plished without these sources of power. 

Note 
Hook retraction requires electrical and com- 
bined hydraulic power. 

2.29.1.1 Normal Operation. Normal operation 
(Figure Z-75) on the pilot hook control consists of a 
straight down-up movement of the HOOK handle. This 
action actuates switches that provide electrical com- 
mand signals to the hook control valve. For lowering the 
hook, the uplock is released and the lit? cylinder is 
vented. Flight hydraulic pressure is the medium that 
disengages the hook uplock actuator. When flight hy- 
draulic pressure drops below 2,100 psi with weight off 
wheels, the hook/auxiliary flap isolation relay circuit is 
energized. This disables the arresting hook control valve 
and, therefore, disallows normal hook extension. This 
condition remains until either the starboard engine- 
driven hydraulic pump (flight) produces greater than 
2,400 psi or weight on wheels is restored. 

Note 
If emergency hook extension is inoperative 
in conjunction with a flight hydraulic failure, 
cycling the HYD VALVE CONT circuit 
breaker (8E5) with the hook handle down 
will permit hook extension. 
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STRUT EXTENDED TO 
NORMAL STATIC POSITION 

(18 INCH STRUT) 

CATAPULT STATIC POSITION FULLY COMPRESSED 
I4 INCH STRUT) 

0.F6cm3 

Figure 2-74. Laud BU (Cat@t) 
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NOMENCLATURE FUNCTION 

0 Arresting HOOK handle UP- Electrically energizes hydraulic retract actuator to raise hook into 
uplock. 

DN- Electrically releases hydraulic uplock actuator and allows hook to 
extend by dashpot pressure and gravity, 

EMERG 
DOWN - (Pull-twist) mechanically releases uplock actuator and allows 

hook to extend by gravity and dashpot pressure. 

0 Hook transltion light Illuminates whenever arresting hook posltlon does not correspond with 
handle position. Light will not go out In down position until hook is In full trail 
angle. 

0 HOOK BYPASS switch FIELD - Used for nonarrested landings. Bypasses the flashing feature of 
the approach lights and indexer when landlng gear Is down and 
hook retracted. 

CARRIER Used for arrested landings. Approach lights and indexer flash 
when landing gear is down and the hook retracted. 

Figure 2-75. Arresting Hook Conkok 
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2.29.1.2 Hook Retraction. For hook retmction, the 
control valve pressmixes the retract side Of the. lift cyl- 
indor and the lock side of the actuator. 

fYijG&J 

DO not attempt to raise the hook when the 
hook is engaged in the arresting gear. 

When the arresting hook roller engages the uplock 
mechanism, the lift cylinder is depressmixed. On deck, 
hook retraction time is approximately 3 seconds. The 
hook transition light is illuminated as long as a discrep- 
ancy exists between the hook and cockpit handle posi- 
tions. On-deck extension requires approximately 1 
second. The transition light will remain illuminated, un- 
less the a&aft is kneeled, as contact with the deck 
precludes full hook extension. 

Note 
The hook transition light may remain illumi- 
nated when the hook handle is lowered at 
airspeeds greater than 300 knots because of 
hook blowback. 

2.29.1.3 Emergency Hook Extension. The emer- 
gency control system lowers the hook by mechanically 
(cable) tripping the uplcck and venting the hook lit? 
actuator pressure. Emergency extension of the hook 
may be initiated when the handle is in either UP or DN. 
In either case, the hook handle is pulled aft (approxi- 
mately 4 inches) and turned 90” counterclockwise. Ro- 
tation 90” counterclockwise will lock the handle in the 
extended position. With the handle locked, the hook will 
not retract regardless of the handle position (UP or DN). 

Note 
After emergency hook extension, the hook can 
be dracted airhome or on deck provided that 
thebsndleismtated90°clockwise,pushedfcll 
forward and placed in UP. Combined and 
flight hydraulic system pmssmes mresuired 
to r&act the hook while airborne. On deck, 
only combined hydraulic system pressure is 
required to retract the hook 

2.30 ENVIRONMENTAL CONTROL SYSTEM 

The ECS regulates the environment of flightcrew 
and electronic equipment. The system provides tem- 
peraturecontrolled, pressure-regulated air for the fol- 
lowing systems. 

1. E~temal drop tank pressurixation 

2. OBGGS 

3. Cockpit pressurixation 

4. canopy seals 

5. Windshield and canopy defogging 

6. Windshield anti-ice 

7. Anti-g suit inflation 

8. Wing airbag seals 

9. Gun-gas purging 

10. Electronic equipment cooling and pressurization 

11. Temperatom control of liquid coolant supplied to 
APG-71 radar control system, television camera 
set, and intiamd search and track. 

2.30.1 ECS Air Sources 

2.30.1.1 Bleed Air. The normal source of ECS air is 
ninth-stage bleed air from both engines. Through a series 
of manifolds and valves, this air is cooled and mixed to 
reduce temperatum and pressure to usable levels. The pri- 
mary valves are the two engine bleed air shutoff valves, 
the dual pressure regulating and shutoff valve, and the 
turbme compressor modulating and shutoff valve, which 
are all contmlled by the AlR SOURCE selector pushbut- 
tons: L ENG, R ENG and BOTH ENG (Figure 2-76.) 

2.30.1.2 Ram-Air Source. If either the RAM or 
OFFpushbuttonisselectedbythepilot,thecoolingturbine 
compmssorisshutdowuandemergencyramaircanbc 
usedtoventilatethewckpits andprovidecoolingairtothe 
service and suit heat exchanger and those el&tonic sub- 
systems rquiring forced air cooling. However, if OFF is 
sel@ pressurization to the service systems (canopy 
seal, anti-g suit, external fuel tank, wing airbag seal, 
OBGGS),and400°Fairsupplytothewindshieldairdefog 
andheatingsystemsislost.SelectingAlRSGURCERAM 
willprovideairtotbe~systemsand400’Fmmanifold 
air to the &fog and heating systems. 

Selection of the AIR SOURCE pushbutton 
to RAM with a failure of the 400 OF tem- 
perature manifold will continue to circulate 
400 OF air throughout the system surromid- 
ing aircratt components and may cause a tire. 
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RIO 
CAUTION/ADVISORY 

PANEL 

NOMENCLATURE FUNCTtON 

0 1 TEMP mode selector AUTO - Cockpit and pressure suit temperature is automatically 
switch maintained at that comfort level selected on the temperature 

control selector. 

MAN - Cockpit temperature and air flow must be manually selected as 
airspeed and attitude change to malntain a desired 
temperature. 

0 2 CABIN PRESS switch NORM - Cockpit pressure will be maintained at an altitude of S,ooO feet 
Lever-lock switch which up to 23,WJ feat, above which the regulator maintains a 5-psi 
must be lifted to be pressure differential. 
moved to DUMP 

DUMP - The cockpit Safety valve Is opened, depressurizing the cockpit. 

0 RAM AIR switch OPEN/ 
CLOSE - Manually modulates the ram air door and regulates the amount 

of ram air supplied to the cabin and eiectronlcs bay afler the 
AIR SOURCE pushbutton is selected to RAM or OFF, 
(Approximately 50 seconds to full open.) 

Figure 2-76. Air-Conditioning and Pmsurization Controls and Indicators (Sheet 1 of 2) 
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NOMENCLATURE I FUNCTfON 

I c9 AIR SOURCE selector RAM- Closes the bleed air flow modulator pressure regulator and 
pushbuttons shutoff valve, thereby securing the cooling bootstrap turbine 

compressor. Inhibits gun firing. The RAM AIR switch is enabled. 
Combined ram air and regulated 400°F bleed air are available 
to the cockpits and air cooled electronic equipment for 
temperature control.When either BOTH ENG, L ENG or R ENG 
are selected, the ram alr door automatically closes. 

LENG- The left engine is the source of bleed air for the environmental 
system and the right engine bleed air shutoff valve is closed. 

RENG- The right engine is the source of bleed air for the environmental 
system and the left engine bleed air shutoff valve is closed. 

BOTH ENG -The right and left engine bleed air shutoff valves are open and 
both supply bleed air to the environmental control system. This 
Is the nomral position. Automatically closes ram air door. 

OFF - Both the left and right engine bleed alr shutoff valves and the 
dual pressure regulator valve are closed. Inhibits gun firing. 
Pressurization and air conditioning are not available. Enables 
the RAM AIR switch. 

@ TEMP thumbwheel controt Selects cockpit and suit air tetTIperatUre. It can be rotated through a 3CxY arc 
(0 to 14) with mechanical stops at each end placarded COOL and WARM. A 
mldpositlon temperature (7) is approximately 70°F In the automatic mode. 
With the TEMP mode selector switch in AUTO the temperature selected is 
automatically malntalned by the modulating temperature control valves. In 
MAN, the TEMP control thumbwheel must be repositioned to maintain 
cockpit and suit air temperature. Alr flow and temperature will not change as 
a function of airspeed and altitude. 

@ 
CABIN PRESS ALT Displays cabin pressure altitude In 1 ,OCrO-foot increments from 0 to 50,OKt 
indicator feet. 

0 7 BLEED DUCT caution light Indicates overheating (575OF or greater) along the high-temperature bleed 
alr duct routlng forward of the englne fire wall past the primary heat 
exchanger and then up to the right diverter area. An additional sensor, 
detecting temperatures of 255°F or greater, senses from the right diverter 
area, along the 405OF manlfold and Into the bootstrap turbine compartment. 

@ 
CABIN PRESS caution Indicates cab/n pressure Is less than 5-psi absolute pressure or cockpit 
light (RIO’s cockplt) altitude Is above 27,OKI feet. 

Figure 2-76. Air-Conditioning and Pressurization Controls and Indicators (Sheet 2 of 2) 
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Interconnects inhibit gun ftig with RAM or OFF 
selected. The emergency ram-air door is on the lower 
right side of the foselage, inboard of the right glove. To 
activate the ram-air door, either the OFF or RAM AIR 
SOURCE pushbutton must be depressed and the RAM 
AIR switch on the air-conditioning control panel must 
be moved to OPEN. To activate the emergency ram-air 
door kom fully closed to fully open requires approxi- 
mately 50 seconds. 

l Before opening the ram-air door, reduce 
airspeed to 350 knots or 1.5 Mach, which- 
ever is lower, to prevent ram-air tempera- 
tures above 110 OF from entering the 
system. After ram-air flow is stabilized, 
airspeed may be varied as required for 
crew comfort or to increase flow to elec- 
tronic equipment 

l With AIR SOURCE OFF selected, limit 
airspeed to less than 300 knots/O.8 Mach 
to prevent damage to the deflated wing 
airbag seals. 

For maximum cockpit ram-air flow, the cockpit pres- 
surization must be dumped. Pressing either L ENG, R 
ENG or both ENG pushbuttons automatically closes the 
ram-air door if it is open. 

2.30.1.3 External Air. The adapter for connecting a 
ground air-conditioning unit is under the fuselage, aft of 
the nose wheelwell. An additiOna provision for connect- 
ing an external source of servo air is in this same area. 

External electrical power is automatically inhibited 
!?omAYK-141,IRST,TRi,TR2,andtheCICJifexter- 
nal air-conditioning is not connected to the aircraft. A 
pressure switch interrupts electrical power to the above 
forced-air-cooled equipment. 

2.30.2 Cockpit Air-Conditioning. ECS manifoid- 
ing consists of: 

1. The high-temperature (bleed air) manifold 

2. The 400° manifold 

3. The cold-air manifold. 

High-temperature engine bleed air is routed through 
the primary heat exchanger. The cooled output of this 
heat exchanger is split and a portion is mixed with 
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hot engine bleed air to a temperature ofapproximately 
340 OF; the remainder is further cooled by the turbine 
compressor. Here the air is compressed, run through the 
secondary heat exchanger, and then expanded in the 
turbine section, resulting in cold air that is mixed with 
340 OF air to obtain any temperature desired. The pri- 
mary and secondary heat exchangers are between the 
let? and right engine inlets and the fuselage. At speeds 
above 0.25 Mach, ram air across the heat exchangers is 
used for cooling. During ground operations and at air- 
speeds less than 0.25 Mach, airflow across the heat ex- 
changer is augmented by air-powered turbine fans. 

Note 
With the system in MAN to increase airflow 
to forced-air-cooled equipment, place CAN- 
OPY DEFOG-CABIN AIR control lever in 
CANOPY DEFOG. 

The third heat exchanger is the service air-to-air heat 
exchanger. This normally uses cold air from the cold-air 
manifold as a heat sink but can use emergency ram air 
if the cold-air manifold is not operating. Air from the 
service heat exchanger is used by the pressure suit, anti-g 
suit, canopy seal, OBOGS, servo air, and for pressuri- 
zation of waveguides, the radar liquid cooling loop 
tank, and the television camera set. 

2.30.2.1 Temperature Management. The pilot 
can control cockpit temperature by selecting either a 
manual (MAN) mode or automatic (AUTO) mode with 
the TEMP mode selector switch (Figure 2-76). In the 
AUTO mode, temperature (60 “F to 80 OF) is selected 
by the pilot with the TEMP thumbwheel control. This 
desired temperature is maintained by a cabin tempera- 
ture sensor in the forward left side of the cockpit. In the 
MAN mode, the TEMP thumbwheel control maintains 
airtlow and temperature. If cockpit inlet airtlow tem- 
perature (in either AUTO or MAN) exceeds 250 OF, a 
cockpit overtemperature switch closes the hot-air- 
modulating valve. 

The conditioned air entering the cockpit is divided 
forward and aft, with 50 percent of the air going to each 
cockpit. A CANOPY air diffuser lever on the right con- 
sole in each cock-pit individually controls the percentage 
of airflow through the cockpit diffusers and the canopy 
defog nozzles. When the lever is in CABIN AIR (full 
aft), 70 percent of the air is directed through the cockpit 
diffusers and 30 percent through the canopy defog noz- 
zles. In DEFOG, 100 percent of the air is directed 
through the canopy defog nozzles. 

2.30.2.2 Vent Airflow Thumbwheel. This control 
has no function. 
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2.30.2.3 Anti-G Suit. Each anti-g suit is connected 
to the aircraft pressurization system by an anti-g suit 
hose that delivers pressurized air to the suit control valve 
and then to the suit through a composite disconnect. 
Below 1.5g, the suit remains deflated. A spring- 
balanced anti-g valve automatically opens when g 
forces exceed 1.5g. Operation of the anti-g suit valve 
may be checked by depressing the test button marked 
G VALVE on each crewman’s left console. 

2.30.3 Electronic Equipment Cooling. Ambient 
cooled equipment in the electronic bays is cooled by the 
air exhausted from the cockpits. Equipment incapable 
of being cooled by free convection is cooled from the 
cold-air manifold. 

A schematic of the radar and electronic equipment 
cooling is shown in FO-14. Controls and lights are 
shown in Figure 2-77. 

2.30.3.1 Radar Liquid Cooling. Radar equipment 
is cooled by liquid coolant (FO-14). The heat is rejected 
in the ram-air heat exchanger. This is accomplished by 
circulating coolant fluid through the electronics and 
mm-air heat exchanger and/or the radar heat exchanger. 
The cooling loop is also used for automatic warmup of 
the radar using 400 OF manifold. 

The radar liquid cooling loop incorporates a separate 
ram-air liquid-heat exchanger. A ram-air door is located 
under the right glove, forward of the primary heat ex- 
changer inlet. There are no cockpit controls for this 
ram-air door. It is controlled by the radar controller and 
is independent ofthe air-conditioning and pressurization 
system. The radar system ram-air heat exchanger auto- 
matically maintains the liquid temperature within oper- 
ating limits when ram air is used for cooling. 

2.30.3.1 .I Controls and Lights. Figure 2-77 shows 
the controls and lights associated with the radar cooling 
loop. The radar cooling loop is activated by the RADAR 
COOLING switch on the RIO left outboard console. In 
ON, the radar cooling loop is activated for airborne 
operation. A temperature sensor in the heat exchanger 
outlet illuminates the SENSOR COND advisory light 
when the liquid temperature goes above 104 OF. In ad- 
dition, a pressure switch in the radar pump illuminates 
the SENSOR COND advisory light when pump output 
pressure is too low. 

If the coolant pump temperature rises to 230 A5 OF, 
the thermal switch opens, shutting down the pump to 
prevent pump failure and illuminating the SENSOR 
COND advisory light. 

2.30.3.1.2 Ground Operation. During ground op- 
eration with electrical power, external air-conditioning, 
and servo air available to the aircraft and the GND CLG 
switch in RADAR, the cockpit low-flow sensor is over- 
ridden. The OFF position of the GND CLG switch en- 
ables cockpit air priority. With engines rumiing on the 
ground, select OFF on the ground cooling switch. 

2.30.3.2 Cockpit Air Priority Function. The cock- 
pit air priority function is operational during all engine- 
on operations (FO-14). It provides the cockpit with 
priority over the radar liquid-cooling loop in the event 
there is a shortage of conditioned air. On engine power, 
the GND CLG switch (Figure 2-77) should always be 
in OFF and the canopy locked to enable the cockpit air 
priority function. 

There is no indication to the flightcrew that the cock- 
pit priority action is taking place unless it progresses to 
the point that the SENSOR COND advisory light illu- 
minates. Even then, it is only one of several problems 
that could have triggered the light. 

2.30.4 Pressurization 

2.30.4.1 Cockpit Pressurization. From sea level 
to 8,000 feet altitude the cockpit is unpressurized. Be- 
tween altitudes of 8,000 feet to 23,000 feet the system 
maintains a constant cockpit pressure altitude of 8,000 
feet. At altitudes above 23,000 feet, the cockpit pressure 
regulator maintains constant 5-psi pressure differential 
greater than ambient pressures. An illustration of the 
cabin pressure schedule is shown in Figure 2-78. 

2.30.4.1 .I Cockpit Pressure Indicators. A cock- 
pit pressure altimeter (Figure 2-76) is provided for the 
pilot. In the rear cockpit, the RIO has a low-pressure 
caution light on the CAUTION and ADVISORY light 
panel. This low-pressure caution light, placarded 
CABIN PRESS, illuminates when cockpit pressure 
drops below S psi absolute pressure or cockpit altitude 
is above 27,000 feet. 

2.30.4.1.2 Cockpit Pressure MalRnwtlons. Ifthe 
cockpit pressure regulator malfunctions, the cockpit safety 
valve will open to prevent a cockpit pressure differential 
fmm exceeding a positive 5.5~psi or a negative differential 
of 0.25 psi. The cockpit pressure regulator and the safety 
valve are pneumatically operated and timction indo 
pendemly through separate pressure sensing lines. 

2.30.4.1.3 Cockpit Pressure Dump. Cockpit pres- 
surization can be dumped by the pilot by selecting DUIvlP 
with the CABIN PRESS switch. When DUh4P is selected 
the safety valve is immediately opened and the cockpit is 
dt?pRSSurized 
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I NOMENCLATURE FUNCTION 

a RADAR COOLING switch OFF - Deactivates the radar cooling pumps. 

ON - Activates the radar cooling pump for ground and airborne thermal 
conditioning. 

@ ;;A$AR ENABLE caution Indicates that radar operation on the ground is possible. 

0 COOLING AIR advisory 
light 

Illuminates afler a delay of 25 to 40 seconds when insufficient cooling is 
provided to the electronic forced air cooling system. Degraded cooling may 
result from cooling system failure, turbine failure, or ECS duct failure. 

@ 
SENSOR COND advisory 
iigm 

lllumlnates when coolant exiting the heat exchanger is greater than lC!PF, or 
pump output pressure is too low, or when the overtemperature switch shuts 
down the radar, television camera Set (KS), and the infrared search and 
track (IRST). 

Figure 2-77. Avionic F,quipment Liquid Cooling Controls and Lights (Sheet 1 of 2) 
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0 GND CLG switch 

c3 C & D HOT caution light I Indicates DD or TID overheat condltlon. 

APG-71 - Cockpit low flow sensor Is overridden. 

CAUTION 

l Servo air required to atiuate servo operated valves. 

l Use RADAR only when engines are shut down. 

OFF - Cockpit low flow interlock Is operationaLOFF shall be selected 
when engines are operating. 

NAVAIR 0%FlUAD-I 

NOMENCLATURE FUNCTION 

Figure Z-77. Avionic Equipment Liquid Cooling Controls and Lights (Sheet 2 of 2) 

2.30.4.2 Canopy Seal Pressurization. Pressurized 
air from the air-conditioning system is ducted through 
the cockpit to the canopy seal. The seal is automatically 
inflated when the canopy actuator is moved to the closed 
position. A check valve in the canopy pressure regulat- 
ing valve prevents the loss of canopy seal pressurization 
if the conditioned air manifold is depressurized. Initial 
movement ofthe canopy actuator automatically deflates 
the seal. 

2.30.5 Windshield Air and Anti-Ice. Compressor 
bleed air at approximately 340 “F and at high pressure 
is directed over the outside of the windshield through a 
fixed-area nozzle. This blast of hot air over the wind- 
shield will evaporate rain and ice and prevent its fiuther 
accumulation. It is activated by selecting ON with the 
WSHLD AIR switch. A temperature overheat sensor 
at the base of the windshield protects the windshield 
from overheating. When the sensor detects overheat- 
ing (300 OF), a signal closes the pressure regulating 
valve and illuminates the WSHLD HOT advisory light 
on the pilot CAUTION ADVISORY light panel (Figure 
2-79). 

9 Selecting WSHLD AIR ON prior to enter- 
ing rain or icing conditions may cause 
windshield cracking because of the rapid 
cooling effects ofprecipitation. 

l Extended operations in clear air with the 
windshield air on may cause windshield 
cracking and discoloration. 

2.30.6 Gun-Gas Purging. External airflow is used 
to ventilate the gun compartment for gun-gas purging. 
A flush air inlet on the fuselage gun bump and an at? 
louvered door containing a FOD screen provide a con- 
tinual flow of air to purge gun gases. Gun tiring is lim- 
ited to 200-round bursts. 

2.30.7 Degraded ECS Operation. There are various 
temperature and pressure safeguard systems that cause 
the ECS system to shut down if an unsafe situation is 
detected. A complete failure of the dual valve will cause 
it to shut down the pressurization and air-conditioning 
system. Should that fail to close, a pressure switch will 
close both engine bleed air shutoff valves if an overpres- 
sure (155 psi) situation exists in theoutlet oftheprimary 
heat exchanger. A shutdown ofthe bleed air supply duct, 
either automatically or pilot-selected AIR SOURCE 
OFF pushbutton, will cause total ECS air shutdown. 

Failure of the left or right weight-on-wheels 
switches to the in-flight mode can cause loss 
of engine ejector air to the IDGs and hydrau- 
lic heat exchangers causing thermal discon- 
nect and/or heat damage to the generators 
and aircraft hydraulic systems. 

Note 
After an automatic shutdown of the system, 
the pilot should select either OFF or RAh4 
AIR SOURCE to enable the emergency ram- 
air door and then hold mm-air switch to 
OPEN for approximately 50 seconds to pro- 
vide ram-air cooling to electronic equipment 
and to the cabin. 
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Note 
l Loss of electrical power with bleed air still 

operating will result in smoke entering the 
cockpit through the ECS when the aircraft 
is on the deck. In flight, only cold air will 
be supplied to the cabin and suit. Icing of 
the water separator may occur, causing 
reduced flow to the cabin. Since the ECS 
panel is dependent on electrical power, 
selector pushbuttons will be inoperative. 

l Retarding throttles to IDLE above 30,M)o 
feet may result in a considerable reduction 
in ECS airflow, leading to a loss of cockpit 
pressurization, SENSOR COND light, 
and/or COOLING AIR light. 

If the 400’ manifold reaches 475 OF, a 400 “F shutoff 
valve closes, stopping the flow of unconditioned engine 
bleed air to the 400 OF manifold. 

If either compressor inlet or turbine inlet tempemtum 
becomes excessive, the refrigeration unit will shut 
down. Cockpit indications will be as follows: 

1. No cockpit airilow. 

2. RIO COOLING AIR advisory light illuminated. 

J 
-0 

Figure 2-78. Cabin Pressure Schedule 

3. RIO SENSOR COND advisory light illuminated. 

4. If ram-air cooling is not selected, extended flight 
with AlR SOURCE OFF could cause an over- 
heating condition of the converter interface unit 
and a subsequent loss of primary attitude and navi- 
gational indications (i.e., multifunction displays, 
HUD, NAVAIDs). 

The pilot should press the AIR SOURCE RAM push- 
button and set the RAM AIR switch to OPEN to open 
the ram-air door to provide forced-air cooling to the 
electronic equipment and to the cabin. 

ECS duct failures may be indicated by diminishing 
cabin cooling airflow and/or cabin pressurization with 
or without COOLING AIR advisory light illumination. 
Duct failures may additionally be indicated bypressuri- 
xation loss to the service systems and airflow loss to rain 
removal, defog, and heating systems. This cannot be 
verified if the system is not in use. Selection of AIR 
SOURCE OFF and ram air increase is appropriate when 
any indication of duct failure exists. ECS malfunctions 
that are not caused by duct failure are usually indicated 
by loss of temperature control without a cabin or system 
airflow/pressurization degradation. Failure of the 400 OF 
modulating valve or duct should not cause illumination 
of the cooling air light. Any duct failure in this area 
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NOMENCLATURE FUNCTION 

a 
WSHLD AIR switch ON- Provides a continuous blast of hot air (34OV) over the exterior 

windshield. Used for windshield antl-ice. 

OFF - Closes the shutoff valve after a 5-second delay. The system 
Is deenerglzed. 

0 WSHLD HOT advlsoly Light illuminates when a sensor In the warm air nozzle to the cent& 
light wlndshleld lndlcates overheat (3OOOF). 

0 
CANOPY air diffuser CABIN AIR - 70% of the conditioned alr dlrected through the cookplt alr 
lever (both cockpits) diffusers and 30% Is through the canopy defog rails. This Is 

normal posltlon. 

DEFOQ - Alr flow Is dlrected through the canopy defog rails only. 

Figure 2-79. Canopy Defog Controls and Windshield Air 
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associated with the COOLING AIR light is mictly coin- 
cidental. However, the duct faihne between the primsry 
heat exchanger and the tmbine compmssor assembly, or 
between the secondary heat exchanger and the turbine 
compressor assembly, could cause degraded cooling sir- 
flow and a COOLING AIK light to illuminate. 

Actuation of the overtemperatum switch results in 
cycling of the 400 “F valve. During this period the heat- 
ing capacity of the 400 OF manifold would be degraded. 

2.31 OXYGEN SYSTEM 

Breathing oxygen is provided to each crewmember 
by the OBOGS. A backup oxygen system provides a 
supply of gaseous oxygen sufficient for a maximum- 
range descent in the event of a failure of the OBOGS. 
In addition, emergency oxygen is available to each 
crewmember through a high-pressure, gaseous oxygen 
bottle located in the ejection seat survival kit. 

2.31.1 On-Board Oxygen Generating System. 
The OBOGS provides 95percent pure pressure- aed 
temperature-regulated oxygen to each crewmember. 
The system includes an oxygen concentrator, anoxygen 
monitor, and two regulators. Controls and indicators tbr 
the OBOGS are shown in Figure 2-80. 

The oxygen concentrator is in the right side of the 
fuselage adjacent to and beneath the forward cockpit. 
Filtered and cooled ECS service air is directed to tire 
oxygen concentrator when ON is selected on tke 
OBOGS master switch on the pilot cockpit panel. A 
molecular sieve in .the concentrator removes the niko- 
gen t?om the compressed air, leaving a breathing gas 
equivalent in concentration to 95percent oxygen at 
34,000 feet. The oxygen concentrator receives 115-WC 
motor power from the pilot ac essential bus No. 1 and 
heater power from the ac right main bus. OBOGS 
28-Vdc control power is provided by essential dc bus 
No. 1 via the OBOGS CONTK circuit breaker. 

The oxygen monitor is on the pilot right console. It 
constantly monitor3 the oxygen concentrator output to 
ensure a sufiicient concentration of oxygen is being 
generated. When the monitor detects an oxygen partial 
pressure less than 182 mm Hg, it generates an alarm 
signal that illumiaates the OBOGS caution lights, shuts 
off output Tom the conceauutor and enables the backup 
oxygen system. The concentrator and the monitor con- 
tinue to fonction as long as the OBOGS switch is in the 
ON position. The monitor will automatically shift back 
to the OBOGS supply source when it detects adequate 
concentrator output 
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Power to the monitor is provided by 28 Vdc OBOGS 
control power t?om the essential dc bus No. 1 when the 
OBOGS master switch is in the ON position. The sensor 
in the monitor is heated for proper operation. Upon in- 
itial selection of the OBOGS master switch to ON, the 
OBOGSispoweredand8uwtioningbutthemonitorwi~ 
not be accurately detecting oxygen concentration until 
the sensor is warmed up. This can take up to 2 minute% 
depending on the ambient temperature. The OBOGS 
light will not be illuminated during the warmup period. 
Thepilotmaytestoperationofthemonitorviathepress- 
to-vent TEST button. The button actuates a valve that 
must be held for up to 1 minute to vent oxygen sensor. 
Laborakxy testing has demonstrated that the test can 
normally be completed in approximately 15 seconds. 
Onceven~themonitorwillsenseinsufticientoxyg~ 
illuminating the cockpit caution lights and shifting the 
oxygen supply source to BOS. The monitor will auto- 
maticallyshiftbacktoOBOGSoperationandextlnguish 
the caution light after release of the TEST button. Test- 
ing has demonstrated this occurs within 5 to 7 seconds, 
but may take up to 20 seconds. 

p&iii--I 

The aircrew will not have any indication of 
a tkihne of the monitor. If the aircrew sus- 
pects the onset of hypoxia at any time, im- 
mediately select BACKUP. The monitor 
maybetestedoncetlleaiKxa~has- 
to a cabin altitude of 10,000 feet or less and 
the ON position on the OBOGS master 
switch has been reselected. 

The regulators are cheat mounted, pressmu demand 
typethroughwhichpressure-andtempemtum-mgulated 
oxygenisprovidedtoeachcrewman. Pressurebreathing 
is activated above 34,000-foot cabin altitude. 

When the OBOGS master switch is on, hltered, 
cooled engine bleed airis dire&d to the oxygen concen- 
tratorwhereamolecularsieverthenitmgenfmm 
the compressed air, leaving a breathing gas consisting 
of 95-percent oxygen The oxygen monitor checks sys- 
tern operation to ensure that a sufticient concentration 
of oxygen is being generated provides a cockpit indica- 
tion,andbringsthebaehtpgaseoussupplyonliueas 
requimd A teat button on the monitor enables the pilot 
to verify that the monitor and the backup oxygen system 
arefunctioning.Whenpre-w&theOBOGSadvisory 
light ilhtminates indicating the system is in backnp. The 
oxygen concentrator receives 115 Vat 6om pilot ac 
essential bus No. 1 and from the ac right main bus, 
Contd power and power to the monitor is 28 Vde from 
essentialdcbusNo. 1. 
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Figure Z-80. Oxygen System Controls and Indicators (Sheet 1 of 2) 
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NOMENCLATURE FUNCTION 

a OBOGS master switch BACKUP - Deenergizes oxygen concentrator and Process Air Shutoff 
Valve. Enables Backup Oxygen. 

ON - Applies power to oxygen generator and oxygen monitor. 
Opens solenoid valve providing ECS Service Air to Oxygen 
Concentrator. 

OFF - Removes power from OBOGS and BOS. Process air shutoff 
valve closes. 

0 
VENT AIRFLOW NOT FUNCTIONAL. 

0 
OXYGEN SUPPLY valve ON- Opens oxygen supply permitting OBOGS or BOS oxygen flow 

to crewmember. 

OFF - Secures OBOGS and BOS oxygen flow to crewmember. 

@ 
OBOGS caution light Illuminates when OBOGS has failed or OBOGS master switch is in OFF or 

BACKUP 

@ l33J$XY LOW caution Illuminates when pressure remaining in BOS assembly oxygen cylinder is 
below 200 psi. 

@ $2; OXY PRESS Indicates pressure remaining in BOS assembly oxygen cylinder. 

0 
OXYGEN MONITOR Provides functional test of the oxygen monitor, BOS, and OBOGS oontrol 
TEST Button systems. 

Figure 2-80. Oxygen System Controls and Indicators (Sheet 2 of 2) 

2.31.2 BackupOxygenSystem. The BOS con- 
sists of a BOS assembly, BOS controller, B/U OKY 
LOW caution light, and a BACKUP OXY PRESS indi- 
cator. This system wsa designed to provide only enough 
oxygen for maximum-range descent. In the event of au 
OBOGS failure, the aircrew must take immediate action 
to conserve backup oxygen. 

Switching to the backup system can be accomplished 
three ways: 

1. Automatically upon monitor detection of an 
OBOGS faihue or loss of OBOCX control power 

2. Manually via direct selection of BACKUP on the 
OBOGS master switch 

3. Automatically with total loss of electrical power or 
selection of OFF on the OXYGEN system master 
switch, when the aimratl is above 10,000 feet MSL. 

Backup oxygen cannot be disabled above 10,000 feet 
MSL by turning the OXYGEN system master switch 
off. Therefore, the individual OXYGEN SUPPLY 

valves (Figure 2-80) in both cockpits must be used to 
turn off oxygen flow to the personnel regulators. 

The BOS assembly consists of an oxygen cylinder, 
pressure gauge, pressure regulator, fill pot$ pressure 
transducer, low-pressure switch, manual shutoff valve, 
and quick disconnect on a pallet&d assembly that is 
removable for servicing and maintenance. A 2OOcubic- 
inch, high-pressure cylinder containing 500 to 590 liters 
of gaseous oxygen at 1,800 to 2,100 psi, respectively, 
provides a backup oxygen supply to the OBOGS. The 
BOS assembly is located on the right forward side of the 
fuselage, just below the forward end of the pilot cockpit. 

The BOS controller enables flow from the BOS as- 
sembly via a diaphragm valve. This diaphragm valve is 
controlled by two solenoid valves and an aneroid valve. 
The BOS controller is in the BOS assembly compart- 
ment. Power for automatic operation of the BOS con- 
troller is provided by 28 Vdc essential bus No. 1 via the 
OBOGS CONTR circuit breaker. Alternate power is 
provided via the BOS CONTRB/u OKY LOW circuit 
breaker for automatic activation ofbackup oxygen in the 
event of a failure of the OBOGS control relay and when 
BACKUP is manually selected. 
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The BAJ OXY LOW caution light is actuated by the 
BOS assembly low-pressure switch when the BACK UP 
OXY PRESS gauge reads less than 200 psi, or when 
BOS CONTRiBN OKY LOW power is lost. Figure 
2-81 provides backup oxygen breathing time for two 
crewmembers for various cabin altitudes based upon 
BOS oxygen cylinder pressure. 

2.31.3 BOS Pressure Indicator. The BACK UP 
OXY PRESS indicator (Figure 2-80), on the right side 
of the pilot right knee panel, shows the pressure in the 
BOS assembly oxygen cylinder. The indicator will not 
function unless the BOS manual shutoff valve on the 
BOS assembly is open. 

2.31.4 Emergency Oxygen Supply. The 50- 
cubic-inch oxygen cylinder in the survival kit of 
each ejection seat provides a limited supply of gaseous 
oxygen. This oxygencylindercanbemanuallyactivated 
in the event of a failure of the OBOGS and depletion of 
the backup supply. The cylinder is charged to 1,800 to 
2,100 psi and a pressure gauge is visible on the inside 
face of the left-thigh support. Flow from the emergency 
cylinder is routed through a pressure reducer and a shut- 
tle valve, then follows the path of the normal oxygen 
system, flowing through the oxygen regulator to the face 
mask. The supply of oxygen available in the emergency 
cylinder is adequate for up to 8 to 10 minutes, depending 
upon altitude. The manual actuation handle is a green 
ring under the left side of the survival kit cushion. 

Turn the OXYGEN supply valve to OFF be- 
fore pulling the emergency oxygen manual 
actuating handle if contamination of the nor- 
mal system is suspected. Failure to do so will 
inhibit seatpan shuttle valve operation, pm- 
venting flow of emergency oxygen. 

Note 
Flow of oxygen from the emergency cylinder 
can be stopped by reseating the manual ac- 
tuation handle. 

2.32 PITOT-STATIC SYSTEM 

The pitot-static pmssure system supplies impact (pitot) 
andatmospheric (static)pressumtothepilotandRIOflight 
instruments, to the CADC, and to the engine AICS pro- 
grammers. Some systems mquim static pressure only; oth- 
ers require static and pitot pressure (see Figure 2-82). 

The pitot-static system is composed of two separate 
systems with individual pitot-static probes, one on each 
side of the forward fuselage. 

The left pitot pressure (PT) probe supplies the pilot 
standby airspeed indicator and the left AICS program- 
mer. The tight pitot pressure i,PT) probe supplies the RIO 
standby airspeed indicator, the right AICS programmer, 
and the CADC with airspeed indications. An electrical 
PT~pUt~Omtheleft~CSprO~eriSSU~liedto 
the CADC backup channel as airspeed indications for 
wing sweep. 

The left and right forward static ports f&t) are mani- 
folded to provide static pressure to the pilot standby 
airspeed indicator, standby altimeter, vertical speed in- 
dicator, and the CADC. Static pressure from the right 
aft (Psz) static ports supply the RIO standby airspeed 
indicator, standby altimeter, and the right AICS progmm- 
mer. The static pressure from the left aft (PS2) static ports 
supply the static pressmc to the left AICS PS sensor. An 
electrical PS input liom the left AICS programmer is sup 
plied to the CADC backup channel for wing sweep. 

Note 
l With the in-flight refueling probe ex- 

tended, the pilot and RIO standby altime- 
ters and airspeed indicators show 
erroneous readings because of changes in 
airflow around the pitot-static probes. 

l The RUDDER AUTH caution light may 
illuminate when the in-flight refueling 
probe is extended. Press the MASTER 
RESET button to reset the light. 

2.32.1 Pitot-Static Heat. Bach pitot-static probe is 
equipped with electrical beating elements to prevent 
icing. Pitot-static heat is controlled by the pilot through 
the ANTI-ICE switch on the pilot right console. In 
AUTO/OFF, pitot probe heat is available only with weight 
off wheels. ORlDE/ON activates the probe heat ele- 
ments independently of the weight-on-wheels switch 
and illuminates the INLET ICE caution light on the 
CAUTION ADVISORY panel. OFF/OFF removes heat 
Born the probes. 

[-G&q 

The ANTI-ICE switch should normally be 
in AUTO/OFF during takeoff and landing. 
Engine anti-icing has adverse effects on en- 
gine stall margin. 
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BACK-UPOXYGENPRESSURE 
1 

CABIN ALTITUDE 2000 1600 1200 800 400 200 

35 & ABOVE 100 80 60 40 20 IO 

30 72 58 43 29 14 7 

25 52 42 31 21 10 5 

20 41 33 24 16 8 4 

15 32 26 19 13 6 3 

10 27 22 16 10 5 2.9 

8 24 19 14 9 4 2.5 

5 21 17 12 8 4 2.2 

SL. 17 14 10 7 3 1.8 

Minutes remaining based on two-man consumption. 

Duration data should be used as a guide 

Consumotion rate based on 13.1 liters oer minute oer man. 

Figure 2-8 1. Oxygen Duration Chart 

2.33 CONTROL AND DISPLAY SYSTEM 

The control and display system (Figure 2-83) pro- 
vides the crew with control and display of navigation, 
aircraft status, and flight tactical information. The con- 
trol and displays system consists of two display proces- 
son @PI and DP2), three multifunction displays @lot 
center MFDI, pilot right MFD2, and RIO MFD3), and 
a heads-up display system, cockpit television sensor, 
HUD-VIDEO panel, pilot DISPLAYS control panel, 
and a multistatus indicator. 

The control and display system also sends display 
information to the digital display, the radio tiequency 
indicator, radio frequency/control indicator, and the 
mission video recorder. 

The data entry unit is a remote terminal that commu- 
nicates with the mission computers via the multiplex 
buses. 

2.33.1 Display Types. The following types of dis- 
play information are provided by the MFD system: 

1. Calligraphic or stroke writing is displayed on the 
HUD, MFDs, and the DD. 

2. Raster video (for example radar, television) gen- 
erated internally (VDI formata) or provided by an 
&ems1 sensor, with or without a stroke overlay, 
is displayed on the MFDs and the DD. 

3. Alphanumeric data is displayed on the multi- 
status indicator and the radio f?equency and radio 
frequency/control indicators. 

Displays presented on the HUD and MFDs are iden- 
tified as formats. The formats are categorized as display 
format groups. 

HUD format groups consist of takeofflanding/ 
navigation (TLN), air-to-air (A/A), air-to-ground 
(A/G), and multimode formats that can be overlaid on 
the other three. The HUD also displays a manual reticle 
and a test pattern. 

MFD display format groups are shown in Figure 
2-84. The HUD and MFD MI format groups are basi- 
cally the &me; however, HUD symbology is scaled to 
be overlaid on the real world, and certain differences, 
such as symbol location, addition, and deletion occur 
between the HUD and MFD VDI formats. MFDs also 
display repeats of the TID and DD as well as TCS and 
CTVS vi&o. 
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Figure 2-82. Airstream Sensors 
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Figure Z-83. Display Systems Controls and Indicators (Sheet 1 of 4) 
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““0.VIDEO PANEL E 

ORIGINAL 

Figure 2-83. Display Systems Controls and Indicators (Sheet 2 of 4) 
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RIO’S COCKPIT 

Figure Z-83. Display Systems Controls and Indicators (Sheet 3 of 4) 
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TACTICAL INFORMATION DISPLAY M 

RADIO FREQUENCY CONTROUINDICATOR L 

ORIGINAL 

H 

ECM 
OVERRIDE 

SWITCH J 

Figure 2-83. Display Systems Controls and Indicators (Sheet 4 of 4) 
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DISPLAY FORMAT 

!FD Vertical Display indicator (VDI)/HUD Formats 

IFD Horizontal Situatiin Display (HSD) Formats 

IWN A/C and WAYPOINT Formats 

FORMATS WITHIN GROUP 

TLN BASIC (TLN-GU, TLN-GD) 

TLN DESTINATION 

TLN MANUAL 

TLN TACAN 

TLN DATA LINK 

AWL (All Weather Landing) 

A/A BASIC 

A/A SPARROW SEARCH 

9/A PHOENIX SEARCH 

MA SIDEWINDER SEARCH 

A/A PHOENIX TRACK 

A/A SPARROW TRACK 

A/A SIDEWINDER TRACK 

A/A TRACK WHILE SCAN 

A/A MULTIPLE MODE GUN SIGHT (MMGS) 

A/A GUN BACKUP 

AJG BASIC 

A/G CCIP 

A/G MANUAL 

RECON 

IRSTS TWS 

WAYPOINT 

TACAN 

CDI TACAN 

OWN AIC BASIC 

OWN AIC GROUND 

OWN A/C CVA 

OWN A/C IFA 

WAYPOINT DATA 1 

WAYPOINT DATA 2 

Figure Z-84. Display Format Groups (Sheet 1 of 2) 
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DISPIAY FORMAT I FORMATS WITHIN GROUP 

JAV Align Formats CV MAN DATA 

CV Ships Inertial Navigation System (SINS) DATA 

IFA 
Standard Attitude Heading Reference System (SAHRS) 
(Norm Mag SHDG) 
SAHRS CV 

nertial Navigation System (INS) UPDATE Format 

:ontinuous Update Formats NAV AID CORRECTIONS 

NAV AID ENABLED 

NAV AID OPTIONS 

SURFACE WAYPOINT POSITION Format 
stores Management System (SMS) Format 
SPIN INDICATOR Format 
INGINE MONITOR Format 
In Board Checkout (OBC) Formats OBC BASIC 

OBC Groups: CD, CNI, FLT, NAV, AUX. TAC, EW, SMST, 
and SNSR 
OBC Failed Data: CADC, CIU, SAHRS, DINS, DELI, DPI, 
DP2, MCI, MC2, DSS. APC, EMSPl, EMSP2, IFX, SMS, 
SWITCHES, RWR, and RDRKS 
MAINT Format 

:ailure History Format (FHF) 
:ooperative Support Software (CSS) Format 
vfissile status Readout Formats 

Bectronic Counter Measures (ECM) Format 
3econ Formats 

MISSILE SUBSYSTEM 1 
MISSILE SUBSYSTEM 2 

RECON DATA 

RECON WPT DATA1 
RECON WPT DATA2 

Tactical Situation Display (TSD) TSD MENU 
TSD PRIORITY 
TSD DECLUTTER 1 
TSD DECLUTTER 2 
TSD COMMAND 
TSD REPLY 
TSD TARGET MODIFIER 

JTIDS Data Readouts (JDR) 

Infrared Search and Track (IRST) Formats 

JTIDS OWN A/C DATA 
JTIDS DATA - TSDflID (Non-F-14D PPLI Hook) 
JTIDS DATA - TSD/TlD (F-14D PPLI Hook) 
JTIDS DATA - TSD/TlD (Target Hook) 
IRSTS NORMAL 
IRSTS CSCAN 
IRSTS SUMMARY 

Figwe 2-84. Display Format Groups (Sheet 2 of 2) 
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2.33.2 Display Processors. Two display proces- 
sors (DPl and DP2) drive the display system. The DPs 
receive various signal inputs from the aircraft systems. 
These signals are processed and converted to display 
information for the HUD, MSI, MFDs, DD, RFI, RFCI, 
and the mission video recorder. 

2.33.2.1 Normal Operation. During normal op- 
eration, DPl drives the HUD and MFDl, while DP2 
drives MFD2 and MFD3. Should either DP fail, the 
mission computer commands backup operation, where 
the remaining DP provides limited functions. 

2.33.2.2 DP Backup Operation. During backup 
operation, the remaining DP drives the HUD, MFDl, 
and MFD3, with MFD2 not operating. Should one of 
these three displays be OFF or subsequently selected off, 
then MFD2 will operate. Ifboth stroke generators in the 
remaining DP are in use, an MFD format that is normally 
produced by stroke writing may be generated in raster. 
With the following exception, either DP can perform 
any display function: Mission video record is not per- 
formed during backup operation. 

2.33.2.3 Data Failure Modes. In addition to the 
backup mode, there are other failure modes. Some ex- 
amples are as follows. 

If the DPs fail to receive pitch and roll data, the 
message PITCH/ROLL FAIL will appear on the MFDs 
and all pitch/roll-related symbols are removed from the 
displays. The symbols are returned if pitch and roll in- 
formation is restored. 

Ifthe DPs lose communication with the MCS, a man- 
ual reticle will appear on the HUD and the MFDs will 
display only the message DP-MC COMM FAIL and 
MENUI. The lighted MODE pushbuttons also turn off 
with a loss of MCS communication. Should communi- 
cations be restored, the DP-MC COMM FAIL message 
is removed and the MODE buttons are lighted again. If 
the MC performed a cold start or a system reset, default 
formats are presented on the displays. 

2.33.3 System Operation. The display system re- 
quires 115 V, 400 Hz electrical power. DPl , HUD, and 
MFDl receive power from ac essential No. 2 bus and 
DP2, MFDZ, and MFD3 are on the ac left main bus. All 
displays and DPs are electrically protected by circuit 
breakers. There are no power switches for the DPs. Each 
of the displays has a power switch that is normally 
turned off at the conclusion of flight. The HUD power 
switch is on the PDCP, and the MFD power switches are 
on each MFD as a part of the DAY/AUTO/NIGHT 
switch. 
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After a short warmup (under 2 minutes), the default 
formats appear on the displays. The default formats are 
as follows: 

1. HUD - TLN basic 

2. MFDl - VDI TLN basic 

3. MFD2 - OBC basic 

4. MFD3 - OWN A/C basic. 

If the mission computers are not in communication, 
test patterns will appear on all four displays. 

Format selection for the HUD is made by use of the 
MODE pushbuttons on the PDCP and by the type of 
steering selected. MFD format families are selected by 
pressing the pushbutton adjacent to a menu legend or by 
cursor designation of the legend. Every MFD format 
(except repeats) has MENU select as the center push- 
button on the lower edge of the display. Also appearing 
on all formats for immediate selection are SMS to the 
let? of MENU and ECM to the right of MENU. Other 
selections vary according to format requirements. When 
a repeat format (HUD, DD, or TID) is being displayed 
on the MFD, no legends are available for format selec- 
tion. To change formats from a repeat, press any push- 
button. This returns MENU1 to the MFD, permitting 
other format selections to be made. Cursor designation 
of legends cannot be used with repeat displays. 

2.33.4 Heads-Up Display. The HUD (Figure 2-85) 
provides a combination of real-world cues and flight 
direction symbology, projected directly on a combining 
glass assembly. The flight information on an optical 
combiner is projected in the pilot forward field of view. 
The display is focused at infinity, thereby creating the 
illusion that the symbols are superimposed on the real 
world (and so that visual cues received from outside the 
aircraft are not obscured). The pilot usually steers based 
on interpretation of the visually observed real world. 
The HUD can be selected to be the primary flight refer- 
ence for all flight regimes displaying navigation and 
weapon delivery information. The HUD symbol bright- 
ness control is on the HUD; all other HUD controls are 
on the PDCP. 

2.33.4.1 Pilot DISPLAYS Control Panel. The PDCP 
on the pilot right console (Figure 2-86) provides control 
of the mode and display presentation of the HUD, VDI, 
ECM, and TCS formats. Display information is depend- 
ent on the mode selected with the A/A, A/G, and TLN 
pushbuttons. 
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Figure 2-85. Heads-Up Display 

2.33.4.2 Cockpit Television Sensor. The CTVS 
is an electro-optical system that images symbology pre- 
sent on the HUD combiner and outside world informa- 
tion as well. The unit consists of a video sensor head on 
the HUD and an electronic unit in the HUD-VIDEO 
panel (Figure 2-83). The sensor signal can be fed to the 
mission video recorder and can be displayed on the 
MFDs. Operation of the CTVS is controlled by the 
VIDEO CONTROL switch on the HUD-VIDEO con- 
trol panel. 

2.33.4.3 HUD-VIDEO Control Panel. Operation 
of the CTVS is controlled by the HUD-VIDEO control 
panel (Figure 2-83). The panel contains the two-position 
VIDEO CONTROL toggle switch, a BIT button, a green 
GO light, and a yellow NO GO light. Setting the 
VIDEO CONTROL switch to ON provides power to the 
CTVS; selecting OFF removes power. Depressing the 
BIT button initiates a CTVS self-test. A good test results 
in a momentary flash of the yellow NO GO light fol- 
lowed by a steady green GO light. A failure results in a 
steady yellow NO GO light. During BIT, ifCTVS video 
is being displayed on an MFD, or is being recorded, 
bright white flashes of video will be displayed or re- 
corded. This is normal for BIT operation. 

2.33.5 MultIstatus Indicator. The MS1 is an LCD 
panel on the lower center instrument panel below the 

center MFD (MFDl) (Figure 2-83). The MS1 displays 
the weapon type and status on each store station. 

The lower row displays weapon status: ready, de- 
graded, ready/selected or degraded/selected. The se 
lected symbol never appears alone; it is always 
superimposed over the ready or degraded symbol. Fig- 
ore 2-87 provides a representative display of available 
MS1 symbols along with their meanings. 

The upper row of the display identities the weapon. 
Two dashed lines at a store station indicate that the 
missile at that station has failed or is hung. A blank 
display on a station indicates no weapon is loaded or the 
weapon loaded is not recognized. 

There are no controls on the MSI. Power to the MS1 
is provided by the HUD subsystem. The MCS must be 
transmitting data for a display to be presented. Selecting 
TEST on the HUD PWR switch causes all LCD seg- 
ments on the MS1 to be displayed. 

An MFD displays tactical and flight command situ- 
ations, navigation, and discrete information either sepa- 
rately or simultaneously with radar and TV data. There 
is also a power/brightness select switch above the dis- 
play screen (Figure 2-88). 
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NOMENCLATURE FUNCTION 

0 
MODE Switch DAY - Provides a full range of HUD symbol brightness control: 0 to 

100%. Disables automatic brightness control. 

AUTO - Provides automatic symbol brightness operation superimposed 
on the level selected wtth the symbol brightness control. 

NIGHT - Provides a HUD symbol brightness control range of 0 to 1 .O% of 
DAY level. 

Note 

When switching from NIGHT to DAY, the brightness 
level gradually increases until it reaches the level 
established for DAY 

0 
Display MODE A/A- Provides selection of air-to-air display mode. 
pushbuttons 

NG- Provides selection of air-to-ground display mode. 

TLN - Provides selection of takeoff/landing/navigation mode. 

Figure 2-86. Pilot DISPLAYS Control Panel (Sheet I of 3) 
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NOMENCLATURE FUNCTION 

0 
TCS FOV (Television NAR - Selects TCS narrow field of view for display on pilot’s MFDl. 
Camera Field of View) 

WIDE- Selects TCS wide field of view for display on pilot’s MFDl. 

c9 
ECM switch ORIDE - Enables ECM display to override whatever is being displayed on 

MFDZ for as long as the threat is being reponed. 

OFF - ECM display override not enabled. 

0 
ELEV LEAD Control A continuous rotary control that provides a range of elevation positidns for 

the HUD manual reticle with the 0 mr setting coincident with the armament 
datum line (ADL). Clockwise rotation increases elevation lead. 

@ 
HUDIVDI ALT source BAR0 - Selects barometric altimeter as source for display of altitude on 
switch HUD and VDI. 

RDR - Selects radar altimeter as source for display of altitude on HUD 
and VDI. Radar altitude is displayed as follows: 
l Below 5000 feet AGL 
l Radar altitude valid 
. AOB s 45’ 

0 
HUD PWR switch (lever TEST - (Momentary) Presents an intersecting vertical and horizontal line 
lock) at the center of the HUD field of view, and illuminates all 

segments of the multistatus indicator (MSI). 

ON - Provides power to HUD and MSI. 

OFF - Removes power from HUD and MSI. 

@ 
FORMAT switch ANLG - Selects analog dial format for HUD display of airspeed and 

altitude.. 

BOTH - Selects a combination of analog dial and digital readout for HUD 
display of airspeed and altitude. 

DGTL - Selects digital readout format for HUD display of airspeed and 
altitude. 

@ 
DECLUlTER switch NORM - Normal display symbology is presented. 

LVL 1 - Depending on MODE selected, the following symbols are 
removed: 
TLN - GEAR UP 
(AOA bracket and target pointer/AON are not displayed) 
l Vertical velocity 
l AOBscals 
l PeakG 

ORIGINAL 

Figure 2-86. Pilot DISPLAYS Control Panel (Sheet 2 of 3) 
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NOMENCLATURE FUNCTION 

TLN - GEAR DOWN 
(Target pointer/AON and Mach are not displayed) 
l Peak G (displayed as required in normal mode only) 
l AOBscale 
l Radar altitude 

A/A 
l Radar altitude readout 

A/A and AIG 
(Vertical velocity, AOB scale, and AOA bracket are not 
displayed) 
l AOA readout 
l Potential flight path marker (PFPM) 

LVL 2 - Depending on MODE selected, the following additional symbols 
are removed: 
TLN - GEAR UP 
. AOA 
l Mach 
l Navrange 
l PFPM 
l Radar altitude readout 
l Digital boxes 
TLN - GEAR DOWN 
. AOA 
l Digital boxes 
l PFPM 
l Vertical velocity 
AJA 
l Navrange 
AIG 
(Closer and target pointer/AON are not displayed) 
l Radar altitude readout 
A/A and A/G 
(AOB scale, AOA bracket, and vertical velocity are not 
displayed) 
l Mach number 
l PeakG 
l Digital boxes 
l Heading scale 
l Ghost FPM 

@ 
CAGE ENBUDSBL 
Pushbutton 

Momentary contact pushbutton used to enable/disable HUD CAGE option. 
Caging restricts pitch ladder and flight path marker symbols in azimuth to 
the center of the HUD display. 

Figure 2-86. Pilot DISPLAYS Control Panel (Sheet 3 of 3) 
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1A IB 3 4 5 6 8E 8A 

LEGEND 

SYMBOL STATUS 

II READY 

-- FAILED CR HUNG - UNUSABLE 

Bk READY AND SELECTED 

CII DEGRADED 

lul SELECTED AND DEGRADED 

Figure 2-87. Multistatus Indicator Symbols/Meanings 

2.33.6 Nwltifunction Displays. The three identical 
MFDs are CRT displays with 20 pushbuttons around the 
perimeter of the display screen. The MFD pushbuttons 
with adjacent legends are used for menu selection, data 
entry/readout, and system test and/or status indications. 
The three programmable MFDs, two in the pilot instm- 
ment panel and one in the RIO instrument panel provide 
display flexibility such that either crewmember is able 
to select any display available, allowing the pilot and 
RIO to monitor and back up each other. The HUD format 
may be repeated on any MFD by depressing pushbutton 
No. 11 from the MEND 1 format. 

Multifunction pushbuttons with adjacent CRT leg- 
ends located around the perimeter of the MFD are used 
for menu selection, data entry/readout, and system test 
and/or status indications. An MFD displays tactical and 
flight command situations, navigation, and discrete in- 
formation either separately or simultaneously with radar 
and TV data. 

Normally the pilot uses the MFD below the HUD on 
the aircraft centerline as the primary in-the-cockpit 
flight instrument. 

Attitude information is displayed on the MFD VDI 
format by an aircraft reticle, a horizon line, and a calli- 
graphic pitch ladder. The aircraft reticle is fixed at the 

center of the display, and the horizon line and pitch 
ladder move about it in accordance with the aircraft 
pitch and roll attitudes. 

The flight parameters displayed include magnetic 
heading, data link (D/L), commanded airspeed (Mach 
number), airspeed, altitude, and vertical velocity. 

Note 

If pitch or roll data is not updated within 240 
milliseconds, thepitchladderandrollmarker 
will be blanked and the horizon, sky, and 
ground plane will darken. 

2.33.7 Cursor Controls. Both the pilot and RIO 
have cursor controls (Figure 2-89) that permit the re- 
mote selection of MFD pushbutton options as well as 
symbol and spot hooking. A symbol is hooked when the 
cursor is placed over a format symbol and cursor desig- 
nate is activated. Hooking is used to set waypoints on 
the HSD waypoint format and to select tracks and other 
symbols, for the purpose of obtaining information, or 
identifying symbols of interest on the TSD format. The 
cursor symbol is a small circle inside alarger circlewhen 
displayed on the MFDs and a circle with four tic marks 
extending from the circle inward at 0”, 90”, 180”, and 
270’ when displayed on the HUD. 
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NOMENCLATURE 

a 
Power switch 

FUNCTION 

OFF- Power removed from MFD. 

Selecting NIGHT, AUTO, or DAY applies power to the 
MFD, however a DP must be on and providing data to 
the MFD for a format to be displayed. 

NIGHT - Disables automatic contrast adjustment and limits automatic 
brightness adjustment to a small percentage of the DAY range. 

&UT0 - Automatic adjustment of brightness and contrast to compensate 
for changing light conditions as seen by sensors above the BRT 
and CONT controls. 

DAY - Full range of manual brightness and contrast control. Disables 
automatic brightness and contrast adjustment. 

Figure 2-88. Multifunction Display (Sheet 1 of 2) 
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NOMENCLATURE 

0 
Pushbuttons 

0 
CONT control 

@ 
BRT (brightness) control 

FUNCTION 
20 momentary contact pushbuttons that provide for selection of display, 
operating modes, and system parameters. A selected legend is normally 
enclosed by a rectangular box. A dashed rectangular box indicates that a 
legend has been selected but is not available. 

Varies the amplitude of the shades of grey. Effects are most visible when 
viewing video or raster graphics. 

Varies intensity of overall display. As brightness is decreased, fewer 
shades of grey are discernable. 

Figure 2-88. Multitimction Display (Sheet 2 of 2) 

I 2.33.7.1 Pilot Cursor Control. The pilot controls 
cursor position with the throttle designator controller. 
The TDC is a circular disk that is a combination four- 
way force sensor and momentary switch on the outboard 
thrde grip. Finger pressure on the outer edges of the 
control will move the cursor in the direction selected. 
When cursor movement exceeds the limit of a display 
that is adjacent to another display (e.g., the right edge of 
MFDl or the bottom ofthe HUD), the cursor will move 
to the adjacent display. If the cursor symbol reaches a 
display limit that is not adjacent to another display (e.g., 
the right edge ofMFD2), the cursor remains at that limit. 

1 Depressing and releasing the TDC designates the cursor 
position. 

2.33.7.2 RIO Cursor Control. The RIO cursor con- 
trol is on the sensor hand control. It consists of a four- 
position select switch, a two-position (half-full action) 
trigger switch, and a handgrip. When the top, bottom, or 
right edge of the select switch is pressed, the DD, TID, 
or MFD3, respectively, is selected for cursor display. 
Pressing the lett edge toggles sensor control between 
radar and infrared. The cursor symbol becomes visible 
when the trigger switch is pressed to the half-action 
position. Full trigger depression designates the cursor 
position. Cursor symbol movement is controlled by 
handgrip movements. 

2.33.7.3 Cursor Hooking Functions. Spot, sym- 

bol. and MFD pushbutton hooks can be performed by 
the pilot on the HUD or MPD by activation ofthe TDC 
or on the TID or MFD by the RIO through use of the 
sensor hand control. 

Normal symbol hooking is accomplished by placing 
the ~XSW over the desired symbol using either the TDC 
or the SHC and activating the appropriate cursor desig- 
nate switch. The hooked symbol brightens and the pre- 

viously hooked symbol returns to normal intensity. 
Symbol hooks amusedto display additional information 
about those symbols or to designate tracks for functions 
that are format dependent. Only HUD, TID, TSD, and 
IRST normal format support symbol hooking. 

MFD pushbutton hooks permit remote activation of 
MFD pushbutton functions through the TDC or SHC. 
They are accomplished by positioning the cursor over 
the desired MFD menu choice and activating the cursor- 
designate switch. 

2.33.6 Displays, Formats, and Symbology. The 
paragraphs that follow describe the HUD and MFD 
displays. Sample formats from format families are illus- 
trated, symbols associated with these families are iden- 
tified and defined, and format selection is described. 

Many symbols are common to more than one format 
family. Once a symbol has been defined for a format 
family, the detinition is not repeated when describing 
other format families. Certain features, such as changes 
in scaling between formats, that are obvious when view- 
ing the display are not covered. 

All symbols available to a format are illustrated, how- 
ever, they will rarely be displayed at the same time. Not 
all formats are illustrated. Where only minor differences 
exist, they will be noted. Formats that contain only al- 
phanumerics are described but are not illustrated. 

2.33.8.1 Warning, Caution, Advisory Indica- 
tors. Warnings are displayed on the lower center ofthe 
HUD viewing area. These warnings are: L FIRE, R 
FIRE, L STALL, R STALL, and RDC SPD. The CLSN 
advisory is also displayed on the HUD. Ifthere are more 
than two warnings, then they will scroll up at the rate of 
one warning per second. 
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RDR 
CMPTR STBY 

OFF 

SENSOR HAND CONTROL 

I 

Figure 2-89. Cursor Controls 
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On the MFDs, warning/caution/advisory indications 
are shown in a viewing window that appears on all 
formats except repeats. This window is displayed in the 
upper left of the MFD and is referred to as the CAW 
window or CAW box. A similar window on the upper 
right of the MFD displays data-link legends. The mes- 
sage window allows up to four CAWs to be displayed 
at one time. Ifmore than four CAWs are to be displayed, 
they scroll up from the bottom of the window at a rate 
of one per second. Warning, caution, advisory legends 
are independent of format and may be directed to a 
specific crewmember. Figure 2-90 lists specific CAWs 
and the crewmember to whom they are directed. 

When warning, caution, or advisories are displayed, 
pressing the pushbutton above the CAW window (PB6) 
will remove the window and replace it with a boxed 
CAW legend. Pressing the CAW pushbutton when the 
legend is boxed returns the window and indications to 
the display and removes the box from the legend. 

Note 

If a repeat format is on MFDl, the CAW 
window is shifted to MFD2 in its current 
state, open or closed (acknowledged). New 
CAWs continue to be displayed on MFD2 
until the repeat format is removed from 
MFDI. If a repeat format is displayed on 
both MFDI and MFD2 or on MFD3, receipt 
of CAW data removes the repeat format 
from MFDl and/or MFD3 and displays a 
new format with the CAW in the appropriate 
window. Receipt of a data-link advisory re- 
moves the repeat format from MFDl (if ap- 
propriate) and MFD3 and displays the menu 
format with data-link advisories. (DD and 
TID displays are repeats on MFDl; HUD, 
DD, and TID displays are repeats on MFD2 
and MFD3). 

2.33.8.2 Test Patterns. The test patterns (Figure 
2-91) appear on the HUD and MFD when the display 
system is turned on with the MCs off during ground tests 
and are generated by the DP. 

Note 

The large cross that appears on the HUD 
when the HUD PWR switch is set to TEST 
is generated by the HUD, independent of the 
DP, and is used to check HUD operation. 

The HUD and MFD test patterns also momentarily 
appear during IBIT and following a system reset. Both 
test patterns are written in stroke and are used to check 
stroke accuracy. 

The MFD/KROMA test pattern (a future-growth 
color display) includes an MFD TEST legend, used to 
select the MFD RASTER test pattern. 

The MFD RASTER test pattern allows for testing of 
individual pushbuttons. When a button is pressed, a 
solid-line box appears around the PRESS legend; press- 
ing the button again removes the box. The diamond and 
blinking breakaway symbol are used to check RASTER 
accuracy. Numerics 0 through 7 check RASTER shades 
of grey. Selecting EXIT returns the display to 
MFDKROMA test pattern. 

2.33.8.3 HUD Formats. HUD format category 
(TLN, A/A, A/G) is normally selected by use of MODE 
buttons on the PDCP. However, air-to-air formats are 
selected automatically ifthe pilot selects a weapon using 
the weapon select switch on the stick grip; selects RDR 
PLM/pAL, IR PLM/PAL (all with gear up) with the 
sensor mode switch; IiAs the ACM guard; or if VSL 
HWSL LO is selected with the sensor mode switch or 
DD. Air-to-ground formats are automatically selected 
when an air-to-ground weapon is selected on the SMS 
format since the air-to-ground master mode is automat- 
ically entered in this case. The HUD default format is 
the TLN basic format (Figure 2-92). This format is dis- 
played on power-up and if DPI experiences a cold start 
(power outage of over 1 second). 

The amount of information displayed on HUD for- 
mats is pilot selectable by means of the FORMAT and 
DECLUTTER switches on the PDCP. Symbols are also 
added or deleted by the mission computer depending on 
aircraft status, steering mode, and weapon selection. 
When the FORMAT switch is set to BOTH, airspeed 
and altitude information are displayed as boxed digital 
readouts with analog dials. In the ANLG position, the 
boxes are removed from the digital readouts. In the 
DGTL position, only the boxed digital readout is pre- 
sented and the analog dials are removed. 

The position of the HUDNDI ALT switch on the 
PDCP selects the type of altitude data that is to be dis- 
played, either radar or barometric. If radar is selected 
and a valid radar altitude exists (altitude ~5,000 feet and 
AOB ~45”) radar altitude is displayed in the center of 
the altitude dial. If the aircraft’s altitude exceeds 5,000 
feet or the radar altitude becomes invalid, the system 
automatically substitutes barometric altitude and a “B” 
will flash to the right of the analog dial to indicate radar 
altitude is not being used. Switching HDD/VDI ALT to 
BAR0 removes the flashing “B.” 
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ACRONYM 

L STALL 

R STALL 

L FIRE 

R FIRE 

RDC SPEED 

W/S 

L N2 OSP 

R N2 OSP 

L Nl OSP 

R Nl OSP 

L TBT OT 

R TBT OT 

L FLMOUT 

R FLMOUT 

L IGV SD 

R IGV SD 

A/P REF 

CLSN 

IFF ZERO 

TYPE 

w 

w 

W 

W 

W 

C 

C 

C 

C 

C 

C 

C 

C 

C 

C 

C 

A 

A 

A 

AIRCREW 

BOTH 

BOTH 

BOTH 

BOTH 

PILOT 

PILOT 

PILOT 

PILOT 

PILOT 

PILOT 

PILOT 

PILOT 

PILOT 

PILOT 

PILOT 

PILOT 

PILOT 

PILOT 

RIO 

DISPLAY FUNCTION 

HUD/MFD 

HUDIMFD 

HUD/MFD 

HUD/MFD 

HUD/MFD 

MFD 

MFD 

MFD 

MFD 

MFD 

MFD 

MFD 

MFD 

MFD 

MFD 

MFD 

MFD 

HUD 

MFD 

Warns of left engine stall. 

Warns of right engine stall. 

Warns of fire in left engine. 

Warns of fire in right engine. 

Safe Mach number exceeded for current 
position of flaps. 

Indicates failure of wingsweep system. 

Indicates overspeed of left rotor N2. 

Indicates overspeed of right rotor N2. 

Indicates overspeed of left rotor Nl. 

Indicates overspeed of right rotor Ni. 

Indicates overtemp of left turbine blade. 

Indicates overtemp of right turbine blade. 

Indicates left engine flameout. 

Indicates right engine flameout. 

Indicates left inlet guide vane adjust 
schedule is not correct. 

Indicates right inlet guide vane adjust 
schedule is not correct. 

Indicates autopilot mode is selected but 
not engaged. 

Indicates collision course steering to target 
has been selected. 

Indicates the identification friend or foe 
transponder is not operating correctly. 

Figure 2-90. Warning, Caution, Advisory Functions (Sheet 1 of 3) 
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ACRONYM 
AAI ZERO 

SDU ALM 

ASPJ HOT 

JTID HOT 

RWR 

FWD ASPJ 

AFT ASPJ 

AFT CG 

MCI 

MC2 

CIU 

MCI HOT 

MC2 HOT 

INS 

IMU 

CIU HOT 

ORIGINAL 

TYPE 
A 

C 

C 

C 

C 

C 

C 

C 

C 

C 

C 

C 

C 

A 

A 

A 

AIRCREW 
RIO 

RIO 

RIO 

RIO 

RIO 

RIO 

RIO 

BOTH 

RIO 

RIO 

RIO 

RIO 

RIO 

RIO 

RIO 

RIO 

DISPLAY 
MFD 

MFD 

MFD 

MFD 

MFD 

MFD 

MFD 

MFD 

MFD 

MFD 

MFD 

MFD 

MFD 

MFD 

MFD 

MFD 

FUNCTION 
Indicates the air to air intercept interrogator 
is not operating correctly. 

Indicates the JTIDS Secure Data Unit is not 
operating properly or does not contain 
valid JTIDS crypt0 keys. Under certain 
conditions the display of this alarm is 
normal. 

Indicates an overtemp condition of the 
airborne self-protection jammer. 

Indicates an overtemp condition of the 
JTIDS R/T. 

Indicates the radar warning receiver is not 
operating correctly. 

Indicates the forward ASPJ is not 
operating correctly. 

Indicates the aft ASPJ is not operating 
correctly. 

Indicates that stores station status has 
shifted center of gravity to preclude 
landing without correction. 

Indicates mission computer 1 is not 
operating correctly. 

Indicates mission computer 2 is not 
operating correctly. 

Indicates the computer interface unit is not 
operating correctly. 

Indicates an overtemp condition of the 
mission computer #l. 

Indicates an overtemp condition of the 
mission computer #2. 

Indicates the inertial navigation system is 
not operating correctly. 

Indicates the inertial measurement unit is 
not operating correctly. 

Indicates an overtemp condition of the 
CIU. 

Figure 2-90. Warning, Caution, Advisory Functions (Sheet 2 of 3) 
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ACRONYM 
OPl HOT 

TYPE AIRCREW DISPLAY FUNCTION 
A RIO MFO Indicates an overtemp condition of display 

processor 1. 

DP2 HOT A RIO MFO Indicates an overtemp condition of display 
processor 2. 

SMS HOT A RIO MFD Indicates an overtemp condition of the 
stores management system. 

RDR HOT A RIO MFO Indicates an overtemp condition of the 
radar system. 

HUD HOT A PILOT MFO Indicates an overtemp condition of the 
HUD. 

3WR HOT A RIO MFD Indicates an overtemp condition of the 
radar warning receiver. 

XS HOT A RIO MFO Indicates an overtemp condition of the 
data storage system. 

3EU HOT A RIO MFO Indicates an overtemp condition of the 
data entry unit. 

‘/lPS HOT A RIO MFO indicates an overtemp condition of the 
missile power supply. 

RSTS HOT A RIO MFO Indicates an overtemp condition of the 
infrared search and track system. 

rARPS A RIO MFO Indicates the tactical air reconnaissance 
pod system is not operating correctly. 

PF A RIO MFO Indicates a failure in the JTIDS R/F output 
detected by the JTIOS Interference 
Protection Feature. 

IT10 A RIO MFO Indicates the joint tactical information 
distribution system is not operating 
correctly. 

R WIDE A ROTH MFO Indicates the TARPS IR must be switched 
to wide for adequate video resolution. 

;AHR HOT A RIO MFD Indicates an overtemp condition of the 
standard attitude heading reference set. 

Figure 2-90. Warning, Caution, Advisory Functions (Sheet 3 of 3) 
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HUD TEST PATTERN MFD/KROMA STROKE TEST PATTERN 

0 0 
A 

MFD RASTER TEST PATTERN 

Figure 2-91. Test Patterns 
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GEAR DOWN - ANALOG 

GEAR UP - ANALOG 

5’ -5 
5WOR 

. - . 
:14\0: -- 

Figure 2-92. HUD TLN Basic Format (Sheet 1 of 4) 
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SYMBOL FUNCTION 

a 
Water line Indicates fuselage reference line (FRL). Displayed when attitude 

information is not valid. Also displayed when gear down or the flightpath 
marker is at, or beyond the HUD’s full field of view. 

0 
Heading pointer Actual aircraft heading is displayed below the stationary heading pointer. 

~ @ PitchMightpath ladder 

!@ Ghost flightpath marker 

0 Radar altitude indicator 

c9 Altitude analog dial 

@ Altitude pointer 

Ladder displays aircraft climb/dive angle and roll angle. Aircraft vertical 
flightpath angle is indicated by the position of the flightpath marker on the 
pitchfflightpath ladder. Positive pitch lines are solid and negative ptch lines 
are dashed. To aid in determining flightpath angle when it is changing 
rapidly, the pitch lines are angled toward the horizon at an angle half that 
of the flightpath angle. For example, in a 40” climb, the pitch lines are 
angled 20” toward the horizon. “Up” appears at +90” and “down” 
appears at -90”. 

Displayed at the true velocity vector position when the flightpath marker is 
caged and the true velocity vector position differs from the caged position 
in azimuth. When the true flightpath marker position is actually outside the 
HUD total field of view, the symbol will be pegged at the edge of the total 
FOV and flash. 

Displays radar altitude when the aircraft is below 5090 feet AGL and bank 
angle is less than 45’. If RDR is selected as the altimeter source and valid 
radar altitude exists, the radar altitude is displayed within the dial, replacing 
the barometric altitude. An R is displayed to the right of dial to indicate 
radar altitude. If BAR0 is selected and a valid radar altitude exists, radar 
altitude is displayed above the attitude dial or box. 

The HUD analog altimeter consists of ten dots encircling the altitude 
readout. Each dot indicates altitude in hundreds of feet with the zero mark 
located at the top center of the dial. 

An analog pointer indicating altitude moves uniformly around the inside of 
the altitude dial based on indicated altitude. Increasing altitude is 
indicated by clockwise rotation of this pointer. 

Digital altitude readout Digital barometric or radar altitude is displayed depending on the source of 
the data. When the ALT switch is in the BAR0 position, barometric altitude 
is displayed. When the ALT switch in the RDR position and if aircraft 
altitude is 5000 feet or lower, radar altitude is displayed within the dial and 
is identified by an R to the right of the least significant digit. If the radar 
altitude becomes invalid by exceeding 5000 feet or 45’ AOB, barometric 
altitude is substituted and a B will flash to indicate that barometric altitude 
is being displayed rather than radar altitude. 

Vertical velocity readout The vertical velocity readout consists of a maximum of five digits for a 
positive vertical velocity indication and a maximum of four digits with a 
leading minus sign for a negative vertical velocity indication. If the limit 
32,999 or -9,999 is exceeded, a minus sign with four x’s (-xXxX) is 

It is displayed below the six o’clock dot of the altitude dial. 

Figure 2-92. HUD TLN Basic Format (Sheet 2 of 4) 
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63 
Negative three degree Indicates the negative 3 degree position on the pitch ladder. 
marks 

0 
Barometric pressure The barometric pressure setting used by the dlsplay system and the 
setting weapon system is the value set on the pilot’s barometric altimeter. The 

setting will be displayed for up to 5 seconds on the HUD and VDI in the 
TLN mode when the setting is changed. At 18,000 feet, tf it Is off, the 
symbol comes on and blinks for 5 seconds. 

0 
Bank scale Provides indication of bank angle to f45’. Tick marks are provided at O”, 

*IO”, f20”, .f30” (slightly larger) and f45”. 

The warnings L STALL, R STALL, L FIRE, R FIRE, and RDC SPEED and the 
CLSN advisory will appear on the HUD in the steady condition. Up to two 
indications may be displayed at any one time. When more than two 
indications are present, they scroll up from the bottom at the rate of one 
per second. 

63 
Bank angle pointer Moving pointer provides indication of aircraft bank angle. At bank angles in 

excess of f45O, the pointer will be pegged at f50” and will flash. 

0 
Peak aircraft g Peak Aircraft g is displayed on the HUD as follows: 

TLN Gear Down: If aircraft g falls below +O.O or exceeds +2.0. 
TLN Gear Up, A/A, A/G: If aircraft g falls below -2.0 or exceeds +4.5. 

Peak g indication is displayed until a declutter mode is cycled. 

@ Aircraftg 

0 
Mach number 

63 
Angle-of-attack 

Aircraft g is displayed on the HUD as follows; 
TLN Gear Down: If aircraft g falls below +0.5 or exceeds +I .5. 
TLN Gear Up, A/A, A/G: If aircraft g falls below -2.0 or exceeds +4.5. 

Indicates speed of the aircraft in math. 

Indicates angle-of-attack in units. 
Note 

When’the TLN gear down format is displayed, the AOA readout is 
removed when AOA is between 14 and 16 units. If AOA is greater 
than 14 units and decreasing, the readout remains off until AOA 
decreases below 13 units. If AOA is less than 16 units and 
increasing, the readout remains off until AOA increases above 17 
units. 

@ Airspeed dial The HUD analog airspeed dial consists of ten dots encircling the airspeed 
readout. Each dot indicates airspeed in tens of knots with the zero mark 
located at the top center of the dial. 

@ Airspeed pointer An analog pointer indicating airspeed moves uniformly around the inside of 
the airspeed dial based on indicated airspeed. Increasing airspeed is 
indicated by clockwise rotation of the pointer. 

0 
Extended horizon line Represents the horizon with respect to the aircraft and changes orientation 

with any change in aircraft pitch or roll. 

Figure Z-92. HUD TLN Basic Format (Sheet 3 of 4) 
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@ Digital airspeed readout Provides digital readout of calibrated airspeed. 

@ Flight path marker The flight path marker is displaced in azimuth and elevation to present 
computed flight path. Aircraft vertical flight path angle is indicated by the 
position of the flight path marker on the pitch/flight path ladder. In the 
caged mode, the flight path marker is caged in azimuth and the true flight 
path marker position is indicated by the display of the ghost flight path 
marker when the true position is more than 2” from the caged position. 
The flight path marker can be caged or uncaged by alternately pressing 
the CAGE/SEAM switch. On selection of TLN or A/A, the flight path marker 
IS mittally caged: selection of AIG presents the uncaged mode initially. 

0 24 Heading Scale Aircraft magnetic heading is indicated by the moving 360” heading scale. 
In TLN, the major divisions are numbered every 10 degrees. In A/A, the 
major divisions are numbered every 20 degrees. 

Note 
When the aircraft is in the TLN mode with the gear handle down, 
the heading scale remains 2 degrees above the position of the 
flight path marker. The lowest point of the heading scale, including 
the numbers, will never rise above the normal (gear up) position. 
The heading scale is occluded by the altitude and airspeed dials 
and readouts. 

3 Angle-of-attack 
bracket 

The AOA bracket is a pitch related variable that indicates the deviation of 
the current AOA from a desired value and is vertically referenced to the left 
wing of the flight path marker symbol. The center of the bracket represents 
the optimum AOA. The bracket moves lower with respect to the flight path 
marker as AOA increases and it moves higher as AOA decreases. 

@ 
Potential flight path Indicates the acceleration along the flight path marker. Provides a 
marker graphical representation of the ability to change the flight path angle by 

varying the thrust acceleration and/or angle of attack. Deceleration is 
indicated by the PFPM below the flight path marker and acceleration by 
the PFPM above the flight path marker. 

SYMBOL I FUNCTION 

Figure 2-92. HUD TLN Basic Format (Sheet 4 of 4) 

The symbols removed by the DECLUTTER switch 
vary with formats and are discussed in the applicable 
paragraphs. Refer to Figure 2-93 for declutter informa- 
tion in TLN-GD, TLN-GU, A/A, and A/G modes. 

2.33.8.3.1 Takeoff/Landing/Navigation For- 
mats. TLN formats are categorized by the selected 
steering mode and landing gear position. TLN basic, the 
HUD default format, does not display steering informa- 
tion. Refer to Figure 2-92 for the location and descrip- 
tion of TLN basic symbology. 

Steering mode selection is made through MFD push- 
button or cursor designate action on the VDI AWL for- 
mats. TCN and DEST steering mode selections are also 
available on the HSD by boxing the tacan data buffer or 
waypoint data butter, respectively. Making a steering 
mode selection changes TLN basic to TLN TCN (tacan), 
MAN (manual), DEST (destination), D/L (data link), or 
AWL (all-weather landing). Steering mode is identified 
on the HUD by a legend in the data readout display area. 
Steering modes are described in Chapter 20. 
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HUD MODES I 

RADAR ALTITUDE READOUT 

TARGET POINTER/AON 

cl Not Present 

Present 

As Required 

I * Pitch ladder replaced on Spin 

Figure 2-93. HUD Declutter Levels 
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1. TCN selection adds a course-steering arrow and 
course-deviation dots. Distance to the tacan station 
is displayed to the right of the TCN legend. 

2. MAN steering selection adds a commanded head- 
ing marker to the heading scale. The commanded 
heading marker also appears on destination, data- 
link, and AWL formats. 

3. DEST steering selection adds the waypoint desti- 
nation range to TLN basic format. 

4. D/L selection displays the range to the data-link 
destination. A large flashing ‘X” will appear in the 
center of the display when a data-link waveoff 
command is received. 

5. AWL steering selection provides for the display of 
ACL and ILS, ACL only, ILS only, or no ACL and 
ILS glidepath situationdisplays. The display ofthe 
HUD flight director glideslope and centerline 
steering can also be independently controlled. Se- 
lections are made via MFD pushbutton activation 
on the VDI AWL format. A large, flashing “X” 
will appear in the center of the display when a 
waveoff command is received. Distance to the 
tacan station is displayed as is the TCN legend. 

When the landing gear handle is placed in the down 
position, the HUD cage/uncage function is enabled on 
the CAGE/SEAM switch located on the inboard throttle, 
the system transitions to TLN-GD mode, and all weapon 
selections are cleared. In TLN-GD mode, the Mach 
number is removed and aircraft g is displayed if the g’s 
fall below +0.5 or exceed +1.5; peak g is displayed in 
normal declutter mode if aircraft g falls below 0.0 or 
exceeds +2.0; the horizon line is extended across the 
HUD field of view and a flying “W” (waterline) symbol 
is added at the fuselage reference line. 

Note 
The waterline symbol is also added in other 
HUD formats when the flightpath marker is 
at or beyond the HUD field of view or when 
altitude data is lost. 

Figure 2-94 shows the symbols that are added during 
tacan and AWL flight director steering modes, landing 
gear down, with digital or analog display selection. Re- 
fer to Figure 2-95 for a description of the symbols that 
are available for TLN formats. 

2.33.8.3.2 Air-to-Air Formats. A/A formats (Fig- 
ures 2-96 and 2-97) are presented when the pilot selects 

the A/A pushbutton on the pilot DISPLAYS control 
panel, when a weapon is selected, the radar hot modes 
are selected, or when the ACM guard is lifted. The A/A 
formats provide target acquisition, weapon status, and 
shoot prompts as well as primary flight information. 
Target data and the selection legends A/A, PH, SP, SW, 
and G are displayed. Quantity of the selected weapons 
is also shown. When GUN is selected, the quantity 
number indicates rounds remaining in hundreds. A large 
“X” through a weapon selection legend indicates that 
the master arm switch is SAFE. 

Refer to NAVAIR Ol-F14AAD-IA for a description 
of air-to-air attack. 

2.33.8.3.3 Sensor Mode Indications. Radar modes 
are indicated on the HUD via alphanumerics. The radar 
mode alphanumerics are removed when the radar is off 
or in the computer mode. An “X” overlays the mode 
indication if the IRST is failed (Figure 2-96). The radar 
mode alphanumerics are as follows: 

1. Hot range while search (HRWS) 

2. Manual rapid lock-on (MRL) 

3. Pilot automatic lock-on (PAL) 

4. Pilot lock-on mode (PLM) 

5. Pulse Doppler search (PDS) 

6. Pulse Doppler single-target track (PDSTT) 

7. Pulse search (PS) 

8. Pulse single-target track (PSTlJ 

9. Range while search (RWS) 

10. Range while search velocity (RWS) 

11. Sniff (SNIFF) 

12. Standby (STBY) 

13. Track while scan automatic (TWSA) 

14. Track while scan manual (TWSM) 

15. Vertical scan lock-on high (VSLHI) 

16. Vertical scan lock-on low (VSLLO). 
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AWL/FLIGHT DIRECTOR 

TACAN 

W 

5- 15 

1 BOOR 

/ TCN 12.5 \ 

(AT,I-F5OD-332-O 

Figure Z-94. HUD Added Symbology (Sheet 1 of 2) 
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0 
Command heading This symbol indicates the heading required to achieve the selected course. 
marker Course selection may be manual, data link commanded, or waypoint 

destination. Where commanded heading is beyond display scale limits, the 
symbol will be pegged at the nearest edge to the commanded heading. 
This symbol does not appear on the basic or tacan formats. 

0 
Waterline Indicates fuselage reference line (FRL). Displayed when attitude 

information is not valid. Also displayed when gear down or TLN Gear Up 
or, the flight path marker is at or beyond the HUD’s full field of view. 

0 
Breakaway, waveoff A large flashing X will appear in both D/L and AWL steering modes if a 

WAVEOFF command has been received. 

@ ILS precision course Consists of two independent vectors (vertical and horizontal) which form a 
vectors cross pointer. The horizontal vector responds to ILS glide slope error and 

the vertical vector responds to ILS localizer error. Null/center indications 
are provided to enable the pilot to null the error and keep the vertical and 
horizontal needles centered. 

0 AWL legend This message indicates that the all weather landing steering mode has 
been selected. 

@ Range Depending on the format, this message will indicate either the range to the 
tacan station, data link destination or distance to waypoint destination. The 
legends TCN, D/L, or WPT, may also appear. When in the manual steering 
mode no range appears but the MAN legend is displayed. 

0 Extended horizon line Indicates the horizon with respect to the aircraft with landing gear down. 
Changes orientation with any change in aircraft pitch and roll. 

@ gg;gyd 
The course arrow represents the selected course to the tacan station. Two 
dots will appear on the side of the flight path marker toward the course 
arrow and perpendicular to the arrow. The dot closest to the flight path 
marker represents a half scale deflection of 4” off course, while the 
outermost dot represents full scale deflection of 6” off course. When the 
aircraft crosses the selected course, the arrow moves to the opposite side 
of the flight path marker and the dots would appear on that side. For 
deviations of more than 9”, the arrow pegs. If the arrow is centered on 
course, the dots disappear. Flight path marker centered over the course 
arrow indicates being on course. For tacan bearings aft of f90”. the arrow 
will be dashed. 

@ 
Angle-of-attack The AOA bracket is a pitch related variable that indicates the deviation of 
bracket the current AOAfrom a desired value and is vertically referenced to the left 

wing of the flight path marker symbol. The center of the bracket represents 
the optimum AOA. The bracket moves lower with respect to the flight path 
marker as AOA increases and it moves higher as AOA decreases. 

@ Flight director The flight director symbol provides glide slope and centerline steering 
information computed by the mission computer using navigation system 
parameters and Data Link information from the SPN-42/46 ACLS system. 
The box with the three dots will provide the pilot with optimal glide path 
intercept and following when the flight path marker is inside the flight 
director box and the three dots are aligned with the wings and the tail of 
the flight path marker. The same procedures are used whether the flight 
path marker is caged or uncaged. The flight director symbol is removed 
from the HUD when the FLT DIR pushbutton on the VDI is unboxed. 

0 ACL steering indicator Provides ACL steering commands driven by the ASW-27C data link. 

ORIGINAL 

Figure 2-94. HUD Added Symbology (Sheet 2 of 2) 
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FORMAT 

DATA 
SYMBOL BASIC AWL LINK DESTINATION MANUAL TACAN 

Aircraft G’s Readout (On all formats except GEAR DOWN & DECLUTTER-2) 

Airspeed Dial (On all formats except DIGITAL) 
I I 

Airspeed Readout Box (On all formats except ANALOG or DECLUTTER-2) 

Airspeed Readout (On all formats) 

Altitude Dial (On all formats except DIGITAL) 

Akiiude Readout Box (On all formats except ANALOG or DECLUTTER) 

Aititude Readout (On all formats) 
I 

Angle-of-Attack Readout (On all formats except DECLUTTER-2) 

Bank Scale (On all formats except DECLUTTER- 1 and 2) 

Saro Setting Readout (5 set) + + + + + + 

Ghost flight path marker + + + + + + 

Extended Horizon Line (On all formats when GEAR 
DOWN) 

Heading Scale 
+l+l+ + + + 

Horizon (On all formats when GEAR UP) 

Reference Markers +l+l+ + + + 

Mach Readout (On all formats except GEAR DOWN and GEAR UP DECLUTTER-2) 

Peak AJC G’s Readout (On all formats except DECLUlTER-1 and 2) 

Pitch Ladder-TLN +l+l+l+ + + 

Radar Attitude Readout (On all formats except GEAR DOWN DECLUlTER-1 & 2 and GEAR UP 
DECLUTTER-2) 

Flight Path Marker +l+l+l + l+l+ 
Vertical Velocity Readout (On all formats except DECLUTTER- 1 8 2 in GEAR UP and DECLUTTER-2 

in GEAR DOWN) 

Figure 2-95. HUD Symbology Available on TLN Formats (Sheet 1 of 2) 
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SYMBOL 

Waterline 

Altitude Source-8 or R 

HUD Cursor 

Potential Flight Path Marker 

Angle of Attack Bracket 

IRST Pointer 

TCS Pointer 

Caution/Advisory/Warning 

Breakaway Symbol 

Command Heading Marker 

HUD Steering Legend-AWL 

HUD Steering Legend-TCN 

HUD Steering Legend-D/L 

HUD Steering Legend-MAN 

HUD Steering Legend - WPT 

ILS Preotsfon CoureeVectore 

Sange Readout 

4CL Steering Indicator Tadpole 

-light Director 

?ourse Arrow 8 Deviation Dots 

Uotes: 

L 

FORMAT 
DATA 

BASIC AWL LINK DESTINATION MANUAL TACAN 

:On all formats or when flight path marker pegged or attitude data invalid) 

+ + .+ 

+ + + 

;On all formats except DECLUTTER-2) 

‘On GEAR DOWN only. All formats) 

+ 

+ 

+ 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

+ 

+ 

+ 

+ 

+ 

+ 

+ 

0 

0 

0 

+ 

+ 

+ 

+ 

0 

+ 

+ 

+ 

+ 

+ 

0 

0 

+ 

0 

0 

0 

+ 

0 

0 

0 

+ 

+ 

+ 

+ 

+ 

0 

+ 

0 

0 

0 

0 

c 

0 

+ 

0 

0 

0 

+ indicates that the symbol is available for display on the selected format. 

o indicates that the symbol is not available for display on the selected format. 

+ 

+ 

+ 

+ 

+ 

0 

+ 

0 

0 

0 

+ 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

+ 

+ 

+ 

+ 

+ 

0 

0 

0 

+ 

0 

0 

0 

0 

+ 

0 

0 

+ 
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A/A BASIC, STT FORMAT - ANALOG, NO DECLUlTER 

HUD TWS, IRST SEARCH-ANALOG, DCL LVL 1 

a- 

/ 
D’ I ’ PI I 34 36 02 

5’ -5 
n 

I 

Y -  

TO& -I- :;,i,,,. 
: 370 . - - 

* . - VQ ov ..: 

v v 

t “E 
5L- --J5 

4.5 94 

RNG 30.t 
ALT 21.C 

TWSA 
vc 500 

-IWSM ID xx> 

IOI- - - - - 110 WPT 12 27. 

Figure 2-96. HUD A/A Search Formats (Sheet 1 of 2) 
(Al-)l-F5OD-333-l 
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a Radar target designator 
and target aspect 

0 Target pointer 

@ $glele;ff-the-nose 

@ 
Steering tee 

0 
IRST symbol 

@ 
Target range 

0 Target altitude 

@ 
Target closing velocity 

@ 
Target ID 

63 Time of flight 

0 Navigation Data 

0 
IRST mode indicator 

0 Radar mode indicator 

63 Weapon select legend 

0 Master arm safe cue 

63 TCS pointer 

0 
NCTR 

Indicates the radar line of sight (LOS) to the target. Symbol is displayed on 
all A/A weapon modes when radar is tracking a target. The position is 
computed from the radar LOS. The symbol is poskionable over the total 
HUD field of view (FOV). The symbol will be pegged at the FOV limits and 
flash. In Sm, target aspect is represented by a pointer which points in the 
direction of the aspect angle. Zero target aspect is straight down. 

Indicates the direction of the target designator (TO) box position on the 
HUD. The target pointer is present when pointing to a TD box under the 
following conditions: 1) FONO 1 track is outside the IFOV (Instantaneous 
Field of View). 2) TID hooked track is outside the IFOV with no FONO 1 
present. 3) Closest TMA is outside the IFOV and there is no FONO 1 TID 
hooked track. 

The angle-off-the-nose (AON) indicator defines the angle between the 
FRL and the target line of sight that the target pointer is pointing to, in the 
plane described by the FRL and the target pointer. When the target 
designator is being pointed to by the target pointer, a three digit readout is 
displayed indicating the AON of that target. The AON indicator is not earth 
stabilized. The AON readout is centered below the origin of the target 
pointer and is given in degrees 

Provides azimuth steering only, in search mode. Provides elevation and 
azimuth steering in track mode. 

Indicates location of sensed target. Up to four displayed. 

Range of closest radar target in nautical miles and tenths. Numeric is 
displayed only when range is valid. 

Attitude of closest radar target in thousands of feet. Displayed only when 
information is valid. 

Displays closing rate to radar target. A minus sign indicates an opening 
velocity. 

Target ID display 

TTG or lTA, refer to NAVAIR 01 -F14AAD-IA. 

Display mode of steering or steering mode, waypoint selected or range 
(DEST or D/L). 

Displays current IRST mode. 

Displays current radar mode. 

Displays missile type and quantity, if selected, or gun and rounds 
remaining, in hundreds. If no weapon is selected, displays A/A. 

A large X through the A/A or weapon select legend indicates the Master 
Arm Switch is in SAFE. 

Indicates the direction of the TCS track. 

I 

Indicates non-cooperative target recognition is available. Refer to NAVAIR 
Oi-F14AAD-1A. 

Figure 2-96. HUJI A/A Search Formats (Sheet 2 of 2) 
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SYMBOL 

Aircraft G’s Readout 

Airspeed Dial 

Airspeed Readout Box 

Airspeed Readout 

Altitude Dial 

Altiiude Readout Box 

Altitude Readout 

Angle of Attack Readout 

Baro Setting Readout 

Ghost Flight Path Marker 

Heading Scale 

Horizon 

Reference Markers 

Mach Readout 

Peak AK G’s Readout 

Pitch Ladder 

Radar Altitude Readout 

Flight Path Marker 

Waterline 

Altitude Source-B or R 

HUD Cursor 

IRST Pointer 

TCS Pointer 

SautiorVAdvisoryiWarning 

3reakaway Symbol 

pa;rrand Heading 

3elect Legends, 
rrVeapon-Qty 

ir 

1 

- 

IMG! 

T 

3ASIC SEARCH 1 TRACK SEARCH 1 TRACK SEARCH 1 IlACK Y 3 E IACKUF , 

+ + + + + + + + 

‘On all formats except DIGITAL) 

‘On all formats except ANALOG & DECLUlTER-2) 

On all formats) 

On all formats except DIGITAL) 

On all formats except ANALOG & DECLUTTER-2) 

On all formats) 

On all formats except DECLUTTER) 

+l+l+l+l+l+ 
On all formats except DECLUTTER-2) 

On all formats excepl DECLUTTER 1 & 2) 

+ + t + + + 

+ + t + + + 

On all formats except DECLUTTER-2) 

On all formats except DECLUTTER-2) 

On all formats except DECLUTTER- 1 & 2) 

On all formats except DECLUTTER-1 & 2) 1 

+ + 

+ 

+ 

+ 

+ 

alt itude , 

+ 

+ 

+ 

+ 

+ 

+ + 

+l+l+l+l+l+ 
Dn all formats when flight path marker pegged, gear is 

+ 

rwn, or 

+ 

i dc 

PHOENIX 

FORMAT 

SPARROW SIDEWINDER GUN 

iformation is invalid.) 

+ 

+ 

+ 

+ 

+ 

+ 

+ 

A/A 

- 

+ 

+ 

+ 

+ 

+ 

+ 

+ 

PH# PH# 

+ 

+ 

+ 

+ 

+ 

+ 

+ 

SP# 

+ 

+ 

+ 

+ 

+ 

+ 

+ 

SP# 

+ 

+ 

+ 

+ 

+ 

+ 

+ 

SW# 

+ 

+ 

+ 

+ 

+ 

+ 

+ 

SW# 

Figure 2-97. HUD Symbology Available on A/A Formats (Sheet 1 of 2) 
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I 

SYMBOL 

Master Arm Switch Safe 
3Je 

Target Range-RNG, # 

Target Range Indicator 

Naypoint Select 

Steering Tee 

Target Designator 

Target Closing Velocity 

Target Altitude 

Target ID 

TACAN Digital Readout 

Flood Illumination Pattern 

Sidewinder Seeker Circle 

SHOOT Cue 

Reticle 

Reticle A 

Reticle B 

Target Range Tape 

Target Lead Cue 

BATR Symbol 

Bun Mode 
indication-MAN 

Reticle Depression-# 

4/A Gun/Backup Mode 
3eticle 

Votes: 

IASIC - 
+ 

+ 

+ 

0 

+ 

+ 

+ 

+ 

+ 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

PHC 
EARCH 

+ 

0 

0 

+ 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

+ 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

iii!- 
rRACK 

+ 

+ 
+ 
0 

+ 

+ 

+ 

+ 

+ 

0 

0 

0 

+ 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

SPAI 
EARCH 

+ 

0 

0 

+ 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

+ 

+ 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

t indicates that the symbol is available for display on the selected format. 

J indicates that the symbol is not available for display on the selected format. 

SIDEV 
iEARCk 

+ 

0 

0 

+ 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

+ 

0 

+ 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

DER 
RACK 

f 

+ 

+ 

0 

+ 

+ 

+ 

+ 

+ 

0 

0 

+ 

+ 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

IIMGE - 
+ 

0 

0 

0 

0 

+ 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

+ 

+ 

+ 

+ 

+ 

+ 

0 

0 

0 

GUN 
IACKUP 

+ 

+ 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

+ 

+ 

+ 
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IRST modes are indicated on the HUD via alphanu- 
merics. The IRST mode alphanumerics are removed 
when the IRST is failed. The IRST alphanumerics are 
as follows: 

1. Cooldown (COOL) 

2. Hot IR (HOTIR) 

3. Pilot automatic lock-on (PAL) 

4. Pilot lock-on mode (PLM) 

5. Single-target track (STT) 

6. Standby (STBY) 

7. Track while scan automatic (TWSA) 

8. Track while scan manual (TWSM). 

2.33.8.3.4 Air-to-Ground Formats. Pushbutton 

I 
selection on the PDCP or selection of an air-to-ground 
weapon places the A/G basic format on the HUD (Fig- 
ures 2-98 and 2-99). The A/G basic format can display 
waypoint and tacan information. A/G DECLUTTER 
and ANLG and DGTL displays are similar to A/A for- 
mats. Refer to NAVAIR 01-FI4AAD-IA. 

2.33.8.4 Overlay Symbology. Symbology (Figure 
2-100) may be overlaid on displayed HUD formats when 
additional information is required. These include RE- 
CON, TWS, and IRST TWS. 

RECON, used with the TARPS pod, is selected as an 
overlay from the MFD RECON formats. This overlay 
adds the RECON command heading marker, command 
ground-track line, RECON steering symbol, targetdes- 
ignator hexagon, and camera selection legend. 

Radar track while scan adds up to four radar target 
diamonds that indicate the four closest targets. Size of 
the symbols indicates relative proximity (i.e., the largest 
is the closest). The four symbols are of preset sizes, not 
scaled to reflect actual distances. 

The infrared search and tracking system TWS adds 
up to four triangular IRST symbols to existing formats. 
Unlike TWS, these symbols are all the same size. Both 
IRST and TWS symbols are added automatically when 
a target is being tracked. 

2.33.8.5 Manual Reticle. If the mission computer 
loses communication with both DPs, the DP driving the 
HUD provides a manual reticle format (Figure 2-101) 

NAVAIR 01.F14AAD-1 

allowing gun aiming by displaying the A/A gun/backup 
mode reticle. The reticle depression angle, adjusted by 
the ELEV LEAD knob on the PDCP, is shown in the 
lower right corner of the HUD along with the MAN 
gun-mode indication. 

2.33.9 MFD Formats. Initial turn on or a cold start 
(defined as a system reset or a power outage to the MCS 
ofat least 300 milliseconds) causes the following default 
formats to be displayed: VDI TLN basic on MFDI, 
OBC basic on MFD2, and OWN A/C basic on MFD3. 
The actual format displayed on MFD3 depends on the 
navigation mode selected and the conditions existing at 
the time. If the NAV MODE switch is at OFF, the OWN 
A/C basic format is displayed. 

MFD3 may also act as a controller of the DEU in that, 
when certain formats are being displayed on MFD3, the 
DEU is commanded to display corresponding slaved 
formats. Refer to Figure 2-102 for a listing of 
MFD3/DEU slaved control conditions. 

With the exception of high-priority formats (ECM 
and spin), which appear when required, most MFD for- 
mats are selectable by means of MFD pushbutton or 
cursor designation. The actual format that will appear 
may depend on other factors, however, such as aircraft 
state (TLN, A/A, or A/G), steering mode selection, and 
the alignment condition. 

The MENU legend appears on every MFD format 
except for HUD, DD, and TID repeats. These repeat 
formats do not display selections; pressing any pushbut- 
ton when in a repeat mode will place MENU1 on the 
MFD. The MENU legend is located above the center 
pushbuttonon the 1oweredgeoftheMFDs. Alsoappear- 
ing on every MFD format for ease of immediate selec- 
tion, are the SMS and ECM pushbutton legends (Figure 
2-103). 

Repeated depressions of the ECM or SMS pushbut- 
tons toggle between these formats and the previously 
selected display. This permits the crew to quickly check 
ECM or SMS conditions without having to reselect pre- 
vious formats. 

Selecting MENU places menu 1 on the display. The 
legend reads MENU1 and is enclosed by a rectangular 
box. Selecting MENU1 when it is boxed places menu 2 
on the display with the legend MENU2 displayed in the 
box. The MENU pushbutton toggles between MENU1 
and MENU2. Menu selection changes the pushbutton 
legend but does not alter the display being presented. 
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HUD A/G FORMAT - ANALOG, NO DECLUTTER 

. - . & . * . 
-360 :5L-- 
‘./* . 

-- 15 . * 2000 : 
- . - 

< 
a 7.0 
M 0.62 
G 1.8 ,OL-- 

A/G -- 
-I10 

/ 
WPT 12 24.5_ 

1 
/” 

(AT)%F50D-33% 

SYMBOL 

a 
Waypoint select 

0 Range to waypoint 
readout 

0 Select legend 

FUNCTION 

displays destination waypoint selection. 

Iisplays range to selected waypoint. 

displays mode/weapon selected. Will display fVG if no weapon has been 
ielected. 

Figure 2-98. HUD A/G Basic Format 
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SYMBOL 

Aircraft G’s Readout 
BASIC 

FORMAT 
CCIP I MANUAL 

Airspeed Dial 

4irspeed Readout Box 

Airspeed Readout 

Altitude Dial 

Altitude Readout Box 

(On all formats except DIGITAL) 

(On all formats except ANALOG & DECLUlTER - 2) 

(On all formats) 

(On all formats except DIGITAL) 

(On all formats except ANALOG & DECLUTTER - 2) 

Ntitude Readout (On all formats) 

Angle of Attack Readout 

Baro Setting Readout 

Shost flight path marker 

Heading Scale 

Horizon 

(On all formats except DECLUTTER - 1 & 2) 

+ I + I 
(On all formats except DECLUTTER - 2) 

(On all formats except DECLUTTER - 2) 

Reference Markers 

Mach Readouts 

+ + 

+ + 

(On all formats except DECLUTTER - 2) 

Peak AK G’s Readout 

Pitch Ladder 

(On all formats except DECLUTTER - 2) 

(On all formats) 

Radar Altitude Indicator (On all formats except DECLUTTER - 2) 

Flight Path Marker 

Altitude Source-B or R 

HUD Cursor 

+ + 

+ + 

+ + 

+ 

+ 

+ 

+ 

+ 

+ 

Figure Z-99. HUD Symbology Available on A/G Formats (Sheet 1 of 2) 
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FORMAT 

SYMBOL BASIC CCIP MANUAL 

IRST Pointer + + + 

TCS Pointer + + + 

Caution/Advisory/Warning + + -I- 

Breakaway Symbol 0 + 0 

Command Heading Marker + + + 

Select Legends, Weapon-Qty A/G G G 

Master Arm Switch Safe Cue + + + 

Pull Up Cue 0 -I- O 

Waypoint Select + + + 

Steering Tee + + + 

TACAN Digital Readout + + + 

Gun Mode indication 0 CCIP MAN 

Gun Rounds Remaining (100’s) 0 + + 

Max. Gun Firing Range 0 -I- O 

Reticle 0 + + 

Target Range Tape 0 + 0 

Reticle Depression Numerics 0 0 + 

Notes: 

+ indicates the symbol is available for display on the selected format. 

o indicates that the symbol is not available for display on the selected format. 

ORIGINAL 

Figure 2-99. HUD Symbology Available on A/G Formats (Sheet 2 of 2) 
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HUD RECON STEERING A/G 

4 

- VCN 

(AT)*-F5OD-3374 

SYMBOL FUNCTION 

Indicates the magnetic heading to the dynamic steering point or 
commanded in the SO deg-270 deg maneuver during map steering. 

0 Target designator, Displays target position. Positioned by on-board sensors or data link. 
hexagon 

@ K;mand ground track Displays the path of the command ground track. 

@ 
Camera selection Displays the camera operational mode. First letter indicates frame position: 
legend V = vertical, F = forward, or blank. Second letter indicates pan position: 

C = center, R = right, L = left, or blank. Third letter indicates IRLS position: 
N = narrow field of view, W = wide field of view, S = standby, or blank. 

0 
Recon steering symbol Provides elevation and ezimuth steering information when in 

reconnaissance mode. 

Figure 2-100. HUD Overlay Formats 
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MMGQBACKUP MODE 

GUN MODE INDICATION 

(Al-II-- 

Figure 2-l 01. BUD Manual Reticle Format 

With a MEND display selected, format legends (Fig- 
ure 2-103) are displayed around the edges of the CRT. 
A format is selectedby cursor designation or by pressing 
the pushbutton adjacent to the legend. When a format is 
selected, its legend is highlighted on the display by en- 
dosing it in a rectangular box. 

When a display processor acknowledges a pushbut- 
ton being depressed, the legend is boxed with a dashed 
lime. When the MC acknowledges the pushbutton re- 
quest, the line becomes solid. If the MC does not ac- 
knowledge the request, the dashed box disappears. This 
system is used to show the crew that the display system 
has received the request. Selecting MEND only changes 
the pushbutton legends. The current display remains 
until a selection is made from MENU. 

For convenience in describing format selection, num- 
bers are assigned to the pushbuttons starting from the 
lower left side and counting clockwise. On the MENU1 
display, PBl is the pushbutton corresponding to the 
DATA legend. 

From MENU1 the following formats may be selected: 

1. PBl DATA - This selection presents one of 
four OWN AK formats. The format to be dis- 

playeddependsonthepos.itionoftheNAVMODE 
switchintheRIOcock$t. EitherOWNA/Cbasic, 
ground align, CVA (carrier align), or IFA (in-flight 
align) formats will be displayed. 

2. PB2 NAV - Selecting NAV presents one of 8 
number of NAVAID or SAHRS ALIGN formats, 
depending on alignment mode conditions. For- 
mats that may be displayed include NAV AID 
options, NAV AID corrections, NAV AID en- 
abled, SAHRS ALIGN (NORM, MAG, SHDG), 
or SAHRS ALIGN (CV). 

3. PB3 - No selection. 

4. PB4 TSD - This selection places thy tactical 
situation display format on the display. Switch- 
ing logic prevents TSD formats from appearing 
on more than one of the pilot MFDs. Therefore, 
if TSD has been established on MFD2 and it is 
selected for MFDl, it will appear on MFDl, and 
be replaced on MFD2 with MENUl. Refer to the 
Supplemental NATOPS Flight Manual, 
NAVAIR 01-F14AAD-IA, for a description of 
TSD formats. 
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SLAVED DEU 
MFD3 FORMAT FORMAT 

OWN A/C BASIC OWN A/C 

OWN A/C GROUND OWN A/C 

OWN AK CVA OWN A/C 

OWN AIC IFA OWN AIC 

HSD TACAN OWN A/C 

HSD WAYPOINT WAYPOINT PLOT 

WAYPOINT DATA 1 (Note 1) WAYPOINT 

WAYPOINT DATA 2 (Note 2) WAYPOINT 

RECON WPT DATA 1 (Note 6) WAYPOINT 

RECON WPT DATA 2 (Note 7) WAYPOINT 

CV MAN DATA (Note 3) CV ALIGN 

CV SINS DATA (Note 4) CV ALIGN 

css css 

SMS SMS 

SAHRS ALIGN (NORM, MAG, OWN A/C 
SHDG) 

SAHRS ALIGN (CV) CV ALIGN 

NAVAID OPTIONS NAV AID 

NAV AID ENABLED (Note 5) NAV AID 

TSD NAV GRID 

Votes: 

[l) No slaved DEU format shall be established if 
MFD 3’s previous format was WAYPOINT DATA 
2 or RECON WPT DATA 1. 

:2) No slaved DEU format shall be established if 
MFD 3’s previous format was WAYPOINT DATA 
1 or RECON WPT DATA 2. 

13) No slaved DEU format shall be established if 
MFD 3’s previous format was CV SINS DATA. 

4) No slaved DEU format shall be established if 
MFD 3’s previous format was CV MAN DATA. 

5) No slaved DEU format shall be established if 
MFD 3’s previous format was NAV AID 
CORRECTIONS. 

6) No slaved DEU format shall be established if 
MFD 3’s previous format was RECON WPT 
DATA 2. 

7) No slaved DEU format shall be established if 
MFD 3’s previous format was RECON WPT 
DATA 1. 

Figure 2-102. Slaved DEU Page Control 
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5. PB5 VDI - This selection places one ofseveral 
VDI formats on the display. VDI formats are head- 
down attitude displays presenting basic flight in- 
formation as well as steering and weapon delivery 
cues. Format selection depends on PDCP MODE 
pushbutton selection, steering selection, weapon 
selection, and track or search modes. 

6. PB6 - No selection. 

7. PB7 CTVS - This selection displays video 
from the HUD cockpit television sensor on the 
MFD. The video consists ofa real-world view plus 
the symbology appearing on the HUD. 

8. PBS OBC - Selecting OBC places the ON 
BOARD CHECKOUT basic format on the dis- 
play. From the basic format, other OBC formats 
can be selected, allowing BITS to be commanded 
and test results to be displayed. There are 10 OBC 
formats. Refer to Chapter 38 for a description of 
these formats and their use. 

9. PB9 CHKLST - This selection initially places 
the TAKEOFF checklist on the MFD. From the 
TAKEOFF format, the LANDING checklist may 
be selected. PB9 toggles between TAKEOFF and 
LANDING when CHKLST has been selected. 

10. PBlO - No selection. 

11. PB 11 HUD - This selection displays a repeat of 
the current HUD symbology on the MFD. 

12. PB12 TID - This selection displays a repeat of 
the tactical information displaypresentationon the 
MFD. 

13. PB13 DD - This selection displays a repeat of 
the digital display presentation on the MFD. 

14. PB14 TCS - This selection displays the video 
from the television camera set on the MFD. 

15. PBl5 IRST - This selection displays the infm- 
red search and track system normal format on the 
MFD. 

16. PB16 HSD - This selection displays one of 
three horizontal situation display formats on the 
MFD. The format displayed will be the last pre- 
viously displayed. If no HSD format has been se- 
lected after a cold start or system reset, then the 
HSD waypoint format will be presented. 
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Figure 2-103. MFD MENU Displays 
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17. PB17 ECM - This selection places the ECM 
format on the MFD. A second selection of ECM 
while viewing the ECM format returns the 
previous format to the MFD, providing that ECM 
ORIDE has been selected and throat is being 
reported. 

18. PB18 MENU1 - This legend will be boxed. Se- 
lectionof MENU1 when boxed presents MENUZ. 

19. PB19 SMS - This selection places the stores 
management system format on the MFD. In addi- 
tion to weapon test and select via the SMS format, 
TACTS and SIM modes are enabled. Refer to 
NAVAIROI-F14AAD-IAforacompletedescrip- 
tion of TACTS and SIM modes. A second selec- 
tion of SMS while viewing the SMS format returns 
the previous format to the MFD. 

20. PB20 - No selection. 

MENU2 (Figure 2-103) allows selection of the RE- 
CON and JTIDS formats on the MFD. 

21. PB21 JTID - This selection displays the JTIDS 
OWN A/C DATA format. From the JTIDS OWN 
A/C DATA format, the TSD MENU (TMENU) 
or JTIDS Hook - TSD or TID format can be 
selected. 

2.33.9.1 High-Priority Formats. High-priority 
formats include spin indicator, ECM, warning/caution/ 
advisory and system message displays. 

2.33.9.1.1 Spin Indicator. If a spin condition is de- 
tected, that is, if body yaw rate exceeds 30” per second, 
a spin indicator format (Figure 2-104) is displayed on 
MFD 1 and the TID, MFDs 2 and 3 display the VDI. If 
MFD 1 is not on, the spin display will appear on MFD 
2. When the spin condition is no longer valid (yaw rate 
of 27” per second or less), the spin indicator format is 
removed and the previous format is restored to the dis- 
play except as follows: 

1. If conditions for the display of the ECM format 
exist, the ECM format will appear on the display 
instead. 

2. If the previous format was a HUD, DD, or TID 
repeat, MENU1 with a display of warning/ 
caution/advisory and/or data link (D/L) advisory 
messages will be displayed. 

3. If INS and SAHRS failures occur while the spin 
arrow format is displayed, the pointer on the yaw 

NAVAIR 01.F14AAD-1 

rate scale is removed from the MFD, the spin ar- 
row is frozen, and an X is superimposed over the 
spin arrow. The airspeed, AOA, and altimeter 
scales are not obscured (refer to Chapter 11). 

2.33.9.1.2 ECM Format. If the pilot and/or RIO 
ECM switches (Figure 2-83) are set to ORIDE and a 
threat is reported, the ECM format will override the 
present formats on MFD 2 and/orMFD 3. ECM override 
is enabled independently by pilot and RIO and may be 
deselected independently. When the threat is no longer 
being repotted, the ECM format is replaced by the pre- 
vious format. If MFD 2 is not on, the ECM format is 
established on MFD 1. Only the spin indicator format 
can override the ECM format. 

The ECM format can also be selected manually by 
pushbutton selection. The ECM legend appears on all 
MFD formats above PB 17. When selected, the legend 
is boxed. Pressing PB17 with ECM boxed returns the 
previous format to the display. For further information, 
refer toNAVAIR Ol-F14AAD-IA. 

2.33.9.2 Warning/Caution/Advisory, System 
Message, and Advisory Formats. Warning/ 
caution/advisory indications and data-link advisory 
readouts appear as overlays on displays as required. 
Figure 2-105 shows the locations of these overlays and 
describes their control laws. 

Waming/caution/advisoty indications are displayed 
on the MFD in the upper left readout, and data-link 
JTIDS advisories are displayed in the upper right read- 
out, The readouts have the capability to present up to 
four indications at a time with each indication consisting 
ofup to eight characters in length. When more than four 
indications are designated for display within a readout, 
the indications will cyclically scroll up from the bottom 
at a rate of one indication per second. The warning/ 
caution/advisory indications are capable of being ac- 
knowledged and removed from the display whereas the 
data-IinkLITIDS advisories are not acknowledgeable. 
When a warning/caution is displayed, the MASTER 
CAUTION light flashes and the READ MFD caution 
lights come on. 

Systems messages are generated by the mission com- 
puter to alert the crew of system conditions. Two cate- 
gories of system messages are displayed: computer 
messages (those that can appear on any MFD format), 
and OBC messages (those that can only appear on the 
OBC and maintenance current-failure display formats), 
The OBC and maintenance current-failure display 
formats are capable of supporting both categories of 
system messages simultaneously. The messages are 
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SYMBOL 

0 
Airspeed scale 

0 
AOA scale 

@ Altitude scale 

FUNCTION 

Presents indicated airspeed in knots on a vertical tape. 

Presents angle-of-attack in units on a vertical tape. 

Presents altitude in thousands of feet on a vertical tape. The display 
flashes when altitude is below 10,000 feet MSL. 

@ Engine stall indicator Displays either R STALL on right side of MFD or L STALL on left side of 
MFD to indicate a stalled engine. 

0 
Spin arrow Displays an arrow pointing either left or right indicating direction of spin. 

@ 
Yaw rate scale Moving carat indicates yaw rate in degrees per second against a stationaty 

scale. 

Figure 2-104. MFD Spin Indicator Display 
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SYMBOL FUNCTION 

The warning/caution/advisory readout is referred to as the CAW box. The 
CAW box is selected on and off via PB6. When the CAW box is not 
displayed, the CAW select legend is displayed and boxed (CAW). The 
CAW box displays warning messages steady and bright, cautions at 
normal intensity flashing at a 3 Hz rate, and advisories at normal intensity 
and steady. If the caution is displayable in the pilot cockpit, pressing the 
MASTER CAUTION light causes the caution message to become steady. 

0 
Computer message The first row of ASCII characters is used to display the computer 

messages for all display formats. See figure 2-61.24 for a listing of these 
messages. 

0 
Data IinwJTlDS advisory Provides display of data link/JTlDS advisories. The data link JTIDS advisory 
readout indications are not acknowledgeable. Indications that will be presented on 

the HUD and MFD and their logic are described in NAVAIR 
Ol-F14AAD-1A. 

Figure 2-105. MFD WamingKaution/AdvisoIy and Message Overlays (Sheet 1 of 2) 
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SYMBOL I FUNCTION _....--- 

@ 
OBC messages The second row of ASCII characters is used to display the OBC messages 

on the OBC and maintenance current failure formats. See figure 2-81.24 
for a listing of these messages. 

0 Acknowledge (ACK) The ACK pushbutton legend appears whenever a system message is 
pushbutton displayed. When the ACK pushbutton is pressed the message will be 

removed from the MFD. System messages must be acknowledged before 
new messages can be displayed. 

Figure Z-105. MFD Warning/Caution/Advisory and Message Overlays (Sheet 2 of 2) 

displayed on the upper center portion of the MFD and 
consist of two rows of 19 ASCII characters, each row 
displaying a category of system messages. System mes- 
sages (Figure 2-106) appear as required on the 
MFDs.They may be computer or OBC messages. When 
a system message is displayed an ACK (acknowledge) 
legend appears above PB20. System messages remain 
displayed until tbe ACK button is pressed. Should a 
subsequent message be sent while one is already being 
displayed, the first must be acknowledged before the 
next will be displayed. 

2.33.9.3 Alphanumeric (Data) Formats. Many 
MFD formats have no symbols, but rather display naviga- 
tion, alignment, weapon, avionics, and diagnostic data. 
Takeoff and landing checklii may alsn be selected. Use 
of such formats is explained in the chapter where it per- 
tains. Data formats m identified by titles displayed just 
below the upper pushbutton legends. When a format is 
selected, its pushbutton legend is boxed. The following 
paragraphs hi these formats and how they anz se 
lected. Figure 2-107 shows a typical finmat 

1. RECON DATA - This format pe.rmita selec- 
tion of reconnaissance waypoint and steering 
mode (point--point, commanded course, map) to 
waypoint; displays selected waypoint and mission 
data; and displays camera status. It is selected via 
PBS~mformatsMENU2,RECONWPTDATA 
1 and RECON WPT DATA 2. 

2. RFCON WPT DATA 1 - This format displays 
waypoint information for waypoints 1 through 10 
as well as latitude, longitude, and altitude informa- 
tion for the selected waypoint. It is selected via PB7 
(R-l) from formats RECON DATA and RECON 
WPT DATA 2. 

3. RECON WPT DATA 2 - This format displays 
waypoint information for waypoints 11 through 20 
as well as latitude, longitude, altitude information 
for the selected waypoint It is selected via PB9 
(R-2) from formats RECON DATA and RECON 
WPTDATA 1. 

Note 

See Chapter 22 for more information on 
recommissance formats. 

4. TAKEOFF CHECKLIST - This format lists 
the items to be checked before takeoff it is se- 
lected via PB9 (CHKLST) and PB7 (T/O) on the 
LANDING CHECKLIST format. 

5. LANDING CHECKLIST - This format lists 
the items to be checked before landing; it is se- 
lectedviaPB7 (LDG) ontheTAKEOFP CHECK- 
LIST format. 

6. OWN A/C formata - These formats consist of 
basic, ground, CVA (carrier align), and IFA (in- 
flight align). OWN A/C basic displays own-ship 
data such as latitude, longitude, altitude, ground- 
speed, magnetic variation, true airspeed, naviga- 
tion quality, wind speed and direction, barometer 
(altimeter) setting, and true heading. The other 
OWN A/C formats are alignment related and add 
alignment information to the basic format, includ- 
ing an alignment quality indicator scale. These 
formatsareselectedviaPBl(DATA)onMENUI, 
VDI, HSD, NAV AID, and SAHRS ALIGN for- 
mats. The format displayed depends on the align- 
ment mode. As transitions occur between align- 
ment modes, the formats will automatically change. 
On MFD 3, an alignment or INS mode transition 
will cause the current format to be replaced by an 
OWN A/C, CV DATA, or IFA format. 
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COMPUTER MESSAGE 

NOT OPERATIONAL 

WAYPOINT INVALID 

TCN STEER INVALID 

SEL TACAN STEERING 

TEST COMPLETE-GGGGG (Note 1) 

PREFLT OBC COMPLETE 

INFLT OBC COMPLETE 

ALIGN SUSPENDED 

RETEST COMPLETE 

OBC SEQ ABORTED 

RETEST ABORTED 

OBC FAIL DETECTED 

INVALID ‘A’WWWW LOAD (Note 2) 

MC1 ERROR CODE XX (Note 3) 

MC2 ERROR CODE XXX 

E BLOCK ADD SSSS (Note 4) 

E FLYCH ADD SSSS 

FLYCH EXISTS SSSS 

E TRAP ADD SSSS NN (Note 5) 

E 4 TRAPS SSSS NN 

E TRAP VAR SSSS NN 

E TRAP ALGO SSSS NN 

E FLYCH INC SSSS 

N FLYCH IN SSSS 

E FLYCH DEC SSSS 

NO TRAP NO. SSSS NN 

TRAP TRU INB SSSS NN 

ILS STEER INVALID 

ACL STEER INVALID 

D/L STEER INVALID 

TACAN NOT AVAIL 

SET PARKING BRAKE 

NO IFA/NO VEL 

32 PLOTLINE DEFINED 

E NOT AVAIL SSSS 

DEST STEER INVALID 

MAN STEER INVALID 

DATA REQUIRED 

PILOT OBC DISABLE 

PRIMARY MFD 

(Note 7) 

(Note 7) 

(Note 9) 

(Note 7) 

(Note 7) 

I,3 

183 

183 

I,3 

I,3 

183 

I,3 

I,3 

I,3 

I,3 

3 

3 

3 

3 

3 

3 

3 

3 

3 

3 

3 

3 

(Note 9) 

(Note 9) 

(Note 9) 

(Note 7) 

I,3 
3 

3 

3 

(Note 9) 

(Note 9) 

13 

1 

Figure 2-106. Computer and OBC Messages (Sheet 1 of 4) 

SECONDARY MFD 
- 
- 
- 

- 

- 

2 (Note 8) 

2 (Note 8) 

2 (Note 8) 

2 (Note 8) 

2 (Note 8) 

2 (Note 8) 
2 (Note 8) 

2 (Note 8) 

2 (Note 8) 

2 (Note 8) 
- 
- 
- 
- 
- 
- 
- 
- 
- 
- 
- 
- 
- 
- 
- 
- 

2 (Note 8) 
- 

- 

- 

- 

- 

2 

2 
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COMPUTER MESSAGE 

INTERLOCK ABORT t,3 

RDR ALLOTMENT GFL 3 

CHALLENGE IFF 3 

INVALID PLOT WPT 3 
VIDEO REC NOT AVAIL 3 

VlDEO SWITCH ERROR 3 

VIDEO REC LOST 3 

ECM DATA INVALID (Note 9) 

BAD RWR LOAD 1,3 (Note 9) 
RDR CFL 3 

ASPJ CFL GO TO SA 3 
ASPJ CFL GO TO PH 3 

ASPJ CFL GO TO SD 3 

ASPJ CFL 3 

AAAAA ALGN COMPL (Note 6) 3,t 
GB-NORM 3 

GB-INIT ALIGN 3 

GB-SLEW 3 

GB-CARD ALIGN 3 

GB-GND CAL COMPL 3 

GB-SEA CAL COMPL 3 

NO AIC - DSS LOAD 3 

NO AIC - NET ENTRY 3 

NO AIC - XMIT MODE 3 

NO AIC - NO RESPONSE 3 

NO AIC - REQ DENIED 3 

JTIDS NOT AVAIL 3 

NO LOAD - NEED DSS 3 

NO LOAD - DSS FAIL 3 

LOAD ERROR - JTiDS 3 

JTIDS FAIL DETECTED 3 

MCS FULLUP ENTERED 3,t 

MCS FULLUP AVAIL 3,l 
MCS COLD START 3,1 

NO CHNG RECON WPTS I,3 

I PRIMARY MFD 1 SECONDARY MFD 

2 (Note 8) 

2 

2 

2 
- 

- 

- 

- 

2 (Note 8) 
- 

- 

- 

- 

2 (Note 8) 
- 

- 

- 

- 

- 

- 

2 (Note 8) 

2 (Note 8) 

2 (Note 8) 

2 (Note 8) 

2 (Note 8) 

2 (Note 8) 

2 (Note 8) 

2 (Note 8) 

2 (Note 8) 

2 (Note 8) 

2 (Note 8) 

2 (Note 8) 

2 (Note 8) 

2 (Note 8) 

ORIGINAL 

Figure 2-106. Computer and OBC Messages (Sheet 2 of 4) 
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dotes: 
COMPUTER MESSAGE I PRIMARY MFD 1 SECONDARY MFD 

1) through (6) indicates the range of the ADVISORY DATA from the application function and the 
:orresponding ASCII strings: 

(1) GGGGG 
1 
2 
3 
4 

5 
6 
7 
6 

(2) wkvwvw 
1 
2 
4 
5 
6 
7 
6 
9 
IO 
11 
12 
13 
I4 
15 
16 

AUX 
CD 
CNI 
FLT 
NAV 
Ew 
TAC 
IRST 

MC1 
MC2 
DEU 
MDSl 
MDS2 
RDR 
au 
SAHR 
SMS 
ADAC 
DSS 
ASPJ 
PWR 
IRST 
SDIS 

7) The MFD these messages are presented on is the MF from which the pushbutton causing the message 
is received or on other MFDs when unique display co, itions exist. 

6) MFD 2 is secondary only when MFD 1 fails. 

:3) xxx o-999 

;4) ssss 
6 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
15 
16 
17 
18 

5) NN o-99 

6) - 

MDSI 
CIU 
DEU 
MC1 
MDS2 
ADAS 
SMS 
MC2 
IRST 

SDIS 
JTIDS 

1 INS 
2 SAHRS 

9) These computer messages are displayed on all MFDs displaying a VDI format. If no VDI format is 
displayed on MFD 1 and MFD 2, this computer message is displayed on MFD 1 (provided no repeat 
format is displayed) with MFD 2 as a secondary when MFD 1 fails. 

Figure Z-106. Computer and OBC Messages (Sheet 3 of 4) 
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COMPUTER MESSAGE 

OBC/CSS Messages Removed After 3 Seconds 

WOW NOT SATISFIED 
TAS NOT SATISFIED 
MULTI INTLK NOT MET 
EQUIPMENT CONFLICT 
NO COMMAND BIT 
OBC SEQ IN PROGRESS 
RETEST IN PROGRESS 

OBC/CSS Messages Removed When Condltlon Change 

MASTER TEST NOT SET 
HANDBRAKE NOT SET 

PRIMARY MFD SECONDARY MFD 

Figure 2-106. Computer and OBC Messages (Sheet 4 of 4) 

7. CV DATA formats - These formats consist of 
CV MAN DATA and CV SINS DATA. Data pre- 
sented is similar to OWN A/C except that it in- 
cludes additional information from manual entry 
or the ship’s SINS. These formats are selected via 
PB3 (CV) on OWN A/C CVA and SAHRS 
ALIGN formats. The format displayed depends on 
whether or not data link is providing SINS data. 
PB5 (MAN) on the CV DATA format toggles be- 
tween MAN and SINS. 

8. IFA --ZcThis format presents similar data to 
OWN AK! and also provides for selection of in- 
flight alignment. It is selected via PB4 (IFA) on 
the OWN A/C IFA format. 

9. WPT DATA - This format displays latitude, lon- 
gitude, and altitude data for the 100 system way- 
pointsaswellasown-sircraftandCVAINS/SAHRS 
data. It is selected via the WPTS PB (PB6) on any of 
the own-aircraft formats. It is also automatically dis- 
played upon selecting ENT on the surface waypoint 
format. The format consists of 10 pages that present 
10 waypoints each. The pages are selected via the 
“<-” and “ ->” PBS (PB9 and PB 10). 

10. INS UPDATE - This format is used to update 
and correct INS information. Update data may be 
selected via radar, tacan, visual sighting, JTIDS, 
or HUD hooking. The format is selected via PB13 
(LJFDT) on the HSD founats as well as PB15 
(SWP) on the SURFACE WPT format. 

11. SURFACE WPT - This format permits the 
creationofnew waypointsortheupdateofexisting 
waypoints. It is selected via PBl5 (SWP) on the 
INS UPDATE format. 

12. NAV AID formats - The NAV AID formats, 
which consist ofNAV AID OPTIONS, NAV AID 
CORRECTIONS, and NAV AID ENABLE, per- 
mit updating of navigational information for 
greater accuracy. The formats are selected via PB2 
(NAV) on the HSD, OWN A/C, CV DATA, or 
IFA formats. The format displayed depends on the 
selection or deselection of alignment mode, con- 
tinuous data source, and whether ENABLE (PB8 
on NAV AID CORRECTIONS) was previously 
selected. PB7 (GEO/REL) is used to select which 
JTIDS navigation data is used for track corrections 
and continuous position updates. 

13. SAHRS ALIGN formats - These formats 
WI-IRS ALIGN (NORM, h4AG, and SHDG) and 
SAHRS ALIGN (CV), permit selection of data to 
be used in SAHRS alignment. They are selected 
via PB2 (NAV) on the HSD, OWN A/C, CV 
DATA, or IFA formats. The format presented de- 
pends on alignment mode selection and SAHRS 
test status. Also, the display automatically transi- 
tions to a SAHRS ALIGN format from a NAV 
AID format when align mode changes from none 
or IFA to an alignment mode. 
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Figure Z- 107. Typical MFD Alphanumeric Format 

Note 

Refer to Chapter 20, for more infommtion on 
navigation related formats. 

14. MISSILE SUBSYSTEM formats - Two for- 
mats display the status of the missiles; refer to 
NAVAIROl-F14AAD-1A. 

15. OBC formats - There are 10 OBC formats. 
They are used to initiate BIT of the avionics equip- 
ment and to display test results. OBC basic pre- 
sents an overall view of subsystem test results and 
allows for selection of the other OBC formats. It 
is selected via PB8 on the MENU1 format. It may 
also be selected Tom the other OBC formats by 
pressing the pushbutton for the boxed legend (the 
format being displayed). The legends on OBC ba- 
sic show which groups of subsystems may be se- 
lected. The OBC subsystem formats display 
failures to the WRA level. A WRA legend is 
brightly displayed when awaiting test, is flashing 
during test, and is displayed at normal brightness 
after test. An alignment quality indicator appears 

on all OBC formats to inform the crew of the pro- 
gress of the alignment while tests are being per- 
formed. 

16. MAINTENANCE - Displays a list of current 
WRA failures. It is selected via PB9 (FAULT) 
on the OBC formats. It is also selected via PB3 
(FHF) on the FAILURE HISTORY FILE and PB4 
(CSS) on the COOPERATIVE SOFTWARE 
SUPPORT format. These legends appear boxed 
before selection. 

17. FAILURE HISTORY FILE - The FHF format 
lists the WRA failures, the type of failure, if this 
information is available to the MCS, and the time 
of up to 10 failure occurrences since the file was 
cleared. This format is available via PB3 @-IF) on 
the MAINTENANCE and CSS formats. 

18. COOPERATIVE SOFTWARE SUPPORT - 
The CSS format is a diagnostic tool that can be 
used by maintenance personnel to troubleshoot 
system and WRA anomalies. It is selected via PB4 
(CSS) on the MAINTENANCE andFIG formats. 
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Not6 
Chapter 38 includes a complete description 
of the OBC, MAINTENANCE, FHF, and 
CSS formats with a discussion of their use 
and interpretation. 

19. IRSTS SUMMARY - This format, which is 
used in conjunction with other IRSTS formats, 
provides information on the hooked IRSTS target. 
It can be selected via PB13 (SMY) on the IRSTS 
NORMAL and IRSTS CSCAN formats. 

20. JTIDS DATA formats - There are four alpha- 
numeric JTlDS data formats. They are the OWN 
A/C DATA, F-14D PPLI, Non-F-14D PPLI, and 
TARGET formats. The OWN A/C format displays 
own-ship PPLI data and JTIDS status. The PPLI 
formats display the data received for the hooked 
PPLI. The TARGET format displays data associ- 
ated with a hooked target (radar, IRST, or ITIDS). 
The PPLI and TARGET formats are available for 
a hooked symbol on either the TSD or TID. 

2.33.9.4 VDI Formats. The VDI presentation on 
the MFD provides essentially the same information as 
that displayed on the HUD. However, in order to more 
easily distinguish between ground, horizon, and sky, 
shading simulation is used. The format is generated by 
internal raster scanning with the sky being presented 
lighter than the ground. 

VDI formats consist of TLN basic, TLN AWL, TLN 
data link, TLN destination, TLN manual, TLN tacan, 
A/A basic, A/A Phoenix search, A/A Phoenix track, 
A/A Sparrow search, A/A Sparrow track, A/A Side- 
winder search, A/A Sidewinder track, A/A gun, A/G, 
and TWS and recon overlays. 

2.33.9.4.1 VDI TLN Formats. With TLN selected 
on the PDCP (TLN MODE button depressed), selecting 
VDI via PBS on the MENU1 or RECON DATA formats 
presents one of a number of TLN formats on the MFD 
6om which the selection was made. The format dis- 
played will depend on whether a steering mode has been 
previously selected. Initially TLN basic, the MFD 1 
default format, is used to select the steering mode. When 
any steering mode (all weather landing, tacan, destina- 
tion, data link, or manual) is selected, formats on both 
the HUD and MFD change to accommodate the selec- 
tion. These other VDI TLN formats have pushbutton 
selections to change the steering mode. When steering 
is selected, a heading command scale is added as well 
as steering aids such as steering vectors, indicators, 
range, and breakaway symbols. There is one level of 
declutter on VDI formats that adds a waterline symbol 
and removes information such as airspeed, altitude, 

barometric pressure setting, etc. Figure 2-108 identifies 
and describes TLN symbol functions in various steering 
and tracking modes. The last example in Figure 2-108 
illustrates VDI declutter. Refer to Figure 2-108 for a 
listing of symbols available on VDI TLN formats in 
normal and declutter modes. 

2.33.9.42 VDI Air-to-Air (WA) Formats. With A/A 
selected on the PDCP (A/A MODE button depressed), one 
of a number of VDI A/A formats will appear when VDI is 
selected on au MFD Tim the MENU1 or RECON DATA 
format The actual format that is presented depends on 
which weapon has been selected. With no weapon se- 
lected, the A/A basic format is presented. Most symbols 
are common between VDI formats and have been shown 
in Figure 2-109. Figure 2-110 describes additional tatget 
symbology and data that is provided in VDI A/A formats. 

Unlike HUD A/A formats that have unique search 
symbols depending on weapon selection, all VDI A/A 
search formats are identical except for the weapon select 
legends. VDI basic, gun, and missile track formats add 
a steering “T,” range bar, and target aspect symbols as 
well as target range, altitude, and closing velocity and 
DD selected range digital information. The missile 
tracking formats also add maximum, optimum, and 
minimum range symbols to the range bar and an allow- 
able steering error circle. Figure 2-111 lists the symbols 
available on VDI A/A formats. 

2.33.9.4.3 VDI Air-to-Ground (A/G) Formats. 
When MI is selected from the MENU1 or RECON 
DATA format with the A/G MODE button on the PDCP 
selected, that MFD displays the VDI A/G format. Unliie 
HUD A/G formats, the VDI A/G format does not have 
target, aiming, gun, or pulhtp information, nor does it 
have any unique VDI symbols other than the A/G select 
legend. Figure 2-111 shows the A/G symbol set and 
Figure 2-112 shows the format. 

Note 
In A/G mode the basic VDI symbology and 
format will generally be the same as TLN 
with the following differences: (1) selection 
of manual, tacan, and all-weather landing 
steering modes will not be provided; (2) the 
waterline reference dot and the heading and 
course select settings will not be displayed; 
and (3) the pitch/flightpath ladder will be 
compressed and modified. 

2.33.9.4.4 VDI Overlay Formats. The MFD VDI 
overlay formats are track while scan (TWS), infrared 
search and tracking system-TWS (IRSTS-TWS), and 
reconnaissance. 
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TLN BASIC 

Figure Z-108. MFD Ml Farmats - ‘kk&f, Ladng,g,Navigstion (Sheet 1 of 9) 
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SYMBOL FUNCTION 

0 
Heading scale Aircraft magnetic heading is indicated by the moving 360” heading scale. 

In TLN, the major divisions are numbered every 10 degrees. 

0 
Heading pointer Actual aircraft heading is displayed below the stationary heading pointer. 

@ Pitch/flight path ladder Ladder displays aircraft climb/dive angle and roll angle. Aircraft vertical 
flight path angle is indicated by the position of the flight path marker on the 
pitch/flight path ladder. Positive pitch lines are solid and negative pitch 
lines are dashed. To aid in determining flight path angle when it is 
changing rapidly, the pitch lines are angled toward the horizon at an angle 
half that of the flight path angle. For example, in a 40” climb, the pitch lines 
are angled 20” toward the horizon. UP appears at +90” and DOWN 
appears at -90”. 

@ 
Radar altitude indicator Displays radar altitude when the aircraft is below 5,000 ft AGL. When radar 

altitude is selected for display on the HUD and MFD (via the switch located 
on the pilot display control panel) the radar altitude indicator will be 
decluttered from the display. 

0 
Vertical velocity Displays aircraft rate of climb/descent. Descent will be indicated by a 

negative (-) sign. 

@) Altitude Barometric or radar altitude may be displayed depending on the source of 
data. When the ALTITUDE switch is in BARO, barometric altitude is 
displayed. When the ALTITUDE switch is in RDR, radar altitude is displayed 
and is identified by an R next to the altitude. If the radar altitude is invalid, 
barometric altitude will be displayed and a B next to the altitude will be 
flashed to indicate that barometric altitude is being displayed rather than 
radar altitude. The bottom of the altitude box is positioned at the waterline 
reference position. 

0 
BAR0 pressure setting Enables display of the barometric pressure setting used by the display 
pushbutton system and the weapon system. Successive depression of the pushbutton 

will cause the setting to alternately appear and disappear. 

@ 
Barometric pressure The barometric pressure setting used by the display system and the 
setting weapon system is the value set via pilots barometric altimeter. When the 

BAR0 setting is changed, the BAR0 setting will be momentarily displayed 
for 5 seconds after the change is made. 

69 
DEST steering Enables selection of the destination steering mode. 
pushbutton 

63 
D/L steering pushbutton Enables selection Of the data link steering mode. 

0 Course select setting Indicates the magnetic course selected by the pilot via the COURSE knob. 

0 DCL pushbutton In TLN, selection of the declutter button removes the airspeed Mach 
number, altitude, vertical velocity and heading and course line settings, 
and adds waterline reference indicators. Selection of the declutter option is 
indicated by a box around the pushbutton. 

Figure 2-108. MFD VDI Formats - Takeoff, Landing, Navigation (Sheet 2 of 9) 
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SYMBOL FUNCTION 

0 Bank scale Provides indication of bank angle to 60”. Marks are provided at O”, 9, 
lo”, 20”, 30°, 45” and 60”. 

@ 
ECM display Enables the presentation of the threat display. Once depressed, 
pushbutton subsequent depression of the ECM pushbutton will return the display to 

the VOI display. This will permit a quick look at the threat display and 
provide a quick return to the VDI display. 

0 
MENU display Depression of menu will result in the MENU list to appear in the border 
pushbutton area of the VDI display for subsequent selection. 

63 
Bank angle pointer Moving pointer provides indication on aircraft bank angle. At bank angles 

in excess of 65” the pointer will be removed from the display. 

0 
SMS display Enables the presentation of the SMS display. Once depressed, 
pushbutton subsequent depressing of the SMS pushbutton will return the display to 

the VDI display. This will permit a quick look at the SMS display and 
provide a quick return to the VDI display. 

53 
Heading select setting Indicates the magnetic heading selected by the pilot. 

53 
TCN steering Enables selection of the tacan steering mode. 
pushbutton 

53 Ground plane The dark shaded ground plane. 

53 MAN pushbutton Enables selection of the manual steering mode. 

@ 
Waterline reference dot In TLN, fixed dot appears at the optical center to denote the waterline 

reference position. 

23 
Horizon Denotes demarcation between the ground and the sky. It represents the 

horizon with respect to the aircraft and changes orientation with any 
change in aircraft pitch or roll. 

@ Airspeed 

@ 
Mach number 

3 26 AWL steering 
pushbutton 

Provides display of indicated airspeed. The bottom of the airspeed box is 
positioned at the waterline reference position. 

Provides display of aircrafl speed in math to the nearest hundredth. 

Enables selection of the all weather landing (AWL) steering mode. 
Selection permits option to display either ACL, ILS, both or no steering 
information on the VDI and/or HUD. 

Note 

With VDI on MFD 3, AWL selection is possible, but 
deselection is inhibited. 

Figure Z-108. MFD VDI Formats - Takeoff, Landing, Navigation (Sheet 3 of 9) 
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SYMBOL 

@ Flight path marker 

FUNCTION 

The vertical position of the flight path marker with respect to the flight path 
ladder indicates the vertical flight path angle of the aircraft. 

a 
Sky plane The shaded area represents the sky. 

TLN TACAN STEERING Note 

The following changes or additions occur when tacan 
steering is selected. 

0 
Command heading Command heading marker is positioned relative to the magnetic heading 
marker scale. Where commanded heading is beyond display scale limits, the 

marker will be pegged at the edge nearest to the commanded heading. 

0 
Tacan range Indicates distance to the selected tacan station. 

0 Course arrow The course arrow represents the pilot selected course to the tacan station. 
Two dots will appear on the side of the flight path marker toward the 
course arrow and perpendicular to the arrow. The dot closest to the flight 
path marker represents a deftection of 4” off course, while the outermost 
dot represents a deflection of 9” off course. When the aircraft crosses the 
selected course, the arrow moves to the opposite side of the flight path 
marker and the dots would appear on that side. For deviations of more 
than 9”, the arrow pegs. If the arrow is centered on course, the dots 
disappear. flight path marker centered over the course arrow indicates 
being on course. For tacan bearings aft of +90”, the arrow will be dashed. 

Box around TCN pushbutton legend indicates the tacan steering mode has 
been selected. 

TLN DEST STEERING Note 

The following changes or additions occur when 
destination steering is selected. 

0 
Command heading Indicates the heading required to steer to the waypoint destination 
marker selected by the RIO. Where commanded heading is beyond display limits, 

the marker will be pegged at the edge nearest to the commanded 
heading. 

0 
Destination range Indicates distance to the selected waypoint. 

@ iifJitFing mode Box around dest pushbutton legend indicates the destination steering 
mode has been selected. 

ORIGINAL 

Figure 2-108. h@D VDI Formats - Takeoff, Landing, Navigation (Sheet 4 of 9) 
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TLN TACAN STEERING 
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TLN DESTINATION STEERING 

(AT&F5OD-342-Z 

Figure 2-108. MFD VDI Fomats - Takeoff, Landing, Navigation (Sheet 5 of 9) 
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TLN AWL STEERING 

ORIGINAL 

Figure 2-108. MFD VDI Formats - Takeoff, Landing, Navigation (Sheet 6 of 9) 
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TLN DATA LINK NOW 
STEERING 

The following changes or additions occur when data 
link steering is selected. 

0 Ezi;d Mach Indicates data link commanded math number. 

0 Command heading Command heading marker is positioned relative to the magnetic heading 
marker scale to indicate data link command heading. Where commanded heading 

is beyond display scale limits, the marker will be pegged at the edge 
nearest to the commanded heading. 

0 Data link range 

@ ;$i;d altitude 

Indicates data link commanded range. 

Indicates data link commanded altitude. The two digits displayed represent 
thousands of feet. 

0 Breakaway Appears as a f\asb+i’~ %yr&3 in the cemel ot the display. Symbol is 
commanded by data link to indicate an immediate change in flight path is 
warranted. 

@ D/L steering mode 0ti around DjLpus’nbuIton legend indicates the data link steering mode 
selection has been selected. 
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TLN AWL STEERING Note 

The following changes or additions occur when AWL 
steering is selected. 

0 Command heading Positioned relative to the magnetic heading scale to indicate ACL data link 
marker command heading. Where commanded heading is beyond display scale 

limits, the marker will be pegged at the edge nearest to the commanded 
heading. 

0 
Precision course vectors Consist of two independent vectors (vertical and horizontal) which form a 

cross pointer. The horizontal vector responds to ILS glide slope error and 
the vertical vector responds to ILS localizer error. Null/center indications 
are provided to enable the pilot to null the error and keep the vertical and 
horizontal needles centered. 

@ Flight Director select The pilot’s FLT DIR pushbutton controls the display of the flight director on 
the HUD. The FLT DIR pushbutton legend is displayed on the AWL VDI 
format when valid navigation data is available and a/c vector or ACL data 
link mode is selected. The pushbutton will toggle between boxed and 
unboxed upon selection if the data link mode is ACL. The HUD flight 
director is displayed when the FLT DIR pushbutton is boxed if the autopilot 
is not engaged and MODE I control commands are being sent to the 
aircraft. Boxing the FLT DIR legend enables display of the flight director. 

c9 
ACL steering indicator Provides ACL steering commands driven by the ASW-27C data link. 

0 
Waveoff During carrier landings, a large X will appear flashing in the center of the 

display to indicate a waveofl command. 

69 
MFD AWL display select Permits option to display AWL (both ACL and ILS), ACL, ILS or no steering 

information on the MFD. Initial selection of the AWL steering mode on the 
basic VDI format displays both ACL and ILS steering information on the 
MFD. This will be indicated by AWL in the box adjacent to the MFD legend. 
Successive depression of the pushbutton cycles AWL, ACL, ILS and no 
steering information on the MFD in that order. 

0 
HUD AWL display select Permits option to display AWL (both ACL and ILS), ACL, ILS, or no steering 

information on the HUD. Initial selection of the AWL steering mode on the 
basic VDI format displays both ACL and ILS steering information on the 
HUD. The HUD flight director is displayed when the FLT DIR pushbutton is 
boxed (only available when the autopilot is not engaged) and flight director 
commands are being sent to the aircraft. Boxing the FLT DIR legend 
enables display of the flight director. If the pilot intends to make a MODE I 
approach, he must advise the ground controller of his intentions. The 
ground controller will then disable the flight director commands and enable 
the autopilot commands, Until this is done, the pilot will not have the 
capability to couple the autopilot to the ACLS commands. The only 
information that is displayed on the HUD during MODE I approaches is the 
ACLS tadpole situation information and the ILS needles situation 
information. 

ORIGINAL 
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SYMBOL FUNCTION 

TLN AWL DECLUlTER 

The waterline reference indicators are displayed when DCL is selected and 
indicate the fuselage reference line. 

Figure 2-108. MFD VDI Fomats - Take&, Landing, Navigation (Sheet 9 of 9) 
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FORMAT 
DATA 

SYMBOL BASIC AWL LINK DESTINATION MANUAL TACAN 
Aircraft Readout & Box 

Altitude Readout and Box 

Bank Scale 

Baro Setting Readout 

Course Line Setting-CSEL, # 

Heading Select Point Setting- 
HSEL, # 

Heading Scale 

Horizon/Ground Plane 

Ground/Sky Texture 

Ground Perspective Lines 

Mach Readout 

Pitch Ladder-VDI 

Radar Altitude Readout 

Flight Path Marker. 

vertical Velocity Readout 

Ntitude Source-S’ or ‘R 

MFD Cursor 

JDI Center 

Caution/Advisory/Warning 

Breakaway Symbol 

Command Heading marker 

Command Alt Data Link-CMD, # 

(On all formats except when DECLUTTER) 

(On all formats except when DECLUTTER) 

+l+l+ I + 
(On all formats except when DECLUTTER) 

(On all formats except when DECLUTTER) 

(On all formats except when DECLUTTER) 

+ + + + 

+ + + + 

+ + + + 

+ + + + 

(On all formats except when DECLUTTER) 

+ + + + 

+ + + + 

+ + + + 

(On all formats except when DECLUTTER) 

(On all formats except when DECLUTTER) 

+ 

+ 

+ 

+ 

+ 

+ 

+ 

+ 

+ 

0 

+ 

0 

+ 

ORIGINAL 

Figure 2-109. h@D VDI Symbology Available on TLN Formats (Sheet 1 of 2) 
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FORMAT 
DATA 

SYMBOL BASIC AWL LINK DESTINATION MANUAL TACAN 
Command Mach-CMD, # 0 0 + 0 0 0 

MFD Steering Legend-AWL + 0 t + + + 

MFD Steering Legend-TCN t t t + t t 

MFD Steering Legend-D/L t t t t t + 

MFD Steering Legend-MAN t t + t t t 

MFD Steering Legend-DEST t + t t t t 

MFD Steering Legend-AWUHUD o t 0 0 0 0 

MFD Steering Legend-AWUMFD o t 0 0 0 0 

HUD FLT DIR Legend-FLT DIR 0 t 0 0 0 0 

VDI DECLUTTER Legend-DCL t t + t t t 

Format Select Legend-SMS t t t t t t 

Format Select Legend-MENU t + + t t t 

Format Select Legend-ECM t t t t t t 

Sara PB Legend-S + + t t t t 

PR Legend Crossouts t t t t t t 

Waterline (Added to all formats during DECLUITER) 

ILS Precision Course Vectors 0 + 0 0 0 0 

Range Readout-RNG, # 0 0 t t 0 t 

ACL Steering Indicator Tadpole 0 t 0 0 0 0 

Course Arrow & Deviation Dots 0 0 0 0 0 t 

Note: 

‘t’ indicates that the symbol is available for display on the selected format. 

‘0’ indicates that the symbol is not available for display on the selected format. 

Figure Z-109. MFD VDI Symbology AvailaWe on TLN Formats (Sheet 2 of 2) 
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A/A BASlC - SEARCH MODE 

SYMBOL 

VA Basic - Search 

0 Heading scale 

0 Heading pointer 

0 Command heading 
marker 

Figure 2-110. 

F FUNCTION 

Note 

In A/A search mode and no weapon selected, the 
ba.sicVDI symbology and format will generally be the 
same as TLN with the following differences: (1) 
selection of manual, tacan and all weather landing 
steering modes will not be provided; (2) the waterline 
reference dot and the heading and course select 
settings will not be displayed; (3) the heading scale 
numerics will be provided at 20 degree intervals, and 
(4) the pitch/ flight path ladder will be compressed 
and modified. 

Aircraft magnetic heading is indicated by the moving 360” heading scale in 
A/A. The major divisions are numbered every 20 degrees. 

Actual aircraft heading is displayed below the stationary pointer. 

Positioned along the heading scale to correspond with the command 
heading. 

;I> VDI Air-to-Air and Air-to-Ground Formats (Sheet 1 of 6) 
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SYMBOL 

@ Pitch/flight path ladder 

FUNCTION 

Ladder displays aircraft climb/dive angle and roll angle. Aircraft vertical 
flight path angle is indicated by the position of the flight path marker on the 
pitch/flight path ladder. Positiie pitch lines are solid and negatlle pitch 
lines are dashed. To aid in determining flight path angle when it is 
changing rapidly, the pitch lines are angled toward the horizon at an angle 
half that of the flight path angle. For example, in a 40” climb the pitch lines 
are angled 20” toward the horizon. UP appears at +90 and DOWN 
appears at -90. The VDI, pitch ladder will always be caged. 

0 
Radar akiiude indicator Displays radar altitude when the aircraft is below 5,000 ft AGL. When radar 

aftitude is selected for display on the HUD and MFD (via the swkch located 
on the pilot display control panel), the radar altitude indicator will not be 
displayed. 

69 Vertical velocity Displays aircraft rate of climb/descent in feet per minute. Descent will be 
indicated by a negative (-) sign. Absence of the negative sign indicates a 
positive value. 

0 
Attitude Barometric or radar altttude will be displayed depending on the source of 

data. When the ALTITUDE switch is in RDR, radar altitude will be displayed 
and will be identified by an R next to the altitude. If the radar altitude is 
invalid, barometric altllude will be displayed and a Bnext to the altitude will 
be flashed to indicate that barometric altitude is being displayed rather 
than radar altitude. The bottom of the altitude box will be positioned at the 
waterline reference position. 

@ Altffude source Indicates source of altitude data. 

@ B=o;;;;;~;r In A/A and A/G, pushbutton enables momentary display of the barometric 
pressure setting on the pilot’s altimeter. The setting will appear for 5 
seconds each time the pushbutton is depressed. However, in TLN the 
barometric pressure setting will be displayed continuously on the HUD and 
VDI. 

3 10 Barometric pressure The barometric pressure setting used by the display system and weapon 
setting system is the value entered. When the baro setting is changed on the DEU 

in the A/A and A/G mode, the baro setting will be momentarily displayed 
for 5 seconds after the change is made or will appear for 5 seconds when 
the barometric pressure setting pushbutton is depressed. It will also 
appear and flash for 5 seconds when the aircraft drops below 10,000 feet, 
300 knots. 

53 
DEST steering button Enables selection of the destination steering mode. 

Figure 2-110. MFD VDI Air-to-Air and Air-toGround Formats (Sheet 2 of 6) 
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SYMBOL FUNCTION 

0 
D/L steering pushbutton Enables selection of the data link steering mode. 

0 13 A/A mode selection Indicates selection of the A/A mode. 
legend 

@ 
Declutter (DCL) In A/A, selection of the declutter option removes the indication of airspeed, 
pushbutton Mach number, altitude and vertical velocity from the display, and adds 

waterline reference indicators. Selection of the declutter option is indicated 
by a box around the pushbutton legend. 

0 Bank scale Provides indication of bank angle to *60”. Marks are provided at O”, f5”. 
ilO”, f20”, f30”, f45” and f60”. 

63 ECM pushbutton Enables the presentation of the threat display once depressed. 
Subsequent depression of the ECM pushbutton will return the display to 
the previous format. This will permit a quick look at the threat display and 
provide a quick return to the previous format. 

0 MENU pushbutton Depression of MENU will result in the MENU list to appear in the border 
area of the display. Subsequent depression of the pushbuttion will result in 
the alternate presentation of the MENU1 and MENU2 list in the border area 
of the display. 

63 
Bank angle pointer Moving pointer provides indication of aircraft bank angle. At bank angles in 

excess of 65” the pointer will be removed from the VDI display. 

@ SMS pushbutton Enables the presentation of the SMS display once depressed. Subsequent 
depression of the SMS pushbutton will return the display to the previous 
format. This will permit a quick look at the SMS display and provide a quick 
return to the previous format. 

An X through the A/A mode selection legend indicates that the master arm 
switch is in the safe position. 

0 Ground plane The dark shaded ground plane. 

0 
Horizon Denotes demarcation between the ground and the sky. It represents the 

horizon with respect to the aircraft and changes orientation with any 
change in aircraft pitch and roll. 
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SYMBOL 

@ Airspeed 

FUNCTION 

Provides display of indicated airspeed. The bottom of the airspeed box is 
positioned at the waterline reference position. 

@ 
Mach number Provides display of aircraft speed in Mach to the nearest hundredth. 

@ Flight path marker The vertical position of the flight path marker with respect to the pitch 
ladder indicates the vertical flight path angle of the aircraft. 

G3 
Sky plane The light shaded area represents the sky. 

VA Weapon - Search Note 

When a weapon has been selected for launch in the 
A/A search mode the basic VDI symbology and 
format will generally be the same as A/A search mode 
with no weapon selected. The selection of the missile 
type and quantity of ready missiles will replace the 
A/A mode selection legend and the master arm 
switch safe indication will appear as appropriate. 

0 
Selected weapon type Indicates which missile has been selected for launch via the weapon select 
and quantity indication switch, the type and the quantity available for launch are displayed. 

Selections are PH (Phoenix), SP (Sparrow), SW (Sidewinder), and G (gun). 

@ [zg;i:;m switch safe An X through the weapon type and quantity indicates that the master arm 
switch is in the safe position. 

dA Weapon - Radar STT Note 

When a weapon has been selected for launch in the 
AJA radar single target track (STT) mode and the 
radar target is FONO 1, the basic VDI symbology and 
format will generally be the same as the A/A radar 
SlT mode with no weapon selected. Selection of a 
missile in radar STT will enable the display of an 
allowable steering error (ASE) circle, range bar and 
DD range scale selection. 

a 
Range bar The range bar is a fixed length vertical bar range scale against which 

maximum, minimum and present range of the radar STT FONO 1 target 
may be displayed. Scaling changes are determined by DD selection. 
Scaling is for 200,100,50,20,10, and 5 miles. The range bar moves 
sideways as a function of target azimuth. The upper tic represents 
maximum range. The middle tic represents optimum range and the lower 
tic represents minimum range. The circle represents the target and moves 
vertically as a function of range. Target aspect is represented by a pointer 
which points in the direction of the aspect angle. Zero target aspect is 
straight down. 

Figure 2-110. MFD VDI Air-to-Air and Air-to-Ground Formats (Sheet 4 of 6) 
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A/A WEAPON - SEARCH MODE 

A/A WEAPON - RADAR STT MODE 

Figure 2-l 10. h4FD VDI Air-to-Air and Air-to-Ground Formats (Sheet 5 of 6) 
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SYMBOL FUNCTION 

0 
Radar SlT FONO 1 Range, altitude and closing velocity of the radar Sll FONO 1 target will be 
target data presented. 

@ ;Apble steering error ASE circle indicates the steering error allowed for launching a missile. Size 
of the circle is variable and is determined by the magnitude of the 
allowable error. 

@ 
Selected weapon type When missiles are selected for launch via the weapon select switch, the 
and quantity indication type and the quantity available for launch are displayed. An X through the 

indication will signify that the master arm switch is in the safe position. 

0 ~i~gs~‘e 
Readout provides indication of RIO’s DD range scale selection of 5, 10,20, 
50, 100, or 200 miles. 

Figure 2-110. MFD VDI Air-to-Air and Air-to-Ground Formats (Sheet 6 of 6) 

FORMAT 
PHOENIX I SPARROW SIDEWINDER 

SYMBOL BASIC SBARCH 1 TRACK 1 SBARCH 1 TRACK SEARCH TRACK GUN 

Aircraft Readout 8 Box (On all formats except when DECLUTTER) 

Altftude Readout and Box (On all formats except when DECLUTTER) 

Bank Scale +l+(+l+l+ + + + 

Bar0 Setting Readout (On all formats except when DECLUlTER) 

Heading Scale + + + + + + + + 

Horizon Line, Ground Plane + + + + + + + + 

Command Aftllude D/L + + + + + + + + 

Command Mach + + + + + + + + 

Pitch Ladder + + + + + + + + 

Radar Altllude Readout + + + + -I- + + + 

Flight Path Marker + + + + + + + + 

Vertical Velocity Readout (On aft formats except when DECLUlTER) 

Altitude Source-B or ‘R’ (On all formats except when DECLUlTER) 

Figure 2-111. h4FD VDI Symbology Available on Air-to-Air and Air-to-Ground Formats (Sheet 1 of 2) 
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FORMAT 
PHOENIX I SPARROW 1 SIDEWINDER 

SYMBOL BASIC SEARCH 1 TF~ACK 1 SEARCH 1 TRACK 1 SEARCH 1 TRACK GUN 
Mach Readout (On a formats except when DECLUTTER) 

MFD Cursor + + + + + + 

Warning/Caution/Advisory + + + + + + 

Breakaway Symbol + + + + + + 

Command Heading Marker + + + + + + 

Select Legends, Weapon-City NA PH# PH# SP# SP# SW# 

Sky Texture + + + + + + 

Push Button Legend-SMS + + + + + + 

Push Button Legend-MENU + + + + + + 

Push Button Legend-ECM + + + + + + 

Push Button Legend-D/L + + + + + + 

Push Button Legend-DEST + + + + + + 

Push Button Legend-DCL + + + + + + 

BAR0 PB Legend - B + + + + + + 

PB Legend Crossout + + + + + + 

Master Arm Safe Cue + + + + + + 

Waterline to all formats during DECLUTTER) 

Steering Range-RNG, # 0 + + + + 

Steering Tee + 0 + 0 + 

Range Bar 0 + 0 + 

Max/Min/Opt* Range 0 -I- O + 

Target Range Heading 0 + 0 + 

Target Range Numeric 0 + 0 + 

Target Closing Velocity 0 + 0 + 

4/A Target Altitude 0 + 0 + 

DD Selected Range 0 + 0 + 

4SE Circle 0 + 0 + 

+ 

+ 
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+ 

0 

+ 

+ 

+ 

+ 

+ 

0 

Note 

‘+’ indicates that the symbol is available for display on the selected format. 

‘0’ indicates that the symbol is not available for display on the selected format. 

* Sidewinder does not display opt range. 

Figure 2-111. h4FD VDI Symbology Available on Air-to-Air and Air-to-Ground Fomats (Sheet 2 of 2) 
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(AT)Z-F50D-353-0 

Figure 2-112. MPD VDX Air-to-Air (AIG) Format 

When FECON is selected from the RECON DATA 
formats, reconnaissance symbols are overlaid on the 
HUD and any MFD (Pigure 2-113) that is displaying a 
VDI format. An exception is when a weapon has been 
selected, then only the MPD displays the overlay. 

When radar detects a valid target, a priority target 
diamond is overlaid on VDI formats. The diamond’s 
lateral position indicates the target’s position relative 
to own aircraft and the angular scaling is the same as 
the VDI A/A pitch ladder. The diamond vertical posi- 
tion indicates target altitude relative to own aircraft 
and the scaling is 10,000 feet/O.8 inch. (The distance 
between pushbuttons is 0.8 inch.) A target at the ho- 
rizon line would be at the same altitude as own air- 
craft. Up to four target diamonds may be displayed at 
one time. Unlike the HUD diamonds, which are sized 
to indicate target proximity, VDI target diamonds are 
the same size. Target range in nautical miles is shown 
by the numbers appearing directly above the symbol. 
The radar target overlay example in Figure 2-114 
shows the radar TWS mode and is overlaid on an A/A 
basic format. 

When the IRSTS detects valid targets, JRSTS trian- 
gles are overlaid on VDI formats. Position scaling is the 
same as that of radar priority target diamonds. However, 
sincerangecamrotbeaccumtelydeWrminedbytheIRSTS, 
no range information is presented on this overlay. 

Both target diamonds and IRSTS triangles may be 
overlaid at the same time on VDI A/A or A/G formats. 

2.33.9.5 HSD Formats. The HSD formats provide 
system navigation information such.as magnetic head- 
ing, magnetic course, wind direction and speed, true 
airspeed, gro~dspeed, waypoint data, and tacan data. 

The HSD format family consists of HSD waypoint, 
tacan, and tacan CDL Selection of PB16 from the 
MENU, OWN A/C, CV, IFA, WPT DATA, RECON 
DATA, INS UPDATE, NAV AID, SURFACE WPT, 
or SAHRS ALIGN formats will place the previously 
selected HSD format on the MFD. After a cold start, the 
HSD waypoint format is shown. Figure 2-l 15 describes 
HSD symbols. Figure 2-116 illustrates the activation of 
the plot line display and shows the selected course line 
that appears when a steering mode (m this case, destina- 
tion steering) has been selected 

The HSD tacan format is selected by PB16 (HSD) if 
the previously selected HSD format was tacan, or PBl 1 
(X/Y) on HSD waypoint, or PB14 (boxed CDI) on HSD 
tacan CDI. Figure 2-l 17 shows HSD tacan when tacan 
steering has not been selected and also illustrates the 
selected course line that appears after tacan steering 
selection. Tbis format allows for the selection of tacan 
CD1 (Figure 2-l 18) via PB14 (CDI). 

Chapter 20 descrii the use of the HSD formats. 
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I SYMBOL FUNCTION 
Indicates the magnetic heading for Recon steering. 

0 
Recon Steering Symbol Provides elevation and azimuth steering information when in 

reconnaissance mode. When steering symbol is coincident with flight path 
marker, the aircraft is flying the bank command to the dynamic steering 
point. 

0 Target Designator, Displays target position. Positioned by on-board sensors or data link. 
Hexagon When displayed on VDI formats, the degrees per inch scaling of the 

symbol corresponds to the scaling of the rungs of the pitch ladder of the 
format being overlaid (TLN. A/G, or A/A). 

@ Command Ground Displays the path of the command ground track. When displayed on VDI 
Track Line formats the degree scaling of rotation corresponds to the scaling of the 

rungs of the pitch ladder for the format being overlaid (TLN, A/G, A/A). 

Figure 2-113. MFD VDI Recon Overlay Format 
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RADAR TARGET OVERLAY 

IRSTS TARGET OVERLAY 

(AT&F50D-354-O 

Figure 2-l 14. MFD VDI Radar and IRSTS Overlay Formats (Sheet 1 of 2) 
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SYMBOL 

ladar Target Overlay 

FUNCTION 

Note 

In the A/A radar track while scan (TWS) mode and no 
weapon selected the basic VDI symbology and 
format will generally be the same as A/A radar single 
target track except that up to 4 target priority 
diamonds may be displayed to show direction and 
relative altitude of the 4 closest radar targets. FIST 
TWS targets may be displayed simultaneously with 
radar TWS targets. When this situation occurs, the 
target data will pertain to the closest radar TWS 
targets. 

a 
Radar target data Range, altitude, and closing velocity of the closest radar TWS target will be 

presented. 

Up to 4 target priority diamonds may be displayed to show direction and 
relative altitude of the 4 closest radar targets. The numerics above the 
diamonds indicate the target range to the nearest nautical mile. 

RSTS Target Overlay Note 

In the A/A IRST track while scan (TWS) mode and no 
weapon selected the basic VDI symbology and 
format will generally be the same as A/A radar track 
while scan except that up to 4 target priority triangles 
may be displayed to show direction and relative 
altitude of the 4 closest IRST targets. IRST TWS 
targets may be displayed simultaneously with radar 
TWS targets. When this situation occurs, the target 
data will pertain to the closest radar TWS targets. 

a Target data Range, altitude, and closing velocity of the closest IRST TWS target will be 
presented. 

@ ::flgr target priority Up to 4 TWS target priority triangles may be displayed to show direction 
and relative altitude of the 4 closest IRST targets. 

Figure 2-114. MFD MI Radar and IRSTS Overlay Formats (Sheet 2 of 2) 
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WAYPOINT. NON-STEEERING ._._.. - ____, ._-._ -.--- ._..__ 

SYMBOL FUNCTION 

0 
Compass rose The compass rose is a circular magnetic scale that consists of major 

divisions at IO degree intervals, minor divisions at 5 degree intervals, 
numerics at 30 degree increments and cardinal points at 90 degree 
increments. 

@ Wind 

0 
True airspeed 

@ 
Ground speed 

0 
Lubber line 

Displays wind direction in degrees and wind speed in knots. 

Displays true air speed in knots. 

Displays ground speed in knots. 

The lubber line indication (diamond) is fixed at the top of the compass rose 
and indicates aircraft magnetic heading. 

@ 
Ground track line The ground track line rotates inside the compass rose to represent the 

ground track. 

0 
ADF pointer The ADF symbol shows the direction of the nearest automatic direction 

finder station. 

Figure 2-l 15. MFD HSD Format (Sheet 1 of 3) 
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SYMBOL FUNCTION 

@ 
Heading select pointer Displays selected or commanded heading. The symbol rotates outside the 

compass rose when manually controlled by the heading potentiometer 
knob located in the pilot’s crew station. 

@ 
Tacan data Displays the range, bearing, and time-to-go to the tacan station selected 

by the aircrew. This information is displayed in the readout as well as the 
corresponding tacan station channel number. X or Y channel may be 
displayed. 

63 
Tacan display option This pushbutton enables the presentation and activation of tacan related 
pushbutton symbology and display options. Selection of this option enables the 

presentation of the tacan situation symbol, selects tacan steering mode, 
results in the appearance of the tacan, course deviation indication (CDI) 
pushbutton selection, and AWL pushbutton selection. Selection of this 
option will be indicated by a box around the tacan data. 

0 
Waypoint symbol The numbers (1 to 100) adjacent to the symbol identify the waypoint and 

ara located on the display to provide an indkatior.of relative range and 
bearing from own AK. 

0 
Set pushbutton Depression of the SET pushbutton will enable the establishment of a 

waypoint at the designated cursor position on the HSD. 

@ Aircraft symbol The stationary aircraft symbol is positioned in the center of the compass 
rose. The symbol in conjunction with the compass rose indicates magnetic 
heading. 

@ Update (UPDT) Depression of the UPDT pushbutton enables the display of the INS update 
pushbutton format on the MFD. 

0 
Plot pushbutton The PLOT pushbutton enables/disables the display of plotted lines 

between waypoints on the HSD waypoint format. 

63 Enter (ENT) pushbutton Depression of the ENT pushbutton enters selection of a new waypoint for 
destination steering. The waypoint number is selected via the waypoint 
number increment/decrement pushbuttons on the HSD format. 

0 Course line setting Indicates selected course in degrees. 

c3 
Scale (SCL XXX) Enables range scale selection (ZOO, 100, 50, 25, and 10 nautical miles). 
pushbutton The scale is the distance from the aircraft symbol to the inside edge of the 

compass rose. Successive depressions of the pushbutton causes the 
range scale to decrement and then start again at 200 miles. 

53 ECM pushbutton Enables the presentation of the threat display. Once depressed, 
subsequent depression of the ECM pushbutton will return the display to 
the previous format. This will permit a quick look at the threat display and 
provide a quick return to the previous format. 

Figure 2-115. MFD HSD Format (Sheet 2 of 3) 
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@ 
MENU pushbutton Enables the presentation of the MENU displays. Depression of MENU will 

result in the MENU1 list to appear in the border area of the display. 
Subsequent depression of the pushbutton will result in the alternate 
presentation of the MENU2 and MENU1 list in the border area of the 
display. 

0 
SMS pushbutton Enables the presentation of the SMS display. Once depressed, 

subsequent depression of the SMS pushbutton will return the display to 
the previous format. This will permft a quick look at the SMS display and 
provide a quick return to the previous format. 

0 22 Heading select setting Indicates the magnetic heading selected. 

0 
DATA pushbutton Enables the display of the own /VC data fonat. 

@ Attllude source Indicates the source (INS or SAHRS) of ownship pitch and roll angles. 

0 NAV pushbutton Enables the display of the appropriate NAV AID or SAHRS ALIGN format as 
determined by the mission computer. 

0 26 Waypoint decrement Enables the decrement of the waypoint number of the associated waypoint 
(down arrow) data display and Is used for the selection of the waypoint for destination 
pushbutton steering. 

0 27 WaypOint number Indicates the selected waypoint number (via the increment/decrement 
pushbuttons) of the associated waypoint data display and the desired 
waypoint for destination steering. 

@ 
Waypoint increment (up Enables the increment of the waypoint number of the associated waypoint 
arrow) pushbutton data display and is used for the selection of the waypoint for destination 

steering. 

@ z:lnt bearing Provides bearing indication of the waypoint entered by the aircrew for 
destination steering. 

@ ~~;;;~~Ww This pushbutton enables the presentation and activation of waypoint 
related symbology and display options. Selection of this option enables the 
destination steering and results in the appearance of the plot line display 
selection. Selection of this option is indicated by a box around the 
waypolnt data. 

0 
Waypoint data Displays the range, bearing and time-to-go to the waypoin: selected by 

the aircrew via the Increment/decrement pushbuttons. This information is 
displayed in the readout. 

0 32 Waypoint DEST readout Provides an Indication of the waypoint number entered for destination 
steering. 

0 33 Tacan bearing pointer Provides bearing indication to and from the selected tacan station. 
head and tail 

Figure 2-115. MFD HSD Format (Sheet 3 of 3) 
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SELECTED COURSE LINE 

Figure 2-l 16. Plot Lie and Course Line Displays (Sheet 1 of 2) 
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SYMBOL I FUNCTION 

a Plot lines Dashed plot lines are drawn between waypoints to aid in navigation. The 
waypoints for plotting are selected via the DEU. 

0 
PLOT pushbutton Box around the PLOT pushbutton legend indicates the display of plotted 

lines between waypoints has been enabled. 

0 
Selected course line The course line rotates within the compass circle and depicts the aircraft 

commanded course during the destination steering mode. 

Figure 2-l 16. Plot Line and Course Line Displays (Sheet 2 of 2) 

2.33.9.6 SMS Formats. Selection of the SMS for- 
mats may be made from any format via PB19 (SMS). 
Depressing PB19 a second time returns the previously 
selected display. This toggle action permits the crew- 
member to check the weapon status quickly. The MC 
determines the wingfonn contiguration that will be dis- 
played. The CAP/attack and fighter configurations are 
shown in Figure 2-119. 

For SMS symbols, configurations, and phases of 
launch, including an explanation of the AIM-54 MOAT 
and DMA results, refer to NAVAIR Ol-F14AAD-1A. 

2.33.9.7 Engine Monitor Format. The engine 
monitor format (Figure 2-120) is selected via PB15 
(ENG) on the OWN A/C formats. This format includes 
a representation of the aircraft engine instruments, dis- 
playing instrument readings for left and right engines, 
fuel endurance (based on existing conditions), and any 
engine exceedance conditions. Rpm is provided as Nl 
and temperature as turbine blade temperature (TBT not 
EGT). Fuel flow is shown as either main (M) or total 
(T), depending on power setting (either nonafterburner 
or afterburner range). This information is provided by 
the FEMS. Engine monitor format is not provided while 
in SEC mode. Refer to FEMS in this chapter for addi- 
tional information. 

2.33.9.6 IRSTS Formats. There are three dedi- 
cated IRSTS formats in the IRSTS format family. They 
are IRSTS normal, IRSTS CSCAN, and IRSTS sum- 
mary (refer to NAVAIR 01-F14AAD-IA). Other IRST 
information and symbols appear on the HUD, VDI, and 
TSD formats. 

2.33.9.9 TSD Format. The TSD format is chosen 
via the TSD legend on MENUl. The format consists of 
five distinct legend seta that appear in response to crew 

MFD inputs Refer to NAVAIR 01-F14AAD-IA for a 
description of the TSD format and associated symbols. 

2.33.9.10 JTIDS Data Readout Formats. Refer to 
NAVAIROI-F14AAD-IA. 

2.34 DATA ENTRY UNIT 

The DEU (Figure 2-121) on the RIO tight vertical 
console provides manual data entry and control of cer- 
tain mission functions. The DEU is a remote terminal 
that communicates with the mission computers via the 
multiplex buses. The DEU is powered by the 28-Vdc 
main bus. The DEU consists of a DEU control knob, 
data entry display, 20 option keys, and four option dis- 
play legends. The DEU control knob controls power, 
brightness, and the test function. The option display 
legends display the options for the function or parameter 
selected. The option keys enable selection ofthe desired 
menu functions and entry of required mission parame 
ters. The data entry display is a two-line display. The top 
line indicates the currently selected parameter while the 
bottom line (scratchpad) is used to enter data. The 
scratchpad consists of a 14-character display. The char- 
acter locations are often denoted by underlines that, as 
data is keyed in, disappear. 

2.34.1 Data Entry Unit Operating Modes. As 
selected by the RIO, the DEU operates in one of two 
modes: slaved to the RIO muhifbnction display (MFD3) 
or independent of MFD3. Initially, when the DEU is pow- 
ered on, it defaults to the slave mode. The slave and inde- 
pendent modes are toggled by pressing the SLWINDP 
option key. When operating in the slave mode, the data 
entry display on the main menu page mads MENU-DEU 
SLV (Figure 2-121). When the MFD displays a formatto 
which the DEU is slaved the DEU contigures the corm- 
spending page (Figure 2-102). However, when the MFD 
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TACAN, NON-STEERING 

TACAN - STEERING 

Figure 2-l 17. MFD HSD Tacan Displays (Sheet 1 of 2) 
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SYMBOL FUNCTION 

0 Tacan situation symbol Provides indication of relative range and bearing to the tacan station from 
ownship. 

0 
Tacan display option The box around the tacan data indicates that the tacan steering option has 
pushbutton been selected. 

0 
SET pushbunon Pressing the SET pushbutton enables the establishment of a waypoint at 

the designated cursor position on the HSD. 

@ 
PLOT pushbutton Pressing the PLOT pushbutton enables/disables the display of plotted lines 

between waypoints on the HSD waypoint format. 

0 
Selected course line Moves within the compass rose to depict the selected tacan course during 

tacan steering. 

G3 
AWL pushbutton The AWL display is enabled by this pushbutton. 

3 
CDI pushbutton The course deviation indicator (CDI) display is enabled by this pushbutton. 

23 Course line setting With the command pointer set, the CSEL readout indicates the magnetic 
course setting in degrees. 

Figure 2-l 17. MFD HSD Tacan Displays (Sheet 2 of 2) 

displays a format to which the DEU cannot slave, the 5. NAV AID - Navigation aid. 
DEU remains on whatever format it is displaying. Gp- 
crating in the independent mode enables access to all 6. NAV GRID - Navigation grid. 
menu options without being a&ted by changes to the 
h4FD3 display. When the MENU option key is pressed, 7. JMD RNAV - JTIDS relative navigation. 
tbe main MENU page is displayed with the present DEU 
mode displayed on the scratchpad. 8. JTID COMh4 - JTIDS communications. 

2.34.2 DEU Menu Pages. TheDEUconsistsofthe 9. JTID PPLI - JTIDS precise participant location 
following menu pages. identification. 

2.34.2.1 Main Menu Page. The main menu page 10. JTIDS MODE - JTIDS mode. 
(Figure 2-121) enables access to the various subpages. 
Pressing the desired option key on the main menu dis- 11. DOWN LOAD - JTJDS initialization. 
plays the desired subpage. The subpages are as follows: 

12. IFT - Nontimctional. 
1. SMS - Stores management system. 

13. PLOT - Plot. 
2. OWN A/C - Own aircraft. 

14. CSS - Cooperative support software. 
3. WPT - Waypoint. 

15. SLViINDP - Slave/independent. 
4. CV ALGN - Carrier align. 

16. ALT MENU - When available. 
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SYMBOL 

a Tacan Course indication 

0 Course deviation scale 

0 CDI pushbutton 

FUNCTION 

ndicates tacan course and deviation from tacan track. 

Xsplays deviation from selected course. Each dot represents 4 degrees. 

3oxed CDI legend indicates that tacan CDI display has been selected. 

Xsplays deviation from selected course against deviation scale. 

Figure 2-118. HSD Tacan CD1 Format 
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CAP/ATTACK CONFIGURATION WINGFORM 

FIGHTER CONFIGURATION WINGFORM 

Figure 2-119. MFD SMS Format - CAP/Attack, Fighter Wingform (Sheet 1 of 2) 
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SYMBOL 

0 ;yEF status 

0 
Rounds remaining 

FUNCTION 

SAFE or ABM is displayed to indicate the status of the master arm switch. 

Rounds remaining is indicated in hundreds (6,5, 4,3. 2, 1 and 0) by a 
single digit. An X will appear when the gun is empty. HI or LO indicates the 
rate at which the rounds are fired. 

0 3 HI/LO gun rate Enables the selection of the HI or LO rate of gun fire. HI rate is default 
pushbutton mode. Pressing the pushbutton will toggle rate of fire between HI and LO. 

@ 
PGUlM56 Enables selection of PGU or M56 round. Pressing the pushbutton will 

toggle between PGU and M56. 

0 
Store station numbers Indicate the location of the stores (weapons and fuel tanks) carried on the 
(lA,lB.2.3.45,6,7, aircraft. 
6A, and 6B) 

@ 
Manual (MAN) gun Enables manual selection of the manual option during air-to-ground 
mode pushbutton operations. CCIP mode is the primary gun mode and is obtained 
(A/G only) immediately upon gun selection. A box will appear around the pushbutton 

legend to indicate the manual option has been selected. Refer to NAVAIR 
01-F14AAD-IA. 

0 
Missile status (MS) Enables the presentation of the missile status display. 
pushbutton 

@ 
CAP/attack wingform Wingform provides a plan view of the stores carried on an aircraft 

configured for the CAP/attack role. 

@ 
SMS pushbutton 

@ Fighter wingform 

Box around the SMS pushbutton legend indicates the SMS display is 
selected. Once selected, a subsequent depression of the SMS pushbutton 
will enable the return to the previous display. 

Wingform provides a plan view of the stores carried on an aircraft 
configured for the fighter role. 

Figure 2-l 19. MFD SMS Format - CAP/Attack, Fighter Wingforms (Sheet 2 of 2) 
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Figure 2-120. MFD Engine Monitor Format (Sheet 1 of 2) 
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SYMBOL 

( 3~ Rotor speed 

I FUNCTION 

Left and right rotor speeds (Nl) are displayed both in an analog and digital 
format in percent RPM. The digital indications are located immediately 
below the corresponding analog scale. 

I 3 Turbine blade 
temperature 

Left and right engine turbine blade temperature (TBT) are displayed both in 
an analog and digital format. The analog scale ranges from 500 to 1200 
degrees Fahrenheit. The digital indications are located immediately below 
the corresponding analog scale. 

I 0 Main fuel flow Left and right main fuel flow (FF/M) are displayed in an analog format in 
thousands of pounds per hour (PPH). The analog scale ranges from 0 to 
17,000 PPH. 

( c9 Fuel endurance Readout provides an indication of the flight time remaining in hours and 
minutes. The readout is based on the existing fuel supply for the selected 
engine condition (normal or afterburner). 

Up to three engine exceedance conditions are capable of being displayed 
at a time. The indications will scroll upward at a 1 rate when more than 
three exceedance conditions exist. The indications may be: L/R MACH #, 
UR LO THR, UR A/ICE, L./R OIL LO, or UR AUG. 

I @ 
Nozzle position Left and right engine nozzle positions (NP) are displayed in an analog 

format between 0 and 100 percent to indicate relative position from fully 
closed to fully open, respectively. 

/ 0 Data pushbutton I Enables the presentation of the OWN A/C DATA display. 

Note Note 

When afterburner condition is selected, the total fuel When afterburner condition is selected, the total fuel 
flow consists of main and augmented fuel. This flow consists of main and augmented fuel. This 
format illustrates the afterburner condition where total format illustrates the afterburner condition where total 
fuel flow are displayed. fuel flow are displayed. 

@ 
Total fuel flow Left and right engine total fuel flow (FF/T) are displayed in an analog format 

in thousands of pounds per hour (PPH). The analog scale ranges from 0 to 
100,000 PPH. 

Note 

Engine data is not provided while in SEC mode. 

ORIGINAL 

Figure 2-120. MFD Engine Monitor Format (Sheet 2 of 2) 
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I I 8 OWN JTID SW3 JTID 
Aic RNAV COMM WPT @ 

0 0 0 0 , , 
I I 

MENU - DEU INDP MENU - DEU INDP 

I 
t 

I 

/ --------d--m----, 

NOMENCIATURE FUNCTION 

0 
Data Entry Display Displays the name of the page selected and provides a scratchpad used to 

enter and change data as required. 

0 
DEU control knob Initial clockwise rotation past the detent turns system power on; continued 

rotation increases brightness of scratchpad display and option legend 
placarding. When depressed, a self-test of the panel is completed. 

0 
Option keys (twenty) Enables selection of desired menu options and entry of required mission data, 

c9 Option legend Displays the various menu options for the function or parameter selected. 
Option legends vary with page selection. 

Figure 2- 12 1. Data Entry Unit/Main Menu Page 
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2.34.2.2 Subpages. The operating characteristics 
of the subpages are as follows: Parameters requiring 
input often have associated limits and qualifiers. Data 
entry parameters am shown in Figure 2-122. All data 
input left to right is validated character by character. 
This includes the parameter of latitude, longitude, and 
time. Data input from right to left is validated upon 
depression of the ENT option key. When latitude and 
longitude are input t?om left to right, leading zeroes 
must be entered but trailing zeroes for minutes and 
minute tractions are not required. Keying additional nu- 
merics after the dedicated character locations are tilled 
will not change the initial keyed-in data. The applicable 
east, west, north, or south (E, W, N, S) can be keyed in 
before, during, or after numerical data entry The back- 
space option key (BKSP) is used to delete data in the 
reverse order of entry. The return option key (RTN) is 
used to display the next higher level page in the branch 
category. 

2.35 FLIGHT INSTRUMENTS 

2.35.1 Standby Attitude indicator. A3-inchstandby 
gyro horizon indicator on the left side ofthe pilot instru- 
ment panel and another on the left side of the RIO in- 
strument panel are for emergency use should the system 
(INS or SAT-IRS) attitude information become unreli- 
able. It is a self-contained, independent gyro that dis- 
plays aircraft roll and pitch from the horizontal and 
includes a standard turn-and-slip indicator. 

The presentation consists of a miniature aircraft 
viewed against a rotating gray and black background, 
which represent sky and ground conditions, respec- 
tively. Caging should be accomplished at least 3 to 4 
minutes before takeoff to allow the spin axis to orient to 
true vertical. After the gyro has erected to vertical, the 
miniature aircraft reference may be raised or lowered 
+5O, -10” to compensate for pitch trim by turning the 
adjustment knob in the lower right comer of the instru- 
ment. Electrical power should be applied for at leaat 1 
minute before caging. The unit should be caged prior to 
engine start during cockpit interior inspection. In flight, 
recaging should be initiated only when error exceeds 1 O0 
and only when the aircrafi is in a wings-level normal 
cruise attitude. Errors ofless than 10” will automatically 
erect out at a rate of 2.Y per minute. 

Electrical power is supplied by the essential ac buses. 
An OFF flag appears on the right side of the instrument 
face when power is removed or when the gyro is caged, 
but the gyro is capable of providing reliable attitude 
information (within 9’) for up to 3 minutes after a com- 
plete loss of power. The gyro can be manually caged by 
pulling the pitch trim knob on the lower right comer of 
the instrument. Depressing TEST centers the ARA-63 

needles and the turn-and-slip pointer deflects to the right 
and lines up with the fuced marker. 

2.35.1.1 Turn-and-Slip indicator. The standby 
attitude indicator includes a standard needle and ball 
turn-and-slip indicator. The pointer is tested when the 
TEST button is pressed and it deflects to the right and 
lines up with the fixed marker. 

2.35.2 Standby Airspeed indicator. The standby 
airspeed indicator on the pilot and RIO instrument pan- 
els is a pitot-static instrument that displays indicated 
airspeed from 0 to 800 knots. The indicator is graduated 
in IO-knot increments up to 200 knots, then in 50-knot 
increments. 

Note 

The indicated airspeed displayed is not cor- 
rected for position error. 

2.35.3 Standby Altimeter. Both the pilot and RIO 
standby altimeters display altitude up to 99,000 feet on 
the five-digit counter, but only the left two digits are 
moveable. The pointer moves about a dial calibrated 
from 0 to 1,000 feet in 50-foot increments. 

A BAR0 setting knob, on the bottom left, is used to 
set in the local atmosphere pressure (TNCHES HG) be- 
tween 28.10 to 30.99 inclusive. The four-digit counter 
displays the BAR0 setting. The BAR0 setting from the 
pilot standby altimeter is provided to the mission com- 
puters via the converter interface unit and can be dis- 
played on the HUD and the MFDs. 

2.35.4 ANIAPN-194(V) Radar Altimeter System. 
The radar altimeter is a low-altitude (0 to 5,000 feet), 
pulsed, range-tracking radar that measures the surface 
or terrain clearance below the aircraft. Altitude informa- 
tion is developed by radiating a short-duration radio 
frequency pulse from the transmit antenna to the Earth’s 
surface and measuring elapsed time until radio fre- 
quency energy returns through the receiver antenna. The 
altitude information is continuously presented to the 
pilot, in feet of altitude, on an indicator dial. The system 
also outputs a digital signal for display of radar altitude 
on the HUD from 0 to 5,000 feet during takeoff and 
landings. 

The radar altimeter has two modes of operation. In 
the search mode, the system successively examines in- 
crements of range until the complete altitude range is 
searched for a return signal. When a return signal is 
detected, the system switches to the track mode and 
tracks the return signal to provide continuous altitude 
information. 
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INPUT NAME 

ALTITUDE 

Baro pressure 

Bearing 

UNITS LIMITS SIGN FIELD/PROMPT DIR OF ENTR! 

FT -5000 to *(I) QXXXXXX (2) RT to LT 
+131071 (5) 

IN HG 25 to 35 NONE xX.xX RT to LT 

DEG 1 to 360 NONE XXX RT to LT 

Channelnumber 1 - lot0 127 NONE 1 XX 1 RTtoLT 

Coverage 

Direction 

Heading 

Latitude 

DEG 

DEG 

DEG 

DEG. MIN 

oto180 

1 to 360 

1 to 360 

-90 to +90 

NONE x)(x 

NONE XXX 

NONE XXX 

S, N (3) QbXXbXXXX 

RT to LT 

RT to LT 

RT to LT 

(4) LT to RT 

Longitude DEG, MIN -180 to +1eo W E (3) QbXXXbXXXX (5) LT to RT 

Magnetic variation DEG -1eoto +I80 W, E (3) XXX.XbQ RT to LT 

IFT number - 0 to 31 NONE XX RT to LT 

Waypoint number - 1 to20 NONE XX RT to LT 

Weapon option - 

Range NMI 

Sector - 

0 to 6 NONE X RT to LT 

0 to 500 NONE )- - 00(.X RT to LT 

1 to 6 NONE X 1 RTtoLT 

Carrier speed 1 KNOTS IOto64 NONE I XX I RTtoLT 

IFT TGT speed 

Wind speed 

Time 

KNOTS 

KNOTS 

HRS 
MIN, SEC 

0 to 2047 

0 to 200 

oto23 
oto59 

NONE XxXx 

NONE XXX 

NONE XXXXbXX 

RT to LT 

RT to LT 

(4) LT to RT 
(5) 

Vertical lever arm FT lOto 1 NONE I XXX 1 RTtoLT 

Map lines 

Map offset 

Target length 

- oto99 NONE Xx RT to LT 

Fr *131071 k(l) QXXXXXX RT to LT 

NMI O-2048 NONE xX)(x.X RT to LT 

Command course 1 DEG I l-360 1 NONE I XXX I RTtoLT 

Notes: 

(1) If a sign is not input, the number is assumed positive, 

(2) Prompt underscores disappear as numerics are input. Pressing ‘BKSP’ will delete a keyed-in numeric 
and the underscore will reappear. Continued backspacing will delete inputs in the reverse order in which 
they were input. If the prompt is a single underscore, it disappears upon the first keyed entry. When back- 
spacing, it will reappear when the first keyed entry has been deleted. 

(3) Qualifiers ‘s’. ‘N’, ‘E’. ‘w’, ‘+’ and ‘-’ can be keyed in before, after or during keying of numeric data. 
‘BKSP’ will not delete these symbols; however, they can be overwritten. The last keyed symbol will be im- 
plemented. Depression of ‘CLR’ will also reset the total scratchpad. 

(4) Trailing zeroes for minutes and seconds will be assumed if not entered from keypad. 

(5) ‘b’ implies blank or space: ‘Q’ implies qualifier (S, N, E, W, +, -). 

Figure 2-122. Data Entry Parameters 
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When the radar altimeter drops out of the track mode, 
an OFF flag appears and the pointer is hidden by a mask. 
The altimeter remains inoperative until a return signal is 
received, at which time the altimeter will again indicate 
actual altitude above terrain. 

Reliable system operation in the altitude range of 0 
to 5,000 feet permits close altitude control at minimum 
altitudes. The system will operate normally in bank 
angles up to 45O and in climb or dives except when the 
reflected signal is too weak. 

The system includes a height indicator (altimeter), a 
test light on the indicator, a low-altitude warning tone, 
a radar receiver-transmitter under the forward cockpit, 
and two antennas (transmit and receive) one on each side 
of the IR fairing, in the aircraft skin. During descent, the 
warning tone is heard momentarily when the aircraft 
passes through the altitude set on the limit index. When 
the aircraft is below this altitude, the red low-altitude 
warning light on the indicator stays on. 

Note 
If radar altitude is unreliable, only the OFF 
flag is present. 

The radar altimeter receives power from the ac essen- 
tial bus No. 1 through the RADAR ALTM circuit 
breaker (4B3) and from dc essential bus No. 1 through 
the ALT LOW WARN circuit breaker (7B6). The radar 
altimeter has a minimum warmup time of 3 minutes. 
During this time, failure indications and erroneous re- 
adouts should be disregarded. 

2.35.4.1 Radar Altimeter. The radar altimeter (FO- 
12) on the pilot instrument panel has the only controls 
for the system. The indicator displays radar altitude 
above the Earth’s surface on a single-turn dial that is 
calibrated from 0 to 5,000 feet in decreasing scale to 
provide greater definition at lower altitudes. The control 
lmob in the lower right comer of the indicator is a com- 
bination power switch, self-test switch, and positioning 
control for the low-altitude limit bug. 

2.35.4.2 Altimeter BIT. Depressing and holding 
the control knob energizes the self-test circuitry; the 
green test light illuminates, the indicator reads 100 
+lO feet, and the HUD altitude scale reads approxi- 
mately 100 feet. If the indicator passes below the al- 
timeter limit bug setting, the aural and visual warnings 
are triggered. Normal operation is resumed by releas- 
ing the control knob. 

2.35.4.3 Low-Altitude Aural Warning. A low- 
altitude aural warning alarm provides a 1000 Ha tone, 

modulated at two pulses per second, lasting for 5 sec- 
onds. The tone is available to both crewmembers when 
the airwail descends below the altitude set on the low- 
altitude limit bug. 

2.35.5 Vertical Velocity indicator. The wrtical ve- 
locity indicator on the left side of the pilot and RIO 
instmment panel is a sealed case connected to a static 
pressure line through a calibrated leak. It’indicates rate 
ofclimb or descent. Sudden or abrupt changes in attitude 
may cause erroneous indications because of the sudden 
change of airflow over the static probe. 

2.35.6 Standby Compass. A conventional standby 
compass is above the pilot instrument panel. It is a semi- 
float-type compass suspended in compass fluid. 

2.35.7 Clock. A mechanical 8&y clock is on the in- 
strument panel in each cockpit. It incorporates a l-hour 
elapsed-time capability. A winding and setting selector 
is in the lower left comer of the instrument face. The 
knob is turned in a clockwise direction to wind the clock 
and pulled out to set the hour and minute hands. An 
elapsed time selector in the upper right comer controls 
the elapsed time mechanism. This mechanism starts, 
stops, and resets the sweep second and elapsed time 
hands. 

2.36 ANGLE-OF-ATTACK SYSTEM 

The AOA system measures the angle between the 
longitudinal axis of the aircrat? and the relative wind. 
This is used for approach monitoring and to warn of an 
approaching stall. Optimum approach AOA is not 
affected by gross weight, bank angle, density alti- 
tude, or load configuration (see Figure 2-123 for 
AOA conversions). 

The system includes a probe-type transmitter, ap- 
proach lights, an indicator, and an indexer. The indexer 
and approach lights are controlled by the indicator, 
which is electrically slaved to the sensor probe transmit- 
ter. In flight, the probe, which is on the left side of the 
fuselage, aligns itself with the relative airtlow like a 
weather vane. 

Probe anti-icing is provided by means of a 115-Vat 
heating element along the probe and probe housing. The 
heating element is controlled by the ANTI-ICE switch 
on the pilot right console. During ground operation, 
probe heat is on with the landing gear handle down and 
the switch in ORIDE/ON. With weight on wheels, the 
position OFF/OFF and AUTO/OFF deactivate the probe 
heating element. 
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SEA LEVEL 

10 

0 

Figure 2-123. Angle-of-Attack Conversion (Sheet 1 of 2) 
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SEA LEVEL 
INDICATED PRESSURE 

DATE JAN”ARY 1974 
DATA BASIS: FUGHT TEST ALTITUDE 35,000 FEET 

AlRCRAFT CONFIO”RATION: 
FLAPS,?.LATS UP, OEAR UP. SPEED BRAKES 
RETRACTED - cmc OPERATIONAL 14, 
AIM-7F 

Figure 2-123. Angle-of-Attack Conversion (Sheet 2 of 2) 
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2.36.1 AOA Test. A safety of flight check of the 
AOA indicator and other aircratt instruments can be 
performed while in flight or on the deck when INST is 
selected on the pilot’s MASTER TEST switch, the ref- 
erence bar on the AOA indicator should indicate 18.0 
33.5 tits. A check of the indexer can be made by 
selecting LTS on the MASTER TEST switch. 

2.36.2 AOA Indicator. This indicator (Figure 2- 
124) displays the aircraft AOA and provides a stall 
warning reference marker, a cliib bug, cruise bug, and 
an AOA approach reference bar for landing approach. 

AOA is displayed by a vertical tape on a calibrated 
scale from 0 to 30 units, equivalent to a range of -10’ to 
+40° of rotation of the probe. The approach reference 
bar is provided for approach (on speed) AOA at 15 units. 
The AOA indexer and approach lights will automat- 
ically follow the indicator. 

Theclimbreferencemarkerissetat5.0unim,thecmise 
markerat8.5uoits,andtbestallwamingmarkerat29unitp. 
These reference markers am preset to the optimum AOA 
values and cannot be changed by the pilot. 

2.36.3 AOA Indexer. The AOA indexer on the pilot 
glareshield (Figure 2-124) has two arrows and a circle 

illuminated by colored lamps to provide approach infor- 
mation. The relay-operated contacts in the AOA indica- 
tor also control the AOA indexer. The upper arrow is for 
high AOA (green), the lower arrow is for low AOA 
(red), and the circle is for optimum AOA (amber). When 
both an arrow and a circle appear, an intermediate posi- 
tion is indicated. 

2.36.3.1 Indexer Lights. The indexer lights func- 
tion only when the landing gear ham-lie is down. A 
flasher tit causes the indexer lights to pulsate when the 
arresting hook is up and the HOOK BY-PASS switch is 
in CARRIER. The intensity of the indexer lights is con- 
trolled by the INDEXER thumbwheel control on the 
pilot MASTER LIGHT panel. 

2.36.4 Approach Lights. The approach lights con- 
sist of red, amber, and green indicator lights above the 
nosegear strut. The lights are actuated by the AOA in- 
dicator and provide qualitative AOA information to the 
landing signal officer during landing approaches. A 
flasher unit in the AOA system will cause the approach 
lights to pulsate when the arresting hook is up with the 
landmg gear down and the HOOK BY-PASS switch is 
in the CARRIER position. When the FIELD position of 
the HOOK BY-PASS switch is selected, the flasher unit 
is disabled. 

ANGLE-OF-ATTACK 
INDICATOR 

Figure 2-124. Angle-of-Attack Displays 
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A green approach light indicates a high AOA, slow 
airspeed, an amber light indicates optimum AOA; and 
a red approach light indicates a low AOA, fast airspeed. 

2.37 CANOPY SYSTEM 

The cockpit is enclosed by a one-piece, clamshell, 
rea&nged canopy. Provisions are included to protect 
the pilot and RIO Born lightning strikes by the installa- 
tion of aluminum tape on the canopy above the heads of 
the crew. Normal opening and closing of the canopy is 
by a pneumatic and hydraulic actuator with a separste 
pneumatic actuator for locking and unlocking. The csn- 
opy can be opened to approximately 25” for ingress and 
egress in approximately 8 to 10 seconds. In emergen- 
cies, the canopy can be jettisoned t?om either crew po- 
sition or externally from either side of the forward 
fuselage. For rescue procedures, see paragraph 12.1.6. 

The maximum permitted taxi speed and 
headwind component with the canopy open 
is 60 knots. 

Note 
An occasional howl inside the canopy may 
occur in some aircraft when subjected to an 
approximate 4g maneuver. The howl has 
been attriiuted to the canopy rain seals; when 
they are removed the howl disappears. A 
canopy howl in aircraft with rain seals in- 
stalled does not limit aircraft operation. 

The canopy system is controlled with the canopy 
control handle under the right forward canopy sill at 
each crew position. An external canopy control handle 
is on the leg side of the fuselage directly below the 
boarding ladder. A CANOPY caution light on the RIO 
CAUTION ADVISORY panel illuminates when the 
canopy is not locked. A LADKNPY cautionlight on the 
pilot CAUTION ADVISORY panel illuminates when 
the canopy is not locked or the ladder is not stowed. 
Electrical power for the caution lights is supplied from 
the essential dc bus No. 2, through the CAN/LAD/ 
CAUTION/EJECT CMD IND circuit breaker (8C5). A 
l-inch by 2-inch white stripe is painted on the canopy 
hame and sill above the canopy control handle panel. 
Alignment of this stripe provides an additional visual 
guide that the canopy is in a closed-and-locked position. 

Pmmatic pressure for normal canopy operation is 
stored in ah&h-pressure, dry-nitrogen XW-VO~ sticing 
is accomplished externally through the nose wheelwell. 
Normal pressure should be serviced to 3,000 psi. A 

pressure gauge in the nose wheelwell should be checked 
during preflight. A fully charged nitrogen bottle pm- 
vides approximately 10 complete cycles (open and 
close) of the canopy before the system is reduced to a 
minimum operating pressure of 225 psi. If pneumatic 
pressure drops below 225 psi, the canopy connol module 
automatically prevents iiuther depletion of the main reser- 
voirandthecanopymustbe.openedbytheauxiharymoda. 

2.37.1 Canopy Operation 

2.37.1.1 External Canopy Controls. Access to 
the external canopy control is obtained through au access 
door on the left titselage directly below the boarding lad- 
der.Pullingthehandleoutandroratingitcounterclockwise 
to NORM CL closes the canopy. Rotating huther counter- 
clockwise to the BOOST close position will allow the 
canopy to be closed under a high headwind or cold- 
weather conditions. If BOOST is used to close the canopy, 
the handle should be returned to NORM CL. Rotating it 
clockwise to NORM OPEN opens the canopy under nor- . mal opemtmg conditions and rotating it further to AUX 
OPEN allows the canopy to be opened manually. 

Note 
NORM OPEN is not detenti, therefore, do 
not rotate. the handle further clockwise unless 
the AUX OPEN position is desired. Using 
AUX OPEN unnecessatily will deplete the 
auxiliary uplock nitrogen bottle. 

2.37.1.2. Cockpit Canopy Controls. The canopy 
pneumatic and hydraulic system is operated by actuation 
of either of the cockpit control handles (Figure 2-125), 
or the external control handle, which positions valves 
within the pneumatic control module to open or close 
the canopy. The canopy pneumatic and pyrotechnic sys- 
tems are shown on FO-15. Modes of operation available 
are: OPEN, AUX OPEN, HOLD, CLOSE, andBOOST. 

Flightcrews shall ensure that hands and for- 
eign objects are clear of front cockpit hand- 
holds, top and sides of ejection seat head- 
boxes, and canopy sills to prevent personal 
injury and/or structural damage during can- 
opy opening or closing sequence. Foreign 
objects can catch ejection system initiators 
on the right aft side of the ejection seat head- 
boxes causing inadvertent ejection even with 
seat locking handles safe. Only minimum 
clearance is afforded when canopy is trausit- 
ing fore or aft. 
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NOMENCLATURE FUNCTION 

a 
CANOPY caution light Advises RIO canopy is not in a down and locked position. 
(RIO) 

0 $gyy caution Advises pilot boarding ladder is not in the up and locked position or that 
the canopy is not in the down and locked position. 

0 
BOOST Used to close the canopy in cold or hot weather or when headwinds are 

greater than 30 to 60 knots. 

0 
CLOSE Used under all flight conditions. 

@ 
HOLD Used to hold canopy in any position other than closed. 

0 
OPEN Used to open the canopy under normal conditions, 

c9 
AUX OPEN Used to open canopy manually, which is required when nitrogen bottle 

pressure drops below 225 psi. 

0 
CANOPY JETTISON Used to jettison canopy. 
handle 

Figure Z-125. Cockpit Canopy Control Handle and Indicator Lights 
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2.37.1.2.1 Open. When OPEN is selected, nitrogen 
is ported to the locking actuator through the Contml 

module and the canopy is moved aft disengaging the 
canopy hooks from the sill hooks. Pneumatic pressure 

is then ported to the canopy actuator to raise the canopy. 

2.37.1.2.2 Hold. SelectionofCANOPY HOLDdur- 
ing transition of the canopy stops the canopy in any 
intermediate position between closed and open by pms- 
surizing the lock valves in the canopy actuator. These 
lock valves stop the transfer of hydraulic fluid. 

With the canopy in any intermediate (CANOPY 
HOLD) position, moving the handle slowly toward 
OPEN will allow the canopy to begin to close until the 
handle is Enally in OPEN. This occurs because the fast 
motion of the handle moves the selector valve cam, 
which vents preasme from the lock valves and allows 
the canopy weight to transfer hydraulic fluid. Once the 
selector valve cam is completely moved to OPEN, 
pressure is then applied to the open side of the canopy 
actuator. 

If the canopy handle is left in an intemmdiate 
position for an extended period, the canopy 
will slowly close. 

2.37.1.2.3 Close. In CLOSE it allows the canopy to 
close under normal conditions (30~knot headwind) us- 
ing its own weight without an expenditure of stored 
nitrogen. When the control handle is set to CLOSE, both 
sides of the canopy actuator are vented to the atmos- 
phere, allowing the canopy to lower itself. The fti 
closing motion actuates a pneumatic timer, which di- 
rects pressure from the control module to the locking 
actuator and the canopy is moved forward to engage the 
canopy hooks in the sill hooks. 

To close the canopy under high headwind conditions 
(30 to 60 knots) or when difficulty is experienced be- 
cause of hot or cold temperatums, BOOST is used. The 
BOOST mode is activated by rotating the canopy con- 
trol handle outboard past the CLOSE stop and pushing 
the handle forward. With the control handle in this po- 
sition, the control module ports additional regulated 
pneumatic pressure to the closed side of the canopy 
actuator. If BOOST is used to close the canopy, the 
handle should be retumed to CLOSE. 

2.37.1.3 Auxiliary Canopy Opening. When the 
main pneumatic reservoir pressure is reduced to 225 psi, 
the canopy control module automatically prevents fur- 

ther depletion of reservoir pressure and the canopy must 
be opened manually. Actuation of the auxihary mode 
can be at&ted Born either the pilot or RIO canopy 
control handle or from the ground external canopy con- 
trol. To open the canopy from the cockpit in tbis mode, 
the canopy control handle in the cockpit must be rotated 
outboard to move the handle past the OPEN stop and 
then pulled aft to AUX OPEN. This activates a pneu- 
matic valve, which admits regulated pneumatic pressure 
Born an auxiliary nitrogen bottle to the locking actuator 
and moves the canopy aft out of the sill locks. When the 
canopy isunlocked, pneumatic pressure t+om the main 
reservoirisportedtotheopensideofthecanopyactuator 
to counterbalance the weight of the canopy, allowing the 
canopy to be manually opened or closed by the flight- 
Crew. 

Before leaving the cockpit, the control handle should 
be returned to HOLD. If left in AUX OPEN, the can- 
opy’s own weight or a tailwind could force the canopy 
down with low pressure in the main reservoir. Once the 
auxiliary canopy unlock bottle is used, the canopy will 
not return to the normal mode of operation and cannot 
be locked closed until the auxiliary pneumatic selector 
valve on the aft canopy deck is manually reset (lever in 
vertical position). 

The auxiliary canopy unlock nitrogen bottle is on the 
turtlebackbehmdthecanopyhingelme(refertoFO-15). 
Servicing of the auxiliary bottle is thnmgh the small 
access panel immediately behind the canopy on this 
turtleback. A tidly charged bottle will provide approxi- 
mately 20 canopy cycling operations in the auxiliary 
openmode. 

2.37.1.4 Canopy Jettison. Tbecanopy canbe jetti- 
soned fioin either cockpit or tium external controls on 
each side of the foselage. An internal control handle in 
each cockpit (Figure 2-125) is on the forward right side 
of each flightcmw instrument panel and is painted yei- 
low and black for ease of identification. To activate the 
jettison control handle, squeeze the bmer face of the 
handle and then pull. 

The length ofpull is approximately one-half to three- 
quarter inch, and the handle comes tkee of the aircraft 
when actuated. Pulling either CANOPY JBTTISON 
handle actuates an initiator that ignites the canopy sepa- 
ration charge and actuates the canopy gas generator. The 
canopy separation charge ignites the expanding, 
shielded, mild-detonating cord lines, routed through the 
canopy sill hooks, breaking the sill hook tinngiile bolt. 
This allows the hooks to rotate upward, releasing the 
canopy. The canopy gas generator produces high- 
pressure gas that forces the canopy hydraulic actuator 
shaft upward, ballistically removing the canopy. 
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Ejection through the canopy can result in injury and 
is provided only as a backup method, therefore, the 
canopy is jettisoned as part of the normal ejection so- 
quence. An upward pull on the ejection seat firing han- 
dle jettisons the canopy prior to ejection. 

2.37.1.4.1 External Canopy Jettison Han- 
dles. There are two external emergency jettison han- 
dles located on the lower left and right t%selage below 
the pilot cockpit, appropriately marked for rescue. 
Opening either access door and pulling the T-handle 
tires an initiator that detonates the canopy separation 
charge and actuates the canopy gas generator. The se- 
quence is the same as when the cockpit handles are 
pulled. The jettison control handles require squeezing 
the inner face of the handle and then pulling for actua- 
tion. The length of pull is approximately one-half to 
three-quarter inch and the T-handle comes Bee on the 
aircraft when actuated. Refer to Chapter 12 for canopy 
external jettisoning procedures. 

2.38 EJECTION SYSTEM 

The aircraft is equipped with an automatic electroni- 
cally sequenced command escape system incorporating 
two Navy aircrew common ejection seat (SJU-17(V) 
3/A (pilot) and SJU-17(V) 4/A (RIO)) rocket-assisted 
ejection seats. Both seats are identical in operation and 
differ only in nozzle direction of their lateral thrust mo- 
tors, which provide a divergent ejection trajectory away 
from the aircratt path. When either crewmember initi- 
ates the command escape system, the canopy is ballisti- 
cally jettisoned and each cmwmember is ejected in a 
preset-time sequence. Tbe RIO is ejected to the left and 
the pilot to the right. 

Safe escape is provided for most combinations of 
aim&I altitude, speed, attitude, and flightpatb within an 
envelope from zero airspeed, zero altitude in a substan- 
tially level attitude to a maximum speed of 600 KCAS 
between zero altitude and 50,000 feet. Preflight proce- 
dures are shown in Chapter 7 of this manual; ejection 
procedures are discussed in Chapter 16. Ejection se- 
quence is illustrated in FO-16 and FO-17. 

Loose gear in the cockpit is a FOD and mis- 
sile hazard, especially during carrier opera- 
tions, maneuvering flight, or ejection 
sequellces.Crariageofgearthatcannotbecon- 
tained in the wckpit stomge wmparmledlt shall 
be kept to a minimum consistent with mission 
requirements and the mission environment 
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2.38.1 Ejection Seat. The NACES seat (Figure 
2-126) is provided with a rocket-deployed 6.5 meter 
(20-foot), aeroconical, steerable parachute that is 
packed with a ribbon extraction drogue in a container 
behind the seat occupant’s head. The seat bucket holds 
the smvival kit and also has the seat tiring handle and 
other operating controls. The parachute risers attach to 
the crewmember’s torso harness by means of seawater- 
activated release switches. Normal ejection includes 
canopy jettison before the seats are catapulted out of the 
cockpit; however, the parachute container is fitted with 
canopy penetratora. This permits a backup ejection 
through the canopy after a time delay in the event of 
safe-and-arm unit failure or failure of the canopy to 
separate t?om the aircraft. 

After ejection has been initiated, two pitot heads 
mounted next to the parachute container are deployed. 
Airspeed and altitude are provided to the battery- 
operated electronic sequencer mounted under the para- 
chute container. The sequencer, which also receives 
static pressure, uses the information to determine the 
proper sequencing of deployment of the seat dmgue and 
parachute and release of the harness locks. Depending 
on seat altitude and airspeed, the seat drogue, which is 
catapult-deployed t?om a canister on the back of the seat 
and has a three-point attachment bridle, can be used to 
stabilixetheseat, slow its descent, orbejettisonedbefore 
the parachute deployment rocket is tit& To ensure 
parachute deployment and man-seat separation, a bar+ 
static release operates to tire the parachute deployment 
rocket and release the hamess locks in the event of 
complete or partial sequencer failure. As a further 
backup, operating the manual release handle on the seat 
bucket will also fire the parachute deployment rocket 
and release the harness locks. 

2.38.1.1 Seat Firing Handle. Ejection is initiated 
by pulling up on the seat firing handle on the tiont of the 
seat bucket between the crewmember’s thighs. This ac- 
tion operates linkage that withdraws the sears t?om the 
two seat initiator cartridges, commencing the ejection 
sequence. 

238.12 SAWARMED Handle. ?be SNARMED 
handle on the right side of the seat bucket forward of the 
manual override handle is the only control for arming 
and saSng the seat. (On the ground, a safety pin is also 
installed in the seat ftig handle.) The handle locks in 
the selected position. It is operated by releasing a catch 
to remove the locking plunger. When the handle is IX+ 
tated forward (up) to safe the seat, the SAFE legend is 
displayed on a white background and a safetyplungeris 
inse-tted into the firing handle linkage so that the handle 
cannot be pulled up, rendering the seat inoperative. 
Rotating the handle aft (down) displays the ARMED 
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CATAPULT MANIFOLD VALVE 

CANOPY PENETRATOR (2) \ -I 

SEAWARS (2) \ 

LH PITOT 
(STOWED) 

PARACHUTE 

STICKER STRAP (2) 

MANUAL OVERRIDE 
HANDLE \ 

SAFE/ARM 
HANDLE 

DEPLOYMENT 

LH BALLISTIC 

HARNESS 
LAP BELT (2) 

PERSONNEL SERVICES 
DISCONNECT BLOCK 

LEG RESTRAINT 
HARNESS LOCK 

LINE SNUBBER (2) 
CONTROL LEVER 

EJECTION CONTROL 
HANDLE SAFETY PIN 

/ “I4 \\ \ LATERAL 
’ THRUST MOTOR 

(FORWARD SEAT - LH SIDE; 
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Figure 2-126. Ejection Seat (Shed 1 of 2) 
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Figure 2-126. Ejection Seat (Sheet 2 of 2) 
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legend on a yellow-black striped background. This pulls 
the safety plunger from the tiring handle linkage, being 
the handle and allowing the seat to be fmd. With the 
canopy closed, the SEAT UNARMED caution light in 
the RIO cockpit is illuminated if the SAFE/ARMED 
handle on either seat is in the SAFE position. 

2.38.1.3 Manual Override Handle. The manual 
override handle on the right side of seat bucket behind 
the SAFE/ARMED handle is connected by linkage tc 
the lower harness lock release mechanism and to an 
initiator in the seat bucket. The handle is locked in the 
down position by a catch operated by a thumb button at 
the forward end of the handle. Depressing the thumb 
button allows the handle to be rotated aft. Operating the 
handle also rotates the SAFE/ARMED handle to the 
SAFE position. A catch in the lower part of the manual 
release handle must be reset before the handle can be 
returned to the down position. With the seat in the air- 
craft, operation of the handle linkage is restricted by the 
pin puller and releases only the lower locks, negative-g 
strap, and the leg restraint line locks to permit emer- 
gency ground egress with the survival kit attached. 

Note 
The parachute risers and persoMe serv- 
ices must be disconnected manually. 

After ejection, the pin puller disengages permitting 
liuther movement of the linkage so that operating the 
handle releases the lower harness locks and fires the 
manual override initiator that provides gas pressure to 
release the upper torso harness lo&s and fue the para- 
chute deployment rocket in the event of automatic se- 
quencing failure. 

2.38.1.4 Torso Harness. The torso harness is worn 
by the crewmember and takes the place of a separate 
lapbelt and shoulder harness. The upper torso harness is 
connected by release fittings (Koch fittings) to the iner- 
tial reel via straps passed through roller yokes attached 
to the parachute risers. The release fittings incorporate 
SEWARS to allow automatic release on saltwater entry. 
A fitting on the lower part of the torso harness connects 

to the negative-g strap, and two buckles connect to the 
seat lapbelt fittings. Lapbelt girth can be adjusted to 
accommodate the individual crewmember by adjusting 
each belt strap. 

2.38.1.5 Harness Lock Control Lever. The bar- 
ness lock control lever on the left side of the seat bucket 
has two detented positions. In the forward (locked) po- 
sition, forward movement of the occupant is restricted 
and any slack created by rearward movement is taken 
up by the inertial reel. The control is locked in this 

position by a detent. In the aft position, the occupant can 
move forward freely, unless the reel locks owing to 
excessive forward velocity. When the forward velocity 
decreases suft%iently, the inertia straps are released 
without the necessity of repositioning the manual con- 
trol. Both straps feed from the same shaft, and it is 
impossible for one to lock without the other. If the reel 
is locked manually the control must be positioned aft to 
the unlocked position to release the straps. 

2.38.1.8 Leg Restraints. Theleggartersandrestmint 
cords keep the occupant’s leg firmly against the leg rests 
during ejection. The garters are placed around the leg 
below the calf and above the knee. 

The leg-restraint cords are attached to the aircraft 
deck and routed through the seat snubber box structure. 
They are then passed through garter rings and snapped 
into the leg-line locks. The garter rings are snapped into 
the bayonet fitting when strapping in. Leg-line release 
is accomplished by pulling the manual override handle. 
Leg restraints may be adjusted by pulling the tab on the 
inner side of each leg-line snubber box. 

2.38.1.7 Negative-G Strap. The negative-g strap is 
not incorporated in the F-14D NACES ejection seat 

2.38.1.8 Seat Height Adjustment Switch. Seat 
height isadjustedbyanactuatordrivenbyasingle-phase 
1 IS-Vat electric motor. Operation of the actuator is con- 
trolled by a three-position switch on the right aft side of 
the seat bucket marked RAISE, OFF, and LOWER. The 
switch is spring loaded to the center OFF position; 
RAISE is aft and LOWER is forward. Electric power is 
supplied from phase B of the right main ac bus through 
the ACM LT/SEAT ADJ/STEADY POS LT circuit 
breaker (214). 

The seat height actuator motor has a maxi- 
mum duty cycle of 1 minute on in any 
8-minute period. 

2.38.1.9 Survival Kit. The survival kit (Figure 2-127) 
forma the sitting platform for the crewmember and con- 
sists of a fabric survival-aids container covered by a 
contoured, rigid platform with a cushion on top to pro- 
vide a firm seat and additional comfort for the crew- 
member. The kit is retained in position by pivot fittings 
at the front and lugs attached to the lower harness locks 
at the rear. Attached to the lower harness lock lugs are 
two adjustable harness lap straps with integral lapbelt 
release t3ting.9. 
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The wvival kit accommodates a liferaft, an emer- 
gency oxygen cylinder, and the survival aids. The emer- 
gency oxygen cylinder is mounted to the underside of 
the platform, a pressure gauge is on the left thigh sup- 
port, and a green manual operating handle is on the left 
side of the platform. The emergency oxygen is also 
automatically activated during ejection by a static line 
coMected to the cockpit floor. 

Note 

Flow of oxygen from the emergency cylinder 
can be stopped by reseating the manual 
actuation handle. 

A URT-33C radio locator beacon is in a cutout in the 
left thigh support and is connected to the cockpit floor 
by a static operating cable so that it can be automatically 
actuateddmingejection(ifdesired).Thefabricsurvival- 
aids container can be deployed on a lowering line after 
ejection by pulling on either of the two yellow handles 
located on the back side. The liferaft is automatically 
inflated when the survival-aids container is deployed. 
Contents of the survival-aids container may vary de- 
pending on the area of operation, but the following is a 
typical list: 

1. Liferafl dye markers 

2. Signal flares 

3. Morse code and signal card 

4. Space blanket 

5. Desalter kit or canned water 

6. 50 feet of nylon cord 

7. Bailing sponge 

8. SRU-31/P tlightcmw survival kit, 

If over water, the survival-aids container should be 
deployed on its lowering line before reaching the surface 
to make the raft immediately available on landing. If 
over land, it should not be deployed. This will reduce 
the risk of entanglement and protect against injury. 

2.38.1 .I 0 Rocket Motor. The rocket motor is on the 
bottom of the seat bucket. It is ignited by a lanyard 
attached to the cockpit floor as the catapult nears the end 
of its stroke. The rocket thrust is approximately 4,800 
pounds for .25 second and sustains the thrust of the 
catapult to carry the seat to a sufficient height for a safe 

zero/zero ejection t?om a level attitude. The rocket mo- 
tor nozzles are inclined so that the thrust passes close to 
the cg of the seat and occupant. The motor also includes 
a lateral thrust nozzle that imparts a divergent trajectory 
carrying the seat away from the aircraft flightpath. 

2.38.2 Command Ejection Lever. A command 
ejection lever (Figure 2-128) above the RIO left out- 
board console allows the RIO to select either pilot or 
RIO control of the command ejection system. Each po- 
sition has an internal locking detent. The handle is un- 
locked by lifting upward and moved by a forward or aft 
motion. If the handle is released before reaching the aft 
position, it is spring loaded to return forward. It will 
automatically lock in the forward position; however a 
downward motion is required to positively lock it into 
the aft position. To select MC0 command ejection po- 
sition, raise the handle and pull aft. An EJECT CMD 
flip-flop-type indicator on the landing gear panel indi- 
cates the command mode selected. The RIO may eject 
individually when the command ejection lever is in the 
pilot control position. When the command ejection lever 
is in the MC0 command position, the RIO can initiate 
ejection of both seats. Regardless of the position of the 
commandejectionlever, an ejectioninitiatedbythepilot 
will always eject both crewmen. Command ejection by 
either crewmember will eject the RIO fust and the pilot 
0.4 second later. Depending on aircraft dynamics, the 
total time for command ejection.of both seats in the 
normal (safe and arm device) mode is from 0.4 to 0.9 
second; in the backup initiator mode, the total time is 1.5 
second. 

2.38.3 Ejection Initiation. With the SAFWARMED 
handle in the ARMED (down) position, pulling the seat 
ftig handle upward to the extent of its travel begins the 
ejection by pulling the sears on the seat initiators. The 
following events occur: 

1. Canopy jettison is initiated. 

2. The powered inertia reel retracts, pulling the crew- 
member back in the seat. 

3. The delay initiators are activated. These initiators 
have built-in delays of 1 .O second for the RIO seat 
and 1.5 seconds for the pilot seat. 

4. The restriction is removed from the manual over- 
ride mechanism. 

5. The 4.0~second delay cartridge for the barostatic 
release is initiated. 

6. The safe and armed device is armed. 
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NOMENCLATURE FUNCTION 

a 
EJECT CMD lever PILOT - 
(RIO cockpit) 

Ejection initiated by the pilot will eject himself and RIO (RIO 
first). Ejection initiated by the RIO will eject only the RIO. Pilot 
eject command indicator -PILOT. 

@ pEJ:MD W-flop) 

MC0 - Ejection initiated by the pilot will eject himself and RIO (RIO 
first). Ejection initiated by the RIO will eject himself and pilot 
(RIO first). Pilot eject command indicator -MCO. 

PILOT - Indicates command ejection lever is in PILOT. Only the pilot can 
eject himself and RIO -RIO-initiated ejection will eject only 
himself. 

MC0 - Indicates command ejection lever is in MCO. Both pilot and RIO 
can eject both flightcrew members -RIO will eject first. 

Figure 2-128. Command Ejection Lever 
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when canopy jettison is complete, a lanyard attached 
to the canopy pulls a sear, fbing the safe and arm device. 
This initiates the thermal battories that power the seat 
electronic sequencer and fires the two-stage catapult, 
ejecting the seat. The RIO seat is fired immediately on 
tiring ofthe safe and arm device, while the pilot seat is 
delayed 0.4 second, The IFJr switch is actuated when the 
pilot seat is fired. 

If the canopy fails to se~mrate or the safe and arm 
device does not tire, the backup initiators operate at the 
expiration of their&lays, firing the RIO seat 1.0 second 
after fbing handle actuation and the pilot seat 0.5 second 
later, through the canopy. 

As the seat ascends the guide rails, the following 
events occur: 

1. The multipurpose initiator lanyards begin to 
withdraw. 

2. Personnel services between seat and aircratl are 
diSCOMCCtCd. 

3. The emergency oxygen supply is initiated. 

4. The emergency locator beacon is activated. 

5. The leg restraint lmes am drawn &rough the snub 
hers and restrain the crewmember’s legs to the 
f?ontofthesaatbucket.WhenthelegmstraintlJmes 
become taut, the break ring in each line fails and 
the lines are tIeed from the r&craft. The snubbers 
prevent forward movement of the legs. 

At the end of the catapult stroke (approximately 35 
inches of seat travel), the multipurpose initiator lanyards 
become taut and withdraw the firing unit sears. This 
routes gas pressure to the electronic sequencer start 
switches, beginning sequencer timing to the pitot do- 
ployment mechanisms and to the rocket motor, firing it. 
The electronic sequencer determines the proper mode of 
seat operation based on altitude and airspeed 

2.38.4 Seat Operation After Ejection. Postejection 
operation (FO-16 and FO-17) b@ns at the end of cata- 
pult travel when the rocket motor tires and the start 
switches actuate. br normal operation, the electronic se- 
quencerselectstJreoperatingmodedopendingonaJtitude 
and ammeed. A barostatic release unit urovides an auto- 
matic b&up for electronic. operation. Four seconds after 
the seat ftig handle is pulled, the barostatic unit is 
armed permitting parachute deployment and Jramess m- 
Jesse as determind by the bamstat setting if the so 
quence~ has not functioned. As a fur&r backup, the 
crmmember can manually tire the pamchute deploy- 

ment rocket and release the Jmmess locks by using the 
mand ovemide handle. 

2.38.4.1 Electronic Sequencing. In all modes, 
following start switch actuation, the pitot heads extend, 
environmental sensing for mode selection commences, 
and the seat drogue is deployed on its tJrre+point bridle 
to stabilize and slow the seat. while this is occur&, 
the sequencer selects one of the five operating modes 
(FO-16 and FO-17) from its lookup tables based on 
sensed altitude and airspeed. The modes are described 
as follows: 

1. Mode 1 - This is the low-altitude, low-a&peed 
mode, The drogue bridle releases operate imme 
diatelx the parachute deployment rocket 6res to 
extract and deploy the parachute; and the harness 
locks are raleased, The occupant is held in the soat 
momentarily by the sticker clips. 

2. Modes 2,3, and 4 - These modes am for low to 
medimn altitudes at airspeeds in excess of 350 
knots. The drogue is ratained to slow and stabilize 
the seat. Then, the parachute deployment rocket is 
fired to extract and deploy the parachute, the 
dmgue bridle releases tha drogua; and the Jmrness 
locks are released. The occupant is held in the seat 
momomarily by the sticker clips. 

3. Mode5 - Thismodeiss&otedathighaltitude. 
The lower drogue bridle releases operato, retain- 
ingthe drogue by the upper attach point only. 
Environmental sensing restarts, and the seat is 
allowed to fall to 18,000 feet before the sequence 
continues. Then the tqrper drogue release operates, 
freeing the drogue, the parachute deployment 
rocket is fued to extract and deploy the parachute, 
and the harness Jocks are released. TJve occupant 
is momentarily held in the seat by the &i&r clips. 

In all modes, parachute deployment lifts the crew- 
member and survivel kit from the seat, pulling the 
sticker straps from the clips. 

2.38.4.2 Barostatlc Release. To ensure that the 
parachuteisdeployedandthehamesslocksarereleased. 
the barostatic releasa unit, consisting of a barostat and a 
cartridge, providas an independent automatic backup to 
the electronic sequencer.Thecartridgeis6mdonaof 
three ways: electrically by the sequencer at a praset 
altitude of 18,000 feet (FO-16 and FO-17), me&ani- 
tally by the bamstatic release unit between 14,000 and 
16,000 feet; or me&anically by gas pmssure tiom a 
4-second&lay cartridge when the mamraJ ovarride han- 
dleispuJled.Afterthetimedelay,gaspressuroisapplied 
to the bamstat cartridge tiring mechanism. Above the 
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barostat altitude setting, the mechanism is restricted 
from moving; at or below the altitude it is &se to move 
and fire the cartridge if it has not aheady been hind 
electrically. When fd the barostat cartridge provides 
gas pressure to tire the parachute deployment rocket and 
operate the harness lock release. 

2.38.4.3 Manual Override. Afterejectioqtheman- 
ual override handle provides a further backup to both the 
electronic sequencer and the barostatic release. Pulling 
the handle fires a cartridge that provides gas pressure to 
tire the parachute deployment rocket and operate the 
harness lock release. 

2.39 LIGHTING SYSTEM 

2.39.1 Exterior Lights. The exterior lights include 
position lights, formation lights, anticollision lights, a 
taxi light, approach lights, and an air refueling probe 
light. All exterior lighting controls, except for the air 
refueling probe light and approach lights, are located on 
the MASTER LIGHT panel on the pilot right console. 
The exterior lights master switch on the outboard throt- 
tle must be on for any exterior light to l?mction (except 
for approach lighta). The pilot light control panel is 
shown in Figure 2-129. A two-channel flasher unit is 
used for flashing lights. One channel flashes the anticol- 
lision and position lights and has circuit protection f?om 
the ANTICOLUXJPP POSiPOS LTS circuit breaker 
(211). The second flasher channel flashes the AOA in- 
dexer and approach lights and has circuit protection 
from the ANGLE OF ATTK IND AC circuit breaker 
(3F3). 

Note 
The anticollision, position, and supplemen- 
tary position, formation, and taxi lights are 
inoperative when operating on emergency 
generator. 

2.39.1.1 Position Lights. The position lights con- 
sist of a red light on the left wingtip, a green light on the 
right wingtip, and a white position light in the left fin 
cap assembly. Supplemental position lights include. up- 
per and lower red lights on the leg wing glove and upper 
and lower green lights on the right wing glove. When 
the wind-sweep angle is forward of 25”, the wingtip 
position lights are operational; when the wings are swept 
all of 25”, the wingtip position lights are disabled and 
the glove position lights are operational. When operat- 
ing in steady mode with the nosegear down and locked 
and the wings forward of 25’, both the wingtip position 
lights and the glove position lights are operational. The 
position lights are powered tiom the right main ac bus 
through the exterior lights master relay. 

Note 
When the anticollision lights are on, the 
flasher for the position lights is disabled and 
the lights revert to steady. 

2.39.1.2 Anticollislon Lights. There are three red, 
flashing anticollision lights. One anticollision light is 
installed in the bottom of the inframd pod on the lower 
forward fuselage. Another anticollision light is installed 
in the top forward part of the left vertical stabilizer. The 
third anticollision light is on the top aft part of the right 
vertical stabilizer and directs its anticollision beacon up 
and down. 

The lower fuselage forward anticollision light re- 
mainsoffduringtakeoffandlandingwiththenosewheel 
door open. With the nosewheel door closed, the lower 
tirselage forward anticollision light will operate with the 
ANTI COLLISION light switch set to ON. The anticol- 
liiionlights are powered throughthe right mainbus with 
circuit protection on the RIO ac right main circuit 
breaker panel TAXI/FORM LT (3A2). 

2.39.1.3 Formation Lights. The formation lights 
consist of wingtip lights on each wing, fuselage lights, 
and vertical fin tip lights on both sides of the aircraft. 

All formation lights are green. Intensity of the lights 
is controlled by the FORMATION thumbwheel on the 
MASTER LIGHT panel. Electrical power is supplied 
through the right main bus with circuit protection on the 
RIO ac right main circuit breaker panel TAXI/FORM 
LT (3A2). 

2.39.1.4 Taxi Light. The taxi light installed on the 
nosewheel is a fixed-position light. A limit switch on the 
nosegear door will turn the light off when the gear is 
retracted. A two-position, ON and OFF, switch is on the 
MASTER LIGHT panel. Electrical power is supplied 
through the right main bus with circuit protection on the 
RIO circuit breaker panel TAXI/FORM LT (3A2). 

2.39.2 Interior Lights. The interior lighting of the 
cockpit consists of red instrument panel and console 
panel lights, red and white floodlights for additional 
console and instrument panel lighting, and utility/map 
lights for each flightcrew station. At the pilot station, the 
interior lights are controlled from the MASTER LIGHT 
panel on the right outboard console. The RIO can control 
the interior lighting tirn the interior light panel on the 
RIO right outboard console. 

2.39.2.1 Instrument and Console Panel 
Lights. All flight instrnme.nts in the pilot and RIO in- 
strument panel and console panel lights are lighti by 
white lighting. Individual thumbwheel controls are 
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Figure 2-129. Cockpit Light Chtrols (Sheet 1 of 3) 
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NOMENCLATURE FUNCTION 

@ b.~;iOLLlSION light ON and OFF - Energizes or deenergizes the anticollision lights. When 
anticollision lights are on, the flasher unit for the position 
lights is disabled. 

@ F’z’;fON lights flasher FLASH - Causes the wing or supplementary tail and position lights 
to operate in a flashing mode with landing gear up. With 
gear down supplementary lights operate steady only. 

STEADY - With the wing and tail (or either) position lights on, lights 
are on steady. 

@ ;\A;OSITION light BRT - Bright tail light 

OFF - Deenergizes tail position light 

DIM - Dim tail light 

@ WI&POSITION light BRT - Bright wing lights 

OFF - Deenergizes wing lights 

DIM - Dim wing lights 

0 
LCD panel light oto1- Dims pilot’s liquid crystal display brightness. EIG white 
thumbwheel backlighting on. 

1to14- Night variable intensity 

c9 
INDEXER thumbwheel oto14- Variable increase in intensity of indexer lights. 

0 
TAXI light switch ON - Nose gear must be down and locked.and the master 

exterior light switch must be on. 

OFF Turns light off. 

@ 
INSTRUMENT lights oto1- Turns instrument panel lights on. 
thumbwheel 

1to14 - Variable increase of intensity to a maximum brightness at 
14. 

@ ST;f+t FLOOD lights BRT - Bright light. 

Note DIM - Dim light. 
Switch must be pulled out to 
be moved to BRT or DIM. OFF - Turns light off. 

63 
CONSOLE lights oto1- Turns console lights and console white floodlights on, 
thumbwheel 

1 to14- Variable increase of console lights intensity to maximum 
brightness at 14. 

@ $JzFLOODlights BRT Bright white instrument flood and console floodlights only. 

MED White console floodlights only. 

DIM - Dim white console floodlights only. 

Figure 2-129. Co&pit Light Controls (Sheet 2 of 3) 
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NOMENCLATURE 

m FORMATION lights 

I - thumbwheel 

FUNCTION 

oto1- Turns formation lights on. 

1 to14- Variable increase of light intensity to maximum of 14. 

@ s?ri;r lights master ON Enables all exterior lights except approach lights. Dims 
approach lights to night intensity. 

OFF Permits pilot to turn off all exterior lights except approach 
lights. Sets daylight intensity on approach lights. 

Figure 2-129. Cockpit Light Controls (Sheet 3 of 3) 

provided for the pilot and RIO instrument and console 
lighting. The thumbwheels have 14 variable selections 
from 0 to 14. Initial rotation from 0 to 1 activates the 
circuitry and provides a low-intensity light. Further ro- 
tation up to a maximum intensity (14) increases the 
brightness. The INSTRUMENT thumbwheel also con- 
trolstbeintensityoftbeCALJTIONADVISORYpanels, 
the left and right vertical consoles, and the digital data 
indicator lights, which consist ofhigh- and low-intensity 
lighting. The console lights thumbwheel turns power on 
for both the console lights and the floodlights. The pilot 
and RIO instrument and console lights are protected by 
circuit breakers on the RIO ac circuit breaker panels 
(2I2,3Al, 3A2, and 3A5). Lighting for the pilot tum- 
and-slip indicator is controlled by the INSTRU- 
MENT lighting thumbwheel. The engine indicator 
group uses integral white lighting for daylight opera- 
tions, and liquid crystal display brightness is control- 
led by the LCD thumbwheel. 

2.39.2.2 Floodlights. The floodlights consist of 
4.2-watt and 20-watt white lights that illuminate the 
instrument and console panels. When navigating 
around thunderstorms, the storm floodlights should be 
turned on bright to assist in preventing temporary blind- 
ness from lighting. The STORM FLOOD toggle switch 
on the pilot master light panel and another on the RIO 
light panel are safety interlock switches that must be 
pulled up to be positioned to BRT or DIM. In DIM, 
low-intensity floodlighting is provided. 

Note 
When the storm floodlights are on (BRT or 
DIM), the intensity of the CAUTION and 
ADVISORY panel lights is increased to day 
(bright) illumination mode. 

Console and instrument panel floodlights are avail- 
able in BRT. In the MED and DIM, only console 
floodlights are available. The panel floodlights are pro- 

tected by a FLOOD LTS circuit breaker (4A6) on the 
RIO ac essential No. 1 circuit breaker panel (4A6). The 
white floodlights am protected by the STORM FLOOD 
LT circuit breaker (216) on the RIO ac right main circuit 
breaker panel. 

2.39.2.3 Utility and Map Lights. The piIot utility 
and map light is on a bracket above the right outboard 
console. The RIO utility and map light is in a bracket 
above and midway along the right and left console. Each 
light has a rheostat control including an ON and OFF on 
the rear of the lamp. A red filter may be selected by 
rotating the face ofthe lamp. Pressing the locking button 
on top of the lamp permits rotating the face of the lamp 
to reselect a white light with a flood or spot illumination 
option. An alligator clip and swivel mounting allow the 
light to be positioned on a clipboard or other convenient 
location. A flasher button on the heel of the lamp allows 
either crewmember to use the light as a signal lamp. The 
utility and map lights are supplied electrical power from 
the ac essential No. 2 bus and are protected by the UTIL- 
ITY LTS circuit breaker (3A6). 

2.39.3 Warning and Indicator Lights. Warning, 
caution, and advisory lights (Figures 2-130 and 2- 
13 1) are provided in both cockpits to alert the pilot 
and RIO of aircraft equipment malfunctions, unsafe 
operating conditions, or that a particular system is in 
operation. 

Warning lights illuminate red with black letters to 
warn of hazardous conditions that require immediate 
corrective action. Caution lights show yellow letters 
on an opaque background to indicate an impending 
dangerous condition. The lower halfofthe CAUTION 
ADVISORY panel consists of advisory lights that 
show green letters on opaque background. Advisory 
lights indicate degraded operations that may require 
corrective action. 
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Figure Z-130. Pilot Indicator Lights (Sheet 1 of 5) 
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NOMENCIATURE I FUNCTION 

0 SAM Steady illumination when a surface-to-air missile tracking radar is 
(warning) detected. Flashing when a missile has been launched. 

AM Steady illumination when an anti-aircraft tracking radar is detected. 
(warning) Flashing when an AAA radar firing signal is detected. 

cw Indicates continuous wave emitter detected. 
(warning) 

Al Steady illumination indicates an airborne interceptor tracking is detected. 
(warning) 

0 
WHEELS Flashes with flaps down more than IO”, either throftle below approximately 
(warning) 55%, and any landing gear not down and locked. 

BRAKES Indicates antiskid failure or failure of priority valve in the brake power 
(warning) module to switch to combined hydraulic system (operating in AUX brake 

mode). Illuminates when parking brake is pulled. 

ACLSIAP 
(caution) 

NWS ENGA 
(caution) 

AUTO THROT 
(caution) 

@ KiOry) 

@ EEi) 

0 
HOT TRIG 
(warning) 

@ El;; CAU-mN 

@ zning) 

@ 
EMERG STORES 
JEI-DACK 
(warning) 

Auto pilot and automatic carrier landing system mode disengaged. 

Indicates nosewheel steering is engaged and will respond as a function of 
rudder pedal displacement. Automatically centers with hook down. 

Indicates APC has been disengaged by means other than the THROTTLE 
MODE switch. 

Indicates radar locked on target. 

Indicates target meets specified fAR requirements. 

Indicates that firing logic conditions are available. Pilot’s trigger or bomb 
button and RIO’s launch butfon will fire or release ordnance when 
actuated. 

Flashes when any light on the pilot’s CAUTION ADVISORY panel 
illuminates. 

Fire/overheat condition in engine nacelle. 

Indicates EMERG STORES JETT pushbutton is activated. 

Note 

The following lights on the CAUTION ADVISORY 
panel are in alphabetical order 

Figure 2-130. Pilot Indicator Lights (Sheet 2 of 5) 
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NOMENCLATURE FUNCTION 

@ 
AUTO PILOT Indicates failure of one or more pilot relief modes. 
(caution) 

AUX FIRE 

Eisory) 

Indicates low pressure (approximately 90 psi below the nominal 600 psi) in 
the auxiliary fire extinguishing agent container. 

BINGO 
(caution) 

Indicates total fuel quantity indicator is less than BINGO preset value. 

BLEED DUCT 
(caution) 

Indicates bleed air leak sensing elements detect temperatures greater than 
575°F between engine and primary heat exchanger. Also indicates hot air 
leak detection (excess of 255” F) between primary heat exchanger and 
ECB turbine compressor. 

B/U OXY LOW 
(caution) 

Indicates backup oxygen system pressure is 200 psi or less. 

CADC 
(caution) 

Indicates failure associated with air data computer. 

ENG FIRE 
Ex-r 
(advisory) 

Indicates low pressure (approximately 90 psi below the nominal 600 psi) in 
the fire extinguishing agent container. 

L ENG SEC 
R ENG SEC 
(caution) 

FLAP 
(caution) 

Indicates augmenter fan temperature controller @FTC) is in secondary 
mode. Afterburner is inoperative and thrust levels can vary from as rile as 
65% to as much as 116% of primary mode MIL thrust. 

Indicates: Disagreement between main and/or auxiliary flap position, or 
asymmetry lockout. CADC failure. WG SWP DR NO. 2/MANUV FLAP (LEI) 
circuit breaker pulled. Landing flaps down and airspeed greater than 225 
knots. 

L FUEL LOW 
R FUEL LOW 
(caution) 

L FUEL PRESS 
R FUEL PRESS 
(caution) 

Indicates fuel thermistors uncovered in aft and left or forward and right fuel 
feed group (approximately 1,000 pounds remaining in individual fuel feed 
ww). 

Indicates insufficient discharge pressure (less than 9 psi) from respective 
turbine driven boost pump. 

L GEN 
R GEN 
(caution) 

Indicates that corresponding generator is inoperative because of fault in 
generator, control unit, or electrical distribution system. 

HYD PRESS 
(caution) 

HZ TAIL 
AUTH 
(caution) 

Indicates hydraulic pressure from either engine-driven pump is less than 
2,100 psi. 

Indicates failure of lateral tail authority actuator to follow schedule or CADC 
failure. 

Figure 2-130. pilot Indicator Lights (Sheet 3 of 5) 
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NOMENCLATURE 

R INLET 
L INLET 
(caution) 

INLET ICE 
(CautlOrl) 

INTEG TRIM 
(advisory) 

LAD/CANOPY 
(caution) 

LAUNCH BAR 
(advisory) 

MACH TRIM 
(advisory) 

OBOGS 
(caution) 

L OIL HOT 
R OIL HOT 
(caution) 

OIL PRESS 
(caution) 

READ MFD 
(caution) 

FUNCTION 

ndicates AICS programmer and/or system failure. 

ndicates ice accumulated on ice detector in left inlet with 
ENG/PROBE/AICS ANTI-ICE switch in AUTO/OFF or OAIDE/ON selected. 

ndicates a discrepancy between input command signal and actuator 
)osition, or an electrical power loss within the computer. 

idvises that the boarding ladder is not in an up and locked position or that 
:anopy is not in down and locked position. 

weight-on-Wheels: 

l Aircraft kneeled, either throttle less than MIL, launch bar not 
up and locked (normal indication until MRT checks). 

Meeight-off-Wheels: 

l Launch bar not up and locked. 
l Launch bar not wlthin f 15” of center, cocked nosegear. 
l Nose strut not fully extended. 

ndicates failure of Mach trim actuator to follow schedule. 

ndicates a switchover to backup oxygen or OBOGS switch OFF 

ndicates oil temperature too high. May be an indication of the 
righ-scavenge oil temperature: continued engine operation will result in 
educed gearbox life and lubrication degradation. 

ndicates left or right engine oil pressure is 11 psi or less. 

ndicates any or all of the following warning/caution legends that appear on 
he upper left corner of the MFD. 

L N2 OSP 
R N2 OSP 
L Ni OSP 
R Nl OSP 
L TBT OT 
RTBTOT 
L FLMOUT 
R FLMOUT 
L IGV SD 
R IGV SD 
W/S 

Figure 2-130. Pilot Indicator Lights (Sheet 4 of 5) 
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NOMENCLATURE 

L RAMPS 
R RAMPS 
(caution) 

PITCH STAB 1 
PITCH STAB 2 
(caution) 

RATS 
(advisory) 

ROLL STAB 1 
ROLL STAB 2 
(caution) 

RUDDER AUTH 
(caution) 

SAHRS 
(advisory) 

SPOILERS 
(caution) 

START VALVE 
(caution) 

TRANSIRECT 
(advisory) 

WING SWEEP 
(advisory) 

WSHLD HO-f 
(advisory) 

YAW STAB 
OP (caution) 

YAW STAB 
OUT (caution) 

FUNCTION 

Indicates ramps are neither positioned in stow nor trail locks during critical 
flight conditions. (See figure 2-5.) 

Indicates inoperative pitch channel. 

RATS operation is enabled. 

Indicates inoperative roll channel (roil SAS failure). 

Indicates disagreement between position and command failure of rudder 
authority actuators to follow schedule, or CADC. 

Indicates attiiude or heading information from SAHRS is unreliable. 

Indicates spoiler failure causing a set of spoilers to be locked down. 

Starter solenoid air valve open after start. Starter overspeed and/or 
destruction possible. 

Indicates one operable transformer-rectifier is powertng the total dc load, 
or dual transformer-rectifier failure. 

Indicates failure of a single channel in the system. 

Indicates center windshield is overheated. 

One yaw channel inoperative. 

Two yaw channels inoperative (yaw SAS failure). 

Figure 2-130. Pilot Indicator Lights (Sheet 5 of 5) 
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NOMENCLATURE 

a 
INS status indicators 

@ Evis0t-y) 

FUNCTION 

Not operational. 

Indicates mode 4 interrogation was received, but system has not 
generated reply. 

RCV 
(advisory) 

Indicates ALQ-165 is receiving a threat identification signal. 

XMIT 
(advisory) 

Indicates ALQ-165 is transmitting. 

SAM 
(warning) 

AAA 
(warning) 

Krning) 

Al 
(warning) 

Steady illumination when a suriacs-to-air missile tracking radar is 
detected. Flashing when a missile has been launched. 

Steady illumination when an anti-aircraft tracking radar is detected. 
Flashing when an AAA radar firing signal is detected. 

Indicates a continuous wave emitter is detected. 

Steady illumination indicates an airborne interceptor tracking is detected. 

Flashes when any caution light on the RID’s CAUTION ADVISORY panel 
illuminates. 

@ g%y 

CABIN PRESS 
(caution) 

FUEL LOW 
(caution) 

Indicates DD and/or TID controls and displays are overheating. 

Indicates aircraft cabin pressure has dropped below &psi pressure 
differential or cockpit altitude is above 27,000 feet. 

Indicates fuel thermistors uncovered in aft and left or forward and right fuel 
feed group (approximately 1,000 pounds) remaining in individual fuel feed 
group. 

B/U OXY LOW 
(caution) 

Indicates backup oxygen system pressure is 200 psi or less. 

CANOPY 
(caution) 

Indicates that canopy is not in down and locked position. 

Figure 2-131. RIO Indicator Lights (Sheet 2 of 3) 
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Indicates either seat is in the SAFE position. 

RDR ENABLED 
(caution) 

READ MFD 
(caution) 

Indicates that radar operation on the ground is possible or failure of right 
main landing gear safety switch or wiring. 

Indicates any or all of the following warning, caution, or advisory legends 
that appear on the upper left corner of the MFD. 

SDU ALARM IMU 
ASPJ HOT CIU HOT 
JTID HOT DPl HOT 
RWR DP2 HOT 
FWD ASPJ SMS HOT 
AFT ASPJ AFT CG 
MCI HUD HOT 
MC2 RWR HOT 
MC1 HOT DSS HOT 
MC2 HOT DEKI HOT 
CIU IRST HOT 
INS 

BINGO 
(caution) 

Indicates total fuel quantity indicator is less than BINGO preset value. 

SENSOR COND 
(advisory) 

Indicates coolant temperature exiting heat exchanger is 104”F, radar 
coolant pump output pressure is below 60 psi, or the overtemperature 
switch has shutdown the coolant pump. 

COOLING AIR 
(advisory) 

Indicates an overtemperature condition exists in the electronic forced air 
cooling system. With degraded cabin pressure or flow, indicates possible 
bleed duct failure forward of primary heat exchanger and 400” modulating 
valve. 

OBOGS 
(caution) 

Indicates a switchover to backup oxygen or OBOGS switch OFF 

SAHRS 
(advisory) 

Indicates attitude or heading information from SAHRS is unreliable. 

Figure 2-13 1. RIO Indicator Lights (Sheet 3 of 3) 
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Radiation hazard exists on deck when the 
RDR ENABLED caution light is illmni- 
nated. The light indicates that the RADAR 
TEST ENABLE switch (maintenance 
switch) is in the “A” (radiate and scan) posi- 
tion. This condition permits the weight-on- 
wheels interlock to be bypassed, allowing the 
tmnsmitter to radiate out the antenna when 
RADAR XMIT is selected on the hand con- 
trol unit. Illumination of the light does not 
indicate a weight-on-wheels failure. 

2.39.3.1 MASTER CAUTION Light. The pilot 
MASTER CAUTION light is centrally located on the 
master caution/master arm control panel, and, in the aft 
cockpit, the RIO MASTER CAUTION light is on the 
left instrument panel. When the lights are illuminated, 
yellow letters show on an opaque background. Individ- 
ual MASTER CAUTION lights flash whenever a cau- 
tion light on the respective caution and advisory panel 
illuminates. A MASTER CAUTION light may be 
turned off by depressing its lens. This will activate a 
reset switch that rearms the master circuit for a sub- 
sequent caution light. A caution light lit on the caution 
and advisory panel willnotbetumed offbyresettingthe 
MASTER CAUTION light. 

2.39.3.2 Indicator Lights Test. Acheckofallindi- 
cator lights can be performed while airborne or during 
on-deck operations. The pilot caution and advisory 
lights, the MASTER CAUTION light, and all associated 
circuitry are tested through the MASTER TEST panel. 
The test is initiated by selecting LTS and pressing the 
master test knob. Electrical power is routed through the 
circuitry to provide simulated failure signals to the cau- 
tion and advisory lights. Illumination of each warning, 
caution, and advisory light verifies proper continuity of 
the indicator lights. A malfunction is indicated by failure 
of a light to illuminate. 

Illumination of any caution light causes the MAS- 
TER CAUTION light to flash. If the MASTER CAU- 
TION light illuminates steadily during the LTS test, it 
indicates a failure of the MASTER CAUTION light, 
primary power failure, failure of the flasher module, or 
that failure has been detected by the BIT circuits. 

The following indicator lights are also illuminated by 
the LTS test through the MASTER TEST panel: 

1. ACLSIAP 

2. Approach indexer 

3. AUTO THROT 

4. BRAKES 

5. EMER STORES 

6. FIRE 

7. GO/NO GO 

8. HOOK light 

9. HOT TRIG 

10. LDG GEAR transition light 

11. LOCK 

12. NWS ENGA 

13. RATS 

14. Err 

15. Refueling probe transition light 

16. SAM 

17 SHOOT 

18. WHEELS. 

Note 
The DATA LINK power switch must be on 
to check the DDI lights. 

The RIO caution and advisory lights are tested in the 
same manner on the TEST panel on the right console. 

2.40 STORES MANAGEMENT SYSTEM/ 
JETTISON 

The SMS is the interface between aircrafi stores and 
the mission computer system. It provides signal proc- 
essing and logic control required for inventory and iden- 
tification of all stores; preparation and test of missiles; 
and weapon select, arm, and launch functions. The 
emergency generator (1 kVA mode) provides backup 
power (28 Vdc essential) for emergency jettison. The 
SMS has extensive self-test capabilities and reports fail- 
ures to the MCS for display to the crew. 
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2.40.4 SMS Weapons Replaceable Assem- 
blies. The SMS consists of the following WRAs: 

1. Stores management processor 

2. Fuel tank jettison unit 

3. Type 1 decoders 

4. Type 2 decoders 

5. Gun control unit 

6. Missile power relay unit 

7. Missile power supply 

8. AWW-4. 

2.40.1.1 Stores Management Processor. The 
SMP is a programmable, digital computer that provides 
the central processing and command functions of the 
SMS. It operates as a remote terminal on MBUS-2. The 
SMP communicates with the SMS WIWs and acts as 
the bus controller on the armament bus. The SMP con- 
trols emergency jettison,the gun, and some AIM-9 tic- 
tions via discretes that are independent of the 

ARMBUS. The SMP also controls weapon select, SMS 
and weapon BIT, monitors aircraft safety interlocks, and 
controls the launch-to-eject sequence. 

2.40.1.2 Fuel lank Jettison Unit. ‘ho FlYUs, one 
each for stations 2 and 7, are located in the engine na- 
celles. The FTJUs provide eject pulses to the squibs in 
the jettison release mechanism for emergency, ACM, or 
selective jettison of the fiel tanks. I 

For a description of Type 1 decoders, Type 2 decod- 
ers, gun control unit, missile power ml&y unit, missile 
power supply, AWW-4, and SMS functions, refer to I 
NAVAIROI-F14A4D-1A. 

2.40.2 Multistatus Indicator. The MS1 (Figure 
2-132) is a liquid crystal display located below MFD 1. 
The MS1 is powered by the HUD subsystem. MS1 dis- 
plays are dependent on the MCS. When the HUD PWR 
switch is set to TEST, all LCD segments on the MS1 are 
displayed. The MS1 displays weapon type and status of 
each store station. The upper row of the display identi- 
ties the weapon. The lower row displays weapon status. 
Two horizontal dashed lines at a store station indicate 
that the missile at that station has FAILED or is HUNG. 
A blank display on a station indicates no weapon is 
loaded or the weapon loaded is not recognized. 
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Figure 2-132. Multistatos Indicator 



2.40.3 Stores Jettison Modes. Four jettison modes 
are available: 

1 1. Emergency (EMER) 

2. Air combat maneuver (ACM) 

3. Selective @EL) 

JETT pushbutton on the landing gear control panel with 
weight offwheels (Figure 2-133). Emergency jettison has 
priority over all other SMS t&ctions. This momentaty, 
nonlatching pushbutton and the EMERG STORES JETT 
(ACK) light are illuminated for 5 seconds by the Sh4P to 
indicate emergency jettison has been commanded. For 
single stores loaded on a station, stores will be jemsoned I 
at lOO-mil&cond intervals in the following sequence: 

4. Auxiliary (AUK). 1. Stations 2 and 7 simultaneously 

Weapon arming aud fuzing and missile motor igni- 
1 tion are safed&abled during all jettison release modes. 

2. Stations 1B and 8B simultaneously 

3. Station 4 
External fuel tanks, Phoenix, and Sparrow missiles 

can be released in EMERG, ACM, and SEL jettison 
modes only. Air-to-ground (A/G) weapons loaded on 
BRU-32 bomb racks can be released in all four jettison 
modes. ITERs and weapons loaded on JTERs cannot be 
released from their parent BRU-32 bomb racks in any 
of the jettison modes. Sidewinder missiles (rail 
launched) cannot be jettisoned. 

4. Station 5 

5. Station 3 

6. Station 6. 

I,,,,,,( 

A&r the release sequence is completed, the SMS 
updates the stores inventory. Unlike other jettison 
modes or launch attempts, a store that is not released is 
not declared a HUNG store and is eligible. for ~1 ‘I- 
sequent jettison or launch. 

l Stores shall be jettisoned above the mini- 
mum fragmentation clearance altitude, 
when possible, even though weapon arm- 
ing and fuxing is safed/disabled in all jet- 
tison modes. 

2.40.3.2 ACM Jettison. ACM jettison provides for 
rapid release of any preselected combiition of jettison- 
able stores. In additiontoRI selection of those stations 
to be separated, the only ACM jettison interlock is the 
LDG GEAR handle UP. 

l Jettisoning A/G stores during a normal re- 
lease train may result in store-to-store col- 
lision in near proximity to the aircratt. 

l If jettisoned during a takeoff emergency, 
external fuel tanks may collide with 
the aircraft because of their unstable 
characteristics. 

a If a jettison or delivery condition existed 
such that A/G stores were released from 
stations 3 and 6 and not t?om stations 4 
and 5, an AFT CG advisory on the MFDs 
will not be posted. 

2.40.3.1 Emergency Jettison. Emergency jetti- 
son is used to separate all jettisonable stores fiorn the 
aircrafl as fast as possible. The only interlock require- 

1 ment for jettisonable stores is weight off wheels. The 
emergency jettison circuit is electrically isolated from 
all other release functions ofthe SMF’ and has a separate 
electrical path to each jettisonable store station. The 
mode is initiated by depressing the EMER STORES 

NAVAIR 01.Fl4AAD-1 

I 

Stations are selected for jettison via the DEU. Figure 
2-134 illustrates selection and display of external fuel 
tanks for ACM jettison. Only those stations having a 
jettisonable store. loaded that have not been de&red 
failed are available for ACM jettison selection. 

Each depression of a station button causes that button 
display to toggle between JETT and SAFE. The DEU 
selections are not forwarded to the SMS until the enter 
button is depressed. Selected stations are indicated on 
the MFD SMS format with an inverted “V” above the 
station number. The symbol is removed if deselected by 
the RIO and upon completion of an ACM jettison at- 
tempt or successtitl jettison. 

Note 
ACM JETT selections are retained in SMP 
nonvolatile memory. This allows selections 
to be retained and enables ACM JETT with- 
out an operable MCS. However, ACM JETT 
designations must be reselected after per- 
forming system reset to restore ACM JETT 
symbology on the MFD SMS format. 
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DISPLAY INDICATION 

ACM JETT pushbutton 

3 2 ACK light 

3 3 EMER STORES JET-f 
pushbutton/light 

3 4 SEL JETT switch 

JETTISON STA SEL 
switch 

FUNCTION 

Enables ACM jettison. Pushbutton is under ACM switch cover. When 
pressed, onl those stores selected via the DEU are jettisoned. To ensure 
release of al Y selected stores, the ACM JETT pushbutton must be 
depressed and held for at least 2 seconds. 

Redundant indicator for emergency jettison activation. Illuminates for 5 
seconds, indicating the SMP has acknowledged the emergency stores 
jettison command. 

Enables emergency jettison. When depressed with weight off wheels, 
activates emergency stores jettison signal to the SMS and illuminates light 
for 5 seconds, indicating the SMP has acknowledged the emergency stores 
jettison command. Jettison function is disabled with weight on wheels. 

Allows RIO to jettison from selected station(s). It is a three-position, lever- 
locked switch with guarded positions. 

JETT - Actuates normal selective ‘ettison of the store(s) located at the 
station(s) designated by the JETTIS b N STA SEL switch. 

SAFE - Normal operating position. Inhibits jettison in selective mode. 

AUX - Releases all AIG stores loaded on BRU-32s from the station 
selected on the JETTISON STA SEL switch with a single switch movement. 

Allows selective jettison of Phoenix or Sparrow missiles and auxiliary tanks. 
Allows selective or auxiliary jettison of air-to-ground stores. 

OFF - Inhibits selective and auxiliary jettison. 

Station - Selects store(s) for jettison. 

Figure 2-133. Jettison Controls 
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SMS OPTION SELECTED 

ACM JEl-nSON SELECT 
SYMBOLS 

PRES?.lNO DESIRED STAT,ON OPTlON 
TOOGLEa sETwEaN SAFE *ND JETT OPTlOrd 

Figure 2-134. ACM Jettison Selection and Display 
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ACM jettison is initiated by the pilot raising the 

I 

ACM guard (Figure 2-133) and depressing the ACM 
JE’IT pushbutton. For single stores loaded on a station, 
stores will be jettisoned at lOO-millisecond intervals in 
the following sequence: 

LDG GEAR handle UP. This mode is activated by the 
RIO selecting the station to be jettisoned via the jettison 
STA SEL switch and then selecting AUX on the SEL 
JE’IT switch. Auxiliary jettison of an A/G store loaded 
directly on a BRU-32 is via gravity force only. 

I 

1. Stations 2 and 7 simultaneously 

2. Stations IB and 8B simuItaneou~ly 
p&i-) 

3. Station4 

4. Station5 

5. Station 3 

Since auxiliaryjettison for single A/G stores 
loaded directly on BRU-32s is a gravity drop 
rather than an ejection separation, the aircraft 
will he restricted in its flight envelope when 
jettisoning through this mode. 

6. Station 6. 2.41 MISCELLANEOUS EQUIPMENT 

After the release attempt is completed, the SMS up- 
dates the stores inventory. Unlike emergency jettison, 
a store that is not released is declared HUNG. Such 

I 

stores are not eligible for launch but are still eligible for 
emergency or selective jettison. Additionally, A/G 
stores loaded on BRU-32s will still be eligible for aux- 
iliary jettision. 

2.40.3.3 Selective Jettison. Selective jettison is 
used to separate single jettisonable stores station-by- 
stationandalso allows simultaneousjettisonofbothfuel 
tanks. The RIO selects the desired station(s) for selective 
jettison. 

2.41.1 Boarding Ladder. A boarding ladder con- 
sisting of three folding sections is housed in the left fuse- 
lage between the two cockpits. It is held in the closed 
position by two mechauical locking pins actuated by the 
ladder control handle in the face of the boarding ladder 
The ladder must be manually released or stowed from the 
ground level. Unfolding the remaining two sections places 
the ladder in a Rally extended position. The bottom rung of 
the ladder is approximately26 inches above the deck when 
in a fully extended position, with the nosegearunkneel~ 
and 12 inches above the deck ifthe nosegear is kneeled. A 
LAD/CANOPY caution light on the pilot caution advisory 
panel advises the pilot that the boarding ladder is not in a 
full up-and-locked position. 

Selective jettison is accomplished by placing the MA 
ARM switch to ON, the LDG GEAR handle UP, the 
JETTISON STA SEL knob set to the desired station, 
and the SEL JJXI switch to JETT. After the release 
attempt is completed, the SMS updates the stores inven- 

I 

tory. Unlike emergency jettison, a store that is not re- 
leased is declared BUNG. Such stores are not eligible 
for launch, but are still eligible for emergency or selec- 
tive jettison. A/G stores loaded on BRU-32s will still be 
eligible for auxiliary jettison. 

2.41.1.1 Boarding Steps and Handhold. There 
are two positive locking board steps, one on either side 
of the boarding ladder directly below each cockpit. They 
may be opened or closed from either cockpit or while 
standing on the boarding ladder. A single handhold is 
directly above the hoarding ladder. It is a spring-loaded 
door that fairs with the fuselage when released. 

Do not attempt jettison of external fuel tanks 
until wing fuel tanks are depleted. Wing 
fuel may be lost if the external tank quick- 
disconnect valve sticks in the open position. 

I 

2.40.3.4 Auxiliary (AUX) Jettison. Auxiliary jetti- 
SO* is a nonejection release mode for single A/G stores 
loaded on BRU-32s. Lie selective jettison, this mode 
requires the MA ARM switch to be set to ON and the 

2.41.2 Nose Radome. The nose radome is attached 
to the aimmfl by a top hinge and bottom mounted latches, 
permitting it to be rotated up for access and maintenance. 
A jury strut attached to the lower part of the dome can be 
fastened to the aimrafi bulkhead to hold the dome open. A 
minimum overhead clearance of 16 feet is requimd when 
opening the radome. The radar antem must be stowed 
before opening the mdome. Antenna stow position is 0” 
azimuth and 60“ tilted down. 

Note 
After the nose radome is raised and the jury 
strut fastened in position, release hydraulic 
pressure to take the load off the hydraulic 
system. 
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2.41.3 Systems Test and System Power Ground 
Panel. The SYS TEST and SYS PWR ground check 
panel (Figure 2-135) is on the RIO right console panel 
(accessible from the boarding ladder with the canopy 
open) for controlling the activation of electrical circuits 
using ground external power. The panel cover is de- 
signed so that, when it is closed, the switches inside are 
in the proper position for flight. In addition, when the 
landing gear handle is in UP, all switches are deacti- 
vated. The panel serves a maintenance and preflight 
purpose and is not intended for use by the flightcrew. 

2.41.4 External Baggage Container (CNU-1 WA). 
The external baggage container (Figure 2-136) is a 
modified Aero ID 300-gallon fuel tank that incorporates 
forward and alI baggage compartments. Each compart- 
ment has an access door (forward, letI side; aft, right 
side), a shelf, and a baggage tiedowo harness. The tie- 
down harness consists of two sets of seatbelt straps that 
form a crossover pattern to secme baggage to the shelf. 
The external baggage container may be loaded with any 
equipment that tits within the confines ofthe shelf, does 
not exceed the shelf weight, and maintains the cg limits. 
Locate baggage as near the center of the shelf as possi- 
ble. Care should be taken to ensure that straps are tight 
to preclude any significant shift of cargo. Figure 2-135. Systems Test and System Power 

Ground Panel 

WEIOHT: 
LENOTH: 
DIAMETER: 
CAPACITY: 
S”SPENSION: 

Figure 2-136. CNU-188/A External Baggage Container 
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CHAPTER 3 

Servicing and Handling 

3.1 SERVICING DATA 

The following servicing data is for use by the 
flightcrew and maintenance crews who are unfamiliar 
with servicing the a&aft (Figure 3-1). When operating 
in and out of military airfields, consult the current DOD 
IFR Supplement for compatible servicing units, fuel, 
etc. Figure 3-2 contains a tabulation of servicing data 
and power units required to support the aircraft. 

3.1.1 Ground Refueling. Single-point refueling is 
provided for pressure tilling of all aircraft fuel tanks 
through a standard refueling receptacle on the lower 
right side of the forward fuselage. Ground refueling is 
controlled by two procheck selector valves and the vent 

pressure gauge adjacent to the refuel receptacle on the 
ground refuel and defuel panel. Positioning of these 
valves can be used for selective ground refueling of 
either the fuselage or wing and drop tanks. The diit 
reading vent pressure gauge indicates pressure in the 
system vent lines. When aircraft fuel tanks are full, tir- 
eling stops automatically. For hot refueling procedures, 
refer to paragraph 7.6. For defueling procedures, refer 
toNAVAIROl-F14AAD-2-1. 

The maximum refueling rate is approximately 500 
gpm at a pressure of 50 psi. Nominal and minimum 
pressure is approximately 15 psi; maximum pressure is 
50 psi. 

Figure 3-1. Aircraft Servicing Locations 
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DESlGNAllON 

engine control) shall be 
set for type fuel in use. 

Chevron Flo-Cool 

wipes. Afler l-minute 
drying, wipe clean with 

Figure 3-2. Aircraft Servicing Data (Sheet 1 of 2) 
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Acceptable USN 
Units 

Ground Support 
Equipment 
Requirements 

PNEUMATIC/ 
GAS TURBINE 

STARTING 

POWER 

ELECTRICAL AIR 
POWER CONDITIONING 

NC8A NR 5C (Electrical) 
MD-3 NR 8 (diesel) 
MD-3A MA-l 
MD-3M MA-1A 
MA-3MPSU AIM32C-5 
A/M32A-60 AIM32C-6 
A/M32A-60A 

HYDRAULIC 

ASHORE: 
NCPP-105 
RCPT- 105 
AiM47A-4 

AHT-63164 
TTU-226/E 
(AHT-73) 
MJ-3 

AFLOAT: 
AlS47A- 1 

200 Ib/min at 75i3 psi 
(STD. DAY) 

115*20Vac, 
400 f 25 Hz, 
60 kVA, 3 phase 
rotation 

70 Ib/min at 3 psi 50 gallmin maximum 
and 60°F at 3,000 psi 

PNEUMATIC PRESSURE 
SYSTEM PRESSURE 

Emergency Landing Gear 3,000 psi at 
70°F 

Combined Hydraulic 1,600 psi at 
70°F 

Flight Hydraulic 1,600 psi at 
70°F 

Canopy Normal (1,200 psi 
Minimum) 

Canopy Auxiliary (600 psi 
Minimum) 

Wheel brake accumulators (2) 

3,000 psi at 
70°F 

3,000 psi at 
70°F 

1,900 psi at 
70°F 

Arresting Hook Dashpot 

Main Gear Shock Struts (2) 

Nose Gear Shock Strut 

6OO*lOpsi 

980 psi 

1,300 psi 

TYPE 

Nose (2) 
22X6.6-10 

20 Ply 

Main (2) 
37X11.50-16 

26 Ply 

TIRES 

Ashore 

Afloat 

Ashore 

Afloat 

PRESSURE 

105 psi 

350 psi 

245 psi 

350 psi 

Dry nitrogen, specification BB-N-41 B. 
Type 1, Grade A; is preferred for tire inflation 
and charging pneumatic systems since it is 
Inert, and therefore will not support 
combustion. 

Figure 3-2. Aircraft Servicing Data (Sheet 2 of 2) 
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Ensure that both the fueling unit and the air- 
crafi are properly grounded, bonding cable is 
connected between aircraft and refueling 
source, and that fue extinguishing equipment 
is readily available. 

During ground refueling operations, the 
direct-reading vent pressure indicator shall 
be observed and refueling stopped ifpressure 
indication is in the red band (above 4 psi). 

Note 

l If the aircraft is being regularly serviced 
with JP-4 type fuel, the main fuel-control, 
fuel-grade (specific gravity adjustment) 
selector on each engine should be reset to 
the IP-4 position, If the aircraft is being 
regularly serviced with JP-8 or JP-5 fuel, 
the fuel-control, fuel-grade (speciticgrav- 
ity adjustment) selector on each engine 
should be reset to the JP-8 or JP-5 posi- 
tion. Satisfactory engine performance de- 
pends upon trimming of the engine fuel 
controls to ensure rated thrust, to prevent 
exceeding engine temperature limits, and 
to ensure airflow compatibility with the 
air inlet duct opening. 

l Removal of JP-8 type fuel from the air- 
craft is not required before refueling with 
JP-5. If removal of JP-8 from the aircraft 
aboard ship is necessary, it shall not be 
defueled into the storage tanks containing 
JP-5. 

3.1.2 Engine Oil. Engine oil level is proper when 
overflow oil starts to exit the discharge port during serv- 
icing. For normal servicing, the sight gauge on the oil 
storage tank is the primary indicator determining when 
servicing is required. During servicing, overflow oil ex- 
its the overflow discharge port when the tank is properly 
serviced (Figure 3-3, sheet 2). Servicing is accom- 
plished using PON-6 servicing cart. Normal oil con- 
sumption is 0.03 gallon per hour with the maximum 
being 0.1 gallon per hour. For oil servicing procedures, 
refer to NAVAIR Ol-F14AAD-2-1. The protrusion of a 
bypass indicator underneath the oil scavenge pump in- 
dicates a clogged filter element and requires replacement. 

l Lubricating oil (MIL-L-23699) is toxic 
and flammable. Protection includes 
chemical splashproof goggles, gloves, 
and good ventilation; keep sparks, flames, 
and heat away. Keep lubricating oil off 
skin, eyes, and clothes; do not breathe 
vapors. Wash hands thoroughly after 
handling. 

l Do not overservice oil storage tank. 
Overservicing can cause scavenge pump 
failure and subsequent engine failure. 

Note 
Engine oil level should be checked within 30 
minutes of engine shutdown, otherwise run 
engine at 80 percent or greater for 10 minutes 
to ensure proper servicing. 

3.1.3 Integrated Drive Generator Oil. The IDG 
has a filter bypass indicator at the bottom of the 
filter bowl (Figure 3-3, sheet 2). Extension of the 
indicator indicates contamination of the filter and the 
need for filter element replacement. Refer to NAVAIR 
Ol-F14AAD-2-1 for IDG oil filter replacement and 
servicing. 

IDG oil level is checked at the IDG mounted on the 
forward right side of the forward accessory gearbox of 
each engine. It is serviced at the pressure till port on the 
right side. 

3.1.4 Hydraulic Systems. The main hydraulic 
systems are serviced at the flight and combined hydrau- 
lic system ground servicing panels. A hydraulic pressure 
filling cart is required to service the systems with fluid, 
and an air-nitrogen cart is required to preload the reser- 
voirs. The outboard spoiler backup module is serviced 
at the servicing panel on the outboard nacelle of the port 
engine. Additional hydraulic servicing is required at the 
main landing gear shock strut (Figure 3-3, sheet 2), the 
nosewheel shock strut (Figure 3-3, sheet 2), and the 
arresting hook dashpot (Figure 3-3, sheet 1). 

The flight reservoir fill and ground hydraulic power 
access panel and the flight system filter module (Figure 
3-3, sheet 1) are on the starboard side. The combined 
hydraulic system reservoir till and filter module (Figure 
3-3, sheet 3)areontheportsideoftheaircratLIndication 
of hydraulicsystem thtidcontaminationcanbedetected 
by the position of the buttons on the Delta-P type filter 
units. 
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MAIN LANDING GEAR SHOCK STRUT 

Figure 3-3. Aircraft Servicing (Sheet 2 of 3) 
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Figure 3-3. Aircraft Servicing (Sheet 3 of 3) 
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Temperature recording gauges at the filter modules 
indicate the maximum temperature attained by the hy- 
draulic fluid during the last tumup or flight. After a 
reading has been taken, the temperahue gauges must be 
reset prior to the next hnnup. 

3.1.5 Pneumatic Systems. The pneumatic power 
supply systems, which provide for normal operation of 
the canopy and for emergency extension of the landing 
gear, are ground charged through a common tiller in the 
nose wheelwell (Figure 3-3, sheet 3). The auxiliary can- 
opy open pneumatic bottle is in the turtleback behind the 
cockpit (Figure 3-3, sheet 1). Additional pneumatic 
servicing points are at both hydraulic systems servicing 
panels, brake systems, and arresting hook. 

Individual pneumatic servicing points and pressure 
gauges are provided for the auxiliary and parking brake 
systems. 

Noie 
Dry nitrogen, specification BB-N-41 lB, 
Type 1, Grade A, is preferred for tire infla- 
tion and for charging pneumatic systems 
since it will not support combustion. 

3.1.6 Backup Oxygen Supply. The backup gase- 
ous oxygen supply is serviced to a maximum of 2,100 
psi from an access in the forward right side of the fuse- 
lage. Servicing pressure can be observed on a gauge in 
the pilot’s cockpit. 

3.2 GROUND HANDLING 

3.2.1 Danger Areas. Engine exhaust and intake 
danger areas are shown in Figure 3-4. Noise danger 
areas are shown in Figure 3-6. (Figure 3-4 shows tem- 
perahne distribution with afterburners at maximum noz- 
zle opening for idle, military, and maximum power.) 
Figure 3-4 shows exhaust jet wake velocity distribution 
with afterburner at maximum nozzle opening for idle, 
military, and maximum power. 

The high temperature and velocity of the 
engine exhaust is extremely dangerous. 
Stay outside engine exhaust area included 
within a 90” cone extending 900 feet be- 
hind the aircraft. 

Suction at the air intake is strong enough 
to kill or seriously injure personnel by 
drawing them into or against the inlet. 

All personnel in the immediate area shall 
wear ear protection whenever an engine is 
operating. 

Note 
If engines are run up in front of a blast 
deflector, exhaust jet wake is deflected up 
and to the sides resulting in distortion of 
the patterns shown. 

At maximum afterburner power, nozzles 
are nearly fully open; at military power, 
the nozzles are nearly fully closed. 

3.2.2 Radar Radiation Areas. The following para- 
graphs describe the hazards to personnel, hazards of 
electromagnetic radiation to ordnance, and fuel ignition 
hazards generated during ANIAPG-71 radar operation. 

p&A&--l 

Illumination of RDR ENABLE caution light 
on RIO CAUTION ADVISORY panel indi- 
cates possible radar radiation on deck. 

3.2.2.1 Hazards to Personnel. Minimum safe 
distances for personnel from ground operation radar are 
indicated in Figure 3-5, sheets 1 and 2. When the planar 
array radar antenna is not radiating, minimum safe dis- 
tance from other radiating antennas is 6 feet. 

3.2.2.2 HERO Condition. HERO conditions exist 
when ordnance or weapons containing electroexplosive 
devices are present. Hazard to personnel and equipment 
is greater because of the lower power density level at 
which EED react to radio frequency radiation. The re- 
quirement to maintain a minimum safe distance from 
ground operating radar causes the RF radiation hazard 
area to increase in size, thereby overlapping into pre- 
viously safe areas for personnel. During HERO condi- 
tions, minimum safe distances (personnel) from ground 
operating radar (Figure 3-5, sheets 1 and 2) shall not be 
considered safe. Minimum safe distances during HERO 
conditions are shown in Figure 3-5, sheets 3 and 4. 

HERO unsafe ordnance conditions include assembly/ 
disassembly of ordnance systems, tests involving elec- 
trical connections to the ordnance, such as primer resis- 
tance check, continuity checks, bare squibs, primers, 
blasting caps, and other EED having exposed wire leads 
and unshielded ordnance subassemblies such as rocket 
motors, warheads, and exercise heads. 
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NOTE MIUTARY POWER 

20 

26 

30 

35 

‘lo 

Figure 3-4. Rumq Danger Areas - Exhaust Jet Wake Velocity and Temper&m 
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Figure 3-5. Radar Radiation Hazard Areas (Sheet 1 of 4) 
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- -Illtt H t 
100 

Figure 3-S. Radar Radiation Hazard Areas (Sheet 2 of 4) 
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.D,srANCE ,NCL”DES 6 db aAFi3-v FACTOR 

.APO-71 ANTaNNPI AzlMlmi SCAN CENTSR 
SCANNED * es 
.ANTENNA ELwAllON SCAN CENTER FU(ED 
ATW 

El 

HERO S”SCEFnsl.F ORDNANCE WarEM “AZARD 
AREA5 SHOWN ARE SASED ON 4.06 InWlcm~ POWER 
DENSITY. 

Figure 3-5. Radar Radiation Hazard Areas (Sheet 3 of 4) 
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HAZARDS 10 ORDNANCE-HERO 

HERO UNSAFE ORDANCE HERO S”SCEPTlaLE ORDNANCE SYSTEMS 

1. ORONANCE ASSEMBLY OR DISASSEMBLY S”CN AS REPAIR. 
ISKEEP. PARTS EXCHANGE. OR DEARMING. OEF”ZING, OR 
“NLOADlNG OF ORDNANCE. 

ANY ORDNANCE PROVEN Ia” TESTS, TO CONTAIN EED THAT 
CAN BE ADVERSELY AFFECTED BY RF ENERGY TO T”E WlNT 
THAT THE SAFETY AND/OR REUANUM IS IN JEOPARDY WHEN 
THE SYSTEM IS EMPLOYED IN EXPECTED RF ENVIRONMENTS. 
SOME ARE s”SCEPT,aLE TO THE RF ENWRONMENT FOR ONLY 
A PART OF THE STOCKPlLE TO LAUNCH SEO”UENCE. FOR 
EXAMPLE. THE CONNECTlON OF AN “MaluCAL CABLE IN THE 
l.OAOlNG PROCEDURE MlaY BE THE ONLY TME ORDNANCE IS 
CONSlOEREO S”SCEPT,BLE. AT AU OTHER TIMES. IT MAY BE 
CONSlOEREO HERO SAFE ORDNANCE. 

HEROSAFEORONANCE 

4. UNSHIELDED ORDNANCE SUCH AS ROCUET MOTORS. AN” ORDNANCE T”AT IS SUFFlClENTLY WIELDED OR 
WARHEADS. AND EXERClSE HEADS. OTHERWSE PROTECTED THAT AU Em CONTAINED ARE 

,MM”NE TO ADVERSE EFFECTS THAT DEGRADE SAFETY OR 
REL,AB,L,TY WHEN EMPLOYED IN AN RF ENVIRONMENT. THE 
ORDNANCE SHALL BE CONSIDERED HERO SAFE, PROVIDED 
THAT CENENAL “(EN0 REOUREMENTS HAVE SEEN COMPLIED 

WHEN THE APO-,I-,XN-I, RADAR IS NOT RADIATING. OR IS WITH. 
RAD,AT,NG ,NTO A DUMMY LOAD. MlNlM”M SAFE DISTANCE 
FOR ORDNANCE FROM ONBOARD R&MATTING ANTENNAS LEGEND: 

SHALL BE 160 FEET. HERO “NSAFE ORDNANCE HAZARD AREAS SHOWN 
ARE BASED ON 2.025 mW/cd POWER DENSITY. 

NOTES 

.O,STANCE INCLUDES 6 db SAFE,‘” FACTOR 
.ANTENNA ELEVATION SCANNER CENTRR 0 

HERO S”SCEPT,BLE ORDNANCE SYSTEMS HAZARD 
AREAS SHOWN ARE BASED ON 4.05 mW/cmZ WWER 
DENSITY. 

SCANNED 0 TO SW 
.ANTENNA AZ,,,,“,,, SCAN CENTER FIXED AT 0 OVER T,,E SlOE ,RANSMISSION ABOARD 

CARRER 

Figure 3-5. Radar Radiation Hazard Areas (Sheet 4 of 4) 
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SOUND LE”EL.5 INdSA 

I 

THIS TABLE CONTAINS ESTlMATED SOUND 
LEVELS FOR FIIO-GE400 ,MlXED FLOW, 
AUGUMENTED, AFTERBURNING TURBOFAN 
ENGINE. SOUND LEVEL CONTOUR LETTERSA~ 
s. c. AND D ,SHDWN IN THIS ILL”STRATION) 
REPRESENT A SPECIFIC rIBA VALUE. WHEN 
dSA VALUE IS IN THlS T.wLE, IT SHALL SE 
S”SSTlT”TED IN PLACE OF CONTOUR LETTER. 

6 

NOTE 

SOUND LEVEL CONTOURS SHOWN ARE FOR 
SINGLEXNGINE OPERATION. CONTOURS ARE 
SYMMETRICAL ABOUT ENGINE CENTERLINES 
D”RlNG DUALENGINE OPERATION. 

‘EARPLUGSAND EAR MUFFSSHALL SE WORN TOGETHER 
WHEN PERFORMING ENGINE R”N”P. 

‘IF ENGINES ARE R”N UP IN FRONT OF BLAST DEFLEC- 
TON. EXHAUST JET WAKE AND SHOULD SHALL SE 
DEFLECTED UP AND TO SIDES. RES”,.TlNG IN GISTOR- 
TION OF CONTOUR PATTERNS SHOWN. 

‘AT MAXIM”?4 POWER. F110-GE.400 ENGINE AFTER- 
BURNERS ARE AT MmIM”fd NOZZLE OPENING (ZONE 5). 
AT MILITARY POWER THE NOZZLES ARE FULLY CLOSED 
IMINIMUM OPENINGS). 

ORIGINAL 

Figure 3-6. Noise Danger Areas 
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HERO susceptible ordnance systems are any ord- 
nance systems proven (by tests) to contain EED that can 
be adversely affected by RF energy to the point that the 
safety and/or reliability of the system is in jeopardy 
when the system is employed in expected RF environ- 
ments. Some systems are susceptible to the RF environ- 
ment for only a small part of the stockpile-to-launch 
sequence. For example, the connection of an umbilical 
cable in the loading procedure may be the only time the 
system is considered susceptible. At all other times in 
the system’s life, it may be considered HERO safe ord- 
nance. HERO safe ordnance are any ordnance suffr- 
ciently shielded or protected that all EED contained by 
the item are immune to adverse effects that degrade 
safety or reliability when employed in its expected RF 
environment (provided that general HERO require- 
ments have been complied with). 

3.2.2.3 Fuel Ignition Hazard. When performing 
fueling or defueling operations, use minimum safe dis- 
tances outside of radiation hazard areas. Fuel ignition 
hazard occurs within 90 feet of the aircraft where RF 
radiation induced sparks could ignite flammable vapors 
of fuels. Fuel ignition hazard is based on SW/cm* peak 
power density. 

Good housekeeping operations are of utmost impor- 
tance in areas where radar transmission is anticipated. 
RF radiation may cause steelwool to be set afire or 
metallic chips to-produce sparks, which in turn may 
ignite spilled fuels or oils around aircraft and buildings. 
Keep all areas clean and refuse in approved containers. 

aircraft shall be spotted so the nose radome overhangs 
the side of the carrier. All necessary safety precautions 
shall be enforced to prevent injury to personnel and 
damage to equipment aboard the carrier and on adjacent 
ships that may accidentally stray into the main beam of 
the radar. 

3.2.3 Towing Turn Radii and Ground Clear- 
ances. Forward and rearward towing (Figures 3-7 and 
3-8) can be accomplished with a standard tow bar (NT-4 
aircraft universal tow bar) and the tow tractor. The pilot 
cockpit shall be manned with qualified personnel during 
towing operations. 

Before and during towing, ensure that the 
needle(s) in the AUKPARK brake pressure 
gauge(s) remains in the green band to ensure 
sufficient pressure to lock the wheels. 

3.2.4 Tiedown points. Aircraft tiedown points are 
illustrated in Figure 3-9. When mooring a parked air- 
craft, do not depend upon chocks alone to hold the air- 
craft in position. Tiedowns shall be installed in a 
symmetrical pattern being careful not to chafe against 
the aircraft structure. 

3.2.2.4 Transmission Aboard Carrier. Radar 
transmission aboard carrier shall be limited to over-the- 

The normal six-point tiedown (Figure 3-9, sheet 1) 
locations permit all maintenance servicing, including 
engine removal. iackina. and weanons loading. Stand- 
ardchain-type tiedowni’are used ‘for an 18-p&t sym- 
metrical tiedown during heavy weather (Figure 3-9, . 

side operation at the discretion of the commander. The sheet 2). 
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CENTER FOR FORWARD TOW,NG 

l DO NOT SWl”EL NOSEWHEEL MORE 

THAN 9v LEFTOR RlGHTFR0P.l 
CENTER WHILE AIRCRAFT IS BEING 
TOWED OR PVSHED FORWPiRD OR 
AFT. PARKED. OR SPOTTED. SWIVEL- 
ING NOSEWHEEL MORE THAN 90* 
WILL SHEAR SPLINED OUTPUT SHAFT 
OF STEERING DAMPER UNIT AND 
CAUSE LOSSOF SHiMMY WmPlNG 
AND STEERING. AND JAMMING OF 
NOSE LANDING GEAR SHOCK STRUT rC 

***- 

DURING RETRACTION. 
:-----.. 

l NORMALLY AIRCRAFT SHALL NOT BE 

TOWED WITH RADOME OPEN. 

6 FEET 8-M lNCHES (STATIC) 
4 FEET 4-712 INCHES (KNEELED, 

ORIGIN/IL 

Figure 3-7. Towing Turn Radii 
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. WINO AND TNL WALKERS. AND MAIN LANOINO GEAR CHOCK 
DO NOT EXCEED 90D MAXlM”M A”AILABLE NOSE- MEN SHALL BE AYAILABLE AT ALL TIMES DURING TOWING. 
WHEEL SW,“EL ANGLE DURING PARKING OR SPOTTING 
IN TGHT SPACES: STEERING DAMPER “NIT WILL BE . IN NOSEWHEEL WELL, BRAKE ACCUMULATORS PRESSURE 
DAMAGED. GAGE SHALL INDICATE 3,999 psi. ON PILOT CENTER CON. 

SOLE. BRAKE PRESSURE INDICATOR NEEDLE SHALL BE 
AT RIGHT END OF NX GREEN BAND. 

WINGS SHOWN IN 69’ 
SWEPT POSITION 

CENTER PO, 

BAR (TILLER BAR, IS REQUIRE 
AT NOSEWHEEL FOR 

DlRECTlONAL CONTROL 

MAlN LANOlNG GEAR TIE DOWN RlNG fZl. 
,2O’MAXlM”M AVAILABLE TOW BAR (TILLER BAR) IS REWIRED AT 

NOSEWHEEL SWIVEL .4NGLE NOSEWHEEL FOR DlRECTlONAL CONTROL 

LEFT OR RIGHT FROM CENTER 

3TE 
_ _. _ _ . - - TH WNGS IN ANY SWEEP ANGLE 

FROM 2o” (UNSWEPT) TO 75” lOVERSWEPT) 

TOW TRACTOR 

/ 
MD-SA TOW TRACTOR. 

AT-75 TOW TRACTOR, OR 
ANYTRACTORUNDER 

3 FEET 9 INCHES 

, 
AIRCRAFT TOW FITTINGS \ 

INCORPORATED IN LOWER STRUCTURE NT-4 NRCRAFT 
OF EACHNACELLE “NIVERSAL TOW BAR 

Figure 3-8. Towing 
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Figure 3-9. Tiedawn Arrangement (Sheet 1 of 2) 
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AIRCRAFT TIEDOWN FITTINGS 

Figure 3-9. Tiedown Arrangement (Sheet 2 of 2) 
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CHAPTER 4 

Operating Limitations 

4.1 LIMITATIONS 

This section includes the aircraft and engine limita- 
tions that muat be observed during normal operations. 
The aerodynamic and structural limitations in this sec- 
tion apply only to F-14D aircraft for the store station 
configurations shown in Figure 4-l. Engine limitations 
apply to all aircraft with the Fl IO-GE-400 engine. 

4.1.1 Engine Limits. Engine instrument markings 
for various operation limitations are shown in Figure 
4-2. Engine operating limitations are shown in Fig- 
ure 4-3. 

The engine secondary (SEC) mode may be inten- 
tionally selected in flight only under the following 
conditions: 

1. Engine operating between 85-percent ‘pm and 
military power 

2. Airspeed less than 1 .O TMN. 

4.1.2 Starter Limits. The starter cranking limits are 
as follows: 

1. Cross bleed - 2 minutes. 

2. Start cart - 5 minutes. 

When the time limit is reached, 10 minutes cooling 
is required between cranking. 

4.1.3 Airstart Envelope. The engine spooldown 
and windmill airstart envelopes are shown in Chapter 14, 
Figure 14-3. 

4.1.4 Crosswind Limits. Crosswind takeoffs and 
landings are permitted with a crosswind component not 
to exceed 20 knots at 90”. 

4.1.5 Ground Operations Limits 

1. Maximum tire speed - 190 knots. 

2. Maximum canopy open speed - 60 knots 

pi-z-1 

Use of antiskid must be in accordance with 
the following procedures: 

a. Select antiskid while stopped on the runway in 
the takeoff position; after landing, mm antiskid 
off once slowed below 15 knots prior to clear- 
ing the runway. 

b. Use only during landing or aborted takeoff. 

c. Do not use antiskid while taxiing. 

4.1.6 Ejection Seat Operation Limits. See ejection 
envelope curves, Chapter 16, Figure 16-l. 

1. Maximum speed (seat) - 600 knots. 

[WPIRNING) 

Ejection above 350 knots is hazardous, the 
decision to exceed 350 knots rests with the 
aircrew. 

4.1.7 Autopilot Limits. Autopilot should not be 
used under the following conditions: 

1. Airspeeds greater than 400 KCAV0.9 TMN 

2. Altitude above 42,500 feet. 

4.2 AIRSPEED LIMITATIONS 

The limits and restrictions in this part represent the 
maximum capability of the aircratl commensurate with 
safe operations. Aerodynamic and structural excesses of 
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I 

STORE l- 
l- CONFIGURATION 1A 16 345&6 88 BA 

lN*) 
1Bl AIM-9 AIM-9 AIM-9 AIM-9 
182 AIM-9 AIM-9 
1c TANK TANK - 

W”) 4 AIM-7 
281 AIM-9 AIM-9 4 AIM-7 AIM-9 AIM-9 
282 AIM-9 4 AIM-7 AIM-9 
2B3 AIM-9 AIM-7 4 AIM-7 AIM-7 AIM-9 
284 AIM-7 4 AIM-7 AIM-7 
.w*j TANK 4 AIM-7 TANK 
2Cl AIM-9 AIM-9 TANK 4 AIM-7 TANK AIM-9 AIM-9 
2c2 AIM-9 TANK 4 AIM-7 TANK AIM-9 
2C3 AIM-9 AIM-7 TANK 4 AIM-7 TANK AIM-7 AIM-9 
2C4 AIM-7 TANK 4 AIM-7 TANK AIM-7 

3A(*) 4 AIM-54 
3Bi AIM-9 AIM-9 4 AIM-54 AIM-9 AIM-9 
3B2 AIM-9 4AIM-54 AIM-9 
383 AIM-9 AIM-7 4 AIM-54 AIM-7 AIM-9 
384 AIM-7 4 AIM-64 AIM-7 
385 AIM-9 AIM-64 4 AIM-64 AIM-54 AIM-9 
386 AIM-54 4 AIM-54 AIM-54 
3C(‘) TANK 4 AIM-54 TANK 
3Cl AIM-9 AIM-9 TANK 4 AIM-64 TANK AIM-9 AIM-9 
3C2 AIM-9 TANK 4 AIM-64 TANK AIM-9 
3c3 AIM-9 AIM-7 TANK 4 AIM-54 TANK AIM-7 AIM-9 
3c4 AIM-7 TANK 4 AIM-54 TANK AIM-7 
3c5 AIM-9 AIM-54 TANK 4 AIM-54 TANK AIM-54 AIM-9 
3C6 AIM-54 TANK 4 AIM-54 TANK AIM-54 

. (‘) These store conf ration limi 11~0 apply en multir 10~8 stub pylc are carric t stations 1 E 6. 

. Flight operating limitations applicable to the above configurations are also applicableto down loadings, except down load 
of external tank to MXU-776/777 which shall be considered as a clean store station for limitation purposes. 

. For captive carriage of inert or live AIM-54, installation of ejector cartridges in LAU-132 is mandatory in order to provide 
jettison capability. 

l ForcaptivecarriageofinertorliveAIM-7,installationofejectorcartridgesinLAU-92ismandatoryinordertoprovidejettison 
capability.Thisdoes notapplytoCATM-7F-Zmissiles usedfor ballast (refertoNAVAlR01 -F14AAD-75 Weapon Stores 
Loading Manual). 

l For shorebased operations all CATM-7F-1 (Sparrow training rounds) shall be configured with a modified shear wafer to 
preclude inadvertent actfvation of the guidance and control unit, and subsequent ejection of the missile. 

. Simultaneous loading of AIM-7 on store station 4 and AIM-54 on store station 3 and 6 is an authorized configuration. 
Limitations of fuselage AIM-54 apply for carriage, individual missile limitations apply for launch/jettison. 

. AIM-9 conffgurations include both LAU-7 and LAU-130 carriage. 

IWARNINO) 

. In all cases the center of gravity position must remain within limits. The aft limit can be 
easily exceeded if stations 3 and 6 are not loaded. 

l With MA ARM ON and all conditions satisfied for AIM-54 launch, an ATM-54 (training 
round) will be ejected if the trigger or launch button is depressed. 

l With MA ARM ON and all other conditions satisfied for AIM-7 launch, a CATM-7F-1 
(Sparrow training round) will be ejected when the trigger or launch button is pressed 
unlessamodifiedshearwaferisinstalled. Emergency/selectiiejettisonofaCATM-7F-1 
is Still Dossible with a modified shear wafer installed. 

Figure 4-1. Store Station Configuration NZtS 
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F 11 O-GE-400 
OIL: MILL-23699 OR MIL-L-7808 

FUEL: MIL-J-5624 JP5 (JP-4, JP-8 ALTERNATES) 

Figure 4-2. Instrument Markings 
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FllO-GE-400 

Figure 4-3. Engine Operating Limits 
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these. limits shall be entered on the maintenance action 
form for appropriate maintenance action. 

4.2.1 Maximum Airspeeds. Maximum speeds 
are presented in calibrated knots and true Mach 
number. These values are derived from the position- 
error-correction curves of the production pitot-static- 
operated airspeed and altitude system. AOA is presented 
utilizing the conventional indicated units AOA while 
sideslip angle limits are presented in terms of degrees 
rudder deflection. 

Note 
Unless otherwise specified, the limits pre- 
sented herein pertain to flight with the stabil- 
ity augmentation system on. 

4.2.1.1 Cruise Configuration. With wing sweep in 
the MANUAL or AUTO mode, the maximum allowable 
airspeeds are shown in Figure 4-4. 

In emergency wing-sweep mode, the following com- 
bination of Mach and wing-sweep schedule must be 
used: 

1. <0.4TMN - 20°. 

2. 5 0.7 TMN - 25’. 

3. < 0.8 TMN - SO’. 

4. S 0.9 TMN - 60’. 

5. > 0.9 TMN - 68”. 

4.2.1.2 Approach Configuration 

1. Landing gear - 280 KCAS. 

2. Landing flaps and slats - 225 KCAS. 

With the landing gear extended or in tran- 
sit, abrupt rolls or uncoordinated turns 
above 225 KCAS can cause structural 
failure of the landing gear doors. 

After takeoff, move the FLAP handle to 
the UP position passing 180 KCAS to en- 
sure flap and slat airspeed limits are not 
exceeded. 

NAVAIR 0%Fl4AAD-1 

4.2.1.3 In-Flight Refueling 

1. Refueling probe - 400 KCAZVO.8 TMN. 

2. In-flight refueling (cruise configuration) - 200 
to 300 KCAS/0.8 TMN. 

3. In-flight refueling (approach configuration) - 
170 to 200 KCAS. 

4.3 ACCELERATION LIMITS 

Note 
Limits are based on a gross weight of 
49,548 pounds. See Figure 4-5 for the 
variation of maximum ?oad factor with 
gross weights greater than 49,548 pounds. 

Coordinated turns with small rudder and 
lateral stick inputs are defined as symmet- 
rical flight. 

4.3.1 Cruise ConfiguratIon. See Figures 4-5 and 
4-9. 

4.3.2 Approach Configuratlon 

1. Landing gear and/or landing flaps and slats - 0 
to 2.Og (symmetrical or rolling). 

4.4 ANGLE-OF-ATTACK LIMITS 

4.4.1 Cruise Configuration. AOAislimitedbythe 
maximum allowable load factor of Figure 4-5, the ma- 
neuvering limits of Figure 4-8, and the sideslip limits 
only under the following conditions: 

1 WARNING 1 

With roll SAS on, departure resistance is re- 
duced because of adverse yaw generated by 
roll SAS inputs. Subsonic maneuvering with 
roll SAS on shall not be conducted above 15 
units AOA with landing gear retracted. 

1. Wing sweep - AUTO. 

2. Clean or all air-to-air store loadings except those 
that include wing-mounted AIM-54. 

Under all other conditions, maneuvering is permitted 
only to the AOA limits of Figure 4-7 or the maximum 
allowable load factor of Figure 4-5, whichever occurs 
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DATE : FEBRUAFIY IS.92 
DATA BASIS : FLIGHT TEST 
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DATE : FESRUARV ,332 
DATA BASIS : FLIGHT TEST 
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Figure 4-4. Maximum Allowable Airspeeds (Sheet 2 of 3) 
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DATE : FEBRUARY 1032 
DATA BASIS : FLIGHT TEST 
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Figure 4-4. Maximum Allowable Airspeeds (Sheet 3 of 3) 
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DATE: JUNE ,992 
OATA BASIS: PLlOHT TEST 

GROSS WElOM - ,000 POUNDS 

Figure 4-5. Variation of Maximum Allowable Normal Load Factor With Gross Weight 
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first, and the maneuvering limits of Figure 4-8 and the 
sideslip limits of Figure 4-6. 

Note 
Refer to High Angle-of-Attack Flight Char- 
acteristics and Engine Operating Charac- 
teristics in Chapter 11. 

4.4.2 Approach Configuration. Maximum allow- 
able AOA with landing gear and flaps extended is shown 
in Figure 4-6. 

4.5 MANEUVERING LIMITS 

4.5.1 Approach Configuration. Withlandinggear 
and/or landing flaps and slats extended, abrupt yaws are 
prohibited. Refer to Figure 4-6 for approach cont&ura- 
tion sideslip limits. 

With landing gear extended or in transit, abrupt rolls 
and uncoordinated turns shall not be performed above 
225 KCAS. 

4.52 Cruise Configuration. With maneuver slats/ 
flaps extended, maximum allowable load factor is 6.5g 
or the limits of Figure 4-5, whichever is less. 

Subsonic maneuvering with roll SAS on shall not be 
conducted above 15 units AOA with the landing gear 
retracted. 

Cross control inputs shall not be used in the area of 
the flight envelope indicated in Figure 4-8. 

When automatic maneuvering flaps/slats are not op- 
erating, uncoordinated lateral control inputs shall not be 
used in the area ofthe flight envelope indicated in Figure 
4-8. 

4.5.3 Rolling Limits. With maneuver slats and flaps 
extended, maximum allowable load factor is 5.29 or the 
limits ofFigure 4-9 (roll SAS on or roll SAS off) which- 
ever is less. Rolling limits are shown in Figure 4-9. 

Do not initiate full lateral stick inputs 
above 4.5g ifa 5.2g limit applies or above 
3.5gifa4.0glimit applies. Control system 
dynamics may cause load factor to in- 
crease beyond limits. 

If outboard spoilers fail with airspeed 
greater than 400 KCAS and wing sweep 

less than 62”, limit lateral stick deflection 
to one-half pilot authority. 

Note 
AOA limitations shown in Figure 4-7 apply 
to designated configurations. 

4.5.4 Sldeslip Limits 

4.5.4.1 All External Store Configurations 

1. Below 0.7 TMN - Rudder inputs as required to 
maneuver aircraft at high AOA. 

2. Above 0.7 TMN - Rudder inputs coordinated 
with lateral stick as required to educe or eliminate 
the effects of adverse yaw at high AOA. 

Rapid rudder inputs cause noseup pitch and 
may generate snap roll departures. 

3. Above 1.70 TMN - Intentional sideslips 
prohibited. 

pi&-( 

If a supersonic engine stall and/or failure oc- 
curs, arrest roll rate with lateral stick only. 
Yaw SAS will maintain sideslip angle 
within acceptable limits. 

Note 
Use of full available rudder is permitted at all 
airspeeds if required to counteract adverse 
yaw encountered in maneuvering flight. 

4.5.5 Prohibited Maneuvers. Thefollowingaddi- 
tional maneuvers are prohibited: 

1. Intentional spins. 

2. During afterburner operations: 

a. Sustained zero to negative 0.5g flight. 

b. Flight from negative O.Sg to negative 2.4g.s for 
more than 10 seconds. 

3. At MIL power or less: Zero or negative-g flight for 
more than 20 seconds. 
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LANDING GEAR AND/OR FLAPS EXTENDED 

Figure 4-6. Maximum Allowable Angle-of-Attack Rudder Deflections 
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CRUISE CONFIGURATION 

Figure 4-7. Angle-of-Attack Limits 
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Figure 4-8. Maneuvering Limits - Cruise Configuration 

4. AIM-9 launch with landing flaps and slats 
extended. 

5. Fuel dumping with aftcrbumer operating or with 
speedbrak~ extended. 

6. Dual-engine afterburner takeoffs, waveoffs, 
bolters, of catapult launches. 

7. Single-engine maximum afierbumer takeoffs, 
waveoffs, bolters, or catapult launches. 

8. ACLS mode illA approaches. 

9. Roiling maneuvers with AOA change greater than 
360’ arc prohibited. 

4.6 SAS LIMITS 

4.6.1 Cruise Configuration 

1. Pitch SAS off - LBA. 

2. Yaw SAS off - 1 .O TMN. 

3. Roil SAS off - 1.0 TMN (wing-mounted AIM- 
54); 1.52 TMN (external tanks, fuselage AIM-54, 
/VG stores); I.6 ‘I’hIN (all other configurations). 

4.6.2 Approach Configuration 

1. Pitch SAS off - LBA. 

2. Yaw SAS off - LBA. 

3. Roil SAS off - Not permitted during takeoff 
and landing flap and slat transition. 

Roll SAS must be let? on for carrier landings with 
store asymmetry greater than 170,000 inch-pounds. (Ex- 
ample: weapon rail at station 6 and AIM-54 missile at 
station 8 equals 170,000 inch-pounds.) 

4.7 TAKEOFF AND LANDING FLAP AND 
SLAT TRANSITION LIMITS 

4.7.1 Clean and Symmetric Stores Loading. See 
Figure 4-10. 

1. All transitions will be made in less than 45O bank 
angle, roil SAS on. 

2. All normal (flaps and slats fully down) takeoff 
transitions will be initiated at a minimum altitude 
of 200 feet AGL. 

3. All other transitions will be made at standard field 
operating altitudes, but no less than 800 feet AGL. 
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F-14D ROLL SAS ON 

MANEUVERING ENVELOPE 

DATE : SEPTEMBER ,884 
DATA SASS : ESTIMATED FUGHT TEST 

0.2 0.4 0.0 0.8 1.0 1.2 1.4 1.s 1.8 2.0 2.2 

TRUE MAUI NUMBER 

ROLLING MANEUVERS RESTMCTSO To: 

REGION I- 380’ MAXMUH SANK ANGLE CHANGE AND: 

4.00 -ALL CONflGURATlONS WIT” EXTERNAL FUEL TANKS OR WING-MOUNTED AIM-54 
5.20 -ALL 0T”ER CONF,GVRAT,ONS 

REGION 2 - 380’ UAXIMVM BANK ANGLE CHANGE AT IO: 

130’ MAKIMUM BANK ANGLE CHANGE AT OTHER THAN 10 (So MAXIMUM) 

REGION 2 - NO ABRUPT STICK INPUTS: 

SO’ MAXIMUM SANK ANGLE CHANGE AT ,G ONLY 

NOTE: 

00 NOT W.CEEQ MAXIMUM ALLOWABLE AIRSPEED FOR STORE CONFIGURATION. NATOPS LIMITS OF FIGURE 4-4 APPLY. 

Figure 4-9. Maneuvering Limits - Rolling (Sheet 1 of 2) 
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F-14D ROLL SAS OFF 
MANEUVERING ENVELOPE 

DATE : SEPTEMBER ,964 
DATA SASS : ESllYArED FLlGHT TEST 

50 

40 

30 

M 

10 

a 

0.2 a.4 as 0.8 1.0 1.2 1.4 1.6 1.8 2.0 2.2 

TRUE MACH N”MSER 

ROLLING MANEUVERS RESTRICTED To: 

REGION I- 360’ MAXlM”M SANK ANGLE CHANGE AT 10 
- 180’ MAXIMUM SANK ANGLE WANGE AT OTHER TNAN 10 

(OG MINIMUM TO 5.30 MAXIMUM) 

- FOR CONFIGVRATIONS WV”, WING-MOUNTEO AIM-54: 
ROLL SAS MUST SE ON ABOVE 1.0 TMN 
REFER TO ROLL SAS ON MANEUVERING ENVELOPE 

- FOR ALL OTHER CONFIGURATIONS W,TH EXTERNAL FUEL TANKS. FUSELAGE 
MOUNTEG AM-S.,, OR AIR-TO-GROUND STORES: 
ROLL SAS M”ST SE ON ASOVE 1.52 TMN 
REFER TO ROLL SAS ON MANEUYERlNG ENVELOPE 

REGION 3 - ROLL SAS MUST SE ON 
REFER TO ROLL SAS ON MANEVVERlNG ENVELOPE 

NOTE: 

00 NOT EXCEED MAXIMUM ALLOWABLE AIRSPEED FOR STORE CONFIGURAnON. NATOPS LIMITS OF “GVRE 4-4 APPLY. 

Figure 4-9. Maneuvering Limits - Rolling (Sheet 2 of 2) 
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Note 

Do not attempt shipboard landing with inoperative roll SAS and greater 
than 170.000 in-lbs asymmetry unless divert field unavailable. 

FLAP TRANSITIONS: 

CLEAN OR SYMMETRICAL 

Less than 45” angle of bank 

!. Roll SAS on 

I. Minimum 200 feet AGL on 
takeoff 

I. Dirty-up altitude minimum 
600 feet AGL 

UP TO 66,000 IN-LB GREATER THAN 66,000 IN-LBS 
ASYMMETRY ASYMMETRY 

1. Wings level 1. Wings level 

2. Roll SAS on 2. Roll SAS on 

3. Minimum 200 feet AGL 3. Minimum altitude of 1,200 feet 
AGLfor takeoff and landing 

4. Dirty-up at minimum 800 feet AGL 4. Minimum 180 knots. 

i. Minimum 180 knots 5. Minimum 180 knots 

Available roll control will be 
marginal to inadequate in 
event of asymmetric flap/ 
slats without lockout. 

Note 

Incompatibility of flap transi- 
tion limit with existing Case I 
procedures recognized. Al- 
though improvement of flap/ 
slat system reliability has been 
accomplished, not enough 
data is available concerning 
failure mode/rate of improved 
asymmetry sensor. Minimum 
flap transition altitude may be 
waived in cases of operational 
necessity. 

Figure 4-10. Flap Limitations 
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4. All flap and slat extensions and retractions will be siles on fuselage stations until the following 
made at a maximum of 12 units AOA. AAC are incorporated: 

4.7.2 External Stores Loading With up to 
66,000 Inch-Pounds (5,500 Foot-Pounds) 
Asymmetry. AIM-7 on Stations 1B or 8B equals 
64,000 inch-pounds. 

(I) AAC 618 - Modifies multipurpose 
pylon. 

(2) AAC 673 - Modifies fuselage backup 
structure. 

1. All transitions will be made in wings-level flight 
with roll SAS on. (3) AAC 688 - Modifies pylon-mounted 

swaybraces. 
2. All normal (flaps and slats fully down) takeoff 

transitions will be initiated at a minimum altitude 
of 200 feet AGL. 

4.9 BARRICADE ENGAGEMENT LIMITS 

3. All flap and slat extensions and retractions will be 
made at a maximum of 12 units AOA. 

1. Wings at full forward sweep angle (20”) - 
51,800 pounds (maximum). 

a. Flaps and slats extended or retracted. 
4.7.3 External Stores Loading With Greater 
Than 66,000 Inch-Pounds (5,500 Foot-Pounds) 
Asymmetry. All transitions will be made in wings- 
level flight with roll SAS on at a minimum altitude of 
1,200 feet and at a maximum of 12 units AOA. 

b. No external stores except AIM-7 or AIM-54 on 
fuselage stations only. 

c. Empty external fuel tanks permitted only for 
landing gear malfunction. 

4.6 GROSS WEIGHT LIMITS - TAKEOFF, 
LAUNCH, AND LANDING 2. Wing-sweep angle greater than 20° up to 35O - 

46,000 pounds (maximum). 
1. Catapult launch - 76,000 pounds. 

a. Flaps and slats extended or retracted. 

p-G--,,,,,,, b. No external stores, except empty external fuel 
tanks for landing gear malfunction only. 

Single-engine rate of climb at 76,000-pound 
gross weight using optimum flight control 
technique is predicted to be between 300 and 
600 fpm. Emergency jettison of stores may 
be required to establish adequate rate of 
climb. 

3. Wing-sweep angle greater than 35” - Not 
permitted. 

4.10 CENTER OF GRAVITY POSITION LIMITS 

Unless otherwise stated, the following cg limits 

1. Field takeoff and emergency landing (minimum 
rate of descent only) - 72,000 pounds. 

apply: 

2. Field landings - 60,000 pounds, 
Maximum Maximum 

store Configurations Forward Aft 

3. Field carrier landing practice or carrier landings 
- 54,000 pounds. 

a. Landing approaches to touchdown should not 
exceed 17 units AOA to avoid nozzle/ventral 
tin damage. 

1 ;;i;2c, 2c,-4 r3% MAC j 18.5% MAC 

IBl, 182, lC, TARPS, 6.3% MAC 17.5% MAC 

All other 
configurations 

6.3% MAC 17.0% MAC 

b. Only minimum descent rate landings are per- 
mittedwhilecarrying AIM-7E/F and/orAIM-9 
on the multipurpose pylon, or AIM-7E/F mis- 
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Throughout these flight operating limits, all cg posi- 
tions are quoted at the following reference conditions: 

1. Zero fuel gross weight (includes weight of stores 
carried on flight). 

2. Wing-sweep angle = 20”. 

3. Landing gear and flaps extended. 

1 WARNING 1 

The aft cg limit will be exceeded if all sta- 
tions are configured for AIM-54 missiles or 
Mk 83/84 bombs and only stations 4 and 5 
are loaded or remain as a result of tiring, 
dropping, or jettison of stations 1, 3, 6, and 
8. If the aft cg limit is exceeded, airspeed/ 
AOA control may be difftcult. Fuel states of 
5,000 to 6,000 pounds result in the most fa- 
vorable cg position. Slightly aft wing- sweep 
positions of 25” to 30° will move the neutral 
point aft and should restore normal longitu- 
dinal stability. 

4.11 EXTERNAL STORES AND GUN LIMITS 

4.11.1 280-Gallon External Fuel Tank Limits 

1. Catapult launch with a partially tilled external 
tank is not authorized because of surge load 
considerations. 

2. Carriage of external tanks not incorporating AYC 
598 is limited to 300 KCAS/0.72 TMN. 

1 WARNING 1 

CV arrestment, CV touch and go, or normal 
field landings with full or partial fuel in the 
external tanks is not authorized because of 
overload of the nacelle backup structure. 
Only minimum descent rate landings are 
authorized. 

Dive angles in excess of 10“ nose down with 
900 pounds or more fuel in an external tank 
will result in fuel venting (dumping). 

4.11.2 External Baggage Container (CNU- 
188/A). The external baggage container (blivet) may 
be carried on station 4 or 5 with all loadings authorized 
fortheTARPSpod(Figure4-11). Simultaneouscarriage 
of a blivet and a TARPS pod or hvo blivets is not author- 
ized. The blivet must be configured with a long tail cone 
and no fins. 

1. Maximum airspeed - 520 KCASI0.90 TMN. 

2. Acceleration limit - LBA. 

3. AOA limit - Figure 4-7. 

4. Jettison - Not authorized. 

5. Carrier operations - Authorized. 

6. Maximum load: 

200 pounds maximum - forward shelf 
150 pounds maximum - aft shelf 
350 pounds total. 

4.11.3 Gun Burst Limits 

1. Burst limit - 200 rounds. 

If two consecutive 200-round bursts are tired, a 30- 
second cooldown period is required. 

4.11.4 Launch Limits. Maximum flight conditions 
for launch of external stores are listed in the following 
paragraphs. 

4.11.4.1 AIM-7FIM 

Note 
Missiles with K-9 autopilot are identified by 
a segmented black line under the missile se- 
rial number or letters “POP” after the serial 
number. 

1. Stations 1B and 8B - Vmin to 1.3 Th4N, all 
altitudes, +lg to limits of basic aircratt for non- 
zero bank angles and limits of basic aircraft for 
zero bank angle. 

2. Stations 3 and 6 - Vmin to Vmax for Og to +2g, 
Vmin to 1.4 TMN for +2g to +4g, and Vmia to 1.2 
TMN greater than +4g, all altitudes, +lg to limits 
of basic aircraft for non-zero bank angles and Og 
to limits ofbasic aircraft for zero bank angle. 
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3. Station 4 - Vmin to 0.9 TMN for less than 
15,000 feet MSL for Og to +Ig, Vmin to Vm, 
greater than 15,000 feet MSL for Og to +lg, and 
Vmin to vma~ greater than +lg, all altitudes, +lg 
to limits of basic aircraft for non-zero bank angles, 
and Og to limits of basic aircraft for zero bank 
angle. 

4. Station 5 - Vmin to 650 KCAS less than 30,000 
feet MSL for Og to +l g, Vmia to Vm, greater than 
30,000 feet MSL for Og to +lg, and Vmin to Vma 
greaterthan+Ig,allaltitudes,+lgtolimitsofbasic 
for non-zero bank angles, and Og to limits of basic 
aircraft for zero bank angle. 

4.11.4.2 AIM-SUM 

1. All stations - Vmin to Vmax, all altitudes, -1 .Og 
to limits of basic aircraft. 

AIM-9 launch is prohibited with landing 
flaps and slats extended. 

Note 
Engine stall may result from firing of AIM-9 
missiles. Engine exhaust gas temperature 
should be monitored after each tiring. 

4.11.4.3 AIM-54C 

1. Stations 1B and 8B - Vmin to Vmax, all alti- 
tudes, +lg to limits of basic aircraft for non-zero 
bank angles, Og to limits of basic aircraft for zero 
bank angle. 

2. Stations 3 and 6 - Vmin to Vmax Og to +2g and 
Vmin to 1.4 TMN +2g to +6g, all altitudes, +Ig to 
+6g for non-zero bank angles and Og to +6g for 
zero bank angle. 

3. Stations 4 and 5 - Vmin to Vm,, all altitudes, 
+lg to +5g for non-zero bank angles and Og to +5g 
for zero bank angle. 

4.11.5 Jettison Limits. Flight conditions for jetti- 
son (emergency only) of external stores are listed in the 
following paragraphs. 

4.1151 AIM-‘IF/M 

1. Stations 1 and 8 - Vmin to Vmx, all altitudes, 
+lg to limits of basic aircraft for non-zero bank 

NAVAIR 01-Fl4AAD-1 

angles and Og to limits of basic aircraft for zero 
bank angle. 

2. Stations 3 and 6 - Vmin to 350 KCAS, all alti- 
tudes, +1 .Og for straight and level flight. 

3. Stations 4 and 5 - Vmin to 400 KCAS, all alti- 
tudes, +l .Og for straight and level flight. 

pi&-,,,,,,, 

AIM-7 on stations 3 and 6 exhibit pronounced 
outboard movement when jettisoned. 

4.11.5.2 AIM-!54C 

1. Stations 1B and 8B - Vmin to Vmax, all alti- 
tudes, +l g to +6g for non-zero bank angles and Og 
to +6g for zero bank angle. 

2. Stations 3 and 6 - Vmin to 1.4 TM’N, all alti- 
tudes, +Ig for non-zero bank angles and Og to +lg 
for zero bank angle. 

3. Stations 4 and 5 - Vmin to Vmax, all altitudes, 
+lg for non-zero bank angles and Og to +lg for 
zero bank angle. 

Note 
For zero bank angle, limit is Vmin to Vmax, 
all altitudes, Og to limits ofbasic aircraft. 

4.11.5.3 Capped 280-Gallon External Fuel 
Tank (Landing Gear and Flaps 
Retracted) 

1. Full, partial, or empty tanks - Less than 0.90 
TMN, all altitudes,+lg to +3g. 

2. Landing gear and/or flaps extended (emergency 
only) - Less than 225 KCAS, all altitudes, +lg 
for straight and level flight. 

4.12 BANNER TOWING RESTRICTIONS 

1. Airspeed - 220 KCAS maximum recommended 

2. Maximum angle of bank - 30”, 20” throttles at 
idle below 5,000 feet 

3. Use of speedbrakes - Prohibited in flight. 
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Note 

l During takeoff, adequate clearance exists 
to use speedbrakes for takeoff abort with- 
out contacting tow cable. 

. The maximum aircraft gross weight for a 
shipboard banner launch is 67,000 
pounds. 

4.13 TACTICAL AIR RECONNAlSSANCE 
POD SYSTEM LIMITATIONS 

See Figure 4-I 1 for airspeed limits and store loadings 
authorized with TARES pod. 

4.13.1 Authorized Stores Loading 

1. Downloading is authorized for store stations 1, 2, 
7, and 8 only. Stations 3 and 6 must remain loaded 
for cg control. 

2. Carrier and field arrestment operations are 
authorized. 

3. Aft cg limit is 17.5-percent MAC, nonjettisonable 
(captive carry) AIM-7 missiles, specially confrg- 
ured interim AIM-7 missile or AIM-54 rails and 
fairings on stations 3 and 6 shall be carried for cg 
control (see Interim AIM-7 as ballast). Full ammu- 
nition pod, ALQ-1001126 or other authorized 
equipment substitution maybe required alongwith 
AIM-7 missiles or AIM-54 fairings and rails to 
maintain cg within aft limit. Individual weight and 
balance calculations shall be performed to ensure 
cg limits are not exceeded. 

4. Pulling MACH TRIM circuit breaker will elimi- 
nate stick force requirement during low-altitude, 
high-speed flight. 

MACH TRIM circuit breaker should be reset 
prior to landing. Attempt reset below 0.6 
TMN above 5,000 feet, if possible, to mini- 
mize trim change transients. Failure to reset 
circuit breaker may result in reduced nose- 
down longitudinal control authority. Re- 
duced authority may degrade the pilot’s 
ability to counter pitchup during waveoffs 
with aft cg. 

5. AIM-54 carriage/launch is not authorized at any 
station. 

6. Special weight and balance information for 
TARES pod configuration is available. Refer to 
handbook of weight and balance (NAVAIR Ol- 
lB-40). 

4.132 Interim AIM-7 as Ballast. TARPS-equipped 
aircraft are authorized to use specially contigured in- 
terim AIM-7 missiles as ballast. AIM-7 missiles spe- 
cially configured for TARES use will be designated as 
CATM-7%2 or CATM-7F-2. Until then, R40293, 
R40268, R40302, R40264, R40144, R40298, R40674, 
R40297, R40274, R40267, and R40235 are authorized 
#as TARES ballast, and weight and balance information 
provided for AIM-7F missiles shallbeused to determine 
weight and balance of aircraft. 

I. CATM-7E-2 - 360 pounds per missile located 
at aircraft station 381.7. 

2. CATM-7F-2 - 440 pounds per missile located 
at aircraft station 381.7. 
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AUTHORIZED STORES LOADING 

Stations 1 and 8: 
(2) AIM-7 and (2) AIM-9 or (4) AIM-9 

Stations 2 and 7: 
(2) finless external fuel tanks 

Station 5: 
TARPS pod 

Stations 3 and 6: 
(2) AIM-54 Rail and fairings or 
(2) AIM-7/CATM-7 

Stations 1 and 8: 
(2) AIM-7 and (2) AIM-9 or (4) AIM-9 

Station 2 and 7: 
(2) finless external fuel tanks 

Station 5: 
TARPS pod 

Stations 3 and 6: 
(2) AIM-54 Rail and fairings or 
(2) AIM-7/CATM-7 

Stations 1 and 8: 
(2) AIM-7 and (2) AIM-9 or (4) AIM-g. 

Station 5: 
TARPS pod 

Stations 3 and 6: 
(2) AIM-54 Rails and fairings or 
(2) AIM-7/CATM-7 

Stations 1 and 8: 
(2) AIM-7 and (2) AIM-9 or (4) AIM-g. 

Station 5: 
TARPS pod 

Stations 3 and 6: 
(2) AIM-54 Rails and fakings or 
(2) AIM-7/CATM-7 

ON 

OFF 

ON 

OFF 

MAXIMUM AIRSPEED 

Sea level to 11,000 feet mean sea level 
(MSL)-540 KCAS. 

Above 11,000 feet MSL-600 KCAS or 1.43 TMN, 
whichever is less. 

Sea level to 11,000 feet MSL-620 KCAS. 

Above 11,000 feet MSL-680 KCAS or 1.43 TMN, 
whichever is less. 

Sea level to 11,000 feet MSL-540 KCAS. 

Above 11,000 feet MSL-600 KCAS or 1.53 TMN, 
whichever is less. 

680 KCAS or 1.33 TMN, whichever is less. 

Figure 4-l 1. Tactical Air Reconnaissance Pcd System Limitations 
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CHAPTER 5 

Indoctrination 

5.1 GROUND TRAINING SYLLABUS 

51.1 Minimum Ground Training Syllabus. The 
ground training syllabus sets forth the minimum ground 
training that must be satisfactorily completed prior to 
operating the F- l4D. Ifthe aircrewmember has a current 
F-14A/B NATOPS qualification, the ground syllabus 
will consist of the F-14D unique systems. The ground 
training syllabus for each activity will vary according to 
local conditions, field facilities, requirements from 
higher authority, and the immediate unit commander’s 
estimate of squadron readiness. The minimum ground 
training syllabus for the pilot and the RIO is set forth in 
the following paragraphs. 

5.1.1.1 Familiarization 

1. Flight physiological training as appropriate 

2. F-14D flightcrew academic course 

3. F-14D MFTWST (within 5 days). 

5.1.1.2 Flight Support Lectures 

1. F-14D flightcrew academic course. 

5.1.1.3 Intercept Flight Support 

1. F-l4D flightcrew academic course. 

5.1.1.4 Weapons Firing Flight Support 
Lectures 

I. Weapons preflight procedures 

2.. Arming/dearming procedures 

3. Firing procedures 

4. Safety procedures 

5. Jettison/dump areas. 

5.1.1.5 Field Carrier Landing Practice/Carrier 
Qualification Flight Support Lectures 

I. Mirror and Fresnel lens optical landing system 

2. Day landing pattern and procedures 

3. Night landing pattern and procedures 

4. Shipboard procedures and landing patterns 

5. CCAIACLS procedures 

6. In-flight refueling (day/night). 

51.2 Waiving of Minimum Ground Training 
Requirements. All F-14D flight crewmembers shall 
be instructed on the differences from model in which 
qualified and comply with those items listed below, as 
directed by the unit commanding officer. 

Where recent crewmember experience in similar air- 
craft models warrant, unit commanding officers may 
waive the minimum ground training requirements pro- 
vided the flight crewmember meets the following man- 
datory qualifications: 

I. Has obtained a current medical clearance 

2. Is currently qualified in flight physiology 

3. Has satisfactorily completed the NATOPS flight 
manual open- and closed-book examinations 

4. Has completed at least one emergency procedure 
period in the MFTIWST (within IO days) 

5. Has received adequate briefing on normal and 
emergency operating procedures 

6. Has received adequate instructions on the use and 
operation of the ejection seat and survival kit. 
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5.2 FLIGHT TRAINING SYLLABUS 

52.1 Flightcrew Flight Training Syllabus. Be- 
fore flight, all flight crewmembers will have completed 
the familiarization and flight support lectures previously 
prescribed. A qualified FRS instructor pilot will occupy 
the rear seat for the fast familiarization flight. A quali- 
fied FRS instructor RIO can occupy the rear seat if the 
pilot in command has been previously NATOPS quali- 
fied in the F-14A/B. The geographic location, local 
command requirements, squadron mission, and other 
factors will influence the actual flight training syllabus 
and the sequence in which it is completed. The specific 
phases of training are listed in the following paragraphs. 

5.2.2 Fllghtcrew Flight Training Phases 

5.2.2.1 Familiarization 

1. Military power takeoffs 

2. Buffet boundary investigation 

3. Approach to stalls 

4. Slow flight 

5. Acceleration nm to Mach 1.3 

6. Subsonic and supersonic maneuvering 

7. Investigate all features of the AFCS/stab aug 

8. Formation flight 

9. Aerobatics 

10. Single-engine flight at altitude and airstarts 

11. Simulated single-engine landings 

12. Landing with full and with no flaps 

13. Acceleration runs at various altitudes. 

5.2.2.2 Instruments 

1. Basic instrument work 

2. Penetration and approaches 

3. Local area round-robin (day and night) flights. 

An F-14D pilot is considered instrument qualified if 
cm’rentty instrument qualified in the F-14A/R. 

5.2.2.3 Weapons System Employment. Quali- 
fication is in accordance with existing tminingandreadi- 
ness directives. 

5.2.2.4 Field Carrier Landing Practice and Car- 
rier Qualifications. Qualification is in accordance 
with existing training and readiness directives. 

5.3 OPERATING CRITERIA 

5.3.1 Ceiling/Visibility Requirements. Before 
the pilot becomes instrument qualified in the aircraft, 
field ceiling, visibility, and operating area weather must 
beadequatefortheentireflighttobeconductedinaclear 
airmass according to visual flight rules. After the pilot 
becomes instmment qualified, the following weather 

iteria apply: 

F-14D HOURS 

Less than IO 

1oto20 

20 to 45 

45andabove 

CEILING and VISIBILITY 
(Feet) (Miles) 

VFR 

800 and 2; 900 and l-1/2; 
1,000 and 1 

700 and 1; 600 and 2; 500 
and 3 

Field minimums or 200 and 
112, whichever is higher. 

F-14A/E FLEET 
EXPERIENCED 

AIRCREW 
(F-14D HOURS) 

CEILING and VlSlBlLlTY 
(Feet) (Miles) 

Less than 10 

10to30 

30andabove 

VFR 

7a0,0da;d 1; 600 and 2; 500 

Field minimums or 200 and 
112, whichever is higher. 

Where adherence to these minimums unduly ham- 
pers pilot training, commanding offricers may waive 
time-in-mode1 requirements for actual instrument flight, 
provided pilots meet the following criteria: 

1. Have a minimum of 10 hours combined time in the 
F-14-/D 

2. Completed two simulated instrument sorties 

3. Completed two satisfactory tacan penetrations 
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4. Completed five satisfactory ground-controlled 
approaches. 

5.3.2 NATOPS Qualification and Currency Re- 
quirements. F-14 NATOPS qualifications are for a 
specific aircraft series. The following terms are defined 
for use in interpreting the F-14 qualification and cur- 
rency requirements. 

1. Aircrafi type - The broadest classification of air- 
craft as to its physical characteristics (e.g., fixed 
wing or rotary wing). 

2. Aircrafi model - The basic mission symbol and 
design number of an aircraft (e.g., P-3, F-14, H-3). 

3. Aircrafl series - The specific version of an air- 
craft model (e.g., F-14A, F-14B, or F-14D). 

5.3.2.1 Initial NATOPS Qualification in Aircraft 
Series. Initial F-14 NATOPS qualification in series 
shall include satisfactory completion of the following 
requirements: 

1. Formal ground phase training. 

2. The NATOPS open-book, closed-book, and bold- 
face exams. 

3. A flight syllabus at a fleet replacement squadraon. 
The syllabus shall include 10 flight hours under 
instruction, 4 hours of which may be flown in a 
CNO-approved flight simulator for the same air- 
craft series. 

4. A separate NATOPS evaluation flight check is 
required if a CNO-approved simulator is not 
available. 

Fleet replacement squadron commanding officers 
may waive the flight hour requirement for radar 
intercept offkers. 

5.3.2.2 Continued NATOPS Qualification. To 
maintain a continued NATOPS qualification after initial 
qualification in aircraft series until currency is estab- 
lished, pilots and RIOs shall comply with the minimum 
flight hour requirements in each specific phase as deter- 
mined by the unit commanding officer. 

5.3.2.3 NATOPS Currency. Flight crewmembers 
who have more than 45 hours in F-14A/J3/D aircraft 
model are considered current in aircraft series, provided 
they continue to satisfy the following requirements: 
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1. Have satisfactorily completed the ground phase 01 
the NATOPS evaluation check, including 
OFTICOTIWSTIMFT emergency procedures 
check (if available) and have completed a NA- 
TOPS evaluation check with a grade of Condition- 
ally Qualified or better within the past 12 months 

2. Have flown 10 hours in aircraft model, 5 hours 01 
which shall be in aircraft series, and made five 
takeoffs and landings in aircraft model within the 
hut 90 days. 

3. Are considered qualifted by the commanding offr- 
cer of the unit having custody of the aircrafi. 

Flight crewmembers who are current in the F-14A 
and F-14D may be considered current in the F-14B. 
NATOPS requalification for the F-14A, F-14B, and 
F-14D can be accomplished during the same evaluation 
check, provided the NATOPS open-book, closed-book 
and boldface exams and currency requirementsare met 
for each series. 

5.3.2A Currency Renewal. Flight crewmembers 
who have not remained current shall complete the fol- 
lowing requirements in order to reestablish currency: 

1. Flight crewmembers who have not maintained 10 
hours in model, 5 hours of which shall be in a&rat7 
series, and five takeoffs and landings in aircrafl 
model within the last 90 days) shall do the following: 

a. Complete a safe-for-flight simulator check 
with a squadron NATOPS instructor 

b. Be considered qualified by the commanding of 
ficer of the unit having custody of the aircraft 

2. Flight crewmembers who are current in series ex- 
cept for a NATOPS evaluation check within the 
last 12 months shall do the following: 

a. Complete a NATOPS evaluation check (in. 
eluding emergency procedures simulator 
check, NATOPS open-book, closed-book, and 
boldface examinations) with the SquadronNA. 
TOPS instructor. 

b. Be considered qualified by the commading of. 
ficer having custody of the aircraft. 

3. Flight crewmembers without a current NATOPS 
evaluation check and who have not maintained l( 
hours in model, 5 hours in aircraft series, and five 
takeoffs and landings in aircraft model withii thr 
last 90 days shall do the following: 
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a. If 6 months or less since last flight: 

(1) Perform an emergency procedures and 
safe-for-flight check in a CNO-approved 
simulator 

(2) Fly one flight with squadron NATOPS 
instructor 

(3) Complete a NATOPS evaluation check 
(including NATOPS open-book, closed- 
book, and boldface examinations) 

(4) Be considered qualified by the command- 
ing officer of the unit having custody of 
the aircraft. 

b. If greater than 6 months since last flight, a re- 
peat of the initial NATOPS qualification re- 
quirements is required at the fleet replacement 
SCpdOll. 

5.3.3 Requirements for Various Flight Phases 

5.3.3.1 Night - Pilot 

1. CombmedtimeinF-14A/B/Dnot lessthan lOhours. 

5.3.3.2 Night - RIO 

1. Combined time not less than 3 hours in the F- 
14A/B/D as crewmember. 

5.3.3.3 Cross Country - Pilot 

1. Have a minimum of 15 hours total in the 
F-14A/BiD as fmt pilot or fly with a qualified 
instructor RIO 

2. Have a valid instrument card 

3. Have completed at least one night familiarization 
flight in the F-14-D or fly with a qualified 
instructor RIO 

4. Have completed maintenance checkout for servic- 
ing aircraft. 

5.3.3.4 Cross Country - RIO 

1. Have completed at least one night familiarization 
flight in the F-14A/BiD or fly with a qualified 
instructor pilot. 

5.3.3.5 Air-to-Air Missile Firing - Pilot 

1. Have a minimum of 15 hours combined time in the 
F-14A/B/D, 5 of which must have been flown in 
the F-14D 

2. Be considered qualified by the commanding 
officer. 

5.3.3.6 Air-to-Alr Missile Firing - RIO 

1. Have a minimum of 25 hours combined time in the 
F-14-D as crewmember, 10 ofwhich must be 
intheF-14D 

2. Have satisfactorily completed a minimum of two 
intercept flights .during which simulated firing 
runs were conductedutilizing the voiceprocedures 
and clear-to-fm criteria to be utilized in live fmng 

3. Be considered qualified by the commanding 
officer. 

5.3.3.7 Carrier Qualifications. Each crewmember 
will have a miniium of 50 hours combined time in the 
F-14A/BiD(15hoursminimuminF-14D),ofwhichlS 
hours is night time (5 night hours in F-14D) and meet 
the requirements set forth in the CV NATOPS manual. 
Minimum hour requirement for radar intercept officers 
may be waived by the commanding offtcer based upon 
individual experience level and crew composition. 

5.3.4 Mission Commander. The mission com- 
man&r shallbeaNATOPS-qualifiedpilot or RIO, quali- 
fied in all phases ofthe assigned mission, and designated 
by the unit commanding officer. 

53.5 Minimum Flightcrew Requirements. The 
pilot and the RIO (or two pilots) constitute the normal 
flightcrew for performing the assigned mission for all 
flights. Unit commanders may authorize rear-seat 
flights for personnel other than qualified pilots and RIOs 
provided such personnel have received thorough indoo 
trination in the use of the ejection seat and oxygen equip 
ment and, in the execution of rear-seat functions and 
emergency procedures. Where operational necessity 
dictates, unit commanders may authorize flights with 
the rear seat unoccupied provided the requirement for 
such flights clearly overrides the risk involved and jus- 
titiestheadditionalburdenplacedon thepilot. Innocase 
is solo flight authorized for shipboard operations, com- 
bat, or combat training missions. 
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5.4 FLIGHT CREWMEMBER FLIGHT 
EQUIPMENT REQUIREMENTS 

In accordance with OPNAVINST 3710.7, the flying 
equipment listed below will be worn or carried, as ap- 
plicable, by flight crewmembers on every flight. All 
survival equipment shall be secured in such a manner 
that it will be easily accessible and will not be lost during 
ejection or landing. All equipment shall be the latest 
available as authorized by the Aircrew Personal Protec- 
tive Manual, NAVAIR 13-1-6. 

1. Protective helmet 

2. Oxygen mask 

3. Anti-g suit 

4. Fire-retardant flightsuit 

5. Steel-toed flight safety boots 

6. Life preserver 

7. Harness assembly 

8. Shroud cutter 

9. Sheathknife 

10. Flashlight (for all night flights) 

11. Strobe. light 

12. Pistol with tracer ammunition or approved flare 
gun 

13. Fire-retardant flight gloves 

14. Identification tags 

15. Antiexposure suit in accordance with OPNAV- 
lNST 3710.7 

16. Personal survival kit 

17. Other survival equipment appropriate to climate of 
thearea 

18. Full pressure suit and hfk 4 life preserver on all 
Ilights above 50,000 feet MSL 

19. Pocket checklist 

20. Navigation packet. 
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PART III 

Normal Procedures 

Chapter 6 -Flight Preparation 

Chapter 7 - Shore-Based Procedures 

Chapter 8 - Carrier-Based Procedures 

Chapter 9 - Special Procedures 

Chapter 10 - Functional Checkflight Procedures 
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CHAPTER 6 

Flight Preparation 

6.1 PREFLIGHT BRIEFING 

Preflight briefings shall be conducted immediately 
before the launch of scheduled flights and must be car- 
ried out in an expeditious but thorough manner. Ample 
time should be given for briefing with external assets as 
well as for conducting internal element briefs. When 
scheduling a brief, consideration should be made to en- 
sure that enough time is given for the aircrew to finish 
briefing, don all flight gear, check out any special items 
required for the mission (authenticators, cameras, guns), 
mad the aircraft discrepancy book, and man up the air- 
craft in order to make the scheduled launch time. For 
this reason, it is imperative that all pilots and RIOs be in 
flightsuits ready for the brief at the designated time. 

Thebriefshouldoptimallybeconducted inadesignated 
btiefmg room, free of distractions, with a white dry erase 
board and l/72 scale aircraft models. A briefmg board 
should be put up prior to the brief, depicting applicable 
admin items, mission objectives, flight conduct, special 
instructions, and necessary diagrams. Aircrew should util- 
ize appropriate tactical manuals and current weapon 
school manuals and journals for mission planning. The 
brief shall include, but not be liiited to, the following. 

6.1 .I Admin. The following items should be covered 
for each flight, regardless of the mission. 

1. Event number 

2. Launch/recovery times/recovery order 

3. Lineup/call signs/avionics plan 

4. Mission assigned/alternate missions 

5. External assets/call signs 

6. Weather 

a. Base, en route, target, area, divert 

b. Water/air temperature, sea state 

7. Ordnance and stores carried/preflight/restrictions 
on use 

8. Communications plan 

9. AreaMOTAMs 

10. Clearance/NAVAlDs 

11. Ground/deck procedures 

12. Takeoff/departure/rendezvous 

13. En route/formation 

14. Tanking plan 

15. Combat checks 

16. Recovery procedures (VFR/IFR) 

17. Jokeribingo fuel 

18. NORDO procedures 

19. Emergencies/diverts/SARbirdstrike 

20. Training rules 

2 1. Contingencies. 

6.1.2 Missions. Aircrew should brief each section 
that applies to their expected mission. Missions not spe- 
cifically discussed in this chapter should be covered 
using the appropriate tactical manual. 

6.1.2.1 Low-Level/Strike Ingress 

1. Time hack 

2. Controlling agency route brief 

a. Restrictions/hot areas 
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3. Current charts/CHUM 

4. Entry/exit times 

5. Formation/altitude/airspeed 

6. Navigation mode/plan 

7. Communications 

8. Checkpoints/timing 

9. Tmnpoints/corrections 

10. Radar plan/search contracts 

11. Threat awareness (SAM, AAA, A/A) 

12. DECM/RWR/expendables 

13. Target area ingress IP - Target 

14. Abort criteria/procedures 

IS. Safety. 

6.1.2.2 Air-to-Ground/Strike 

1. Time hack 

2. A/G checklist complete 

3. Range/area 

4. Time on target 

5. Communications 

6. Swing tighter consideration 

7. Target area tactics 

a. SEAD window 

b. Target ID/acquisition 

c. Tactic/ha&up tactic 

d. Aircraft interval/sequence 

e. Aim points/backup aim points 

f. Threat awareness (SAM, AAA, A/A) 

g. DECM/RWTUexpendables 

8. WeaponeeringIswitchology 

a. Targettype 

b. Weapon 

c. Attack/delivery mode 

d. EuzeIdelay 

e. Functioning delay 

f. Interval 

g. Stick length 

h. Frag pattern 

i. Manual MIL setting 

j. Stations selected 

9. Release conditions 

a. Dive angle 

b. Airspeemach 

c. Release/recovery altitude 

d. Heading 

e. Slant range 

f. Time of fall 

10. Off-target rendezvous/egress/RTF 

11. Hung ordnance/jettison 

12. Abort criterialprocedures 

13. Safety. 

6.1.2.3 Air-to-Air 

1. Mission type/objectives/strike integration/f?iendly 
assets 

2. Threat awareness (A/A, SAM, AAA) 

3. ROEiPID criteria 

4. GCJIcontrolIbull’s-eye 
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5. Precommit 

a. Position/time/CAP management 

b. Formation/visual lookout 

c. Radar gameplan 

d. Defense in depth 

6. Commit 

a. Authority/criteria 

b. Abort/reset 

7. Intercept 

a. Geometry/flow 

b. Formation/altitude/airspeed 

c. Communications (cadence/priority) 

d. Radar search responsibilities 

e. Meld/targeting 

f. Sort/lock range/no sort 

g. Drop criteria/factor bandit range 

h. Degrades 

i. Float/strip 

j. Preplanned coordinated maneuverS 

k. Radar warning receiver 

i. Abort/reset 

8. Approaching the merge/merge 

a. Missile employment 

b. Fuel package 

c. Crank/expendables 

d. IRCM 

e. Section/division maneuvering 

f. Engage/blowthrough 

9. Postmerge/egress 

a. Target area considerations/frag 

b. Flow/new ROE 

c. Radargameplan 

d. Visual lookout doctrine/commit 

e. Rendezvous 

10. Defensive considerations 

a. Communications 

b. Threat/nose position/RWR 

c. Missile/guns defense 

d. E-pole. 

6.1.2.4 TARPS 

1. Mission type 

a. SSCYmappingIstandofoint target 

2. Pod checks - on deck/airborne 

3. Operating area/routeiTOT 

4. Navigation mode/plan - primary/secondary 

a. INS/GPS/visual/DR 

b. Checkpoints 

c. Posttarget IPs 

d. Topography/terrain 

5. Target acquisitioniJD/placement 

6. Sensors 

a. Primary/secondary/tertiary 
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b. Vg’H settings 

c. Troubleshooting 

7. Formation/altitude/airspeed 

8. Communications 

9. Radar plan 

10. Threat awareness (SAM, AAA, A/A) 

11. DECM/RWwexpendables 

12. Egress 

a. Target area considerations/fmg 

b. Rendezvous/RTF 

13 Abort criteria/procedures 

14. Safety. 
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CHAPTER 7 

Shore-Based Procedures 

7.1 CHECKLISTS 

Aircraft checklists are available in two forms, based 
on the degree of Eightcrew familiarization; since the 
sequence remains the same, the only difference in the 
forms is the degree of amplification. As the flightcrew 
becomes mom proficient in type, a more abbreviated 
form is available to promote operational efficiency, and 
safety is not compromised since in all instances the 
thoroughness of checks remains the same. The pla- 
carded landing checklist on the forward cockpit instru- 
ment panel is a fundamental element in this instance. In 
the interest of procedural standardization, the shore- 
based and carrier-based procedures are maintained the 
same, except for the response relative to the checks. The 
expanded procedures presented in this flight manual 
describe in detail those items that should be checked on 
each flight. Adherence to these procedures will provide 
the flightcrew with a detailed status of weapons system 
performance incident to flight. However, it is incumbent 
on the flightcrew to expand the checks as necessary to 
verify the corrective status of previously reported dis- 
crepancies. Reference should be made to the functional 
checktlightprocedures (Chapter lO,paragraph 10.2) for 
more detailed tests that can be performed on the aircraft 
and weapons systems if deemed necessary. The flight- 
crew should be thoroughly familiar with the details of 
the procedures outlined herein so that the abbreviated 
checklist forms of the procedures may be safely em- 
ployed. As the fmt level of simplification, NAVAIR 
Ol-F14AAD-1B contains a reprint of the normal proce- 
dures, with less amplifying information. 

7.1.1 Tactical Air Reconnaissance Pod Sys- 
tem. A [T] preceding the text of a procedural step 
identities items pertaining only to TARPS aircraft. 

7.2 EXTERIOR INSPECTION 

A proper preflight inspection begins with a thorough 
review of aircraft status and past maintenance history. 
An understanding of previous discrepancies, corrective 
action and their impact on the flight can best be gained 
at this time. The flightcrew should ensure that any and 

all discrepancies have been properly corrected or de- I 
ferred prior to accepting the aircraft as ready for flight. 

7.2.1 Area Around Aircraft. En route to the air- 
craft, attention should be directed to the maintenance 
effort going on in the line area. The flightcrew should 
ensure that no hazardous situations exist. The entire area 
should also be generally examined for FOD hazards. 

The area around the aircraft that may not be visible 
from the cockpit should be examined. Particular atten- 
tion should be paid to support equipment adjacent to the 
aircraft. It shouldbe determined that the wings and flight 
controls can be safely moved and that the effect of jet 
blast during start and taxi will not create a dangerous 
situation. 

7.2.2 Foreign Object Damage and Leak In- 
spection. Engine intakes and adjacent deck area are of 
prime concern since the Fl lo-GE-400 is highly suscep- 
tible to FOD damage and the engines are capable of 
picking up objects from the deck. AICS ramps, bleed 
doors, ECS cooling intakes, exhausts, and afterburner 
ducts are catchalls for loose objects. They should be 
closely inspected for security and foreign objects, In- 
spect all panels for security and loose fasteners. While 
inspecting the aircraft for FOD, the flightcrew should 
also be alert for any evidence of oil, hydraulic fluid, or 
fuel leaks. 

7.2.3 Ground Safety Devices and Covers. The 
following items should be installed: 

1. MLG ground safety locks (two) 

2. Nose landing gear ground safety pin 

3. Tailhook safety pin (ashore) 

4. Wheel chocks 

5. LAU-7/LAU-138/LAU-92 ground safety pins 

6. Sidewinder seeker-head covers (if applicable). 
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The following items should be removed: 

1. Intake, probe, bleed door, and ECS duct covers 

2. Water-intrusion tape 

3. Launch abort mechanism lock (if the aircraft is to 
be towed) 

4. Tailhook safety pin (shipboard). 

7.2.4 Surface Condition. All surfaces should be 
checked for cracks, distortion, or loose or missing fas- 
teners. All lights and lenses shouldbe checked for cracks 
and cleanliness. 

7.2.5 Security of Panels. All fasteners should be 
flush and secure on all panels. 

7.2.6 Leaks. All surfaces, lines, and actuators should 
be checked for oil, fuel, and hydraulic leaks. Particular 
attention should be paid to the underside of the fuselage, 
engine nacelles, and outer wing panels. 

7.2.7 Movable Surfaces. All movable surfaces 
(flight controls and high-lift devices) should be in- 
spected for position, clearance, and obvious damage, 

7.2.6 Inspection Areas. The following exterior in- 
spection is divided into 10 areas. (See Figure 7-l.) 
Checks peculiar to only one side are designated (L) or 
(R) for the lefl or right side. Both the pilot and RIO 
should preflight the entire aircraft individually. 

7.2.6.1 @ Forward Fuselage 

1. Access panel fasteners forward of engine inlets - 
No Loose or Missing Fasteners. 

2. Gun (L) - Safety Pin Installed in Clearing Sector 
Holdback Assembly, Louvers Clear. 

3. Probes - Secure, Openings Clear, AOA Probe 
Free For Rotation. 

4. Nose wheelwell: 

a. Electrical leads -Connected, No Evidence of 
Overheating. 

b. Hydraulic lines -No Chafing or Leaks, 

c. Doors and linkages -Cotter Pins Installed, No 
Distortion. 

d. Brake accumulators - 1,900 Psi Minimum. 

Figure 7- 1. Exterior Inspection 
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e. Canopy air bottle gauge - 1,200 Psi Minimum. 

f. Emergency landing gear nitrogen bottle gauge 
- 3,000 Psi Minimum. 

g. Emergency landing gear air release valve - 
Ensure That Valve Is in Closed Position. 

h. Retract actuator- Piston Clean, No Leaks. 

i. Flight maintenance indicator- Secure. 

j. Antiskid control box BIT flags-Not Tripped. 

k. Cabin pressure port screens - Clean. 

1. Master arm override - Cover Closed. 

5. Nose strut - Piston Clean, Free of Cracks and 
Scoring, and Uplock Roller Free. 

6. Steering actuator - Secure, No Leaks. 

7. Launch bar and holdback fitting 

a. Abort - Full Up. 

b. Roller - Free Rotation. 

c. Uplatch and holdback - Free Movement. 

8. Nosewheels and tires - Inflation, No Cuts, 
Bulges, Uneven Wear, or Imbedded Objects. 

9. Drag brace -No Leaks, Door Secure. 

10. Approach lights - Lenses Clean, No Cracks, 
Secure. 

11. TV camera - Check, Blue Desiccant. 

12. Dual chin pod - IRST, TV Cameras (or simula- 
tors), and Anticollision Light Secure. 

13. Radome - Lock Handle Fastened, Rosemont 
Probe Straight. 

14. OBOGS concentrator vent outlet - No 
Obstructions. 

7.2.8.2 @Right Inlet 

1. Ramps, metal seals, and rubber seals - Intact, 
Free of Dirt, Grit, and Cracks. 

2. IGV-BladesandStatorsFreeofNicksandCmcks. 

Plane captain to verify that all visible damage has 
been blended. 

3. ECS heat exchanger inlet and fan 

a. Fan-Free Rotation. 

b. Overspeed pin - Recessed. 

c. ECS inlet - Free of FOD, Cables Connected 
@JN. 

4. Inlet-Free of Standing Water, Drains Clear. I 
7.2.8.3 @ Right Nacelle and Sponson 

1. Station 7 and 8 stores 

a. Stores -Aligned. 

b. Access panels-Secure. 

c. Sidewinder missile launcher 
I 

(1) LAU-7 Sidewinder coolant doors 
Latched. 

I 
(2) LAU-138 chaff loading and gas bottle 

safety handle - Stowed. I 

d. Stores safety pins - Installed. 

If external t ankMXUdl1 aboard: 

e. Ground safety handle-Pulled. 

f. Fuel quantity sight gauge -Ball Float Vertical. 

g. Sway braces - Tightened Down. 

h. Hook latched indicator- White Vertical Line 
Visible. 

i. Inboard and outboard fuel caps - Fastened 
With Butterfly Latch Secured Facing AA. 

2. Main wheelwell 

a. Doors and linkages - Secure. 

b. Uplock microrollers -Free. 

c. Uplock hooks - Secure, 

d. Hydraulic lines-No Chafing or Leaks. 
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3. Drag brace - Secure, Downlock Safety Pin 
Forward. 

4. Side brace - Seated in Latch. 

5. Main struts - Pistons Clean, Free of Cracks or 
scoring. 

6. Brakes - Pucks Safety-Wined; Wear Indicators 
Visible (pins at least flush). Lower Torque Arm 
Swivel; Key and Key Retainer Properly Installed 
and Safety Wired. 

7. Hubcap - Secure, Safety-Wired. 

8. Main wheels and tires 

a. Wheels and tires - Inflation, Cuts, Bulges, 
Uneven Wear, Imbedded Objects (look behind 
chocks) 

14. Ventral - No Damage, IDG Oil Cooler Intake 
Clear. 

7.2.8.4 @I Right Glove and Wirig 

1. Slats, flaps, and cove doors - Surfaces and 
Hinges Secure. 

2. Wing cavity seal -Free of Cuts and Chafing. 

3. Formation and position lights - Intact, Lenses 
Clean. 

7.2.8.5 @Aft and Under Fuselage 

1. Horizontal tails - Leading Edges Free of Damage. 

2. Exhaust nozzles and fakings: 

a. Nozzles and fairings - No Cracked or Missing 
Flaps or Seals. 

9. Gear down microrollers -Contact Made. 

10. Engine compartment (ii applicable) 

a. Integrated drive generator-transmission fluid 
-Fluid Visible, Filter (two) Pins Flush. 

b. Engine oil servicing caps-Check. 

b. Fairing cable - Properly Tensioned (pull on 
cable, fairing flaps should not move). 

c. Bottom surface - No Scrapes or Cracks, 

d. Spray bars and flameholder - Intact. 

c. Bilges-No FOD, Evidence ofOverheating, or 
Leakage. 

d. Fuel, oil, and hydraulic lines -Free ofchaflng 
or Leaks. 

e. Turbine blades -No Evidence of Overheating. 

3. Fuel vent -No Leakage or FOD. 

4. Tailhook 

a. Hook point - Smooth. 
e. Bleed air lines - No Heat Discoloration or 

Damage. 

f. Al3 fuel pump filter - Pin Flush. 

g. Lube and scavenge bypass filter -Pin Flush. 

h. Oil nozzle filter -Pin Flush. 

b. Nut and cotter pin - Installed. 

c. Safety pin - Remove if Hook Is Securely 
Latched Up. 

5. Backup flight control module -No Leaks (feel 
afl of inspection doors), Filter Pins Flush, Close 
Both Access Doors. 

I 1. Flight hydraulic reservoir - 1,800 Psi Minimum, 
Filter Pins Flush. 6. Fuel dump - No Leakage From Mast, Free of 

FOD. 
12. Flight hydraulic system tape gauge -Minimum 

of Seven on Tape. 7. Stations 3 through 6 stores 

Note 
Engine must be running for an accurate 
reading. 

13. Hook dashpot pressure gauge - 800 i10 Psi. 
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8. Fuel cavity drains -No Leakage. 

9. [T] Pod - Check for Security 

10. [T] Protective window covers -Removed. 

Il. [T] Camera windows - Clean, 

12. [T] Camera sensor control - As Briefed. 

13. [T] Light meter - Facing Outboard. 

14. [T] Lens filter -As Briefed. 

7.2.8.6 @Left Glove and Wing 

1. Slats, flaps, and cove doors - Surfaces and 
Hinges Secure. 

2. Wing cavity seal -Free of Cuts and Chafing. 

3. Formation and position lights - Intact, Lenses 
Clean. 

7.2.8.7 @I Left Nacelle and Spot-son 

1. Station 1 and 2 racks and stores 

a. Racks and stores -Aligned. 

b. Access panels-Secure. 

c. Sidewinder missile launcher 

(1) LAU-7 Sidewinder coolant doors - 
Latched. 

(2) LAU-138 chaff loading and gas bottle 
safety handles - Stowed. 

d. Stores safety pins - Installed. 

If external tanks aboard: 

e. Ground safety handle - Pulled. 

f. Fuel quantity sight gauge-Ball Float Vertical. 

g. Sway braces-Tightened Down. 

h. Hook latch indicator - White Vertical Line 
Visible. 

i. Inboard and outboard fuel caps - Fastened 
With Butterfly Latch Secured Facing Aft. 

2. Main wheelwell 

a. Doors and linkages - Secure. 

b. Uplock microrollers -Free. 

c. Uplock hooks-Secure. 

d. Hydraulic lines-No Chafing. 

3. Drag brace - Secure, Down Lock Safety Pin 
Forward. 

4. Side brace-Seated in Latch. 

5. Main struts - Pistons Clean, Free of Cracks or 
Scoring. 

6. Brakes- Pucks Safety-Wired; Wear Indicators 
Visible (pins at least flush). Lower Torque Arm 
Swivel; Key and Key Retainer Properly Installed 
and Safety-Wired. 

7. Hubcap-Secure, Safety-Wired. 

8. Main wheels and tires 

a. Wheels and tires - Inflation, Cuts, Bulges, 
Uneven Wear, Imbedded Objects (look behind 
chocks). 

b. Uplock hooks - Secure. 

9. Gear-up microrollers - Contact Not Made. 

10. Engine compartment (if applicable) 

a. IDG - Fluid Visible (two) Pins Flush. 

b. Engine oil servicing caps -Check. 

c. Bilges -No FOD, Evidence of Overheating, or 
Leakage. 

d. Fuel, oil, and hydraulic lines - Free of Chaf- 
ing or Leaks. 

e. Bleed air lines - No Heat Discoloration or 
Damage. 

f. Afterburner fuel filter - Pin Flush. 

g. Lube and scavenge bypass filter - Pin Flush. 

h. Oil nozzle filter - Pin Flush. 
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11, Combined hydraulic reservoir - 1,800 Psi Mini- 
mum, Filter Pins Flush. 

12. Combined hydraulic system tape gauge -Mini- 
mum of Seven on Tape. 

Note 

Engine must be running for an accurate 
reading. 

13. Airstart door - Ground Hydraulic and Electric 
Covers Tight. 

14. Ventral - No Damage, IDG Oil Cooler Intake 
Clear. 

7.2.8.8 @I Left Inlet 

Ramps, metal seals, and rubber seals - Intact, 
Free of Dirt, Grit, and Cracks. 

IGV - Blades and Stators IGV Free of Nicks and 
Cracks. 

Plane captain to verify that all visible damage has 
been blended. 

Ice detector(L) - Secure. 

ECS heat exchanger inlet and fan 

a. Fan-Free Rotation. 

b. Overspeed pin -Recessed. 

c. Inlet-Free ofFOD, Cables Connected (two). 

5. Outboard spoiler module temperature indicator 
and servicing - No Leaks, Fluid Indicator Rod 
Protruding. 

6. Inlet-Free of Standing Water, Drains Clear. 

7.2.8.9 @ Fuselage Top Deck and Wings 

1. Bleed exit doors - Free of FOD, Hardware 
Intact. 

2. ECS heat exchanger exhausts -Free of FOD and 
Cracks. 

3. Antennas-Check. 

4. Overwing fakings -No Cracked or Bent Fingers 

5. Eyebrow doors - Intact, 

6. Speedbrake - No Distortion or Leaks. 

7. Vertical tails and rudders-No Distortion, Lights 
Intact. 

7.2.8.10 @ Canopy 

1. Canopy lanyard - Connected, Yellow Flag 
Attached at Both Ends. 

2. Auxiliary canopy bottle - Cable Taut. 

3. Canopy hooks and seal - Secure, Seal Intact. 

4. Ejection seat safe-and-arm device safety pins (see 
Figure 7-2) -Pulled. 

5. Auxiliary canopy bottle gauge - 800 psi Minimum. 

6. Blade antennas -Intact. 

7. Canopy - Clean, Free of Cracks and Deep 
Scratches. 

7.3 EJECTION SEAT INSPECTION 

The pilot and RIO shall perform the following checks 
on their respective ejection seats prior to flight. The 
ground safety pin in the seat thing handle is the only 
ground safety device. It must be removed and stowed 
before flight. Abbreviated preflight checklists for the 
ejection seat are provided in the pocket checklist and on 
the ejection seat headbox. 

1, SAFE/ARMED handle - SAFE. 

2. Manual override handle - Full Down and 
Locked. 

3. Catapult manifold valve - Secure, Hoses 
Connected. 

Check that retaining pin is installed. 

4. Top latch mechanism-Latched. 

Check that indicator plunger is flush with end of 
top latch plunger. 

(WARNING1 

If the top latch mechanism is not latched, the 
seat could rise up the catapult rails during 
aircraft maneuvers. 
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5. Parachute withdrawal line - Connected. 

Check that parachute withdrawal line is correctly 
secured to parachute deployment rocket stinup. 

6. Left pitot head - Stowed. 

7. Thermal batteries - Not Expended. 

Check that battery-expended indicator on elec- 
tronic sequencer is not activated. 

8. Left trombone tubes -Connected, Retaining 
Pin Installed. 

9. Leg restraint lines - Secured to Deck, Not 
Twisted, End Fittings Secured in Seat Bucket 
Locks. 

10. Seat tiring initiators -Firing Linkage Connected 
to Sears. 

11. Pyrotechnic quick disconnects - Connected, 
Red Bands Not Visible. 

12. Survival kit-Check. 

b. Emergency oxygen manual actuator - 
Connected and Stowed. 

c. Emergency oxygen and locator beacon 
lanyards - Connected to Deck. 

13. Oxygen/communications and anti-g lines -Con- 
nected to Aircraft Connections. 

14. Personnel services disconnect block - Secured 
to Seat Bucket, Lanyard Attached to Deck. 

15. Lapbelts - Secure. 

Pull up on each lapbelt to ensure that lugs are 
secure in seat bucket locks. 

16. Negative-g strap - Secure. 

17. Right trombone tubes - Connected, Retaining 
Pin Installed. 

18. Right pitot head - Stowed. 

19. Parachute container lid - Secure, Sealed. 

Check environmental seal indicator for correct 
a. Oxygen pressure gauge -In the Black. indication 

Figure 7-2. Ejection Seat Safe-and-Arm Module 
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20. Parachute risers -Properly Routed. 

Check that risers are routed down forward face of 
parachute container and behind retention strap. 

21. Ejection seat and canopy pins - Stowed. 

7.4 PILOT PROCEDURES 

The interior inspection provides a systematic cover- 
age of all cockpit controls to ensure proper setup prior 
to the application of external power, assuming no exter- 
nal air-conditioning source will be used prior to engine 
start. These checks correspond to the condition that the 
plane captain should set up in the cockpit as part of the 
preflight. Each cockpit setup consists of a sequential 
sweep of controls on the left console, instrument panel, 
and right console. 

7.4.1 Interior Inspection - Pilot 

1. Harnessing - Fasten. 

a. Leg restraint lines and garters - Connect. 

Connect D-rings on leg restraint lines to upper 
and lower garters, left and right side. Ensure 
that leg lines are not twisted or looped. 

b. Lapbelt - Connect and Adjust. 

Connect lapbelt straps and adjust snug so as to 
provide secure lap restraint in flight and seat kit 
suspension for ground egress or ejection. 

c. Parachute release fittings - Attach to Har- 
ness Buckles. 

d. Anti-g and oxygen/communication leads - 
Attach. 

When connecting the oxygen/communication 
fitting, avoid twisting the hard hose, 

e. Inertia reel - Check, 

Position shoulder harness lock lever forward to 
lock position. Check that both shoulder straps 
lock evenly and securely. Move lever aft to 
unlock harness. 

Attach composite fitting without causing un- 
necessary twisting of hard hose. 

2. OBOGS master switch-OFF. 

3. TONE VOLUME controls-set. 

4. ICS panel 

a. VOL knob -As Desired. 

b. Amplifier -NORM. 

c. Function switch -COLD MIC. 

5. Radio VOLUME panel. 

a. JTIDS SEL switch -Set. 

b. VOLUME knobs-As Desired. 

6. Tacan mode switch-OFF. 

a. Channel - Set. 

b. VOL knob - Counterclockwise. 

7. STAB AUG switches-OFF. 

8. U/VHF - OFF. 

piGi- 

With electrical and/or hydraulic power on 
the aircraft, wings can move if wing contrrt 
systems fail. 

9. Wing-sweep switch-MAN. 

10. Lefl and right throttles - OFF. 

11. Exterior lights master switch - Set. 

Position switch in accordance with standard 
procedures for day or night and field or carrier 
operations. 

12. FLAP handle - CORRESPONDMG. 

13. Throttle friction lever - OFF (all). 

14. ASYM LIMITER switch-ON (guard down). 

15. L and R ENG mode switches - PRI. 

16. BACK UP IGNITION switch - OFF. 

17. THROTTLE TEMP switch - NORM. 
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Note 
The Fl IO-GE-400 engine automatically 
compensates for temperature variations. 

18. TBROTILE MODE switch - BOOST. 

19. L and R INLET RAMPS switches -AUTO. 

20. ANTI SKID SPOILER BK switch - OFF. 

21. FUEL panel 

a. WINGEXT TRANS switch -AUTO. 

b. REFUEL PROBE switch - RET. 

c. DUMP switch-OFF. 

d. FEED switch -NORM (guard down). 

22. LDG GEAR handle - DN. 

23. NOSE STRUT switch - OFF. 

24. Parking brake - Pull. 

25. Altimeter -Set. 

Set field or carrier elevation as applicable. 

26. Radar altimeter - OFF. 

27. Standby attitude gyro - Caged. 

28. Lefl and right FUEL SHUT OFF handles - In. 

29. MA ARM switch - OFF (guard down). 

30. ACM switch - OFF (guard down). 

3 1. MultifUnction display mode switches - OFF. 

Note 
Visually check for security of cockpit equip- 
ment, particularly the multifunction dis- 
plays, BUD, and instroment panel gauges. 

32. Clock -Wind and Set. 

33. Fuel BINGO -Set. 

Set total fuel remaining value for initial activation 
of fuel BINGO caution reminder consistent with 
mission profile to be flown. 

NAVAIR 01.F14AAD-1 

34. Circuit breakers-Checked. 

35. HYD HAND PUMP -Check. 

Extend handpump handle and stroke to check 
tirmness of pumping action and an indication of 
pressure buildup on the brake pressure gauge. 
Stow handpump handle in a convenient position 
for ready access. 

36. HOOK handle -Corresponding. 

37. GUN ROUNDS panel - Set. 

38. DISPLAYS panel 

a. BUD MODE switch - Set. 

b. HJDDECLUTTERswitch - Set. 

c. BUD FORMAT switch - Set. 

d. HUDMJI ALT switch - BARO. 

e. BUD PWR switch -OFF. 

f. ECM switch - Set. 

g. TCS FOV switch - Set. 

39. ELEV LEAD knob-Set. 

40. SW COOL switch - Set. 

41 

42 

L and R generator switches -NORM. 

p&E-) 

Ground engine operation without electrical 
power supplied by either the generators or 
external power may cause 20-mm ammuni- 
tion detonation because of excessive heat in 
the gun ammunition drum. 

EMERG generator switch - NORM (guard 
down). 

43. Air-condition controls 

a. TEMP mode select switch-AUTO. 

b. TEMP thumbwheel control-As Desired 
(5 to 7 midrange). 
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c. CABM PRESS switch -NORM. 

d. AIR SOURCE -OFF. 

44. WSHLD AIR switch -OFF. 

45. ANTI-ICE switch -AUTO/OFF. 

46. ARA-63 panel 

a. CHANNEL selector - Set. 

b. POWERswitch -OFF. 

47. MASTER LIGHT panel controls - As Required. 

Set external and interior lighting controls consis- 
tent with day or night and field or carrier operating 
conditions. 

48. MASTER TEST switch -OFF. 

49. EMERG FLT HYD switch - AUTO (guard 
down). 

50. HYD TRANSFER PUMP switch - SHUTOFF 
(guard UP). 

Check that all warning, caution, and advisory 
lights illuminate. The brightness ofthe indexer 
lights should be set during the test. 

b FIRE DET/‘EXT. 
5 1. CANOPY air diffuser lever - CABIN AIR. 

52. VIDEO CONTROL switch -OFF. 

53. INBD and OUTBD spoiler switches - NORM 
(guard down). 

54. Storage case - Inspect. 
C 

L and R FIRE lights illuminate to verify conti- 
nuity of respective system. The GO light will 
illuminate verifying continuity through the 
four squib lines, that 28 Vdc is available at the 
lefl and right fire switches, and that the fire 
extinguisher containers are pressurized. 

INST 
Check adequacy of flight planning documents and 
storage of loose gear. 

7.42 Prestart - Pilot 

1. External electrical power - ON. 

2. If wings are not in OV SW: 

a. WING SWEEP DRIVE NO. 1 and WG SWP 
DRNO.2/MANUVFLAPcb’s--ll(LDl, 
LEl). 

b. Emergency WING SWEEP handle -Extend 
and Match Captain Bars With Wing Position 
Tape. 

Check for the following responses after 5 
seconds: 

(1) RPM - 96 percent. 

(2) EGT - 950 *lo “C. 

Initiates engine overtemperatie alarm. 

(3) FF - 10,SOOPph. 

(4) AOA (units) - 18 zt.5 

Reference and indication. 

(5) Wing sweep - 45 *2.5O. 

Program, command, and position. 

Wings will move to emergency handle posi- 
tion regardless of wing-sweep cb position. 

Note 
If wings are in OV SW, do not extend handle. 

3. ICS -Check. 

4. Laodinggearindicatorandtransitionlight-Check. 

Check gear position indication down and transi- 
tion light off, 

5. MASTER TEST switch-check. 

Coordinate with RIO. 

a. LTS. 
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(6) 

(7) 

(8) 

FUEL QTY - 2,000 +200 Pounds (both 
cockpits). 

Backup oxygen pressure - 1,800 to 
2,100 Psi. 

L and R FUEL LOW lights - Illumi- 
nated (both cockpits). 

d. MASTER TEST switch - OFF. 

6. Ejection seat SAFE/ARMED handles - ARMED. 

Verify seat armed with RIO. 

7. CANOPY -Clear RIO To Close. 

(,,,,,,,I 

Flightcrews shall ensure that hands and for- 
eign objects are clear of front cockpit hand- 
holds and top of ejection seats and canopy 
sills to prevent personal injury and/or struc- 
tural damage during canopy opening or clos- 
ing sequence. Only minimum clearance is 
afforded when canopy is transitioning fore 
and aft. 

Note 

If CLOSE does not close the canopy, depress 
the grip latch, release and push handle out- 
board and forward into BOOST. If it is nec- 
essary to use BOOST, the handle shall be 
returned to CLOSE to avoid bleed-off of 
pneumatic pressure. 

8. LAD/CANOPY light - OFF. 

Plane captain shall stow boarding ladder and steps. 

9. Inform RIO -Ready To Start. 

10. Starter air -ON. 

The ECS air source shall remain off during 
engine start until external air is disconnected 
in order to reduce the possibility of bleed air 
duct contamination. 

7.43 Engine Start - Pilot. Prior to engine start, 
the pilot and plane captain should ascertain that the 
turnup area is clear of FOD hazards, adequate tire- 
suppression equipment is readily available, and engine 
intakes and exhausts are clear. Although the engines 
cannot be started simultaneously, either can be started 
fmt. The following procedure establishes starting the 
right engine first. Whenever possible the aircraft should 
be positioned so as to avoid tailwinds, which can in- 
crease the probability of hot starts. 

pi&-( 

Coordinate movement of any external sur- 
faces and equipment with the plane captain 
or director. 

If engine chugs and/or rpm hangup is en- 
countered with one engine turning during 
normal ground start, monitor EGT for 
possiblehot start. AIRSOURCEpuahbut- 
ton should be set for the operating engine 
until ‘pm stabilizes at idle; then set to 
BOTH ENG. 

To prevent possible engine overtempera- 
ture during crossbleed start attempts, se- 
lect the operating engine for air soume and 
retam to BOTH ENG after rpm stabilizes 
at idle or above. 

1. ENG CRANK switch - L (left engine). 

2. ENG CRANK switch -OFF. 

3. ENG CRANK SWITCH - R (right engine). 

4. ENG CRANK SWITCH - OFF. 

5. EMERG FLT HYD switch -Cycle. 

a. EMERG FLT HYD switch - LOW. 

Check that ON flag is displayed in EMER FLT 
LOW hydraulic pressure window. Verify con- 
trol over horizontal tail and rudder control sur- 
faces as viewed on surface position indicator. 
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b. EMERG FLT HYB switch-HIGH. 

Check that ON flag is displayed in EMER FLT 
HI hydraulic pressure window. Verify control 
over empennage flight control surfaces and 
higher surface deflection rate. 

c. EMERG FLT HYD switch -AUTO (LOW). 

Check that OFF flags are displayed in both 
EMER FLT HI and LOW hydraulic pressure 
windows. 

Combined and brake accumulators should be 
charged prior to backup module checks. 
Checks should be made slowly enough to 
ensure continuous ON indication in the hy- 
draulic pressure indicator and to prevent 
damage to the pump or motor. 

Note 

Ensure combined and flight hydraulic pres- 
sures are zero prior to testing emergency 
flight hydraulic system to allow proper check 

I of 300-psi priority valve. 

6. ENG CRANK switch - R (right engine). 

Place the crank switch to the R position where the 
switch is solenoid held until automatically re- 
leased to the neutral (OFF) position at the starter 
cutout speed of approximately 49- to 5 1 -percent 
‘pm. Manual deselect of the switch to OFF will 
interrupt the crank mode at any point in the start 
cycle. Oil pressure and flight hydraulic pressure 
rise will become evident at 20-percent rpm. 

If no oil pressure or hydraulic pressure is 
indicated, start shall be aborted by setting 
ENG CRANK switch to OFF. 

Ifthe ENG CRANK switch does not auto- 
matically return to the OFF position by 
SO-percent ‘pm during start, ensure that 
the ENG CRANK switch is offprior to 60- 
percent ‘pm to prevent starter overspeed. 

a If the START/VALVE caution light illu- 
minates after the ENG CRANK switch is 
off, select AIR SOURCE to OFF to pre- 
vent starter overspeed. 

. When attempting a crossbleed or normal 
ground start, do not attempt to reengage 
the ENG CRANK switch if the engine is 
spooling down and rpm is greater than 
46 percent. Between 30- and 46-percent 
rpm, the ENG CRANK switch may not 
stay engaged because of normal variations 
in starter cutout speed. 

Note 

During cold starts, oil pressure may exceed 
65 psi. This pressure limit should not be ex- 
ceeded for more than 1 minute. 

7. Right throttle -IDLE at 20-Percent Rpm. 

If an idle crossbleed start is attempted with 
high-residual engine EGT and/or throttles 
are advanced from OFF to IDLE prior to 20- 
percent rpm, higher than normal EGT read- 
ings may occur. If the EGT appears to be 
rising abnormally, increasing the supply en- 
gine to 80-percent ‘pm may yield a normal 
start temperature. 

Note 

l Advancing the R throttle Tom OFF to IDLE 
automatically actuates the ignition system. 
An immediate indication of fue.1 flow (300 
to 350 pph) will be exhibited and light-off 
(EGT rise) should be achieved within 5 to 
15 seconds. Peak starting temperatures will 
he achieved in the 40- to 50-percent tpm 
range. Atler a slight hesitation, the EGT will 
return to normal. Exceeding 890 “C consti- 
tutes a hot start. During the initial starting 
phase, the nozzle should expand to a full- 
open (100 percent) position. 

l If the START VALVE caution light is 
illuminated after the ENG CRANK 
switchisoffor ifthe ENG CRANKswitch 
does not automatically return to off, en- 
sure that the ENG crank switch is off by 
60-percent rpm and select AIR SOURCE 
to OFF to prevent starter overspeed. 
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Note 
Loss of electrical power may result in smoke 
entering the cockpit via the ECS. 

8. R GEN light - OFF. 

The right generator should automatically pick up 
the load on the left and right main ac buses as 
indicated by the R GEN light going out at approxi- 
mately 59-percent ‘pm. 

9. R FUEL PRESS light -OFF. 

The fuel-pressure lights should go off by the time 
the engine achieves idle ‘pm. 

10. Idle engine instrument readings - Check. 

a. RPM - 62 to 78 Percent. 

b. EGT - 350 to 650 “C (nominal). 

c. FF - 950 to 1,400 Pph (nominal). 

d. NOZ position - 100 Percent. 

e. OIL-25to35Psi (nominal) (15 psiminimum). 

f. FLT HYD PRESS - 3,000 Psi. 

11. External power - Disconnect. 

Ground engine operation without electrical 
power supplied by either the generators or 
external power may cause 20-mm ammuni- 
tion detonation because of excessive heat in 
the gun ammunition drum. 

12. ENG CRANK switch-L (let? engine). 

When combined hydraulic pressure reaches 3,000 
psi, tetum switch to neutral (center position). 

13. HYD TRANSFER PUMP switch-NORMAL 
Hydraulic transfer pump will operate from flight 
side to maintain the combined side between 2,400 
to 2,600 psi. 

If the transfer pump does not pressurize the 
combined system within 5 seconds, immedi- 
ately set HYD TRANSFER PUMP switch to 
SHUTOFF. 

14. HYII TRANSFER PUMP switch - SHUTOFF. 

15. Repeat steps 6 through 10 for left engine. 

16. Starter air - Disconnect. 

17. AIR SOURCE - L ENG, R ENG, then BOTH 
ENG. 

Verify cockpit airflow in each position. 

18. OBOGS master switch - ON. 

Ensure ECS service air is available to 
OBOGS prior to selecting the OBOGS 
master switch ON. 

19. HYD TRANSFER PUMP switch-NORMAL. 

20. Ground safety pins -Remove and Stow. 

Plane captain should remove landing gear pins and 
stow them. 

7.4.4 Poststart - Pilot 

1. 

2. 

3, 

STAB AUG switches -All ON. 

MASTER TEST switch - EMERG GEN. 

Check that NO GO light illuminates for about 1 
second until emergency generator power is con- 
nected to essential buses and GO light illuminates. 
When disconnecting this test, the resultant power 
interruption causes the standard attitude heading 
reference system light to illuminate momentarily, 

VMCU operation - CHECK. 

Following disengagement of the emergency gen- 
erator. a oroner check of the VMCU is indicated 
by illummaiion of the PITCH STAB 1 and 2, 
ROLL STAB 1 and 2, YAW STAB OP and OUT, 
SPOILERS, HZ TAIL AUTH, RUDDER AUTH, 
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AUTO PILOT, and MACH TRIM lights during 
the power transient (approximately 1.25 seconds). 
Once normal power is restored, all lights go out 
except the RUDDER AUTH light (resettable with 
the MASTER RESET pushbutton) and the PITCH 
and ROLL STAB AUG switches will be OFF. 

4. Advise RIO that test and check is completed. 

5. STAB AUG switches-All On. 

6. AFTC -CHECK. 

a. L ENG mode switch - SEC. 

L ENG SEC light illuminates; left NOZ indi- 
cator pointer below zero. 

b. L ENG mode switch - PRI. 

L ENG SEC light goes out; NOZ indicator to 
100 percent. 

c. R ENG mode switch - SEC. 

R ENG SEC light illuminates; right NOZ indi- 
cator pointer below zero. 

d. R ENG mode switch - PRI. 

R ENG SEC light goes out; NOZ indicator 
pointer to 100 percent. 

Selecting secondary (SEC) mode closes ex- 
haust nozzles increasing exhaust nozzle jet- 
wake hazard. 

Note 

Performing AFTC check during OBC in- 
hibits AICS ramps from programming. 
Ramps must be reset before another OBC 
can be performed. 

Operating engines in secondary mode in- 
hibits the engine monitoring system por- 
tion of FEMS until primary mode is 
reselected. 

7. Emergency WING SWEEP handle - OV SW. 

If wings are not in oversweep, move the wings to 
68’ using WING SWEEP emergency handle in 

raised position. Then raise handle to full extension 
and hold until HZ TAIL AUTH caution light goes 
out and OVER flag appears on wing-sweep indi- 
cator. Move handle to full aft OV SW and stow. 

8. Wing-sweep switch - AUTO. 

9. WING SWEEP DRIVE NO. 1 and WG SW DR 
NO. 2/MANUV FLAP cb’s -IN (LDl, LET) 

10. WING/EXT TRANS switch - OFF. 

11. MASTER RESET pushbutton - Depress. 

12. OXYGEN SUPPLY valve-ON. 

Turn OXYGEN SUPPLY valve ON, place mask 
to face and check for normal breathing and regu- 
lator and mask operation. Turn OXYGEN SUP- 
PLY valve OFF, check no breathing. 

13. COMM/NAV/GEAR/DISPLAYS - ON. 

a. UHF MODE switch - T/R or T/R & G. 

b. Tacan function selector - T/R. 

c. MFDs -ON. 

d. ARA-63 POWER switch -ON. 

e. HUD PWR switch-ON. 

f. Radar altimeter - ON. 

g. VIDEO control switch - ON. 

14. Trim -Set 000. 

15. Standby gyro-Erect. 

16. MASTER RESET pushbutton - Depress. 

17. MASTER TEST switch - OBC. 

Coordinate with RIO and plane captain. 

Increased suction around intakes during inlet 
ramp programming and the automatic move- 
ment of the horizontal stabs presents a FOD 
hazard and the potential for injury to ground 
personnel not clear of these areas. 
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18. Autopilot-Engage. 

19. Failure history tile - Clear. 

20. MFD OBC TEST -Select. 

The following systems are automatically exer- 
cised during the l-1/2 minutes required to com- 
plete the OBC tests. 

a. The AICS self-test turns on hydraulic power 
and exercises the ramps through full cycle: 
STOW-EXTND-STOW. During the test, the 
respective RAMP light illuminates until the 
ramps return to the fully stowed position and 
the hydraulics are shut off. A failure is indi- 
cated by an INLET light and/or OBC readout. 

b. Pitch, roll, yaw stab aug; authority stops; 
AFCS computers; Mach trim compensator; 
autopilot, spoiler. 

During the course of the test, the STAB AUG 
lights remain illuminated until the test is satis- 
factorily completed. All lights should be off at 
termination of test. 

OBC commencement with nose-down trim 
may result in a force-link disconnect when 
the stick hits the forward stick stop during the 
pitch parallel actuator checks. 

a. Autothrottle - This test is a computer self-test 
with output commands inhibited to prevent 
throttle movement. 

21. Speedbrake switch - EXT, then RET. Cycle 
speedbrake switch to EXT, release and check for 
partial extension. Select EXT again, checking in- 
dicatorfortransition for full extension. Select RET 
and check indicator for an indication of full retrac- 
tion. Check for stabilizer position fluctuation dur- 
ing speedbrake extension and retraction to verify 
integrated trim operation. 

22. REFUEL PROBE switch - All EXT, Then RET. 

Cycle the probe to the extend position, noting illu- 
mination ofthe probe transition light with switch- 
probe position disparity. Check probe nozzle head 
for condition, Retract probe and again check that 

transition light goes out when fully retracted and 
doors closed. 

23. WSHLD AIR switch - Cycle. 

24. MASTER TEST switch -OFF. 

If engaged, verify that autopilot disengages 
automatically. 

25. WING/EXT TRANS switch-OFF. 

26. Trim - Checked and Set 000. 

Ensure adequate clearance before moving 
wings. 

Note 

For CV operations, omit steps 27 through 47. 

27. Emergency WING SWEEP handle - 20”. 

Move the emergency WING SWEEP handle to 
20” (full forward) and engage the spider detent. 
Stow handle and guard. HZ TAIL AUTH light 
illuminates coming out of OVSW. Light goes off 
when OVSW stops removed. 

28. MASTER RESET pushbutton - Depress. 

The W/S caution legend on the MFD and the 
WING SWEEP advisory light go out and the 
AUTO and MAN modes are enabled. 

29. External lights - Check (prior to night/IMC 

30 

flight). 

During night operations, aircraft with inop- 
erable tail and aft anticollision lights will not 
be visible from the rear quadrant even under 
optimum meteorological conditions, thus in- 
creasing midair potential. 

Flaps and slats -Dbl. 

Check for full deflection of the flaps and slats to 
the down position and automatic activation of the 
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outboard spoiler module. Check for 3” TEU stabi- 
lizer position. 

3 1. Flight controls - Cycle. 

Complete full-cycle sweep of longitudinal, lateral, 
directional, and combined longitudinal-lateral 
controls while checking for full authority on sur- 
face position indicator. Check that all spoilers ex- 
tend at the same rate with slow lateral stick 
deflections and extend to full up position. 

Observe the following: 

a. Pitch control - Horizontal Tail 33’ TBU to 
7’ TED. 

b. Lateral control - 24’ Total Differential Tail. 

c. Directional control - +30° Rudder. 

d. Longitudinal-lateral combined - 35’ TEU, 
15’ TED Horizontal Tail. 

Note 

A stabilizer vibration may occur when the 
control system linkage is held in contact with 
a total tail stop during stick cycling checks. 
This vibration is acceptable, provided it 
damps when the control stick is moved to 
clear the stop in contact. Clearance from the 
stop can best be verified by movement of the 
matching stabilizer indicator needle away 
from its maximum travel position. 

32. DLC - Check. 

Verify horizontal tail shift with DLC input. 

33. ANTI SKID SPOILER BK switch - SPOILER 
BK. 

I 
34. INBD and OUTBD SPOILER FLR ORIDE 

switches - ORIDE. 

35. MASTER TEST switch- STICK SW. 

36. INBD and OUTBD SPOILER FLR ORIDE 
switches -NORM. 

37. MASTER TEST switch-OFF. 

38. MASTER RESET -Depress. 

39. MASTER TEST switch - STICK SW. 

SPOILER light should illuminate and all spoilers 
should fail down. Verify that the GO light illumi- 
nates with l-inch lateral stick in each direction. 

40. MASTER TEST switch - OFF. 

41. MASTER RESET pushbutton - Depress. 

42. Spoilers and throttles L Check. 

43. ANTI SKID SPOILER BK switch -OFF. 

44. INBD and OUTBD SPOILER FLR ORIDE 
switches - ORIDE: I 

45. Flaps and slats -UP. 

46. Maneuver flaps - DN. 

47. Wing-sweep switch-MAN 50°. 

fzzjljJ 

If wing-sweep commanded position indica- 
tor (captain’s bars) does not stop at 50°, im- 
mediately select AUTO with wing-sweep 
switch. 

48. Maneuver flaps-Crack Up. 

49. Wing-sweep switch-BOMB. 

Check maneuver flap retraction. 

50. Emergency WING SWEEP handle - 68”. 

5 1. Emergency WING SWEEP handle - OV SW. 

52. Wing-sweep switch -AUTO. 

53. MASTER RESET pushbutton-Depress. 

Note 

CV checklist resumes. 

54. ANTI SKID SPOILER BK switch - BOTH. 

55. ANTI SKID-BIT. 

56. ANTI SKID SPOILER BK switch-OFF. 

57. Displays-Check. 

58. Tacan TEST button -Depress. 
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59. AKA-63 -BIT. 

60. HUD-VIDEO -BIT. 

61. Altimeter -Set. 

62. Compass -CBECK. 

Validate inertial navigation system derived mag- 
netic heading on the displays by crosschecking 
with the SAHRS derived heading on the BDHI. 
Cross-checkine can also be accomalished bv 
cycling the naGgation system between INS and 
SAHRS. 

63. SAHRS attitude reference-Check. 

Check SAHKS attitude reference by boxing, then 
unboxing SAHRS on the MFD OWN A/C format. 
HUD attitude should not change. 

Note 
Do not perform this check by boxing 
sAHR!x, then boxing INS. This will nlanu- 
ally select INS, preventing an automatic 
changetoSAHRSintheeventofINSthilute. 

64. Flight instruments -Check. 

65. Oxygen monitor-Test. 

7.4.4.1 Final Checker (Ashore) 

1. NOSE STlZUT switch - KNEEL; Check 
Launch Bar DN. 

m 

Ensure all tiedowns have been removed be- 
fore selecting KNEEL. 

2. Hook - DN; Check EATS Advisory Light On, 
Then up. 

3. LAUNCH BAR switch-Cycle. 

4. NOSE STRUT switch - EXTD. 

7.4.4.2 Final Checker Aboard CV 

1. Hook -Down On Director Signal, CheckEATS 
Advisory Light On, Then Up. 

Carrier operations with an inoperative RATS 
will increase CV wind-over-deck require- 
ments. Failure. to notify CV OPS may result 
in damage to the ship’s arresting gear and 
aimraE tailhook assembly structure. Consult 
applicable recovery bulletins. 

2. Nosewheel steering - Cycle OFF, Then ON. 

pi&-) 

Failure to cycle nosewheel steering follow- 
ing hook check will enable nosewheel steer- 
ing centering to remain engaged and can 
cause mispositioning of the launch bar dur- 
ing catapult hookup. This may result in 
launch bar disengaging t?om shuttle during 
catapult stroke. 

7.4.5 Taxiing. To set the aircraft in motion starting 
fivm a static position requires advancing the throttles 
slightly. While departing the line area, flightcrew should 
clear the extremities of the aircraft and the wings should 
remain at 68’ or in OV SW to minimixe the span clear- 
ance. Once in motion, IDLE thrust is normally sufficient 
to sustain taxi speeds and full nosewheel steering 
authority may be real&d. 

7.4.5.1 Taxi Speed. Taxi speed should be main- 
tained at a reasonable rate consistent with traffic, light- 
ing, and surface conditions. Subsequent to flight, while 
returning to the line at light gross weights, one engine 
may be. shut down to prevent excessive taxi speeds at 
IDLE thrust 

Before taxiing aim&with wings in over- 
sweep and full wing fuel tanlm, trim stabi- 
lizer to zero to prevent wingtip and 
stabilizer interference. 

When taxiing across obstacles ensure 
nosewheel is centered to preclude launch 
bar from impacting nose wheelwell doors. 

To prevent overheating, do not ride the 
wheelbrakes. 
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Note 
When shutting down one engine during taxi- 
ing, the right engine is normally shut down 
so that normal braking is maintained. 

7.4.5.2 Taxi Interval. Thetaxiintervalshouldbesuf- 
ficiant to avoid taxiing in another aircraft’s jet wash, which 
presents additional FOD potential. Although the antiskid 
system is armed at speeds less than 15 knots, the antiskid 
system is not operative. The nosewheel steering can m- 
main engaged throughout the taxi phase. Application of 
wheelbrakes in conjunction with nosewheel steering 
should be pertormed symmenically to minimixe nose tire 
side loads. In minimum radius turns (Figure 7-3) using 
nosewheel steering, the inboard wheel rolls backward as 
the axis of rotation is between the main gear. Because 
of the distance from the cockpit to the main landing 
gear, the pilot should make allowance for such in turns 
to prevent turning too soon and cutting comers short. 

7.4.5.3 Crew Comfort. Crew comfort during taxi 
operations is affected by the nose strut air curve charac- 
teristics, which maintains the strut in the fully extended 
(stiff strut) position except during deceleration. Because 
of the wide stance of the main gear, differential applica- 
tion of wheelbrakes is effective for turning the aircraft 
without the use of nosewheel steering. 

l On-deck engine operations for extended 
periods can result in an unacceptable 
buildup in fluid temperatures (hydraulic, 
engine oil, and IDG oil) by taxiing heat 
exchanger capacities. Since the letI LDG 
supplies the majority of the electrical 
power, it is more susceptible to overheat- 
ing than the right. Tail winds or large 
power demand, or both, at high ambient 
air temperatures increase the chances of 
fluid overtemperature. 

l Since the outboard spoiler module is auto- 
matically energized with the flap handle 
down and weight on wheels, it is neces- 
sary to restrict the amount of flaps down 
operation on the deck to prevent module 
fluid overheating. 

7.4.6 Taxi - Pilot 

Taxiing with the left engine secured is not 
authorized. Normal braking and nosewheel 
steering control will be lost if the hydraulic 
transfer pump (BIDI) fails while taxiing with 
the left engine secured. 

1. Parking brake - Release. 

2. Nosewheel steering -Check. 

NWS ENGA light illuminates upon engagement. 
Check control and polarity in static position before 
commencing to taxi. 

Note 
If nosewheel steer@ is inoperative, the emer- 
gency gear extension air release valve may be 
tr+d,whichwillpmventrwentgearretmction. 

3. Brakes -Check. 

Check for proper operation by applying letI or 
right brake individually and observing brake pres- 
sure recovery to the fully charged condition. 

4. Turn-and-slip indicator -Check. 

5. Ordnance - Safe. 

Perform the following functions at prescribed 
location prior to takeoff in accordance with base 
operating procedures: 

a. Missile seeker and tuning -Check 

b. Gun and external stems - Ground Safety Pi 
Removed and Armed. 

7.4.7 Takeoff. The ainxatt takeoff checklist should 
be completed prior to calling for takeoff clearance, and 
all annunciator lights should be off, except NWS 
ENGA. Full flaps and slats am optional for all takeoffs 
regardless of thmst or gross weight conditions. Both 
tlight crewmembers should be operating in HOT MIC 
during this phase of Sight to enhance communications 
in event of emergency. Upon tower clearance and after 
visually clearing the approach zone, the pilot should taxi 
onto the runway (take downwind side if another aimraft 
to follow) and roll straight ahead to align the nosewheel 
and to check compass alignment. 
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Hold in position for takeoff using the toe pedal brakes 
with nosewheel steering engaged. Perform engine 
checks at 85- to 9Opercent rpm. Select ME on the roll 
and monitor engine performance. 

pi&-l 

TakeotTswiththeHUDuncagedcanproduce 
HUD symbology that is difficult to interpret 
during turning or asymmetric flight condi- 
tions. If takeoff is anticipated following an 
uncaged landing, selecting the cage/seam 
switch on the inboard throttle will ensure the 
HUD retmns to the caged format. 

Note 
l Do not use the parking brake to restrain 

the aircraft under the high-power condi- 
tions since tire skid might result. 

0 If static engine nnmp greater than 90- 
percent rpm is required, rmmp should be 
performed one engine at a time. 

7.4.7.1 Afterburner Takeoff. AB takeoffs areli- 
ited to single-engine, minimum afterburner takeoffs, 
waveoffs, bolters, or catapult launches. Dual-engine af- 
terburner and single-engine maximum afterburner take- 
offs, waveoffs, bolters, or catapult launches are 
prohibited. Refer to Chapters 4 and 11. 

7.4.7.2 Brake Release. Aftertakeoffpowerchecks 
are completed and at a safe interval behind the preceding 
aircraft, release the toe pedal brakes. Nosewheel steer- 
ing should be used for directional control during the 
initial takeoff roll. Although the rudder becomes effec- 
tive at 40 to 60 knots, to ensure adequate directional 
control in the event of an engine failure, nosewheel 
steering should remain engaged until 100 KCAS. Refer 
to NAVAIR 01-F14AAP-1.1 for nosewheel steering on 
and off abort data. 

Note 
l Takeoffs performed with standing water 

on the runway may result in unstable en- 
gine operation because ofwater ingestion. 

l The nose strut should return to the fully 
extended position upon brake release; 
failure to do so will increase the takeoff 
ground roll. Use of differential braking to 
wntrol directional alignment should be 
avoided because of its attendant effect on 
ground roll distance. 

7.4.7.3 Takeoff RolULiftOR. Minimum ground 
roll takeoff procedures do not differ from the normal 
procedures. Maintain the control stick at the trimmed 
condition during the prerotation ground roll phase to 
minim& aircraft drag. At the precomputed rotation 
speed (refer to NAVAIR 01-F14AAP-l.l), smoothly 
pull the control stick aft to position the HUD water- 
line at a 7’ to 10“ pitch attitude until safely airborne. 
With the flaps down, the aircraft seems to balloon 
from the runway in a near-level nose attitude with a 
more docile transition to flight than characteristic of 
swept-wing aircraft. 

Note 
l The use of excessive back stick on takeoff 

may cause the tail st&ces to stall, delay- 
ing aim&t rotation and extending takeoff 
diStanW. 

l Although on-deck pitch attitude rotation 
in excess of lOa provides marginal tail- 
ground clearance, the aircraft is airborne 
well before such a phenomenon becomes 
a’liiting factor. 

7.4.7.4 After Lift-Off. After lift-off, relax the aR 
stick force as the a&raft accelerates toward an in-trim 
condition. Raise the landing gear control handle after 
ensuring that the aircraft is detinttely airborne. Pitching 
moments associated with gear retraction are negligible 
and a gear-up indication should be achieved about 15 
seconds after initiation. 

Ilhrminationof indexer lights is not a positive 
indication that the main landing gear am 
clear of the runway. Raising the gear before 
a positive rate of climb is established will 
result in blown main tires. 

At approximately 180 KCAS (depending on longihr- 
did acceleration) the FLAP handle can be placed in the 
UP position. A moderate noseup pitching moment oc- 
curs during the flap and slat retraction phase, which 
takes approximately 8 seconds. Do not attempt to 
counter a lateral drift because of a crosswind condition. 
The use of large lateral control d&&ion should be 
avoided to keep from breaking out the wing spoilers, 
which have a negative effect on lift and drag. Differen- 
tial tail authority within the spoiler deadband (l/2-inch 
lateral stick deflection) is adequate for maintaining 
wings-level flight or effecting gradual turns with sym- 
metric thrust. Before reaching the flap (225 KCAS for 
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10” flaps) and gear (280 KCAS) limit speeds, the pilot 
should ascertain that all devices are properly contigured 
for higher speed flight. A gradual climbout pitch attitude 
should be maintained until intercepting the optimum 
climb speed. A recheck of engine instruments and con- 
figuration status should be performed after cleanup dur- 
ing the climbout phase. 

7.4.8 Flaps-Up Takeoff. Before the takeoffroll, the 
procedures for flaps-up takeoff are identical to flaps 
down, except that the flaps remain retracted and only 
inboard spoiler brakes are available. During the ptero- 
tation ground roll phase, maintain the control stick at the 
trimmed condition to minimize aircraft drag. At the pre- 
computed rotation speed, smoothly pull the control stick 
afi to position the HUD waterline at a 7O to 10” pitch 
attitude until safely airborne. 

Do not exceed 10’ ofpitch attitude until well clear of 
the runway, as excessive noseup attitudes will cause the 
vertical tins and tailpipes to contact the runway surface. 

Because of increased longitudiial control ef- 
fectiveness with the flaps retracted, overcon- 
trol of pitch attitude during takeoff is 
possible. Large or abrupt longitudinal con- 
trol inputs should be avoided until well clear 
of the runway. 

Transition to flight will occur smoothly as compared 
to the ballooning effect in flaps-down takeoffs. After 
main gear lit&off, relax the aft stick force as the aircraft 
accelerates. 

Because of the smooth, flat transition to flight, cam 
should be taken to avoid premature landing gear retraction 
and resulting blown tires Raise the landing gear control 
handle only after ensuring that the aimtail is airborne. 

Note 
l During flaps-up takeoffs, all flap/wing 

electromechanical interlocks are removed 
from the CADC and wing-sweep control 
box, allowing possible inadvertent wing 
sweep in the event of a CADC failure. 

l Outboard spoilers are inoperative with 
weight on wheels. 

7.4.8.1 Maneuvering Flaps Takeoff. Maneuver- 
ing flaps provide improved takeoff performance when 
compared to the flaps-up conQuration and eliminate the 
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pitching moment associated with main flap and slat 
retraction after takeoff. Slow-speed handling charac- 
teristics are superior to the flaps-up contiguration. Ad- 
ditionally, possible automatic maneuvering flap/slat 
extension during rotation/transition to flight can be 
avoided by extending maneuvering flaps before takeoff. 

7.4.9 Formation Takeoff. Formation takeoffs are 
permitted in the Saps-up/maneuvering Saps-down con- 
figurations for section only. However, they shall not be 
permitted at night, with crosswind component in excess of 
10 knots, with standing water on the runway, on runways 
less than 8,000 feet long and 200 feet wide, or with dis- 
similar aimaft All aspects of the takeoff must be briefed 
by the flight leader. Briefing should include Sap setting, 
power settings, use of nosewheel steering, abort pm 
dues, and signals for power and configuration changes. 

7.4.9.1 Military Lead. With the completion of the 
takeoff checks, the lead aircraft will take position on the 
downwind side of the runway with the wingman on a 
normal parade bearing with no wing overlap. Upon sig- 
nal from the leader, the engines will be advanced to 90- 
percent power. When ready for flight, the pilots shall 
exchange a thumbs-up signal. On signal from the leader, 
brakes are released, MIL is selected, leader then reduces 
power 2 percent. Directional control is then maintained 
with nosewheel steering until rudder becomes effective. 
During takeoff roll, the leader should make only one 
power correction to enhance the wingman position. If 
optimum position cannot be obtained, relative position 
should be maintained until the flight is safely airborne. 
At the precomputed rotation speed, the leader should 
rotate the aircrafi 7’ to 10” noseup on the HUD or MFD 
and maintain this attitude until the flight is airborne. 
Turns into the wingman will not be made at altitudes less 
than 500 feet above ground level. 

7.4.9.2 Wingman. The wingman should strive to 
match the leader’s attitude as well as maintain parade bear- 
ing with wingtip separation. When both aircratl are safely 
airborne, the gear is retracted on signal tiom the leader 

In the event of an aborted takeoff, the abort- 
ing aircraft must immediately notify the 
other aircraft and the tower. The aircraft not 
aborting should ensure positive wingtip 
separation is maintained and select till mili- 
tarypower to accelerate ahead ofthe aborting 
aimaft. This will allow the aborting aimrat? 
to move to the center of the runway and en- 
gage the available arresting gear, if required. 
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It is imperative that the wingman be alert for 
the ove.mmning situation and take timely ac- 
tion to preclude this occurrence. Should an 
overrunning situation develop after becom- 
ing airborne, the wingman should immedi- 
ately increase. lateral separation l?om the 
leader to maintain wing position. Safe flight 
ofbothaircmftmuatnotbejeopardizedinan 
attempt to maintain position. 

7A.10 TakeoffAborted. See Chapter 13, paragraph 
13.1. 

7.4.11 Takeoff Checklist. Prior to takeoff, the 
checklist will be completed by the challenge (RIO) and 
reply (pilot) method via the ICS on HOT MIC as a 
double-check of the aircrafi configuration status. 

For CV operations, steps 1 through 9 may be com- 
pleted while tied down. For field operations, stops 1 
through 15 should he completed in the warmup area. 

RIO CHALLENGE 

1. ‘BRAKES” 

2. ‘FUEL TOTAL 
lb.’ 

3. ‘CANOPY CLOSED, 
LOCKS ENGAGED, 
LIGHT OUT, STRIPES 
ALIGNED. HANDLE 
IN CLOSE POSITION’ 

I 4. ‘SEAT. ARMED, 
STRAPPED IN EIGHT 
WAYS COMMAND 
EJECl- (as b&fed) 

5. “STAB AUG 

6. -ATLS’ 

7. ‘ALL CIRCUIT 
BREAKERS SET” 

PILOT REPLAY 

‘CHECK OK, 
ACCUMULATOR - 
PRESSURE Up” 

‘NORMAL FEED, 
AUTO TRANSFER, 
DUMP OFF. 
TRANSFEd 
CHECKED (if AUX 
tanks cmied). TOTAL, 
~~;D~E~PP.) 

FORWARD AND 
RIGHT FEED TANKS 
FULL BINGO SET-’ 

‘CLOSED, LOCKS 
ENGAGED, LIGHT 
OUT, SEAL 
INFLATED. HANDLE 
IN CLOSE POSITION 

‘ARMED, STRAPPED 
IN EIGHT WAYS, 
PILOT/MC0 IN 
WINDOW (as 
indicated) 

%LL ON 

“ALL IN’ 

RIO CHALLENGE PILOT RESPONSE 

0. ‘MASTER TEST ‘OFF” 
SWITCH 

9. ‘BI-DIRECTIONAL’ ‘NORMAL’ 

10. ‘INBD AND OUTBD ‘ORIDE” 
SPOILER FLR ORIDE 
SWITCHES 

11. ‘COMPASS AND ‘ALL HEADINGS 
STANDBY GYRO MATCH, STANDBY 

GYRO ERECT’ 

12. ‘OXYGEN 

CV - APPROACHING 

CAT ON DIRECTOR’S SIGNAL 

20’, AUTO, NO 13. WINGS (visually 
checked) WING-SWEEP CAWs. 

14. ‘FiAPS AND SLATS 
(visually checked) 

As REQUIRED 

15. ‘SPOILERS AND 
ANTISKID’ 

‘SPOILER MODULE 
ON, SPOILER BRAKES 
SELECTED” (field) 
‘SPOILER MODULE 
ON. SPOILER 
BRAKES OFF (CV): 

16. 7RIM 

17. ‘SAHRS ATTITUDE 
REFERENCE 

10. ‘DISPLAYS 

19. ‘HARNESS LOCKED’ 

20. ‘CONTROLS” (RIO 
visually check for full 
spoiler deflection) 

21. ‘ALL WARNING AND 
CAUTIONS OUT 

‘0.0.0: @Id) AS 
REQUIRED (Cv) 

‘GOOD SAHRS 
ATTITUDE’ 

SET FOR TAKEOFF. 
HUD CAGED’ 

‘LOCKED’ 

‘FREE, STICK FULL 
FORWARD AND AFT. 
FULL SPOILER 
DEFLECTION, LEFT 
AND RIGHT, 
HYDRAULICS 3,000 
PSI 

ILL WARNING AND 
CAUTIONS OUT 

ASHORE - IN TAKEOFF POSlllON 

22. ‘ANTISKID/ ‘BOTH” (if operable) 
SPOILER BRAKES 
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7.4.12 Ascent Checklist. At level-off or 15,000 
feet (whichever occurs fmt): 

1. Cabin pressurization - Check. 

2. Fuel transfer-Check. 

3. In-flight OBC - Run. 

4. Oxygen monitoring system-Test. 

1 WARNING 1 

Subsequent failure of the oxygen monitor sys- 
tem will not be evident to the aircrew resulting 
in OBOGS output of unknown quality. 

Note 
Pilot should ensure oxygen monitor test but- 
ton is released as soon as possible after illu- 
mination of the OBOGS caution light to 
preclude unnecessary depletion of the 
backup oxygen system. 

7.4.13 In-Flight OBC. If desired or required OBC 
check should be run. 

1. OBC disabled on pilot MASTER TEST PANEL 
- Check. 

2. Verity MA ARM -OFF. 

3. Multifunction display 

a. Select OBC basic format. 

b. Depress desired test. 

This initiates the m-flight BIT. 

7.4.14 Preland and Descent 

1. HOOK/HOOK BYPASS - As Desired. 

2. Exterior lights-As Desired. 

3. Displayed headinglBDHI - Check With MAG 
Compass. 

4. Wing-sweep switch-As Desired. 

5. ANTl SKID SPOILER BK switch - BOTH 
(If operable, CV-OFF). 

6. Altimeter - Set. 

7. Radar altimeter -ON/BIT Check. 

8. Fuel’quantity and distribution - Check. 

9. Armament - Safe. 

10. CANOPY DEFOG/CABIN AlR lever -DEFOG. 

11. ANTI-ICE switch - AUTO/OFF. 

12. Display mode - TLN. 

13. Steering-AWL. 

14. ARA-63/ACLS - ON/BIT Check. 

15. RADAR WARNING RCVR PWR switch - 
OFF. 

16. ASPJ SYS switch - STBY. 

17. CHAFF/FLARE dispenser switch - OFF. 

18. RDR switch - STBY OR KMIT (pulse). 

piiii-,,,,,,, 

The RIO should place RDR switch to STBY 
or XMIT (pulse) on final approach to prevent 
unnecessary exposure of flight deck person- 
nel to RF radiation hazard. 

19. [T] Resolution run - Complete. 

Note 
Before reconnaissance system shutdown, 
run tihn leader to protect target imagery from 
inadvertent exposure during film download. 

20. [T] FRAME switch -OFF. 

21. [T] PAN switch -OFF. 

22. [T] IRLS switch -OFF. 

23. [T] FILM switch-OFF. 
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Before selecting system switch to OFF, de- 
lay 15 seconds for sensor shutdown, IR door 
to close, and mount to drive to vertical. 

24. [T] TARES control panel SYSTEM switch - 
OFF. 

7.4.15 Pattern Entry. Entry to the field t&tic pat- 
tern will be at the speed and altitude prescribed by local 
course rules. Wings shall be repositioned to 20’ prior to 
decelerating through 220 KCAS. When approaching the 
initial for the break, wings may be positioned manually 
full aft to facilitate multiplane entry and break decelera- 
tion. Break procedures shall comply with squadron, 
field, and/or CV standard operating guidelines. 

7.4.16 Landing 

7.4.16.1 Approach. At the abeam position for land- 
ing, the aircraft should be at the prescribed altitude, 
trimmed up to 15 units AOA with the Landing Checklist 
completed 

Indicated airspeed should be cross-checked with gmss 
weight in wings-level flight to verify AOA accuracy. Di- 
rect lift control and the approach power compensator 
should be engaged as desired and checked for proper op- 
eration.Thetumofffromthe180°positionshouldbemade 
based on surthce wind conditions and interval traffic (type, 
pattern, touch-and-go or tonal landing, etc.) so as to allow 
suflicient straightaway on tlnal prior to touchdown 

The quality of the approach and touchdown is en- 
hanced by starting t?om on-speed and altitude. The low 
thrust required in the landing approach leaves little mar- 
gin for corrections 6om a high, fast position. Therefore, 
the pilot must control these parameters precisely from 
the onset of the approach to touchdown. Inertia and tail 
movement in conjunction with engine thrust response 
chamcteristics dictate the use of small, precise correc- 
tions on the glideslope for the most effective control 
technique. Lateral overcontrol produces large yaw ex- 
cursions that complicate lineup analysis. All turns 
should be coordinated with rudder inputs. 

The landing should he planned for the downwind side 
of the runway with traffic behind, or opposite, the near- 
est traffic on landing rollout, or on the turnoff side of the 
runway. Pilots should practice flying on the field optical 
landing aid system whenever possible. Fly the aircraft 

down to the deck without flaring so as to accurately 
establish a touchdown point and achieve initial com- 
pression of main gear struts to arm the spoiler brakes. 

Note 
Landing with DLC engaged will reduce the 
amount of afi stickdeflection available. DLC 
should be deselected when established on 
landing rollout, 

7.4.16.2 Touchdown. To avoid tail-ground clear- 
ance problems, pitch attitude should not exceed 15 units 
AOA. At touchdown, immediately retatd thmttles to IDLE 
and contirm spoiler brake deployment. Expeditiously 
lower the nosegear to the deck and, without allowing the 
nose to come up, smoothly program the stick full at?, 

7.4.16.3 Roll Out. The braking technique to be util- 
ized with or without antiskid selected is essentially the 
same; a single, smooth application of brakes with con- 
stantly increasing pedal pressure. Do not pump the 
brakes. Directional control during rollout may require 
some differential braking. 

Nosewheel steering may be used during rollout hut it 
must be engaged with the rudder pedals centered to 
avoid a directional swerve upon engagement. Restrict 
the use of nosewheel steering during rollout until or 
unless required for directional control. Under conditions 
of normal braking (antiskid selected), the antiskid sys- 
tem is passive and has no effect on wheelbrake opera- 
tion. However, if maximum deceleration is desired, 
commence braking as the nose is lowered and smoothly 
apply sufficient pressure to activate the antiskid system. 
When an impending skid is sensed, antiskid operation 
will result in a series of short wheelbrake releases and a 
surging deceleration. Constant pedal pressure should be 
maintained. Approaching taxi speed (about 15 knots), 
ease brake pressure and deselect antiskid. 

f 

a If brakesamlost,releasebrakepedalsand 
secure antiskid. 

l If antiskid is not deselected before 15 
knots, continuedhard braking could result 
in blown tires. 

l Ensure feet are off brakes before crossing 
field arresting gear. 
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Note 
If maximum-effort braking or antiskid is not 
required, or antiskid is not selected, delaying 
brake application until the aircraft aerody- 
namically decelerates below 80 knots greatly 
reduces the possibility of blown tires and 
overheated brakes. 

Follow the Postlanding Checklist for proper contigu- 
ration cleanup procedures. Clear the area behind before 
turning off across the runway. The right engine may be 
shut down to reduce residual thrust during low-gmss- 
weight taxiing. 

7.4.16.4 Touch and Go. Fortouch-and-golandings, 
MIL thrust is applied after touchdown while thumbing 
speedbrakes in manually to configure the aim&l for a 
goaround. Automatic m&action of speedbrakes occur 
upon application of MIL thrust as a safety backup mode 
of retraction. Contml for rotation is greater than experi- 
enced on takeoff, although the aircraft has the same 
basic liftoff characteristics. Fuel required per pass is 
normally 300 pounds, contingent on tragic pattern 

7.4.16.5 Minimum Descent Rate Landings. Mini- 
mum descent rate landings are required for heavy weight 
and landing gear emergency landings. Aircraft pitch at- 
titude at touchdown is critical. 

Do not exceed lo0 pitch attitude (on the wa- 
terline) and 14 units AOA at touchdown to 
prevent speedbrake, exhaust nozzle, and/or 
ventral tin damage. 

After touchdown, throttles should be immediately 
placed at the idle stops. The nosewheel should be low- 
ered to the ground, fully compressing the main landing 
gear struts. Delaying either action will delay the deploy- 
ment of ground roll braking spoilers and may increase 
landing rollout. Additionally, until ground roll braking 
spoilers are deployed, lateral control remains responsive 
and pilot-induced lateral oscillation is possible. Aerody- 
namic braking should not be used as speedbrakes, ex- 
haust nozzle, and/or ventral fin damage may occur. 

The Fresnel lens may be used for precise glideslope 
control until arresting the approach rate of descent. Do 
not attempt to recenter a high ball in close. The approach 
should be flown on speed at 15 units AOA. At approxi- 
mately 30 feet AGL (2 to 3 seconds priorto touchdown), 
arrest the rate of descent by a slight addition of power. 
Maintain approach attitude until touchdown. If the Fres- 

nel lens is not available or runway length is critical, fly 
a shallow approach to touchdown in the fmt 1,000 feet 
of runway. 

7.4.16.6 Crosswind Landings. If landing is re- 
quired at crosswind conditions above the limits or on a 
wet runway with crosswinds appmaching the limits, an 
arrested landing should be made. 

Crosswind landing tests with a 20-knot component 
with all spoilers extended have been completed. With 
this limit, crosswind landings present no unusual dimc- 
tional control problems with up to a 20-knot component 
with all spoilen extended. Touchdown should be on 
speed, fm, and within the fust 500 feet. Lateral drift 
before touchdown must be eliminated by the wings- 
level crab or wing-down technique (this is especially 
important on a wet runway). Upon touchdown, lower 
the nose to the runway to improve the straight tracking 
characteristics. With a 20-knot component, the upwind 
wing will raise slightly. However, aerodynamic controls 
(rudders) will effectively maintain a straight track until 
approximately 80 KCAS where differential braking 
may be reauhed. Ifdirectional control is mareinal. nose- - , 
wheel stee-&g should be used to maintain control. Nose- 
wheel steering will probably be required during 
crosswind conditions with a wet runway. 

If a landing must be ma& in crosswind conditions in 
excess of the limits, do not arm the spoiler brakes for 
landing and again maintain a wings-level attitude with 
lateral stick It must be realized that antiskid will not be 
available. At some crosswind component, the upwind 
wing will be raised excessively and as a result, dii- 
tional control will be marginal. It is estimated that this 
will occur with a greater than 25-knot crosswind com- 
ponent. 

7.4.16.7 Landing On Wet Runways. Ifoperable, 
antiskid shall be used on wet runways to minimize the 
possibility of skidding or blowing tires. Standing water 
greatly decreases braking effectiveness and may cause 
total hydroplaning in certain conditions. (Refer to Chap- 
ter 18, Extreme Weather Operations.) Intermittent pud- 
dles may cause wheels to lock while braking with 
antiskid not engaged. As the locked wheel leaves the 
puddle and encounters a good braking surface, it will 
skid and blow unless brake pressure is released. The 
following procedures are recommended when landing 
on a wet runway: 

1. Determine field condition before approach (brak- 
ing action, crosswind component, arresting gear 
status). 



2. If adverse wind and runway conditions exist, make 
a short-field arrested landing. In the event that the 
arresting gear is not engaged, execute a waveoff or 
bolter as appropriate. 

3. Consideration should be given to reducing touch- 
down speed by flying a no-DLC approach. Plan 
the pattern to be well established on fnal in a 
wings-level attitude (crab, if required) on speed. 
Land on runway centerline, using normal FCLP 
landing techniques. 

4. If a rollout landing is desired, touch down on cen- 
terline within the first 500 feet of runway. Landing 
rollout procedures are the same as in a normal 
landing. When directional control is clearly estab- 
lished, utilii normal braking. During the high- 
speed portion of the landing roll, little or no 
deceleration may be felt. Do not allow the aircraft 
to deviate Tom a straight track down the runway. 
If a skid develops, release the brakes, continue 
aerodynamic braking, and use rudders or nose- 
wheel steering for directional control. Reapply the 
brakes cautiously. If the skid continues and ade- 
quate runway remains, select power as required 
and fly away. If conditions do not permit flyaway, 
use the long field overrun gear if required. If the 
aircraft is leaving the runway to an unprepared 
surface, secure both engines. 

Note 
A blown tire on landing rollout may result in 
directional control diff~culties,particularly at 
high speeds. Refer to Chapter 15, Landing 
Emergencies, for blown-tire emergency 
procedures. 

7.4.17 Landing Checklist. TheplacardedLanding 
Checklist should be completed in sequence prior to ar- 
riving at 180” abeam the touchdown point. All checklist 
items are essential elements to be checked prior to each 
landing. With the ICS on HOT MC, the pilot should call 
out the accomplishment of each step so that the RIO can 
doublecheck that all items have been performed. 

1. Wing-sweep switch - 20° AUTO. 

Check wings in AUTO sweep control mode and 
verify at 20°. 

2. Wheels - THREE DN. 

Check for wheels-down indication on all three 
gear,LAUNCH BARlight,andthat geartransition 

light is out. Check that brake accumulator pressure 
is tidly charged. 

During aircraft carrier (CV) qualifications and 
other operations when the landing gear are not 
raised after catapult launch, the pilot shall check 
the LAUNCH BAR advisory light is off prior to 
each landing. 

3. SAS - ON. 

4. Flaps -Full DN. 

Check for flap and slat full-down indication and 
no FLAP light. 

5. DLC -Checked. 

6. Hook-As Desired. 

Transition light should be out. 

7. Harness -Locked 

8. Speedbrakes - EXT (out). 

Check indicator for full specdbrake extension. 

9. Brakes -Check. 

10. Fuel - Check. 

7.4.18 Postlandlng - Pilot 

1. Speedhrake switch - RET. 

2. ANTISKID SPOILER BK switch - OFF. 

3. Flaps and slats -UP. 

Move FLAP handle UP and check for complete 
retraction of main flaps and slats and auxiliary 
flaps (flaps indicator - 0” and no FLAP caution 
light). Check automatic deactivation of the out- 
board spoiler module. As soon as the auxiliary 
flaps are retracted (8 seconds) the wings will 
sweep afi if commanded. 

4. Wing-sweep switch -BOMB. 

m 

Enstue that emergency WING SWEEP ham 
dle and wings move to 55”. 
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5. Emergency WING SWEEP handle - OV SW. 

Raise handle and move aft to 6S”. Raise handle to 
full-up extension and hold. When HZ TAIL 
AUTI-I caution light goes out and the OVER flag 
appears, move emergency WING SWEEP handle 
full at? (7S0 sweep position) and stow. Rotate han- 
dle guard to stowed position. 

6. Ejection seats - SAFE (coordinate with RIO). 

Raise SAFE/ARMED handles to lock seat actna- 
tion devices. 

7. Avionics - OFF. 

Turn off all avionics (radar altimeter, displays, ta- 
can, ARA-63) except radio. 

8. Right throttle - OFF. 

Note 
. 

the right throttle (with the left th&tle at 
IDLE) to prevent inadvertent contact with 
the left throttle, moving it at? to the cutoff 
position. 

. Run both engines at idle for 5 minutes 
before shutdown, especially if they have 
been run at high power. 

9. OBOGS master switch -OFF (alert RIO). 

IO. OXYGEN SUPPLY valve - OFF. 

11. HYD TRANSFER PUMF’ switch - SHUTOFF. 

Prior to shutoff, check hydraulic transfer pump 
operation in the combined-flight direction with the 
IWD PRESS, OIL PRESS, R GEN, and R FUEL 
PRESS caution lights illuminated. 

12. Ordnance - Dearm (field). 

Dearm and safety ordnance in accordance with 
local operating procedures. 

13. Wheels-Chocked. 

14. Parking brake -Pull. 

Do not pull parking brake subsequent to a 
field landing if the brakes have been used 
extensively. 

15. V/UHF radio MODE switch - OFF. 

16. Standby attitude gyro - CAGE. 

17. Left throttle (alert RIO) - OFF. 

Alert RIO and upon signal from plane captain, 
secure left engine. Check emergency generator 
automatic operation upon shutdown. 

18. EMERG generator switch - OFF. 

19. Lights - OFF. 

Turn off internal and external light switches. 

20. EIECT CMD indicator - Verify Pilot. 

21. CANOPY handle -Clear RIO To Open. 

22. Flightcrew -Egress. 

7.5 RIO PROCEDURES 

75.1 Interior Inspection - RIO 

1. Circuit breakers - Set. 

2. Left and right foot pedals -Adjust. 

3. Harnessing -Fasten. 

a. Leg restraint lines and garters - Connect. 

COMwt D-rings on leg restraint lines to upper 
and lower garters, left and right sides. Ensure 
that leg lines are not twisted or looped. 

b. Lapbelt - Connect and Adjust. 

Connect lapbelt straps and adjust snug so as to 
provide secure lap restraint in flight and seat kit 
suspension for ground egress or ejection. 

c. Parachute release fittings - Attach to Har- 
ness Buckles. 
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d. Anti-g and oxygen/communication leads - 
ATTACH. 

When connecting the oxygen/communication 
fitting, avoid twisting the hard hose. 

e. Inertia reel - Check. 

Position shoulder harness lock lever forward to 
lock position. Check that both shoulder straps 
lock evenly and securely. Move lever aft to 
unlock harness. 

4. ANT SEL panel -As Desired. 

5. [T] TARPS control panel switches-OFF. 

6. ICS panel 

a. VOL knob - Set. 

b. Amplifier-NORM. 

c. Function selector -COLD MIC. 

7. SENSOR control panel 

a. TCS FOV- WIDE. 

b. TCStrim - Asset. 

c. MVR source -As Briefed. 

d. MVR RECORD - OFF. 

8. Tacan mode switch - OFF. 

9. JTIDS 

a. MODE switch - STBY. 

Note 
If the primary Iink system for the mission is 
JTIDS, ensure the JTJDS MODE switch is in 
STBY position. STBY provides the backup 
battery power required to hold the crypto 
variables and initialization data required for 
JTIDS missions. 

10. KY MODE/TACAN/CMD panel - As Desired 

11. KY-58 

a. PLAIN switch - PLAIN. 

b. Power switch - OFF. 

c. MODE -As Desired. 

d. FILL switch-As Set. 

12. V/UHF radio MODE switch-OFF. 

13. RADAR COOLING switch-OFF. 

14. EJECT CMD lever - Set. 

Determined by squadron policy. 

15. Data storage unit - Secure. 

16. ARMAMENT control panel 

a. SEL JETT switch - SAFE. 

b. MSL PREP switch - OFF. 

c. MSL SPD GATE knob -Per SOP. 

d. MSL OPT switch -NORM. 

e. JETTISON STA SEL switch - OFF. 

17. Radio frequency control indicator -As Desired. 

18. Standby attitude gyro - Caged, Turn Needle/Ball 
Centered. 

19. Clock - Set and Wind. 

20. Sensor hand control panel. 

a. RDR switch -OFF. 

b. IRST switch -OFF. 

c. TCS switch -OFF. 

21. Tactical information display - As Desired. 

Note 
TID NAV MODE and DEST switches are 
inoperative 

22. DD power switch - OFF. 

23. MFD 3 power -OFF. 

24. ECM switch - OFF. 

25. NAV MODE switch - OFF. 

26. Data entry unit power - OFF. 
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21. RADAR WARNING RCVR 

a. PWR switch - OFF. 

b. DISPLAY TYPE switch -As Desired. 

28. ASPJ 

a. SYS switch - OFF. 

b. BIT switch - OFF. 

c. TAC switch -NORM. 

29. MFA priority switch -NORM. 

30. AN/ALE-39 PWRMODE switch -OFF. 

3 1. Data-link panels 

a. TEST/NORM&J switch - NORM. 

b. FREQ selector - Set. 

c. Power switch -OFF. 

d. REPLY switch-NORM. 

e. MODE switch - TAC/JTlDS (as required). 

Note 
The data-link MODE switch must be set to 
the required link system (JTIDS or TAC) for 
appropriate MFD display processing. 

f. ADDRESS - Set. 

32. APX-76 -OFF. 

33. IFF MASTER knob - OFF. 

34. MODE 4 switch -Out. 

35. IFF ANT switch - DIV. 

36. INTERIOR LIGHTS panel -As Desired. 

31. RADAR BEACON switch -OFF. 

38. RADAR BEACON MODE switch -As Desired. 

39. GND CLG switch - OFF. 

40. SYS TEST-SYS Pm. ground check panel - 
Closed. 

41. POWER SYS TEST switch-OFF. 

7.5.2 Prestart - RIO. The following checks are 
performed by the RIO after starting air and electrical 
power are. applied prior to starting engines. 

l Starting air, which provides full ECS ca- 
pability, must be connected to the aircraft 
with elect&al power to cool tempemture- 
critical avionics. 

l If starting air is not available, a forced-air 
gmund cooling unit and servo air must be 
connected before turning on avionics 
equipment. 

l Ifelectricalpowerisnotumneotedwithspare 
starikgair,theECSwilIdrivetofullhot. 

. To prevent overheating the outboard 
spoiler module, pull the OUTBD 
SPOILER PUMP circuit breaker (2B3) 
anytime external power is connected and 
the flaps are extended. 

l Failure of the COOLING AIR light to il- 
luminate on external electrical power in- 
dicates a miswired or failed sensor. The 
COOLING AIR light will not be avail- 
able to indicate a subsequent ECS tur- 
bine failure. 

1. Seat, KS, and U/VI-IF foot switches -Adjust. 

Adjust seat height so helmet is beneath the canopy 
breaker. Adjust ICS and UBF foot pedal fore-aft 
position for sitting comfort. 

2. External power and air -ON. 

3. ICS - Check 

Verify two-way communications between flight 
crewmembers and adjust volume to a comfortable 
level. 

4. DL, JTIDS, tacan, and U/VI-IF - Set. 

Set communications/tacan!command control in 
accordance with mission and flightcrew operating 
procedures. 
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5. Fuel quantity - Check. 

6. Lights-Check 

Check for illumination of console and instrument 
lighting. 

7. LTS test-Check 

Check that all caution and advisory lights and 
E4X lights illuminate. 

Note 
During pilot INST test, the RIO should ob- 
serve fuel counter decrease to 2,000 pounds 
and MASTER CAUTION and FUEL LOW 
lights illuminate. 

8. Ejection seats -ARMED. 

Arm ejection seat by releasing catch and rotating 
SAFE/ARMED handle down to ARMED. 

9. CANOPY handle -CLOSE. 

RIO will normally close canopy. Ensure verbal 
clearance from pilot. Check that CANOPY light 
goes out with tirll forward transition of canopy into 
the sill locks. Check that SEAT UNARMED light 
does not illuminate. 

1 WARNING 1 

Flightcrews shall ensure that hands and for- 
eign objects are clear of front cockpit hand- 
holds, top of ejection seats, and canopy sills 
to prevent personal injury and/or structural 
damage during canopy opening or closing 
sequence. Only minimum clearance is af- 
forded when canopy is transiting fore and aft. 

Note 
If CLOSE does not close the canopy, de- 
press the grip latch and release and push 
handle outboard and forward into BOOST. 
If it is necessary to use BOOST, the handle 
shall be returned to CLOSE to avoid bleed 
off of pneumatic pressure. 

10. Acknowledge -Ready To Start. 

7.5.3 Engine Start - RIO. The RIO must moni- 
tor pilot procedures and plane captain signals to ensure 
maximum safety during the engine start sequence. 

7.5.4 Poststart - RIO 

1. NAV MODE switch - Align. 

2. DD power switch -ON. 

Failure to tutu DD power on prior to RDR switch 
causes a false DD power fault indication in ORT. 

3. RDR switch - XMIT. 

Verify that the SENSOR COND advisory light 
illuminates. 

4. RADAR COOLING switch - ON. 

Verify that the SENSOR COND advisoty light 
goes out. 

5. MFD3 

a. Power switch - DAY/NIGHT/AUTO. 

b. BRIGHTNESS and CONTRAST -Set. 

6. DEU -On. 

7. MSL PREP switch - As Required. 

8. TCS switch - ON. 

9. Align coordinates - VerifyQdatc 

10. OXYGEN SUPPLY valve-ON. 

Turn OXYGEN SUPPLY valve ON, place mask 
to face, and check for normal breathing and regu- 
lator and mask operation. Turn OXYGEN SUP- 
PLY valve OFF, ensure oxygen flow has stopped. 

11. [T] TARPS control panel SYSTEM switch - 
RDY. 

Observe DATA/MANNg/H light illuminated. 

12. [T] IRLS switch - STBY. 

Observe IR NR light illuminated for cooldown 
period (maximum of 17 minutes). 

13. Tacanmodeswitch-T/R. 
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14. IFF MASTER knob - STBY. 

a. Set CODE koob -As Required. 

b. IFF panel -Test. 

(1) 

(2) 

(3) 

MC switch - Out. 

Ml,M2,M3-Test. 

Select NORM and observe that TEST 
light illuminates. 

MC -Test. 

Observe that TEST light illuminates. 

c. IFF ANT switch - As Desired. 

15. JTIDS MODE switch - As Required. 

16. Communications - ON/Set. 

17. KY-58 - As Required. 

18. Standby attitude gyro-Erect. 

19. DD- Set. 

20. TID contmls - Set. 

a. CONTRAST- Set. 

b. BRIGHT control - Set. 

c. CLSN -OFF. 

d. RID/DSBL -OFF. 

e. ALTNUM-ON. 

f. SYMELEM - ON. 

8. DATALINK - AsRequired. 

h. JAM strobe - As Required. 

i. NON AlTK - As Required. 

j. LAUNCH ZONE - As Required. 

k. VEL VECTOR -As Required. 

1. RANGE scale - As Required. 

21. Handcoatml - Set. 

22. ASPJ SYS switch - STBY. 

23.RATIARWARNlNGRCVRpenel -Set. 

a. Display type switch -NORM. 

b. PWRswitch - ON. 

c. TEST switch - SPL. 

d. MODE button - LMT. 

24. DATA LINK power - As Required. 

25. D/L reply - As Required. 

26. AAI control panel - Set. 

a. TEST/CHAL CC switch -Test. 

Check DD display. 

27. AN/ALE-39 (per threat) - Set. 

a. BURST switch 

b. BURST INTERVAL 

c. SALVO 

d. SALVO INTERVAL 

28. CANOPY DEFOG-CABIN AIR lever-CABIN 
AIR. 

29. Indicator lights - Test. 

30. [T] V/H check 

a. Manual V/H thumbwheels set - 360 Knots/ 
200 Feet. 

b. V/H switch -Test. 

c. Observe MAN V/H light is out. 

d. V/H switch - MANUAL. 

3 1. [T] Vertical frame check 

a. Manual V/H thumbwheels set - 350 Knots/ 
1,800 Feet. 

b. FRAME switch -VERT. 
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c. FILM switch - RUN. 

Observe exposure interval of 1 .O second, Same 
camera green light illuminated, and checkcam- 
era fixme counter for proper operation. 

d. FILM switch -OFF. 

e. FRAME switch - VERT. 

32. [T] PAN autocycle chock 

a. PAN switch - CTR. 

b. FILM switch - RUN. 

Observe exposure interval of 1 .O second, green 
PAN light illuminated, and check camera 
frame counter for proper operation. 

c. PAN switch - LEFT or RIGHT. 

Observe exposure interval of 2.0 seconds, PAN 
go light ilbuninated, and check camera tiame 
counter for proper operation. 

d. FILMswitch - OFF. 

m 

Do not run PAN BIT (it may cause film 
jams). 

33. [T] PAN pulse mode check 

a. Manual V/I-I thumbwheel set - 350 Knota! 
13,500 Feet. 

b. 

C. 

PAN switch - CTR. 

FILM switch-RUN. 

Observe exposure interval of 5.0 seconds, 
green PAN light illuminated, and check cam- 
era tiame counter for proper operation. 

d. FILM switch -OFF. 

e. PAN switch-OFF. 

Note 
Before IRLS system check, observe IR NR 
light out following cooldown and BIT. Ob- 
serve film counter movement by 1 foot. 

a. IRLS switch - WFOV. 

b. MamralViHthumbwheelset-350Rnots/600 
Feet. 

c. FILM switch - RUN. 

Observe gmen IRLS light tlashing at 5-second 
interval and check proper fihn counter operation. 

d. FILM switch- OFF. 

e. IRLS switch - STBY. 

After INS ALIGN COMPLETE computer message or 
when ready for takeoff: 

35. NAV mode switch- INS. 

Observe MFD transition tiom align format. 

36. DEST data - Verify. 

37. BRG/DIST to destination -Check. 

38. OWN A/C groundspeed - Check. 

39. MAG VAR - Check. 

40. Notify pilot-Ready To Taxi. 

7.5.5 Taxi - RIO. The RIO primary responsibility 
during taxiing is to act as copilot/safety observer. BIT 
checks may be performed while taxiing, provided that 
RIO attention is not diverted from copilot/safety ob- 
server duties. 

1. Record ORTABIT and maintenance display re- 
sults on BER form. 

2. OWN A/C groundspeed - Check. 

Own-aircratl groundspeed when stopped should 
be less than 3 knots. 

3. [T] OWN A/C altitude - CHECK. 
34. [‘IJ IR sensor check. 
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7.5.6 In-Flight Reconnaissance System Check 
- RIO. En route to target area: 

1. [T] FRAME switch - VERT. 

2. [T] PAN switch - CTR. 

3. [T] IRLS switch - WFOV. 

4. m FILM switch-RUN. 

Run only long enough to check operation and ob- 
serve FRAME, PAN, and IRLS green lights illu- 
minated and check frame and foot counters. 

5. [T] FILM switch-OFF. 

6. [T] IRLS switch - STBY. 

7. [T] PAN switch-LEFT or RIGHT. 

8. fT] FRAME switch - FWD. 

Note 
Prior to selecting FILM switch to RUN, de- 
lay 15 seconds for camera positioning. 

9. [Tj FILM switch-RUN. 

Run only long enough to check operation and ob- 
serve FRAME and PAN green lights illuminated 
and check for proper film counter operation. 

10. [T] FILM switch - OFF. 

11. IT] FRAME switch - OFF. 

12. [T] PAN switch -OFF. 

Note 

7.5.7.1 Serial Frame Camera Failure 

1. [ T] FILM switch-Cycle OFF/RUN/OFF. 

2. I;T&FRAh@ switch - Cycle OFFNERT or 

3. [T] FILM switch - RUN. 

4. [T] FILM switch - OFF. 

5. [T] V/H-h4ANUAI.z. 

6. [T] Thumbwheels - Set High Vg&I Value. 

7. [T] FILM switch -RUN. 

If not corrected: 

8. [T] FILM switch -OFF. 

9. [T] FRAME switch -OFF. 

7.5.7.2 Mount Failure 

1. [Tl FUME switch- Cycle to Opposite Position. 

If not corrected 

2. [T] FRAME switch - OFF. 

pllGy+j 

a Initiate corrective action only one time. 

a If mount light does not go off, secure sen- 
sor and wait 5 minutes to try again. 

7.5.7.3 Panoramic Camera Failure 

Keep manual V/H thumbwheels matched 
with actual altitude and airspeed to avert pos- 
sible degraded imagery if an automatic shift 
to the manual mode occurs. 

7.5.7 TARPS Degraded Mode Procedures 

m 

1. [Tl FILM switch - Cycle OFF/RUN. 

2. [T] FILM switch-OFF. 

3. [T] PAN switch -Cycle OFF/CTR. 

4. [T] FILM switch- RUN. 

If not correctedz 

5. [T] FILM switch-OFF. 
Prior to initiating corrective action on mal- 
functioning sensors, ensure that other sen- 
sors are either in OFF or STBY. 

6. [T] PAN selector - LEFT or RIGHT. 

7. [T] FILM switch - RUN. 
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If not corrected: 

8. [T] FILM switch - OFF. 

9. [T] PAN selector - OFF. 

m 

Do not initiate BIT. 

7.5.7.4 Manual V/H Failure 

1. [Tl Thumbwheels - 350 Knots/200 Feet. 

2. [T] V/H switch - Test. 

3. [T] MAN V/H light out - Good Test. 

4. [T] MAN V/H light on - Thumbwheel Failure. 

7.5.7.5 IRLS Failures 

7.5.7.5.1 Cooldown Malfunction (IR NR Light 
Illuminated) 

1. [T] IRLS switch - OFF. 

2. [T] IRLS switch - STBY. 

After cooldown is complete, IR NR light will be 
out (2 minutes) then illuminates for the remainder 
ofBIT (80 seconds). If IRNR light remains on for 
more than 17 minutes, IR cooling system is mal- 
functioning; turn the system off. 

7.5.7.5.2 Other IR LS Malfunctions (IR LS Light 
Illuminated) 

1. [T] FILM switch - Cycle OFF/RUN/OFF. 

2. [T] BUS switch - OFF. 

If IR LS light remains illuminated, assume lR door 
malfonction and continue with checklist. 

3. [T] IRLS switch - STBY. 

Observe IR NR light illuminated for cooldown 
period (17 minutes), then out for 120 seconds, then 
on for remainder of AUTO TEST (80 seconds). 

Note 
Note time IR LS light ilhuninates during 
BIT. 

4. [T] IRLS switch -NFOV. 

5. IT] FILM switch -Cycle RUN/OFF. 

6. [T] V/H switch - MAN. 

7. Thumbwheels - 350 Knots/350 Feet. 

8. [T] FILM switch -RUN. 

If collected: 

9. [T] V/H switch - AUTO. 

If not corrected: 

10. [T] FILM switch-OFF. 

11. [T] IRLS switch - OFF. 

Note 
For actual combat missions, fail indications 
may constitute abort criteria. 

7.5.8 Postlanding - RIO 

Note 
Before shutdown, run IBIT. Note results on 
BER card. 

1. Ejection seat - SAFE (coordinate with pilot). 

2. EJECT CMD lever - PILOT. 

3. Harnessing - Unstrap. 

4. Radar beacon - OFF. 

5. IFF -MODE 4 HOLD, Then OFF. 

6. Data link - OFF. 

7. ASPJ SYS switch-OFF. 

8. INS - VIS FIX. 

9. NAV MODE switch - OFF. 

10. RECORD switch - OFF. 

Requites at leaat 20 seconds to allow tape to un 
thread prior to removal of electrical power. 

11. IRST switch - OFF. 
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12. RDR switch - OFF. 

13. DD power switch - OFF. 

14. RADAR COOLING switch - OFF. 

15. Tacan mode switch - OFF. 

16. JTIDS MODE switch - STBY/OFF. 

Note 
If network operations a anticipated within 
24 hours, select STBY; otherwise, select 
OFF. Do not leave the system in DATA SI- 
LENT or NORM for more than 90 seconds 
without electrical power or the battery will 
be. depleted. 

17. Standby attitude gyro -CAGE. 

18. OXYGEN supply valve - OFF. 

19. VAJHZ radio MODE switch - OFF. 

20. [T] TARPS control panel switches-OFF. 

21. DEU-OFF. 

22. MFD - OFF 

23. Report - Ready for Shutdown. 

Afler shutdown of both engines: 

24. CANOPY handle - OPEN (alert pilot). 

25. Flightcrew -Egress. 

7.6 HOT REFUELING PROCEDURES 

Before commencing ground hot refoelmg operations, 
a qualified groundcrew shall inspect the exterior of the 
aircraft for any discrepancies that might be hazardous to 
reftteling or farther flight operations. One groundcrew 
shall remain io a position on the right side of the aircraft 
within view of both the pilot and refueling crew. Any 
hazardous condition requires the immediate termination 
of refueling operations. 

After refueling, the flightcrew should refer to appro- 
priate checklists to configure the aircraft for takeoff, 
depending on intentions. 

1. Fire extinguishing equipment - Available. 

2. All emitters - STBY or OFF. 

3. Right throttle-OFF. 

4. Wheels-Chocked. 

5. Parking brake - Pull. 

m 

If heavy braking is used during landing or 
taxiing followed by application of the park- 
ing brake, normal brake operation may not 
be available following release of the parking 
brake if the brakes are still hot. Check for 
normal brake operation after releasing the 
parkingbrakeaodbeforecommencingtaximg. 

6. REFUEL PROBE switch - FUS EXTD/ALL 
EXTD (as desired). 

7. WDJGEXT TRANS switch-As Desired. 

Note 

If external tanks or wings accept fuel in 
FUS EXTD, select ORIDE on WING/ 
EXT TRANS switch. 

Ifwings or external taoks do not accept foe1 
in ALL EXTD, select FUS EXTD and torn 
WING/EXT TRANS switch OFF. 

8. REFUEL PROBE switch-RET. 

9. WING/EXT TRANS switch - OFF. 

7.7 DECK-LAUNCHED INTERCEPT 
PROCEDURES 

Note 
Tbeseproceduresassumethataquickreaction, 
full-mission-capable launch is essential. Pr+ 
startpmoxhuesandcockpitconfigurationmay 
vary in accordance with airwing policy and 
specific EMCON conditions. All CNI equip- 
ment, as applicable, should be placed in ON or 
STBY, YAW STAB AUG switch should be 
selected ON, and the HYD TRANSFER 
PUMP switch should be in NORMAL before 
application of electrical power. The LTS, 
INST, EMERG GEN, WG SWP, and STICK 
SW tests on MASTER TEST panel should be 
conducted and verified during periodic aircmfi 
tumups. Compliance with the Takeoff Check- 
list is mandatory to ensure proper aircraft 
configuration before launch. 
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7.7.1 Pilot Procedures 

1. External electrical power - ON. 

2. Seat -ARM. 

3. Fire detect -Check. 

4. Lett engine - IDLE. 

5. Right engine-IDLE. 

6. Displays -ON. 

7. OBC - Select. 

8. SW COOL -NORM. 

9. OBC -Deselect. 

10. Hookoperation - Check 

II. Takeoff Checklist. 

12. Ordnance crew -Arm. 

7.7.2 RIO Procedures 

1. NAV MODE switch - CV ALIGN. 

2. CAINSWPT- Select. 

3. MFD3-ON. 

4. Alignment coordinates - Verify/Update. 

5. Seat -Arm. 

6. RDR switch - XMIT. 

7. TCS switch -ON. 

8. IRSTswitch -ON. 

9. MSL PREP switch -NORM. 

10. [T] TARPS control panel SYSTEM switch - 
RDY. 

11. [T] IRLS switch - STBY. 

12. Takeoff Checklist (complete. non-OBC functions). 

When ALIGN QUALITY $2.0: 

13. NAV MODE - INS. 

14. Ordnance crew -Arm. 

. 

. 

Note 

Sparrow tune occurs after CW is enabled 
and can complete atler TX timeout. 

PH attack capability is present after 
launch and Sparrow tnne occurs automat- 
ically whenever CW is enabled. 

7.8 HOT SWITCH PROCEDURES 

Increased potential hazards exist in hot switch opera- 
tions when an engine is running with canopy open and 
front seat unoccupied. To minimize this potential haz- 
ard, minimum time should be spent in this condition. 
Pilot switch should be expedited and crew unstrap 
should be done with canopy closed. Pilot-to-pilot brief 
should be accomplished with a pilot in the aircraft. 

Note 

The RIO will vacate the aircraft fust. When 
the RIO is on the ground, flight deck, or han- 
gar deck, the pilot will exit. This is particu- 
larly important during shipboard operations. 

1. Parking brake - Pull. 

2. HYD TRANSFER PUMP switch -NORMAL. 

3. RDRswitch-OFF. 

4. IRST switch -OFF. 

5. TCS switch -OFF. 

6. RECORD switch - OFF. 

7. [T] TARPS control panel SYSTEM switch - 
OFF. 

8. Let? throttle - OFF. 

9. ASYM LIMITER switch -ON (guard down). 

10. ENG MODE SELECT - PRI. 

11. THROTTLE MODE switch - MAN. 

12. Throttle friction lever- Increase. 

13. Ejection seats -SAFE. 

14. Flightcrew -Unstrap. 
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15. Cockpit -Check FOR FOD. 

16. CANOPY handle- OPEN. 

17. Flightcrews - Switch. 

18. Flightcrew - Strap In. 

19. Ejection seats -Armed. 

20. CANOPY handle -CLOSE. 

21. FIRE DETI’I’BST -TEST. 

22. THROTTLE MODE switch - BOOST. 

23. Throttle friction lever - As Desired. 

24. Left engine - Start. 

25. RDR switch- STBY. 

26. TCS switch - STBY. 

21. IRST switch - STBY. 

Ensure TARPS maintenance personnel have 
loaded sensors and cleared aircraft before 
initiating power to TARPS pod. 

28. [T] TARPS control panel SYSTEM switch - 
RDY. 

Note 
The Poststart Checklist shall be completed 
with respect to aircraft configuration and 
switch positions prior to taxi. 

7.9 FIELD CARRIER LANDING PRACTICE 

7.9.1 Preflight Inspection. A normal preflight in- 
spection will be conducted with specific attention di- 
rected to tire condition, nosestrut extension, AOA probe 
conditions, and windshield cleanliness. Check that the 
hook bypass switch is in FIELD. 

7.9.2 Takeoff. The takeoffwill be individual. 
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7.9.3 Radio Procedures and Pattern Entry. A 
radio check with Paddles is advisable before pattern 
entry to co&m Charlie time. Approaches to the field 
for break will be controlled by the tower and t&n 
switchedtoPaddlesforFCLPpatterncontml.Atnotime 
will an aircraft remain in the pattern without a UHF 
receiver. On each succeeding pass, the following 
voice report will be made at normal meatball acquisi- 
tion positions: 

1. Side number 

2. TOMCAT 

3. Ball/Clam 

4. Fuel state 

5. Type of approach, if appropriate (automatic, 
degraded, etc.). 

7.9.4 Pattern. The pattern should be a racetrackwith 
the 180” approximately l-1/4 miles abeam at 600 feet 
above field elevation (see Figure 74). The length ofthe 
groove should be adjusted to give a wings-level descent 
on the glideslope of20 to 25 seconds (approximately 3/4 
mile). For maximum gross weight at touchdown, refer 
to Chapter 4, Operating Limitations. The turn to the 
downwind leg should be commenced after climbing to 
pattern altitude (600 feet AGL) utilizing 30” angle of 
bank and 150 KCAS. Turning t?om the 180’ power 
should be adjusted to maintain optimum angle of attack. 
A gradual descent may be commenced at this position 
with a minimum altitude of 450 feet AGL at the 90” 
position and 350 feet AGL as a minimum until the pilot 
is receiving glideslope information. At approximately 
49, the meatball appears on the Fresnel lens. Fly a rate 
of descent such that the ball is centered as the aircraft 
arrives wings-level in the groove. For manual, automatic, 
and DLC approach techniques, refer to Carrier-Based 
Procedures, Chapter 8. 

7.9.5 Night FCLP. All provisions that apply to day 
FCLP also apply to night FCLP, plus the following 
items: 

1. External lights-BRIGHT and STEADY. 

2. Hook bypass switch -FIELD. 

When comfortably situated in the pattern, instru- 
ments should be flown as much as possible up to the 
45” position. 
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“‘CROOWINO’ NOTE 
u ” INOlCATES LsOTERMlMOLoGY USEDOVER 
THE UHF TO DESCRl8E THE PATTEFtN. 

“AWROACH TURN” 

Figure 7-4. Field Carrier Landing Practice 
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CHAPTER 8 

Carrier-Based Procedures 

8.1 CARRIER PREFLIGHT 

8.1.1 Launch. Applicable aircraft launching bulle- 
tins, the CV and LSO NATOPS Manuals and the perti- 
nent CV air operations manual shall be read by all flight 
crewmembers prior to carrier qualification. In addition, 
the predeployment lecture syllabus contained in Chapter 
I of the CV NATOPS Manual shall be completed. 

8.1.2 Briefing. A thorough briefing shall be accom- 
plished by the flight leader prior to launch. This briefing 
should call particular attention to current BINGO fields, 
emergencyprocedurespeculiartocarrieroperations,op- 
erating area NOTAMS, fuel management, and ship 
NAVAID status. Aircraft configuration, gross weight, 
expected WOD, and applicable launch trim settings will 
be verified prior to man-up. 

8.1.3 Preflight. Preflight inspection should be ac- 
complished with particular attention given to nosestrut, 
main landing gear, tires, hook, and underside of the 
fuselage. Note carefully the actual wing sweep, the lat- 
eral spacing between parked aircraft, and the general 
direction of engine exhaust. Do not preflight the aircraft 
topside at? of the bleed air doors if spotted with the tail 
outboard of the safety nets. In the cockpit, particular 
attention should be given to the flightcrew displays to 
ensure that the retaining devices have been installed. 
Ensure that the WING SWEEP handle is secure in the 
oversweep position when applicable. If the wings are 
not in oversweep, ensure that the emergency WING 
SWEEP handle position corresponds with the actual 
wing position. Leave the emergency WING SWEEP 
handle guard up, extend the emergency WING SWEEP 
handle, and pull WING SWEEP DRIVE NO. 1 and WG 
SW DR NO. ZMANUV FLAP circuit breakers (LDl, 
LEl). Crossbleed starts should not be performed unless 
the area aft of the aircraft is clear. Tiedowns should not 
be removed and engines should not be startedunless the 
auxiliary brake air pressure gauge indicates a full 
charge. 
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8.2 START AND POSTSTART 

Shipboard start andpoststartprocedu abbreviations 
of the shore-based checklists are as delineated for the 
poststart-pilot procedures. Certain steps are omitted be- 
cause aircraft are spotted too close together to allow the 
wings to be swept forward while tied down. Cranking 
the left engine prior to starting the right, as outlined in 
the shore-based procedures will ensure that auxiliary 
brake pressure is available and will ensure that backup 
flight control module is full of hydraulic fluid prior to 
cycling. 

8.2.1 Carrier Alignment. Carrier alignment of the 
INS and SAHRS concurrently or of the INS alone can 
be accomplished using SINS data or manually entered 
ship’s position, speed, and heading. A stored heading 
SINS alignment is also available. 

8.2.1.1 Concurrent SINS Alignment. For either 
data-link or deck-edge-cable transmission of SINS data: 

1. Ensure SAHRS AC/DC cb’s (lA3,lAS, lA6,913) 
are pulled prior to application of electrical power. 

2. DATA LINK power switch-ON. 

3. DATA LINK MODE switch - CAINSWPT. 

4. Verify parking brake is set. 

Note 
Application of SAHRS power prior to select- 
ing CV ALIGN will not allow SAHRS to 
properly align. 

5. NAV MODE switch - CV ALIGN. 

6. Reset SAHRS cb’s. 

7. Select OWN A/C MFD format by depressing 
DATA pushbutton on MFD MENU1 display. The 
CV SINS DATA format will appear. 
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8. Verify that SHDG is not boxed. If it is, depress the 
SHDG pushbutton to unbox it. 

9. Monitor the progress of alignment by observing 
the QUAL and TIME acronyms and the align scale 
on the MFD OWN A/C format. The SINS (ship) 
latitude, longitude, and INS north and east veloci- 
ties can be evaluated on the MFD OWN A/C for- 
mat. An INS ALIGN COMPLETE message will 
normally occur in 7 minutes. At this time the align 
quality should be below 1 nm per hour. 

8.2.1.2 Concurrent SINS Stored Heading Car- 
rier Alignment. Perform a reference alignment by 
following the SINS carrier align procedure in paragraph 
8.2.1.1. When the INS ALIGN COMPLETE message 
appears on the HUDiVDI formats, return the NAV 
MODE switch to OFF. 

Note 

Do not select SAHRS during CV ALIGN to 
check alignment progress. Wait until INS 
alignment is complete and INS has been se- 
lected on the NAV MODE switch before se- 
lecting SAHRS. 

10. SAHRS alignment progress may be monitored at 
this time by selecting the NAV page. 

Note 

3. Repeat steps 9 and 10 ofconcurrent SINS alignment. 

8.2.1.3 Concurrent Manual Carrier Alignment. 
Manual carrier alignment should be used only when 
SINS data or the SINS carrier align mode is unavailable. 
This can be determined by the appearance of the CV 
MAN DATA format on the MFD with MAN boxed. 

. The SAHRS alignment process will initiate 
a&r the INS determines a valid true head- 
ing (approximately at INS quality value of 
5). SAHRS quality value should reinitiate 
to approximately 3 1.2 at that time. 

l If power has been applied to the aircraft 
foranextendedperiodoftimepriortoINS 
CV align being initiated, the SAHRS may 
complete a ground align (NORM) and a 
SAHRS complete message appears on the 
MFD. After the INS CV align is initiated, 
the SAHRS will initiate a concurrent CV 
align normally, but another SAHRS align 
complete message may not occur. 

11. It is advisable to continue alignment after appear- 
ance of the INS ALIGN COMPLETE message if 
time permits. When ready to take the alignment, 
the inertial navigation mode may be selected by 
setting the NAV MODE switch to INS. 

Note 
Although SINS alignment normally requires 
no entry of data, if a SINS alignment takes 
place at any carrier location other than the 
flight deck, then it is advisable to enter the 
correct vertical lever arm via the DEU. This 
is the height in feet of the aircraft INS above 
the carrier SINS location. This entry can be 
made only via the DEU by calling up the 

3. Repeat steps 9 to 11 for concurrent SINS 
alignment. 
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DEU CV ALIGN page and depressing the 
VLA option key. 

1. Repeat steps 1 through 7 of concurrent SINS 
alignment. 

2. Verify that SHDG is boxed on CV SINS DATA 
MFD format. 

1. Repeat step 1 and steps 4 through 8 for concurrent 
SINS alignment. When the DATA pushbutton on 
the MFD is depressed, the CV MANUAL DATA 
format will appear. 

2. Enter best knowledge of ship latitude, longitude, 
speed and heading via the DEU or DD. 

Note 

Entry ofVLA isneverrequired formanual 
carrier alignment. 

When using the DEU, data entry is made 
via the DEU CV ALIGN format, using the 
LAT, LONG, CSPD, and CHDG option 
keys and the appropriate quadrant and 
numerals. 

Data entry using the DD requires selection 
of the NAV category from the MFK 
pushtile and the boxing of the OWN A/C 
acronym prior to entering the carrier lati- 
tude and longitude via the DD LAT, 
LONG, quadrant, and numeral pushtiles. 
Entry of carrier speed and heading via the 
DD requires the boxing of the WIND ac- 
ronym prior to using the DD SPD, HDG, 
and numeric pushtiles. 



Note 
In concurrent manual carrier align, the INS 
ALIGN COMPLETE computer message 
may take 15 minutes or longer to appear. The 
navigation quality at this time may not be 
better than 3 r&per hour. Because of the 
extensive alignment time, it may be neces- 
sary to launch prior to the receipt of the INS 
ALIGN COMPLETE computer message. 

8.2.2 SAHRS Standalone Carrier Alignment. 
The SAHRS standalone CV alignment mode is manu- 
ally selected fmm the SAHRS ALIGN MFD format. 
The WI-IRS has no true standalone carrier align mode 
like the INS. During concurrent INWSAHRS carrier 
align modes, the SAHRS depends upon the INS to pro- 
vide an initial input of true heading. Since this is not 
available in SAHRS standalone carrier alignment, when 
the SAHRS CV pushbutton is depressed in SAHRS 
standalone operation, it is commanded to a DG mode. 
Once the parking brake is released a DG heading can be 
entered via the DEU. When the aircraft is airborne, the 
slaved mode can be selected or if a system velocity 
source is present, in-flight restart can be selected to bring 
the SAHRS to a normal operational mode. 

8.3 TAXIING 

Shipboard taxi operations differ slightly from the 
field. Taxiingaboardship requires higherpower settings 
and must be conducted under positive control of a plane 
director. Any signal from the plane director above the 
waist is intended for the pilot and any signal below the 
waist is intended for deck-handling personnel. 

8.3.1 Nosewheel Steering. The nosewheel steering 
system characteristics are excellent and enable extremely 
tight cornering capability. At full nosewheel steering de- 
flection (709, the inside mainmount wheel backs down 
and turn radius will be restricted if the inside brake is 
locked. For a minimum radius turn, momentarily depress 
the brake on the inside wheel and then allow the inside 
wheel to roll t?eely while controlling the turn late by brak- 
ing the outside wheel. For normal turns, symmetric brake 
applications should be applied to control aircraft forward 
motion. Forward motion should bc initiated before effcct- 
ing a tight radius turn to reduce power requirements. 

8.3.2 Taxi Speed. Taxi speed should be kept under 
control at all times, especially on wet decks and ap- 
proaching the catapult area. Be prepared to use the park- 
ing brake should normal braking fail. While taxiing, 
both ejection seats should be armed. The parking brake 
is an excellent feature that may be used to prevent leg 
fatigue during taxi delays. However, it should not be 
used once. forward of the jet-blast deflector. 
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8.4 CATAPULT HOOKUP (DAY) 

Set the attitude displays to show level flight at normal 
strut extension. Proper positioning on the catapult is 
easily accomplished if the entry is made with only 
enough power to maintain forward motion and if the 
plane director signals are followed explicitly. 

pii-,,,,,,, 

. All functional checks shall be performed 
before taxiing onto the catapult. Ensure 
that theTakeoffChecklist is completeand 
that the proper trim is set for launch before 
entering the nosetow approach ramp. 

l All catapult launches shall be conducted 
with the HUD in the caged mode. If ap- 
proaching the catapult after an uncaged 
HUD landing, cycle the TLN display 
mode button to ensure the HUD defaults 
to the caged format. 

The catapult director will direct the pilot to approach 
the catapult track, using nosegear steering and brakes. 
Upon signal f?om the plane director and when positioned 
immediately behind the mount of the lead-in track, kneel 
the aircraft. If the launch bar is to be lowered from the 
cockpit, upon signal from the plane director, deflect the 
nosewheel to lower the launch bar, center the nosewheel, 
and disengage nosewheel steering. If the launch bar is to 
be lowered by the deck crew, no pilot action is required. 
After the hold-back bar has been attached to the aircrall 
and checked by squadron maintenance personnel, the cata- 
pult director will direct the aircraft forward until the hold- 
back bar is snug against the catapult buffer unit. The 
aircraft will be stopped in position for shuttle tension up. 
The attitude displays will show 2” to 3’ nosedownwith the 
aircraft in the kneeled position. 

pi&-,,,,,,, 

Nosewheel centering can contribute to 
launch bar misalignment in the catapult shut- 
tle. which could result in premature launch 
bar separation during launch. The nosewheel 
centering latching relay must be deactivated 
by depressing the nosewheel steering button 
after the hook check and before entering the 
catapult. It will alsodeactivate thenosewheel 
steering automatic disengagement fimction; 
nosewheel steering must be manually dis- 
engaged when entering the catapult. 
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. If the LAUNCH BAR light illuminates 
immediately upon selecting KNEEL with 
the NOSE STRUT switch, a malfunction 
in the system has occurred and the landing 
gear will not retract following the catapult 
launch. 

. Nosewheel steering is designed to disen- 
gage and the NWS ENGA light goes off 
when deck personnel lower the launch bar 
on the catapult. The arresting hook must 
have been cycled on deck and the throttles 
set at IDLE to enable the system. This 
feature prevents the pilot from inadver- 
tently damaging the launch bar during 
control checks after final tensioning. 

8.4.1 Catapult Trim Requirements. The following 
Tequirements are applicable to clean aircraft or any com- 
bination ofair-to-air store, external tank, gross weight 
combinations, and launch cg locations between 7.0- 
percent and 18.5-percent MAC. 

Note 
To determine center of gravity for a particu- 
lar aircraft, refer to NAVAIR Ol-IB-4, 
Handbook of Weight and Balance. 

Figure 8-l lists recommended catapult launch longi- 
tudinal trim settings. 

ensure that longitudinal trim settings are adjusted ifnec- 
essary (Figure 8-2). Upon receipt ofthe “tension-up and 
release brakes” signal, release the brakes, ensure the 
parking brake is off, and advance the throttles to MIL. 
Ensure nosewheel steering is disengaged prior to per- 
forming control wipeout. When a tumup signal is re- 
ceived from the catapult officer, grip the throttles firmly, 
check engine instruments, ensure that the caution and 
advisory panel is clear, and the RIO is ready. When 
satisfied that the aircraft is functioning properly, salute 
the catapult officer. Normally, a 3-to 5-second delay will 
occur before the catapult tires. Optimum launch tech- 
nique is to maintain a loose grip on the control stick 
while allowing it to move aft during the catapult stroke. 

l Failure to allow the control stick to move 
aft during the catapult stroke will result in 
degraded pitch rate and excessive sink off 
bow. 

l Catapult launch with a partially filled ex- 
ternal tank is not authorized. 

Initial catapult tiring results in a short-term vertical 
acceleration of 15g to 20g caused by full compression 
of the stored-energy nosestrut. Firmly restrain the throt- 
tles to prevent their aft travel during the catapult stroke. 

At shuttle release, the energy stored in the nosestrut 
is released, rotating the aircraft up to the initial flyaway 
attitude ofannroximatelv 10” nose un. The nitch trim for 
launch is dLs?gned for hinds-offopkration: The control 
stick will, without pilot input, return to the trimmed 
position shortly after shuttle release. If the trim is set 
nrooerlv. the aircraft should rotate and flv away at the 
prober &itude without pilot input. During rotaiion the 
flightcrew will sense the aircrafl characteristics and 
should be prepared to make control inputs as necessary 
to ensure a safe flyaway. During low excess endsueed 

Anticipated Longitudinal Trim (degrees) 
End Trailing Edge Up 

Airspeed I I 

catauult launches (less than 15 k;lots excess). AOAwill 
spikk up to 17 uniis, then gradually decreaseduring the 

loto 20 1 i 1 i 1 ii 1 flyaway. 
21 to 50 7 I 4 I 0 8.4.3 Catapult Abort Procedures (Day). If after 

tumup on the catanult, the pilot determines that the air- 
Figure 8-1. Catapult Launch Trim Requirements 

8.4.2 Catapult Launch. Aircraftlaunchgrossweight 
will. be cross-checked and verified by signal with the 
flight deck personnel prior to kneel. If the aircrafi is to 
be catapulted with a partial fuel load, the pilot should 

craft is down, the pilot-gives the no-go signal by shaking 
his head from side to side. Never raise the hand into view 
or make any motion that might be construed as a salute. ._ 
Afer the catapult otlicer observes the pilot no-go sig- 
nal, he will cross his forearms over his head, and then 
give the standard release tension signal. When the cata- 
pult is untensioned, the catapult officer will signal the 
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AIRCbAFi l&tiCH CO = ZEdO, 
F~ELvCG PLUS As ” ” 

Figure 8-2. Center-of-Gravity Variation With Fuel Loading 

pilot to raise the launch bar. The pilot shall ensure that the 
throttles are seated in the catapult detent and will raise the 
launch bar with the LAUNCH BAR ABORT switch. 

To avoid damage to the launch bar retract 
mechanism, do not actuate the LAUNCH 
BAR ABORT switch with the nosewheel de- 
flected off center. 

When the launch bar is clear of the shuttle, the cata- 
pult officer will move the shuttle forward of the aircraft 
launch bar. At this point the aircraft is no longer in 
danger of being launched. The catapult officer will sig- 
nal the pilot to lower the launch bar and then step in front 
of the aircraft and signal the pilot to throttle back. 

l If the aircraft is down prior to it being 
pushed or pulled back for release from the 
holdback fitting and when directed by the 
catapult officer, the launch bar shall be 
raised by the LAUNCH BAR ABORT 
switch. 

l Unkneeling the nosegear while the launch 
bar is in the catapult track or shuttle will 
damage the launch bar linkage and 
bungees. The pilot should unkneel the air- 
craft only when he is sure that the launch 
bar is free to rise and upon signal from the 
catapult offtcer or taxi director. 

If the aircraft is down after the go signal is given, 
transmit the words “Suspend, Suspend”; however, the 
flightcrew should be prepared for the catapult stroke and 
to perform emergency procedures if required. 

8.5 LANDING 

8.51 Carrier Landing Pattern (VFR). The VFR 
carrier landing pattern (Figure 8-3) shall be in accord- 
ance with the CV NATOPS manual. The pattern starts 
with the level break at 800 feet and 300 to 350 knots. 
The break interval will be approximately one-halfofthe 
desired ramp interval time (15 to 17 seconds normal 
interval). When established wings level on the down- 
wind leg, descend to and fly the pattern at 600 feet MSL. 
Engage DLC upon completion of flap extension. 
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MAXIMUM LANDING GROSS WEIGHT 54,000 POUNDS 

Figure 8-3. Carrier Landing Pattern 
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Note 

Selection of DLC during the Sap extension 
cycle can generate excessive pitch rates. 
DLC is to be selected only upon completion 
of the flap cycle. DLC must be deselected 
prior to flap retraction to avoid excessive 
pitch trim change with automatic DLC stow- 
age during the flap retraction cycle. 

Slow to 15 units AOA or computed on-speed (which- 
ever is faster) and verify airspeed/AOA correlation, en- 
gage APC if desired, check for proper DLC operation, 
and complete the Landing Checklist prior to reaching 
the 180” position. The 180” tum is commenced 1 to 1.2 
nm abeam the LSO platform to arrive at the 90” position 
at approximately450 feet MSL. The nominal bank angle 
throughout the turn should be 25” to 27”. Glideslope 
meatball acquisition will occur at approximately 0.6 nm. 
Do not descend below 300 feet prior to acquiring the 
ball. On rollout to final, slightly overshoot the ship’s 
wake. Optimum time on glideslope is approximately 15 
to 18 seconds. 

The LSO and tower must be informed if 
the landing is to be made in any wing or 
flap configuration other than 20° wing 
sweep, flaps and slats down, or BATS in- 
operative, to ensure wind-over-deck 
requirements are met. 

Do not attempt shipboard landing with 
inoperative roll SAS and store asymme- 
try greater than 170,000 inch-pounds be- 
cause of lateral pilot-induced oscillation 
in the approach unless field divert is not 
possible. (Example: weapon rail at station 
6 and AIM-54 missile at station 8 equals 
170,000 inch-pounds.) 

Note 

With the hook down, airspeed in excess of 
300 knots may cause the hook transition light 
to illuminate. 

8.52 Manual Approach Technique. The rapid 
engine response characteristics allow the pilot to make 
timely, small amplitude power changes to make 
glideslope corrections. Because of the rapid engine 
response and high-throttle sensitivity, the pilot must 
avoid overcontrolling power. DLC should be engaged 
for all approaches. Approaches flown without DLC will 
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degrade flying qualities resulting in significant 
glideslope and lineup deviations. Pitch compensation 
for DLC inputs is optimized for approach airspeeds. 
Activation of DLC at higher airspeeds will result in 
inducing noticeable changes in pitch attitude. DLC may 
be employed by vernier or bang-bang control depending 
on the extent of the correction required. DLC is most 
effective in correcting for glideslope deviations caused 
by gusty conditions or ship burble. Caution should be 
taken not to use DLC to compensate for a major over- 
powered or underpowered condition. 

Caution must be taken to avoid sustained 
full-down DLC commands for a high condi- 
tion at the ramp as this will result in excessive 
sink rates and subsequent hard landings. 

Once established on glideslope, keep the scan going, 
cross-checking meatball, lineup, and AOA. Be alert for a 
waveoff. With rough seas and pitching decks, some erratic 
meatball movements may be encountered. If this is the 
case, average out the ball movements to maintain a smooth 
and safe rate of descent. To avoid being “cocked up,” 
anest a “come down in close” with power and up DLC. 
Attempts to arrest high sink rates with nose attitude alone 
could result in landing damage to the ventral tins and 
atterbumer. Also, avoid dropping the nose prior to touch- 
down as this significantly increases the chances of a hook 
skip bolter. Upon touchdown, add full MIL power, manu- 
ally retract speedbrakes, and maintain atI stick pressure to 
minimize chances of a hook skip bolter. Selection of MIL 
power will automatically disengage DLC and retract the 
speedbrake. 

A good start is imperative to minimizing lineup cor- 
rections while on the glideslope and will prevent the 
tendency to chase lineup. Small, coordinated rudder in- 
puts should be used to reduce the nose yaw that is easily 
generated by lateral stick inputs. 

85.3 Approach Power Compensator Tech- 
nique. Practice is required to develop the proper con- 
trol habits necessary to use the APC. For the APC to 
perform satisfactorily, smooth attitude control is essen- 
tial. Large, abrupt attitude changes result in excessive 
power changes. APC use is not recommended in gusty 
conditions. The APC will overcontml AOA fluctuations 
resulting in large airspeed and/or glideslope deviations. 
The APC system was designed to be used with the en- 
gines operating in the primary mode and is not recom- 
mended with either one or both of the engines in 
secondary mode. 
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As the initial turn from the 180” position is made, the 
aircraft will momentarily indicate up to 2 units slow. The 
APC will adjust power to correct back to onspeed con- 
dition throughout the remainder of the turn. Upon rollout 
on glideslope, the pilot must override the tendency for 
the nose to pitch up by maintaining slight forward stick. 
The aircraft will indicate 1 to 2 units fast, which will 
slow to onspeed within 5 seconds. The use of DLC in 
conjunction with small attitude changes to maintain 
glideslope will minimize AOA deviations and result in 
optimal APC performance. Timely use of DLC can also 
be used to more rapidly correct from a fast or slow 
condition. Close-in corrections are very critical. Ifa high 
in-close situation develops, the recommended proce- 
dure is to stop the meatball motion and not attempt to 
recenter it. A low in-close condition is difficult to correct 
with APC and often results in an over-the-top bolter. It 
may be necessary to disengage or manually override 
APC in order to safely recover from a low in-close 
situation. Throughout the approach, the pilot should 
keep his hand on the throttles in the event APC disen- 
gages inadvertently. A smooth throttle transition from 
AUTO to BOOST mode can be achieved by depressing 
the CAGE/SEAM button on the inboard throttle grip. 

8.5.4 Waveoff Technique. A waveoffwill be initi- 
ated immediately upon a signal or voice call from the 
LSO. MIL power should be used for all dual-engine 
waveoffs. Maintain the landing attitude until a positive 
rate of climb is established. Do not over rotate the air- 
craft in close as this significantly increases the chance 
of in-flight engagement. 

Dual engine afterburner takeoffs are pro- 
hibited. Inadvertent arrestment or in-flight 
engagement in dual afterburner would re- 
sult in catastrophic damage to the aircraft 
and/or arresting gear. 

Normally, waveoffs will be taken straight ahead, es- 
pecially when close in. When using APC, waveoff tech- 
nique is the same as for manual approaches except that 
a force of approximately 8 pounds is required to disen- 
gage the throttle torque switches. Disengagement of the 
APC by overriding the throttle forces results in the throt- 
tle MODE switch automatically returning in BOOST 
and illuminates the AUTO THROT light on the pilot 
left-hand ladder light assembly. A time delay relay holds 
the AUTO THROT light on for 10 seconds following 
APC disengagement. 

If a force in excess of 14 pounds is applied 
to break the throttles out of the automatic 
mode, the throttle MODE switch will return 
to BOOST but the throttle mode will revert 
to manual. The switch must be cycled to 
MAN and back to BOOST to regain the 
BOOST mode. 

8.5.5 Bolter Technique. The bolter maneuver is 
effected by selecting MIL and slight aft control stick 
until the desired flyaway attitude is established. 

The use of excessive backstick on a bolter 
may cause the tail surface to stall, delaying 
aircraft rotation and causing the aircraft to 
settle off the angle. 

8.5.6 Bingo Fuel. Fuel reserves should be pro- 
grammed depending on distance of the field from the 
CV, aircraft configuration, and en route weather. This 
bingo fuel quantity should be set before takeoff. 

8.5.7 Arrested Landing and Exit From the 
Landing Area. As the aircraft touches down, ad- 
vance throttles to MIL. Upon completion of landing 
rollout, reduce power to IDLE. Raise the hook and flaps 
and select wing-sweep BOMB while allowing the air- 
craft to roll aft. Apply brakes on signal. Flaps retraction 
requires approximately 7 seconds. When the flaps are 
fully retracted the wings will sweep aft. Engage nose- 

, wheel steering and taxi forward on the come-ahead sig- 
nal. If the wings sweep aft to 55’, auxiliary and main 
flap retraction has been verified and full-afl wing sweep 
may be selected using the emergency handle. The RIO 
should monitor wing-sweep position while taxiing. 
Oversweep should be selected prior to final spot and 
shutdown. The engines should remain running until the 
cut signal is given by the plane director. If at any time 
during this phase of operations a brake failure occurs, 
pull the parking brake. If the aircraft continues to roll, 
drop the hook, advise the tower, and signal for chocks 
to be installed (use nosewheel steering to ensure that the 
aircraft remains on the deck). Do not unstrap, dearm the 
ejection seat, or leave the cockpit until tiedbwns have 
been installed. 

Note 
Aircrew shall inform tower in the event of 
RATS failure on landing. 
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8.5.8 Carrier-Controlled Approaches. Should these 
procedures conflict with the applicable CV Air Opera- 
tions manual, the latter shall govern. Detailed pilot- 
controller voice procedures must be established in 
accordance wifh each ship’s CCA doctrine. Figure 8-4 
shows a typical carrier-controlled approach. Mode I, 
mode IA, and mode II ACLS approaches are described 
in Chapter 17, Automatic Carrier Landing System. Air- 
crew should have a thorough understanding of this chap- 
ter and the AFCS and APC portions of Chapter 2 prior 
to attempting a coupled ACLS approach. 

8.5.9 Hold Phase. Five minutes before penetration, 
defogging shall be actuated and maximum comfortable 
interior tempera- will be maintained to prevent pos- 
sible fogging or icing on the windshield and canopy. 

Note 
Fuel dump is accomplished by gravity flow 
and its effectiveness is reduced during the 
penetration descent. Fuel dump, if required, 
should be planned accordingly for the level 
leg. 

1. Before descent, check shoulder harness handle 
locked, set lights as directed by existing weather, 
and lower arresting hook. 

2. Accomplish final changes to radio and IFF upon 
departing marshal or earlier. After these changes 
are made, the pilot should make no further changes 
except under emergency conditions. 

3. When commencing penetration, initiate a stand- 
ard descent: 250 knots, 4,000 fpm, speedbrakes 
as required. 

If a gear and/or flaps down penetration is re- 
quired, ensme that the wings are programmed 
forward of 22” prior to lowering flaps. If flaps 
are lowered with wings swept aft of 22”, aux- 
iliary flap extension will be inhibited resulting 
in rapid nosedown pitching rates. 

4. Radar and barometric altimeters shall be cross- 
checked continuously when below 5,000 feet. 

8.5.10 Platform. At 20 miles passing through 5,000 
feet, aircrat? descent shall be slowed to 2,000 fpm. At 
this point, a mandatory, unacknowledged voice report 
will be broadcast by each pilot. The aircrafi side number 
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will be given and “platform” will be reported. Continue 
descent to 1,200 feet. 

8.511 Ten-Mile DME Fix 

1. At 10 miles, report side number and IO-mile gate. 

2. Commence transition to landing configuration, 
unless otherwise directed by CCA, maintaining 
1,200 feet. 

3. Gear and flaps shall be down by 6 miles. 

4. Complete the landing checklist. Check anti-ice, 
lights, and rain removal, as required. 

8.5.12 Six-Mile DME Fix. Foraprecisionapproach 
radar approach, maintain 1,200 feet at approach speed 
until intercepting the glidepath at 3 to 3.25 miles, unless 
otherwise directed. 

For an air surveillance radar approach, a gradual 
descent of 600 fpm can be commenced departing the 
6-mile DME fix. Maintain 600 feet until the aircraft 
intercepts the center of the glideslope at l-1/4 to l-1/2 
miles on a 3.5” slope. Commence a descent of 500 to 
700 fpm, using the following checkpoints: 

1. 1 mile - 460 feet. 

2. 3/4 mile - 360 feet. 

3. l/2 mile - 260 feet. 

8.5.13 Meatball Contact. When transitioning to a 
visual approach, report call, side number, TOMCAT, 
meatball or Clara (no meatball), fuel state, and type pass. 
The LSO will acknowledge, and instructions from the 
final controller will cease. Pilots are cautioned against 
premature contact reports and transition to visual 
glideslope during night recoveries when visibility per- 
mits sighting the ship beyond 2 to 3 miles. The height 
and dimension of the entire lens or mirror optical beam 
at I-114 miles is over 200 feet and the true center cannot 
be distinguished. This, coupled with the relatively short 
length of the runway lights, will give the pilot the illu- 
sion of being high when, in fact, the aircraft may be well 
below optimum glideslope. An additional advantage of 
delaying the meatball report (even though the ball is in 
sight) is that the final controller will continue lineup 
instructions that can greatly assist the pilot in estab- 
lishing satisfactory lineup. Use the vertical velocity in- 
dicator to set up a rate of descent of 500 to 700 fpm. The 
AN/ARA-63 is an excellent aid during the approach and 
should be used whenever possible. 
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Figure 8-4. Carrier-Controlled Approach (Typical) 
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8.6 WAVEOFF AND BOLTER 

In the event of a waveoff or bolter, climb straight 
ahead to 1,200 feet and maintain 150 knots. When di- 
rected by CCA, initiate a level turn to the downwind leg 
reporting abeam with fuel state. (If no instructions are 
received within 2 minutes or4 miles DME, attempt radio 
contact; if unable, assume communications failure and 
initiate the downwind turn to the reciprocal of tinal bear- 
ing reporting abeam with fuel state. If no acknowledg- 
ment is received, start a turn at 4 miles or 2 minutes to 
intercept final bearing.) A 20” bank angle at 150 knots 
on the upwind turn establishes the aircraft at the desired 
2 miles abeam on the downwind leg. 

CATCC clears the aircraft to turn inbound to inter- 
cept tinal bearing. A level, on-speed approach turn of 
18” to 22” bank angle from the normal downwind posi- 
tion allows the aircraft to properly intercept final bear- 
ings at a minimum of 3 miles aft of the ship. Traffic 
spacing ahead may require that the aircratl continue on 
downwind leg well past the normal abeam position be- 
fore being directed to turn to final bearing. No attempt 
should be made to establish visual contact with the ship 
when executing a CCA until the final approach turn has 
been executed. 

Note 

The radar beacon (AN/APN-154) should be 
turned off as soon as practicable after landing 
to avoid causing interference with AN6PN-42 
control of other aircraft in the pattern. 

8.7 NIGHT FLYING 

Night carrier operations will have a much slower 
tempo than daylight operations and it is the pilot’s re- 
sponsibility to maintain this tempo. Normal day carrier 
operations shall be used except as modified below. 

8.7.1 Briefing. Before initial night flight operations, 
all pilots should receive an additional briefing from the 
following persons: 

1. Flight deck offtcer 

2. Catapult officer 

3. Arresting gear officer 

4. LSO 

5. CATCC. 
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Individual flight briefings will include all applicable 
items outlined above, with particular emphasis on 
weather and bingo fuel. 

8.7.2 Preflight. In addition to normal cockpit pre- 
flight, ensure that external light switches are properly 
positioned for poststart light check. Install night filters 
on applicable cockpit displays. 

8.7.3 Postetart. Adjust cockpit light to desired 
brightness. When ready for taxi, indicate with appropri- 
ate signal. 

8.7.4 Taxi. Night deck-handling operations are ofne- 
cessity slower than those used during the day. When a 
doubt arises as to the meaning of a signal from a taxi 
director, stop. 

8.7.5 Catapult Hookup (Night). Procedures for air- 
craA catapult hookup at night are identical to those used 
during day operations. However, it is difftcult to deter- 
mine your speed or degree of motion over the deck. The 
pilot must rely upon, and follow closely, the plane direc- 
tor signals. 

8.7.6 Catapult Launch. On turnup signal from the 
catapult officer, ensure throttles in MIL and check all 
instruments. When ready for launch, place external light 
master switch ON (bright and steady). After launch, 
establish an 8” to 10” pitch attitude, cross-checking in- 
struments to ensure a positive rate of climb. Retract the 
landing gear. An altitude of 500 feet is considered to be 
minimum altitude for retraction of flaps. When well 
established in a climb, switch lights to flashing or as 
applicable for an instrument climbout. The standby 
indicator should be used in the event of a primary 
display(s) malfunction. 

If wings sweep back inadvertently, close at- 
tention should be paid to maintaining posi- 
tive rates of climb. The loss of lift incurred 
by premature wing sweep aft can result in 
significantly decreased rates of climb, with 
very little change in pitch attitude and trim 
requirements. 

8.7.7 Catapult Abort Procedures (Night). The pi- 
lot no-go signal for night launches will be to not turn on 
the exterior lights, and to transmit on land or launch his 
aircraft side number, the catapult the aircraft is on, and 
the words “Suspend, Suspend.” After the catapult is 
untensioned, the catapult offtcer will signal to raise the 
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launch bar. The pilot shall ensure that the throttles are 
seated in the catapult detent or throttle friction is full 
forwardbefore raisingthe launch bar with the LAUNCH 
BAR ABORT switch. When the launch bar is clear of 
the shuttle, the catapult officer will move the shuttle 
forward of the aircraft launch bar. At this point the air- 
craft is no longer in danger ofbeing launched. The cata- 
pult offricer will signal the pilot to lower the launch bar 
and then step in front of the aircraft and signal the pilot 
to throttle back. 

If the aircraft is down aRer the go signal is 
given, transmit the words “Suspend, Sus- 
pend”; however, the flightcrew should be 
prepared for the catapult stroke and to per- 
form emergency procedures if required. 

l If the aircraft is down prior to it being 
pushed or pulled back for release from the 
holdback fitting and when directed by the 
catapult launching officer, the launch bar 
shall be raised by the LAUNCH BAR 
ABORT switch. 

l Unkneeling the nosegear while the launch 
bar is in the catapult track or shuttle will 
damagethelaunchbarlinkageandbtmgees. 
The pilot should unkneel the aircraft only 
when sure that the launch bar is free to rise 
and upon signal from the catapult officer 
or taxi director. 

8.7.8 Arrested Landing and Exit From Landing 
Area (Night). During approach, all lights shall be on 
bright and steady. At the end of arrestment rollout, turn 
off external lights and follow the director’s signals while 
effecting the normal aircraft cleanup procedures. 
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CHAPTER 9 

Special Procedures 

9.1 IN-FLIGHT REFUELING PROCEDURES 

Note 

Before commencing in-flight refueling op- 
erations, each flight crewmember shall be- 
come familiar with the NATOPS Air 
Refueling Manual, NAVAIR OO-80T-110, 
and in-flight refueling system description. 

9.1.1 In-Flight Refueling Controls. Regardless 
of fuelmanagementpanel switchpositioning, at low fuel 
states the initial resupply of fuel is discharged into the 
left- and right-wing box tanks. Thereafter, distribution 
of the fuel to the forward, aft, wing, and external tanks 
is controlled by the WfNG/EXT TRANS switch posi- 
tion. The split refueling system to the left and right 
engine feed group provides for a relatively balanced 
center of gravity condition during refueling. Selective 
refueling of the fuselage or all fuel tanks is provided on 
the REFUEL PROBE switch with the probe extended. 
In the FUSEXTD position, normal fuel transfer and 
feed is unaltered. This position is used for practice plug- 
ins, fuselage only refueling, or return flight with a dam- 
aged air-refueling probe. The ALL/EXTD shuts off 
wing and external tank transfer to permit the refueling 
of all tanks. The REFUELING PROBE switch circuit 
uses essential dc No. 2 power to control operation of the 
probe actuator through redundant-extend solenoids and 
a single-retract solenoid. 

9.1.2 In-Flight Refueling Checklist. The in- 
flight refueling checklist shall be completed before 
plug-in. 

1. RDR switch - STBY. 

2. Arming switches - SAFE. 

3. DUMP switch - OFF. 

4. AIR SOURCE pushbutton - L ENG. 

5. REFUEL PROBE switch - As Desired (transi- 
tion light OFF). 

6. Wing sweep switch - MAN/wing-sweep angle 
- As Desired. 

7. Visors - Recommended Down. 

To prevent fuel fumes from entering the 
cockpit through the environmental control 
system (ECS) because of possible fuel spills 
during in-flight refueling, select AIR 
SOURCE pushbutton L ENG. 

9.1.3 In-Flight Refueling Techniques 

Note 

The following procedures, as applied to 
tanker operation, refer to single-drogue 
tanker only. 

Refueling altitudes and airspeeds are dictated by re- 
ceiver and/or tanker characteristics and operational 
needs, consistent with the tanker’s performance and re- 
fueling capabilities. This covers a practical spectrum 
fmmthedeckto35,OOO feet, 170 to300knots,andwing- 
sweep angles of 20” to 68”. Optimum airspeed and 
wing-sweep position is 240 knots and approximately 
40” wing sweep. This configuration increases aircraA 
angle of attack enough to lower the receiver’s vertical 
tails below the tanker’s jetwash and decreases bow wave 
effect. SAS-off tanking can most easily be performed 
at 200 KCAS with 40” of wing sweep. 

9.1.3.1 Approach. Once cleared to commence an 
approach and with refueling checklists completed, as- 
sume a position 5 to 10 feet in trail of the drogue with 
the refueling probe in line in both the horizontal and 
vertical reference planes. Trim the aircraft in this 
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stabilized approach position and ensure that the tanker’s 
(amber) ready light is illuminated before attempting an 
approach. Select a reference point on the tanker as a 
primary alignment guide during the approach phase; 
secondarily, rely on peripheral vision of the drogue and 
hose and supplementary remarks by the RIO. Increase 
power to establish an optimum 3- to 5-knot closure rate 
on the drogue. It must be emphasized that an excessive 
closure rate will cause a violent hose whip following 
contact and/or will increase the danger of structural 
damage to the aircraft; too slow a closure rate results in 
the pilot fencing with the drogue as it oscillates in close 
proximity to the aircraft nose. During the final phase of 
the approach, the drogue has a tendency to move slightly 
upward and to the right as it passes the nose of the 
receiver aircraft because of the aircraft-drogue airstream 
interaction. Small corrections in the approach phase are 
acceptable. However, if alignment is off in the final 
phase, it is best to immediately return to the initial ap- 
proach position and commence another approach, com- 
pensating for previous misalignments by adjusting the 
reference point selected on the tanker. Small lateral cor- 
rections with a “shoulder probe” are made with the 
rudder, and vertical corrections with the horizontal sta- 
bilizer. Avoid any corrections about the longitudinal axis 
since they cause probe displacement in both the lateral 
and vertical reference planes. 

9.1.3.2 Missed Approach. If the receiver probe 
passes forward of the drogue basket without making 
contact, a missed approach should be initiated immedi- 
ately. Also, if the probe impinges on the canopy-lined 
rim of the basket and tips it, a missed approach should 
be initiated. Realization of this situation can be readily 
ascertained through the RIO. A missed approach is exe- 
cuted by reducing power and backing to the rear at an 
opening rate commensurate with the optimum 3- to S- 
knot closure rate made on an approach. By continuing 
anapproachpastthebasket, apilotmighthooktheprobe 
over the hose and/or permit the drogue to contact the 
receiver aircraft fuselage. Either of the two aforemen- 
tioned hazards require more skill to calmly unravel the 
hose and drogue without causing further damage than to 
make another approach. If the initial approach position 
is correctly in line with the drogue, the chance of hook- 
ing the hose is diminished as the need for last-minute 
corrections is minimized. After executing a missed ap- 
proach, analyze previous misalignment problems and 
apply positive corrections to preclude a hazardous ten- 
dency to blindly stab at the drogue. 

9.1.3.3 Contact. When the receiver probe engages 
the basket, it will seat itself into the drogue coupling and 
a slight ripple will be evident in the refueling hose. The 
tanker’s drogue and hose must be pushed forward 3 to 5 
feet by the receiver probe before fuel transfer can be 
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effected. This advanced position is evident by the tank- 
er’s amber ready light going out and the green fuel trans- 
fer light coming on. While plugged in, merely fly a close 
tail-chase formation on the tanker. Although this tucked- 
in condition restricts the tanker’s maneuverability, grad- 
ual changes involving heading, altitude, antior airspeed 
may be made. The precise flying imposed on both the 
tanker and receiver pilots requires a lot of“heads down” 
time, yet a sharp lookout doctrine must be maintained. 
This is the receiver RIO’s primary responsibility. 

9.1.3.4 Disengagement. Disengagement from a 
successful contact is accomplished by reducing power 
and backing out at a 3- to S-knot separation rate. Care 
should be taken to maintain the same relative alignment 
on the tanker as upon engagement. The receiver probe 
will separate from the drogue coupling when the hose 
reaches full extension. 

When clear of the drogue: 

1. REFUEL PROBE switch - RET. 

2. Probe transition light - Check Out. 

3. AIR SOURCE pushbutton - BOTH ENG. 

4. Wing-sweep switch - AUTO. 

Resume normal flight operations. 

9.2 FORMATION FLIGHT 

The following formation descriptions are recom- 
mended guidelines for F-14 multiplane positioning. 

pii-1 

Parade formation IFR/VFR and loose cruise 
flight shall not be performed with the flight 
lead utilizing autopilot ground-track destina- 
tion steering because of the midair collision 
potential associated with inadvertent way- 
point steering selection and rapid aircraft 
AOB changes. 

9.2.1 Parade Formation. The basic parade posi- 
tion is either left or right echelon, or a combination of 
both, as in fingertip three-plane formation. The parade 
formation is used primarily for multiplane maneuvering 
at night, in IMC, or during entry into or exit from an 
airport traffic area. 



Wing sweep: 20” 
Configuration: Clean or dirty. 

1. Line ofbearing is determined by placing the upper 
leading edge of the lead aircraft’s intake on the 
explosive seat warning triangle below the RIO 
cockpit. 

2. Wingtip separation is determined by a position on 
the bearing line where the leading edges ofthe lead 
aircraft’s ventral tins are aligned. 

3. Stepdown is determined by aligning the lead’s op- 
posite engine nacelle just under the near engine 
nacelle. 

This positioning should provide the wingman with 
approximately 5 feet of wingtip separation and 10 feet 
of stepdown. 

9.2.2 Break Formation. The basic break formation 
is either left or right echelon, or a combination of both 
as in a fingertip three-plane formation. This formation 
is used primarily for multiplane entry into the overhead 
break pattern. 

Wing sweep: 68” 
Configuration: Clean. 

1. Line ofbearing is determinedby placing the upper 
leading edge of the lead aircraft’s intake on the 
explosive seat warning triangle below the RIO 
cockpit. 

2. Wingtip separation is determined by a position on 
the bearing line where approximately 1 foot of the 
forward edge of the lead’s opposite ventral tin 
shows in front of the near ventral tin. 

3. Stepdown is determined by aligning the lead’s op- 
posite engine nacelle just under the near engine 
nacelle. 

This position should provide the wingman with ap- 
proximately 15 feet ofwingtip separation and 10 feet of 
stepdown. 

9.2.3 Diamond Four-Plane Formation. The dia- 
mond is the basic four-plane formation used for entry 
into the overhead break or for aerial fly-bys. 

Wing sweep: 68’ 
Configuration: Clean. 

Right and left echelon (dash-2 and dash-3, respectively) 
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1. Line ofbearing is determined by placing the upper 
leading edge of the lead aircratt’s intake on the 
pilot’s helmet. 

2. Wingtip separation is determined by a position on 
the bearing line where the trailing edges ofthe lead 
aircraft’s ventral tins are aligned. At this position, 
the trailing edge of the exhaust nozzles should 
appear in line to the RIO. 

3. Stepdown is determined by allowing approxi- 
mately 6 inches of the lead’s opposite engine na- 
celle to show below the near engine nacelle. 

This position should provide the wingman with ap- 
proximately 12 feet of wingtip separation and 12 feet of 
stepdown. 

Slot (dash+ 

1. Line of bearing is determined by lining up on the 
lead aircraft’s centerline. 

2. Approximately 20 feet of nose-to-tail separation 
can be established by placing the wingman’s can- 
opy bow on the lead aircraft’s exhaust nozzles. 

3. Approximately 25 feet of stepdown should be 
used. This position may be cross-referenced by 
placing the upper leading edge of dash-2’s ordash- 
3’s intake on the pilot’s helmet. 

9.2.4 Cruise Formation. Cruise is thebasic forma- 
tion used for multiplane transit to or from an operating 
area where increased maneuverability is desired. 

Wing sweep: 20” 
Configuration: Clean. 

1. Line ofbearing is determined by placing the upper 
leading edge of the lead aircraft’s intake on the 
RIO’s canopy bow. 

2. A second line of bearing is determined by placing 
the lead aircraft’s wingtip light on the forward 
upper UHF antenna. 

3. Wingtip separation is determined by allowing ap- 
proximately 1 foot of the lead’s opposite exhaust 
nozzle to show behind the near exhaust nozzle. 

This position should provide the wingman with ap- 
proximately 64 feet of wingtip separation and 10 feet of 
nose-to-tail separation. 
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9.2.5 Aircraft Lighting During Night Formation 
Flight. The lead aircraft anticollision lights will nor- 
mally be off during night formation flight in parade. 
However, the possibility exists that the wing aircraft can 
inadvertently stray into a position aft of the normal 
bearing where only a single white tail light on lead is 
visible. In this position, serious misjudgment of sepa- 
ration and closure. rate can occur. To prevent this, lead 
aircraft anticollision lights should be on when the wing 
aircraft is not in normal parade and mission require- 
ments permit. 

9.3 BANNER TOWING 

9.3.1 Ground Procedures. The following proce- 
dures are provided for guidance. Local course roles may 
dictate modification of these steps: 

1. When tower clearance onto the duty runway has 
been received, tow aircraft taxis to position as di- 
rected by tow ho&up crew. Tow pilot holds this 
position until released by tow hookup crew. Escort 
pilot maintains position on taxiway at approach 
end of runway. 

2. When signaled to do so by tow hookup crew, tow 
pilot proceeds to taxi down runway. 

3. Upon receipt ofvisual taxi signal from tow hookup 
crew to slow down, escort pilot relays this signal 
to tow pilot via UHF radio. 

4. Upon receipt ofvisual taxi signal from tow hookup 
crew to stop, escort pilot relays this signal to tow 
pilot via UHF radio. 

5. Upon receipt of signal from tow hookup crew that 
tow hookup is complete, escort pilot requests tow 
pilot to take up slack. 

6. TOW pilot proceeds to taxi down the runway. 

7. When banner moves forward onto runway, escort 
pilot transmits, “Tow aircraft hold, good banner,” 
and taxis onto runway abeam banner for takeoff. 

8. When ready, tow pilot transmits, “Tower, Lizard 
616 for banner takeoff, escort to follow banner.” 

9. After banner becomes airborne, escort pilot com- 
mences takeoff roll. 

9.3.2 Shipboard Procedures. The following pro- 
cedures are provided for guidance. Local rules may dic- 
tate modification of these steps: 

1. When clearance has been received, tow aircraft 
taxis to the catapult shuttle in use as directed by 
flight deck personnel. Tow pilot holds this position 
until released by catapult director. 

2. When signaled to do so, banner crew lays banner 
on flight deck 45 feet starboard of waist catapult 
centerline and 10 feet aft of unit horizontal stabi- 
Iator, with banner bar perpendicular to the catapult 
centerline. 

3. Banner crew sequentially positions nylon towline 
bundle lengthwise and parallel to catapult track in 
position in front of banner. Nylon towline, with 
prepared end facing banner buckle, is attached to 
banner using swivel and connecting link. Steel ca- 
ble leader (75 feet of 3/16-inch diameter) is at- 
tached to forward end of nylon towline bundle 
using connecting link. 

4. Banner crew then utuolIs leader forward, down 
angle deck and parallel to catapult track to prevent 
entanglement and kinks. The forward end of 
leader is brought back and laid on deck near the 
aircraft’s right main landing gear. Forward end of 
leader has Mk 8 Mod 0 target release ring attached 
to it. 

5. Upon clearance from catapult officer, banner 
crewmember crawls underneath aircraft with 
leader in hand just aft of right ventral tin. He then 
attaches Mk 8 Mod 0 target release ring to banner 
tow adapter. Upon appropriate signals from the 
flight deck director, the pilot lowers hook to assure 
proper detachment of target release ring and then 
raises the hook. The banner crewmember will then 
reattach target release ring. 

6. After hookup, the banner crewmember exits from 
beneath aircraft at same place he entered. He then 
walks toward island and gives thumbs up signal to 
catapult officer. The banner, towline, and leader 
are now ready for launch. 

9.3.3 Flight Procedures. Flight tests have demon- 
strated no significant degradation of aircraft perform- 
ance and handling characteristics when towing a banner. 

Angle ofbank should be limited to 30” or less 
to preclude contact between the tow cable 
and afterburner nozzle. 
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Note 
Depending on the airspeed of the tow air- 
craft, the banner will normally hang 200 to 
400 feet below the tow aircraft’s altitude. 

Refer to Chapter 4 for banner towing restrictions. 

9.3.3.1 Takeoff. Normal takeoffprocedures. includ- 
ing rotation speeds and techniques, are suitable for take- 
off with the banner. 

Takeoff ground roll with banner can be 
estimated by adding a factor of 10 percent 
to basic aircraft takeoff performance. If 
aircraft lift-off will not occur prior to 
crossing the long-field arresting gear, the 
gear must be removed to preclude the ban- 
ner being tom off. 

If the crosswind component is in excess 
of 10 knots, the takeoff roll should be 
made on the upwind side of the runway to 
prevent the banner from striking the run- 
way lights on the downwind side of the 
runway. 

Note 
Adequate clearance exists to prevent contact 
between the tow cable and speedbrakes dur- 
ing ground operation. If takeoff is aborted, 
basic emergency procedures are applicable. 
The tow cable will be released when the tail- 
hook is lowered. 

After liftoff, continue rotation to 15’ (maximum of 
209, while raising the landing gear. Do not exceed 17 
units AOA. Climb out at 180 to 200 KIAS until the flaps 
are up, then continue climb at 200 to 220 KIAS. 

Note 
l Avoid use of afterburner to prevent dam- 

age to tow cable. 

l Tow airspeeds in excess of 220 KIAS will 
result in excessive banner fraying. 

For shipboard operations, after lift-off, rotate to 15” 
(20” maximum) not to exceed 17 units AOA while rais- 
ing the gear and flaps. Prior clearance must be received 
t?om the tower for an unrestricted climb. Maintain head- 
ing until the banner is well clear of ship. Climb out at 
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180 to 200 KIAS until flaps are up, then continue to 
climb out at 200 to 220 KIAS. 

Note 
The maximum aircraft gross weight for a 
shipboard banner launch is 67,000 pounds. 

9.3.3.2 Cruise/Pattern. No specialpilottechniques 
are required when towing a banner. En route cruising 
speeds of 180 to 220 KIAS will provide adequate energy 
for mild maneuvering while minimizing banner fray If 
a low-pattern airspeed is desired, extend flaps/slats if 
necessary to maintain AOA at or below 12 units. The 
tow aircraft must call all turns to allow the chase aircraft 
to position itself on the outside of the turn. 

If the banner is shot off or falls off in flight, the 
remaining cable should be dropped in the gunnery area 
or in a confirmed clear area. After the cable is released, 
a chase aircraft should join to verify that the cable has 
been dropped. 

[pi&-I 

Without the banner, any remaining cable will 
flail unpredictably. The chase should ap- 
proach the tow aircraft from abeam, avoiding 
a cone-shaped area defined by the tow’s 4- 
to S-o’clock positions. 

9.3.3.3 Descent. Airspeeds of 160 to 220 KIAS 
should be used for descent. Flaps and slats may be util- 
ized to increase the rate of descent as desired. 

Speedbrakes should not be used while tow- 
ing since limited clearance exists between 
the cable and speedbrakes during extension 
and retraction in flight. 

9.3.3.4 Banner Drop. The tow aircraft should ex- 
tend its flaps and reduce airspeed (140 to 160 KIAS, 12 
units AOA maximum) for the drop. The banner should 
be dropped in wings-level flight at a minimum aircraft 
altitude of 1,000 feet AGL. The chase aircraft should 
ensure adequate clearance exists between the banner and 
ground obstacles during approach to the drop zone and 
provide calls to assist in lineup. Release is normally 
called by the tower when the banner is over the center 
of the drop zone. Release is accomplished by lowering 
the tailhook. In most cases, the banner will hit down 
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range of the release point. However, high-wind condi- 
tions may require the tow aircraft to adjust the release 
point to avoid downwind travel ofthe banner. Following 
banner release, the tailhook should be raised. 

9.3.3.5 Shipboard Banner Drop. The tow aircraft 
should extend its flaps and reduce airspeed (140 to 160 
KIAS, 12 units AOA maximum) for the drop. The ban- 
ner should be dropped in a clear area in wings-level 
flight at a minimum altitude of 1,000 feet MSL. If a clear 
area is not available, the banner should be dropped ap- 
proximately 1 mn abeam the port side of the carrier. 
Release is called by the air officer when the banner is 
over the drop zone. Banner release is accomplished by 
lowering the tailhook. 

When the tailhook is lowered for banner re- 
lease, ensure that the balance ball is centered 
or slightly right (IeA yaw). If any right yaw 
is present, tow cable/tailhook entanglement 
is possible. 

9.3.3.6 Banner Release Failure. If the arresting 
hook fails to extend, the banner cannot be released. In 
this case, the following procedure is recommended: 

1. In gunnery range (or other cleared area) descend 
to low altitude, extend flaps, slow to 140 to 160 

KIAS, 12 units AOA maximum and descend to 
100 to 200 feet AGL. This will drag banner off on 
ground (or water). Have escort pilot confirm that 
banner breaks off on ground collision, and deter- 
mine length of remaining tow cable. 

[ WARNING 1 

The escort pilot must remain well clear of the 
remaining cable. The last 25 percent of the 
remaining cable will flail unpredictably. 

2. If 100 feet or greater remaining tow cable length 
is confirmed by escort pilot, plan to touch down 
1,000 to 1,500 feet long, runway length permitting. 

Every effort must be made by the tow pilot 
not to drag the remaining tow cable across 
lines, fences, or other obstacles because of 
property damage that will result. 

Note 

The long touchdown should be carefully 
planned because long-field arrestment is im- 
possible. 
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9.4 FUEL MANAGEMENT SYSTEM OPERATIONAL CHECK 

The following fuel management system operational check can be used by flightcrews to perform a check of the 
fuel transfer system, including FUEL FEED switch, WlNG/EXT TRANS switch, sump tank interconnect valve, 
foselage motive flow isolation valves, low-level thermistors, and box-beam vent valves. In addition, the procedure 
tests for proper functioning of the automatic electrical controls in the fuel feed system. The tinal four procedures 
(steps 5 through 8) can best be performed in a shore-based environment where minimum fuel on deck requirements 
are not as restrictive. 

PROCEDURES COMMENTS 

Initial conditions: 
FWDlR 8 AFT/L - 3,000 pounds (approximately) 

Ensure 4,500 pounds on tapes for operation of FEED 
switch. 

L 8 R FEED - 1,500 to 1,750 pounds (full) 
UR WINGS - Empty (0 to 200 pounds) 
TOTAL - 6,000 pounds (approximately) 

1. WING/EXT TRANS switch -OFF. 1. Switch should not move until automatic interconnect 
occurs. Verifies proper automatic electrical operation. 

2. FUEL FEED switch - FWDlR 
Monitor 500~pound split, AFT/L high. 

2. Verifies sump tank interconnect valve open via 
manual operation and aft fuselage motive flow valve 
shut off. 

3. FUEL FEED switch - AFT/L 3. 
Monitor 500~pound split, FWDIR high. 

Same as step 2 except forward fuselage motive flow 
valve shut off. 

4. FUELFEEDswitch - NORM 
Verify FWD/R high split remains constant. 

4. Verifies system returns to isolated mode with no leaks. 

5. f.l.l;;;~NG/EXT TRANS switch returns 5. Verifies cell No. 2 or 5 tow-level thermistor’s proper 
operation to trigger automatic interconnect 
function. 

AFT/L - 1,700 f200 pounds. or 
FWDlR - 2,100 f200 pounds. 

6. Monitor tapes/feeds for system balancing. 6. Verifies sump tank interconnect valve opens via 
automatic operation and L/R box-beam vent valves 

N&S 
open. Verifies proper operation of FWDlAFT motive 
systems. 

Balancing normally begins 6 tog minutes 
after WING/EXT TRANS switch returns to 
AUTO. 

7. Afler landing. run both engines until Rand L FUEL 7. 
LOW lights illuminate. Verify: 

Verifies proper operation of cell Nos. 2 and 5. and left 
box-beam and right box-beam low-level thermistors. 

R FUEL LOW at L FEED - 1,000 %?OO pounds, 
L FUEL LOW at R FEED - 1.000 QOO pounds. 

6. Shut down right engine and pull R FUEL SHUTOFF 6. 
handle. Continue to run left engine to verify continued 

Verifies sump tank interconnect valve remains open 

R FEED quantity decrease. Then shut down left engine. 
via left side motive flow pressure. This verifies proper 
operation of motive flow isolation valve. 
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CHAPTER 10 

Functional Checkflight Procedures 

10.1 FUNCTIONAL CHECKFLIGHTS 

Functional checkfiights will be. performed when di- 
rectedby,andinaccordancewith,OPNAVINST4790.2 
series and the directions of NAVAIRSYSCOM type 
commanders, or other appropriate authority. Functional 
checktlight requirements and applicable minimums are 
described below. Functional checktlight checklists are 
promulgated separately. 

10.2 CHECKFLIGHT PROCEDURES 

To complete the required checks in the most efficient 
and logical order, a flight profile has been established 
for each checkflight condition and identifiedby the letter 
corresponding to the purpose for which the checkfligbt 
is being flown (A, B, or C, as shown in Figure 10-l). 
The applicable letter identifying the profile prefixes 
each check in the Functional Checkflight Checklist, 
NAVAIR 01-F14AAD-IF. The postmaintenance 
checkflight procedures are specific, supplementary 
checks to be performed in conjunction with NATOPS 
normal procedures (Chapter 7). Checkflight personnel 
will familiarize themselves with these requirements be- 
fore each flight. Thorough professional checkflights 
are a vital part of the squadron maintenance effort. 
Checkcrews perform a valuable service to the mainte- 
nance department by carrying out this function. The 
quality of service provided by checkcrews reflects di- 
rectly in the quality of maintenance and, reciprocally, 
enhancement of flight operations. To avoid degradation 
of this valuable service, always adopt the attitude that 
thoroughness, professionalism, and safety are primary 
considerations for all checkflights. A daily inspection is 
required before each checkilight. 

Figure 10-l. Flight Profile 

Note 
Shipboard constraints can preclude comple- 
tion of some items on the applicable flight 
profile checklist. 
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4BC 

A 

A 

A 

A 

A 

A 

10.3 FUNCTIONAL CHECKFLIGHT PROCEDURES (PILOT) 

10.3.1 Prestalt 

1. Fuel quantity and distxibution. Check for proper fuel quantities in each system. Left tape 
6,200 pounds maximum, light tape 6,600 pounds maximum, wings approximately 2,000 
pounds each, and the external tanks approximately 1,800 pounds. Check total. 

FEED 

FUS 

WING 

Exr 

TOTAL 

Left Right 

2. KS. 

a. Normal. 

b. Backup. 

c. Emergency. 

3. Refuel probe. 

a Extend (with handpump). 

b. Retract (with handpump). 

4. OXYGEN SUPPLY valve - ON. 

5. Backupoxygen - Check. 

Turn OXYGEN system master switch to BACKUP, then OFF. Place mask to face and check 
for normal breathing, regulator, and mask operation. Check no breathing after approximately 
30 seconds. 

6. Seat adjustment - Check 

7. canopy rigging. 

a. Both cockpit handles same position during operation. 

b. BOOST not requ&d to close. 

ORIGINAL IO-2 
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PROFILE 
10.3.2 Start 

ABC 8. ENG CRANK switch - L (left engine). 

Observe auxiliary brake pressure rise. Observe combined hydraulic system pressure rise. 

ABC 

ABC 

ABC 

9. ENG CRANK switch - OFF. 

10. ENG CRANK switch - R (right engine). 

11. ENG CRANK switch - OFF. 
Note 

Plane captain will bleed FLT and COMB HYD systems 
during steps 8 and 10. 

ABC 12. EMERG FLT HYD switch - Cycle. 

a. EMERG FLT BYD switch - LOW. 

Check that ON flag is displayed in EMER FLT LOW hydraulic pressure window. Verify 
control over horizontal tail and rudder control surfaces as viewed on surface position 
indicator. 

b. EMERG FLT BYD switch - HIGH. 

Check that ON flag is displayed in EMER FLT III hydraulic pressure window. Verify 
control over empennage flight control surfaces and higher surface deflection rate. 

c. Eh4ERG FLT HYD switch - AUTO (LOW). 

Check that OFF flags are displayed in both EMER FLT III and LOW hydraulic pressure 
windows. 

Combined and brake accumulators should be charged 
prior to backup module checks. Checks should be made 
slowly enough to ensure continuous-on indication in the 
hydraulic pressure indicator. 

ABC 13. BACKUP IGNITION - ON. 
Note 

With weight on wheels and BACK UP IGNITION 
switch ON, main high-energy ignition is off. 

ABC 14. ENG CRANK switch - R (Right engine). 

Place the crank switch to R where the switch is solenoid held until automatically r&ased to 
the neutral (OFF) position at the starter cutout speed of SS-percent rpm. Manual deselect of 
the switch to OFF will intemtpt the crank mode at any point in the start cycle. Oil pressure 
and flight hydraulic pressure rise will become evident at 20-percent rpm. 
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‘ROFILE 

BC 

4BC 

Note 

When using wells system air for engine star& manual 
&selection of starter crank switch may be re+red. 

15. Right&Me - IDLE (20-percent rpm) 

m 

lfan idle crossbleed start is attempted with high residual 
EGT (after hot start) and/or thmttle is advanced finrn 
OFF to IDLE prior to 20-percent rpm, higher than nor- 
mal EGT readings may occur. Ifthe EGT appears to be 
rising abnormally, increasing the supply engine to 80- 
percent RPM may yield a normal start temperature. 

0 Advancing the right throttle fYom OFF to IDLE auto- 
matically actuates the ignition System. An immediate 
indication of fuel flow (300 to 350 pph) will be ex- 
hibited and light-off (EGT rise) should be achieved 
within 5 to 1s seconds. Peak starting temperahlms 
will be’achieved in the 40- to 50-percent rpm range. 
After a slight hesitation, the EGT will return to nor- 
mal. Exceeding 890 “C constitutes a hot start. During 
the initial starting phase, the nozzle should expand to 
a f&open (100 percent) position. 

0 Iftheenginehssbeenshutdownwithiuthepiist60 
minutes, monitor it closely for a hot/hung start. If tbe 
startisabotibof ahotstart(EGTabove890 
“C), motor the engine uutil the EGT is less tbao 250 Y!. 

0 Loss of electrical power may result in smoke entering 
the cockpit via the ECS. 

16. Right engine instrument readings. 

a. RPM - 62to78Percent. 

b. EGT - 350 to 650 ‘C (nominal). 

c. PP - 950 to 1,400 Ppb (nominal). 

d. NO2 position - MO-Pencent Open. 

e. OIL - 25 to 35 Psi (nominal) (15 psi minimum). 

f. FLT HYD - 3,000 Psi. 
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17. External power - Disconnect. 

Removal of ground electrical power causes the right genaatar to supply power to the right 
and left main electrical buses. 

18. Tailhook - EMERG DOWN. 

19. ENG CRANK switch - L (left engine). 

When combin hydraulic pressure reaches 3,000 psi, return switch to neubnl (center) 
position. 

20. HYD TRANSFER PUMP switch - NORMAL. 

Hydraulic transfer pump will operate t?om tlight side to maintain the combined sidebetwam 
2,400 to 2,600 psi. 

If the transfer pump does not pi~surize the combined 
system within 5 seconds, immediately set HYD 
TRANSFER PUMP switch to SBUTOFF. 

21. ENG CRANK switch - OFF and Check BI-DI. 

22. EIYD TRANSFER PUMP switch - SHUT OFF. 

23. Repeat steps 14, 15, and 16 for lek engine. 

24. BACK UP IGNITION switch - OFF. 

25. Starter air - Disconnect. 

26. AIR SOURCE - L ENG, R ENG, then BOTH ENG. 

Verify cockpit airflow in three positions. 

27. Right throttle - OFF Then Immediately to IDLE. 

Observe rpm decrease then rise to idle ‘pm. 

Note 
Failure of the engine to relight above 59 percent indi- 
cates a failure of the N2 deceleration auto-relight logic. 

28. Left throttle - OFF Then Immediately to IDLE. 

Observe rpm decrease then rise to idle rpm. 

Note 
Failure of the engine to relight above 59 percent indi- 
cates a failure of the N2 deceleration auto-relight logic. 
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ROFILE 
BC 

,BC 

BC 

BC 

ORIGINAL 

29. HYD TRANSFER PUMP switch - NORMAL. 

30. Restore no-1 tailhook and raise. 

31. Idle engine instmment readings. 

32. OBOGS master switch - ON. 

pLijzLJ 

Ensure. ECS service air is available to OBOGS prior to 
selecting the OBOGS master switch ON. 

10.3.3 Poststart 

33. EMERG GBN/VMCU operation - Check. 

Voltage drop obtained when emergency generator is turned offwill activate VMCU. This 
will result in instantaneous illumination of the following lights for 1 to 2 seconds: 

a. PITCH STAB 1 and 2 

b. ROLL STAB 1 and 2 

c. YAW STAB OP and OUT 

d. HZTAILAUTH 

e. RUDDERAUTH 

f. SPOILERS 

g. AUTOPILOT 

h. MACHTRIM. 

When normal voltage is regained, VMCU is deactivated, all lights will go out except 
RUDDER AUTH. 
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PROFILE 
ABC 34. AFTC - Check. 

a. L ENG select switch - SEC. 

L ENG SEC light illuminates; left NOZ position indicator pointer below xero. 

b. L J3NG select switch - PRI. 

L ENG SEC light goes out, NOZ position indicator to 100 percent. 

c. R ENG select switch - SEC. 

R ENG SEC light illuminates; right NOZ position indicator pointer below zero. 

d. R ENG select switch - PRI. 

R ENG SEC light goes out; NOZ position indicator pointer to lOOpercent. 

m 

Selecting secondary (SEC) mode closes exhaust nox- 
zles, increasing exhaust nozzle jet wake hazard. 

Note 

l Performing AFTC check during OBC inhibits AICS 
ramps from programming. Ramps must be reset be- 
fore another OBC can be performed. 

l NOZ position indication is lost in SEC mode. 

35. MASTER TEST switch - WG SWP. 

Wing-sweep mode switch must be in AUTO. 

Wing-sweep program index moves f?om 20’ to 44’ and back to 20’. The following lights 
illuminate at start of test and are out at test completion (approximately 25 seconds): WING 
SWEEP, FLAP, and REDUCE SPEED. 

Note 

l During the wing-sweep preflight test, both altimeters 
may fluctuate momentarily. 

l The WING SWEEP advisoty light illuminates 3 sec- 
onds atIer the test starts, then goes out and illuminates 
again 8 seconds into the test. 

l The WING SWEEP advisoty light goes out at the end 
of the test. The RUDDER AUTH, HZ TAIL AUTH, 
and MACH TRIM lights illuminate for the entire test 
and remain ilhnninated at the end of the test. 
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PROFILE 
A 

AB 

ABC 

ABC 

ABC 

ABC 

ORIGINAL 

36. UHF/VHFOTIDS/KS. 

Check complete operation of pilot COMM switch - UHF 1, UHF 2, JTIDS, ICS. 

37. OBC (autopilot ENGAGE). 

fior to running OBC, clear FHF. 

a. After ramps are extended - Select Ramps to STOW. 

b. Verify RAMP lights go off and INLET lights illuminate. 

c. When OBC is complete: 

(1) Reset both AICS and check that INLET RAMPS are in AUTO. 

(2) Reinitiate complete normal OBC. 

(3) Upon completion, record OBC, MCF and FHF. 

38. Speedbrake switch. 

a. EXT-RET. 

b. Verify stabilizers shift 2’ TED (clean) or 3’ TED (AIM-54 rails) on extension and 
opposite on retraction (ITS). 

39. ECS. 

a. AIRSOURCEpushbuttonsshouldbepressed: LENG,RENG,OFF,thenbacktoBOTH 
ENG. There will be slight reduction in flow with single-engine air source selected. There 
should be no excessive interruptions in airflow when source changes are made. 

b. Cockpit temperature conhol (TEMP mode selector switch) should be checked in both 
MAN and AUTO modes to eosure proper temperature control. 

40. Flaps down. 

a. Verify stabilizer shifts 3’ TEU (ITS). 

41. Flight controls - TRIM. 

a. Trim - Full Nose Down (9’ TED). 

b. Stick full aft - Check for Free Movement. 

c. Trim - FullNose Up (grater than 18’ TEU) (17 to 19 seconds). 

d. Stick full forward - Check for Free Movement. 

e. Yaw trim - 7O Left to 7O Right (12 to 14 seconds). 

f. Trim - Full Left (check 6O differential tail split). 
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PROFILE 

ABC 

ABC 

g. Stick full left - Check Power Approach Spoiler Gearing and Uniform Spoiler 
Extension. 

h. Trim - Full Right (16 to 18 seconds); Check 6O Differential Tail Split. 

i. Stick - Full Right; Check Power Approach Spoiler Gearing and Uniform Spoiler 
Extension. 

42. Flight controls - Cycle. 

Observe following: 

a. Longitudinal - 33O TEU to 7O TED Horizontal Tail (33” to 10” without ITS). 

b. Lateral - 24” Total Differential Tail. 

c. Depress autopilot emergency disengage paddle - 14” Total Differential Tail. 

d. Directional - 30°Rudder. 

e. Longitudinal - Lateral Combined, 35’ TEU to 15” TED. 

f. Spoilers - 55’. 

43. Spoiler checks. 

a. DLC - Check. 

(1) Engage DLC. Verify stabilizer shifts 2-3/4” TED. Inboard spoilers extend to 
17-l/2”. 

(2) Full up DLC. Verify stabilizer returns to trim. Inboard spoilers go to -4-112”. 

(3) Full down DLC. Verify stabilizer remains 2-3/4O below trimmed position and 
inboard spoilers extend to 55”. 

(4) Stick 2 inches left (check spoiler gearing). 

(a) Left wing outboard +30”. 

(b) Left wing inboard +55O. 

(c) Right wing both -4-l/20. 

(5) Stick right 2 inches (check spoiler gearing), 

(a) Right wing outboard +30°. 

@) Right wing inboard +55O. 

(c) Left wing both -4-l/2”. 
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,ROFlLE 

ORIGINAL 10-10 

Note 
If either right SPOILER position indicator shows one 
position highor then actual spoiler position (that is, DN 
vice drooped and extended vice DN), e spoiler zero-de- 
gree switch has failed. Spoiler symmebyprotection cir- 
cuitry is inoperative and spoiler ground-roll braking in 
flight is possible. 

b. SPOILERBK - Select. 

c. SPOILER FLR ORIDE operation. 

(1) INBD end OUTBD SPOILER FLR ORIDE switches - ORIDE. 

(2) MASTER TEST switch - STICK SW. 

(3) Verify all spoilers remain extended (559. 

(4) INBD end OUTBD SPOILER FLR ORIDE switches - NORM 

Verify INBD and OUTBD spoilers fait down and SPOILER light illuminates. 

m 

With SPOILER FLR ORIDE switches in ORIDE, 
spoiler symmetry protection circuitry is disabled. En- 
sure that switches are in NORM. 

(5) Verify spoilers down. 

(6) MASTER TEST switch - OFF. 

(7) MASTERRESET - Depress. 

d. MASTER TEST switch - STICK SW. 

(1) Verify GO light illumioates with l-inch lateral stick inputs left and right. 

(2) MASTER TEST switch - OFF. 

(3) MASTERRESET - Depress. 

Verify SPOILER light goes out and all spoilers extend to 55’. 

e. SPOILER BK/THROTTLE inte.rlocks - Check 

44. Displays - CHECK. 

45. Tacan - BIT. 

46. ARA-63 - BIT. 

Check HUD, VDI, and standby gyro needles. 
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PROFILE 
A 

AB 

A 

ABC 

AB 

47. Gunsight - Verify (manual mode). 

a. Select A/A. 

b. Select GUN. 

c. Select manual mode via CAGE/SEAM switch. 

d. Dial in 34 mils. Verify the manual reticle is positioned over the HUD heading tick 

48. Autopilot emergency disengage. 

a. Paddle switch - Hold Depressed. 

b. Verify throttles in manual mode. 

49. OXYGEN Monitor - TEST. 

The TEST button must be held for up to 1 minute to vent oxygen from the monitor oxygen 
sensor. Once the monitor senses insufficient oxygen concentration, the cockpit caution lights 
will be illuminated and oxygen supply source shifted to BOS. Release the TEST button as 
soon as the OBOGS light is illuminated. Verify OBOGS light is extinguished within 20 
seconds. 

The monitor will fail without any indication to the air- 
crew. For this reason, it is essential that the pilot test the 
monitor function prior to launch and prior to ascending 
above 10,000 feet MSL. If the aircrew suspects the 
onset of hypoxia at any time, immediately select 
BACKUP. The monitor may be tested once the aircraft 
has descended to a maximum cabin altitude of 10,000 
feet by reselecting ON on the OBOGS master switch. 

Note 
The monitor can take up to 2 minutes to warm up, dc- 
pending on the ambient temperature. The OBOGS light 
will not be illuminated during the warmup period. 

10.3.4 Taxi 

50. Turn needle/slip indicator - Check. 

10.35 Engine Runup 

51. Engine runup - Check. 
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On board ship, use of MRT and MIN AB is restricted to 
s amimum of 30 seconds to prevent damage to the 
holdback bar and the JBD. 

NO2 position (%) AT MIL 

OIL (PSI) 

RPM (%) 

EGT (‘C) 

FF (PPH) 

Lafl Right Llmlts 

clod nominal 3 to 10 

25to65 

95 to 104 nominal (107.7 maximum) 

935’ 

9,ooo to 12,000 

s. Verify hook is stowed and RATS light is out. 

b. Right engine mode - SEC. 

c. Rightthmttle - ME. 

Note acceleration time (less than 10 seconds). 

d. Right engine mode - PRI. 

Record engine parameters. 

e. Hook - DOWN. 

Verify RATS ligbt and 3-to 6-percent rpm decay. 

f. Right throttle - MIN AB. 

Verify rpm increases 3 to 7 percent. 

g. THROTTLEMODEswitch - MAN. 

h. Rigbttluottle - IDLE. 

i. THROTTLE MODE switch - BOOST. 

j. Hook-UP. 

Verify hook is stowed and, RATS light is out. 

k. Repeat steps b through j with left engine. 
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PROFILE 
10.3.6 Takeoff and Climb 

A 

A 

AB 

52. Landing gear - Retract (9 to 15 seconds nominal). 

53. Barometer and radar altimeters - Check Below 5,000 Feet. 

54. AFTC - Check. 

l SEC mode transfer while in minimum AB may result 
in pop stalls. Nonemergency manual selection of 
SEC mode airborne should be performed in basic 
engine with the power set above 85-percent RPM. 

l If the fan speed limiter circuit has failed, engine roll- 
back may occur with the selection of SEC mode. In 
the event of engine rollback, PRI mode most be rese= 
lected above 59-percent rpm or flameout will occur 
and an airstart will not be possible. 

a. LENGmodeswitch - SEC. 

b. Left throttle - Check Basic Engine Power Response. 

c. L BNG mode switch - PRI. 

d. R ENG mode switch - SEC. 

e. Right thmttle - Check Basic Engine Power Response. 

f. R ENG mode switch - PRI. 

g. Cycle AICS cb’s at a constant subsonic Mach. 

10.3.7 10,000.Foot Check 

AB 55. OXYGENmonitor - TEST. 

Note 

The TEST button must be held for up to 1 minute to vent oxygen tirn the monitor oxygen 
sensor, Once the monitor sense3 insuflicient oxygen concentmtio~ the cockpit caution lights 
will be illminated and oxygen supply souxe shifted to BOS. Release the TEST button as soon 
as the OBGGS light is -ted. Verify OBGGS light extinguished withia 20 seconds. 

I,,,,,,,( 

The monitor will fail without any indication to the air- 
crew. For this reason, it is essential that the pilot test the 
monitor function prior to launch and prior to ascending 
above 10,000 feet MSL. Ifthe aircrew suspects the onset 
of hypoxia at any time, immediately select BACKUP. 
Themonitormaybetestedoncetheaircrafthasdescend- 
ed to a maximum cabin altiti of 10,000 feet by rese- 
lecting ON on the OBGGS master switch. 
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‘ROFILE 
LBC 

LB 

ORIGINAL 

56. Fuel transfer - Check 

57. ECS check (250 knots). 

In CV environment, eusure external tanks are empty 
prior to ECS checks. 

ECS check should be performed at altitude above 8,000 feet so cabin pressurization can be 
checked, but low enough to prevent large cockpit pressme changes when cockpit air is secured. 

a. Cabin altitude approximately 8,000 feet. 

b. Air distribution - CANOPY DEFOG-CABIN AIR. 

c. Radar power switch - STBY (coordinate with RIO). 

d. AIR SOURCE pushbutton - OFF. 

Cockpit pressurization will quickly bleed off with cabin pressure altimeter moving 
upward toward aircratl altitude. 

m 

Oxygen breathing time on BACKUP is limited. 

Note 

l When ECS service air to the OBOGS concentrator 
is shut off, the aircrew has approximately 30 sec- 
onds before depleting residual OBOGS pressure 
and mask collapse. 

l Restoration of service air (selecting RAM) will return 
OBOGS to operation. 

e. CABIN PRESS switch - DUMP. 

Cockpit will completely depressurixe. 

f. RAM AIR switch - INCR (35 to 50 seconds). 

As ram air door opens (up to 50 seconds to open fully), there will bean increase in cockpit 
airflow. 

g. AIR SOURCE pushbutton - RAM. 

With RAM selected, 400° manifold is repressurized, which maintains canopy seal, 
airbags, and antenna waveguides pressurization. As canopy seal reinflates, cockpit pres- 
surization available from ram air will be much more apparent. 
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h. CABINPRESS switch - NORM. 

i. AIR SOURCE pushbutton - BOTH BNG. 

j. Radar power switch - XMIT (Coordinate with RIO). 

58. MFD OBC TEST - Select. 

103.8 lS,OOO-Foot Checks 

59. stab&e at 300 knots. 

a Full stick roll - SAS OFF-ON. 

Note Cdl extension of down-wing spoilers. SASon roll acc&mtion will be slightly 
higher because of increased horizontal tail authority. 

b. Pit&pulse - SAS OFF-ON. 

At slow speeds, pitch SAS OFF is hardly noticeable. Lack of pitch SAS becomes more 
apparent as speed increases. 

c. Rudder pulse left aad right - SAS OFF-ON. 

Yaw excursions should cease immediately upon engagement of YAW STAB. 

60. wii-aweq andmaneuver devices (check at 0.5 Mach). 

a Maneuverdevi~s - EXTD. 

b. Wiigaveep switch - AFT (check that wings stop at 500). 

c. Maoeuver flaps partial up with thumbwheel. Ensure that devices retract. 

d. Wing-sweep switch - BOMB. 

(1) Verify maneuver devices automatically retract and then wings sweep to 55’. 

c. Wmgaweep switch - MAN FULL AFT. 

f. Wing-sweep switch - AUTO. 

g. Emergency WING SWEEP haodle - Cycle 22’, -68’. -22”. 

(1) Verify spider detent engage emergency WING SWJIEP caution off.. 

(2) MASTER RESET pushbutton - Depress. 

Check WING SWEEP advisory light off. 

h. Maneuver devices - EXTD. 

i. Accelerate to greater than 0.79 Mach and check maneuver devices automatically re- 
tmeted (maneuver devices start automatic retraction at 0.68 a.02 Mach). 
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ABC 

ABC 

ABC 

ORIGINAL 

j. Decelerate to less than 0.68 Mach and check maneuver devices remain retracted. 

k. Wing-sweep switch - AUTO. 

61. ASYM LIMITER switch - Check (airspeed 300 knots). 

a. Throttles - MlLorLess. 

b. ASYM LIMITER switch - OFF. 

c. L&throttle - MAX AS. 

Observe 111 AR available. 

d. ASYM LJMITER switch - ON. 

Observe reduction to min AR (12 percent). 

e. Repeat steps a through d for right engine. 

62. High AOA AUTO MAN devices. 

a. Roll SAS - OFF and ALPHA COMP cb (RBl) In. 

b. Throttles - IDLE. 

c. Slowly increase aircrag AOA and allow aircraft to stabilize; maneuver devices extend at 
10.5 units AOA. 

Note 
The maneuver device AOA signal from the nose alpha 
probe to CADC has a faster response rate than the signal 
t?om the left-side fuselage probe to AOA indicator, 
causing a low reading (error) on the indicator. This error 
is directly proportional to the aircrafi AOA maneuver 
rate. Therefore, to determine when maneuver device 
extension occurs, perform the high-AOA maneuver de- 
vice check by slowly increasing aircraft AOA and al- 
lowing aircratl to stabilize. 

d. Maneuver devices retract at 8 units AOA. 

e. ALPHACOMPcb - Out. 

63. Approaches to stalls and approach configuration check (approximately 15,000 feet). 

a. Clean stall. 

(1) Stabilize in level flight at 15 units AOA. 

(2) Ensure maneuver devices retracted. 

(3) Slowly decelerate to buffet onset. Note AOA (light air&one buffet at 12 to 13 
units, increasing to moderate intensity at 15 units AOA). 
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(4) Continue deceleration to 28 units AOA. Note any abrupt or significant rolloff 
tendencies. 

b. Clean stall with maneuvering devices extended. 

(1) Stabilize in level flight at 15 units AOA. 

(2) Extend maneuvering devices. 

(3) Slowly decelerate to buffet onset. Note AOA (light airtiame buffet at 13 to 14 
units AOA). 

(4) Continue deceleration to 28 units AOA. Note any abrupt or significant rolloff 
tendencies. 

(5) When AOA is below 15 units, retract maneuvering devices. 

c. Approach configuration check. 

(1) Perform landing checklist (ml1 SAS ON, ALPHA COMP cb out). 

(2) DLC - Engage. 

Check for excessive lateral trim mquimments. 

(3) AUTO THROTTLE. 

(a) Response to longitudinal stick. 

(b) Response to tom entry, steady rollout. 

(c) Response in HOTMORMKOLD. 

(d) AUTO THROT light. 

1. Manual overtide. 

2. CAGE/SEAM button. 

d. Dii stall. 

Slowly decelerate to level flight to 20 units AOA. Note any abrupt or significant rolloff 
tendencies. 

e. Attempt speedbrake extension at MlL power. 

f. ALPHACOMF’cb - In. 

64. Strnctural integrity check (0.9 Mach at 10,000 feet). 

a. High-speeddash - MILTHRUST. 

b. High-gturn. 
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46 

4B 

48 

48 

9B 

9B 

c. Anti-g valve operation. 

d. HUDg-Cheek. 

10.3.9 AIrstarts (20,000 Feet) 

65. Radar power switch - STBY (coordinate with RIO). 

66. Spooldown air&art. 

a. Stabilize at 300 lolots. 

b. Right thmttle - OFF Them IDLE at 60-percent rpm. 

Note 

Subidle stall can be cleared by cycling the throttle to 
OFF and immediately returning it to IDLE. 

c. Stabilize at 300 hots. 

d. Left throttle - OFF Then IDLE at 60-percent rpm. 

67. Radar power switch - XMIT (coordinate with RIO). 

10.3.10 Climb to 35,000 Feet 

68. Fuel management. 

FEED 

FUS 

WING 

EXT 

TOTAL 

Left Rl9ht 

69. ECS check 

a. Automatic cabin temperature controt 

b. Manual cabin temperature contn~l. 

c. Cabii altitude schedule (appmximately 14,000 feet at 35,000 feet). 

70. Afterburner light-off - Check (cheek at 210 knots). 

a. ASYM LIh4lTER switch - OFF. 
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b. Throttles - MAXAB. 
I 

Verify AB light-off within 10 seconds. 

c. Throttles - Less Than MIL. 

d. ASYh4 LIMITER switch - ON. 

71. Engine instruments (engine MIL power at 0.9 Mach). 

OIL (PSI) 

Left Right Limits 

25 to 65 

RPM (%) 

EGT (‘C) 

107.7 maximum 

935’ 

10.3.11 High-Speed Dash (35,000 Feet) 

72. Idle lockup - Check. 

a. Jam throttles - MAX AB (accelerate to 1.2 Mach). 

b. Both throttles to MIL until nozzles close, then IDLE above 1.1 Mach and verify less 
than 2-percent rpm decay. 

Monitor rpm decay while retarding throttles to IDLE to 
ensure proper idle lockup operation. Discontinue idle 
lockup check if rpm decays more than 2 percent above 
1.1 Mach. Place throttles to MIL and decelerate. 

c. Jam throttles - MAX AB (accelerate to 1.5 Mach). 

d. Engine instmments - Monitor. 

NO2 position (“h) 

OIL (PSI) 

RPM (%) 

EGT (“C) 

Left Right Limits 

50 to 60 (open) 

25 to 65 

107.7 maximum 

935’ 

e. Mach trim compensation - Check. 
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f. wii-sweep program - Check. 

g. Compare pitot-static instrcments at 1.5 Mach. 

Pilot stby RIO stby 

Altitude 

Airspeed 

Calibrated 

10.3.12 Zoom (40,000 Feet) 

73. Pitch up to FL 400. 

74. Cabin pressurization and BCS - Check (approximately 17,000 feet at 40,000 feet). 

1013.13 20,000-Foot Checks 

75. AFCS check. 

a. Attitodehold. 

(1) Autopilot - Engage; Verify No Transient. 

(2) Check for smooth operation in CSS. 

b. Heading hold. 

(1) Heading hold - Engage. 

(2) Let3 and right pedal sideslip - Check Return to Reference Heading. 

(3) CSS letI or right to 5’ roll - Aircmtl Should Return to 0” Angle of Bank 

c. Altitude hold 

(1) ALT hold - Select (verify A/P REF advisory illuminates). 

(2) A/P REF - NWS pushbutton - Depress (verify A/P REF advisory goes off). 

(3) Check for altitude control. 

(a) A30 feet in level flight. 

(b) 60 feet in 30° angle of bank. 

d. Ground track hold @EST steering not selected). 

(1) GT hold - Select (verify A/P REF advisory on). 

(2) A/J? REF - NWS pushbutton - Depress (verify A/F REF advisory goes out). 
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PROFILE 

ABC 

A 

(3) Verify A/P establishes crab into wind to hold selected track. 

(4) Autopilot emergency disengage paddle switch - Depress. 

(5) PITCH and ROLL STAB AUG switches - ON. 

76. Negative alpha/FOD check (20,000 feet, 300 knots). 

a. Tbrottles - MJL.. 

b. Roll inverted in wings-level attituda and set - l.Og. 

p&i-) 

Negative-g maneuvering at high gross weight should be 
avoided because of possiblility of aircmfl departure. 

c. Check for nomal engine operation and FOD or loose gear. 

77. Air-to-air check. 

a. Weapon selector switch - LR 

b. Test target - Select. 

c. Attacksteering - LAR-Vc. 

d. Collision steering. 

e. Attacksteering - LAR-V,. 

(1) MR. 

(‘4 SR 

f. Target intercept. 

(1) VSLhigh. 

(2) VSL low. 

(3) hml.4 

(4) PLM. 

(5) PAL. 

(6) Select gun. 

(7) Observe proper HUD display. 
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PROFILE 

A 

A 

A 

ABC 

ABC 

ABC 

ORIGINAL 

g. Glmsigllt - check 

(1) RTGSiMANUAL. 

(2) MMGS. 

78. Air-to-ground check. 

a. Select A/G. 

79. Fuel dump check. 

a. Speedbrake switch - EXT. 

b. DUMP switch - DUMP. 

(Observe no ibe1 dump). 

c. Speedbrake switch - RET (observe fuel dump). 

d. DUMP switch - OFF. 

80. Fuel system check (total tie1 less than 8,000 pounds). 

a, WING/EXT TRANS switch - OFF. 

b. FUEL FEED switch - FWD/R 
Monitor 500-Pound Split, AFT/L High. 

c. FUELFEED switch - AFT/L 
Monitor 5OOPoond Split, FWDiR HIGH. 

d. FUELFEEDswitch - NORM. 

Verify FWD/R high split remains constant. 

103.14 Approach 

81. Landing checklist complete. 

82. ACLSIARA-63 - Check. 

83. Airspeedand AOA(15 units AOA) - Check. 

a. AOA, INDEXER, HUD. 

(1) Gross weight pods. 

(2) Airspsea- knots (124 knots W knots at 44.000-pouud gross weight. Add 3 
knots per 2,000 pounds over 44,000-pound gross weight). 
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10.3.15 Touchdown 

84. Verify exhaust nozzle less than 26 percent. 

a Three to seven seconds atIer touchdown, nozzles 100 percent. 

85. Walkaroundimpection - Complete. 

10.4 FUNCTIONAL CHECKFLIGHT PROCEDURES (RIO) 

10.4.1 Prestart 

1. ICS. 

a Normal. 

b. Backup. 

c. Emergency. 

2.lNDLT-TEST. 

3. Seat adjustment - Check. 

4. canopy rigging, 

a Both cockpit handles same position during operation. 

b. BOOST not required to close. 

5. NAV MODE switch - ALIGN. 

a After displays are on, verify and/or enter alignment coordinates. 

10.4.2 Poststart 

6. Multifunction display. 

8. Verify navigation display. 

7. ALR-67 - BIT. 

8. Altimeter - Set and Check; Record Error 

When the local barometric pressure is set, all altimeters should agree within 75 feet at 
field elevation. 

10.4.3 Taxi 

9. BDHI - Cross-CheckHeading WithVDI/HUD. 
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‘ROFILE 
A 10. NW - check (at takeoff end of runway). 

Groundspeed 

IO.44 Takeoff and Climb 

11. Engine romp - Check at ML. 

9 12. Airspeed - check (200 knots). 

A 

Pllot Standby 

KIAS 

13. Altimeter - Check. 

RIO Standby 

KIAS 

A 

A 

ABC 

INSISAHRS ALTIMETER 

14. Tacan and NSV position - Cross-Check. 

15. MS navigation and radar mapping check. 

a. Radar map - Check All Range Scales. 

10.4.5 15,000-Foot Checks 

16. Stroctural integrity check. 

a. Anti-g valve operation, 

b. Set radar power switch to STAY before pilot ECS chock 
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10.4.8 20,000-Foot Checks 

17. Radar power switch - XMIT (airstarts complete). 

10.4.7 Climb to 35,000 Feet 

18. Engine instmmeota - Record. 

OIL (PSI) 

I Left Right Limits 

I 25 to 65 I 

RPM (%) 

EGT (“C) 

19. D/L. - Check 

20. Select assigned tiequency and ADDRESS. 

21. Receive D/L messages. 

8. Steering symbols. 

b. TID target data. 

c. Data-link messages, 

10.4.8 High-Speed Dash (35,000 Feet) 

22. Engineinstruments - Record. 

107.7 maximum 

935’ 

NO2 position (%) 

OIL (PSI) 

RPM (%) 

EGT (“C) 

Left Right Llmlts 

50 to 60 (open) 

25to65 

107.7 maximum 

935’ 

10.4.9 Descent 

23. Air-to-air check 

a. Radar modes 

(1) PULSE. 

(2) PD SRCH. 
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(3) RWS. 

(4) TWS AUTO. 

(5) Tws&4AN. 

(6) HRWS. 

b. MLC switch - OUT-AUTO-IN (PD SRCH). 

c. Navigation. 

(1) Tacanfix - Recod(donotinitiateupdate). 

A Latitude A Longitude 

(2) Radar fix - Record (do not initiate up+@. 

A latitude A Longltudo 

(3) Visual fix - Record (do not initiete update). 

A Latitude A Longltude I 

d. Weapon systems checks against suitable airborne targets. 

(1) Intercept targets, check operation in PD SRCH, RWS. aud TWS MAN. 

(a) Observe transition to PULSE SIT. 

(b) Retum to PULSE SRCH. 

(c) Close to visual range end verify DD display. 

(2) VSL mode - HI-LO LOCK-ON. 

(3) MRL mode - Check LQCK-ON. 

e. lm- Check Modes 1,2,3, and 3C. 
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A 

ABC 

A 

A 

24. Air-to-ground check. 

a. Select A/G. 

b. Select CTGT mode. 

(1) verify symbology. 

(2) 30° dive 12,000-foot roll-in. 

(3) Designate target. 

(4) verify solution. 

(5) Maneuver-designator remains on target. 

(6) Complete 30° dive. 

c. Select CCIP mode. 

(1) verify symbology. 

(2) 30° dive 12,000-foot roll-in. 

(3) Fly impact point over target. 

(4) Complete 30° dive. 

d. Air-to-ground GUN sight. 

(1) Select GUN. 

(2) Dive angle greater than 15’. 

(3) Check symbology. 

e. Exit A/G. 

25. Perform radar IBIT and record results. 

26. NSV - SAHRS. 

a. Pilot check HUD and VDI display and maneuver aim&. 

b. Radarantennascan - Check. 

10.4.10 Approach 

21. Airspeed 

a. Compare with pilot airspeed at 15 units AOA, record error knOts. 
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ROFILE 

BC 

BC 

10.4.11 Landing 

28. lb&u - PS, or power switch - STBY. 

10.4.12 In Chocks 

29. INS/SAHRS and visual - Check and Update in Chcka. 

a. Record closeout error. 

INS 

A Latitude A Longitude 

SAHRS 

,BC 

b. Initiate 6x enable. 

c. Observe ahcraft symbol shift on TID. 

30. Call up maintenance current failures. 

Record 

18.4.13 Postflight 

LBC 3 1. Walkaround inspection - Complete. 

A rime Groundspeed 
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PART IV 

Flight Characteristics 

Chapter 1 1 - Flight Characteristics 
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CHAPTER 11 

Flight Characteristics 

11.1 PRIMARY FLIGHT CONTROLS 

Primary flight controls are devices that change the 
flightpath of the aircraft. They consist of the differ- 
ential horizontal stabilizer for pitch and roll control, 
the spoilers for supplementary roll control, and the 
rudders for directional control. A stability augmen- 
tation system is provided for the three axes of air- 
craft motion. 

11 .I.1 Pitch Control. The horizontaltail is effective 
t?om under 100 knots to over Mach 2. Its effectiveness 
gives the aircraft several capabilities not enjoyed by 
other fighters, including low takeoff rotation speeds and 
the ability to reach or exceed limit load factor over much 
of the subsonic and supersonic envelope; it is also an 
excellent drag device below 100 knots on landing rol- 
lout. The major disadvantages of the large horizontal 
stabilizer authority are that the pilot can generate high 
enough pitch rates (particularly in the nosedown direc- 
tion) to cause coupling under certain conditions, and 
that a pitch attitude sumcient to scrape tailpipes and 
ventral tins can be attained on landing rollout or takeoff 
rotation. 

11.1.2 Roll Control. Differential deflection of the 
horizontal tail surfaces provides primary roll control 
throughout the flight envelope and is the only roll con- 
trol when the wings are swept beyond 62” (disabling the 
spoilers). 

Spoilers are very effective at low to medium AOA 
for roll control, and reduce the aft fuselage torsional 
loads induced by the differential tail. The spoilers are 
also the primary mechanism for direct lift control and 
spoiler braking. 

11.1.3 Directional (Yaw) Control. Twin rudders 
furnish directional control. Through strong dihedral ef- 
fect (roll because of sideslip), good roll control is also 
available from rudder inputs at medium and high AOA. 
Rudder power is sufficient to provide adequate control 
under all asymmetric store loading conditions. 

11.1.4 Stability Augmentation. Pitch SAS in- 
creases damping of the longitudinal, short-period dy- 
namic response, but the aircraft can be operated safely 
throughout the flight envelope without it. 

Roll SAS increases roll acceleration during the initial 
lateral stick input. The SAS reduces differential tail de- 
flection to limit maximum roll rate to less than 180”per 
second to reduce aft fuselage loads and to prevent roll 
coupling in the transonic speed range. An undesirable 
byproduct of the roll-rate limiting is an oscillatory roll 
rate perceived as a nonlinear roll response encountered 
in full lateral stick deflection rolls at medium subsonic 
speeds and higher. Because roll SAS provides structural 
protection, flight above 0.93 Mach is prohibited without 
roll SAS with wing-mounted AIM-54 (loadings 3B5, 
3B6,3C5,3C6). Should tactical considerations necessi- 
tate violating this restriction, restrict rolls to less than 
full lateral stick deflection and to not more than 180’ of 
bank angle change at one time. This minimizes the pos- 
sibility of aircraft damage. Initial roll acceleration is 
slower without roll SAS; however, high AOA handling 
qualities are improved (see paragraph 11.6). 

With regard to controllability, yaw SAS is the most 
critical ofthe stability augmentation functions. Directional 
dynamic response (yaw oscillations or dutch roll) is poorly 
damped without it. In regions of reduced directional sta- 
bility above 24 units AOA or when supersonic, the SAS 
dampens yaw rates that might otherwise cause loss of 
control, or structural damage. Below 0.93 Mach, with yaw 
SAS OFF, normal maneuvering can be accomplished if 
extra care is taken to control yaw and sideslip excursions 
with rudder (maintain coordinated flight). 

I I .2 SECONDARY FLIGHT CONTROLS 

Secondary flight controls affect the flightpath of the 
aircraft although they have other primary purposes, such 
as increasing 1iA or drag. Secondary flight controls of 
the aircraft include main, auxiliary, and maneuver flaps, 
leading edge slats, speedbrakes, DLC, and the variable 
sweep wing. 
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11.2.1 Maneuver Flaps and Slats. Maneuver 
flaps and slats provide increased bun performance (in- 
creased mm rate/decreased tmn radius) when extended. 
Additionally, the extension of the maneuver slats de- 
creases departure susceptibility by increasing positive 
dihedral effect (roll because of sideslip). The longitudi- 
nal trim change upon extension and retraction of the 
devices is slight (2 to 4 pounds aft on extension, approxi- 
mately 2 pounds forward on retraction). 

11.2.2 Landing Flaps, Slats, and DLC. Trim 
changes during extension and retraction of flaps/slats 
are significant. During extension of flaps/slats at 200 
knots, an initial push force of approximately 5 pounds 
is required followed by a pull force of up to 15 pounds. 
Engagement of DLC at approach speeds causes essen- 
tially no trim change. Forces during retraction of the 
flaps/slats are generally opposite and of approximately 
the same magnitude. The force required during retmc- 
tion of flaps/slats may be less objectionable than those 
during extension, as the flaps are generally raised at a 
slower airspeed and, therefore, require less opposing 
force. 

Note 
Retracting the flaps with DLC engaged may 
require up to 30 pounds push force to main- 
tain pitch attitude when the DLC automat- 
ically disengages as the flaps pass 25”. 

11.2.3 Speedbrakes. The speedbrakes provide 
some deceleration capability throughout the flight enve- 
lope. However, the most effective means to slow the 
aircraft is to reduce thrust while applying g, since the 
speedbrakes are marginally effective at moderate to low 
speeds. Extension and retraction of the speedbrakes re- 
sults in a pitch trim change that varies with flight con- 
ditions. In general, this change is not objectionable 
except at higher airspeeds where the rapidity of the 
change (1.5 seconds for full extension) may prevent tine 
(f3 mil) gunsight tracking and possibly lead to a minor 
case of pilot-induced oscillation. 

11.3 GENERAL FLIGHT CHARACTERISTICS 

11.3.1 Static Longitudinal Stability. Static lon- 
gitudinal stability indicates the direction of longitu- 
dinal stick force required with changing airspeed 
from a trim condition. At slow speeds where the 
wings are not sweeping, static longitudinal stability 
is slightly positive (forward stick is required for in- 
creasing speeds, aft stick is required for decreasing 
speeds). At speeds where the wings are automat- 
ically sweeping aft, static stability becomes neutral 
to slightly negative. 

In the transonic region, from Mach 0.8 to 1.5, static 
longitudinal stability is essentially neutral. There is, 
however, a minor reversal in the stick force gradient 
(forward stick force may have to be relaxed to maintain 
level flight when accelerating) at approximately Mach 
0.95. Above Mach 1.5, the stick force gradient becomes 
neutral. Since the engine line of thrust is below the 
aircraft cg, reducing power causes a slight nosedown 
pitch; power addition causes a noseup pitch. 

11.3.2 Dynamic Longitudinal Response Char- 
acteristics. The initial response of the aircraft to a 
longitudinal stick input is greatly dependent on the dy- 
namic longitudinal response or “short period” charac- 
teristics. Dynamic longitudinal response to pilot inputs 
is somewhat sluggish in cruise and approach contigura- 
tions when compared to most other modem day fighters. 
In cruise configuration this may not be evident until high 
gain, close coupled tasks, such as tine gunsight tracking, 
are attempted. Here, the pilot’s tendency is to overdrive 
the aircraft with the control stick resulting in a slight 
porpoising of the nose. This can be avoided by applying 
a longitudinal stick input and waiting for a nose response 
before applying a further correction. 

In approach configurations, the sluggish nose re- 
sponse will be most noticeable during approaches with- 
out DLC, as more nose movement must accompany the 
larger power adjustments required to maintain onspeed 
AOA when flying the ball. 

11.3.3 Maneuvering Stick Force. Maneuvering 
stick force, or stick force per g of the aircraft, is predict- 
able throughout most of the flight envelope. That is, an 
increase in force commands a corresponding increase in 
g (approximately 4 pounds per g). The stick force per g 
generally changes very little with altitude, airspeed, 
loading, or cg position. 

Stickdisplacementsrequiredduringmaneuveringare 
relatively large and may be uncomfortable to some pi- 
lots. While the stick forces are not especially high, the 
stick must be placed relatively close to the pilot’s torso 
to attain a given g. This gives the pilot less leverage with 
his arm and is more tiring, especially at lower airspeeds 
and higher AOA, where stick force per g can be as high 
as 10 pounds per g. 

11.3.4 Roll Performance. The roll performance 
(maximum roll rate attainable) is generally satisfactory, 
particularly at high airspeeds. At lower speeds, however, 
the high-aspect ratio and roll inertia of the aircraft re- 
strict its time to roll to considerably less than that of 
smaller, more nimble tactical aircraft (A-4, F-16). The 
sluggish maximum roll rate at low airspeeds and high 
AOA are definite tactical limitations. 
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Large aft stick inputs applied with lateral stick during 
supersonic rolling maneuvers result in increased adverse 
sideslip and should be avoided. High Mach number, 
high-altitude rolling maneuvers may result in oscillatory 
sideslip and roll ratcheting during aggressive maneuver- 
ing with roll SAS off. Depending on the phasing of 
these dynamics, centering lateral stick may be insuffi- 
cient to stop the rolling motion and opposite lateral stick 
may be required in order to terminate roll. 

11.3.5 Roll Response. The roll response to control 
inputs is good with three exceptions. First, at high air- 
speeds, the roll-rate limiting feature of the roll SAS 
causes marked variations in roll acceleration during the 
initial lateral stick input, which results in a roll-rate os- 
cillation. Natural pilot compensation for this charac- 
teristic may lead to a lateral pilot induced oscillation 
during maximum roll-rate maneuvers at high airspeeds. 
Additionally, at high airspeeds, roll response to small 
inputs is overly sensitive, primarily because of low 
breakout forces and a nonlinearity caused by an abrupt 
increase in roll rate when the stick is displaced laterally 
just enough to break out the spoilers. This can result in 
bank angle overshoots during maneuvering flight. 
Lastly, at high angles of attack, at all airspeeds, the 
cumulative effect of several phenomena results in a lat- 
eral control reversal in which the aircraft rolls in a direc- 
tion opposite to the lateral control input. This 
characteristic is further amplified in paragraph 11.6.6, 
Lateral Control Reversal. 

11.3.6 Dutch Roll. Although large lateral stick in- 
puts can excite the dutch roll mode of the aircraft in 
cruise configuration, the most severe degradation in fly- 
ing qualities from the dutch roll is in approach contigu- 
ration. During an approach, the dutch roll is 
characterizedbyawallowing,snakeymotionofthenose 
that severely degrades lineup control. The period on this 
motion is quite long, and has the unfortunate result that 
the pilot perceives a heading error when referenced to 
centerline, when in fact the flightpath is correct. More 
consistent lineup control can be gained by coordinating 
lateral stick inputs with rudder. 

11.3.7 Trim Characteristics. The trim rate in pitch 
is slow. During acceleration runs in MAX power at low 
altitude, trim may have to be run nearly continuously to 
maintain longitudinal stick force at or near zero. Lateral 
control authority and roll rates at slow speeds will be 
reduced by almost one-half with full stick deflection in 
the direction of full lateral trim because of decreased 
spoiler deflection (see spoiler gearing curves in Chapter 
2). Therefore, when maximum lateral control authority 
is required, such as during an asymmetric flap condition, 
trim in the direction of stick displacement should be 
avoided. Runaway trim in any axis is controllable. Dur- 

ing field landings, the aircraft can be recovered safely 
with runaway trim; however, carrier approaches with 
full runaway pitch trim may be difficult. 

Trimming the aircraft to level flight can be broken 
down into two areas. At airspeeds slower than those 
using automatic wing-sweep programming, the aircraft 
is relatively easy to trim to level flight because it has 
positive longitudinal static stability. At airspeeds where 
the wings automatically move with a change in air- 
speeds, it becomes very difficult to achieve a hands-off 
trim. Because of the change in aircraft pitching moment 
caused by movement of the wings, the nose tends to 
pitch further down with each increase in speed or further 
up with each decrease in speed. 

Changes in thrust settings normally require a trim 
change, particularly in the approach configurations. A 
reduction in power causes a slight nosedown pitch. 

11.4 ASYMMETRIC THRUST FLIGHT 
CHARACTERISTICS IN COMBAT 
AND CRUISE CONFIGURATION 

11.4.1 General. With one engine inoperative, flight 
characteristics are considerably affected by the thrust 
asymmetry generated by the operating engine. The dis- 
tance of the engines from the aircraft centerline pro- 
duces flight control requirements and flying qualities 
not present in centerline thrust aircraft. Flight control 
requirements are a function of the thrust setting on the 
operating engine. The thrust required to maintain flight, 
and therefore the magnitude of the thrust asymmetry, is 
a function of the following. 

11.4.1.1 Gross Weight. Heavier gross weights re- 
quire higher thrust settings to maintain level flight and, 
therefore, larger control deflections to counter the 
greater asymmetric thrust. 

11.4.1.2 Configuration. Aircraft configuration var- 
ies the amount of thrust required at a particular flight 
condition. At cruise contiguration airspeeds, control re- 
quirements will be significantly reduced compared to 
landing configurations, which will require significantly 
higher thrust settings and in turn larger control forces to 
maintain desired flightpath. 

11.4.1.3 Airspeed. At maximum endurance air- 
speeds, minimum thrust is required to maintain level 
flight; therefore, the smallest asymmetric moment is 
produced. Higher or lower airspeeds will require higher 
power settings and, therefore, increased control forces. 
At airspeeds above maximum endurance, the greater 
asymmetry will be offset largely by the additional con- 
trol power available. Minimum control speed is reached 
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at the point when maximum rudder deflection is no 
longer sutlicient to maintain directional control. 

11.4.1.4 Altitude. Net thrust is strongly dependent 
on altitude. For a constant throttle setting, the asymmet- 
ric thrust is considerably higher at sea level than at 
higher altitudes. The FllO produces considerably more 
thrust than the TF-30 powered F-14A. At maximum 
afterburner, the F 11 O’s thrust at 10,000 feet is equivalent 
to that of the TF-30 at sea level. 

11.4.1.5 Bank Angle. Bank angle increases in- 
duced drag and, therefore, requires higher thrust settings 
to maintain level flight. The higher thrust setting de- 
mands increased rudder deflection in a turn compared 
to that required in level flight at the same airspeed. Turn 
direction, into or away from the failed engine, signiti- 
candy affects rudder requirements. In straight-line 
flight, some amount ofrudder deflection will be required 
to offset the yawing moment from asymmetric thrust at 
zero bank angle. Five degree bank angle into the good 
engine will introduce a side force component countering 
the thrust asymmetry and thereby reducing the rudder 
requirement. 

11.4.1.6 Asymmetric Thrust Limiting System. 
With operative ATLS, the magnitude ofany asymmenic 
thrust in MAX power will be reduced, thereby reducing 
the control requirements to maintain the flight condition 
or reducing time to recover if a departure has occurred. 
ATLS should be engaged from startup to shutdown. 
ATLS can be turned off if required for tactical consid- 
erations such as a single-engine ACM bugout. 

11.5 ENGINE STALLS AND FLAMEOUT 

The Fl 10 engines demonstrate exceptional oper- 
ability throughout the flight envelope. No “hung stalls” 
(similar to the classic TF-30 stall) have been observed 
in flight tests. Self-clearing “pop” stalls, which may 
produce an audible “bang,” may occur above 35,000 feet 
when below 100 knots in MAX power and usually occur 
in conjunction with an Al3 blowout. To date these stalls 
have resulted in no engine damage, are self-clearing in 
approximately 1 second, and have required no pilot ac- 
tion for engine recovery. However, throttles should be 
reduced to idle when subsonic (MIL when over 1.1 
Mach) to minimize the possibility of engine damage 
during a11 engine stalls. A supersonic stall may cause 
inlet buzz resulting in a rough, bumpy ride (+2.5 to -1g 
at 6 cycles per second). Inlet buzz should subside when 
decelerating below 1.2 Mach. When supersonic, any 
wing drop tendencies should be controlled with lateral 
stick alone. 

11.51 Medium and High-Subsonic Airspeed. 
Above approximately 100 knots, sufficient control- 
lability exists to control a maximum AB/stalled engine 
thrust asymmetry with operative ATLS. Aircraft re- 
sponse to an engine failure is generally mild and is 
characterized by slow buildup in yaw rate followed by 
slowly increasing rolloff in the same direction as yaw. 
This response is insidious since the aircrew will only 
notice the roll as it masks the yaw rate. Rudder is the 
primary control to offset yawing moment from asym- 
metric thrust. Higher airspeeds provide more rudder ef- 
fectiveness and increase pilot ability to control yaw 
caused by asymmetric thrust. 

I,,,,,,,1 

The use of lateral stick to offset the uncom- 
manded roll caused by yaw from asymmetric 
thrust at high AOA will generate adverse 
yaw and aggravate the yaw caused by asym- 
metric thrust. The result may be a yawing, 
rolling departure. 

Yaw rate increase after an engine stall or failure may 
be completely masked by roll if the pilot does not rec- 
ognize that the engine malfunction has occurred and that 
aircraft motion is the result of that malfunction. There- 
fore, when any uncommanded rolloff or yaw rate occurs 
during maneuvering flight with maximum thrust, the 
pilot should reduce AOA, reduce thrust, counter with 
rudder, and avoid the use of lateral stick alone. 

11.52 Low Subsonic Airspeed. Asaircmllspeed 
approaches zero, flight control effectiveness also ap- 
proaches zero and maximum thrust asymmetry could gen- 
erate a rapid yaw rate buildup if corrective action is not 
taken. If thrust asymmetry is encountered, the pilot 
should immediately retard both throttles smoothly to 
IDLE, while maintaining neutral control. 

These actions should prevent yaw rate buildup and 
allow the aircrafl nose to fall through and regain flying 
speed. After throttles are reduced, the pilot should lock 
his harness in anticipation of a possible departure. 

piiF,,,,,,, 

Loss ofthrust on one engine while maneu- 
vering at low airspeed must be dealt with 
immediately since flight control effective- 
ness may be insufficient to counter the 
yaw rate generated by asymmetric thrust. 
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If both engines arc stalled after retarding throttles to 
IDLE, at least one engine must be secured immediately 
to prevent turbine damage and provide maximum poten- 
tial for an airstart. If possible, secure the engine that did 
not stall initially (the second engine to stall). The cause 
of the first engine stall may not be known at this point; 
however, it is possible that the second stall may have 
been induced during the throttle transient to IDLE. 
Leaving one engine in hung stall minimizes the likeli- 
hood of total loss of hydraulic and electrical power 
(emergency generator). See Chapter 14 for a detailed 
discussion of compressor stall and airstart emergency 
procedures. 

II.6 HIGH ANGLE OF ATTACK FLIGHT 
CHARACTERISTICS 

Several characteristics of the F-14 affect its behavior 
in high AOA flight. Among these are directional stabil- 
ity, dihedral effect, stores loading, the stability augmen- 
tation system, and maneuver flaps/slats. 

11.6.1 Directional Stability. Directional stability 
is the tendency of the aircraft to return to trimmed, zero 
sideslip when disturbed. At low AOA, the aircraft ex- 
hibits positive directional stability and, ifsideslip is gen- 
erated by a control input or turbulence, the aircraft will 
return to the trimmed, zero-sideslip condition. 

As AOA increases, directional stability begins to 
drop and, for a clean aircraft, becomes negative at ap- 
proximately 20 to 22 units AOA. At high AOA with 
negative directional stability, the aircrat? becomes more 
difftcult to fly because the pilot must maintain the zero- 
sideslip condition with rudder inputs. 

11.6.2 Dihedral Effect. Dihedral effect is the ten- 
dency of the aircraft to roll in reaction to sideslip being 
generated. The F-14 exhibits positive dihedral effect 
throughout the positive-AOA envelope (tending to roll 
away from sideslip) but negative dihedral effect at nega- 
tive AOA. This tendency is borne out by the aircraft 
response from a rudder input. When right rudder is ap- 
plied from a straight-and-level flight condition, the air- 
craft sees sideslip from the left and so rolls to the right 
or away from the sideslip. Positive dihedral effect is a 
stabilizing influence in the area of reduced directional 
stability (high-AOA flight). 

11.6.3 Stores. As external stores are added to the 
aircraft, the high-AOA flying qualities degrade because 
of a decrease in directional stability. Flight tests have 
shown that no one store is significant by itself. Rather, 
each store causes a small decrease in directional stability 
that accumulates as additional stores are loaded. In ad- 
dition to degrading directional stability, external stores 

increase aircraft basic weight. As aircraft weight is in- 
creased, more AOA is required to produce the same 
normal acceleration or g. As AOA increases above 12 
to 14 units AOA, directional stability decreases. There- 
fore, external stores may have a twofold effect on direc- 
tional stability. Flight test has shown store loadings up 
to and including 3C3 (four AIM-54s, two AIM-7s, two 
AIM-9s. and two tanks) can be safely flown to the limits 
ofthe basic aircraft with roll SAS offas long as the cruise 
configuration maneuvering limits presented in Chapter 
4 are complied with. No significant change in flying 
qualities occurs because of aft cg location. 

Maneuvering with significant external 
store loadings should be approached with 
caution if the pilot is used to maneuvering 
the clean or nearly clean aircraft, since the 
high-AOA flying qualities will be de- 
graded from the clean aircraft. 

11.6.4 Stability Augmentation System. The ef- 
fect of the SAS on aircraft high-AOA flight charac- 
teristics ranges from minor to very significant. With the 
pitch SAS off, the nose will be slightly more sensitive 
during close controlled tasks such as gunsight tracking. 
During large amplitude maneuvers, slightly higher 
AOA may be reached. In general, pitch SAS on or off 
will not significantly influence departure characteristics 
or recovety and no limitations concerning its use are 
necessary. Turning the yaw SAS off significantly de- 
creases the departure resistance of the aircraft. High- 
AOA maneuvering should not be conducted with the 
yaw SAS off. All discussion on high-AOA flight char- 
acteristics in this section assumes that the yaw SAS is 
engaged and operating. Roll SAS has the opposite ef- 
fect. With the roll SAS on, maximum differential tail 
authority commanded by lateral stick (*12’) is nearly 
doubled from that commanded with roll SAS off (i7”). 
Additionally, engagement of roll SAS enables the roll 
rate feedback circuitry, which will attempt to arrest air- 
craft roll commanded with no lateral stick inputs (as 
when rolling the aircraft with rudders only at high AOA) 
with differential tail opposite the roll. This inadvertent 
cross control alone can cause departures from controlled 
flight. High-AOA maneuvering shall not be conducted 
with the roll SAS on. Unless otherwise stated, the fol- 
lowing discussion assumes the roll SAS is off. 

II.65 Maneuvering Flaps and Slats. Maneuver 
flaps and slats extension delays buffet onset below 0.7 
Mach, reduces the intensity of the buffet, reduces the 
effects of adverse yaw at high AOA through increased 
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positive dihedral effect (roll caused by sideslip), and 
increases the sustained g available. Above 0.7 Mach, 
buffet onset occurs prior to the maneuver flap/slat ex- 
tension threshold, but once the maneuver flaps/slats are 
fully extended, buffet is reduced. Maneuver flaps/slats 
will not extend above 0.85 Mach because of the wing- 
sweep interlocks. Although maneuver flaps/slats in- 
crease the severity of the wing rock between 20 and 28 
units AOA, overall departure resistance of the aircraft is 
greatly improved (Figure 11-1, sheets I and 2). This 
wing rock may bc damped with rudders, but greater 
ditliculty may be encountered with maneuver flaps and 
slats extended, particularly at low airspeeds. If this oc- 
curs, the wing rock may be damped by neutralizing the 
lateral and the directional controls and momentarily re- 
ducing AOA to below 20 units. Since maneuver flaps 
and slat extension and retmction is fully automatic, no 
changes in high-AOA flying techniques are required. 
Maneuver flaps/slats should be utilized in the automatic 
mode from takeoff to landing. 

Maneuvering with inoperativemaneuver- 
ing flaps/slats should be approached with 
caution ifthe pilot is used to maneuvering 
the aircraft with automatic flaps/slats, 
since the high-AOA flying qualities will 
be degraded from the automatic flap/slat 
aircraft. If maneuvering flaps/slats are in- 
operative, maintain coordinated flight 
with lateral inputs and rudder. 

11.6.6 Lateral Control Reversal. Since roll con- 
trol is provided by wing mounted spoilers and differen- 
tial stabilators, the aircraft exhibits proverse yaw 
throughout the flight envelope (yaw in the direction of 
the lateral stick input). At high AOAs, several other 
aerodynamic and physical properties overpower the pro- 
verse yaw and will yaw and roll the aircraft opposite the 
commanded input. The primary contributor to this roll 
reversal is the negative directional stability at high 
AOAs (above 18 units at 0.9 Mach, and above 2 1 units 
at 0.15 Mach). The sequence of events causing this roll 
reversal is as follows (for the sake of example consider 
a left stick input): 1) The aircrafi initially rolls in the 
direction commanded (left); 2) as the aircraft starts to 
roll left, airstream’s direction relative to the aircraft 
changes Corn the vertical plane (plane ofsymmetry) into 
letI sideslip (the definition of kinematic coupling); 3) 
because of the negative directional stability, the aircrafi 
reacts to the left sideslip by diverging in yaw to the right, 
further increasing the left sideslip; 4) because of strong 
dihedral effect, the aircraft responds to the left sideslip 

and right yaw rate by reversing the roll to a right roll. 
‘Ihe net effect in the eyes of the pilot is that at high 
angles of attack, the aircraft responds to lateral control 
inputs by feinting in the desired direction and then roll- 
ing and yawing opposite to the direction commanded. 
For this reason, generous use of the rudders is recom- 
mended at high AOAs in order to roll the aircraft. Roll 
SAS on during high-AOA maneuvering will aggravate 
the aircraft’s tendency for lateral control reversal and 
will result in cross-control inputs during rudder-only 
rolls. 

11.6.7 Miscellaneous. Speedbrake position has no 
effect on high-AOA flight characteristics. Wing-sweep 
angles aft ofthe AUTO schedule reduce buffet intensity, 
but departure resistance is reduced and more altitude is 
required for dive pullout when recovering after a depar- 
ture. Therefore, the AUTO sweep schedule is best for 
high-AOA maneuvering. 

11.6.6 Stall Characteristics. The lg level stall 
(maneuver flaps/slats retracted) is characterized by the 
onset oflight airframe buffet at 12 to 13 units AOA. This 
increases to moderate intensity at 15 units AOA with 
essentially no change in intensity at AOA as high as 60”. 
Buffet is not a satisfactory cue to determine airspeed or 
AOA during high-AOA maneuvering. The reduction in 
directional stability is apparent at 20 to 28 units AOA 
and even small control inputs will produce mild wing 
rock (+lO’ to 15”). Above 25 units AOA, lateral stick 
deflectioncauscsroll opposite stickdeflection.The stick 
should be centered laterally above 25 units AOA, and 
the rudder used to maintain balanced flight. Rudders are 
effective at controlling yaw and bank angle at all AOAs. 
Large rudder or lateral stick inputs produce an increase 
in AOA as sideslip increases. If the deceleration is con- 
tinued to full aft-stick defiection, AOA is equivalent to 
approximately 45” to 55”. The cockpit AOA indicator 
pegs at 30 units AOA, which is equivalent to approxi- 
mately 25” true AOA. Pitch attitude at stall is between 
IO0 to 2O’above the horizon with no external stores and 
10” to 15” below the horizon with maximum external 
load. Some longitudinal porpoising may occur at full aft 
stick. 

Maneuver flaps and slats delay buffet onset to 13 to 
14 units AOA and reduce the magnitude of buffet in 
high-AOA flight. Wing rock, commencing at 20 to 28 
units AOA, is more severe (up to +25” AOB) and more 
difftcult to damp with maneuver slats extended because 
of the increased dihedral effect. 

The clean stall is defined as the application of full at? 
stick combined with rates of descent up to 9,000 fpm. 
As much as 5,000 feet is required for recovery from the 
fully developed stall. 
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ROLL SAS ON 

FLAPS/SLATS AUTO 
AIRCRAFT CONFIGURATION: 
(2) FUSELAGE-MOUNTED PHOENIX 
(2) PYLON SPARROWS 
(2) PYLON SIDEWINDERS 
(2) ZBO-GALLON EXTERNAL TANKS 

DATE: AUGUST 1963 
DATA BASIS: FLIGHT TEST 

0.3 0.4 0:5 0.6 0.7 0.6 0.9 1.0 

MACH 

ROLL SAS ON PROHIBITED IN THIS AREA 

NOTE 

WITH ROLL SAS OFF, FLAPS/ 
SLATS AUTO, ONLY REGION 
3 TYPE DEPARTURES 
EXPERIENCED DURING 
FLIGHT TEST. 

REGlON 1 50 “/SEC YAW RATE IN 5 SECONDS OR LESS, FLAT SPIN ENTRY LIKELY. 

REGION 2 50’ /SEC YAW RATE IN 6 TO 10 SECONDS. 
REGION 3 50 “/SEC YAW RATE GREATER THAN 10 SECONDS, 

OR 50 O/SEC YAW RATE NOT REACHED. 

Figure 1 l-l. Lateral-Control-Induced Departure Areas (Sheet 1 of 2) 
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ROLL SAS OFF 

FLAPS/SLATS RETRACTED 
AlRCRA” CONFIGURATION: 
(2) FUSELAGE-MOUNTED PHOENIX 
(2) PYLON SPARROWS 
(‘2) PYLON SIDEWINDERS 
(2) 280-GALLON EXTERNAL TANKS 

DATE: AUGUST 1983 
DATA BASIS: FLIGHT TEST 

63 0.4 0:s 0:7 019 

MACH 

Vm UNCOORDINATED LATERAL CONTROL INPUTS 
PROHIBITED IN THIS AREA 

REGION 1 50 a /SEC YAW RATE IN 5 SECONDS OR LESS, FLAT SPIN ENTRY LIKELY. 

REGION 2 50’ /SEC YAW RATE IN 6 TO IO SECONDS. 
REGION 3 50 O/SEC YAW RATE GREATER THAN 10 SECONDS, 

OR 50 O/SEC YAW RATE NOT REACHED. 

Figure 1 l-l. Lateral-Control-Induced Departure Areas (Sheet 2 of 2) 
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11.6.9 Vertical Stalls. If the aircraft is allowed to 
decelerate to zero airspeed in a vertical or near vertical 
attitude, it will slide backwards momentarily, then pitch 
over (usually backwards) to a near vertical dive. Aircraft 
motions during the initial fall will be predominantly 
inertial with random pitching and yawing as the aircraft 
accelerates. After the initial nosedown pitch, the aircraft 
maypassthroughtheverticaltonearlevelflightattitude, 
yaw in one direction, and then return to a vertical dive 
attitude. This may occur more than once. This tendency 
is more pronounced at aft wing sweeps, but can usually 
be controlled with longitudinal control inputs. Some 
recoveries may be accompanied by large random yaw- 
ing and/or rolling motions that will generally dampen 
without pilot action as the aircraft accelerates. The con- 
trols should be released when airspeed decreases below 
100 knots in the vertical stall to prevent inadvertent 
inputs that may lengthen recovery time. Control inputs 
should not be applied until the aircraft is nose down and 
accelerating. Rudder and lateral stick are also effective 
in damping oscillations once the aircraft is nose low and 
accelerating. The aircraft is very responsive to longitu- 
dinal stick inputs at all ADA at speeds above 100 knots. 

In an upright departure at approximately 50” per sec- 
ond yaw rate or less, if full forward stick is applied to 
reduce AOA, the aircraft will generally recover. At over 
50” per second yaw rate, lateral/directional control in- 
puts (rudder opposite yaw, lateral stick into yaw) are 
required to recover the aircraf?. If these inputs are not 
made, the yaw rate will continue to build and the aircraft 
may enter the flat spin. The time to reach 50” per second 
yaw rate after control input or engine failure is very 
critical. If 50” per second yaw rate is reached in 5 sec- 
onds or less, the pilot may not have enough time to 
neutralize, analyze, and apply recovery controls before 
the aircraft enters a flat spin depending on type and 
severity of departure, altitude and AOA at entry, and 
aircraft configuration. The time to reach 50’ per second 
yaw rate for various aircraft configurations as a result of 
lateral stick, rudder, or cross-control inputs is presented 
in Figures 1 l-l through 11-3. Generally, the most severe 
departures are induced through the differential tail, 
which is commanded by lateral stick and/or roll SAS 
inputs. Rudder inputs, asymmetric thrust, and inertia 
coupling can cause or contribute to the severity of de- 
partures. 

Refer to paragraph 11.52, Low-Subsonic Airspeed 
for procedures to follow in the event of an engine stall. 
Refer to Chapter 14 for vertical stall recovery proce- 
dures. 

During flight tests, vertical stalls in maximum after- 
burner power sometimes resulted in afterburner blow- 
outs on one or both engines possibly followed by pop 
stalls that may or may not be audible to the pilot. All the 
stalls were self clearing with no tendency for EGT to 
rise out of limits. As the aircraft recovered and airspeed 
increased, the afterburner relit if the throttle remained in 
the afterburner detent. When practicing vertical stalls, 
basic engine power settings are recommended to avoid 
inducing engine afterburner transients that have an un- 
known effect on engine life. Maximum engine stall mar- 
gin for the F 110 is obtained at IDLE power. 

11.7.1.1 Mach and AOA Effects. As Mach number 
increases, tlight-control-induced departure susceptiiility 
and severity increases. Generally, as AOA increases, the 
severity of the departure increases. For example, a lat- 
eral stick input at 0.9 Mach, 30 units AOA, will pro- 
duce a more violent departure than the same input at 
0.9 Mach, 20 units AOA. The one exception is rudder- 
induced departures. As AOA is increased to about 30” 
(over 30 units AOA), rudder effectiveness decreases 
as the rudder is washed out and rudder-induced depar- 
tures become less severe. 

11.7.1.2 Maneuver Flaps/Slats. Extended ma- 
neuver flaps and slats significantly decrease departure 
susceptibility and severity through increased dihedral 
effect, as can be seen by comparing Figure 1 l-l, sheets 
land2. 

Il.7 DEPARTURE FROM CONTROLLED 
FLIGHT 

11-9 ORIGINAL 

11.7.1 General. Although the F-14 is an honest air- 
craft with moderate departure resistance, departures can 
be induced by large or sustained control inputs that gen- 
erally feel unnatmal to the pilot. Since the aircraft has 
an essentially unrecoverable flat-spin mode, yaw rate 
must be controlled before it can build and the aircraft 
transitions to the flat-spin mode. In general, departures 
are characterized by increasing yaw rate. with oscilla- 
tions in roll and yaw. Yaw rate is masked by the roll rate 
and is not evident to the pilot until approximately 90” 
per second yaw rate (2 “eyeball-out” g) is reached. 

11.7.1.3 External Stores. As external stores are 
added, departure susceptibility and severity increase. No 
one store is significant in and of itself. Rather, each store 
causes a small degradation in flying qualities that accu- 
mulates as additional stores are ad&d. In general, fitse- 
lage-mounted stores have less effect than pylon- or 
nacelle-mounted stores. 

11.7.2 Lateral-Stick-Induced Departures. Un- 
coordinated lateral stick inputs with roll SAS off and 
maneuver flaps and slats extended generally produce 
benign departures that are easily recoverable. However, 
when maneuver slats are retracted or roll SAS is on, 
departures can be violent. 
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ROLL SAS ON 

FLAPS/SLATS AUTO OR RETRACTED 
AIRCRAFT CONFIGURATION: 
(2) FUSELAGE-MOUNTED PHOENIX 
(2) PYLON SPARROWS 
(2) PYLON SIDEWINDERS 
(2) 28O-GALLON EXTERNAL TANKS 

DATE: AUGUST 1983 
DATA BASIS: FLIGHT TEST 

013 0:4 0:5 0:6 0:7 0.8 0.9 1.0 

MACH 

ROLL SAS ON PROHIBITED 

REGION 1 50 O/SEC YAW RATE IN 5 SECONDS OR LESS, FLAT SPIN ENTRY LIKELY. 

REGION 2 50 O/SEC YAW RATE IN 6 TO 10 SECONDS. 

REGION 3 50 “/SEC YAW RATE IN 11 SECONDS OR 

MORE, OR 50 O/SEC YAW RATE NOT REACHED. 

Figure 1 l-2. Rudder-Induced Deparhue Areas 
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ROLL SAS OFF 

FLAPS/SLATS AUTO OR RETRACTED 
AIRCRAFT CONFIGURATION: 
(2) FUSELAGE-MOUNTED PHOENIX 
(2) PYLON SPARROWS 
(2) PYLON SIDEWINDERS 
(2) 28%GALLON EXTERNAL TANKS 

DATE: AUGUST 1983 
DATA BASIS: FLIGHT TEST 

35 

30 

25 

0 0 

0.3 0.3 0.4 0.4 0.5 0.5 0.6 0.6 0.7 0.7 0.8 0.8 0.9 0.9 1.0 1.0 

MACH MACH 

Fz22z4 CROSS CONTROL INPUTS PROHIBITED IN THlS AREA 

REGION 1 

REGION 2 
REGION 3 

50 O/SEC YAW RATE IN 5 SECONDS OR LESS, FLAT SPIN ENTRY LIKELY 

50’ /SEC YAW RATE IN 6 TO 10 SECONDS. 
50” /SEC YAW RATE IN 11 SECONDS OR MORE, 
OR 50’ /SEC YAW RATE NOT REACHED. 

REGION 4 NOT TESTED 

Figure 11-3. Cross-Control-Induced Departure Areas 
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Flight test of uncoordinated lateral-stick-induced de- 
partures have produced yaw rates as high as 70’ per 
second in 3 seconds with roll SAS on and flaps/slats 
AUTO. In the high-Mach, high-AOA area, flat spin 
entry could occur very abruptly and quickly (Figure 
1 l-l, sheet 1). Abrupt, violent departures in this area can 
be eliminated or reduced to a low peak yaw rate with 
more easily recoverable departures by coordinating lat- 
eral stick inputs with rudder in the same direction. 

Subsonic maneuvering with roll SAS on 
shall not be conducted above 15 units AOA. 

When maneuver flaps/slats are retracted and roll SAS 
engaged, departureresistance is severely degraded and 
high yaw rates can be attained very quickly. In the high- 
Mach, high-AOA area, flat spin entry can occur very 
abruptly and rapidly. In flight tests, 72’ per second was 
reached in as little as 2.0 seconds with lateral g in the 
cockpit over 1.5g. The rapidity with which the aircraft 
departs can be very disorienting and could possibly de- 
lay recovery. 

(WARNING) 

When automatic maneuvering flaps/slats are 
not operating, uncoordinated lateral control 
inputs shall not be used in the area indicated 
in Figure 11-1, sheet 2. 

Even with maneuvering flaps/slats in AUTO, the 
flaps/slats will be retracted above 0.85 Mach. Lateral 
stick inputs occurring above 0.85 Mach produce violent 
depatturesinFigurell-l,sheet2,butnotinFigumll-1, 
sheet 1, because, as the aircraft decelerates below 0.85 
Mach, the maneuver flaps/slats extend. 

Note 
Lateral stick inputs should be avoided when 
maneuvering at high AOA except when 
cross-controlling at low Mach or coordiit- 
ing with rudder at high Mach. 

11.7.3 Rudder-Induced Departures. Rudder in- 
puts with the roll SAS off produced abrupt, higb-yaw 
rate accelerations but generally did not exceed 50° per 
second yaw rate in 10 seconds of control application iu 
flight test because, as the AGA increases, the rudder 
washes out and the yawing moment decreases, Rudder 

inputs with the roll SAS on can cause very violent de- 
partures because the roll SAS commands differential tail 
opposite the rudder input to arrest roll rate even if the 
stick is centered. In the high-Mach, high-AOA area, flat 
spin entry could occur very abruptly and quickly if the 
aircraft is departed with roll SAS on (Figure 11-2). 

Subsonic maneuvering with the roll SAS on 
shall not be conducted above I5 units AOA. 

Unintentional lateral control inputs can change these 
characteristics drastically. During high-Mach rudder in- 
puts, cockpit lateral acceleration is such as to favor un- 
intentional lateral stick inputs. In flight test, as little as 
l/2-inch lateral stick (roll SAS otl) opposite a lllrudder 
input combined to produce a 50“ per second yaw rate in 
3 seconds. To avoid unintentional cross-controls, small 
coordinated lateral stick should be used when maneu- 
vering with rudder at high Mach (above approximately 
0.7 Mach), There is no significant difference in depar- 
ture characteristics between the maneuver flap and slat 
extended and retracted configurations for rudder inputs. 

11.7.4 Cross-Control-Induced Departures. Sus- 
tamed cross-controls produce jerky, ratchetiug roll and 
yaw rates and unpredictable aircraft motion. Generally, 
as Mach number is increased, fewer ratchets will occur 
prior to the steady yaw rate ‘increase. Above 0.5 Mach, 
the aircrafimotion is very violent and unpredictable, and 
no ratcheting motion may occur prior to a high yaw 
acceleration (Figure 1 l-3). Below 0.5 Mach, if the roll 
SAS is off, cross-controls can be safely used. The pilot 
must realize, however, that a cross-control maneuver is 
an intentional departure of the aircraft that produces 30” 
to 40” per second yaw rate in this low-Mach regime. An 
engine stall or failure during such a maneuver may ag- 
gravate the departure and must be reacted to immedi- 
ately to recover the aircraft. 

Cross-control inputs shall not be used above 
0.5 Mach when above 10 units AOA. Cross- 
controls at supersonic speeds shall not be 
used. 

11.7.5 Asymmetric-Thrust-Induced Depar- 
tures. Asymmetric-thrust-induced departures are 
similar to those induced by the flight controls. At high 
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altitude (greater than 20,000 feet), asymmetric thrust 
results in a mild departure characterized by mild roll and 
yaw rates into the dead engine if the airspeed is above 
100 knots. The yaw rate is usually masked by the roll 
rate. If no pilot action is taken, the aircraft usually sta- 
bilizes at some moderate yaw rate from which recovery 
is easily accomplished. On occasion, the yaw rate will 
continue to increase slowly, taking 20 seconds or more 
to reach 50’ per second. At lower altitudes (15,000 feet) 
yaw rate may reach 50’ per second in 10 seconds because 
of increased trust asymmetry. Departures induced by 
asymmetric thrust alone below 100 knots or when airspeed 
dmps below 100 knots in the departure are characterized 
by mild roll and a smooth gradual increase in yaw rate that 
will attain values well over 50” per second. 

The pilot’s natural tendency is to opposeuncommanded 
ml1 with lateral stick, but this aggravates the departure, 
particularly if roll SAS is on. During maneuvering flight, 
uncommanded roll should be countered by rudder and a 
reduction in AOA. See additional discussions on asym- 
metric thrust flight characteristics in this section. 

Note 
Departure characteristics because ofasymmet- 
tic thrust while in afierbumer are comparable 
to an F-14AQ’F-30 aircraft if ATLS is utilized 
and operative. Without ATLS operating, a 
maximumafterbumer/stalledengine condition 
at high AOA will result in a more dynamic 
departure than the F-14A/TF-30 aircraft. 

11.7.6 Accelerated Departures. Accelerated de- 
partures are initially characterized by a rapid increase in 
lateral acceleration but may become violently oscilla- 
tory about all three axes. Tests have shown aircraft rates 
in excess of 120’ per second in roll and 70” per second 
in yaw. Pitch rates oscillate up to +30” per second and 
lateral acceleration oscillates up to +O&. These oscil- 
lations may cause pilot disorientation, and proper recov- 
ery controls may not be obvious. If this occurs, the 
proper response would be to neutralize rudders and lat- 
eral stick, apply forward longitudinal stick, and lock the 
shoulder harness. Recovery indications should become 
apparent within two turns. 

11.7.7 Coupling. Coupling occurs when motions in 
more than one axis interact. The F-14, like all high- 
performance aircraft capable of producing high-rate, 
multiple-axis motion, is susceptible to coupling. High- 
rate, multiple-axis motions, particularly at high AOA, 
can produce violent coupled departures. During flight 
test, a guns defense/collision avoidance maneuver using 
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full rudder followed by full coordinated lateral and at? 
stick produced violent coupled departures with up to 66’ 
per second yaw rate in less than 2 seconds. Yaw rates of 
this magnitude require prompt positive recovery inputs 
by the pilot. External stores contribute to the severity of 
the departure by decreasing directional stability and in- 
creasing inertia. 

pi&-- 

Avoid high-rate, multiple-axis motion be- 
cause of possible violent departures. 

11.7.6 Departure Recovery. Beforerecoverycon- 
trols are applied, the crew must analyze flight conditions 
to determine the departure mode entered. The turn nee 
die indicates only the direction of yaw and not magni- 
tude of yaw rate, since it pegs at 4’ per second yaw rate. 
An upright departure is indicated by AOA pegged at 30 
units; an inverted departure by AOA of 0 units. Gener- 
ally, increasing airspeed is indicative of a recovery in 
progress, as is aircraft reaction to pilot control inputs. 

11.7.9 Upright Departure Recovery. Recovery 
from upright departures is positive and generally rapid. 
The high control power that allows the pilot to depart 
the aircraft also enables him to recover when the controls 
are properly applied and sufftcient altitude is available 
for recovery. 

Successful upright departure recovery depends on 
recognition of the departure from controlled flight, ap- 
plication of appropriate recovery control inputs, and 
subsequent recognition of when the aircraft has recov- 
ered. Departure from controlled flight is usually char- 
acterized by an uncommanded roll/yaw or an abrupt 
nose slice or pitch. Common examples ofthese motions 
are lateral control reversal at high AOA, or uncom- 
manded roll and yaw resulting from asymmetric thrust. 
When appropriate recovery controls are applied and 
maintained as discussed in detail below, recovery from 
an upright departure will be indicated by decreasing 
yaw rate, decreasing AOA, and increasing airspeed. 
The decrease in AOA and increase in airspeed during 
recovery will be evident to the pilot by the aircraft 
response to control inputs. The aircraft may stop rolling 
because of sideslip and begin to roll because of differ- 
ential tail commanded by the pilot for recovery from 
higher yaw rate departures. A nose drop and associated 
unload may occur, and the roll rate may increase under 
these conditions. 
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Note 
The most important action of any upright 
departure recovery is reducing the AOA. 
This is enhanced by timely application of 
forward stick and countering the yawing mo- 
tion of the aircraft. 

If the AOA is pegged at 30 units or increasing rap- 
idly, smoothly apply forward stick as required to reduce 
AOA. Full fonvEd stick may be required. In an upright 
departure where less than 50” per second yaw rate is 
observed, if full forward stick is applied to reduce AOA, 
throttles retarded to idle, and rudder is applied opposite 
the yaw direction, the aircraft will generally recover, as 
shown in Figure 1 l-4. Cockpit indications of yaw di- 
rection are the pilot’s turn needle and the spin arrow 
displays on the TID and MFD (Figure 1 I-5). Refer to 
paragraph 11.7.9.1 for a detailed discussion of spin ar- 
row displays. An additional noninstrument indication 
of yaw direction is the roll direction. In an upright de- 
parture, the aircraft yaw rate is the same direction as the 
roll rate. Typically, roll rate is much more evident to the 
pilot than yaw rate. The turn needle and TlD spin am3w 
may be backed up by referencing the roll direction. 

Reducing thrust asymmetry during recovery by re- 
tarding the throttles to IDLE removes any possible thrust 
asymmetry, places the engines in the region of greatest 
stall margin, and reduces time to recover. Maintaining 
a thrust asymmetry, particularly with the good engine in 
MAX A/B, will delay recovery at high altitudes and may 
prevent recovery at lower altitudes since flight controls 
may not be powerful enough to overcome asymmetric 
thrust. Asymmetric thrust has its greatest effect upon 
upright departure recovery at low airspeed, where flight 
controls are not as effective, and low altitude, where 
asymmetric engine thrust is the largest. 

If application of forward stick to reduce AOA and 
rudder opposite turn needle/yaw does not result in posi- 
tive recovery indications, it is likely that 50” per second 
yaw rate has been exceeded and that lateral stick is 
required for recovery. In this case, optimum recovery 
controls are full rudder opposite the yaw rate/turn nee- 
dle, full lateral stick into the yaw rate/turn needle, with 
as much forward stick as possible while maintaining full 
lateral stick. These controls will recover the aircraft out 
to a yaw rate of approximately 100” per second (Figure 
11-4). Yaw rates of 100” per second or more can be 
identified by sustained eyeball-out g. During recovery 
from departures where yaw rates of 50” to 100° per 
second are experienced, the aircraft may stop rolling be- 
cause ofsideslip and begin to roll because of differential 

tail commanded by the pilot for recovery. A nose drop 
and an associated unload may occur. These are indica- 
tions of a positive recovery in process. 

Once recovery indications from a low yaw-rate depar- 
ture (less than 50” per second) are verified, the forward 
longitudinal stick should be relaxed to maintain 17 units 
AOA, which will minimize altitude loss for recovery and 
avoid negative g as airspeed builds. Rudder should be 
neuhlllized as rotation stops. As recovery from higher 
yaw-rate departures is indicated, the lateral stick that 
was held into the turn direction should be neutralized, 
and the forward longitudinal stick should be relaxed to 
minimize altitude loss for recovery and avoid negative 
g as airspeed builds. The aircraft is very responsive to 
longitudinal stick inputs at all AOA at speeds above 100 
knots. Pullout should be accomplished at 17 units AOA. 
Lateral stick and rudder may be used to counter any 
remaining roll and yaw oscillations. 

Centrifuge tests indicate the pilot begins to sense eye- 
ball-out g at about 2g, which occurs at approximately 
90” to 100” per second yaw rate. If sustained eyeball- 
out g is sensed, it is likely that 100’ per second yaw rate 
has been exceeded and optimum recovery conrrols are 
full rudder opposite the yaw rate/turn needle, full lateral 
stick into the turn needle, as much aft stick as possible 
(while maintaining full lateral stick) and roll SAS ON. 
Roll SAS ON provides the pilot with the greatest possi- 
bility for recovery ifthe yaw rate exceeds approximately 
150” per second. Refer to Chapter 14 for upright 
departure/flat spin emergency procedures. Recovery 
controls should be applied and maintained until recov- 
ery is indicated, ejection altitude is reached, or increas- 
ing eyeball-out g threatens aircrew incapacitation. 

As yaw rate decreases during recovery from very 
high yaw-rate departures (above 100” per second, or 
where sustained eyeball-out g is sensed), the aft stick 
and full lateral stick recovery controls result in some- 
what different recovery characteristics. If these recov- 
ery controls are maintained below a yaw rate of 
approximately 100° per second, large AOA oscillations 
may be experienced as well as oscillations in roll and 
pitch. The overall recovery may feel very rough and 
oscillatory. If these recovery controls are maintained 
below approximately 80’ per second, recovery will be 
delayed and the potential for yaw rate reversal and pro- 
gressive departure in the opposite direction is greatly 
increased. For this reason, the control stick which was 
maintained at? into the turn should be moved forward 
and into the turn when sustained eyeball-out g is no 
longer sensed. Further recovery can then be accom- 
plished as previously described. 
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F-14 DEPARTURE RECOVERIES 
AIRCRAFT CONFIGURATION: 
(2) FUSELAGE-MOUNTED PHOENIX 
(2) PYLON SPARROWS 
(2) SIDEWINDERS 
(2) 290-GALLON EXTERNAL TANKS 

DATE: MAY 1995 
DATA BASIS: FLIGHT TEST 

STICK FORWARD STICK FULL 
FULL LATERAL STICK INTO AND AFT 

INTO TURN RUDDER OPPOSITE 
RUDDER OPPOSITE ROLL SAS OFF 

40 

STICK FORWARI 
RUDDER 

OPPOSITE 

0 50 100 150 200 

YAW RATE - DEGlSEC 

REGION t STICK - FORWARD/NEUTRAL LATERAL 
RUDDER-OPPOSITE TURN NEEDLE/YAW 

REGION 2 NO RECOVERY: 
STICK - INTO TURN NEEDLE,YAW 

REGION 3 SUSTAINED EYEBALL OUT G SENSED: 
STICK FULL INTO AND AFT, RUDDER OPPOSITE 
REQUIRED FOR RECOVERY 

Figure 1 l-4. F-14 Departure Recovery Diagram 
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Maintaining aft and lateral stick recovery 
controls below approximately 100” per sec- 
ond yaw rate can result in large AOA excur- 
sions and oscillations in roll and pitch, which 
may complicate recognition of recovery 
t?om an upright departure and delay recov- 
ery. Maintaining these controls below ap- 
proximately 80” per second will delay 
recovery and increase the potential for yaw- 
rate reversal and progressive departure in the 
opposite direction. 

11.7.9.1 Spin Arrow Displays. At yaw rates 
greater than 30” per second, the spin arrow displays 
(Figure 11-5) have priority and override all other display 
formats on the MFDl and the TID. MFD2 and MFD3 
display the VDI format. When a yaw rate exceeding 30” 
per second is detected, the current format on these dis- 
plays is overridden by the spin indicator format. In this 
format, the spin arrow points in the direction of the spin. 
Above the spin arrow in the MFD format, vertical tape 
displays provide airspeed, altitude, and AOA indica- 
tions. If required, an indication of left or right engine 
stall is provided. A moving caret shows yaw rate from 
30” to 180” per second. If the yaw rate exceeds 180” per 
second, the caret is pegged. 

Note 
l IfMFDl is not operating, the spin indica- 

tor format is displayed on MFD2. 

l If INS and SAHRS failures occur while 
the spin arrow format is displayed, the 
pointer on the yaw-rate scale is removed 
from the MFD, the spin arrow is frozen, 
and an “X” is superimposed over the 
spin arrow. The airspeed, AOA, and al- 
timeter scales are not obscured (Figure 
1 l-6) 

At yaw rates over 30” per second, the TID display is 
blanked and the spin arrow appears pointed in the di- 
rection of yaw. If the yaw rate exceeds 90” per second, 
the spin arrow will flash at a 4-times-per-second rate. 
A fixed scale from 30° to 110” per second increasing 
in the direction of yaw in increments of 20 will be 
displayed below the spin arrow. A diamond will be 
positioned above the numbers to indicate the existing 
yaw rate. For yaw rates in excess of 110” per second, 
the diamond will travel past 110 and be positioned over 
a + sign. 

Note 
l The primary reference for the spin arrow, 

the INS, is valid for yaw rates up to 300° 
per second; the backup reference, the 
SAHRS, is valid for the same yaw rates. 

l If INS and SAHRS failures occur while 
the spin arrow format is displayed, the 
pointer on the yaw rate scale is removed 
from the TID and a breakaway X is super- 
imposed over the spin arrow display (Fig- 
ure 1 l-6). 

11.7.10 Flat Spin. The only true upright, fully de- 
veloped spin in the F-14 is the flat spin. It is recog- 
nized by the flat aircraft attitude (approximately 10” 
nose down with no pitch or roll oscillations), steadily 
increasing yaw rate, and high-longitudinal acceleration 
(eyeball-out g). It may develop within two to three turns 
following a departure if yaw is allowed to accelerate 
without rapid, positive steps to effect recovery. High 
yaw-rate departures are usually induced by aerody- 
namic controls and possibly aggravated by a thrust 
asymmetry. The aircrafi may first enter an erect oscilla- 
tory spiral as airspeed rapidly decreases. Frequent hesi- 
tations in yaw and roll may occur as yaw rate increases: 
The turn needle and the spin arrow are the only valid 
indications of yaw and spin direction as they always 
indicate turn direction correctly, whether erect or in- 
verted. AOA will peg at 30 units, and airspeed will 
oscillate between 0 and 100 knots. The aircraft may also 
depart by entering a coupled roll where yaw rate may 
build up without being noticed, to the point that when roll 
stops, yaw rate is sufficient to sustain a flat spin. A large 
sustained thrust asymmetry, at low airspeed (particularly 
at low altitude), may also produce sufficient yaw rate to 
drive the aircraft into a flat spin if proper recovery con- 
trols are not used. In all instances, recovety should be 
accomplished by prompt application of departme recovery 
procedures to reduce AOA and control yaw rate. 

Regardless of the method of entry, once the flat 
spin has developed, the flat aircraft attitude (10” nose 
down), steadily increasing yaw rate, and buildup of 
longitudinal-g forces not accompanied by roll and/or 
pitch rates will be apparent to the flightcrew. AOA 
will be pegged at 30 units, yaw rate will be fast (as high 
as 180” per second) and altitude loss will be approxi- 
mately 700 feet per turn. Longitudinal acceleration (eye- 
ball-out g) at the pilot’s station will be 5.5 to 6.5g and 
at the RIO’s station, 3.5 to 4.5g. Time between aircraft 
departure and flightcrew recognition of a fully devel- 
oped flat spin depends upon the nature of the entry 
(accelerated departure, low-speed stalled engine, etc.). 
The time between recognition of a flat spin and buildup 
of incapacitating longitudinal-g forces is dependent 
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Figure 11-S. Spin Arrow Displays 
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Figure 11-6. MFD-I/TID Right Spin Display (INS and SAHRS Failed) 
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upon aircraft loading, thrust asymmetry, flight control 
position during spin entry, locked or unlocked harness, 
tightness of the lap restraints, and flightcrew physical 
condition and stature. Test data indicate that following 
recognition of a flat spin, the pilot may be able to main- 
tain antispin controls for IS to 20 seconds (approxi- 
mately 7 to 10 turns) but may severely jeopardize his 
ability to eject because of the incapacitation that occurs 
as the g forces build. Consistent successful F-14 flat- 
spin recovery procedures have not been demonstrated, 
therefore, once the aircraft is confirmed to be in a flat 
spin, the flightcrew should eject. This decision should 
not be delayed once the flat spin is recognized. 

It is important to understand that longitudinal g forces 
can be present in accelerated departures from controlled 
flight and ejection initiated solely because of longitudi- 
nal g forces is premature. To preclude premature ejec- 
tion from a recoverable aircraft, verify that the aircraft 
is not rolling or oscillating in pitch or is not in a coupled 
departure. If any of these characteristics are evident, 
then a flat spin has not developed and departure recovery 
procedures should be continued. 

11.7.11 Negative AOA Departures. During flight 
test, a negative AOA departure mode has been experi- 
enced. Cross-control inputs in the low to medium Mach 
(less than 0.6 Mach) and low to medium AOA (AOA less 
than 25 units) area resulted in rapid transition to negative 
AOA with up to 2.5 negative g. The motion was very 
disorienting, uncomfortable, and confusing. Neutraliz- 
ing controls would produce a recovery from this depar- 
ture; use of aft stick would speed recovery. 

Use of cross-control in the low to medium 
Mach (less than 0.6) and low to medium 
AOA (AOA less than 25 units) may result in 
negative-g departures. 

11.7.12 Inverted Stall/Departure. As in normal 
stall approaches, there is no clearly defined inverted 
stall. A moderate rate application of full forward stick 
in inverted flight results in a negative AOA of about 
-300. 

Dynamic forward stick inputs of moderate 
rate may exceed the negative-g limit of-2.4g. 
Indicated AOA will show zero beyond about 
-5” true AOA. 

NAVAIR 01-Fl4AAD-1 

Dihedral effect is negative at negative AOA. There- 
fore, a right rudder input produces right yaw, but left 
roll. This feels natural to the pilot in inverted flight, and 
enables raising a wing with opposite rudder when in- 
verted. At negative AOA, oil pressure will indicate zero 
and illuminate the OIL PRESS caution light and MAS- 
TER CAUTION light. 

pii-,,,,,,, 

Zero- or negative-g flight in excess of 10 
seconds in afterburner or 20 seconds in mili- 
tary power or less depletes fuel feed tanks 
(cells 3 or 4), causing flameout of both en- 
gines. 

Recovery from an inverted stall is performed by ap- 
plying full aA stick, while neutralizing lateral stick, to 
return to positive-g flight. Recovery from negative-g 
conditions will usually occur immediately. Return to 
level flight can then be performed from the resultant 
nosedown attitude by rolling erect with rudder and/or 
lateral stick and pulling out at 17 units AOA. 

Excessive negative-g maneuvering can also exceed 
the aircraft lift limit and cause departure. Aircraft mo- 
tion following departure will be very erratic and disori- 
enting; any induced yaw rate can result in upright or 
inverted spin entry. Aircraft at high gross weights with 
external tanks and stores require a relatively minornega- 
tive load to induce this type of departure. 

Negative-g maneuvering at high gross 
weights should be avoided because of a high 
probability of departure. 

11.7.13 Inverted Spin. Aninvertedspinmaybeen- 
countered ifthe aircraft unloads while there is a yaw rate 
present. In flight tests, the inverted spin has been caused 
by holding full forward stick while inverted, applying 
full rudder, and holding this combination through 360° 
of roll. Pro spin controls need not be held to maintain 
the aircraR in a spin. The inverted spin is primarily 
identified from cockpit instruments by less than zero g 
and an AOA ofzero units. Since the inverted spin is quite 
disorienting, spin direction must be determined by ob- 
serving the turn needle deflection and spin arrow. Alti- 
tude loss during the inverted spin is 800 to 1,800 feet per 
turn and time per turn is 3 to 6 seconds. Nose attitude in 
the inverted spin is approximately 25O below the hoti- 
zon. Warning of possible inverted spin usually occurs 
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sufficiently in advance for the aircrew to take corrective 
action. Warning is usually very noticeable in the form 
of a nosedown pitch (negative g) with a yawing and 
possible rolling motion that is quite uncomfortable to the 
aircrew. 1n the fully developed inverted spin, rudder 
opposite yaw/turn needle is the strongest antispin con- 
trol. Aft stick is a strong antispin control during the 
incipient spin phase and a weak antispin control in the 
inverted spin. In the absence of asymmetric thrust, the 
antispin control inputs will recover a fully developed 
inverted spin within one turn. Lateral stick opposite yaw 
is an antispin control, however, it is not included in the 
recovery procedures because opposite rudder recovers 
the aircraft so effectively. If opposite rudder and lateral 
stick were used, the recovery would occur very rapidly 
and a postrecovery departure in the direction ofstick and 
rudder would be highly probable. Refer to Chapter 14 
for inverted departure/spin emergency procedures. 

11.8 TAKEOFF AND LANDING 
CONFIGURATION FLIGHT 
CHARACTERISTICS 

11.8.1 Normal Stalls. Duringdecelerationinalevel, 
lg stall approach, light buffet starts at about 19 units 
AOA. Buffet does not significantly change thereafter as 
the AOA is increased and provides no usable stall wam- 
ing. A reduction in stick force is felt between 24 and 28 
units AOA. At 25 units AOA, divergent wing rock and 
yaw excursions define the stall. Sideslip angle may 
reach 2Y, and bank angle 90” within 6 seconds if the 
AOA is not lowered. Above 24 units AOA, lateral stick 
inputs produce considerable adverse yaw. Large sideslip 
angles, whether produced by rudder or lateral stick, are 
accompanied by a nose rise, which may require forward 
stick application to prevent the AOA from increasing to 
28 units. Extending the speedbrakes slightly aggravates 
the stick force lightening at 24 units AOA but improves 
directional stability significantly, reducing the wing 
rock and yaw tendency at 25 units AOA. Stall ap- 
proaches should not be continued beyond the first indi- 
cation of wing rock. When wing rock occurs, the nose 
should be lowered and no attempt should be made to 
counter the wing rock with lateral stick or rudder. 
Stalls with the landing gear extended and flaps up are 
similar to those with flaps extended. Buffet starts at 
16 to 18 units AOA and wing rock at 26 units AOA. 
Figure 11-7 shows stall speeds for standard day tem- 
perature at sea level with slats/flaps extended and gear 
down. 

11.8.2 Stall Recovery. Stall recovery is easily ac- 
complished by relaxing aft stick force and easing the 
stick forward, ifnecessary, to decrease AOA to less than 
16 units. Maintain 15 to 16 units AOA and stabilized 
military or afterburner thrust during recovery to level 

flight. Recovery to level flight requites about 1,000 feet 
of altitude. 

Avoid high-rate, multiple-axis motion be- 
cause of possible violent departures and en- 
gine stalls. 

Use of cross-control in the low to medium 
Mach (less than 0.6) and low to medium 
AOA (AOA less than 25 units) may result in 
negative-g departures. 

11.8.3 Asymmetric Thrust Flight 
Characteristics 

11.8.3.1 Takeoff Configuration. Afterburner take- 
offs are prohibited specifically because of control- 
lability concerns in the event of an engine failure during 
takeoff. An engine failure during a MIL power takeoff 
with the FllO engine will produce essentially the same 
characteristics as a TF-30 powered aircraft with a MAX 
A/B-idle thrust asymmetry (MCBs open). The high- 
compression ratio of the compressor section will result 
in very rapid spooldown during an engine failure and 
rotor lock can be anticipated within several seconds of 
the engine failure. An engine failure in the takeoff con- 
figuration ,produces rapid nose movement in the diic- 
tion of the failed engine. The pilot’s first impression is 
usually that the aircraft will depart the runway. Even if 
the aircraft’s heading swerve is corrected, the aircraft 
may continue to skid sideways across the runway. The 
wing on the side ofthe failed engine may rise 10’ to 15”. 
This is noticeable to the pilot, but easily corrected with 
lateral stick. If the airspeed is high enough to allow 
correction of the heading swerve, all lateral drift can be 
stopped. 

Aircraft controllability during asymmetric thrust 
takeoff emergencies is influenced by rudder position, 
thrust asymmetry, airspeed, nosewheel steering, and pi- 
lot reaction time, with pilot reaction time being the most 
critical factor. During the takeoff roll, rudder control 
power increases as the airspeed increases, thus improv- 
ing the pilot’s ability to control an asymmetric thrust 
condition. Below minimum control groundspeed 
(VMCG), insufficient rudder control power will be avail- 
able (nosewheel steering OFF), and large lateral runway 
deviations will be experienced if the takeoff is contin- 
ued. The lower the airspeed at which the asymmetry 
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F-14A + /D 

DATE: JANVARY ,990 
DATA BASIS: ESTMATED 

FUEL m/am: JP-5 w-4. JP-a, 
F”EL DENSITY: 6.8 ,o.s, 6.7, lblgal 

Figure 11-7. Stall Speeds for Wing Rock at 25 Units AOA 
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VMCG SPEEDS 
MAXIMUM 50 FT 

THRUST FLAP LATERAL 
ASYMMETRY POSITION DEVIATION 

Military - IDLE Extended 132 to 138 knots 

Militaty - IDLE Retracted 135 to 140 knots 

Figure 11-8. Minimum Control Speed Cmtmd (VhfCC) 

occurs, the larger the lateral deviation. Longer pilot re- 
action times result in dramatically larger lateral devia- 
tions. VMCG speeds (takeoff continued) for the F-14B/D 
are presented in Figure 11-8. Even if the takeoff is 
aborted, significant runway lateral deviations may occur 
before the aircraft is brought back under control. 

Use of the nosewheel steering up to 100 knots will 
reduce the amounts of deviation during the abort. For 
example, if the engine fails at 90 knots, the lateral de- 
viation will be 10 to 15 feet with nosewheel steering 
engaged, and approximately 50 feet with nosewheel 
steering disengaged. 

Ifthe single-engine failure occurs during or atlcr lift-off 
or catapult launch, the aircraft is controllable if proper 
aircrew techniques are employed. Airborne mdder effec- 
tiveness is presented in Figure 11-9. Rudder is the primary 
control for countering yaw because of asymmetric thrust 
since lateral stick inputs alone will induce adverse. yaw in 
au already critical flight regime. At the tirst indication of 
an engine failure, the pilot should not hesitate to apply up 
to full rudder to counter roll and yaw. Above 100 knots, 
rudder effectiveness without nosewheel steering is sufli- 
cient to control this deviation adequately. In addition, use 
of nosewheel steering is undesirable above 100 knots be- 
cause of a d.hectional pilot induced oscillation tendency. 

Failure to limit pitch attitude will place the 
aircratl in a regime of reduced dictional 
stability, rudder control, and rate. of climb. 
The aircraft may be uncontrollable at AOA 
above 20 units. Smooth rotation to lo0 pitch 
attitude (approximately 14 units AOA) will 
provide good initial flyaway attitude, ensure 
single-engine acceleration, and generate 
adequate rate of climb. See Chapter 13 for 
single-engine takeoff emergency proce- 
dures, and NAVAIR 01-F14AAE-1.1 for 
single-engine performance data. 

11.8.3.2 Landing Configuration - General. 
Asymmetric thrust flight in the landing contiguration 
must be approached with caution. Cross weight should 
be reduced prior to landing in order to improve waveoff 
performance. Rudder trim, augmented as necessary by 
additional rudder pedal deflection, should be used to 
counter thrust asymmetry. 

Speedbrakes should remain retracted during actual 
single-engine approaches. A straight-in approach 
should be flown. Avoid turns into the dead engine. 
Steep angle of bank turns into the dead engine reduce 
climb performance and may result in rudder require- 
ments exceeding available control deflection causing 
loss of control. The uilot mav have to reduce the thrust 
on the operating engine to regain control, which may not 
be feasible at low altitude. By performing turns away 
from the failed engine, both thrust and rudder require- 
ments will be reduced. Any maneuveriugreqmred prior 
to tinal approach should be accomplished using a maxi- 
mum of 20° angle of bank in turns away from the failed 
engine. 

Nota 
The role of the RIO is critical in this regime. 
He should closely monitor airspeed, bank an- 
gle, and AOA throughout the approach. 

Refer to Chapter 15 for single-engine landing emer- 
gency procedures and NAVAIR 01-F14AAP-I.1 for 
single-engine performance data. For additional discus- 
sion of landing contigurations and techniques, see para- 
graphs 1183.3 and 1183.4. For additional discussion 
of asymmetric thrust flight characteristics, see para- 
graph 11.8.3. 

11.8.3.3 Landing Configuration - Engine in 
Primary. DLC will not be available with the left engine 
secured. With the left engine operating in primary mode 
and 3,000 psi combined hydraulic pressure, DLC should 
be engaged when established on final approach. Any 
maneuver required prior to rollmg out on final approach 
should be accomplished using 12 units AOA or less. 
Once established on fmal approach, fly 15 units or faster 
(DLC engaged) or 14 units or faster (no DLC) to provide 
additional control power. 

Nota 
While shipboard recoveries mandate the use 
of the minimum recommended approach air- 
speed because of aircraft and arresting gear 
st~ctural limitations, field recoveries benefit 
Born slightly faster airspeeds because of the 
increased control power and reduced appar- 
ent thrust asymmetry. 
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SEA LEVEL - STANDARD DAY 

Figure 11-9. Rudder Effectiveness 
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Airspeed control for a 14-unit approach is difficult, 
therefore, there may be a tendency to overcontrol power. 
An effective technique is to have the RIO provide air- 
speed calls (i.e., “2 knots slow/fast”) to the pilot during 
final approach. With DLC engaged, minimize use of 
the throttle in close and use DLC for fine glideslope 
corrections. Decreasing the amount of throttle activity 
will limit excitation ofthe dutch roll. RATS will engage 
on touchdown, but does not significantly affect CV 
bolter performance. MIN A/B (ATLS on) may be used 
if required, During a bolter, apply rudder simultane- 
ously with power addition to maintain centerline. Ade- 
quate directional control power exists to prevent drift on 
bolter. 

Military thrust waveoff performance in primary 
mode is good, averaging 30 to 40 feet of altitude loss 
f?om a nominal 600~fpm sink rate. Waveoff perform- 
ance from high sink rates is improved using MIN A/B 
(ATLS on). Altitude loss is minimized by maintaining 
approach AOA (slight, gradual pitch rotation required). 

Note 
Altitude loss during a single-engine waveoff 
is minimized by maintaining approach AOA 
until a positive rate of climb is established. 
Avoid overrotating in close as this will in- 
crease the chance ofan in-flight engagement. 
MIN A/B (ATLS on) may improve waveoff 
performance from high sink rates. 

Sufficient rudder control power exists to maintain 
control of the aircraft during MIL and MIN A/B single- 
engine waveoffs, provided AOA is not allowed to in- 
crease above 18 units. Simultaneously add rudder 
(approximately two-thirds to three-fourths deflection) 
with power to counter the asymmetric thrust and track 
centerline. If a yaw rate develops into the failed engine, 
immediately apply full opposite rudder to arrest the yaw 
rate and then reduce rudder as required to track center- 
line. Rudder may be supplemented by small lateral stick 
inputs. The use ofMAX A/B offers little or no improve- 
ments in single-engine waveoff performance and is 
prohibited. The aircraft is extremely difficult to control 
in MAX AIB and large bank angles into the operating 
engine are required to maintain centerline. Late or in- 
adequate control inputs during a MAX A/B waveoff can 
result in large lateral flightpath deviations. If unable to 
control yaw rate during AIS waveoff (possible ATLS 
.failure), immediately reduce power to MIL. 

11.8.3.4 Landing Configuration - Engine in 
Secondary. Approaches in single-engine SEC mode 
are considered extremely hazardous. Tbrust response in 
secondary mode is nonlinear and very sluggish. At mili- 
tary power, thrust in secondary mode can vary from as 

little as 65 percent to as much as 116 percent of primary 
mode thrust at MIL power. Although the majority of 
engines produce greater than 90 percent of primary 
mode thrust (at MIL power), the possibility exists that 
in the full flap configuration, a low-thrust engine will 
not provide enough thrust for level flight. Engine accel- 
eration times can also vary and can be as much as three 
times longer than in primary mode. Aircraft should 
recover ashore. Shipboard landings should only be at- 
tempted as a last resort and only if performance is ade- 
quate. See Chapter 15 for performance check and 
specific emergency procedures. 

DLC should not be engaged for any single-engine 
SEC mode approaches. Any maneuver required prior 
to rolling out on final approach should be accomplished 
using 10 units AOA or less. Once established on final 
approach, fly 13 units or faster to improve waveoff ca- 
pability and provide additional control power. 

Note 

While shipboard recoveries mandate the use 
ofthe recommended approach AOA because 
of aircraft and arresting gear structural limi- 
tations, field recoveries benefit from slightly 
faster airspeeds because of the increased 
control power and reduced apparent thmst 
asymmetry. 

Airspeed control for a 13-unit approach is difficult, 
therefore, there may be a tendency to overcontrol power. 
An effective technique is to have the RIO provide air- 
speed calls (i.e., “2 knots fast”) to the pilot during final 
approach. Extreme care should be used when working 
off a high and/or fast condition as any large power re- 
duction could result in a situation requiring military 
power for correction. Use small throttle movements and 
small attitude adjustments for glideslope corrections. 
Avoid nosedown attitude changes just prior to touch- 
down as this will minimize the chance of a hook skip 
bolter. In the event of a bolter, rotate to a 10” pitch 
attitude, not to exceed 14 units AOA. During a bolter, 
apply rudder simultaneously with power addition to 
maintain centerline. Adequate directional control 
power exists to prevent drift on bolter. 

Waveoff performance in secondary mode may be 
poor and high sink rates must be avoided. The poor 
engine acceleration in SEC mode makes engine rpm at 
waveoff initiation a major factor in waveoff perfonn- 
ante. Grossly underpowered conditions must be 
avoided. During single-engine waveoffs in secondary 
mode, rotate the aircraft slightly to capture/maintain 14 
to 15 units AOA as this will help to break the rate of 
descent. 
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(WARNING1 
Single-engine waveoffperformance with op- 
erating engine in SEC mode will be severely 
degraded. Extreme care should be used to 
avoid an underpowered, high rate-of-descent 
situation. 

11.8.4 Degraded Approach Configuration. Refer 
to Chapter 15 for degraded approach emergency 
procedures. 

11.8.4.1 No Flaps, No Slats, and Wings at 20’. 
If a no-flap, no-slat landing is anticipated, a straight-in 
approach should be performed because of the narrow 
margin afforded between 15 units AOA and the onset of 
airframe buffet. The approach is flown at 15 units AOA. 
Aiime buffet will occur at 16 to 17 units AOA with 
wing drop (5” to loo) and/or an increase in sink rate. 
occurring at 16.5 to 17.5 units AOA. Spoiler effective- 
ness is slightly degraded because of the absence of the 
aerodynamic slot formed when the flaps are extended. 
Precise airspeed control is essential for a no-flap/no-slat 
approach. Fast or high/fast approaches result if timely 
throttle adjustments are not made throughout the ap- 
proach. The pilot must wave off approaches that result 
in large throttle reductions (to near idle) in close. 

Nose attitude control is more sensitive dur- 
ing a no-flap approach, and care must be 
exercised not to overcontrol nose correc- 
tions in close. Cocked-up, high-sink landing 
can result in damage to ventral tins and/or 
afterburners. 

11.8.5 Outboard Spoiler Module Failure. When 
the wings are forward of 62”, loss of outboard spoilers 
results in a decrease in roll authority and in lateral control 
effecfivencss. Such loss causes no significant degrada- 
tion in approach handling characteristics and is gener- 
ally only apparent when large bank angle changes are 
commanded, such as during roll into and out of the 
approach turn. Ifthe outboard spoiler module fails when 
the flaps and slats are down, the spoilers may float up 
and lock at some position above neutral. This may be 
accompanied by trim changes in all three axes, which 
can be trimmed out. Approach speed will increase 
slightly if a spoiler float occurs. If the failure occurs 
when the flaps are up, spoiler float is minimized. 
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In the event of outboard spoiler module fail- 
ure, do not engage DLC or ACLS. 

11.8.6 SAS Off. Approach characteristics are not 
significantly degraded with partial or total SAS failure. 
The aircraft is slightly more sensitive to longitudinal 
control inputs if pitch SAS is lost. Lateral-directional 
response to turbulence increases if yaw SAS is lost. Roll 
SAS failure results in slightly increased roll sensitivity. 

Note 

Pitch SAS loss may result in loss of outboard 
spoilers. Roll SAS loss may result in loss of 
inboard spoilers. 

11.8.7 Aft Wing-Sweep Landings. The aircraft 
may be safely landed with the wings as far at? as 40” (CV) 
and 68” (field). If the wings fail to respond to command, 
the emergency wing-sweep handle should be used to 
match the captain bars (commanded position) with the 
wing-sweep position tape. Matching the captain bars with 
the position tape ensures the commanded position is the 
same as the actual position, removing hydraulic pressure 
tiom the wing-sweep motors (hydraulic pressure will still 
remain present at the wing-sweep control servo valve/four- 
way valve).Thisreduces theliielihood ofhydraulic failure 
or asymmetric wing sweep because of the failure of the 
crossover shaft. Optimum AOA for shipboard at3 wing- 
sweep approaches is 1.5 units. AOA may be increased up 
to 17 units maximum for field landings to minimize ap 
preach airspeed for normal field landings or remain within 
published arresting gear limitations for short-field arrested 
landings. At wing-sweep angles oft Sl”, each l-unit in- 
crease in approach AOA reduces approach airspeed by 
approximately 5 knots. Airspeeds for various configura- 
tions are shown in Figure 1 l-10. 

With the wings frozen forward of 50”, the main 
flaps/slats should be used. A normal 15-unit approach 
should be used in this configuration and approach 
speeds will remain within field arresting gear limita- 
tions. If main flaps/slats are not available, maneuvering 
flaps should be used. Extension of the main flaps/slats 
only will result in a flap light with the wings aft of 20”. 

(1 

Ifmaneuvering flaps are used, ensure that the 
maneuver flap thumbwheel is not actuated 
during the approach. 
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Figure 11-l 0. Landing Approach Airspeed (15 Units AOA) 
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Note 

Main flaps/slats extension with the wings aft 
of ZOO will result in a large nosedown pitch 
transient. 

DLC should not be engaged as it increases final ap- 
proach speeds. APC gains are not optimized for wing 
sweeps other than 20” and, therefore, APC should not 
be used. Reducing gross weight will reduce approach 
speed by about 3.5 knots for each 2,000-pound reduction 
in gross weight at the 68’ wing-sweep position. Pilot 
over-the-nose visibility is adequate at both 15 and 17 
units AOA. The RIO will lose sight of the ball because 
of the higher pitch attitude at 16 to 17 units AOA on the 
standard 3.25” field glideslope. 

Flying characteristics in aft wing-sweep configum- 
tions are dependent on wing-sweep angle and AOA. As 
wing-sweep angle increases, trimmed stick position 
moves aft. At 68” sweep, roll performance is sluggish 
but adequate at up to 17 units AOA with roll SAS en- 
gaged. At up to 62” wing sweep, differential tail is 
augmented with spoiler for roll control. The aircraft 
exhibits a very strong dihedral effect wifh the wings 
swept aft, so rudder may be used to augment roll per- 
formance if desired. Crosswind landings have not been 
evaluated at or near the aircraft crosswind limit, but a 
crabbed approach is recommended vice the wingdown, 
top-rudder technique. Ensure that the fuselage is 
aligned with the runway prior to touchdown. 

Although pitch control is adequate, maintaining trim 
airspeed is increasingly difficult with increasing sweep 
angle because of low stick force cues for airspeed devia- 
tions. This necessitates close monitoring of airspeed by 
the aircrew since the approach indexers are unusable 
above 16 units AOA. As wing sweep progresses further 
aft, stall becomes less clearly defined. There is no 
strong aircraft buffet when AOA is increased beyond 17 
units. Aircraft waveoffperformance is adequate at both 
15 and 17 units AOA. During single-engine operation, 
up to maximum power may be required to arrest aircraft 
rate of descent during a waveoff. Single-engine ap- 
proaches with aft wing sweep have not been tested and 
rudder control power may be limited in this condition. 
Fuel permitting, aircraft handling and stall charac- 
teristics as well as waveoff performance should be 
evaluated at altitude prior to commencing an aft wiug- 
sweep approach. 

Ifusing an approach AOA greater than 15 units, noz- 
zle clearance at touchdown is reduced. Additionally, 
the high rate of descent (approximately 1,000 fpm on a 
3.2Y glideslope) andbigh touchdown speed placebigh 
stress on the main landing gear tires. The recommended 
technique for field landings is to maintain a maximum 

of 17 units AOA while attempting to minimize the rate 
of descent just prior to touchdown. Do not attempt to 
flare the landing and do not aerobrake. 

Nozzle clearance is reduced at elevated 
approach AOA. Ensure that a maximum 
of 17 units AOA is maintained at touch- 
down. 

AA wing-sweep touch-and-go performance has not 
been flight tested, however, rotation speeds approaching 
or possibly exceeding tire limitations should be ex- 
pected. Nose tire limitations, runway remaining, status 
of long-field arresting gear, and tire pressurization must 
all be factored into a decision to go around following a 
hook skip. If committed to landing following a hook 
skip with operative hydraulics, consideration should 
also be given to securing the starboard engine in order 
to reduce residual thrust. 

Engagement speeds listed in the emergency field ar- 
restment guide are groundspeeds. Headwind may be 
subtracted from final approach airspeed, tailwinds must 
be added, and compensation must be made for field 
elevation (add approximately 10 knots to arresting gear 
limit for a field elevation of 4,000 feet). 

11.9 ASYMMETRIC WING SWEEP 

11.9.1 Wing-Sweep Design Limitations. An 
understanding of the wing-sweep design limitations is 
necessary to cope successfully with an in-flight asym- 
metric wing condition to avoid the possibility of struc- 
tural damage and to minimize the possibility of loss of 
aircraft control. The following discussion is therefore 
offered. 

The wing-sweep feedback position and interlock 
functions for the auxiliary flaps, main flaps/slats, and 
spoiler cutout are controlled by the left wing-sweep ac- 
tuator. Cockpit wing-sweep position indication is con- 
trolled by fhe right wing-sweep actuator. 

The existence of wing-sweep position feedback on 
the left wing only can have a definite impact during a 
jammed wing-sweep actuator/failed synchronizing 
shaft condition. A jammed right wing-sweep actuator 
will result in normal left wing operation because wing- 
sweep commands are nulled out by the left wing-sweep 
actuator position. A jammed IeA wing-sweep actuator 
in an intermediate position, in conjunction with awing- 
sweep command, will result in a constant command to 
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the right wing-sweep actuator that cannot be nulled, 
since the right wing has no position feedback. In this 
case, the right wing will travel to the overtravel stop (19” 
or 69”) in the direction of the last command. The right 
wing can be positioned in either the 19’ or 69” position 
only, but not in any intermediate position since there is 
no way to null out the command. A condition similar to 
a jammed wing-sweep actuator occurs when one hy- 
draulic system has failed in conjunction with a synchro- 
nixing shag failure. 

A temporary actuatorjam on one side while the wings 
are sweeping, in conjunction with a broken synchroniz- 
ing shaft, will result in resumption of operation with 
asymmetrical wing positions. Symmetrical wing posi- 
tion, within lo, can be achieved again by commanding 
the wings full forward or full aft (20” or 68’). The direc- 
tion to command the wing is dependent on whether the 
right wing is forward or aft of the left position. The right 
wing position is displayed by the wing position tape on 
the cockpit wing-sweep indicator. If, for example, the 
right wing is forward of the left wing, the wings should 
be commanded full forward to 20”. The right wing will 
drive to the 19” overtravel stop and remain there until 
the left wing reaches 20”. nulls the command, and hy- 
draulic power is shut off. If the right wing is aft of the 
left wing, the wings could be commanded full aft to 68’. 
The right wing will drive to the 69” overtravel stop and 
remain there until the left wing reaches 68”, nulls the 
command, and hydraulic power is shut off. 

Normal symmetrical wing-sweep operation, within 
la, should follow. Some jeopardy exists during aft com- 
mand operation since spoiler control wrll be lost when 
the left wing obtains 62”. 

Note 
A mechanical jam in the wing-sweep system 
may prevent the wings from being resyn- 
chronized. This may be because of the failed 
synchronizing shaft jamming an actuator. 

The auxiliary flaps/main flap interlocks are controlled 
by the let? wing-sweep actuator. This means that during 
asymmetric wing conditions, it is possible to satisfy the 
interlock requirements with the left wing and damage 
aircraft structure with the off-schedule right wing. For 
example, if the left wing is at 20° and the RiH wing is 
at 35’, the 21’ interlock in the auxiliary flap system is 
satisfied by the left wing. Lowering the flaps without 
inhibiting auxiliary flaps will drive the auxiliary flaps 
through the fuselage in the vicinity of the flight hydrau- 
lic system. Pulling the AUX FLAP/FLAP CONTR dr- 
cuit breaker (8G3) will remove electrical power to the 
auxiliary flaps and prevent auxiliary flap deployment. 

Note 
Extending the main flaps with the auxiliary 
flapsinhibitedwillresuh inalargenosedown 
trim change. 

The wing-sweep control drive servo is powered 
through WING SWEEP DRIVE NO. 1 (LDI) and WG 
SWPDRNO.2/MANUVFLAP(LEI)cirouitbreakers. 
Pulling these circuitbreakers inhibits all electrical com- 
mand paths to the wing-sweep control valve. Manual 
commands to the valve are available through the emer- 
gency WING SWEEP handle. Pulling the WG SWP DR 
NO. 2/MANUV FLAP (LEl) circuit breaker removes 
power from the maneuver devices and inhibits automat- 
ic retraction of the maneuver devices with landing gear 
handleextension. Themaneuverdevicesshottld becom- 
manded up prior to pulling the WG SWP DR NO. 
2MANUV FLAP circuit breaker. It may also be neces- 
sary to utilize emergency up on the flap handle to 
achieve full flap and slat retmction. 

11.9.2 Asymmetric Wing-Sweep Flight Char- 
acteristics. Asymmetric wing-sweep failures will be 
manifested as a wing heaviness accompanied by a 
WING SWEEP advisory light, indicating a failure ofthe 
primary wing-sweep channel. A subsequent failure of 
the backup wing-sweep channel will illuminate the 
WING SWEEP warning light. 

Flight tests have shown that the aircraft maybe safely 
landed with asymmetric wing sweep as long as spoiler 
control is retained following the wing-sweep faihne. 

The aircraft is not controllable for landing with a wing 
asymmetry such as the left wing aR ofthe spoiler cutout 
angle (62”) and the right wing forward at 20”. The maxi- 
mum asymmetry demonstrated far landing was 20°/600, 
although tests of 20”/68” at altitude indicate that this 
configuration is landable if spoilers are operational (that 
is, the left wing is at 20” and the right wing is at 68’). 
The high approach speeds coupled with reduced lat- 
eral control authority obtained with asymmetric 
sweep become limiting factors for aircraft carrier (CV) 
operations. If at all possible, the flightcrew should at- 
tempt to divert for a tieldlanding. In-flightretbelingwas 
not evaluated during flight tests. Cruise configuration 
flying qualities in the normal refueling airspeed range 
(approximately 250 knots) were qualitatively assessed 
to be suitable for the task. The effects of asymmetric 
sweep are diminished as airspeed increases (decreasing 
angle of attack), so that using a higher than normal 
tanking speed may decrease pilot workload. Lateral and 
directional trim should be utilized to decrease lateral 
stick force during refueling and cruise flight. 
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Note 
The use of lateral trim to reduce stick force 
during approach and landing should be 
avoided, however, because it reduces the 
amount of spoiler available for roll control. 

Asymmetric wing sweep is primarily a lateral control 
problem, increasing in severity as angle of attack in- 
creases and as flap deflection increases. The aircraft will 
roll toward the afi wing and yaw toward the forward 
wing. For example, right wing forward of left wing 
causes left-wing-down roll and nose-right yaw. The re- 
sultant sideslip angle is favorable from a controllability 
standpoint and should be removed with rudder only if it 
is uncomfortable to the pilot. Rudder trim into the for- 
ward wing may be utilized, if desired, to increase 
sideslip angle and generate a restoring rolling moment 
via dihedral effect (right rudder trim for right wing for- 
ward of left, and vice versa). Lateral stick force will be 
accordingly reduced. 

Main flaps should be utilized to decrease approach 
airspeed for asymmetric sweep landings if both wings 
are forward of 50” sweep. During flight tests, a flap 
setting of 20’ to 25“ was found to provide the best flying 
qualities in comparison to the other flap settings tested 
(OO, 10D, 359. Safe landings may be performed, however, 
with all the flap configurations evaluated. In the flaps-up 
contiguration, undesirable prestall buffet is experienced at 
16 to 16.5 units AOA for all wing asymmetries. 

Stall-induced buffet is not experienced in flaps-down 
configurations because the leading edge slat delays wing 
stall. Airframe buffet may occur, however, because of 
the turbulent airflow that passes through the auxiliary 
flap hole that impinges on the horizontal tails. This buf- 
fet increases with increasing flap deflection and is sig- 
nificantly worse with 35’ flaps as compared to 10” or 
20”. In addition to increased buffet levels, the 35” flap 
configuration is prone to lateral PI0 during high-gain 
tasks such as close-in lineup corrections. This is primar- 
ily because of the increased spoiler effectiveness ob- 
tained with power approach spoiler gearing. The PI0 
tendency is eliminated by selecting flaps 25” or less, 
which causes a switch to cruise spoiler gearing. 

All asymmetric wing configurations require precise 
monitoring ofAOA during lateral maneuvering because 
of the existence of significant pitch-roll coupling. This 
is especially critical with flaps up. In general, the aircraft 
tends to increase angle ofattack when rolling toward the 
forward wing and decrease angle of attack when rolling 
toward the aft wing. In order to provide adequate ma- 
neuvering margin below the stall buffet region, recom- 
mended approach AOA is 14 units for all flap-up, 
asymmetric wing configurations up to 40“ differential 
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split (Figure 11-I 1). A landing with the maximum pos- 
sible asymmetry of 20”/68” (48” differential split) was 
not attempted during flight tests, but evaluation of this 
contiguration at altitude indicates that 13 to 14 units 
AOA will provide adequate control for approach and 
landing as long as spoilers are available (let? wing at 20”, 
right wing at 689. Recommended approach AOA is 15 
units for all flap-down, asymmetric wing configurations 
(Figure 1 l-1 1). 

If the let? wing is positioned aft of the spoiler cutout 
sweep angle (62’) the spoilers are inoperative and lateral 
control is limited to differential tail only. Flight tests 
indicate that the maximum controllable asymmetry at 14 
units AOA in this configuration is a 15” differential split. 
The preferable action in this case is to attempt to move 
the left wing forward ofthe spoiler cutout angle to regain 
spoiler control. If this is not possible, an attempt should 
be made to command the right wing as far aft as possible 
in order to minimize the wing asymmetry, and then 
perform a slow flight check at altitude to determine the 
minimum control speed. The pilot must then determine 
if the configuration provides a reasonable approach air- 
speed. 

Sideslip-induced pitot static system errors may be 
experienced with all asymmetric wing-sweep conftgu- 
rations. Accurate airspeed/AOA indications may be ob- 
tained by bringing the aircraft to a zero-sideslip 
condition. A wingman may provide an airspeed check 
prior to landing. 

11.10 DUAL HYDRAULIC FAILURES 
BACKUP FLIGHT CONTROL MODULE 
FLIGHT CHARACTERISTICS 

11 .I 0.1 General. Several factors work in concert to 
affect the handling qualities of the F-14 when operating 
with a dual-hydraulic failure. The first is the total loss 
of the SAS in all three axes. Since the bare airframe is 
lightly damped in both pitch and yaw, gusts and small 
control inputs result in uncommanded responses or os- 
cillations. The pilot’s general impression is that the air- 
craft is sloppier in all axes and precise control is more 
difftcult. The pilot does have some control over these 
characteristics as they are very dependent on contigura- 
tion and airspeed. 

The second factor is the capabilities of the remaining 
flight control system. The inboard spoilers, speed- 
brakes, and auxiliary flaps are inoperative, and the in- 
board spoilers and speedbrakes can be expected to Boat. 
The degree of spoiler float will be a function of airspeed, 
AOA, sideslip, flap setting, and the mechanical condi- 
tion of individual spoiler actuators. During flight test, 
changes in float are very slow and do not generate any 
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FLAPS UP APPROACH AIRSPEED (14 UNITS AOA) 
FLATS/SLATS RETRACTED 

LANDING APPROACH AIRSPEEDS (15 UNITS AOA) 
MAIN FLAPS/SLATS EXTENDED: AUXILIARY FLAPS RETRACTED 

170 MAlN FLAPS 

Figure 1 l-l 1. Asymmetric Wing-Sweep Landing Approach 
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abrupt rolling moments but do impose significant lateral 
trim changes. Outboard spoilers remain fully functional 
because of the independent nature of the outboard 
spoiler module, which also serves to power the main 
flaps and slats via the flap handle or the maneuver flap 
thmnbwheel. Lastly, only the rudders and horizontal 
stabilizers are powered by the BFCM. Because of the 
low output ofthe BFCM, the stabilizers are dramatically 
reduced in their ability to respond to pilot commands. 
The stabilizers are rate limited to 10” per second in 
HIGH and 5” per second in LOW as opposed to a normal 
rate of 36” per second. This can be a severe limitation 
to the pilot’s ability to control the aircraft, depending on 
the abruptness of the pilot commands. 

Each ofthese factors influences the handling qualities 
in different regions of the flight envelope. Handling 
qualities at speeds in excess of 200 KCAS are primarily 
constrained by the absence ofpitch SAS and the limita- 
tions of the BFCM. At approach speeds, the handling 
qualities are primarily affected by floating spoilers and 
the loss of yaw SAS, although rate limiting of the stabi- 
lizer can occur. 

11.10.1.1 Rate Limiting. The pilot will observe 
rate limiting both in the feel of the control stick and in 
the response of the aircraft. In the F-14 flight control 
system, the stick is mechanically connected to the sta- 
bilizer. With normal hydraulics, there is virtually no 
time delay between the pilot’s command and the stabi- 
lizer moving in response to the command. With the 
BFCM providing significantly less hydraulic flow, at a 
substantially reduced pressure, the stabilizer moves so 
slowly that it is possible for rapid pilot inputs to exceed 
the stabilizer maximum deflection rate. When this hap- 
pens, the pilot will feel an abrupt increase in stick force 
until the stabilizer catches up to the pilot’s command. If 
the pilot feels an abrupt increase in stick forces, the 
stabilizer is operating on its rate limit. This can be ob- 
served during the prestart BFCM checks and is most 
severe in LOW. 

The pilot’s perception ofthe aircraft response is like- 
wise affected by rate limiting because of slower re- 
sponse of the stabilizer to deflection commands. If slow 
control inputs are made, the delay is insignificant, air- 
craft response appears normal, and control is unaffected. 
If control inputs are abrupt, however, with many rever- 
sals in direction (such as might be required to tank, land, 
or fly close formation), the pilot and the stabilizer can 
be out of phase with one another, and a divergent PI0 
will develop that results in loss of control. This occurs 
in pitch caused by larger deflections available, but may 
be aggravated by large lateral or directional flight con- 
trol inputs that further reduce the flow available to com- 
mand the stabilizer and, therefore, increase the 
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susceptibility to rate limiting in pitch. LOW mode is 
extremely limited in its ability to accommodate rapid 
control inputs, while the HIGH mode can accommodate 
moderate pilot control inputs. 

The abrupt degradation that occurs with rate limiting 
makes the handling qualities hazardous. The handling 
qualities of the aircraft while operating with the BFCM 
in HIGH are generally good for moderate gain tasks, and 
it is virtually transparent to the pilot that the flight con- 
trol system is degraded. However, when operating near 
the rate limit of the system, very small increases in pilot 
gain will result in an abrupt and dramatic loss of control 
and the task being performed must be aborted (i.e., the 
aircraft cannot be controlled adequately to continue the 
task). Uncontrollable pitch attitude oscillations of +lO” 
can develop in less than 3 seconds. Regaining control 
is simply a matter of loosely releasing the stick, permit- 
ting the oscillations to dampen, and then smoothly reap- 
plying control to restore the aircraft to the desired flight 
condition. In summary, if the system is not rate limited, 
the handling qualities are good; if the system is rate 
limited, the aircraft rapidly becomes uncontrollable. 

11.10.1.2 Task Performance. There are four 
variables that the aircrew can control to maximize the 
probability of successfully completing mission tasks. 
Selection of an appropriate motor speed is the first 
controllable variable. Tightly controlled tasks such as 
landing, close formation, and in-flight refueling require 
the control rates available with HIGH mode. Judicious 
selection of airspeed can also influence successful 
task performance. With SAS OFF, the sensitivity ofthe 
aircraft increases significantly with airspeed. The 
slower the airspeed, the slower the response. For tightly 
controlled tasks, the flight control system must be capa- 
ble of responding faster than the natural dynamic char- 
acter of the aircraft, or the pilot must accept undesirable 
overshoots and oscillations. The flight control system 
capabilities with the BFCM in either LOW or HIGH are 
very restricted. Part of the solution is to slow down the 
aircrag and its response as much as is practicable to give 
the flight control system the best chance of keeping 
ahead of the aircraft. The third variable is configuration, 
some ofwhich are more suited to specific tasks. Lastly, 
pilot technique may limit the ability of the aircraft to 
perform some tasks. The slower and smoother the input, 
the less likely rate limiting will be encountered. Flight 
tests performing each of the following tasks have re- 
vealed the mixture of the above variables whereby suc- 
cessful recovery of the aircraft can best be ensured, 

11.10.2 Low Mode Cruise and Formation. Cruise 
handling qualities in LOW mode are degraded but sat- 
isfactory. Roll response is very sluggish and some over- 
shoots can be expected when trying to establish a bank 
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angle. In pitch, any abrupt pitch input at 250 KCAS or 
faster will result in multiple oscillations when trying to 
precisely set a pitch attitude. Flying very loose forma- 
tion is fairly easy, provided tight control is not at- 
tempted. Any attempt to finely control vertical elevation 
relative to a lead aircraft (5 2 feet) will result in rate 
limiting the stabilizer and loss of control. Control can be 
reestablished by relaxing the grip on the stick, allowing 
the oscillations to dampen, and then smoothly reapply- 
ing control. Slower airspeeds (200 KCAS) provide for 
more predictable control as discussed in paragraph 
Il. 10.1. Do not attempt IMC formation, close night for- 
mation, in-flight refueling, or landing while in LOW 
mode. LOW mode control is satisfactory for the per- 
formance of configuration changes such as lowering 
gear and flaps. 

A pitch PI0 will develop if any tight longi- 
tudinal control is attempted. Control can eas- 
ily be regained by relaxing the grip on the 
stick, allowing any oscillations to dampen, 
and then smoothly reapplying longitudinal 
stick to reestablish the desired flight condi- 
tion. Do not attempt IMC formation or close 
night formation while in LOW mode. 

Note 

Airspeeds less than 250 KCAS while operat- 
ing in LOW mode will reduce the suscepti- 
bility to rate limiting. 

11.10.3 High Mode Cruise and Formation. 
Up and away flying qualities in HIGH mode are gen- 

erally excellent, with the only noticeable degradation 
being a slight sluggishness in roll response. Cruise 
and formation tasks are very easy, provided that very 
tight tolerances are not attempted (< il foot). Higher 
speeds (> 250 KCAS) will increase the probability of 
rate limiting during parade formation. Close IMC or 
night formation is possible but not advisable because 
the divergent PI0 occurs very abruptly with no 
warning. The F-14 with the hydraulic failure should 
lead any formation flight except as required for in- 
flight refueling. 

11.10.4 In-Flight Refueling. In-flight refueling 
can be safely performed but is very dependent on 
flight condition, configuration, and pilot technique. 
The best success can be expected at 180 KCAS with 
maneuvering flaps and a smooth technique. There are 
two reasons for the strong influence of airspeed. First 
of all,~ @king is easier to perform at slower speeds 

becausetheaircraftismuchlesssensitive,thebowwave 
is considerably reduced, and the probe position can be 
morepredictablyandsmoothlycontrolled,reducingthe 
necessity for aggressive plays to seat the probe. Sec- 
ondly, the BFCM has an easier job keeping up with 
aircraftdynamics,decreasingthelikelihoodofratelim- 
iting. Any attempt to tank faster than 200 KCAS will 
result in loss ofcontrol. Tanking handling qualities are 
unaffected by landing gear position and are improved 
with aft wing sweeps in the event that the wings are 
trapped aft. Flaps should be selected to 10” with the 
maneuver flap thumbwheel, which still functions nor- 
mally with outboard spoiler module power. Lastly, the 
influence oftechnique is that the rate limiting is caused 
byabruptcontrolinputsandcountercorrections. The2 
secondssurroundingcontactarethecriticalphasesince 
the controls can be three times more active than during 
theapproachorstabilized refueling. 

While spotting the basket is common throughout the 
F-14 community, it is the surest way to place excessive 
demands on the flight control system during the second or 
two prior to contact and provoke a loss ofcontrol. The best 
way to avoid abrupt inputs is for the pilot to resist spotting 
thebasketandinstcadrclyontheRlO’sdirectivecommen- 
tary. Since the stabilized refbeling is easy and requires 
only moderate flight control activity, the airspeed can 
safely be increased to 200 KCAS once engaged if addi- 
tional airspeed is required to obtain proper store operation 
(as might be required with ram-powered buddy stores such 
as the D-704 or D-30 1). While not flight tested, avery low 
gain technique must be used at the minimum airspeed 
attainable by the tanker ifthe only resource is a large body 
tanker such as the KC-IO, for which 180 KCAS might be 
impossible. The pilot must respond to any undesired mo- 
tion by loosely releasing the stick and allowing the aircraft 
to dampen itself 

(,,,,,,,I 

l Any abrupt control input to effect engage- 
ment can rate limit the stabilizers and re- 
sult in loss of control. To avoid rate 
limiting, the pilot should resist spotting 
the basket and instead rely on RIO com- 
mcntary to perform engagement. 

l If any undesirable motions or oscillations 
occur during or after engagement, the pi- 
lot must immediately release the stick and 
permit the motions to dampen before re- 
suming active control. 
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Do not attempt in-flight refueling from wing- 
mounted stores of large-body tankers (VC- 
10 Canberra) where nose-to-tail overlap is 
present. The basket does trail adequately aft 
of the tail for KC-130 and airwing assets. 

Note 

If the air refueling store does not adequately 
transfer fuel at 180 KCAS once engaged, the 
airspeed can safely be increased to 200 
KCAS to improve the transfer rate. 

11.10.5 Landing. Landing handling qualities are 
primarily affected by the loss of SAS, inboard spoilers, 
speedbrakes, auxiliary flaps, and DLC, rather than limi- 
tations of the BFCM itself. Longitudinal control is gen- 
erally good provided no large abrupt pitch changes are 
attempted. Lateral control is degraded by virtue of the 
inoperative SAS and inboard spoilers. Spoiler float and 
its impact on lateral control is considerably aggravated 
by slower airspeeds and increased flap deflections. 
Consequently, field landings should be performed with 
the maneuver flaps down, and the MANUV FLAPANG 
SWP DR NO. 2 circuit breaker pulled to lock them down 
(LEl). Airspeed control is degraded because of the dra- 
matically decreased drag and low approach power set- 
ting. Any airspeed from 15 units to 180 KCAS should 
be considered acceptable with the wings at 20’; waveoff 
performance is dramatically improved if some addi- 
tional speed is carried. Fifteen units should be used if 
the wings are trapped significantly aft. Speeds in excess 
of 180 KCAS on final should otherwise be avoided 
because of the increased susceptibility to rate limiting. 
Lateral control is degraded but satisfactory, and a 
straight-in approach to an arrested landing should be 
performed. The very low drag, runway length, long field 
gear, and length of time while operating on the BFCM 
must all be considered in choosing a game plan for 
handling bolters. The nose must smoothly be rotated to 
the flyaway attitude ifa go-around is elected. Flaps can 
be selected to full once on deck to obtain the additional 
drag from the outboard flap panels and ground roll brak- 
ing from the outboard spoilers. 

l Aggressive nose movement in close or on 
bolter can rate limit the stabilizer resulting 
in low altitude loss of control. Do not use 
APCS. Glideslope is satisfactorily con- 

trolled with appropriate use of power and 
smooth pitch inputs, allowing airspeed to 
vary within the recommended range. 
Smoothly rotate nose to flyaway attitude 
on bolter. 

. Carrier landings with a dual-hydraulic 
failure are very hazardous and should not 
be attempted because of the abrupt and 
unpredictable nature of rate limiting. 
Control would most probably be lost be- 
tween the in-close and at-the-ramp posi- 
tions when the pilot or LSOs could not 
avert a catastrophic flight deck mishap. 

m 

Waveoff performance from low power set- 
tings is very poor. Carrying extra speed dur- 
ing approach will improve waveoff 
performancebypermittingsmoothrotationto 
15 units AOA to break the rate of descent 
while engines are spooling up. 

11.10.6 BFCM Thermal Durability. The thermal 
behavior of the BFCM and its isolated hydraulic loop 
determine the durability of the system. With the motor 
operating in LOW, the temperature of the motor and the 
fluid will stabilize and the motor can run indefinitely. In 
HIGH, however, the motor can heat up within 8 minutes 
to temperatures at which it might fail. The motor should 
be selected to HIGH only afler the aircraft is on final with 
intent to land, unless tanking is required. The motor should 
be selected to LOW once safely airborne following wave- 
off, missed approach, or bolter, and then HIGH reselected 
on final. The elapsed time on HIGH must be closely moni- 
tored if in-flight rei%eling is required. Once disengaged, 
LOW must be immediately selected. 

pii-,,,,,,, 

Operations of more than 8 minutes total in 
HIGH may fail the BFCM motor. Extended 
LOW operation (> 30 minutes) after in-flight 
refueling will permit several additional min- 
utes of use for subsequent landing. 

11.1 I FLIGHT CHARACTERISTICS WITH 
AFT CG LOCATIONS 

11.11.1 Store Effects on Cg Location. The nor- 
mal NATOPS cg limits are expressed relative to a reference 
condition known as zero fuel gross weight (ZFGW). This 
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condition known a.3 zero t%el gmss weight (ZFGW). 
Thisconfi~tionisdefinedaswingsat20°,gear and 
flaps down, zero fuel on board. Adding fuel or raising 
the gear and/or flaps will move the cg position forward 
ftom the ZFGW position. The lit for ZFGW cg loca- 
tions with tunnel-mounted stores is 17.0-percent MAC. 
On a typical fleet aim& one Mk 84 2,000-pound bomb 
placed on station 4 or 5 results in a ZFGW cg afi of 
17.0-percent MAC, possibly as far aft as 18.5 to 19- 
percent MAC. lXvo at? hung Mk 84s can produce a 
ZFGW cg of up to 22-percent MAC. Aft wing sweep 
can be used to move the neutral point of the F-14 aft and 
restore normal static longitudinal stability margin and 
normal flying qualities even with extremely afi cg loca- 
tions. In-flight actual cg location varies as fuel is burned 
but remains relatively constant at its most forward posi- 
tion between 5,000 to 10,000 pounds. Below 5,000 
pounds, the cg moves aft toward the ZFGW position. 
Wing-mounted AIM-7/9s move the ZFGW cg location 
slightly forward, while external tanks have no effect on 
the cg location. 

11.11.2 Wing-Sweep Effects on Stability. Static 
stability of an aircraft is determined by the difference in 
location of the neutral point, where the lift component 
can be assumed to act, and the cg position. A positive 
static margin exists as long as the neutral point remains 
aft of the cg location. As the wings of the F-14 sweep 
aft, the cg location also moves slightly aft but the great- 
est change is in the neutral point position that moves 
further aft as well. Aft wing sweep can be used in 
conjunction with an aft-cg position to restore the nor- 
mal margin between the neutral point and the cg, pm- 
ducing the same level of stability and normal flying 
qualities. 

11.11.3 Cruise and Combat Flight Charac- 
teristics With Aft Cg. Flying qualities at aft cg lo- 
cations up to 22-percent MAC with gear and flaps up 
are only slightly &graded. This degradation will prob- 
ably not be apparent to the pilot. No change in flying 
qualities is noted during dive recoveries between 400 
and 500 KCAS. Stick force per g remains relatively 
nominal even with 4,000 pounds of aft hung bombs. No 
degradation to any aspect of flying qualities is noted 
above 300 KCAS as the wings remain sufftciently aft on 
the normal wing-sweep schedule to produce a positive 
static margin for even the most afi cg locations. At 20” 
of wing sweep, 250 KCAS, and a ZFGW cg of 18.6 
percent, the aircraft exhibits some reduction in static 
stability and is slightly more responsive to pitch inputs, 
although this increase in responsiveness may not be 

significant enough to be noticed during normal flight 
operations. Wmg-mounted stores or external tanks have 
no adverse effects on aft cg flying qualities. 

11.11.4 Takeoff and Landing Configuration 
Flight Characteristics with Aft Cg. With the gear 
and Saps lowered and 20’ of wing sweep with a ZFGW 
cg location of 18-percent MAC or greater, the static margin 
is greatly reduced tiom nomral and can be negative for the 
extremely aft cg locations produced by 4,000 pounds of 
bombs on the aft weapon stations. The aircraft is ex- 
tremely susceptible to pilot-induced oscillations during 
closely controlled tasks such as close formation or flying 
the bail. Loss of control is likely. With a wing sweep 
of 26’ for ZFGW cg locations up to 18.6-percent MAC, 
normal static margin is restored and normal flying quali- 
ties are regained. For ZFGW cg location greater than 
18.6-percent MAC, 30” of wing sweep is sufficient for 
normal handling qualities to be regained. 

Wing-mounted stores and external tanks reduce 
lateral-directional stability in the takeoff and land- 
ing contiguration slightly, although the difference in 
flying qualities is not significant and may not be 
noticeable. Once established in the optimum wing- 
sweep configuration appropriate for the amount of ord- 
nance hung on the aft stations, normal approach 
techniques can be used. However, a straight-in ap- 
proach should be flown as power requirements in a turn 
with aft wing sweep are significantly different than nor- 
mal and could produce a severely underpowered ap- 
proach. No abnormalities in aircraft response or 
performance am apparent during landing approaches at 
15 units, even with 4,000 pounds of aft hung ordnance. 
AFT is not optimixed for aft wing-sweep landings and 
should not be used. DLC should not be used as it adds 
8 knots to recovery WOD requirements and has im- 
proper pitch trim response at aft wing sweep. Expect 
on-speed airspeed for 25’ of wing sweep to increase 
6 knots over the normal DLC on 20° of wing-sweep 
approach speed, and 12 knots increase if wings are at 
30”. For CV anestments, the appropriate recovery bul- 
letin should be consulted. 

Ashore, a field atrestment is recommended with 
spoiler brakes dearmed because of the large noseup 
pitch occurring at spoiler deployment. If a field arrest- 
ment is not possible, expect to use full forward stick to 
counter the noseup pitching moment and to maintain 
forward stick until below 80 KCAS with a resultant 
longer rollout. 
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PART V 

Emergency Procedures 

STOP 9 
INTRODUCTION 

Part V consists of Chapter 12, Ground Emergencies; 
Chapter 13,TakeoffEmergencies;Chapter 14,In-Flight 
Emergencies; Chapter 15, Landing Emergencies; and 
Chapter 16, Ejection. These chapters cover the recom- 
mended procedures for coping with emergencies and 
malfunctions that may be encountered during aircraft 
operations. Knowledge of the aircraft systems and emer- 
gency procedures must be reviewed on a regular basis 
to ensure that the flightcrew will take the correct course 
of action under adverse conditions. 

Each emergency presents a different problem that 
requires positive, specific, remedial action in accord- 
ance with recommended procedures and good airman- 
ship. Judgment, precision, and teamwork are essential 
during emergencies. The flightcrew must weigh all the 
factors of a given situation and then take appropriate 
action. As soon as possible, the pilot should notify the 
RIO, flight leader, flight, and ground station in as much 
detail as possible of the existing emergency and of the 
intended action. When an emergency occurs, tbree basic 
rules are established that apply to airborne emergencies. 
They should be thoroughly understood by all flightcrew. 

1. Maintain aircraft control. 

2. Analyze the situation and take proper action. 

3. Land as the situation dictates. 

a. Land as soon as possible - Land at the fmt 
site at which a safe landing can be made. 

READ 

AND 

HEED 

b. Land as soon as practicable - Extended 
flight is not recommended. The landing site 
and duration of flight is at the discretion of 
the pilot in command. 

Note 

l The ground, takeoff, in-flight, and landing 
emergency procedures are sequenced as 
outlined in the Emergency Procedures Ta- 
ble of Contents. 

l Decision factors (“if” statements) are 
provided as a guide in selecting certain 
procedures. 

Critical Procedures (Boldface Procedures) 

Procedures marked with asterisks (*) are considered 
critical and are referred to as “boldface” procedures. The 
boldface procedures in this part are provided as a study 
reference and are not intended to be used as an alternate 
to the amplified procedures contained in Chapters 12, 
13, 14, 15, and 16 or the abbreviated procedures con- 
tained in NAVAIR Ol-F14AAD-IB. Flight crewmem- 
bers should be able to accomplish boldface procedures 
without reference to the NFM or PCL. 

Warning, Caution, Advisory Lights/Displays 

The warning, caution, advisory lights/displays are 
listed together with the cause and corrective action. 
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BOLDFACE PROCEDURES 

ENGINE FIRE ON THE DECK 

‘1. Both FUEL SHUT OFF handles . . . . . Pull 

‘2. Both throttles . . . . . . . . . . . . . . OFF 

UNCOMMANDED ENGINE ACCELERATION ON 
DECK 

l l. Paddle switch . . . . . Depress and Hold 

*2. Throttle(s) . . . . . . . . . . . As Desired 

=3. ENG MODE SELECT . . . . . . . . . SEC 

“4 THROTTLE MODE switch . . . . . . . MAN 

BRAKE FAILURE AT TAXI SPEED 

‘1. ANTI SKID SPOILER 
BK switch . . . . . . . SPOILER BK or OFF 

ABORTED TAKEOFF 

*I. Throttles . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . IDLE 

‘2. Speedbrakes . . . . . . . . . . . . . . EXT 

‘3. Stick . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . AFT 

*4. Hook . . . . . . DN (1,000 feet before wire) 

‘5. Brakes . . . . . . . . . . . . . As Required 

l 6. Right engine . . . . . . . OFF (If required) 

SINGLE-ENGINE FAILURE FIELD/CATAPULT 
LAUNCHMIAVEOFF 

*I. Set IO0 pitch attitude on the waterline (14 
unit5 AOA maximum). 

‘2. Rudder . . . . . . . . . Opposite Roll/Yaw 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . Supplemented by 

Lateral Stick 

l 3. Both throttles . . . . . . . As Required for 
Positive Rate of Climb 

‘4. Landing gear . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . UP 

‘5. Jettison . . . . . . . . . . . . If Required 

BLOWN TIRE DURING TAKEOFF; TAKEOFF 
ABORTED OR AFTER LANDING TOUCHDOWN 

*I. Nosewheel steering . . . . . . . . Engaged 

‘2. ANTI SKID SPOILER BK 
switch . . . . . . . . . . . . SPOILER BK 

BLOWN TIRE DURING TAKEOFF; TAKEOFF 
CONTINUED OR AFTER LANDING GO- 
AROUND 

9. Throttles . . . . . . . . . . . As Required 

l 2. Landlng gear and flaps . . . Leave a5 Set 
for Takeoff 

FIRE LIGHT AND/OR FIRE IN FLIGHT 

V. Throttle (affected engine) . . . . . . . IDLE 

l 2. AIR SOURCE pushbutton . . . . . . . OFF 

l 3. OBOGS master switch . . . . . . BACKUP 

If light goes off (and no other secondary indi- 
cations): 

‘4. MASTER TEST switch . . . FIRE DET TEST 

If light remalns illuminated, FIRE DET test falls, 
or other secondary Indications: 

l 6. FUEL SHUT OFF handle 
(affected engine) . . . . . . . . . . . . Pull 

l 6. Throttle (affected englne) . . . . . . . OFF 

-7 Climb and decelerate. 

l 6. Flreextingulsher pushbutton . . . Depress 

COMPRESSOR STALL 

*I. Unload aircraft (OSg to 1.0 g). 

If greater than 1.1 Mach: 

-2. Both throttles . . . . . . . . . . . . . . MIL 

When 1.1 Mach or less: 

*3. Both throttles . . . . . . . Smoothly to IDLE 

If EGT above 935 “C and/or englne response 
abnormal: 

l 4. Throttle (stalled engine) . . . . . . . . OFF 

ENGINE FLAMEOUT 

‘I. Throttle . . . . . . . . . . . IDLE of Above 
(affected englne) 

l 2. BACK UP IGNITION switch . . . . . . . ON 



If hung start or no start: 

‘3. Throttle . . . . . . . Cycle OFF, Then IDLE 
(affected engine) 

If still hung or,no start: 

‘4. ENG MODE SELECT . . . . . . . . . . SEC 

If one engine is operable, perform a crossbleed 
airstart. 

If both engines flamed out/inoperative or 
crossbleed not possible: 

‘5. Airspeed . . . . . . . . . . . . . 450 Knots 
(altitude permitting) 

RAMPS LIGHT/INLET UGHT 

‘1. Avoid abrupt throttle movements. 

‘2. Decelerate to below 1.2 TMN. 

‘3. Affected INLET RAMPS switch . . . STOW 

ELECTRICAL FIRE 

*I. Land R generators . . . . . . . . . . OFF 

If uncommanded SAS or spoiler Inputs present: 

l 2. ROLL and PITCH CMPTR AC cb’s . . Pull 
@Al, LBI) 

l 3. YAWSASswltch . . . . . . . , . . . . OFF 

ECS LEAKS/ELIMINATION OF SMOKE 
AND FUMES 

‘1. AIR SOURCE pushbutton . . . . . . . OFF 

*2. OBOGS master switch . . . . . . . BACKUP 

“3. If smoke or fumes present: 

a. AltitudeBelow 35,000 Feet 

b. CABIN PRESS switchDUMP 

“4. RAM AIRswItch . . . . . . . . . . . OPEN 

LAD/CANOPY LIGHT WITH RIO’S CANOPY 
LIGHT/CANOPY LOSS 

‘4. Canopy . . . . . . . . . . . BOOST CLOSE 
(canopy remalnlng) 

l 2. EJECT CMD lever . . . . . . . . . . PILOT 

UNCOMMANDED ROLL AND/OR YAW 

l l. If flap transltlon: 
FLAP handle . . . . . . . Prevlous Posltlon 

NAVAIR Of-Ff4AAD-1 

‘2. Rudder and stick . . , . Op~oslte Roll/Yaw 

3. AOA . . . . . . . . . . . . . Below 12 Unite 

l 4. Downwlng englne . . . . . . MAX THRUST 
w WUlM 

UPRIGHT DEPARTURE/FLAT SPIN 

l l. Stick. . . . . . . . . . . . Forward/Neutral 
Lateral, Harness-Lock 

‘2. Throttles . . . . . . . . . . . . . BothIDLE 

l 3. Rudder . . . . Opposite Turn Needle/Yaw 

If no recovery: 

l 4. Stick . . . . . . . . . . . . Into Turn Needle 

If yaw rate is steady/increasing, spin arrow 
flashing, or eyeball-out g Is sensed: 

*5. Roll SAS - On; Stick - Full Into Turn 
Needle and Aft. 

If recovery indicated: 

‘6. Controls. . . . . . . . . . . . NEUTRALIZE 

‘7. Recover at 17 units AOA, thrust as required. 

If flat spin verified by flat attitude, increasing 
Yaw rate, increasing eyeball-out g, and lack of 
pitch and roll rates: 

*5. Canopy . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Jettison 

“9. EJECT . . . . . . . . (RIO Command Eject) 

INVERTED DEPARTURE/SPIN 

l l. Stick . . . . . . . . . . . . . Full Aft/Neutral 
Lateral, Harness - Lock 

‘2. Throttles . . . . . . . . . . . . . Both IDLE 

‘3. Rudder . . . . Opposite Turn Needle/Yaw 

If recovery Indicated: 

*4. Controls. . . . . . . . . . . . . . Neutralize 

“5. Recover at 17 units AOA, thrust as requlred. 

If spinning below 10,000 feet AGL: 

‘6. EJECT . . . . . . . . (RIO Command Eject) 



WARNING/CAUTION/ADVISORY LIGHTS/DISPLAY LEGENDS 

(WPIRNING( 
ADVISORY 

LIGHT/LEGEND 

I 

l- 

WARNING LIGHT AND/OR DISPLAY LEGEND 
(HUD, HUDIMFD, MFD) DISPLAY LEGEND 

AAI ZERO (MFD) 

I 

L AIICE 
R AlICE 

(MW 

A/P REF (MFD) 

m 

WW 

MD) 

L AUG 
R AUG 

MD) 

0 1RIGINAL 

\ 

CAUSE 

VIA tracking radar detected. 

4CLS or autopilot disengagement. 

4irbome interceptor tracking detected. 

Designated engine anti-ice is on or antt- 
ce valve has failed opposite 
commanded position. 

Selected A/P reference is not engaged. 

Improper ALQ-165 position. 

ALQ-165 self-protection jammel 
overheated. 

AB is not available and opposite engine 
is limited to MIN AB if ATLS is on. 

Autopilot or reference failure. 

Autothrottle has been disengaged. 

ACTION 

4s briefed. 

rake control for manual landing approach. 

4s briefed. 

NAVAIR WFl4AAD-I 

4s briefed. 

If INLET ICE light on, perform appropriate 
procedure. 

If INLET ICE light off, inlet ice may be on though 
not commanded. Report to 
maintenance. 

Depress autopilot reference pushbutton to 
enoaoe AIP reference mode. 

As briefed. 

Secure ALQ-165. 

No Immediate action required: assess 
operational impact. 

I. MASTER RESET 
pushbutton - Depress. 

If light remains illuminated: 

2. PITCH AND ROLL COMPTR 
AC cb’s (LBI, LAI) - Cycle. 

1. Assume manual/boost control. 
2. Satisfv APC interlocks. 
3. Reengage APC AUTO. 

Warning, Caution, Advisory LlghtslDlsplays (Sheet 1 of 15) 



WARNING/CAUTION/ADVISORY LIGHTS/DISPLAY LEGENDS 

LIGHT/LEGEND CAUSE ACTION 

AUX FIRE EXT Low-extinguisher agent pressure. Report to maintenance. 

W”) 

lerNcs_l 
Totalizer less than preset value. Pilot option. 

a 

Bleed duct overheat condition or ECS ‘1. AIRSOURCE - OFF. 

“o’u’c”T” 
regulating failure. l 2. OBOGS - BACKUP. 

l 3. If smoke or fumes present: 
a. Altitude Below 35,000 feet. 
b. CABIN PRESS - DUMP. 

l 4. RAM AIR - OPEN. 
5. Airspeed - ~300 Knots/O.6 Mach. 
6. Nonessential electrical - Secure. 
7. CANOPY DEFOG/CABIN AIR lever 

CANOPY DEFOG. 
l 6. Land as soon as possible. 

If electrical fire: 

9. Follow electrical fire procedures. 

[pEii&l 
Operating in auxiliary brake mode, I. Turn antiskid off. 
antiskid failure, or parking brake set. 2. Cautious brake application. 

3. Release emergency brake. 
Backup oxygen less than 206 psi. E/U OXY LOW light (both cockplts): 

I. BACKUP OXY PRESS - Check. 

If BACKUP Ox/ PRESS < 200 PSI: 

2. Cabin alt - Less than 10,000 Feet. 
3. Oxygen supply - OFF. 
4. Oxygen masks - Release One Side. 

Before landing: 

5. Oxygen masks and supply -ON. 
6. Emergency oxygen - Activate. 

If BACKUP OXY PRESS > 200 psk 

2. BACKUP OXY PRESS - Monitor. 

B/U OXY LOW light (pllot only): 

1. I303 ~~;TFyIu 
- Check In (7A4). 

2. BACKUP OXY PRESS - Check. 

B/U OXY LOW Llght (RIO Only): 

2. BACKUP OXY PRESS - Check. 

Wamlng, Caution, Advisory Lights/Displays (sheet 2 of 15) Wamlng, Caution, Advisory Lights/Displays (sheet 2 of 15) 



WARNING/CAUTION/ADVISORY LIGHTS/DISPLAY LEGENDS 

LIGHT/LEGEND CAUSE ACTION 

CABIN 
a 

Cabin pressure failure. I. Oxygen mask - ON. 

PRESS If below f 5,000 feet: 

2. CABIN PRESS - Cycle. 

m 
CADC failure. 1. MASTER RESET - Depress. 

2. CADC cb’s (LA2. LB2, LC2. LD2) - 
Cycle. 
3. MASTER RESET - Depress. 

If light still remains illuminated: 

4. Remain below 1.5 Mach. 

m 
Canopy not locked. ‘I. Canopy - BOOST CLOSE (canopy 

remaining). 
l 2. EJECTCMD - PILOT. 
3. Airspeed and altitude - Below 200 

Knots/15,000 Feet. 
4. Seatsandvisora - DOWN. 
5. If canopy has departed aircraft, 

perform controllability check. 
6. Land as soon as possible. 

m 
Controls and displays hot. 1. Select cabin air. 

2. WCS switch OFF. 

m 

VFW 

CIU HOT 

Improper operation of mnverter- 
Interface unit. 

Converter-interface unit overheated. 

Expect loss of CIU inputs/outputs. 

Pull cb’s 3E7,4El, 4E2. 

CLSN 

(HUD) 

RIO has collision steering 
selected. 

Pilot option. 

Warning, Caution, Advisory LlghtdDlsplays (Sheet 3 of 15) 
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WARNING/CAUTION/ADVISORY LIGHTS/DISPLAY LEGENDS 

LIGHT/LEGEND CAUSE ACTION 

COOLING 
Indication of possible bleed duct failure 1. AIR SOURCE - OFF. 

AIR 
forward of the pressure primaly heat 2. OBOGS - BACKUP. 

(IN FLIGHT) 
exchanger and 400 “F modulating 
valve. If associated with any other direct or indirect 

indication of ECS malfunction: 

3. Perform ECS Leak/Elimination of 
Smoke and Fumes Procedure. 

If not associated with any other direct or 
indirect indication of ECS malfunction and 
operational requirements dictate temporary 
reselection of mm to regain lost service 
systems: 

3. AIRSOURCE - RAM. 
4. RAM AIR door - FULLY OPEN. 
5. AIR SOURCE - OFF. 
6. Land as soon as practicable. 

COOLING 
AIR 

(ON DECK) 

inadequate cooling. I. AIR SOURCE - Check L ENG. R 
ENG, or BOTH ENG. 

2. Throttles - Advance Without 
Closing Nozzles. 

3. CANOPY DEFOG/CABIN 
AIR lever - CANOPY DEFOG. 

4. ECS - MAN/FULL HOT (CONT). 

If light goes auf: 

5. Throttles - IDLE. 
6. ECS - As Desired. 

If light remains illuminafed: 

7. Secure systems. 

I 
Continuous-wave emitter detected. As briefed. 

DEU HOT (MFD) 
Data entry unit oveheated. Expect loss of DEU. 

DPI HOT 
Display processor overheated. Pull cb’s lG2,1G4,1G6,3F4,4F3,4F6. 

DP2 HOT (MFD) 

DSS HOT 
W=W 

Data storage set overheated. Expect loss of DSS. 

EMERG JETT 
When depressed with weight off wheels, None. 

PUSHBUTTON/ 
activates emergency stores jettison 

ACK LIGHT 
signal to the SMS and illuminates light 
for 5 seconds. Jettison function is 
disabled with weight on wheels. 

Warntng, Caution, Advisory LlghtslDlsplays (Sheet 4 of 15) 



WARNING/CAUTION/ADVISORY LIGHTS/DISPLAY LEGENDS 

LIGHT/LEGEND 

ENG 
FIRE EKT 

WW 

CAUSE 

Low-extinguisher agent 
pressure. 

ACTION 

Report to maintenance. 

L ENG SEC 

a 

Engine mode control in secondary. If engine transfers to set mode: 

R ENG SEC I. Throttle - Less Than MIL. 
2. ENG MODE SELECT - Cycle. 

If PRI mode restored: 

3. Maintain constant subsonic airspeed in 
level flight. 

4. Affected L or R AICS cb - Cycle. 

If engine fwmelfls in SEC: 

3. ENG MODE SELECT - SEC. 
4. Avoid abrupt throttle movements. 
5. Land as soon as practicable. 

LFIRE * 

0 

Fire/overheat condition in englne If HUDh4FD message: 

R FIRE 
nacelle. 

Message is a repeat of a discrete from the 

(HUD/MFD) 
fire detect system. If FIRE warning light is off 
and FIRE DET TEST checks 4.0, then 
assume message was incorrect and keep 
engine on line. 

If FIRE warning light and message: 

‘I. Throttle (affected engine) - IDLE. 
‘2. AIRSOURCE - OFF. 
l 3. OBOGS - BACKUP. 

fflight goes OFF and no secondary 
Indications: 

l 4. MASTER TEST - FIRE DET TEST. 

If light remains illumlnafed, FlRE DET TEST 
fails, or other secondary indications: 

l 5. FUEL SHUT OFF - Pull. 
‘6. Throttle - OFF. 
‘7. Climb and decelerate. 
l 6. Fire extinguisher - Depress. 
‘9. Refer to SingleEngIne Cruise 

Operations. 
10. Land as soon as possible. 
11. If fire persists - Eject. 

Wamlng, Cautlon, Advlsory Lights/Displays (Sheet 5 of 15) 
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WARNlf 

LIGHT/LEGEND 

WFD) 

i/CAUTION/ADVISORY LIGHTS/DISPLAY LEGENDS 

CAUSE 

Yap position disparity with 
ommanded position or flap/slat 
Isymmetry. 

NAVAIR OMl4AAD-1 

ACTION 

1. Airspeed - Below 225 Knots. 
2. FLAP handle - Ensure Full Up. 
3. MASTER RESET - Depress. 
4. While holding MASTER RESET 

pushbutton depressed, maneuver flap 
thumbwheel - Full Forward. 

5. Check FLAP light out. 
If after landing/takeoff flap transition, or 
~ilfuminatton after above procedures: 

1. MASTER RESET - Depress. 
2. If light still illuminated, check FLAP 

handle and indicator position, then 
proceed with appropriate steps below. 

Flap handle up and t7aps not fully retracted: 

1. Flap handle - EMER UP. 
Flap handle up and flaps indicaUng full up: 

1. Flaps - Cyde. 
Flap handle down and flaps not f&y 
extendeti 

I. Wing sweep - Ensure at 20”. 
Flap handle down and flaps down: 

,I. Wing sweep - Ensure at 20”. 
2. MASTERRESET - Depress. 

Flap and slat asymmetry: 

Refer to Chapter 14. 

Check engine gauges. 

If invalid, report anomaly to maintenance: 

ff valid petfom the following: 

*I. Throttle - IDLE or Above. 
‘2. BACKUP IGNITION switch - ON. 

If hung start or no starl: 

l 3. Throttle - Cycle OFF, Then IDLE. 

Warning, Cautlon, Advisory LlghtdDlspltiya (Sheet 0 of 15) 
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WARNING/CAUTION/ADVISORY LIGHTS/DISPLAY LEGENDS 
LIGHT/LEGEND CAUSE ACTION 

giii%J 

Engine flameout. If sf/// hung or no start: 

l 4. ENG MODE SELECT - SEC. 
If one engine is operable, perfom, a 

WW 
crossbleed airstart. 

If both engines flamed out//noperafive o 
crossbleed not possible: 

‘5. Airspeed - 450 Knots. 
6. OBOGS - BACKUP. 

When stari complefe: 

7. BACKUP IGNITION - OFF. 
8. ENG MODE SELECT - PRI. 
9. OBOGS - ON. 

When primary mode restored: 

10. Maintain constant subsonic Mach in level 
flight. 

il. Affected AICS cb - Cycle. 

LL%L 

lIlIlll 

Usable fuel in L and AFT or R and FWD 1. DUMP switch - OFF. 
fuselage tanks 1,000 pounds. 2. Fuel distribution - Check. 

RLF$L 
If wing ancV0.r e&ma! fuel remaining: 

3. WINGIEXTTRANS - ORIDE. 
4. Land as soon as practicable. 

‘PEk 

cz3 

Sump tank boost pump discharge fess 1. Both throttles - MILPower or Less. 
than 9 psi. 2. Restore aircraft to 1 .Og flight. 

RPRFEUSESL 
If both lights remain on: 

3. Increase positive g’s to > l.Og. 
,4. Descend below 25,000 feet. 

5. Maintain cruise power settings or less. 
6. Land as soon as possible. 

If one light remains on: 

3. .No afterburner above 15,000 feet. 
4. Fuel distribution - Monitor. 
5. Land as soon as practicable. 

L GEN 

lIlIIIl 

Generator failure and/or 1. Gemmtor - DFF/RESET,ThsnNORM. 

R GEN disconected from its ac bus. If generator does not reset: 

2. Generator - TEST. 

m Firing logic met. Pilot’s trigger will Ire Pilot optton. 
weapon when squeezed. 

Combined or flight pump discharge Refer to Chapter 14 for appropriate 
pressure 2,100 psi or less. procedure. 

Wamlng, Caution, Advisory Lights/Displays (Sheet 7 of 15) 
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WARNING/CAUTION/ADVISORY LIGHTS/DISPLAY LEGENDS 

LIGHT/LEGEND CAUSE ACTION 

m 

CADC fsilure or failure of actuators to 
HZ TAIL 

1. MASTER RESET - Depress. 

AUTH 
follow schedule. If fight mmalns illuminated: 

2. ROLL STAB AUG - OFF. 
3. Above 400 knots, restrict lateral control 

to onequarter throw. 
4. ROLL STAB AUG - ON for Landing. 
5. Do not select OV SW after landing. 

IFF 
Mode 4 interrogation received; no reply As briefed. 
generated. 
Improper IFF transponder operation. 

IFF ZERO (MFD) 
As briefed. 

m, 

Inlet guide vanes off schedule. AICS fail operation mode in use. 

Stall margin may be very slightly reduced but 

WW 
still remains satisfactory and greater than 
that in SEC mode. 

High-power thrust may be reduced. 
Improper operation of inertial 

IMU 
Secondary navigation mode is in use. 

WW 
measurement unit. 

INS 
Improper operation of inerttal Secondary navigation mode is in use. 

CM=‘) 
navlgstlon system. 

INTEG 
Power loss or discrepancy between MASTER RESET. 

TRIM 
Input slgnal and posltlon 

Computer malfunctton or ramp ‘1. Avoid abrupt throttle movements. 
mlsposltlonlng. ‘2.. Decelerate below 1.2 TMN. 

‘3. Affected INLET RAMPS - STOW. 
If RAMPS light remains illuminated: 

4. Throttle - 80 percent or Less. 
5. Affected AICS cb - Pull. 
6. Affected INLET RAMPS - AUTO. 
7. Land as soon as practicable. 

If INLET light only illuminated, attempt AICS 
pivgmm reset: 

4. Decelerate betow 0.5 TMN. 
5. Affected AlCScb - cycle. 

If INLET light goes of?? 

6. Affected INLET RAMPS - AUTO. 
If INLET LIGHT remains Mumhated: 

6. Affected AlCScb - Pull. 
7. Affected INLET RAMPS - AUTO. 
6. Remain below 1.2 TMN. 



u- WARNING/CAUTION/ADVISORY LIGHTS/DISPLAY LEGENDS 

LIGHT/LEGEND CAUSE ACTION 

INLET 

liIIz3 
ICE 

Icing condition exists in inlet or 
ENGlPROBE ANTI-ICE switch is on. 

1,. Select ORIDUON. 

When clear of Mng conditions: 

2. ANTI-ICE - AUTO/OFF. 

IPF 

IRSTS HOT 
WW 

JTID HOT 
WD) 

JTIDS is failed, a momentary glitch, 
or 20-percent duty cycle has been 
exceeded. 

Infrared search and track system 
overheated. 

Possible loss of cooling air or a high 
JTIDS transmit duty cycle. 

Select IPF RESET on JTIDS control panel. 

Secure system. 

Secure system. 

cIIzz.2 

With RIO CANOPY light, canopy *I. Canopy - BOOST CLOSE. 
LADI unlocked. ‘2. EJECT CMD - PILOT. 

CANOPY 3. Airspeed and altitude - Below 200 
Knots/15.000 Feet. 

4. Seats and visors - DOWN. 
5. If canopy has departed aircraft, perform 

controllability check. 

m 
LADI 

CANOPY 

LAUNCH 
BAR 

(Ground) 
LAUNCH 

BAR 

(Flight) 

Without RIO CANOPY light, ladder 
not stowed. 

Launch bar unlocked, engines less 
than MIL thrust. 

Launch bar not locked in up position 
or cocked nosegear. 

6. Land as soon as possible. 

1. Airspeed minimum. 
2. Obtain in-flight visual check if possible. 
3. Land as soon as practicable. 

As appropriate. 

1. Landing gear - Leave Down. 
2. Obtain visual inspection. 

If nosegear cocked, refer to Landing Gear 
Malfunction guide. 

If launch bar down or visual inspect/on not 
available: 

3. Request removal of arresting cables for 
Reid landing. 

L LO THR 
R LO THR 

WW 

4. Request removal of cmssdeck pendants 
I and 4 for CV landing. 

Designated engine may be producing If associated with RATS check, monitor englnr 
less than expected thrust. gauges and FEMS engine data for nomtal rpm 

FF, and temperatures. If no anomalies 
message is false alarm triggered by the hook 

If not associated with a RATS check, recon 
FEMS data and abort. 

\\\\~~~~~~~-~-~rr--------------------- 
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WARNING/CAUTION/ADV~SORY LlGHTS/DlSPLAY LEGENDS WARNING/CAUTION/ADV~SORY LlGHTS/DlSPLAY LEGENDS 

1 1 JGHTILEGEND CAUSE ACTION 

LOCK Radar locked on target. Pilot option. 

L MACH # Mach number signal to designated 
R MACH # engine has failed. 

In flight - Remain below 1 .I TNM. Small 
throttle reductions below MIL at high Mach 

WV 
can result in engine stall. 

On deck - Assess operational Impact of 
speed restriction for mission. 

MACH TRIM Failure of Mach trim actuator to follow 1. MASTER RESET. 
program. 

WW 
2. Retrim manually. 

MASTER 

i 

Actuated by any caution light on Push to reset after discrete MSG noted. 

CAUTION 
caution panel. 

MC1 
a MC2 

Improper operation of mission 
computer. 

Backup operation selected automatically. 

M-7 

MC1 HOT 
m 

Mission computer overheated. Backup operation selected automatically. 

MC2 HOT 

WFD) 

L Nl OSP 
a 

Engine fan rpm exceeds 106 percent. 1. Throttle - IDLE. 

Fl Nl OSP Check rpm gauge for N2 and FEMS 
engine data on MFD for Nf to 

WFD) 
determine validity of overspeed 
message. 

If overspeed continues: 
2. ENG MODE SELECT - SEC. 

If ovwspeed condition persists: 
3. Throttle - OFF. 
4. Refer to Single-Engine Cruise 

Operations. 

Engine core rpm exceeds 107.7 
m percent. 

WW 

5. Land as soon as practicable. 

1. Throttle - IDLE. 
Check rpm gauge for N2 and FEMS 
engine data on MFD for Nt to determine 
validity of overspeed message. 

If overspeed continues 
2. ENG MODE SELECT - SEC. 

If overspeed condition persists: 
3. Throttle - OFF. 
4. Refer to Single-Engine Cruise Operations. 
5. Land as soon as practicable. 

Warning, Caution, Advisoty Lights/Displays (Sheet 10 of 15) Warning, Caution, Advisoty Lights/Displays (Sheet 10 of 15) 



WARNING/CAUTION/ADVISORY LIGHTS/DISPLAY LEGENDS 

a 

Nosewheel steering is engaged. Disengage when approprtate. 
NWS 

ENGAGE 

Engine oil temperature limits 

&i-iJtJ tempemt”m, 
exceeded or high scavenge oil 

On deck: 

1. Throttle - OFF. 

In flight: 

1. Oil pressure - Check. 
2. Throttle - 85parcantrpm. 
3. If after 1 minute, light still Illuminated 

- Throttle OFF. 
4. Land as soon as practicable. 
5. Refer to SingleEngine Cruise Operations. 
6. Relight engine for landing if necessary. 

UR OIL LO Designated engine oil level Is Alert ground personnel: servtclng required. 
approximately 2 quarts low Postflight. : 

WD) engine at idle. 

B 
L or R oil press <I 1 psi. 1. Throttle (affected englne) 7 IDLE. 

If oil pressure below 15 psi, above 65 psi. or 
engine vlbtation: 

If shutdown feasible: 

2. Throttle (affected engine) - OFF. 
3. Refer to SIngleEngine Crulsa Operation 

(Chapter 14). 

If shutdown not feasible: 

2. RPM - Set Minimum Rpm. 
3. Avokl high-g or large throttle movements. 
4. Land as soon as practicable. 

m Low percent oxygen. 1. BACKUP OXY PRESS - Check. 

Channel 1 or 2 inoperative. If single pitch or roll stab Ilght: 

1. MASTER RESET - Depress. 
2. If light remains lllumlnatad - 

No Limitations. 

If both pitch or roll stab lights: 

I. All-speed - Reduce to Stab Limits. 
2. Pitch - Not Restricted. 
3. Roll - 1.6 TMN. 
4. Wait IO seconds for self-test. 
5. PITCH CMPTR AC cb or ROLL CMPTR AC 

ob - Cycle (LA1 or LBi). 
6. Recheck lights. 

Warning, Caution, Advboty Lights/Displays (Sheet 11 of 15) 
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1 LIGHT/LEGEND 1 CAUSE 

WARNING/CAUTION/ADVISORY LIGHTS/DISPLAY LEGENDS 
I 

ACTION 

Computer/mechanical malfunction or I 
ramp misposittoning. 

Refer to INLET light. 

RATS RATS operation enabled. 

RCV ALG-165 is receiving threat 
identification signal. 

Flaps fail down, airspeed 225 knots; 
total temperature 388 ‘F, 2.4 M 

(HUDNFD) 

RDP FAN Radar data processor fan failure. 

Radar operation on ground is possible. I 
a 

I RDR HOT Radar system overheated. 

WW 

Warning or caution message(s) being 
displayed on MFD. 

I m Channel 1 or 2 inoperative. I 

1. Tailhook - DOWN. 
ff conditions permit 

2. ANTI ICE CONTR HOOK CONT/ 
WSHLDIAIR cb - Pull (8C2). 

4s briefed. 1 

1. Reduce speed. 
2. Check FLAP handle. 
3. MASTER RESET. 

I Expect overheat. 

?adar POWER switch to STBY (as 
applicable). 

select STBY. 

ti appropriate to displayed massage(s). 

7 single pitch or roll stab light: 

1. MASTER RESET - Depress. 
2. If light remains illuminated - No 

Limitations. 
f both pitch or roll stab lights: 

1. Airspeed - Reduce to Stab Limits. 
2. Pitch - Not Restricted. 
3. Roll- 1.6TMN. 
4. Wait 10 seconds for self-test. 
5. PITCH CMPTR AC cb or ROLL CMPTR 

AC cb - Cycle (LA1 or LBI). 
6. Recheck lights. 

Warning, Caution, Advisory Lights/Displays (Sheet 12 of 15) 
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WARNING/CAUTION/ADVISORY LIGHTS/DISPLAY LEGENDS 

LIGHT/LEGEND CAUSE ACTION 

p%FJ 
CADC failure or failure of actuator to 1. MASTER RESET - Depress (10 
follow schedule. seconds). 

2. If light remains illuminated - Above 
250 Knots, Restrict Rudder Inputs to < 
IO”. 

m Improper ALR-67 radar warning As briefed. 
receiver operation. 

WW 

RWR 
HOT 

ALR-67 overheated. Secure ALR-67. 

SAHRS 

(1 

SAHRS not available. Avoid IFR flight if INS is degraded. 

Steady - Tracking radar detected. As briefed. 

Flashing - Missile launch detected. 

SDU 

a 

Improper operation of KY-56. As briefed. 

ALARM 

WW 

SENSOR 
COND 

Overheat or pump loss in radar 
coolant loop. 

1. RADAR COOLING - OFF. 
2. RDR - OFF. 
3. APG-71 PUMP PH A, 6, C cb - Pull. 

If other conditions exist that may /nd/cate aI; 
ECS malfunction, either directly or 
indirectly, perform ECS leak/elimination 01 
smoke and fumes procedures: 

4. Land as soon as practicable. 

SHOOT Target meets LAR requirements. As briefed. 

SMS HOT Store management system 

MD) overheated. 

Symmetric spoiler detctor has locked 
m down spoilers. 

If assoc/ated with abnormal roll andlor yaw: 

I. Counter roll with at least I inch of lateral 
Stick. 

2. Visually check spoiler position/ 
operation. 

Refer to Chapter 14. 

Warning, Caution, Advisory Lights/Displays (Sheet 13 of 15) 
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WARNING/CAUTION/ADVISORY LIGHTS/DISPLAY LEGENDS 

LIGHT/LEGEND CAUSE ACTION 

START 

a 

Starter solenoid air valve open after 1. Ensure ENG CRANK - OFF. 

VALVE engine start. 2. AIRSOURCE - OFF. 
If on deck: 

3. Throttle - OFF. 
If ainbome: 

3. ENG START cb - Pull (RFI). 
4. OSOGS - BACKUP. 

LSTALL * 

0 

Engine stall and/or overtemperature. ‘1. Unload aircraft (0.59 to 1 .Og). 

R STALL If greater than f. I Mach: 

(HUD/MFD) l 2. Both throttles - MIL. 
When I. 1 Mach or less: 

‘3. Both throttles - Smoothly to IDLE. 

Check EGT and FEMS engine data for 
TST to determine validity of stall 
message. 

If EGT above 935 “C and/or engine 
response abnormal: 

l 4. Throttle (stalled engine) - OFF. 
If EGT normal anNor airstart successful: 

5. Perform engine operability check. 

L TBT OT 

m R TBT OT 

WW 

Turbine blade overtemperature. 1. Throttle - IDLE. 
Check EGT gauge and FEMS 
engine data on MFD for TBT to 
determine validity of overtemperature 
message. 

If still 0verfamperefui-e: 

2. Throttle - OFF. 

TRANSIRECT Lack of dc output from either or both 
T/R. 

1. Generator - OFF/RESET, Then 
NORM. 

2. If both lights remain illuminated, 
select EMERG GEN on MASTER TESl 
panel. 

3. Land as soon as practicable. 

Landing gear not down with flaps down 
and either throttle s 85 percent. 

Lower gear. 

Warning, Caution, Advisory Lights/Displays (Sheet 14 of 15) 
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WARNING/CAUTION/ADVISORY LIGHTS/DISPLAY LEGENDS 

LIGHT/LEGEND 

WW 

WING 
SWEEP 

WSHLD HOT 

CAUSE 

ailure of both wing-sweep channels OI 
pider detent disengaged. 

:ailure of one wing-sweep channel. 

:enter windshield temperature 300 “F. 

%st failure in yaw SAS. 

second failure in yaw SAS. 

ACTION 

\dvisofy light only. no loss of normal 
wntfoi: 

1. MASTER RESET - Depress. 
MING SWEEP light and W/S legend, nc 
3utomafic or manual control: 

1. Airspeed - Decelerate to 0.9 or Less. 
2. Check spider detent engaged. 
3. MASTER RESET - Depress. 

I WlNG SWEEP //ght and W/S caut/on legenc 
Uuminate again: 

4. WING SWEEP DRIVE NO.1 and WG 
SWP DR NO.2 MANUV FLAP cb - 
Pull. 

5. Emergency WING SWEEP handle - 
Comply With Schedule. 

defer to Chapter 14. 

Advisory light only: 

I. MASTER RESET - Depress. 

1. WSHLDAIR - OFF. 
ff light remains illuminated: 

2. AIRSOURCE - OFF. 
3. OBOGS - BACKUP. 
4. RAM AIR - OPEN. 
5. Reduce airspeed < 300 knots or 0.8 

Mach. 
6. Land as soon as practicable. 

1. MASTER RESET - Depress. 
2. If light remains illuminated - Stay 

Below 1.0 TMN. 

I. YAW STAB - OFF. 
2. MASTER RESET - Depress. 

If light remains illuminated: 

3. Decelerate below 1.0 TMN. 
4. YAW SAS PWR cb’s - Cycle. 
5. If light remains illuminated, remain 

below 1.0 TMN. 
If light out: 

6. Reset YAW STAB switch. 

Warning, Caution, Advisory Lights/Displays (Sheet 15 of 15) 
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CHAPTER 12 

Ground Emergencies 

12.1 ON-DECK EMERGENCIES 

12.1.1 Engine Fire on the Deck 

PILOT 

* 1. Both FUEL SHUT OFF handles - Pull. 

l 2. Both throttles - OFF. 

3. If conditions permit-Windmill Engine. 

4. BACK UP IGNITION switch - Check OFF. 

Excessive windmilling of engine with oil 
system failure may increase combustion/ 
smoking (blue/white) and result in greater 
difficulty extinguishing, causing further 
damage to engine. 

If FIRE light and/or other secondary indications: 

5. Fire extinguisher 
pushbutton (affected engine) -Depress. 

6. Egress. 

RIO 

1. Notify ground and/or tower. 

2. Egress. 

12.1.2 Abnormal Start 

1. Throttle (affected engine) - OFF. 

2. BACK UP IGNITION switch-Check OFF. 

Note 
l If hot start on deck, windmill engine until 

EGT is below 250 “C before attempting 
restart. 

l If wet start, continue cranking until 
tailpipe is clear of fuel. 

12.1.3 START VALVE Light After Engine Start 

1. Ensure ENG CRANK switch-OFF. 

2. AIR SOURCE pushbutton - OFF. 

3. Throttle (affected engine) - OFF. 

l If the starter valve does not close during 
engine acceleration to idle ‘pm, continued 
airflow through the air turbine starter 
could result in catastrophic failure of the 
starter turbine. 

l If the START VALVE caution light illumi- 
nates after the ENG CRANK switch is off, 
or if the ENG CRANK switch does not 
automatically return to the off position, en- 
sure that the ENG CRANK switch is off by 
60-percent rpm and select AIR SOURCE to 
OFF to preclude starter overspeed. 

12.1.4 Uncommanded Engine Acceleration on 
Deck. Uncommanded engine acceleration may or may 
not be associated with throttle movement. Uncom- 
manded throttle(s) are characterized by increased or de- 
creased throttle settings caused by failures of the throttle 
control system. 

Uncommanded engine acceleration without throttle 
movement is a result of an AFTC or MEC failure nor- 
mally associated with one engine. Selection of either L 
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or R ENG select switch to SEC may restore throttle 
authority. 

* 1. Paddle switch - Depress and Hold. 

‘2. Throttle(s) - As Desired. 

‘3. ENG MODE SELECT - SEC. 

Note 

In SEC mode, nozzle is commanded fully 
closed. 

‘4. THROTTLE MODE switch -MAN. 

If Engine(s) still uncommanded and aircraft is not in 
catapult tension: 

5. Throttle(s) - OFF. 

6. FUEL SHUT OFF handle(s) -Pull. 

Note 
l Approximately 50 pounds of force must 

be applied to the throttles to override the 
boost system to ensure disengagement of 
APC BIT self-test. 

4. Ejection seat - SAFE. 
(Safe by raising the SAFE/ARMED handle) 

The quickest and most reliable method to 
secure uncommanded thmttles is to revert 
the throttle system to the manual mode and 
secure the throttle(s). Since manual is, by 
design, a backup mode, the throttle rigging 
may not be the same as the boost mode. It 
maytakeahardsnappingmotiontoposition 
the throttle into OFF. If throttle(s) am mis- 
rigged in manual mode, the OFF position 
may not secure he1 flow to the engine. 

5. All fittings (Restraint fittings and oxygen hose)- 
Release. 

Note 
To retain survival kit, do not release lapbelt 
restraint fittings. 

12.1.6 Emergency Enfrance. SeeFigure 12-1 forpm- 
cedures for entering the cockpit for emergency rescue. 

Both throttles cannot be secured simulta- 
neously; however, reverting to manual 
mode will allow both throttles to be repo- 
sitioned to IDLE simultaneously. 

12.1.7 Weight-On-Off Wheels Switch Malfunc- 
tion. There are WOW switches on the left and right 
main gear that interact with many aircraft subsystems to 
provide safety interlocks. The interlocks prevent opera- 
tion of various components or systems on deck or in 
Eight, as appropriate. 

12.1.5 Ground Egress Without Parachute and 
Survival Kit. Methods and routes of ground egress 
will vary with the situation. In all cases, kneeling the 
aircraft (conditions permitting) via the nose strut switch 
will facilitate a safer exit for the aircrew. If sufficient Failure of the letI or right WOW switches to 
time does not exist for ground personnel to deploy the the in-flight mode can cause loss of engine 
boarding ladder, aircrew should egress to the rear of the ejecior air to the ID& and hydraulic heat 
aircraft, over the horizontal stabilizers or wings, or di- exchangers causing thermal disconnect 
rectly to the deck from the cockpit if the tail is over and/or heat damage to the generators and air- 

craft hydraulic systems. 

\ 

\ 

water. In the case of fne, the location and intensity of 
the fne will dictate the safest escape mute. If electingto 

egress directly t?om the cockpit, aircrew should grasp 
the canopy rail with both hands, hang to full body ex- 
tension, and drop to the ground. A parachute-landing fall 
maneuver may be required to minimize risk of injury. 
Spacing of pitot static probes along both sides of the 
fonvard fuselage will allow for an unobstructed egress. 

Standing and jumping from the cockpit or 
attempting to slide down the nose of the 
aircraft during ground egress can result in 
severe injury. 

If the ENG/PROBE ANTI-ICE switch is 
in the ORIDE position, touching the pitot 
probes with bare skin will cause burns. 

1. Kneel aircraft (if possible). 

2. Canopy-OPEN or JETTISON 

I 

3. Parking bmke - Pull. 



1. PUSHBUTTON TO OPEN DOOR. 
2. SQUEEZE T-HANDLE AND 

PULL TO JETTISON CANOPY. 

NORMAL COCKPIT EN lRANCE 
I 

I 
T 
E 

T 
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Figure 12-l. Emergency Entrance 
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12.1.7.1 Failure Of Weight On-Off Wheels to 
In-flight Mode 

INDICATIONS: 

1. WOW acronym displayed 

2. Approach indexers illuminated. 

3. Nozzles may be partially closed at idle rpm. 

4. Nosewheel steering inoperative. 

5. Launch bar light illtinatcd (if nosegear turned 
>lOO). 

6. Ground-roll braking inoperative. 

7. Wing-sweep MASTER TEST disabled. 

8. Oversweep disabled. 

9. OutboardspoilermoduleonwithFLAPhandleUP 
(wings less than 62’). 

10. Aircraft will not kneel. 

If two or more of the preceding anomalies are de- 
tected, the following action should be taken: 

1. Clear runway (if applicable). 

2. Generators - OFF. 

3. Throttles - OFF (after downlocks are in place). 

Failure of the lefl or tight WOW switches to 
the in-flight mode can cause loss of engine 
ejector air to the IDGs and hydraulic heat 
exchangers causing thermal disconnect 
and/or heat damage to the generators and air- 
cratt hydraulic systems. 

1. RDR switch - OFF. 

(,,,,,I 
With faihne. of the WOW switch to the in- 
flight mode, the following l%nctions are en- 
abled 

a. Radarcanscanandradiate. 

b. ALQ-165 can transmit. 

c. Probe heaters will be on in AD-TO. 

d. ALQ-167 can radiate (TARPS).’ 

e. BOL chatTcan dispense. 

12.1.8 Binding/Jammed FllgM Controls On 
Deck 

1. Holdlightpmssumagaimtbindh@mshictiontoth- 
cilitate maintenance troubleshooting pmce&ma. 

m 

Do not attempt to free controls by force, as 
further damage to Sight control syatemmay 
fMllt. 

2. Abort mission. 

12.1.9 Brake Failure at Taxl Speed 

*l. ANTISKID SPOILER BK switch - SPOILER 
BK or OFF. 

2*. NWS - Verify Engaged 

3.* Parking bmke - PULL (if requhed) (applying 
parking brake will lock both main wheels.) 

pi&-) 

Complete loss of hydraulic fluid through the 
wheelbrake hydraulic lines will render the 
parking brake ineffective. 

If brakes still inoperative: 

4. Hook - DN. 
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\ L 

7. Both throttles-OFF (If required). 

If collision imminent, DO NOT delay step 7. 

After lowering the hook, NWS will automat- 
ically center and will remain centered until 
NWS is cycled. 

p&G-) 

5. Lights-ON. During shipboard operations, aircrew should 

6. Notify ground and/or tower. 
not delay ejection decision if aircraft depar- 
ture t?om flight deck is imminent. 
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CHAPTER 13 

Takeoff Emergencies 

13.1 ABORTED TAKEOFF 

Emergencies during takeoff are extremely critical 
and require fast analysis and quick decision by the pilot. 
The decision to abort should not be delayed just because 
emergency arresting gear is available at the end of the 
runway. Whether to abort or continue the takeoff de- 
ponds on the length of runway remaining, refusal speed, 
best single-engine climb speed, and the arresting gear 
available. Failure of either engine, a fm warning light, 
or a blown tire during takeoff dictates an immediate 
abort if enough runway is available. The ejection seats 
will provide safe escape at ground level and low air- 
speeds. Therefore, if a safe aborted takeoff cannot be 
performed and takeoff is impossible, eject. 

In an aborted takeoff, aerodynamic ground-roll brak- 
ing is assisted by simultaneous deflection of all spoilers 
(flaps down) or inboard spoilers only (flaps up) to 55” 
when both throttles are retarded to IDLE. 

Note 
Moving flap handle down activates outboard 
spoilers to assist in aerodynamic ground-roll 
braking 

When securing the starboad engine, use caution to 
prevent inadvertent shutdown of both engines. If both en- 
gines are shut down, hydmulic pressure is lost, along with 
antiskid, nosewheel steering, spoiler braking, and normal 
braking. Full a8 stick is used to augment aetodynamic 
braking. Care should be taken while positioning tbe stick 
a8 to avoid any nose rotation. The a&aft’s tendency to 
rotateisaccentuatedwiththeflspsupbecauseofincreased 
longitudinal control effectiveness, and aft stick must be 
applied at a slower rate to avoid rotation. 

Maximum braking effort in aborts initiated 
near rotation speed at takeoff gross weights 
may result in blown tires even with antiskid 
engaged. 

Rolling over an arresting wire with brake 
pressure applied may result in blown tires. 

Ifarresting gear is available, use it to avoid rolling off 
the runway. Always inform the control tower of your 
intention to abort the takeoff and engage the arresting 
gear, so that aircraft landing behind you can be waved 
off. Lower the hook in sufficient time for it to Rdly 
extend (normally 1,000 feet before engagement). Use 
nosewheel steering to maintain directional control and 
aim for the center of the runway. At night, use the taxi 
light to see the arresting gear. If off center just before 
engaging the arresting gear, do not turn the aircraft but 
continue straight ahead, parallel to the centerline. 

If aborting with a blown nosewheel tire, it is likely 
that either or both engines have FOD. In the event of any 
blown tire during an aborted takeoff, the flaps should 
not be moved until they can be inspected for FOD. 

Aircraft control following loss of an engine during 
the takeoff roll is a function of thrust setting and air- 
speed. In most cases, an aborted takeoffwill be required. 
Refer to paragraph 11.8 for additional discussion of 
takeoff configuration, asymmetric thrust flight charac- 
teristics. 

13.1.1 Aborted Takeoff Checklist 

l 1. Throttles - IDLE. 

‘2. Speedbrakes - EXT. 

‘3. Stick-AFT. 

Note 
The stick should be positioned fully at? at a 
rate that will not cause any nose rotation. 

*4. Hook - DN (1,000 feet before wire) 

*5. Brakes-As Required. 
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*5. Brakes-As Required. 

*6. Right engine - OFF (if required). 

Note 
Ifperforming no flap/maneuvering flap take- 
off, lowering the flap handle slightly during 
an abort will deploy all spoilers for ground- 
roll braking if SPOILER BRAKE or 
BOTH is selected, assisting in decelerating 
the aircraft. 

13.2 SINGLE-ENGINE FAILURE FIELD/ 
CATAPULT LAUNCHBVAVEOFF 

Initial aircraft controllability is highly dependent on 
timely and proper rudder usage. Rudder is the primary 
control for countering yaw caused by asymmetric. thrust 
since lateral stick inputs alone will induce adverse yaw 
in an already critical flight regime. Compounding the 
situation, visual cues for ascertaining yaw excursions 
may be absent at night. While roll caused by yaw will 
always be apparent, yaw excursions during night/IFR 
conditions may be first indicated by the turn and slip 
indicator and heading indicator if in near wings-level 
flight. The pilot should be prepared to apply up to and 
including full rudder at the first indication of an engine 
failure. Do not rotate aircmt? below 130 knots in any 
configuration. Refer to NAVAIR 01-Fl4AAP-1.1, 
Chapter 26 for higher rotation speeds. Additional areas 
for consideration are discussed below. 

13.2.1 Angle-of-AttacklEndspeed Considera- 
tion. Failure to limit AOA will place the aircraft in a 
regime to reduce directional stability, rudder control, 
and rate of climb. The aircraft may be uncontrollable at 
AOA above 20 units. Smoothly rotating to 10” pitch 
attitude on the waterline and approximately 14 units 
indicated AOA provides the best compromise between 
controllability, good initial flyaway attitude, and ade- 
quate single-engine performance. For compromise, nor- 
mal 15-knot excess endspeed catapult launches 
(mandatory from catapult No. 4 and highly recom- 
mended from catapult No. 3) will place the aircraft in 
the approximate 14-unit AOA regime. Zero excess end- 
speed launches on ‘hot days, where single- engine per- 
formance is marginal, will place the aircraft in the 
approximate 18- unit AOA regime and will require the 
pilot to precisely fly the aircraft away Tom the water, 
avoiding sudden pitch control inputs, 

13.2.2 Rate of Climb Consideration. Rate of climb 
may be increased by selecting afterburner with ASYM 
LIMITER switch in ON. Only minimum AB is avail- 

able. The most adverse drag condition is with the wings 
level on a constant heading, but techniques used by 
traditional multiengine aircraft (such as raising the dead 
engine with 5” angle ofbank) are applicable for the F-14. 
Airspeed and angle of hank control will also greatly 
affect rate of climb (refer to NAVAIR 01-F14AAP-1.1 
for all of these effects). 

Under normal circumstances, 180 knots is used as the 
flaps up speed. However, if during a single-engine 
takeoff the aircraft has achieved a safe flying speed and 
a positive rate of climb but has difficulty achieving flap 
speed, moving the flaps up in increments prior to 180 
knots will enhance acceleration and climb capabilities. 

13.2.3 Stores Jettison Considerations. If an 
acceptable rate of climb caIlnot be maintained or decel- 
eration cannot be countered by thrust alone, jettison 
should be selected. The benefits of an instantly lighter 
aircraft and lower drag configuration always produce 
positive effects on performance. Separation charac- 
teristics of the external tanks in this configuration, how- 
ever, have never been verified by flight tests and 
consequently may result in stores-to-aircraft collision 
with unknown consequences. The use of ACM jettison, 
which will selectively bypass nonselected stores, could 
be utilized but does not offer the same gross weight 
reduction and requires the additional interlocks of gear 
handle plus ACM guard up. 

13.2.4 Aircrew Coordination. Each launch must 
be made with the aircrew prepared for the worst case. 
Even when mentally prepared to handle this emergency, 
the F-14 crew faces a difficult task in executing a safe 
flyaway. Of paramount importance is a knowledgeable 
understanding by both pilot and RIO of what to expect 
when confronted with an engine failure during launch. 
Both must have already determined during a preflight 
briefing the points to be considered, that is, control- 
lability, AOA/pitch attitude, engine, rate of climb, and 
jettison considerations. The pilot will probably be the 
only one to know if an engine fails during launch. The 
RIO will probably be the only one in a position to suc- 
cessfully initiate ejection prior to departing the ejection 
envelope. 

13.2.5 Single-Engine Failure Field/Catapult 
LaunchMlaveoff I 

*l, Set 10“ pitch attitude on the waterline (14 units 
AOA maximum). 

‘2. Rudder -Opposite Roll/Yaw Supplemented By 
Lateral Stick 



*3. Both throttles-As Required for Positive Rate of 
Climb 

*4. Landing gear - UP. 

‘5. Jettison - If Required. 

6. If banner tow, hook - DOWN. 

7. If unable to control aircraft - Eject. 

8. Establish IO-unit AOA climb. 

9. Climb to safe altitude. 

10. Flaps - UP. 

11. Refer to Single-Engine Cruise Operations, Chap- 
ter 14. 

13.3 BLOWN TIRE DURING TAKEOFF 

If a tire blows during the takeoff roll and an abort is 
impossible, do not raise the landing gear or flaps. Leave 
the landing gear down to avoid fouling the blown tire in 
the wheelwell. Leave the flaps down; they may be dam- 
aged by pieces of ruptured tire. Also, climbing with the 
gear and flaps down is an optimum flight attitude for 
emergency fuel dumping. 

13.3.1 Blown Tire During Takeoff; Takeoff 
Aborted or After Landing Touchdown 

* 1. Nosewheel steering - Engaged. 

*2. ANTI SKJD SPOILER BK switch - SPOILER 
BK. 
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Do not delay engaging nosewheel steering 
in order to center rudder pedals. 

Aircraft should have ground locks in- 
stalled and engines secured before mov- 
ing aircraft. 

Note 
Antiskid will sense a constant release on a 
dragging blown tire. \ 

13.3.2 Blown Tire During Takeoff; Takeoff 
Continued or After Landing \ 
Go-Around 

\ 
* 1. Throttles - As Required. 

‘2. Landing gear and flaps - Leave As Set for Take- 
\ 

Off. \ 

Blown 

m \ 

tire(s) can cause engine FOD and/or 
structural damage. 

\ 
3. HYD ISOL switch - FLT. 

\ 
Note 

This will require bending the cam on the gear \ 
handle in order to move the HYD ISOL 
switch to FLT. \ 

4. Refer to BLOWN TIRE LANDING procedures \ 
paragraph 15.5. 

\ L 
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CHAPTER 14 

In-Flight Emergencies 

14.1 COMMUNICATIONS FAILURE 

1. Check mikes and earphone plugs. 

2. Check oxygen mask connections and oxygen hose 
disconnect. 

3. RIO check console connector adjacent to shoulder 
harness control lever. Pilot check console connec- 
tor aft of g valve. 

4. Increase ICS volume and attempt B/U and 
EMERG positions. 

5. Attempt intercommunications with VHF/UHF 
transceiver. 

6. If cockpit altitude is safe, oxygen mask can be 
removed so that when helmet earmuff is held open, 
verbal communications can be maintained. 

14.1.1 Flightcrew Attention Signals. When no 
other method of communicating exists, the following 
signals should be used: 

1. Pilot will attract RIO by rocking of wings. 

2. RIO will attract pilot by shouting “.... #,@,&,!” 

3. Acknowledgment will be thumbs-up, high on left- 
hand side of cockpit, and future communications 
will be conducted by visual hand signals using 
HEFOE code. 

14.1.2 COMM-NAV Emergency Procedures 

14.1.2.1 Lost (Without Navigation Aids or 
Radio Receiver) 

1. Pilot select running lights on FLASH. 

2. RIO squawk mode 3 Code 7600. 

1 

3. Attempt home base location by radar mapping or 
DR to best known position. Attempt marshal pat- 
tern location by APX-76 interrogation. 

4. Drop fourbundles ofchaffat 2-mile intervals, then 
complete series of four standard left-hand 360” 
turns at 20-second intervals. 

5. Ifno chaff, fly minimum oftwo triangular patterns 
to left with l-minute legs. 

6. Repeat patterns at 20-minute intervals. 

7. Conserve fuel throughout and facilitate radar 
pickup by maintaining highest feasible altitude 
consistent with situation. 

8. Be alert for aircraft attempting to join. 

9. Afterjoining, communicate with appropriate hand 
or light signals. 

14.1.2.2 Lost (Without Navigation Aids But 
With Radio Receiver) 

1. Same as without radio, but make turns to right. 

14.1.2.3 No Radio (With Navigation Aids) 

1. Proceed to alternate marshal. 

2. Energize ID function at least once each minute. 

3. Commence penetration or letdown at EAC. If not 
given EAC, commence approach at estimated time 
of arrival. 

4. Be alert for aircraft vectored to join. 

14.2 PITOT-STATIC SYSTEM FAILURES 

If the altimeter and Mach airspeed indicators are er- 
roneous, pitot pressure, static pressure, and total 
temperature inputs to the central air data computer may 

14-l ORIGINAL 
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also be inaccurate. Placing the ANTI-ICE switch in 
ORIDE/ON or AUTO/OFF may restore operation if the 
malfunction was caused by icing. 

Note 

. Pitot-static system failures because of ic- 
ing may input an erroneous Mach number 
to the AICS programmer, which will re- 
sult in the ramps being in the wrong posi- 
tion for the actual Mach number (engine 
stall may result). If this erroneous Mach 
number is outside 0.3 to 0.9 band, the 
AICS anti-ice positioning feature will be 
overridden. 

l With known or suspected pitot-static mal- 
functions, do not exceed 0.9 TMN. 

If it is apparent that icing is not the problem, use the 
AOA indicator in place of airspeed for flight conditions 
as shown in Figure 14-1. Descend to an altitude below 
23,000 feet. When cabin altitude stabilizes at 8,000 feet, 
aircraft altitude will be approximately 23,000 feet. Be- 
low 23,000 feet, aircrafi altitude can be determined by 
dumping cabin pressure and using the cabin altitude 
indicator above 5,000 feet. Below 5,000 feet, use the 
radar altimeter. 

Reduce airspeed and set wing sweep to 20° using the 
emergency wing-sweep mode. The landing should be 
without the autothrottle engaged. If the mission com- 
puter computations are affected, the RIO can manually 
enter estimated wind direction and velocity through the 
computer address panel or the DEU. 

14.3 EMERGENCY JETTISON 

All stores including external fuel tanks (stations 2 and 
7). but excluding Sidewinder missiles (AIM-g), are jet- 
tisoned in a fixed interval between sequenced stations 
to avoid store-to-aircraft collision. See Figure 14-2 for 
external stores jettison table. 
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l With landing flaps and slats down, do not 
tire Sidewinder missiles. 

l If jettisoned during takeoff emergency, 
external fuel tanks may collide with 
the aircraft because of their unstable 
characteristics. 

l. EMERG STORES JETT pushbutton-Depress. 

FLIGHT CONDITION 

CATAPULT (15 KNOTS EXCESS) 
Transition From Catapult MRT 

AB 

MILITARY POWER CLIMB 
All Drag Index Sea Level 

Combat Ceiling 

MAXIMUM POWER CLIMB 
All Drag Indexes Sea Level 

Combat Ceiling 

CRUISE AT ALTITUDES BELOW 
20,000 FEET (All Gross Weights) 
Drag Index = 6 
Drag Index = 100 

CRUISE AT OPTIMUM ALTITUDE 
All Drag Index 

MAXIMUM ENDURANCE 
All Drag Indexes, All Altitudes 

IDLE DESCENT 
250 KCAS 
Maximum Range 

GEAR AND FLAPS EXTENSION 
Safe Gear Extension (Flaps UP) at 
260 KIAS 
Safe Flap Extension (Gear DN) at 
225 KIAS 

I\PPROACH 
CCAlGCA Pattern; 220 KCAS; Gear 
UP; Flaps UP; 54,000 pounds. 
Final ON SPEED Approach (Gear 
DN): Two Engines (All Flap 
Configurations) 
Sinole Enaine/PRI: 

FULL FtiR DLC ENGAGED 
FULL FlaF: DLC STOWED 
NO FLAP 

Single Engine/SEC: 
FULL FLAP (CV ONLY) 
NO FLAP (FIELD ONLY) 

ANGLE- 
OF- 

AlTACK 
UNITS 

14.0 
13.0 

6.0 
9.5 

5.0 
0.0 

6.0 
9.0 

0.0 

10.0 

9.0 
10.0 

6.5 

9.0 

9.0 

15.0 

15.0 
14.0 
14.0 

13.0 
15.0 

DRAG INDEX CONFIGURATION 

0 (4) AIM-7 
100 (6) AIM-54 

(2) 267-gallon external tanks 

Figure 14-1. Airspeed Indicator Failure 
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VERIFY ON DURING 

1/ 
($1 LTS CHECK 

PRESTART - PILOT 

SEQUENCE 
(*) JETTISON 

v 
SELECTED 
STATIONS 

NOTE 

l FUZING SAFED IN ALL JElTISON MODES. (DOES NOT PRECLUDE 
INADVERTENT ARMING OF MECHANICAL FUZES.) 

l SIDEWINDER CANNOT BE JE’ITISONED. 

INTERLOCKS 

WEIGHT OFF WHEELS (EITHER RIGHT OR 
LEFT MAIN GEAR) 

0 
LANDING GEAR HANDLE UP 

0 
MASTER ARM SWITCH ON 

@ 
ACM COVER UP 

0 
STATION SELECT 

(*) JETTISON SEQUENCE 

STATIONS 1 B, 88,2,7, -4D, -5D, -4A, -5A, -4C, 
-5C, 48, -58, -3D, -6D, -3A, -6A, -3C, 
-6C, -38, -6B 

NOTE 

. THE TIME INTERVAL BETWEEN STATIONS 
INDICATED BY (-) IS 100 MS. 

0 SUBSTATIONS A, B, C, AND D OF RAIL ARE 
NUMBERED CLOCKWISE, LOOKING DOWN 
AT RAIL WITH A THE LEFT REAR STATION 
ON EACH RAIL. 

. STATIONS lB, 8B,2, AND 7 ARE 
JETTISONED SIMULTANEOUSLY. 
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Note 

l The EMERG STORE JETT function is 
disabled with weight on wheels. 

. The EMERG STORES .lETT and ACK 
lights illuminate when emergency jettison 
is activated. 

l A weight-off-wheels signal from the left 
or right main wheel is sufficient to enable 
emergency jettison. 

.. A complete emergency store jettison se- 
quence can take 1.7 seconds. 

If step 1 fails, proceed with ACM jettison. 

ACM jettison will release all stores selected except 
Sidewinder missiles. 

1. LDG GEAR handle - UP. 

2. DEU STA SEL -As Required. 

3. ACM guard-UP (cover up). 

4. ACM JETT - Depress and Hold (at least 2 sec- 
onds). 

Note 
. ACM jettison follows the same sequence 

as emergency jettisoning but requires in- 
dividual selection of stations to be re- 
leased. Station not selected is skipped. 

. When jettisoning bombs from stations 3,4, 
5, and 6, the interval between sequenced 
stations is automatically designated at 100 
milliseconds to avoid store-to-store and 
store-to-aircraft collision. 

14.4 FIRE LIGHT AND/OR FIRE IN FLIGHT 

Fire may be accompanied by other indications such 
as explosion, vibration, smoke, or fumes in the cockpit, 
trailing smoke, or abnormal engine inshument indications. 

A fire in flight precipitated by a failwe in the engine 
can be catastrophic in an extremely short period oftime. 
The shrapnel generated by the engine can rupture fuel 
and/or hydraulic lines, resulting in a raging tire. The 
sequence of events for the failure could include all or 
some of the following: 

1. A low-amplitude vibration and noise. 

2. Intermittent bursts of white sparks in the vicinity 
of the aft edge of the overwing fairing. 

3. Sparks turning to flames. 

4. Continuous yellow sparks in an area of increasing 
size. 

5. Flames and/or smoke spreading forward to wing 
pivot point and encompassing the area of the over- 
wing fairing. 

6. Flames, smoke, and/or heat crossing the centerline 
of aircraft and exiting in the other overwing fairing 
area. 

These indications may or may not be accompanied by 
a FIRE light and a HUD/MFD legend. This midship pas- 
sage of heat and flames could be through the area contain- 
ing the flight control system control rods, which run fore 
and afl through the back of the aircraft. Heat and flames 
progressing through this area would impinge on the longi- 
tudinal and lateral control rods causing possible distortion 
or failure. Loss of aircrafi may follow. The flightcrew 
facedwiththis typeoffue in flightmust react immediately. 

Note 

If the FIRE warning light is off and a 
HUD/MFD legend is displayed, verify FIRE 
DET TEST checks 4.0. Assume message 
was incorrect and keep engine on line. The 
legend is a repeat of a discrete from the fire 
detection system. 

* 1. Throttle (affected engine) - IDLE. 

*2. AIR SOURCE pushbutton - OFF. 

*3. OBOGS master switch - BACKUP. 

Oxygen breathing time on BACKUP is lim- 
ited and requires immediate mission plan- 
ning. See OBOGS emergency procedure. 
See Figure 2-80 for oxygen breathing time 
remaining. 

Note 

When ECS service air to the OBOGS con- 
centrator is shut off, the aircrew has approxi- 
mately 30 seconds before depleting residual 
OBOGS pressure and mask collapse. 



Note 
Restoration of service air (selecting RAM) 
will return OBOGS to operation. 

Iflight goes off (and no other secondary indications): 

Note 
Fire detection test is not available on the 
emergency generator. 

$4. MASTER TEST switch - FIRE DET TEST 

If light remains illuminated, FIRE DET test fails, or 
other secondary indications: 

*5. FUEL SHUT OFF handle (affected engine) - 
Pull. 

*6. Throttle (affected engine)- OFF. 

*7. Climb and decelerate. 

*8. Fire extinguisher pushbutton - Depress. 

Note 
Ensure BACK UP IGNITION switch is OFF. 

9. Refer to Single-Engine Cruise Operations, para- 
graph 14.5.3.2. 

10. Land as soon as possible. 

11. If fire persists - Eject. 

14.5 ENGINE EMERGENCIES 

14.51 Compressor Stall. A compressor stall is an 
dynamic disruption ofthe airflow through the compres- 
SOT. Compressor stalls may occur at any altitude/airspeed 
combination, including supersonic, and can be identified by 
any one or a combination of the following indications. 

Note 
The loss of Mach number signal from the 
CADC results in the loss ofboth airflow lim- 
iting and idle lockup functions of tbe AFTC. 
This may result in pop stalls at supersonic 
speeds (on a cold day) at high power and inlet 
buzz, resulting in pop stalls at idle power. 

a. Loud bangs or vibrations 

b. Rapid yaw or nose slice 

c. Increasing EGT 

d. Rpm rollback and/or thrust loss 

e. Lack of throttle response 

f. Inlet buzz (supersonic only) 

g. Fireball emanating from the exhaust 
and/or intake. 

*I. &load aircraft (0.5g to l.Og). 

If greater than 1.1 Mach: 

*2. Both throttles - MIL 

When 1.1 Mach or less: 

*3. Both throttles - Smoothly to IDLE. 

Note 

If above 1.1 Mach, monitor minimum rpm to 
ensure proper functioning of idle lockup to 
avoid inducing a stall. 

If EGT is above 935 “C and/or engine response is 
abnormal: 

‘4. Throttle (stalled engine) - OFF. 

If EGT normal and/or airstart successful: 

5. Perform engine operability check. 

Note 

After any stall, throttle movement should be 
minimized until engine operability checks 
are performed. Engines should be exercised 
at 10,000 feet in cruise and then at approach 
speeds, one at a time, to ensure stall-freeper- 
formance is available for landing. If engine 
performance is abnormal, set power as nec- 
essary and avoid further throttle movement. 
Land as soon as practical. 

Flight test operations have not produced any fully 
developed engine stalls. Pop stalls have been observed 
and were self-clearing with no adverse operational im- 
pact. Engine ground testing has shown that a hard stall 
(characterized by loud bang) can result in substantial 
damage to the IGV system. The damage resulted in 
complete detachment of the IGV from the external link- 
age. There was no FOD. 
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When the IGV linkage breaks, the IGVs assume a 
fixed aerodynamic trailing position. This position is 
near normal for MIL or AB power settings, but is too 
far open at lower throttle positions. This reduces fan 
stall margin with the greatest reduction halfway be- 
tween IDLE and MIL. Airborne, a hard stall may re- 
sult in similar damage and will likely have been the 
result of an AICS malfunction and/or fuels/engine 
control system failure. If a stall occurs during AB 
operation, the asymmetric thrust limiting circuit 
should reduce the good engine to minimum AB. 
Asymmetric thrust may produce adverse flying quali- 
ties under low airspeed and/or high AOA conditions. 

I,,,,,,,1 

Do not delay securing an overtemped engine. 
Undue delay will greatly increase the likeli- 
hood of severe turbine damage and decrease 
the chance for a successful airstart. If both 
engines are overtemped, one engine must be 
secured immediately to provide maximum 
potential for a successful airstart. 

Note 
Airspeed and altitude will determine whether 
both engines can be safely shut down (with 
dual compressor stalls), or whether one 
should be secured and relit prior to shutting 
down the other. If airspeed is insufficient to 
provide windmill ‘pm for hydraulic pressure, 
one engine should be left in hung stall. 

There is a threefold danger present when one engine 
has experienced a compressor stall. The most serious 
dangermanifests itselfat slow airspeedsand high power 
settings, where the sudden thrust asymmetry (a stalled 
engine yields negligible thrust) will induce or aggravate 
a departure and may produce sufficient yaw rate to cause 
a flat spin if proper recovery controls are not used. 

The other two dangers from a compressor stall are that 
the stalled engine may sufferovertempemture damage and 
that the good engine might also stall. Although the emer- 
gencyprocedures are designed to address all three dangers, 
the pilot must understand that aircraft controllability takes 
priority over engine considerations and involves both 
throttle position and flight controls. Reference to the en- 
gine instruments will probably be required to determine 
the stalled engine. If the aircraft has departed controlled 
flight, this should not be attempted until the pilot has en- 
sured that thrust asymmetry has been minimized and that 
yawrateand AOAare undercontrol. The rationale for each 
individual step in the emergency procedure is as follows: 

Step 1: Unload the aircraft (0.5g to 1 .Og) - Unloading 
the aircraft reduces the likelihood of a departure, 
while providing a more normal engine inlet air- 
flow. It is not intended that the pilot push full 
forward stick or induce negative g, but merely 
that any g load on the aircraft be reduced to as 
near 1 .Og as possible. In the nose-high, slow-air- 
speed case, the pilot may temporarily lose control 
effectiveness. This should not be cause for alarm 
and the pilot should he able to expeditiously es- 
tablish a wings-level, nose-low attitude as long 
as step 2 is followed immediately. 

Step 2: If speed is 1.1 Mach or greater, both throttles 
- MIL. Setting the throttles to MIL will both 
help reduce the asymmetric thrust developed 
during the stall and potentially help the engine 
recover from the stall. It is not recommended 
to retard the throttle to below MIL until the 
aircraft is below 1.1 Mach. The engine may 
automatically switch to SEC mode, and a tbrot- 
tie setting below MIL may result in inlet buzz 
(idle speed lockup is lost in SEC mode) com- 
pounding the stall problem and potentially in- 
ducing a stall in the operating engine. 

Step 3: Throttle(s) - If speed is 1.1 Mach or less, retard 
smoothly to IDLE. During a deparhue, retarding 
both throttles to IDLE will help recover the air- 
cm&by minimizing the asymmetric thrust. In the 
case of a violent slicing departure involving 
asymmetric thrust, reduction of throttles to IDLE 
is the most critical step and must be done imme- 
diately. Ifcontrol ofthe aircraft is not in question, 
there is no need to retard the throttle on the oper- 
ating engine. Retarding only the stalled engine 
throttle reduces the remote probability of induc- 
ing a dual-engine stall. In addition, thrust from 
the operating engine may be required during low- 
altitude emergencies. Minimizing asymmetric 
thrust at high AOA and low airspeed shall be 
accomplished whenever possible. Obviously, 
there are situations (landing pattern, catapult 
launch, low altitude, and airspeed) where idle 
power is unacceptable, and emergency prcce- 
dures must be tempered by pilot judgment. 

Step 4: Stalled engine, throttle off- When an engine 
stalls, the combustor flame does not extin- 
guish. Airflow through the engine and cooling 
flow to the turbine blades are severely reduced, 
and the turbine blades may suffer overtempera- 
ture damage. Securing the stalled engine to 
OFF extinguishes the combustor flame, 
thereby reducing the turbine blade tempera- 
ture. 



1451.1 Supersonic Airspeed. Supersonic com- 
pressor stalls will produce inlet buzz. This results in a 
rnugh, bumpy ride (+2.5g to -1g at six cycles per second). 
The proper technique to recover from a supersonic com- 
pressor stall is to smoothly retard throttles to MIL, keep 
feet on the deck, and control any wing-drop tendencies 
with lateral stick. 

14.5.1.2 Dual Compressor Stall 
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l During recovery from a dual-engine com- 
pressor stall (with both engine-driven 
generators having dropped offline), flight 
control inputs may temporarily reduce the 
combined hydraulic system pressure. If 
combined hydraulic system pressure 
drops to between 2,000 and 1,100 psi, the 
emergency generator will automatically 
shift to the l-kVA mode and power only 
the essential No. 1 buses. If the combined 
hydraulic pressure continues to fall, the 
essential No. 1 buses will drop offline, 
resulting in a total electrical failure. 

l Complete loss of electrical power will re- 
sult in loss of ICS, OBOGS, backup oxy- 
gen (below 10,000 feet MSL), engine 
instruments, spin direction indicators 
(spin arrow and turn needle), and displays. 

l If combined hydraulic system pressure re- 
covers, the emergency generator should 
automatically reestablish 1 -kVA power to 
the essential No. 1 buses. The emergency 
generator switch must be cycled through 
OFF/RESET to NORM to regain the 
5-kVA mode to the essentialNo. 2 buses. 

l Engine instruments are powered by the 
essential No. 1 bus but may not be auto- 
matically restored with the l-kVA mode. 
It may be necessary to cycle the emer- 
gency generator switch through OFF/RE- 
SET to NORM to regain lost engine 
instruments. 

If both engines are stalled after retarding throttles to 
IDLE, at least one engine must be immediately se- 
cured to prevent turbine damage and provide maxi- 
mum potential for an airstart. If possible, secure the 
engine that did not initiate the event (the second engine 
to stall). The cause of the first engine stall may not be 

known at this point; however, it is possible that the 
second stall may have been induced during the throttle 
transient to IDLE. Leaving one engine in hung stall 
minimizes the likelihood of total loss of hydraulic and 
electrical power (emergency generator). 
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Leaving one engine in hung stall may cata- 
strophically damage the turbine. It is, there- 
fore, imperative that the pilot expeditiously 
secure and relight one engine to prevent tnr- 
bine damage. Attention should be given to the 
remaining stalled engine as soon as possible. 

14.52 Airstarts. Tbemost likelyreasonstoperform 
an airstart are that the engine has shut down because of 
control system failure, hardware failure, fuel feed fail- 
ure, FOD, or engine stall. The augmenter fan tempera- 
ture control contains diagnostic logic to identify primary 
(PRI) engine mode failures and automatically transfers 
to secondary (SEC) mode when required. If the shut- 
down was not pilot commanded, the engine may switch 
to SEC mode automatically. The first airstart attempt 
should be made in the engine mode selected by the 
AFTC(eitberPRIor SEC). Ifan initialPRImodeairstart 
is unsuccessful, the ENG MODE SELECT switch 
should be in SEC for any subsequent airstart attempts. 

If an engine flames out, the automatic relight feature 
will attempt to restart the engine immediately; however, 
ifrpm is decaying below the throttle-commanded level, 
spooldown airstart procedures should be initiated imme- 
diately. If engine flames out because of an automatic 
shutdown caused by an overspeed greater than 110 per- 
cent, there will be no automatic relight. To regain fuel 
flow, the throttle must be cycled to OFF then to IDLE. 

Note 
An overspeed condition in excess of 110 per- 
cent will result in momentary loss of ‘pm 
indication until Nz rpm falls below 110 h.5 
percent. EGT and FF indicators will continue 
to function normally. 

There are three airstart phases: spooldown, cross- 
bleed, and windmill. Spooldown is the first phase and 
provides the best opportunity for a rapid start. Windmill 
is the last phase and is available only in very high-energy 
conditions. 

Spooldown airstarts should be initiated immediately 
when it is apparent that an engine has lost thrust and that 
rpm will decay below the throttle-commanded level. 
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High ‘pm, high airspeed, and low altitude increase the 
likelihood of a successful spooldown start. See Figure 
14-3. The best conditions for both PRI and SEC mode 
spooldown starts are below 30,000 feet, above 300 
knots, and with ‘pm greater than 30 percent. Spooldown 
airstarts that light-off with rpm as low as 30 percent can 
take up to 90 seconds to accelerate to idle and 20 seconds 
when initiated at 50 percent or greater. 

When initiating a spooldown airstart to clear a stall, 
cycle the throttle OFF then to IDLE with the engine in 
either PRI or SEC mode. EGT and rpm indications 
should rapidly decrease when the throttle is OFF con- 
firming throttle position. If OFF is selected to clear an 
engine stall, the throttle should remain in OFF for a few 
seconds until the stall clears. Typically, airstarts are 
characterized by a rapid light-off and initial EGT rise 
with a slow initial increase in ‘pm, In the low-rpm range, 
it may take up to 10 seconds to observe an apparent 
increase in ‘pm. The ‘pm display should be flashing if 
the ‘pm is increasing. 

Hung starts are characterized by the ‘pm stagnating 
below idle. The current engine indicating system (EIG) 
will stop flashing if the next higher segment is not 
reached within 10 seconds. A low-range (less than 45 
percent) hung start can be overcome with the assistance 
of crossbleed air. A midrange hung start at subidle rpm 
(50 to 60 percent) can be corrected by cycling the throttle 
OFF then to IDLE. Above 45 percent, the starterwill not 
engage. At the completion of the start sequence the en- 
gine corresponds to actual throttle position. 

14.5.2.1 Dual-Engine Airstart (Or Airstart of 
One Engine With the Other Engine Secured). 
Dual-engine redundancy and automatic relight makes 
this situation extremely unlikely. Dual engine windmill 
airstart procedures after unsuccessful automatic and 
manual spooldown airstart attempts should be consid- 
ered tertiary and performed with serious consideration 
given to airspeed altitude and safe ejection limitations. 
Flight test data indicate nominal windmill airstart air- 
speed requirements to be in the vicinity of 450 knots. 
Depending on airspeed and altitude available at windmill 
aircraft profile commencement, a dive angle of up to 45” 
may be required to achieve nominal airstart airspeeds. 
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Dive angle should not exceed 45”. At 7,500 
feet AGL and less than450 knots, commence 
a smooth, 2g pull converting airspeed to al- 
titude and eject when less than 350 knots, 

Once established at 450 knots, approximately 20” 
nose down is required to maintain constant airspeed. 
While attempting airstarts, flight control authority is 
critical. As ‘pm decreases, sufficient hydraulic pressure 
for smooth flight control inputs should be available with 
one engine windmilling above 18 percent or two engines 
windmilling above 11 percent. At 450 knots, 15” dive, a 
2g pullup should be initiated at 2,000 feet. Once the 
windmill airstart is considered to be unsuccessful, the 
aircraft shall be decelerated to less than 350 knots and 
ejection performed before controllability is lost. 
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l When advancing both throttles from OFF, 
cycle the right throttle first to a position 
above IDLE, to avoid the throttlequadrant 
locking pin feature. 

l Main generators drop off at 55-percent rpm. 
The emergency generator will drop off at 
1 l-to 12-percent ‘pm. Engine ignition will 
not be available below 10 percent. 

l Oxygen breathing time on BACKUP is 
limited and reqttires immediate mission 
planning. See OBOGS emergency proce- 
dure. See Figure 2-81 for oxygen breath- 
ing time remaining. 

Note 

l When ECS service air to the OBOGS con- 
centrator is shut off, the aircrew has ap- 
proximately 30 seconds before residual 
OBOGS pressure and mask collapse. 

l Airstatt can be performed on both engines 
simultaneously. 

14.5.2.2 Engine Flameout 

‘1. Throttle - IDLE or Above (affected engine). 

*2. BACK UP IGNITION switch - ON. 

Note 

Spooldown airstarts can take up to 90 sec- 
onds to reach idle rpm if light-off occurs at 
low ‘pm, low airspeed, and high altitude. 

If hung start or no start: 

*3. Throttle (affected engine) - Cycle OFF, Then 
IDLE. 



Figure 14-3. Airstart Envelope 
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Istill hung or no start: 

‘4. ENG MODE SELECT - SEC. 

Fone engine is operable, perform a crossbleed airstart, 
aragraph 14.5.2.3. 

rboth engines flamed out/inoperative or crossbleed not 
ossible: 

l A dual-engine compressor stall may result 
in a total electrical failure, rendering the 
ICS, OBOGS, backup oxygen (below 
10,000 feet MSL), engine instruments, 
spin direction indicators (spin arrow and 
turn needle), and displays inoperative. 

a If sufficient hydraulic pressure restores 
the I-WA mode of the emergency gener- 
ator, it maybe necessary to cycle the emer- 
gency generator switch through OFF/ 
RESET to NORM to regain lost engine 
instruments. 

l Ejection above 350 knots is hazardous; 
the decision to exceed 350 knots rests with 
the aircrew. 

l Sufftcient hydraulic pressure for smooth 
flight control inputs should be available 
with one engine windmilling at 18- 
percent rpm or two engines at 11 percent. 

l Dive angles should not exceed 45”. At 
7,500 feet AGL minimum, commence a 
smooth 2g pullup to a 20” dive, maximum. 
At 2,000 feet AGL minimum, pull up to 
level flight. If the airstatt is unsuccessful, 
convert airspeed to altitude and eject at 
350 knots or less before controllability is 
lost. 

*5. Airspeed - 450 Knots (altitude permitting). 

6. OBOGS master switch - BACKUP. 

men start is completed: 

7. BACK UP IGNITION switch - OFF. 

8. ENG MODE SELECT - PRI. 

9. OBOGS master switch - ON. 

‘m 

Ensure ECS service air is available to 
OBOGS prior to selecting the OBOGS mas- 
ter switch ON. 

When primary mode is restored: 

10. Maintain constant subsonic Mach in level flight. 

11. Affected L or R AICS cb - Cycle (LF 1, left or 
LG 1, right). 
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If WMG SWEEP advisory light is illumi- 
nated, cycling L AICS circuit breaker (LFl) 
may cause unintentional wing sweep unless 
WING SWEEP DRIVE NO. 1 (LDl) and 
WG SWP DR NO. 2iMANUV FLAP (LEl) 
cb’s are pulled. 

1452.3 Crossbleed Airstart 

1. Throttle (had engine) - OFF. 

2. FUEL SHUT OFF handle - Check In. 

3. Throttle (good engine) - SO-Percent Rpm 
(minimum). 

4. BACK UP IGNITION switch - ON. 

5. ENG MODE SELECT - PRI. 

6. ENG CRANK switch (bad engine) - ON. 

7. Throttle (bad engine) - IDLE Immediately. 

Note 

Quickest light-offs are achievedwith throttle 
to IDLE at less than lo-percent ‘pm. 

If hung start: 

8. Throttle (bad engine) - OFF Then IDLE. 

If still hung: 

9. ENG MODE SELECT - SEC. 



When start is completed: 

10. BACK UP IGNITION switch-OFF. 

11. ENG MODE SELECT - PRI. 

When primary mode is restored: 

12. Maintain constant subsonic Mach in level flight. 

13. Affected L or R AICS cb - Cycle (LFl, left or 
LGl , right). 
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If WING SWEEP advisory light is illumi- 
nated, cycling L AICS circuit breaker (LFl) 
may cause unintentional wing sweep unless 
WING SWEEP DRIVE NO. 1 (LDI) and 
WG SWP DR NO. 2IMANUV FLAP (LEl) 
cb’s are pulled. 

14.5.3 Single-Engine Flight Characteristics. 
Single-engine flight characteristics are dependent on 
gross weight, configuration, angle of attack, wing 
sweep, and maneuvering requirements. In the cruise 
configuration, with one engine operating at military/ 
high power settings, rudder deflection and/or trim is 
required to prevent yaw toward the failed engine. How- 
ever, single-engine performance capabilities can be sig- 
nificantly restricted by adverse flying qualities in 
approach power configuration, particularly at high gross 
weights in turning flight because of the effects of thrust 
asymmetry at normal approach speed. This degrades 
with turns into the failed engine such that mdderrequire- 
merits to maintain level flight can exceed available rud- 
der control. Flight in this configuration should be 
planned to avoid turns into the failed engine with bank 
angles limited to 20” maximum and AOA limited to 12 
units. The aircraft design is such that no one system 
(flight control, pneumatic, electrical, etc.) depends on a 
specific engine. Therefore, loss of an engine does not 
result in loss ofany complete system as long as the HYD 
TRANSFER PUMP is operative. Refer to NAVAIR Ol- 
F14AAP-1.1 for single-engine performance data. 

14.5.3.1 Single-Engine Failure During Flight. 
It is uncommon to encounter compressor stalls that re- 
quire immediate engine shutdown. Occasionally, me- 
chanical failure of FllO engine components results in 
engine failure. These failures may be obvious as when 
accompanied by severe engine vibration or may be sub- 
tle as indicated by a lack of engine response to throttle 
changes. Turbine failure for example, may appear only 
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as an apparent loss of thrust and/or the inability to obtain 
a successful airstart. For confirmed mechanical failures, 
the engine should be secured and the FUEL SHUT OFF 
handle pulled. 

If an engine fails or a mechanical malfunc- 
tion has been determined, the respective 
FUEL SHUT OFF handle shall be pulled 
immediately after engine shutdown to reduce 
the possibility of fire or fuel migration. 

Note 
ECS service air pressure may be inadequate 
for OBOGS when operating on a single en- 
gine at idle. Increasing the throttle position 
for the operating engine above IDLE will 
increase pressure. This will also close the 
nozzle, increasing descent range. 

14.5.3.2 Single-Engine Cruise Operations 

1. FUEL SHUT OFF handle - Pull (inoperative 
engine). 

2. If on final approach or landing, refer to single en- 
gine landing procedures, paragraphs 15.2 and 
15.3. 

When either fuselage tape reaches 4,500 pounds of fuel 
or less: 

3. WING/EXT TRANS switch - OFF. 

The WING/EXT TRANS switch automat- 
ically returns to AUTO if the REFUEL 
PROBE switch is placed to ALL EXTEND, 
DUMP is selected, or there is 2,000 pounds 
remaining in the low side. The WMG/EXT 
TRANS switch can be reselected to OFF af- 
ter a 5-second delay, the REFUEL PROBE 
is retracted, or DUMP is secured. 

4. FEED switch - Operating Engine Side. 

When pilot workload permits close monitoring of tie1 
distribution: 

5. FEED switch -Inoperative Engine Side. 
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If the fuselage quantity on the inoperative engine side 
begins to increase: 

6. FEED switch - Immediately Move to Operating 
Engine Side. 

An increase in fuel quantity on the inopera- 
tive engine side indicates that the sump tank 
interconnect valve is not open. Fuel available 
is limited to the quantity on the operating 
engine side. 

If the fuselage fuel quantity on the inoperative engine 
side begins to decrease: 

6. FEED switch-Remain On Inoperative Engine. 

7. WING/EXT TRANSFER switch - AUTO. 

8. Refer to appropriate hydraulic system failure, 

14.54 Engine Overspeed (Nq or N2 OSP Legend) 

1. Throttle (affected engine) - IDLE. 

If overspeed continues: 

2. ENG MODE SELECT-SEC. Verify ENG SEC 
light illuminated. 

If overspeed condition persists: 

3. Throttle (affected engine)- OFF. 

Note 

l Fuel flow is automatically secured when 
‘pm reaches 110 percent. To regain fuel 
flow, the throttle must be cycled OFF then 
to IDLE. 

l An overspeed condition in excess of 1 IO 
percent will result in temporary loss of 
‘pm indication until N2 falls below 110 
A.5 percent. EGT and FF indicators will 
continue to function normally. 

4. Refer to Single-Engine Cruise Operations, para- 
graph 14.5.3.2. 

5. Land as soon as practicable. 

14.5.5 Engine START VALVE Light 

1. Ensure ENG CRANK switch - OFF. 

2. AIR SOURCE pushbutton-OFF. 

Note 

If operational necessity dictates, AIR 
SOURCE L ENG or R ENG may be selected 
provided the START VALVE light remains 
out. Crossbleed airstarts may not be available 
to the affected engine after a START 
VALVE light illuminates, because of possi- 
ble overspeed damage. 

If on deck: 

3. Throttle (affected engine) - OFF. 

If airborne: 

3. ENG START cb - Pull (RF]). 

4. OBOGS master switch-BACKUP. 

Oxygen breathing time on BACKUP is lim- 
ited and requires immediate mission plan- 
ning. See OBOGS emergency procedure. 
See Figure 2-8 1 for oxygen breathing time 
remaining. 

. 

. 

14.5.6 

Note 

When ECS service air to the OBOGS con- 
centrator is shut off, the aircrew has ap- 
proximately 30 seconds before 
depleting residual OBOGS pressure and 
mask collapse. 

Restoration of service air (selecting 
RAM) will return OBOGS to operation. 

Engine Transfer to SEC Mode 

In SEC mode, idle lockup protection is lost. 
Decelerate below 1.1 TMN before retarding 
throttle to IDLE to avoid supersonic inlet 
buzz and possible compressor stall. 



Note 

l Engine ac generator failure, indicated by 
loss of ‘pm and nozzle gauge indications, 
will shift the engine into SEC mode with- 
out illuminating the SEC light. Main high- 
energy ignition will be inoperative. 
Backup ignition is required for airstarts. 

. SEC mode transfer while in AB may re- 
sult in pop stalls. Nonemergency manual 
selection of SEC mode airborne should be 
performed in basic engine with the power 
set above 85-percent ‘pm. 

If engine transfers to SEC mode: 

1. Throttle (affected engine) - Less Than MIL. 

2. ENG MODE SELECT-Cycle. 

If PRI mode is restored: 

3. Maintain constant subsonic airspeed in level 
flight. 

If WING SWEEP advisory light is illumi- 
nated, cycling L AICS circuit breaker (LFI) 
may cause unintentional wing sweep unless 
WING SWEEP DRIVE NO. 1 (LDI) and 
WG SWP DR NO. Z/MANlJV FLAP (LEI) 
cb’s are pulled. 

4. Affected L or R AICS cb - Cycle (LFL, left or 
LGI, right). 

If engine remains in SEC: 

3. ENG MODE SELECT - SEC. 

4. Avoid abrupt throttle movements. 

5. Land as soon as practicable. 

Landing in SEC mode may increase landing 
roll because ofloss ofnozzle reset. Ifrunway 
length or braking conditions warrant, make 
an arrested landing. 
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1456.1 Transfer to SEC Mode Results 

1. SEC mode transfer from AB may result in pop 
stalls. 

2. Nozzle folly closed (higher taxi thrust). 

3. Stall warning is inoperative (engine overtemp 
warning still available). 

4. No nozzle position indication. 

5. No AB capability. 

6. Decrease stall margin at low rpm. 

7. 65 to 116 percent basic engine thrust available 
(see Figure 14-4). 

8. Main engine ignition continuously energized. 

9. No idle lockup protection. 

10. IGV fixed full open (lower windmill airspeed). 

11. RATS inoperative. 

145.7 Uncommanded SEC Mode Rpm Decay 

Engine will flameout iftransfer is delayed to 
below 59-percent ‘pm. 

1. ENG MODE SELECT - PRI (greater than 59- 
percent rpm). 

If PRI mode is restored: 

2. Maintain constant subsonic airspeed in level 
flight. 
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If WING SWEEP advisory light is illumi- 
nated, cycling L AICS circuit breaker (LFl) 
may cause unintentional wing sweep unless 
WING SWEEP DRIVE NO. 1 (LDl) and 
WG SWP DRNO. 2/MANUV FLAP (LEl) 
cb’s are pulled. 

3. Affected L or R AICS cb - Cycle (LFl, left or 
LG 1, right). 
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14.58 Uncommanded Engine Acceleration Air- 
borne (No Throttle Movement). Uncommandeden- 
gine acceleration is characterized by an increase in thrust 
without throttle movement as a result of an AFTC or 
MEC failure normally associated with one engine. Se- 
lection of the ENG MODE SELECT switch(es) to SEC 
may restore throttle authority. 

1. EN0 MODE SELECT - SEC. 

If dual engineuncommanded acceleration is associated 
with CADC failure, normal primary mode may be re- 
gained by reselecting PRI mode with the gear handle 
down. 

If engine is still uncommanded and engine shutdown is 
necessq: 

2. Throttle (affected engine) - OFF. 

3. Refer to Single-Engine Cruise Operations, pars- 
graph 14.5.3.2. 

14.5.9 Exhaust Nozzle Failed (No Nozzle Re- 
sponse to Throttle Movement). Nozzle position 
is hydraulically operated by engine oil from a separate 
compartment in the oil storage tank. A rupture in this 
system could render the nozzles inoperative and would 
generally cause the nozzles to blow open. This could 
result in engine mislight, AB blowout, and low thrust. 
Exhaust nozzles failed closed could result in engine 
stalls if afterburner is selected, and excess residual thrust 
will be present on landing rollout. An exhaust nozzle 
electrically failed open may be closed by selecting SEC 
mode. 

1. Monitor engine oil pressure/rpm. 

2. Throttles - Basic Engine Only (use minimum 
power required). 

Note 
. SEC mode transfer while in AB may re- 

sult in pop stalls. Nonemergency manual 
selection of SEC mode should be per- 
formed in basic engine with the power set 
above 85-percent rpm. 

. If the fan speed limiter circuit has failed, 
engine rollback may occur with the selec- 
tion of SEC mode. In the event of engine 
rollback, PRI mode must be reselected 
above 59-percent rpm or flameoutwill oc- 
cur and an airsWt will not be possible. 

3. ENG MODE SELECT - SEC. 
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Note 
In SEC mode, nozzle indicator is inoperative. 

4. Obtain visual inspection. 

If nozzle is open in SEC mode or abnormal response: 

5. ENG MODE SELECT - PRI. 

6. Assume mechanical failure and land as soon as 
practicable. 

If nozzle is closed or a visual inspection is not possible: 

5. ENG MODE SELECT- Remain in SEC. 

6. Assume electrical failure and land as soon as 
practicable. 

14.510 Stuck/Jammed Throttle(s). One or both 
throttles may become jammed in the afterburner range 
because of misadjustments or FOD within the throttle 
quadrant. Selection of SEC mode may be required to 
control rapid fuel consumption and airspeed and/or 
altitude. Ifthe problem cannot be corrected, engine shut- 
down with the fuel shutoff handle may be necessary to 
abort a takeoff, to control a stalled engine, or to effect a 
safe landing. If the afterburner detent lever is misad- 
justed, the right throttle may not move inboard through 
the AB detent into the basic engine range. 

An additional failure mode has been identified that 
may cause one or both throttles to become stuck in the 
basic engine range. If a large idler bearing in either 
electromechanical rotary actuator fails, it can jam the 
gear train and create side loads on the mechanical clutch 
sufficient to lock it and prevent further throttle move- 
ment. Failure may occur at any power setting between 
idle and military and is mom likely to be observed when 
throttles are retarded. While failure will prevent affected 
throttle from being retarded any further, it may be pos- 
sible to move it forward. 

14.5.10.1 Stuck or Jammed Throttle(s) In 
Afterburner 

Note 
. Spoiler brake will be inoperative with 

either throttle stuck above idle. 

l Speedbrake and DLC will be inoperative 
with either throttle stuck above military. 

1. L ENG MODE SELECT and/or R EN0 MODE 
SELECT -SEC. 
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I 2. Apply maximum inboard force on throttles and 

I 
retard as required. 

I 
If throttle(s) will not retard below minimum AB: 

I 

3. Match throttles. 

4. Relax aft pressure on throttles. 

5. While forcing throttles apart laterally: 

a. Pull throttles straight at? to MIL detent. 

b. Move throttles inboard and aft. 

6. Do not reselect afterburner. 

If right throttle will not retard: 

7. Right FUEL SHUT OFF handle - Pull (if 
required). 

8. Right throttle-MAX AB (after shutdown). 

i Failure to move the right throttle full forward 
I may limit the left throttle to 88 percent or less 

I 

after it is retarded below the MIL stop. 

9. Refer to single-engine procedures (Chapter 15). 

If left throttle will not retard: 

10. LetI FUEL SHUT OFF handle-Pull (if required). 

Il. Refer to single-engine procedures (Chapter 15). 

14.5.11 AICS Malfunctions 

14.5.11.1 RAMPS Light/INLET Light 

* 1. Avoid abrupt throttle movements. 

‘2. Decelerate to below 1.2 TMN 

l 3. Affected INLET RAMPS switch - STOW. 

A RAMPS light should always be accompa- 
nied by INLET light when the landing gear 
handle is UP. 

If RAMPS light remains illuminated: 

4. Throttle (bad engine) - 80 Percent or Less, 

If WING SWEEP advisory light is illumi- 
nated, pulling L AICS circuit breaker (LFl) 
may cause unintentional wing sweep unless 
WING SWEEP DRIVE NO. 1 (LDI) and 
WG SWP DRNO. 2/MANW FLAP (LEI) 
cb’s are pulled. 

5. Affected L or R AICS cb - Pull (LFl, left or 
LGl, right). 

6. Affected INLET RAMPS switch-AUTO. 

7. Land as soon as practicable. 

If INLET light only is illuminated, attempt AICS pro- 
grammer reset: 

4. Decelerate below 0.5 TMN. 
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If WING SWEEP advisory light is illumi- 
nated, cycling L AICS circuit breaker LFl 
may cause unintentional wing sweep unless 
WING SWEEP DRIVE NO. I (LDl) and 
WG SWP DRNO. 2MANW FLAP (LEl) 
cb’s are pulled. 

5. Affected L or R AICS cb - Cycle (LFl, left or 
LGI, right). 

If INLET light goes off: 

6. Affected INLET RAMPS switch-AUTO. 

If INLET light remains illuminated: 

If WING SWEEP advisory light is illumi- 
nated, pulling L AICS circuit breaker (LFI) 
may cause unintentional wing sweep unless 
WMG SWEEP DRIVE NO. 1 (LDI) and 
WG SWP DR NO. 2lMANW FLAP (LEI) 
cb’s are pulled. 

6. AffectedLorRAICScb-PPull(LFI,lefiorLGl, 
right). 
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7. Affected INLET RAMPS switch-AUTO. 

8. Remain below 1.2 TMN. 

14.512 INLET ICE Light 

1. ANTI-ICE switch - ORIDWON. 

When clear of known icing conditions: 

2. ANTI-ICE switch -AUTO/OFF. 
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Ice may form on inlet and ramp surfaces 
without any other visual indications, which 
may cause compressor stalls and/or FOD. 

14.5.13 Oil System Malfunction. Malfunctions 
in the oil system are indicated by an L or R OIL HOT 
light, OIL PRESS light, or by oil pressure below or 
above normal. 

If oil pressure. is over 65 psi, retard power until pres- 
sure is within the normal range. If pressure cannot be 
reduced, the engine should be shut down to avoid rup- 
faring oil lines. If oil pressure is less than 15 psi, bearing 
wear can be minimized by maintaining a constant throt- 
tle setting and avoidingmmecessaryaircraft maneuvers. 
Bearing failure is normally characterized by vibration, 
increasing in intensity with bearing deterioration. When 
vibration becomes moderate to heavy, engine seizure is 
imminent if engine is not shut down. Continued opem- 
tion of an engine with oil pressure less than 15 psi is 
likely to result in illumination of OIL HOT light or an 
engine seizure. If conditions permit, it is advisable to 
shut down the engine to reduce damage and to save it 
for emergency use. 

14.5.13.1 OIL PRESS Light and/or Abnormal 
Oil Pressure 

1. Throttle (affected engine) - IDLE. 

If oil pressure is below 15 psi, above 65 psi, or engine 
vibration: 

If shutdown is feasible: 

2. Throttle (affected engine) - OFF. 

3. Refer to Single-Engine Cruise Operations, para- 
graph 14.5.3.2. 

If shutdown is not feasible: 

2. Rpm - Set Miimum Rpm. 

3. Avoid high-g or large throttle movements. 

4. Land as soon as practicable. 

14.5.13.2 L or R OIL HOT Light 

Illumination of an OIL HOT caution light 
may be an indication of above normal gear- 
box scavenge oil temperature or high supply 
temperature. Continuous engine operation 
will result in reduced gearbox life and lubri- 
cation degradation. 

Note 
On deck OIL HOT light may be caused by 
underservicing or by excessive temperature 
on deck In the event of OIL HOT light on 
deck position throttles to OFF. 

1. Oil pressure - Check 

2. Throttle (affected engine) - 85-Percent Rpm. 

3. If after 1 minute light is still illuminated, throttle 
- OFF. 

4. Land as soon as practicable. 

5. Refer to Single-Engine Cruise Operations, para- 
graph 14.5.3.2. 

6. Relight engine for landing, if necessary. 

14.5.14 RATS Operation In Flight 

1. Tailhook- DOWN. 

If conditions permit: 

2. ANTI ICE CONTR HOOK CONTiWSHLD/AIR 
cb -Pull (8C2). 



. Pulling the ANTI ICE CONTR HOOK 
CONT/WSHLD/AIR cb (8C2) disables 
RATS. Inform CV of increased wind- 
over-deck requirements and gross weight 
settings for a non-RATS arrestment. 

. With the circuit breaker in and RATS op- 
erating, there is reduced thrust available 
for approach and use of afterburner may 
be required to arrest sink rate. 
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ANTI ICE CONTR HOOK CONT/ 
WSHLD/AIR circuit breaker (8C2) must be 
in prior to hook transition. Avoid icing con- 
ditions and rain with circuit breaker pulled. 

Note 

IfRATS secures when the hook is raisedwith 
no other weight-on-wheels indication, fail- 
ure is internal to the RATS circuitty. 

14.6 FUEL SYSTEM MALFUNCTIONS 

14.6.1 Fuel Pressure Caution Lights. Afterburner 
operations place an extreme demand on the engine the1 
feed system. Aircraft maneuvers in the zero to negative 
0.5g flight regime aggravate the effect and may generate 
a situation where afterburner blowout and engine flame- 
out occur. The first indication of this condition may be 
a fuel pressure light. 

14.6.1.1 L and/or R FUEL PRESS Light(s) On 

1. Both throttles - MIL Power or Less. 

2. Restore aircraft to l.Og flight. 

If both lights remain on: 

3. Increase positive g’s to greater than l.Og. 

4. Descend below 25,000 feet. 

5. Maintain cruise power settings or less. 

6. Land as soon as possible. 
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Illumination of both lights may be indica- 
tive of a total motive-flow failure. Zero- 
or negative-g flight should be avoided. 

Complete loss of motive flow will result 
in the sump tank interconnect and the en- 
gine feedcrossfeedvalveremaining in the 
closed position, isolating the forward and 
aft systems. Consequently, single-engine 
operation will cause fuel on the opposite 
side to be unavailable. 

If one light remains on: 

3. No afterburner above 15,000 feet. 

4. Fuel distribution - Monitor (balance if required). 
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If the sump tank interconnect valve has 
failed, selecting AFT or FWD on the fuel 
feed switch could result in fuel migration to 
the inoperative side. If fuel migration occurs 
after selecting AFT or FWD on the feed 
switch (as indicated by a lOO- to 300-pound 
per minute increase on the inoperative side), 
immediately return the feed switch to 
NORM. 

5. Land as soon as practicable. 

14.6.2 L or R FUEL LOW Light 

1. DUMP switch - OFF. 

2. Fuel distribution - Check (balance if required). 

If wing and/or external fuel remaining: 

3. WMG/EXT TRANS switch - ORIDE. 

4. Land as soon as practicable. 

14.6.3 Fuel Transfer Failures 

14.6.3.1 Wing Fuel Does Not Transfer 

1. WMG/EXT TRANS switch - ORIDE. 



One wing still does not transfer: 

2. FEED switch - Select High Fuselage Tape Side. 

If wing fuel does not decrease after 2 minutes or wing 
fuel transfer complete: 

3. FEED switch -NORM. 

14.6.3.2 External Tanks Fail To Transfer or 
Transfer Slowly 

1. WING/EXT TRANS switch - ORIDE. 

If fuel continues to transfer improperly or does not 
transfer: 

2. REFUEL PROBE switch - All Extend, Then 
Retract. 

3. Apply cyclic positive or negative g’s. 

4. AIR SOURCE pushbutton-OFF Then ON (be- 
low 35,000 feet, less than 300 knots). 

pi&-,,,,,,, 

CV arrestment, CV touch and go, or normal 
field landings with full or partial fuel in the 
external tanks is not authorized because of 
overload ofthe nacelle backup structure. Only 
minimum descent rate landings arc authorized. 

14.6.3.3 Wings Do Not Accept Fuel With 
Switch in ALL EXTD Position 

1. REFUEL PROBE switch - FUS EXTD. 

2. WING/EXT TRANS switch - OFF. 

14.6.3.4 Wings Accept Fuel With Switch in FUS 
EXTD Position 

1. WING/EXT TRANS switch - ORIDE. 

Note 

With AIR SOURCE OFF pushbutton se- 
lected, external fuel tanks will not transfer. 

14.6.4 Uncommanded Dump 

1. DUMP switch - Check OFF. 

2. FUEL FEED/DUMP cb - Pull @El). 
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14.6.5 Fuel Leak. In the absence of actual visual de- 
tection, a fuel leak resulting from a malfunction or fail- 
ure of a fuel system component will usually result in a 
split in the fuel quantity tapes or feeds. The flightcrew 
must determine from available instruments (tie1 flOW 
and total fuil quantity) whether the aircraft is losing 
more fuel than the engines indicate they are using. Car- 
rective steps are based on confirmation ofthe leak. Upon 
confirmation of abnormal decrease in fuel quantity: 

1. Land as soon as possible. 

Use of afterburner wiih fuel leak should be 
limited to emergency use only. 

2. WING/EXT TRANS switch - OFF. 

Ifabnonnal fuel quantity decrease ceases, fuel leak is in 
wing/wing pivot or attachment points for auxiliary 
tanks: 

Note 

This cannot be determineduntil the fuel level 
has decreased to below the source ofthe leak. 
Do not proceed with the below steps prema- 
turely. 

If leak is not stopped, it is in engine/nacelle area. pro- 
ceed immediately with next step. 

3. FUEL FEED/DUMP cb -Pull @El). 

Note 

Enough time should be allowed for quantity 
tapes/feeds to develop split so that leak can 
be isolated to left or right feed group. Af- 
fected side will be low side. 

4. Throttle (affected side) - OFF. 

5. Conditions permitting, allow rpm to decelerate to 
windmill ‘pm. 

6. FUEL SHUT OFF handle (affected side) - Pull. 

7. Refer to Single-Engine Cruise Operations, para- 
graph 14.5.3.2. 

Setting the WING/EXT TRANS switch to OFF stops 
motive flow to the wings and inhibits external tank trans- 
fer and fuselage tank pressurization. Pulling the FUEL 
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FEED/DUMP circuit breaker (REI) isolates the right 
and forward system and the left and aft fuel system. This 
aids in determining the location of the leak and prevents 
loss of fuel from the good side via the fuel system inter- 
connects, The circuit breaker also deactivates the func- 
tion of the FEED switch, the automatic balance 
functions, and the fuel dump system. Securing the en- 
gine and, if necessary, pulling the FUEL SHUT OFF 
handle should stop most engine leaks. 

14.7 ELECTRICAL FAILURE 

14.7.1 Generator Failure. Amechanicalgenerator 
failure or an overheating automatically causes the CSD 
unit of the generator transmission to decouple from the 
engine. Once disengaged, the CSD cannot be recon- 
nected in flight. 

Either generator by itself is capable of supplying the 
electrical requirements of the aircraft. Even double gen- 
erator failure will not cause total loss ofelectrical power; 
the 5-kVA emergency generator will automatically pick 
up the load for the essential ac and dc buses No. 1 and 
No. 2, and the AFCS bus. 

If the bidirectional pump is operating and ptessure 
drops to bctwcen 2,000 and 1,100 psi (dependent upon 
the load placed on the generator), the emergency gener- 
ator will automatically shift to the l-kVA mode and 
power only the essential ac and dc No. 1 buses. If com- 
bined system hydraulic pressure subsequently recovers, 
the emergency generator switch must be cycled through 
OFF/RESET to NORM to regain the essential No. 2 ac 
and dc buses. Figure 14-5 lists the equipment available 
with only the emergency generator operating. 

With both engines inoperative, windmilling en- 
gine(s) provide(s) hydraulic pressure for both the flight 
controls and the emergency generator. However, the 
flight controls have first priority and may cause the 
emergency generator to loiter when low airspeeds re- 
duce engine windmilling ‘pm. Approximately450 knots 
must be maintained to ensure adequate engine windmill- 
ing rpm for hydraulic pressure. 

14.7.1.1 L or R GEN Light 

1. Generator (affected generator switch) - OFF/ 
RESET, Then NORM. 

Note 
If the generator fault is corrected, the gener- 
ator will be reconnected and the caution light 
will go off. 

If generator does not reset: 

2. Generator (affected generator switch) - TEST. 

If the light goes off with the switch in TEST, the 
fault is in the respective electrical distribution sys- 
tem. If light remains illuminated, the generator has 
been disconnected automatically and the fault is in 
IDG or generator control unit. 

14.7.1.2 L or R GEN and TRANWRECT Lights 

1. Generator (affected generator switch) - OFF/ 
RESET, Then NORM. 

2. If L GEN and TRANS/RECT lights remain illu- 
minated, select EMERG GEN on MASTER TEST 
panel. 

Note 

With R GEN and TRANS/RECT lights illu- 
minated, ac essential power is supplied by 
the L GEN. Selecting EMER GEN on the 
MASTER TEST panel (with R GEN and 
TRANSlRECT lights) will not provide any 
additional power but may cause an interrupt 
as the supply is transferred from the L GEN 
to the EMER GEN. 

3. Land as soon as practicable. 

14.7.2 Double Generator Failure 

1. Both generator switches-Cycle. 

If operating on emergency generator, the following im- 
portant systems are inoperative: 

1. Emergency flight hydraulics 

2. Outboard spoiler module and emergency flap 
activation 

3. OBOGS concentrator heater (OBOGS may still 
function at a reduced but adequate level). 

If temporary loss of combined system pressure causes 
emergency generator to shift to 1 kVA mode (to drop 
No. 2 essential bus): 

2. EMERG generator switch-Cycle. 

3. Land as soon as practicable. 
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ESSENTIAL BUSES NO. 1 (1 KVA MODE) 

AICS RAMP STOW 
ANGLE OF ATTACK IND 
ALTITUDE LOW WARNING 

BACKUP CONTR/B/U OXY LOW 

BACKUP IGNITION 
BACK UP OXY PRESSURE IND 
BAROMETRIC ALTIMETER 

CONSOLE LIGHTS (PILOT) 
DC ESSENTIAL NO. 1 FEEDER 
DC TEST 

FIRE EXTINGUISHING 

FLOOD LIGHTS 
FUEL QUANTITY INDICATOR 
HYDRAULIC PRESSURE 
INDICATION 
ICS 
IFWSIF 

INSTRUMENT BUS FEEDER 
INSTRUMENT LIGHTS 
JElTlSON (EMERGENCY) 
MAIN LANDING GEAR SAFETY 

RADAR ALTIMETER 
RUDDER TRIM 
STANDBY ATTITUDE 
STORE MANAGEMENT 

ENGINE INSTRUMENT GROUP 
ENGINE INSTRUMENT GROUP 

WHITE LIGHTS 
ENGINE START 

FIRE DETECTION 

RELAYS 
OBOGS CONTR 

OBOGS CONCENTRATOR 
PITCH/ROLLTRlM 
PROBE LIGHT 

PROCESSOR 
TAIL/RUDDER/FLAP INDICATOR 

TURN AND SLIP INDICATOR 
VHF/UHF RADIO 1 8.2 
VOICE SECURITY EQUIPMENT 

WHEELS POSITION 
INDICATIONS 
WING POSITION INDICATIONS 

AFCS 
AFCSBUSFEEDER 

AICS 
AICS LOCKUP POWER 
AIR SOURCE CONTROL 
ALPHA COMPUTER 

ALPHA HEATER 
ANNUNCIATOR PANEL POWER 
ANTI-ICE CONTROL 
ANTI-ICE PROBE 
ANTI-SKID POWER 

ARMAMENT GAS 
ARRESTING HOOK CONTROL 
AUTOMATIC DIRECTION 

FINDER 
AUXILIARY FLAP/FLAP 

CONTROL 
BDHI 

BINGO POWER 

ESSENTIAL BUSES NO. 2 

BLEED AIR LIGHT 

BLEED DUCT 
CABIN PRESSURE 
CADC 
CANOPY LIGHT 

CIU 
CURSOR CONTROL 
DC ESSENTIAL NO. 2 FEEDER 
DEKI LIGHTS 

DISPLAY PROCESSORS 
ECS TEMPERATURE CONTROL 
EJECTION COMMAND 

INDICATOR 
EMERGENCY GENERATOR TEST 

ENGINE AFTC 
ENGINE ANTI-ICE 

ENGINE ANTI-ICE VALVES 
ENGINE OIL COOLING 
ENGINE SECONDARY MODE 

ENGINE STALL TONE 

EXHAUST NOZZLE 
EXTERIOR LIGHTS CONTROL 
FLAP/SLAT CONTROL SHUTOFF 

FLIGHT CONTROL AUTHORITY 
FUEL DUMP 
FUEL FEED 
FUEL MANAGEMENT PANEL 

FUEL PRESSURE LIGHT 
FUEL TRANSFER OVERRIDE 
FUEL VENT VALVE 

FUEL LOW LIGHT 
GENERATOR LIGHTS 
GROUND ROLL BRAKING 
INDICATOR 
HUD 

Figure 14-5. Emergency Generator Distribution (Sheet 1 of 2) 
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HYDRAULIC PUMP SPOILER 

CONTROL 
HYDRAULIC VALVE CONTROL 
INBOARD SPOILER CONTROL 
INSTRUMENT LANDING 

SYSTEMS (ARA-63) 

INS 
INS SYNCH 
JTIDS 
LADDER LIGHT 

MACH TRIM 
MAIN LANDING GEAR RELAYS 
MFD NO. 1 

MISSILE POWER HUD TEST 

MISSION COMPUTER NO. 2 

MOTIVE FLOW ISOLATION 
NOSE GEAR STRUT LAUNCH 

BAR LIGHT 
NOSE WHEEL STEERING 
OIL HOT LIGHTS 

PEDAL SHAKER 
PILOT ANNUNCIATOR PANEL 

(AUX POWER) 

PITCH COMPUTER 
PITCH-ROLLTRIM ENABLE 
PITOT HEAT 
RADAR BEACON 

(AN/APN-154) 

ROLL COMPUTER 

RUDDER TRIM 
SENSOR CONTROL 
SPEED BRAKES ENABLE 
SPOILER INDICATOR 
STARTER VALVE LIGHT 

TAXI/FORMATION LIGHT 
TRANSFORMER/RECTIFIER 

LIGHTS 

UTILITY LIGHTS 
WINDSHIELD AIR 
WINDSHIELD DEFOG 

CONTROL 
YAW SAS POWER SUPPLY 

Figure 14-5. Emergency Generator Distribution (Sheet 2 of 2) 

14.7.3 Double Transformer-Rectifier Failure. 
The 5-kVA emergency generator will automatically ac- 
tivate and power the essential ac and dc No. 1 and No. 
2 and AFCS buses. See Figure 14-6 for listing of inop- 
erable dc-powered equipment. 

14.7.4 TRANSIRECT Light. The TRANSIRECT 
light will illuminate if either or both T/R malfunction. If 
one T/R fails, the operating T/R will assume the dc load. 
If both TiRs fail, the emergency generator will go on the 
line and tie to essential dc buses No. 1 and No. 2. Land 
as soon as practicable. 

Popped circuit breakers should not be reset more !han 
once or be held depressed unless the associated equip- 
ment is absolutely an operational necessity. A popped 
circuit breaker indicates an equipment malfunction or 
an overload condition. Repeated resets or forced depres- 
sions ofpopped circuit breakers can result in equipment 
damage and/or serious electrical tire. 

The loss of one generator and failure to tie the ac main 
buses will illuminate the affected GEN light. The 
TRANYRECT light will also illuminate bccausc the 
affected generator’s associated T/R is not receiving ac 
power to convert. Upon observing a TRANWXECT 
light, the pilot can check that the aircrafl is actually 
experiencing a T/R failure and not a bus tie failure. If 
the seat adjust, white floods, or instrument lights are still 
operative with the R GEN light illuminated, the bus is 
tied. If the throttles are operating on the boosted mode 
with a L GEN light illuminated, the bus is tied. 

If the hydraulic transfer pump is operating and pressure 
drops to behvecn 2,000 and 1,100 psi (dependent upon the 
load placed on the generator), the emergency generator 
will automatically shift to the 1 -kVA mode andpoweronly 
the csscntial ac and dc No. 1 bttscs. If combined hydraulic 
pressure subsequently recovers, the EMERG generator 
switch must be cycled through OFF/RESET to NORM to 
regain the essential ac and dc No. 2 and AFCS buses. 

14.7.5 Electrical Fire. Electrical tires may be indi- 
cated by visual or audible arcing or an ozone odor in the 
cockpit and popping circuit breakers. Electrical tires 
produced by 400 “F air leaks can result in any one or 
combination of the following: 

1. Pinballing caution/advisory lights and instrument 
indications. 

2. CADC associated caution/advisory lights. 

3. Uncommanded movement of electrically con- 
trolled components (SAS, spoilers, wing sweep, 
throttles). 

4. Complete electrical failure. 

5. Smoke, fumes, and/or heat in the cockpit. 

The most effective method to extinguish an electrical 
fire is to secure all electrical power. However, some 
conditions may not permit securing the emergency gen- 
erator after both main generators are secured. Night/IFR 
flight or ECS-duck-leak-induced electrical fires are 
cases where securing all electrical power is not feasible. 
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ACM LIGHT EMERGENCY GENERATOR MULTI-FUNCTIONAL DISPLAYS 
AIRBORNE SELF-PROTECTION COOLING 2AND3 

JAMMER FLIGHT HYDRAUUC BACKUP NFO CONSOLE LIGHT 
AIR SOURCE CONTROL GROUND POWER COOLING OUTBOARD SPOILER 
ALE-39 CHAFF/FLARE INTERLOCK CONTROL AND PUMP 
ALR-67 GROUND TEST POSITION LIGHTS 
AMC BlT GUN POWER RADAR COMPONENTS 
ANIAWW-I HUD CAMERA RECONNAISSANCE 
ANNUNCIATOR PANEL DIM HV POWER SUPPLY EQUIPMENT 

CONTROL IFF AIR-TO-AIR RIGHT MAIN TRANSFORMER 
ANTENNA LOCK INS BAllERY POWER RECTIFIER 
ANTENNA HYDRAULIC SERVO INTERFERENCE BLANKER RIGHT DC TEST 

INTEGRATED TRIM SAHRS 

ANTI-COLLISION LIGHT INlERRUFllON FREE DC BUS SEAT ADJUST 
ASW 27 IRST SOLENOID POWER SUPPLY 
AUTO THROTTLE JTlDS DATA PROCESSOR AND 
BEAM PS 

STATION 1.1 A, AND B AIM-9 
BATTERY HEATER 

BOL CHAFF DISPENSERS 
COOLING POWER 

BRAKE ACCUMULATOR 
LEFT/RIGHT AICS HEATER STATION 1, 3, 4, 56, AND 8 

SHUTOFF VALVE 
LEFT MAIN DECODER RELAY POWER 

COUNTING ACCELERATOR 
TRANSFORMEWRECTlFlER STEADY POSITION LIGHTS 

DATA LINK LIQUID COOUNG STORES MANAGEMENT 

DATA PROCESSORS MASTER ARM PROCESSOR 

DATA STORAGE SET MASTER TEST STORM FLOOD LIGHTS 
DEHYDRATOR MISSILE POWER RELAY UNlT SUPPLEMENTAL POSITION 
DEU MISSION COMPUTER NO. 1 LIGHTS 
DIGITAL DISPLAY ENABLE 
ELECTRICAL COOLING 

MONlTOR BUS CONTROL TELEVISION CAMERA SET 
MULTI-FILTER ASSEMBLY 

Figure 14-6. Failure of Both Transformer-Rectifiers Equipment Inoperative List 

*l. L and R generators-OFF. 

Note 

OBOGS concentrator heater power will be 
lost. OBOGS may still function at a reduced 
but adequate level. 

If associated with any other direct or indirect indication 
of ECS malfunction, perform ECS Leak/Elimination of 
Smoke and Fumes procedure, paragraph 14.8.1 

If uncommanded SAS or spoiler inputs are present: 

*2. ROLL and PITCH CMPTR AC cb’s -Pull 
&Al, LBI). 

An electrical tire may affect the CADC and 
AICS systems causing random movements 
of the wings and ramps. 

If conditions permit: 

Ground-roll braking is inhibited with LA1 
and LB1 cb’s pulled. 

83. YAW SAS switch - OFF. 

fTzjziJ 

OBOGS will shut down if all electrical 
power is lost. BOS will be activated above 
10,000 feet MSL but will not be available 
below 10,000 feet MSL. 



Oxygen breathing time on BACKUP is limited 
and requires immediate mission planning. See 
OBOGS emergency procedure. See Figure 2- 
81 for oxygen breathing time remaining. 

4. EMERG generator switch - OFF. 

Securing all electrical power while airborne 
causes the ECS to go full cold. 

If cause of fire can be isolated: 

5. Pull cb’s of affected equipment, 

6. All generators -NORM. 

If cause of tire cannot be isolated: 

5. Secure all unnecessary equipment, 

6. EMERG generator switch - NORM. 

7. Land as soon as possible. 

fiEjizJ 

Do not operate engines on the ground with- 
out electrical power. Ground cooling fans are 
shut off, causing hot bleed air to cook off oil 
and hydrocarbons in the ECS ducting, result- 
ing in smoke in the cockpit and possible dam- 
age to the ECS turbine compressor. 

14.7.6 Total Electrical Failure 

1. Descend or climb to known VFR conditions. 

Note 

The standby attitude gyro is capable of 
providing reliable attitude information 
(within !?‘) for up to 3 minutes after a 
complete loss of power. 

Cabin pressure will be lost and ECS will 
go full cold. 

2. Attempt to contact radar facilities or other aircraA 
by handheld survival radio. 

3. Make arrested landing as soon as possible. 

The following systems are still available: 

1. Airspeed indicator 

2. Altimeter 

3. Cabin pressure altimeter 

4. Vertical velocity indicator 

5. Arresting hook 

6. Standby attitude gyro (3 minutes) 

7. Emergency wing sweep 

8. Landing gear 

9. Main flaps/slats 

10. Standby compass 

11. Backup oxygen system (above 10,000 feet MSL). 

(,,,,,,,I 

Ground engine operation without electrical 
power supplied by either the generators or 
external power may cause 20-mm ammuni- 
tion detonation because of excessive heat in 
the gun ammunition drum. 

OBOGS will shut down if all electrical 
power is lost. BOS will be activatedabove 
10,000 feet MSL but will not be available 
below 10,000 feet MSL. 

Oxygen breathing time on BACKUP is 
limited and requires immediate mission 
planning. See OBOGS emergencyproce- 
dure. See Figure 2-81 for oxygen breath- 
ing time remaining. 

Do not operate engines on the ground 
without electrical power. Ground cooling 
fans are shut off, causing hot bleed air to 
cook off oil and hydrocarbons in the ECS 
ducting, resulting in smoke and possible 
damage to the ECS turbine compressor. 



Note 

l Total electrical failure will cause the sump 
tank interconnect, engine crossfeed, and 
motive flow isolationvalves to close, fully 
isolating both tank systems. Wing and ex- 
ternal fuel will transfer into the fuselage. 

a Ifpossible, a section IFR descent should be 
conducted to VFR conditions for landing. 

All other normal system and cockpit cues are not 
available. 

When all electrical power is shut off, the cockpit 
dump valve closes and the environmental control system 
supplies only cold air to thecockpit and forcedaircooled 
avionics. Pressurization will slowly bleed off. If opera- 
tional necessity prohibits immediate descent, maintain 
cockpit altitude at the highest practicable level to con- 
serve BOS. Otherwise, descend to a cabin altitude less 
than 10,000 feet. If the system failure occurs in the day 
or night VFR environment, immediate return to base and 
an emergency landing shall be accomplished. In the day 
or night IFR environment, ascend or descend to known 
VFR conditions. (Extreme care should be exercised be- 
cause of partial panel environment.) Reduce power set- 
ting to maximum endurance. Contact nearest ground 
facility by handheld survival radio. Once positive radar 
identification is made, follow controllers’ directions to 
landing. 

14.8 ECS MALFUNCTIONS/FAILURES 

14.8.1 ECS Leak/Elimination of Smoke and 
Fumes. Bleed air leaks, hot air leaks, and ECS turbine 
failures have similar indications and results and shall be 
treated as one failure, ECS leaks. All can cause unsur- 
vivahle damage when not recognized and corrected ex- 
peditiously. Bleed air leaks in the engine compartment 
illuminate the appropriate FIRE warning light, and 
FIRE light procedures apply. Bleed air leaks outside the 
engine compartment illuminate the BLEED DUCT cau- 
tion light. Hot air leaks also illuminate the BLEED 
DUCT caution light. Illumination of the appropriate 
caution/warning light should he the first indication ofan 
ECS leak. ECS turbine failures can cause hot air leaks. 
After a compressor-side failure, catastrophic thermal 
damage can be caused by heat generated during turbine 
winddown. Wire bundles, flight control rods, and 
SMDC lines are in the vicinity of the ECS turbine and 
hot air manifold. Both turbine and compressor-side fail- 
ures may cause a whining noise emanating from below 
and behind the right side of the RIO cockpit, and other 
indications of an ECS air leak follow. 
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If warning or caution systems do not function, the 
first indication of an ECS leak can vary. The presence 
and order of appearance of indications depend on the 
size and location of the leak. 

Direct and indirect indications are listed below in a 
representative order of appearance; however, they can 
appear in any sequence. The presence of any one direct 
indicationorany two indirect indicationsshall be treated 
as an ECS leak. 

Direct indications: 

1. BLEED DUCT caution light 

2. FIRE warning light 

3. Smoke or fumes in the cockpit 

4. Heat emanating from behind aft right comer of 
RIO cockpit 

5. Complete loss of ECS airflow. 

Indirect indications: 

6. Audible pop or squeal from ECS 

7. Rapid drop in cockpit airflow 

8. Electrical tire indications 

9. Any ECS advisory light (SENSOR COND or 
COOLING AIR). 

When an ECS duct leak is indicated or ECS turbine 
whine is heard, AIR SOURCE should be immediately 
selected OFF. ECS leaks may melt wiring splice junc- 
tions and create conditions that may induce an electrical 
tire. Ifan associated electrical tireoccurs, smoke, fumes, 
heat, and damage to the surrounding aircraft structure 
may intensify. Since electrical fire procedures are not 
compatible with measures to eliminate smoke and 
fumes, canopy jettison may become necessary as a last- 
ditch procedure. 

(WARNING1 

Failure to immediately select AIR SOURCE 
OFF upon indication of an ECS leak may 
result in severe aircraft damage and loss of 
aircraft. 

_------- 
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1 WARNING 1 

Selection of AIR SOURCE to RAM alloys 
bleed air to circulate throughout the 400 “F 
manifold system. 

Oxygen breathing time on BACKUP is limited 
and requires immediate mission planning. See 
OBOGS emergency procedure. See Figure 2- 
81 for oxygen breathing time remainiig. 

Note 
When ECS service air to the OBOGS con- 
centrator is shut off, the aircrew has ap- 
proximately 30 seconds before depleting 
residual OBOGS pressure and mask col- 
lapse. 

Restoration of service air (selecting 
RAM) will return OBOGS to operation. 

* 1. AIR SOURCE pushbutton - OFF. 

*2. OBOGS master switch-BACKUP. 

Oxygen breathing time on BACKUP is lim- 
ited and requires immediate mission plan- 
ning. See OBOGS emergency procedure. 
See Figure 2-8 1 for oxygen breathing time 
remaining. 

Note 
l When ECS service air to the OBOGS 

concentrator is shut off, the aircrew has 
approximately 30 seconds before deplet- 
ing residual OBOGS pressure and mask 
collapse. 

l Restoration of service air (selecting 
RAM) will return OBOGS to operation. 

*3. If smoke or fumes are present: 

a. Altitude - Below 35,000 Feet. 

b. CABIN PRESS switch -DUMP. 

*4. RAM AIR switch -OPEN. 
Note 

Ram air door may take up to 50 seconds to 
fully open. 

5. Airspeed-Below 300 knots/O.8 Mach. 

6. Nonessential electrical equipment-Secure. 

7. CANOPY DEFOG/CABIN AIR lever - CAN- 
OPY DEFOG. 

8. Land as soon as possible. 

If electrical tire: 

9. Follow Electrical Fire procedures, paragraph 14.7.5. 

m 

The EMERG generator switch should be let? 
in NORM unless there are overriding consid- 
erations that mandate turning the emergency 
generator off. 

Note 
a Selecting AlR SOURCE OFF eliminates 

pressurization to the service system (can- 
opy, g-suit, external fuel tanks, pressure/ 
ventilation suit, and airbag seals). Rain m- 
moval, defog, OBOGS, and heating sys- 
tems are also eliminated. Judicious 
reselection of AIR SOURCE to BOTH or 
RAM to regain critical SupporVsetvice sys- 
tems is predicated on severity of ECS mal- 
function and operational requirements. 

a If ECS airflow continues, ensure AIR 
SOURCE CONTROL cb (RDZ) is in. If 
cb RD2 has popped, ECS control is lost. 

l Securing all electrical power while airborne 
closes cockpit dump valve and cabin hot air 
valve, opens bleed air shutoff valves and 
dual pressure regulator, and the ram air door 
remains at its last commanded position (tam 
air door takes up to 50 seconds to open). 
This results in full cold air to the cockpit, 
uncontrolled bleed air to circulate, and the 
loss ofnormal cabin dump capability. Mini- 
mize low- speed (less than 0.25 Mach) and 
ground operations as the heat exchanger 
cooling fan will be inoperative and ECS 
overheat condition will result. 
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Note 

Elimination of smoke or fumes without elec- 
trical power may be accomplished by ECS 
airflow. To obtain maximum smoke/ fume 
removal capability under this condition, fly 
below 8,000 feet MSL and set the throttle to 
maximum practical position. This will open 
the cabin regulator valve for maximum ECS 
airflow. If smoke or fumes are not elimi- 
nated, it is most probable that smoke/fumes 
are being regenerated by an ECS air leak. As 
a last resort, jettison the canopy. 

14.8.2 COOLING AIR Light 

14.8.2.1 On Deck 

1. AIR SOURCE pushbutton - Check L ENG, R 
ENG, or BOTH ENG. 

2. Throttles - Advance Without Closing Nozzles. 

3. CANOPY DEFOG-CABIN AIR lever - CAN- 
OPY DEFOG. 

4. ECS -MAN/FULL HOT. 

If light goes out: 

5. THROTTLES -IDLE. 

6. ECS -As Desired. 

If light remains illuminated: 

5. Secure systems. 

14.8.2.2 In Flight 

1. AIR SOURCE pushbutton - OFF. 

pii-,,,,,,, 

Failure to immediately select AIR SOURCE 
pushbutton OFF upon indication of an ECS 
leak (bleed air or hot air leak indication) or 
upon hearing ECS turbine whine may result 
in an uncontrollable electrical fire, cata- 
strophic ECS component failure, and/or loss 
of flight controls. 

2. OBOGS master switch - BACKUP. 
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Oxygen breathing time on BACKUP is lim- 
ited and requires immediate mission plan- 
ning. See OBOGS emergency procedure. 
See Figure 2-81 for oxygen breathing time 
remaining. 

Note 

. When ECS service air to the OBOGS con- 
centrator is shut off, the aircrew has ap- 
proximately 30 seconds before 
depleting residual OBOGS pressure and 
mask collapse. 

. Restoration of service air (selecting 
RAM) will return OBOGS to operation. 

If associated with any other direct or indirect indication 
of ECS malfunction: 

3. Perform ECS Leak/Elimination of Smoke and 
Fumes procedure, paragraph 14.8.1. 

If not associated with any other direct or indirect indi- 
cation of ECS malfunction and operational require- 
ments dictate temporary reselection of RAM to regain 
lost service systems (external fuel transfer, OBOGS, 
cabin pressure, rain removal, engine anti-ice, etc.): 

3. AIR SOURCE pushbutton-RAM. 

4. RAM AIR door switch-Full Increase. 

5. AIR SOURCE pushbutton-OFF (when service 
system is no longer required). 

6. Land as soon as practicable. 

14.8.3 TARPS ECS Lights Illuminate 

1. TARPS sensors - OFF. 

2. SYSTEM switch -OFF. 

3. Pull TARPS cb’s: 

a. RECON ECS CONT DC (9El) 

b. RECON ECS CONT AC (2G4) 

c. RECON HTR PWR PH A (2Bl) 

d. RECON HTR PWR PH B (2Dl) 
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e. RECON HTR PWR PH C (2Fl) 

f. RECON POD ( 1 E2) 

g. RECON POD CONTR (9E2) 

h. RECON POD DC PWR NO 2 (9E3) 

i. RECON POD DC PWR NO l(9E4) 

4. Ask for visual check of pod by wingman. 

5. Land as soon as practicable. 

14.8.4 SENSOR COND Light Illuminated and/ 
or PUMP Phase Circuit Breakers 
Popped or APG-71 PM Acronym 

1. RADAR COOLING switch-OFF. 

2. RDR switch - OFF. 

3. APG-71 PUMP PH A, B, and C cb’s - Pull (2G3, 
2G6,2G7). 

If other conditions exist that may indicate an ECS mal- 
function, either directly or indirectly, perform ECS 
Leak/Elimination of Smoke and Fumes procedure, 
paragraph 14.8.1. 

4. Land as soon as practicable. 

14.8.5 Cockpit Temperature Control 
Malfunction 

1. TEMP mode switch - MAN. 

2. TEMP thumbwheel -As Desired. 

If temperature control is not regained: 

3. VENT AIRFLOW thumbwheel - OFF. 

Reduce airspeed to 350 knots or 1.5 Mach, 
whichever is lower, to prevent ram air at tem- 
perature above 110 OF from entering aircraft. 
After ram air flow is stabilized, airspeed may 
be increased as required for flightcrew 
comfort or to increase flow to electronic 
equipment. 

4. AIR SOURCE pushbutton - RAM (below 
35,000 feet). 

5. RAM AIR switch-OPEN (select amount of ram 
air desired for Eightcrew comfort). 

High-cockpit temperature and smoke during 
ground operation indicates ECS cooling fan 
shutdown. This will occur with an external 
air source (start cart) without electric power 
on the aircraft. This results in an overtem- 
perature condition caused by operating with- 
out ground cooling fans. 

14.8.6 Cockpit Overpressurization on Deck. 
Cockpit overpressurization is sensed by the aircrew and 
verified by lower than normal cockpit altitude on the 
cabin pressure altimeter. This condition could be caused 
by a faulty cabin pressure controller or regulator. 

1. AIR SOURCE pushbutton - OFF. 

2. CABM PRESS switch-DUMP. 

3. Canopy - OPEN (when cockpit pressure altime- 
ter equals the field elevation). 
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The canopy may explosively leave the air- 
craft upon unlocking of the canopy sill locks 
if cockpit overpressure is not reduced. 

14.8.7 CABIN PRESS Light 

1. Oxygen mask - ON. 

If below 15,000 feet: 

2. CABIN PRESS switch - Cycle. 

14.8.8 WSHLD HOT Light 

1. WSHLD AIR switch - OFF. 

If light remains illuminated: 

2. AIR SOURCE pushbutton-OFF (below 35,000 
feet). 



Note 

If light remains illuminated after air source 
is off, the indication is faulty. Turn ECS on 
and land as soon as practicable. 

3. OBOGS master switch - BACKUP. 

Oxygen breathing time on BACKUP is lim- 
ited and requires immediate mission plan- 
ning. See OBOGS emergency procedure. 
See Figure 2-81 for oxygen breathing time 
remaining. 

Note 

l When ECS service air to the OBOGS con- 
centrator is shut off, the aircrew has ap- 
proximately 30 seconds before 
depleting residual OBOGS pressure and 
mask collapse. 

l Restoration of service air (selecting 
RAM) will return OBOGS to operation. 

4. RAM AIR switch - OPEN. 

5. Reduce airspeed to less than 300 knots or 0.8 
Mach. 

6. Land as soon as practicable. 

14.9 OXYGEN SYSTEM FAILURE 

If operational necessity prohibits immediate descent, 
maintain cockpit altitude at the highest practicable level 
to conserve BOS. Depressurizing the cabin will increase 
the duration of the backup and emergency oxygen sop- 
ply. If fuel is not a problem and flight conditions permit, 
descend below 10,000 MSL. BOS will not be available; 
therefore, it will be necessary to release one side of the 
oxygen mask in order to breathe unless emergency oxy- 
gen is used. Emergency oxygen can be shut off and 
reactivated as required. It is recommended that emer- 
gency oxygen be reserved for final approach, permitting 
the aircrew to refasten oxygen masks. 
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The aircrew will not have any indication of 
a failure of the monitor. If the aircrew sus- 
pects the onset of hypoxia at any time, im- 
mediately select BACKUP. The monitor 
maybe tested once the aircraft has descended 
to a cabin altitude of 10,000 feet or less and 
the ON position on the OBOGS master 
switch has been reselected. 

Oxygen breathing time on BACKUP is lim- 
itcd and requires immediate mission plan- 
ning. See Figure 2-81 for oxygen breathing 
time remaining. 

14.9.1 OBOGS Light 

1. BACKUP OXY PRESS - Check. 

Oxygen breathing time on BACKUP is lim- 
ited and requires immediate mission plan- 
ning. See Figure 2-81 for oxygen breathing 
time remaining. 

14.92 B/U OXY LOW Light (Both Cockpits) 

1. BACKUP OXY PRESS - Check. 

If BACKUP OXY PRESS is less than 200 psi: 

Note 

Prepare for mask collapse. Breathing time 
can vary from 2 to 4 minutes, depending 
upon cabin altitude. 

2. Cabin altitude-Less Than 10,000 Feet. 

3. OXYGEN SUPPLY valves-OFF. 

4. Oxygen masks - Release One Side, 
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Before landing: 

5. Oxygen masks and OXYGEN SUPPLY valves - 
ON. 

6. Emergency oxygen-Activate. 

If BACKUP OXY PRESS is greater than 200 psi: 

Note 

Failure ofthe BN OXY LOW pressure relay 
will illuminate both pilot and RIO B/U OXY 
LOW light. BACKUP OXY PRESS indica- 
tor remains functional and displays true BOS 
reserve. 

2. BACKUP OXY PRESS -Monitor. 

Note 

Emergency oxygen can be shut off and reac- 
tivated as required. 

14.9.3 B/U OXY LOW Light (Pilot Only) 

1. BOS CONTRiBRT OXY LOW cb - Check In 
(7A4). 

2. BACKUP OXY PRESS - Check. 

Note 

FailureoftheBOSCONTR/B/UOXY LOW 
circuit breaker will illuminate only the pilot 
B/U OXY LOW light. BACKUP OXY 
PRESS indicatorremains functional and dis- 
plays true BOS reserve. 

14.9.4 B/U OXY LOW Light (RIO Only) 

I. BACKUP OXY PRESS -Check. 

14.10 LAD/CANOPY LIGHTANDIOR LOSS 
OF CANOPY 

In the event of canopy loss in flight, the pilot will be 
adequately shielded by the forward windscreen to main- 
tain control of the aircraft. Vision may be impaired 
briefly by dust in the cockpit, and moderate head buffet 
may occur, which can be alleviated by lowering the seat 
and/or leaning forward. The RIO will be exposed to a 
significantly more hazardous and disorienting environ- 
ment, which will include vision impairment, loss of 
communications, wind blast injury, and breathing diffi- 
culties. The degree to which these will be experienced 
is directly related to airspeed and seat height, In addition, 
the possibility of helmet loss becomes greater as air- 

speed increases above 300 knots. ICS and RIO VHF/ 
UHF communications will probably be impossible 
above 200 knots, although the pilot will be able to effec- 
tively utilize V/UHF at airspeeds up to approximately 
400 knots. After lowering the seat, the RIO should lean 
forward to take advantage of the wind blast protection 
provided by the detail display and instrument panel, 
while the pilot decelerates the aircraft by utilizing idle 
power, speedbrakes, and moderate g. The RIO should 
deselect HOT MIC ICS to prevent interference with 
VNHF communications caused by wind blast across 
the oxygen mask microphone. Helmet loss will result in 
severe disorientation because of a total loss of commu- 
nications and vision impairment caused by wind blast. 

If canopy loss is experienced at high speed, or if 
helmet loss.appears to be possible because of wind blast 
or buffeting, retain the helmet by pulling down on the 
visor cover (keeping arms close to the body). 

The pilot LAD/CANOPY caution light may be acti- 
vated by a mispositioning of either the boarding ladder 
or the canopy. If both the pilot LAD/CANOPY and the 
RIO CANOPY lights are illuminated, then the problem 
is with the canopy system. If the RIO CANOPY light is 
working but not illuminated, then the problem is with 
the boarding ladder. 
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If both the pilot and RIO caution lights are 
illuminated, indicating a canopy problem, a 
later problem with the boarding ladder will 
not activate the LAD/CANOPY or the MAS- 
TER CAUTION lights. 

Note 

Ifthe RIO CANOPY light is not illuminated, 
ensure that it is operating by selecting IND 
LT on the RIO TEST panel before assuming 
a boarding ladder problem. 

14.10.1 LAD/CANOPY Light With RIO 
CANOPY Light/Canopy Loss 

* 1. Canopy - Boost Close (canopy remaining). 

*2. EJECT CMD lever-PILOT. 

3. Airspeedandaltitude-Below200Knots/ 15,000 
Feet. 

4. Seats and visors -Down. 



5. If canopy has departed aircraft, perform control- 
lability check. 

6. Land as soon as possible. 

14.10.2 LAD/CANOPY Light Without RIO 
CANOPY Light 

1. Airspeed - Minimum Safe Operating. 

2. Obtain in-flight visual check if possible. 

3. Land as soon as practicable. 

14.11 HYDRAULIC SYSTEM MALFUNCTIONS 

14.11.1 Combined Pressure Approximately 
2,400 to 2,600 Psi 
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If hammering (cavitation) is experienced in 
the hydraulic system, component rupture is 
imminent. Turn the hydraulic transfer pump 
switch (BIDI) OFF. 

1. HYD ISOL switch - FLT. 

Note 

Monitor AUX BRAKE PRESSURE gauge. 
Tap wheelbrakes to seat priority valve if 
pressure is decreasing. 

2. In-flight refueling PROBE switch - EXTD (in 
carrier environment). 

3. Wing sweep - Set at 20” 

4. L INLET RAMPS switch-STOW (less than 1.2 
Mach). 

5. Left AICS cb - Pull (LFl). 

If WING SWEEP advisory light is illumi- 
nated, pulling L AICS cb (LFl) may cause 
unintentional wing sweep unless WING 
SWEEP DRIVENO. 1 (LDl) and WG SWP 
DR NO. 2/MANUV FLAP (LEl) cb’s are 
pulled. 
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6. L INLET RAMPS switch -AUTO. 

7. DLC - Do Not Engage. 

8. EMERG FLT HYD switch - HIGH (on final, 
committed to landing). 

9. Land as soon as possible. 

. Loss of combined pressure may indicate 
impending fluid loss. Without fluid in the 
combined system rehrn line, the in-flight 
refueling probe will not extend with the 
handpump. Early extension of the refueling 
probe at the first indication of a combined 
system malfunction is recommended in a 
carrier environment. 

. Monitorremaininghydraulicsystempres- 
sure since the MASTER CAUTION and 
HYD PRESS lights will not illuminate if 
the remaining systems fail. 

Note 

To extend or retract the refueling probe using 
the hydraulic handpump requires the landing 
gear handle to be in the up position, com- 
bined system fluid in the system return line, 
and essential dc No. 2 electrical power. Ex- 
tension of the in-flight refueling probe re- 
quires approximately 25 cycles of the pump 
handle. 

14.11.2 Flight Pressure Approximately 2,400 
to 2,600 Psi 

1 WARNING 1 

If hammering (cavitation) is experienced in 
the hydraulic system, component rupture is 
imminent. Turn the hydraulic pump switch 
(BIDI) OFF. 

1. Wing sweep - Set at 20”, 

2. R INLET RAMPS switch - STOW (less than 1.2 
Mach). 

3. Right AICS cb - Pull (LGI). 
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4. R INLET RAMPS switch-AUTO. 

5. EMERG FLT HYD switch - HIGH (on final, 
committed to landing). 

Monitor remaining hydraulic system pres- 
sure since the MASTER CAUTION and 
HYD PRESS lights will not illuminate if the 
remaining systems fail. 

The following important equipment is inoperative: 

a. NORMAL HOOK - Restored by weight on 
wheels. Hook handle restowed. 

Note 
Arrested landing will require emergency 
hook extension. 

6. Land as soon as possible. 

14.11.3 Combined Pressure Zero 

1. HYD ISOL switch - FLT. 

2. HYD TRANSFER PUMP switch - SHUTOFF. 

3. REFUEL PROBE - EXTD (in CV environment). 

4. Wing sweep - Set at 20”. 

5. EMERG FLT HYD switch-LOW. 
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l Ifthe INLET RAMPS switch is not placed 
in STOW prior to the pressure reaching 
zero, do not place it in STOW after com- 
plete loss of pressure. Trapped fluid may 
be the only thing holding the affected 
ramp in position. 

l An outboard spoiler module failure with 
flaps extended, below 180 knots, and with 
a combined hydraulic failure rendering 
the inboard spoilers inoperative, can result 
in asymmetric spoiler float such that the 
aircraft may not be flyable at normal ap- 
proach airspeeds. A small amount of 
spoiler float can significantly increase ap- 
preach speeds. 

l Do not return to AUTO (LOW) mode 
once module is selected on (HIGH or 
LOW) with operating flight hydraulic sys- 
tem. When operated in conjunction with 
zero combined pressure, some backup 
module fluid will be expelled by thermal 
expansion. The module will remain fully 
serviced and operate normally as long as 
elevated temperatures are maintained. 
Once operating, the module should not be 
tmned off in flight without combined sys- 
tem pressure available to reservice it. Do- 
ing so would result in fluid contraction 
and an underserviced condition that could 
prevent subsequent pump operation. 

l Loss of combined pressure with landing 
flaps down may allow the auxiliary flaps to 
cycle, causing moderate pitch oscillations. 

l Monitorremaininghydraulicsystempres- 
sure since the MASTER CAUTION and 
HYD PRESS lights will not illuminate if 
the remaining systems fail. 

The following important equipment is inoperative: 

a. LAICS 

b. Nosewheel steering 

c. Gun drive 

d. Inboard spoilers 

e. Hook extend (emergency actuation available) 

f. Flaps and slats (emergency actuation available) 

g. Landing gear (emergency actuation available) 

h. Wheelbrakcs (emergency actuation available) 

i. Refueling probe (emergency actuation avail- 
able if fluid remains in return line) 

j. Emergency generator 

k. Auxiliary flaps 

I. DLC 
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m. Speedbrakes 

n. Normal hook. 

6. Hook - EMERG DN. 

7. EMERG FLT HYD switch - HIGH (on final 
committed to landing). 

8. LDG GEAR handle - EMERG DN. 

9. AUX FLAP/FLAP CONTR cb - Pull (8G3). 

10. Flaps (no awiliq flaps) - DN. 

11. Brake accumulator (handpump) - Check. 

12. ANTI SKID SPOILER BK switch -SPOILER 
BK (OFF for CV). 

13. Make arrested landing as soon as possible. 

After landing: 

14. Do not taxi out of arresting gear. 

15. Engines - OFF. 

14.11.4 Flight Pressure Zero 

1. HYD TRANSFER PUMP switch - SHUTOFF. 

2. Wing sweep - Set at 20’. 

3. EMERG FLT HYD switch-LOW. 
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If the INLET RAMPS switch was not placed 
in STOW prior to pressure reaching zero, do 
not place it in stow after complete loss of 
pressure. Trapped fluid may be the only thing 
holding the affected ramp in position. 

H 

Monitor remaining hydraulic system pres- 
sure since the MASTER CAUTION and 
HYD PRESS lights will not illuminate ifthe 
remaining systems fail. 

The following important equipment is inoperative: 

a. ACLS 
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b. RAICS 

c. Normal hook-Restored by weight on wheels. 
Hook handle restowed. 

4. EMERG FLT HYD switch - HIGH (on final, 
committed to landing). 

5. Land as soon as possible. 

Note 

Arrested landing will require emergency 
hook extension. 

14.11.5 Both Combined and Flight Pressure 
Zero 

1. EMERG FLT HYD switch-LOW. 

2. Do not attempt CV recovery. Divert if possible. 

fTjG,jJ 

l If any undesirable motions or oscillations 
occur, immediately release the stick and 
permit the motions to dampen before re- 
suming active control. 

l Do not attempt IMC or close night forma- 
tion flight while in the LOW mode. 

l Operations of more than 8 minutes in 
HIGH may fail the BFCM motor. The 
LOW mode should be selected as soon as 
practicable following a waveoff or bolter 
and the HIGH mode reselected on the sub- 
sequent approach. 

l Inboard spoilers can be expected to float, 
causing uncomfortable lateral stick re- 
quirements for level flight. Do not trim out 
lateral forces. 

3. Reduce airspeed below 250 knots if practicable. 

Note 
Airspeeds less than 250 knots while operat- 
ing in LOW mode will reduce susceptibility 
of exceeding maximum stabilizer deflection 
rate. 

The following important equipment is operative in flight: 

a. Horizontal stabs (significantly reduced rate) 
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Rudders (slightly reduced rate) 

Main flaps and slats (reduced rate, via 
thumbwheel or flap handle) 

Outboard spoilers 

Hydraulic handpump 

b. b. 

c. c. 

d. d. 

e. e. 

f. f. 

Es Es 

h. h. 

i. i. 

If in flight rt If in flight refueling required: :fueling 

Landing gear (emergency actuation available) 

Hook extend (emergency actuation available) 

Refueling probe (emergency actuation avail- 
able, if fluid remains in return line) 

Wheelbrakes (emergency actuation available). 

required: 

4. Decelerate with tanker to 180 knots. 

5. Maneuver flaps-Extend. 

6. EMERG FLT HYD switch - HIGH (prior to 
moving to precontact). 

7. Avoid abrupt control inputs during contact. 

Any abrupt control input to affect engage- 
ment can rate limit the stabilizers and re- 
sult in loss of control. The pilot must resist 
spotting the basket and rely on RIO com- 
mentary to perform the engagement. 

Extended LOW operation (greater than 30 
minutes) after in-flight reheeling will per- 
mit several additional minutes in HIGH 
mode for subsequent landing. 

Tanking horn large body tankers (KC-130, 
KC-IO, KC-135) is hazardous and should 
not be attempted. 

Note 
If the air refueling store does not adequately 
transfer fuel at 180 knots, once engaged, the 
airspeed can be safely increased to 200 knots 
to improve fuel transfer rate. 

8. EMERG FLT HYD switch-LOW (immcdiatcly 
once clear of tanker). 
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9. Maneuver flaps-Retract. 

Field recovery: 

10. Landing gear - EMERG DOWN. 

11. Maneuver flaps-Extend With Thumbwheel. 

12. MANEWER FLAPS cb - Pull (LEI). 

13. Hook - EMERG DOWN. 

14. Brake accumulator -Check. 

Established on final, committed to landing: 

15. EMERG FLT HYD switch - HIGH. 
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Aggressive nose movement in close can rate 
limit the stabilizers, resulting in low altitude 
loss of control. Do not use APCS. 

Waveoff performance from low power set- 
tings is very poor. Carrying extra speed dur- 
ing IMC approach will improve waveoff 
performance by permitting smooth rotation 
to 15 units AOA to break the rate of descent 
while the engines are accelerating. 

If wings are 20”: 

16. Fly straight-in approach at 15 units and I80 knots. 

If wings are greater than 20”: 

17. Fly straight-in approach at I5 units. 

Note 

Control in LOW mode is satisfactory forper- 
forming transition to dirty configuration. 
Pitching moment because of flap transition 
is easily countered with electrical trim caused 
by very slow extension rate. 

18. Make arrested landing as soon as possible. 



After landing: 

19. Do not taxi out of arresting gear. 

20. Throttles -OFF. 

14.11.6 Backup Flight Module Malfunction 

Prolonged use of the backup flight control 
module in the high mode may result in a 
failure of the module. 

1. FLT HYD BACKUP PH A, B, and C cb’s - In 
(2A1,2Cl, 2El). 

2. Land as soon as possible. 

14.11.7 Controllability Check. There are several 
malfunctions that may significantly affect the handling 
characteristics in the cruise and landing configurations. 
For example, these include, but are not limited to: 

1. Spoiler malfunction 

2. Flap/slat asymmetry 

3. Structural damage 

4. Uncommanded SAS inputs 

5. Rudder malfunction (hardover) 

6. Wing-sweep asymmetry 

7. Jammed flight controls. 

It is absolutely imperative that the aircrew thoroughly 
and safely evaluate the degraded handling charac- 
teristics of damaged or malfunctioning aircraft prior to 
continued flight and landing. These guidelines do not 
take priority over existing emergency procedures. 

Upon encountering a problem that alters the handling 
qualities of the aircraft, the aircrew should realize that 
the aircraft may no longer be a stable airframe, espe- 
cially in the landing configuration. In addition, the flight 
characteristics may rapidly degrade or even become tm- 
controllable when normal configuration changes are in- 
troduced or during airspeed changes. Increased 
awareness of flight parameters should prevail following 
a malfunction until the aircraft is safely on deck. 
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Even though the aircraft may possess significantly 
different or even hazardous flying qualities, thepilotand 
RIO have numerous cues available to them to warn of 
potential problems. Some of these cues include: 

1. Turn needle and ball position 

2. AOA 

3. Buffet 

4. Yaw string position 

5. Flight control positions 

6. Trim settings 

7. Rolloff 

8. Rate of descent. 

All cues should be very closely monitored, as they 
tell the pilot what the aircraft is doing or is about to do. 

Stall/departure recovery procedures should be dis- 
cussed prior to any controllability check. In the event of 
a stall, NATOPS procedures should be applied immedi- 
ately. Flaps should be left down, if already there. A rapid 
increase in airspeed can be attained through judicialuse 
of forward stick and military power. 

After a thorough controllability check, the aircrew 
must make the decision as to whether the aircraft can be 
safely landed aboard the carrier or should be diverted. 

If aircratl stalls or departs in dirty contigura- 
tion, immediately unload and place throttles 
at military. Do not raise flaps until recovered. 
(If during flap/slat transition, follow uncom- 
manded roll/yaw procedures.) 

1. Climb to 10,000 feet AGL minimum. 

2. Obtain visual check ifpossible. 

3. Decelerate gradually to 200 knots if feasible. 

4. Dirty aircraft - One configuration change at a 
time. 

5. Slow-fly aircraft to determine approach handling 
characteristics. 
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6. Fly simulated approach with lineup corrections, 
power changes, and waveoffbolter. 

7. For landing, use minimum safe control speed but 
no slower than optimum AOA. 

8. If CV landing is not possible-Divert. 
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A controllability check requires the total at- 
tention and awareness of the aircrew. The 
aircrew must be prepared to encounter un- 
usual handling characteristics since aerody- 
namic properties of the aircraft may be 
significantly changed. Stall speed and char- 
acteristics may be drastically different from 
normal. 

14.11.8 Outboard Spoiler Module Malfunction 

An outboard spoiler module failure with 
flaps extended, below 180 knots, and with a 
combined hydraulic failure rendering the in- 
board spoilers inoperative, can result in 
asymmetric spoiler float such that the air- 
craft may not be flyable at normal approach 
airspeeds. 

If outboatd spoilers fail with airspeed greater 
than225knotsandwingsweepislessthan62”, 
limit lateral stick to one-halfpilot authority. 

1. OUTBD SPOILER PUMP cb -Check (2B3). 

a. If OUT - Attempt Reset. 

b. If IN and outboard spoiler module flag indi- 
cates OFF -Pull. 

The following important equipment is inoperative: 

(1) Outboard SPOILERS 

(2) FLAP and SLAT BACKUP 

(3) ACL. 

2. Evaluate flaps-down lateral control characteristics 
at safe altitude. 

If unacceptable: 

3. Make flaps-up landing. 

14.11.9 Low Brake Accumulator Pressure 

In flight: 

1. HYD ISOL switch - T.O./L,DG. 

If pressure does not recover: 

2. LDG GEAR handle - DN. 

3. BYD BAND PUMP-Recharge Accumulator. 

Note 

l Monitor AUX BRAKE PRESSURE 
gauge. Tap wheelbrakes to seat priority 
valve if pressure is decreasing. 

l Approximately 13 to 14 differential 
pedal applications of auxiliary brakes 
are available. 

If accumulator cannot be recharged: 

4. Make arrested landing as soon as practicable. 

5. Parking brake - Pull (to lock wheels). 

(,,,,,,,I 

Complete loss of hydraulic fluid through the 
wheelbrake hydraulic lines will renderpark- 
ing brake ineffective. 

Maximum airspeed for wheelbrake applica- 
tion is 165 knots at a gross weight of46,OOO 
pounds and 145 knots at 5 1,000 pounds. 



14.12 FLIGHT CONTROL FAILURES OR 
MALFUNCTIONS 

f4.12.1 Uncommanded Roll and/or Yaw 

Note 
l If uncommanded roll and/or yaw occurs 

during high AOA maneuvering (above 15 
units), assume departure from controlled 
flight and apply appropriate departure 
and/or spin recovery procedures. Gther- 
wise, perform appropriate procedures 
below. 

. Failures that may cause uncommanded roll 
and/or yaw include, but are not limited to 
the following: 

a. Engine failure 

b. Stuck up spoilers 

c. Asymmetric flaps and slats 

d. Uncommanded differential stabilizer 
and/or rudder automatic flight control 
system inputs caused by abnormal 
power transients. 

e. Rudderhardover from yaw SAS (19O)). 

* 1. Iftlap transition FLAP handle- previous Position. 

*2. Rudder and stick - Opposite Roll/Yaw. If light remains illuminated: 

I Note 
For spoiler malfunctions, use lateral stick as 
primary lateral control and rudder only as 
needed to maintain balanced flight. 

*3. AOA - Below 12 Units. 

*4. Downwingengine-h&4XTHRUST(iimquired). 

5. Roll SAS -ON. 

3. Decelerate below 1.0 TMN, 

4. YAW SAS PWR cb’s-Cycle (LB3, LC3, LD3). 

5. If light remains illuminated, remain below 1.0 
TMN. 

If light out: 

6. Reset YAW STAB switch. 

6. Roll trim - Opposite Stick (if required). 

7. Out of control below 10,000 feet -EJECT. 

8. Control regained climb and investigate for: 

a. Flap and slat asymmetry 

b. SAS malfunction 

14.12.3 Pitch or Roll Channel Failure. Failure 
of a single pitch or roll channel damper is indicated by 
that channel STAB caution light The remaining channel 
provides 50 percent of the scheduled gain and damping 
authority. The affected STAB AUG switch remains in 
ON if only one channel fails. 

Failure of two channels illuminates both STAB lights 
ofthe affected system. The affected STAB AUG switch 
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c. Spoiler malfunction 

d. Bardovermdder 

e. Stmctumldamage 

9. Slow-fly aireraft to determine controllability at 
10,000 feet AGL minimum. 

14.12.2 Yaw Channel Failure. Failure of a single 
yaw channel does not affect yaw stabilization since the 
system is triply redundant. Single channel Mute is in- 
dicated when the YAW STAB OP light illumina@while 
the STAB AUG switch remains ON. A second yaw 
channel failure is indicated when the YAW STAB OUT 
light illuminates. The YAW STAB switch is not auto- 
matically positioned to OFF. CV landings with total 
YAW SAS failure require increased attention to yaw 
oscillations in turbulence and/or adverse yaw during 
lineup corrections. 

14.12.2.1 YAW STAB OP Light 

1. MASTER RESET pushbutton - Depress. 

2. If light remains illuminated - Stay Below 1.0 
-MN. 

14.g2.2.2 YAW STAB OUT Llght 

1. YAW STAB switch-OFF. 

2. MASTER RESET pushbutton-Depress. 
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is automatically positioned to OFF. If the stability aug- 
mentation system self-test circuit can isolate the faulty 
channel, the remaining channel light will go out; how- 
ever, the STAB AUG switch must be reset to the ON 
position. CV landings with either or both PITCH and 
ROLL SAS failures can be accomplished with some 
degradation in normal approach handling qualities. 

14.12.3.1 Single PITCH or ROLL STAB Light 

1. MASTER RESET pushbutton - Depress. 

2. If light remains illuminated -No Limitations. 

14.12.3.2 Both PITCH or Both ROLL STAB 
Lights 

fzlJ+-J 

With both PITCH and ROLL lights illti- 
nated, ground-roll braking may be inhibited. 

1. Airspeed -Reduce to Stab Limits. 

2. Pitch-Not Restricted. 

3. Roll - 1.6 TMN. 

4. Wait 10 seconds for self-test. 

5. PITCH CMPTR AC cb or ROLL CMPTR AC cb 
-Cycle (LA1 or LBl). 

6. Recheck lights:. 

a. If one STAB light off - Reset STAB AUG 
Switch, No Limits. 

b. If both lights remain illuminated- Leave Ap- 
propriate STAB AUG Switches OFF, Stay Be- 
low Stab Limits. 

14.12.4 STAB AUG Transients 

1. Paddle switch - Depress. 

2. Airspeed - Decelerate Below 1 .O TMN. 

3. STAB AUG switches -All OFF. 

4. MASTER RESET pushbutton - Depress. 

5. STAB AUG switches - RESET (reset individu- 
ally to isolate failure). 

Note 
Pitch SAS loss may result in loss of outboard 
spoilers. Roll SAS loss may result in loss of 
inboard spoilers. 

14.12.5 Rudder Authority Failure. Scheduling of 
allowable rudder deflection is computed in the CADC 
as a function of dynamic pressure. If the command sig- 
nals and position feedback do not agree, power is m 
moved, stopping further movement and the RUDDER 
AUTH light illuminates. Directional authority is never 
less than 9.5’ of rudder. 

14.12.5.1 RUDDER AUTH Light 

1. MASTER RESET pushbutton - Depress (10 
secdnds). 

2. If light remains illuminated - Above 250 Knots, 
Restrict Rudder Inputs to Less Than 10’. 

l With rudder authority stops failed open, 
excess rudder authority is available and 
could result in structural damage above 
250 knots. 

l Atler landing, nosewheel steering authority 
may be restricted to 1 O0 (with neutral dimc- 
tional trim) and differential braking is re- 
quired coming out of the arresting gear. 

14.12.5.2 Runaway Stabilizer Trim. A runaway 
trim failure is sensed by the pilot by both uncommanded 
stick motion and by changes in aircraft pitch and load 
factor. This failure state causes the horizontal tail to 
move along the normal stick-to-tail gearing curve for the 
hands-off condition. Aiicrat? response to a runaway sta- 
bilizer trim, even in the high-speed configuration, is 
slow enough (about 1” per second stabilizer change) to 
be recovered f?om safely. 

The most critical steady-state trim conditions are 
those for which the greatest stick force is required. A 
field or carrier landiig with either a Roll noseup or nose- 
down runaway stabilizer trim requires an average stick 
force of 14 to 19 pounds to maintain longitudinal con- 
trol. If pilot fatigue becomes a factor with full noseup 
trim, stick forces may be significantly reduced by plac- 
ing the wings aft of 21” and lowering the FLAP handle 
causing the main flaps to extend while the auxiliary flaps 
remain retracted. This overrides the wing sweep 21’ 
interlock and the FLAP light will be illuminated. This 



contiguration is not recommended for landing. At ap- 
proach speed, the worst nosedown trim condition re- 
quires a maximum stick pull of 27 pounds without DLC 
engaged and approximately 24 pounds with DLC en- 
gaged. A tit11 noseup runaway trim requires a maximum 
of 17 pounds of stick push without DLC engaged and 
23 pounds with DLC engaged. 

Note 
With abnormal stabilizer trim response, con- 
tinuing to trim may preclude ability to retrim 
to a neutral position. 

1. SPD BK/P-ROLL TRIM ENABLE cb - Pull 
Wm. 

2. Decelerate to below 300 knots. 

3. Use AFCS, if available, in cruise configuration to 
reduce pilot workload. 

4. Minimum stick forces are achieved under the fol- 
lowing conditions: 

a. Runaway nosedown - flaps up. 

b. Runaway noseup - flaps down. 

5. Straight-in approach. 

Note 
Force required (push or pull) may be as much 
as 30 pounds. 

14.12.6 Horizontal Tail Authority Failure. Lateral 
stick inputs are limited by control authority stops sched- 
uled by the CADC as a function of dynamic pressure. 
Failure of the lateral stick stops is indicated by the IU 
TALL AUTH caution light. Failure of the stops in the fully 
closed position does lit low-speed rolling performanoe, 
but ample roll control is available for all landing conditions 
and configurations. Failure in the open condition, witb 
SAS on,requitesthepilottomanuallylimitstickdefleetion 
to prevent exceeding fuselage torsional load limits. 

14.12.6.1 HZ TAIL AUTH Light 

1. MASTER RESET pushbutton - Depress (10 
seconds). 

If light remains illuminated: 

2. ROLL STAB AUG switch-OFF. 

3. Restrict lateral control inputs above 400 knots/O.9 
Mach to one-quarter throw. 
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4. ROLL STAB AUG switch - ON for Landing. 

Note 
At low airspeeds, lateral control effective 
ness may be reduced. 

5. Do not select OV SW after landing. 

14.12.7 Spoiler Malfunction. The inboard and 
outboard spoilers are powered and controlled by sepa- 
rate hydraulic and electrical command systems and are 
protected by separate spoiler failure detection circuits. 
The pitch computer and outboard spoiler module control 
the outboard spoilers, and the roll computer and the 
combined hydraulic system control the inboard spoilers. 
It is highly unlikely that both spoiler pairs on one wing 
would fail up/float, but if this situation occurred, con- 
trollability would be marginal to impossible. 

The severity of a spoiler failure is influenced by 
spoiler position and deflection, aircrafi contiguration, 
and flight conditions. The rolling moment generated 
from a deflected spoiler varies from the inboard to most 
outboard spoiler. The moment generated by the No. 4 
spoiler is approximately twice as great as that ofthe No. 
1 spoiler. Sweeping the wings aft reduces the effect of 
a deflected spoiler by decreasing the moment arm of the 
spoiler and its aerodynamic effectiveness. A fully de- 
ployed No. 4 spoiler at 200 knots and 20,000 feet in the 
cruise contiguration generates 25O per second roll rate 
with the wings at 22’, and a 4” per second roll rate with 
the wings at 62”. 

In the cruise contiguration, the increase in rolling 
moment is essentially linear with increasing spoiler de- 
flection angle, whereas in the landing con@uration, the 
increase in rolling moment is nonlinear with increasing 
spoiler deflection angle (approximately 50 percent of 
total rolling moment is generated in the fmt loo of 
spoiler deflection). Flap position has a verypronounced 
effect on rolling moment. With the flaps down in the 
high-lift (landing) contigumtion, a deflected spoiler re- 
duces litI considerably more than with the flaps up. 
Consequently, a failed-up spoiler causes a significantly 
higher rolling moment with the flaps down than with 
flaps up. Selecting flaps up with a failed-up spoiler 
greatly reduces the amount of lateral stick required to 
maintain a wings-level attitude. The same lateral stick 
position of 6“ differential stabilizer will balance 55O of 
No. 4 spoiler deflection with flaps up, and only go of 
No. 4 spoiler deflection with flaps down. The use of 
lateral trim to reduce stick forces may result in a reduc- 
tion of available opposite-wing spoiler deflection. Trim- 
ming in the direction of stick forces (normal pilot 
reaction) reduces effective spoiler authority from 55O to 
approximately 25“ at full lateral trim. 
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experiencing control problems because of a spoilermal- 
function. If the decision is made to land aboard the 
carrier, a straight-in, no-flap approach should be flown. 
If conditions do not permit a no-flap CV landing, the 
aircrew should slow-fly the aircraft at a safe altitude to 
determine the flaps-down controllability and minimum 
controllable airspeed. 

14-40 

The control capability remaining with a failed-up 
ipoileris influenced by wing-sweep angle, flap position, 
~011 SAS operation, AOA, airspeed, sideslip, and avail- 
ibility of the remaining spoiler set. Spoilers are consid- 
xably more effective with Saps down than with flaps 
up. Any single fully deflected, failed-up spoiler is con- 
sollable even with the flaps down and the roll SAS off 
if the remaining spoiler set is operating, airspeed is be- 
low 180 KCAS, and sideslip is minimized. With flaps 
down and at slightly negative true AOA (less than 5 
units), dihedral effect reverses (i.e., right rudder causes 
a lefl roll); therefore, combinations of bight sidelsip 
angle and high airspeed/low AOA (above 180 KCAS 
and/or below 5 units AOA) should be avoided in the 
flaps-down configuration. Ifuncommanded roll is expe- 
rienced in the landing pattern, comply with uncom- 
manded roll and/or yaw emergency procedure 
(coordinated stick and rudder inputs) to arrest roll and 
yaw rates. Once confirming a stuck-up spoiler, the pilot 
should control the aircraft using primarily lateral stick, 
applying only small rudder inputs to maintain balanced 
flight, and remain at or below 180 KCAS in preparation 
for raising the flaps (if practicable) to reduce lateral 
control requirements. 

A stuck-up failure of a second spoiler panel on the 
same wing will further increase lateral control require- 
ments and may necessitate coordinating rudder inputs 
and sideslip angle to maintain control. The pilot should 
use as much lateral stick as possible to minimize the 
required sideslip angle and avoid high airspeed/low 
AOA if the flaps are down. Raise flaps as soon as prac- 
ticable to improve lateral controllability. 

With the SPOILER FLR ORIDE switches in the 
ORIDE position, all spoilers on the “good” wing are 
available to counter rolling moment induced by the 
failed, stuck-up spoiler(s). Ample lateral control exists 
in this configuration to oppose failed spoiler moments 
regardless of flap position. Note that with the SPOILER 
FLR ORIDE switches in the ORIDE position, the 
SPOILERS light will not illuminate in the event of a 
spoiler failure. Detecting a failed-up spoiler following 
uncommanded roll is letI up to the aircrew. Once a stuck 
spoiler is confmed, counter roll primarily with lateral 
stick and avoid excessive rudder inputs and/or sideslip. 

It is preferable to divert (to shore) an aircraft that is 

In the event of a subsequent failed-up spoiler 
on the same wing, the aircraft may be uncon- 
trollable in the flaps-down configuration. 

14.12.7.1 Spoiler Malfunction/Spoiler Stuck Up 

Note 
. Spoilers caution light will not illuminate 

with SPOILER FLR ORIDE switches in 
the ORIDE position. 

l Use lateral stick as primary control and 
rudder only as needed to maintain bal- 
anced flight. 

1. Perform checks at a safe altitude in flaps-up 
con@guration. 

2. Affected SPOILER FLR ORIDE switch - 
NORM (guard down). 

3. Counter roll with at lease 1 inch of lateral stick. 

Note 
Stick deflection of over 1 inch enables 
spoiler asymmetry logic and electrically fails 
all affected spoilers down. Spoilers light will 
illuminate. 

4. If spoiler(s) fail down, failed SPOILER CONTF 
cb -Pull (8G9 INBD, 9C5 OUTF3D) (go to stel 
13). 

5. If spoiler(s) remain up or floating, affecter 
SPOILER FLR ORIDE switch - ORIDE. 

6. MASTER RESET - Depress. 

7. Failed SPOILER CONTR cb -Pull (8G9 INBD 
9C5 OUTBD). 

8. If spoiler(s) fail down, go to step 13. 

Note 
a Outboard spoiler position indicators will 

indicate down with cb 8C5 pulled. 

a With circuitbreakers 8G9 and 9C5 pulled, 
ground-roll braking is inhibited. 



Note 
Allow up to 60 seconds for spoilers to return 
to trail. 

9. If spoiler(s) remain up, malfunction was mechani- 
cal. Failed SPOILER CONTR cb - Reset (8G9 
INBD, 9C5 OUTBD). 

10. Slow-fly aircraft in the flaps-up configuration to 
determine minimum control speed. 

11. Verify full remaining spoiler authority is available 
by trimming laterally opposite of stick deflection. 

12. Fly straight-in, flaps-up approach above minimum 
control speed. 

;f spoiler(s) fail down: 

13. Slow-fly aircraft at a safe altitude in Saps-down 
configuration to determine minimum control 
speed. 

14. If controllability is satisfactory, perform full-flap, 
straight-in landing. If controllability charac- 
teristics are not satisfactory, perform a no-flap or 
maneuvering-flap straight-in landing. 

14.12.6 FLAP Light 

14.12.6.1 Not After Landing/Takeoff Flap 
Transition 

1. Airspeed - Below 225 Knots. 

2. FLAP handle -Ensure Full Up. 

3. MASTER RESET pushbutton -Depress. 

4. While holding MASTER RESET pushbutton 
depressed, maneuver flap thumbwheel - Full 
Forward. 

5. Check FLAP light out (light can take up to 10 
seconds to reilluminate). 

14.12.9.2 After Landing/Takeoff Flap 
Transition, or Reillumination 
After Above Procedures 

1. MASTER RESET pushbutton -Depress. 

2. If light still illuminated, check FLAP handle and 
indicator position, then proceed with appropriate 
steps below. 
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14.12.6.3 FLAP Handle Up and Flaps Not Fully 
Retracted 

1. FLAP handle - EMER UP. 

If FLAP handle or flaps will not respond or FLAP 
light remains illuminated, refer to Flap and Slat 
Asymmetry procedures, paragmph 14.12.9. 

14.12.6.4 FLAP Handle Up and Flaps 
Indicating Full Up 

1. Flaps - Cycle. 

If FLAP handle or flaps will not respond or FLAP 
light remains illuminated, refer to Flap and Slat 
Asymmetry procedures, paragraph 14.12.9. 

14.12.6.5 FLAP Handle Down and Flaps Not 
Fully Extended 

1. Wing sweep - Ensure at 20”. 

Flaps will not respond or FLAP light remains illu- 
minated, refer to Flap and Slat Asymmetry pro !- 
dures, paragraph 14.12.9. 

14.12.6.6 FLAP Handle Down and Flaps Down 

1. Wing sweep -Ensure at 20”. 

2. MASTER RESET pushbutton-Depress (allow 
10 seconds for auxiliary flaps to extend). 

Note 

If FLAP handle or flaps will not respond or 
FLAP light remains illuminated, refer to Flap 
and Slat Asymmetry procedures, paragraph 
14.12.9. 

14.12.9 Flap and Slat Asymmetry. Flap and slat 
asymmetry can occur with failure of an asymmetry sen- 
sor and subsequent failure of the flap and slat drive 
mechanism foronewing. The pilot’s only indicationwill 
be an uncommanded roll followed by a FLAP light ap- 
proximately 10 seconds later. The flap indicator does not 
indicate actual flap position, but the position to which 
the flap and slat control box has been driven. The slat 
indicator shows up, down, or transition (barber pole) for 
the starboard slat only. The port slat position is not moni- 
tored. Asymmetric flaps cause animmcdiate roll. Asym- 
metric slats may not be apparent until just before wing 
stall. Asymmetric slats can cause rapid rolloff above 15 
units AOA. Slat position muat be monitored by the RIO 
during transition. 
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The we of lateral trim to reduce stick force 
will reduce spoiler control significantly. An 
uncontrollable situation can develop if lat- 
eral trim is out of neutral before flap and slat 
asymmetry or ifthe pilot trims laterally in the 
neutral direction (opposite the roll) during 
flap and slat transition. This situation will be 
aggravated and recovery may not be possible 
with roll SAS off because of reduced differ- 
ential tail authority. Once asymmetry OCCUTS, 

do not trim out stick forces. If lateral control 
is marginal, trim opposite to the natural di- 
rection until 111 spoiler deflection is avaii- 
able. For example, stick to the right, trim let?. 

If a roll is encountered during flap and slat transi- 
tion or if RIO notes asymmetric slat extension or 
retraction: 

Note 
Uncommanded roll/yaw procedures take 
precedence if appropriate. Otherwise per- 
form the procedures below. 

1. FLAP/SLAT CONTR SHUT-OFF cb - Check In 

wx I,,,,,,,( 

Lack of asymmetry protection (RA2 circuit 
breaker out) may cause uncommanded roil 
and/or yaw during flap or landing gear han- 
dle movement. 

2. FLAPS -Match Handle With Flaps Position. 

3. Obtain visual check if possible to ascertain posi- 
tion of ail flap and slat surfaces. 

I 

4. Slow-fly aircrafi in approach configuration at or 
above 10,000 feet AGL to determine approach 
characteristics, conditions permitting. 

5. Land as soon as practicable if aircraft is control- 
lable and minimum approach airspeed is within 
shipboard arresting gear limits. 

Ifasyrnmeny is so large as to make landing impossible or 
minimum safe approach speed is above shipboard arrest- 
ing gear limits with no possible divert field available: 

6. Cliib above 10,000 feet AGL. 

7. AUX FLAP/FLAP CONTR cb -Pull (8G3). 

(,,,,,,,I 

Failure to complete step 6 before the sub- 
sequent steps can result in large uncom- 
manded pitch trim changes because of 
auxiliary flap movement. 

8. FLAP/SLAT CONTR SHU’T-OFP cb-Pull @X2). 

9. Slowly move FLAP handle in dim&ion to minhnii 
asymmetry and/or lateral control requirements. 

10. Stop flap and slat travel before reaching full up or 
down. 

11. FLAP/SLAT CONTR SHUT-OFF cb - Reset 

wb (,,,,,,,I 

Asymmetric slats may not be apparent until 
just before wing stall. Asymmetric slats can 
cause rapid rolloff above 15 units AOA. 

12. If asymmetry has been corrected, land using 15 
units AOA. 

13. If asymmetry has not been corrected, flaps and 
slats did not respond to above procedure, or lateral 
control problems exist, land using maximum safe 
AOA if landing is elected. 

14.12.10 WiNG SWEEP Advisory Light and 
W/S Caution Legend 

14.12.10.1 Advisory Light Only - No Loss of 
Normal Control 

1. MASTER RESET pushbutton-Depress. 

14.12.102 WING SWEEP Light and W/S 
Caution Legend - No Automatic 
or Manual Control 

1. Airspeed - Decelerate to 0.9 Mach or Less. 

2. Check spider detent engaged. 



3. MASTERRESETpushbutton-Depress(wait 15 
seconds to determine system status). 

If WING SWEEP light and W/S caution legend illumi- 
nate again: 

4. WING SWEEP DRIVE NO. 1 and WG SWP DR 
NO. 2/ MANUV FLAP cb -Pull (LDl, LEl). 

5. Emergency WING SWEEP handle - Comply 
with below schedule: 

a. < 0.4 Mach - 20°. 

b. < 0.7 Mach - 25”. 

c. < 0.8 Mach -50”. 

d. < 0.9 Mach - 60”. 

e. > 0.9 Mach - 6S”. 

Avoid ACM and aerobatics. 

14.12.11 Unscheduled Wing Sweep 

1. Emergency WING SWEEP handle - Raise and 
Hold. 

Unscheduled wing sweep at supersonic 
speed may cause structural damage. 

2. Airspeed - Decelerate to 0.6 TMN or Less in Ig 
Nonmaneuvering Flight. 

3. Emergency WING SWEEP handle - Full 
Forward. 

If wings do not move till forward: 

4. EMERGENCY WING SWEEP handle-Match 
With Actual Wing Position. 

5. WING SWEEP DRIVE NO. 1 and WG SWP DR 
NO. 2MANUV FLAP cb - Pull (LDl, LEl) 
(refer to aft wing-sweep landing). 
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6. Land as soon as practicable. 

Note 
l After a wing-sweep malfunction, the 

WING SWEEP advisory light and the 
W/S legend may take I5 seconds to 
illuminate/display. 

l FLAP light will be illuminated with cb 
LEl pulled. 

14.12.12 CADC Light 

1. MASTER RESET pushbutton - Depress. 

2. CADC cb’s (LA2, LB2, LC2, LD2) -Cycle. 

3. MASTER RESET pushbutton - Depress. 

If light still remains illuminated: 

4. Remain below 1.5 Mach. 

One or mom of the following systems may be affected 
by CADC malfunction that illuminates only the CADC 
light. 

a. Maxiium safe Mach 

b. Autopilot 

c. Idle lockup function of AFTC 

d. Wing-sweep indicator 

e. Cockpit cooling less than Mach 0.25 

f. HUD Display. 

Note 
l Erroneous Mach inputs to the AFTC may 

cause uncommanded acceleration of both 
engines to near-military values in the PRI 
engine mode. 

a If illumination of the CADC light is ac- 
companied by other caution or advisory 
light(s), refer to the appropriate proce- 
dure that will dictate the most restrictive 
limitation. 



14.12.13 AUTOPILOT Light 

1. MASTER RESET pushbutton -Depress. 

If light remains illuminated: 

2. PITCH and ROLL COMPTR AC cb’s - Cycle 
(LBl, LAl). 

14.12.14 Weight On-Off Wheels Switch Mal- 
function. Formostsystems,f&lureofboththelefland 
right WOW switches is required to cause the systems to 
revert to the on-deck mode. Should such failures occur, 
the following anomalies can result: 

1. Approach indexers are inoperative. 

2. AFT will not engage. 

3. Outboard spoiler module is inoperative (flaps up). 

4. Nozzles may go fit11 open (with LDG GEAR han- 
dle down, throttles IDLE) 

5. Ground-roll spoiler braking (throttlea IDLE). 

6. Radar will not scan. 

7. Autopilot cannOt be engaged. 

8. BOL chaff will not dispense. 

9. At high altitude, ground cooling fans may over- 
speed and shut down, causing smoke in cockpit. 

10. RATS will be enabled airborne with the hook han- 
dle down or the hook out of the stowed position. 

piGi- 

With RATS enabled airborne, military 
power provides 20 to 25 percent less thrust 
than normal, resulting in less than optimum 
waveoff and bolter performance. 

lftwo or more of the above anomalies are detected, the 
Following action should be taken. 

14.12.14.1 Pilot 

1. Throttles - Any Position Except IDLE. 

Do not move both throttles to IDLE unless 
ANTI SKID SPOILER BK switch is set to 
OFF if weight on-off wheels switch is sus- 
pectedbecause of loss of lift caused by spoil- 
ers deploying. 

2. ANTISKID SPOILER BK switch - OFF. 

3. Land as soon as practicable. 

If we&t on-offwheels switch failure is sus- 
pected, cocked up, high sink rate landing 
with throttles at idle can result in damage to 
the afterburner. 

14.12.14.2 RIO 

1. MLG SAFETY RLY NO. 1 and NO. 2 cb -Pull 
(7F5,7F4). 

Note 
Circuitbreakerscanbcresetaftertouchdown 
to enable ground-roll braking, antiskid, noz- 
zles open at idle, and nosewheel steering. 

14.13 DEPARTURE/SPIN 

Successful recovery from out-of-control flight re- 
quires correct situation analysis, timely and correct ap 
plication of procedures, crew coordination, and 
recognition of recovery. Departure from controlled 
flight should be recognized and the appropriate recovery 
procedures initiated aa soon as the aircraft begins un- 
commanded motion. Throttles should be immediately 
placed to IDLE to ensure maximum stall margin and 
prevent asymmetric thmst from delaying recovery. If 
recovery is not immediately apparent, instrument cues 
must be cross-checked. Full departures/spins are indi- 
cated by pegged AOA (30 units for upright, 0 units for 
inwrted), low airspeed (less than 150 knots), and sus- 
tained yaw rate as indicated by the tum needle and/or 
spin arrow. The spin arrow is the best indicator of yaw 
direction if it is available. If the above indications are 
not present, neutralixe the controls and fly the aircraft as 
airspeed increases. Recovery controls shouldbe applied 
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and maintained until recovery is indicated minimum 
altitude reached, or an increase in eyeball-out gthreatens 
aircrew incapacitation. The most positive indication of 
recovery is a break in AOA as yaw rate is reduced, 
followed by an incresse in airspeed and g load in the 
direction commanded by longitudinal stick. To mini- 
mize altitude loss for recovery, pull out at 17 units AOA. 

Crew coordination is essential. The RIO must be able 
to analyze the situation and provide timely and accurate 
information and procedural backup to the pilot without 
excess communication. The RJO should use airspeed, 
altitude remaining, and the spin srrow as cues. Lateral 
stick application can be confirmed by observing spoilers 
deflected up on the wing pointed to by the spin arrow. 
Ejection in an out-of-contml flight situation can best be 
accomplished by the RIO after consultation with the 
pilot. A thorough understanding of Chapter 11, Flight 
Characteristics, is required of the aircrew when dealing 
with these high task emergencies. 

14.13.1 Vertical Recovery 

1. Above 100 knots, use longitudinal stick to pitch 
the nose down. At extreme nose-high attitudes, aft 
stick facilitates recovery time and will avoid pro- 
longed engine operation with zero oil pressure. 

2. Below 100 knots, release controls and wait for 
aircraft to pitch nose down. This prevents deple- 
tion ofhydraulic pressure in the event both engines 
are lost and provides quickest recovery. 

3. If roll and/or yaw develop, wait until aircraft is in 
a nosedown attitude and accelerating before cor- 
recting with rudder or lateral stick 

4. Use longitudinal control as necessary to keep nose 
down and accelerating. 

5. Above 100 knots, pull out, using 17 units AOA. 

6. Recovery to level flight from point of pitchover 
can normally be completed in less than 10,000 feet. 

14.13.2 Upright Departure/Flat Spin 

* 1. Stick - Forward/Nemral Lateral 
Harness - Lock 

‘2. Throttles -Both IDLE. 

$3. Rudder - Opposite Turn Needle/Yaw. 

If no recovery: 

*4. Stick-Into Tmn Needle. 

If yaw rate is steady/increasing, spin arrow is flashing, 
or eyeball-out g is sensed: I 

*5. Roll SAS - ON 
Stick - Full Into Tum Needle and Aft. 

If recovery is indicated: 

*6. Controls -Neutralize. 

*7. Recover at 17 units AOA, thrust as required. 

If flat spin verified by flat attitude, increasing yaw rate, 
increasing eyeball-out g, and lack ofpitch androll rates: 

*8. Canopy-Jettison. 

‘9. EJECT -RIO Command Eject. 

Ejection guidelines are not meant to prohibit 
earlier canopy jettison and/or ejection. If in- 
sufficient altitude exists to recover from de- 
parted flight, the flightcrew should not 
hesitate to eject. 

Note 
l At high yaw rates where eyeball-out g is 

sensed, atl stick and full lateral stick into 
the tmn needle may arrest the yaw rate and 
increase the possibility of recovery. At 
these yaw rates, the additional differential 
tail provided by roll SAS on will also in- 
cresse the possibility of recovery. 

l It may be necessary to center stick later- 
ally momentarily to engage roll SAS. 

1413.3 inverted Departure/Spin 

l 1. Stick - Full AFT/Neutral Lateral 
Harness -Lock. 

I 



*2. ‘hottles -Both IDLE. 

*3. Rudder - Opposite Turn NeedWYaw. 

If recovery is indicated: 

*4. Controls -Neutralize. 

piEjEJ 

Dual compressor stalls may be expected in 
an inverted spin. 

Note 
5 Recover at 17 units AOA, thrust as required. 

If spinning below 10,000 feet AGL: 

l 6. EJECT - RIO Command Eject. 

If pedal adjustment antior pilot positioning 
(because ofnegativeg forces) is such that fall 
rudder pedal travel cannot be obtained, 111 
lateral control opposite the tom needle/yaw 
may provide an alternate recovery method. 
AA longitudinal stick should be relaxed 
enough to allow full lateral stick auulication. 
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CHAPTER 15 

Landing Emergencies 

15.1 DUAL-ENGINE LANDING, ONE OR 
BOTH ENGINES IN SECONDARY 
MODE 

With either one engine in secondary mode (the other 
engine in primary) or both engines in secondary mode, 
a straight-in approach should be conducted with slats 
and flaps fully extended, 15 units AOA, DLC engaged, 
and speedbmkes extended. Approaches can be accom- 
plished safely up to the normal gross weight limits of 
the aircraft. Throttle position in secondary mode will be 
5” to 10” higher than in primary mode for the same 
amount of thrust. Thrust response in secondary mode is 
nonlinear and very sluggish. Engine acceleration time 
can be as much as three times longer than in primary 
mode. Secondary mode MIL power thrust levels can 
vary from as little as 65 percent to as much as 116 
percent of primary mode MIL thrust. 

For shipboard landing, the LSO and tower 
must be informed ifthe landing is to be made 
with both engines in secondary mode to en- 
sure wind-overdeckrequirements are met as 
RATS is not operative in secondary mode. 

During flight tests with one engine in secondary 
mode, optimum results were obtained by matching the 
engine rpm’s prior to commencing final approach and 
maintaining the throttle split when making power cor- 
rections. Use of DLC to make small glideslope changes 
will improve lineup control by reducing throttle activity 
and and the associated yaw excursions. Waveoff and 
bolter performance is essentially the same as in dual- 
engine primary mode except for a slight yaw into the 
secondary mode engine. 

With both engines in secondary mode, expect very 
sluggish power response and throttle positions 5” to IO“ 
more forward than in primary mode. Extreme care 
should be taken to avoid an underpowered condition as 

this will significantly degrade waveoff performance. 
The LSO should move the waveoff window such that 
only minor glideslope/lineup corrections are required 
from in the middle position. 

[WARNING) 

Waveoff performance with both engines in 
SEC mode may be severely degraded. Ex- 
treme care should be used to avoid an under- 
powered, high-rate-of-descent situation. 

15.2 SINGLE-ENGINE LANDING PRIMARY 
MODE 

Perform a straight-in approach with flaps and slats 
extended and speedbrakes retracted (to reduce thrust 
required). External tanks have a negligible effect on 
thrust required and need to be dropped only ifnecessary 
for gross weight considerations. If operating on the left 
engine, DLC is available and is recommended. DLC can 
be used to aid in the control of glideslope, thereby mini- 
mizing required power changes and the resultant lateral/ 
directional deviations. The 8-knot increase in airspeed 
with DLC engaged results in more control authority and 
improved waveoff and bolter performance. Flight in the 
power approach configuration is critical. Turns should 
be made away from the failed engine using bank angles 
that do not exceed 20”. Remain below 12 units AOA 
until established on final approach. Final approach 
should be conducted at 15 units AOA with DLC engaged/ 
14 units with DLC stowed (DLC is not available when 
combined hydraulic system is pressurized by the BIDI 
pump). Small rudder inputs should be made in conjunc- 
tion with power changes to reduce the amount of yaw. 

Waveoff and bolter (with RATS) may be accom- 
plished up to normal gross weight limits of the aircraft. 
Test results have shown that MIL power provides satis- 
factorywaveoffperforance. Minimum AB (ATLS on) 
reduces altitude loss when waveoff occurs from a high 
rate of descent. The use of maximum AB is prohibited. 
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No significant difference in altitude loss during waveoff 
was noted between minimum AB and maximum AB. 
The aircraft is extremely difficult to control in maximum 
AB and large bank angles into the operating engine are 
required to maintain centerline. Late or inadequate con- 
trol inputs during a maximum AB waveoff can result in 
large lateral flightpath deviations. Waveoff technique is 
to select MIL or minimum AB (ATLS on), maintain 
approach AOA until a positive rate of climb is estab- 
lished, then accelerate and climb out at the airspeed 
indicated in the Climb Performance AAer Takeoff (Sin- 
gle Engine) Charts in NAVAIR 0 1 -F 14AAP- 1.1. 

Note 
Altitude loss during a single-engine waveoff 
is minimized by maintaining approach AOA 
until a positive rate of climb is established. 
Avoid overrotating in close as this will in- 
crease the chance of an in-flight engagement. 
Minimum AB (ATLS on) will improve 
waveoff performance (minimize altitude 
loss) from high sink rates. 

The bolter maneuver is affected by selecting MIL or 
minimum AB (ATLS on) and slight aft control stick 
until the desired flyaway attitude is established. During 
a bolter following a DLC stowed approach, nose rota- 
tion will be more sluggish than normal (because of the 
slower approach speed) requiring a slightly more ag- 
gressive aft control stick input. 

The use of excessive backstick on a bolter 
may cause the tail surface to stall, delaying 
aircraft rotation and causing the aircraft to 
settle off the angle deck. 

As power is advanced during a waveoff or bolter, 
simultaneously apply rudder (approximately two-thirds 
to three-fourths of full deflection) to counter the asym- 
metric thrust and prevent lateral drift, Rudder may be 
supplemented with small lateral stick inputs. If yaw rate 
develops into the dead engine, immediately apply full 
opposite rudder to arrest the yaw rate and then reduce 
the rudder as required to track centerline. If unable to 
control yaw rate during AB waveoff (possible ATLS 
failure), immediately reduce power to MIL. 

Use of maximum AB during waveoff or 
bolter is prohibited. If unable to control yaw 
rate (possible ATLS failure), immediately 
reduce power to MIL. 

During single-engine operations at fuel states above 
4,000 pounds, a fuel split will develop between the aft/ 
let? and forward/right sides. When either cell No. 2 or 
cell No. 5 thermistor is uncovered (at approximately 
2,000 pounds on either tape), or when FWD or AFT is 
selected on the FEED switch, the motive flow isolation 
and sump tank interconnect valves open, making wing 
and fuselage fuel on both sides available to the operating 
engine. However, if the sump tank interconnect valve 
fails to open, fuel will migrate to the wing and fuselage 
tanks on the inoperative engine side and will not be 
available to the operating engine. Under these condi- 
tions, themaximummigrationratecouldreach300ppm. 
If the FUEL SHUT-OFF handle on the inoperative en- 
gine is not pulled, an additional migration path could 
exist through the engine crossfeed valve. During single- 
engine operation, the following procedures will mini- 
mize meI migration if the sump tank interconnect valve 
fails to open. 

1. FUEL SHUT OFF handle (inoperative engine) - 
Pull. 

If not on final approach: 

2. Refer to Single-Engine Cruise Operations, para- 
graph 14.5.3.2. 

If after commencing final approach or in landing 
pattern: 

2. ATLS - CheckON. 

IfATLS is inoperative, the use ofafterbumer 
is prohibited. 
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Note 

Altitude loss during waveoff is minimized by 
maintaining approach AOA until positive 
rate of climb is established. Avoid overrotat- 
ing in close as this will increase the chance 
of an in-flight engagement. Minimum AB 
will improve waveoff performance (mini- 
mize altitude loss) from high sink rates. 
Maximum AB provides little or no improve- 
ment over minimum AB and is prohibited. 

3. Afterburner operation (airspeed > 170 knots, fuel 
permitting, and full rudder authority) (RUDDER 
AUTH light out) - Stage to Verify Proper Op- 
eration of ATLS. 

4. Wing sweep - Set at 20” (EMER). 

If hammering (cavitation) is experienced in 
the hydraulic system, component rupture is 
imminent. Turn the HYD TRANSFER 
PUMP switch (BIDI) off. 

5. Hook - As Required. 

6. Reduce gross weight/minimize lateral asymmetry 
into the inoperative engine as required. 

7. Speedbrakes - RET (on final approach). 

8. LDG GEAR handle - DN (ifcombined hydrau- 
lic pressure zero - EMERG DN). 

9. Check SAS - ON. 

I 10. If combined pressure is zero - Pull AUX 
FLAP/FLAP CONT Cb (8G3). 

11. Flaps - DN. 

12. DLC (if operating on right engine) - Do Not 
Engage. 

If operating on the left engine and 3,000 psi combined 
pressure - Engage on Final. 

13. EMERG FLT HYD switch - HIGH (on final, 
committed to landing). 
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If combined hydraulic pressure is zero, do 
not return to AUTO (LOW) mode once mod- 
ule is selected on. If module is shut off after 
operation commences, it may not restart. 

14. For landing pattern use 12 units AOA for pattern 
airspeed and do not attempt turns greater than 20’ 
angle of bank. Avoid turns into the dead engine. 

Extreme caution must be exercised when 
performing turn into dead engine. Decaying 
airspeed/increasing AOA can rapidly result 
in a situation where there is not enough rud- 
der authority to return the aircraft to level 
flight, and insufficient altitude to affect a 
recovery. 

15. Final approach airspeed: 
DLC engaged - 15 Units AOA. 
DLC stowed - 14 Units AOA. 
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Military power climb performance during 
heavy waveoffs may not adequately arrest 
high-sink-rate conditions. Use of AB pro- 
vides an increase in climb performance. Up 
to full rudder may be required to counter AI3 
asymmetric thrust yawing moment during 
waveoff or bolter. Do not exceed 14 units 
AOA during waveoff or bolter. 

15.3 SINGLE-ENGINE LANDING 
SECONDARY MODE 

Approaches in single-engine secondary (SEC) mode 
are considered extremely hazardous. Engine military 
(MIL) power thrust levels can vary from as little as 65 
percent to as much as 116 percent ofprimary mode MIL 
thmst. Although the majority ofengines produce greater 
than 90 percent of primary mode thrust (at MIL power), 
the possibility exists that in the full-flap contiguration, 
a low-thrust engine will not provide enough thrust for 
level flight. Engine acceleration times also vary and can 
be as much as three times longer than in primary mode. 
Aircraft in this configuration should recover shore 
based. Shipboard landings should be attempted only as 



a last resort and only if performance is adequate. For 
example, 72 percent of primary mode MIL thrust is 
considered the minimum required for a safe CV ap- 
proach with a 48,000-pound aircraft with no stores. 

To accomplish the performance check, configure the 
aircraft at 2,000 feet AGL or greater and 10 units AOA 
with the maneuvering flaps down (if available) and 
leave the landing gear up. With the engine at MIL thrust, 
establish a constant airspeed climb (i5 knots) at the 
airspeed corresponding to 10 units AOA. The minimum 
change in altitude required in 30 seconds is as follows: 

CHANGE IN ALTITUDE - FEET 

MANEUVER 
FLAPS DN 

MANEUVER 
FLAPS UP 

2,000 feet 950 feet 900 feet 

4,000 feet 

8,000 feet 

800 feet 

700 feet 

750 feet 

650 feet 

Note 
Climb performance will improve by 20 feet 
in a 30-second climb for every l,OOO-pound 
gross weight reduction. 

If the test is passed based on predicted gross weight, 
do not lower the landing gear and flaps until the pre- 
dicted gross weight is reached. If the performance test 
is passed and divert is not possible, a CV approach may 
be attempted. The minimum performance is required for 
optimum conditions (day, VMC, steady deck, experi- 
enced aircrew, normal wind over deck, etc.). For de- 
graded conditions, the minimum performance should be 
increased based on judgment, If the minimum perfomr- 
ante test is not passed, and all other options are ex- 
hausted (stores jettisoned, gross weight minimized, 
divert not possible), eject under controlled conditions. 

For shore-based landings, conduct a straight-in ap- 
proach with flaps up and speedbrakes retracted. If con- 
ditions warrant a full-flap landing, conduct a 
performance test and proceed as in the case of a ship- 
board landing. Gross weight should be reduced as much 
as practicable to improve flyaway performance. Main- 
tain 10 units AOA in the pattern slowing to 15 units 
AOA at touchdown when a safe landing is assured. Use 
extreme caution when working off a high and/or fast 
situation, avoiding any large power reductions. The 
natural tendency will be to underestimate the sluggish 

powerresponseresultingin anunderpoweredcondition. 
Waveoffcapability is dependent on engine thrust/thmst 
response, aimtaft rate of descent, and power setting at 
waveoff initiation. Waveoffs should be conducted by 
rotating toward 14 units (maximum) AOA until a posi- 
tive rate ofclimb is attained, then slowly reducing AOA 
to 10 units AOA to achieve maximum rate of climb. 
Bolters should be conducted by rotating to 10” pitch 
attitude not to exceed 14 units AOA. Avoid increasing 
AOA, as performance will degrade and wing drop will 
occur at 16.5 to 17.5 units AOA. 
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Waveoff performance from high rates of 
descent in SEC mode may be severely 
degraded. Extreme care should be used to 
avoid an underpowered, high rate-of-descent 
situation. 

Shipboard landings in single-engine SEC mode are 
not recommended and should be attempted as a last 
resort (divert not available) and if the performance 
check is successful. Jettison all external stores and re- 
duce fuel weight as much as practicable to reduce gross 
weight and drag. Configure ihe aircraft for landing no 
lower than 2,000 feet AGL. Approaches should be con- 
ducted with the flaps and slats fully extended, speed- 
brake retracted, and DLC stowed. 

Conduct a straight-in approach. Any turns should be 
made away from the dead engine using bank angles that 
do not exceed 20”. Maintain 10 units AOA until estab- 
lished on final, at which time the aircraft should be 
slowed to 13 units (maximum) AOA. Extreme care 
should be used when working off a high and/or fast 
condition, as any large power reductions could result in 
an underpowered situation. A high and/or fast condition 
should be corrected using only small power reductions. 
Upon detection of a deceleration or settle, immediate 
selection of MIL power may be required to correct the 
situation in’s timely manner. To minimize the chance of 
a hook-skip bolter, it is important to maintain aA stick 
pressure on touchdown. Waveoffs should be conducted 
by rotating the aircraft to 14 units (maximum) AOA 
until a positive rate of climb is attained, then slowly 
reducing AOA to I I to 12 units to achieve a maximum 
rate of climb. Bolters should be conducted by rotating 
to IO0 pitch attitude not to exceed 14 units AOA. 

153.1 Single-Engine Landing - SEC Mode 

1. FUEL SHUTOFF handle (inoperative engine) 
- Pull. 
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2. In CV environment - Divert. 

3. Refer to Single-Engine Cruise Operations, para- 
graph 14.5.3.2, and Engine Transfer to SEC Mode 
procedures, paragraph 14.5.6. 

If not preparing for CV approach: 

See step 6. 

If divert is not possible: 

Engine thrust and thrust response can be 
severely degraded such that level flight 
cannot be maintained in the full-flap land- 
ing configuration. DO NOT configure for 
landing until the performance test has been 
accomplished. 

If not configured for landing: 

4. Perform constant airspeed climb (i5 knots) at 10 
units AOA, landing gear up, maneuvering flaps 
down (if possible), above 2,000 feet. Minimum 
climb required in 30 seconds is as follows: 

CHANGE IN ALTITUDE - FEET 

MANEUVER MANEUVER 
FLAPS DN FLAPS UP 

2,000 feet 950 feet 900 feet 

4,000 feet 600 feet 750 feet 

6,000 feet 700 feet 650 feet 

m 

Ifminimumperformance test is passed based 
on predicted gross weight, do not lower land- 
ing gear and flaps until predicted gross 
weight is reached. 

Note 

Climb performance will improve by 20 feet 
in a 30-second climb for every 1 ,OOO-pound 
gross weight reduction. Minimum perfotm- 
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ante criteria are based on optimum condi- 
tions (day, VMC, steady deck, experienced 
aircrew, normal wind over deck, etc.) and 
should be increased for degraded conditions 
based on judgment. 

5. If minimum performance criteria are not passed 
and all options are exhausted (stores jettisoned, 
minimum gross weight, and divert not possible), 
eject under controlled conditions. 

If configured for landing: 

4. Throttle - MIL. 

5. Ensure a minimum of 500~fpm rate of climb at 14 
units AOA available for CV approach. 

When preparing for landing: 

Shipboard recovery in single-engine SEC 
mode is considered extremely hazardous and 
should be conducted only as a last resort and 
if the performance check is successful. 

6. RUDDER AUTH light - Out, Check. 

7. Wing sweep - Set at 20”. 

If hammering (cavitation) is experienced in 
the hydraulic system, component rupture is 
imminent. Turn the HYD TRANSFER 
PUMP switch (BIDI) off. 

8. Hook - As Required. 

9. External stores - Jettison for Shipboard 
Recovery. 

10. Fuel - Dump or Burn (reduce as much as 
practicable). 

11. Speedbrakes - RET (on final approach). 

12. LDG GEAR handle - DN (ifcombinedhydrau- 
tic pressure zero - EMERG DN). 
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Shore-based landings should be conducted 
with flaps up. If conditions warrant a full- 
flap landing, conduct a performance test and 
proceed as in the case of shipboard landing. 

13. CheckSAS - ON. 

I 
14. If combined pressure is zero - Pull AUX 

FLAP/FLAP CONTR Cb (8G3). 

15. Flaps - DN (shipboard recovery), As Required 
(field landing). 

16. DLC - Do Not Engage. 

17. EMERG FLT HYD switch - HIGH (on final, 
committed to landing). 

If combined hydraulic pressure is zero, do 
not return to AUTO (LOW) mode once mod- 
ule is selected on. If module is shut off after 
operation commences, it may not restart. 

18. For landing pattern, use 10 units AOA for pattern 
airspeed and do not attempt turns greater than 20” 
angle of bank. 

19. Final approach airspeed - 13 Units (CV), (field 
landing slow to 15 units, no flaps at touchdown). 

Note 

l Waveoff should be conducted by rotating 
to 14 units (maximum) AOA until a posi- 
tive rate of climb is attained. 

l Bolters should be conducted by rotating to 
10” pitch attitude not to exceed 14 units 
AOA. 

15.4 LANDING GEAR EMERGENCIES 

15.4.1 Landing Gear Emergency Lowering. Use 
emergency lowering of the landing gear only as a last 
resort. Once this system is used, the gear cannot be 
retracted; therefore, the landing must be made in what- 
ever configuration you have at that time. Ifa long flight 
is necessary to make a field landing, it will have to be 
made with the gear down (see Figure 15-1). 

1. Airspeed - Less Than 280 Knots. 

2. LDG GEAR handle - DN. 

The LDG GEAR handle should be pulled 
with a rapid and continuous 55-pound force 
until the handle is loose (fore and aft) in its 
housing as an indication of complete exten- 
sion of the handle. 

3. Push LDG GEAR handle in hard, turn it 90” clock- 
wise, pull, and hold. 

4. Gear position indication - Check (12 seconds). 

5. Make arrested landing if available. 

Note 
l The nosegear cannot be confirmed as 

locked by visual observation. If both the 
indicator and transition light indicate un- 
safe, assume that the downlock is not in 
place. 

l If there is disagreement between the indi- 
cator and light and the gear appears down, 
the malfunction may be because of a 
faulty contact on the nosegear downlock 
microswitch. 

l Use of emergency gear extension results 
in loss of nosewheel steering. 

l To facilitate in-flight refueling probe ex- 
tension when the gear has been blown 
down, raise the LDG GEAR handle to 
give priority to the refueling probe 
system. 

If any gear does not come down: 

6. Increase airspeed. Do not exceed 280 Knots. 

7. Apply positive and negative g to force gear down. 

8. Obtain visual in-flight check if possible. 

9. Refer to Figure 15-1 (as appropriate). I 

15.42 Landing Gear Malfunctions 

1. Remain below 280 knots. 



FIELD . 
ARRESTING 

FINAL CARRIER LANDINGS GEAR AVAILABLE 
CONFIGURATION NOTES NOTES 

>ocked Nose Gear Land 1,8,11 Arrested Landing 8, 8, 9, 
11,12, 
13 

;ide-Brace Not In Land 1,&E, No Arrested 3, 637, 
‘lace 11 Landing 8, 11 

lose Gear Land 1,2,4, No Arrested 4, 6.8, 
JpAJnsafe Down 8, 11 Landing 9,10,11 

-,, 

dains One Or Both 

Eject Pilot Option 
To Land tf Tanks 
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iNDING 

NO ARRESTING 
GEAR AVAILABLE 

1 NOTES 

Land 16, 9, 11 

Land 6, 89, 
10,ll 

Land 6, 8.9, 
10,ll 

Eject 

Pilot Option Eject 5, 6, 8, 
Or Land lO,ll, 

13 

Pilot Option Eject 

Pilot Option Eject 

1. Divert it possible 
2. Hook down barricade engagement 
3. Minimize skid and drift rollout 
4. Remove all arresting gear 
5. Land off center to gear down side 
6. Minimum rate of descent landing (488 fpm ma%) 
7. Gradual symmetrlcal braklng 
8. Retain empty drop tanks 
9. Lower nose gently prior to fall through 

10. Secure engines at airframe contact 
11. External ordnance -SEL Jell If required. Activate emerg landing gear lowering to enable ratsIng 

gear handle for SEL or ACM JEtT 
12. Hold damaged gear off deck until pendant engagement. 
13. Engage NWS if operable, use as required. 

Figure 15-l. Landing Gear Malfunction Emergency Landing Guide 
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2. Combined hydraulic pressure - Check. 

3. If less than 3,000 psi, refer to combined hydraulic 
failure procedures in Chapter 14. 

15.4.2.1 Landing Gear Indicates Unsafe Gear 
Up or Transition Light Illuminated 

1. LDG GEAR handle - DN. 

If safe gear down indication is obtained and transition 
light out: 

2. Landing gear - Leave Down. 

3. Obtain visual check of gear condition. 

A hyperextended main strut, whether be- 
cause of a broken piston or overextended 
piston barrel and/or main strut with a cocked 
wheel, will likely result in a combined hy- 
draulic system failure while airborne and a 
sheared strut upon touchdown. A hyperex- 
tended main strut is evident to a wingman by 
full vertical extension ofthe scissors and bro- 
ken brake lines and to the tower or LSO by 
one main gearhanging noticeably lower than 
the other. When either of these situations oc- 
curs, landing procedures for a stub (MLG) 
mount must be followed. 

4. Land as soon as practicable. 

If landing gear indicates unsafe after rctrac- 
tion and a down-and-locked indication can 
be obtained, the brake pedals should be de- 
pressed for 60 seconds to ascertain whether 
brake hydraulic lines have been severed. If 
brake hydraulic lines are severed and a com- 
bined hydraulic failure occurs, refer to com- 
bined hydraulic system failure procedures in 
Chapter 14. 

15.4.2.2 Landing Gear Indicates Unsafe Gear 
Down, Transition Light Out. This indication means 
a failure in one of the dual-pole downlock microswitches. 

1. Transition light bulb - Check (LTS TEST). 

If associated with LAUNCH BAR light, 
leave gear down and obtain visual check. 

2. Landing gear - Cycle. 

Ifcondition still exists: 

3. Obtain visual check ifpossible. 

4. Make normal landing. 

15.4.2.3 Landing Gear Indicates Unsafe, Gear 
Down, Transition Light Illuminated. Nosegear 
unsafe indicates that the downlock pin through the drag 
brace is not in place. Visual determination ofnosegear- 
unlocked status is assisted by a red band painted on the 
landing nosegear brace oleo. However, a positive check 
for locked nosegear is not possible visually. Main gear 
unsafe should be verified by visual inspection. If the 
drag brace is fully extended, the main gear should be 
down and locked. 

1. Obtain visual check if possible. 

a Visual determination of nose landing 
gear-unlocked status is assisted by a red 
band painted on the nose landing gear 
drag brace. If red is visible, the nosegear 
is not locked. 

l During an airborne visual inspection of 
the main landing gear (even if the paint 
stripe across the drag brace knee pin ap- 
pears to be straight), the possibility exists 
that the downlock actuator has failed and 
the gear may not be locked in the down 
position. 

2. LDG GEAR handle - Cycle. 

If still unsafe: 

3. Increase airspeed to 280 knots, pull positive g’s 
and yaw aircraft. 

If main landing gear is still unsafe go to step 5. 



If nose landing gear indicates unsafe, transition light 
illuminated, continue wifh step 4: 

4. LDG GEAR handle - Cycle UP then DN in 
Less Than 2 Seconds. 
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Failure to place the LDG GEAR handle to 
DN immediately after selecting UP may al- 
low the main landing gear doors to receive 
the signal to close with main gear struts ex- 
tended, causing damage to the doors and in- 
ducing a possible combined hydraulic or 
brake system failure. Do not reselect UP with 
the LDG GEAR handle after the doors at- 
tempt to close, as indicated by an unsafe 
main mount or visual inspection. 

Note 

Use of the above procedure should be done 
at the intended point of landing or within 
range ofan acceptable divert field exercising 
a gear-down bingo profile. 

5. LDG GEAR handle - EMERG DOWN (refer 
to landing gear emergency lowering). 

Note 

Use of the emergency gear lowering proce- 
dure will result in loss of nosewheel steering. 

If still unsafe and visually confirmed unsafe, or gear 
position cannot be confirmed: 

6. Refer to Figure 15-I. 

When landing with nosegear unsafe- 
down indication, anticipate possible nose 
landing gear collapse. 

Do not attempt to tow aircraft by nosegear 
until gear is secured in down position. 

Nose landing gear ground safety pin in- 
stallation will not prevent nosegear col- 
lapse. The nose landing gear strut must be 
restrained against forward rotation. 

15.4.2.4 Landing Gear Indicates Safe Gear 
Down, Transition Light Illuminated. This indica- 
tion can be caused by a malfunction of the following: 

a. Half of the dual-pole micro in the nosegear 
downlock. 

b. Half of the dual-pole micros in either of the 
main gear downlocks. 

c. The proximity micros in the sidebraces. 

d. Failure of the LDG GEAR handle position 
micro. 

e. If a visual check confirms the gear is extended 
and both sidebraces are in place, a malfunc- 
tion of one of the transition light micros is 
indicated. 

1. LDG GEAR handle - Cycle. 

If associated with LAUNCH BAR light, 
leave gear down and obtain visual check. 

If transition light remains on: 

2. Obtain visual check. 

3. Gear/sidebraces appear in place - Normal 
Landing. 

Sidebraces confirmed not in place: 

4. Refer to Figure 15-1. 

15.4.3 LAUNCH BAR Light 

1. Landing gear - Leave Down. 

2. Obtain visual inspection. 

If nosegear cocked, see Figure 15- 1. 

If launch bar is down or visual inspection is not 
available: 

3. Request removal of arresting cables for field 
landing. 

4. Request removal of cross-deck pendants Nos. 1 
and 4 for CV landing. 
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15.5 BLOWN-TIRE LANDING 

Blown-tire landings should be performed into arrest- 
ing gear whenever possible. Rollout is extremely rough 
on blown tires. If go-around is elected, do not apply full 
aft stick in attempt to rotate the aircraft before reaching 
flying speed. The drag from full-up deflection of the 
stabilizers is large and significantly delays acceleration. 
Blown tires will frequently result in damagedmainland- 
ing gear hydraulic lines. Anticipate possible combined 
hydraulic system failure and attendant committal to 
gear-down bingo following a blown tire. 

Blown tire(s) can cause engine FOD 
and/or structural damage. Leave flaps and 
slats as set. Aircraft should have ground 
locks installed and engines secured before 
moving aircraft. 

Do not allow the aircraft to roll backward 
after the arrestment. The downlock actua- 
tormay have been damaged by tire failure 
and rearward movement of the aircraft 
could cause the gear to collapse. 

1. Obtain in-flight visual check ifpossible. 

2. ANTI SKID SPOILER BK switch - SPOILER 
BK (OFF for CV). 

3. HOOK - DN. 

4. Make carrier or short-field fly-in arrested landing 
as soon as practicable. 

5. HYD ISOL switch - T.O./L.ND (on final). 

If arresting gear is not available: 

6. Land on centerline. 

7. Nosewheel steering - Engaged. 

m 

Do not delay engaging nosewheel steering in 
order to center rudder pedals. 

Note 

Antiskid will sense a constant release on a 
dragging blown tire. 

15.6 FLAP AND SLAT LANDING 
EMERGENCIES 

15.6.1 No-Flaps and No-Slats Landing. Ano- 
flaps and no-slats landing is basically the same as a 
normal landing except that the pattern is extended and 
the approach speed is approximately 15 knots faster than 
a full-flap approach. Field arresting gear should be used 
ifnecessary. CV arrestments are permitted. Consult ap- 
plicable recovery bulletins for WOD requirements. 

1. Gross weight - Reduce (weight consistent with 
existing runway length and conditions). 

2. Flaps - UP. 

Note 
If outboard spoilers are needed for ground- 
roll braking, FLAP handle must be set to 
DN. 

3. Fly !anding pat!em sligh!ly wider than normal or 
make straight-in approach at 15 units AOA. 

4. Use normal braking technique. 

. 

. 

. 

156.2 

Maximum airspeed for wheelbrake appli- 
cation is 165 knots at a gross weight of 
46,000 pounds and 145 knots at 51,000 
pounds. 

Use of full aft stick during landing in this 
configuration can result in tailpipe ground 
contact. 

Avoid slow approaches. Wing drop and 
increased sink rate may occur at 16.5 to 
17.5 units AOA. 

Auxiliary Flap Failure. A no-auxiliary- 
flaps landing is basically the same as a normal landing 
except that the approach speed is 6 knots faster than with 
auxiliary flaps extcndcd, and the longitudinal stick po- 
sition during the approach is further aft. CV arrestments 
are permitted; consult applicable recovery bulletin for 
WOD requirements. 
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1. Wing sweep - Ensure at 20”. 

2. AUX FLAP/FLAP CONTR cb - Pull (8G3). 

3. Approach - 15 Units AOA. 

Note 

With AUX FLAP/FLAP CONTR cb pulled, 
wings will not sweep aft. 

15.7 WING-SWEEP EMERGENCIES 

15.7.1 Aft Wing-Sweep Landings. CV arrest- 
merits are permitted with up to 40” of wing sweep, and 
emergency barricade engagements are permitted with 
up to 35” of wing sweep. Shipboard aft wing-sweep 
landings should be conducted at 15 units AOA. Field aft 
wing-sweep landings may be conducted at AOAs up to 
17 units when wings are stuck aft of 50” to minimize 
approach airspeed for normal landings or remain within 
published field arresting gear limitations for short-field 
arrested landings. Main flaps and slats should be utilized 
to reduce approach speed with aft wing sweeps up to 
50’. Maneuver flaps may be utilized if main flaps and 
slats fail to extend. 

If wings are determined to be stuck aft of 20” position: 

1. Emergency WING SWEEP handle - Match 
Captain Bars With Actual Wing Sweep Position 
Tape. 

Closely monitor wing-sweep movement 
when attempting to match handle with wing- 
sweep position. Ifabnormal movement is no- 
ticed, immediately return handle to previous 
position. 

2. Gross weight - Reduce as Required. 

If wings < 50”: 

3. Main flaps - FULL DN. 

Note 

Main flap/slat extension with the wings aft 
of 20” will result in a large nosedown pitch 
transient. 

If main flaps are inoperative: 
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4. Maneuvering flaps - Extend. 

pi&-( 

If maneuvering flaps are used, ensure that 
maneuver flap thumbwheel is not actuated 
during the approach. 

5. DLC and APC - Do Not Engage. 

6. Slow-fly aircraft at a safe altitude to determine 
approach airspeed (up to 17 units AOA for field 
landings with wings aft of 50”) and to evaluate 
handling/stall characteristics and waveoff per- 
formance. 

Note 

s Refer to emergency field arrestment guide 
for maximum engagement speed if field 
arrestmcnt is desired. 

l Refer to Figure 1 l-l for approach airspeeds. 

7. Fly straight-in approach at 15 units AOA (up to 17 
units for field landings with wings aA of 50’). 

Nozzle clearance is reduced at elevated ap- 
proach AOA. Ensure that a maximum of 17 
units is maintained at touchdown. 

Note 

Maximum airspeed for wheelbrake applica- 
tion is 165 knots at gross weight of 46,000 
pounds and 145 knots at 51,000 pounds. 

15.7.2 Asymmetric Wing Sweep. Refer to Chap- 
ter 11 for asymmetric wing-sweep design limitations 
and flight characteristics. 

With asymmetric wing-sweep emergency condition, 
divert field landing is prcfcrable to CV landing attempt. 
Aircrew must fully consider approach speed and aircrag 
controllability characteristics prior to attempting CV ar- 
restmcnt. See Figure 15-2 for recommended approach 
airspeed for 14 or 15 units AOA with asymmetric wing 
configurations. 

c------ 
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FLAPS UP APPROACH AIRSPEED (14 UNITS AOA) 
FLATS/SLATS RETRACTED 

LANDING APPROACH AIRSPEEDS (15 UNITS AOA) 
MAIN FLAPS/SLATS EXTENDED: AUXILIARY FLAPS RETRACTED 

170 

Figure 15-2. Asymmetric Wing-Sweep Landing Approach Airspeed 
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To preclude potential damage to aircraft, 
avoid all wing-sweep commands prior to 
performing steps 1 through 9. Limit maneu- 
vering envelope to 350 knots and 1.5g.s. 

1. Leave wings and flaps as set. 

2. Altitude - Climb/Remain Above 10,000 Feet 
AGL. 

3. Airspeed - 250 Knots/Do Not Exceed 12 Units 
AOA. 

4. Maneuver devices - Thumbwheel Manual 
Retract. 

5. WING SWEEP DRIVE NO. 1 and WG SWP DR 
NO. 2/MANUV FLAP cb’s - Pull (LDl, LEl). 

6. ALPHA COMP/PEDAL SHAKER cb - Pull 
WI). 

7. All SASS - ON. 

Note 
If roll SAS will not’engage, accelerate and 
attempt to reset at approximately 20-knot in- 
tervals. Stick may have to be released later- 
ally in order to reengage roll SAS. 

8. Confirm let? and right wing position. 

Note 

Wing-sweep tape indicates actual right-wing 
position. All other cockpit wing position in- 
dications may be unreliable, including wing- 
sweep handle position. Visually verify 
left-wing position. 

If leftwing is at? of 57”/62” spoiler cutout and right wing 
is 20°, perform Asymmetric Wing Sweep Unacceptable 
for Landing procedure, paragraph 15.7.2.2. 

9. Perform preliminary controllability check as 
follows: 

a. Trim away from forward wing (opposite stick 
force) to ensure that maximum spoiler dcflec- 
tion is available. 
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b. Assess spoiler function by controlled left- and 
right-stick inputs. 

Aircraft controllability in approach contigu- 
ration with spoilers inoperative and a large 
wing-sweep asymmetry will range from dif- 
ficult to impossible depending on split. 

c. Landing gear - Down. 

d. Leave flaps as set until further determinations 
are complete. 

e. Slowly increase AOA to no more than 15 units 
(attempt to maintain 0” sideslip). 

f. Make small lateral stick inputs to simulate line- 
up corrections. 

Ifaircraft controllability is questionable for safe landing, 
perform Asymmetric Wing Sweep Unacceptable for 
Landing procedure, paragraph 15.7.2.2. 

If aircrafi controllability is safe for landing, perform 
Asymmetric Wing Sweep Acceptable for Landing pro- 
cedure, paragraph 15.7.2.2. 

15.7.2.1 Asymmetric Wing Sweep Acceptable 
for Landing. Establish final landing configuration as 
follows: 

1. AUX FLAP/FLAP CONTR cb - Pull (8G3). 

Note 
Pulling the AUX FLAP/FLAP CONTR cb 
(8G3) with the emergency WING SWEEP 
handle at the 20” position disables wing- 
sweep commands. 

Ifboth wings are forward of 50’: 

a. Airspeed - Below 225 Knots. 

Extending themainflaps witheitherwingaft 
of 50” could result in damage to both the 
flaps and the aft fuselage. 

b. Flaps - Lower Incrementally 20” to 25O. 



When flaps are set greater than 2.5”, lateral 
pilot-induced oscillations are likely and may 
result in wingtip damage at touchdown 
and/or hard landings. 

Note 

The 25’ flap position can be established by 
first noting when the spoiler position indica- 
tors switch to the drooped position during 
flap extension. An uncommanded but con- 
trollable roll transient because of spoiler 
gearing change will also occur. Upon ob- 
serving either event, retract the flaps to just 
less than 25”. The roll transient will occur in 
the opposite direction as the flaps pass 
through 25”. Main flap extension without 
auxiliary flaps will require greater than nor- 
mal atI stick trim. 

c. Approach airspeed - 15 Units AOA. 

Note 

Indicated AOA is subject to a I- to 2-unit 
sideslip-induced error. Verify proper AOA 
at zero sideslip. 

If either wing is aft of 50”: 

a. Flaps - UP. 

b. Approach airspeed - 14 Units AOA. 

------------- 

2. Emergency WING SWEEP handle - Leave 
in Position that Established Satisfactory 
Controllability. 

3. Gross weight - Reduce as Required. 

4. DLC - Stowed. 

5. Autothrottles (APC) - Do Not Engage. 

6. Confirm flight characteristics by flying simulated 
landing approach at safe altitude, to include lineup 
corrections, power changes, and waveoff. 

Full spoiler authority will be required for 
landing with large wing-sweep asymmetry. 
Before attempting actual approach, trim 
away from the forward wing (opposite stick 
forces) to ensure maximum spoiler deflec- 
tion is available. 

7. Fly straight-in approach to arrested or normal 
landing. 

Avoidrapidlateral stickinputs,assigniticant 
pitch-roll coupling may result in roll ratchet- 
ing, pitching motion, and lateral PI0 ten- 
dency; an excessive descent rate may 
develop and/or wingtip damage at touch- 
down may occur. 

1 

\ 

Wing rock and wing stall may occur at 16 to 

\ 

16-l/2 units AOA during flaps-up approaches. 
Rapid lateral stick inputs will result in pitch . 
coupling. Excessive descent rates may develop 

\ 

and/or wingtip damage at touchdown may oc- 
cur. Precise AOA control and smooth lateral 

L control inputs are required. . 

I; 
\ 

Note 
Indicated AOA is subject to a 1- to 2-unit 

\ 

sideslip-induced error. Verify proper AOA 
at zero sideslip. 

L 
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Note 

A crosswind from the swept-wing side 
is favorable while a crosswind from the 
forward-wing side is unfavorable. 

To reduce lateral stick force, the landing 
approach can be flown with rudder trim 
into the forward wing, allowing aircraft to 
yaw into the forward wing. Sideslip 
should be reduced with rudder just prior 
to touchdown. 



Note 
l If desired, sideslip can be reduced to zero 

with rudder at the beginning of the ap- 
proach and held to touchdown. Lateral 
stick force increases as sideslip is reduced. 
Method of approach is at pilot’s option. 

l In the event of bolter or go-around, as air- 
speed increases, the aircraft will roll to- 
ward the swept wing and yaw toward the 
forward wing. 

a Maximum airspeed for wheelbrake appli- 
cation is 165 knots at gross weights of 
46,000 pounds and 145 knots at 51,000 
pounds. 

15.7.2.2 Asymmetric Wing Sweep 
Unacceptable for Landing 

Efforts to improve controllability by 
attempting to minimize or eliminate wing- 
sweep mismatch could result in an accept- 
able condition becoming unacceptable. 

Note 
Once spoiler operation is assessed, stick 
forces may be trimmed to reduce pilot work- 
load during transit to field or CV. The use of 
lateral trim to reduce stick forces during ac- 
tual approach and landing should be avoided 
as this reduces the spoiler deflection avail- 
able for roll control. 

1. Flaps - UP. 

2. AUX FLAP/FLAP CONTR cb - In (8G3). 

a At any point during the following proce- 
dures, if wing-sweep symmetry is re- 
gained at aft wing-sweep position and 
runway length/approach speed permit, 
aircrew may elect to perform Aft Wing- 
Sweep Landing emergency procedure, 
paragraph 15.7.1. 

a If letI wing is jammed, wing-sweep com- 
mand can result in right wing driving to 
either 19” (forward command) or 69” (aft 
command) actuator overtravel stop. Sub- 
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sequent wing-sweep commands may not 
move the right wing. 

If spoilers are operational: 

a. Emergency WMG SWEEP handle - Input 
a Small Forward Command. 

If spoilers are not operational: 

a. Emergency WING SWEEP handle - Input 
a Small At? Command. 

3. Note movement of left and right wings and attempt 
to regain wing-sweep asymmetry by using the fol- 
lowing wing-sweep commands. 

If both wings are moveable and left wing is forward of 
right wing: 

a. Airspeed - 300 Knots. 

b. Emergency WING SWEEP handle - 68’. 

c. Emergency WING SWEEP handle - 20’. 

d. AUX FLAP/FLAP CONTR cb - Pull 
(8G3). 

e. Repeat preliminary landing controllability 
check (step 9 of paragraph 15.7.2). 

Ifboth wings are moveable and right wing is forward of 
left wing: 

a. Emergency WING SWEEP handle - 20”. 

b. AUX FLAP/FLAP CONTR cb - Pull 
(8G3). 

c. Repeat preliminary landing controllability 
check (step 9 ofparagraph 15.7.2). 

If right wing is jammed and left wing is moveable: 

a. Airspeed - 300 Knots. 

Note 

If right wing is jammed atl of spoiler cutout 
angle, matching let? wing will result in loss 
of spoiler control. If this reduced lateral con- 
trol is undesirable, left wing should be com- 
manded just forward of spoiler cutout to 
regain spoiler control. 
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b. Emergency WING SWEEP handle - Match 
I& Wing to Right-Wing Position. 

c. AUX FLAP/FLAP CONTR cb - Pull 
(8G3). 

d. Repeat preliminary landing controllability 
check (step 9 of paragraph 15.7.2). 

If left wing is jammed and spoilers are operational: 

a. Emergency WING SWEEP handle - 20’. 

b. AUX FLAP/FLAP CONTR cb - Pull 
(8G3). 

c. Repeat preliminary landing controllability 
check (step 9 of paragraph 157.2). 

If left wing is jammed aft of spoiler cutout wing-sweep 
angle and spoilers are inoperative: 

a. Airspeed - 3OOKnots. 

b. Emergency WING SWEEP handle - 68”. 

c. AUXFLAP/FLAPCONTRcb - Pull(8G3). 

d. Repeat preliminary landing controllability 
check (step 9 of paragraph 15.7.2). 

If final wing configuration is unsafe for landing: 

a. Prepare for and execute controlled ejection. 

15.6 AFT HUNG ORDNANCE LANDINGS 

The normal NATOPS cg ZFGW limit for tunnel- 
mounted stores is 17.0 percent. On a typical fleet air- 
craft, one Mk 84 2,000-pound bomb placed on station 
No. 4 or 5 results in a ZFGW cg aft of 17.0 percent 
MAC, possibly as far aft as 18.5 to 19.0 percent MAC. 
Two ti hung Mk 84s can produce a ZFGW cg of up to 
22 percent MAC. These all cg locations reduce the nor- 
maI static stability of the F-14, producing a marked 
degradation in landing flying qualities. Aft wing sweep 
can be used to restore the normal static longitudinal 
stability margin, regaining normal flying qualities even 
with extremely aA cg locations. 

Aircrew may have difficulty detecting aft hung ord- 
nance following bomb release. The only cockpit indica- 
tion of an unsuccessful release will be a hot trigger light 
that remains illuminated following the intended release 
of all selected stations. With MA ARM ON, individu- 
ally selecting stations will illuminate the HOT TRIG 

light when the hung station is selected. Obtain a visual 
check if possible to validate this check as failures of the 
stores-aboard switch regularly occurred during flight 
test and will indicate hung stores when none actually 
exists. 

In-flight actual cg location varies as fuel is burnedbut 
remains relatively constant at its most forward position 
between 5,000 to 10,000 pounds. Below 5,000 pounds, 
the cg moves aft towards the ZFGW position. Landing 
should be accomplished at 5,000 pounds of fuel or more 
if possible. Wing-mounted AIM-7/9s move the cg loca- 
tion slightly forward and have no adverse effects on 
flying qualities. External tanks produce no change to the 
cg location and also have no adverse effects. Combina- 
tions of forward and aft stores will produce a cg change 
slightly less than considering the difference as hung on 
the aft stations alone (i.e., the cg location with 2,000 
pounds forward and 4,000 pounds at? will be slightly 
more forward than 2,000 pounds aA alone). 

Flying qualities at aft cg locations with gear and flaps 
up are only slightly degraded. This degradation will 
probably not be apparent to the pilot. Stick force per g 
remains relatively nominal even with 4,000 pounds of 
aft hung bombs. No change in flying qualities is noted 
during dive recoveries between 400 and 500 KCAS. At 
20” of wing sweep with the gear and flaps down and an 
aft cg, the aircraft is extremely susceptible to pilot- 
induced oscillations during closely controlled tasks such 
as flying the ball. Loss of control is likely. 

The transition to landing contigumtion should beper- 
formed in straight-and-level flight to allow handling 
qualities to be evaluated in benign conditions. Wings 
should be swept to the desired position before the gear 
and flaps are lowered. The AUX FLAP/FLAP CONTR 
(8G3) cb should be pulled in case of a wing/flap inter- 
lock failure and also to prevent the auxiliary flaps from 
deploying if 20” of wing sweep is inadvertently se- 
lected. Sweeping the wings with auxiliary flaps re- 
tracted results in significant pitch-trim changes. A 
straight-in approach should be flown as power require- 
ments with aft wing sweep in a turn are significantly 
different than normal and could produce a severely un- 
derpowered approach. Once established in the optimum 
wing-sweep configuration appropriate for the amount of 
ordnance hung on the at? stations, normal approach tech- 
niques can be used. No abnormalities in aircraft re- 
sponse or performance are apparent during landing 
approaches at 15 units, even with 4,000 pounds of aft 
hung ordnance. APC is not optimized for aft wing- 
sweep landings and should not be used. DLC should not 
be used as it adds 8 knots to recovery WOD require- 
ments and has improper pitch trim response at atl wing 
sweep. Expect onspeed airspeed for 25” of wing sweep 
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to increase 6 knots over the normal DLC on, 20” of 
wing-sweep approach speed, and a 12-knot increase if 
wings are at 30’. For CV arrestments, the appropriate 
recovery bulletin should be consulted. 

Ashore, a field arrestment is recommended with 
spoiler brakes dearmed because .of the large noseup 
pitch occurring at spoiler deployment. If a field arrest- 
men1 is not possible, expect to use full forward stick to 
counter the noseup pitching moment and to maintain 
forward stick until below 80 KCAS with a resultant 
longer rollout. 

15.8.1 Landing with Aft Hung Ordnance 

1. Determine location of hung stores. Obtain visual 
check if possible. 

2. Wing sweep - Set at 25” if c 2,000-Pounds 
Hung AA; Set at 30” if > 2,000 Pounds Hung AA. 

3. Perform transition to gear-down configuration in 
straight-and-level flight. 

4. AUX FLAP/FLAP CONTR cb - Pull (8G3) 

5. Flaps - FullDN. 

6. Fly straight-in approach at 15 units AOA. Do not 
engage APC or DLC. 

CV approach: 

7. Perform CV arrestment in accordance with appli- 
cable recovery bulletin. 

Field approach: 

7. Spoiler brake - OFF. 

8. Perform field arrestment. 

Note 
Refer to emergency arrestment guide for 
maximum engagement speed. 

If arresting gear is not available. 

8. If field arrestment is not available, spoiler brake 
- BOTH. 
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Expect a significant nose pitchup during 
landing rollout as spoilers deploy. Full for- 
ward stick may be required to avoid a tail 
strike. 

15.9 FIELD ARRESTMENTS 

15.9.1 Field Arresting Gear. The types of field ar- 
resting gear in use include the anchor chain cable, water 
squeezer, and Morest-type equipment. All require en- 
gagement ofthe arresting hook in a cable pendant rigged 
across the runway. Location of the pendant in relation 
to the runway will classify the gear as follows: 

1. Short-field gear - Located 1,500 to 2,000 feet 
past approach end of runway. Usually requires 
prior notification in order to rig for arrestment. 

2. Midfield gear - Located near the halfway point 
of the runway. Usually requires prior notification 
in order to rig for arrestment in the direction 
desired. 

3. Abort gear - Located 1,500 to 2,500 feet short 
of the departure end of the duty runway and usually 
rigged for immediate use. 

4. Overrun gear - Located shortly past the upwind 
end of the duty runway. Usually rigged for imme- 
diate use. 

Some fields will have all types of gear, others none. 
For this reason, it is imperative that all pilots be aware 
of the type, location, and compatibility of gear in use 
with the aircraft, and the policy of the local air station 
with regard to which gear is rigged for use and when. 

As various modifications to the basic types of arrest- 
ing gear are made, exact speeds will vary accordingly. 
Certain aircraR service changes may also affect engag- 
ing speed and weight limitations. 

An engagement in the wrong direction into 
chain gear can severely damage the aircraft. 
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In general, arresting gear is engaged on the centerline 
at as slow a speed as possible. Burn or dump down to an 
acceptable landing weight. Conditions permitting, make 
practice passes to accurately locate the arresting gear. 
Engagement should be made with feet off the brakes, 
shoulderharness locked, and with the aircraft in a three- 
point attitude. After engaging the gear, good common 
sense and existing conditions dictate whether to keep the 
engines running or to shut down and egress the aircraft. 

In an emergency situation, first determine the extent 
of the emergency by whatever means are available 
(instruments, other aircraft, LSO, RDO, tower or other 
ground personnel). Next, determine the most advanta- 
geous arresting gear available and the type of arrestment 
to be made under the conditions. Whenever deliberate 
tieldarrestment is intended,notify control towerperson- 
nel as much in advance as possible and state estimated 
landing time in minutes. 

If gear is not rigged, it will probably require 10 to 20 
minutes to prepare. If foaming of the runway or area of 
arrestment is required or desired, it should be requested 
by the pilot at this time. 

If fuel is streaming from the bottom of the aircraft, a 
field arrested landing is not recommended because of 
thehighprobabilityofsparksandheat from thearresting 
hook igniting the streaming fuel and air mixture. If an 
arrested landing is mandated because of the lack of ade- 
quate braking or runway conditions, an effort should be 
made to foam the runway in the runout area of the ar- 
resting gear. 

15.9.2 Short-Field Arrestment. If at any time be- 
fore landing a directional control problem exists or a 
minimum rollout is desired, a short-field arrestment 
should be made and the assistance of LSO requested. 
The LSO should be stationed near the touchdown point 
and equipped with a radio. Inform the LSO of the desired 
touchdown point. A constant glideslope approach to 
touchdown is permitted (minor or Fresnel lens landing 
aid) with touchdown on centerline at or just before the 
arresting wire with the hook extended. The hook should 
be lowered while airborne and a positive hook-down 
check should be made. Use midfield gear or Morest- 
type, whenever available. If neither is available, use 
abort gear. Use an approach speed commensurate with 
the emergency experienced. Landing approach power 
will be maintained until arrestment is assured or a 
waveoff is taken. Be prepared for a waveoff if the gear 
is missed. AAer engaging the gear, retard the throttles to 
IDLE or secure engines and abandon aircraft, depending 
on existing conditions. 

15.9.3 Long-Field Arrestment. ‘Ihelong-tieldar- 
restment is used when a stopping problem exists with 
insufficient runway remaining (that is, aborted takeoffs, 
icy or wet runways, loss of brakes after touchdown, 
etc.). Lower the hook, allowing sufftcient time for it to 
extend Molly before engagement (normally 1,000 feet 
before reaching the arresting gear). Do not lower the 
hook too early and weaken the hook point. Line up the 
aircraft on the runway centerline. Inform the control 
tower of your intentions to engage the arresting gear, so 
that aircraft landing behind you may be waved off. If 
leaving the runway is inevitable, secure the engines. 

159.4 Engaging Speeds. The maximum permis- 
sible engaging speed, gross weight, and off-center en- 
gagement distance for field arrestment are listed in 
Figure 15-3. The data in the long-field landing columns 
may be used for lightweight aborted takeoff where ap- 
plicable; data in the aborted takeoff columns may be 
used for heavy gross weight landings. 

As various modifications to the basic types of arrest- 
ing gear are incorporated, engaging speeds or gross- 
weight limitations may change. For this reason and for 
more detailed information, the applicableaircratlrecov- 
cry bulletin should be consulted. 

15.10 BARRICADE ARRESTMENT 

1. External stores - Jettison (except AIM-7 or 
AIM-54 on fuselage stations if wing is at full for- 
ward sweep). 

2. External tanks - Jettison (empty tanks retained 
only for landing gear malfunction). 

3. Fuel - Dump or burn (reduce to 2,000 pounds). 

4. HOOK - DN (Lower to permit engagement of 
a cross-deck pendant, which will minimize barri- 
cade engagement speed and damage to aircraft). 

5. Fly normal pattern and approach, on-speed, angle 
of attack, centerline, and meatball. 

Note 
Anticipate loss of meatball for a short period 
of time during the approach. Barricade stan- 
chions may obscure the meatball. 

Upon engaging the barricade: 

6. Throttles - OFF. 

7. Evacuate aircrag as soon as practical. 
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MAXIMUM ENGAGING SPEED (KNOTS) (D) 

TYPE OF 
ARRESTING 

GEAR 

GROSS WEIGHT X 1,000 POUNDS 
MAXIMUM 

LONG- OFF-CENTER 
SHORT-FIELD FIELD ABORTED TAKEOFF ENGAGEMENT 

LANDING (K)(L) LANDING (4 (FT) 
IM) 

1 40 1 44 t 48 1 51.8 1 54 1 57 1 60 1 64 1 68 1 69.8 

E-28 176 180 179 178 177 176 175 174 172 172 
(W 

E-28 (G) 176 178 160 160 160 160 158 145 145 145 
(‘3 

72 

171 40 

145 40 

113 10 

118 30 

(J) 50 

160 30 

160 40 

(A) Data provided in aborted takeoff column may be used for emergency high gross weight arrestment. 

(B) Maximum engaging speed limited by aircraft limit horizontal-drag load factor (mass item limit “9”). 

(C) Dual BAK-12 limits are based on 150- to 300-foot span, 1-l/4-inch cross-deck pendant, 50,000-pound 
weight setting, and 1,200-foot runout. No information is available regarding applicability to other 
configurations. 

(D) Maximum engaging speed is limited by arresting gear capacity except as noted 

(E) Off-center engagement may not exceed 25 percent of the runway span. 

(F) Before making an arrestment, the pilot must check with the air station to confirm the maximum engaging 
speed because of a possible installation with less than minimum required rated chain length. 

(G) Only for the E-28 systems at Keflavik and Bermuda with 920-foot tapes. 

(H) Standard BAK-12 limits are based on 150-foot span, l-inch cross-deck pendant, 40,000-pound weight 
setting, and 950-foot runout. No information is available regarding applicability to other configurations. 

(J) Engaging speed limit is 96 knots at 59,000 pounds. Because of runout limitations, it it recommended this 
gear not be engaged at weights greater than 59,000 pounds. 

(K) Maximum of 3.0’ glideslope. 

(L) Consult appropriate section for recommended approach speed 

(M) Flared or minimum rate of descent landing. 

Figure 15-3. Emergency Field Arrestment Guide (Sheet 1 of 2) 
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AIRCRAFT ENGAGING SPEED LIMITS 
FOR E-5 EMERGENCY ARRESTING GEAR 

\IRCRAFT: F-14 D 

SHORT-FIELD IANDING LONG-FIELD LANDING 
100 POUNDS 

1 
HEAVY 
CHAIN 

ABORTED TAKEOFF 
60,100 TO 72,000 POUNDS 

STANDARD HBAW 
CHAIN CHAIN 

ARRESTING 

NOTES (E) AND (F) APPLY 

COL.8 COL.9 COL. 1c -H- 38 CD) 38 (‘J) 33 (0) 
‘14 (‘2 44 P) 39 (W 
51 0) 51 CD) 44 0 

102 (D) 102 (0) s2 (0) 

109 (D) 109 (D) 67 CD) 
117(D) 117(D) 93 (4 

125 (D) 125 (D) 98 (‘3 
133(D) 133(D) 104(D) 
140 (D) 140 (D) 109 (D) 

148 (D) 148 (D) 115 (D) 
150 (D) 156 (D) 120 (D) 

E-51 I I E-5 E-51 
E-5-3 E-5-2 E-5-3 

COL.11 COL.12 COL.13 

33(D) M(D) 34(D) 
39 CD) 49 CD) 49 (0) 
4‘1(‘3 47 0) 47 (0) 

t 

49 (0) 53 (0) 53 0) 
55 (0) 59 P) 59 (0) 
60 03 66 0) 66 (0) 

85 (‘J) 73 (D) 73 (0) 
71 (0) 79 (‘J) 79 0) 

82(D) 93(D) 93(D) 
87(D) 100(D) 100(D) 
93(D) 107(D) 107(D) 

Figure 15-3. Emergency Field Arrestment Guide (Sheet 2 of 2) 
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If light is illuminated and hook visually is checked up: 

4. HOOK handle - Restow in Down Position. 

Weight limits for barricade engagement are 
as follows: 

5. HYD VALVE CONTR cb - Pull and Reset Af- 
ter 5 Seconds (8E5). 

a. Wings at 20” - 51,800 pounds (maxi- If light is illuminated and hook visually is checked 
IllUm). down: 

b. Wings > 20’ < 35’ - 46,000 pounds 
(maximum). 

6. WSHLD AIR/ANTI-ICE HOOK CONT cb - 
Pull (8C2). 

c. Wings 35’ - Not permitted. Note 

15.11 ARRESTING HOOK EMERGENCY Cb 8C2 also controls windshield air and 
DOWN anti-ice. 

1. HOOK handle - DN. 15.12 FORCED LANDING 

2. HOOK handle - Pull, Then Rotate. Landing the aircrafi on unprepared surfaces is not 
recommended. If it is necessary to do so, landing with 

Note the landing gear down, regardless of the terrain, will 

Pull handle aft approximately 4 inches and 
assist in absorbing the shock of ground impact and re- 
duce possibility of flightcrew injuries. External stores 

turn counterclockwise. This will mechani- should be jettisoned in a safe area prior to touchdown. 
tally release the uplatch mechanism and al- 
low hook to extend. 

External tanks should be jettisoned if they contain fuel, 
but retained to absorb landing shock if they are empty. 

3. Hook transition light - Check OFF. 
If time permits, dump fuel to allow touchdown at the 
slowest possible speed with full flaps. 

15-21 (Reverse Blank) 
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CHAPTER 16 

Ejection 

16.1 EJECTION 

Responsibility for the decision to eject shall be deter- 
mined and briefed before Sight Thereafter the decision 
to abandon the aircraft shall rest with the crewmember 
assigned responsibility for that particular situation. The 
decision should be made before sink rate, altitude, and 
attitude conditions jeopardixe safe ejections for both 
occupants. In flight, the aircraft must be abandoned by 
means of the ejection seats since them is no provision 
for manual bailout. Prior to ejection from a flyable or 
controllable aim&, it is the pilot’s responsibility to do 
everything reasonable to ensure that the abandoned air- 
craft will intlict the least possible damage on impact. 

Ejection may be necessary as a result of fire, engine 
failure, structural failure, midair collision, or when the 
aircraft becomes uncontrollable. In each case, the pilot 
must decide when to eject, using the following as a 
guide: 

1. Ejection is mandatory under the following condi- 
tions except when unusual circumstances clearly 
indicate to pilot that cause of safety to self and 
others will be better served by a flameout approach 
than by ejection. 

a. Serious, uncontrolled fire. 

b. Ifaircrafiis inuncontrolled flight at 10,OOOfeet 
AGL or below. 

c. When dual-engine flameout occurs below 
1,500 feet AGL and 250 knots. 

d. If repeated relight attempts are not successful 
between 30,000 and 10,000 feet, eject by 
10,000 feet AGL. 

e. If still on first or second relight attempt when 
passing through 10,000 feet AGL and it ap- 
pears that a relight is likely, airstart attempt 
may be continued to a minimum of 5,000 feat 
AGL. 

2. If dual-engine tlameout occurs below 10,000 feet, 
zoom to convert excess airspeed to altitude. At- 
tempt airstart as time permits. If peak altitude is 
above 5,000 feet AGL and airstart attempt is not 
successful, eject no lower than 5,000 fret AGL. If 
peak altitude is below 5,000 feet AGL and airsmt 
attempt is made during xoom and there is no evi- 
dence of a relight, eject at peak altitude. If no 
airstart attempt is made, eject at peak altitude. 

3. If decision to abandon aimrat? is made at high 
altitude, the recommended minimum altitude for 
ejection is 10,000 feet AGL, or higher, if condi- 
tions so indicate. Under any circumstances and if 
at all possible, ejection should be accomplished 
prior to descending below 2,000 feet AGL. 

16.1.1 Ejection Envelope. Figure 16-1 shows 
minimum ejection altitude for a given airspeed and sink 
rate, bank angle, and dive angle. For all ejections, it is 
mu~mmended that akspeed be reduced as slow as pmc- 
ticable; however, inuncontrolled situations, do not delay 
ejection because the aircmfi is not within the published 
safe escape envelope. For ejection at low altitude, it is 
recommended that a climb be initiated to convert excess 
airspeed into altitude. Although the escape system is 
capable of zero-zero ejection, it should be borne in mind 
that a combination of low airspeed and high rate of 
descent at low altitude can present a condition more 
severe than zero-zero. Ejection sequences are shown in 
FO-16andFO-17. Fordetailsofejectionseatme&ani- 
cal operation, see paragraph 2.38. 

The escape system will Rmction up to 600 knots; 
however, human liitations are more restrictive as in- 
dicated below: 

l.Zeroto35Oknots - Safe Ejection (injury im-. 
probable). 

2. 350 to 450 knots - Hazardous Ejection (injury 
may be sustained). 
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MINIMUM EJECTION ALTITUDE 
AIRSPEED AND SINK RATE EFFECTS 

I I 

F-14D 
LEGEND 

130 KNOTS 
--- - 250 KNOTS 
_____________ 400 KNOTS 

--- 600 KNOTS 

/: 
, s’ 

/ 

IOC I 81 

AIRCRAFT SINK RATE (FEET PER MINUTE) 

NOTES 
1. MINIMUM EJECTION HEIQHTS ARE BASED ON INITIATION OF THE ESCAPE 

SYSTEM, AND THE TIME REQUIRED FOR A COMPLETE DUAL SEDUENCED 
EJECTION IS INCLUDED. 

2. PILOT REACTION TIME IS NOT INCLUDED. 
3. EJECTION ALTITUDE IS BELOW 5,000 FEET MSL. 

3 10. 

z 

/ 

00 

Figure 16-l. Minimum Ejection Altitude (Sheet 1 of 3) 
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Figure 16-l. Minimum Ejection Altitude (Sheet 2 of 3) 
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MINIMUM EJECTION ALTITUDE MINIMUM EJECTION ALTITUDE 
AIRSPEED AND BANK ANGLE EFFECTS AIRSPEED AND BANK ANGLE EFFECTS 

__________ -__------- 400 KNOTS 400 KNOTS 

-- - 600 KNOTS -- - 600 KNOTS 

0 0 20 20 40 40 60 60 80 80 100 100 120 120 140 140 160 160 180 180 

AIRCRAFT BANK ANGLE (DEGREES) 
NOTES 
1. MlNlM”,., EJECTION HEIGHTS ARE BASED ON INITIATION OF THE ESCAPE SYSTEM, 

AND THE TIME REGUIRED FOR A COMPLETE DUAL SEQUENCED EJECTION IS INCLUDED. 
2. BANK ANGLE DATA IS FOR COORDINATED FLIGHT. YAW OR SLIP WILL INCREASE THE 

HEIGHT REQUIRED FOR RECOVERY. 
3. PILOT REACTION TlME IS NOT INCLUDED. 
4. EJECTION ALTITUDE IS BELOW S,OOO FEET MSL. 

AIRCRAFT BANK ANGLE (DEGREES) 
NOTES 
1. MlNlMUM EJECTION HEIGHTS ARE BASED ON INITIATION OF THE ESCAPE SYSTEM, 

AND THE TIME REGUIRED FOR A COMPLETE DUAL SEQUENCED EJECTION IS INCLUDED. 
2. BANK ANGLE DATA IS FOR COORDINATED FLIGHT. YAW OR SLIP WILL INCREASE THE 

HEIGHT REQUIRED FOR RECOVERY. 
3. PILOT REACTION TlME IS NOT INCLUDED. 
4. EJECTION ALTITUDE IS BELOW S,OOO FEET MSL. 



MINIMUM EJ,ECTlON ALTITUDE 
AIRSPEED AND DIVE ANGLE EFFECTS 

3200 

- 130 KNOTS 

- - - 250 KNOTS 

----_.--. 400 KNOTS 

--- 600 KNOTS 

AIRCRAFT DIVE ANGLE FROM HORIZONTAL (07 TO VERTICAL (909 

NOTES: 
1. MINIMUM EJECTION HEIGHTS ARE BASED ON INITIATION OF THE ESCAPE SYSTEM. 

AND THE TIME REQUIRED FOR A COMPLETE DUAL SEOUENCED EJECTION IS INCLUDED.- 
2. PILOT REACTION TIME IS NOT INCLUDED. 
3. EJECTION ALTITUDE IS BELOW 5,000 FEET MSL. 



3. Above 450 knots - Extremely Hazardous (seri- 
ous injury highly probable). 

Usually, there will be enough time to do several 
things to prepare for a successful ejection prior to pulling 
the seat firing handle. However, when the emergency 
condition requiring ejection is such that ejection must 
be made without hesitation, simply grasp the handle and 
pull forcibly to the West extent until the seat ejects. If 
the seat fails to eject, immediately pull again. If the 
handle will not move, ensure that the ground safety pin 
has been removed and that the ARMED/SAFE handle 
is at ARMED before trying again. Ejection through the 
canopy is an automatic backup. There is no provision 
for manual bailout. 

16.1.2 Ejection Preparation 

pi&-) 

Never pull the manual override handle be- 
fore ejection. Pulling the handle releases the 
crewmember from the seat and moves the 
ARMED/SAFE handle to SAFE, making it 
impossible to initiate ejection from the seat. 
Further, if ejection is initiated by the other 
crewmember, results could be fatal. 

Time permitting, perform all or as much as possible 
of the following: 

1. Place aircraft in safe envelope and attitude for 
ejection. 

2. Warn other crewmember. 

3. EJECT CMD lever - Select (RIO). 

4. IFF/SIF - EMERG/ (RIO). 

5. Position report - Transmit. 

6. Check altimeter. 

pih-) 

a Positioning the legs aft prior to ejection 
will cause the spine to flex and will in- 
crease the possibility of spinal injury, and 
will also increase likelihood of seat/thigh 
slap with attendant leg injury. 
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l Proper body position is a critical factor in 
preventing ejection injuries. 

7. Assume proper ejection position (see Figure W-2). 

a. Head pressed back against headrest. 

b. Chin slightly elevated (10’ up). 

c. Back straight. 

d. Hips against seat back. 

e. Thighs flat on seat survival kit. 

f. Outside of thighs pressed against side of seat. 

g. Elbows and arms pressed firmly against body. 

h. Feet on rudder pedals, heels on deck. 

i. Visor down, oxygen mask tightened, helmet 
secure. 

16.1.3 Ejection Initiation. See Figure 16-3 . ,r 
ejection initiation. 

After the seat tiring handle is pulled: 

1. The harness retraction unit retracts the shoulder 
harness pulling the occupant to an uprightposition. 
The leg garters are retracted as the seat moves up 
the rail. 

2. Ejection through the canopy is a backup method 
only; therefore, canopy is jettisoned as part ofnor- 
ma1 ejection sequence. Ejection through the can- 
opy or out of the aircraft occurs after a delay ifthe 
normal sequence fails. 

3. Seats eject individually and in opposite directions 
(pilot right, RIO left). 

16.2 MANUAL BAILOUT 

There is no provision for manual bailout. Ejection 
through the canopy is an automatic backup ifthe canopy 
fails to jettison or the safe and arm unit fails to fire. 

16.3 SURVIVAUPOSTEJECTION 
PROCEDURES 

Figure 16-4 describes step-by-step procedures for in- 
flation of the LPA configured with beaded handles and 
the 35-gram CO2 cylinder. 



PROPER BODY POSITION 

Figure 16-2. Proper Ejection Position 
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Figure 16-3. Ejection Initiation 



lMMEDlATELY FOLLOWlNG OPENlNG 
SHOCK. CHECK CONDlTlON OF PARA- 
CHUTE. IF THERE IS NO DAMAGE, 
MALF”NCTlON. 

3. PULL BEADED HANDLES DOWN A, 
STRAIGHT OUTTO INFLATE. 
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Note 
LPA inflation may not be desirable over 
land. 

The paragraphs that follow provide procedures appli- 
cable to the NACES seat. Additional post-ejection/ 
survival procedures are to be found in the NATOPS 
Survival Manual, NAVAIR OO-SOT-101. 

phii- 

l Ejection at low altitude allows only amat- 
ter of seconds to prepare for landing. Over 
water, inflation of the LPA is the most 
important step to be accomplished. Re- 
lease of the parachute quick-release flt- 
tings as the feet contact the water is the 
second most important step to prevent en- 
tanglement in the parachute shroud 
lines. 

Q When ejection is in the immediate vicinity 
of the carrier, parachute entanglement 
combined with wake and associated tur- 
bulence can rapidly pull a survivor under. 
The deployed seat survival kit may con- 
tribute to shroud-line entanglement. The 
survivor must be prepared to cut shroud 
lines that are dragging him down. 

l The crashed aircraft may release large 
quantities ofjet fuel and fumes that could 
hamper breathing and create a tire hazard 
if smoke or flare marker is present. The 
emergency oxygen system may be invalu- 
able in this case and discarding the seat 
pan would terminate its use. However, to- 
tally discarding the seat pan may be ap- 
propriate after considering weather, sea 
conditions, and rescue potential. 

Note 

The variety and complexity ofconditions en- 
countered during the time-critical move- 
ments following a low-altitude, overwater 
ejection make it impossible to formulate pro- 
cedures to cover every contingency. 

16.3.1 Manual Man/Seat Separation. If be- 
low 14,000 feet and man/seat separation have not oc- 
curred, the procedure will have to be initialed manually. 
Locate the manual override handle on the right side of 
the seat bucket, depress the handle release button and 

pull handle sharply upward as far as possible. This fues 
a cartridge to activate the parachute deployment rocket 
and release the upper and lower harness locks. Man/seat 
separationoccurs when the main parachute is ex- 
tracted and deployed. 

16.3.2 Survival Kit Deployment 

Note 
Survival kit deployment is not recommended 
in an overland ejection situation. The kit can 
be opened after landing by removing the clo- 
sure pins from the cones. 

With either hand, locate one of the deployment han- 
dles at the rear of the seat kit. Firmly pull on the handle 
until it is free of the kit and the survival package falls 
away on its dropline. The package remains attached to 
the kit lid by the dropline. At fall dropline stretch, the 
liferatl is inflated automatically. 

16.3.3 Parachute Steering. A gentle pull of ap- 
proximately 6 inches on the 1eA or right steering line 
(attached to the riser) will rotate the canopy to enable 
steering. Pulling on the left line steers left. The canopy 
will continue to rotate for a time after the steering line 
is released, so it is necessary to compensate for this lag 
by releasing the steering line before the desired direction 
is reached. 

16.3.4 Parachute Landing Preparation. Pre- 
parations over land and over water are essentially the 
same except that over land the visor should be kept 
down, the gloves worn, and the survival kit should not 
be deployed. In low-level, overwater situations, the 
mask and regulator should be retained since they pro- 
vide an underwater breathing capability. If there is time 
before a water landing, the gloves may be removed and 
stowed safely. This may make it easier to operate the 
canopy releases. 

Try to determine the direction of the wind at the 
surface using white caps, smoke from the wreckage, or 
known surface winds in the vicinity. Nom that surface 
winds may be quite different from those at altitude. 
When nearing the surface, steer into the wind and as- 
sume the proper body position for landing: 

1. Feet together, knees slightly bent, toes pointed 
slightly downward. 

2. Eyes on the horizon. 

3. Grasp canopy risers and tuck elbows in prior to 
water entry. 
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4. On water entry, release the canopy manually. The the end of the lanyard securely to the gated helo hoist 
SEWARS releases will operate the canopy release ring on the harness, then ensure that the oxygen hose is 
fittings on saltwater entry as a backup. disconnected from the kit lid and release the laphelt 

16.3.6 Raft Boarding 
quick-release fittings, releasing the kit lid. Bring the raft 
around for entry from the small end (stem); grasp the 

Note 
stem, and forcibly push under LPA waist lobes. Using 
the boarding handles, pull into the raft and turn into a 

l If the life& has not inflated automat- comfortable, balanced, seated position. Locate the 
dropline and retrieve the survival package. ically, pull on the red operating handle on 

the dropline to inflate. 

l If the survival package has not been de- 
ployed before water entry, first pull the 
yellow deployment handle then the red 
operating handle. Do not attempt to retrieve the kit lid. Any 

attempt to do so could capsize the raft. 
When clear ofthe canopy, retrieve the rat? by locating 

the dropline and pulling the raft to you. The raft retaining Close the canopy and orally inflate the canopy and 
lanyard is in a pocket next to the CO2 cylinder. Attach floor. An integral baler is provided to bale the raft as 

necessary. 

16-9 (Reverse Blank) 
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PART VI 

All-Weather Operations 

chapter 17 - Instnlment Procedures 

Chapter IS-Extreme Weather 
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CHAPTER 17 

Instrument Procedures 

17.1 AUTOMATIC CARRIER LANDING 
SYSTEM 

ACLS approaches apply to properly configured air- 
craft utilizing carrier or shore-based AN/SPN-10 or 
AN/SPN-42 ACLS radar facilities. Three primary 
modes of operation and two submodes are available. 

1. Mode I approach automatically controlled to 
touchdown 

2. Mode IA approach automatically controlled to a 
minimum of 200 feet and one-half mile; manual 
control remainder of approach 

3. Mode II approach manually controlled using 
ANBPN-41 or AN/SPN-42 vertical display indi- 
cator and/or heads-up display presentation for 
glideslope and lineup information 

4. Mode III approach manually controlled using 
only CCA-controller-supplied information 

5. Flight director approach manually controlled us- 
ing HUD flight director presentation derived from 
AN/SPN42/46 information and navigation sys- 
tem data for glidepath intercept and following. 

17.1.1 Mode I. Mode 1 provides a fully automatic, 
hands-off landing capability, called automatic carrier 
landing or all-weather landing. The landing radar sys- 
tem (AlVSPN-42) tracks the aircraft and compares its 
position with the desired position. The aircraft position 
is corrected to fly the desired glidepath by commands 
t?om the naval tactical data system using the radar com- 
puter. These commands are transmitted over the UHP 
data link to the aircraft, where the automatic flight con- 
trol system executes the pitch and bank commands. Ad- 
ditional ramp input commands tailored to each specific 
ship or field are applied at the proper time to assist the 
aircraft through the burble. In addition to control of the 
aircraft, discrete words and glideslope error signals are 
transmitted for cockpit displays to show the pilot where 
his aircraft is in relation to the desired glideslope. Inde- 

pendent glideslope error signals from the AlWSPN-41 
instrument landing system may also be displayed. The 
pilot may take control at any time and continue the 
landing via Mode II. 

17.12 Mode II. The control of the aircraft remains 
with the pilot along the entire glideslope to touchdown. 
Glideslope error signals are transmitted to the aircraft 
for cockpit displays from the ANBPN-41 or the 
AN/SPN-42. The pilot flies the aircmtl to null the error 
and to keep the vertical and lateral crosshairs centered. 
During a Mode II T approach, the final controller pro- 
vides a Mode III-type talkdown to assist the pilot in 
flying his needles or for controller tmining. 

17.1.3 Mode Ill. The pilot flies the aircraft in re- 
sponse to voice radio commands from the final control- 
ler to keep the aircraft on the proper glideslope. From 
the radar azimuth and elevation displays, the final con- 
troller determines the aircrafiposition withrespectto the 
desired glidepath and gives guidance to the pilot. 

17.1.4 Flight Director. The pilot flies the aircraftso 
that the FPM stays inside the flight director symbol 
on the HUD. The flight director symbol provides 
glideslope and centerline steering information com- 
puted by the mission computer using navigation sys- 
tem parameters and data-link information from the 
SPN-42/46 ACLS system. The box with the three dots 
provides the pilot with optimal glidepath intercept and 
following when the flightpath marker is inside the 
flight director box and the three dots are aligned with 
the wings and the tail of the flightpath marker. The 
horizontal deviation of the flight director symbol from 
the FPM represents the error between the commanded 
and actual bank angle. The. vertical deviation repre- 
sents the error between the commanded vertical rate. 
The flight director symbol also rotates an amount cor- 
responding to the error between the bank command 
and the bank attitude to give an indication of the size 
of the bank correction required (primarily usefirl for 
following large bank commands during centerline 
captures). The vertical deviation is scaled on the HUD 
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so that it gives an indication of the vertical flightpath 
angle correction required. 

17.2 AIRCRAFT SUBSYSTEMS 

Mode I (automatic) landings are possible only if the 
ACLS installation, including data link, AFCS, radar 
beacon and augmentor, inertial navigation system, 
and ACLS displays (MFD and/or HUD) are all fully 
operational. The approach power compensator should 
be used during the coupled portion of the approach. 
Mode II (manual) landings can be made using dis- 
played crosspointer information from either the data 
link or the AN/ARA-63 receiver decoder, or both 
(providing dual displays). 

17.2.1 Data Link. Data-link (link 4A) messages are 
received and transmitted by a UHF frequency-shift-key- 
modulated radio link. Data link receives control mes- 
sages in serial form from the NTDS and processes each 
message as necessary. For ACL, the position error in- 
formation is furnished to the MFD and/or HUD ACL 
steering indicator, discrete messages appear on MFDs 1 
and 3, and control information is provided for the AFCS. 
Reply messages are transmitted to the NTDS with de- 
tailed information on aircraft heading, speed, altitude, 
Ihe1 quantity, weapons, stores, and autopilot status. 

The shipboard data link continuously transmits a uni- 
versal test message and a monitor control message. 
When in operation, the UTM or MCM is used by the 
aircraft as a self-test feature. The aircraft data-link sys- 
tem self-test is performed by selecting AWL steering on 
the MFD. Only the pilot can deselect AWL steering 
from the MFD VDI format once selected. 

Note 

AWL steering is only available in the TLN 
mode. In A/A and A/G, the AWL pushbut- 
ton selection on the MFD VDI format is 
removed. 

17.2.2 Automatic Flight Control System. The 
AFCS performs two functions: stability augmentation 
and autopilot. 

Stability augmentation (STAB AUG) provides added 
stability to the aircraft and is, in general, necessary for 
effective aircraft control. 

The autopilot ACL mode can be engaged only after 
engaging all STAB AUG axes and then by placing the 
AUTO PILOT ENGAGE switch in ON. Selection of 
ACL on the AFCS control panel arms the mode and 
displays the A/P REF advisory on the pilot MFD No. 1. 
A/P REF indicates that an AFCS pilot relief mode has 

been selected (in this case, ACL), but not engaged. The 
pilot engages ACL through the reference engage switch 
on the stick grip, at which time the A/P REF advisory 
goes out. 

Note 
If a pitch parallel actuator force link discon- 
nect occurs prior to an ACLS approach, the 
A/P REF advisory may go out when coupling 
is attempted, but the aircraft will not respond 
to SPN-42 commands and the aircraft will 
uncouple when the first pitch commands are 
received. 

Following ACL engagement, the pilot can take con- 
trol of the aircraft by simply overriding the data-link 
commands with his control stick. This causes immediate 
disengagement, and the AFCS will again revert to 
STAB AUG. Refer to paragraph 2.24.4.7, Automatic 
Carrier Landing, for further information on ACL. 

17.2.3 Radar Beacon (ANIAPN-164). The radar 
beacon enhances aircraft tracking (range and accuracy) 
by ship and/or ground-based I-band radars for precision 
vectoring. Pulsed (coded) I-band signals transmitted by 
the surface radar station are received by the beacon and 
decoded; if they match the mode (six available) selected 
by the RIO, the beacon responds with a return pulse to 
the radar site. The reply signal, considerably stronger 
than a normal radar echo, enhances the radar acquisition 
and tracking capability of the surface station. 

17.2.4 ACLS Beacon Augmentor (R-1623). The 
beacon augmentor is a crossband receiver that extends 
the tracking capability of the ANISPN-42 shipboard ra- 
dar with the capability of operating with either or both 
channels of the AN/SPN-42 without interference. 

The beacon augmentor eliminates radar scintillation 
by providing a large source of reply energy from one 
point on the aircraft. The beacon augmentor receives 
interrogations from the AN/SPN42 carrier-based radar 
in the Ka-band at 33.0 to 33.4 GHz, processes them, and 
retransmits modulated I-band pulses at 8.8 to 9.5 GHx 
to the AN/SPN-42, which has an I-band receiving sys- 
tem mounted contiguous with the basic Ka-band radar 
transmitting antenna. The unique feature of the augmen- 
tor is that it uses the AN/APN- 154 beacon as its I-band 
transmitter. This is accomplished by coupling the output 
of the augmentor to the AN/APN-154 and triggering its 
modulator and transmitter. During the landing phase, it 
is necessary to manually place the radar beacon MODE 
switch to ACLS. In this mode, the AN/APN-154 re- 
ceiver is disabled to ensure that I-band signals in the area 
will not trigger the AN/APN-154 transmitter during 
landing. 

ORIGINAL 17-2 
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17.2.4.1 Beacon Controls. The RADAR BEA- 
CON panel (Figure 17-1) is on the RIO right console. 
POWER or STBY can be used for radar beacon warm- 
up; to preclude response to a premature or unintentional 
interrogation, the STBY (ACLS not selected) position 
should be used. 

There are no cockpit displays for the beacon, al- 
though the ACLS TEST button will be illuminated ifthe 
beacon is responding during an ACLS approach. Aself- 
check of the beacon ACLS mode is accomplished by 
depressing the ACLS TEST or performing an on-board 
check. Either of these two use the receiver video proc- 
essing circuits of the augmentor in the same manner as 
a Ka-band input from the ANKPN-42. If operation of 
the receiver is normal, the ACLS TEST pushbutton light 
on the RADAR BEACON panel will illuminate. A BAG 
acronym will be displayed when performing an OBC 
andintheeventofabeaconaugmentorfaihue. Theradar 
beacon has a minimum warmup time of 5 minutes. Dur- 
ing this time, failure indications will be displayed and 
self-test results should be regarded as inconclusive A 
NO GO light during OBC should be verified by depress- 
ing the ACLS TEST pushbutton. If the ACLS test light 
illuminates, the system is functioning regardless of the 
NO GO light indication. 

[,,,,,,,I 

If the aircraft is parked on the flight deck at? 
of the island, the radar beacon should be in 
either OFF or STBY with ACLS not se- 
lected. With ACLS selected, stray energy 
can trigger beacon response and may seri- 
ously degrade performance or preclude lock- 
on of aircraft attempting ACLS approaches. 
After shipboard arrestment and upon clear- 
ing the landing area, the radar beacon power 
switch should be turned to OFF to prevent 
possible beacon signal interference with 
other aircraft. 

Note 
Do not depress the ACLS TEST pushbutton 
after coupling on a Mode I approach as it will 
cause the ground station to break lock. 

17.2.5 Approach Power Compensator Per- 
formance. For successful Mode I and Mode IA 
ACLS approaches, it is essential that the APC be func- 
tioning satisfactorily. Sluggish APC performance or its 
inability to maintain on-speed accurately during the ap- 
proach will result in degraded control on the glideslope 
and unacceptable touchdown dispersion. A properly 

functioning APC should hold the aircraft on-speed M.5 
unit throughout the majority ofthe approach. At tipover, 
the aircraft may accelerate to as much as two units faster 
but should correct to on-speed within 5 seconds. The 
APC should be checked for satisfactory operation prior 
to coupling. If the performance of the APC does not 
meet the above criteria, the approach should be down- 
graded to Mode II. 

17.2.6 ACLWILS Displays (MFD and HUD). ACLS 
and instrument landing system steering information can 
be displayed on any MFD and the HUD (Figure 17-Z). 
When the AWL pushbutton is depressed, final determi- 
nation of the display submode is governed by the HUD 
and MFD pushbuttons on the MFD when in AWL steer- 
ing, which provide for separate ILS and ACLS selection 
for both the HUD and MFD VDI format. This enables 
any mix of ILS (ANN/SPN-41/AN/ARA-63), ACL 
(AN/SPN-42/data link), or no displays at the pilot’s 
option. 

The ILS and ACL displays differ in that the ILS errors 
are displayed by needles and the ACL errors are dis- 
played with the ACL steering indicator. The ACL steer- 
ing indicator (Figure 17-2) represents where the 
intersection of ACL needles would be ifpresented. Azi- 
muth and glideslope deviation are represented by the 
relationship of the velocity vector to the needles/ACL 
steering indicator. Two different means of displaying 
ILS and ACL steering are used to allow the option of 
displaying both sources of information simultaneously 
on either display (MFD or HUD). Both displays in the 
ACL mode display a command heading marker. This 
marker, during AN/SPN-42 approaches, indicates final 
bearing. 

The ILS steering displays approach information in 
the form of precision course vectors. A vertical vector 
is used for azimuth steering while the horizontal vector 
is for elevation. The pair form a crosspointer and are 
displayed on the HUD and MI presentations simulta- 
neously. Full-scale deflection limits of the HUD and 
VDI vector symbols are 2’ and 1.5 inches, respectively. 
The vectors are limited to this deflection to ensure the 
displayed symbol will always have an intersection. Full 
scale deflection limits correspond to 6” of lateral devia- 
tion from centerline and 1.4’ of vertical deviation from 
glideslope. 

The ACL submode uses the ACL steering indicator 
that is driven by the data link instead ofthe AN/ARA-63 
receiver decoder. Any combination of ILS needles, 
ACL steering indicator, or neither is available for the 
HUD or VDI presentations. Selection of each is con- 
trolled by the pushbuttons contained on the MFD once 
AWL steering is selected. 
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NOMENCLATURE 

a MODE switch 

0 ACLS TEST PUSH 
Ilghtlpushbutton 

SINGLE - Limits beacon response to single pulse of any code group 
received. 

DOUBLE - Beacon response set to one of ftve double-pulse 
Intenogatlons. 

ACLS - Enables augmentor operatlon. 

piiiz-WARNINO( 

ACLS shall not be selected on the flight deck 
when the power switch Is In STBY or PWR, or 
during the 5-minute beacon warm up period. 

On (green) - Indicates a ANI.SPN-42 lockon In ACLS mode; when pressed 
with radar beacon mode selector In ACLS, indicates a 
satisfactory self-test of ACLS mode only. 

Flashing - Indicates ANISPN-42 Is sweeping through alrcraft but has not 
locked on. 

lntermlttent 
(or no Ilght) - During self-test Indicates a fault In the ACLS mode only. 

ORIGINAL 

Figure 17-I. Radar Beacon Panel (Sheet 1 of 2) 
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NOMENCLATURE FUNCTION 

0 
Power switch PWR - With radar beacon mode selector in ACLS, enables l-band 

replies to Ka-band interrogations. 

STBY - Used tar warmup with radar beacon MODE switch in SINGLE or 
DOUBLE. 

Note 

The beacon will warm up with the switch in either 
posltlon STBY or PWR. To prohibit response to 
premature or unintentional Intenogations, warmup 
should be accomplished in STBY For optimum 
performance allow 5-minute warmup. 

OFF - Turns off all power to radar beacon. 

Figure 17-l. Radar Beacon Panel (Sheet 2 of 2) 

Additionally, certain ACLS commands that are 
uplinked to aircraft via the data-link system are dis- 
played to both aircrew on MFD No. 1 and No. 3. 

Note 
For more detailed information on the data 
link symbology, refer to NAVAIR Ol- 
Fl4AAD-IA. 

The ACLS and ILS systems provide angular situation 
information (ILS needles and ACLS tadpole) of glide- 
path errors that requires the pilot to determine the cor- 
rections needed to eliminate those errors, resulting in 
higher workload and possible degraded approach per- 
formance (overshoots and oscillations). The flight direc- 
tor display provides the optimum glidepath steering 
information (as computed by the mission computer us- 
ing navigation system parameters and data-link infor- 
mation from the SPN-42/46 ACLS system) to intercept 
and follow the glideslope and centerline, which reduces 
pilot workload and improves approach performance. 
The flight director symbol can be selected for display on 
the HUD by boxing the FLT DIR pushbutton on the pilot 
AWL VDI MPD format. 

17.2.7 Instrument Landing System (ANIARA-63). 
The aircraft ILS uses the AN/ARA-63 receiver decoder 
to process ANElPN-41 confirmation. This system is 
used for manual instrument landing approaches or as an 
independent monitor during final approach with the 

ACLS. TheAN/ARA-63 decoderpanel(Figure 17-3) is 
located on the pilot right-side outboard console. 

The aircraft system receives and decodes glideslope 
azimuth and elevation signals that are converted into 
command fly-to indications in the ClU and displayed 
via VDI and/or HUD in the TLN mode (Figure 17-2). If 
the ILS or ACL landing submodes selected on the pilot 
display control panel becomes invalid, the invalid sub- 
mode symbology will be removed. A computer message 
informing the aircrew which submode became invalid 
will be posted on MFD No. 1 and No. 3. As a backup to 
the display subsystem, ILS steering indications am also 
displayed directly on the pilot standby attitude indicator 
vertical and horizontal needles. 

Note 

The ILS has a minimum warmup time of 1 
minute. During this time, a failure indication 
should be disregarded. 

The ILS performs a self-test when the BIT pushbut- 
ton on AN/ARA-63 decoder panel is depressed and 
held. Response to the ILS self-test is displayed, provid- 
ing ILS or BOTH is selected on HUD and MFD. The 
correct ILS landing mode display on the HUD and MI 
display during system checkout shows the vertical pm- 
cision course vector symbol slowly oscillating on the 
right side of the display, then on the left side. The hori- 
zontal precision course vector symbol remains station- 
ary in the center of the display. 
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L 

(AT)&F50D-343-0 

NOMENCIATURE ! FUNCTION 

HUD Symbology -TLN Gear Up Basic Format 

0 Command Heading 
Marker 

indicates ACL data link final bearing. Where final bearing is beyond display 
scale limits the marker will be pegged at the edge nearest to the final 
bearing. 

0 
ILS Precision Course 
Vectors 

Consists of two independent vectors (vertical and horizontal) that form a 
cross pointer. The horizontal vector responds to ILS glide slope error and 
the vertical vector responds to ILS localizer error. Null/center indications 
are provided to enable the pilot to null the error and keep the vertical and 
horizontal needles centered. 

Provides ACL Steering commands driven by the SPN-42 data link. 
0 

ACLS Tadpole 

@ 
Waveoff 

@ g~;yg”dding Indicates the selection of AWL Steering. 

@ Tacan Range Indicates distance to the tacan station. 

A large “x” will appear flashing in the center of the display to indicate a 
waveoff. 

Figure 17-2. ACLWLS Steering (Sheet 1 of 3) 
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NOMENCLATURE I FUNCTION 

0 Command Heading 
Marker 

0 
ILS Precision Course 
Vector 

0 ACL Steering Indicator 

@ 
Waveoff 

VDI Symbology -AWL Steering Mode 

Positioned relative to the magnetic heading scale to indicate ACL data link 
final bearing. Where final bearing is beyond display scale limits, the marker 
will be pegged at the edge nears& to the final bearing. 

Consists of two independent vectors (vertical and horizontal) that form a 
cross pointer. The horizontal vector responds to ILS glide slops error and 
the vertical vector responds to ILS localizer error. Null/center indications 
are provided to enable the pilot to null the error and keep the vertical and 
horizontal needles centered. 

Provides ACL Steering commands driven by the SPN-42 data link. 

During carrier landings, a large “x” will appear flashing in the center of the 
display to indicate a waveoff. 

Figure 17-2. ACLSiILS Steering (Sheet 2 of 3) 
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NOMENCLATURE 

@ Flight Director 

FUNCTION 

The flight director symbol provides glide slope and centerline steering 
information computed by the mission computer using navigation system 
parameters and Data Link information from the SPN-42/46 ACLS system. 
The flight director provides the pilot with optimal glide path intercept and 
following when the flight path marker is inside the flight director box and 
the three dots are aligned with the wings and the tail of the flight path 
marker. The same procedures are used whether the flight path marker is 
caged or uncaged. The flight director symbol is removed from the HUD 
when the FLT DIR pushbutton on the VDI is unboxed. The pushbutton is 
removed from the VDI if the Flight director is not available for display (for 
example, a/c vector or ACL data link mode is not selected). 

Permits option to display AWL (both ACL and ILS), ACL, ILS or NO 
STEERING information on the MFD. Initial selection of the AWL steering 
mode on the basic VDI format displays both ACL and ILS steering 
information on the MFD. This will be indicated by AWL in the box adjacent 
to the MFD legend. Successive depression of the pushbutton cycles AWL, 
ACL, ILS and NO STEERING information on the MFD in that order. 

Permits option to display AWL (both ACL and ILS), ACL, ILS, or NO 
STEERING information on the HUD. Initial selection of the AWL steering 
mode on the basic VDI format displays both ACL and ILS steering 
information on the HUD. This will be indicated by AWL in the box adjacent 
to the HUD legend. Successive depression of the pushbutton cycles AWL, 
ACL, ILS, and NO STEERING information on the HUD in that order. 

Note 

The RIO is inhibited from deselecting AWL steering 
once selected from any MFD. 

Figure 17-2. ACLSfiLS Steering (Sheet 3 of 3) 

17.3 SURFACE SUBSYSTEMS 

17.3.1 Automatic Landing System (ANK3PN-42). 
The ANISPN-42 radar uses a conically scanning an- 
tenna beam of Ka-band energy, which is received at the 
aircraft in diit proportion to its position within the 
antenna coverage area. This microwave energy is re- 
ceived as amplitude modulation of the pulsed carrier 
and, by means of the beacon augmentor, the AM is put 
on the I-band beacon for retransmission back to the ship 
as an active radar signal. The AM on this retransmitted 
signal is therefore identical to the AM received at the 
aircraft. By relating the amplitude of the returned signal 
to the ANjSPN-42 antenna position within its conical 
scanning area, the system knows the exact location of 
thb aircraft in relation to the axis of the conical scan, 
which is the desired glidepath. From this information, the 
system LXU generate corrections to bring the aircraft to the 
d&i glidepath. Additional ramp input pitch commands, 
td~red to each specific ship or field by the Naval Air Test 
Canter during Mode I certification, are applied at the 
proper time to assist the aircraft through the burble. 

To satisfy the system capability and landing-rate re- 
quirements, the shipboard subsystem landing control 
central AN/SPN-42 has a dual-channel configuration. 
This provides increased system reliability through rc- 
dundancy. At full operational capability, both channels 
are in use, controlling two aircrafi on the glideslope at 
the same time. Two aircrafi are normally spaced ap- 
proximately 60 seconds apart along the glideslope. In 
addition, the three operating modes act as backups for 
each other should partial system failure occur. 

17.3.2 Instrument Landing System (ANk3PN-41). 
The aircraft ILS uses carrier or shore-basedANISPN-41 
(C-scan) transmitters. The system operates in the K- 
band, between 15.4 and 15.7 GHz, on any of 20 chan- 
nels. The transmitted azimuth signal produces a 2” 
beam, which is scanned +20” from the deck centerline. 
The transmitted elevation signal produces a 1.3’ beam 
with a scan pattern from 0” to 10’ above the horizon. A 
proportional azimuth angle for steering is 6’ right or left 
of centerline; proportional elevation angle for steering 
is 1.4” from the reference glideslope (above or below). 
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NOAllENCLATURE FUNCTION 

0 CHANNEL selector l’wnty possible channel selections by rotation of selector knob. 

0 Bri PRESS-to-test Depresslng button activates BTT test circuitry. Landlng symbols available on 
bulton HUD ariaor MI lf AWL oi ILS display option is selected, and on pilot’s 

standby attitude Indicator. 

0 POWER switch ON- Activates receiver decoder for all-weather carrier landlng. 
(lock-lever) 

OFF - mrns system off. Lock-lever switch must be lifted to OFF. 

@ 
lndlcator IlgM QlgM Is Ughts when ANIARA-63 Is on. 
removed wlth AVC 2460) 

Figure 17-3. ANIARA-63 Decoder Panel 
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Gpemting range is approximately20 nautical miles. The 
signal is transmitted in J-band on a carrier frequency of 
15.4 to 15.7 GHx. 

The AN/SPN-~~ can be used to guide the pilot to the 
window of the AN/SPN42 radar for an ACL Mode I 
approach and as an independent glideslope and azimuth 
displayduringaModeIapproach.ShouldtheAN/SPN-42 
radar system fail, the ANEPN-41 can be used for Mode 
II approaches. 

17.4 ACLS PROCSDURES 

The succe.ssfuI completion of a Mode I or Mode IA 
ACLS approach is dependent on the proper performance 
and complex interaction of a variety of shipboard and 
aircmfl systems. It is the responsibility of the aircrew to 
verify that all ACLS-related aircratl systems are fimc- 
tioning properly and that proper procedures are followed 
in order to ensure a safe coupled approach. 

17.4.1 Preflight. During the exterior preflight, the 
aircrew should ensure that both beacon antennas arc in 
good repair and not painted. The receive antenna is lo- 
cated on the lower starboard fuselage just aft of the 
radome and is mounted flush with the fuselage. The 
transmit antenna is a blade antenna located on the aft 
portion of the chin dome (IKTV pod). Poor condition 
of these antennas will seriously degrade beacon per- 
formance and will result in degraded tracking capability 
by the ANEPN-42 system. 

17.4.2 Poststart Checks. Following start, the air- 
crew should verify proper operation of the beacon and 
data-link systems along with associated lights and advi- 
sories and indications by performing the prescribed 
built-in tests. In addition, the pitch parallel actuator 
should be checked during OBC to make sure that the 
force link is not totally or partially disconnected. If any 
of these systems are not functioning properly, a coupled 
approach will not be possible. 

17.4.3 Approach Phase. In ACL, the purpose of 
the approach phase is to get the aircraft to the acquisition 
window (Figure 174). At the marshaling area, some 20 
miles astern of the carrier, the abaft about to land are 
stacked according to fuel status and other relevant pa- 
rameters that determine landing priority, the ILS 
(AN/AKA-63) system is energized, and the proper chan- 
nel and displays are selected. The pilot, in concurrence 
with the controller, has the option ofchoosing from three 
display submodes to aid him in reaching the radar ac- 
quisition window: 

1. Data-link vector 

2. Tacan 

3. AWL. 

All are directly selectable on the VDI format of the 
MPD. Switching between submodes requires a choice 
between DATA LINK, TACAN, and AWL steering. If 
a submode selected becomes invalid, the steering infor- 
mation will cease. The oilothas the oution of reaelectinn 

will also info& thd &crew of invalid~s&ing 

During the letdown from marshaling, an ANEPN-42 
channel is assigned to the aircratl and a computer pro- 
gram of aircraft control parameters is selected. A data- 
link discrete message (the first of a series to be 
transmitted), LANDING CHBCK, is sent to the aircraft 
to initiate communications with CATCC and to indicate. 
to the pilot that an ANjSPN-42 channel is available. The 
aircraft will usually already be in a landing configuration 
upon receipt of LANDING CHECK. 

17.4.3.1 Data-Link Vector Approach. When 
DATA LINK is selected, the DiL vector display is added 
to the basic landing display. Command heading relative 
to the heading tane is added to the HUD and VID disolav 

and iefi side of the MI display. Data-link vector infor- 
mation is available only for the approach phase (i.e., to 
the radar acquisition window). When the aircraft is vec- 
tored (D/L vector commands) to the acquisition win- 
dow, the pilot has to make a new submode selection for 
the descent phase. This is not the case with the tacan 
submode, as tacan information is available throughout 
landing, from marshaling to touchdown. 

17.4.3.2 Tacan Approach. The course deviation 
indicator is used for tacan deviation along with a manu- 
ally set command heading indicator on both the HUD 
and VDI display. 

17.4.3.3 AWL Approach. ILS information from 
the ANEPN-41 is available during both the approach 
anddescentphase.SelectionofAWLontheVDIdisplay 
enables vertical and lateral glideslope enor display. Fi- 
nal determination of the AWL&CD mode is governed 
by the ILS/ACL selection, which provides for separate 
HUD and VDI selection. Additionally, the pilot may 
independently select HUD flight director for display by 
boxing the FLT DIR pushbutton on the AWL MI. 

The normal ACLS approach mode will display the 
ACL tadpole situation information, the ILS needles situ- 
ation information, and the ACL flight director steering 
information on the HUD. If the pilot intends to make a 
Mode I approach, he must advise the ground controller 
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BEFORE REACHING 6-MlLE DME FIX 

MARSHAL PLATFORM 5.000 FEET 
1. ARAa3 SET 4. AFCS STAB AM 1. SLOW DESCENT TO 2,000 ft,min 
2. Plum DISPLAY CONTROL PANEL a, PITCH ON 2. AlRSPEED 250 KNOTS 

a. MODE . . ,... ., TLN Il. ROLL ON 3. REPORT: 
b. HUDDECLUTTER NORM c. YAW ON a. MODEX 
c. WDAWL AWL b. PLATFORM 
d. “DIMODE .,..,.,....... AWL 

DEPARTING MARSHAL IO-MILE DME FIX 1,200 FEET 
1. DESCENT AT 4.000 ‘thin AND 250 1. AFT-154 STaYORPWR 

KNOTS 2. REPORT: 
3. APN-la4 2. REPORT: 8. MODEX 

1. MODE awITCH.. .NOT ACLS a MODEX b. I&MILE GATE 
b. POWER SWITCH .STBY b. COMMENCINO 3. TRANSlTlON TO LANDING CONFlG 
c. ALLOW 6 MINUTE WARM. c. STATE 

UP PERIOD. 
d. POWER SWITCN STBY OR PWR 
I). MODE awITCH.. .ACLS 

\ v- &MILE DME FIX 1,200 FEET 

CCC ENGAGED 
AFCSAND ALTITVDE HOLD ACQUISITION WINDOW 

FINAL REPORT 
FEET--112MILE 

REPORT: “SIDE NUMBER 
COMMANDCONTROL” ’ 170° RADIAL 

\ 

\ 1 70° RADIAL 

La* I,““” I-CSI 

TOUCHDOWN -?!A 

TOUCHDOWN 
1. APC DISENGAGES 

AUTOMATICALLY. 
2. SELECT MRT BOTH 

THROTTLES AND 
RETRACT SPEEDBRAKES. 

3. ANTlClPATE BOLTER. 

BDLTRl?tWAVRDFF 
PROCERDASINCU 
CAaR Ill Pm-raw. 

Figure 17-4. ACLS Mode I and II Approaches 
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ofhis intentions. The ground controller will then disable 
the flight director commands and enable the autopilot 
commands. Until this is done, the pilot will not have 
the capability to couple the autopilot to the ACLS 
commands. The only information that is displayed on 
the HUD during Mode I approaches is the ACLS tadpole 
situation information and the ILS needles situation 
information. 

17.4.4 Landing Phase. As the aircraft continues its 
approach and passes through the 4-nm ACLS radar ac- 
quisition window, a smooth transition, not requiring pi- 
lot action, occurs. If tacan information has previously 
been selected (for the approach phase), the pilot could 
use this information to land. Assume, however, that 
AWL. has been selected, ILS and ACL information is 
being displayed on the HUD and VDI. 

At the radar acquisition window, the AIKSPN-42 ra- 
dar acquires the aircrag with the aid of the airborne radar 
beacon augmentor, and the system automatically sends 
a discrete indicating radar lock-on that illuminates the 
ACL READY advisory. Transmission of vertical and 
lateral glidepath errors and flight director commands, 
derived by the AN/SPN42/46 radar, commences. The 
glidepath error signals drive the ACL tadpole on the 
VDI and HUD. The flight director symbol is selected for 
display by boxing the FLT DIR pushbutton on the AWL 
VDI MFD format. ‘Ihe flight director display informa- 
tion is computed by the mission computer using naviga- 
tion system parameters and data-link information, if 
desired. If the pilot intends to make a Mode I approach, 
he must advise the ground controller of his intentions. 
The ground controller will then disable the flight direc- 
torcommands and enable the autopilot commands. Until 
this is done, the pilot will not have the capability to 
couple the autopilot to the ACLS commands. The only 
information that is displayed on the HUD during Mode 
I approaches is the ACLS tadpole situation information 
and the ILS needles situation information. 

The HUD and VDI symbology has thus been deter- 
mined for the landing phase and no further pilot selec- 
tion is required (unless a system malfunction occurs). 
The mode of operation for this phase of the landing is a 
function of the type of equipment used. In particular, 
there are thnx modes of landing applicable: Mode I, 
Mode II, and Mode III. 

17.4.4.1 Mode I Landing Sequence 

Note 

Refer to paragraph 2.24.4.7, Automatic Car- 
rier Landing (ACL), for further information 
on ACL. 

The landing system (CATCC) (Figure 174) gener- 
ates a coupter availabre discrete that illuminates the A/P 
CPLR advisory and indicates that the pilot has the option 
of coupling the AFCS to data-link commands of pitch 
and bank. At this time, the aircraft should be in a landing 
configuration with APC, DLC, AFCS, and altitude hold 
engaged. 

Note 
TheradarshouldbeinSTY orPULSEsearch 
to avoid beacon interference problems. 

The AFCS should be armed in the ACL relief mode 
with the A/P REF advisory on, indicating that a pilot 
reliefmode (in this case, ACL) has been selected but not 
engaged. The pilot can couple the AFCS to the data link 
by means of the autopilot engage button on his control 
stick, at which time, ifthe AFCS is functioningproperly 
and the ACL interlock is true, the AP REF advisory will 
go out. The pilot should report coupled; at which time, 
the controller will send a discrete command control mes- 
sage that illuminates the CMD CONTROL advisory. 
The NTDS begins transmitting data-link and pitch and 
bank commands to the aircraft. The autopilot (AFCS) 
actuates the appropriate control surface to execute the 
desired command, while the autothrottle (APC) main- 
tains approach angle of attack by controlling the throttle 
setting. 

Whenever the aircrafi exceeds the Mode I flightpath 
control envelope, the system automatically sends a sig- 
nal to uncouple the AFCS (A/P CPLR advisory goes 
out). The approach may be continued in Mode II or 
Mode III. If the flightpath error increases to the point 
where a large maneuver is required to bring the aircraft 
back on course, the controller will send a waveoff mes- 
sage that is displayed on the HUD and VDI and turns on 
the WAVEOFF advisory. This discrete also disconnects 
the autopilot (if engaged) and the AFCS reverts to sta- 
bility augmentation. The controller then transfers the 
guidance of the aircraft to the bolter/waveoff controller, 
who directs the pilot back into the landing sequences. 

If the information stored in the data link is not up- 
dated within any 2-second period during the descent, the 
TLT advisory goes on (missed message) and the AFCS 
automatically disconnects and reverts to STAB AUG. 
The pilot can continue the descent in Mode II or Mode 
III. 

At 12.5 seconds from touchdown (approximately 
2,200 feet from the touchdown point), the 10 SECOND 
advisory goes on, indicating deck motion data are being 
added to the glidepath commands. This information is 
in the form of a slight increase (or decrease) in aircraft 
altitude to adjust for the movement of the touchdown 
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point caused by the ship’s motion (roll, pitch, and 
heave). Between 12.5 and 1.5 seconds tirn touchdown, 
the CATCC sends an automatic waveoff if any part of 
the carrier-based equipment fails and up to S seconds 
tbrm touchdown if the aircraft exceeds the AN6PN-42 
flightpath control envelope. Waveoff signals also may 
be issued by the final controller (between lock-on and 
touchdown) and the landing signal offtcer between 1 
mile and touchdown. Approaches must be waved off at 
weather minimums (200-feet altitude and In-mile visi- 
bility) if the pilot cannot see the meatball. 

At 2 seconds t?om touchdown, the landing system 
freezes the pitch and bank commands and the AFCS 
holds the aircraft’s attitude to touchdown unless the pilot 
elects to override the AFCS either by maneuvering the 
control stick or by manually disengaging the AFCS and 
assuming control. If the aircraft bolters or if the pilot 
decides to go around, the AFCS is disengaged automat- 
ically by means of overriding the control stick, and the 
pilot enters the bolter/waveoff pattern. 

Use of paddle switch to disengage AFCS for 
Mode IA landing is not recommended since 
DLC, pitch SAS, and roll SAS will also be 
disengaged. 

17.4.4.2 Mode II Landing Sequence. The early 
phases of a Mode II descent (Figure 17-5) are identical 
to a Mode I descent sequence. The aircraft to be recov- 
ered is directed through the marshaling area, received 
LANDING CHK, and arrives at the ACLS radar acqui- 
sition gate. When the lock-on discrete (ACL READY) 
message is received, the pilot continues to fly the aircraft 

manually (using APC as desired) in response to VDI 
and/or HUD displays. 

Ifthere is an equipment failure, the system (CATCC) 
will send a voice discrete signal that turns on the VOICE 
advisory, and the ANKPN-42 error information dis- 
played will be invalid and thus removed. The pilot then 
expects to receive standard voice commands and will 
probably use the redundant ILS information or switch 
to tacan steering. 

As long as the aimrat? is located within the AN/SPN42 
flightpath control envelope for Mode II, the descent is 
continued until visual contact is made with the Fresnel 
lens optical landing system meatball. All waveoffs in 
Mode II are given by the final controller of the LSO. 
Approaches are terminated at weather minimums (200- 
feet altitude and l/2-mile visibility) if the pilot cannot 
see the meatball. 

At any time before 12.5 seconds from touchdown,the 
pilot can switch from a Mode II manual to a Mode I 
automatic flightpath control, provided the coupler avail- 
able discrete is being received and the ACL interlock is 
true. 

17.4.4.3 Mode Ill Landing Sequence. Mode III 
descents follow the same general sequence as that of 
Modes I and II, but Mode III approaches are talkdown 
landings; that is, all flightpath corrections are provided 
by voice and no computerized discrete signals are sent. 
The use ofAPC is optional. Approaches are terminated 
at the weather minimums ifthe FLOLS (meatball) is not 
visible to the pilot for continuing the landing. 
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Extreme 

10.1 ICE AND RAIN 

CHAPTER 18 

Weather Operations 

18.1.1 Icing. Icing conditions should be avoided 
whenever possible. Before flight, check freezing levels 
and areas of probable icing from weather service. 

The primary concern with flying in icing conditions 
is ice accumulation sufficient to cause engine damage. 
Ice accumulation on engine probes located between the 
engine guide vanes and above the number three inlet 
ramp is not detectable from the cockpit. Aircraft maneu- 
vers or landing impact can dislodge accumulated ice and 
can cause severe FOD to the engine. Visual detection of 
icing on exterior surfaces and/or illumination of the 
pilot’s INIET ICE caution light should be treated as 
indications ofthe potentially more serious problems de- 
scribed above. The following precautionary action 
should be taken immediately in known or suspected 
icing environments: 

1. ANTI-ICE switch - ORIDHON. 

2. CABIN AIR DEFOG lever - FWD DEFOG. 

3. Engine instruments - Monitor Frequently. 

Carefully monitor ‘pm and EGT indications. A 
reduction of rpm or an increase in EGT accompa- 
nied by a loss of thrust is an indication of engine 
icing. 

4. Avoid clouds and other areas of visible precipita- 
tion. 

5. If unable to avoid precipitation, adjust aircraft 
Mach or altitude as necessary to remain outside of 
the icing zone shown in Figure 18-l. 

Extended operations in icing conditions should be 
considered an emergency situation. If time and fuel per- 
mit, a descent below the freezing level is recommended. 
If unable, altitudes above approximately 25,000 feet or 
ambient temperatures below -30 “C are generally free 

of icing conditions. If inadvertent or unavoidable op- 
eration in known or suspected icing conditions has oc- 
curred, an effort should be made to eliminate the ice 
before landing by remaining well below the freezing 
level for an extended period of time. 

[-GE-( 

Icing conditions can cause heavy ice accu- 
mulation in the inlet ramp areas or on engine 
probes and the compressor face. Aircratlma- 
neuvers and arrested landings may dislodge 
this accumulation and cause extensive en- 
gine FOD or failure. A straight-in field land- 
ing is preferred. Minimum power setting 
after landing is recommended. 

Operation of main flaps/slats and maneuver- 
ing devices increases the likelihood of a 
flap/slat lockout because of shearing of the 
torque tube. Attempt to descend below the 
freezing level for 20 to 30 minutes before 
operating main or maneuvering flaps/slats. 

18.1.2 Rain. Whenever rain is encountered, turn 
ANTI-ICE switch to AUTO/OFF. 

Note 
In heavy rainfall, maintain a minimum en- 
gine power setting of 70-percent rpm. This 
will assure adequate acceleration margin and 
prevent possible engine speed hangup. 

18.1.2.1 Takeoff in Rain. Takeoffs performed with 
standing water on the runway may result in unstable 
engine operation because of water ingestion. 
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Figure 18-l. Icing Danger Zone 

18.1.2.2 Landing in Rain. Selecting ON with the 
WSHLD AIR switch controls a blast of air that blows 
rain off the windshield. Be aware of the possibility of 
flameout in a heavy rain and of reduced braking action 
because of a wet runway. 

18.2 HYDROPLANING 

Operations on wet or flooded runways may produce 
fourconditionsunderwhichtimtractionmaybereduced 
to sn insignificant value. 

1. Dynamic hydroplaning 

2. Viius hydroplaning 

3. Reverted rubber skids 

4. Combined viscous and dynamic hydroplaning. 

Note 
Hydroplaning has been experienced in the 
F-14 at speeds down to 40 knots. 

18.2.1 Dynamic Hydroplaning. Dynamic hydro- 
planing is a condition in which a fluid separates the tires 
from the Iunway surface. When standing water on a wet 

tunway is not displaced by the tire fast enough to allow 
contact over the complete footprint area of the tire, the 
tire rides on a wedge (or film) of water over all or part 
of the footprint area. Total dynamic hydroplaning occurs 
when the pressure between the tires and the runway lifts 
the tires off the runway surface to the extent that anon- 
rotating tire will not spin up (landing) or a rolling, un- 
braked tire will slow in rotation and may actually stop 
(takeoff). Total dynamic hydroplaning speed is repre- 
sented by the following mathematical formulas: 9 times 
the square root of the tire inflation pressure for a rotating 
tire (as in takeoff); 7.7 times the square root of the tire 
inflation pressure for rt nonrotating tire (as in landing). 

Dynamic hydroplaning is insensitive to vertical load 
changes (weight), but is greatly affected by tire inflation 
pressure and tire wear. Since the fluid cushion is inca- 
pable of developing any appreciable shear force, braking 
and sideforce coefficients become almost nonexistent. 

18.2.2 Viscous Hydroplaning. Viscous hydro- 
planing occurs when the tires are separated from the 
runway surface by a thin film. Viscous fluid pressures 
in the tire-ground contact zone of rolling tires build up 
with speed to the danger levels required for hydrophm- 
ing only when water-covered pavements are smooth or 
smooth acting, as when contaminants considerably 
more viscous than water coat the pavements. Since a tire 
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operating on a surface with rubber deposits, paint, fuel, 
or oil can only partially displace the napped water film, 
considerably higher hydroplaning pressures will be de- 
veloped in the tire footprint area with these more viscous 
fluids. Even slight amounts of precipitation, for exam- 
ple, a heavy dew that coats the pavement with a thin film 
of fluid, can produce this effect. Because the tire foot- 
print separates t?om the runway with less fluid depth and 
at a lower relative groundspeed than dynamic hydro- 
planing speed, viscous hydroplaning is potentially more 
dangerous than dynamic hydroplaning and isnot greatly 
affected by changes in vertical tire load or tire inflation 
pressure. Grooved tires offer a greater advantage than 
smooth tires in reducing the effects of viscous hydro- 
planing. The runway pavement surface texture is also an 
important factor in combating viscous hydroplaning ef- 
fects. 

18.2.3 Combined Dynamic and Viscous Hydro- 
planing. Loss oftire hiction with increasing or decreas- 
ing speed on wet or flooded runway pavements can be 
caused by the combined effects of viscous and dynamic 
hydroplaning. Figure 18-2 shows a pneumatic tire roll- 
ing at medium speed across a flooded pavement in a 
partial hydroplaning condition. The first zone shows the 
traction of the tire footprint that is supported by bulk 
water (dynamic); the second zone, the fraction sup- 
ported by a thin film of water (viscous); and the third 
zone, the fraction essentially in dry contact with the 
peaks ofthe pavement surface texture. The length of the 
first zone represents the time required for a rolling tire 
in this speed condition to expel bulk water from under 
the footprint; correspondingly, the length of the second 
zone represents the time required for the tire to squeeze 
out the residual thin water film remaining under the 
footprint after the bulk water has been removed. Since 
fluids cannot develop shear forces of appreciable mag- 
nitude, it is only in the thiid zone (essentially dry region) 
that friction can be developed between the tire and the 
pavement for steering, decelerating, and accelerating a 
vehicle. The ratio of the dry contact area (thud zone) to 
the total tire footprint area (zones 1,2, and 3) multiplied 
by the coefficient the tire develops on a dry pavement, 
yields the friction coefftcient the tire develops for this 
flooded pavement and speed condition. As speed is 
increased, a point is reached where the third zone dis- 
appears and the entire footprint is supported by either 
bulk water or a thin film. This speed condition is called 
combined viscous and dynamic hydroplaning. As 
speed is further increased, a point is reached where bulk 
water penetrates the entire footprint; this condition is 
called dynamic hydroplaning. If the runway is not 
flooded (no bulk water), such as on a runway covered 
with heavy dew, it is possible for the second zone to 
cover the entire footprint as speed is increased or de- 
creased. The pavement would have to be smooth or 

Figure 18-2. Combined Viscous and Dynamic Tii 
Hydroplaning 

smooth acting, as in the case where contaminants are 
present, for this to take place; this is called viscous hy- 
droplaning. 

18.2.4 Reverted Rubber Skids. Arevertedrubber 
hydroplaning condition (also called reverted rubber 
skid) takes place when a wheel skid has started on a wet 
runway and enough heat is produced to turn the en- 
trapped water to steam. The steam in turn melts the 
tubber in the tire footprint. The molten rubber forms a 
seal preventing the escape ofwater and steam. Thus, the 
tire rides on a cushion of steam that greatly reduces the 
coefftcient of friction. On inspection of the portion of 
the tire involved, a patch of rubber would show signs of 
reverting to its uncured state and hence the name, re- 
vertedtubber. Once established, this conditionmayper- 
sist to very low groundspeeds. The characteristic marks 
on a pavement for the reverted rubber skid are white, as 
opposed to the black marks left on the pavement during 
a dry skid. These white marks are associated with the 
cleaning process of super-heated steam and high pres- 
sures that are present in the skid. The reverted rubber 
condition tends to make all runway surfaces smooth 
acting. Pavement surface texture, which has a large ef- 
fect on traction losses from dynamic and viscous hydra 
planing, has but little effect for the reverted rubber case 
with the possible exception of grooved surfaces. NASA 
research confirms the theory that the reverted rubber 
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skid is the most catastrophic for aircraft operational 
safety because of the low-braking friction and the addi- 
tional fact that tire cornering capability drops to zero 
when the wheels rotation is stopped. 

18.2.5 Landing On Wet Runway. Refer to Chap- 
te.r 7 for landing discussion. 

18.3 TURBULENCE AND THUNDERSTORMS 

Unless the urgency of the mission precludes a devia- 
tion t?om course, intentional flight through thunder- 
storms should be avoided to preclude the high 
probability of damage to the airtiame and components 
by impact of ice, hail, and lightning. Flameouts because 
of water ingestion or compressor stalls caused by rapid 
changes in flight attitudes could also occur. Radar pro- 
vides a means of navigating between or around storm 
cells. If circumnavigating the storm is impossible, pene- 
trate the thunderstorm in the lower third of the storm 
cell, away from the leading edge of the storm cloud, if 
possible. It is recommended that the AFCS be disen- 
gaged. Structural damage could result with the automat- 
ic functions operating. 

18.3.1 In the Storm. Maintain a normal instrument 
scan with added emphasis on attitude displays. Attempt 
to maintain a constant pitch attitude and, if necessary, 
accept moderate altitude and airspeed fluctuations. In 
heavy precipitation, a reduction in engine speed may be 
necessary because of the increased thrust resulting from 
water ingestion. If compressor stalls or engine stagna- 
tion develops, attempt to regain normal engine operation 
by momentarily retarding the throttle to IDLE then ad- 
vance to the operating range. If the stall persists, shut 
down the engine and attempt to relight. If the engine 
remains stagnated at reduced power and the EGT is 
within limits, maintain reduced power until clear of the 
thunderstotm. While in the storm, the longitudinal feel 
trim, angle-of-attack, total temperature, windshield 
overbeat, static pressure correction, and cabin pressuri- 
zation systems may experience some abnormalities be- 
cause of rain, ice, or hail damage. No difficulty should 
be encouutered in maintaining control of the aircraft; 
howevcr, the rapid illumination of numerous warning 
lights may be somewhat distracting to the pilot if he is 
not prepared. 

18.3.1.1 If Necessary to Penetrate a Thunder- 
storm: 

1. Slow to between 275 to 300 KIAS. 

2. ANTI-ICE switch - AUTO/OFF. 

3. AUTO PILOT switch - OFF. 

4. Loose equipment - Secured. 

5. Tighten lapbelt and lock shoulder harness. 

6. Cockpit lights - On Bright. 

7. Fly attitude and heading indicators primarily while 
in extreme turbulence, because altimeter and air- 
speed will fluctuate. 

Note 
During severe icing conditions, the pilot can 
expect to lose airspeed indications even with 
the pitot heat on. Ground-controlled inter- 
cept stations,.if available, can aid the pilot 
with tracking assistance through thunder- 
storm areas. 

Severe turbulent air at high altitudes may cause the 
inlet airflow distribution to exceed acceptable limits of 
the engine, thereby inducing compressor stalls. To avoid 
compressor stalls during flight because of turbulent air, 
maintain 275 to 300 KIAS at all altitudes. 

18.4 COLD-WEATHER OPERATIONS 

A careful preflight will eliminate many potential haz- 
ards found in cold-weather operations. Inspect engine 
intakes for accumulation of ice and snow. If possible, 
preheat the engine for easier engine starts. When remov- 
ing ice and snow from the aircraft surfaces, be careful 
not to damage the aircraft. Also, use precautions not to 
step on any no-step surfaces that could be covered with 
ice or snow. Check the pitot-static tube for ice as well 
as the fuel pressurization ram/air intakes, and yaw,pitch, 
and angle-of-attack transducers. 

Moisture in the fuel system greatly increases opera- 
tional problems in cold weather. At lower temperatures, 
the water-dissolving capacity of fuel is greatly reduced 
and will result in considerably more water accumulation 
(as much as several gallons of water to 1,000 gallons of 
tie]). If the water separation occurs at below freezing 
temperatures, the water will crystallize on the fuel drain 
and internal valves. Any water accumulation will settle 
to the bottom of the tanks and freeze up the fuel drains. 

Normal operating procedures as outlined in Chapter 
7, Shore-Based Procedures, should be adhered to with 
the following additions and exceptions. 
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18.4.1 Preflight 

1. Check entire aircraft to ensure that all snow, ice, 
or Gost is removed. 

Snow, ice, and frost on the aircraft surface 
are a major flight hazard. The result of this 
condition is a loss of lift and increased stall 
SptXdS. 

2. Shock struts and actuation cylinders - Free of 
Ice and Dirt. 

3. Fuel drain cocks - Free of Ice and Drain Con- 
densation 

4. Pitot tubes - Ice and Dirt Removed. 

5. Exterior protective covers - Removed. 

18.4.2 Engine Start. Be sure that the aircraft is 
adequately checked before engine start. 

When operating in subfreezing temperatures, mois- 
ture in the air entering the aircraft from the starting unit 
may freeze, causing ECS malfunctions. Starting the air- 
craft with the AIR SOURCE in OFF will prevent the 
problem. The AIR SOURCE in BOTH ENG should be 
selected after both engines have been started and the 
starter air disconnected. ECS malfunctions after engine 
start may still occur because of moisture internally pre- 
sent in the aircraft. 

If this occurs, select: 

1. TEMP mode selector switch - MAN. 

2. TEMP control thumbwheel - Full Hot (14) 

3. WSHLD AIR switch - ON. 

4. With both engines at IDLE, the ECS should thaw 
in about 20 minutes. During this warmup period, 
leave all avionics and radar off. 

If external fuel tanks are installed: 

5. MASTER TEST switch - FLT GR UP. 

Advance throttles as necessary to 80 percentmaxi- 
mum to check for GO light and positive external 
transfer. Once airborne, external fuel transfer 
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should not be delayed to ensure complete external 
tank transfer. 

Note 

If external transfer does not initiate or is in- 
complete, flight below the freezing level for 
20 to 30 minutes will allow frozen valves to 
thaw permitting external transfer. 

In severely cold weather, allow a short time for war- 
mup before increasing rpm out of the idle range. If oil 
pressure is low or fails to come up in a reasonable length 
of time, shut down. Attempt another start atIer heating 
the engines. 

piEi-1 

If abnormal sounds or noises are present dur- 
ing starting, discontinue starting and apply 
intake duct preheating for 10 to 15 minutes. 

18.4.3 Taxiing. Avoid taxiing in deep or rutted snow 
since frozen brakes will likely result. 

To ensure safe stopping distance and prevent icing of 
aircraft surfaces by melted snow and ice blown by jet 
blast of a preceding aircmft, increase spacing between 
aircraft while taxiing at subfreezing temperatures. 

18.4.4 Takeoff. When operating Born runways that 
are covered with excessive water, snow, or slush, high- 
speed aborts may result in engine flameout because of 
precipitation ingestion. The probability of flameout is 
highest when throttles are chopped. With a double 
flameout, normal braking, anti-skid and nosegear steer- 
ing will be lost as hydraulic pressure decreases with 
engine spool down. Check applicable takeoff distance 
charts in NAVAIR 01 -Fl4AAP-1.1. 

Thrust available will be noticeably greater in cold 
temperatures during the takeoff run. 

Before initial takeoff roll, ensure that all in- 
struments are sufftciently warmed up. After 
takeoff, cycle landing gear a few times to 
prevent the possibility ofthe gear freezing in 
the wheelwells. 

18.4.5 Landing. Frozen downlock microswitch a~- 
tuatots, because of moisture combined with extremely 
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cold temperatures, can cause spurious unsafe down in- 
dications when landing gear is extended. Use antiskid 
during the landing roll. 

Note 

Bard braking on ice or a wet runway, even 
with ANTISKID on, could result in danger- 
ous skidding. 

18.4.8 After Landing. During operations where the 
temperatum is below freezing with heavy rain, or ex- 
pected to drop below freezing with heavy rain, the air- 
craft may be parked with wings forward (20’) and flaps 
in the full down position. 

18.4.7 Before Leaving Aircraft. Weather permit- 
ting, leave the canopy partially open to allow for air 
circulation. This will helu urevent canonv crackinu from 

18.5 HOT-WEATHER AND DESERT 
OPERATIONS 

Check for accumulation of sand or dust in the intakes. 
Normal starting procedures will be employed. 

Normal operating procedures aa outlined in Chapter 7, 
Shore-Based Procedures, should be adhered to with the 
following additions and exceptions: 

1. Expect higher temperatures than normally ob- 
tained in operating ranges. 

2. Engine ground operation should be minimized as 
much as possible. 

18.51 Taxiing. While taxiing in hot weather, the 
canopies may be opened, if necessary, to augment crew 
comfort. 

Do not operate the engines in a sand or dust 
storm, if avoidable. Park the aircraft cross- 
wind and shut down the engines to minimize. 
damage Corn sand or dust. 

18.5.2 Takeoff. The required takeoff distances are 
increased by a temperature increase. Check the applicable 
rakeoffdistancech;utsinNAVAIROI-F14AAP-1.1. 

Do not attempt takeoff in a sand or dust 
storm, if avoidable, to prevent sand or dirt 
from blowing into the intake ducts and caus- 
ing engine damage. 

18.5.3 Landing. Anticipate a slightly longer landing 
distance and the possibility of turbulence because of 
thermal action of the air close to the ground. Use the 
defogging system if necessary, in warm, humid weather. 
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CHAPTER 19 

Communications 

19.1 COMMUNICATIONS AND ASSOCIATED 
EQUIPMENT 

Figure 19-l lists the CNI equipment associated with 
the aircraft/weapons systems. 

Operation of electronic equipment for more 
than 5 minutes without adequate cooling will 
permanently damage the equipment. 

19.1.1 Communications Antennas. Four ViUHF/ 
L&and, dual-blade antennas provide omnidirectional cov- 
erage for V/UHF voice, JTIDS voice, UHF D/L, JTIDS 
Link 16, tacan, and IFF/SIF transponder operation. VAJHF 
2,lTIDSvoiceanddata,andtacanshamonesetofantennas; 
theupperisimmediatelyatIofthecanopyturtlebackandthe 
lowerisembeddedintheleftventral~.TheVNHFl,D/L, 
and lFF/SIF sham the second set; the upper is the second 
antenna aft of the canopy turtleback and the lower is emhed- 
ded in the right ventral tin. Each system is connected to the 
appmpriate portion of an upper and lower antenna through 
a coaxial switch and diplexer. For information on the 
AN/ASW-27 DL (Link 4), and JTIDS (Link 16), refer to 
NAVAIROI-F14AAD-IA. 

The AF’X-76 IFF interrogator antenna is an integral 
partoftheradarantenna. SeeFO-1 andFO-2 forantenna 
locations. 

19.1.2 Communications Antenna Selection. 
Selection of the upper or lower antenna for use by the 
two communication radios and the D/L or JTIDS is 
manual and is controlled by switches on the RIO ANT 
SEL panel (Figure 19-2). The D/L is always on the 
opposite antenna from V/UHF 1. Antenna selection for 
the IFF/SIF can be either automatic or manual. The ANT 
switch on the IFF control panel controls antenna selec- 
tion and is described in Chapter 21. Tacan antenna se- 
lection is completely automatic. If a signal is lost or is 
too weak to maintain receiver lockup, the tacan cycles 

between the upper and lower seeking a stronger signal. 
See Chapter 20 for tacan operation. 

19.1.3 Mutual Interference. Mutual interference 
among the ViUHF communication radios and between 
the V/UHF communication radios and D/L. can OCCUI: 

In the UHF band, minimize mutual interference by se- 
lecting opposite antennas or a !?equency sepamtion Of 

at least 55 MHZ between radios if both are being used. 
When D/L is in use, mutual interference can be mini- 
mized by using VHF channels for voice c~mmunice- 
tions. If this is not possible, frequency separatioo of at 
least 55 MHz and selection of opposite antennas for 
voice and DiL. are recommended. If necessary, V/UHF 
1 or2 can be shut off. UHF communications interference 
with D/L may cause the TILT computer message to 
appear and the autopilot ACL or VECPCD mode to 
disengage. D/L interference with the radios may cause 
audible chirping at the D/L message reply rate. 

In the VKF band, both radios should not be operated 
simultaneously at VHF frequencies. 

JTIDS will not interfere with any ofthe V/UHF com- 
munication radios or date link because it uses a higher 
frequency band. Tacan compatibility, which is in the 
same frequency band (L-band) as JTIDS, is performed 
internally by JTIDS. 

19.2 INTERCOMMUNICATIONS 

The KS provides normal, backup, or emergency 
communications between crewmembers. It also com- 
bines and amplifies audio signals received from other 
electronic receiving equipment (ECM, Sidewindertone, 
IFF/SIF, radar altimeter, and voice radios, etc.). 

Identical ICS con&o1 panels (Figure 19-3) are on the 
pilot and RIO left-side consoles. The KS includes four 
amplifiers, two at each cockpit station, that permit du- 
plex operation during normal operation. Ifone amplifier 
fails, it may be bypassed by selecting either the BiU 
(backup) or EMER (emergency) position on the ICS 
control panel. This permits continued ICS operation. 
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TYPE AND I LOCATION 
OF CONTROLS 

‘ilot and RIO left 
:onsole and in 
:he nosewheel 
Nell 

DESIGNATION 
NTERCOM 
[LS-46OB) 

FUNCTION 

Provides voice 
communications between 
crewmembers and between 
cockpit and groundcrew, also 
amplifies various warning and 
weapon tones, and voice 
communications. 

JTIDS 
[AN/URC-107) 

Provides jam-resistant, 
cryptographically secure 
digital voice and data, 
navigation, relay, and tacan. 

RANGE 
Within the aircraft 
and groundcrew 
cersonnel 

3PERATOR 
3oth, and 
Foundcrew 
lersonnel 

30th 

I 

I 
\ 

I 
I 
, 

I 
, 

I 

I 

I 

I 
t 

I 

I 

I 

I 

.ine of sight (LOS) 
up to 300 nautical 
niles. 

‘ilot left console, 
310 right and left 
:onsoles 

‘ilot and RIO left 
:onsole 

rACAN Navigation aid provides 
:AN/ARN-116(V)) bearing and distance 
[ANIURC-107) information to local stations. 

JHF DATA LINK Provides two-way digital 
[AN/ASW-27C) message communication. 

d/UHF 1 Provides two-way voice and 
COMMUNICATIONS tone communication. 
SET 
[AN/ARC-182(V)) 

$/UHF 2 Provides two-way voice and 
COMMUNICATIONS tone communication. 
SET 
[AN/ARC-162(V)) 

LOS up tc 390 nm, 
depending on 
altitude. 

LOS up to 160 
nautical miles. 

LOS up to 200 
nautical miles. 

30th 

30th 

30th 

IO right console 

Pilot left console 

LOS up to 200 
nautical miles. 

710 left console 

Pilot and RIO left 
console 

v/UHF DIRECTION 
FINDER 
(OA-6697/ARD) 

Provides bearing lnformatlon 
to selected stations. 

UHF VOICE Cryptographic encoding and 
SECURITY decoding of UHF voice 
EQUIPMENT (KY-56) communications. 

LOS up to 160 
nautical miles. 

Same as radio in 
use. 

30th 

310 Left console 

I 

IFF TRANSPONDER 1 Resoonds to interrooations ?I0 Right console LOS. 
(AN/APX- 100) by &her aircraft org&und 

stations. 

IFF INTERROGATOR Requests identification from 
(ANIAPX-76B) I other aircraft. 

LOS. DD and right 
console 

Right console RECEIVER 
DECODER 
(AN/ARA+SA) 

Provides glideslope signals 
for carrier landing system. 

RADAR ALTIMETER Displays height above earth’s 
(AN/APN- 194) surface. 

RADAR BEACON Aids in tracking by ship and 
(AN/APN - 164) ground-based x-band 

radars. Provides down link 
for automatic carrier landing 
system. 

LOS up to 20 
nautical miles. 

0 to 5,000 feet. 

Pilot 

Pilot Pilot’s instrument 
panel 

Right console LOS. 

Figure 19-l. Communications and Associated Equipment 
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1 LWR /b’\UPRJI 

NOMENCLATURE I FUNCTION 

@ .J;ftantenna select AUTO - Enables JTIDS to transmit on the upper antenna and to 
receive on either the upper or lower antenna depending upon 
signal strength. 

LWR - Enables JTIDS to transmit and receive on the lower antenna. 

UPR - Enables JTIDS to transmit and receive on the upper antenna. 

BOTH - Enables JTIDS to transmit and receive on both the upper and 
lower antenna. 200 watt output power is equally divided 
between the upper and lower antenna, 100 watts each. 

0 V/UHF-l DL antenna UPWLWR - Selects upper V/UHF 1 and lower D/L antenna. 
select switch 

LWR/UPR - Selects lower V/UHF 1 and upper D/L antenna. 

0 V/UHF-2 antenna UPR - Selects upper V/UHF 2 antenna. 
select switch 

LWR - Selects lower V/UHF 2 antenna. 

Figure 19-2. Antenna Select Panel 
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NOMENCLATURE FUNCTION 

0 
Pilot’s COMM switch ICS - Permits intercommunication when COLD MIC is selected on 

function selector. Overrides V/UHF communications. 

I JTIDS - Keys the JTIDS terminal for voice communications. 

V/UHF 1 - Keys ARC-182 radio for operation. 

V/UHF 2 - Keys ARC-1 82 radio for operation. 

0 
VOL control Controls intercommunication audio level at that cockpit station. Audio level 

at other station not affected; however in EMER volume is controlled by 
other station. 

Figure 19-3. Intercommunication Controls (Sheet 1 of 2) 
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NOMENCLATURE FUNCTION 

0 
Amplifier selector B/U - (Backup) used to bypass a fault amplifier and uses a 

backup output amplifier at own station. 

NORM - 

EMER - 

(Normal) used when all amplifiers are functioning properly. 

(Emergency) uses the backup amplifier at own station, and 
makes use of input amplifier of other station over the 
emergency line. Volume is controlled by other station. 

@ Function selector RADIO 
OVERRIDE - Attenuates non critical radio audio to emphasize 

intercommunication when urgent. 

HOT MIC - Intercommunication wfthout keying. 

COLD MIC - Intercommunication only when pilot actuates COMM switch 
on inboard throttle or RIO actuates keying switch on left foot 
rest. 

0 RIO’s ICS button (left Permits intercommunication if COLD MIC is selected on the function 
foot rest) selector control. Overrides V/UHF communications. 

@ 
RIO’s MIC button (right Permits transmission on V/UHF 1, V/UHF 2, or BOTH radios as well as 
foot rest) JTIDS as selected on the radio frequency channel indicator (RFCI). 

Figure 19-3. Intercommunication Controls (Sheet 2 of 2) 

Note 

If two amplifiers fail at the same station, 
intercommunication is impossible. 

The external interphone connection is in the nose 
wheelwell. When the pilot’s COMM switch is set to 
HOT MIC, ground personnel can communicate with the 
cockpit stations. 

19.2.1 Audio Warning Signals. Audio warning 
signals from the weapon system are available to either 
or both crewmen through the ICS. Each signal has a 
distinct tone. A visual display accompanies most audio 
signals so that the flightcrew can expect the tone and 
interpret its meaning. Most audio signals may be attenu- 
ated orturned off ifnot required, allowing the flightcrew 
to concentrate on more critical tones. Critical warning 
tones cannot be attenuated by any mode of ICS opera- 
tion. 

With the front cockpit KS amplifier selector 
knob in the EMER position, engine stall/ 
overtemperature and Sidewinder tones will 
not be available to the pilot, 

Note 

l Selection of EMER via the KS amplifier 
selector knob in either cockpit allows use 
of the other cockpit’s input amplifier. 

l The RIO can obtain a Sidewinder and en- 
gine sta1Vovertemperahu-e tone by select- 
ing EMER on his ICS panel. This allows 
the RIO to use the pilot’s input amplifier. 

Figure 19-4 provides a glossary of audio warning 
signals available within the aircraft weapon systems. 
Two 28-Vdc circuit breakers, ICS NFO (7F3) and ICS 
PILOT (7F2), control power to and provide circuit pro- 
tection for the ICS. Power to both circuit breakers is 
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TONE 

IDEWINDER 

POSITION CONTROLS FUNCTION CHARACTERISTICS 

Pilot TONE* Missile aCqUiSitiOn High fr8qU8nCy.Chang8S 
VOLUME/TACAN to indicate miSSil8 
CMD panel self-track. 

LR-67 Pilot and TONE Indicates a missile Low to high frequency, 
RIO VOLUME/TACAN alert, missile launch, determined by scan rat8 

panel (PILOT) critical threat, and/or and PRF of threat radar. 
RADAR WARNING status change. Low- to high-frequency 
RCVR panel (RIO) warble when missile 

launch is detected. 

qadar Altimeter Pilot and Radar altimeter 
RIO indicator (pilot) 

Low-altitude 
warning 

1,000 Hz tone, modulated 
at 2 pulses per Second, 
lasting 5 seconds or until 
altitude is increased/limit 
bug is lowered. 

.PX-100 RIO IFF control panel Valid mode 4 
interrogation 

PRF of interrogation pulse 
2,000 and 6,000 Hz. 

acan Pilot and 
RIO 

Tacan control panel Station identification International morse code 
with three-letter 
designation. 

,N/ARC-182 Pilot and V/UHF control panel Other aircraft International morse code, 
RIO direction find (DF) voice. 

reception. 

:NGINE STALL/ Pilot None Engine stall Modulated 320 Hz for 10 
)VERTEMPERATURE detection and/or seconds maximum or until 

EGT over- fault is removed, whichever 
temperature comes first. 
warning. 

ORIGINAL 

Figure 194. Glossary of Tones 
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from dc essential bus No. 1. Approximately 1 minute of 
warmup is required in order to achieve normal operating 
temperature. 

19.2.2 Pilot Tone VolumelTacan Command 
Panel. The TONE VOLUMEITACAN CMD panel 
(Figure 19-5) on the pilot left console has two volume 
controls for regulating audio signals from the ALR-67 
and Sidewinder missile lock-on. 

19.3 V/UHF RADIO (AN/ARC-182) 

The ARC-182 radio provides multimode, multichan- 
nel, air-to-air/air-to-surface voice, tone, and antijam 
(Have Quick) communications. The ARC-182 control 
panel (Figure 19-6) is located on the pilot and RIO left 
console. Frequency range extends in four bands from 30 
to 87.975, 108 to 155.975, 156 to 173.975, and 225 to 
399.975 MHz on any of 11,960 channels (separated by 
25 kHz). Transmission and reception are available in 
AM or FM bands. The modulation is selected automat- 
ically by the radio except in the 225 to 399.975 band, 
which is reserved for antijam use. There are 40 preset 
channels available. Channels 1 through 30 are used for 
normal voice communications. Channels 31 through 40 
areuscdforantijamHave Quickcommunications.Guard 
frequency of each band may be monitored simultaneously 
with any other tiequency selected. The mdio is used with 
the OA-8697IARO to provide automatic direction fmdiig 
to the transmitting station. The ARC-182 operates witb 
secure voice equipment (KY-58). Upper and lower an- 
tenna installations provide reliable line-of-sight com- 
munications to 200 nm (depending on altitude and 
atmospheric conditions). A radio frequency/channel in- 
dicator (Figure 19-7) on the pilot and RIO instrument 
panel displays the frequency or channel selected. A 
separate VOLUME control panel (Figure 19-8) for the 
pilot is located on the pilot left console. 

Transmissions on both V/UHF 1 and V/UHF 
2 radios, while operating on the same tie- 
quency,maymsuhinasqueal. Thisisanormal 
condition caused by RF interaction between 
the two radios operating on the same Requency 
in close proximity to each other. 

19.3.1 Preset Channel(s) Load 

1. MODE selector - T/R or T/R&G. 

2. Frequency mode control - Reset. 

5. Frequency select switches - Slew to Desired 
Frequency. 

6. Fmquency mode control - LOAD (he+ency is 
stored in memory for CH 1). 

7. Frequency mode control - READ, Verify Fre- 
quency Display. 

8. Enter frequency in quick reference directory for 
CH 1 (if desired). 

9. Repeat steps 2 through 8 for subsequent channels. 

19.3.2 Built-In Test. BIT isolates faults in the RT to 
one module, two modules, and three modules. BIT 
should be initiated anytime the FREQ/(CHAN) display 
blanks or indicates an erroneous readout. Proceed as 
follows: 

1. MODE selector - TEST. 

2. BRT control - As Required. 

3. BIT requires approximately 10 seconds; observe 
FREQ/(CHAN) display. 

a. No fault is indicated by 888.888. 

b. Faults are indicatedby a number that identiftes 
the module or modules at fault. 

Note 
If readouts 061 or 651 display, select other 
antenna and key transmitter for 5 seconds, 
then repeat steps 1 through 3. 

Figure 19-9 lists the most common BIT fault codes 
and their respective module failures. 

19.3.3 Have Quick (Antijam) Mode. Have Quick 
is a tactical antijam system that utilizes frequency hop- 
ping, a method where frequencies are changed many 
times per second. The frequency hopping patterns, 
stored in memory and frequency tables, are selected by 
word-of-day, net numbers, and a given date. The antijam 
mode of the ARC-182 is enabled by selecting a net 
number and by placing the NORM/A.7 switch to AJ once 
all the variables have been entered into the radio. For 
two or more radios to successfully communicate on a 
Have Quick net, each radio must have the same TOD, 
WOD, and operating net. 

3. CHAN SEL switch - Select Channel 1. The ARC-l 82’s Have Quick II system is compatible 
with older Have Quick I systems. 

4. Frequency mode control - Read. 
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1 1 TONE VOLUME 

I 

TACAN CMD I 
ALU-67 SW 

0 0 2 

NOMENCLATURE 

a ALR-67 volume control 

0 SW (Sidewinder) 
volume control 

FUNCTION 

:lockwise rotation increases tone in pilot’s headset. Provides threat alert, 
it&us and warning tones representing received threat radar signals. 

Iockwise rotation increases missile tone in pilot’s headset. 
:ounterclockwise rotation turns tone to low. 

lluminates when selected PLT or NFO, indicating crewman in command of 
acan. 

Figure 19-5. Pilot TONE VOLUMBTACAN CMD Panel 
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NOMENCLATURE 

0 
VOL corltml 

0 Squelch switch 

0 Frequenoy Wlect 
swltohes (sprtng return) 

@ 
Fl?EQ/(CHAN) display 

0 
UHF mode selector 

FUNCTION 
Ad).@@ level of audio signal. Clockwise rotatlon increases audio level. 
RIO’s adjustments made only vla the RFCI. 

SQL - Squelch &cult Is operational and background noise Is removed 
by reducing receiver galn. 

OFF - Disables squelch circuit restorlng receiver to full galn. 

Four frequency tunlng switches are used to tuna transceiver when the tunlng 
selector wit@ Is set to MAN (manual). The spring-loaded switches 
Inuease the frequency In the up position and decrease frequfnxy In the 
down poslon. The left switch controls the hundreds and tens dlgits, the 
second switci~ controls units, the thlrd switch controls tenths, and the right 
w&h controls hundredths and thousandths. 

Dlsplays Incandescent dlgilal readouts of selected frequency or channel. In 
TEST mode lndlcates receiver transmittef fault locatlons. 

Operational when tuned to frequencies In the 225.000 to 399.ooO MHz band. 

AM- Selects amplitude modulatlon signals. Varies with atmospheric 
conditions, susceptible to electromagnetic Interterence. 

FM- Selects frequency modulation slgnals. Reduces electromagnetic 
Interference. 

Figure 19-6. AN/ARC-182 V/UHF Control Panel (Sheet 1 of 2) 
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NOMENCLATURE I FUNCTION 

t 

____.. -.__-..-~~~ 

8 
BRT control Varies the FREQ/(CHAN) display light intensity. Clockwlse maximum 

intensity. 

3 
MODE swttch OFF - Secures V/UHF radlo, unless frequency mode switch Is set to 243. 

T/R - Energizes transmitter and main receiver. 

T/R&G - Energizes transmitter, main, and guard recetvers. 

DF- Provides automatic dlrectlon flndlng from 108 to 399.975 MHz. 

TEST - lndlcates built-in-test (BIT) RT, displayed on FREQ/(CHAN) 
indicator. Refer to Built-In-Test this chapter. Generates lo#) Hz 
unattenuated tone. 

@ 
TOD switch Rcv- Allows reception of TOD messages on preset channel selected. 

SEND - Allows transmlsslon of TOD messages on preset channel 
selected. 

@ 
NORM/Al switch NORM - Used for normal V/UHF communlcatlons. 

AIJ- Provides @II reslstant communlcatlons. 

@a 
Frequency mode switch 243- Turns on the receiver-transmitter (takes precedence over 
(outer dlat) operational mode controt) and causss the transmitter maln 

receiver, and guard receiver to tune to 243.ooO MHz (UHF guard 
frequency). All functions except VOL, SQL and BRT are disabled. 

MAN - Permits manual selectlon of an operating frequency using me 
frequency tuning switches. Ttansmttter and mcelver ara d&bled 
during a frequency change. 

G- Tunes me receiver-transmitter to me guard frequency In the band 
to which me RT was last tuned. 

PRESET - Allows selection of any 1 of 40 present operatlng frequencies wltf 
CHAN SEL switch. Selected channel Is dlsplayed In the two 
center diglt readouts of the FREC/(CHAN) dlsplay. Channels 31 
through 40 are for Have Quick (antIJam) use. 

READ - Dlsplays me frequency (rather man channel) of preset channel 
selected. 

WAD - Automatlcally places the dlsplayed frequency Into the memory for 
me selected preset channel. 

0 
CHAN SEL swlt& (JnnH Enables any 1 of 49 preset channels when the frequency mode svdtch tS Set 
dial) to PRESET. 

Figure 19-6. AN/ARC-182 VKJHF Control Panel (Sheet 2 of 2) 
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NOMENCLATURE FUNCTION 

a 
VHF/UHF-i and -2 Displays information for each radio (pilot and RIO) as follows: 
frequency/channel 
indicator l Left most LCD indicates secure voice selection : C (cypher) or P (plain) 

l Right most LCD indicates whether radio is in use for transmission (T) or 
reception (R) 

l Displays frequency, channel number, or WOD channel number 

l With anti-jam selected, the net number is prefixed by an A 

l F is displayed if the RFCI fails periodic BIT 

l If there is bad or no V/UHF data for 3 seconds, displays only a decimal 
point. 

Displays channel selected (0 - 127) for JTIDS-1 and JTIDS-2 voice links 
;E;;;,ai;;;;:;with alpha designator indicating transmit (l) or receive (R) 

0 TEST button Activates IO-second maximum internal test of the RFCI. On successful 
completion of the test, the LCDs show the test display. If the TEST button 
is held for more than 10 seconds the display will automatically return to the 
display prior to test. 

Figure 19-7. Radio Frequency/Channel Indicator (Sheet 1 of 2) 
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“n.reUP, cn,mE I FUNCTION , . “ , . ,~m.Y~m”m.- .  _.__.. -._ 

@ 

VOL control Enable RIO to adjust level of audio signal. Clockwise rotation increases 
audio level. 

0 XMTR SEL buttons Enables RIO to select desired radio for voice communications (V/UHF or 
JTIDS). 

Note 

When JTIDS voice communications is selected V/UHF plain voice 
communications are inhibited. If V/UHF encrypted voice communication is 
selected, both V/UHF (encrypted) and JTIDS will transmit simultaneously. 

Figure 19-7. Radio Frequency/Channel Indicator (Sheet 2 of 2) 

19.3.4 Have Quick Load instructions. Have Quick 
antijam voice communications entry uses preset chati- 
nel40. The contents of preset channel 40 designates the 
loading mode in which thennit is operating. The following 
loading codes are used tc operate and load in Have 
Quick II: 

1. 220.000 - Qperate in Have Quick II. 

2. 220.025 - MWOD load mode. 

3. 220.050 - MWOD erase mode. 

4. 220.075 - FMT load mode. 

If the aircrew desiis to enter Have Quick without 
loading or verifying, 220.000 should be loaded into pre- 
set channel 40 using the procedures in paragraph 
19.3.4.13. otherwise, Have Quick I processing is used. 

19.3.4.1 Net Selection. Have Quick I and II use the 
same method of net selection. A net is a six-digit number 
that selects the frequency table that will be hopped on. 
Net numbers are in the form of AXXXYY, where A 
indicates a Have Quick net, X is a number Tom 0 to 9 
deftig the net, and W is either 00,25,50, or 75, which 
determines the combat or training operational mode. 
The operational modes am 

1. COMBAT 

a. 00 - Qperate in Have Quick I. 

b. 25 - Have Quick II NATO. 

c. 50 - Have Quick II Non-NATO. 

d. 75 - Not Used. 

2. TRAINING 

a. 00 - HaveQuickITmining. 

b. 25 - Have Quick II Training. 

c. 50/75 - Not Used. 

The 1,000 combat nets range t?om 000 to 999. The 
variables in these net numbers refer the radio to specific 
frequencies and algorithms within the radio’s memory. 
There are five Have Quick I tmining nets displayed as 
AOO.XOO, where X is 0 to 4. There are 16 Have Quick 
II training nets displayed as AOXX25, where X.X is 0.0 
to 1.5. The variables in these training net numbers tell 
the radio the training thequency on which to begin hop- 
ping. Training nets are activated by a special WOD 
(300.0X39 in segment one of the WOD used for that 
dsy. The last two digits determine the hop rate. The same 
applies tc the last two digits of the fmt segment of 
combat WODs. 

19.3.4.2 Word of Day/Multiple Word of Day. A 
WODiMWOD is a transmission security variable. Have 
Quick I radios use a WOD consisting of six segments of 
six digits each. Have Quick II radios use a MWOD that 
adds a seventh segment containing a two-digit date tag 
and live more MWODs for 6 days of operation without 
reloading WODs. The WODMWOD is loaded into the 
radio to key the Have Quick system tc the proper hop- 
ping pattern, dwell time, and hop rate. The hop rate is 
included in the fast segment of each WODMWOD. 
XXXXYY, where YY is 00,25,50,75, denoting slow 
to fast hop rates. When operating with Have Quick I 
systems, only one ofthe six MWODs is used. See Figure 
19-10. 
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JTIDS 7 

NOMENCIATURE FUNCTION 

3 
JTIDS SEL switch Selects JTIDS 1 or 2 voice channel for pilot’s voice transmissions. Both 

channels are always selected to receive. 

3 
JTIDS-1, JTIDS-2, 
V/UHF-2 volume 

Clockwise rotation increases audio level of received transmission (Pilot 
only). 

control 

Figure 19-8. Pilot VOLUME Control Panel 
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TEST 680.000 

TEST 465 

TEST 061 

TEST 651 

TEST 157 

TEST 333 

FAULT INTERPRETATION 

RMT or RT SELECT TEST MODE 

LOW PWR SELECT TEST MODE 

RMT CTRL DEFECTIVE CONTROL 

NONE RT AND CTRL OK 

RT MODULES 4,5, OR 6 SAD 

VSWR RT OR ANTENNA SYSTEM 

FWDPWR RT OR ANTENNA SYSTEM 
I 

RT MODULES 1,5, OR 7 
I 

RT MODULE 3 SAD 
I 

Figure 19-9. Common BIT Indications 

1 .l 269.950 2.1 295.850 3.1 290.450 4.1 275.950 5.1 270.450 6.1 300.050 

1.2 299.000 2.2 289.600 3.2 279.000 4.2 269.300 5.2 259.000 6.2 249.000 

1.3 298.100 2.3 288.000 3.3 276.600 4.3 268.000 5.3 256.600 6.3 246900 

1.4 297.000 2.4 287.900 3.4 277.400 4.4 267.000 5.4 257.600 6.4 247.100 

1.5 296.000 2.5 286.300 3.5 276.500 4.5 266.700 5.5 256.000 6.5 246.100 

1.6 295.000 2.6 285.300 3.6 275.100 4.6 265.500 5.6 255.500 6.6 245.200 

1.7 11 2.7 12 3.7 13 4.7 14 5.7 15 6.7 16 

5.1 = OPERATIONAL DAY 

1 .l through 1.6 are WOD 1 segment numbers. 

1.7 is the date tagfor WOD 1. 

2.1 through 2.6 are WOD 2 segment numbers 

2.7 is the date tag for WOD 2. 

3.1 through 6.7 is the same as above for WOD’s 3 through 6. 

6.1 is the current Operational Day, which should match one of the date tags. 

Note: 

(1) If the current operational day was 11 (MWOD location I), Have Quick II Combat net would be used with a 
hop rate of 50 (included in the last two digits of segment 1 .l). An appropriate Have Quick II operatlonal net 
should be chosen. 

(2) If the current operational day was 16. Have Quick II Training Net would be used because the first 
segment of MWOD location 6 (6.1) is the special training segment. The hop rate would be 50 (last two digits 
of first segment). An appropriate Have Quick II Training Net number should be chosen. 

Figure 19-10. Example ofan ARC-182 Have Quick Il MWOD Fill 
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19.3.4.3 Time of Day. TOD is a signal that synchro- 
nizes Have Quick radios to a common time for antijam 
operation. There are two ways to enter TOD. One 
method involves receiving UTC over the air on a manu- 
ally selected UHF frequency after power up. The second 
method involves using the self-start (emergency time 
start) mode, which is used when acting as master clock 
to transmit that time to other Have Quick systems. 
Within this TOD signal is the operational day. This is 
transmitted with the TOD or loaded manually as in the 
self-start procedure. Refer to paragraph 19.3.4.12, TOD 
Load. The codeword for TOD is “Mickey.” 

19.3.4.4 MWOD Load Entry 

1. Frequency mode control - Preset. 

2. CHAN SEL switch - Select Channel 40. 

3. Frequency mode control - READ. 

4. Frequency select switches - Select 220.025. 

5. Frequency mode control - LOAD. 

Note 
If MWODs are being loaded to replace ex- 
isting ones, the old MWODs should be 
erased using the procedures in paragraph 
19.3.4.9. This procedure will erase all 
MWODs in the radio’s memory. 

19.3.4.5 MWOD Load 

1. Frequency mode control - Preset (1.1 will be 
displayed). 

2. Frequency select switches - Select Desired 
WOD and MWOD Segment Using Middle Two 
Frequency Select Switches. 

3. Frequency mode control - READ (display shows 
frequency indicating desired WOD segment). 

Note 

If the MWODs were erased using the 
MWOD erase procedure in paragraph 
19.3.4.9, the display will show 000.000 indi- 
cating that they had been erased. 

4. Frequency select switches - Select Desired Fre- 
quency WOD Segment. 

5. Frequency mode control - LOAD (desired &e- 
quency loaded into memory). 

6. Repeat steps 1 through 5 to load remaining 
MWODs. 

Note 
The desired frequencies are loaded in seg- 
ments 1 through6ofeachMWOD. Thedate 
tag for each I?WOD is loaded into the sov- 
enth segment and is a two-digit number cor- 
responding to the operational day on which 
thatMWODistobeused.Itcanbeloaded 
or changed using the two middle frequency 
select switches and the MWOD segment 
loading procedures above. 

The crew may not enter an out-of-range 
WOD frequency, segment, or date tag. 
When two identical date tags are loaded, 
the last date entered is valid and the old 
date is set to zero. Ifthe old date is viewed, 
00 will be displayed. 

‘Ike MWOD is not entered into the mem- 
ory of the unit until the date tag is loaded. 
Thus, if a segment of an MWOD has been 
changed after the MWOD was initially 
entered, the date tag must be reentered to 
accept the MWOD change. 

19.3.4.6 MWOD Load Exit 

1. Frequency mode control - MAN (ready to re- 
ceive TOD). 

Note 
When manual is selected on the frequency 
mode control to exit a load mode, the code to 
operate in Have Quick II antijam without 
entering a load mode (220.000) will automat- 
ically be loaded into preset channel 40. 

19.3.4.7 Operational Date Load. The operational 
date is the calendar date of the mission day. The range 
is 1 through 3 1. The MWOD that is used by the unit for 
frequency hopping is the MWOD whose date tag 
matches the operational day. Thus, if an operational day 
is entered or received via TOD transmission and no date 
tag exists for that operational day, an error will occur 
and be displayed. The operational day is loaded as 
follows: 

1. Perform steps 1 through 5 of paragraph 19.3.4.4. 
Step 1 is not required if already in MWOD Load. 

2. Frequency mode control - PRESET (last WOD 
and segment selected will be displayed). 
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3. Frequency select switches - Select 8.1. 

4. Frequency mode control - READ (last opera- 
tional date or 00 is displayed). 

5. Fmquency select switches - Selected Desired 
Date. 

6. Frequency mode control - LOAD (Operational 
date is loaded into memory). 

Note 

Out of range (cl or >31) operational dates 
may not be entered. 

19.3.4.8 MWOD Verify. The aircrew may view the 
MWODs at any time for verification by reading the 
MWOD locations by using steps 1 through 3 in para- 
graph 19.3.4.5. 

19.3.4.9 MWOD Erase. The following procedure 
enables the aircrew to erase all MWODs stored in the 
nonvolatile memory. This procedure is recommended 
before reloading all MWODs with new hquencies. 

1. Frequency mode control - PRESET. 

2. CHAN SEL switch - Select Channel 40. 

3. Frequency mode control - RBAD. 

4. Frequency select switches - Select 220.050 To 
Initiate MWOD Erase Function. 

5. Function mode control - LOAD (display will 
go blank indicating MWODs have been erased). 

19.3.4.10 FM1 Training Frequency Load. The 
Have Quick II FMT training net operates similar to 
combat Have Quick II, as both the date tag and opera- 
tional day t%nctions are used. The FMT net, however, 
hops on its own set of 16 frequencies loaded into a 
separate training WOD. Additionally, a special MWOD 
segment for FMT (300.0xX, where XX is the hop rate) 
is loaded into the fast segment ofthe MWOD being used 
(usually 1.1, but any of the six MWODs can be used as 
long as the date tag for the MWOD whose fmt segment 
contains 300.0xX matches the operational day). The 
frequencies actually hopped on, however, are loaded 
into a separate FMT WOD that can be accessed with the 
FMT load code loaded into preset channel 40:Once the 
16 training kequencies (7.01 through 7.16) m. loaded, 
it is not necessary to reload them. Additionally, it is not 
necessary to reload the special FMT MWOD segment 
once it is loaded, as long as the date tag used is within 
the same MOOD as the special FMT segment. If using 

the self-start method of TOD, the operational day as well 
as the date tag must be loaded into segments 8.1 and I .7 
(or the seventh segment of whichever MWOD is being 
used), respectively. Thus, combat Have Quick II and 
FMT can be used interchangeably simply by loading 
one or more of the MWOD fmt segments with the 
special training WOD segment. On every day that the 
operational day matches the date tag of the MWOD with 
the special FMT segment loaded into its fmt segment, 
the unit will hou on the FMT trainine tiuencies. re 
gardless ofthe &tents ofthe other se&en& within’that 
MWOD. See Figure 19-10, Note 2. 

1. Frequency mode control - PRESET. 

2. CHAN SEL switch - Select Channel 40. 

3. Frequency mode control - READ. 

4. Frequency select switches - Select 220.075. 

5. Frequency mode control - LOAD. 

6. Frequency mode control - PRESET (fat FMT 
frequency segment 7.01 is displayed). 

7. Frequency select switch - Select Desired FMT 
Segment. 

8. Frequency mode control - READ. 

9. Frequency select switches - Select Desired 
FMT Training Frequency. 

10. Frequency mode control - LOAD (desired 
FMT training frequency is stored in memory). 

11. Repeat steps 6 through 10 to load remaining de- 
sired FMT training frequencies. The load fbnction 
is exited by placing the frequency mode control to 
MAN. 

19.3.4.11 FMT Nat Operation. Once the training 
frequencies have been loaded or verified, Have Quick 
II FMT net can be operated as follows: 

1. Perform steps 1 through 5 of paragraph 19.3.4.4. 

2. Frequency mode control - PRESET. 

3. Frequency select switches - Select Segment 1 
of Desired MWOD To Be Used (1.1, 2.1, 3.1, 
etc.). 
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4. Frequency mode control - READ (display 
shows frequency indicating desired WOD seg- 
ment). 

5. Frequency select switch - Select Special FMT 
Segment With Desired Hop Rate (300.0xX XX = 
00,25,50,75). 

6. Frequency mode control - LOAD (desired fre- 
quency loaded into memory). 

7. Frequency mode control - PRESET. 

8. Frequency select switches - Select Segment 7 
(date tag) of the Same MWOD Used Above (1.7, 
2.7,3.7, etc.). 

9. Frequency mode control - READ (display 
shows two-digit date tag previously loaded or 00). 

10. Frequency select switches - Select Desired 
Date Tag. 

11. Frequency mode control - LOAD (desired date 
tag loaded into memory) 

12. Frequency mode control - MAN (ready to re- 
ceive TOD). 

19.3.4.12 TOD Load. TOD may be loaded in any of 
the following ways. 

1. Emergency or forced start entry of time/date is 
performed by holding the TOD switch in receive 
(RCV) position until decimal point flashes, then 
momentarily setting TOD switch to SEND. Select- 
ing the operational day is performed using steps in 
paragraph 19.3.4.7. 

2. To receive time/date over air (broadcast) in normal 
mode, momentarily push TOD switch to RCV 
when TOD is transmitted over manually selected 
UHF f%quency. This will allow acceptance of 
TOD for 1 minute. 

3. To transmit time/date over air (broadcast) in nor- 
mal mode, momentarily push TOD switch to 
SEND while on a manually selected UHF fre- 
quency. At this time, TOD signal is sent and a tone 
will be heard. 

4. To receive new time in A/J mode or to update 
clock, momentarily push TOD switch to RCV. 
This will allow acceptance of TOD for 1 minute. 

NAVAIR WFl4AAD-1 

5. To transmit time/date over air (broadcast) in A/J 
mode, momentarily push TOD switch to SEND. 
This will send TOD signal to all units that are in 
A/J and using the same. net. 

19.3.4.13 Antijam Mode Selection If entering 
Have Quick II from a previous load mode, selecting 
MAN from that mode will automatically perform steps 
1 through 5 below. In this case, proceed to step 6. 

Note 
TOD can be received fiompowerup. It is not 
necessary to enter any other load or operate 
mode first. 

1. Frequency mode control - PRESET. 

2. CHAN SEL switch - Select Channel 40. 

3. Frequency mode control - READ. 

4. Frequency select switches - Select 220.00. 

5. Frequency mode control - LOAD (the radio is 
now prepared to operate in Have Quick II). 

6. Frequency mode control - MAN. 

7. TOD - Received. 

8. Frequency select switches - Select DesiredNet 
Frequency. 

9. NORM/A/J switch - Select A/J on Command 
to “GO ACTIVE” (fast digit ofnet frequency will 
display as “A”). 

19.3.4.14 Have Quick II Error Codes. The Have 
Quick II radio generates different error displays for three 
possible entry errors. If the radio has been initialized 
properly, an (A) will display in the left-most display 
segment. Ifa question mark (?) displays, the net number 
is invalid. If a backward question mark (Y) displays, the 
MWOD or operational data is invalid. Ifthe display does 
not change when AJ is selected, then TOD has not been 
received or entered. The error display for each error is 
shown in Figure 19-11. 

19.3.4.15 Have Quick Basic Troubleshootlng 
Procedures 

1. Broken communications when A/J is selected - 
Verify all segments of the cunnnt WOD or all the 
FMT frequencies are correct. 
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ERROR 
DISPLAY FRENQECY cFt~~:L 

CONTROL 

rxx.xxx MAN 

xX.xXx MAN 

rxx MAN 

?XX PRESET 

kn:M MWOD and 

Invalid Net Number 

No TOD 

Invalid MWOD and 
Date 

xx PRESET No TOD 

The Xs in the error display column 
respresents digits 0 to 9. 

Figure 19-11. Have Quick II Error Codes 

2. Lack of an “A” in the fmt digit of the net fre- 
qnwcy displayed on the radio - Receive an- 
other TOD transmission to resynchronize the 
radio. 

3. Broken communications after time, once good 
communications have been established - Re- 
ceive another TOD transmission either in A/J or 
nomsl mode to resynchronize the radio. 

4. Invalid MWOD or date tag error code - Verify 
all MWOD segments for the current day. 

5. Invalid net error code - Verify that the correct 
net is being used. 

6. No TOD error code - Anempt to receive another 
TOD &om the masW. If still unable to receive TOD, 
use the self-start method and attempt to transmit 
TOD to other net participants if practical. 

19.3.5 Radio Frequency Control/Indicators. 
TWO RFCIs (Figure. 19-7) are provided. Each has LCDs 
that show the l?equency or channel selected for V/UHF 
1 and 2 and JTIDS 1 and 2, their transmit/receive status, 
and antijam and secure voice selection. The RFCIs are 
t&e-d by pressing the TEST button on the panel. An 
indication is provided if the RFCI fails BIT. 

The RIO RFCI also contains transmit select buttons 
for V/UHF 1 and 2 and JTIDS 1 and 2 as well as volume 
~~drols for adjusting their audio level. 

Note 
l The RIO volume control knob on the 

ARC-182 control panel is not functional. 
The volume control knob on the RIO 
RFCI is used to control volume. 

l When JTIDS voice communication is se- 
lected, VAJHF plain voice communica- 
tions are inhibited. If V/UHF encrypted 
voice communication is selected and 
JTIDS voice communication is selected, 
both V/UHF (encrypted) and JTIDS will 
transmit simultaneously. 

19.4 V/UHF AUTOMATIC DIRECTION FINDER 
(OA-6697) 

The’V/UHF automatic direction tinder is used with 
the ARC-182 radio in the AM mode (voice is sup 
pressed). ADF provides relative bearings to transmitting 
ground stations or other aircraft. It can receive signals 
on any 1 of 30 preset channels or on any manually set 
frequencies in the 108 to 399.975 MHz range. 

The system has a line-of-sight range, varying with 
altitude. Operating power is 115 Vat t%om the essential 
No. 2 bus, 28 Vdc from the essential No. 2 bus, and 26 
Vat through the RIO circuit breaker panels. The system 
requires a 5-minute warmup period. During the warmup 
time, failure indications shouldbe disregarded. The sys- 
tem uses a solid-state segment rotation ADF antenna. 
Bearing to transmitting stations is displayed on the pilot/ 
RIO BDHI (No. 1 needle), and on the HSD format of 
any MFD. The ADF signal is interrupted during voice 
transmissions. 

19.5 UHF VOICE SECURITY EQUIPMENT 
(TSECIKY-56) 

The security equipment is integrated, and operates, 
with the V/UHF 1 and 2 communications sets to permit 
UHF secure voice in a hostile environment, It shall be 
operated as directed by appropriate authority. Theory of 
operation and practical application are covered in the 
KY-58 operation manual. 

The KY MODE switch and the KY-58 control panel 
(Figure 19-12) on the RIO left side console are the only 
cockpit controls for operating the KY-58 in either cipher 
or plain language. Electrical power is from the dc essen- 
tial bus No. 1 with circuit protection on the RIO dc 
essential No. 1 circuit breaker panel, (7C3) KY-%/Z 
AHF. 
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NOMENCLATURE FUNCTION 

0 
ZEROIZE switch ZEROIZE - Guard lifted. The preset codes are erased and must be reset 

on the ground by qualified personnel before the cipher mode 
can be used. 

0 
DELAY switch DELAY - Provides a time delay between push-to-talk and actual 

transmit. 

0 
Cipher switch C/RAD-2 - Selects V/UHF 2 for secure voice. 

PLAIN - Enables plain audio to pass through without encryption. 

C/RAD-1 - Selects V/UHF 1 for secure voice. 

c9 
FILL switch Selects the position to be loaded with data. MODE switch must be in LD 

to load. 

0 
MODE switch OP- Enables KY-58 operation after unit is loaded. 

LD - Used for loading data into KY-58 control panel. 

RV - Receiver variable is not operational at this time. 

Figure 19-12. KY-58 Controls (Sheet 1 of 2) 
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NOMENCLATURE FUNCTION 

@ 
POWER switch ON - Used to transmit and receive secure voice communications 

over V/UHF radio. Applies operating power to KY-58 system. 

0 
KY MODE switch BB - Normal mode for FM transmission 
(operational only with 
KY-58 installed) AUTO - Provides automatic selection of BB/FM and DP/AM. Changes 

as the frequency on the V/UHF is changed. 

DP- Normal mode for AM transmission. 

Figure 19-12. KY-58 Controls (Sheet 2 of 2) 

The KY-58 has two states of operation: plain and 
cipher(C). Plain is used during normal UHF commtmi- 
cations. Cipher is used when secure voice communica- 
tions are desired. There rue two cypher modes: BB 
(baseband) for use with FM transmissions and DP 
@phase) for use with AM. The radio seta must be ON 
to attain secure operation. The receiving station mu.4 be 
properly equipped to receive transmissions in the proper 
cipher mode. 

Note 
0 Do not transmit plain voice on one radio 

during cipher receptions or while trans- 
mitting on the other radio. 

l Communications between KY-28 and 
KY-58 voice security equipment is not 
possible. 

19.5.1 KY-58 Operation 

19.52 Prelaunch 

1. Determine that proper code has been set by per- 
sonnel qualified in voice security equipment. 

2. V/UHF radios - ON. 

3. Powerswitqh - ON. 

4. Cypher switch - 0RAD 1 or C/RAD 2. 

5. KY MODE switch - As Required. 

6. If a ground test of equipment is desired, establish 
two-wsy plain text radio communications on the 
plainvoiceradiowithasuitablegroundstationand 
request an equipment check. 

7. Atlera2-minmewarmuppedirn$onthecipherae 
lectedn3dio,liatenforasteady,unbrokentoneinthe 
headset followed by a double&ched bmken tone. 

8. Key the appropriate radio selected for tmnsmis- 
sion, hold for approximately 2 seconds, and re- 
lease. Double-pitched broken tone will cease and 
no sound will be heard. 

9. Key radio and hold. A siqle beep tone will be 
heard in approximately l-l/2 seconds, if delay is 
selected, otherwise, beep ia immediate. When this 
tone is heard, the equipment is ready for cipher 
transmission. 

10. Atler beep tone is heard, establish two-way cipher 
radio comnmnications with a cooperating ground 
station and check for readability and signal 
Strength. 

11. Set power and radio selector switches in accord- 
ance with the tactical situation. 

Note 
Ifagmundcheckoftheequipmentianotprao 
tical,thealxwepmwdmeamaybeusedto 
perform au in-flight check of the eqmpment. 

19.53 Poatlaunch. The speech security equipment 
shall be operated as dire&d by appropriate authority. 

19.54 After Landing 

1. ZEROIZE switch - ZEROIZB (as briefed). 

Zeroize the code as directed by appropriate 
authority. 

2. Power switch - OFF. 
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19.6 JOINT TACTICAL INFORMATION 
DISTRIBUTION SYSTEM 

The JTIDS is a high-capacity communications sys- 
tem providing jam-resistant, secure digital voice and 
data. This system also provides voice and data relay, 
dual navigation grid operation, and tacan data. 

The JTIDS digital voice function provides two se- 
cure, jam-resistant, separate (Jl and J2) 16 KBS voice 
channels. These are integrated into both the pilot and 
RIO cockpits. 

The JTIDS data communications fonction provides a 
two-way data transfer between the F-14D and other 
JTIDS users for position and identification, air intercept 
control, and fighter-to-fighter functions. Identification 
is accomplished among participants, Navy (CVs, CGs, 
DDGs, E-2Cs, and F-14Ds) and other services (E-3s, 
F-l% etc.) by the PPLI message. The AIC function 
provides the exchange of command and control infor- 
mation and own-ship sensor tracks/status between the 
F-14D and a control platform (E-2C or ship). Fighter- 
to-fighter functions provide the direct exchange of 
tighter tracks and status among fighters. 

The relay fonctioa provides the capability for JTIDS 
to retransmit voice or data messages for extended-range 
communications. This function provides expanded bat- 
tle group operations by expanding communication 
ranges (voice, PPLI, etc.) beyond line of sight, greater 
than 300 mn, air to air. 

JTIDS operates in both the geodetic and relative navi- 
gation modes simultaneously. JTIDS also provides the 
MCS corrections to the own-ship navigation position, 
which is calculated using data received from the link, 
and own-ship INS or SAHRS data. See Chapter 20 for 
additional explanation of JTIDS navigation functions. 

The JTIDS communication system utilizes three ma- 
jor tactical modes: one-way AIC (pass), two-way AK, 
and F/F. These modes are integrated into the aircraft 
controls and displays utilizing the TID, DD, MFDs 
(TSD, VDI, and HSD formats) and DEU. Refer to 
NAVAIR Ol-F14AAD-IA for the detailed operation of 
the TID, DD, and TSD. The JTIDS terminal interfaces 
with the various aircraft systems via 1553 mission bus 
No. 2 and MCS. The majority of JTIDS processing is 
performed by mission computer 1. In the event of a 
mission computer failure, the other computer will sup- 
port tacaa operation and provide own-ship position for 
the PPLI message. JTIDS BIT function is provided via 
the OBC page on the MFD. 
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When installed, the JTIDS receiver/transmitter m- 
places the AN/ARN-118 tacan system. Within the 
JTIDS terminal (DPG and Wr), the equivalent function- 
ality of the AN/ARN-118 tacan system exists. 

19.6.1 JTIDS Terminal. The JTIDS ANAJRC-107 
Class 2 terminal consists of the following WRAs: 

1. Data processor group (interface unit and digital 
data processor) 

2. Secure data unit 

3. JTIDS receiver transmitter 

4. Battery assembly. 

5. Circuit breaker protection is provided through the 
28-Vdc essential and 1 I5-Vat essential buses. 

19.6.1.1 Digital Data Processor. The DDPispart 
of the JTIDS data processor group and the heart of the 
JTIDS Link-16 operation. It contains the net interface 
computer program. The DDP is common among all 
Navy and most non-Navy JTIDS platforms. The DDP 
performs the following functions. 

1. TDMA and message management 

2. Network synchronization and relative navigation 
processing 

3. Receiver/transmitter control 

4. Signal decoding and decryption. 

19.6.1.2 JTIDS Interface Unit. TheIUispartofthe 
JTIDS DPG and is unique for the Navy air platforms 
(F-14D and E-2C). The IU provides all the unique inter- 
faces for the aircraft. A 1553 digital mux bus connects 
the IU to the MCS via mission bus 2. The IU contains 
the SICP that is also unique for the Navy air platforms. 
The IU performs the following functions. 

1. TADIL-J(Link 16)messagegenerationandrecep- 
tion processing. 

2. System control (TDMA - OFF/STBY/NORM, 
Tacan - OFF/ON). 

3. Navigation data conversion. 

4. JTIDS initialization. 

5. Voice conversions (analog/digital and digital/ 
analog) and processing. 
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6. Ta~an data (BDHI and 1553) and control panel 
interface. 

7. A&& inter&es (1553 and hardwircd discrete 
signals). 

19.6.1.3 Secure Data Unit. There are two types of 
KGV-8 SDUs currently in use: the KGV-8(E2) for lot 1 
JTIDS systems and the KGV-8B for lot 2 and newer 
systems. The KGV-8B will eventually replace the older 
KGV-8(E2) SDU. The KGV-8 SDU is bolted to the 
~ntoftheRTandprovi&sMSECandTSEC forJTIDS 
operations. Up to eight crypt0 variables can be loaded 
into the KGV-8 and are addressable on a time slot-to- 
time slot basis by the DDP The eight locations are split 
into two groups of four locations. Tbis allows loading 
and storage of crypt0 variables for 2day operation. This 
provides uninterrupted JTIDS operation through mll- 
over (oO:OO:OO Zulu). The JTIDS initialization loads 
are set up to use locations 0,2,4, and 6 for crypto period 
(day) 0 and locations 1,3,5, and 7 for crypt0 period 1. 
Refer to the Users’ Guide to Link-16/lTlDS Crypto, 
OPNAVINST C3120.43, Annex D, to determine the 
wnect crypt0 period for the day. 

19.6.1.3.1 Load Control Unit. TbeLCUisusedto 
control the loading ofthe crypt0 variables into the KGV- 
8(E2) SDU. The LCU and KYK-13 are connected to the 
remote fill assembly located in the aircraft crypt0 access 
panel. The remote till assembly provides access to the 
JTIDS termiml Born the crypt0 access panel. This ac- 
cess allows the loading of JTIDS crypto variables with- 
out opening the avionics bay containing JTIDS. To load 
variables, the KYK-13 fill device (containing the crypt0 
variables) and LCU are connected at the cry@ access 
panel. The LCU is then used to select the SDU location, 
load the variable, and verify the load. 

19.6.1.3.2 Data Transfer Device. The AN/CZY-10 
DTD is a handheld keyboard device used to control the 
loading of the crypt0 variables into the KGVdB SDU 
or KGV-8(E2) SDU. The use of the DTD eliminates the 
need for KYK-13 and LCU when used with the KGV- 
8B SDU. With the KGV-8(E2), the DTD eliminates the 
KYK-13 but requires the addition of the LCU. The 
DTD interfaces directly with the KGV-B(E2) or KGV- 
8B via a cable that co~fxts to the remote till assembly. 
The remote fill assembly is located behind the aircrafi 
crypt0 access panel. The DTD can then be used to select 
the SDU location and load and verify the crypt0 vari- 
ables. Refer to the AN/CZY-10 DTD Users Manual 
NSA ON477340, and the User’s Guide To Link- 
16/JTlDS Crypto, OPNAVINST C3120.43, Annex D. 

19.6.1.4 JTIDS Receiver-Transmitter. The JTIDS 
R/‘f provides RF detection and frequency translation 

between the L-band RF at the antennas and the 75MHx 
IF at the DDP. The RT also contains an RF power am- 
plifier that provides 100 watts to each of two antenna 
ports or 200 watts to one antenna port. Frequency tuning 
control for the RT is provided from the DDP based on a 
pseudo random sequence generated by the SDU. The 
JTIDS FUT also performs most of the JTIDS tacan proc- 
essing. It provides tacan data (range and bearing) in a 
digital format to the DPG. 

19.6.1.5 Battery Assembly. A battery assembly 
containing lithium and nickel-cadmium cells is used to 
maintain the following: 

1. NICAD 

a. Crypt0 variables (STBY - up to 48 hours, 
DATA SWNORM - during power transients). 

h. Initialization (STBY - 5 minutes, DATA 
SILNORM - during power transients). 

2. LITBIUM 

a. JTIDS chronometer (all modes). 
Note 

The battery assembly maintains terminal 
memory during switchover from ground 
power to engine power but does not maintain 
terminal synchronixation or communication. 

19.6.2 JTIDS Controls. The JTIDS control panel 
and DATA LINK MODE panel are shown in Figure 
19-13. In addition to the basic panels (ANT SEL, VOL- 
UME, and the RFCIs) the MFD (TSD formats), TID, 
DD, DSS, and DEU enable the crew to interface with 
the aircraft weapon system to support JTIDS Rmctions. 

19.6.3 Data Storage Set. The DSS is located in the 
RIO cockpit. It consists of a receptacle that is mounted in 
the a&raft, and a removable storage unit. The DSU pm 
videsstorageoflTlDS initialiiondataandtherecoiding 
of engine and CSS data for postflight analysis. Refer to 
Chapter 2 for the DSS engine data recording and Chapter 
27 for the CSS data recording. The DSU is loaded with 
JTIDS initialization data using the TAMPS. On the selec- 
tion of DOWNLOAD on the DEU, the mission computer 
quests the ITIDS initial&&ion data stored on the DSU, 
pmccsses it, and transfers it to the JTIDS termimd. The 
exchange of JTIDS initial&ion data is pertomied be 
twecntheDSS,missioncomputer, andJTIDSviathe 1553 
bus and takes approximately 5 seconds to complete. With- 
out initialiition data, ITIDS tacan and BIT lbnctions will 
operate but JTIDS synchronization, navigation, and 
communication functions will not be available. 
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Figure 19-13. JTIDS Control Panels (Sheet 1 of 3) 
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NOMENCLATURE FUNCTION 

0 
ZEROIZE switch ZERO - Zeroizes the crypt0 variables in the interface unit and the DSS 

JTIDS initialization load. 
NORM - Normal switch position (Spring loaded). 

0 
THRM ORIDE switch ON/OFF - Enables manual override of thermal shutdown. Indicated by a 

JTIDS HOT on the MFD caution advisory window. 

0 
JTIDS MODE switch OFF - Removes all power from the JTIDS/Link-16 functions of the 

JTIDS terminal and zeroizes the crypto. To power down the 
JTIDS terminal, both JTIDS and Tacan have to be off. 

STBY - The JTIDS/Link-16 functions are off, the battery will hold 
crypt0 for up to 46 hours and initialization data for 5 minutes. 

DATA SIL - The JTIDS/Link-16 is on but will not transmit except during 
BIT and voice. Net Entry will perform passive sync and once 
sync is achieved voice will transmit when keyed. Tacan 
transmissions are not affected by this selection. Digital tacan 
is available for display on the MFDs and HUD. 

NORM - The JTIDS/Link-16 is on. Net Entry will perform active 
synchronization and once sync is achieved all Link-16 
transmit functions are available. Tacan transmissions are 
unaffected by this selection. Digital tacan is available for 
display on the MFDs and HUD. 

POLL - This mode is currently not used; however if selected 
JTIDS/Link-16 is on and digital tacan is available for display 
on the MFDs and HUD. 

@ 
IPF RESET switch Re-enables Link - 16 transmission when they are shut down by an IPF 

detected failure. 

0 REPLY switch NORM - Enables Link-4 reply message transmission (no JTIDS 
function) 

CANC - Inhibits Link-4 reply message transmission (no JTIDS 
function) 

@ lX&LlNK MODE TAC - Selects Link-4 (AN/ASW-27C) as the primary link system. 
The following JTIDS functions operate in this mode. 

l Synchronization 

l Ownship PPLI messages are transmitted (Ownship System Status 
messages are inhibited) 

l JTIDS voice (transmit and receive) 

l JTIDS navigation updates 

0 Tacan 

JTIDS - Selects Link-16 (AN/URC-107) as the primary link system. 
All Link-4 functions are disabled. 
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/ 0 ADDRESS thumbwheel Selects fourth and fifth least significant octal digit for Link-4 address. 

NOMENCLATURE FUNCTION 
CAINSI 
WPT - Enables Link-4 carrier alignment and waypoint data to be 

received every 16 ms with no reply data. The same JTIDS 
functions operate in this mode as when TAC is selected. 

Note 

The status of this switch is sent to the MCS by the DEU. In the 
event the DEU is not ready (No 1553 communications) the 
mode will default to Link-4 (D/L). This will prevent loss of the 
ACLS function in the event of a failure. 

Figure 19-13. JTIDS Control Panels (Sheet 3 of 3) 

19.6.4 JTIDS System Operation. Procedures for 
the operational use of the JTIDS system are provided in 
the following paragraphs. These paragraphs include 
power-up, initialization, and synchronization. These 
procedures are normally performed on the ground dur- 
ing aircraft startop; however, they can be performed 
anytime power is applied to the aircraft and the MCS is 
in full-up operation. 

Note 

For other participants to display the F-14D 
PPLI, the INS or SAHRS has to complete 
alignment. During alignment, the PPLI mes- 
sage will be transmitted with position set to 
no statement. 

The following steps are required to power-up and 
initialize JTIDS. 

19.6.4.1 Powerup 

1. Verify STBY is selected on the JTIDS control 
panel and crypto has been loaded. 

2. Verify/install the DSU cartridge. 

Note 

l WithaircrafipowerON, theDSU28VDC 
C/B (9G3) should be disengaged before 
installing or removing the DSU from its 
receptacle. Failure to remove the power 
can erase or damage the DSU cartridge. 
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l JTIDS manually initiated BIT shall not be 
performed without a fault indication by 
either background BIT or startup BIT. 
Manual BIT operation with no posted 
fault(s) can give false indications of 
JTIDS WRA/SRA failures. 

3. Select JTIDS mode - DATA XL or NORM. 
This will power up the JTIDS part of the system. 

19.6.4.2 Initialization 

1.. MFD3 - Select JTIDS own-aircraft data page 
and ACK all computer messages. 

2. DEU - Select DOWNLOAD then ENTR (initi- 
ates MCS download of DSU JTIDS load to the 
JTIDS system). 

3. MFD3 - Verify DSS LOAD on own-aircraft 
data page changes to IN PROG (2 to 3 seconds) 
and finally to OK (6 to 8 seconds). Verify none of 
the following JTlDS computer messages are dis- 
played. 

a. JTIDS NOT AVAIL - Verify JTIDS is 
powered up and communicating on the bus. 

b. NO LOAD -NEED DSS - Verify DSU in- 
stalled and powered up. 

c. NO LOAD - DSS FAIL - DSS fail; try to 
clear failure. 

d. LOAD ERROR- JTIDS - Bad JTIDS load; 
net operations will be effected. 

ORIGINAL 
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4. MFD3 (own-aircraft data page) - Verify cor- 
rect crypt0 period. To change crypt0 period: 

a. DEU - Select JTIDS COMM page, toggle 
CRYPT0 option switch to 0 or 1, then press 
ENTR. 

b. MFD3 (own-aircraft data page) - Verify 
crypt0 period selected. 

c. JTIDS MODE switch - Cycle MODE 
switch from NORM or DATA SIL to STRY 
then back to NORM or DATA SIL. 

Note 
Cycling the JTIDS MODE switch is required 
to direct the DPG to access the desired crypt0 
variables. If the MODE switch is not cycled, 
the DPG will continue to access the previous 
crypt0 variables while displaying the desired 
crypt0 period on the own-aircraft data page 
and net entry will not occur. 

19.6.4.3 Synchronization. Thefollowingstepsare 
required to synchronize JTIDS with the network. 

1. Verify/select desired JTIDS antenna. 

2. MFD3 (own-aircrattdatapage) - Verify JTIDS 
time is i6 seconds of net time (GOES time, NTR, 
or any participant in the net). 

3. DEU (time entry, JTIDS COMM page, TIME 
pushbutton) - Enter hours, minutes, seconds, 
and select ENT. 

4. MFD3 (own-aimmft data page) - Verify cor- 
rect time. 

5. MFD3 (own-aircraft data page) - Verify NET 
ENTR - NS (net entry not started), IN PROG 
(attempting sync or course achieved), OK (syn- 
chronization complete/fine synchronization 
achieved). 

6. DEU (net entry, JTIDS MODE page) - Press 
NET ENTR pushbutton and ENT. 

7. MFD3 (own-aircraft data page) - Verify NET 
ENTR - IN PROG. Changes to OK synchroniza- 
tion complete (3 to 5 minutes normal mode, 7 to 
10 minutes data-silent mode). 

Note 

Course sync can be verified by verifying 
the display of PPLI messages on TSD, 
TID, JTIDS data readout pages, or IRST 
summary page. JTIDS must be selected on 
the DATA LINK control panel to process 
PPLI messages. 

8. DATA LINK control panel - Verify/select 
JTIDS for JTIDS tactical functions. 

19.6.4.4 JTIDS Shutdown. If network operations 
are anticipated within 24 hours: 

1. JTIDS MODE switch - STBY. 

If network operations are not anticipated within 24 
hours: 

1. JTIDS MODE switch - OFF. 

Note 
Under no circumstances should the JTIDS 
MODE switch be left in DATA SILENT or 
NORM for greater than 90 seconds without 
electrical power on the aircraft. Doing this 
will deplete the battery and require it to be 
charged by maintenance personnel. Clypto 
variables cannot be accepted or maintained 
if the battery is depleted. 

19.7 IN-FLIGHT VISUAL COMMUNICATIONS 

Communications between aircraft are visual when- 
ever practicable. Flight leaders shall ensure that all pi- 
lots in the formation receive and acknowledge signals 
when given. The visual communication chapters of 
NAVAIR OO-80T-113, the Aircraft Signals NATOPS 
Manual, should be reviewed and practiced by all pilots 
and RIOs. Common visual signals applicable to flight 
operation are listed in Figure 19-14. 

19.8 GROUND HANDLING SIGNALS 

Communications between aircraft and ground per- 
sonnel are visual whenever practicable, operations per- 
mitting. The visual communication chapters of 
NAVAIR 00-8OT-113 should be reviewed and practiced 
by all flightcrew and groundcrew personnel. For ease 
of reference, visual signals applicable to F-14 
deck/ground handling arelisted on Figure 19-15. During 
night operations, flashlights or wands shall be substi- 
tuted for hand and finger movements. Refer to NAVAIR 
OO-80T-103 for aircraft arming and sating hand signals. 
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MEANING I SIGNAL I RESPONSE 

XNERAL CONVERSATION 

\ffirmative (I understand.) 

degative (I do not know.) 

Thumb up, or nod of head. 

Thumb down, or turn of head from 
side to side. 

Juestion (repeat); used in 
:onjunction with another signal, 
his gesture indicates that the 
signal is interrogatory. 

Hand cupped behind ear as if 
listening. 

As appropriate. 

Vait Hand held up in a fist with palm 
outward. 

gnore last signal Hand waved in an erasing motion 
in front of face, with palm forward. 

‘erfect, well done Hand held up, with thumb and 
forefinger forming an 0 and 
remaining three fingers extended. 

Numerals, as indicated With forearm in vertical position, Nod of head (I understand). To 
employ fingers to indicate desired verify numerals, addressee 
numerals 1 through 5. With repeats. If originator nods, 
forearm and fingers horizontal, interpretation is correct. If 
indicate number which, added to originator repeats numerals, 
5, gives desired number from 6 addressee should continue to 
through 9. A clenched fist verify them until they are 
indicates zero. understood. 

rake over communications. Tap earphones, followed by lead 
change signal. 

Execute. 

:ONFIGURATION CHANGES 

.ower or raise landing gear. Rotary movement of hand Execute when hand/flashlight 
(flashlight at night) in cockpit, as if drops. 
cranking wheels, pause, drop 
below canopy rail. 

Speed brakes Open and close four fingers rapidly Execute on head nod/light out. 
and repeatedly. Flashlight at night 
-a series of flashes followed by a 
steady light; light out for execution. 

Lower or raise flaps. Rotary movement of hand Execute when hand/flashlight 
(flashlight at night) in cockpit, as if drops. 
cranking wheels, pause, drop 
below canopy rail. 

Figure 19-14. In-Flight Communications (Sheet 1 of 4) 
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MEANING 

UEL AND ARMAMENT 

I SIGNAL I RESPONSE 

weep wings aft. Hand held up, palm aft, and swept Execute on head nod/light out. 
aft along canopy rail; at night, 
Flhlight swept aft along canopy 

weep wings forward. Hand held up, palm forward, and Execute on head nod/light out. 
swept forward along canopy rail; at 
night, flashlight swept forward 
along canopy rail. 

low much fuel have you? Raise fist with thumb extended in a Indicate fuel in tens of gallons or 
drinking position. hundreds of pounds by finger 

numbers. 

.rm or safety missiles and 
rdnance. 

Pistol cocking motion with either 
hand. 

Execute and return signal. 

‘ORMATION 

tK Section leader gives thumbs-up 
signal. 

Stands by for reply from wingman, 
holding thumbs-up until 
answered. 

:ommence take off power 
Irn-up. 

Leader gives a two-finger 
turn-up signal. 

Wingman returns two-finger 
signal and executes. 

have completed my takeoff 
hecklist and am. in all respects, 
sady for (section) takeoff. 

Section takeoff leader raises arm 
overhead and waits for response 
from wingman. 

Wingman gives thumbs-up 
indicating checklist complete, and 
ready in all respects for takeoff 
then lowers arm and stands by for 
immediate section takeoff. 

hkeoff path is clear I am Section takeoff leader lowers arm. Wingman executes section takeoff. 
ommencing takeoff. 

ake combat cruise. Leader holds up open hand palm Execute. 
out towards his wingman and 
pushes out and in. 

sader shining lead to wingman. Leader pats self on head and Wingman pats head and assumes 
points to wingman. At night, lead. At night, wingman puts 
leader aircraft switches lights to external lights on dim, and turns 
bright, and turns anti-collision anti-collision light off when he 
light on. If an external light failure, accepts the lead. If an external 
leader shines flashlight on helmet, light failure, wingman shines 
then shines light on wingman. flashlight at leader, then on his 

helmet. 

Figure 19-14. JTIDS Control Panels (Sheet 2 of 4) 
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MEANING 

.eader shifting lead to division 
designated by numerals. 

SIGNAL RESPONSE 

Leader pats self on head, points to Wingman relays signal: designated 
wingman, and holds up two or division leader assumes lead. 
more fingers. 

rake cruising formation. Thumb waved backward over the Execute. 
shoulder. 

am leaving formation. Any pilot blows kiss. Nod (I understand.) 

4ircrafl pointed out, leave Leader blows kiss and points to Execute. 
‘ormation. aircraft. 

Xrects plane to investigate object Leader beckons wing plane, then Wingman indicated blows kiss and 
x vessel. points to eye, then to vessel or executes. 

object. 

defers to landing of aircraft, Landing motion with open hand: Execute. 
generally used in conjunction with 1. Pats head. Alternate signal - Lower gear. 
mother signal: 2. Points to another aircraft. 
I. I am landing 
2. Directs indicated aircraft to land. 

I. Join up or break up, as Flashing external lights. 1. Comply. 
appropriate 2. Wingman continues approach in 

!. On GCA/CCA final: Leader has accordance with standard 
runway/ship in sight. operating procedures. 

Mngman cross under. Leader raises forearm vertically. Execute. 

Section cross under. Leader raises forearm vertically Execute. 
and moves arm in pumping 
motion. 

3efers to CV Case l/Case II 
Jattern: 
1. Spin whole flight. 
!. Indicated aircraft spin. 

MR REFUELING 

1. Leader gives a two finger turnup 1. Execute 
signal. 2. Counting from last aircraft in 

2. Turnup signal followed by flight specified number of 
number of aircraft to spin. aircraft execute spin. 

Extend Drogue Form cone-shape with hand, and Tanker execute. 
move hand aft. 

Retract Drogue Form cone-shape with hand, and Tanker execute. 
move hand forward. 

Secure Turbine One finger turn-up signal followed Tanker execute. 
by cut signal. 

Figure 19-14. In-Flight Communications (Sheet 3 of 4) 
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~OORMATION SIGNALS MADE By AIRCRAFT MANEUVER (COMBAT OR FREE CRUISE) 

iingle aircraft cross under in Single wing dip Execute. 
,irection of wing dip. 

;ection cross under. Double wing dip Execute. 

:lose up. Series of small zooms Execute. 

oin up: join up on me. Porpoise aircraft Expediiejoin-up. 

Figure 19-14. In-Flight Communications (Sheet 4 of 4) 
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WING SWEEP 20’ 
ARIAS IN HU66lN6 POSlllON 
ACROSS IHC CHCST. THEN SWEPT 
OUT IO SIDES, ARMS WELD 
SlllAlSll~Jl. _ 

OVERSWEEP 
ARMS. fROM SYRAIGNY OUT 
SWEM IN ACROSS RE CHEST 
HU66lNE THE SNOULOERS 

3 x 

DLC CHECK/ LOWER SPOILER 
RAISE SPOILERS ARMS EXIENREO HORKONTAL 

AOMS CXKNOLD H06lZ0NlAt IIIRECILV AHEAD WAH PALMS 
AND OlllEClll ANEA6. NANOS POP SHOWING. DROP PALMS FROM 
UP FROM WRIST TO SHOW PALMS. WRIST. 

3 a 3 & 

WING SWEEP SO’ 
ARMS F6OM STRIIGHT OUT SWEPl 
NAli WAY DOWN TO SIOE. 

BACKUP MODULE CHECK/ 
FLIGHT CONTROLS 

CYCLE CHECK 
PILOT ROTATES CLENCNEO FIST 
IN A HORKONTAL PtANE. Sl6NAt. 
MAN REPEATS SIPNAL If ALL 
CONIROL SURfACES ARE CtLAR 
Of PERSONNEL/EO!4lPMENT. 

Nl6HY SIGNALS ARE THE SAME AS 011 Sl6NAtS UCEPY A6 NOTED. ftASHLl6HYS OR WANDS 
WILL SURSVlYlJYE FOR NAND AN6 FlN6ER MOVEMENTS OURIN Nl6Hl OPERATIONS. 

CARRIER RIGHTDECK PERSONNELCOLOR CODING 
RED WIRTS- ORONANCE and CRASN CREW 
YELLOW SHIRTS- PRI FLY, PUNt OIRECYORS. CATAPULT 

OFfICERmd ARRESYMENY OFFICER 
BLUE SHIRVS- PtANE HANDLERS 

mhsn. chock AJon, NC.) 
PURPLE SWRYS- FUEL HANWIN 

GREEN SPRYS- AIRCRAFI MANITENANCE, 
CATAPULT CREW,ANO 
ARlKSYHENl CREW 

BROWN WIRTS- PUNE CAPTAINS 
WHlYE SHIRTS- MEOICAL, SAFETY, 

VROU6tESHOOTERS. 
AN0 LSO 

Figure 19-15. Deck/Ground Handling Signals 
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CHAPTER 20 

Navigation System 

20.1 NAVIGATION SYSTEM 

The navigation system (Figure 20- 1) combines inputs 
from various on-board sensors with inputs entered by 
the crew and provides the following outputs of aircraft 
position: velocity, attitude, heading, accelerations, and 
angular rates. This information is displayed to the crew 
and also used by the weapons system and other aircrag 
functions. The system also provides steeringandcontrol 
commands for display to the crew as required. 

‘Ihe ANIASN-139 inertial navigation set is the pri- 
mary navigation sensor. It provides inertial information 
to the MCS via a standard data bus. As a backup to the 
INS, the AN/USN-2(V) SAHRS can provide similar, 
but somewhat degraded inertial information. Selection 
of SAHRS data is either automatic on failure of the INS 
or by operator selection. The MCS processes inertial 
data along with information from other navigation aids 
to provide smoothed and optimized outputs for display 
or for use by other aircraft systems and functions. 

The ANAJRC-107 ITIDS provides navigation cor- 
rection data for use in updating the navigation system 
and velocity data for aligning the INS in flight. When 
installed, the JTIDS receiver/transmitter replaces the 
AN/ARN-118 tacan. With JTIDS installed, the CIU is 
not used to convert the tacan data to a 1553 format; the 
data goes directly from JTIDS to the MCS on the 1553 
bus. 

Navigation information that requires data entry is 
normally inserted by the RIO using the DEU, however, 
most parameters can also be entered on the RIO digital 
display keyboard. Navigation and steering displays are 
provided to the pilot and RIO by means of various for- 
mats on the three MFDs and to the pilot on the HUD. 
The TID can also provide most navigation displays to 
the RIO. A BDHI in each cockpit can display aircraft 
heading from the SAHRS, tacan range, bearing, and 
UHFiADF bearing. 

Navigation information from equipment not on the 
standard data bus is converted to the proper format by 

the CIU. These units and the information they provide 
are as follows: 

1, Central air data computer - Altitude, airspeed, 
and other air related data. 

2. AN/ARN-118 tacan - Range and bearing from 
tuned tacan station. 

3, AN/ASW-2lC data link - Ship inertial naviga- 
tion system data for carrier alignment, waypoint 
coordinates, automatic carrier landing system 
commands, and vector steering commands. 

4. Instrument landing system - SPN-42 course and 
glideslope deviation inputs. 

5. UHPiADF - Relative bearing to the tuned sta- 
tion. 

6. ANIAPN-194 radar altimeter - Height above 
the surface. 

The CIU also converts MCS steering command out- 
puts and roll and pitch attitude information from the INS 
into analog form for the APCS. 

20.1.1 AN/ASN-139 Inertial Navigation Set. 
The INS is the primary navigation sensor. It is a self- 
contained system that includes an inertial measurement 
unit, processing equipment, and the supporting electron- 
ics and power supply. It provides inertial navigation 
inputs to the MCS. 

The IMU is an all-attitude strapdown navigation set 
that mounts three laser gyros for angular rate sensing 
and three single-axis accelerometers for acceleration 
measurement. 

In the strapdown configuration, the sensor assembly 
is not isolated from the airhame by gimbals and senses 
aircraft angular rate and accelerations directly. How- 
ever, local level and wander angle (the difference be- 
tween initial pointing angle and true north) must be 
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Figure 20-l. Navigation System 
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established by alignment for the INS to provide useful 
information. After alignment, the INS processor keeps 
track of the sensor assembly’s orientation with respect 
to local level and true north by integrating the sensed 
angular rates. The sensed accelerations are resolved into 
north, east, and down components; corrected for coriolis 
and other factors; and integrated to provide velocity and 
position information. 

This information as well as accelerations, body rates, 
altitude, and timetaggingdata is provided in digital form 
to the MCS. Analog outputs of roll and pitch are pro- 
vided to the AFCS via the CIU. 

The INS is controlled by the NAV MODE switch 
(Figure 20-2) on the RIO right console. This switch 
controls power to the INS and selection of modes of 
alignment and navigation. This switch is also used to 
control SAHRS alignment mode during concurrent 
alignment when both the INS and SAHRS are being 
aligned in the same mode to the same data source. Data 
entry and selection of INS submodes are by means of 
the MFD and DEU. 

The INS uses 115 Vat f?om ac essential No. 2 bus 
through circuit breakem 3C7, 4C1, and 4C2. Refer to 
Chapter 2 for the alphanumeric listing of circuit breakers. 

The INS backup power supply is a separate unit that 
provides 28-Vdc power to the INS for transient protec- 
tion for up to 20 seconds in flight and to 2 seconds on 
the ground. Battery charging power is provided by the 
ac left main bus through circuit breaker 117. 

20.1.2 ANIUSNIM Standard Attitude Head- 
ing Reference System. The SAHRS is the secon- 
dary navigation sensor. It is a self-contained strapdown 
all-attitude INS that uses three laser gyros for angular 
rate sensing and three single-axis accelerometers for 
acceleration measurement. The SAHRS includes a 
power supply, processor/memory, and other electronics 
to provide outputs to the MCS. 

In the strapdown configuration, the sensor assembly 
is not isolated t?om the airfixme by gimbals and senses 
aircraft angular rate and accelerations directly. How- 
ever, local level and wander angle must be established 
by alignment for SAHRS to provide usetil information. 
Afier alignment, the SAHRS processor keeps track of 
the sensor assembly’s orientation with respect to local 
level and true north by integrating the sensed angular 
rates. The sensed accelerations are resolved into north, 
east, and down components; corrected for coriolis : d 
other factors; and integrated to provide velocity and 
position information. 

Figure 20-2. NAV MODE Select/Computer Reset Panel (Sheet 1 of 2) 
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NOMENCLATURE FUNCTION 

3 
NAV MODE Selector NORM CV - Initiates alignment with or without ships Inertial navigation 

system (SINS) data. Without SINS data, manual entry of the ships latitude, 
longitude, true heading, and speed is required. 

AUGN GND - Initiates alignment for shore based operations. Own alrcrafl 
latitude and longitude required for inltlallzatlon. 

INS - Selects INS navlgation. 

IFA - Initiates inflight alignment (alrbome). Requires a valid source of true 
heading from SAHRS or manual entry of best estimated true heading. 

Al7 - Selects the IMU backup navigation mode. May require entry of alrcrafl 
true heading at least one tlme, vla the DEU Own Alrcrafl format. 

GB - Gyro Bias mode, not functlonal 

TEST - Provides Built-In-Test for Installation and functional verlflcatlon (On 
deck only). 

OFF - Secures system function. 

0 SYS RESET switch Resets translent fallures In the data processors and mlssion computers. 

Figure 20-2. NAV MODE Select/Computer R&et Pane (Sheet 2 of 2) 

Outputs to the MCS include velocity, heading, atti- 
tude, linear accelerations, angular rates, and time tag- 
ging data. The SAHRS also generates synchro outputs 
of roll and pitch for direct use by the AFCS, and mag- 
netic heading for the BDHI. 

The SAHRS is controlled by MFD formats. During 
concurrent alignment with the INS, the NAV MODE 
select switch also controls the SAHRS. In ita normal 
operating mode, the SAHRS is an inertial system with 
velocity aiding selectable. It can also operate as a con- 
ventional attitude heading reference system having 
slaved, directional gyro, or emergency compass modes 
available. The ‘WI-IRS receives magnetic heading from 
the magnetic azimuth detector; provides compensation 
for aircraft magnetic errors; and provides magnetic 
heading to the BDHI using the best source available as 
determined by the navigation system. 

The SAHRS uses 115 Vat from the ac left main bus 
through circuit breakers 113, 115, and 116. It may also 
use 2%Vdc power corn the interrupt-free bus via circuit 

breaker 9I3 if ac power is not available. Refer to Chapter 
2 for the alphanumeric circuit breaker listing. 

20.1.3 Mission Computer System. The naviga- 
tion system includes the navigation computations per- 
formed by the MCS. The computations of inertial 
parameters are performed respectively in the INS and 
SAHRS processing modules that interface with the 
MCS. The MCS processes this inertial data as well as 
initial entered data and navigation aiding inputs. Proc- 
essing includes generating other navigation parameters, 
filtering, time tagging, storing, and distributing data to 
the displays and other system functions. 

The MCS consists of two AN/AYK-14(XN-6) tacti- 
cal computers: MC1 and MC2. Normally MC2 per- 
forms navigation system processing and computations. 
Should MC2 fail, MC1 will perform virtually all navi- 
gation system functions with the exception of data link, 
JTIDS and radar position updates, JTIDS continuous 
position update, JTIDS in-flight align, and surface way- 
point position determination. 
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The MCS is the data bus controller; it accepts INS 
data and SAHRS data. It accepts navigation initializa- 
tion data from the DEU or the DD and subrnode selec- 
tions from the MFDs, providing this information to the 
INS and SAHRS in the required formats. It also provides 
JTIDS the INS or SAHRS data and accepts navigation 
correction and tacan data from JTIDS. Inputs from the 
various navigation aids are provided to the MCS via the 
data bus after formatting in the CIU. 

Based on crew mode selection, equipment availabil- 
ity and input data received, the MCS determines the 
mode of operation and the parameters to be computed. 
It processes and stores these values, using them for other 
functions within the MCS as well as distributing them 
to the displays and other aircraft functions. 

20.1.4 Navigation Data Initialization. Initial 
manual entry of required navigation information is ac- 
complished by the RIO. Either the DEU or the DD 
control panel can be used. 

20.1.4.1 Data Entry Unit. The DEU allows the 
RIO to manually enter the initial navigation information 
required for INS and SAHRS alignments and for way- 
point location. Such required data inputs include lati- 
tude, longitude, altitude, carrier speed and heading, 
directional gyro magnetic heading, aircraft true heading, 
and surface waypoint range and bearing. The various 
DEU formatsusedare shown in Figure 20-3. This Figure 
shows the DEU MENU display and the five DEU for- 
mats used for entry of initial data and navigation related 
information. Use of these formats is discussed in para- 
graph 20.3, Navigation System Operation. Refer to 
Chapter 2 for detailed information on the DEU. 

20.1.4.2 Digital Display. The APG-71 DD pro- 
vides the RIO with an alternate means of entering most 
initial navigation data into the system except for SAHRS 
DG heading and barometric altimeter setting and control 
of JTIDS navigation functions. Use of the DD for entry 
of navigation is provided in paragraph 20.3, Navigation 
System Operation. 

20.1.5 Displays Subsystem. Navigation infor- 
mation is provided to the pilot and RIO in both graphic 
and alphanumeric formats via HUD for the pilot and the 
three MFDs for both crewmembers. In addition, certain 
MFD formats provide pushbutton legends that permit 
submode selection and selection of other related display 
formats. These include HUD, VDI, HSD, OWN A/C, 
NAV AID, SURFACEWPT, INS UPDATE, and several 
alignment formats. A description of the outputs avail- 
able and the use of these outputs can be found in para- 
graph 20.2, Navigation System Data Distribution, and 
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paragraph 20.3, Navigation System Operation. The dis- 
plays are discussed in detail in Chapter 2. 

20.1.6 Tactical Information Display. The TID 
provides the RIO an alternate means of display for many 
of the alphanumeric and graphic outputs of the naviga- 
tion system. Information is transmitted from the MCS 
to the APG-7 1 and then to the TID. Selection of display 
data is made via the DD. 

20.1.7 Converter Interface Unit. The CIU ac- 
cepts all nondata, bus-compatible navigation aid inputs 
and converts them to the proper format. The CIU also 
converts the steering error commands generated by the 
MCS into the required analog signals for the AFCS. 
These navigation aids, as they pertain to the navigation 
system, are described in the following paragraphs. 

20.1.8 Central Air Data Computer. The CADC 
is a single processor digital computer that gathers, 
stores, and processes pitot pressure, static pressure, total 
airstream temperature, and angle-of-attack data from 
aircraft airstream sensors. In addition to performing 
wing sweep, flap and slat schedule computations, and 
limit controls for the flight control systems, the CADC 
provides air data related parameters to the MCS via the 
CIU. This information includes pressure altitude, pres- 
sure altitude rate of change, true and calibrated airspeed, 
angle of attack, and Mach number. True and calibrated 
airspeed, angle of attack, and Mach number are dis- 
played directly to the crew on the HUD and VDI format 
of the MFDs. Pressure altitude is corrected for nonstan- 
dard day conditions and then displayed as system alti- 
tude. True airspeed may also be used in the computation 
of wind. Wind provides a reference velocity source for 
the INS or SAHRS for in-flight alignment and is a com- 
ponent of system velocity during backup navigation 
modes. A description of the pitot-static system and the 
CADC is provided in Chapter 2. 

20.1.9 ANIARN-118 Tactical Air Navigation 
System or ANIURC-107 Joint Tactical Informa- 
tion Distribtuion System. The tacan system is a 
UHF navigation receiver-transmitter that is used to pro- 
vide navigation information by determining slant range 
and bearing to a selected tacan station. Operating range 
is line of sight to approximately 300 nm. Accuracies are 
0.1 nm in range and 0.5’ in bearing. The tacan station 
can be surface (land based or shipbome) or airborne. 

I 

Surface stations can be either tacan or vortac. When 
operating in the REC or T/R modes, the system is capa- 
ble of receiving signals from a ground station simulta- 
neously with 99 other aircraft. When in the A/A mode, 
the system is capable of transponding with each of five 
cooperating aircraft, providing slant range information 
to each; however, the system will interrogate and lock 
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Figure 20-3. DEU Navigation Formats 
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I on to only one. In A/A mode, the second aircratI must 
be 63 channels apart. An airborne station provides only 
slant range distance unless the aircraft is equipped with 
a bearing transmitter and a rotating antenna. The 
ANIARN-llSorANiURC-107arenotabletotransmit 
bearing information but can receive it from a specially 
equipped aircraft. 

Available tacan range and bearing information is al- 
ways displayed on the pilot and RIO BDHIs and can be 
selected for display on the BUD and MFDs. The tacan 
data supplied to the MCS can be used for a one-fix 
update ofthe INS and SAHRS, continuous update of the 
system navigation solution, or for steering. The 
AN/URC-107 (JTIDS) tacan requires the selection of 
DATA SE., NORM, or POLL on the JTIDS control 
panel (Figure 20-4) to supply digital tacan information 
to the MCS. This is required for tacan displays on the 
MFD, navigation updates, and tacan steering. Refer to 
paragraphs 20.3.6.2, Updates, 20.3.6.3, Continuous Po- 
sition Updating, and 20.3.6.5, Display Steering Modes. 

The tacan has 126 X channels and 126 Y channels 
available 1 MHZ apart. The tacan uses two aircraft an- 
tennas, automatically switching between the two at 5- 
second intervals until a threshold signal is received. The 
AN/ARN-1 18 requires approximately 2 minutes for 
warmup; AN/URC-107 (JTIDS) is operational once ta- 
can self-test is complete. If stable range and bearing 
indications are not available after this time, tune another 
station or check circuit breakers. 

Note 
JTIDS tacan has shown reduced receiver 
sensitivity on channel 83. Use of channel 
83Y (G/Aand A/A) and 83X (A/Aonly)may 
not receive accurate information outside 40 
miles. 

The tacm has a memory feature that allows tracking 
to continue uninterrupted by momentary loss of received 
signals. A range signal that has been tracked for at least 
10 seconds will be retained in memory for 13 to 17 
seconds after signal loss; a bearing signal tracked for at 
least 15 seconds is retained for 2 to 4 seconds after signal 
loss. This feature allows for automatic antenna switch- 
ing without loss of tacan outputs. 

If the signal Born a tacan station becomes unreli- 
able or is lost for more than memory time, then the 
tacan switches to self-test automatically. This may 
cause the BDHI relative bearing to be 270’ for 2 to 4 
seconds. If the signal is not acquired during the self- 
test, the BDHI bearing pointer will continuously slew 
in a counterclockwise direction and the TEST light on 
the tacan control panel will light. If the light remains 
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on, a failure is indicated and tacan information should 
be disregarded. As in all tacan sets, undetected failures 
can occur, so information provided by the tacan should 
becross-checkedwithotheravailablenavigationinfor- 
mation. 

The AN/ARN-118 tacan uses 115 Vat from the ac 
essential No. 2 bus through circuit breaker 3D5,28 Vdc 
6om dc essential bus No. 2 via circuit breaker 8E7, and 
26 Vat Born the 26-volt essential bus through circuit, 
breaker 3D4. In addition to the power and circuit break- 
ers used by the AN/ARN- 118, the ANKIRC- 107 tacan 
also requires 115 Vat from essential No. 2 bus through 
circuit breaker 4D3 and 4D4. Refer to Chapter 2 for the 
alphanumeric circuit breaker listing. 

20.1.9.1 Tacan Controls and Indicators. Two 
identical TCN control panels (Figure 20-4), one in each 
cockpit, are provided to permit either crewmember to 
operate the tacan. To determine which crewmember 
controls the tacan, each cockpit has an alternate action 
TACAN CMD pushbutton that illuminates either PLT 
or IWO to show which cockpit has command. Both 
buttons allow each crewmember to either give or take 
command of the tacan. A BDHl in each cockpit provides 
range and bearing to a tuned tacan station. Other tacan 
displays may be selected. 

20.1.9.2 Tacan Testing. Tacan testing includes 
continuous monitoring and commanded self-test. Con- 
tinuous monitoring checks certain internal timctious of 
the tacan on a continuous basis. Failure of one of these 
checks causes the TEST light on the TCN panel to illu- 
minate. Commanded self-test is either manually or auto- 
matically initiated. The TEST button is a momentary 
action pushbutton switch that is pressed to place the 
tacan into the commanded self-test mode manually. The 
test may be accomplished in all operating modes. Com- 
manded self-test interrupts normal operation for a 22- 
second cycle and provides a high-confidence test of the 
tacan except for the antennas. When TEST is selected 
in T/R, a power check is initiated for the transmitter, 
receiver, distance, and beating circuita. The BDHI hear- 
ing pointer should swing to 270’ in 2 to 7 seconds and 
the range OFF flag should appear. After approximately 
7-seconds, the BDHI bearing pointer should swing to 
180’ and then OFF flag should disappear. The distance 
indicatorshouldread 000.0 nm. The BDBIshould return 
to its original bearing and distance readings after 15 
seconds. The TEST light will momentarily flash when 
the test is initiated. If the light goes on and stays on 
during test, a malfunction is indicated. In addition, the 
OBC CNT format on the h4FD displays a tacan NO-GO 
or NOT READY indication if there is a test failure. If a 
self-test iu the TIR mode results in a failure indication, 
select REC and perform the test again. If the failure 
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Figure 204. Tacan Controls and Indicators (Sheet 1 of 3) 
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NOMENCLATURE FUNCTION 

0 
BDHI tacan needle Displays relative bearing to the selected tacan station 

0 
BDHI UHF/ADF needle Displays relative bearing to a tuned UHF transmitter. 

@ i,“d;;m r=w3 Displays slant range to a selected tacan station. 

Alternate action lighted pushbutton that lights PLT or NFO to indicate which 
cockpit has command of the tacan. Pressing the button cycles command 
to the other cockpit and changes light indication. 

0 
Tacan VOL control Varies level of the tacan audio signal to the headsets. Clockwise rotation 

increases volume. 

@ 
Tacan mode switch OFF - Power not applied to tacan 

REC - Receive: 
Tacan determines bearing from aircraft to selected tacan 
station. Bearing displayed on BDHI; available for MFD, HUD. 
Station identifier is received, no range is calculated. 

T/R - Transmit-receive: 
In addition to the REC functions, tacan determines slant range 
to selected tacan station. Distance displayed on BDHI; 
available for MFD, HUD. 

A/A REC - Air-to-air receive: 
Tacan receives bearing information from a suitably equipped 
cooperating aircraft and calculates the relative bearing to the 
cooperating aircraft. No distance information is available. 

A/A T/R - Air-to-air transmit-receive mode: 
Tacan receives both distance and bearing information from a 
suitably equipped cooperating aircraft and calculates the slant 
range distance and relative bearing of the aircraft. If the aircraft 
is not equipped with bearing transmitting capabilities, only 
slant range is available. 

Note 

l Air-to-air tacan operation requires a 63 channel 
separation between cooperating aircraft. Channel 
use should be prearranged. Air-to-air tacan 
between F-l+ is limited to slant range, no bearing 
is provided. 

l When the ANAJRC-107 (JTIDS) is installed, tacan 
data on the HUD and MFD requires the selection of 
DATA SIL, NORM, or POLL on the JTIDS control 
panel. 

0 
Right hand channel The inner knob sets the channel number units digit. The outer knob sets X 
knob and Y channels. 

Figure 204. Tacan Controls and Indicators (Sheet 2 of 3) 
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NOMENCLATURE FUNCTION 

c9 
TEST button/light The TEST button is used to initiate self-test. The light illuminates to 

indicate failure of continuous monitor test or either manually or 
automatically initiated self-test. 

@ 
Left hand channel knob Sets channel number hundreds and tens digits. 

0 fg CHANNEL window Displays selected channel number and X or Y 

Figure 20-4. Tacan Controls and Indicators (Sheet 3 of 3) 

indication is removed, bearing information is still valid. 
The ANKIRC-107 performs all the same tacan tests as 
the AN/ARN-1 18. It also performs a commanded self- 
test when a JTIDS OBC is selected on the MFD OBC 
page. JTIDS OBC provides tacan fail data on the JTIDS 
fail data page. Refer to JTIDS self-test Chapter 27. The 
following will cause the tacan lock to break for 4 sec- 
onds: the power up or down of JTIDS, going from OFF 
or STBY to DATA SIL, NORM, or POLL or back to 
STBY or OFF on the JTIDS control panel. The range 
off flag will appear and bearing will swing to 270” for 2 
seconds then reacquire lock to the station. 

Whenever a signal becomes unreliable (loss exceeds 
memory time), self-test is initiated automatically. If the 
TEST light goes on at any time during flight, it indicates 
a failure of automatic self-test and all tacan information 
should be disregarded. 

20.1.10 AN/ASW-27C Data Link. During carrier 
alignment, D/L provides SINS data to the INS via the 
CIU. This data is also provided to the SAHRS during 
concurrent carrier alignment, Before takeoff the D/L 
can be used to provide waypoint coordinates to the 
MCS via the CIU for later use in steering and position 
updating. After takeoff, the D/L provides control and 
steering commands that are available for display or 
may be coupled to the autopilot during vector steering 
or ACL operation. 

Refer to NAVAIR Ol-Fl4AAD-1A for a complete 
discussion of data link. 

20.1.11 UHF Automatic Direction Finder. The 
UHF/ADF provides the relative bearing to a UHP trans- 
mitting station t?om the aircraft. This information is 
displayed directly on the BDHI and on the MPD HSD 
format. 

20.1.12 Bearing Distance Heading Indicator. A 
BDHI is on the left side of the pilot and RIO instrument 
panels (Figure 20-4). The BDHI is a remote heading 
indicator that displays aircraft magnetic heading, tacan 
and UHPIADF bearings, and tacan slant range. The ro- 
tating compass card receives its heading reference from 
the SAHRS. Aircraft heading is read against a fixed 
index mark at the 12-o’clock position, The two servo- 
driven needles are positioned by relative bearing infomra- 
tion provided by the UHP/ADF to the single bar (No. 1) 
needle and by the tacan to the double bar (No. 2) needle. 
Magnetic bearing to the station is read under the head of 
the needle. Relative bearing can be determined by com- 
paring the bearing reading with magnetic heading. The 
range window on the right side of the indicator displays 
tacan slant range. When the tacan is off or range is 
unreliable, an OFF flag covers the window. 

20.1.13 ANIURC-107 Joint Tactical Information 
Distribution System. JTIDS is a jam-resistant 
communication system that provides the F-14D with 
two-way secure data and digital voice communication. 
In addition to the JTIDS communication functions, it 
also provides the F-14D with navigation and tacan 
data. 
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The JTIDS system internally computes relative navi- 
gation and position location information. All pattici- 
pants (JTIDS terminals) in the same net determine their 
position relative to each other. This is referred to as the 
JTIDS relative navigation function. The basis of this 
function is the TDMA architecture and precise synchro- 
nization of all participants to a common time base (net 
time reference). This allows each JTIDS system to ac- 
curately determine the time a message was transmitted 
and its TOA, and then compute the range from the 
source of the message. JTIDS computes an estimate of 
its own relative position coupled with the position and 
navigation quality contained in each participants PPLI 
message. With data from multiple participants with 
equal or better position plus the navigation data from the 
INS or SAHRS, JTIDS can compute an excellent esti- 
mate of own-ship position and velocities. JTIDS will 
automatically update the own-ship position in the PPLI 
message with its estimated position. It also provides an 
estimated quality (accuracy) ofthe position it computed. 
This quality is provided to the MCS and included in the 
PPLI message. 

JTIDS is a dual grid system utilizing a geodetic and 
an independent relative grid. JTIDS can operate in both 
grids simultaneously, but the MCS is limited to operat- 
ing in one grid at a time. The relative mode requires a 
coordinated grid origin (latitude and longitude) and the 
selection of NAV controller (a high-quality navigation 
source). The geodetic grid is the F-14D default mode 
and, unlike the relative grid, requires no special coordi- 
nation. Refer toNAVAIROl-F14AAD-IA forthe MFD 
displays of JTIDS navigation parameters. 

JTIDS receives navigation sensor data from the MCS 
and returns navigation corrections. The sensor data is 
used by JTIDS in its relative navigation calculations, 
own-ship position in the PPLI message, and for calcu- 
lating navigation corrections. 

The JTIDS navigation correction data sent back to the 
MCS is used to perform track conversions and naviga- 
tion updates. The JTIDS correction data will only be 
used for track conversions and navigation updates when 
it is valid and has a quality 53 (5 18,080 feet in error). 
The track conversion function uses the JTIDS delta 
navigation corrections to pad all received and transmit- 
ted tracks on the JTIDS link into the JTIDS navigation 
reference. This function is performed automatically by 
the MCS. 

The navigation update function has to be manually 
selected. These selections are JTIDS one-fix, continu- 
ous position, and INS in-flight alignment. The aircrew 
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has the ability to select either of the JTIDS grids via the 
NAV SYSTEM AID page. This selection determines 
which data the MCS will use to perform the track con- 
version and continuous position updates. Independent 
of this selection, JTIDS one-f= and INS in-flight align- 
ments will always be performed using the geodetic data. 

Internal to the JTIDS system is the equivalent of an 
AN/ARN- 118 tacan system. Installation of JTIDS in 
the aircraft replaces the AN/ARN-1 18 with the JTIDS 
receiver/transmitter. Refer to 20.1.9 for JTIDS tacan 
operation. 

20.2 NAVIGATION SYSTEM DATA 
DISTRIBUTION 

The navigation system provides data to other systems 
and functions as well as for display to the crew. In 
general, this is similar to displayed data, but such pa- 
rameters as aircraft angular rates, accelerations, and 
time tag data are also included. Figure 20-S summarizes 
navigation system outputs. 

20.2.1. Navigation Data Display. Navigationin- 
formation is displayed to the aircrew in graphic form on 
the HUD and MFD and in tabular form on the MFD. 

With the DISPLAYS panel TLN (takeoff, landing, 
navigation) MODE button is selected, both the HUD 
and the MFD VDl format show navigation information 
graphically in the vertical plane. The MFD can also 
show a HSD format that provides graphic navigation 
information in the horizontal plane. 

Tabular information relating to alignment, way- 
points, and own aircraft can be displayed on the MFDs. 

The navigation information provided by the various 
display selections is described in the paragraphs that 
follow. 

20.2.1.1 HUD TLN Basic. The HUD provides pti- 
mary flight and navigation information in graphic and 
numeric form in a portion of the pilot’s field of view 
through the windscreen encompassing l lo0 in azimuth 
and elevation (Figure 20-6). A repeat ofthis information 
can be displayed on the MFD by selecting the HUD 
pushbutton on the MENU1 format. 

In addition to the information in Figure 20-6, other 
HUD formats provide indications ofglideslope and cen- 
terline errors for ACL and ILS steering modes as well 
as flight director steering information and commanded 
heading. 
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NAV OUTPUTS TO DISPLAYS 

OTHER MC5 FUNCTIONS 

LAT. LONO. ALTITUDE 
TRUE “EAOINO 
TRUE AIR SPEED I 

I ....--.- .--. 
ANOLE OF ATTACK 
FITCH BODY RATE I 

MFD 
SYSTEMlRIOAR ALTITUDE 
VERTICAL VELOCITY 

VDI FORMATS CAUBRATEO AIRSPEED 
- MACH NO., am0 PRESSURE 

ORAPHlCS a Aa. LAT a “WIT ERROR 
ALPHANVMERCS ILS A2 (L EL DEVIATION 

TCN,OESTlNATlON RANOE 
OIL CM0 ALTlMACH NO. 
OIL CM0 HEAOINO 
COYHAND HEADlNO 

- NAVIGATION 
SYSTEM 

HSD FORMATS 
ORAPHICS a 

ALPHAN”MERlCS 

Figure 20-5. Navigation System Data Distribution 
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TLN GEAR UP, FORMAT SWITCH-ANALOG 

LEGEND 

HEADING SCALE 

WATER LINE 

PITCH LADDER 

POTENTIAL FLIGHT PATH MARKER 

GHOST FLIGHT PATH MARKER 

RADAR ALTITUDE READOUT 

ALTITUDE ANALOG DIAL 

VERTICAL VELOCITY 

*DISPLAYED AS REQUIRED 

FLIGHT PATH MARKER 

NAV RANGE 

ANGLE-OF-BANK SCALE 

PEAK G 

AIRCRAFT G 

MACHNUMBER 

ANGLE-OF-AlTACK READOUT 

AIRSPEED ANALOG DIAL 

(WI-F50D-411-0 

Figure 20-6. HUD Navigation Outputs (TLN Basic) 
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20.2.1.2 MF D VDI (Basic) Format, TLN Mode. 
The h@Ds provide a VDI format that is a representation 
in the. vertical plane of a field of view of *4Y in azimuth 

and elevation. In the TLN basic mode (Figure 20-7), the 
VDI format displays the same information as the HUD 
except for the airspeed and altitude dials, angle ofattack, 
and g readouts. 

This format also provides readouts of the course and 
heading selected using the CRS and HDG knobs on the 
pilot center instrument panel (FO-3). Pushbutton leg- 
ends permit selection of destination @EST), data lii 
(D/L), tacan (TCN), manual (MAN), or all-weather 
landing (AWL) steering. 

In addition to the information in Figure 20-7, other 
MFD formats provide indications’of ACL glideslope 
and centerline errors, glideslope and centerline errors 
from ILS, flight director glideslope and centerline steer- 
ing information, commanded heading, commanded 
speed and altitude information, and HUD flight director 
declutter. 

20.2.1.3 MFD Own-Aircraft (Basic) Data For- 
mat. The MFD own-aircrafi (basic) data format (Fig- 
ure 20-8) tinnishes navigational data in tabular form. 
This format can be called up from several of the MFD 
formats by selecting the DATA pushbutton legend. 

In addition to the parameters shown in Figure 20-8, 
other own-aircraft MFD formats are available. During 
alignment, these provide indications of alignment pro- 
gress in both numeric and graphic form and INS north 
and east velocities. 

20.2.1.4 MFD HSD (Basic) Format, TLN Mode. 
The MFDs provide a HSD format (Figure 20-9) showing 
an aircral? centered representation of the situation in the 
horizontal plane. In the TLN basic mode, it furnishes 
information on the position of waypoints, tacan stations, 
and destination points with respect to the aircraft that is 
at the display center. The distance scale from the aircraft 
symbol to the inner edge of the compass rose can be set 
at 200, 100, 50, 25, or 10 miles. Numeric displays of 
range, bearing, and time-to-go to a selected waypoint 
and to a selected tacan station are provided. 

In addition to the information shown in Figure 20-9, 
other HSD formats provide two tacan steering displays 
as well as data-link, destination, and manual steering 
displays (see paragraph 20.3.6.5, Display Steering 
Modes). 

20.2.1.5 Navigation Data DisplaySummary. 
Figure 20-10 summarizes the navigation data available 
on HUD and MFD formats. 

20.3 NAVIGATION SYSTEM OPERATION 

Procedures for operational use of the navigation sys- 
tem are. provided in the paragraphs that follow including 
display formats and control selections for alignment, 
data initialization, m-flight navigation, sensor selection, 
degraded mode operation, and tactical navigation. Tac- 
tical navigation includes position updating, surface 
waypoint position determination, range and bearing to 
selected waypoints, display steering, autopilot steering, 
and AWL aircrafi control. These procedures are nor- 
mally performed in the TLN mode; however navigation 
outputs are available to other aircraft functions and dis- 
plays in all modes. 

20.3.1 INS and SAHRS Concurrent Allgn- 
ment. In all modes of concurrent alignment, both the 
INS and the SAHRS are aligned in the mode selected on 
the NAV MODE switch (Figure 20-2). The system will 
always align to WPT 1 unless manual entries are made. 
Normal operation of the MCS and MFD is required for 
any alignment. 

20.3.1.1 Normal Concurrent Ground Alignment 

1. Select own-aircmfth@D format, (Figure20-8) by 
depressing “DATA” pushtile on the MFD 
MENU1 page (Figure 20-l 1). 

2. Verify displayed latitude and longitude. If incor- 
rect, enter correct coordinates via the DEU or DD. 
For DEU data entry, the DEU OWN A/C page is 
selected and the latitude and longitude coordinates 
may be entered to 0.01 arc minute using the LAT 
and LONG pushtiles and the proper hemisphere 
numerals (Figure 20-12). On the DEU, longitude 
entries less than 100’ require a 0 be entered prior 
to the value. For DD data entry the DD control 
panel is used with the NAV category selected us- 
ing the MFK pushtile (I%gure 20-13). The OWN 
A/C acronym is then boxed by depressing the cor- 
responding pushtile and the coordinates are en- 
tered via the LAT, LONG, hemisphere, and 
numeric pushtiles shown on the computer address 
panel on the lower left portion of the DD control 
panel. Latitude and longitude coordinates may be 
entered via the DD to the nearest 0.1 arc minute. 
Longitude entries on the DD below 100’ do not 
require a 0 prior to entering the numerals. 

3. Verify parking brake is set. 

4. Set NAV MODE switch to GND. The OWN A/C 
GRND format will be displayed on the MFD (Fig- 
ure 20-14). 
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TLN BASIC 

LEGEND 

Figure 20-7. h4FD VDI (TLN Basic) Navigation Outputs 
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Figure 20-8. Own-Aircraft Basic Data Format 

I 
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0 3 MAGNETIC HEADlNG 

0 4 ADF BEARING POINTER 

0 5 SELECTED COURSE 

g WAYPOINTSYMB~L 

7 SELECTEDCOURSEREADOUT 

0 9 COMPASS ROSE RANGE SCALE 

g SELECTED HEADING READOUT 

10 INSISAHRS HEADING SOURCE INDlCATlON 

g SELECTED WAYPOINT 

12 DESTINATION BEARING 

0 13 SELECTED WAYPOINT DATA 

@ TIME-TO-GO 

COMMANDED HEADING (DESTINATION MANUAL 
AND DATA LINK), SELECTED HEADING (TACAN) 

DESTlNATlON WAYPOINT 

g GROUND SPEED 

17 TRUE AIRSPEED 

(ATj2-FSOM14-0 

Figure 20-9. MFD HSD Format-Navigation Outputs 
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DISPLN _.-. _ I NAVIGATION DATA DISPLAYED 

Own Aircraft lnflight Latitude 
Longitude 
Altitude 
Barometric Setting 
Magnetic Variation 
Wind Direction/Speed 
True Airspeed 
Groundspeed 
True Heading 
Navigation Quality 

Own Aircraft Ground Align Latitude 
Longitude 
Altitude 
Barometric Setting 
Magnetic Variation 
Groundspeed 
True Heading 
Align Time/Quality 
North/East Velocities 

Aircraft Carrier (CV) Alignment Latitude 
Longitude 
Magnetic Variation 
CV Speed 
CV Heading 
Vertical Lever Arm 
Align TlmelQuality 

SAHRS Alignment Latitude 
Longitude 
CV Speed 
CV Heading 

HUD Display Roll (Symbols) 
Pitch (Symbols) 
Magnetic Heading (Symbol) 
Flight Path Marker (Symbol) 
Potential Flight Path Marker (Symbol) 
System Altitude 
Radar Altitude 
Vertical Velocity 
Calibrated Airspeed 
Barometric Setting 
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Figure 20-10. Navigation Data Display Summaq (Sheet 1 of 2) 
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DISPLAY I NAVIGATION DATA DISPLAYED 

MFD VDI Format 

MFD HSD Format 

Flight Director Position and Rotation 
Angle-of-Attack 
Mach Number 
Normal Acceleration (g) 
ACL Lateral &Vertical Errors (Symbol) 
ILS Azimuth & Elevation Deviation (Symbols) 
Command Heading (Symbol) 

Roll (Symbols) 
Pitch (Symbols) 
Magnetic Heading (Symbol) 
Flight Path Marker (Symbol) 
System Altitude 
Radar Altitude 
Vertical Velocity 
Calibrated Airspeed 
Barometric Setting 
Mach Number 
ACL Lateral 8. Vertical Errors (Symbol) 
ILS Azimuth &Elevation Deviation (Symbols) 
Command Heading (Symbol) 
Range to Tacan/Destination 
D/L Command Alt/Mach No 
D/L Command Heading (Symbol) 

Magnetic Heading (Symbol) 
Magnetic Course (Symbol) 
Wind Direction/Speed 
True Airspeed 
Groundspeed 
Way Point No/Brg/RangeiTfG 
Tacan Sta NoIBrglRangeilTG 
Tacan Brg/Deviation (Symbols) 
Tacan Command Course (Symbol) 
Destination No 
Destination Brg/Cmd Course (Symbols) 
ADF Bearing (Symbol) 
Command Heading 
Course Select 
Heading Select 

Figure 20-10. Navigation Data Display Summary (Sheet 2 of 2) 
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Figure 20-I 1. MFD MENU1 and MENU2 Displays 
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*ONLY THE RESPECTIVE CHARACTER 
LEGENDS (S, -, W. N. +, E, OR BLANK) 
APPLICABLE TO THE PARAMETER 
SELECTED WILL APPEAR ON THE 
OPTION DISPLAY LEGEND 

TYPICAL DATA ENTRY DISPLAYS 
OWN AIC PARAMETER 

SELECTED/DATA KEYED IN. 

OWNAC-ALT - OWN Ax:. ALT 
1050 

OWN AC. THDG 
210 

_ OWN NC WSPO - OWN AIC~ WSPD 
35 

_ OWN A/c. WDlR OWN NC. WOIR 
--- 030 

OWN AC - MVAR _ OWN A/o. MVAR 
17.5E 

OWN AIO~ BAR0 
29.92 

Figure 20-12. DEU Own-Aircraft Data Enhy (Typical) 
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Figure 20-13. DD/TID Own-Aircrafi Data Entry 
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GROUND ALIGNMENT 

STORED HEADING GROUND ALIGNMENT 

OWN A/C 

BUN0 000000 SHOG GRND 
INSISWRS 

PUAL- 6.59 
TIME- , .31 

Figure 20-14. MFD Ground Alignment Fomats 
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5. Verify that SHDG is not boxed. If it is, press the 
SHDG pushbutton to unbox SHDG. 

Note 

Unboxing of SHDG must be performed 
within 17 seconds of selecting GND ALIGN 
on the NAV MODE switch or the boxed 
SHDG will be selected and unboxed by the 
system and deselection will not be available. 

Verify latitude and longitude and enter correct val- 
ues if necessary. If new entries are required at this 
time, the alignment time may be extended, de- 
pending on the differences between the newly en- 
tered values and those displayed when alignment 
was initiated. 

Alignment progress can be monitored by observing 
the QUAL and TIME acronyms and the alignment 
scale on the MFD OWN A/C format. The indicator 
on the alignment progress scale changes Room a “V” 
to a diamond symbol at the fmt tic mark. This rep- 
resents an 8 nm per hour estimated navigation qual- 
ity. The second tic mark represents an estimated 2 
nm per hour quality and the third an estimated 0.8 
nm per hour quality. At this point a dot appears in the 
diamond. An INS ALIGN COMPLETE message 
normally appears at the top of the MFD display in 4 
minutes. At this time the QUAL acronym is near or 
slightly below 1 nm per hour and the pointer on the 
align scale should be near the last tic mark. 

During concurrent alignment, it is advisable to 
monitor the SAHRS alignment progress by press- 
ing the SAHR pushbutton on the MFD. The OWN 
A/C MFD format will show SAHR boxed; and the 
QUAL and TIME acronyms and the align scale 
now refer to the SAHR. A SAHRS ALIGN COM- 
PLETE message normally appears in approxi- 
mately 2.5 to 3 minutes from the time when the 
parking brake was set. The QUAL will be approxi- 
mately 10 (nm per hour) at this time. 

9. Alignment may be continued after the appearance of 
the INS ALIGN COMPLETE message if time per- 
mits. This will provide only slight improvement in 
alignment quality but will provide some gyro biasing 
and eliminate unnecessary drift in the INS mode, If 
the parking brake is released during alignment, the 
INS and SAHRS will go to a SUSPEND ALIGN 
state as indicated by the computer message on the 
OWN A/C MFD format. Alignment will be resumed 
upon application of the parking brake. The numeri- 
cal alignment quality displayed will never be lower 
than 0.50. Actual INS/SAHRS drift rate is normally 
less than 0.50 nm per hour, 

10. Advancing the NAV MODE switch to INS will 
command the INS to its inertial navigation mode. 
If the parking brake is still applied at this time, the 
SAHRS will continue aligning. 

11, In order to improve INS performance, enhanced 
alignment may be obtained by performing the fol- 
lowing procedure. 

a. Initiate a standard alignment. 

b. Allow alignment to continue until an INS 
ALIGN COMPLETE message appears on the 
MFD. 

c. Without changing the NAV MODE switch po- 
sition, taxi the aircraft to a convenient location, 
changing the heading by at least 70”, with 180” 
heading change being optimal. 

d. Reapply the parking brake and allow the INS 
to continue alignment for a minimum of 1 
minute (7 to 8 minutes desired). 

Note 

The latitude and longitude waypoint 1 will 
be updated to current aircraft position when 
the NAV MODE switch is placed to INS. 

20.3.1.2 Stored Heading Concurrent INS/ 
SAHRS Alignment. Stored heading alignment is 
performed when rapid system reaction is operationally 
required. Under normal conditions, stored heading 
alignment can reduce ground align time by 1 minute. 
This procedure requires that a previous reference align- 
ment be performed and that the aircraft remain station- 
ary until the subsequent stored heading alignment is 
completed. 

Perfo’rm a reference alignment by following the nor- 
mal ground align procedure in paragraph 20.3.1 .l. 
When the INS ALIGN COMPLETE message appears 
on the HUD and/or VDI format, return theNAV MODE 
switch to OFF. The aircraft heading should now be 
stored in the INS and should be available for the next 
alignment as long as the aircraft has not been moved. 

Note 

Selecting the SAHR pushbutton on the 
OWN A/C or NAV DATA MFD formats 
before the diamond reaches the second tic 
mark will inhibit a subsequent stored head- 
ing alignment. 
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1. Repeat steps 1 through 4 for normal ground 
alignment. 

2. Verify that SHDG is boxed on the OWN A/C MFD 
format (Figure 20-14). Do not depress the SHDG 
pushbutton. 

3. Repeat steps 6 through 9 as in normal ground align 
procedure. 

20.3.2 Concurrent Carrier Alignment. Carrier 
alignment of the INS and the SAHRS requires knowl- 
edge ofthe carrier motion and position. This information 
is best provided by the SINS. A stored heading carrier 
alignment is also available using SINS inputs, after a 
reference alignment has been performed. For SINS 
stored carrier alignment, the stored parameter is actually 
the aircraft’s spotting angle on the carrier. 

In the event that SINS data is unavailable, carrier 
alignment can take place by manual entry of ship’s po- 
sition, speed, and heading. This procedure is called man- 
ual carrier align. Because of the entry of fixed 
parameters, its real values may be changing and ex- 
tended alignment time with lesser alignment quality can 
be expected for manual carrier alignment. 

20.3.2.1 Concurrent SINS RF or Cable Carrier 
Alignment. Carrier alignment using SINS data from 
the ASW-27C D/L can be implemented by either cable 
or RF transmission, depending on whether the SINS 
cable from the deck-edge box to the nose wheelwell 
connector is plugged in. For either mode of data trans- 
mission, the following alignment procedure is used, af- 
ter verifying proper operation of the MCS and MFD. 

1. Ensure SAHRSAC/DCcb’s(lA3,1A5,1A6,913) 
pulled prior to application of electrical power. 

2. DATA LINK power switch - ON. 

3. DATA LINK MODE switch - CAINSWPT. 

4. Verify parking brake is set. 

Note 
Application of SAHRS power prior to select- 
ing CV ALIGN will not allow SAHRS to 
properly align, 

5. NAV MODE switch - CV ALIGN. 

6. Reset SAHRS cb’s. 

7. Select OWN A/C MFD format by depressing 
DATA pushbutton on MFD MENU1 display. 
The CV SINS DATA format will appear (Figure 
20-15). 

8. Verify that SHDG is not boxed. If it is, depress 
the SHDG pushbutton to unbox it. 

9. Monitor the progress of alignment by observing 
the QUAL and TIME acronyms and the align scale 
on the MFD OWN A/C format. The SINS (ship’s) 
latitude, longitude, and INS north and east veloci- 
ties can also be evaluated on the MFD OWN AK 
format. An INS ALIGN COMPLETE message 
will normally occur in 7 minutes. At this time the 
align quality should be below 1 nm per hour. 

Note 
Do not select SAHR during CV ALIGN to 
check alignment progress. Wait until INS 
alignment is complete and INS has been se- 
lected on the NAV MODE switch before se- 
lecting SAHR. 

10. SAHRS alignment progress may be monitored at 
this time by selecting the NAV page. 

Note 
The SAHRS alignment process will initi- 
ate after the INS determines a valid true 
heading (approximately at INS quality 
value of 5). SAHRS quality value should 
reinitiate to approximately 31.2 at that 
time. 

If power has been applied to the aircraft 
for an extended period oftimeprior to INS 
CV align being initiated, the SAHRS may 
complete a ground align (NORM) and a 
SAHRS complete message appears on the 
MFD. After the INS CV align is initiated, 
the SAHRS will initiate a concurrent CV 
align normally, but another SAHRS align 
complete message may not appear. 

11. It is advisable to continue alignment after appear- 
ance of the INS ALIGN COMPLETE message if 
time permits. When ready to take the alignment, 
the inertial navigation mode may be selected by 
setting the NAV MODE switch to MS. 
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CV SINS DATA 

N 37’16.15 
w134--34.31 
MV-T 5.3E 

STORED HEADING CV ALIGNMENT 

CV SINS DATA 

N 37-15.15 
w134*34.31 
MY-T 5.3E 
C” SPD 017 

Figure 20-15. CV Alignment Formats - SINS 

CV ALIGNMENT 
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Note 
Although SINS carrier alignment normally 
requires no entry ofdata, ifa SINS alignment 
takes place at any carrier location other than 
the flight deck, then it is advisable to enter 
the correct vertical lever arm via the DEU. 
This is the height in feet of the aircraft INS 
above the carrier’s SINS location, This entry 
can be made only via the DEU by calling up 
the DEU CV ALIGN page and depressing 
the VLA pushtile shown in Figure 20-16. 

20.3.2.2 Concurrent SINS Stored Heading 
Carrier Alignment. Carrier alignment time can be 
reduced by 1 minute by performing a stored heading 
carrier alignment. This procedure requires that a refer- 
ence alignment be performed using SINS data and that 
the aircraft’s position on the carrier remain stationary 
until the completion ofthe subsequent stored alignment. 

Perform a reference alignment by following the SINS 
carrier align procedure in paragraph 20.3.4.2.1. When 
the INS ALIGN COMPLETE message appears on the 
HUD/VDI formats, return the NAV MODE switch to 
OFF. 

Note 
Do not box SAHR on the DATA or NAV 
formats during the reference alignment. 
This will prevent the reference alignment 
and SHDG will not be boxed when align- 
ment is initiated. 

Do not cycle the parking brake during the 
reference alignment. This will prevent 
the reference alignment and SHDG will 
not be boxed when alignment is initiated. 

1. Repeat steps 1 through 7 of concurrent SINS car- 
rier align. 

2. Verify that SHDG is boxed on CV SINS DATA 
MFD format (Figure 20-15). 

3. Repeat steps 9 and 10 of concurrent SINS carrier 
align. 

20.3.2.3 Concurrent Manual Carrier Alignment. 
The INS and SAHRS will initiate ground alignments if 
there is no SINS data. The CV MANUAL format will 
be displayed after the ship’s data is entered. 

1. Repeat steps 1 through 8 of concurrent SINS car- 
rier align. 

Note 
If the SINS or data link is not operating or if 
a manual carrier alignment is desired, skip 
steps 2 and 3. 

2. Enter best knowledge of ship’s latitude, longitude, 
speed, and heading via the DEU or DD. When the 
DATA pushbutton on the MFD is depressed, the 
CV MANUAL DATA format, shown on Figure 
20-16 appears. 

Note 
l If SINS is restored, MAN must be un- 

boxed on the CV DATA format in order 
to return to a CV RF alignment. 

l Entry ofVLA is neverrequired for manual 
carrier alignment. 

l When using the DEU, data entry is made 
via the DEU CV ALIGN format, using the 
LAT, LONG, CSPD and CHDG push- 
tiles, and the appropriate quadrant and nu- 
merals shown in Figure 20-16. 

l Data entry using the DD requires selection 
of the NAV category from the MFK 
pushtile and the boxing of the OWN A/C 
acronym prior to entering the carrier lati- 
tude and longitude via the DD LAT, 
LONG, quadrant and numeral pushtiles, 
as shown in Figure 20-17. This is done in 
a similar manner as described in para- 
graph 20.3.1.1, and shown in Figure 20- 
13. Entry of carrier speed and heading via 
the DD requires the boxing of the WIND 
acronym prior to using the DD SPD, HDG 
and numeric pushtiles as shown in Figure 
20-17. 

3. Repeat steps 9 through 11 for concurrent SINS 
carrier align (paragraph 20.3.2.1). 

In concurrent manual carrier align, the INS 
ALIGN COMPLETE computer message 
may take 15 minutes or longer to appear. The 
navigation quality at this time may not be 
better than 3 nm per hour. Because of the 
extensive alignment time, it may be neces- 
sary to launch prior to the receipt of the INS 
ALIGN COMPLETE computer message. 
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MFD FORMAT 

Figure 20-16. CV Aligmn~t Formats - Mamtal (Sheet 1 of 2) 

20.3.3. Standalone Alignment 

20.3.3.1 INS Standalone Alignment. When the 
SAHRS is not available or has failed, the alignment 
procedure for the INS is exactly the same as for concur- 
rent alignment described above in paragraph 20.3.1. A 
SAHRS failure is indicated by the inability to box 
SAL-IRS on the MFD OWN A/C and align formats as 
well as its appearance in the failure history tile and in 
the MFD OBC-NAV format as described in Chapter 27. 

20.3.3.2 SAHRS Standalone Alignment. When 
the INS has failed or is not available or if a SAHRS 
alignment mode other than that of the INS is desired, 
then a SAHRS standalone alignment can be selected 
Born the MFD SABRS ALIGN format (Figure 20-18). 
This format will appear by depressing the NAV push- 
button on the OWN A/C MFD format. An INS failure 
is indicated by the inability to box INS on the MFD align 
or OWN A/C formats as well as its appearance in the 
failure history file and in the MFD OBC-NAV format as 
described in Chapter 27. 

As shown in Figure 20-18, the possible SABRS 
standalone alignment modes include normal ground 
align @IORM), stored heading ground align (SHDG), 
magnetic initiated ground align (MAG), and carrier 
align (CV). These are described below. 

20.3.3.2.1 SAHRS Standalone Normal Ground 
Alignment. SABRS normal ground alignment is the 
recommended mode for SAHRS standalone alignment 
and it will be automatically selected as the default mode 
when the LNS is not available. This can be ascertained by 
selecting the SABRS ground align MFD format and oh- 
serving that the NORM legend is boxed. Verification of 
own-aircraft latitude and longitude should be made by 
observing the values displayed on the SAHRS ALIGN 
MFD format, and, if necessary, new values should be en- 
tered via the DEU or DD control panel as described in 
Normal Concurtent Ground Alignment procedures, para- 
graph 20.3.1.1. The SAHRS ALIGN COMPLETE mes- 
sage will usually appear in less than 3 minutes, with an 
align quality of less than 10 mn per hour. 
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TYPICAL DATA ENTRY DlSPLAYS. 
* I 

CV ALIGN PARAMETER 
SELECTEDIDATA KEYED IN SCRATCH PAD. 

*ONLY THE RESPECTME CHARACTER 
LEGENDS (S, -, W, N, +, E, OR BLANK) 
APPLICABLE TO THE PARAMETER 
SELECTED WILL APPEAR ON THE 
OPTION DISPLAY LEGEND 

Figure 20-16. CV Alignment Formats -Manual (Sheet 2 of 2) 
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TWS jr MAN TWS ir AUK 
Figure 20-17. DD Align Data Entry 

Figure 20-18. SAHRS Standalone Align MFD Format 
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20.3.3.2.2 SAHRS Standalone Stored Heading 
Ground Alignment. The SAHRS stored heading 
align mode is always available subsequent to a previous 
alignment to a SAHRS ALIGN COMPLETE. However 
unlike an INS stored alignment, the SHDG pushbutton 
on the SAHRS ALIGN MFD format must be depressed 
to select this mode (Figure 20-18). As for all stored 
heading alignments, no data entries are required and the 
aircraft must not be moved subsequent to SAHRS power 
down. Since this alignment mode uses predetermined 
heading, the alignment process will be shortened. 
SAHRS stored heading alignment should normally pro- 
vide a S&IRS ALIGN COMPLETE message in less 
than 1 minute. The navigation quality value at this time 
will exceed 10 run per hour, and, if time permits, addi- 
tional alignment is recommended and will take place as 
long as the parking brake is set. 

20.3.3.2.3 SAHRS Standalone Magnetic Initi- 
ated Ground Allgnment. The SAHRS magnetic in- 
itiated ground alignment mode is manually selected from 
the SAHRS ALIGN MFD format by depressing the MAG 
pushbutton shown in Figure 20-18. Verification of own- 
aircraft latitude and longitude on the above MFD format 
should be made, and, if necessary, correct values entered 
as described in SAHRS Standalone Normal Ground 
Alignment, paragraph 20.3.3.2.1. Since this alignment 
mode uses system magnetic heading to initialize heading, 
the alignment process will be shortened. A SAHRS 
ALIGN COMPLETE message should normally occur 
within 1 minute, although the navigation quality value at 
this time may exceed 10 nm per hour. If time permits, 
additional alignment is recommended and will take place 
as lone as the ~arkine brake is set. In this mode of alian- 
merit, magnetic h&g inputs from the magnetic arim& 
detector (flux valve) are used for initializing the SAHRS 
heading. It should be selected only in amas where no mag- 
netic interference or anomalies exist. 

20.3.3.2.4 SAHRS Standalone Carrier Allgn- 
ment. The SAHRS standalone CV alignment mode is 
manually selected via the SAHRS ALIGN MFD format 
by depressing the SAHR and then CV pushbutton 
shown in Figure 20-18. There are two SAHRS stand- 
alone align modes. Which mode obtained depends on 
when CV is selected. If CV is selected prior to the INS 
determining true heading (approximately MS quality of 
5) and initiating the SAHRS CV concurrent align, a 
SAHRS standalone align is commanded when the 
SAHRS has no heading information. 

Note 
Currently there is no indication on the MFD 
displays that the SAHRS has gone into the 
standalone mode except the SAHRS quality 
value will remain 10.0, the timer will be 00, 
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SAHRS concurrent CV align will not initi- 
ate, and there will be no attitude information 
available from the SAHRS for up to 6 min- 
utes or more. Reinitiating the INS alignment 
will allow a concurrent alignment to occur. 

The SAHRS has no true standalone carrier align mode 
like the INS. Dming concurrent INSK4HRS carrier align 
modes, the SAHRS depends on the INS to provide an 
initial input of true heading. Since this is not available in 
SAHRS standalone carrier alignment, when the SABRS 
CV pushbutton is depressed in SAHRS standalone opera- 
tion, it is commanded to a DG mode. Once the parking 
brakeisre]easedaWjheadingcanbeenteredviatheDEU. 
When the aimaft is airborne, the slaved mode csn be 
selected or if a system velocity source is present, in-flight 
restart can be selected to bring the SAHRS to a normal 
operational mode. This is described in SAHRS Backup 
Modes, paragraph 20.3.5.3.2. 

If CV is selected after the INS has initiated the 
SAHRS CV concurrent alignment, the SAHRS align 
ment proceeds but is no longer receiving updated posi- 
tion and velocity information from the INS. The 
alignment will be considerably slower than concurrent 
alignment. The SAHRS is commanded to NORM mode. 
An in-flight restart may or may not be required depend- 
ing on the SAHRS alignment quality. 

WI-IRS cannot be commanded to a CV mode unless 
the INS is in CV. If the INS is unavailable, the SAHRS 
will attempt a normal ground align. 

20.3.4 Initially Entered Navigation Parame- 
ters. Prior to takeoff, either during or after alignment, 
it may be desirable to enter certain initial navigation- 
related parameters, in addition to those noted above that 
are required for alignment. It may also be possible to 
enter some of these parameters at any time during flight. 
They include the following and are discussed below: 

1. Day barometric setting 

2. Way-point data 

3. Wind speed and direction 

4. Magnetic variation. 

20.3.4.1 Barometric Setting. The barometric set- 
ting is normally made by the pilot using his 2-inch baro- 
metric altimeter setting knob. Although this setting is 
normally made prior to takeoff, it can be made anytime 
including during flight. The setting range is from 28.10 
to 30.99 inches of Hg and the value set should be that 
reported by the control tower. This will provide system 
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altitude corrections to within a maximum error of 16 
feet. Verify that the entered value is displayed (Figure 
20-6) on the HUD. A small difference between the HUD 
and instrument values may be expected. This will usu- 
ally be less than 0.01 inch of Mercury but may on occa- 
sion be 0.02 inch. If any difference is present, adjust the 
altimeter so that the correct control tower value is dis- 
played on the lower right side of the HUD. Barometric 
settings may also be made by the RIO via the DEW. To 
do this, the altimeter must be locked out by turning the 
setting knob to the minimum value (28.10 in Hg). The 
DEU OWN A/C page can now be used to enter the 
required value affer depressing the BAR0 pushtile and 
the proper numeric values. 

Entry of barometric settings can be made on the 
ground or in the air. 

1 20,.3.4.2 Waypoint Data Entry. Up to 100 way- 
pomts can be stored in the waypoint file at any time. The 
primary parameters that may be entered for each way- 
point are longitude, latitude, and altitude. These may be 
entered manually via the DEU by selecting the DEU 
WPT page (Figure 20-19) and depressing fhe desired 
waypoint number prior to entering the coordinates. Veri- 

I 

fication of correct entry can be made by examining the 
MFD WPT DATA format, selectable by depressing 
WPTS (PB7) on the MFD OWN A/C format and shown 
in Figure 20-20. 

1 
The DD control panel may also be used for entering 

these parameters for waypoints 1 to 20. When the DD 
control panel is used, on the main menu, press the WP 
l-10 or WP 1 l-20 pushtile and then box the desired 
waypoint. The coordinates are entered using the quad- 
rant and numeric pushtiles on the lower left portion of 
the DD control panel, as indicated on Figure 20-21. 

The primary waypoint parameters and their ranges 
are as follows: 

WPT Primary 
Parameter 

Longitude 
Latitude 
Altitude 

Range 

E/W 180” 
N/S 90” 
-5000 to 99,996 feet 

In addition to the above primary waypoint pamme- 
ters, four otherparameters relating to the reconnaissance 
steering function may also be entered when the specified 
waypoint is to be used as a reconnaissance target point. 

These parameters, however, can only be entered via fhe 
DEU using the DEU WPT page. They are as follows: 

Reconnaissance 
Steering 

Parameter 
Range 

Command course 
Map lines 
Target length 
Map offset 

0 IO 360” 
1 to 99 
0 to 2048 nm 
f131,072 feet 

J 

During on-deck carrier operations, some waypoint 
data can be automatically provided from fhe DiL. if pro- 
visions on the carrier have been made. This is called 
waypoint insertion. The D/L must be operating with the 
reply panel MODE switch in CAINS/WPT. The NAV 
MODE switch should be in any position other than CV. 
For these conditions, the latitude and longitude of up to 
the first 16 waypoints may be received. 

20.3.4.2.1 Waypoint Data File Use. In general 
the 100 waypoints can be used in any manner described 1 
inparagraph20.3.6, TacticalNavigation, fordestination 
steering or for the one-fix updating functions. Usually, 
however, certain of these points are reserved for special 
functions. 

Waypoint 1 is usually reserved for homebase coordi- 
nates. Its data is retained after use. 

Waypoint 17 is used as a dynamic steering point 
when a reconnaissance steering mode is selected using 
the MFD RECON DATA format. At this time any pre- 
viously stored data in waypoint 17 become invalid and 
must be reentered. 

Waypoint 18 is used for the coordinates of an agreed 
point for data-link one-fix position update. Its data are 
still valid after update usage. 

Waypoint 19 is used for the coordinates of the fighter 
link reference point, as described in the Supplemental 
NATOPS Flight Manual, NAVAIR Ol-F14AAD-1A. 
Its data are still valid after usage for “FLRP.” 

Waypoint 20 is usually reserved for the approximate 
location and altitude of a hostile area. Its data are re- 
tained after use. 

Waypoints 2 to 16 and 21 to 100 are general way- 1 
points and are used as required by the mission. The data 
of these points are retained after use. 
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Xx D REPRESENTS 
1 OF 20 SELECTASLE 
WAYPOINT ENTRIES 

-- 
l---- 
I 
I 
I 
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I 
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TYPICAL WPT DATA ENTRY DISPLAYS 
WAYFOINT PARAMETER SELECTED/DATA 
KEYED IN SCRATCH PAD, LAT. LONG, 
ALT, RNG, ERG, SET, MAPLINE, 
MAP OFST, TGT LNG. OR CMD CRS 
OPTION KEY PRESSED. 

i 
-- ---- +------! 

*ONLY THE RESPECTIVE CRARACTSR 
LEGENDS (S, z W, N. +, S, OR BLANK) 
APPLICABLE TO THE PARAMETER 
SELEClED WILL APPEAR ON THE 
OPTION DISPLAY LEGEND 

..-. ---- 

Figure 20-19. Data Entry Unit Waypoint Pages (Typical) 
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WAYPOINT DATA 0 

Figure 20-20. MFD Waypoint Data Format 

20.3.4.3 Wind Speed and Direction. Wind pa- 
rameters are normally generated by the navigation sys- 
tem using air data and INS or SAHRS velocities. When 
the navigation system cannot compute wind because of 
unavailability of the required velocity inputs, it will ac- 
cept manual entries of wind from the DEU or the DD 
control panel. Entry ofwind can be made priorto takeoff 
with no sensor failure since CADC true airspeed is not 
set valid until it reaches approximately 60 knots. 

Wind is entered with the DEU (Figure 20-12) by 
selecting the OWN A/C DEU format and depressing 
the WSPD and WDIR pushtiles and then the proper 
numerics. 

Wind is entered with the DD control panel (Figure 
20-17) by selecting NAV and then boxing WIND and 
using the proper numeric pushtiles on the lower left 
portion of the DD control panel. 

Note 

For both DEU and DD entries, wind direc- 
tion is the direction from which the wind is 
blowing. 

20.3.4.4 Magnetic Variation. MAG VAR is avail- 
able from the navigation system from a prestored table 
using aircraft coordinates. This value, when displayed 
on the MFD OWN A/C format, is labeled MV-T. It may 
also be computed using the difference between system 
true heading and magnetic heading from magnetic azi- 
muth detector (labeled Mv-C). In addition to this, fhe 
navigation system will accept and use a manually en- 
tered value of magnetic variation from either the DEU 
or the DD control panel (labeled MV-E). 

Magnetic variation from the prestored table is fhe 
default value and will be automatically selected and 
displayed to the nearest degree. This is the recom- 
mended value and, unless aircraft position is unknown, 
will usually be the most accurate. 

Selection of computed or entered magnetic variation 
is made by depressing the boxed MV pushbutton on the 
lower right side of the MFD OWN A/C format (Figure 
20-22). When this is done the MV-T legend in the center 
ofthe format will cycle to MV-C, to MV-E, and back to 
MV-T, indicating the source and value ofmagnetic vari- 
ation used by the navigation system. 
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Figure 20-21. DD Waypoint Data Entry 

Entered values of magnetic variation can be made 
using either the DEU or the DD control panel. When the 
DEU is used (Figure 20-12), the MVAR pushtile on the 
OWN A/C or CV ALGN format is selected and the value 
is entered to the nearest degree, preceded by an E or W 
for east or west, respectively. When the DD control 
panel is used (Figure 20-22), the NAV category is se- 
lected and the MAG VAR pushtile is depressed. Entry 
is made via the numerics on the computer address panel 
on the lower lefl portion of the DD by first depressing 
the HDG pushtile, followed by the appropriate E or W, 
and then the value also to the nearest degree. 

20.3.5 In-Flight Operation. During flight, the 
navigation system can operate in several modes and 
submodes. These consist of the following in order of 
expected accuracy and completeness of information. 

1. Primary 

a. In-flight align 

2. Secondary 

3. IMU backup 

4. SAHRS backup 

a. SAHRS/slaved 

b. SAHRSDG 

c. SAHRS EC 

d. SAHRS in-flight restart. 

Details on these modes, their capabilities, and the 
operational procedures are given in the following 
paragraphs. 

Unless a manual selection is made, the navigation 
system will automatically select the best available mode 
in the decreasing order given above. When a manual 
selection is made an “M” will appear on the upper right 
portion of the OWN A/C MFD format. The disappear- 
ance of the “M” indicates automatic mode selection. 

Manual selection of the navigation system mode can 
be made by either the pilot or the RIO using the appli- 
cable MFD format as described below. Navigation data 
entry and INS mode control is only a RIO function since 
the pilot does not have the required controls. 
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MFD MAGNETIC VARIATION SOIIRCF CFI FCTI~N 

DD MAGNETIC VARIATION ENTRY 

NZ97 
Figure 20-22. Magnetic Variation Source Selection and DD Entry 
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20.351 Primary Navigation. The primary navi- 
gation mode uses INS-sensed dynamic inputs, with the 
INS in its inertial mode as inputs Born the CADC and 
other aiding sources, when available and selected by the 
crew. This mode provides the most accurate information 
to all systems and is automatically selected at the com- 
pletion of alignment when the NAV MODE switch is set 
to INS. It will also be automatically selected when the 
aircraft is airborne and the NAV MODE switch is still 
in the align position, if a reasonable quality of alignment 
has been obtained. The indication is that the INS legend 
on theupperright portion ofthe OWN A/C MFD format 
is boxed. 

20.3.5.1.1 INS In-Flight Align. It is possible to 
align the INS during flight using an available velocity 
source and certain navigation system parameters, Pres- 
ently the three sources ofvelocity data available for INS 
in-flight align are JTIDS, air data, and system velocity. 
Since an INS in-flight align using air data or system 
velocity may take as long as 25 minutes, this shouldonly 
be attempted if serious INS degradation is suspected, 
JTIDS is not available, and a reasonable system velocity 
is available. The preferred source of INS in-flight align- 
ment is JTIDS. A JTIDS in-flight align with good qual- 
ity JTIDS velocity data should align in 12 to 15 minutes 
(display of an ALIGN COMPLETE message). 

The quality of the air data velocity will depend upon 
the accuracy of entered or available wind information. 
System velocity is the computed optimum velocity us- 
ing all available inputs. JTIDS velocity data is com- 
puted by the JTIDS system and is dependent on data 
received from the MCS and over the link. 

Since an INS in-flight align uses current system po- 
sition information, it is desirable to perform a one-fix 
position update prior to performing an INS in-flight 
align. 

The procedure for in-flight align is as follows: 

1, Verify a valid source of true heading is available, 
such as SAHRS by selecting SAHRS on the upper 
right portion of the OWN A/C MFD format. If a 
reasonable SAHRS true heading is not available, 
then enter the best estimated trne heading via the 
DEU OWN A/C format (Figure 20-23). 

2. Advance the NAV MODE switch to the IFA posi- 
tion. The IFA MFD format shown in Figure 20-23 
will appear. 

3. Select a velocity source by depressing a pushbut- 
ton on the right side of the IFA MFD format. 
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4. Observe the alignment progress on the IFA MFD 
format. 

5. To ensure a good initial platform alignment, flight 
should be straight and level from 1 to 5 minutes. I 

Note 

Because of the extensive time required for 
INS IFA, it is possible to select the INS mode 
via the NAV MODE switch prior to an INS 
align complete message. At this time the INS 
may advance to the inertial mode or may 
operate in the ATT mode, depending upon 
the alignment progress at the time. 

20.3.5.2 Secondary Navigation. The secondary 
navigation mode uses SAHRS-sensed dynamic inputs, 
with the SAHRS in its normal operating mode, as well 
as inputs from the CADC and other aid sources, when 
selected and available. This mode will be automatically 
selected when the INS primary mode is not available 
because of either an INS failure or INS operation in a 
degraded mode (i.e., ATT mode). Indication of this con- 
dition can be observed on the MFD OWN A/C format, 
that will show SAHR boxed in the upper right portion 
and only SAHRS appearing as the legend in the center 
of the display (Figure 20-24). 

Note 
If the navigation mode reverts to secondary 
on deck during CV operations, the SAHRS 
will default to a CV standalone align mode 
(SAHRS continues to align as long as there 
is weight on wheels); if a system reset is 
initiated or occurs as a result of another fail- 
ure, the SAHRS will revert to a NORM 
ground align mode. Attitude informationwill 
not be available for approximately 45 sec- 
onds when this occurs. 

The secondary navigation mode can also be called 
anytime the SAHRS is operating in its normal mode, by 
depressing the SAHR pushbutton. For this condition, an 
“M” will appear on the upper right of the display indi- 
cating a manual selection has been made. Depressing 
the INS pushtile at this time will again return the system 
to the primary navigation mode with the “M” still ap. 
pearing, indicating a manual selection has been made. 

20.3.5.2.1 SAHRS Velocity Referencing. When 
SAHRS alignment is complete it will generate its own 
velocity outputs in a similar manner as the INS. Nor- 
mally this parameter should be satisfactory for backup 
operation. In the event ofan inadequate SAHRS align- 
ment or degradation of SAHRS performance, it may 
be desirable to select a velocity source for SAHRS 
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Figure 20-23. INS In-Flight Align Formats 
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Figure 20-24. Secondary Navigation Mode Manually Selected 

refenzing. The sources available are shown on the 
lower right-hand portion of the NAV SYSTEM AID 
MFD format (Figure 20-25) and consist of the 
following: 

1. SYS - System velocity is the computed optimum 
velocity using all valid velocity sources. 

2. AIR - Air data computer true airspeed with wind 
compensation. 

3. INS - INS-sensed velocity. 

4. JTIDS - JTIDS-computed velocity. 

When none of the above velocity sources is boxed, 
the SAHRS will use its own velocity. This is the default 
velocity mode. 

20.353 Backup Navigation Modes The backup 
navigation modes will provide most of the outputs avail- 
able in the prbnsq and secondary modes but with consid- 
erably degraded accuracy. Unlike the primary and 
secondary modes, the available navigation parameters are 
generated within the MCS, with the exception of attitude 

information, which is t7om the sensor selected. Best 
available system velocity is used to generate position 
information, and CADC inputs are used for vertical ve- 
locity. In backup navigation modes, certain data entries 
may be made and will be accepted as described below. 

20.3.5.3.1 IMU Backup Mode. The IMU backup 
navigation mode will be automatically selected when 
both the primary (INS inertial) and the secondary 
(SAHRS normal) modes are not available, but the INS 
can still provide attitude and platform heading informa- 
tion and some form of system velocity is available. It 
may also be manually selected by positioning the NAV 
MODE switch to A’IT with some form of system veloc- 
ity available. The OWN AK MFD format for this mode 
(Figure 20-26) will show a boxed INS legend in the 
upper right portion and an IMU or IMU/SAHRS legend 
will appear in the center, depending on SAHRS avail- 
ability. If this mode was manually selected, an M will 
appear next to the boxed INS legend as shown in Figure 
20-26. For this mode, the system will compute a best- 
available initial true heading. This parameter, however 
may not be accurate and it may be necessary to enter, at 
least one time, some estimate ofthe aircraft true heading 
via the DEU OWN A/C format. 
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Figure 20-25. SAHRS Velocity Reference Selection 

Note 

Once ATT has been selected manually, 
the INS will degrade from an inertial mode 
to an attitude reference mode, and reversion 
to viable INS mode may be difficult or 
impossible. 

20.3.5.3.2 SAHRS Backup Modes. A SAHRS 
backup mode will be automatically selected when the INS 
has failed or is not available, the SAHRS normal mode is 
not available, and some form of system velocity is avail- 
able. The SAHRS backup modes include three submodes 
based on SAHRS operating as an attitude reference sys- 
tem. These include the following in the order ofpreference: 

1. Slaved - Magnetic heading. 

2. DG - Directional gyro. 

3. EC - Emergency compass. 

In the slaved and DG modes, the system will provide 
typical navigation outputs to the displays and other sys- 

terns, as long as some form of system velocity is avail- 
able. In addition to automatic selection, SAHRS sub- 
mode operation may be manually selected via the NAV 
SYSTEM AID MFD format shown in Figure 20-27. 
This is done by first selecting SAHRS by depressing the 
SAHRS pushbutton on the upper right portion of the 
NAV SYSTEM AID MFD format and verifying that 
SAHRS is boxed. A SAHRS submode may be selected 
by depressing the SAHR MODE pushtile on the lower 
let? of the same MFD format until the desired submode 
is boxed. 

pii- 

Do not attempt this on deck. A weight-on- 
wheels interlock for the in-flight restart will 
freeze the SAHRS in the restart mode until 
weight off wheels. There will be no attitude 
information available from the SAHRS 
when this situation occurs. 
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Figure 20-26. IMU Backup Navigation Mode Selection 

Note 
Although it is possible to cycle through the 
SLV, DG, EC submodes, reversion to 
NORM requires an in-flight restart. In- 
flight restart will automatically be initiated 
when the selection pushbutton is depressed 
to roll from EC to NORM or can be accom- 
plished by depressing the in-flight RST 
pushbutton. 

Considerable degradation in accuracy from the pri- 
mary and secondary and even the IMU backup modes 
can be expected when the SLV and DG modes are se- 
lected. The SAHRS EC submode will not provide navi- 
gation parameters to the system although some air data 
parameters will be available. 

Selection of the slaved submode will result in mag- 
netic heading information derived from the magnetic 
aximuth detector (flux valve) and true heading com- 
puted fWm this source plus magnetic variation. Attitude 
information is derived from SAT-IRS using first-order 
leveling and, therefore, may be subject to certain dy- 
namic errors. 

Selection of the DG submode will allow enuy of a 
desired grid heading via the DEU, using the DEU NAV 
AID-M; HDG format (Figure 20-26). This entered pa- 
rameter will be the initial heading reference until a new 

DG heading entry is made. In the system, it is treated as 
a magnetic-referenced parameter. Attitude information 
is derived Ram the SAHRS using fmt-order leveling 
and, like the SLV mode, is subject to dynamic errors. 

The SAHRS EC submode provides only magnetic 
heading outputs using the magnetic azimuth detector as 
the input source. It is not a navigation mode, and only 
magnetic heading and certain air data parameters will be 
available when it is selected. 

20.3.5.3.3 SAHRS In-Flight Restart If the SAX-IRS 
is operating in a degraded submode, it may be possible 
to revert to the normal mode of operation via an in-Sight 
restart. Prior to attempting an m-flight restart, the selec- 
tion of SYS as the SAT-IRS velocity reference isrecom- 
mended. In addition, aircraft position data should be 
evaluated and a position update should be performed if 
large position errors exist. An in-flight restart may now 
be initiated by selecting NORM as the SAHRS mode by 
depressing the indicated pushbutton on the lower left 
portion of the NAV SYS AID MFD format; or by do 
pressing the RST pushbutton on the right center of the 
same MFD format (Figure 20-26). The subsequent box- 
ing of the NORM legend in the SAHR MODE selector 
box on this format indicates a reinitialimtion of the 
SAHRS to its normal mode. The data to which the 
SAHRS is reinitialized is the cutrent value of the navi- 
gation system position and velocity. 
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Figure 20-27. SAHRS Backup SLV and DG Modes (Sheet 1 of 2) 
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Figure 20-27. SAHRS Backup SLV and DG Modes (Sheet 2 of 2) 

It is also possible to perform an in-flight restart 6om 
the SAHRS normal mode. This should be done only if 
serious SAHRS degradation is suspected. 

20.3.6 Tactical Navigation. The following para- 
graphs describe the procedures to be used for tactical 
navigation. This includes range, bearing, and time to go 
to waypoints and tacan stations; position updating; con- 
tinuous position updating; surface waypoint determina- 
tionposition; display steering modes; autopilot steering; 
and all-weather landing. 

20.3.6.1 Range, Bearing, and Time To Go to 
Waypoints and Tacan Stations. The range, mag- 
netic bearing, and time to go to any valid selected way- 
point as well as the waypoint number itselfare provided 
in alphanumerics on the upper left portion of the MFD 
HSD format (Figure 20-28). The desired waypoint 

1 number (1 to 100) is selected via the increase and de- 
crease pushbuttons shown on the left side of the HSD 
format. Pressing the upper left WPT pushbutton will 
result in the boxing of the above data and entry into 

1 destination steering mode. 

Range, magnetic bearing, and time-to-go information 
to a receiving/transmitting tacan station, also in alphanu- 

merics, are provided on the same MFD HSD format but 
on the upper right-hand side. Included with this data is 
the tacan channel number. Depressing the upper right 
pushbutton on the MPD HSD format will cause this data 
to be boxed and will result in the selected course symbol 
being displayed through the tacan symbol, as shown in 
Figure 20-28. This will also unbox the waypoint data on 
the upper left of the HSD format. 

Steering to a selected waypoint (destination steering), 
or to a tacan station (tacan steering), using the MFD 
HSD format is described in paragraph 20.3.6.5. 

20.3.6.2 Update. All updates, except JTIDS, deter- 
mine aircraft position one time by computing its location 
with respect to a known waypoint. JTIDS updates use 
the navigation correction data computed by the JTIDS. 
The difference in the computed position and the naviga- 
tion system’s present position arc displayed on the MFD 
or the DD as differences (deltas) in latitude and longi- 
tude. If these differences are reasonable, the operator 
may elect to update the navigation system, including the 
INS and the SAHRS, by depressing the MFD FIX EN- 
ABLE pushbutton. 
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Figure 20-28. Display of Waypoint and Tacan Data 
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A navigation update is performed by calling up the 
INS UPDATE MFD format shown in Figure 20-29 that 
will appear when the UPDT pushbutton is depressed on 
the HSD basic MFD format, shown in Figure 20-30. The 
available types ofupdates consist of visual, tacan, radar, 
HUD/designate, data link, and JTIDS. If a particular 
update type is not available, an “X” will appear over the 
acronym as shown in Figure 20-29. Since all updates 
except JTIDS use the coordinates of a selected prestored 
waypoint, the coordinates of the selected waypoint 
should be verified prior to performing all updates except 
JTIDS. This is done by calling up the WPT DATA 1 or 
2 MFD format containing the point as shown in Figure 
20-20 that is available from the OWN A/C basic format. 
The procedures for each of the types of updates are 
provided below. 

20.3.6.2.1 Visual One-Fix Update. Visual one- 
fix update computes the aircraft’s position using the 
coordinates of a point selected and stored in waypoint 
file and substituted for the aircraft’s position at the in- 
stant of direct flyover. This requires that entry, selection, 
and verification of the waypoint be made prior to flying 
over the point and that the VIS pushbutton on the INS 
UPDATE MFD format be depressed at the time of 
flyover. When this is done, the INS UPDATE FORMAT 
shall display the computed latitude and longitude differ- 
ences for evaluation. The procedure can be performed 
by either pilot or RIO as follows: 

1. Verifythecoordinatesofthewaypointtobeoverflown 
by calling up the appropriate WPT DATA MFD for- 
mat (Figure 20-20). If incorrect, enter the correct 
coordinates for the point via the DEU or the DD. 

2. Call up the INS UPDATE MFD format, Figure 
20-29:Select the correct waypoint corresponding 
to coordinates of the visual update point via the 
increase/decrease pushbuttons on the right side of 
the INS UPDATE MFD format. 

3 At the instant of direct flyover of the visual point 
depress the VIS pushbutton. The VIS legend will 
be boxed at this time, and delta LAT and delta 
LONG will appear as shown in Figure 20-29. Op- 
timum results will be obtained with low and slow 
flight conditions. 

4. Verify that the delta LAT/LONG corrections are 
reasonable. 
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5. Ifthe delta LATlLONG corrections appear reason- 
able and a correction is required, press the FIX 
ENABLE pushbutton on the INS UPDATE MFD 
format. The corrections will be incorporated into 
the system and sensors and the correct latitude and 
longitude will be displayed on the OWN A/C MFD 
format. 

20.3.6.2.2 Tacan One-Fix Update. Tacan one-fix 
update computes aircraft position using tacan measure- 
ments of range and bearing from a tacan station whose 
coordinates are known and stored in the waypoint tile. 
The procedure requires that the tacan be operating and 
the station selected correspond to the waypoint that will 
be called up and whose coordinates will be used in the 
updating process. The procedure can be performed by 
either the pilot or RIO as follows: 

1. With the tacan operating, select a tacan channel 
whose latitude and longitude coordinates corre- 
spond to the referenced tacan location stored in the 
waypoint tile. 

2. Verify that the coordinates of the tacan station 
are the same as those of the waypoint to be se- 
lected for updating by calling up the appropriate 
WPT DATA MFD format, Figure 20-20. If in- 
correct, enter the correct values via the DEU or 
DD. 

3. Call up the INS UPDATE format, Figure 20-29. 
Select the correct waypoint corresponding to the 
coordinates of the tacan station using the increase/ 
decrease pushbuttons on the right side of the INS 
UPDATE MFD format. 

4. Depress the TCN pushbutton. The legend will be 
boxed and the computed delta LAT and delta 
LONG will appear, as shown in Figure 20-29. 

5. Verify that the delta LAT/LONG corrections are 
reasonable. 

6. IfthedeltaLAT/LONG correctionsappearreason- 
able and a correction is required, depress the FIX 
ENABLE pushtile on the INS UPDATE MFD for- 
mat. The corrections will be incorporated into the 
system and sensors, and the correct latitude and 
longitude will be displayed on the OWN A/C MFD 
format. 
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Figure 20-29. INS UPDATE h@D Formats (Sheet 1 of 4) 
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Figure 20-29. INS UPDATE MFD Formats (Sheet 2 of 4) 
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Figure 20-29. INS UPDATE MFD Formats (Sheet 3 of 4) 
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Figure 20-29. INS UPDATE h@D Formats (Sheet 4 of 4) 
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Figure 20-30. HSD Basic h@D Format 
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20.3.6.2.3 Radar One-Fix Update. Radar one-fix 
update computes aircraft position using radar measure- 
ments of range, azimuth, and elevation angles from a 
radar-identifiable target whose coordinates are known 
and are stored in the waypoint file. This procedure re- 
quires that the radar is operating in the ground-map 
mode and that the DD cursor be positioned over the DD 
displayed target prior to designating via the sensor hand 
control as described below. Like other one-fix update 
modes it also requires that the waypoint corresponding 
to the radar target coordinates is selected for the update 
as described below. Since this procedure requires the use 
of the DD control panel, it can be performed only by the 
RIO. The procedure is as follows: 

1. Select the radar ground-map mode via the GND 
MAP pushtile on the DD, shown in Figure 20-3 1. 

2. Verify that the coordinates of the radar identifiable 
point are the same as those of the waypoint to be 
selected for updating by calling up the appropriate 
WPT DATA MFD format, Figure 20-20. If incor- 
rect, enter the correct values via the DEU or DD. 

3. Call up the INS UPDATE format, Figure 20-29. 
Select the correct waypoint corresponding to the 
coordinates of the radar-identifiable point via the 
increase/decrease pushbuttons on the right side of 
the INS UPDATE MFD format. 

4. Select half-action mode by depressing the trigger 
on the RIO sensor hand control to the first detent 
position. 

5. Place theDDcursoroverthedisplayedradartarget 
on the DD (Figure 20-3 1) using the sensor hand 
control and depress the trigger to the second detent 
(full action). 

6. Depress the RDR pushbutton on the INS UP- 
DATE MFD format. The RDR legend will become 
boxed and the computed delta LAT/delta LONG 
will appear as shown in Figure 20-29. 

7. If the delta LAT/LONG corrections appear rea- 
sonable and a correction is required, depress the 
FIX ENABLE pushtile. The corrections will be 
incorporated into the system and the sensors and 
the correct latitude and longitude will be dis- 
played on the OWN A/C MFD format, which 
will now appear. 

20.3.6.2.4 Data-Link One-Fix Update. Data-link 
one-fix update computes aircraft position using inputs 
from an external platform that measures the aimratl posi- 
tion with respect to an agreed data-link target point whose 

coordinates are stored in a specific location in the way- 
point file. The measured information consists of com- 
ponents of slant range to the waypoint that are 
transmitted to the aircraft via a specific data-link mes- 
sage. The procedure requires that the coordinates of the 
agreed data-link target point are stored as waypoint 18 
in the waypoint file and that the data link is operating in 
the tactical mode. Verification and selection of the way- 
point are performed similar to other one& update pro- 
cedures but the tactical situation display on the MFD is 
used for location and designation of the data-link target 
point (Figure 20-32). Both the pilot and the RIO can 
perform this update procedure. The pilot uses the cursor 
control switch on the throttle, and the RIO uses the 
sensor hand control for designating and positioning the 
cursor. The procedure is as follows: 

1. Verify data-link operation in the tactical mode 
(i.e., DATA LINK MODE switch is in TAC). 

2. Verify the coordinates of waypoint 18 are the pre- 
viously agreed values by calling up the WPT 
DATA 2 MFD format. 

3. Call up the INS UPDATE MFD format (Figure 
20-29) and select waypoint 18 via the increase/ 
decrease pushbuttons. 

4. Call up the TSD MFD format (Figure 20-32) avail- 
able from the MENU1 MFD format. Using the 
pilot cursor control or the RIO sensor hand control, 
place the cursor over the data-link target point po- 
sition and depress the switch. 

Note 
Both waypoint 18 from the waypoint file and 
the data-link reported location of this point ap- 
pear on the TSD format. Since both symbols 
represent the same point, the difference in their 
location on the TSD MFD format is an indica- 
tion of the aircraft position error. A check 
should be made to ascertain that this error is 
reasonable prior to pertorming the update. 

5. Call up again the INS UPDATE MFD format. 
Depress the D/L pushbutton. A delay of several 
seconds may occur prior to the boxing of the D/L 
legend and the appearance of the delta LAT and 
LONG displays (Figure 20-29). 

6. If the errors appear reasonable and an update is de- 
sired, depress the FM ENABLE pushbutton. The 
corrections will be incorporated into the system and 
sensors and the correct latitude and longitude will be 
displayed on the INS UPDATE format and will also 
appear on the OWN A/C MFD format. 
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Figure 20-31. DD Control Panel With GND MAP Selected 
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Figure 20-32. MFD TSD Format 
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20.3.6.2.5 HUD/Designate One-Fix Update. 
HUD designate one-fix update computes aircraft posi- 
tion, using measurements of azimuth and elevation from 
the HUD center to a designated target point that is visible 
through the HUD and whose coordinates are known and 
stored in the waypoint tile and system altitude. This 
procedure is performed only by the pilot using the cursor 
control switch on the throttle to position the HUD cursor 
over the visually sighted target and to designate. Like 
other one-fuc update modes, it also requires that the 
waypoint corresponding to the visual target coordinates 
is selected for the update as described below. 

1. Verify that the coordinates of the HUD visual tar- 
get are the same as those of the waypoint to be 
selected for updating by calling up the appropriate 
WPT DATA MFD format (Figure 20-20). 

2. Call up the INS UPDATE MFD format (Figure 
20-29). Select the waypoint corresponding to the 
HUD visual target via the increase/decrease push- 
buttons on the right side of the format. 

3. Position the cursor over the visual target seen 
through the HUD using the cursor control switch 
and then depress the switch (Figure 20-33). 

4. Depress the HUD pushbutton on the INS IJP- 
DATE MFD format. The HUD legend will be- 
come boxed and the computed delta LAT/delta 
LONG will appear as shown in Figure 20-29. 

5. Ifthe deltaLAT/LONG corrections appear reason- 
able and a correction is required, depress the FIX 
ENABLE pushbutton on the INS UPDATE MFD 
format. The corrections will be incorporated into 
the system and sensors and the correct latitude and 
lot &de will be displayed on the OWN A/C MFD 
format. 

20.3.6.2.6 JTIDS One-Fix Update. JTIDS one& 
update uses the delta latitude and longitude information 
calculated by JTlDS to perform a one-time update of the 
system and sensors. This fbnction will always use the 
JTIDS geodetic latitude and longitude correction data re- 
gardless of JTIDS NAV MODE. This procedure requires 
JTIDS operating in the net as an active participant (NORM 
selected on JTIDS control panel) with NET ENTR-OK. 
See Chapter 19 for JTIDS operating procedures. The 
JTIDS geodetic position quality must be 53 to display the 
data and allow the update. This procedure can be per- 
formed by either the pilot or RIO as follows: 

1. Verify JTIDS operating and in sync. 

2. Call up INS UPDATE MFD format (Figure 20-29) 
available from the MENU1 MFD format. 

3. Depress the JTID pushbutton on the INS UP- 
DATE MFD format. 

If the data from JTIDS is not valid or the quality 
is >3, the JTID pushbutton will be crossed out. The 
JTID pushbutton boxes and the JTlDS computed 
delta LAT and delta LONG will appear as shown in 
Figure 20-29. 

4. Ifthe delta LAT/LONG corrections appearreason- 
able and a correction is required, depress the FIX 
ENABLE pushbutton on the INS UPDATE MFD 
format. The corrections will be incorporated into 
the system and sensors and the corrected latitude 
and longitude will be displayed on the OWN A/C 
MFD format. 

20.3.6.3 Continuous Position Updating. In ad- 
dition to one-fix position updates, the navigation system 
has the capability to accept continuous navigation cor- 
rections from external sources when they exist and are 
valid. For the current configuration of the aircraft, the 
only two sources available for continuous position up- 
dating are tacan and JTIDS data. The tacan mode of 
continuous updating uses tacan measurements of range 
and bearing to a prestored selected waypoint that also is 
an active tacan station. Thus, as in one-fix updating, it 
is necessary to ensure that the selected waypoint corre- 
sponds to the tacan station that is being received. The 
JTIDS mode of continuous updating uses delta latitude, 
longitude, and altitude calculated by JTIDS to continu- 
ouslyupdate the navigation system. The JTIDS continu- 
ous update will update the navigation system with either 
geodetic latitude, longitude, and altitude corrections in 
the GE0 mode or relative latitude, longitude, and geo- 
detic altitude corrections in the REL mode. When the 
JTIDS altitude correction data quality is 5 10, this func- 
tion will display and use only the latitude and longitude 
corrections. 

Selection of JTIDS continuous position updating is 
made via the MFD NAV SYSTEM AID format (Figure 
20-34) that will appear when the NAV pushbutton is 
depressed on the MFD HSD or OWN A/C format. The 
remaining procedures for JTIDS continuous update are 
the same as JTIDS one-fix update. Depress the JTID 
pushbutton on the NAV SYSTEM AID-JTID format. If 
the data from JTIDS is not valid or the quality is >3, the 
JTID pushbutton will be crossed out. The J’TID pushbut- 
ton boxes and the JTIDS computed delta LAT, LONG, 
and ALT will appear as shown in Figure 20-34. Dcpres- 
sion ofthe ENABLE pushbutton on the top center of the 
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Figure 20-33. HUD/Designate Position Update 

NAV SYSTEM AID format now allows the corrections, 
which are continuously computed, to update the system. 

Selection ofcontinuous position updating is made via 
the MFD NAV SYSTEM AID format (Figure 20-34) 
that will appear when the NAV pushbutton is depressed 
on the MFD HSD or OWN A/C format. If tacan data is 
being received from a transmitting station, the TCN 
legend will not be crossed out. The procedure for tacan 
operation is the same as for one-fix tacanposition update 
described in paragraph 20.3.6.2.2. Select the correct 
waypoint using the up or down arrows on the HSD 
format, then depress the NAV pushbutton. Once this is 
done, depressing the TCN pushbutton on the resulting 
NAV SYSTEM AID format boxes the TCN legend and 
computed corrections for latitude and longitude are then 
displayed. Depression of the ENABLE pushbutton on 
the top center of the NAV SYSTEM AID format now 
allows the corrections, which are being continuously 
computed, to be provided to the system. 

Note 
For continuous position updating neither the 
INS nor the SAHRS are updated. Once this 
aiding mode is deselected or becomes 
invalid, the computed corrections will not be 
provided and a change in position may occur. 

20.3.6.4 Surface Waypoint Position Determi- 
nation. The position of a surface waypoint is deter- 
mined by measuring its location with respect to the air- 
craft or with respect to some other known point. The 
following sensors and procedures can be used: visual, 
Wan, radar, HUD/designate, DEU, and TID. Selection 
is made from the SURFACE WPT POS format on the 
MFD. The computed latitude and longitude are dis- 
played on the MFD or DD. The SURFACE WPT POS 
format is called by selecting the SWP pushbutton on the 
INS UPDATE format. 

Note 
The INS UPDATE format is called by select- 
ing the UPDT legend on any of the HSD 
MFD formats. 

On the SURFACE WPT POS MFD format (Figure 
20-35), an “X” over the legend for a position determi- 
nation mode indicates that the mode is not available. 
Until one of the available modes is selected, the format 
shown in Figure 20-35 displays only the mode legends, 
the boxed SWP legend, and the SURFACE WPT POS 
header. 
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Figure 20-34. Navigation System Continuous Update MFD Format 
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Figure 20-35. Surface Waypoint Position MFD Formats (Sheet 1 of 2) 
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Figure 20-35. Surface Waypoint Position MFD Formats (Sheet 2 of 2) 
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When using the visual, radar, or HUD/designate pro- 
cedure, after the surface waypoint latitude and longitude 
have been computed and displayed on the MFD, press- 
ing the ENTER pushbutton on the MFD format enters 
the coordinates into the waypoint tile in an assigned 
waypoint number. For the DEU method, the coordinates 
are also displayed on the MFD, but are entered by press- 
ing the DEU ENTER pushtile. When using the TID 
method, pressing the sensor hand control tiigger enters 
the coordinates that are displayed on the MFD. 

The paragraphs that follow describe the various 
methods and provide procedures. 

20.3.6.4.1 Visual Mode. For a visual waypoint po- 
sition determination, the aircraft present-position coor- 
dinates are assigned to the waypoint position at the 
instant of flyover. This requires that the VIS pushbutton 
be pressed at that time. The assigned coordinates are 
displayed when the VIS pushbutton is pressed. This 
procedure can be performed by either crewmember. 

Note 
For best results, the aircraft should be flown 
low and slow for this procedure. 

1. Call up the MFD INS UPDATE format (Figure 20-29). 

2. Depress the SWP pushbutton to display the MFD 
SURFACE WPT POS update format. 

3. Depress the up or down arrow pushbutton until the 
desired waypoint number is displayed. 

4. At the instant of overflight, depress the VIS push- 
button, boxing the VIS legend and displaying the 
latitude and longitude of the surface waypoint. 

5. If the latitude and longitude appear reasonable, 
press the ENTER pushbutton on the SURFACE 
WPT POS format. This enters the coordinates into 
the waypoint file; they can be verified by selecting 
the WPT DATA format (Figure 20-20). 

20.3.6.4.2 Tacan Surface Waypoint Position 
Determination. For tacan surface waypoint position 
determination, the position of the tacan station is com- 
puted using tacan measurements of range and bearing 
from aircraft present position. This procedure can be 
performed by either crewmember and requires that the 
tacan be operating. 

1. With the tacan operating, select the channel for the 
station location to be determined. 

2. Call up the INS UPDATE format (Figure 20-29). 

3. Depress the SWP pushbutton to display the MFD 
SURFACE WPT POS format. 

4. Depress the up or down arrow pushbutton until the 
desired waypoint number is displayed. 

5. Depress the TCN pushbutton on the MFD SUR- 
FACE WPT POS format. This boxes the TCN 
legend and displays the tacan station latitude and 
longitude. 

6. If the coordinates appear reasonable, press the EN- 
TER pushbutton to place the surface waypoint CO- 
ordinates into the proper waypoint file. They can 
be verified by selecting the WPT DATA format 
(Figure 20-20). 

20.3.6.4.3 Radar Mode. For a radar surface way- 
point position determination, the position of a radar sur- 
face target is computed using radar measurements of 
range, bearing, and elevation angle to the target from the 
known aircraft present position. The radar must be in the 
GND MAP mode. This procedure can only be per- 
formed by the RIO. 

1. On the DD control panel, select GND MAP. 

2. Call up the INS UPDATE format (Figure 20-29). 

3. Depress the SWP pushbutton, which results in the 
display of the SURFACE WPT POS format with 
SWP boxed. 

4. Depress the up or down arrow pushbutton until the 
desired waypoint number is displayed. 

5. Set the sensor hand control cursor switch to the up 
position (Figure 20-36). 

6. Select the half-action mode by depressing the trig- 
ger on the RIO sensor hand control to the first 
detent position. 

7. Using the RIO sensor hand control, place the DD 
cursor over the radar target and depress the trigger 
to the second detent position (full action). 

8. Depress the RDR pushbutton on the SURFACE 
WPT POS format to display the waypoint latitude 
and longitude and box the RDR legend. 

9. Ifthe coordinates appear reasonable, press the EN- 
TER pushbutton to place the surface waypoint co- 
ordinates into the proper waypoint file; they can 
be verified by selecting the WPT DATA format, 
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20.3.6.4.4 HUD/Designate Mode. Using the HUD/ 
designate mode, the pilot uses the HUD cursor to desig- 
nate a visual target and the target position is computed 
using aircraft present position and azimuth/elevation 
measured from the HUD center to the designated target. 

1. Call up the INS UPDATE format (Figure 20-29). 

2. Depress the SWP pushbutton to display the SUR- 
FACE WPT POS format and box the SWP legend. 

3. Depress the up or down arrow pushbutton until the 
desired waypoint number is displayed. 

4. Using the pilot cursor control switch (Figure 20-36), 
place the HUD cursor over the visual target and 
depress the switch to designate the waypoint. 

5. Depress the HUD pushbutton on the SURFACE 
WPT POS format to display waypoint latitude and 
longitude and box the HUD legend. 

6. If the coordinates appear reasonable, depress EN- 
TER pushbutton to place the surface waypoint co- 
ordinates into the waypoint tile; they can be 
verified by selecting the WPT DATA format. 

20.3.6.4.5 DEU Mode. In the DEU mode, the posi- 
tion of a new waypoint is computed based on its range 
and bearing from an existing waypoint already in the 
waypoint file. The range and bearing values are entered 
by the RIO via the DEU (Figure 20-19). 

1. On the DEU, select the number ofthe known way- 
point to be used as a reference. 

2. On the DEU, enter the range and bearing from the 
reference waypoint to the new waypoint. 

3. On the DEU, press the SET pushtile and select a 
waypoint number for the new waypoint. 

4. Press the ENTER pushtile on the DEU. This 
causes the coordinates of the new waypoint to be 
computed and entered into the waypoint tile. 

5. The latitude and longitude of the new waypoint 
may be verified by calling the WPT DATA format 
on the MFD. 

20.3.6.4.6 TID Spot Hook Mode. In the spot 
hook mode, coordinates are computed for a point desig- 
nated by the RIO by spot hooking on the TID based on 
aircraft present position. 

1. Set the sensor hand control cursor select switch to 
the down (TID cursor) position. 

2. On the TID control panel (FO-4), depress theNON 
ATTK and SYM ELEM pushbuttons. 

3. Set the azimuth scan to i20” on the sensor control 
panel (FO-4) and adjust the antenna scan center to 
zero. 

4. Call the WPT DATA MFD format and depress 
the desired waypoint number to box the way- 
point legend. 

5. On the TID control panel, set the RANGE switch 
as required and the MODE switch to A/C STAB. 

6. Place the sensor hand control trigger to the half- 
action position. 

7. Place the TID cursor on the desired screen location 
and hook by selecting full action. This causes the 
latitude and longitude of the hooked position to be 
computed and entered in the waypoint tile. 

8. The coordinates of the hooked position can be 
verified by calling the WPT DATA format. 

20.3.6.5 Display Steering Modes. Selecting a 
display steering mode presents the pilot with command 
steering indications on the MFD and HUD. The display 
steering modes include manual, data link, destination, 
and tacan. The following paragraphs describe the pro- 
cedures for selecting these modes and the indications 
provided. For all steering modes, the HUD should be in 
the TLN mode. 

20.3.6.5.1 Manual Display Steering. In the man- 
ual display steering mode, the pilot maintains a com- 
mand magnetic course by steering the aircraft to the 
command heading marker on the HUD or MFD VDI 
format. 

Initially the pilot selects a command course for manual 
display steering with the course select control (FO-3); this 
results in the display of command course and a course 
line pointer on the horizontal situation display MFD 
format. The manual display steering mode is initiated 
when the MAN pushbutton on the MFD VDI display 
format is depressed. When this is done, the mission 
computer calculates command heading by offsetting 
command course for any wind drift that may be present, 
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Figure 20-37 shows the display formats used for manual 
steering. Manual steering mode can be selected as follows: 

1. Call the VDI MFD format. 

2. Using the pilot’s CRS select knob on the 
course/heading panel (FO-3), select a course. 

3. Verify the selected course value under CSEL on 
the WI MFD format. 

4. Depress the MAN pushbutton on the VDI format. 

5. Steer aircraft to the command heading marker on 
the HUD or VDI. 

20.3.6.5.2 Data-Link Display Steering. In the 
data-link display steering mode (Figure 20-38), the pilot 
maintains a command course, commanded by external 
inputs from the ASW-27C data link or ANAJRC-107 
JTIDS data link, by steering the aircraft to the command 
heading marker on the HUD, VDI, or HSD format. The 
pilot also adjusts aircraft altitude and speed in accord- 
ance with commanded values appearing on the VDI D/L 
MFD format. The ASW-27C must be in its tactical mode 
(TAC selected ontheDATALINKpane1) orJTIDS must 
be in AIC and its tactical mode (JTIDS on the DATA 
LINK panel). 

The data-link steering mode is selected by depressing 
the D/L pushbutton on the MFD VDI display format. 
When this is done, the mission computer then calculates 
command heading to be flown to make good the D/L 
supplied command course by correcting for any wind 
drift. The resulting command heading marker appears 
on the MFD VDI D/L, MFD HSD D/L, and HUD D/L 
formats. The D/L also supplies command altitude and 
command speed that are displayed on the MFD VDI D/L 
format. Command course is displayed on the MFD HSD 
D/L format as a course line pointer. Figure 20-37 shows 
the display formats used for data-link display steering. 

Data-link steering using the ASW-27C or IJRC-107 
JTIDS can be performed as follows: 

1. Call the VDI and HSD display formats on the pilot 
center and right MFDs, respectively. 

2. Depress the D/L pushbutton on the center MFD 
VDI format. 

3. Maintain the command altitude indicated on the 
right side of the center MFD VDI format. 

4. Maintain the command speed indicated on the left 
side of the center MFD VDI format. 

5. Steer the aircraft to the command heading marker 
on the HUD or center MFD MI format. 

6. A comparison between the command coume m- 
ceived tinm the data link and the d&-compensated 
command heading can be observed on the tight- 
hand MFD HSD D/L format. Command course is in 
the form of a course line pointer, and the command 
heading to be flown is indicated by captain’s bars. 

20.3.6.5.3 Destination Display Steering. In the 
destination steering mode, the pilot maintains a great 
circle route from the aircraft present position to a desig- 
nated waypoint by steering to the command heading 
marker on the HUD and VDI. 

The pilot selects the destination waypoint for steering 
by depressing the up or down arrow pushbuttons on the 
HSD basic format and then pressing the ENTER push- 
button. This results in the HSD format in Figure 20-39. 
The mission computer calculates range, bearing, and 
time to go from the aircraft position. This data is shown 
in the upper left data block on the HSD format. The 
destination display steering mode may then be initiated 
by depressing the DEST pushbutton on the MFD VDI 
display format or by boxing WPT on HSD. The mission 
computer then calculates the command great circle 
course to the selected waypoint and the command head- 
ing to fly to make it good by considering drift angle. 

The destination command course, destination com- 
mand and headiig, range to destination, time to go, and 
waypoint number are displayed as shown in Figure 20-39. 

For the destination steering mode proceed as follows: 

1. Call the VDI and HSD formats on the pilot center 
and right MFDs, respectively. 

2. On the HSD basic format, depress the up or down 
arrow pushbuttons until desired destination way- 
point number appears between the arrows. 

3. On the HSD basic format, depress the ENT push- 
button. The selected waypoint will then appear 
under the DEST waypoint symbol on all HSD dis- 
plays and under the selected WPT symbol of the 
HSD display used to enter the waypoint. 

4. On the VDI basic format, depress the DEST push- 
button or box WPT on the HSD format. Destina- 
tion steering will now be provided and DEST will 
be boxed. 

5. Steer aircraft to command heading marker on 
HUD or VDI. 
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Figure 20-37. Manual Steering Mode Formats (Sheet 1 of 2) 
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Figure 20-37. Manual Steering Mode Formats (Sheet 2 of 2) 

20.3.6.5.4 Tacan Steering. In the tacan steering 
mode (Figure 2040), the pilot may steer to a selected 
tacan radial using the various course deviation displays 
on the HUD and MFD. The tacan deviation is the angu- 
lar difference between the bearing to the tacan station 
(tacan radial) and the command course (tacan course) 
selectedbythepilotonthecourse~eadingcontrolpanel. 

To enter the tacan steering mode, the pilot depresses 
the TCN pushbutton on the MFD VDI display format 
or boxes TACAN on the HSD format. After selection 
of a tacan course, the tacan deviation symbols are dis- 
played on the HUD, MFD VDI tacan, and two possible 
HSD tacan formats. On the HSD tacan format, the CD1 
display mode may be selected by depressing the CD1 
pushbutton. With CD1 selected, the tacan deviation is 
displayed in the form of a deviation bar whose offset is 
scaled along a row of deviation tics. The arrow head on 
the bar is changed on the displays to indicate whether 
the tacan course is toward or away from the tacan sta- 
tion. If the tacan deviation is less than 90”, a to indication 
is shown and, if greater than 90°, a from indication. The 
tacan deviation bars on the HUD, MFD VDI tacan dis- 
play format and MFD HSD tacan display format are 
solid bars when going to and dashed bars when coming 
from. The separation between deviation tics is 4O. 

If the CD1 display is not selected, then the second 
HSD format in Figure 2040 is displayed. On this for- 
mat, the tacan radial is still displayed passing through 
the a&at? symbol but instead of the deviation indica- 
tion, the command course pointer is shown passing 
through the station symbol. 

The tacan ID, command course, tacan range, &an 
bearing, time to go to the tacan station, and tacan devia- 
tion are all shown on the MFD HSD tacan display for- 
mat. The tacan range and tacan deviation are shown on 
the HUD and MFD VDI tacan display format. Figure 
2040 shows the display formats used for tacan display 
steering. 

The tacan steering mode is performed as follows: 

1. Select the desired tacan channel. 

2. Call the VDI or HSD formats on any MFD. 

3. Depress TCN pushbutton on VDI format or box 
tacan information on HSD format to enable tacan 
steering. 

4. Depress CD1 pushbutton on HSD format to bring 
up course deviation indication format. 
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Figure 20-38. Data-Link Steering Mode Formats (Sheet 1 of 2) 
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Figure 20-38. Data-Link Steering Mode Formats (Sheet 2 of 2) 

5. On pilot course/heading display control panel, 
command course is selected. This is verifiedunder 
CSEL on pilot center and right MFD. 

6. Pilot steers to move tacan deviation pointer to cen- 
ter of MFD HSD tacan display format until it be- 
comes coincident to command course (tacan 
course) line. 

20.3.6.6 Autopilot Steering. The mission corn- 
puter provides the AFCS autopilot with a set of steering 
validity discretes and a computed steering error for its 
engaged steering mode. The available autopilot steering 
modes are: heading hold, ground track hold/destination 
hold, and data-link vector hold. Refer to Chapter 2 for a 
description of these AFCS functions. 

Note 
The autopilot data-link vector hold steering 
mode is not supported using JTIDS vector 
steering data. 

20.3.6.7 All-Weather Landing. The mission com- 
puter provides the appropriate steering information to 
the aircraft displays for a requested AWL mode. This is 
derived from data supplied by the ILS and ACLS. AWL 
information is available from either the data link 
(AN/ASW-27C (ACL)) or the ILS receiver (AN/ARA- 
63) or both. The AWL steering modes operate continu- 
ously in the A/C landing phase to monitor and respond 
to pilot AWL requests. The pilot steers to glidepath 
situation displays (both ACL and ILS) and flight direc- 
tor displays during the approach and descent phases of 
the landing phase. Chapter 2 describes the AFCS ACL 
function, and Chapter 17 provides ACLS description 
and procedures. 

Note 
The AWL function is not supported by the 
JTIDS. 
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Figure 20-39. Destination Steering Mode Formats (Sheet 1 of 2) 
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Figure 20-39. Destination Steering Mode Formats (Sheet 2 of 2) 
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CHAPTER 21 

Identification 

21.1 IDENTIFICATION TRANSPONDER 
(AN/APX-100) 

21.1.1 IFF Transponder. The APX-100 IFF 
transponder system is capable of automatically report- 
ing coded identification and altitude signals in response 
to interrogations from surface (or airborne) stations so 
that the stations can establish aircratl identification, con- 
trol air traffic, and maintain vertical separation. The 
system has five operating modes (1, 2,3/A, C, and 4). 
Modes 1 and 2 are IFF modes, mode 3 (civil mode A) 
and mode C (automatic altitude reporting) are primarily 
air traffic control modes, and mode 4 is the secure (en- 
crypted) IFF mode. The IFF control panel is in the rear 
cockpit (Figure 21-I). 

21 .l .I .l Master Switch. The MASTER switch ap- 
plies power to all the transponder system components 
except the altimeter components. It is a four-position 
rotary switch placarded OFF, STBY, NORM, and 
EMER. The switch must be lifted over a detent to switch 
to EMER or to OFF. STBY should be selected for 2 
minutes prior to switching to LOW or NORM to allow 
the transponder to warm up. In NORM, the transponder 
system is operational at normal receiver sensitivity. In 
EMER, the transponder transmits emergency replies to 
mode 1, 2, or 3/A interrogations. The mode 3/A emer- 
gency reply includes code 7700. When EMER is se- 
lected, all modes are enabled regardless of the position 
of the selector switches. When the front seat ejects, a 
switch is tripped that automatically selects the emer- 
gency mode if the MASTER switch is in any position 
other than OFF. 

21.1.1.2 Antenna Select Switch. The position of 
fhe antenna select switch determines APX-100 antenna 
reply logic. Although the system is designed to receive 
an interrogation on either antenna at all times regardless 
of switch position, with TOP or BOT selected, it will 
only reply on the selected antenna, and only ifthe strong- 
est interrogation signal was received on that antenna. 
For example, if BOT were selected and the interrogation 
signal was stronger from the top antenna, no reply would 
be transmitted. In the DIV (diversity) position, an an- 

tenna diversity comparator identities which antenna re- 
ceived the strongest interrogation signal and automat- 
ically selects that antenna to transmit the reply. It is 
therefore recommended that the antenna select switch 
be left in DIV at all times. 

IfeitherTOPorBOTisselectedon the APX- 
100 antenna select switch, a Mode IV reply 
will be transmitted only if the Mode IV in- 
terrogation signal is strongest on theantenna 
selected. If the stronger of the two antennas 
was not selected at the time of interrogation, 
the aircrew will not have any indication that 
theiraircrafi was interrogated or that no reply 
was made. 

21.1.1.3 IDENT-OUT-MIC Switch. The IDENT- 
OUT-MIC switch is a three-position toggle switch. The 
spring-loaded IDENT adds an identification of position 
pulse to mode 1,2, and 3/A replies for a period of 15 to 
30 seconds. In MIC, the identification of position func- 
tion is activated for 15 to 30 seconds each time the UHF 
microphone switch is pressed. 

21.1.1.4 Mode 1,2, and 3/A Code Selectors The 
two mode-l thumbwheel selector switches allow selec- 
tion of 32 mode-l codes and the four mode-3/A 
thumbwheel selectors allow selection of 4096 mode- 
3/A codes. The mode-2 code that is set on the four 
MODE 2 selector switches may be read by moving the 
sliding cover. The code may be reset by inserting a 
pointed object like a pen tip or a paper clip to rotate the 
thumbwheel. Mode 2 codes are not normally changed 
in flight. 

21.1.1.5 Mode Switches. The four mode switches 
(M-l, M-2, M-3/A, and M-C) each have OUT, ON, and 
spring-loaded TEST positions. The center position ON 
of each switch enables that mode. To test the transpon- 
der, press the mode switch of each mode to TEST. 
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1. TEST light (GO) Illuminates when respective MODE switch TEST position is actuated; 
indicates proper (GO) operation of modes 1, 2, 3/A. and C. Master switch 
must be set to NORM. 

2. TEST/MON light (NO GO) The light has two functions, Illuminates when respective MODE switch 
TEST position is actuated: indicates failure (NO GO) of modes 1,2,3/A and 
C. Master switch must be set to NORM. 

3. ANT switch Selects upper (TOP), lower (BOT), or both (DIV) antennas. DIV (diversity) 
permits the IFF to switch automatically for transmission to the antenna that 
received the strongest interrogation signal. 

4. MASTER switch OFF - Deenergizes se!. 

STBY - Energizes receiver-transmitter for immediate operation upon 
switching to an operating position. 

NORM -Allows receiver-transmitter response to interrogations. 

EMER - Energizes receiver-transmitter and generates emergency replies 
to mode I,2 (thumbwheel settings), and 3/A (code 7700) and a normal reply 
to mode C, when interrogated, whether mode switches are at ON or OUT. 

Figure 21-1. IFF Control Panels (Sheet 1 of3) 
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NOMENCLATURE 

i. STATUS lights (red) 

FUNCTION 

ALT - Illumination indicates altitude encoder circuit failure during 
MODE C test. 

KIT - Illumination indicates KIT/KIR TSEC failure during MODE 4 test. 

ANT - Illumination indicates excessive voltage standard wave ratio 
(VSWR) to antenna during MODE C or MODE 4 tests. 

I. RAD switch TEST - When selected, transponder replies to mode 3/A or 4 TEST 
mode interrogations from a ramp test set during ground 
maintenance testing. 

‘. IDENT-OUT-MIC 
switch 

OUT - Deenergized position. 

IDENT - Momentary position provides IDENT reply for 15 to 30 seconds 
after releasing switch; replies to interrogation in modes 1,2,3/A. 

OUT - Deenergizes circuit, 

MIC - Transfers IDENT reply activation switch from IDENT to radio 
microphone switch 

I. MODE 4 REPLY light Illuminates when system has successfully replied to a mode 4 interrogation 
provided the AUDIO/LIGHT/OUT switch is not in the OUT position. 

I. MODE4 
AUDIO/LIGHT/OUT switch 

AUDIO - Enables (1) An ICS tone indicating either incomplete signal 
reception or that the received interrogation code does not match 
the installed code, (2) no go and IFF caution lights indicating no 
reply to a valid mode 4 interrogation, and (3) MODE 4 REPLY 
light indicating a valid mode 4 interrogation reply. 

LIGHT - Enables (1) no go and IFF caution lights indicating no reply to a 
valid mode 4 interrogation, and (2) MODE 4 REPLY light 
indicating a valid mode 4 interrogation reply. Disables ICS audio 
tone monitoring. 

IO. CODE selectors 
(MODE 1 and 3/A 

Il. MODE 4 switches 

OUT - Disables all ICS tone and light monitoring of mode 4 
interrogations, replies, and nonreplies. 

Code selectors are rotatable drums with imprinted numbers that appear in 
code selector windows, permitting selection of codes for mode 1 and 3/A. 

ON - Enables mode 4. 

OUT - Disables mode 4. 

See Figure 21-2 for mode 4 caution/reply light logic. 

TEST - Activates KIT mode 4 computer self-test. TEST GO light 
illuminates if system if functional, NO GO if it is not. 

If KIT computer is at fault, STATUS KIT light illuminates red. If 
KlTlKlR is not installed, NO GO and STATUS KIT lights 
illuminate. 

Figure 21-I. IFF Control Panels (Sheet 2 of 3) 
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NOMENCLATURE 

12. MODE2 

FUNCTION 

Code selectors are rotatable drums with imprinted numbers that can be seen 
when sliding cover is moved out of view. Changing requires pointed object. 
Not normally changed in flight. 

13. MODE 4 CODE switch ZERO - Erases code 4 from KIR-IA and KIT-1A computers. IFF ZERO 
advisory legend appears on upper left of RIO’s MFD. 

B- Selects KIT-IA computer B code. 

A Selects KIT-1A computer A code. 

HOLD - Retains code in KIR-1A computers when landing gear is down 
or when system is turned off. 

14. MODE switches 
(1.2, 3/A, and C) 

TEST - 

ON - 

GO TEST light illuminates if system is functioning property; NO 
GO TEST light illuminates if system failure. 

Permits selection of interrogating modes to which the 
transponder will reply. 

15. M4 ALARM OVERRIDE 
switch 

OUT - Deenergized position. 

Disables the mode 4 tone alarm to the RIO’s ICS. 

16. FAULT light Indicates a malfunction of APX-76 receiver-transmitter, caused by receiver, 
video, or transmitter signals. 

17. CHAL light Remains illuminated for the duration of a challenge period indicating correct 
operation. 

18. CODE selectors 

19. TEST-CHAL CC switch 

First thumbwheel selects mode, 1, 2, 3A, 4A, or 4B. Last four thumbwheel 
rotatable drums with imprinted numbers appearing in code selector windows, 
permit selection of desired interrogation code. 

Momentary two-position center-return switch. 

TEST - Onboard transponder is triggered by onboard interrogator. Both 
sets must have same code setting. IFF solid lines are displayed 
on DD at 3 and 4 miles. 

20. IFF warning legend 

CHAL A selective identification feature (SIF) interrogation cycle starts 
cc - the 5-to lo-second challenge period. Only correct modes and 

code replies are displayed (two brackets only on DD). 

Indicates mode 4 interrogation was received, but system has not generated 
reply; mode 4 KlTlKlR computers have been zeroized; KIT/KIR has failed 
self-test. 

Figure 21-1. IFF Control Panels (Sheet 3 of 3) 
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TRANSPONDER INTERROGATOR 
(APX-100) (APX-76) CAUTION REPLY (APX-100) 

4 OUT (A) STBY A ON OFF 
4 ON (A) STBY A ON OFF 
4 ON (A) NORM A OFF ON 
4 ON (A) NORM 0 OFF OFF 
4 ON (B) NORM A OFF OFF 
4 ON (B) NORM B OFF ON 
4 ON (B) STBY B ON OFF 
4 ON (B) STBY B ON OFF 
4 ON (A) NORM RAD VERIFY BIT 1 (A) OFF ON 

TEST 
4 ON (A) NORM VERIFY BIT 1 (A) ON OFF 
4 ON (A) STBY VERIFY BIT 1 (A) ON OFF 
KIT ZERO AORB ON OFF 

Figure 21-2. Mode 4 Caution and Reply Light Logic 

Illumination of the GO TEST light indicates proper 
operation of that mode. Illumination of the NO GO 
TEST light indicates failure of the selected mode. The 
MASTER switch must be set to NORM for the test 
function to operate. The modes not being tested should 
be OUT when testing on the ground to prevent unnec- 
essary interference with nearby ground stations. If a 
malfunction exists during these self-tests, an IFX acro- 
nym will appear on the tactical information display 
(TID). The IFF transponder is also continuously 
checked by aircraft self-test. Failure causes the IFX ac- 
ronym to be shown on the TID. Calling up the failure 
historytileortheCNIOBCdisplayonanyMFDwillshow 
whether the failure is in the transponder computer (IFA), 
the transponder (IFXPN), or the entire system (IFX). 

21.1.1.6 RAD TEST-OUT Switch. The spring- 
loaded RAD TEST is used for testing. It enables a mode- 
3/A code reply to a TEST mode interrogation from a 
ramp test set. It also enables a mode 4 reply to a VERIFY 
1 interrogation from a surface station or a ramp test set. 
A VERIFY 1 interrogation is a modified mode 4 inter- 
rogation used for testing. 

21 .I .l .7 Mode 4 Operation. Mode 4 operation is 
selected by setting the MODE 4 toggle switch ON, pro- 
vided that the MASTER switch is NORM. Setting the 
MODE 4 switch to OUT disables mode 4. 

The MODE 4 CODE switch is placarded ZERO, B, 
A, and HOLD. The switch must be lifted over a detent 
to switch to ZERO. It is spring-loaded to return from 
HOLD to position A. Position A selects the mode 4 code 
for the present code period and position B selects the 
mode 4 code for the succeeding code period. Both codes 
are mechanically inserted into the transponder by main- 

tenance personnel. The codes are mechanically held in 
the IFF, regardless of the position of the MASTER 
switch or the status of aircraft power, until the first time 
the landing gear is raised. ThereaRer, the mode 4 codes 
will automatically zeroize anytime theMASTERswitch 
or the aircraft electrical power is turned off. The code 
settings can be mechanically retained after the aircraft 
has landed (landing gear must be down and locked) by 
turning the CODE switch to HOLD and releasing it at 
least 15 seconds before the MASTER switch or aircraft 
electrical power is turned off. The codes again will be held, 
regardless of the status of aircrafl power or the MASTER 
switch, until the next time the landing gear is raised. 

The mode 4 codes can be zeroized anytime the air- 
craft power is on and the MASTER switch not OFF by 
turning the CODE switch to ZERO. 

An audio signal, the REPLY light, and the IFF cau- 
tion light are used to monitor mode 4 operation. The 
AUDIO/LIGHT/OUT switch controls these mode 4 in- 
dicators. When the IFF MASTER switch is in NORM 
and the MODE 4 TEST/ON/OUT switch is on, selecting 
AUDIO on the MODE 4 AUDIOiLIGHT/OUT switch 
provides two types of mode 4 caution indications: (1) an 
ICS audio tone indicating either incomplete signal re- 
ception or the received interrogation code does not 
match the installed code, and (2) a no go light and IFF 
caution light indicating the system is not responding to 
a valid mode 4 interrogation. Selecting the lightposition 
disables the ICS audio tone and provides only the IFF 
caution light and no go light. Selecting the OUT position 
disables the ICS tone, no go light, and IFF caution light 
indications and disables the REPLY light indication of 
a valid reply. (Caution and REPLY light logic is shown 
in Figure 21-2.) I 
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Note 
When flying in a tactical environment, the 
MODE 4 AUDIO/LIGHT/OUT switch 
should remain in the AUDIO position at all 
times. Use of a switch position other than 
audio will deny the aircrew mode 4 caution 
indications. 

21.1.1.6 IFF Caution Light. The IFF caution light 
on the RIO’s ladder lights comes on to indicate that 
mode 4 is not operative. The light is operative whenever 
aircraftpowerison andtheMASTERswitchisnotOFF. 
However, the light will not operate if the mode 4 com- 
puter is not physically installed in the aircraft. Illumina- 
tion of the IFF caution light indicates that: (1) the mode 
4 codes have zeroized, (2) the self-test function of the 
KIT-lA/TSEC computer has detected a faulty com- 
puter, or (3) the transponder is not replying to proper 
mode 4 interrogations. 

Ifthe IFF caution light illuminates, switch the MAS- 
TER switch to NORM (if in STBY) and ensure that the 
MODE 4 toggle switch is ON. If illumination continues, 
employ operationally-directed flight procedures for an 
inoperative mode 4 condition. 

21.1.1.9 IFF ZERO CAW. An IFF ZERO CAW is 
displayed in the MFD CAW window when a KIT com- 
puter is installed and the mode 4 codes have been 
xeroized. The IFF ZERO CAW is only valid ifthe APX- 
100 MASTER switch is not OFF. If the MASTER 
switch is OFF, the IFF ZERO CAW is displayed regard- 
less of whether the IFF codes are zeroized or not. 

21 .I .2 Altitude Computations. Altitude computa- 
tions are performed by the CADC. 

The computer outputs are altitude information cor- 
rected for static position error. The synchro output is 
supplied to the altimeter providing the crew with a cor- 
rected altitude indication. The digital output from the 
computer is applied to the transponder for transmission 
on mode C, coded in increments of 100 feet, and refer- 
enced to 29.92 inches of mercury. 

21.2 IFF INTERROGATOR (ANIAPX-76) 

The AN/APX-76 provides radar identification of air- 
borne and surface Mark 10 IFF systems. It operates in 
conjunction with the radar and is automatically turned 
on whenever the RDR power switch is placed to any 
position except OFF. A minimum warmup time of 3 
minutes is required before successful operation or BIT 
can be performed. The system requires l l5-Vat from 
the main ac bus through the IFF A/A ac circuit breaker 
(157) and 28-Vdc from the main dc bus through the IFF 

A/A dc circuit breaker (9F6). It is capable of interroga- 
tion and display of modes I, 2,3A and 4, and of display- 
ing EMERG AND IDENT on the DD. Refer to 
NAVAIR 01-F14AAD-IA. 

The APX-76 interrogator consists ofan antenna array 
that is part of the radar antenna, a control panel, receiver- 
transmitter, switch amplifier, and for mode 4 operation, 
an interrogator computer. 

The IFF antenna consists of six dipole antennas 
mounted on the surface ofthe radarplanaranay antenna. 
The antenna azimuth and vertical coverage is the same 
as that of the radar antenna except that the beam width 
of the APX-76 is 13”. The transmitter operates at a fixed 
frequency of 1,030 MHz and the receiver operates at a 
fixed frequency of 1,090 MHz. 

Except for the display of IFF video, the APX-76 is 
the same in all modes of radar operation. The radar 
analog signal converter provides an IFF pretrigger for 
the purpose of synchronizing the IFF and radar. On 
receiving the pretrigger from the radar, the IFF synchro- 
nizer generates triggers that establish the timingoftrans- 
mission of challenges and decoded reply video for 
display on the DD. With the radar in low PRF, IFF video 
is mixed with radar video and displayed in the radar 
format. In high PRF, the IFF video isdisplayed in a 
B-scan format without radar video. 

‘Ihe synchronizer also sends a mode 4 pretrigger to 
the interrogator computer. 

The interrogator computer generates mode 4 interm- 
gations and interpolates mode 4 replies. Display ofmode 
4 is the same as all other modes. The mode 4 codes are 
prevented from zeroing when the RDR power switch is 
cycled. 

21.2.1 IFF Self-Test. Prior to APX-76 operation, 
self-test of the unit should be performed. The APX-76 
contains a self-test function that provides closed loop 
testing in conjunction with the on-board APX-100 (IFF 
Transponder). To perform the self-test, the RIO must set 
the mode and code switches on the control panel to 
correspond with the mode and code switches of the 
APX- 100. The APX- 100 must be in NORM or EMER 
before performing the test. ‘Ihe RIO may now initiate 
self-test by holding the TEST/CHAL CC switch in 
TEST for 5 to 10 seconds. Provided both the IFF and the 
APX-76 are functioning properly, two horizontal bars 
will be displayed across the DD at approximately 4 and 
5 miles illumination of the green CHAL light on the 
control panel while the switch is being held in the test 
position, also indicates that the APX-76 made a valid 
interrogation. The bottom line on the DD indicates that 
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the APX-100 responded in mode and the top line indi- 
cates it responded in code. Both lines together indicate 
that the APX-76 is decoding properly. Biasing of the 
mode and code lines enables them to be spread out on 
the DD during test. Ifthe first attempt to test the APX-76 
fails because of lack of video on the DD, or the amber 
fault light on the control panel illuminates, the RIO 
should initiate a validchallenge by momentarily holding 
the CHAL CC/TEST switch in CHAL CC in order to 
reset the BIT flags associated with the APX-76. The 
APX-76 normally powers up with the BIT flags in the 
fault position. The system will continuously fault until 
the flags are reset. The APX-76 antenna is checked 
during the test by receiving actual video from the APX- 
100 antenna. Failure of any part of the APX-76 closed 
loop test will cause IFI to be displayed in continuous 
monitor. A further breakdown as to what portion of the 

system has failed can be verified by calling up the main- 
tenance tile. Testing of all modes of the APX-76 should 
be performed independently. Failure of one mode does 
not necessarily mean that all modes are malfunctioning. 

The APX-76 receiver-transmitter, switch amplifier, 
interrogator (KIR) computer, and synchronizer are 
checked during CNI OBC. Results can be called up on 
any MFD. These units are also subject to continuous 
monitoring. Status can be read by calling up the failure 
history file. In addition, the TID displays the IF1 acro- 
nym if the receiver-transmitter or switch transponder 
fails continuous monitoring. During OBC, CHAL- 
LENGE IFF is displayed on MFD 3 in order to remind 
the RIO to reset the BIT flags by making a valid 
challenge. 
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RIO HAS MODE 3, CODE 1200 SET 

SEARCH MODES 
SINGLE-TARGET TRACK 

TARGET UNHOOKED 

PROPER MODE PROPER MOOE 
AND CODE RETURNS AND CODE RETURNS 
WT” TARGET VIDEO NO TAROET WDEO 

MODE RETURN TARGET NOT SO”AWKlNG STT TARGET *o”AWKINO 
ONLY WITH OR SO”AWKING ANOTHER MODE PROPER MODE AND CODE 

TARGET VIDEO ,PDSTT B-OUN PRESENTATION, 

SINGLE-TARGET TRACK 
TARGET HOOKED 

TEST 
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Figure. 21-3. IFF Display Formats 
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PART VIII 

Weapon Systems 

Chapter 22 -TARPS Subsystem 

Chapter 23 -Navigation Command and Control Grid 

Chapter 24 -Resewed for LANTIRN Targeting System 

The followingchaptersare tobc foundinNAVAIROl-F14&4D-IA: 

Chapter 25 - F-14D Weapon System 

Chapter 26 - Weapon System Controls and Displays 

Chapter 27 - AN/AFG-71 Radar System 

Chapter 28 - ANlAAS-42 l&wed Search and Track System 

Chapter 29 - AN/AXX-1 Television Camera Set 

Chapter 30 - Integrated Sensor Operation 

Chapter 3 1 - Stores Management System 

Chapter 32 -Air-to-Air Weapons 

Chapter 33 - Air-to-Ground Weapons 

Chapter 34 -Electronic Warfare Systems 

Chapter 35 -Data-Link Systems 

Chapter 36 -Weapon System Degraded Operation 
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CHAPTER 22 

TARPS Subsystem 

22.1 RECONNAISSANCE SYSTEM 

The reconnaissance system establishes the aircrafi as 
a multisensor reconnaissance aircraft with the flexibility 
for a wide range of reconnaissance missions. Specific 
missions include order-of-battle generation, prcstrike/ 
poststrike photography, and maritime surveillance. 

The sensors and associated equipment are contained 
in the pod? four compartments (Figure 22-l). The sen- 
sors am serial fhme camera !J&87D), low- to medium- 
altitude panoramic camera (KA-99), or long-range 
standoff frame camera (KS-153A with 24-&h lens), 
and AN/AAD-5A in&red reconnaissance set . 

This capability is compatible with the F-14 tactical 
air reconnaissance pod system and includes target 
designation and steering command functions and 
reconnaissance sensor control as well as specific 
reconnaissance displays to crew and in-flight BnnOtation 
of reconnaissance data. 

The TARPS consists ofthe following components (as 
shown in Figure 22-l): 

1. TARPS pod 

2. Serial frame camera 

3. Panoramic camera 

2-wm-263-O 

Figure 22-l. Tactical Air Reconnaissance Pod System 
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4. I&S,& lime scanner set 

5. Data display system 

6. TARPS environmental control system 

7. Control indicator power distribution unit 

8. Controller processor signal unit 

The TARPS location on the aircraft is shown in 
Figure 22-2. 

22.1.1 TARPS Pod. The TARPS pod (Figure 22-2) 
is 207.5 inches long and weighs approximately 1,625 
pounds including sensor equipment. The pod is nonjet- 
tisonabie and is mounted to the aircraft on weapon sta- 
tion 5 with an integral pylon adapter. The adapter 
provides the pod with sensor control signals, data anno- 
tation signals, electrical power, and ECS support from 
the aircraft. Circuit breaker protection is provided 
through the ac left and right main circuit breaker panel. 
The pod is designed for carriage throughout the flight 
envelope. 

22.1.2 Serial Frame Camera. The serial frame 
camera can be directed in flight either to the forward 
oblique position to obtain photogmphs of the area as 
seen by the pilot, or to a vertical position for use as a 
backup sensor in the event the panoramic camera fails 
or for mapping missions. 

The serial camera mount assembly holds the camera 
and provides the capability to move the camera in flight 
from the vertical position to the forward position. Con- 
trols for the camera positioning are on the CPS. 

22.1.3 Panoramic Camera. The panoramic camera 
offers full horizon-to-horizon panoramic imagety over 
a broad velocity/above ground level mission envelope. 

22.1.4 infrared Line Scanner Set. The IRLS pro- 
vides a film record of termin being traversed by the 
aircraft. Scanning optics receive IFt energy from the area 
under surveillance. Electrical signals, representing the 
scanned area, are recorded on black and white film. The 
IRIS is roll stabilized to %?O’ in NFOV and ~4~ in 
WFOV. If normal INS and SAHRS modes are not avaii- 
able, lR imagery may be degraded because of poor roll 
stabilization. 

22.1.5 Data Display System. The DDS performs 
two basic TARPS functions. It provides coded annota- 
tion on the sensor film for future interpretation of the 
recorded intelligence data and supplies necessary con- 
trol signals to the individual sensors. 

ORIGINAL 2212 

22.1.6 TARPS Environmental Control System. 
The ECS supplies conditioned air for pod cooling and 
heating and for defogging the camera windows. 

22.1.7 Control indicator Power Distribution 
Unit. The CIPDU provides power and signal distribu- 
tion as well as fail indicators for each of the various ood 
sensors and major pod equipment to guide mainten&e sensors and major pod equipment to guide mainten&e 
personnel in the identification of faulty WRAs. The personnel in the identification of faulty WRAs. The 
CIPDU also provides the verification of proper opera- CIPDU also provides the verification of proper opera- 
tion following corrective maintenance for preflight tion following corrective maintenance for preflight 
checkout purposes. checkout purposes. 

22.1.8 Controller Processor Signal Unit. The 
CPS (Figure 22-3) and cockpit displays provide the con- 
trols and information required by the RIO and pilot for 
operation and checkout of TARPS. The CPS is in the aft 
cockpit left console and contains the primary TARPS 
controls and indicators. Using the CPS with the multi- 
function displays, the RIO has full control of TARPS. A 
description of the CPS controls and their functions are 
provided in Figure 22-3. 

22.2 DISPLAY SYSTEM 

As described in Chapter 2, the display system pro- 
vides the following: 

1. Selection of waypoint to be reconnoitered and 
steering mode (point-to-point, command course, 
or mapping) to be employed. 

2. Display of reconnaissance steering cues and cam- 
era status to the HUD when valid steering is se- 
lected and the aircrafl is not in A/A with a weapon 
selected. 

3. Display of reconnaissance steering cues on the 
VDI when the VDI is selected. 

4. Command steering displays using the reconnais- 
sance steering symbol and reconnaissance com- 
mand heading marker. 

5. Displays of reconnaissance TARPS sensor status 
and camera solution cues to crew on the MFD 
RECON DATA status format. 

6. Display of target waypoint (reference point) data 
on the IvlFD RECON DATA status format. 

7. Display of waypoint reconnaissance parameters 
(command crossing angle, target length, map 
lines, map separation distance (map offset)) on two 
formats. 
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TARPS POD ON 
STATION 5 

/ 

SrATlC ORO”N0 LINE 

Figure 22-2. TARPS Component Location 
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Figure 22-3. Controller Processor Signal Unit (Sheet 1 of 6) 
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NOMENCLATURE FUNCTION 

0 FRAME lights Green FRAME IigM flashes once per camera cycle when serial frame camera 
l Amber is activated and no failure exists. Amber FRAME light illuminates if failure 
l Green exists in serial frame camera and green FRAME light goes off. 

0 MOUNT light Illuminates indicating mount fallure. This occurs when serial frame camera 
l Amber fails to achieve directed position within 23 seconds. (It may be finly locked 

In positlon opposite to directed one.) CIPDU internal failure can also give 
mount failure indication. 

0 
SC (Sensor Control) iigm Illuminates when SC/DDS has failed to furnish Film Motion Compensation 

0 Amber (FMC) or cycle commands to sensors. Failure to deliver formatted data on 
command to sensors will not show SC failure. Consequently, SC GO 
indication can result In good sensor imagery operation but without data 
annotation. 

@ PAN lights Green PAN light flashes once per camera cycle when the panoramic camera 
l Amber has been activated and no failure exists. Amber PAN light lllumlnates and 
l Green green light goes out if failure occurs. 

0 ECS (Environmental Illuminates only under failure condition (compartment temperature below 0°C 
Control System) light or above 51 OC). ECS is automatically activated on takeoff by 

l Amber welght-on-wheels switch. 

@ 
tR NR (lR not ready) llgm Illuminates when sensor is not sufficiently cooled. Cool down period Is a 

l Amber maxlmum of 17 minutes. After cool down is completed the IR NR light goes 
out for 120 seconds, then on for 80 seconds during BIT testing, then 
extinguishes indicating sensor is ready. 

0 IR LS (IR Line Scanner) Green IR LS light flashes once per foot of film exposed. Green IR LS 
light indicator goes out and amber IR LS light illuminates If failure occurs in 

l Green infrared sensor. 
. Amber 

69 Frames and feet Display number of frames remaining In frame and pan cameras, and number 
(Indicators) of feet of film remaining in infrared sensor. Indicators are set inltlally as part 

of sensor servlclng via reset knobs directly under indicators. Each frame or 
pan camera cycle decreases indication by 1. Each foot of film cycles 
through IR sensor decreases feet indication by 1. 

@ FRAME camera switch OFF - Frame camera Is shut off. 

VERT - SYSTEM switch is RDY. Power applied to frame camera. Mount 
placed In vertical posltlon. When FILM switch In RUN, camera Is 
cycling. 

FWD- SYSTEM switch In RDY; power Is applled to frame camera.Mount 
placed In forward positlon (depressed 16O from horizon). When 
FILM switch in RUN, camera Is cycling. 

Figure 22-3. Controller Processor Signal Unit (Sheet 2 of 6) 
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NOMENCLATURE FUNCTION 

Note 

Requires approximately 15 seconds to transition 
between FWD and VERT (The amber mount light 
illuminates if transition not completed in 23 seconds.) 

63 
PAN camera switch BIT - (momentary position) SYSTEM switch must be in RDY to get 

BIT. Applies power to pan camera. Initiates 12 second BIT With 
FILM switch to RUN, BIT will not function. 

Do not run PAN BIT check. (May cause the film to 
iam) 

OFF - Pan camera is shut off. 

CTR - SYSTEM switch in RDY Pan camera enabled. Awaiting operate 
command. 

FILM switch to RUN; pan camera cycling. Exposure, average of 
left and right light sensors. Camera set for 55% overlap at 
NADIR. 

KS-153A/24 inch: selects 21.4 degree scan centered on 
NADIR. 

LEFT - SYSTEM switch in RDY Pan camera enabled. Awaiting operate 
command. 

FILM switch to RUN: pan camera cycling. Exposure controlled 
by left light sensor. Camera set for 55% overlap at 30” below left 
horizon. 

KS-153A/24 inch: selects 21.4 degree scan centered on one of 
the preset depression angles. 

To prevent interference in coverage by the external fuel tanks 
the following preset value is recommended: 27” depression 
angle. 

RIGHT - SYSTEM switch in RDY Pan camera enabled. Awaiting operate 
command. 

FILM switch in RUN: pan camera cycling. Exposure controlled 
by right light sensor. Camera set for 55% overlap at 30” below 
right horizon. 

KS-153A/24 inch: selects 21.4 degree scan centered on one of 
the preset depression angles. 

To prevent interference in coverage by the external fuel tanks 
the following preset value is recommended: 31’ depression 
angle. 

ORIGINAL 

Figure 22-3. Controller Processor Signal Unit (Sheet 3 of 6) 
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NOMENCLATURE FUNCTION 

Note 

LEFT or RIGHT positions should only be selected for 
high altitude standoff, or low angle photography. With 
LEFT or RIGHT selected, blurring of Imagery at nadir 
will occur at lower altitudes because focus Is set 30 
degrees below horizon slant range. 

0 
IRLS switch OFF - Sensor is shut off. 

STBY - SYSTEM switch in RDY Continuous monitor mode (CMM) mode is 
acttvated. Sensor begins cooldown. (tf cooldown Is not achieved 
wlthln 17.6 minutes, the IRLS fail light (amber) will Illuminate.) The 
IR door will remain closed during cooldown. After cooldown Is 
achieved mlrror spin motor is energlzed and IR door will open 
unless landing gear handle is down. 

NFOVI - SYSTEM switch In RDY Sensor in ready mode. Sensor selects 
WFOV narrow (or wide) field of view In response to switch posltlon. 

Sensor Is ready to cycle if cool down has occurred. IR door will 
open if gear handle is UP 

Note 

FILM switch In RUN. IR LS flashes green (one 
flash/foot of film travei). If cooldown is Incomplete, the 
IR NR will be Illuminated amber and the sensor will not 
respond. 

0 12 MAN V/H light OFF - Vg/H from aircraft computer within acceptable Ilmits. 
l Amber 

ON- lllumlnated amber: 

V/H switch In TEST With VEL set at 90 (900 MS) and ALT set at 
995 (599 ft), or any equivalent of 1.9 ratio, the thumbwheel 
circuitry has failed If the light stays on. 

V/H switch In AUTO. Computer failed or computer fall discrete Is 
received with or without TARPS pod on aircraft. Manual VgjH 
being used. Set correct values to Vs/H In thumbwheels. Set V/H 
switch to MAN. 

If negative AGL or computed Vg/H = 0, MAN VgfH is being 
used. Set corrected values of VgfH In thumbwheels. 

Figure 22-3. Controller Pmc&sor Signal Unit (Sheet 4 of 6) 
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NOMENCLATURE FUNCTION 

V/H switch in MAN. Manual V/H intentionally selected. Values set 
in thumbwheels being used. Set correct values in thumbwheels. 

Note 

l A TARPS advisory will appear on the Recon- 
naissance MFD CAWS window when MAN V/H Is 
selected (figure 24-6). In addition, a TARP1 is 
generated on the OBC Basic Display and Maintenance 
Failure Format (figure 24-7). 

l If negative AGL or Vg/H = 0, and the TARPS pod is 
not on the aircraft, there is no MAN Vg/H advtsory. 

0 DATA IlgM OFF - Data received from computer. ON -Data from alrcrafl computer 
failed (via CPS DATA FAIL discrete). 

Note 

0 14 ALTFTX 190 

0 15 VELKTXlO 
thumbwheels 

@ 
FILM swttch 

A TARPS advisory will appear on the Reconnaissance 
MFD CAWS window (figure 24-S) when MAN V/H Is 
selected. In addition, a TARP1 and TARP2 are 
generated on the OBC Basic Display and Maintenance 
Format. (Figure 24-7). 

Used to set manual altitude Inputs to pod. Counter range Is from 000 to 999, 
read In multiples of 100 feet. 

Use to set manual ground speed inputs to pod. Counter range is from 00 to 
99, read In multiples of 10 knots. 

MARK - (momentary position) Allows RIO to mark special interest frame 
with * in data block. 

RUN - Activates selected sensor when SYSTEM switch is set to RDY. 

OFF - Terminates TARPS sensor operation 

Figure 22-3. Controller Processor Signal Unit (Sheet 5 of 6) 
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NOMENCLATURE FUNCTION 

0 17 V/H selector switch MAN - Selects manual thumbwheel inputs. (TARPS advisory appears on 
MFD CAWS figure 24-6. TARP1 appears on OBC Basic Display 
and Maintenance Failure Format figure 24-7). 

AUTO - Selects aircraft computer value of Motion Compensation Factor 
WV. 

TEST - (Momentary position) Tests proper functioning of thumbwheels 
Vs/H circuitry. With a 1.6 ratio set in the thumbwheels, a good test 
is Indicated by the MAN V/H light extinguishing. 

69 
EXPOSURE selector UNDER - -1 f-stop exposure for doubled S/C film setting. 
swkh 

NORM - Normal exposure for doubled S/C film setting. 

OVER - + 1 f-stop for doubled S/C film setting. 

@ SYSTEM switch OFF - AIrcraft power denied to TARPS. No sensors can be operated. 

ROY - Aircraft power available at sensor connectors. If respective sensor 
moved from OFF position, sensor is placed in standby or ready 
mode. 

RESET - Clears TARPS failure signal. If failure Is other than transient, 
TARPS advisory remains. 

Figure 22-3. Controller Processor Signal Unit (Sheet 6 of 6) 

8. Provide selection of TARPS air-to-ground rang- 
ing for altitude above ground level determination. NOMENCLATURE CIRCUIT 

CARD 

22.3 TARPS EQUIPMENT CIRCUIT 
BREAKERS 

RECON HTR PWR PHA 
RECON HTR PWR PHS 

The main power circuit breakers that control TARF’S 
equipment are in the aft cockpit. FO-8 and FO-9 show 
their location. The circuit breakers are numbered and 
labeled as follows: 

RECON HTR PWR PHC 
RECON ECS CONT AC 
RECON ECS CONT DC 

281 
2D1 
2Fl 
2G4 
6El 

NOMENCLATURE 

RECON POD 
RECON POD CONT 
RECON POD DC PWR NO. 1 
RECON POD DC PWR NO. 2 

c%ZT 

lE2 
6E2 
6E4 
6E3 

Refer to Chapter 2 for an alphanumeric listing of 
circuit breakers. 

22.4 RECONNAISSANCE DISPLAYS AND 
FORMATS 

The reconnaissance display symbologyprovides sen- 
sor status/ reconnaissance steering selection (via the 
MFD RECON DATA status page) and the steering cues 
(via HuDivDI displays) to the flightcrew. In addition, 
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the position of the dynamic steering point can be dis- 
played on the horizontal situation display or tactical 
information display/repeat on the MFD. 

The MPD RECON DATA status format is selected 
from the MPD MENU2 format (Figure 22-4) by de- 
pressing the RECON pushbutton. 

22.4.1 MFD RECON DATA Status Format. This 
h&D format (Figure 22-S) provides the following 
functions: 

I. Selection of waypoint to be reconnoitered (via 
increment/decrement pushtile on the upper letI 
corner of the MPD RECON DATA status format) 
and steering mode (point-to-point, command 
course, or mapping) to be employed. 

2. Displays TARPS sensor status, advisories 
(TARPS and NPOV), and camera solution cues to 
crew. 

3. Displays target waypoint (reference point) data. 

4. Provides selection of TARPS air-to-ground rang- 
ing for AGL determination and AGL data display. 

22.4.2 Reconnaissance Fault/ Problem Report- 
ha. The reconnaissance svstem will reoort the TARE% 
fa&.s/problems via the MPD warning, &ution, and ad- 
visory window and store the faults in the OBC tile and 
faihue. history file. 

22.4.2.1 MFD Wamlng/Cautlon/Advlsory Win- 
dow. The mission computer will rcpott the following 
advisories on the MFD (Figure 22-6): 

1. TARPS - Reports a general failure (crew alert) 
from the CPS. Monitor CPS to determine whether 
or not this is a catastrophic failure (sensor(s) fail). 
A TARPS advisory need not scrub the reconnais- 
ssnce mission. 

2. NPOV - Reports to the RIO that the BUS is 
required to be placed in the WPOV position. 

A CPZW alert is generated from the CPS when 
any of the following conditions occur: 

a. Sensor failure (includes serial frame cam- 
era mount position). 

b. ECS failure, 

c. SUDDS failure. 

d. Manual VgiH in use. 

e. CPS data fail (a TARP2 will be shnulta- 
neously stored in OBClfailure history 
file). 

f. Manual Vg/H test fail. 

22.4.2.2 OBClFailure History File. The following 
faulta will be simuhaneously stored in the OBC and 
failure history tile (Figure 22-7) when the TARPS advi- 
sory is displayed on the h4FD: 

1. TARP1 - Reports a general failure (crew alert) 
from the CPS. 

2. TARP2 -Reports a data communication failure 
between the mission computer and the CPS. This 
means that the annotation data and control signals 
are no longer being transmitted to TARPS. 

22.4.3 Reconnaissance Steering Selection. 
There are three reconnaissance steering modes avail- 
able: PTP, CCRS, and mapping. They are selected via 
the MPD RECON DATA status format in either TLN, 
A/G, or A/A. The steering timction is initiated when a 
TARPS steering mode is selected. Steering cues will 
always be computed when a steering mode is selected 
and will be displayed on the BUD except in A/A with a 
weapon selected. The VDI will always display steering 
cues. 

Before a steering mode can be selected, the waypoint 
must be selected. In order to do so, the up-down arrow 
on the h4PD RBCON DATA status format is used to 
select the desired waypoint number. Next, by hitting 
ENT, the desired waypoint parameters will be dis- 
played. Waypoint 17 is inhibited for reconnaissance 
steering since this waypoint contains the position of the 
DSPT. 

22.4.3.1 Point-to-Polnt Steering. PTP is selected 
when the navigation system is properly operating. Se- 
lecting PTP on the reconnaissance MFD RBCON DATA 
status format immediately computes the wings-level po- 
sition for the initial placement of the DSPT and com- 
putes a heading to command the pilot to fly to that 
position. 

Note 

The wings-level distance is approximately 4 
to 8 ran from target (depends on velocity and 
altitude). 
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Figure 22-4. MFD MENU2 Format 

Figure 22-5. MFD RECON DATA Status Format 
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Figure 22-6. TARPS Advisories 

In addition, the algorithm will put the reconnaissance 
target designator over the target on the HUD. The PTP 
steering will transition into CCRS for fmal approach 
over the target. 

Note 
PTP remains boxed on the MFD RECON 
DATA status format. The reconnaissance 
steering symbol and command ground-track 
line assist the pilot in a wings-level flight 
over the target. 

PTP steering is deselected when the aircraft has flown 
0.5 nm past the target or the crew manually deselects 
PTP on the reconnaissance MFD RECON DATA status 
format. At this time, all steering cues are removed from 
the HUD and VJX. In addition, the DSPT (waypoint 17) 
is removed from the HUD. 

22.4.3.2 Command Course Steering. CCRS is 
selectable if the navigation system is properly operating 
and the selected waypoint to be reconnoitered has a 
nonzero value for target length. When the above condi- 
tions are satisfied, the selection of CCRS on the h4FD 
RECON DATA status format will box CCRS. Immedi- 
ately following that, TARPS will compute the DSPT, 
which is displayed on the HSD format, and the complete 
set of steering cues (the reconnaissance steering symbol, 

CGTL, reconnaissance target designator, and recotmais- 
same command heading marker) to guide the aircraft to 
fly over the target at a command crossing angle (stored 
in the waypoint file). When the aircraft approaches the 
wings-level position (indicated when the DSPT initiates 
movement to the target), the CGTL will appear to pro- 
vide additiona visual cues for proper target crossing. 

Note 
PTP would be selected (instead of CCRS) if 
the target length is zero. 

CCRS steering is deselected when the aircmfi has 
flown the target length (stored in the waypoint file) past 
the target or when the crew manually deselects CCRS 
on the MFD RECON DATA status format. As in PTP, 
all steering cues are removed from the HUD and VDI. 
In addition, the DSPT (waypoint 17) is removed from 
the HSD. 

22.4.3.3 Mapping Steering. MAP is selectableun- 
der the following conditions: 

1. Navigation system is properly operating. 

2. The selected waypoint to be reconnoitered has a 
nonzero value for target length. 
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MAINT CURRENT FAILURES 

Figure 22-7. hfFD OBCiMaintenance Failure Formats 
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3. The two ma* parameters, map offset (separation 
distance between adjacent map legs) and map 
lines, are nonzero values. 

When the above conditions are satisfied, the selection 
of MAP on the MFD RECON DATA status format will 
box MAP. TARPS will then compute the DSPT (dis- 
played on the HSD) and the complete set ofsteering cues 
(the reconnaissance steering symbol, CGTL, reconnais- 
sance target designator, and reconnaissance command 
heading marker). 

MAP steering includes guidance through the required 
90° to 270” tum maneuvers, using command heading 
and steering symbology, for the necessary return legs of 
the reconnaissance missions. 

Note 
l PTP would be selected if only condition 1 

was valid. Insufficient parameters are 
available for mapping. 

l CCRS would be selected if only condi- 
tions 1 and 2 were valid. 

MAP is deselected at the completion of the last map 
leg or when manually deselected by the crew on the 
MFD RECON DATA status format. When MAP is de- 
selected, the following will occur: removal of the recon- 
naissance overlay symbols (CGTL, reconnaissance 
command heading marker, racotissance target desig- 
nator, and reconnaissance steering symbol) from the 
HUDandVDI;removaloftheDSPT~mtheHSD,and 
MAP LINES REM (on the MFD RECON DATA status 
format) will be zero. 

22.4.4 HUDNDI Symbology. TheHuDMXsym- 
bology is available when there is a valid selection of 
reconnaissance steering. This symbology consists of the 
following timctions: 

1. Displays recommissance steering cues and sensor 
status to the HUD when valid steering is selected 
and the a&&l is not in A/A with a weapon se- 
lected (Figures 22-8 and 22-9). 

2. Displays reconnaissance steering cues on the VDI 
when the VDI is selected (Figure 22-8). 

The H’UD/VDI symbols are listed and displayed in 
Figures 22-8,22-g, and 22-10. 

22.5 RECONNAISSANCE SYSTEM 
OPERATION 

The RIO is primarily responsible for the entry of re 
connaissance parameters for waypoints and selection/ 
operation of TARPS sensors. In addition, the RIO may 
assist in updating the INS just prior to flying over the 
target and plotting the target leg (im CCRS and MAP 
modes) on the HSD. 

22.5.1 Reconnaissance Parameter Entry. Recon- 

(Figores 2%11 and 22-12) by the RIO via the ‘rjEU. T’he 
maximum number ofwaypoints available for recommis- 
same is 19. (Waypoint 17 is reserved for the dynamic 
steering point. Waypoints 18 to 20 have dual fimctior~ 
as recce fdes or as hostile area, FLRP, and data lii) In 
addition to the standard way-point entry (target latitude, 
longitude, and altitude), the following reco&ssance 
parameters are entered: command crossing angle, target 
length, map lines, and map offset (separation distance 
between adjacent map legs). The altitude entered is the 
target MSL altitude. The target length is entered via the 
DEU. Figure 22-13 shows TARPS DEU entry matrix. 

Note 
l A target altitude of 0 is considered 

invalid. In the event that the radar 
altimeter and radar altitude from APG-71 
is not available, then the AGL altitude will 
be the difference between the system 
altitude and hostile area altitude (and not 
the waypoint altitude). 

l Entries of odd tenths will be rounded to 
the next lowest even digit. 

22.5.1.1 Reconnaissance Parameter Display. 
Reconnaissance parameters are displayed on the MFl) 
RECON WPT DATA 1 (Figure 22-l 1) and MFD RE- 
CON WPT DATA 2 formats (Figure 22-12). MFD RI5 
CON WPT DATA 1 format containi the reconnaissance 
parameters for the fast ten waypoints. This page is se- 
lected by depressing the R-l pushbutton on the MFD 
RECON DATA statos format. The RECON WPT DATA 
2 format contains the remaining ten waypoint reconnais- 
sance parameters. These parameters are accessed by 
depressing the R-2 pushbutton on the MFD RECON 
DATA statns format. 

The reconnaissance parameters consist of command 
crossing angle, target length, map lines, and map sepa- 
ration distance (map offset). 
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HUD RECON SYAllBOLS 

HEADING 

RECON 
TRACK LINE TGT BOX 

STEERING 
SYMBOL 

CAMERA SELECTION 
(SHOWN WHEN ON k____c VCN 

AND RUNNING) 

VDI RECON SYMBOLS 

Figure 22-8. HUD/VDI Reconnaissance Symbology (Sheet 1 of 2) 
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NOMENCLATURE I FUNCTION 

0 Recon Steering Symbol 

0 Target Designator, 
Hexagon 

@ 
Command Ground 
Track Line (CGTL) 

Camera Selection 
Legend 

Indicates the magnetic heading for Recon steering. 

- Primary steering cue for initial phase of PTP steering. 

- Indicates intended magnetic heading to DSPT (as commanded by the 
Recon Steering Symbol). 

Provides command bank information via azimuth displacement from 
velocity vector. 

Displays target position referenced to the aircraft navigation system. 

Displays the path of the command ground track. Indicates cross track 
displacement error. 

Displays the camera operational mode. First letter indicates frame position: 
V=vertical, F=forward, blank=not selected. 
Second letter indicates pan position: C=center, Rxight, L=left, or 
blank=not selected. 
Third letter indicates IRLS position: N=narrow field of view; W=wide field of 
view; S=Standby; or blank=not selected. 
(Note - This is only available on the HUD) 

Note 

When weapon is selected in A/A, the Recon Steering Symbol set 
(which includes the Recon Steering Symbol; GCTL; Recon Target 
Designator, and Recon Command Heading Marker) will be displayed 
on the VDI 

Figure 22-8. HUDMX Reconnaissance Symbology (Sheet 2 of 2) 
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RECON 
COMMAND 
HEADING 
MARKER 

PILOT MUST FLY LEFT TO 
REACH CGTL. PILOT FLlES 
FLIGHT PATH MARKER TO 
OVERLAP STEERING 
SYMBOL. AS CORRECT 
GROUND TRACK IS 
REACHED, CGTL WILL 
CENTER AND AIRCRAFT 
WILL CROSS TARGET ON 
COMMAND HEADING. 

. - . 

: 360 : 
./. . 

5L--- 

a 7.0 
M 0.82 lOL- _ - 
G 1.8 

4.5 

VCN 

. 
----J5. 

< 

---A,0 

AIRCRAFT IS 
APPROACHING 
TARGET AT 
COMMAND 
CROSSING 
ANGLE 

(AT)3-F50D-313-1 

Figure 22-9. HUD Reconnaissance Display (Command Course Steering) (Sheet 1 of 2) 
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15oQR . * . . - . 
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ii 0.82 lOL- - - -- -,I0 
G 1.8 

4.5 

VCN 

INITIAL APPROACH 

1 SOOR 1 SOOR * . * . - . . . . 
: 360 : 

./. . 
5L--- ---J5 : 2doo: 

< 

cl 7.0 
M 0.82 IOL- - - -- -,I0 -- -,I0 
G 1.8 

4.5 

I I I 

VCN 

FOR 

FINAL APPROACH 

(AT)3-F50D-313-2 

Figure 22-9. HUD Reconnaissance Display (Command Course Steering) (Sheet 2 of 2) 
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WAYPOINT 17 
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TSD REPEAT 

NAVAIR 01.F14AAP1 

Figure 22-10. Dynamic Steering Point Display N2B7 
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RECON R-2 
RECON WPT DATA I 

SMS MEN”2 ECU WPTI 

Figure 22-11. h4FD RECON WPT DATA 1 Format 

Figure 22-12. MFD RECON WPT DATA 2 Format 
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\ I i 

Xx q REPRESENTS 
1 OF20 SELECTABLE 

I 

WAYPOINT ENTRIES 
I 

I I 

i I 
I I 

TYPICAL WPT DATA ENTRY DISPLAYS 
WAYPOINT PARAMETER SELECTED/DATA 

I 
/ 

KNED IN SCRATCH PAD, LAT, LONG, 
ALT, RNG, BRG, SET, MAPLINE, 

--J MAP OFST. TOT LNG. OR CMD CRS 

------+-------i 

OPTION KEY PRESSED. 

*ONLY THE RESPECTIVE CHARACTER 
LEGENDS (S. -, W, N. +, E, OR BLANK) 
APPLICABLE TO THE PARAMETER 
SELECTED WILL APPEAR ON THE 
OPTION DISPLAY LEGEND 

- 

Figure 22-13. DEU Reconnaissance Selection 
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22.5.2 In-Flight Entry of Reconnaissance Way- 
point Parameters. The RIO may update the way- 
point tile at any time when a reconnaissance steering 
mode is engaged, without affecting the Current steering. 
In order for the pilot to use the updated reconnaissance 
parameters, he must reselect the steering mode. 

22.5.3 One-Fix Update. Unless the aircraft is flying 
in a ITIDS net, it is recommended that one-fix position 
update be performed just prior to flying over the in- 
tended target to minimize miss distance. Refer to Chap- 
ter 20 for the procedures for one-fix position updates. 

22.5.4 Plotting Command Course/Map Target 
Leg. This optional procedure provides the flightcmw 
with additional steering cue/information on the HSD. If 
a tile waypoint is available, the RIO may use this way- 
point to mark the end of a target leg by performing the 
following steps: 

1. On the DEU, select WPT and enter the designated 
waypoint for reconnaissance. 

2. Select RNG and enter the target length of the re- 
connoitered target. 

3. Select BRG and enter the command course of the 
reconnoitered target. 

4. Press SET and enter the number of the available 
(or free) waypoint. 

5. Select MENU. 

6. Select PLOT. 

7. Select DRAW. The DEU will respond “Plot 
from . . .” Enter waypoint number to which air- 
craft is flying. When DEU responds “‘Plot to. . .,” 
enter the waypoint number used in step 4. 

22.5.5 Cycling Sensors. The RIO will put the 
FILM switch on the CPS in the RUN position when the 
RANGE-TO-GO goes to zero or transitions to RANGE 
REMAINING. The RIO will turn off the selected sen- 
sors when RANGE REMAININ G goes to zero. 

22.6 PILOT RECONNAISSANCE OPERATION 

A sensor operating button is provided on the pilot 
control stick. With the SYSTEM switch on the control- 
ler processor signal unit set to RDY and any or all sensor 
selector switches in the ready position, the activated 
sensor can be cycled by the pilot pressing the BOMB 
button on the control stick. This is the only TARPS 
control capability provided to the pilot. Each camera 

will cycle at its proper rate for velocity/height ratio 
(V/H) and the IRLS will ruu continuously at the proper 
speed until the pilot releases the BOMB button. 

Note 
The BOMB button will not initiate camera 
operation with the expanded chaff adapter 
installed. 

22.6.1 Navigation Visual Surface Waypolnt 
Update. Unless the aircraft is flying in a JTIDS net, it 
is recommended that the one-fix position update be per- 
formed just prior to flying over the intended target to 
minimizemiss distance. Refer to one-fixpositionupdate 
in Chapter 20 for INS update operations. 

22.6.2 Pilot TARPS Steering. TARPS aircraft 
steering is displayed on the MI and on the HUD in A/G 
and A/A (weapon not selected). The VDI is selected via 
the MPD RECON DATA status format. 

HUD TARPS steering using TARPS symbology 
(Figure 22-9) is obtained by selecting a reconnaissance 
steering mode (FTP, CCRS, or MAP) on the recomtais- 
sance MFD RECON DATA status format. 

Note 
In addition to the steering cues, the 
reconnaissance target designator will be 
positioned on the HUDNDI to indicate 
actual target position. (It is recommended to 
perform a surface waypoint update to the 
navigation.system to ensure that the 
reconnaissance target designator will 
overlay the expected target site.) Steering is 
accomplished by noting the direction that the 
recommissance steering symbol is displaced 
from the velocity vector. Banking the aircraft 
in the same direction to achieve and maintain 
alignment of the two symbols will produce 
the desired flightpath. If in PTP steering, 
match aircraft heading with reconnaissance 
command heading marker. 

At the completion of a PTP, CCRS, or MAP mission, 
the TARPS symbology will be removed from the 
HUD/VDI. In addition, the steering mode will become 
unboxedontheMFDREcoNDATAstatus format Them 
is no sequencing of waypoints. To steer to the next way- 
poin& the d&i waypint number must be selected. 
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cation will result if the transition is not complete within 
23 seconds. Frequent FWD-VERT switching can cause 
the mechanical drive to overheat and seize, resulting in 
a mount fail. The mount will automatically move to 
vertical when the SYSTEM switch is at RDY and the 
FUME switch is turned OFF, or if the landing gear 
handle is moved to DN. 

The KS-87D can be reloaded or replaced in approxi- 
mately 10 minutes and with the aircraft’s engines tum- 
ing, if necessary. 

Figure 22-14 summarizes some specific charac- 
teristics and information on the KS-87D serial frame 
camera. 

22.7.3 Panoramic Camera. The KA-99A is a 9- 
inch focal length, U4.0 lens panoramic camera that pro- 
vides highquality, medium- to low-altitude imagery. 
Located in bay 2, the KA-59A offers tit11 horizon-to- 
horizon imagery with 55-percent overlap up to a maxi- 
mum of 1.06 Vg/H (8 cps). When external fuel tanks are 

installed, the field of view is reduced about 25” on the 
right and 17O on the left. The film cassette will hold a 
maximum of 2,000 feet of film. A single exposure 
measures 4.5 X 28 inches, and a data code block appears 
between each frame. The camera will indicate FALL 
when the film load is down to approximately 40 expo- 
sures, preventing the film bitter end from going through 
the high-speed drive gears and causing camera damage. 
The KA-99A will automatically focus down to approxi- 
mately 500 feet butwill revert to a focus altitude of 6,000 
feet if the TARPS program fails to input and there is no 
manual input of V/H t?om the CPS. 

The RIO may select CTR, LEFT, or RIGHT for the 
KA-99A on the CPS. When LEFT or RIGHT is selected, 
the camera uses only the light sensor on the side selected 
instead of averaging the two as it does when CTR is 
selected, in addition, the cycle rate and FMC are based 
on the slant range distance from aircrafl to the ground at 
a 30° depression angle. To avoid degraded imagery, do 
not use LEFT or RIGHT settings below 1,500-foot alti- 
tude. The KA-99A can be set for air to air (focus on 

Focal length 6 inches 

Diaphragm range f 2.8 to 6.7 

Field of view 41” x41” 

Negative Format 4.5 x 4.5 inches 

VglH Range+ 0.01 to 1.18 

Maximum Cycle Rate 6 cycles per second 

Effective Shutter Speeds l/60 to l/3,000 

Filters Yellow, red, or none 

Angle of View Vertical or Forward (16” below horizon) 

Hyperfocal Distance** 1339 feet (fixed focus) 

tVg/H is listed as a knots per foot of altitude ratio (computed for vertical camera position only). The 
DDS is capable of generating a maximum of 1.42 Vg/H. 

**The hyperfocal distance is the distance from the optical center of the lens to the nearest point of 
acceptable sharp focus, when focused at infinity. The sensor may be effectively used well below the 
hyperfocal distance, but will render increasingly soft imagery at lower altitudes. 

The automatic exposure control (AEC) system uses an external light meter. The AEC can be 
overridden (plus-or-minus one F-stop) on the CPS. 

The mount requires approximately 16 seconds to move the camera from vertical to forward, or back 
to vertical. The Cps will display a mount fail light if the transition is not completed within 23 seconds. 

Optional 3 inch focal length lens available. 

Figure 22-14. KS-87D Serial Frame Camera Characteristics 
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infinity, no FMC, and 1 cycle per second) oo the CIPDU. 
There is no cockpit indication that air-to-air settings 
have been selected. The KA-99 is favored by fightcrews 
on combat missions because its horizon-to-horizon lat- 
eral coverage allows it to be used with a considerable 
offset. This capability increases the flightcrew’s prob- 
ability of successfully completing the mission in de- 
fended areas where evasive combat maneuvering will 
be necessary. Although it is not necessary for the aircrafi 
to be flown wings level when photographing a target 
withtheKA-99 camera, the lackofmll-rate stabilization 
dictates that an established angle of bank be maintained 
while the target is within the camera’s FOV. 

Figure 22-15 summarizes some specific charac- 
teristics and information on the KA-99A panoramic 
camera. 

22.7.4 Long-Range Oblique Photography Cam- 
era (KW53AWkh 610-Mm Lens). The KS-153A 
still picture camera set is a modular, pulse-operated, 
sequentiaM?ame camera designed for oblique or verti- 
cal reconnaissance photography at medium to high alti- 
tude. TIvo configurations are available: 

1. Low-altitude, high-speed photography (80 mm fo- 
cal length tri-lens contiguration) 

2. Medium-altitude standoff (610 mm/Zcinch focal 
length standoff configuration) 

The 24-&h standoff configuration will be utilized to 
replace the KA-93C LOROP sensor and will be 
mounted in bay 2 of the TARPS pod in lieu of the 
U-99. 

Focal Length 

Maximum Aperture 

Field Of View 

Negative Format 

Vg/H Range 

Maximum Cycle Rate 

Effective Shutter Speeds 

Filters 

Forward Overlap 

Film Load 

9 inches 

f/4.0 

28” xl80 

4.5 x 28 inches 

0.5 to 1.06 

8 cycles per second 

l/43 to l/22,600 

Yellow, red, or clear 

CTR 55% at NADIR; L/R 55% at 30” below side 
horizon 

2,000 feet (2.5 mil); 800 exposures (750 usable) 

Note 

l The Automatic Exposure Control (AK) system uses internally mounted 
light meters which average the scanned field. AEC can be overridden 
(* 1 Fstop) in-flight with the CPS. 

l Sensor does not have roll stabilization, thus aircraft rolling will alter angle 
of view and may blur imagery. 

l Maximum listed Vg/H can be exceeded, but the imagery will be degraded 
by incorrect FMC and reduced overlap. 

Figure 22-15. KA-99A Panoramic Camera Characteristics 
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The KS-153A features true angle corrected FMC 
across the entire film format for any oblique angle; auto- 
matic range focus from 1,000 feet to infinity, and self- 
contained automatic temperature/pressure focus 
compensation; shutter priority automatic exposure con- 
trol using preflight setting of aerial film speed and air- 
craft V/H signal; 12- or 56percent preflight-selectable 
overlap; roll compensation; and data annotation. The 
4.5-inch K 9-inch film format provides sequential 
thnes 10.7O along-track and 21.4” across-back cover- 
age on 9.5-i& wide film. This image format reduces 
processing time and allows direct stereo viewing with- 
out cutting the film. 

The KS-153A can be programmed for any desired 
depression angle from horizon to horizon, limited in 
coverage only by the aircraft titel tanks (17’ left, 25’ 
right). Typically, the KS-153A will be. preprogrammed 
for the following three depression angles: 27’ left 
oblique, vertical, and 31” right oblique. These are se- 
lected using the LEFT, CTR, and RIGHT positions on 
the CPS PAN camera control switch. When selected, a 
21.4’ scan will be used, centered about the preset 
oblique angle. Depression angles cannot be changed in 
flight. 

Figure 22-16 summarizes some specific charac- 
teristics and information on the KS-153A standoff 
camera. 

22.7.5 Photographic Film. Film can be separated 
by general type as follows: 

1. Black and white film: 

a. Aerial film speed 

b. Resolution 

c. Spectral sensitivity 

2. Color film: 

a. Aerial film speed 

b. Negative/reversal 

c. Camouflage detection infrared. 

Film speed is a value assigned to a specific film to 
enable you to determine the correct exposure in various 
light conditions. High-speed films are required for low- 
available-light missions and for high-speed, low-level 
missions where very fast shutter speeds are required. 
High-resolution films provide greater detail but require 
more light. A film’s spectral sensitivity means some 

colors will reproduce on the film better than other colors. 
Most of the common black and white tilms are panchro- 
matic: sensitive to all three primary colors (red, green, 
and blue) that are found in normal daylight. Since the 
red light does not scatter in haze as much as blue, con- 
trast filters are used to reduce the blue light. A yellow 
filter will pass the green and red light, eliminating the 
scattered blue light. A red filter will pass only the red 
light, eliminating the scattered blue and also the green 
(which scatters less than the blue). However, the yellow 
filter will normally require one additional Vstop of ex- 
posure and the dark red filter will normally require two 
additional t%tops of exposure. Some black and white. 
films have extra sensitivity to intiared light. This film is 
most helpful in producing contrast detail between some 
objects that would tend to blend with normal films. Most 
notable would be the difference between water and 
vegetation. Color films produce greater shadow detail 
than black and white films and show color separation in 
some objects that would reproduce at the same density 
on black and white film. However, color film has less 
fme resolution to show very intricate detail in a target. 
Some color films are reversed in the processing, so that 
they reproduce the colors in the original scene without 
printing. These films are termed reversal or transparency 
Elm. CDlR color film is used to show contrasts between 
live vegetation and camouflage material. This greatly 
increases the chances oflocating difticult targets. Aerial 
color films require expensive, complex processing that 
is not generally available at sea. 

22.7.6 Infrared Reconnaissance Set. The AAD- 
infmred line scanning detector is a passive detector of 
energy in the far infrared region. The most striking char- 
acteristic of the AADJ is its ability to detect thermal 
activity, such as the hot-water discharge of a power 
plant, the heat from the boiler of a ship, or the thermal 
shadow left on a runway or ramp by a departed aircraft. 
This characteristic can be used for many purposes, such 
as determining the state ofreadiness of ships in a harbor, 
judging the tratlic load of an airfield, determining the 
quantity of P-O-L in storage tanks, determining whether 
buildings are occupied, and separating recent bomb cra- 
ters fiorn old ones. Since the AAD- IR detector cannot 
determine the difference between the radiated energy 
generated by activity and infmred (IR) energy reflected 
from the sun, some types of activity cannot be reliably 
detected during the day. 

The natural phenomenon of crossover will cause land 
and water bodies to have identical IR signatures about 
1 hour after sunrise and 1 hour after sunset. Missions 
flown to detect land and water contrast (such as bomb 
damage assessment on bridges) should avoid these 
times by at least 2 to 3 hours. 
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Focal Length 

Angular Field Of View 

Film Format 

Image Frame Format 

24 inches/MOmm 

21.4 across track, 10.7 along track 

4.5 x 9.5 inches 

9.06 inches across track, 4.53 inches along 
track 

Frame overlap (preflight selected) 

Film Capacity 

Aperture Range 

Maximum Cycle Rate 

Average Resolution 

Shutter Speed Range 

Film Speed (preflight setting) 

Linear Coverage (200 feet fflm @ 30K. 12 nmi 
standoff @ 56% overlap) 

12% or 56% 

200 feet of 2.5 mil/2.47 frames per foot (500 
feet optional) 

f/4 to f/16 continuously 

4 frames per second 

75 Lp/mm, EK 3412 

l/l50 to l/2,000 set 

AFS 0 to AFS 999 

467 nm 

Weight (500 foot cassettes without film) 

V/R Rate 

233 pounds 

0 - 0.196 knots/foot @ 56% 
0 - 0.39 knots/foot @ 12% 
1.25 knots/foot maximum 

Camera Oblique Rotation (24 inch) 

Angle of View (preflight adjustable) 

+I- 86” of vertical 

Vertical and left/right (at selected depression 
angles) 

Note 

l Optional yellow, red, orange, or clear filters. 

l Shutter priority automatic exposure control by preflight film speed setting 
and aircraft V/H signal, accuracy l/2 f/stop. 

l Sensor will automatically compensate for altitude pressure (sea level to 
5,000 feet) and temperature (25 “C to 45 “C stable withln +I- 2°C). 

l Sensor produces a LED matrix array data block wkh a 3 millisecond write 
time. 

Figure 2246. KS-153A Still Picture Camera Charactitics (610-Mm Standoff Configuration) 
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The AAD-~ IR detector is not an all-weather sensor. 
It cannot collect imagery through clouds or extremely 
heavy haze. It is relatively unaffected by smoke. 

At low altitudes, the AAD- IR detector is a relatively 
good identification sensor. At higher altitudes, it may be 
adequate only for detection or general identification, 
depending on the type of target. A special ground teso- 
lution chart is included in Tactical Manual NWP-3- 
22.5-F14A/B (NAVAIROl-F14AAA-1T). 

The AADJ IR detector is folly roll and roll-rate sta- 
bilized thorn a O0 to 20’ angle of bank in NFOV and O0 
to 4O angle of bank in WPOV. Beyond angle-of-bank 
hits, a steady bank angle will not seriously degrade IR 
imagery. This feature makes it a highly practical sensor 
for combat maneuvering situations. Because of varying 
scale at the outer edges, the target should be placed 
within the center 90” of the format. 

The AAD- IR detector can be. reloaded in apptuxi- 
mately 10 minutes and with the aircmft engines turning. 
Thesystemismadeupofseveralmodularsectionsthat 
can be replaced rapidly (ii about 15 minutes). Replace- 
ment ofthe entim system mquires in excess of45 minutes. 

22.7.7 Digital Data System. The reconnaissance 
pod carries a digital data system that interfaces with the 
aircraft inertial navigational system, altimeters, comput- 
ers, and standard heading reference system to automat- 
ically control and integrate the reconnaissance system. 

Reconnaissance system control is accomplished by 
the data coryerter, Sensor stabilization signals and op- 
erating rate voltages are generated and routed to the 
sensors. Stabilization signals are provided from the in- 
ertial navigation system or, if it fails, from the SAHRS. 
Operating rate signals are. determined t?om inertial navi- 
gation and radar altimeter inputs. A semiautomatic 
backup method of generating Vg/H signals is available 
if the inertial navigation system fails. A titlly manual 
option is available through the CPS if other components 
(including the data converter) fail. Maximum automatic 
Vg/H is 1.42 knots per foot. 

IftheaircmftiscarryingaTARPSpod,negativeAGL 
causes the MAN Vg/H light on the CPS panel to be lit. 
This light goes out when AGL becomes positive. With- 
out a TARPS pod on the aircraft, negative AGL does not 
light the MAN Vg/H light. CADC or computer failure, 
however, causes the light to be lit with or without a pod 
aboard. 

Reconnaissance system integration is accomplished 
through digital information &om the data converter, 
which is translated into bii or alphanumeric form and 
added to preset information and real time, which is ad- 
justed prior to flight. Code matrix boxes am printed on 
all imagery in either binaty or alphanumeric form. Inte- 
gration information includes data, squadmn and detach- 
ment, sortie, sensor identification, system altitude, 
heading, roll, pitch, latitude, long&ode., radar altitude, 
time, inertial navigation system status, relative drift to 
ground track, and Vg/H. 
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CHAPTER 23 

Navigation Command 
and Control Grid 

23.1 NAVIGATION CObWAND AND 
CONTROL GRID 

NAV GRID enhances fleet air defense by providing 
navigation command and control information during 
combat air patrol operations and for fleet defense of a 
specific fixed position. NAV GRID pmvides aircraft 
position relative to a geographic reference point (grid 
origin) that is common to all fleet defense units. This 
eliminates dependence on navigation aids such as tacan 
for position reference during AAW operations. Combat 
air patrols using NAV GRID can report target contacts 
using grid coordinates or range and bearing relative to 
grid origin (TID only) in addition to normal reports 
referenced to own-aircraft position. 

23.1.1 NAV GRID Data Entry. Inordertodisplaya 
NAV GRID, the RIO must first defme the following 
parameters: 

1. Grid origin, either in latitude and longitude coor- 
dinates or as a range and bearing from own-air- 
Cliltl. 

2. Grid heading (threat axis), in degrees, from 0 to 
359O (magnetic). 

3. Grid coverage angle (throat sector, in degrees, 
from 00 to 18OO). Grid heading will always defme 
the center of the total grid coverage. 

4. Number of grid sectors, from 1 to 6. Total grid 
coverage angle divided by the number of sectors 
yields the angular coverage of each sector. 

Grid pammeters can be entered via the DEU or the 
DD computer address panel. The DEU NAV GRJD pa- 
rameters are used for NAV GRID entries and are the 
primary entry &vice with the DD as the backup. 

23.1.1.1 DEU Data Entry Procedures. (See 
Figure 23-l.) 

1. From the DEU menu page, select NAV GRID. 

2. Using the NAV GRID page, enter the following 
parameters: 

a. Latitude and longitude &AT, LONG) of grid 
origin, or mnge and bearing (RNG, BRG) from 
own- to grid origin. 

b. Threat axis heading (HDG) (00 to 359’). 

c. Grid coverage angle (COWL) (0’ to 180”). 

d. Number of grid secton (SECT) (1 to 6). 

23.1 .1.2 DD Data Entry Procedures 

l.OntheDD,presstheMFKpushtiletobringupthe 
MFK menu on the display. 

2. On the MFK menu, select the SPL legend to bring 
up the SPL menu on the display. 

3. Select NAV GRID legend on the SPL menu (Fig- 
ure 23-2). 

4. On the DD keyboard, enter: 

a. Latitude and longitude (LAT, LONG) of grid 
origin, or range and bearing (RNG, BRG) Born 
owmairc&to grid origin. 

b. Azimuth scan coverage (grid coverage angle) 
(ALT) (0” to 180’). 

c. Azimuth scan center (threat axis heading) 
(HDO) (00 to 3590). 

d. Number of grid sectors (NBR) (1 to 6). 
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TYPICAL DATA ENTRY DISPLAYS 
NAV QRID SSLE-ATA 

KEYSDIN. 

*ONLY IliE RESPECTIVE CHARACTER 
LEGENDS (S. -, w, N, +, + OR BLANK) 
APPUCASLE TO THE PARAWYSR 
SELECYSD WILL APPEAR ON THE 
OPTION DISPLAY LEGSND 

GRID. LAT 
N81’?5.36 

NA” GRID-LONG 

NA” GRID. IXWR 

112.5 

NAV QRlD . BRQ 

NAV GRID-SECT 

GRlD - HW 

Figure 23-l. DEU NAV GRID Data Enlry - Typical 
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I 

Figure. 23-2. DD NAV GRID Data Entry 

23.1.2 NAV GRID Displays. NAV GRID can be 
displayed independently on both the TSD and TlD in 
either a ground-stabilized or aircraft-stabilized format. 

23.1.2.1 Tactical Information Display. The l’lD 
NAV GRID display is enabled by selecting the A/C 
STAB position of the TlD mode switch. Selecting this 
position directly from ATTK results in an aircraft-stabi- 
lized NAV GRID. Own aimrat? is fixed at the bottom 
center of the TID with the top of the display oriented to 
own-aircraft magnetic heading (Figure 23.3, detail A). 

A ground-stabilized NAV GRID display on the TID 
is achieved by moving the TID MODE switch to GND 
STAB then to A/C STAB. Gwn aircraft is initially dis- 
played at the center of the TTD. The top of the TID is 
oriented to magnetic north. Chvn-aircraft and sensor 
tracks transit the display in the direction of magnetic 
heading at own-aircraft groundspeed while the grid and 
any waypoint positions remain fixed (Figure 23.3, 
detail B). 

The grid itself is represented by grid strobes emanat- 
ing from grid origin. Grid center is oriented to grid 
heading (threat axis) with each sector bounded by two 

strobes. Short tic marks on the strobes represent 50-mile 
increments t?om grid origin, longer tic marks represent 
lOOmile increments. A maximum of seven range tics 
(350 miles) is displayed. When the grid contains six 
sectors, no range tics are displayed on the center strobe. 

Selectable range scales are 25,50,100,200, and 400 
in either stabilized mode. A TID offset can be utilized 
to reposition own-aircratl anywhere on the display. The 
grid is repositioned accordingly and may only be par- 
tially displayed (Figure 23-3, details B and C). Offset 
positioning is canceled by momentarily cycling out of 
the selected STAB mode. 

Tactical use of the NAV GRID often makes it desk 
able to reference tracks, waypoints, or own-aircraft po- 
sition as a range and bearing from grid origin rather than 
Tom own-aircraft. This is accomplished by RIO selee- 
tion ofNAV GFUD on the DD (SPL category) as shown 
inFigure 23.2. 

23.1.2.2 Tactical Situation Display. The TSD for- 
mat can be selected on any MFD. NAV GRID can be 
selected for display via the GRID pushtile on the TSD 
DCL format (Figure 23.4). Lie the TID, the TSD can 
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AIRCRAFT 
STABlUZEO 

NAVGRlO NOT 
BOXED ON DO. 

ORIGINAL 

(AT)2-F50D-274-O 

Figure 23-3. TlD NAV GRID Displays 
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Figure 234. TSD NAV GRID Display 

display the NAV GRID in either ground- or aircraft- 
stabilii formats as selected by the GSTAB or ASTAB 
pushtiles. The ASTAB display has own-aircraft position 
fixed on the lower third of the display with the top of the 
display rapresenting own-aircraft magnetic heading. 
The GSTAB display initializes with own-aircraft at the 
center of the display. The top of the display represents 
magnetic north. Own-aimaft and sensor tracks transit 
the display based on magnetic heading and groundspeed 
while the grid and any waypoint positions remain fixed. 

The grid itself is displayed as on the TlD, with up to 
six sectors defined by strobes emanating &om grid ori- 
gin and centered on grid beading (threat axis). Short and 
long tic marks represent SO- and 100~mile increments, 
respectively. Any TSD range scale (25,50,100,200, or 
400) is selectable. Future software will include an OFF- 
SET and EXF’AND capability for all TSD formats. Un- 
like the TKD, bearing and range data hooked tracks or 
waypoints cannot be referenced to grid origin. 
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CHAPTER 24 

LANTIRN Targeting System 

Reserved. 
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Chapter 37 - Flightmw Coordination 

Chapter 38 - .%imaft Self-Test 
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CHAPTER 37 

Flightcrew Coordination 

37.1 INTRODUCTION 

The duties of the pilot/RIO team are necessarily inte- 
grated and contribute to the performance of the other. 
Successful crew interaction can provide cockpit synergy 
that significantly improves mission success. However, 
a pilot/RIO team that does not interact successfully can 
be a major detriment to mission success, In this chapter, 
specific responsibilities are delineated for each phase of 
flight. Specific mission flightcrew responsibilities are 
also delineated. 

37.2 PILOT AND RIO RESPONSIBILITIES 

37.2.1 Aircrew Coordination. Aircrew coordination 
is the flightcrew’s use and integration of all available 
skills and resources in order to collectively achieve and 
maintain crew efficiency, situation awareness, and mis- 
sion effectiveness. Integration of the flightcrew’s activi- 
ties will provide error protection through human 
redundancy. Crew coordination is one of the most sig- 
nificant factors toward mission success. 

37.2.2 Pilot Responsibilities. The pilot is the air- 
craft commander and responsible for the safe and or- 
derly flight of the aircraft and the well-being of the crew. 
In the absence of direct orders from higher authority 
cognizant of the mission, responsibility for starting or 
continuing a mission with respect to the weather, mis- 
sion environment, or any other condition affecting the 
safety of the aircraft rests with the pilot. 

37.2.3 Radar Intercept Officer Responsibilities. 
The RIO constitutes an extension ofthe pilot’s observa- 
tion facilities. By intercommunication, the RIO should 
anticipate rather than await developments in flight. The 
RIO will be a safety backup for the pilot. In this capacity, 
the RIO shall offer constructive comments and recom- 
mendations, as necessary, throughout the mission in or- 
der to maintain the safest and most effective flight 
environment. The RIO will be responsible for the read- 
ing of the checklists utilizing a challenge and reply sys- 

tem. The RIO will normally be responsible for all com- 
munications except in tactical situations. 

37.2.4 Mission Commander. The mission com- 
mander may be either a pilot or a RIO. He shall be 
qualified in all phases of the assigned mission and be 
designated by the unit commanding officer. When the 
assigned mission commander is a RIO, he shall be re- 
sponsible for all phases of the assigned mission except 
those aspects of safety of flight that are directly related 
to the physical control of the aircraft. The mission com- 
mander shall direct a coordinated plan ofaction and shall 
be responsible for the effective execution of that plan. 

37.2.5 Specific Responsibilities 

37.2.5.1 Flight Planning 

37.2.5.1.1 Pilot. The pilot is responsible for the 
preparation of required charts, flight logs, and naviga- 
tion computations including fuel planning, checking 
weather and NOTAMS, and for filing required flight 
plans. 

37.2.5.1.2 RIO. The RIO is responsible for the 
preparation of charts, flight logs, navigation computa- 
tions including fuel planning, checking NOTAMs, ob- 
taining weather for tiling purposes, and completing 
required flight plans. 

37.2.5.2 Briefing. Accomplish those tasks delins 
ated in the preceding paragraph. 

37.2.5.2.1 Mission Commander. The mission com- 
mander, pilot or RIO, is responsible forbrietingall crew- 
members on all aspects ofthe mission to be flown. Refer 
to Chapter 6 of this manual for specific items. 

37.2.5.3 Preflight 

37.2.5.3.1 Pllot. The pilot is responsible for accept- 
ing and pretlighting the assigned aircraft and coordinat- 
ing preflight operational checks in accordance with this 
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manual and appropriate preflight checks contained in 
NAVAIROl-F14AAD-lB. 

37.2.5.3.2 RIO. The RIO will be capable of, and pro- 
ficient in, performing a complete aircraft preflight, in- 
cluding armament, in accordance with this manual and 
appropriate preflight checklists contained in NAVAIR 
Ol-Fl4A4D-1B. 

37.2.5.4 Prestart 

37.2.5.4.1 Pilot. The pilot will execute prestart 
checks prescribed in NAVAIR 01-F14AAD-1B and, 
when external power is applied and checks requiring 
external power are completed, will inform the RIO 
“Prestart checks completed. Ready to start.” 

37.2.5.4.2 RIO. The RIO will execute prestart 
checks prescribed in NAVAIR 01-F14AAD-IB and, 
when external power is applied, will inform the pilot 
“Prestart checks completed.” 

37.2.5.5 Starting 

37.2.5.5.1 Pilot. The pilot will start engines as pre- 
scribed in paragraph 7.4.3 and will keep the RIO in- 
formed of any unusual occurrences. 

37.2.5.5.2 RIO. The RIO will remain alert for any 
emergency signal from the groundcrew and will inform 
the pilot if such signals are observed. 

37.2.5.6 Poststart 

37.2.5.6.1 Pilot. At completion of the emergency 
generator check, the pilot will inform the RIO “Emer- 
gency generator check complete.” The pilot will com- 
plete all poststart checks prescribed in NAVAIR 
01-F14AAD-1B and coordinate with the RIO the in- 
itiation of OBC. 

37.2.5.6.2 RIO. At completion of the emergency 
generator check, the RIO will perform the poststart 
checks prescribed in NAVAIR Ol-F14AAD-1B. When 
OBC is completed and the inertial navigation system 
aligned, the RIO informs the pilot, “Ready to taxi.” 

37.2.5.7 Pretakeoff 

37.2.5.7.1 Pilot. The pilot will execute Pretakeoff, 
Instrument, and Takeoff Checklists prescribed in 
NAVAIR 01-F14AAD-1B and as posted in the aircraft. 
The pilot will report to the RIO Takeoff Checklist items, 
using the challenge-reply method. The pilot will receive 
the “Ready for take&” report from the RIO and advise 
him of type and configuration takeoff planned, prior to 

rolling or catapulting. The pilot will report “Rolling” 
or “Saluting,” as appropriate, to the RIO. 

37.2.5.7.2 RIO. The RIO will execute Pretakeoff 
ChecklistsprescribedinNAVAIROl-Fl4AAD-1B; will 
initiate, using the challenge-reply method, the posted 
Takeoff Checklist in the aircra& and, at completion of 
the Takeoff Checklist, RIO informs the pilot “Ready for 
takeoff.” 

37.2.5.6 Takeoff and Departure 

37.2.5.8.1 Pilot. The pilot shall ensure that the inter- 
com remains in HOT MIKE for normal flight operations 
and will report “Gear up” and “Flaps up” to the RIO 
insofar as safety permits. The RIO should be advised of 
any unusual occurrences during takeoff that may affect 
safety of flight. ‘Ihe pilot or RIO will request, copy, and 
acknowledge all clearances. 

37.2.5.8.2 RIO. Where departures are made in actual 
instrument conditions, the RIO will monitorthe publish- 
ed clearance departure procedures and inform the pilot 
ofany deviation from the prescribed flightpath. The RIO 
will copy all clearances received and at all times be 
prepared to provide the pilot with clearance information 
of navigational information derived from these instru- 
ments. Built-in-test checks will not be conducted during 
instrument climbouts. 

37.2.5.9 In Flight (General) 

37.2.5.9.1 Pilot. Thepilotwillinform theRIOofany 
unusual occurrences and will ensure that the aircraft is 
operated within prescribed operating limitations at all 
times. The pilot or RIO will normally request, copy, and 
acknowledge all clearances. 

37.2.5.9.2 RIO. The RIO will assist the pilot in nor- 
mal or emergency situations, including navigation, com- 
munication, and visual lookout. The RIO will inform the 
pilot of the weapon system status. During ascent or de- 
scent, the RIO will inform the pilot 1,000 feet prior to 
the intended level-off altitude. 

37.2.5.10 Intercept 

37.2.5.10.1 Pilot. The pilot will maneuver or coor- 
dinate aircraft maneuvers with, or as directed by, the 
RIO, observing normal operating limitations. The pilot 
will inform the RIO of weapons status, weapons se- 
lected and armed, and when the target is sighted visually. 
The pilot will monitor aircraft position from initial vec- 
tor through breakaway by pigeons information or navi- 
gational display 
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37.2.5.13 Postflight 

37.2.5.13.1 Pilot. The pilot will inform the RIO of 
any unusual occurrences on the landing roll or arrest- 
ment. The pilot will report flap and wing position to the 
RIO when clear of the runway or landing area and will 
report when the wing is actuated. The pilot will inform 
the RIO when shutting down engines. The pilot will 
conduct a postflight inspection of the aircraft. 

37.2.5.13.2 RIO. The RIO will challenge the pilot on 
flap position ifthe report is not received. When informed 
by the pilot that the wing has been actuated, the RIO will 
visually verify wing and spoiler positioning. The RIO 
will complete the built-in-test checks remaining and se- 
cure that rear cockpit for shutdown, then notify the pilot 
“Ready for shutdown.” The RIO will assist the pilot in 
conducting a postflight inspection of the aircraft. 

Note 

The RIO will vacate the aircraft first and after 
the aircraf? is on the ground, flight deck, or 
hangar deck, the pilot will exit. This is 
particularly important during shipboard 
operations. 

37.2.5.14 Debriefing. The pilot and RIO will com- 
plete the yellow sheet and all required debriefing forms. 

37.2.5.14.1 Maintenance. The pilot and RIO will 
complete the yellow sheet, BER card, and all other re- 
quired maintenance debrief forms. The crew will ensure 
a complete debrief is provided for all maintenance 
discrepancies. 

37.2.5.14.2 Mission. The mission commander will 
be responsible for conducting a thorough mission de- 
brief to include the accomplishment of mission goals, 
adherence to SOPIROEMATOPS, intercockpit and 
flight communication, and conflict resolution. 

37.3 SPECIAL CONSIDERATIONS 

37.3.1 Functional Checkflights. The pilot and 
RIO shall brief with maintenance to determine the dis- 
crepancies that were corrected and the intentions of the 
functional checkflight. 

37.3.1 .l Pilot. The pilot is responsible for adherence 
to all FCF procedures as described in NAVAIR Ol- 
F14AAD-IF. 

37.3.1.2 RIO. The RIO is responsible for monitoring 
the FCF procedures and the completion of specific task- 
ing outlined in NAVAIR 01-F14AAD-IF. 

37.2.5.10.2 RIO. The RIO will handle all communi- 
cations from initial vector through breakaway, exclud- 
ing missile-away transmissions; provide the pilot with 
descriptive commentary, including weapon status and 
target aspect, if available; and direct and coordinate air- 
craft maneuvers with the pilot, as necessary, to complete 
the intercept. 

37.2.5.11 Instrument Approaches 

37.2.5.11.1 Pilot. The pilot is responsible for the 
safe control of the aircraft, the decision to commence 
the approach with the existing weather, and the selection 
of the type of approach to be made. The pilot, before 
commencing any penetration, will report to the RIO the 
completion of each item of the Instrument Checklist. In 
addition, the pilot will challenge the RIO Instrument 
Penetration Checklist, as to approach plate availability 
and corrected altimeter setting. 

37.2.5.11.2 RIO. The RIO will monitor aircraft in- 
struments and appropriate approach plate during hold- 
ing, penetration, and approach and shall be ready to 
provide the pilot with any required information. He shall 
be particularly alert to advise the pilot ofdeviations from 
the course of minimum altitudes prescribed on the ap- 
proach plate. Built-in-test checks will not be conducted 
in actual instrument conditions. The RIO will inform the 
pilot of the status of the radar and will do nothing to 
cause the display to be lost. During penetrations and/or 
descents (VFR or IFR), the RIO will report to the pilot 
the aircraft descent through each 5,000 feet of altitude 
above 5,000 feet and each 1,000 feet of altitude loss 
below 5,000 feet, until, on reaching the desired altitude, 
the RIO will report when altitude error exceeds 10 
percent of actual altitude or +300 feet. 

37.2.5.12 Landing 

37.2.5.12.1 Pilot. The pilot will utilize the Landing 
checklist and will report each item to the RIO prior to 
reporting “Gear down, hook down” to the final control- 
ler, tower, or Pri-Fly. The pilot will receive a “Ready to 
land” report from the RIO. 

37.2.5.12.2 RIO. In the landing pattern, the pilot 
shall read and the RIO acknowledge the posted Landing 
Checklist. The RIO shall visually check the flap position 
and landing gear position by looking through the open- 
ing on the 1eA side of the instrument panel. The RIO will 
report “Ready to land” to the pilot. Built-in-test checks 
shall not be conducted while in the landing pattern. 
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37.3.2 Formation Flights 

37.3.2.1 Formation Leader. A pilot will be desig- 
nated the formation leader. The status of each member 
of the formation shall be briefed and clearly understood 
priorto takeoff. As a minimum, formation brief items shall 
include loss of sight, lost communication, inadvertent 
IMC, and formation integrity. The formation leader is 
responsible for the safe and orderly conduct of the for- 
mation. This includes visual lookout, the separation be- 
tween aircraft within the formation and during transition 
periods, breakups, and rendezvous. 

37.3.2.2 Pilot. The pilot is responsible for the safe 
separation of his aircraft and the other aircraft in 
the formation. Lead changes will include a positive 
acknowledgment by both pilots. 

37.3.2.3 RIO. The RIO will monitor formation sepa- 
ration and closure during joinup and advise the pilot 
when an unsafe situation exists. 

37.3.3 Training 

37.3.3.1 Instructors. All instructors will be desig- 
nated in formal directives by unit commanding officers. 
In FRS the instructor will be charged with authority and 
responsibility to provide proper diction to pilot and 
RIO replacements to ensure safe and successful comple- 
tion of each training mission. On training missions 
where a pilot under instruction is the pilot in command, 
the instructor’s guidance shall be advisory in nature and 
under no circumstance shall the pilot in command be 
relieved of his authority and responsibility as aircraft 
commander. Termination of the training or evaluation 
portions ofthe flight forreasons ofsafety, unsatisfactory 
performance, or material discrepancy shall be the in- 
structor’s prerogative. 

37.3.4 SAR. The mission commander or senior 
member of the flight, should the mission commander be 
unavailable, shall assume responsibility for the rescue 
operation until relieved on scene or me1 dictates a return 
to base. The primary responsibility of the on-scene com- 

mander will be communication of the downed crew’s 
position and condition to potential rescue aircraft or 
vessels. Additionally, the on-scene commander will en- 
sure search coordination, trafftc control on the scene, 
and provide communication with the downed crews if 
feasible. 

37.4 PROCEDURES, TECHNIQUES, AND 
CHECKLISTS 

37.4.1 General. Even though some of the proce- 
dures, techniques, and checklists are specifically de- 
signed for the pilot and RIO, the entire contents of the 
flight manual and pocket checklist should be thoroughly 
read, understood, discussed, and agreed upon collec- 
tively by the pilot-RIO team. Discrepancies in proce- 
dures or the need for additional procedures should be 
brought to the attention of the NATOPS evaluator and/or 
instructor. Most of the procedures (individual and coor- 
dinated) are covered in this manual and are grouped 
under flight phases and/or categories. Aircraft systems 
descriptions, with their individual operating criteria, are 
covered in Chapter 2. Classified systems descriptions 
and procedures, and some limitations information, are 
covered in the classified supplement (NAVAIR Ol- 
F14AAD-IA). The pocket checklist (NAVAIR Ol- 
F14AAD-1B) contains the pilot andRIO checklist items 
for preflight, prestart, start, poststart, takeoff, built-in 
test, instrument and descent, and postflight procedures. 
Improper crew coordination is usually an attributable 
factor to improper emergency procedures. 

37.4.2 Pilot. The pilot should relate to the RIO all 
indications relevant to the ongoing emergency. The pilot 
should assess the situation, set emergency priority, and 
direct the RIO to effectively assist him. 

37.4.3 RIO. The RIO should monitor all critical flight 
parameters and read all applicable checklists in a chal- 
lenge and reply system. He should assist in navigation, 
communication, and coordinate with outside agencies 
and aircraft, but not to the detriment of the resolution of 
the emergency. 
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CHAPTER 38 

Aircraft Self-Test 

30.1 AIRCRAFT SELF-TEST OVERVIEW 

Aircraft self-test allows testing of the operational 
status of all major avionics and radar subsystems and 
display of the results. This capability is also referred to 
as OBC throughout this section. Figure 38-1 identities 
the major components associated with this function. 
Most of the status information is derived from BIT im- 
plemented within the avionics and radar subsystems. All 
operational aspects of aircraft self-test are fully sup- 
ported by the MCS if one of the mission computers has 
failed. 

There are two categories of test: (1) tests that are 
performed by the system automatically, (2) those that 
require initiation by the flightctew. Testing should be 
initiated by the flightcrew as part of the normal preflight 
checkout to obtain the overall status of each system. 
Figure 38-2 is a summary description for the various test 
types, including origin and purpose. Avionics testing is 
controlled by the pilot and the RIO primarily through 
the MFDs and cockpit control panels. Radar testing is 
controlled by the RIO via the DD and TID. The majority 
of the displayed information is the result of each subsys- 
tem performing a particular mode of BIT or the MCS 
performing data bus or software contiguration tests. On 
an automatic (i.e., periodically by the MCS) basis, suh- 
systems are polled by the MCS in order to determine 
their operational status. Operational status is displayed 
at a subsystem and WR4 level through a series of OBC 
formats on the MFDs. Both current and historical equip- 
ment status is displayable. Warning/caution/advisory 
cues are displayed on the MFDs for critical equipment 
failures and overtemperatore conditions. Details of ra- 
dar subsystem failures are available only on the DD and 
TID. Avionics and radar failure acronyms are displayed 
on the TID during normal tactical operation. 

Aircraft self-test also allows examination of memory 
contents for WRAs that support a CSS capability. CSS 
is controlled with the DEU and tbe results are displayed 
on the MFDs. The radar subsystem provides a similar 
but limited capability that is controlled via the DD. 

These features arc available in all system modes and arc 
used for troubleshooting and maintenance purposes. 

38.2 MASTER TEST PANEL CHECKS 

Master test checks am initiated by the pilot through 
the MASTER TEST panel (Figure 38-3) on the right 
outboard console. These tests check the operational 
status of specific aircrafi systems basic to safety of flight 
and mission success. The OBC, WG SWP, FLT GRIP, 
and FLT GR DN positions are used on the deck only and 
are prevented from inadvertent use in flight by the 
weight-on-wheels safety switches. The remaining tests, 
except for emergency generator, which also requires 
combined hydraulic pressure, can be done whenever 
electricalpower andcoolingairare available.For details 
of specific aircraft systems tests, refer to the applicable 
system description. 

During ground operations, once the OBC po- 
sition is selected, do not deselect OBC until 
the program has completed the entire cycle. 
When the disable signal, which inhibits 
throttle movement, is removed, the APC will 
run through its BIT and advance the throttles 
to greater than 80 percent. 

Note 
l Before starting the test, depress the MAS- 

TER RESET button on the left vertical 
console to turn off any caution or advisory 
lights associated with the air data 
computer. 

l In LTS, the MASTER CAUTION light 
will flash unless there is a circuit failure 
within the caution advisory indicator, in 
which case the light will be steady. 
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Figure 38-1. On-Board Checkout 
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NAME 

Master Test Checks 

Onboard Checkout (OBC) 
Sequences 

Continuous Monitor 

Unit/Subsystem Self-test 

Data Bus Tests 

ORIGINATOR 

PILOT 

PURPOSE 

Selectable tests of instruments, fuel system, warning 
system (lights), wingsweep, AOA 

PILOT and RIO Tests various avionics, flight controls, actuators, 
AICS, and computers 

AUTOMATIC Monitors majority of avionics and radar functions for 
in-flight or on-deck failures. Typically performed 
every 2 seconds 

PILOT and RIO Independent testing of individual, or groups of 
functionally related subsystems 

AUTOMATIC Tests each data bus channel for each bussed 
subsystem 

AUTOMATIC Tests the compatibility of subsystem software 
program loads 

Figure 38-2. Test Types 

38.2.1 MASTER TEST Switch Operation. The 
master test check is made by pulling the knob up, rotat- 
ing to tbe desired position, and depressing it. After the 
test is completed, the MASTER TEST switch must be 
pulled up and deselected to deenergize the system. 

Cycling the CID circuit breakers (3E7,4El, 
and 4E2) with the MASTER TEST switch in 
or above the OBC position will cause the 
AFCS BIT sequence to initiate. AFCS BIT 
sequence tests and deflects various aircmfi 
control surfaces, which could be a hazard to 
unsuspecting ground personnel: 

System status and test results are indicated on the 
cockpit instruments: GO-NO GO lights on the master 
test panel; warning, caution, and advisory lights in both 
cockpits; and displays including MFDs and TlD 

The GO-NO GG indicator lights on the MASTER 
TEST panel will illuminate only in LTS, FIRE 
DET/EXT, EMERG GEN, and FLT GR Up. In the LTS 
test position, only the bulbs in the GO-NO GO indicators 
are. checked. In EMERG GEN, FIRE DET/EXT, and 
FLT GR UP, a GO light indicates a valid test and a NO 
GG light indicates an unsatisfactory test. The STICK 
SW utilizes only the GO light; therefore, a valid test in 
STICK SW is indicated by a GO light but the lack of a 
light indicates an unsatisfactory test. 

Electrical power for the master test panel comes Born 
the left main dc bus through the MASTER TEST circuit 
breaker (9H4) on the DC MAIN circuit breaker panel. 
When operating on aircraft power or when external elec- 
trical power is connected to the aircra-dft, cooling air must 
be supplied to all avionic equipment before a test is 
initiated. 

38.3 ON-BOARD CHECKOUT 

OBC checks the opemtional status of the equipment 
listedinFigme.384.ItprovidesfaultisolationtotheWRA 
level without the use of ground support equipment. The 
system automatically monitors all equipment pmviding an 
initisl, periodic, or operator-initiated mode ofBlT in order 
to detect failures or command subsystems into test as a 
result of selections made with the MFD OBC display for- 
mats. When a test is completed the tested equipment re- 
sponds with either a GO (when all tests have passed) or 
NO GO (when at least one test has failed) for each WRA 
testedDetectedfailuresareprocessedbytheMCSinorder 
to maintain current status and a historical record of failure 
information. Test status is also used to control the opera- 
tion of the system and is displayable on the MFDs. OBC 
formats present failure acronyms for failed equipments 
only (i.e., the absence of a failure acronym implies that 
the equipment is operational). A historical record of 
failures is maintained during the course of a flight and 
is displayable at any time on the FHF format including 
during postfiight operations by maintenance personnel. 
The historical record of failures should be cleared 
(erased Born the FHF) prior to a mission by the flight- 
crew so that only failures relevant to the current mis- 
sion are retained by the system. 
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NOMENCLATURE 

0 
MASTER TEST switch 

FUNCTION 

)FF - Dlsabies test functions. 

TS - Turns on caution, warning, and advisory lights; 
emergency stores jettison button; GO and NO GO lights; 
landing gear and hook transition lights; approach indexer; 
FIRE warning lights. 

:LRE DEf/EXl - Land R FIRE warning lights Illuminate. If a circuit problem 
exists, the corresponding FIRE light will not iliumlnate. 
Simultaneously, the fire extinguishing system initiates a 
self-test. if tests pass, the GO light illuminates. If the 
NO-GO light illuminates or if both or neither GO or 
NO-GO lights illuminate, a failure exists in the system. 

ORIGINAL 

Figure 38-3. Master Test Panel (Sheet 1 of 2) 
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Note 

0 The ID second audio alarm 
goes on. 

l If EIG fails self test, the BIT 
se ment to the left of the 
E&legend remains 
illuminated. 

0 GO-NO GO lights 

Note 

Functional only in LTS, FIRE 
DET/EXT, IN~T, EMERG BEN, 
FLT GR UP and STICK SW. 

INSi - Decreases the RIO’s fuel counter to 2000 pounds, 
illuminates the FUEL LOW, MASTER CAUTION, and 
BINGO (if the pilot bingo counter set >2000 pounds) 
lights. Displays the following pilot cockpit indications. 

RPM _. 96% 
EGT . . 960°C (initiates engine over 

temperature alarm) 
FF 10,500 pounds per hour 
FUEL CITY 2,000~ 200 pounds (both oockpits) 
WING SWEEP 45” * 2.5” 
AOA 18i.5” units 
BINGO ON (l Bingo set > 2,000) 
FEED/WING/EXT 
FUEL QTY , 2,000 pounds 

OBC - Enables preflight testing when selected prior to 
selecting a subsystem for test via the MFDs. Failure 
acronyms are displayed on the MFDs. 

EMERG GEN - Activates automatic transfer feature of generator and 
checks tie contaotors. GO lights indicate satisfactory 
check. If the NO GO light remains illuminated, a 
maffunction is indicated. 

WG SWP - Air data computer simulates that circuit to the wing 
sweep system (wings do not move). Requires wings in 
oversweep, and wing sweep button in AUTO. 

FLT GR DN - 

FLT GR UP - 

D/L RAD - 

Initiates ground check of auto throttle interlocks. 
Requires throttles in AUTO throttle region and enables 
ground selection of AUTO throttles. Engines will 
respond to stick movement and nozzles remain closed. 

Permits checking external fuel tank pressurization. GO 
light indicates required pressure. WING/EXT TRANS 
switch must be in AUTO and DUMP switch set to OFF. 

Tests the data link convener. Test results are available 
on the MFDs. Inhibits tactical control messages during 
test sequence. Symbology displayed is determined by 
the display mode selected. 

STICK SW - Checks left and right spoiler symmetry switches and 
1 -inch stick switches (left and right). 

GO- Indicates valid test. 

NOGO- Indicates unsatisfactory test. 

Figure 38-3. Master Test Panel (Sheet 2 of 2) 
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SUBSYSTEM/DESIGNATION INITIAL 
ADAC CP - 1770 30. 

AFCS AN/ASW-43 N/A 

AICR C-8684 N/A 

AILR C-8684 N/A 

APC AN/ASW- 105 N/A 

ASPJ AN/AL&165 N/A 

SAG ANlAPN - 154 N/A 

SSF N/A 

CADC CP-1035 N/A 

CIU 2. 

DEU N/A 

DPI N/A 

DP2 N/A 

DLS ANlASW-27C N/A 

DSS N/A 

EMSPl N/A 

EMSP2 N/A 

IFS N/A 

IFI ANIAPX-76 N/A 

IFX ANlAPX- 100 N/A 

INSANIASN-130 N/A 

IRSTS N/A 

JTIDS ANIURC-107 10. 

MCI ANIAYK-14 .2 

MC2 ANIAYK-14 .2 

MFA LEFT N/A 
MFA RIGHT N/A 

RADAR ANIAPG-71 210. 
RALT ANIAPN -194 N/A 
RFPANIARC-182 N/A 

RFR AN/ARC- 182 N/A 
RWR ANIALR-67 N/A 

SAHRS AN/USN-2 16. 

SDIS 2. 

SMS ANIAYQ-15 2. 
TACAN ANIARN-118 or ANIURC-107 (Note 6) 
TARPS N/A 

CONTINUOUS 
COMMANDED MONITOR COCKPIT 

20. 2. N/A 

53. 2. N/A 

63. 2. N/A 

63. 2. N/A 

03. 2. 03. 

110. 30. 110. 

3. N/A N/A 

3. 2. N/A 

4. 2. N/A 

2. 10. N/A 

20. 2. N/A 

40. 5. N/A 

40. 5. N/A 

15. N/A (Note 2) 

(Note 3) 1. N/A 

N/A 2. N/A 

N/A 2. N/A 

3. 2. N/A 

2. N/A N/A 

2. 2. N/A 

55. Mins 1. N/A 

30. 2. N/A 

15. 12. N/A 

12. 10. N/A 

12. 10. N/A 

2. N/A N/A 
2. N/A N/A 

150. 2. N/A 

3. N/A (Note 4) 

N/A 2. N/A 

N/A 2. N/A 

N/A 1. (Note 5) 

5. 5. N/A 

6. 2. N/A 

10. 1. N/A 

(Note 6) (Note 6) (Note 6) 

N/A 2. N/A 

Figure 38-4. Subsystem BIT Mode Test Times (Sheet I of 2) 
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CONTINUOUS 
SUBSYSTEM/DESIGNATION INITIAL COMMANDED MONITOR COCKPIT 

Notes: 
1. All test times are in seconds unless other&e noted. 

2. This test is the Data Link BAD (D/L BAD) test initiated by the RIO or Pilot. This test remains in effect for as 
long as the MASTER TEST panel switch is in D/L BAD. Refer to Operator Initiated BIT section for more 
information. 

3. DSS Commanded BIT times of 5.0 and 65.0 seconds correspond to the Data Storage Set (DSS) test, and 
the DSS test including the Bulk Memory Checksum test, respectively. 

4. This test remains in effect for as long as the PUSH TO TEST knob on the RADAR ALTITUDE indicator is 
held depressed. 

5. This test remains in effect for as long as the TEST switch on the RADAR WARNING RCVFI panel is held to 
BIT. Once released, the test completes in approximately 13 seconds. 

3. JTIDS initial BIT will cause a 4-second loss of tacan lock. Atacan self-test is performed during JTIDS 
OBC. See Chapter 20 for additional details. 

Figure 384. Subsystem BIT. Mode Test Ties (Sheet 2 of 2) 

Current failure information is also displayed on the 
TlD in the OBCCM window (refer to paragraph 38.5), 
and on the MFDs in the warning/caution/advisory 
window for certain equipment failures. 

38.3.1 Built-In-Test Description. Several types 
ofBITaresupportedbyeachsubsystemandareperformed 
internally. These modes include: power-up (or initial), pe 
riodic (continwus or automatic), and commanded (in- 
cludes both MFD and cockpit control panel initiated) BIT. 
Refer to Figure 38-4 for approximate BIT times for each 
subsystem. Regardless of the BIT type, detected failures 
are retained for the affected subsystem by the MCS. Each 
modeofBITcontainsaseriesofteststhatdifferticmmode 
to mode. Because of these differences, a priority for each 
subsystem determines when a subsystem failure no longer 
exists. Other tests performed by the MCS include data-bus 
channel tests, and a test to determine the compatibility of 
each subsystem’s &ware load with the MCS OFR 

38.3.1.1 BIT Modes. The following is a brief de- 
scription of each BIT mode. Refer to Figure 384 for 
subsystem applicability. 

Initial BIT is performed by each subsystem upon the 
application of electrical power. This mode of BIT is only 
performed after power has been off for a specific length of 
time (i.e., cold start) and then m&red. For shorter power 
intenuptions (i.e., warm start), this mode of BlT is not per- 
formed The MCS monitom each subsystem for a response 
(GO or NO GO) at the completion of this mode. 

Continwus-monitor BIT is performed by each subsys- 
tem on s continwus and noninterfeting basis (i.e., subsys- 
tem continues to perform normal operational mode as 
well). The BIT time is usually 2 seconds. The MCS moni- 
tors each subsystem at a l-second rate in order to establish 
current status (GO or NO GO). 

Commanded BIT is performed by each subsystem 
when commanded through the MFDs or by a cockpit 
control panel (when available). This mode is typically 
the most comprehensive and provides the highest degree 
of fault isolation. When used, this mode interrupts nor- 
mal operation of the selected subsystem. The MCS 
monitors the subsystem while it is in test and the re- 
sponse (GO or NO GO) at the completion of test. 

Data bus test is performed by the MCS in order to 
detect data bus (mission bus No. 1 and No. 2, and inter- 
computer bus) channel failures. Computer bus channel 
failures are detected and reported by the RDP to the 
MCS. Each channel is tested on MCS cold start, and 
when a subsystem fmt responds on the data bus. The 
test consists of transmitting several test patterns of data 
across each channel to a subsystem, and then reading 
back the data. A disagreement in the data establishes a 
NO GO for the data bus channel at fault. Since most 
bussed subsystems are dual redundant on the data bus, 
a single-channel failure will not affect the operation of 
the applicable subsystem. In the event that both channels 
have failed, the subsystem will be maintained as NOT 
READY, making the subsystem unavailable to the rest 
of the system. 
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NO GO Subsystem has at least one WRA fault detected as a result of performing one of 
its Bm modes. These failures are reported to the MCS only after an approprlate 
failure threshold has been reached. Depending on the etient of the failure, the 
subsystem may not be operationally usable by thesystem, causing a degraded 
mode to be entered where available. Subsystems that are not on a data bus 
and are not responding due to being powered down or not Installed are 
reported as NO GO. 

STATUS 
NOT READY 

DEFINlTlON 
Subsystem Is not responding on a data bus as determined by the MCS, due to 
one of the followlng conditions: power-down, not Installed, remote terminal 
failure, bus message enor, excessively busy, or failure of all data bus channels 
to a particular subsystem. In addltlon, any bus subsystem that does not 
complete commanded BIT within a speclfled perlod of time will be set to thls 
status type. 

1 

CONFIG ERROR Subsystem has an Inconsistent sofhvare program, or firmware load as 
determlned by the MCS. This type of failure does not preclude the system from 
operatlonally using the affected subsystem. The subsystem can be powered 
down at the flightcrew’s Ulscretlon to prevent the subsystem from being used 
by the system. 

I 

Figure 38-S. Defmition of Status Types 

Software compatibility test is performed by the MCS 
in order to detect incompatible software program loads 
as compared to the configuration for the rest of the sys- 
tem. In addition, a subsystem will test and report the 
internal compatibility between its main program load 
and fmware. Each subsystem is tested by the MCS on 
MCS scold start and when a subsystem fmt responds on 
the data bus. When an incompatibility is detected with 
a subsystem, the subsystem status will be maintained as 
CONFIG ERROR, and a computer message will be dis- 
played indicating the WRA at fault. 

38.3.12 BIT Status/Priorities. OBC display formats 
provide the flightcrew with continuous status of avion- 
ics and radar subsystems. Note that weapon and stores 
status are displayed on the SMS format, which is select- 
able from the menu format. Failure acronyms am dis- 
played on the OBC formats for every failed item. These 
acronyms identify failures at the subsystem and WRA 
level on various OBC formats. Equipment BIT status is 
displayed as either NO GO, NOT READY, or CONFIG 
ERROR. Refer to Figure 38-5 for status-type defmi- 
tions. Note that absence of a failure acronym indicates 
that the equipment is GO. Refer to Figure 38-6 for a list 
of subsystems versus types of status. Note. that when the 
MCS cold-starts as a result of a power-transient or a 
system reset, BIT status for equipment that is NOT 

READY will not be displayed as such for 1 minute. 
After this time has elapsed, only equipment that is cur- 
rently NOT READY will be considered failed. This 
allows subsystems that need time to warm up or perform 
initial BIT to do so without being prematurely reported 
asNOO0. 

Each mode of subsystem BIT is weighted according 
to the amount of fault isolation that it provides. Subsys- 
tem failures can be removed from the system (i.e., will 
clear any equipment failure maintained by the MCS) 
only by one of the following: 

1. Selecting system reset. 

2. Cycling power to the MCS. 

3. Cycling power tc subsystem (only pertains to 
equipment on data bus). During power-off, equip 
ment BIT status reverts to NOT READY. 

4. CONFIG ERROR is overridden by NO GO or 
NOT READY. 

5. Equipment status of NO GO will remain un- 
less same or higher weight of BIT reports GO 
condition. 
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NOT CONFIG 
SUBSYSTEMS READY NOGO ERROR 

ADAC X X X 
AFCS X(l) X 
AICL X(1) X 
AICR WV X 
APC X(l) X 
ASPJ X X X 
BAG X(l) X 

BSF X(1 ) X 
CADC X(l) X 
CIU X X X 
DEU X X X 
DPl X X X 
DP2 X X X 
DLS X(l) X 
DSS X X 
EMSPl X X 
EMSP2 X X 
IFB WV X 
IFI X 
IFX X(l) X 

e INS X X X 
IRSTS X X X 
JTIDS X X 
MC1 X X X 
MC2 X X X 
MFA LEFT X 
MFA RIGHT X 

RADAR X X 
RALT X(l) X 
RFP X 
RFR X 
RWR X X X 
SAHRS X X X 
SDIS X X X 
SMS X X X 
TACAN X 
TARPS X 

wow X 

,OTE: (1) Subordinate to the converter interface 
unit (CIU), and equipment status is 
displayable as NO GO as a result of a 
subsystem not completing 
commanded BIT within a set time. 

NAVAIR 01.FQIAAD-1 

38.3.1.3 MFD Commanded BIT. In addition to 
displaying equipment BIT status, the MFD OBC for- 
mats are the primary means for generating command- 
initiated BIT. Testing can be controlled from any MFD 
on which an OBC format is displayed. The only other 
available method of testing (for equipment listed in Fig- 
ure 38-4) is to use a dedicated cockpit panel to control 
test on an individual equipment basis. Test controls al- 
low tests of the selected subsystem(s) to be initiated or 
terminated. The OBC display formats allow testing at 
several different levels, including sequence testing, 
functional group testing, and individual (or unit) testing. 
Sequence testing allows several items to be tested at the 
same time, with the MCS automatically testing (i.e., in 
parallel or in sequence) the appropriate equipment. 
Functional group testing allows functionally related 
equipment to be tested at the same time in a similar 
manner to the sequence tests. Each OBC format gener- 
ally contains a series ofpushbutton legends representing 
systems that have command-initiated BIT capability. 
CommandedBIT canbe initiated one at a time, or in any 
combination, as long as the prerequisites for testing are 
satisfied. Refer to paragraph 38.32 for commanded BIT 
test prerequisites. 

OBC display formats also serve to provide feedback 
or the progress of testing (i.e., in test, test complete, and 
awaiting test) through MFD acronym status. Computer 
messages are generated and displayed on the MFDs in 
response to invalid test selections. 

38.3.1.4 Control Panel-lnltiated BIT. Control panel- 
initiated BIT is an alternate mode of BIT initiated tiom a 
cockpit control panel. Refer to Figure 38-4 for applica- 
bility, Control panel initiated BIT is described with the 
applicable subsystem. 

38.3.2 Test Prerequisites/Restrictions. Com- 
manded BIT testing requires that certain conditions be 
satisfied prior to the test command from the MCS, for 
safety-of-flight purposes. These conditions govern the 
control of all commanded BIT initiated through the 
MFDs and depend on the type of test. In addition, there 
are some restrictions that disable tests because of equip- 
ment or operational mode conflicts. (Initial and continu- 
ous BIT are not subject to these conditions.) 

38.3.2.1 BIT Interlocks/Test Restrictions. Pre- 
flight tests are enabled by the pilot selecting OBC on 
the MASTER TEST panel with weight on wheels, 
TAS < 76 knots, and handbrake set. These tests are 
designated preflight and it is recommended that they 
be performed at this time since a failure may cons& 
tute a flight safety hazard. All interlocks are con- 
stantly checked for change in status to ensure the 
safety of the aircraft. In-flight tests are performed only 
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whenthe aircraft is airborne with weight off wheels and 
TAS > 76 knots. Refer to Figure 38-7. 

38.3.3 Avionic BIT Operation. Avionic BIT op- 
eration is controlled through MFD OBC display formats. 
For some systems, dedicated control panels serve as a 
redundant and alternate means for controlling BIT. All 
OBC formats display equipment status, equipment fail- 
ure acronyms for detected WRA failures, and the pro- 
gress of testing. These formats provide the capability to 
manually initiate/terminate command BIT and to 
mask/unmask current failures on the displays. These 
formats are accessible on any MFD including the pilot 
center (MFDl), pilot right (MFD2), and RIO (MFD3) 
displays. 

When the system is powered up from a cold-start 
condition (i.e., power to MCS off for greater than 300 
milliseconds) or when system reset is ordered, the mis- 
sion computers perform initial BIT. All other equipment 
takesvaryingamountsoftimetowarmuportocomplete 
initial BIT. At the completion of mission computer in- 
itial BIT, MFD2 will display the OBC BASIC format. 
At all other times, the OBC BASIC format can be ac- 
cessed on any MFD by selecting the MENU1 pushbut- 
ton followed by the OBC pushbutton. The OBC BASIC 
formaJ allows initiation of various test sequences, and 
also serves as the menu for access to all other OBC 
formats. Tests can also be commanded through OBC 
functional group formats. OBC computer messages pro- 
vide feedback to the flightcrew and are displayed when 
testing is completed or in response to test selections that 
are not acceptable because of invalid interlocks and op- 
erational conflicts. 

When the system is in a backup mode of operation 
(only one mission computer operational), it will support 
all the OBC functions that are normally provided in a 
full-up mode (i.e., both mission computers operational). 

38.3.3.1 MFD OBC Formats. There are several 
different types of OBC formats: basic, functional group, 
fail data, maintenance, and failure history tile. Figure 
38-8 identifies the equipment that can be commanded to 
test, or masked, Tom each of the format types. 

Figure 38-9 identities all possible OBC failure acro- 
nyms and failure history tile acronyms that are displayed 
on OBC formats. It also provides an explanation and 
possible action that the aircrew can take in response to 
the fault. 

38.3.3.1.1 OBC Basic. The OBC basic format dis- 
plays failures at the subsystem level and provides the 
capability to initiate the OBC sequence tests. Additional 
information for a subsystem failure can be found on the 

corresponding functional group format. Each acronym 
that appears on the OBC basic format indicates that the 
subsystem is not currently operational. Each acronym ap 
pears in a dedicated location as shown in Figme 38-10. 

38.3.3.1.2 Functional Group Formats/Fail Data 
Format. The OBC functional group format display 
failures are at the WFW level. Additional information 
for a WRA failure can be found on the corresponding 
fail data format for that functional group. Subsystem 
failure status is indicated as either NO GO, NOT 
READY, or CONFIG for each subsystem in the func- 
tional group. -Refer to Figure 38-5 for failure status 
types. When the status is NOT READY for a subsystem 
on the bus, the WRA corresponding to the remote ter- 
minal (i.e., the WRA that directly communicates on 
the bus with the MCS) is displayed subordinate to the 
subsystem. 

A prompt (* NEXT PAGE *) on the bottom of an 
OBC fonctional group format (or a fail data format) 
appears if there are additional failure acronyms for the 
group or additional fail data pages. Pressing the PAGE 
pushbutton in response to the prompt will cause the next 
page of information to be displayed. Paging past the last 
page will cause the fmt page to be displayed again. 

Fail data information is only displayed on a fail data 
format after at least one commanded BIT has been per- 
formed for the applicable subsystem. 

Note 
Fail data is available for display continu- 
ously for CADC, EMSP 1, and EMSPZ. 

Otherwise, if commanded bit has not been performed, 
a prompt will be displayed on the fmt line of the fail 
data format as FAIL DATA NOT AVAILABLE for the 
applicable WR4 or system. 

38.3.3.1.3 Failure Acronym Masking. Masking 
removes or inhibits display of OBC equipment failure 
acronyms for known WRA faults. Failure acronyms will 
be removed from the OBC formats (basic and functional 
group) and from the TID OBCCM window regardless 
of the mode of BIT that detected the failure. Failure 
acronyms are maskable at the OBC basic level, where 
all currently failed equipment is affected, and also at the 
timctional grouptit level, where only equipment in the 
functional group is affected, Failure acronyms may also 
be unmasked in order to cause their redisplay after hav- 
ing been previously masked. Unmasking is initiated 
with OBC formats or by the system as a result of per- 
forming commanded BIT. Whichever level of masking/ 
unmasking is selected, all the corresponding equipment 
appearing on the OBC basic, OBC functional group, and 
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FLIGHT STATUS 
‘REFLIGHT 
weight-on-wheels, TASc76 KTS, 
4TP set to OBC. Parking brake set) 

TEST SELECTS 
Preflight test 

EQUIPMENT TESTED 
(1) CIU, CADC, APC, 
IFB, ADAC, DSS, SM 
SDIS, IRST, JTIDS 

AFCS, AICS, RALT, 
S, (1) DLB, BSF, (2) 

Retest test 

Weight-on-wheels, parking brake 
et) 

in/eight-on-wheels, TAB.<76 KTS) 

Indiiidual/group test 

Individual/group test 

Individual/group test 

Retest test 

(1) CIU, ADAC. DSS, DEU, SMS, (3) ASPJ, 
(NON-RADIATE), SDIS, IRST 

(1) CIU, CADC, APC, AFCS, AICS 

(3) INS, SAHRS, JTIDS 

RALT 

ADAC, DSS, DEU, SMS, (2) ASPJ 
(NON-RADIATE), SDIS, IRST 

\IFLIGHT lnflight test 
weight-off-wheels, TAS>=76 KTS) 

IFB, DEU, IFX, BAG, SMS, (1) DLS, (2) 
ASPJ (RADIATE), MFA LEFT/RIGHT, SDIS, 
IRST 

Individual/group test 

Retest test 

BAG, IFX, (3) ASPJ (RADIATE) 

ADAC, DSS, DEU, SMS, (2) ABPJ 
(RADIATE), SDIS, IRST 

,reflight/lnflight Individual/group test (4) DPl, (4) DP2, DEU, IFB, (5) MCI, (5) 
MC2, ADAC, (6) DSS, SMS, (1) DLS, SDIS, 
IRST 

Retesl test ADAC, DSS, DEU, SMS, SDIB, IRST 
I 

IOTES: 

I) CIU/DLS: 

When the CIU or DLS is selected for test through the MFD’s, the system will reject the selection(s) ti a 
CV SINS mode of alignment is in progress. This allows the SINS alignment to continue to completion 
without interruption. 

?) ASPJ: 

In addltion to the interlock conditions indicated above, the following switch settings must be made on 
the ASPJ control panel in order to initiate test: 

-When the ASPJ is selected for test with the MFD’s, the ASPJ will perform BIT and radiate (i.e., 
transmit RF) only lf XMIT switch is selected. If RCV is selected, the ASPJ will perform BIT without 
radiating. 

-When the ASPJ Is seteoted for test with the MFDs, the ASPJ will not perform BIT if SlBy or OFF is 
selected. 

Figure 38-7. Interlock Test Restrictions (Sheet 1 of 2) 
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3) INS: 

Prior to selecting INS for test with the OBC NAV format, TEST on the NAV MODE panel must be 
selected. 

4) DPlIDP2: 

When DPl or DP2 is selected for test through the OBC CD formats, the following restrictions apply: 

ALLOWABLE TEST 
SELECTION FLIGHT STATUS 

DPI or DP2 In-flight (Weight off wheels), both DP’s must be operationally GO 

OR 

Preflight (Weight on wheels) 

NONE In-flight (Weight off Wheels), one DP not operationally GO 

5) MCl/MC2: 

When MCI or MC2 is selected for test with the OBC AUXformats, the following restrictions apply: 

ALLOWABLE TEST 
SELECTION FLIGHT STATUS 

MCI or MC2 In-flight (Weight off wheels), both MC’s must be operationally GO 

OR 

Preflight (Weight on wheels) 

NONE In-flight (Weight off wheels), one MC not operationally GO 

‘6) DSS: 

Prior to selecting the DSS for test through the MFD’s, the data storage unit must be inserted into the 
Data Storage Unit Receptacle (DSUR). DSS BIT will be limited (i.e., less bulk memory checksum test) 
when the DSS is tested as part of a preflight or retest sequence. Otherwise, if the test selection is an 
individual or functional group type made through the OBC AUX format, DSS BIT will include the 
performance of the bulk memory checksum test. The bulk memory checksum test adds approximately 
1 minute to the overall test time. 

Figure 38-7. Interlock Test Restrictions (Sheet 2 of 2) 
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osc DISPLAY 
FORMAT 

ASIC 

TEST SELECTIOM 
TYPE 

SEQUENCES: 

Prelight 
lnflight 
Retest 

unctional group Group or individual: 

FLT (flight) AFCS, AICS, APC 

CNI (communication, RFP, RFR, BAG, IFX, 
navigation, IFI, RALT, TCN 
identification) 

NAV (navigation) CADC, CIU, DINS, 
SAHR 

CD (controls and 
displays) 

AUX (auxiliary) 

DEU. DPl , DP2 

MCI, MC2, EMSPl, 
EMSP2, ADAC, DSS, 
DBUS 

SMST (stores 
management system) 

TAC (tactical) 

EW (electronic 
warfare) 

SNSR (sensors) 

SMS 

DLC, JTIDS 

ASPJ, BSF, IFB, 
RWR, MFA 

IRST, RDR, SDIS, 
TARPS 

:AIL DATA 

CNI 
NAV 
CD 
AUX 

JTIDS 

SMST 
SMST SWITCHES 
Ew 
SNSR 

MNTENANCE 
;URRENT FAILURES 

:AlLURE HISTORY FILE 

NAVAIR 0%FIWD-I 

TID OBCCM window will be affected. Format exam- 
ples are shown in Figure 38-11. Note that tbe OBC 
maintenance formats are unaffected by any masking 
operation. Masking and umna&ing is controlled via 
OBC basic, any OBC functional group, or any fail data 
format as follows: 

1. OBC basic masking is performed by selecting tbe 
MSK function on the OBC basic format, at which 
time the MSK pushbutton legend will be boxed 
This allows all the equipment failure acronyms 
currently appearing on the OBC basic format to be 
removed. Unmasking is performed by pressing the 
MSK pushbutton while it is boxed, As a result, 
failure acronyms are displayed for equipment cur- 
rently failed and the MSK pushbutton legend is 
unboxed to indicate that no failures are masked. 
The MSK pushbutton appears boxed on the OBC 
BASIC format if there is at least one WRA failure 
masked in the system. 

2. Functional group masking is performed by select- 
ing the ALL and MSK pushbuttons on the respeo- 
tive OBC functional group format. The ALL 
pushbutton legend is boxed to indicate its selection 
and unboxed if deselected. Group masking is only 
performed if the ALL pushbutton is boxed prior to 
making the selection of the MSK pushbutton. 
Group masking will only remove failure acronyms 
associated with equipment on the corresponding 
functional group format Group unmasking is per- 
formed by deselecting the ALLJMSK pushbutton 
when the MSK pushbutton legend is boxed. The 
MSK pushbutton legend appears boxed if there is 
at least one equipment that is masked on the cor- 
responding iimctional group format. 

3. Unit masking is performed by selecting equipment 
and MSK pushbuttons. Any number of WRAS 
may be selected prior to selecting the MSK push- 
button in order to mask more than one failure at 
the same time. Each equipment pushbutton legend 
is boxed to indicate its selection and is unboxed if 
reselected. Only those items that remain selected 
(i.e., boxed) before selecting the MSK pushbutton 
will be masked. Unit unmasking is performed by 
selecting the equipment and MSK pushbuttons 
when the MSK pushbutton legend is boxed. 

Figure 38-8. OBC Display Format Types 
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OBC ACRONYM 
4DAC 

4FCS 

KCELEROMETER 

‘ITCH ACTUATOR 

?ITCH COMPUTER 

PITCH SENSOR 

ROLL ACTUATOR 

ROLL COMPUTER 

ROLL SENSOR 

YAW ACTUATOR 

YAW COMPUTER 

YAW SENSOR 

AICS 

AICS-L or AICS-R 

PROGRAMMER 

FHF 
ACRONYM 

4DAC 

SFCS 

4FCAM 

SFCPA 

4FCPC 

4FCPS 

4FCRA 

4FCRC 

AFCRS 

4FCYA 

RFCYC 

RFCYS 

AICS 

AILP 
AIRP 

DEFINITION 
,Irbome Data Acquisition 
:omputer 

utomatic Flight Control 
iystem 

ur Inlet Control System 

4lr Inlet Control (Left or 
3lght) 

REMARKS 
ADAC failure, Fatigue and Engine 
Monltorlng data records will no longer be 
recorded on the DSS 

Failure of a system WRA as shown below 

Yaw accelerometer failure 

Pitch actuator position does not agree with 
command 

Pitch computer failure (Valid only with 
corresponding CAUTION-ADVISORY lights 
on. Autopilot caution light and indicated 
failure is not valid) 

Pitch sensor failure 

Roll actuator position does not agree with 
command 

Roll computer failure 

Roll sensor data failure 

Yaw series servo actuator failure 

Yaw computer failure (Check that ALPHA 
COMP/PEDAL shaker clrcult breaker (RBl) 
is engaged) 

Yaw sensor failure 

Failure of AICL or AICR (See below) 

Indicates which AICS has falled. Used in 
conjunctlon with INLET/ RAMPS caution 
lights. 

Programmer failure, without INLET light, 
computer uses normal values 

Figure 38-9. OBC Failure Acronyms (Sheet 1 of 11) 
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FHF 
OBC ACRONYM ACRONYM DEFINITION REMARKS 

$0.1 RAMP AIlAl NO. 1 actuator position does not agree 
\CTUATOR AIRAl with command 

JO. 2 RAMP AllA NO. 2 actuator position does not agree 
VZIJATOR AIRA with command 

r10.3 RAMP AiLA NO. 3 actuator position does not agree 
ACTUATOR AiRA with command 

;TATlC PRESSURE AILS1 Static pressure sensor. With INLET light, 
AIRS1 SENSOR fall safe mode. Without INLET 

IigM, failure operational. No filght 
restrictlon 

rOTAL PRESSURE 

4NGLE OF ATTACK 

AlLS2 
AIRS2 

AILS4 
AIRS4 

Total pressure sensor. With INLET light, 
SENSOR fall safe mode 

Angie-of-Attack (AOA) or engine fan 
speed. (AFTC may be in secondary 
mode.) Without INLET light, fail 
operational. No flight restriction 

,D/MCS AIUD 
AIRID 

identifier conflict 

WC APC Approach Power 
Compensator 

Auto throttle Inspection. System will defaui 
to BOOST automatically. A REV 4 AIC 
programmer is installed in lieu of correct 
REV 5 programmer. 

RCCELEROMETER APCAM APC accelerometer fail 
No associated light 
Auto throttle inoperative 
APC not authorized for landing 

COMPUTER APCPU APC computer fail 
Auto throttle inoperative 

ASPJ 

PROCESSOR 

ASPJ 

SPJPR 

Airborne Self-Protection 
JammSr 

ASPJ failure. ECM may not be available. 
Run commanded BIT 

Possible processor failure. Run 
commanded SIT to provide fault isolation 
to WRA level 

RECEiVER LOW SPJRL Low-band receiver failure 

Figure 38-9. OBC Failure Acronyms (Sheet 2 of 11) 
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FHF 
OBC ACRONYM ACRONYM DEFINITION REMARKS 

TECENER HIGH SPJRH High-band receiver failure 

tECEtVER AUG SPJRA Augmentation receiver failure 

RANSMtllER LOW SPJTL Low-band transmitter failure 

nXAN.SMtlTER HIGH SPJTH High-band transmitler failure 

rRANSMtllER AUG SPJTA High-band augmentation transmitter failurs 

3WR INTERFACE SPJRI Interface failure between ASPJ and RWR 

3AG BAG Beacon Augmentor BAG not powered on 

Run commanded SlT 

Degraded position approach on automatic 
carrier landing (ACL) and/or ground 
vectoring 

BSF BSF 

FILTER I-RWR 315 BSFl 

FILTER 2-RWR 45 BSF2 

FILTER 3-ASPJ BSF3 

CADC CADC 

Band Suppression Fllters BSF failure 

BSF filter FWD 315 deg 

BSF filter FWD 45 deg 

BSF filter -ASPJ 

Central Air Data Computer Check caution/advisory Ilghts. Examine 
CADC Fail Data Format 

au 

DBUS 

au Convener Interface Unit 

Data Bus 

CIU fall 

MIL-STD-1553 data bus channel fallUre 
(See below) 

ADAC MBUS 2 
CHAN A 

AAC2A Mission Bus NO. 2 channel A fail 

ADAC MBUS 2 
CHAN B 

AAC2B Mlsslon Bus NO. 2 channel S fail 

ARDP MBUS 1 
CHAN A 

RDPlA Mission Bus NO. 1 channel A fail 

ORIGINAL 

Figure 38-9. OBC Failure. Acronyms (Sheet 3 of 11) 
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FHF 
OBC ACRONYM ACRONYM DEFlNlllON REMARKS 

I\RDP MBUS 1 RDPIB Mlssion Bus NO. 1 channel B fail 
CHAN B 

ARDP MBUS 2 
CHAN A 

ARDP MBUS 2 
CHAN B 

RDP2A Mission Bus NO. 2 channel A fail 

RDP2B Mission Bus NO. 2 channel B fail 

RMlC 

RMX 

RCIUC 

RSPJ MBUS 1 SPJlA 
CHAN A 

ASPJ MBUS 1 SPJIB 
CHAN’ B 

CIU MBUS 2 CHAN A CIU2A 

CIU MBUS 2 CHAN B CIU2B 

DSS MBUS 2 CHAN A DBWA 

DSS MBUS 2 CHAN B DSMB 

DPI MBUB 1 CHAN A DPI IA 

DPI MBUS 1 CHAN B DPl 1 B 

DP2 MBUS 2 CHAN A DP22A 

DP2 MBUS 2 GHAN B DP22B 

DEKI MBUS 2 CHAN A DEWA 

DEKI MBUS 2 DEU2B 
CHAN B 

INS MBUS 2 CHAN A INS2A 

Computer Bus (Radar/MCI) channel fail 

Computer Bus (RadadMC2) channel fail 

Computer Bus (Radar/(X) channel fall 

Mission Bus NO. 1 channel A fall 

Mission Bus NO. 1 channel B fail 

Mission Bus NO. 2 channel A fail 

Mlssion Bus NO. 2 channel B fail 

Mission Bus NO. 2 channel A fail 

Mission Bus NO. 2 channel B fail 

Mission Bus NO. 1 channel A fall 

Mission Bus NO. 1 channel B fail 

Mission Bus NO. 2 channel A fall 

Mlsslcri Bus NO. 2 channel B fail 

Mission Bus NO. 2 channel A fall 

Misslon Bus NO. 2 channel B fall 

Mission Bus NO. 2 channel A fail 

Figure 38-9. OBC Failure Acronyms (Sheet 4 of 11) 
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FHF 
OBC ACRONYM ACRONYM DEFINITION REMARKS 

INS MBUS 2 Cl-IAN B INS28 Mission Bus NO. 2 channel B fail 

IRST MBUS 1 CHAN A IRlA Mission Bus NO. 1 channel A fail 

IRST MBUS 1 CHAN B IRlB Mission Bus NO. 1 channel B fail 

JTIDS MBUS 2 CHAN A JT2A 

JTIDS MBUS 2 CHAN B JT2B 

MC1 MBUS 2 CHAN A MC12A Mission Bus NO. 2 channel A fail 

MC1 MBUS 2 CHAN B MC128 Mission Bus NO. 2 channel B fail 

MC2 MBUS 2 CHAN A MC22A Mission Bus NO. 2 channel A fail 

MC2 MBUS 2 CHAN B MC228 Mission Bus NO. 2 channel B fail 

MC1 MBUS 1 CHAN A MCllA Mission Bus NO. 1 channel A fail 

MCI MBUS 1 CHAN B MCtlB Mission Bus NO. 1 channel B fail 

MC2 MBUS 1 CHAN A MC2lA Mission Bus NO. 1 channel A fail 

MC2 MBUS 1 CHAN B MC2lB Mission Bus NO. 1 channel B fail 

MC2 IBUS CHAN A MC21A Intercomputer Bus NO. 1 channel A fail 

MC2 IBUS CHAN B MC21 B Intercomputer Bus NO. 1 channel B fail 

SAHRS MBUS 1 CHAN A SHRIA Mission Bus NO. 1 channel A fail 

SAHRS MBUS 1 CHAN B SHRIB Mission Bus NO. 1 channel B fail 

SDIS MBUS 1 CHAN A SDllA Mission Bus NO. 1 channel A fail 

SDIS MBUS 1 CHAN B SDllB Mission Bus NO. 1 channel B fail 

SMP MBUS 2 CHAN A SMP2A Mission Bus NO. 2 channel A fail 

SMP MBUS 2 CHAN B SMP2B Mission Bus NO. 2 channel B fail 

DEU DEU Date Entry Unit DEU failure 

ORIGINAL 

Figure 38-9. OBC Failure Acronyms (Sheet 5 of 11) 
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OBC ACRONYM 
DINS 

INERTIAL NAV 
SYSTEM 

FHF 
ACRONYM DEFINITION REMARKS 

DINS Digital Inertial Navigation INS or battery failure 
System 

INS INS failure 

INS BATTERY 
BACK-UP 

DNSPS INS battery failure 

DLS DLS Data Link System Data Link powered off. Run commanded 
BIT 

JTIDS 

SDU 

JTIDS 

JTSDU 

Joint Tactical Information JTIDS failure 
Distribution System 

Secure Data Unit BDU (KGV-6) failure/JTIDS crypt0 keys 
are not loaded. 

BAlTERY JTBAT JTIDS Battery JTIDS Battery Failure. Keys will not 
load/hold in BTBY with a failed battery. 

RCVWXMTR JTRT JTIDB JTIDS lUT failure. This can also effect 
Receiver/Transmitter Tacan operation. 

DATA PROCESSOR JTDDP JTIDS Digital Data JTIDS DDP failure. This unit is part of the 
Processor JTIDS Data Processor Group. 

INTERFACE UNIT JTIU JTIDS Interface Unit JTIDS IU failure. This unit is part of the 
JTIDS Data Processor Group. 

DSS DSS Data Storage Set DSB failure. Possible loss of data on data 
storage unit 

EMSPl EMSPI Engine Monitoring Signal EMSPl failure 
Processor no. 1 

EMSP2 EMSP2 Engine Monitoring Signal EMSP2 failure 
Processor no. 2 

IFB IFB Interference Blanker Possible interference between Tacan, 
Radar Altimeter, IFF, APG-71, RWR, and 
ASPJ 

IRST IRST Infrared Search and Track IRST failure 

SENSOR UNIT IRSU Sensor unit failure 

ELECTRONIC UNIT IREU Electronic unit failure 

IFI IFI IFF Interrogator APX-76 failure 

RECEIVER/ IFIRT Receiver/transmitter failure 
TRANSMITTER 

SWITCH/AMP IFISW Switch amplifier failure 

KIR COMPUTER IFN APX-76 computer failure/not installed 

SYNCHRONIZER IFISYS Synchronizer failure 

Figure 38-9. OBC Failure Acronyms (Sheet 6 of 11) 
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Fx IFX IFF Transponder APX-1 00 failure 

rRANSPONDER IFXPN IFF failure. Set MASTER switch on IFF 
control panel to NORM. Select test for 
each mode and observe Ilght. 

:OMPUTER IFA 

vfc1 MCI 

APX-100 computer failure 

Mission Computer NO. 1 MCI failure. System will revert to backup 
mode If MC2 Is functional. 

WC2 MC2 Mission Computer NO. 2 M2 failure. System will revert to backup 
mode If MC1 Is functional. 

WDSl Multifunction Dlsplay 
System NO. 1 

MDSl failure 

DISPLAY 
PROCESSOR 

DCPl DP NO. 1 failure 

PILCT CENTER 
MFD 1 

MFDl Pilot center MFD failure 

HUD HUD Head-up display failure 

PILOT RIGHT - MFD 2 MFD2 Pilot right MFD failure 

RIO - MFD 3 Mrn3 RIO MFD failure 

HUD INTERFACE HUDI Interface failure between DP NO. 1 and 
HUD, or HUD not powered up 

MFD 1 INTERFACE MFDll Interface failure between DP No. 1 and 
MFD NO. 1, or MFD NO. 1 not powered up 

MFD 2 INTERFACE MFD2l Interface fallure between DP NO. 1 and 
MFD NO. 2, or MFD NO. 2 not powered up 

MFD 3 INTERFACE MFDBI Interface failure between DP NO. 1 and 
MFD NO. 3. or MFD NO. 3 not powered up 

MDS2 MultifunctIon Display 
System NO. 2 

MDS2 failure 

DISPLAY 
PROCESSOR 

DCP2 DP No. 2 failure. System will revert to Dl? 
backup mode lf DP No. 1 is functlonal. 

ORIGINAL 

Figure 38-9. OBC Failure Acronyms (Sheet 7 of 11) 
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FHF 
OBC ACRONYM ACRONYM DEFlNiliON REMARKS 

PILOT CENTER - MFDl Pilot center MFD failure 
MFD 1 

HUD HUD 

PILOT RIGHT - MFD 2 MFM 

RIO - MFD 3 MFD3 

HUD INTERFACE HUDI 

MFD 1 INTERFACE MFDli 

MFD 2 INTERFACE MFD21 

MFD 3 INTERFACE MFD3i 

DPl/DP2 INTERFACE DP12l 

Head-up display failure 

Pilot right MFD failure 

RIO MFD failure 

Interface failure between DP NO. 2 and 
HUD, or HUD not powered up 

Interface failure between DP NO. 2 and 
MFD NO. 1, or MFD NO. 1 not powered up 

Intedace failure between DP NO. 2 and 
MFD NO. 2, or MFD NO. 2 not powered up 

interface failure between DP NO. 2 and 
MFD NO. 3, or MFD NO. 3 not powered up 

Interface failure between DP NO. 1 and DP 
NO. 2 

MFAL Multiple Filter Assembly MFA left failure 
Len 

FILTER A 

FILTER B 

FILTER C 

MFAR 

FILTER A 

FILTER B 

FILTER C 

RDR 

RADAR 

MFAtA 

MFALB 

MFALC 

MFARA 

MFARB 

MFARC 

Multiple Filter Assembly 
Right 

Radar 

Filter A failure 

Filter B failure 

Filter C fallure 

MFA rlght fallure 

Fliter A failure 

Filter B failure 

Filter C failure 

APG-71 failure 

Radar not powered/not irstaiied 

Figure 38-9. OBC Failure Acronyms (Sheet 8 of 11) 
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OBC ACRONYM 
FHF 

ACRONYM DEFINITION REMARKS 
ARDP Advanced Radar Data ARDP failure 

Processor 

ARSP ARSP failure 

BPS 

RCVR 

DD 

RDHCU 

XMTR 

CPS 

SPS 

ANT 

RIC 

ASC 

Advanced Radar Signal 
Processor 

Beam Power Supply 

Receiver 

Digital Display 

Sensor Hand Control 

Transmitter 

Collector Power Supply 

Solenoid Power Supply 

Antenna Array 

Radome Interlock 

Advanced Slgnal 
Converter 

BPS failure 

RCVR failure 

DD failure 

SHC failure 

XMTR failure 

CPS failure 

SPS failure 

ANT failure 

RIC failure 

ASC failure 

SALT 

3ADAR ALT 

IFP 

1FR 

;AHRS 

RDSCU 

TlD 

TCS 

RALT 

RALT 

RFP 

RFR 

SAHRS 

Radar Sensor Control Unit RDSCU failure 

Tactical Information TlD failure 
Display 

Television Camera System TCS failure 

Radar Altimeter RALT failure (OBC BASIC) 

Radar Altimeter RALT failure (OBC CNl) 

Radio Frequency Pilot Pilot RFI failure 

Radio Frequency RIO RIO RFCI failure 

Standard Attitude Headlng SAHRS failure. Loss of back-up navlgatlo 
Reference Set mode 

ORIGINAL 

Figure 38-9. OBC Failure Acronyms (Sheet 9 of 11) 
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OBC ACRONYM 

SDIS 

FHF 
ACRONYM DEFINITION REMARKS 

SINS Sensor Display SDIS failure 
Indicator Set 

SENSOR CONTROL 
UNIT 

SENSOR SLAVING 
PANEL 

SMS 

SDSCU 

SDSSP 

Sensor control unit failure 

Sensor slaving panel failure 

Stores Management SMS failure 
set 

SMP SMP Stores management processor failure 

MPRU MPRU Missile power relay unit failure 

GUN CONT UNIT GCU Gun control unit failure 

FTJU STA 2 FTJ2 Fuel tank jettison unit station No. 2 failure 

FTJU STA 7 FTJ7 Fuel tank jettison unit station No. 7 failure 

TYPE 1 DECODER DlSl Type 1 decoder station IA/B failure 
INB 

TYPE 1 DECODER 3/6 DlS.36 Type 1 decoder station 3/6 failure 

TYPE 1 DECODER 415 DlS45 Type 1 decoder station 4/5 failure 

TYPE 1 DECODER DlS6 Type 1 decoder station 6AlE failure 
6AfB 

TYPE 2 DECODER IB D2SiB Type 2 decoder station IB failure 

TYPE 2 DECODER 3 D2S3 Type 2 decoder station 3 failure 

TYPE 2 DECODER 4 D2S4 Type 2 decoder station 4 failure 

TYPE 2 DECODER 5 D2S5 Type 2 decoder station 5 failure 

TYPE 2 DECODER 6 D2S6 Type 2 decoder station 6 failure 

TYPE 2 DECODER 6B D2SBB Type 2 decoder station 6B failure 

AW-4 AWW-4 AWW-4 electrical fuzing switch failure 

MISSILE PS MPS AIM-54 missile power supply failure 

Figure 38-9. OBC Failure Acronyms (Sheet 10 of 11) 
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FHF 
OBC ACRONYM ACRONYM DEFiNiTlON REMARKS 

TCN TACAN Tactical Air Navigation TACAN failure (OBC BASIC) 

TACAN TACAN Tactical Air Navigation TACAN failure (OBC CNI) 

TARP1 TARP1 Tactical Airborne TARP system failure (crew aleri) 
Reconnaissance Pod 

TARP2 TARP2 Tactical Airborne 
Reconnaissance Pod 

TARP/CiU communlcatlon faliure 

RWR 

COMPUTER 

CONTROL STATUS 
UNiT 

RWR 

RWRCP 

RWRCU 

Radar Warning Receiver RWR failure 

Analyzer (CP-1293) failure 

Control status unit failure 

QUAD RECENER 45 RWRQl 

QUAD RECEiVER 135 FiWRQ2 

QUAD RECEiVER 225 RWRQB 

QUAD RECEIVER 3 15 RWRQ4 

SPECIAL RtXR FtWRSR 

IhmGRATED RWRAN 
~~N-~ENNA 

@.PJ INTERFACE RWRAI 

IFB INTERFACE RWRBI 

NOW wow 

Quadrant receiver (45 degrees) failure 

Quadrant receiver (135 degrees) failure 

Quadrant receiver (225 degrees) failure 

Quadrant receiver (315 degrees) failure 

Superhet receiver failure 

Integrated antenna failure 

interface failure between RWR and ASPJ 

interface failure between RWR and IFB 

Weight on/oft wheel discrete failure 

ORIGINAL 

Figure 38-9. OBC Failure Acronym (Sheet 11 of 11) 
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Figure 38-10. OBC Basic Format 

38.3.3.2 Avlonlc Test Operation. Tests may be 
done in a sequence (preflight/in-flight, and retest se- 
quence), or in groups (functional group), or on an indlvid- 
ual basis. For any equipment selected and validated for 
test, the progress of testing is indicated on all OBC 
format types that contain equipment pushbutton legends. 
Refer to Figure 38-l 1 for format examples. Test progress 
is indicated on the OBC formats as follows: 

1. Equipment pushbutton legends appear bright and 
steady when a test cannot begin immediately be- 
cause of a dependency with at least one other 
equipment. When the dependency no longer ex- 
ists, the equipment is commanded to test and the 
pushbutton legend will then appear flashing. 

2. Equipment pushbutton legends flash at bright in- 
tensity when an equipment is in test. 

3. Equipment pushbutton legends appear steady at a 
normal level of intensity when an equipment is not 
in test. 

Commanded BIT testing interferes with normal op- 
erational modes of equipment. Testing can be initiated 
only when equipment is powered up and ready. If equip- 

ment is currently not ready, equipment pushbutton leg- 
ends will remain steady. 

All testing is terminated by the system when any of 
the following occurs: 

1. The ACM guard is lifted. 

2. A weapon is selected. 

3. A radar ACM mode is selected. 

4. Interlock status changes from those conditions sat- 
isfied at the initiation of test. 

Note that not all tests can be terminated. 

38.3.3.2.1 Automatic Test Sequences. There are 
three types of automatic test sequences, all of which sm. 
initiated tbmugh the OBC basic format: in tlight, pretlight, 
and retest. Each sequence allows the testing of many 
WRAs with a single pushbutton. The system commands 
each WRA tc test in a predetermined order so that equip- 
ment conflicts are eliminated. Refer to BIT interlocks/ 
restrictions for the tests in each sequence. 
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1. In-flight/preflight test sequences are initiated 
through the OBC basic format by pressing the 
TEST pushbutton while the aircraft is on the 
ground or airborne. Depending on the Sight status, 
either the in-Sight or preflight test sequence will 
be initiated (refer to BIT interlocks/restrictions). 

2. If interlock conditions/restrictions are not satis- 
fied, testing will not be initiated and a computer 
message will be displayed to indicate the reason 
for rejection. Refer to paragraph 38.3.3.2.3 for 
computer message descriptions. 

3. If interlock conditions are satisfied, the TEST 
pushbutton legend is boxed to indicate a valid test 
selection and BIT is initiated in parallel or in se- 
quential order for all WRAs in the sequence that 
are powered on and ready. 

4. Nominal test sequence time for preflight is 69 sec- 
onds, and in flight is 35 seconds. (Note: Test times 
may vary as a function of equipment status.) 

5. Reselecting the TEST pushbutton while the se- 
quence is in progress will terminate test for WRAs 
that are still in test. WRAs that cannot be termi- 
nated will continue in test until normal completion. 
When all WRAs have completed test, the TEST 
pushbutton legend is unboxed to indicate that the 
sequence is no longer in progress. 

6. The retest sequence is initiated through the OBC 
basic format by pressing the RETEST pushbutton 
while the aircrafi is on the ground or airborne. 
WRAs are selected by the system for retest if the 
last entry in the FHF indicates a NOT READY 
status and if individual equipment interlocks are 
satisfied Refer to BIT interlocks/restrictions for 
the equipment applicable to this sequence. 

7. If interlock conditions/restrictions are not satis- 
fied, testing will not be initiated. Refer to para- 
graph 38.3.3.2.3 for computer message 
descriptions. 

8. If the interlock conditions are satisfied, the RE- 
TEST pushbutton is boxed to indicate a valid test 
selection and BIT is initiated in parallel or in se- 
quential order for all WRAs in the sequence that 
are powered on and ready. 

9. At the completion of the RETEST sequence, the last 
FHF entry (mdicating NOT READY) will be re- 
moved from the FHF for all equipment that currently 
indicates a status other tban NOT READY. 

10. Nominal test time varies based on the mix of 
equipment. Maximum test time is 35 seconds. 
(Note: Test times may vary as a function of equip 
ment status.) 

11. Reselecting the RETEST pushbutton while the se- 
quence is in progress will terminate test for equip 
ment still in test. Equipment that cannot be 
terminated will continue in test to normal comple 
tion. When all tests are completed, the RETEST 
pushbutton is unboxed to indicate that the se- 
quence is no longer in progress. 

38.3.3.2.2 Function Group/Unit Test OBC func- 
tional group formats allow groups of tbnctionally related 
or individual (i.e., unit) WRAs to be selected for test. 
Refer to Figure 38-8. The OBC functional group formats 
are accessible 8om the OBC basic format: FLT, CNI, 
NAV, CD, AUX, SNSR, SMS, EW, and TAC. 

Croup tests am initiated with the respective OBC 
functional group format by pressing the ALL and 
TEST pushbuttons. The ALL pushbutton legend is 
boxed to indicate its selection and is unboxed when 
deselected. Croup testing is only initiated if the ALL 
pushbutton is boxed prior to making the selection of 
the TEST pushbutton. Depending on flight status, all 
WRAs that satisfy individual interlock conditions will 
be initiated into test. Refer to Figure 38-7 for group 
test selects. 

1. If interlock conditions/restrictions are not satisfied 
for at least one WRA, testing will not be initiated. 

2. If interlock conditions are satisfied for at least one 
WRA, the TEST pushbutton legend is boxed on 
the applicable OBC functional group format to 
indicate a valid test selection and BIT is initiated 
in parallel or in sequential order for all powered-on 
and ready WRAs in the sequence. 

3. Nominal test times may vary as a function of the 
selected functional group and are based on the 
equipment initiated to test (refer to Figure 38-4). 

4. Reselecting the ALL and TEST pushbuttons while 
the timctional group test is in progress will termi- 
nate test for equipment in test. Equipment that 
cannot be terminated will continue in test until 
normal completion. When all equipment has com- 
pleted test, the TEST pushbutton legend is un- 
boxed to indicate that testing is complete. 
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Unit tests are initiated from any OBC functional 
group format by pressing equipment and TEST push- 
buttons. Any number of equipment pushbuttons may 
be pressed prior to pressing the TEST pushbutton in 
order to test more than one item at the same time. For 
each selection, the pushbutton legend is boxed to in- 
dicate selection and unboxed when deselected. Only 
equipment with a boxed legend will be tested. De- 
pending on flight status, all equipment that satisfies 
individual interlock conditions will be initiated into 
test. Refer to Figure 38-7 for individual test selects. 

1. If interlock conditions/restrictions are not satis- 
tied for at least one equipment, testing will not 
be initiated. 

2. If interlock conditions are satisfied for at least 
one equipment, the TEST pushbutton legend is 
boxed on the applicable OBC functional group 
format to indicate a valid test selection and BIT 
is initiated for ail equipment that is powered on 
and ready. 

3. Nominal test times may vary as a Iunction of the 
selected equipment initiated to test (refer to Figure 
384). 

4. Reselecting equipment and TEST pushbuttons 
while test is in progress will terminate test for 
equipment still in test, Equipment that cannot be 
terminated will continue in test until normal com- 
pletion. When all tests are complete, the TEST 
pushbutton legend is unboxed to indicate that test- 
ing is no longer in progress. 

38.3.3.2.3 OBC Display Messages. OBC display 
messages are shown on the MFDs in response to i- 
nvalid test selections resulting from interlocks not be- 
ing satisfied, interlocks changing, and for tests 
completed. 

Normally, OBC computer messages are displayed 
on the pilot center MFD and the RIO MFD. If the pilot 
center MFD is powered off or failed, computer mes- 
sages will be displayed on the pilot right MFD. These 
messages are removed ftom the display head by press- 
ing the ACK pushbutton, which is boxed to indicate 
that at least one display message requires acknow- 
ledgment (refer to Figure 38-12). 

OBC/CSS messages are displayed on the MFD 
from which the test selection is made and also dis- 
played on the same MFD if a CSS format is presented. 
There are two types of messages within this class: 
3-second type, displayed for 3 seconds and then re- 
moved by the system; conditionally removed type, 
displayed until either the applicable interlock condi- 
tion is satisfied, or until the format is changed (refer 
to Figure 38-13). 

38.3.3.2.4 OBC-Related Warning/Caution/ 
Advisory Messages. Figure 38-14 shows acronyms 
that are displayed on MFD3 in response to equipment 
failures or overheating. 

38.3.3.2.5 Failure History File Format. The FHF 
format displays a history of WRA thihuea. There is a 
maximum of 10 entries per WRA for which the WRA 
failure status and the time of failure are. displayed. The 
time of failure is relative to the last time the system was 
cold started or SYSTEM RESET was pressed The FBF 
is cleared when the CLR pushbutton is pressed with 
preflight conditions satisfied. The preflight conditions 
are: weight on wheels, TAS < 76 knots, pilot’s OBC 
discrete via the MASTER TEST panel, and handbrake 
set. 

38.3.4 Joint Tactical information Distribution 
System On-Board Check. JTIDS OBC can be se- 
lected whenever electrical power and cooling air are 
available. The JTIDS secure. data unit needs to be in- 
stalled and loaded for JTlDS to pass OBC. Without the 
unit installed and loaded, JTIDS OBC will display a 
DDP fail. A JTIDS download is not required for JTIDS 
OBC; however, if the DSS is loaded, a download is 
recommended. The selection of JTlDS OBC when not 
in sync (receiving messages) will pass but the fail data 
will have bit 4 in word 11 and bit 8 in word 12 because 
no messages are received 

The selection of JTIDS OBC will interrupt tacan 
data (momentary display of tacan fail detected com- 
puter message) and initiate a tacan self-test. This will 
disable tacan steering and tacan navigation updates, if 
selected, range will go invalid, bearing will display 
270”; then range will display 000 miles and bearing 
180’. 
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COMPUTER MESSAGE DESCRIPTION 
PRE-FLT OBC Displayed when the preflight OBC test sequence is completed. Message is 
COMPLETE displayed if sequence completes normally or is terminated, or if interlock 

conditions change. 

IN-FLT OBC COMPLETE Displayed when the in-flight OBC test sequence is completed. Message is 
displayed if sequence completes normally or is terminated, or if interlock 
conditions change. 

3ETEST COMPLETE Displayed when the retest OBC sequence is completed. Message is displayed if 
sequence completes normally or is terminated, or if interlock conditions change. 

TEST COMPLETE 
-<GROUP NAME> 

Displayed when a functional group test is completed. Message is displayed if 
group test completes normally or is terminated, or if interlock conditions change. 
<GROUP NAME> appears as AUX, CD, CNI, FLT, NAV, EW, TAC, or IRST for 
the functional group that completed test. 

3BC SEQ ABORTED Displayed when an OBC sequence (preflight or in-flight) is terminated through 
the OBC BASIC format while it is in progress. 

%ETEST ABORTED Displayed when a retest sequence is terminated through the OBC BASIC format 
while it is in progress. 

‘ILOT OBC DISABLE Displayed when the Pilot’s MASTER TEST panel switch remains in OBC 10 
seconds after commended BIT completes for an equipment that required this 
interlock to initiate test. 

NTERLOCK ABORT Displayed when an interlock condition changes state (i.e., no longer satisfied) 
for an equipment that is already in test. Commanded BIT will be terminated for 
the affected equipment. 

ZHALLENGE IFF Displayed when the IFF Interrogator has not been challenged prior to the 
selection of a test sequence. This message is displayed only once at the time of 
the test sequence selection. If the system cold starts, or SYSTEM RESET is 
pressed, this message will be displayed again when a test sequence selection is 
made. 

NVALID <WRA NAME> 
.OAD 

Displayed when an equipment has an inconsistent firmware load, or is not 
compatible with the mission computer software load. The <WRA NAME> field 
applies to the following equipments: MCI, MC2, CIU, SAHR, MD%, MDS2, 
DEU, INS, ADAC, SMS, RWR, ASPJ, RDR, SDIS, IRS-T 

Figure 38-12. OBC Computer Messages 
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OBC/CSS MESSAGE 

JOW NOT SATISFIED 

DESCRIPTION 

Displayed when equipment is selected for test via a unit, inffight, or preflight 
test selection, and the WOW (Weight-on/off-Wheel) interlock condition is 
not satisfied. Testing will not be initiated for the selected equipment. Note that 
this message will not be displayed for functional group or retest test 
selections. 

AS NOT SATISFIED Displayed when equipment is selected for test via a unit, inflight, or preflight 
test selection, and the TAS (True Air Speed interlock condition less than or 
greater than 76 knots) is not satisfied. Testing will not be initiated for the 
selected equipment. Note that this message will not be displayed for 
functional group or retest selections. 

1ULTI INTLK NOT MET Displayed when equipment is selected for test via a unit, inflight or preflight 
test selection, and more than one (i.e., multiple) interlock conditions are not 
satisfied (WOW, TAS, PARKING BRAKE, or MTP). Testing will not be initiated 
for the selected equipment. Note that this message will not be displayed for 
functional group or retest selections. 

,QlJlPMENT CONFLICT Displayed when equipment is selected for teti whidr conflicts with other 
equipment already in test. These conflicts are primarily between equipments 
subordinate to the CIU, between CIU subordinate equipment and the CIU 
itsetf, between DPI and DP2, and between MC1 and MC2. Testing will not be 
initiated for equipment that conflict operationally. 

IO COMMANDED BIT Displayed when equipment that does not support command BIT is selected 
for test. 

IBC SEQ IN PROGRESS Displayed when equipment is selected for test that is the same as equipment 
already in test as part of an OBC inflight or preflight test sequence. Testing for 
the selected equipment will not be initiated. 

ETEST IN PROGRESS Displayed when equipment is selected for test that is the same as equipment 
already in test as part of an OBC RETEST sequence. Testing for the selected 
equipment will not be initiated. 

IASTER TEST NOT SET Displayed when equipment is selected for test through a unit or preflight test 
selection and the pilot’s MASTER TEST panel switch is not set to OBC. This 
message is displayed as long as an OBC or CSS format is presented, and 
removed when the switch is set to OBC. 

IANDBRAKE NOT SET Displayed when equipment is selected for test via a unit or preflight test 
sequence selection and the handbrake is not set. This message is 
continuously displayed as long as an OBC or CSS format is presented and is 
removed when the handbrake is set. 

iAD JTID DATA LOAD Displayed when JTIDS test is selected during initialization (Down Load) of 
JTIDS. 

ACAN FAIL DETECTED Displayed for a TACAN failure or JTIDS NOT READY. 

TIDS FAIL DETECTED Displayed for a JTIDS failure or JTIDS NOT READY. 

ORIGINAL 

Figure 38-13. OBC/CSS Messages 
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ACRONYM 

MCI 

MC2 

CIU 

INS 

IMU 

DISPLAYED CONDITION CAUSE 

Mission computer No. 1 is NO GO or NOT Mission computer No. 1 is failed, or 
READY powered off 

Mission computer No. 2 is NO GO or NOT Mission computer No. 2 is failed, or 
READY powered off 

CIU is NO GO or NOT READY CIU is failed, or powered off 

INS is NO GO or NOT READY INS is failed,or powered off 

IMU is not valid IMU is failed. Loss of inertial and attitude 
data from INS 

RWR 

FWD ASPJ 

AFT ASPJ 

MCI HOT 

MC2 HOT 

ASPJ HOT 

CIU HOT 

DPI HOT 

DP2 HOT 

SMS HOT 

RDR HOT 

HUD HOT 

RWR HOT 

DSS HOT 

DEU HOT 

MPS HOT 

IRST HOT 

SAHRS HOT 

JTID HOT 

IPF 

SDU ALRM 

RWR is NO GO or NOT READY RWR is failed, or powered off 

ASPJ receiver (low or high), ASPJ ASPJ RECEIVER, TRANSMITTER, or 
transmitter (low or high) or processor is PROCESSOR is failed 
NO GO 

ASPJ processor, receiver augmentation or ASPJ PROCESSOR, RECEIVER AUG, or 
transmitter augmentation is NO GO TRANSMITTER AUG is failed 

Mission computer No. 1 overheated Possible loss of cooling air 

Mission computer No. 2 overheated Possible loss of cooling air 

ASPJ is overheated Possible loss of cooling air 

CIU is overheated Possible loss of cooling air 

DPl is overheated Possible loss of cooling air 

DP2 is overheated Possible loss of cooling air 

SMS is overheated Possible loss of cooling air 

RDR is overheated Possible loss of cooling air 

HUD is overheated Possible loss of cooling air 

RWR is overheated Possible loss of cooling air 

DSS is overheated Possible loss of cooling air 

DEU is overheated Possible loss of cooling air 

MPS is overheated Possible loss of cooling air 

IRST is overheated Possible loss of cooling air 

SAHRS is overheated Possible loss of cooling air 

JTIDS R/T is overheated Possible loss of cooling air or a high JTIDS 
transmit duty cycle. 

JTIDS Interference Protection Feature JTIDS is failed, a momentary glitch or 20% 
detected failure duty cycle has been exceeded in “Limit”. 

Select IPF Reset on JTIDS Control Panel. 

JTIDS Secure Data Unit failure or no crypt0 SDU fail or the crypt0 key is erased. 
load 

Figure 38-14. OBC-Related Waming/CautiodAdvisory Messages 
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30.4 COOPERATNE SUPPORT SOFTWARE 

CSSauowScaptureanddisplayofsystemdatainreal 
time and the optional recording of data from avionics 
procemors that are CSS compatible. CSS is typically 
used to aid in troubleshooting system problems. The 
CSS compatiile processors include mission computer 
No. 1, mission computer No. 2, multifunction display 
system No. 1, multit%nction display system No. 2, air- 
borne data acquisition sysm stores management pmc- 
essor, converter interface unit, data enuy unit, intImed 
search and track system joint tactical infomtation dis- 
tribution system, and sensor display indicator set. Note 
thatradarflycatcherdisplaysareprovidedonthetactical 
information display. 

Note 

The JTIDS processor only supports the fly- 
catcher functions (start address, increment, 
decrement, and disable). 

CSS supports the following modes, all of which 
are selectable on the DEU: flycatcher, block ad- 
dress, and trap. CSS data is displayed on the MFD 
CSS format. The CSS format is selected by press- 
ing the FAULT pushbutton on the OBC basic for- 
mat and then pressing CSS on the MAINT 
CURRENT FAILURES format. 

38.4.1 CSS Operation. The CSS page (see Figme 
38-15), displayed on the DEU. allows the entry of 
DATA TYPE and OPER CODE used for data record- 
ing purposes, and allows the selection of ail CSS 
modes including flycatcher, block address, and trap. 
Ail CSS data is displayed on an h4FD CSS format, 
using pushbutton controls. Note that if the DEU is 
slaved to the RIO MFD, selection of the CSS format 
on that MFD will cause the CSS page of the DEU to 
be displayed. 

38.4.1.1 Data Recording Operations. The CSS 
DATA TYPE page (see Figure 38-16) allows the op- 
tional selection of a recording/storage device for the 
retention of data that is captured via a CSS mode. CSS 
data can be telemetered or recorded for offline analy- 
sis based on one or more of the following selections: 

1. Pressing the AUX pushbutton allows CSS data to 
be displayed on an auxiliary display head (this 
function is not available). 

2. Pressing the REC pushbutton allows CSS data to 
be recorded on a flight recorder, if one is installed 
in the aircraft. 

3. Pressing the TM pushbutton allows CSS data to 
be telemetered or down-linked to a ground- 
based station. 

4. Pressing MC1 or MC2 allows CSS data to be 
stored in mission computer No. 1 or mission com- 
puter No. 2 memory, mspectively, and is only ac- 
cessible for future reference by the CSS function. 
A maximtmr of 300 blocks of CSS data can be 
stored in either mission wmputer. A block of data 
is saved when a trap or block address function 
completes, and one block per second is saved for 
an active flyeateher. This data will only be retained 
by the mission computers until the system cold 
starts or is reset. 

5. Pressing the DSS pushbutton allows CSS data to 
be recorded by the data storage set. 

The CSS OPER CODE page format (see Figure 38- 
16) allows the optional selection of an operator code. 
This code is used to identify the operator/a&rat? when 
CSS data is analyzed offline. The code is entered by 
pressing the corresponding numerics and then pressing 
ENT. 

38.4.1.2 Flycatcher Operation. Flycatcher mode 
allows memory contents for a selected processor to be 
continuously examined and displayed on the MFD CSS 
format. The contents of 16 contiguous memoty loca- 
tions are displayed relative to a specified flycatcher 
memory start address, updated at a l-second rate. A 
previously specified start address may be incremented 
or decremented by a fixed bias. Each processor supports 
only one flycatcher at a time. 

Flycatcher is initiated or terminated as follows, using 
the DEU (see Figure 38-17): 

1. Select flycatcher by pressing FLY CATC on CSS 
page of DEU. 

2. Select processor to be examined by pressing one 
of the WRA pushbuttons on F-CATC page. 

3. Initiate flycatcher. Press STRT ADRS to allow 
entry of starting memory address for selectedprcc- 
essor; enter start address in hexadecimal with nu- 
meric pushbuttons. Press ENT to complete address 
entry and activate flycatcher. 

4. For flycatcher termination, press DSBL to deacti- 
vate current flycatcher. 

5. Repeat steps 2 and 3 to initiate or terminate addi- 
tional flycatchers for other processors, 
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, S”SSYSTEM 
DATA ADDRESS 

Figure 38-18. MFD CSS Display Format 

An active flycatcher can be biased by a fixed number 
of memory locations, relative to the current memory 
address as follows, using the DEU (see Figure 38-17): 

1. Select flycatcher by pressing FLY CATC on CSS 
page of DEU. 

2. Select INCR (to increment) or DECR (to decre- 
ment) pushbutton. Enter bias value in hexadecimal 
with numeric pushbuttons and press ENT to com- 
plete entry. 

3. Repeat step 2 for subsequent entry of bias values 
for selected processor. 

Flycatcher data is displayed on thelefthrdf of the CSS 
format anytime them is at least one active flycatcher as 
follows, using the MFD (see Figure 38-18). 

1. Select CSS format on any MFD by pressing 
FAULT pushbutton on OBC basic format and then 
pressing CSS pushbutton on h4AlNT CURRENT 
FAILURES format. 

2. Select STEP pushbutton to display 16-wordblock 
of flycatcher data associated with next processor 

that has active flycatcher.Note that flycatcher data 
word field will display flycatcher last selected, if 
any, when format is tirst displayed. 

The messages shown in Figure 38-19 are displayed 
on the RIO MFD computer message area in response to 
an invalid flycatcher operation. 

38.4.1.3 Block Address/Trap Operation. Block 
address allows the memory contents of a selected proc- 
essor to be captured once upon its selection; trap allows 
data to be captured once upon the satisfaction of a se- 
lected algorithm. Data captured as a result of either 
mode is displayed on the MFD CSS format. The con- 
tents of 16 contiguous memory locations are displayed 
relative to a specified memory start address. 

Block address is initiated as follows, using the DEU 
(see Figure 38-20) (note that block address terminates 
automatically after its activation): 

1. Select block address mode by pressing BLK 
ADRS on CSS page of DEU. 

2. Select system to be examined by pressing one of 
equipment pushbuttons on B-ADRS page. 
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MESSAGE (Note 1) 
E FLYCH ADD {SSSS} 

REASON FOR DISPLAY 
Error in DEU entered flycatcher start address for the subsystem 
identified in the {SSSS) field. 

FLYCH EXISTS {SSSS} Only one flycatcher can be active per subsystem. The subsystem is 
identified in the {SSSS} field. In order to setup the next flycatcher, the 
previous flycatcher must be disabled. 

E FLYCH INC {SSSS) Error in DEU entered flycatcher increment address for the subsystem 
identified in the {SSSS} field. 

N FLYCH IN {SSSS} 

E FLYCH DEC (SSSS} 

E NOT AVAIL 

Error in DEU entry to increment, decrement or disable a flycatcher for 
a subsystem that has no active flycatcher. The subsystem is identified 
in the {SSSS} field. 

Error in DEU entered flycatcher decrement address for the subsystem 
identified in the {SSSS} field. 

Flycatcher not available. System is not ready. JTIDS tape recording 
(TOMs 21-27) enabled. 

Note: 

(1) {SSSS} identifies the affected CSS compatible subsystem. 

Figure 38-19. Flycatcher Error Messages 

3. Eater start address in hexadecimal with numeric 
pushbuttons. Press ENT to complete the entry of 
data aad to activate block address mode. 

a. Press ALGO to select algorithm that is used to 
trigger the capture of data. Eater algorithm 
number with numeric keypads, sad press ENT 
to complete this entry. 

4. Repeat steps 2 and 3 for additional block address 
operations for other systems. b. For each variable (i.e., Vl, V2, V3) ia selected 

algorithm, press either an appropriate address 
Trap is initiated or terminated as follows using tbe pushbutton (Vl ADRS, V2 ADRS, V3 

DEU (see Figure 38-21). There is a maximum of four 
traps per processor: 

1. Select trap mode by pressing TRAP on CSS page 
of DEU. 

2. Select system to be examined by pressing one of 
equipment pushbuttons on TRAP page. 

3. Eater tmp number (00 to 98) where number caa 
represent existing trap or new one (depending on 
the desired function). 

4. Set up trap algorithm as indicated below, or press 
DSBL to disable existing trap: 

ADRS), orcoastaatpushbuttoa (Vl CNST, V2 
CNST, V3 CNST). Both selections require au- 
merit entry defining address of variable or ac- 
tual constant to be used in evaluation of 
algorithm. Eater value with numeric pushbut- 
tons sad then press ENT to complete entry. 

c. Press DATA ADRS to allow entry of start ad- 
dress for data. Eater address via numeric push- 
buttons, and press ENT to complete entry. 

d. Press COMP to complete the activation oftrap. 

5. Repeat steps 2 through 4 to initiate or terminate 
additional trap operations for other systems. 
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MESSAGE (Note 1) 
E BLOCK ADD {SSSS) 

E TFIAP ADD {SSSS) {NN} 

REASON FOR DISPLAY 
Error in DEU entered block start address for the identified subsystem. 

Error in DEU entered trap start address for the identlfled subsystem 
and trap number. 

E 4 TRAPS {SSSS} {NN} Current trap entry exceeds the maximum of 4 allowable traps per 
subsystem. 

E TRAP VAR {SSSS} {NN} Error in DEU entered trap variable address for the identified 
subsystem and trap number. 

E TRAP ALGO {SSSS} {NN} Error in DEU entered algorithm code for the identified subsystem and 
trap number. 

NO TRAP NO. {SSSS} {NN} 

TRAP TRU IN (SSSS} 

Error in DEU entered trap number that 1s selected to be disabled. 

Trap in identified subsystem has been triggered. Contents of the 
captured data block can be displayed on the CSS format. 

Note: 

(1) {SSSS} identiies the affected CSS compatible subsystem. {NN} identiies a trap number ranging 
between 1 and 4. 

Figure 38-22. Block AddresSrrrap Ermr Messages 

Block address and trap data are displayed on the right 
half of the h4FD CSS format when there is at least one 
block of data to be reported. As a maximum, only the 
last 15 block-address and trap reports will be retained 
by this function. Displays are selected as follows: 

1. Select CSS format on any MFD by pressing 
FAULT pushbutton on OBC basic format, and 
then pressing CSS pushbutton on MAINT CUR- 
RENT FAILURES format. 

2. Press NEXT pushbutton to display next data re- 
port. The number ofblock-addres&ap reports in- 
dicates if any additional reports of data are 
available for display and is decremented upon 
each depression of NEXT pushbutton. Note that 
block-address/trap data-words field will display 
last selected block of data, if any, when format is 
tirst displayed. Repeat this step as necessary to 
display each report. 

3. Press CLR pushbutton to clear any data reports. 
This action inhibits display of any remaining 
reports and resets the number of block-address! 
trap reports to zero. 

The messages shown in Figure 38-22 are displayed 
in the computer message area of the RIO MFD in m 
spouse to invalid block address or trap operations. 

30.5 RADAR SYSTEM BUILT-IN TEST 

Radar system BIT detects AN/APG-71 radar system 
hardware faults and provides assessment of tactical ra- 
dar mode availability. BIT has four major capabilities: 

1. Fault detection uses computer-controlled and 
RIO-initiated tests to detect failures in flight or on 
the deck. 

2. Fault isolation allows isolation of a detected sys- 
tem failure by indicating DP and the suspect WIU 
or group of WlWs. 

3. DMA provides a pass, fail, or degraded evaluation 
of the operational modes. 

4. CM automatically provides the RIO with a warn- 
ing when system failures occur during tactical 
modes. 
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Figure 38-23. DD Radar Warning Maltese Cross 

BlT provides indication of AN/ARC-7 1 radar thnctional 
status for gmund-level maintenance and airborne opemtion. 
Prior t0 aircraft empl~yrnen~ or following an airborne mis- 
sion.tbeeroundcrewcauexecuteBlTtodekrmineradarset 
stat& CtTkctivemaintenauceactionmmmen~onsare 
provided on the maintenance display. This display indi- 
cates the detected hardware failure(s) along with re- 
placement recommendations for associated WRA(s). 

During tactical operation, the RIO will be alerted to 
any anomalies that will impact radar or aircraft opera- 
tion. A Maltese cross is displayed in the lower left-hand 
quadrant of the DD if the radar has failed and/or the 
transmitter is not radiating (except in sniff mode). The 
Maltese cross is also displayed when the radar is in 
standby or during initiated display test (Figure 38-23). 
The cross is not tied to the WOW switch, and will not 
be displayed solely for a WOW condition. Radar 
anomalies will appear in the lower left quadrant of the 
TID as two-character acronyms. Aircraft anomalies will 
appear on tbe TID as three&amcter acronyms, displayed 
below the radar acronyms. Acronyms will be displayed 
continuously while the ihihue condition exists. Ifmultiple 
failures occur, the appropriate acronyms will be automat- 
ically cycled at a 2-second rate. More detailed failure 
information is available on the continuous monitor 
maintenance display. The RIO can initiate BIT at any 
time to confirm that hardware status is unchanged, 

38.5.1 BIT Modes. BIT allows the flightcrew to 
quickly assess radar set status, identify hardware faults, 
and take the corrective action. This assessment includes 
a radar conhdence test, verification of controls and dis- 
plays functionality, and, as necessary, confirmation that 
the television camera set is operational. 

The following BIT modes are available: 

1. Operational readiness test 

2. Computer and displays mode test 

3. Initiated radar test 

4. Initiated displays test 

5. Television camera set test 

6. Digital display built-in self-test 

7. Initiated special test 

8. Test-target BIT 

9. Continuous monitoring. 
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38.5.1.1 Operational Readiness lest. ORT is 
automatically initiated when aircraft power is applied to 
the radar, with the sensor hand control in either STBY 
or KMIT or if a radar power interruption occurs for 
longer than 2.65 seconds. This radar confidence teat 
includes tests of radar computers, RF subsystems, sys- 
tem interfaces, and target detection capability. ORT re- 
quires nominally 3.5 minutes to complete (including 3 
minutes for transmitter warmup), but could take as long 
as 7 to 8 minutes if radar functions are degraded. When 
ORT has completed, the DMA display is automatically 
displayed on the TID and the BIT menu will appear on 
the DD (see Figure 38-24). The DMA algorithm pro- 
vides an evaluation of the working status of tactical 
modes. If additional information is required, the main- 
tenance display can be selected from the BIT menu 

At the completion of ORT, the following tests can be 
selected from the BIT menu on the DD: radar test, dis- 
plays test, television camera set test, special test, or test 
target. If no further testing is required, a tactical mode 
can be entered directly by selecting the DD pushtile for 
the desired mode. 

IfORT is running when a tactical situation arises, the 
RIO can abort ORT by pushing the PGM RST button in 
the lower right comer of the DD. ORT abort is not 
recognized until after the initialization phase is complete 
(5 seconds or less). To report that ORT has been aborted, 
the CM acronym OA is displayed in the lower left posi- 
tion of the TID and the event is recorded in the failure 
history tile. The system will transition to 5-mn pulse 
search. The 3-minute transmitter warmup period will, 
however, still be in effect. This means that the system 
capabilities will be limited to a nonradiation mode until 
warmup is complete. The system may have some per- 
formance degradation because of insufficient calibra- 
tions. These calibrations are normally executed during 
the ORT sequence. Possible radar performance degra- 
dations are as follows: 

1. LPRP 

a. Short p&e - Up to SOO-foot range bias. 

b. Pulse compression -Up to 2-nm range bias. 

2. HPRF - RWS and PDS perform as requited. 

3. RAM -RAM accuracy may be degraded. 

4. PDSTTlRGSTT -Noise jammer problem will oc- 
cur fust time until periodic calibrations are per- 
formed. These calibrations shall be performed 
within 5 minutes of the exist or ORT. 

NAVAIR WF14AAD-1 

38.5.1.2 Computer and Displays Mode Test. 
CDM is automatically initiated when aircraft power is 
applied to the radar with the SHC in CMPTR. CDM is 
interruptible by pressing the PGM RST pushtile on the 
DD. This radar confidence test includes a subset of the 
tests performed during ORT. It differs t?om ORT in that 
the antenna hydraulics and transmitter subsystem are not 
tested. CDM requires, nominally, 2.5 minutes to com- 
plete (the 3-minute transmitter warmup delay is not re- 
quired). At the completion of CDM, the degraded mode 
assessment display is automatically displayed on the 
TID, and the BIT menu will appear on the DD. The 
DMA algorithm will give an evaluation of the working 
status of tactical modes. If additional information is re- 
quired, the maintenance display can be selected from the 
BIT menu. 

At the completion of CDM, the following tests can 
be selected from the DD BIT menu: radar test, displays 
test, television camera set test, special test, or test target. 
if no further testing is required, a tactical mode can be 
entered directly by selecting the DD pushtile for the 
desired mode. 

38.5.1.3 Initiated BIT. TheIBITmodecontainsfive 
submodes: radar BIT, displays BIT, television camera 
set BIT, digital display built-in self-test, and special tests 
BIT. 

38.5.1.3.1 Radar BIT. Initiated radar test (RDR) al- 
lows retest of the radar system. If the SHC is in either 
STBY or KMIT, radar BIT will be the same as ORT 
(with the exception that the 3-minute transmitter 
warmup delay is not required). Consequently, radar 
BIT executiontimeisshorter. IftheSHCisinCMPTR, 
radar BIT will be the same as CDM. 

Radar BIT is initiated by depressing the MFK 
pushtile on the DD to obtain the radar modes menu, 
selecting the pushtile adjacent to BIT to obtain the BIT 
submenu, and then depressing the pushtile adjacent to 
RDR on the BIT menu. Test execution requires approxi- 
mately 2.0 minutes, and is interruptible by a program 
restart (depressing PGM RST pushtile on the DD), @ 
other BIT selection, or a radar mode selection. 

38.5.1.3.2 Displays BIT. DISP is a controls and 
displays subsystem confidence check. The TID and DD 
display a predefmed set of static and dynamic symbol- 
ogy for evaluation of symbol intensity, completeness, 
contrast, and motion. Displays BIT symbology is de- 
pendent on the TID mode switch setting and DD keypad 
entry. The RIO must confm visually that this subsys- 
tem is functioning properly. 
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Displays BIT is initiated by depressing the h4FK 
pushtile on the DD to obtain the radar modes menu, 
selecting the pushtile adjacent to BIT to obtain the BIT 
submenu, and then depressing the pushtile adjacent to 
DISP on the BIT menu. Displays BIT is intarruptiile by 
a program restart (depressing PGM RST pushtile on the 
DD), another BIT selection, or a radar mode selection. 

38.5.1.3.3 Televlslon Camera Set BIT. The TCS 
test verifies the status of the television camera set. The 
capability of the TCS slave modes is verified, the me- 
chanical tracking functions (i.e., slewing and track) are 
checked, and the radar-related TCS support functions 
are monitored. Detected faults are displayed on the TID 
at test completion. 

TCS TEST is initiated by depressing the MFK 
pushtile on the DD to obtain the radar modes menu, 
selecting the pushtile adjacent to BIT to obtain the BIT 
submenu, and then depressing the pushtile adjacent to 
TCS on the BIT menu. TCS testing is interruptible by a 
program restart (depressing PGM RST pushtile on the 
DD), another BIT selection, or a radar mode selection. 

38.5.1.3.4 Digital Display Built-h Self-Test. The 
DD has a standalone BIST capability that must be initi- 
ated and evaluated by the RIO. It tests DD fonctions as 
well as its discrete interfaces with the sensor control 
unit, sensor hand control, and TID. 

DD BIST is initiated by depressing the CiD TEST 
pushtile on the radar control panel portion of the digital 
display, When in flight, continuous depression of the 
C/D TEST pushtile clears DD display and initiates 
BIST. Release causes the DD to revert to tactical opera- 
tion. When not airborne, the fmt depression clears the 
DD display and initiates BIST; the second depression 
causes DD to revert to tactical operation. 

38.5.1.3.5 Special Tests BIT. Initiated SPL TEST 
is designed to validate the operation of a specific radar 
submode or subfunction, and is u&primarily for main- 
tenance purposes. These tests are initiated with selection 
of the SPL TEST pushtile on the BIT menu, selection of 
the NBR pushbutton on the DD keypad, entering the 
appropriate test number, and then pushing the ENTER 
button. 

38.5.9.4 Test Target BIT. Thetesttargettimctionis 
a RIO activated and evaluated end-toend test of the 
radar system. It can be used to quickly verify that the 
radar system is capable of detecting, processing, and 
displaying reasonably sized targets. It is available in, and 

I 

can be used to check the operation of low, medium, or 
high PRF tactical modes. Test target entry is indicated 
by a TT display on the lower let? position of the TID. 
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ToinitiatetesttargetBITJ4FKpushtileonthedigital 
display is depressed, selecting the BIT menu The test 
target is selected by depressing the button adjacent to 
TEST TGT. To enable the location for test target injec- 
tion, the pushtile adjacent to RDM TGT or RCVR TGT 
is depressed. To terminate the test target BIT, the 
pushtile adjacent to the enabled target injection location 
is reselected. 

385.1 .J Continuous Monitoring. CM pericdically 
samples mission essential radar set signals during tacti- 
caloperation,andinforrmrtheRIOofdetectedproblems. 

CM performs passive monitoring of key radar sig- 
nals, at a onequarter-second rate. These,signals include 
power faults, overtemperature indicators, BIST status 
(i.e., equipment ready) signals, processor load status, 
transmitter peak power, calibration failures, antenna hy- 
draulic interlocks, and transmitter interlocks. 

Radar anomalies appear on the TlD, in the lower left 
quadrant, as two character acronyms. Acronyms will be 
displayed continuously while a failure condition exists. 
If multiple failures occur, the appropriate acronyms will 
be automatically updated at a 2-second rate. W’ :n 
an acronym is displayed, the RIO can select the CM 
maintenance display to obtain more detailed informa- 
tion on the specific unit that has a maltimction or anom- 
aly. The RIO can also initiate BIT at any time to co&m 
that hardware status is unchanged. 

Aircraft system anomalies will appear on the TID, in 
the lower leti quadrant directly below the radar CM 
acronyms, whenever a fault is detect& Corresponding 
failure acronyms will be displayed for 2 seconds. 

38.5.2 Radar BIT Operation. The radarBIT func- 
tion is contained in the RDP. This specialized radar com- 
puter provides necessary timing and control signals to 
F-14D radar subsystem to conduct various tests. BIT 
testing is generally independent of RIO interaction, with 
the exception of some mamud switch settings, such as 
those on the SHC, which are not software controllable. 

BIT execution can be either automatic or operator 
initiated. Upon application of aircmtl radar power, ORT 
is automatically initiated. The RIO either switches the 
SHC from OFF to CMPTR (to start CDM execution), or 
STBY or XMIT (to start ORT execution). Afler powerup, 
CDMorORTmaybeabortedbypressingthePGMRST 
button on the lower right comer of the DD. If 
CDM/ORT is not aborted, ORT requirea nominally 3.5 
minutes to complete and CDM requims nominally 2.5 
minutes to complete. 
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Figure 38-25. Test-m-Progress Display 

The test-m-progress display is presented on the TID 
(see Figure 38-25). The WRA unit designators blink for 
those units that are undergoing test. Approximately 3 
minutes after radar turn-on, an XMT acronym at the top 
of the TID prompts the RIO to switch to XMT, if the 
SHC switch is in STBY. The RIO has 25 seconds to 
respond Failure to do so within the allotted time results 
in bypassing the system transmitter test. If the RIO re- 
sponds in time, the transmitter test is executed and the 
transmitter subsystem unit group blii, indicating that 
testing is in progress. At the completion of ORT (and 
CDM) DhL4 is presented on the TID. This display pm- 
vides an evaluation of the working status of the tactical 
modes. If the RIO desires more detailed information, the 
maintenance display can be selected by depressing the 
DD pushtile adjacent to MAINT DEP. This display 
provides test fail or pass status, the detected malfunc- 
tioning WRAs, and the associated DPs. DPs provide 
specific detailed information on the faults detected 
within a particular unit. In order to get back to the DMA 
display, the pushtile adjacent to MAINT DISP is 
reselected. 

38.5.2.1 BIT Display Formats. BIT displays pro- 
vide feedback on test progress, required RIO actions, 
pass/fail status, detected faults, and maintenance action 
recommendations. These displays include the test in 
pmgress, BIT menu, degraded mode assessment, main- 

tenance display, test target, CM, TCS test, DD BIST, 
displays test (static and dynamic), and special test. 

38.5.2.1.1 Test-in-Progress Display. The test- 
in-progress TID display is presented upon initiation of 
ORT, CDM, or IRT (see Figure 38-25). This display 
provides status on WRA testing progress, OBC, con- 
tinuous monitor failures, missile channel selection, and 
the DPs from previous ORT, CDM, IRT, or CM tests (if 
power was not interrupted to the radar). The appropriate 
WRA reference designators blii for units undergoing 
test. WRA designators and their corresponding common 
names are listed in Figure 38-26. 

At the completion of ORT, CDM or IRT, the de- 
graded mode assessment format (described in paragraph 
38.5.2.1.3) is displayed on the TID. 

38.5.2.1.2 BIT Menu Display Format. The DD 
BIT menu is presented at the completion of ORT or 
CDM, and provides allowable RIO BIT test selections 
(see Figure 38-27). The RIO can initiate the following 
tests t?om this menu: displays test, radar test, TCS test, 
special test, or test target. These tests are initiated by 
depressing the pusbtile adjacent to the desired test name 
on the DD. A highlighted box appears around the test 
name on the DD to indicate that a test has been selected. 
Tests cannot be initiated concurrently. 
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WRA ID# 

co4 
011 
013 
014 
015 
024 
083 
034 
044 

084 

851 
580 
818 
819 
831 
882 
835 
844 
845 

- Radar master oscillator (RMO) 
- Radar transmitter (TX) 
- Collector power supply (CPS) 
- Beam power supply (BPS) 
- Solenoid power supply (SPS) 
- Radar receiver (RCVR) 
- Radar antenna (ANT) 
- Analog signal converter (ASC) 
- Advanced Radar signal 

processor (ARSP) 
- Advanced Radar data processor 

ww 
- Digital display (DO) 
- Tactlcal Information display (TID) 
- Televlslon camera set (KS) 
- Radome Interlock circuitry (RIC) 
- Mission computer 2 (ME!) 
- Mission computer 1 (MCI) 
- Converter Interface unit (CIU) 
- Sensor control unit (SW) 
- Sensor hand control (SHC) 

Figure 38-26. WRA Common Names and 
Designators 

The BIT menu can also be accessed while the radar 
is in a tactical mode by depressing the lvlFK pushtile to 
obtain the radar mode menu and then selecting BIT. 

38.5.2.1.3 Degraded Mode Assessment For- 
mat. The display shown in Figure 38-28 is provided on 
the TID at the completion of DMA. The purpose of 
DMA is to give the RIO an evaluation of the working 
status of tactical modes. An acronym for each mode is 
displayed on the TID and a pass (J), fail (X), degraded 
(O), or unevaluated indication is presented with each 
acronym. 

The symbols that appear on the displays and the cor- 
responding modes or fonctionnamed for thebasic DMA 
arc as follows: 

1. PDS - Pulse Doppler search. 

2. RWS -Range while search. 

NAVAIR 0%F14AAD-1 

3. TWS -Track while mm. 

4. PDSl-r -Pulse Doppler shlgle-target uack 

5. MRL - Manual rapid lock-on. 

6. PAL - Pilot automatic lock-on. 

7. PSI-r-Pulse singl&tget track. 

8. RGSTT - Range-gated sin@etar@t track. 

9. VSL - Vertical scan lock-on. 

10. PLM - Pilot lock-on mode. 

11. PS - Pulse search. 

‘2. GM-Ground map. 

13. AGR - Air-to-ground ranging. 

14. BIT-Built-m test. 

For a more detailed description of the pass/fail status 
of ORT, CDM, or IRT, the maintenance display format 
(described in paragraph 38.5.2.1.4) is called up on the 
TID by depressing the pushtile adjacent to MAINT 
DISP (on the DD BIT menu). The DMA display format 
is restored by reselecting the pushtile adjacent to 
MAINT DISP. 

Note 
After a tactical mode is entered, the DMA 
display format cannot be restored. 

38.5.2.1.4 Maintenance Display Format. The 
maintenance display is obtained by depressing the DD 
BIT menu pushtile adjacent to MAINT DUP. It can be 
selected during displays test, a tactical radar mode, or 
special test. It can also be obtained bytransitioning from 
the DMA display (described in paragraph 38.5.2.1.3). 

The maintenance display provides test pass or fail 
status to the RIO. If no faults are detected, an RDR 
PASSED indication is displayed near the top of the TID, 
no WR.4 designators are displayed, and a checkmark 
appears adjacent to the appropriate test (see Figure 
38-29). If a failure is detected, an RDR FAILED indi- 
cation is displayed near the top of the TID, and the 
WRAs recommended for replacement, along with the 
associated DPs, are displayed on the TID (see Figure 
38-30). The WRA designators and their corresponding 
common names are listed in Figure 38-26. 
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Figum 38-27. BIT Menu Display Format 

J- PASSED 

0 -DEGRADED 

X -FAILED 

BLANK - UNEVALUATED 

OBCCM 
ACRONYM 
FIELD 

DL ACRONYM 
FIELD 

NOTE: THE MEDIUM PRF MODES RWS. TWS. RGSIT. 
MRL. PAL, PLM, VSL, AND THE PVU MODE 
REMAIN UNEVALUATED FOR OFP D61. 

Figure 38-28. Degraded Mode Assessment Format 
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Figure 38-29. Maintenance Display Format (Test Complete) 

DEClSlON 
POINT ,DP, 

NUMBERS 
\ 0.34 i 

._.- 
0 Yc 

3.7 2 
044 004 034 011 

/ 
551 

0RT~008~157~326~349 
\gT :;m:.“” 

.i 
Figure 38-30. Maintenance Display (Test Complete) 
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Figure 38-3 1. Test Target Menu 

Detected failures are isolated to a maximum of six 
WRAs. A maximum of 10 DPs are displayed adjacent 
to the test that was performed: ORT, IBIT (radar test, 
displays test), or CM. 

Values for DS and PP for HPRF and LPRF modes 
are. displayed on the TID along with the AIM-54 or 
AIM-7 channel being tested. 

38.8.2.1.8 Test-Target BIT. The test-target tic- 
tion is an end-to-end test of the radar system, initiated 
and evaluated by the RIO. It can be used to quickly 
verify that the radar system is capable ofdetecting, pmc- 
essing, and displaying reasonably sized targets. It is 
available in and can be used to check the operation of 

I low, medium, or high PRF tactical modes. 

To initiate the test target, the DD MFK pushtile is 
used to select the BIT menu. The test target is selected 
by depressing the button adjacent to TEST TGT. The 
test-target menu is displayed on the DD (see Figure. 
38-31). The test target can be injected in two places 
depending on RIO switch activation. By depressing the 
pushtile adjacent to RDM TGT, the target is injected 
through the radome radar test horn and is received and 
processed through the antenna army. By depressing the 
pushtile adjacent to RCVR TGT, the target is injected 

directly through the receiver, thus bypassing the an- 
tenna. To terminate test target BIT, the pushtile adjacent 
to the enabled test target injection location is reselected. 

The RIO can now select any tactical mode by de 
pressing the DD pushtile for the desired mode. The radar 
test target will be processed and displayed on the DD 
and TID just as any newly detected target in the mode 
being tested would be. 

In addition to testing the operation of the various 
modes, the test target can also be used to check many 
radar controls (such as display controls) and verify com- 
puter functions such as hooking. For example, the RIO 
can hook the test target (which fmt appears as an un- 
known target) on the TID, designate it hostile (noting 
symbol change); initiate single-target track (noting op- 
eration of ANT and RDR indicator lamps); enter data 
pertaining to the target; a&even test the track hold 
function after deselecting the test target. 

All targets have nominal initial values inserted for 
range, range-rate, and target power level. I-IPRF targets 
have initial range set to 20 miles and range-rate set to 
800 knots (closing). LPRF targets have initial range set 
to 18 miles, with the DD range scale set to 20 or greater, 
or 4.5 miles, with the DD range scale set to 5 or 10. 
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Figure 38-32. Continuous Monitor Display 

Target power level selection can be entered manually 
a&r enabling test-target BIT. A power level is selected 
by depressing the pushtile adjacent to TGT LVL and 
entering the following keyboard commandsz 

Low values of X are correlated with weak target rc- 
turns and allow for testing the radar% sensitivity. High 
values of X are correlated with strong target returns. 

38.5.2.1.8 CM Display Format. CM fault detec- 
tion is an integral part of the tactical radar display. A 
two-character acronym is displayed in the lower left 
quadrant of the TID whenever a fault is detected (see 
Figure 38-32). This acronym is continually displayed 
while the failure condition exists. If multiple failures 
occur, khre. ecmnyms will cycle at a 2-second rate. 
The RIO can obtain more detailed failure information 
byaccessingtheBITmenuontheDD(depressinghfFK 
pushtile) and depressing the pushtile adjacent to 
MAINT DISP. The RIO can also initiate BIT at any time 
to confii that the hardware status is unchanged. 

Alistcon&ingthehvo-leneracmnymsthatmayappear 
as a result of radar CM 5ilutes is shown in Figure 38-33. 

Aircraft anomalies will appear on the TID (lower left 
quadrant directly below the radar CM acronyms) when- 
ever a fault is detected(see Figure 36-33). All acmnyms 

(except for MM) appear for 2 seconds whencorrespond- 
ing equipment is failed. The acronym MM overrides any 
previously displayed acronym for 4 seconds. The cone- 
spondii acronym is masked when an equipment is 
masked through the MFDs. 

A list containing the OBCCM acronyms that may 
appear as a result of aircraft CM fbilums is shown in 
Figure 38-34. 

38.5211 TCS Test Format ‘l-be TCS test is an RIO- 
initiated test of the TCS and associated switches. It is 
initiated by depressing the DD MFK pushtile to obtain 
the radar modes menu, selecting the pushtile adjacent to 
BIT to obtain the BIT submenu, and then depressing the 
pushtile adjacent to TCS. TCS testing is interruptible 
by a program restart (DD PGM RST pushtile), an- 
other BIT selection, or a radar mode selection. 

The TCS test tunction consists of 15 major subtests, 
that occur in the following order: TCS on-board check- 
out, TCS cursor, manual acquisition, TCS slaved to ra- 
dar, TCS return to search, TCS slaved to radar pointing 
accuracy test, TCS slaved to computer pointing accu- 
racy test, automatic search, TCS scan pattern test, inde- 
pendent mode, radar slaved to TCS, radar slaved to TCS 
pointing accuracy test, hand control forward right, hand 
control half-action, and TCS slewing test. 
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CRONYM 

BB 

BF 

CA 

CB 

cc 

CS 

CW 

cx 

DD 

DP 

DR 

ER 

FA 

HI 

HS 

MM 

ORIGINAL 

EQUIPMENT 

Computer bus backup enabled (DP 
409) 

TID buffer overload (DP 283) 

Calibration failure (DPs 418-421 
426) 

Computer bus status word error 
(DPs 32, 34, 38, 38) 

No sparrow CW channels available 
(DP 373) 

RDP CPU checksum error (DPs O-3) 

CW power failed to turn off or below 
acceptable levels (DPs 354, 380) 

Data check WMX CPUl, capacitor 
voltage error, or data check WMX 
CPU2 (DPs 4,10,13) 

DD CM function fault (DPs 273,274, 
276-280.282,284) 

Display power fault (DD, TID, SCU) 
(DPs 394,395,396) 

DD RAM checksum error (DP 275) 

Equipment ready failure (DPs 
410-415) 

No frequency agility channels 
available (DP 374) 

Antenna hydraulics on interlock open 
(DP 288) 

RSP.clock error (DP 51) 

Missed missile (AIM-54) message 

\CRONYM 1 EQUIPMENT 

MX 

OA 

OH 

PH 

PL 

PM 

RO 

RP 

SA 

SI 

SP 

TT 

XL 

XM 

x0 

x-r 

1 RMX status word error (DPs 40.42. 
44) 

ORT has been aborted 

Overheat (RMO, RX, DD, RDR RSP 
ASC) (DPs 184,198,272,397,398, 
399) 

No PHX channels available (DP 371) 

RSP load error (DP 96) 

APG-71 liquid cooling pump failure 
(DPs 327,331) 

RMO status word error (DP 
176-183) 

Radar power fault (Rx, ARSR RMO, 
ANT, ASC, TX) (DPs 197,385,386, 
387. 388, 390) 

Semi-active decoder error (DP 187) 

TID SSI parity error (DP 47) 

No sparrow PD channels available 
(DP 372) 

Test target switch enabled (DP 377) 

XMTR dummy load switch failure 
(DPs 338-338,340) 

XMTR peak power output below 
minimum acceptable or XMTR is not 
selected (DPs 352,353) 

Selected XMTR channel is not phase 
locked (DPs 185,189,190) 

Transmitter subsystem failure (DPs 
320-328,328-330.332-334) 

Figure 38-33. Radar Continuous Monitor Acronyms 
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OBCCM 
ACRONYM EQUIPMENT 

AFC Automatic flight control system 

AIC 

APC 

BAG 

BSF 

BUS 

CAD 

CIU 

DEU 

DLS 

DSS 

ECM 

FEM 

GCU 

HUD 

IFB 

IFI 

IFX 

INS 

Air inlet control system 

Approach power compensator 

Beacon augmentor 

Band suppression filters 

Data bus 

Central air data computer 

Converter interface unit 

Data entry unit 

Data link system 

Data storage set 

Airborne self-protection jammer 

Airborne data acquisition computer, 
engine monitoring signal processors 
112 

Gun control unit 

Head-up display 

Interference blanker 

IFF interrogator 

IFF transponder 

Inertial navigation system 

OBCCM 
ACRONYM 

IR 

MC1 

MC2 

MFA 

MFD 

NPS 

PDP 

POD 

RAD 

RFP 

RFR 

RWR 

SDI 

SMS 

SRS 

TCN 

wow 

(BLANKS) 

EQUIPMENT 
Infrared search and track system 

Mission computer no. 1 

Mission computer no. 2 

Multiple filter assemblies (Left or 
Right) 

MFD no. 1, MFD no. 2, or MFD no. 3 

Navigation power supply 

Display processor no. 1 or display 
processor no. 2 

patcal airborne reconnaissance 

Radar altimeter 

Radio frequency indicator -Pilot 

Radio frequency control indicator 
-RIO 

Radar warning receiver 

Sensor display and indicator set 

Stores management system 

Standard attitude and heading 
reference set 

Tactical air navigation 

Weight-on/off-wheelssensor 

No system failures 

Figure 38-34. OBC Continuous Monitor Acronyms 
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When theTCS testbegins,thedisplayinFigure38-35 
shall appear on the TID. The TCS test-in-progress menu 
consists of acronyms denoting the conditions of the as- 
sociated TCS test function subtest. The RIO has 15 
seconds to supply the indicated action for each prompt. 
Figure 38-36 contains a list of the prompts and associ- 
ated RIO responses. 

38.5.2.1.8 Digital Display Controls and Dls- 
plays Test (C/D Test). The DD has a standalone 
built-in self-test capability that must be initiated and 
evaluated by the RIO. It tests DD functions as well as 
its discrete interfaces with the sensor hand control and 
TlD. 

C/D test is initiated with the DD radar control panel 
C/D TEST pushtile. When the F-14D is airborne, con- 
tinuous depression of the C/D TEST pushtile clears DD 
display and initiates test. Release causes the DD to revert 
to tactical operation. When the F-14D aircraft is not 
airborne, the fmt depression clears the DD display and 
initiates test; the second depression causes DD to revert 
to tactical operation. While the C/D TEST pushtile is 
depressed, a diagonal line should be displayed on the 
TlD. 

After the C/D TEST is selected, the DD display will 
appear as shown in Figure 38-37. Adjust DD BRT and 
CONT controls for optimal viewing of the eight dis- 
played shades of gray. Adjust the SYM control for best 
display of stroke symbology. From this display, three 
separate tests may be selected by pressing the pushtiles 
(along the left edge of the DD display) next to the leg- 
ends (1,2, and 3) displayed on the CRT. 

a. CID TEST 1 Display. When UDTEST 1 display 
is selected, the background will be shades ofgray. Right 
to letI sweeps start as soon as the display appears, with 
each sweep diminishing the intensity of the shades of 
gray (aging). Afler 13 sweeps, the shades of gray will 
have disappeared (the background will be uniform). 

C/D 1 test is used to test all front panel momentary 
pushtiles. As each of the DD front panel momentary 
pushtiles are depressed, an X appears at the appropriate 
location on the CD TEST 1 display (see Figure 38-38). 

Note 
Depressing the C/D TEST pushtile will exit 
C/D TEST. Depressing the pushtile adjacent 
to legend 2 or legend 3 will exit C/D 1 and 
initiate C/D 2 or C/D 3. 

b. CID TEST 2 Display. When C/D TEST 2 is se- 
lected, the display shown in Figure 38-39 will appear on 
the DD. The numeric values next to BRT, CON, and 
SYMmaydifferslightlyfromthoseshownintheFigure, 
depending on knob position. 

CID TEST 2 tests all t?ont panel toggle and rotary 
switches and potentiometers. As each of the SNIFF, 
TGT, TRACK, and MLC switches are toggled into their 
allowable positions, an Xwill be displayed in the appro- 
priate location. Rotating the CHAN, FA/MAN, and 
JAM/JET switches into their allowable positions will 
cause corresponding symbology changes on the panel 
for the selected switch position. Rotating each potenti- 
ometer through its 111 movement range will display a 
corresponding decimal number that will vary from 00 to 
lOto9Oto99. 

c. C/D TEST 3 Display. When C/D TEST 3 is se- 
lected, the DD display shown in Figure 3840 will ap- 
pear ThisdiqlayteststhecapabiityoftheDDtoreqmd 
tosignals~minterfacing~~andtoothersignals.when 
the SHC RDR switch is set to CMPTR, and the commands 
showninFigure3841amissuedbytbeSCU,SSP,orDD, 
theindicatedresponsesaredisplayednexttotheassociated 
C 3 display legends. The SHC RDRCMPTR selection also 
enables tests initiated by other SHC controls andTlD con- 
Ms. Selections and mponses are shown in Figures 3842 
and 38-43, mspectively. 

39.5.2.1.9 Display Test Formats. The displays 
test gives the RIO standard test patterns on the TID and 
DD for evaluation. The displays test is divided into static 
and dynamic testing. It is initiated by depressing the 
MFK pushtile on the DD to obtain the radar modes 
menu, selecting the pushtile adjacent to BIT to obtain 
the BIT submenu, and then depressing the pushtile ad- 
jacent to DISP. 

a. Static Testlng. When A’lTK is selected with the 
TID MODE switch, the DD ANT, RDR, JAT, and TCS 
indicator lamps will illuminate. The TID LAUNCH 
ZONE, VEL VECTOR, and CLSN indicator lamps will 
illuminate. ‘lhe TID center drum and steering drum will 
be blank. The test pattern shown in Figure 38-44 will be 
displayed on the DD, and the pattern shown in Figure 
38-45 will be displayed on the TID. 

When A/C STAB or GND STAB is selected with the 
TID MODE switch, all DD indicator lamps will go off. 
In addition, all TID indicator lamps will go off, the TID 
center drum will read SENSOR, and the steering drum 
will read MAN. The DD test pattern shown in Figure 
38-46 will be displayed, and the TID will display the 
pattern shown in Figure 3847. 
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TCS IN PROGRESS 

TCS CURSOR 4 
MAN AC0 J 
TCS SLV RDR 4 

TCS HALF-ACT J 

d = PASS 

x = FAU 

RDR SLV TCS 

Figure 38-35. TID Menu for TCS JBIT, In Progress 

1 PROMPT 
DISPLAY ON TlD 

TCS CURSOR 

1 MAN ACQ 

1 TCS SLV RDR 

TCS HALF-ACT 

AUTO SRCH 

1 INDEP 

1 RDR SLV TCS 

HCFWDRT 

, HC HALF-ACT 

UNIT 
Sensor hand control 

Digital display 

Sensor slaving panel 

Sensor hand control 

Dlgltal display 

Sensor slaving panel 

Sensor slaving panel 

Sensor hand control 

Sensor hand control 

RIO RE PONSE 
ACTION 

Select TCS cursor 

Depress TCS MAN pushtile 

Select TCS slave 

Select half action and release 

Depress TCS ASCH pushtlle 

Select TCS IND 

Select RDR slave 

Position hand control to upper right 
comer 

Select half a&on, malntalnlng HCN 
In upper rlght comer 

Figure 38-36. TCS BIT Prompts and RIO Responses 
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Figure 38-38. C/D TEST 1 Display (After Aging Is Completed) 
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Figure 38-39. C/D TEST 2 Display 

- 
E TH 
7 

I 

I 

Figure 38-40. CID TEST 3 Display N2lE 
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SW CONTROL/SELECTION DD RESPONSE 

STAB/IN IN 

STAB/OUT OUT 
FOV/WlDE WlDE 

FOWNAR NARROW 

TCS TRIM/A2 -22to +22 

TCS TRIM/EL -44to +44 
AZ SCAN/flO” 10 
AZ SCANkt20° 20 
AZ scANlf4o~ 40 
AZ SCANkkS5” 85 

EL BARS/l 1 

EL BARS12 2 
EL BARS14 4 
EL BARS10 8 

SSP CONlROL/SELECTlON DDRESPONSE 

SLAVEIRDR RDR 
SLAM/INDEP INDEP 
slAvErrcs TCS 

DD CONTROL/SELECTION DDRESPONSE 

ACCVAUTO SRCH AUTO SEARCH 
ACCIIMAN MANUAL 
ACQ/AUTO AUTO 
VSUHI HI 
VSUOFF OFF 
vsl.no Lo 

Figure 38-41. DD Responses for SCU/SSP/DD 
Select Tests 

SHC CONTROUSELECTlON 

HC MODE/IR/lV 

HC MODEIRDR 

HC MODE/TlD CURSOR 

HC MODEIDD CURSOR 

HANDGRIP ACTlON SWlTCH/ 
(NO DETENT) 

HANDGRIP ACTION SWlTCH/ 
(FIRST DETENT) 

HANDGRIP ACTION SWTTCH/ 
(FULL DETENT) 

HCX (HANDGRIP) LEFT/RIGHT 

HCY (HANDGRIP) FORE/AFT 

MRL 

OFFSET 

DD RESPONSE 

IRrrV 

RDR 

TlD CURSOR 

DD CURSOR 

NO 

HALF 

FULL 

-99 to +99 

-99 to +99 

X 

X 

Figure 38-42. DD Responses for SHC Select Tests 

TID CONTROL/SELECTION DD RESPONSE 

TRACK HOLD X 

TlD MODErm C 

Figure 3843. DD Responses for TID Select Tests 
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TCS 

MAIN1 
DISP 

- 

2 

- 

o- 
- 
2 
- 

4 

- 

INSTR 

SPL 
TEST 

(NBR) 

6 

L, I 6 
SPF 

\ 

BIT 
‘3 

TCS 

- 

- 

AL 22999 TGT 

Figure 384. BIT Static DD Display (ATTK Selected) 
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T*PE CONFIO”R*T,ON N”hf.sER 
,INFORMATION FOR LOCATlON ONLY, 

TARGET 

CURSOR 
SYMBOL 

VELOCITY 
VECTOR 

CENTROIO 
DOT 

ARTlFlCAL 
HORUON 

SYMBOL STEERIN 
SYMBOL 

Figure 38-45. BIT Static TID Display (ATTK Selected) 

These test patterns should be examined by the RIO 
for the absence of any required symbols, symbol inten- 
sity, and symbol position. During the running of the 
static test, the RIO should also select half action or fall 
action on the hand control. The RIO should ensure that 
the TID cursor can be moved throughout the range of 
the TID by moving the hand control. Upon release ofthe 
action switch, the cursor symbols should return to their 
original positions. 

The static portion of the displays test gives the RIO 
an indication that the computer does or does not have 
the display capability for each of the indicated sym- 
bols. It is more than a displays test because it also tests 
computer ability to generate symbols needed for a 
tactical situation. The computer assists the RIO in the 
static portion of the displays test by monitoring power 
failures that have occurred in the controls and displays 
units. A DISP FAILED indicator will appear on the 
maintenance display if a power failure is detected. 
The maintenance display indicates DISP PASSED 
until a failure occurs. 

b. Dynamic Testing. The dynamic test consists of 
a visual evaluation of the movement of the artificial 
horizon, ASE circle, steering symbol, closing range rate 
indicator, launch zone symbols, and a velocity vector 
with MUIR and TUOR markers that sequentially vary in 

size or position. A fixed initial point symbol is displayed 
for reference. To enter the dynamic test, the RIO selects 
CLEAR, NBR, 1, 1, and ENT on the DD keypad. 

When the RIO selects ATTIC with the TID MODE 
switch, the displays on the TlD and DD (Figures 38-38 
and 38-39) will go through the following movements 
every 2 seconds: 

On the DD, the following occur simultaneously: 

2. The artificial horizon steps in roll 6om O” to +15’ 
(right wing down), +30°, +45“, back to O”, -lSO(leI? 
wing down), -30°, -45’, and back to 0’. 

3. The ASE circle steps from 0.8 inch in diameter to 
0.1,0.3,0.56,thenbackto0.8. 

4. The steering symbol steps around the ASE circle 
in a clockwise direction in steps from its position 
in the upper right quadrant to the lower right, 
lower left, upper left, then back to the upper right 
quadrant. 
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HALF OR FULL ACTION NOT SELECTED 

TWS A 

RDR 4 1, 

2 

MAINT- 
DISP 4 

INSTR 
12 

6 

SPL 
TEST 

(NBR) 

. 

BIT 

PHC I 

\ 
AZIMVT” TIC MARK SCANS 

6 

Figure 3846. BIT Static DD Display (GND STAB or TV Selected) (Sheet 1 of 2) 
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HALF OR FULL ACTION NOT SELECTED 

200 GM 
NCTR MAN SNIFF 

TEST 
TGT 

INS-W 

SPL 
TEST 
(NBR) 

BIT 

1234 

HALF OR FULL ACTION SELECTED 

20GM 
NCTR MAN SNIFF 

+ +/h\ 

+ 
INSTR 

SPi 
TEST 
WJBA) 

BIT 

G 

Figure 38-46. BIT Static DD Display (GND STAB or TV Selected) (Sheet 2 of 2) 
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.iLl III64 w’ 
N 

W+ E RRIGHT S RI INKS 

Figore 38-47. BIT Static TID Display (Non-ATTK Selection) 

On the TID, the following occur simultaneously: 

1. The artificial horizon steps in pitch t?om zero to 
+150 (up), +300, +45q 00, -150 (down), -300, -450 
then back to 0”. 

2. The artificial horizon steps in roll hrn 0” to +15’ 
(right wing down), +30”, +45O, back to 0’. -15’ 
(left wing down), -30°, -45’, and back to 0”. 

3. The bar marker steps fmm 1.5 inches above the 
ratiticial horizon to 1.0, 0.5, 0, and back to 1.5 
inches. 

4. The dot marker steps from above the artificial 
to 0.5, 1.0, 1.5 inches and back to the artificial 
horizon. 

5. The artificial horizon, ASE, and steering symbol 
move on the TID at the same rate as the DD. 

6. The ASE circle steps from 2.0 inches in diameter 
to 0.2,0.8,1.4, then backto 2.0 inches in diameter. 

7. The velocity vector will vary in length from 1.5 
inches to 0 inches, 0.5 inches, 1 .O inches, then back 
to 1.5 inches. 

8. TheF-14baroxiginwillvaryits distance abovethe 
artificial horizon along the velocity vector 6om 
1.5 inches to 1.0 inches, 0.5 inches, 0 inches, then 
back to 1.5 inches. 

9. The additional dot marker will vary its distance 
above the artificial horizon along the velocityveo- 
tor from 0 to 0.5 inch, 1.0 inch, 1.5 inches, then 
back to 0 inches. 

The events occuning during the dynamic portion of 
the test are repeated until the RIO selects another BIT 
sequence test, selects another category, interrupts via a 
program restat$ or selects another radar mode. 

When the RIO selects A/C STAB or GND STAB 
with the TJD MODE switch, the displays on the TID and 
DD will go through the following movements every 2 
seconds. 
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Figure 3848. BIT DD Dynamic Display 

Dynamic test in A/C STAB and GND STAB will 
have displays similar to those shown in Figures 38-48 
and 38-49, except that ATTK will blink above the BIT 
horizontal boundary, and the artificial horizon, ASE 
circle, and steering symbol will be deleted. A DISP 
FAILED message will appear on the TID during the 
static or dynamic tests when a fault is detected. A fault 
isolation display can be requested by depressing the 
pushtile adjacent to MAINT DISP on the DD BIT 
menu. If a power fault or computer subsystem fault 
was detected, the unit designator ofthe malfunctioned 
WRA is displayed along with the associated DPs on 
the TID. 

38.5.2.1.10 Special Test Format. Special test is 
initiated via the selection of the SPL TEST pushtile on 
the BIT menu, selection of the NBR pushtile on the DD 
keypad, entering the appropriate test number, and then 
pushing the ENT pushtile. Test execution is continual 
while special test is selected. Testing is interruptiile by 
a program restart (by depressing PGM RST on the DD), 
another BIT selection, or radar mode selection. 

The special test 804nstrumentation test verifies the 
proper operation of the APG-71 instminemation system. 
This system includes the IST and ICIJ modules within 

the RDP and RSP, respectively, and the interface to the 
data recorder. When commanded by this function, in- 
StrrnnentationmodutesintheRDPandRSParew~~ 
to output repeatable test patterns to the ins!rumentation 
recordem. Faihae indications are determined by analysis 
of these recordings ofllme. The display is shown in 
Figure 38-50. 

38.5.3 Flycatcher. Flycatcher is a computer routine 
that allows the opemtor to examine the contents of spe 
cific RDP memory locations. This information is gener- 
ally used in troubleshooting. Flycatcher readouts will be 
displayed on the upper left portion of the DD. The dis- 
play will consist of the computer designation readous 
address readout, and data readout (in hexadecimal). 

To initiate these readouts, the following sequence of 
entries on tbe CAP portion of the DD must be used: 

1. CLR 

2. 7 

3. 1 

4. Em. 
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Figure 38-49. BIT Dynamic TID Display (ATTX. Selected) 

SPL TEST IN 

Figure 38-50. Special Test SO-hstnmentdion Test 
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A computer number of 1 selects the RDP memory, 
currently the only valid selection. Next, a hexadeci- 
mal memory address must be entered in the following 
sequence: 

1. 9 

2. 0 

3. l-to S-digit hex address 

4. ENT. 

The flycatcher has the capability to increment or dec- 
rement the displayed address. To increment the dis- 
played address, the following sequence must be entered: 

1. CLR 

2. 7 

3. N+E 

4. Elm. 

To decrement the displayed address, the following 
sequence must be entered: 

1. CLR 

2. I 

3. s-w 

4. ENT. 

If an increment is performed, and no further CAP 
selections have been made, subsequent increments or 
decrements can be made by simply pressing the ENT 
pushtile repeatedly. 

The flycatcher is turned off with the following CAP 
sequence: 

1. CLR 

2. 7 

3. 0 

4. m. 
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PART X 

NATOPS Evaluation 

Chapter 39 - NATOPS Evaluation and Question Bank 
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CHAPTER 39 

NATOPS Evaluation 

39.1 NATOPS EVALUATION PROGRAM 

39.1 .l Concept. The standard operating procedures 
prescribed in this manual represent the optimum method 
of operating the aircraft The NATOPS evaluation is 
inter&d to evaluate compliance with NATOPS proce- 
dures by observing and grading individuals and units. 
This evaluation is tailored for compatibility with various 
operational commitments and missions of both Navy 
and Marine Corps units. The prime objective of the 
NATOPS evaluation program is to assist the unit com- 
manding otXcer in improving unit readiness and safety 
through constructive comment. Maximum benefit from 
the NATOPS program is achieved only through the vig- 
orous support of the program by commanding officers 
as well as by flightcrcwmembers. 

39.1.2 Implementation. The NATOPS evaluation 
program shall be carried out in every unit operating 
naval aircraft. The various categories of flightcrew- 
members desiring to attain and retain qualification in the 
F-14D shall be evaluated initially in accordance with the 
current OPNAV Instruction 3710, and at least once dur- 
ing the 12 months following initial and subsequent 
evaluations, Individual and unit NATOPS evaluations 
will be conducted annually; however, instruction in and 
observation of adherence to NATOPS procedures must 
be on a daily basis within each unit to obtain maximum 
benefits from the program. The NATOPS coordinators, 
evaluators, and inr4tuctors shall administer the program 
as outlined in the current OPNAVINST 3710. Evaluees 
who receive a grade of Unqualified on a ground or flight 
evaluation shall be allowed 30 days in which to com- 
plete a reevaluation. A maximum of 60 days may elapse 
between the date of the initial ground and flight evalu- 
ation and the date that qualification is satisfactorily com- 
pleted. F-14A/A(PLUS) NATOPS evaluations csn be 
accomplished during the same evaluation flight, pro- 
vided the currency requirements for each model estab- 
lishedinChaptcr5aremet.Thercsultswillberccorded 
ontheNKfOPSeval~onreport(OPNAVForm3710/T). 

39.1.3 Deflnltlons. The following terms, used 
throughout this chapter, are detined below as to thcii 
specific meaning within the NATOPS program. 

39.1.3.1 NATOPS Evaluation. Aperiodic evaluation 
of individual flightcmwmembers standardization con- 
sisting of an open-book examination, closed-book ex- 
amination, oral examination, and flight evaluation. 

39.1.3.2 NATOPS Reevaluation. A partial 
NATOPS evaluation administered to a flightcrewmem- 
ber who has been placed in an Unqualified status by 
receiving an Unqualified grade for any ground exami- 
nation or for the flight evaluations. Only those areas in 
which an unsatisfactory level was identified need be 
observed during a reevaluation. 

39.1.3.3 Quallfled. The evaluation termappliedto a 
flightcmwmember who is well standardized and who 
demonstrates highly professional knowledge of and 
compliance with NATOPS standards and procedures. 
Momentary deviations from or minor omission in non- 
critical areas are permitted if prompt and timely reme- 
dial action was initiated by the evaluee. 

39.1.3.4 Conditionally Quallfled. The evaluation 
term applied to a tLightcrewmcmber who is satisfactorily 
standardized, who may have made one or mom signiti- 
cant deviations Tom NATOPS standards and proce- 
dures but made no errors in critical areas and no errors 
jeopardizing mission accomplishment or flight safety. 

39.1.3.5 Unqualified. The evaluation term applied 
to a tlightcmwmember who is not acceptably stand- 
ardized, who failed to meet minimum standards regard- 
ing knowledge of and/or ability to apply NATOPS 
procedute.s, or who made one or more significant devia- 
tions from NATOPS standards and procedures that 
could jeopardize mission accomplishment or flight 
safety. 

39.1.3.0 Area. An area is a routine of preflight, 
Sight, or postflight 
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39.1.3.7 Subarea. A performance subdivision 
within an area that is covered and evaluated during an 
evaluation flight 

39.1.3.8 Critical Area and Subarea. Any area or 
subarea that covers items of significant importance to 
the overall mission requirements, the marginal perform- 
ance of which would jeopardize safe conduct of the flight. 

39.2 GROUND EVALUATION 

Prior to commencing the flight evaluation, an evaluee 
must achieve a minimum grade of Qualified on the 
open-book and closed-book examinations. The oral ex- 
amination is also part of the ground evaluation but may 
be conducted as part of the flight evaluation. To assure 
a degree of standardiition between units, the NATOPS 
instructors may use theaank of questions contained in this 
chapter in preparing portions of tire written examinations. 

39.2.1 Open-Book Examination. The open-book 
examination shall consist of, but not be limited to, the 
question bank. The purpose of the open-book examina- 
tion portion ofthe written examination is to evaluate the 
flightcrewmember’s knowledge of appropriate publica- 
tions and the aircraft. 

39.2.2 Closed-Book Examination. The closed- 
book examination may be taken from, but shall not be 
limited to, the question bank and shall include questions 
concerning normal and emergency procedures and air- 
craft liiitations. Questions designated critical will be so 
marked. 

39.2.3 Oral Examination. The questions may be 
taken t?om this manual and may be drawn from the 
experience of the instructor-evaluator. Such questions 
should be dimct and positive and should in no way be 
based-solely on opinion. 

39.2.4 Emergency. An aircraft component or sys- 
tem failure or condition that requires instantaneous rec- 
ognition, analysis, and proper action. 

39.28 Malfunction. An aircraft component or sys- 
tem failure or condition that requires recognition and 
analysis, but which permits more deliberate action than 
that required for an emergency. 

39.2.8 MFT and WST Procedures Evaluation. 
An MFT and WST may be used to assist in measuring 
the flightcrewmember’s efficiency in the execution of 
normai operating procedures and reaction to emergen- 
cies and malfnnctions. In areas not covered by the OFT 
and WST facilities, this may be done by placing the 

fiightcmwmember in an aircraft and admiistering ap- 
propriate questions. 

39.2.7 Grading instructions. Examinationgrades 
shall use a 4.0 scale and be converted to an adjective 
grade of Qualified or Unqualified. 

39.2.7.1 Open-Book Examination. To obtain a 
grade of Qualified, an evaluec must obtain a minimum 
score of 3.5. 

39.2.7.2 Closed-Book Examination. To obtain a 
grade of Qualified, an evaluee must obtain a minimum 
score of 3.3. 

392.7.3 Oral Examination and MFTand WSTPro 
cedum Check (if Conducted). A grade ofQualified or 
Unqualified shall be assigned by the instructor- 
evaluator. 

39.3 FLIGHT EVALUATION 

The flight evaluation may be conducted on any rou- 
tine syllabus flight with the exception offlights launched 
for FCLP and CARQUAL or ECCM training. Emergen- 
cies will not be simulated. 

The number of flights required to complete the flight 
evaluation should be kept to a minimum, normally one 
flight. The areas and subareas to be observed and graded 
on a flight evaluation are outlined in the grading criteria 
with critical areas marked by an asterisk (*). Grades on 
subareas will be assigned in accordance witb the grading 
criteria. Grades on subareas shall be combined to arrive 
at the overall grade for the flight. If desired, grades of 
areas shall also be determined in this manner. At the 
discretion of the squadron or unit commander, the evalu- 
ation may be conducted in WST, MFT, or COT. 

39.3.1 instrument Flight Evaluation. Annual 
NATOPS instrument flight evaluations and the IFR por- 
tions ofNATOPS flight evaluations, whether conducted 
in flight or in an approved simulator, must be conducted 
by a NATOPS-qualified pilot or RIO, who is designated 
in writing by the unit commanding officer. Such instru- 
ment fliaht evaluations must be conducted in accord- 
ance w;h the procedures outlined in the current 
OPNAVINST 3710. 

39.4 OPERATIONAL DEPLOYABLE 
SQUADRONS 

Pilots and RIOs assigned to operational deployable 
squadrons will normally be checked as a team, with the 
flight evaluation being conducted by the checkcrew flying 
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wing. RIO commentary will be transmitted on the GCI 
or CIC control tkequency in use. 

395 TRAlNlNG AND EVALUATlON SQUADRONS 

Units with training or evaluation missions that are 
concerned with individual instructor pilot or RIO stand- 
ardization rather than with team standardization may 
conduct the flight evaluation with the checkcrew-pilot 
flying wing or on an individual basis. A pilot may be 
individually checked with the instructor-evaluator con- 
ducting the ilight evaluation fium the rear seat. The RIO 
may be individually checked by flying with the imtmctor- 
evahtator as the pilot. 

39.6 FLIGHT EVALUATIONS 

The areas and subareas in which pilots and RIOs 
may be observed and graded for adherence to stand- 
ardized operating procedures are outlined in the fol- 
lowing paragraphs. 

Note 
If&sired units with training missions may 
expand the flight evaluation to include evalu- 
ation of standardixed training methods and 
techniques. 

(*) The IPR portions of the flight evaluation shall be 
in accordance with the procedure outlined in the 
NATOPS Instrument Flight Manual. 

39.6.1 Mission Planning and Briefing 

1. Flight plamting (pilot and RIO) 

2. Briefmg (pilot and RIO) 

3. Personal flying equipment (pilot and RIO). 

39.6.2 Preflight and Llne Operations. Inasmuch 
as preflight and line operation procedures are graded in 
detail during the ground evaluation, only those areas 
observed on the flight check will be graded. 

1. Aircraft acceptance (pilot and RIO) 

2. start 

3. Before-taxiing procedures (Pilot). 

39.6.3 Taxi and Runup 

(2) Takeoff and transition 

1. ATC clearance (pilot) 

2. Takeoff (pilot) 

3. Transition to climb schedule. 

39.6.4 Climb and Cruise 

1. Departure (pilot) 

2. Climb and level-off (pilot) 

3. Procedures en route @ilot) 

(*) Approach and landing 

4. Radar, tacan (pilot) 

5. Recovery (Pilot). 

39.6.5 Communlcatlons 

1. Receiving and tmnsmitting pmcedmcs (pilot and 
RIO) 

2. Visual signals (pilot and RIO) 

3. IFF and SIP procedures (RIO). 

39.6.6 (‘) Emergency and Malfunctlon Proce- 
dures. In this area, the pilot and RIO will be evaluated 
only in the case of actual emergencies unless evaluation 
is conducted in the COT, WST, or OPT. 

39.6.7 Posffllght Procedures 

1. Taxi in (pilot) 

2. Shutdown (pilot and RIO) 

3. Impection and records @dot and RIO) 

4. Flight debriefmg (pilot and RIO). 

39.6.6 Mission Evaluation. This area includes 
missions covered in the NATOPS flight manual, F- 14D 
tactical manual, and naval warfare publications for 
which standard&d procedures and techniques have 
been developed. 

39.7 RECORD AND REPORTS 

A NATOPS evaluation report (OPNAV Form 
37 1017) shall he completed for each evaluation and for- 
warded to the evaluee’s commanding officer only. 
This report shall be filed and retained in the individ- 
ual’s NATOPS jacket. In addition, an entry shall bc 
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made in the pilot’s and RIO’s flight logbooks under 
“Qualifidons and Achie.vement.3” as follows: 

GUAUFICAltON DATE SIGNATURE 

NATOPS 
EVALUATION 

(Authenticating 
signature) I 

(Aircmfl hbdel) 

(Crew Position) 
(Unit that 
administered 
avalualion~ 

39.7.1 Critique. The critique is the terminal point in 
the NATOPS evaluation and will be given by the 
evaluator-instructor administering the check. Preua- 
ration for the critique involves p&es&g, reconstruct- 
ing data collected, and oral presentation of the NATOPS 
evaluation report. Deviations from standard operating 
procedures will be covered in detail using all collected 
data and worksheets as a guide. Upon completion of the 
critique, the pilot and RIO will receive the completed 
copy of the NATOPS evaluation report for certification 
and signature. The completed NATOPS evaluation re- 
port will then be presented to the unit commanding 
officer. 

39.8 FLIGHT EVALUATION GRADING CRITERIA 

Only those subareas provided or required shall be 
graded.Thegradesassignedforasubareashallbe.de- 
termined by comparing the degree of adherence to 
standard operating pmcedmes with adjectival ratings 
listed below. Momentary deviations fiom standard op- 
erating procedures should not be considered as unquali- 
fying provided such deviations do not jeopardize flight 
safety and the evaluee applied prompt corrective action. 

39.8.1 Flight Evaluation Grade Determination. 
The following procedure shall be used in determining 
the flight evaluation grade. A grade of Unqualified in 
any critical area and subarea will result in an overall 
grade of Unqualified for the flight. Otherwise, flight 
evaluation (or area) grades shall be de&mined by assign- 
ing the following numerical equivalents to the adjective 
gmdeforeachsubareaOnlythenmneralsO,2,or4will 
be assigned in subareas. No interpolation is allowed. 

1. Unqualified - 0.0 

2. Conditionally Qualified - 2.0 

3. Qualified - 4.0. 

To determine the numerical grade for each area and 
the overall grade for the flight, add all the points as- 
signed to the subareas and divide this sum by the number 

ofs&areasgraded.Theadjectivegradeshallthenbe 
determined on the basis of the following scale. 

1. O.Oto2.19-Unqualified 

2.2.2 to 2.99 -Conditionally Qualified. 

3. 3.0 to 4.0 - Qualified. 

Example (add subarea numerical equivalents): 

4+2+4+2+4 16 
5 

= r = 3.20 or Qualified 

39.8.2 Flnal Grade Determination. The final 
NATOPSevaluationgmdeshallbethesameasthegrade 
assigned to the flight evaluation. An evaluee who re- 
ceives an Unqualified on any ground examination or the 
flight ~aluati~shallbeplaced~~Unq~li~~s~~ 
until a grade of Conditionally Qualified or Qualified is 
achieved on a reevaluation. 

39.9 APPLICABLE PUBLICATIONS 

The NATOPS flight manual contains the standard 
operations criteria for F-14D aircraft. Publications re- 
garding environmental procedures peculiar to shore- 
based and shipboard operations and tactical missions are 
listed below: 

1. F-14D tactical manuals 

2. NWPS 

3. NATOPS Air Refueling Manual 

4. Air TratFo Control NATOPS Msnual 

5. LocalAirOperationsManual 

6. Carrier Air Operations Manual. 

39.10 NATOP!5EVALUAT0NQUEgTiON BANK 

The following bank of questions is intended to assist 
theunitNATOPS instructor-evaluator inthepreparation 
of ground e xaminations and to provide an abbreviated 
study guide. The questions from the bank may be com- 
bined with locally originated questions in tbe preparation 
of ground examinations. The closed-book examination 
will consist of not less than 25 questions nor more than 
75 questions. The time limit for the closed-book exami- 
nation is 1 hour and 30 minutes. The requirements for 
the open-book examination are the same as those for the 
closed-book examination, except there is no time lit. 
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NATOPS EVALUATION QUESTION BANK 

1. The aimraft weighs appmximately including trapped tiu& oi& Bun, Pilok end RIO. 

2. Theaircraftis inlongthandhasawingspanof at2ood in oversweep. 

3. The L INLET and R LNLET caution lights indicate 

4. During normal system operation, the status of AICS ramp control is as follows: 

SPEED Ramp Hydraulic Power 

Mc0.35 ON/OFF Restrained by 

M 0.35 to 0.5 ON/OFF commanded 

M>O.S ON/OFF Pmgrammed as a timtion of 

5. An AICS failure that causes illumination of an INLET and/or RAMP caution light results in the following: 

Speed Range Ramp Resultant 

M > 0.9 

6. During the AICS portion of OBC, simulated variant flight conditions cycle the through 

their full range of operation in about - seconds. This exercises the 
and ensures 

7. Operation of the L and R AICS is completely independent 

a. True 

b. False 

8. AICS anti-ice is available between Mach and Mach. 

9. With the gear handle down and one or mom ramps not in the stow position, the ramp light will be illuminated. 

a. True 

b. False 

10. The installed thrust of the Fl lo-GE-400 engine is 
MAXAA. 

pounds at MRT and pounds at 

11. In SEC mode, both main engine fuel flow and compressor VSVs am scheduled 
, and fan speed is liited by the 

12. A 3percent increase in windmill rpm can be achieved by selecting 

by the 

13. Nonemergency selection of the SEC mode should be performed in 

I 
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14. The augmenter fan temperatam control system regulates five parameters of the engine to provide stall-free 
operation for any rate of throttle movement thmughout the flight envelope. These parameters are: 

a. 

d. 

e. 

15. The engine electrical control subsystem is powered by an engine gearbox-mounted (ac or dc) alternator that 
contains separate windings, which ale: 

a. 

C. 

d 

16. What are the two power sources for fan speed limiting7 

a. 

b. 

17. The backup ignition is powered by the aircraft 

18. Autorelight logic is provided by the 

19. What are the throttle interlocks at the military power detent? 

bus. 

a. 

b. 

C. 

20. Autothmttle may be preflight ground t&cd on deck either in 
Indications that a malfonction exists in the autothrottle system are 

21. Lit oil pressure readings 

a. MRT psi 

b. Mium at IDLE psi 

or 
or 
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22. An engine stall with no overtemperature will illuminate the appropriate STALL WARNING light in both PRl 
and SEC mode. 

a. True 

b. False 

23. Normal ranges of nozzle position are: 

a. IDLE weight on wheels 

b. In-flight MRT 

c. MNA/Ei 

d. MAXAD 

24. What interlocks must be satisfied to activate the nozzle to the full-open position to reduce residual thrust? 

a. 

25. Minimum rpm for ground start of the Fl lo-GE-400 engine is percent rpm. 

26. Maximum allowable EGT for ground starting the Fl IO-GE-400 engine is T. 

27. The starting temperature limits are the same for both ground starts and aimtarts. 

a. True 

b. False 

28. At EGT readings of “C *lo, a warning tone is present in the pilot earphones. 

29. At T, the EGT chevrons begin to flash. 

30. A hot engine should not be started until EGT is below T airborne. 

3 1. Zero- or negative-g flight is limited ,to a maximum of 
seconds in afterburner in or&r not to 

seconds in military power or less aud 

32. Above rpm, the MEC should shut off ibe1 flow to the Fl lO-GE-400 engine. 

33. If the throttle boost system fails, the throttles automatically revert to manual mode, and the throttle mode switch 
returns to MAN. 

a. True 

b. False 

34. What pilot action is required to reset the boost mode of throttle control subsequent to reversion to the manual 
mode? 

35. is the controllmg parameter for the APCS. 
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36. Autothrottle engagement range is between and percent rpm. 

37. If the autotbrottles are disengaged by any means, the AUTO THROT light illuminates for a lo-second duration. 

a. True 

b. False 

38. Engine rpmmust be above percent to supply suf6cient power forthe main engine ignition system. 

39. When attempting a crossbleed or normal ground start, the ENG CRANK switch will not reengage if the engine 
is spooling down and engine rpm is between and percent 

40. During spooklown airstarts, hung starts in the low rpm range (less than 45 percent) can be assisted with 
.Hung~inthemid-rpmrange(5Oto6opercent)canbecorrected by 

41. If the IGV linkage breaks, the IGVs assume a position, which is near normal for 
power settings. 

42. The number of delta Ps to cheek on each engine during preflight is 

43. During an engine ground tire or abnormal start, be sure that the BACK UP IGNITION switch is in the 
position. 

44. The L or R FIRE warning lights illuminate when the respective entire sensing loop is heated approximately 
“F or when any 6-inch section is heated to approximately OF. 

45. What procedures should be followed to check oil level if it was not checked within 5 to 30 minutes after 
shutdown? 

46. During preflight, the oil sight gauge is always a reliable indicator of oil level. 

a. True 

b. False 

47. TheNo. bearing receives priority lubrication in the event of a loss of oil. 

48. During cold starts, oil pressure greater than 80 psi should not be exceeded for more than minute(s). 

49. The electrical source for the oil pressure indicator is 

50. The OIL PRESS warning light will illuminate. when the pressure drops below 
when pressure rises above 

psi and extinguishes 
psi. 

5 1. The L or R OIL HOT warning light indicates that the supply oil temperature has exceeded 
the scavenge pump temperature has exceeded 

52. The INLET ICE caution light illuminates when or 

53. In AUTO, pitot probe heat is available only with weight off wheels. 

a. ‘he 

b. False 

or 
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54. which of the following would result io illumination of the FUEL PRESS caution light? 

a. Failure of a motive flow pump. 

b. Failure of a main foe1 pump stage. 

56. Failure of the second stage on the main engine fuel pump will have what effect on engine operation? 

55. Failure of a motive flow fuel pump will have what effect on the engine and fuel system operation? 

57. The loss of an engine-driven boost pump will have what effect on operation of both engines? 

58. Selecting either AFT or FWD with the foe1 FEED switch performs what functions in the fuel system? 

a. C. e. 

59. The JJR FUEL LOW light ilhuninates with approximately pounds remaining in the respective 
feed group. 

60. AutomaticshutoffofwinganddroptrmkhansfaoccurswithwING/ExTTRANsswitchineitherA~orORIDE 

a. True 

b. False 

61. The engine boost pump is powered by 

62. To increase bingo fuel specifications, the engine mode select switch may be placed in 
during descents or 

63. The BINGO caution light illuminates when 

64. Is vent tank fuel quantity included in the fuel totaker on the AFT and L indicator readings7 

65. When should the FEED switch be activated to FWD or AFT7 

66. What medium is used to actuate the feed tank interco~ect valve, wing motive tlow shut-off valves, and fuel 
dump valve7 

67. Wing foe1 is transferred by: 

a. Engine bleed air 

b. Motive flow fuel 

68. The fuel thermistors in the outboard section of the wing tanks perform what function? 

69. The foe1 thermistors in fuel cell Nos. 2 and 5 perform these functions when either is uncovered~ 

a. d. 

b. e. 
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70. All fuel entering the vent tank is vented overboard through the vent mast in the tailhook attachment faking. 

a. True 

b. False 

71. Fuel transfer from the external drop tanks is accomplished by 

72. External Abel transfer can be checked on the deck by OI 

73. Fuel dump is prohibited with speedbmkes open and/or aflerbumer operation. 

a. ‘he 

b. False 

74. When the fuel dump circuit is activated, wing and external drop tank transfer is automatically initiated. 

a. True 

b. False 

75. Is it possible to refuel in flight and accomplish total fuel transfer without electrical power or a combined 
hydraulic system? If not, why? 

76. On engine start with the generator switch in normal, the generator is automatically excited and the generator 
control unit brings it on the line when engine rpm is approximately percent. 

77. stage bleed air is used for lDG oil ground ccoling. 

78. If the thermal cutout decouples the drive clutch to either main generator in flight, the IDG may be recoupled 
(reset) a maximum of three times. 

a. True 

b. False 

79. Failure of either ac generator automatically connects the leg and right main ac buses to the operative generator. 
The cockpit indicator will be a caution light. 

80. The emergency generator is powered by 

8 1. If the emergency generator switch is in NORM, it will come on the line automatically when 

82. When operating on the emergency generator, the cockpit lighting available consists of and 

83. A single enginedriven pump on the left powers the combined hydraulic system and a single engine-driven 
pump on the right powers the flight hydraulic system 

a. True 

b. False 
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84. 

85. 

86. 

If the pilot extinguishes the MASTER CAUTION light after a failure of one main hydraulic system, fsil~re 
of the other system (will or will not) illuminate the MASTER CALJTION light. Why? 

List the requirements for operation of DLC. 

With the left engine shut down in flight and 0 percent windmill rpm, the combmed hydraulic system can be 
powered by 

88. With total loss of fluid fmrn either main hydraulic system, the hydraulic transfer pump will 

89. The cockpit handpump will charge the brake accumulator in Sight if 

90. Loss of all hydraulic fluid f?orn the flight hydraulic system will mean loss of power to the right inlet ramps. 

a. Txue 

b. False 

91. With loss of the combined hydraulic system (combined system pressure zero), the main flaps are powered by 
and the auxiliary flaps am 

92. With the landing gear emergency blown down the nosewheel steering and normal brakes will operate after 
touchdown. 

a. True 

b. False 

93. The outboard spoiler module uses combined system fluid. 

a. ‘he 

b. False 

94. Outboard spoilers are inoperative with wing-sweep angles atI of 

95. The outboard spoiler module thermal cutout is inhibited when 

96. The ON-OFF flag in the spoiler window of the hydraulic indicator indicates: 

a. The outboard spoiler module is energized. 

b. The outboard spoiler system is pressmined. 

97. With loss of the combined hydraulic system (combined system pressure zero) the inboard spoilers wilh 

98. 

99. 

The backup flight control module powers the and the 

With the backup Sight control module switch in AUTO, the module is automatically energized when 

NAVAIR Ql-l=l4AAD-1 

100. The backup flight control module switch has three positions: AUTO, and 
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101. The backup Sight control module operates in the high-speed mode when 

102. Operational status of the backup flight control module is indicated in the cockpit by 

103. DLC requims an operable outboard spoiler module. 

a. True 

b. False 

104. Failure of either the combined or flight hydraulic system will have what effect on wing sweep? 

105. On the wing-sweep indicator, there are three position indicators. These show > 
and wing-sweep position. 

106. The aircraft is being operated with the wings afl of the forward limit. The wing-sweep control mode indicator 
reads MAN. If speed is now increased beyond where the wing-sweep angle and forward lit coincide, the 
control mode indicator will mad andthewingswill 

107. The most forward wing-sweep angle allowed in bomb mode is 

108. The emergency wing-sweep mode is a manual method of positioning the wings. This method incorporates 
locks every from ZOO to 68O to prevent random wing movement in this mode. 

109. Illumination of the WING SWEEP warning light means: 

110. Illumination of the WING SWEEP advisory light means: 

111. Transient failures in the CADC may be reset by: 

112. The CADC is self-tested in 

113. List the caution, advisory, and warning lights activated by the CADC directly or via the AFCS: 

a. e. 

d. h. 

114. When instrument teat has been selected on the MASTER TEST panel, the EIG indications afler 5 seconds are: 

a. RPM 

b. EGT 

c. FUEL 

d. FLOW 
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115. A degraded mode of EIG operation is indicated by 

116. Maneuver flaps can be lowered at any wing-sweep angle between 20’ and 

117. The maneuvering flap thumbwheel will lower the main flaps , 
and the slats 

theauxiliatyflaps . . . , 
. Use ofthe maneuvering&vices (does or does not) put more restrictive g htahons 

on the aircraft. 

118. What is the meaning of the fogowing (besides CADC failure)? 

a. FLAP caution light 

b. REDUCE SPEED warning (1) 

(3) 

119. Power for emergency extension of the landing gear is supplied by 

120. The minimum bottle pressure for accomplishing emergency extension of the landing gear is psi but 
minimum preflight bottle pressure is psi at 70 OF (21.T). 

121. Full lateral trim in the direction of stick displacement will reduce maximum spoiler deflection to 
ou that side. 

122. Full slat asymmetry of 17’ can result in an out-of-control situation at 
even with 55O of spoilers available. 

units AOA or greater, 

123. The rudder pedal shaker is armed with main flaps greater than 
computer operating. 

124. With DIG engaged, lbll-up DLC positions the inboard spoilers at 
GP 

Oandthe 

0 and the horixontal stab trailing 

125. The initial position for spoilen when DLC is engaged is 

126. The correct positioning for stabilizers when DLC is given a fit&down command (from trim) is 
trailing edge 

127. Full rudderthrow ofi ’ corresponds to finches of rudder pedal travel. 

128. Control surface authority of the stability augmentation system is: 

Pitch i 0 

Roll f 0 

Yaw l 0 

129. The gear handle is down and the three gear position indicators show the gear down, but the transition light 
is illuminated. What does this indicate and what action should be taken? 
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130. The ANTI SKID SPOILER BK switch is OFF and the BRAKE light is illuminated. This would indicate: 

a. 

b. 

131. The BRAKE light (ANTI SK.ID SPOILER BK switch OFF) operates only when the brakes are depressed or 
the parking handle is pulled. 

a. True 

b. False 

132. The two procedures for lowering the launch bar are: 

133. Nosewheel steering cannot be engaged until weight is on wheels. 

a. True 

b. False 

or 

134. With the nosewheel <70°, the nosewheel assumes the position commanded by the rudder pedals when 
nosewheel steering is engaged. 

a. Tnre 

b. False 

135. BLEED DUCT light indicates temperatures in excess of OF between engine and primary heat 
exchanger or greater than OF between primary heat exchanger and the ECS turbine. 

136. The ram air door can be opened only if the or button is depressed on the ECS 
control panel. 

137. TheramairdoorautomaticallycloseswithselectionofLENG,RENG,orBOTHENGontheECScontrolpanel. 

a. True 

b. False 

138. The ram air door requires seconds to go full open. 

139. The RIO has a low-cockpit-pressure caution light (CABIN PRESS) that illuminates if or 

140. With the OBOGS light on, each flightcrewmember should have _ hours of oxygen at 20,000 feat (8,000 
feet cabin altitude). 

141. Pullmg the emergency oxygen actuator releases gaseous oxygen charged to psi and will provide approxi- 
mately a -minute supply. 

142. Windshield rain removal is accomplished by blowing 390 OF air over the outside of the windshield. If the 
tempemtute sensor detects an overtempemture condition, the.WSHLD HOT advisory light will ifhrminate 
and 

143. Maximum allowable headwind for the open canopy is 
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144. When the canopy is jettisoned, the sill locks are released by 

145. The canopy pneumatic reservoir must be serviced by ground servicing unit. 

aTme 

b. Fslse 

146. The pilot can tell the position of the command ejection lever by 

147. The RIO can eject both himself and the pilot with EJECT CMD handle set to PILOT. 

a. True 

b. False 

148. The pilot can eject both himself and the RIO with the EJECT CMD handle set to MCO. 

aTrue 

b. False 

149. In the event the canopy does not separate tirn the aimraft when either tlightcmwmember has initiated 
ejection, ‘Ytuwgh the canopy” ejection will not occur. 

a. True 

b. False 

150. Tlleream safety pins per ejection seat. 

151. Command ejection by either flightcrewmember will eject the RIO in __ seconds and the pilot 
swonds later. 

152. For a high-altitode ejection, the seat is allowed to ike-fall to f. feet. 

153. All exterior lighting controls except for the light are located on the MASTER LIGHT panel on the 
pilot console, and the exterior lights master switch on the outboard throttle. 

154. When the wing.9 are swept aft of 
- 

the position lights are disabled and the glove vane 
position lights are operable. 

155. When the ANTI-COLLISION light switch is ON, the position lights flasher switch is disabled. 

156. A proper indicator lights test has the MASTER CAUTION light on steady. 

a.TlUe 

b. False 

157. The RIO can monitor SW tones by selection of position on the ICS panel. 

158. The standby attitude indicator is capable of providing reliable attitude information within for 
upb minutes after a complete loss of power. 

159. On deck tbe allowable error between the pilot and RIO altimeter readings is feet at field elevation. 
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160. The angle-of-attack indicator is checked during 
indications are: 

a. hiicator - 

b. Indexer - 

and the indexer during .proper 

161. In the landing cont&uration, 15 units AOA is equivalent in aimpeed for: 

a 48,000 pounds (DLC not engaged) = KIAS 

b. 48,000 pounds (DLC engaged/neutral) = KIAS 

c. 50,000 pounds (DLC not engaged) = KL4s 

162 . With an ahspeed indicator failure, list the angle of attack to fly for the following conditions (drag index 8): 

a. Catapult 

b. Climb (MIL) SL to combat ceiling. 

c. Cruise at OPT. ALT. 

d. Endurance at OPT. ALT. 

163. Stores jettison is controlled by which aircraft system? 

164. ACM jettison requires MASTER ARM ON. 

a True 

b. False 

165. Selective jettison can be completely controlled by either flightcmwmember. 

a. True 

b. False 

166. In the emergency jettison mode, the weight-on-wheels interlock is bypassed. 

a. True 

b. False 

167. Emergency jettison mode will jettison Sidewinders. 

a. True 

b. False 

168. Sidewinder is jettisoned by ftig the motor and sating the warhead. 

a. True 

b. False 
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169. The pretaxi (weighton-wheels) OBC master test is a complete check of the SMS. 

a. True 

b. False. 

170. Selection of any pulse dogfight mode automatically provides stab out aircmft reference. 

a. True 

b. False 

171. The pilot must clear maintenance display prior to running OBC for current test results 

a. True 

b. False 

172. FornormalUHPoperationwiththeARC-182,theAMEMswitchshouldbeinthe 
position. 

173. With track files established in TWS, the HUD and MPDs provide the pilot complete steering information to 
the centroid of the targets. 

a. True 

b. False 

174. The navigation system may be updated by five methods; they are: 

a. d. 

b. 

C. 

e. 

175. In TACAN BIT, the range and bearing on the HSD and BDHI should indicate 
0 

nm and 

176. The target designator (diamond) is valid to f O off the nose. 

177. With MASTER ARM OFF, the HUD and VDI armament legend will appear with 

178. To obtain an attack presentation, the air-to-air button must be selected on the PDCP. 

a. True 

b. False 

179. The COOLING AIR light refers to air cooling out of tolerance while the SENSOR COND light indicates 
liquid cooling out of tolerance. 

a. True 

b. False 
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180. The TID is orieoted to north, with selection of GND STAB on the TID mode switch. 

181. Which of tbe following presentations are available to tbe pilot: 

a. IRSTS 

b. PS 

c. PDS 

d. AU of tbe above. 

182. A acronym indicates * failure of tbe SMS, thus preventing normal separation of stores in any 
launch mode. 

183. The RADAR COOLING switch in tbe RIO cockpit controls liquid coolant to 

184. Hostile area altitude is entered in tbe pseudo file to properly reject eltitude line return. 

185. Wind is automatically computed by the system in the INS mode. 

a. True 

b. False 

186. A wind of 35 lmots and 057” relative to the duty runway represents a headwind compone.nt of 
knots and crosswind of ImOtS. 

187. A blinking SHOOT cue indicates 

188. Hydraulic power to drive tbe gun comes f?nrn the System. 
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